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Preface

Recommender systems are software tools and techniques providing suggestions for
items to be of use to a user. The suggestions provided by a recommender system are
aimed at supporting their users in various decision-making processes, such as what
items to buy, what music to listen, or what news to read. Recommender systems are
valuable means for online users to cope with information overload and help them
make better choices. They are now one of the most popular applications of artificial
intelligence, supporting information discovery on the Web. Several techniques for
recommendation generation have been proposed, and during the last two decades,
many of them have also been successfully deployed in commercial environments.
Nowadays, all the major Internet players adopt recommendation techniques.

Development of recommender systems is a multi-disciplinary effort which
involves experts from various fields such as artificial intelligence, human computer
interaction, data mining, statistics, decision support systems, marketing, and con-
sumer behavior.

The first two editions of the handbook, which were published 10 and 6 years
ago, were extremely well received by the recommender systems community. The
positive reception, along with the fast pace of research in recommender systems,
motivated us to further update the handbook. This third edition aims at updating
the previously presented material and to show new techniques and applications in
the field. The Recommender Systems Handbook is now offered in a greatly revised
edition; 11 chapters are totally new, and the remaining chapters are updated versions
of selected chapters already published in the second edition.

Despite these revisions, the goal of this handbook remains unaltered. It still
aims at presenting both fundamental knowledge and more advanced topics by
organizing them in a coherent and unified repository of recommender systems major
concepts, theories, methods, trends, challenges, and applications. Its informative,
factual pages will provide researchers, students, and practitioners in industry with
a comprehensive, yet concise and convenient reference source to recommender
systems.

The book describes in detail the classical methods as well as extensions and novel
approaches that were more recently introduced. It consists of five parts: General
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Recommendation Techniques; Special Recommendation Techniques; Value and
Impact of Recommender Systems; Human Computer Interaction; and Applications.
The first part presents the most popular and fundamental techniques used nowadays
for building recommender systems, such as collaborative filtering, semantic-based
methods, recommender systems based on implicit feedback, neural networks, and
context-aware methods. The second part comprises chapters on more advanced rec-
ommendation techniques, such as session-based recommender systems, adversarial
machine learning for recommender systems, group recommendation techniques,
reciprocal recommenders systems, natural language techniques for recommender
systems, and cross-domain approaches to recommender systems. The third part
covers a wide perspective on the evaluation of recommender systems with chapters
on methods for evaluating recommender systems, their value and impact, the
multistakeholder perspective of recommender systems, and the analysis of the
fairness, novelty, and diversity in recommender systems. The fourth part contains
a few chapters on the human computer dimension of recommender systems, with
papers on the role of explanation, the user personality, and how to effectively support
individual and group decision with recommender systems. The last part focusses on
application in several important areas, such as, food, music, fashion, and multimedia
recommendation.

We would like to thank all authors for their valuable contributions. We would
like to express gratitude to all the reviewers who generously provided comments
on drafts or counsel otherwise. We would like to express our special thanks to
Susan Lagerstrom-Fife and staff members of Springer for their kind cooperation
throughout the production of this book. Finally, we wish this handbook will
contribute to the growth of this subject; we wish the novices a fruitful learning
path, and to those more expert, a compelling application of the ideas discussed in
this handbook and a fruitful development of this challenging research area.

Bozen-Bolzano, Italy Francesco Ricci

Beer-Sheva, Israel Lior Rokach

Beer-Sheva, Israel Bracha Shapira
February 2022
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Recommender Systems: Techniques,
Applications, and Challenges

Francesco Ricci, Lior Rokach, and Bracha Shapira

1 Introduction

Recommender systems (RSs) are software tools and techniques that provide sug-
gestions for items that are most likely of interest to a particular user [21, 56, 58].
The suggestions usually relate to various decision-making processes, such as what
items to buy, what music to listen to, or what online news to read.

“Item” is the general term used to denote what the system recommends to users.
An RS normally focuses on a specific type of item (e.g., movies or news articles) and
accordingly, its design, its graphical user interface, and the core recommendation
technique used to generate the recommendations are all customized to provide
useful and effective suggestions for that specific type of item.

RSs are primarily directed at individuals who lack sufficient personal experience
or competence to evaluate the potentially overwhelming number of items that
a website may offer [58]. A prime example is an e-commerce recommender
engine that assists users in selecting items to purchase. On the popular website,
Amazon.com, the site employs an RS to personalize the online store for each
customer [42, 70]. Since recommendations are usually personalized, different users
or user groups benefit from diverse, tailored suggestions. However, there are also
non-personalized recommendations, which are much simpler to generate. Typical
examples include the top 10 editor selections of books or movies. While they may be
useful and effective in certain situations, for example, when not enough information
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2 F. Ricci et al.

about the target user’s preferences or interests is available, these types of non-
personalized recommendations have not been the primary focus of the RS research.

In their simplest form, personalized recommendations are provided as ranked
lists of items. In performing this ranking, RSs try to predict the most suitable
products or services, based on the user’s preferences and constraints. In order to
complete such a computational task, RSs collect information from users regarding
their preferences, which are either explicitly expressed, for example, as ratings
for products, or inferred by interpreting the actions performed by the user while
interacting with the system. For instance, an RS may consider the purchase of a
particular item as an implicit sign of the user’s preference for the item.

The development of RSs initiated from a rather simple observation: individuals
often rely on recommendations provided by others in making routine, daily deci-
sions [56, 68]. For example, it is common to turn to one’s peers for recommendations
when selecting a book to read; employers rely on recommendation letters in their
recruitment decisions; and when selecting a movie to watch, individuals tend to
read and rely on the movie reviews written by film critics or ask their friends for
recommendations.

In seeking to mimic this behavior, the first RSs applied algorithms in order to
leverage recommendations produced by a community of users and deliver these
recommendations to an “active” or “target” user looking for suggestions. The
recommendations were for items that similar users, or those with similar tastes,
liked. This approach is termed collaborative filtering [57], and it is based on the
rationale that if the active user agreed with certain users in the past, then other
recommendations coming from these similar users should be relevant and of interest
to the active user.

As e-commerce websites began to develop, there was a pressing need to provide
recommendations derived from filtering the entire range of available alternatives.
Users found it difficult to choose between the extremely wide variety of items
(products and services) that these websites offered.

The explosive growth and variety of information and e-commerce related ser-
vices available on the Web (selling, product comparison, auctions, etc.) frequently
overwhelm users, leading them to make poor decisions. The large availability of
choices, instead of being beneficial, may affect users’ wellbeing. It came to be
understood that while choice is good, more choice is not always better. Indeed,
choice, with its implications of freedom, autonomy, and self-determination, may
become burdensome and ultimately cause freedom to be regarded/perceived as a
kind of misery-inducing tyranny [66].

In recent years, RSs have proven to be valuable means of coping with the
information overload problem. An RS addresses this phenomenon by pointing a
user toward new, not-yet-experienced items, or toward items that the user may want
to reconsume, which are relevant to the user’s current task or context. Upon a user’s
request, which can be articulated, depending on the recommendation approach, by
the user’s context and need, RSs generate recommendations using various types
of knowledge and data about users, the available items, and previous transactions
stored in customized databases. The user can then browse the recommendations,
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choose whether or not to accept them, and may provide (immediately or at a later
stage) implicit or explicit feedback. This user action and feedback can be stored in
the RS database for use in generating new recommendations in future user-system
interactions.

The study of recommender systems is relatively new compared to research on
other classical information system tools and techniques (e.g., databases or search
engines). Recommender systems emerged as an independent research area in the
mid-1990s [10, 32, 56, 68]. In recent years, interest in recommender systems has
dramatically increased, as shown in the examples below:

1. Recommender systems play an important role in widely used Internet sites such
as Amazon.com, YouTube, Netflix, Spotify, LinkedIn, Facebook, Tripadvisor,
Last.fm, and IMDb. Moreover many media companies are now developing and
deploying RSs as part of the services they provide to their subscribers. Like
Netflix, that provided real data, and awarded a million dollar prize to the team that
substantially improved its recommender system’s performance, other companies
have shared data for RS-related competitions [41, 48].

2. There are conferences and workshops dedicated specifically to the field, namely
the Association of Computing Machinery’s (ACM) Conference Series on Rec-
ommender Systems (RecSys), established in 2007. This conference is the premier
annual event on RSs technology research and applications. In addition, sessions
dedicated to RSs are frequently included in more traditional conferences in the
area of databases, information systems, user modeling, artificial intelligence,
machine learning, data science, and adaptive systems. Additional notewor-
thy conferences within this scope include: ACM’s Special Interest Group on
Information Retrieval (SIGIR); User Modeling, Adaptation and Personalization
(UMAP); Intelligent User Interfaces (IUI); World Wide Web (WWW); ACM’s
Special Interest Group on Management of Data (SIGMOD); and the Knowledge
and Data Discovery (KDD) conference which is a main venue for data science
related research.

3. At institutions of higher education around the world, undergraduate and graduate
courses are now dedicated entirely to RSs, and tutorials on RSs are very
popular at computer science conferences. A few books on different aspects of
recommender systems have been published; some introduced the origin of RSs
and RS techniques [38, 65], others cover practical aspects of implementing RSs
[27, 33], and there is even a textbook dedicated to the subject [4]. Springer is
publishing several books on specific recommender system topics in its series:
Springer Briefs in Electrical and Computer Engineering.

4. There have been several special issues of academic journals which cover research
and developments in the RS field. Among the journals that have dedicated
issues to RSs are: ACM Transactions on Intelligent Systems and Technology
(2015); IEEE Intelligent Systems (2019); Electronic Markets (2019); Cognitive
Computation (2020); and User Modeling and User Adapted Interaction (2020).

In this introductory chapter, we briefly discuss basic RS ideas and concepts. Our
main goal is not to present a self-contained comprehensive survey on RSs but rather
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to provide a structured overview of the chapters in this handbook and to help the
reader navigate the rich and detailed content it contains. The interested reader can
also consult other available resources on recommender systems [17, 40, 44, 54, 61].
At the end of this chapter, we identify some research challenges that we believe are
particularly important and merit further research attention.

The handbook is divided into five sections: (1) general recommendation tech-
niques; (2) special recommendation techniques; (3) value and impact of recom-
mender systems; (4) human-computer interaction; and (5) applications.

The first section presents the fundamental techniques most commonly used
today for building RSs, such as collaborative filtering techniques; semantic and
content-based methods, context-aware techniques, and deep neural networks based
approaches.

The second section surveys special machine learning techniques and approaches
aimed at addressing unique RS challenges and domains, such as session-based RSs,
group RSs, people-to-people RSs, cross-domain RSs, adversarial ML in RSs, and
the use of NLP in RSs.

The third section discusses the specific value of recommender systems for
distinguished actors and the role they play for these actors, who are referred to as
stakeholders. This section introduces multi-stakeholder RSs and presents methods
and metrics to assess the RS’s value for different actors from various perspectives. In
addition to reviewing classic evaluation metrics, this section discusses more recently
considered qualities, such as diversity, novelty, bias and fairness.

The forth section is dedicated to human-computer interaction aspects of rec-
ommender systems and discusses decision-making aware design and approaches
to assess and enhance RS explainability as a means of improving users’ trust
and perception of recommendations. This section also discusses user’s personality
acquisition and utilization aimed at improving users’ RS experience.

Finally, the fifth section presents various recommender system applications and
unique use cases. This section contains a list of chapters covering a broad spectrum
of recommendation techniques used to recommend food, multimedia, as well as
fashion and social RS techniques.

2 Recommender Systems’ Value

We have defined RSs as software tools and techniques that provide users with
suggestions for items that a user may wish to utilize. Now we refine this definition
to illustrate a range of possible roles that an RS can play. In fact, in the last years
it emerged that RSs must be considered as a platform playing different roles for
distinguished actors. The end user of an RS is an important actor but not the only
one. In Chapter “Multistakeholder Recommender Systems” is first introduced the
notion of a recommendation stakeholder, which is any group or individual that can
affect, or is affected by, the delivery of recommendations to users. Three important
stakeholders are identified: Consumers (aka users), Providers (aka suppliers) and the
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System owners. Consumers are the end users who receive item recommendations.
Providers are those actors that supply the recommended items (e.g., a book publisher
in Amazon). Finally, the organization itself, which has created the platform and the
associated RS in order to match consumers with items is an important actor. For
instance, a travel recommender system is typically offered by a travel intermediary,
such as, Booking.com or AirBnB, or a destination management organization, such
as Visitfinland.com. The first type of actors primarily aims at selling more (hotel
rooms and other travel services), while the second type is interested in increasing
the number of tourists visiting the various regions of a destination, in a fair and
sustainable way [18, 60]. While, the user’s primary motivations for accessing such
a system would be to find a suitable hotel, interesting events or attractions when
visiting a destination or planning the travel to a destination. Actually, the providers
and the system owner, can use the RS to influence the choices of the end users and
finally determining the success of the platform and the profit of the suppliers.

Chapter “Value and Impact of Recommender Systems” focuses on various ways
RSs create value for different stakeholders and also discusses the possible risks and
the potentially negative impacts of using such systems. The chapter deals with the
organizational and business-oriented perspective by reporting how practical systems
are evaluated and which effects have been observed in real-world deployments.
Here, we want to give some of the basic reasons as to why both item providers
and recommender system owners may want to exploit RSs.

• Increase the number of items sold. This is probably the most important function
for a commercial RS, i.e., to be able to sell an additional set of items compared
to those usually sold without any kind of recommendation. This goal is achieved
because the recommended items are likely to suit the user’s needs and wants.
Presumably the user will recognize this after having tried several recommen-
dations. Non-commercial systems have similar goals, even if often there is no
cost for the user that is associated with selecting an item. For instance, a public
content network such as BBC (UK) or RAI (IT) aims at increasing the number of
news items read on its site. In general, we can say that from the service provider’s
point of view, the primary goal for introducing an RS is to increase the conversion
rate, i.e., the number of users that accept the recommendation and consume an
item, compared to the number of simple visitors that just browse through the
information.

• Sell more diverse items. Another major function of an RS is to enable the user
to select items that might be hard to find without a precise recommendation, i.e.,
to not select only the “blockbusters”. For instance, in a tourist RS the service
provider is interested in promoting all the places of interest in a tourist area, not
just the most popular ones. This is a major objective for a tourism RS maintained
by a public destination management organisation. Similar goals are posed to
public content network managers. But, attaining this goal could be difficult
without an RS, since the system provider at the same time cannot afford the
risk of advertising places (or media) that are not likely to suit a particular user’s
taste.
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• Increase the user satisfaction. A well designed RS can also improve the
experience of the user with the site or the application. The user will find the
recommendations interesting, relevant and, with a properly designed human-
computer interaction, he or she will also enjoy using the system. The combination
of effective, accurate recommendations and a usable interface will increase the
user’s subjective evaluation of the system. This, in turn, will increase system
usage and the likelihood that the recommendations will be accepted.

• Increase user fidelity. A user should be loyal to a website which, when visited,
recognizes the old customer and treats her as a valued visitor. This is a standard
feature of an RS since many RSs compute recommendations, thus leveraging
the information acquired from the user during previous interactions such as the
user’s ratings of items or user’s visited pages. Consequently, the longer the user
interacts with the site, the more refined the user’s model becomes: the system’s
representation of the user’s preferences develops and the effectiveness of the RS
output to customize and match to the user’s preferences is increased.

• Better understanding of what the user wants. Another important function of an
RS, which can also be leveraged by other applications of the RS owner, is the
description of the user’s preferences, which are collected either explicitly or
predicted by the system. The system owner, but also the item providers, may
decide to reuse this knowledge for a number of other goals, such as improving the
management of the item’s stock or production. For instance, in the travel domain,
destination management organizations can decide to advertise a specific region
to new customer sectors or advertise a particular type of promotional message
derived by analyzing the data collected by the RS (transactions of the users).

We mentioned above some important motivations as to why the system owner
introduces an RS and the item providers offer their services/items through the RS
platform. But naturally users will use an RS if it will effectively support their tasks
or goals. Consequently an RS must balance the needs of these three stakeholder and
offer a service that is valuable to all of them. Hence advanced evaluation techniques
must be introduced in order to proper assess the value and the impact of an RS across
multiple groups of stakeholders, as it is discussed in Chapters “Multistakeholder
Recommender Systems” and “Value and Impact of Recommender Systems”.

Without fully describing the range of dimensions that drive the adoption of RSs,
which is discussed in Chapter “Value and Impact of Recommender Systems”, we
want now to focus on the end user side and refer to Herlocker et al. [36], a paper
that has become a classical reference in this field. The authors define eleven popular
user’s tasks that an RS can assist in implementing. Some may be considered as
the main or core tasks that are normally associated with an RS, such as offering
suggestions for items that may be useful to a user. Others might be considered
as more “opportunistic” ways to exploit an RS. As a matter of fact, this task
differentiation is similar to what happens with other digital “tools”, e.g., a search
engine. Search engines primary function is to locate documents that are relevant
to the user’s information need, but it can also be used to check the importance of
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a webpage (looking at the position of the page in the result list of a query) or to
discover the various usages of a word in a collection of documents.

• Find Some Good Items: Recommend to a user some items as a ranked list along
with predictions of how much the user would like them (e.g., on a scale of
one-to-five stars). This is the main recommendation task that many commercial
systems address (see, for instance, Chapters “Music Recommendation Systems:
Techniques, Use Cases, and Challenges” and “Multimedia Recommender Sys-
tems: Algorithms and Challenges”). We note that some systems do not show the
predicted rating, especially when users may not be interested in understanding
why the item is recommended (e.g., in music).

• Find all good items: Recommend all the items that can satisfy the user needs, in
such cases it is insufficient to just find some of them. This is especially true when
the number of items is relatively small or when the RS is mission-critical, such as
in medical or financial applications. In these situations, in addition to the benefit
derived from carefully examining all the possibilities, the user may also benefit
from a motivated ranking of these items or from additional explanations that the
RS generates (see Chapter “Beyond Explaining Single Item Recommendations”).

• Annotation in context: Given an existing context, e.g., a list of items, emphasize
some of them depending on the user’s long-term preferences. For example, a TV
recommender system might annotate which TV shows displayed in the electronic
program guide (EPG) are worth watching (Chapter “Social Recommender
Systems”, provides interesting examples of this task).

• Recommend a sequence: Instead of focusing on the generation of a single
recommendation, the idea is to recommend a sequence of items, one by one or as
a whole. Typical examples include recommending, a next point of interest to visit,
a TV series, a book on RSs after having recommended a book on data mining, or
a compilation of musical tracks (see Chapters “Music Recommendation Systems:
Techniques, Use Cases, and Challenges”, and “Session-Based Recommender
Systems”, for more examples and discussion).

• Recommend a bundle: Suggest a group of items that fits well together. For
instance, a travel plan may be composed of various attractions, destinations, and
accommodation services that are located in a delimited area. From the point of
view of the user, these various alternatives can be considered and selected as a
single travel destination [45].

• Just browsing: In this task, the user browses the catalog without any imminent
intention of purchasing an item. The task of the RS is to help the user to browse
the items that are more likely to fall within the scope of the user’s interests for
that specific browsing session. This is a task that has also been supported by
adaptive hypermedia techniques [20].

• Find credible recommender: Some users do not trust recommender systems, thus
they play with them to see how good they are at making recommendations.
Hence, a certain system may also offer specific functions to let the users test
its behavior in addition to those just required for obtaining recommendations.
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• Improve the profile: This relates to the capability of the user to provide (input)
information to the recommender system about what he or she likes and dislikes.
This is a fundamental task that is strictly necessary to provide personalized
recommendations. If the system has no specific knowledge about the active user,
then it can only provide the same recommendations that would be delivered to an
“average” user (see Chapter “People-to-People Reciprocal Recommenders” for
an application domain where preference elicitation is critical).

• Express self: Some users may not care about the recommendations at all. Rather,
what is important to them is that they be allowed to contribute with their ratings
and express their opinions and beliefs. The user satisfaction for that activity can
still act as leverage, resulting in the user’s continued loyalty to the application (as
we mentioned prior, in discussing the service provider’s motivations).

• Help others: Some users are happy to contribute with information, e.g., their
evaluation of items (ratings), because they believe that the community benefits
from their contribution. This could be a major motivation for entering informa-
tion into a recommender system that is not used routinely. For instance, with an
automobile RS, a user who has already purchased a new car is aware that the
rating entered in the system is more likely to be useful to other users rather than
to oneself, the next time a new-car-purchase is contemplated.

• Influence others: In Web-based RSs, there are users whose main goal is to
explicitly influence other users into purchasing particular products. As a matter
of fact, there are also malicious users that may use the system simply to promote
or penalize certain items.

As these various points indicate, the role of an RS within an information system
can be quite diverse. This diversity calls for the exploitation of a range of different
knowledge sources and techniques. In the next two sections, we discuss the data that
an RS manages and the core technique used to identify the right recommendations.

3 Data and Knowledge Sources

RSs are information processing systems that actively gather various kinds of data
in order to build their recommendations. The data used within an RS can relate
to three kinds of objects: items, users, and interactions between the users and
the items. Some systems collect users’ features, such as their areas of interest,
age, or gender, while other gather items’ characteristics, such as the genre of a
movie or the price of an item. All systems, in order to learn users’ preferences
and generate recommendations, gather users’ interactions with items. In practice,
the data and knowledge sources available for an RS can be very diverse, and their
effective exploitation depends on the recommendation technique and the available
computational resources (see Sect. 4).

Items Items are the objects that are recommended. Available items data depends
on the complexity of acquiring them, for instance item features, which also
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depends on the availability of meta-data. For example, in a multimedia RS,
items such as images, require special image analysis algorithms to extract their
features from raw content. Text-based items, such as news, or items that have
long descriptions, s.a., reviews, require special algorithms to analyze the text and
extract meaningful relevant features from the text. Chapter “Natural Language
Processing for Recommender Systems” describes NLP methods that can be used
to extract meaningful information from textual descriptions of items (and users).
For example, by using such methods, features can be extracted from experts reviews
[55], and they may alleviate the cold-start scenario, i.e., when dealing with items that
have not gained yet enough interactions. Chapter “Semantics and Content-Based
Recommendations” presents methods for the representation of items (and users)
adopting semantic-aware representations of textual content. While early models
were not able to extract from the textual content a complete description of the item,
nor to encode semantic relationships between terms, semantic aware systems enable
to give meaning to information expressed in natural language and obtain a deeper
comprehension of the information conveyed by textual content, hence leading to
better RSs. Chapter “Semantics and Content-Based Recommendations” reviews
the main two approaches for semantic representation: endogenous, i.e., relying
on the distribution of keywords in documents, and exogenous, which resolves
semantic synonymy, polysemy and other language challenges, by utilizing external
knowledge, like taxonomies ontologies or other language related information.

Users Users of an RS, as we mentioned above, may have very diverse goals
and characteristics. In order to personalize the recommendations and the human-
computer interaction, RSs exploit a range of information about the users. This
information can be structured in various ways. User data is said to constitute the
user model [16, 30]. The user model profiles the user, i.e., encodes her preferences
and needs. Various user modeling approaches have been used and, in a certain sense,
an RS can be viewed as a tool that generates recommendations by building and
exploiting user models [13, 14]. The selection of what information to model depends
on the recommendation technique, the availability of data and the efforts required
to gather and extract the knowledge.

For instance, in collaborative filtering, a user is modeled as a simple list of his
ratings for certain items. In context aware RS (see Chapter “Context-Aware Rec-
ommender Systems: From Foundations to Recent Developments”) the user model
incorporates the contextual information to be utilized during the recommendation
process in order to recommend items to users under specific contextual situations.
For example, by using the temporal context, a travel recommender system would
include contextual features describing the weather, and the time of year when
the vacation was consumed, so that a vacation recommendation in winter can
be very different from the one recommended in summer. In content-based RSs
(see Chapter “Semantics and Content-Based Recommendations”) users could be
modeled by the content features of the items they consumed, and, similarly to the
items, such features may derive from of a variety of tabular and unstructured content.
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For example, textual user generated reviews about consumed items may be utilized
to enrich the user model [22, 55].

Interactions RSs record the interactions between their users and items in log-
like data that stores important information generated during the interactions. This
information is useful for the recommendation generation algorithm that the system
is using. For instance, a log may contain a reference to the item purchased by the
user, the events that led to the buying event (e.g., browsing, clicking, inclusion in the
basket, etc.), the rating that the user assigned to the item, or any other information
that the system collects about the time, the location of the interaction. An important
part of the information about the interactions is the user feedback to the item. User
feedback can be explicitly provided by users or implicitly inferred from the users’
behaviour.

Explicit feedback is known to be more reliable than implicit one and provides
a level of preference of the user for an item (e.g., ratings 1–5). However, explicit
feedback is often not available, or very sparse, since many users would not bother
to provide it. Ratings are the most popular form of explicit feedback data that RSs
collect [59]. According to [63], ratings can take on a variety of forms:

• Numerical ratings such as the 1–5 stars used in the RS offered by Amazon.com.
• Ordinal ratings, such as “strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, strongly

disagree” where the user is asked to select the term that best indicates his or
her opinion regarding an item (usually via questionnaire).

• Binary ratings that model choices in which the user is simply asked to decide if
a certain item is good or bad.

Implicit feedback relates to the inference of the user’s preference for an item
from the observed interaction of the user with the item, for instance during a
recommendation session (see Chapter “Session-Based Recommender Systems”).
Implicit feedback is typically available for many more items than those available
for explicit feedback. In fact, various types of user-item interactions (clicking,
buying, adding to the basket, and many more) provide some implicit indication of
the user’s preference. Such feedback can be considered as unary ratings, and does
not indicate a specific level of preference. The interactions are typically interpreted
as positive implicit preferences. However, the absence of an interaction cannot be
simply considered as a sort of negative feedback. Usually, there is not enough data
to precisely derive the reasons for a missing interaction: the user may dislike the
item, or may have not seen it at all, or may have consumed it already in the past.
Chapter “Item Recommendation from Implicit Feedback” describes the challenges
of building RSs from implicit feedback, and provides methods to address them.
First, since implicit feedback refers to items that the users consumed in the past,
the data is noisy and gives a weak signal of positive preferences. Most of the items
do not have interactions and considering all these absence of interactions as a weak
negative signals of preference leads to high training costs. That makes standard
training algorithms hard to apply.
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An important data characteristic dimension relates to the time span of the data.
A user may have a long-term or a short-term profile depending of his or her
interaction with the system. If the user is registered and known to the system, the
system can indeed learn user’s preferences from his past interactions. However, for
scenarios where the user is a guest of the system, not registered, or would like to
stay anonymous, the system can learn the user’s preferences only from the current
session. In such session-based scenarios, the RS aims to tailor item suggestions to
the short-terms needs and the predicted intents of the user that are learned from
the interactions during the session. This is termed session-based recommendation.
In addition, it can happen that the user is know to the system but may change her
intents from session to session, depending on her specific task. For instance, in one
session a user could like to buy a present for an elderly person (parent), and in a
different session the same user may buy items for personal use. Chapter “Session-
Based Recommender Systems” elaborates on practical application scenarios for
session-based recommender systems, defines the problem, outlines the challenges,
and finally describes approaches to address these challenges.

In addition, a user model in context-based RSs, as described in Chapter “Context-
Aware Recommender Systems: From Foundations to Recent Developments”, is
dynamic and changes based on contextual features such as temporal, location, mood
or any other relevant features. Usually in context-aware RSs the users are known to
the system and have user models that should be altered according to the contextual
information to address the short-term preferences emerging in a specific context.

We should stress that utilizing the right data is fundamental to the performance
of an RS. As described above, a variety of data and knowledge sources can be
leveraged in various RSs techniques. The decision about the data to use for a system,
and how to use it should be done carefully while considering availability of data, the
recommendation algorithm, the required effort, and the available resources.

4 Recommendation Techniques

To implement its core function, identifying useful items for the user, an RS must
predict that an item is worth recommending. To achieve this goal, the system must
be able to predict the utility of some items, or at least compare the utility of some
items, and then decide which items to recommend based on this comparison. The
prediction step may not be explicit in the recommendation algorithm, but we can
still apply this unifying model to describe the general role of an RS. Here, our goal
is to provide the reader with a unifying perspective rather than an account of all the
different recommendation approaches that are illustrated in this handbook.

To illustrate the prediction step of an RS, consider, for instance, a simple and non-
personalized recommendation algorithm that recommends only the most popular
songs. The rationale for using this approach is that in the absence of more precise
information about the user’s preferences, a popular song, i.e., one that is liked (high
utility) by many users, will also most likely appeal to a generic user, or at least with
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a higher likelihood than another randomly selected song. Hence, the utility of such
popular songs is predicted to be reasonably high for this generic user.

This view of the core recommendation computation as the prediction of the
“utility” of an item for a user has been suggested in [3] and updated in [61] by
referring to a more generic concept of “evaluation” of the user for an item, rather
than utility. Both papers model this degree of utility (evaluation) of the user u for
the item i as a (real-valued) function R(u, i), as it is usually done in collaborative
filtering by considering users’ ratings for items. Then the fundamental task of an
RS is to predict the value of R over pairs of users and items, or in other words,
to compute R̂(u, i), where we denote with R̂ the estimation, computed by the RS,
for the true function R(u, i). Consequently, having computed this prediction for
the active user u on a set of items, i.e., R̂(u, i1), . . . , R̂(u, iN ), the system will
recommend the items ij1 , . . . , ijK

(K ≤ N ) with the largest predicted utility. K

is typically a small number, that is, much smaller than the cardinality of the items
set or the items on which a user utility prediction can be computed, i.e., RSs “filter”
the items that are recommended to users.

As mentioned above, some RSs do not fully estimate the utility before making a
recommendation. Instead, they may apply some heuristics to hypothesize that an
item may be of use to a user. This is typical, for instance, in knowledge-based
systems. These systems use various kinds of knowledge about users, items, and
the utility function itself. However, these approaches are much less prevalent in
real-world scenarios. Thus, we will not cover them in this handbook edition (the
reader is welcome to read the corresponding chapters in the second edition of this
handbook).

It is also important to note that sometimes the user utility for an item depends on
other variables, which we generically call “contextual”. For instance, the utility of
an item for a user can be influenced by the time and user location when the recom-
mendation is requested. For instance, users may be more interested in items (e.g.,
restaurant) closer to their current location. Consequently, the recommendations
must be adapted to these specific additional conditions and as a result, it becomes
increasingly more difficult to correctly estimate what the right recommendations
are.

This handbook presents several different types of recommender systems that vary
in terms of the addressed domains and especially regarding the recommendation
algorithm, i.e., how the prediction of the utility of a recommendation is made. Other
differences relate to how the recommendations are finally assembled and presented
to the user in response to user requests. These aspects are discussed as well, later in
this introduction.

To provide an initial overview of the different types of RSs, we want to quote
a taxonomy provided by [21] that has become a classical way of distinguishing
between recommender systems and referring to them. Burke [21] distinguishes
between six different classes of recommendation approaches:

Content-Based The system learns to recommend items that are similar to the ones
that the user liked in the past. The similarity of items is calculated based on the
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features associated with the compared items. For example, if a user has positively
rated a movie that belongs to the comedy genre, then the system can learn to
recommend other movies from this genre [43].

Classic content-based recommendation techniques aim at matching the attributes
of the user profile against the attributes of the items. In most cases, the items’
attributes are simply keywords that are extracted from the items’ descriptions.
Semantic indexing techniques represent the item and user profiles using concepts
instead of keywords. Chapter “Semantics and Content-Based Recommendations”
presents a comprehensive survey of semantic indexing techniques to overcome the
main problems of classical keyword-based systems. The authors present two main
groups of semantic indexing techniques: exogenous and endogenous. Techniques
in the former group rely on the integration of external knowledge sources, such as:
ontologies, encyclopedic knowledge (such as Wikipedia) and data from the Linked
Data cloud, while techniques in the latter group rely on a lightweight semantic
representation based on the hypothesis that the meaning of words depends on their
usage in large corpora of textual documents. Chapter “Semantics and Content-Based
Recommendations” demonstrates how to utilize semantic approaches to realize a
new generation of semantic content-based recommender systems by describing their
main potentials and limitations.

Collaborative Filtering The original and most simple implementation of this
approach [32] makes recommendations to the active user based on items that
other users with similar tastes liked in the past. The similarity in the taste of
two users is calculated based on the similarity in the rating history of the users.
This is the reason why [64] refers to collaborative filtering as “people-to-people
correlation.” Collaborative filtering is considered to be the most popular and widely
implemented technique in RS. Chapter “Trust Your Neighbors: A Comprehensive
Survey of Neighborhood-Based Methods for Recommender Systems” presents a
comprehensive survey of neighborhood-based methods for collaborative filtering.
Neighborhood-based methods focus on relationships between items or, alternatively,
between users. An item-based approach models the preference of a user to an
item based on ratings of similar items by the same user. Neighborhood-based
methods have obtained considerable popularity due to their simplicity, efficiency,
and ability to produce accurate and personalized recommendations. Chapter “Trust
Your Neighbors: A Comprehensive Survey of Neighborhood-Based Methods for
Recommender Systems” describes the main benefits of such methods, as well
as their principal characteristics. Moreover, the chapter addresses the essential
decisions that are required while implementing a neighborhood-based recommender
system and gives practical information on how to make such decisions. Perhaps the
decision that has the greatest impact on the rating prediction and computational
performance of the recommender system is the choice between a user-based and an
item-based method. In typical commercial recommender systems where the number
of users exceeds the number of available items, item-based approaches should be
preferred since they provide more accurate recommendations, while being more
computationally efficient and requiring less frequent updates. On the other hand,
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user-based methods usually provide more original recommendations, which may
lead users to a more satisfying experience [26].

Finally, the problems of sparsity and limited coverage, often observed in
large commercial recommender systems, are discussed by exploring two research
directions: dimensionality reduction and graph-based techniques. Dimensionality
reduction provides a compact representation of users and items that captures their
most significant features. An advantage of such an approach is that it allows to
obtain meaningful relations between pairs of users or items, even though these
users have rated different items, or these items were rated by different users. On the
other hand, graph-based techniques exploit the transitive relations in the data. These
techniques also avoid the problems of sparsity and limited coverage by evaluating
the relationship between users or items that are not directly connected. However,
unlike dimensionality reduction, graph-based methods also preserve some of the
“local” relations in data.

Chapter “Advances in Collaborative Filtering” presents several techniques avail-
able for building Collaborative Filtering (CF) RSs. Specifically, the authors discuss
latent factor models, such as matrix factorization (e.g., Singular Value Decompo-
sition, SVD). These methods map both items and users to the same latent factor
space. The latent space is then used to explain ratings by characterizing both
products and users in term of factors automatically inferred from user feedback. The
authors elucidate how SVD can handle additional features of the data, including
implicit feedback and temporal information. They also describe techniques to
address shortcomings of neighborhood techniques by suggesting more rigorous
formulations using global optimization techniques. Utilizing such techniques makes
it possible to lift the limit on neighborhood size and to address implicit feedback and
temporal dynamics. The resulting accuracy is close to that of matrix factorization
models, while offering a number of practical advantages.

Particular attention should be given to the scenario in which the users give no
explicit feedback. In Chapter “Item Recommendation from Implicit Feedback” the
authors provide a comprehensive review of the core challenges in learning item
recommendation from implicit feedback. The authors present various methods to
address these challenges: sampling methods for general scoring functions based on
pointwise, pairwise and softmax losses are described. Moreover, efficient training
algorithms that can be applied to dot product models and square losses are discussed.
Finally, they present sublinear time approaches for the retrieval task in which the
most recommended items are quickly detected from the whole long item catalogue.

As deep learning gained popularity in various domains such as computer vision,
more and more researchers started to incorporate deep learning methods in RS [73].
In particular, collaborative filtering tasks that were solved using SVD methods has
been transformed into their corresponding deep learning solution. Since 2010, a
variety of deep learning designs and methods have been developed for RS. Deep
learning has many advantages in the context of RS. First, it can save time for
the practitioners because deep learning requires less feature engineering work.
Moreover, it can process unstructured raw data such as text, sound, image and video,
which are very common in many RSs.
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In Chapter “Deep Learning for Recommender Systems” the authors overview
some key methods and highlight the impact of deep learning techniques in the
recommender systems field. They present a range of challenging tasks in rec-
ommendation, such as cold-start problem, explainability, temporal dynamics, and
robustness that can be addressed using deep neural networks. In the first part
of the chapter, the authors describe the basics of deep learning techniques that
are widely used in RS, including multilayered perceptrons, convolutional neural
networks (CNN), recurrent neural networks (RNN), deep reinforcement learning,
etc. Then the authors explain how users, items and their interactions can be modeled
by a deep learning architecture. Finally, they describe various applications of deep
learning in RS-related domains, such as e-commerce, online entertainment, news
and point-of-interests.

Community-Based This type of systems recommends items based on the prefer-
ences of the users friends. This technique follows the epigram, “Tell me who your
friends are, and I will tell you who you are” [7, 12]. Evidence suggests that people
tend to rely more on recommendations from their friends than on recommendations
from similar but anonymous individuals [69]. This observation, combined with
the growing popularity of open social networks, is generating a rising interest in
community-based systems or, as they are usually referred, social recommender
systems [31] (see Chapters “Social Recommender Systems” and “People-to-People
Reciprocal Recommenders”). This type of RS models and acquires information
about the social relations of the users and the preferences of the users friends. The
recommendation is based on ratings that were provided by the user’s friends. In
fact these RSs are following the rise of social-networks and enable a simple and
comprehensive acquisition of data related to the social relations of the users.

There are a few more types of RSs that will not be covered explicitly in this
edition, but we shortly discuss them here for the sake of completeness:

Demographic This type of systems recommends items based on the demographic
profile of the user [17]. The assumption is that different recommendations should
be generated for different demographic niches. Many websites adopt simple and
effective personalization solutions based on demographics. For example, users are
dispatched to particular websites based on their language or country. Or, suggestions
may be customized according to the age of the user. While these approaches have
been quite popular in the marketing literature, there has been relatively little proper
RS research on demographic systems.

Knowledge-Based Knowledge-based systems recommend items based on spe-
cific domain knowledge about how certain item features meet users’ needs and
preferences and, ultimately, how the item is useful for the user. Notable knowledge-
based recommender systems are case-based [19, 24, 28, 39, 62]. In these systems,
a similarity function estimates how much the user’s needs (problem description)
match the recommendations (solutions of the problem). Here, the similarity score
can be directly interpreted as the utility of the recommendation for the user.
Knowledge-based systems tend to work better than others at the beginning of their
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deployment but if they are not equipped with learning components, they may be
surpassed by other shallow methods that can exploit the logs of the human/computer
interaction (as in CF).

Hybrid Recommender Systems These RSs are based on the combination of the
above mentioned techniques. A hybrid system combining techniques A and B tries
to use the advantages of A to fix the disadvantages of B. For instance, CF methods
suffer from new-item problems, i.e., they cannot recommend items that have no
ratings. This does not limit content-based approaches since the prediction for new
items is based on their description (features) that are typically easily available. Given
two (or more) basic RSs techniques, several ways have been proposed for combining
them to create a new hybrid system (see [21] for the precise descriptions). Moreover,
the emergence of deep learning techniques made it much easier to build hybrid
RS [53].

As we have already mentioned, the context of the user when he or she is seeking
a recommendation can be used to better personalize the output of the system. For
example, in a temporal context, vacation recommendations in winter should be very
different from those provided in summer [11]. Or a restaurant recommendation
for a Saturday evening with one’s friends should be different from that suggested
for a workday lunch with co-workers [1]. Chapter “Context-Aware Recommender
Systems: From Foundations to Recent Developments” reviews the topic of context-
aware recommender systems (CARS). It presents the general notion of context
and how it can be modeled in RSs. As it discusses the possibilities of combining
several context-aware recommendation techniques into a single unified approach,
the authors also provide a case study of one such combined approach.

Three popular different algorithmic paradigms for incorporating contextual
information into the recommendation process are discussed: reduction-based (pre-
filtering), contextual post filtering, and context modeling. In reduction-based (pre-
filtering) methods, only the information that matches the current usage context,
e.g., the ratings for items evaluated in the same context, are used to compute
the recommendations. In contextual post filtering, the recommendation algorithm
ignores the context information. The output of the algorithm is filtered/adjusted
to include only the recommendations that are relevant in the target context. In the
contextual modeling, the more sophisticated of the three approaches, context data is
explicitly used in the prediction model.

5 Special Recommendation Techniques

It is clear from the previous sections that RS research is evolving in numerous and
diverse directions, and special topics are emerging or becoming more important
subjects of investigation. In this handbook, we cover some of these topics. Indeed,
some have already been mentioned, such as: context-aware recommendations
(Chapter “Context-Aware Recommender Systems: From Foundations to Recent
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Developments”), which addresses the challenges and reviews methods to leverage
contextual information into the recommendation process; and session-based rec-
ommendations (Chapter “Session-Based Recommender Systems”) that deals with
challenges emerging from the scenario of short-term modeling of anonymous users
during sessions. Other important topics are covered in this handbook and we will
now briefly introduce them.

Chapter “Group Recommender Systems: Beyond Preference Aggregation” deals
with situations in which the system should recommend information or items that are
relevant to a group of users rather than to an individual. For instance, an RS may
select television programs for a group to view or a sequence of songs to listen to,
based on preference models of all the group members. Recommending to groups
is clearly more complicated than recommending to individuals. Assuming that we
know precisely what is good for individual users, the issue is how to combine
the individual user models of the group members. In this chapter, the authors
present usage scenario for group recommendation and discuss how to acquire
information about individual users preferences in a group setting. The chapter
includes a discussion of how the system knows who forms the group, i.e., who
is present, and how to display and explain group recommendations. Moreover, the
chapter includes a description of methods to help users reach a final decision, thus
optimizing multiple criteria, while considering fairness (see also Chapter “Fairness
in Recommender Systems”), and adopting methods from the multistakeholder RSs
that are described in Chapter “Multistakeholder Recommender Systems”.

Chapter “Adversarial Recommender Systems: Attack, Defense, and Advances”
discusses the vulnerability of RSs to adversarial attacks where an intelligent and
adaptive attacker may deliberately manipulate data thereby violating the underlying
stationary assumption of ML-based systems [15], that is, that the training data
and test data are sampled from a similar (and possibly unknown) distribution.
Adversarial attacks risk the security of RSs, and may compromise the integrity of
the system, usually with the goal to harvest recommendation outcomes toward an
illegitimate benefit, e.g., pushing some targeted items into the top-K list of users
for market penetration. RSs should perhaps be designed with security-awareness so
that to face adversarial attacks. The chapter is focused on machine-learned attacks
based on the adversarial machine learning paradigm, rather than on traditional hand-
crafted shilling attacks. The chapter introduces foundation concepts of adversarial
machine learning (AML), and reviews the widely adopted attack and defense
strategies focusing on adversarial attacks and defense against recommendation
models, as well as on possible evaluation methods and metrics for evaluating them.

Chapter “People-to-People Reciprocal Recommenders” describes a special rec-
ommendation scenario where the RS recommends users to other users, such as
employers to employees, or matching dating options to pairs of users. Thus, the
system is required to satisfy the two parties involved in the recommendation
(reciprocity) rather than the common one sided recommendation of items to an
individual. The authors discuss the distinctive characteristics of reciprocal RSs,
review previous works in various domains including social networks, mentor-
mentee matching, recommending students to their colleagues in on-line courses
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setting, job recommendation, and on-line dating. The authors also present a
complete case study in on-line dating.

The idea of relating recommendations in different systems or domains by
exploiting user data collected in one system or domain to produce recommendations
in another, is at the base of the research on cross-domain recommender systems
illustrated in Chapter “Design and Evaluation of Cross-Domain Recommender
Systems”. In fact, recommender system applications are typically restricted to a
particular type of item (movies, food, etc.), however, e-commerce sites like Amazon,
eBay, and Alibaba regularly collects user feedback for items across multiple
domains. Cross domain preferences of users might also be collected from their
social media content or in parallel from several systems (one for each domain).
It may, therefore, be beneficial to leverage all the available user data provided in
various systems and domains. Recommendation quality can be improved, especially
by mitigating the cold start and spare-data challenges where knowledge acquired in
a “source” domain can be used in the sparse-data target domain. Moreover, cross-
domain RSs can enable cross-selling recommendations, where items from multiple
domains are suggested together (e.g., a movie and a book on a recommended singer).
In this chapter, the authors formally define the cross-domain recommendation
problem, and try to provide a unifying perspective by merging ideas and approaches
which arise in distinct disciplines. The chapter provides an analytical categorization
of prior work, and identifies open issues for future research.

6 Recommender Systems Evaluation

Recommender systems research is being conducted with a strong emphasis on
practice and commercial applications. One very important issue related to the
practical side of RS deployment is the necessity of evaluating the quality and value
of the system. Evaluation is required at different stages of the system’s life cycle and
for various purposes [2, 36] (see Chapter “Evaluating Recommender Systems”).

At design time, evaluation is required to verify the selection of the appropriate
approach for the specific system goals, of the various system’s stakeholders that
have been identified. For instance, if a tourism RS is designed to improve the
visitors’ knowledge of the destination and increase the visits’ count in the less
known areas, then a technique characterised by high predictive precision is not
in order, while a model that can manage well “new items”, i.e., items almost
never consumed before is pivotal [46]. In the design phase, evaluation should
be implemented off-line and the recommendation algorithms, i.e., their computed
recommendations, are compared with the stored user interactions. An off-line
evaluation consists of running several algorithms on the same datasets of user
interactions and comparing their performances along a set of metrics measuring
alternative and complementary dimensions, e.g., precision vs. diversity of the
recommendations (see Chapter “Novelty and Diversity in Recommender Systems”).
This type of evaluation is usually conducted on existing public benchmark data if
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appropriate data is available, or, otherwise, on collected data. The design of the off-
line experiments should follow known experiment design practices [9] in order to
ensure reliable results.

Off-line experiments can give some indications on the quality of the chosen
recommendation algorithm in fulfilling the system defined task and goals. However,
such an evaluation cannot provide any insight about the user satisfaction, acceptance
or experience with the system. That is, the algorithm might be very accurate in
solving the core recommendation problem, i.e., identifying relevant items, but for
some other reason the system may not be accepted by users, for example, because
the performance of the system was not as expected. It is also worth noting that
the RS may find the “correct” recommendations for a user, i.e., items that are
matching the user needs and wants, but the user may not be able to immediately
asses it, especially in those domains where the user may not be able to experience
the recommended items at once. For instance, while the songs suggested by a music
RS may immediately be played and evaluated, how much a book will make us feel
is difficult to assess, before actually reading large part of the book itself.

Therefore, a user-centric evaluation is also required. It can be performed online
after the system has been launched, or as a focused user study. During online
evaluation, real users interact with the system without being aware of the full nature
of the experiment running in the background. It is possible to run various versions
of the algorithms on different groups of users for comparison and analysis of the
system logs in order to enhance system performance. In addition, most of the RS
algorithms include parameters, such as weight thresholds, the number of neighbors
in collaborative filtering, etc., requiring constant adjustment and calibration.

Focused user studies are conducted when the online evaluation of the system in
the real context of usage is not feasible or too risky. In this type of evaluation, a
controlled experiment is planned where a small group of users are asked to perform
different tasks with various versions of the system. It is then possible to analyze
the user’s performance and to distribute questionnaires so that users may report on
their experience. In such experiments, it is possible to collect both quantitative and
qualitative information about the systems.

In recent years there has been an increased interest in user-centric evaluation
procedures and metric for recommender systems. Researchers realized that rec-
ommender systems’ goals extend beyond the accuracy of the algorithms [40] as
tools to provide a helpful and enjoyable, personalized experience that leads to
user retention and satisfaction. This approach broadened the range of evaluated
aspects of an RS to included aspects such as the form of preference elicitation,
the presentation of the recommended results (e.g., one top item, top N items, or
predicted ratings), and finally, the evaluation of the explanations provided to the
users. Explanations may serve a few goals: the most popular is the justification of
results, i.e., explaining to the user why the system decided to recommend a specific
item. Other goals may include increasing trust in the system, persuading the user
to purchase the recommended item, and helping a user with their decision making.
When designing the evaluation of the recommendation explanation, it is therefore
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important to identify the goal of the explanation and adjust a suitable metric for
measuring it.

Chapter “Evaluating Recommender Systems” details the three previously men-
tioned types of experiments that can be conducted in order to evaluate recommender
systems, namely, offline, online and user studies. It presents their advantages and
disadvantages, and defines guidelines for choosing the methods for evaluating them
by considering the properties that are to be evaluated. Unlike existing discussions
of RS evaluation in the literature that usually focuses mainly on the accuracy
of an algorithm’s prediction [36] and related measures, this chapter is unique
in its approach to the evaluation discussion since it focuses on property-directed
evaluation. It provides a large set of properties (other than accuracy) that are
relevant to the system’s success. For each of the properties, the appropriate type of
experiment and relevant measures are suggested. Among the list of properties are:
coverage, cold start, confidence, trust, novelty, risk, and serendipity. The chapter
describes the difficulties and pitfalls of each of the properties and guidelines for the
selection of the suitable evaluation type and properties for a given recommendation
task and system.

As we have already discussed in Sect. 2, RSs are used by multiple stakeholders
and for diverse and sometime competing goals. Chapter “Multistakeholder Recom-
mender Systems” also discusses how system evaluation can take into account the
perspectives of multiple stakeholders. A multistakeholder perspective on evaluation,
in fact, focuses on additional aspects of system performance that may be quite
important. For instance, a multi-sided platforms such as eBay, Etsy, Offer Up, or
AirBnB, have a key business requirement of attracting and satisfying the needs of
providers as well as users. Hence, a system of this type will also need to evaluate its
performance from the provider perspective. The importance of such an evaluation
should be evident. For instance, providers whose items are not recommended may
experience poor engagement from users and lose interest in participating in the
platform. Fewer providers on the platform could then lead to a decline in user
interest in the platform as they may find it not comprehensive enough. Or, in
an e-commerce platform, the profit of each recommended item may be a factor
in ordering and presenting recommendation results. This marketing function of
recommender systems was apparent from the start in commercial applications, but
rarely included as an element of research systems.

Chapter “Value and Impact of Recommender Systems” completes the treatment
of the topic of evaluating RSs by focusing on the capability of RSs to influence the
users choices and their behavior. This is especially important is systems where the
recommendations are central to the user experience of the service. For instance, in
a system like YouTube or Netflix a large fraction of the observed interactions stems
from recommendations. RSs can even increase this fraction with a self-enforcing
cycle; if the content that users come across during browsing has already been pre-
filtered and personalized. The use of recommender systems therefore also bears
some risks and can potentially even lead to negative and undesired effects, such as
limiting the range of items that are actually recommended, hence negating one of
the main goals of RSs: information discovery. The chapter discusses how the impact
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of recommender systems is currently measured, with a particular focus on measures
that are used in practice.

A related and very important topic that also emerged in the last years is the
fairness of the RS behaviour (Chapter “Fairness in Recommender Systems”). This
defines another dimension for the evaluation of RSs, which goes beyond accuracy or
user satisfaction. In fact, RSs pose unique challenges for investigating the fairness
and non-discrimination concepts that have been developed in other machine learning
literature. The multistakeholder nature of recommender applications, the ranked
outputs, the centrality of personalization, and the role of user response complicate
the problem of identifying precisely what type of fairness may be relevant, and
how to precisely measure and evaluate it. In Chapter “Fairness in Recommender
Systems” the authors distinguish various ways a recommender system may be unfair
and provide a conceptual framework for identifying the fairness that arise in an
application and designing a project to assess and mitigate them.

7 Recommender Systems and Human-Computer Interaction

As we have illustrated in the previous sections, researchers have been chiefly
concerned with designing a range of technical solutions and leveraging various
sources of knowledge to achieve better predictions about the “utility” of the various
items for the target user, or what is going to be chosen by the target user, in
order to “anticipate” these choices with targeted recommendations. The under-
lying assumption behind this research activity is that presenting these “correct”
recommendations, or the best options, would be sufficient. In other words, the rec-
ommendations should speak for themselves and the user should definitely accept the
recommendations if they are correct. This is clearly an overly simplified account of
the recommendation problem and the delivery and acceptance of recommendations
is not so straightforward.

In practice, users need recommendations because they do not have enough
knowledge to make an autonomous decision. Consequently, it may not be easy for
them to evaluate the proposed recommendation. Hence, various researchers have
tried to understand the factors that lead to the acceptance of a recommendation by a
given user [8, 25, 35, 50, 67, 71].

Swearingen and Sinha [71] were among the first to point out that the effectiveness
of an RS is dependent on factors that go beyond the quality of the prediction algo-
rithm. In fact, the RS must also convince users to try (read, buy, listen, watch, etc.)
the recommended items. This, of course, depends on the individual characteristics
of the selected items, and therefore on the recommendation algorithm. The process
also depends, however, on the particular human/computer interaction supported by
the system when the items are presented, compared, and explained. Swearingen
and Sinha [71] found that from a user’s perspective, an effective recommender
system must inspire trust in the system and it must have a system logic that is
at least somewhat transparent. Additionally, the authors note that it should point
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users towards new, not-yet-experienced items, and should provide details about
recommended items, including pictures and community ratings, and finally, it
should present ways to refine recommendations.

Swearingen and Sinha [71] and other similarly oriented researchers do not dimin-
ish the importance of the recommendation algorithm, but claim that its effectiveness
should not be evaluated only in terms of the accuracy of the prediction, i.e., with
standard and popular Machine Learning or Information Retrieval metrics, such as
Mean Absolute Error (MAE), precision, or Normalized Discounted Cumulative
Gain (NDCG) (see Chapter “Evaluating Recommender Systems”). Other dimen-
sions should be measured that relate to the acceptance of the recommender system
and its recommendations. These ideas have been remarkably well presented and
discussed also by McNee et al. [50]. In that work, the authors propose user-centric
directions for evaluating recommender systems, including: the similarity of recom-
mendation lists, recommendation serendipity, and the importance of user needs and
expectations in a recommender. These seminal papers have played an important
role in driving the RSs research towards a more user-centric analysis. In this
handbook some, already mentioned contributions, deal with these novel evaluation
dimensions: Chapters “Fairness in Recommender Systems”, “Novelty and Diversity
in Recommender Systems”, and “Value and Impact of Recommender Systems”.

An essential goal of recommender systems is to help users make better choices
[23, 34, 37]. Thus, it is important to understand how people make choices and
how the human decision making process can be supported. Chapter “Individual
and Group Decision Making and Recommender Systems” begins with a compact
overview of the psychology of everyday choice and decision making that is based on
a large literature of psychological research and formulated so as to be relevant and
accessible to recommender systems research community. The authors explain how
recommender systems can be viewed as one of many available tools for facilitating
choice. Then, the authors provide a high-level overview of strategies for helping
people make better choices, indicating how recommender systems fit into the greater
picture of choice. The authors show how an understanding of human decision
making can inform research and practice concerning these processes. The revised
version of this chapter extends the analysis to choices made by groups and their
support by recommender systems for groups.

Personality accounts for the most important way in which individuals differ in
their enduring emotional, interpersonal, experiential, attitudinal and motivational
styles. Several recent studies have shown that personality can be especially useful
at tackling the issues of the cold start problem in RSs and in generating diverse
recommendations. Hence, the exploitation of the user personality can improve the
user-system interaction in several ways. Chapter “Personality and Recommender
Systems” discusses first how personality relates to user preferences and how to use
personality in recommender systems. The authors present the Five Factor Model
(FFM) of personality. This model appears suitable for usage in RSs as it can be
easily quantified in terms of features corresponding to the main factors. The acqui-
sition of the personality factors for an observed user can be made either explicitly
through questionnaires or implicitly using machine learning approaches on data
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derived from social media streams or mobile phone call logs. The authors survey
personality acquisition methods, strategies for using personality in recommender
systems, and available datasets to use in offline recommender systems experiment.

Finally, Chapter “Beyond Explaining Single Item Recommendations” tackles
an additional aspect of the user-centric approach to evaluation and highlights
an important aspect of RS: explanations of the recommendation results to the
users. It examines the reasons that make an evaluation “good” and the effects
that explanations might have on RS acceptance. The chapter first analyses the
interaction between the recommender system and the explanation in terms of
preference elicitation methods and the presentation of results, as well as the
recommendation algorithm. Then, explanation styles are described, along with
examples of explanation in existing systems. The goals of explanations are listed
from which metrics that measure the success of explanations in achieving these
goals are described. The chapter concludes with challenges related to explanations.
This includes the context in which explanations should be shown, and a major
challenge in evaluating the interaction between acceptance of recommendation and
explanations, as well as how to assure that explanations are indeed helpful and do
not lead users to make poor decisions.

8 Recommender Systems Applications

Recommender systems research, aside from its theoretical contribution, is generally
aimed at practically improving industrial RSs and involves research about various
practical aspects that apply to the implementation of the systems. Indeed, an RS is an
example of large-scale machine learning and data mining algorithms in commercial
practice [5, 6]. The common interest in the field, both from the research community
and the industry has leveraged the availability of data for research on one hand and
the evolution of enhanced algorithms on the other hand. Practical related research
in RSs examines aspects that are relevant to different stages in the life cycle of an
RS, namely, the design of the system, its implementation, evaluation, maintenance
and enhancement during system operation. The Netflix Prize announced in 2006,
described in Chapter “Advances in Collaborative Filtering”, was an important
event for the recommender systems research community and industry, and their
mutual interaction. It highlighted the importance of the recommendation of items to
users and accelerated the development of many new data mining recommendation
techniques. Even though the Netflix Prize initiated a lot of research activities, the
prize addressed a simplification of the full recommendation problem. It reduced the
recommendation problem to the prediction of user’s ratings while optimizing the
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE).

The first factor to consider while designing an RS is the application’s domain,
as it has a major effect on the algorithmic approach that should be taken. In [51]
the authors provide a taxonomy of RSs and classify existing RS applications to
specific application domains. Based on these specific application domains, we
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define more general classes of domains for the most common recommender systems
applications:

• Entertainment—recommendations for movies, music, games, and IPTV.
• Content—personalized newspapers, recommendation for documents, recommen-

dations of webpages, e-learning applications, and e-mail filters.
• E-commerce—recommendations of products to buy such as books, cameras, PCs

etc. for consumers.
• Services—recommendations of travel services, recommendation of experts for

consultation, recommendation of houses to rent, or matchmaking services.
• Social—recommendation of people in social networks, and recommendations of

content social media content such as tweets, Facebook feeds, LinkedIn updates,
and others.

As recommender systems became more popular, interest roused in the potential
advantages of new and diverse applications, such as recommending insurance
policies, or recommending questions for question-answering systems. As the above
list cannot cover all the application domains that are now being addressed by RS
techniques: it gives only an initial description of the various types of application
domains.

The developer of an RS for a certain application domain should understand the
specific facets of the domain, its requirements, application challenges and limita-
tions. Only after analyzing these factors one can be able to select an appropriate
recommendation algorithm and to design an effective human-computer interaction.
In the current version of the handbook, some of the chapters in this section describe
applications of recommender systems in specific domains. Each of these chapters
describes the requirements of an RS for a specific domain, its precise challenges
and the suitable technologies and algorithms for addressing them.

A popular domain for recommendation is music, presented in Chapter “Music
Recommendation Systems: Techniques, Use Cases, and Challenges”. Unique fea-
tures of music items that pose various challenges for recommendations should
be considered when designing and evaluating RSs for music. Such challenges
include, for example, the short time that it takes a user to gain an opinion about
a recommended item, as compared to a movie or a book, or the fact that the same
item can be recommended many times. In addition, music can be recommended as
a single item, a playlist, and abstracted by genre, performer, or band. Music RSs,
as opposed to many other domains, rely heavily on content-based recommendation
which brings specific challenges to the domain [49].

Another notable example of RSs that emerged with the diffusion of new
communication technologies are recommender systems related to the social web,
and specifically those that target the social media domain. With the rise of social net-
works (e.g., Facebook, LinkedIn, Tweeter, Flickr, and others), users are overloaded
with information, activities and interactions. Social recommender systems are RSs
that aim at assisting the user in identifying relevant content (e.g., tweets, feeds or
images), and engage only in relevant activities and interactions (e.g., discussions,
or comments). Apart from the RSs that have been developed to be dedicated to
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social media, recommender systems in other domains can benefit from the new
types of data that social media introduces about users to enhance the quality of
standard RSs [31]. The term Social RS covers many types of RSs that are relevant
to social media platforms. Chapter “Social Recommender Systems” describes two
main types: recommendations of social media content and recommendations of
people. For recommendations of social content, the chapter reviews various social
content media domains, and provides a detailed case study and insights learned
from a recommender system operated in the enterprise which suggests mixed social
media items. The chapter lists three different types of people recommendations,
namely, the recommendation of familiar people (e.g., classmates, family members)
that are not connected in the network; recommendations of interesting people (to
connect with, or follow), and recommendations of strangers (to date, to hire, or for
various other purposes). It explains the complexity of people-recommendation and
lists key topics that should be considered and should be further investigated. The list
includes: the need for explanation, privacy concerns, social relationships, trust and
reputation, as well as the need to define special evaluation measures.

In Chapter “Multimedia Recommender Systems: Algorithms and Challenges”
the authors present multimedia recommender systems. These systems utilize mul-
timodal data (e.g., image, text, audio, video) to represent the items. This rep-
resentation is then used in a content-based filtering RS or a hybrid RS that
combines collaborative filtering and content-based filtering. Multimedia recom-
mender systems are commonly used in various application domains. For example,
they are frequently used to recommend videos on entertainment platforms. They are
also used for recommending photos on social media platforms or recommending
paintings to visit in a (virtual) museum. Other domains include recommending news
videos and short user-generated videos. Typical examples of audio recommendation
include music creation (e.g., recommending sounds such as drum loops to a creator
of electronic music), music consumption (e.g., automatic playlist generation), and
information (e.g., podcast recommendation). Multimedia recommender systems can
be used to extract features for obtaining a proxy multimedia representation of items
to recommend non-media items. For example, many fashion and food RSs are
leveraging the visual modality to enhance recommendation. In Chapter “Multime-
dia Recommender Systems: Algorithms and Challenges” the authors survey the
state-of-the-art research related to multi-media RS and, in particular focusing on
techniques that integrate item or user side information into a hybrid recommender.
They also present various methods for automatically extracting features from multi-
media data and creating an item representation based on various modalities (image,
video, and audio).

Some new application domains for recommendation evolved with the emergence
multi-media RS. One example, detailed in Chapter “Fashion Recommender Sys-
tems”, is presented by fashion RSs. Due to the growth of fashion e-commerce sites,
there is an increasing need for personalized clothing recommendations that match
users preferences. Fashion RSs can help users in two main scenarios. Firstly, they
can help users to find alternative items to a given item (e.g. evening dress) that
has the same style or look and feel. The second common scenario in fashion RS
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is complementary item recommendations, i.e., helping a user find fashion items
that complement a given one. For example, a belt and a tie that go with a given
suit. Most of the state-of-the-art fashion RSs that are explored in Chapter “Fashion
Recommender Systems” are based on deep learning methods due to their ability to
extract meaningful features from the items (such as image, video, text, audio). Deep
learning methods overcome the limitations of more traditional recommendation
methods (e.g. cold start in nearest neighbors methods) and outperform them.

Another detailed example of RSs designed for a specific domain is described in
Chapter “Food Recommender Systems”, which deals with recommender systems
for food. The authors first present the problem of food recommender systems by
detailing the numerous possible scenarios such as: (a) cooking RSs that given
available time and ingredients, aim to fit the users taste preferences, health needs
(e.g., allergies and intolerance), religious (e.g., Kosher food) and other dietary
restrictions (e.g., vegetarian); (b) grocery RSs; and (c) restaurant RSs help groups
of people who want to visit a restaurant together as a social. The authors review
several food RS solutions proposed in the literature including well performing
algorithms: traditional algorithms for user-item ranking problem that are adapted
to the food domain and context-aware RS algorithms that take into consideration
time and space. In addition, they present algorithms that can change behavioral
habits into healthier one in attempt to prevent illnesses associated with being
overweight, diabetes and hypertension. The authors also present the importance of
user interfaces in food RSs as demonstrated in various recent researches. Several
successful user-interface for food RS are presented.

9 Challenges

The list of newly emerging and challenging RS research topics is not limited to those
described in the previous sections of this introduction. Moreover, it is impossible to
cover all of them within this short introduction. The reader is referred to the final
discussion sections that are included in almost all of the chapters published in this
handbook for other important challenges for RS research.

Below, we briefly introduce some of them, which we deem as particularly
important.

9.1 Preference Acquisition

A number of open issues are related to the critical stage of acquiring reliable
information about the user preferences in order to generate a useful user profile.

It is clear that in many real-world applications of RSs, implicit feedback is much
more readily available and requires no extra effort on the user’s side. For instance,
on a web site it is easy to log the users visiting a URL, or clicking on an ad.
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The system can treat these actions as a form of positive feedback to the displayed
items. That information contains relevant information for predicting future users’
actions. For that reason many recent RSs focus only on the use of implicit feedback.
This topic is largely covered in Chapter “Item Recommendation from Implicit
Feedback”, which is fully dedicated to this subject, but also in Chapters “Session-
Based Recommender Systems” and “Advances in Collaborative Filtering”. In cases
only implicit feedback is available, the core computational problem becomes the
prediction of the probability that a user will interact with a given item, by performing
a target action, such as listening to a music track or browsing a web page. In
such a setting, very often, there is no clear negative signal, i.e., an action that
signal a lack of interest for an item, hence the available data is either positive or
missing. The missing data includes both items that the user explicitly chose to
ignore because they were not appealing and items that would have been perfect
recommendations but were never presented to the user or discovered by her. Hence,
also when managing implicit feedback one has to consider the biases of the available
data and the implication for the construction of effective and fair systems. These
topics are further discussed in Chapters “Novelty and Diversity in Recommender
Systems”, “Value and Impact of Recommender Systems”, “Multistakeholder Rec-
ommender Systems”, and “Fairness in Recommender Systems”. But more effective
solutions for tackling it must be further developed.

Notwithstanding the large availability of implicit feedback, this data cannot
completely substitute the usage of explicitly user-made evaluations, at last for
some item categories. This is signalled by the fact that many web sites and
applications of RSs are still offering to their users the possibility to enter explicitly
their opinion on the recommended or consumed items. Moreover, in certain
application domains explicit feedback is still central. This is clearly illustrated in
Chapters “Social Recommender Systems”, “Group Recommender Systems: Beyond
preference aggregation”, and “People-to-People Reciprocal Recommenders”. These
are application domains or settings where the RS cannot totally operate as a black
box; users are interacting also with themselves, not only with items. In these
applications the RS acts as a mediator between users, enabling the users to better
understand each other and browse recommendations that are often referring to
actions or preferences of other users. This is clearly seen in a group RS where the
goal of the system is to support the choices of a group of users, which often requires
the reciprocal understanding of the group members opinions and preferences.
Hence, collecting, storing, extracting relevant information from explicit feedback
of the group members is pivotal. Ample discussion of these topics is provided also
in Chapter “Individual and Group Decision Making and Recommender Systems”,
where the authors clearly expand the role of a RS beyond the narrow functionality
of predicting the most relevant items for each user.

Therefore, simplifying the cognitive cost of preference acquisition is of primary
importance. For an RS to achieve good recommendation performance, users
typically need to provide the system with a certain amount of feedback about
their preferences (e.g., in the form of item ratings). Therefore, it is important to
measure the costs and benefits of adopting alternative rating approaches and scales,
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and to find an optimal solution to meet the needs of both the users, the suppliers
and the platform owners. In fact, the acquired preference can have a profound
impact on the quality and distribution of the recommendations for all the involved
stakeholders. This topic is discussed extensively in Chapters “Multistakeholder
Recommender Systems”, “Fairness in Recommender Systems” and “Novelty and
Diversity in Recommender Systems”, where the current research challenges receive
ample discussion.

An interesting direction of research for easing the preference acquisition process
consists of the exploitation of personality, mood and emotions. This is becoming a
popular topic, especially because it is clear that more and more techniques will be
developed in order to automatically and unobtrusively acquire such information. In
Chapter “Personality and Recommender Systems”, the authors stress the challenge
of acquiring personality information in a nonintrusive fashion. Nowadays, only the
longest questionnaires, which consist of around one hundred questions, can provide
an accurate evaluation of the user’s personality. Hence, non-intrusive approaches
are necessary and the research in this area is just starting. Mining user activity
for extracting personality information is an option, but also the fast penetration of
portable devices and new sensor types, which can potentially life-logging the user’s
activity, can offer a promising platform that is worth exploring.

Another line of research aimed at tackling the cold start problem and reducing
the user preference elicitation effort is cross-domain recommender systems. These
techniques (see Chapter “Design and Evaluation of Cross-Domain Recommender
Systems”) could be used as an alternative path to user preferences’ elicitation as
they are able to build detailed user profiles without the need to collect explicit user
assessment of the target domain items.

9.2 Interaction

A major challenge that RS research is now facing, and is clearly addressed in
several chapters of this handbook, is that we still need to broaden the scope of
research to the system aspects of a recommender system. This means that aside from
the algorithms, which are used to predict the user preference and behaviour, and
compute the recommendations, the mechanism through which users provide their
input and the means by which they receive the systems output, play a significant
role and can play an even larger role in determining the success or failure of a
recommender system. We still need to better understand the general qualities of
alternative solutions to preference elicitation, as we mentioned previously, but also
to recommendation presentation, and to develop personalized solutions for these
phases of the interaction with the system.

It must be observed that while interacting with a recommender system, users
make various types of decisions. The most important one is surely selecting an
item from the recommendation list. But, before making the final decision, users
often have to decide how to explore the information space and what additional
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input they could provide to the system. For instance, they could have to select
a specific group of recommendations (e.g., the recommendations about items
recently added to the catalogue), or to indicate search conditions, such as the
category of searched products, that can help to narrow down the typically large
set of received recommendations. Moreover, users often do not know or do not
reflect on their preferences beforehand, especially when users approach an RS
for information discovery. In such cases, the system-supported interaction and
visualization contribute to the user construction of their preferences within a specific
recommendation session. As it has been illustrated in Chapter “Individual and
Group Decision Making and Recommender Systems”, there are several challenges
with the full support of user decision making in a recommender system. Our
understanding of the situational context generated by the system and its effect
on item selection processes is still incomplete and we need to better connect RS
research to psychology and decision making disciplines. While it is clear that an
RS helps to make decisions, there is still the need for further develop research
that takes theories from decision psychology and cognitive psychology into account
when explaining users’ preference construction and decision making process in the
context of recommender systems [52].

Considering the user interaction with the recommender system, the topic of
explaining the system recommendations still poses a number of interesting and
open issues. For instance, it is still not completely clear whether explanations
bring more overall benefits than risks. In Chapter “Beyond Explaining Single Item
Recommendations” it is shown that explanations are part of a cyclical process:
the explanations affect the acceptance of particular recommendations, the users’
mental model of the system, and in turn, this affects the ways users interact with
the explanations. But, whether the users are influenced in such a way that their
choices are improved, and not biased, is not clear. Explanations may even increase
the information overload that RSs are supposed to tame, or make the decision
problem, in some cases, even more complex. Moreover, while some research has
been conducted on explaining recommendations to individual users, explaining
recommendations for a group is still an unexplored subject [29, 72]. For instance,
one might think that showing how satisfied other group members are, and how
this prediction is incorporated in the recommendations selected for a group, could
improve users’ understanding of the recommendation process and perhaps make it
easier to accept items they do not like. However, users need for privacy is likely
to conflict with their need for transparency. Moreover, showing the preferences of
other users may move the group discussion on the preferences, i.e., how much the
system is taking care of the other group member preferences, rather than on the
value of the recommended items. We definitely need more research on these topics.

In a discussion about the human-computer interaction in recommender systems,
we cannot forget the issue of the assessment of the value of the recommendations,
which is not only related to what extent the recommended items are liked by
the user. The general relationships between the value of the RS, the supported
interaction and the instruments adopted to measure if the RS meets the goal of their
users, are discussed in two chapters of this book (Chapters “Value and Impact of
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Recommender Systems” and “Evaluating Recommender Systems”). In fact, there is
a number of specific factors that may influence the real usefulness of a recommen-
dation during a specific human-computer interaction. For instance, the time value
of recommendations, which is partially discussed in the chapter on context-aware
RS (Chapter “Context-Aware Recommender Systems: From Foundations to Recent
Developments”), refers to the fact that a given set of recommendations may not
be applicable forever but there could be a time interval when these items can be
recommended. This is clear, for instance, when it comes to news items: people want
to be informed about the most recent events and news loose their value even one
day after the initial announcement. The time value of a recommendation is clearly
dependent on the novelty and diversity of the recommended items. We still need
more theoretical, methodological and algorithmic developments on these aspects.
For instance, modelling feature-based novelty in probabilistic terms in order to
unify discovery and familiarity models would be an interesting line for future work.
Aspects such as the time dimension during which items may recover part of their
novelty value, or the variability among users regarding their degree of novelty-
seeking are examples of issues that require further research and are mentioned in
Chapter “Novelty and Diversity in Recommender Systems”.

9.3 New Recommendation Tasks

The application of recommender systems is still dominated by solutions for
recommending relatively simple and inexpensive products, like movies, music, news
and books. While there are systems managing more complex item types, such as
financial investment or travel, these item categories are considered as atypical cases.
Inevitably, complex domains require more elaborated solutions. Complex products
are typically configurable or offered in several variants. This feature still poses a
challenge to RS, which are instead designed to consider different configurations as
different items. Identifying the more suitable configuration requires reasoning on
the relations between configurations (classifying and grouping items) and calls for
addressing the specificity of the human decision making task generated by the selec-
tion of a configuration. In this handbook, Chapter “Fashion Recommender Systems”
focuses on such a complex type of products. For instance in the fashion domain,
users rarely think about what to wear and buy in isolation, so the RS must enable
users to find fashion items that complement a given one. In general, addressing
new types and more structured types of items can call for the introduction of new
and interesting research lines. For instance, Chapter “People-to-People Reciprocal
Recommenders” clearly shows how different the recommendation techniques must
be in domains where reciprocal recommendations are needed, as in dating or job
finding applications.

As we already indicated in the previous editions of this handbook, RSs that
optimise a sequence of recommendations, e.g., a new book recommendation every
week, are not frequent and we believe that this is still an open issue. A considerable
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amount of new research has focused on Session-based RS, as it is clearly illustrated
in Chapter “Session-Based Recommender Systems”. But, the current research is
still motivated by the goal to predict the sequential choice behaviour of users,
which is extracted from the available data, rather than to construct sequences of
recommendations that have specific properties that the users may appreciate, such
as nudging the user towards better and better choices, or more diverse choices. This
is an important dimension in many application, for instance in eLearning but even
more clearly in the food domain. For instance, while some initial attempts to build a
complete meal plan have been tried, still current food recommender systems are not
able to effectively generate such sequences of recommendations (see Chapter “Food
Recommender Systems”).

Moreover, it is important to study the sequential dimension of users’ decision
making both within a recommendation session and between recommendation
sessions. Here, we want to further note the importance of such a topic in group RSs
(see Chapter “Group Recommender Systems: Beyond Preference Aggregation”).
In these systems, sequential recommendations are a natural setting, since stable
groups, such as friends or families, repeatedly choose items of the same type, e.g.,
when deciding where to go for vacation or what to eat at home. More research
is needed on algorithms and user interfaces for producing coherent sequences of
recommendations. In particular, one should model the effect on users of several
contextual conditions such as the manner in which already-shown-items could
influence the user evaluation of the next recommendations, or the social role and
relationships of the group members.

Most of the popular RSs are now accessed through mobile devices that follow
their owners throughout their daily life, and are always within an arm’s reach
of their owners. In this scenario, RSs can proactively send notifications to their
users about items of potential interest that are relevant because of the contextual
situation of the user. The challenge is finding true relevant items for the user
situation and not overburdening the user with a stream of irrelevant interruptions.
To address this goal, we must better exploit implicit feedback derived from user
usage, which means, we should try to build models that can better generalise
from the observed behaviour and identify novel and diverse recommendations (see
Chapter “Novelty and Diversity in Recommender Systems”, and [47]). But, such
systems should also learn to better identify contextual situations that require a push
of the recommendations. We believe that this depends on the detection of contextual
changes that are significant to the user and therefore justify a recommendation.
For instance, when it is the ideal time for a pause in writing a paper, i.e., the
context is changing from work to leisure, a recommendation of a relevant, or
personalized, article of sports news can be delivered. Understanding when context
changes, or it could be forced to change, and when a user may be receptive to
a recommendation push is a challenging issue for further research. As it is also
suggested in Chapter “Context-Aware Recommender Systems: From Foundations
to Recent Developments”, in order to develop these new and compelling context
aware systems, we need to explore novel engineering solutions, including: novel
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data structures, storage systems, user interface components and service oriented
architectures.

Finally, we hope that this handbook, as a useful tool for practitioners and
researchers, will contribute to further developing knowledge in this exciting and use-
ful research area and provide a baseline for further exploring the above mentioned
issues. Currently the research on RSs has greatly benefited from the combined
interest and efforts that industry and academia have invested in this field. We
therefore wish the best to both groups as they read this handbook and we hope that it
will attract even more researchers to work in this highly interesting and challenging
field.
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Trust Your Neighbors: A Comprehensive
Survey of Neighborhood-Based Methods
for Recommender Systems

Athanasios N. Nikolakopoulos, Xia Ning, Christian Desrosiers,
and George Karypis

1 Introduction

The appearance and growth of online markets has had a considerable impact on
the habits of consumers, providing them access to a greater variety of products
and information on these goods. While this freedom of purchase has made online
commerce into a multi-billion dollar industry, it also made it more difficult for
consumers to select the products that best fit their needs. One of the main solutions
proposed for this information overload problem are recommender systems, which
provide automated and personalized suggestions of products to consumers.

The recommendation problem can be defined as estimating the response of a
user for unseen items, based on historical information stored in the system, and
suggesting to this user novel and original items for which the predicted response
is high. User-item responses can be numerical values known as ratings (e.g.,
1–5 stars), ordinal values (e.g., strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, strongly
disagree) representing the possible levels of user appreciation, or binary values (e.g.,
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like/dislike or interested/not interested). Moreover, user responses can be obtained
explicitly, for instance, through ratings/reviews entered by users in the system, or
implicitly, from purchase history or access patterns [45, 87]. For the purpose of
simplicity, from this point on, we will call rating any type of user-item response.

Item recommendation approaches can be divided in two broad categories: per-
sonalized and non-personalized. Among the personalized approaches are content-
based and collaborative filtering methods, as well as hybrid techniques combining
these two types of methods. The general principle of content-based (or cognitive)
methods [4, 8, 48, 70] is to identify the common characteristics of items that
have received a favorable rating from a user, and then recommend to this user
unseen items that share these characteristics. Recommender systems based purely
on content generally suffer from the problems of limited content analysis and over-
specialization [79]. Limited content analysis occurs when the system has a limited
amount of information on its users or the content of its items. For instance, privacy
issues might refrain a user from providing personal information, or the precise
content of items may be difficult or costly to obtain for some types of items, such as
music or images. Another problem is that the content of an item is often insufficient
to determine its quality. Over-specialization, on the other hand, is a side effect of the
way in which content-based systems recommend unseen items, where the predicted
rating of a user for an item is high if this item is similar to the ones liked by this user.
For example, in a movie recommendation application, the system may recommend
to a user a movie of the same genre or having the same actors as movies already
seen by this user. Because of this, the system may fail to recommend items that
are different but still interesting to the user. More information on content-based
recommendation approaches can be found in chapter “Semantics and Content-based
Recommendations” of this book.

Instead of depending on content information, collaborative (or social) filtering
approaches use the rating information of other users and items in the system. The
key idea is that the rating of a target user for an unseen item is likely to be similar to
that of another user, if both users have rated other items in a similar way. Likewise,
the target user is likely to rate two items in a similar fashion, if other users have given
similar ratings to these two items. Collaborative filtering approaches overcome some
of the limitations of content-based ones. For instance, items for which the content
is not available or difficult to obtain can still be recommended to users through the
feedback of other users. Furthermore, collaborative recommendations are based on
the quality of items as evaluated by peers, instead of relying on content that may
be a bad indicator of quality. Finally, unlike content-based systems, collaborative
filtering ones can recommend items with very different content, as long as other
users have already shown interest for these different items.

Collaborative filtering approaches can be grouped in two general classes
of neighborhood and model-based methods. In neighborhood-based (memory-
based [10] or heuristic-based [2]) collaborative filtering [19, 20, 32, 45, 51, 55,
73, 75, 79], the user-item ratings stored in the system are directly used to predict
ratings for unseen items. This can be done in two ways known as user-based or
item-based recommendation. User-based systems, such as GroupLens [45], evaluate
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the interest of a target user for an item using the ratings for this item by other users,
called neighbors, that have similar rating patterns. The neighbors of the target user
are typically the users whose ratings are most correlated to the target user’s ratings.
Item-based approaches [20, 51, 75], on the other hand, predict the rating of a user
for an item based on the ratings of the user for similar items. In such approaches,
two items are similar if several users of the system have rated these items in a
similar fashion.

In contrast to neighborhood-based systems, which use the stored ratings directly
in the prediction, model-based approaches use these ratings to learn a predictive
model. Salient characteristics of users and items are captured by a set of model
parameters, which are learned from training data and later used to predict new
ratings. Model-based approaches for the task of recommending items are numerous
and include Bayesian Clustering [10], Latent Semantic Analysis [33], Latent Dirich-
let Allocation [9], Maximum Entropy [89], Boltzmann Machines [74], Support
Vector Machines [28], and Singular Value Decomposition [6, 46, 69, 85, 86]. A
survey of state-of-the-art model-based methods can be found in chapter “Advances
in Collaborative Filtering” of this book.

Finally, to overcome certain limitations of content-based and collaborative
filtering methods, hybrid recommendation approaches combine characteristics of
both types of methods. Content-based and collaborative filtering methods can be
combined in various ways, for instance, by merging their individual predictions into
a single, more robust prediction [8, 71], or by adding content information into a
collaborative filtering model [1, 3, 59, 64, 67, 81, 88]. Several studies have shown
hybrid recommendation approaches to provide more accurate recommendations
than pure content-based or collaborative methods, especially when few ratings are
available [2].

1.1 Advantages of Neighborhood Approaches

While recent investigations show state-of-the-art model-based approaches superior
to neighborhood ones in the task of predicting ratings [46, 84], there is also an
emerging understanding that good prediction accuracy alone does not guarantee
users an effective and satisfying experience [31]. Another factor that has been iden-
tified as playing an important role in the appreciation of users for the recommender
system is serendipity [31, 75]. Serendipity extends the concept of novelty by helping
a user find an interesting item he or she might not have otherwise discovered.
For example, recommending to a user a movie directed by his favorite director
constitutes a novel recommendation if the user was not aware of that movie, but is
likely not serendipitous since the user would have discovered that movie on his own.
A more detailed discussion on novelty and diversity is provided in chapter “Novelty
and Diversity in Recommender Systems” of this book.

Model-based approaches excel at characterizing the preferences of a user with
latent factors. For example, in a movie recommender system, such methods may
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determine that a given user is a fan of movies that are both funny and romantic,
without having to actually define the notions “funny” and “romantic”. This system
would be able to recommend to the user a romantic comedy that may not have
been known to this user. However, it may be difficult for this system to recommend
a movie that does not quite fit this high-level genre, for instance, a funny parody
of horror movies. Neighborhood approaches, on the other hand, capture local
associations in the data. Consequently, it is possible for a movie recommender
system based on this type of approach to recommend the user a movie very different
from his usual taste or a movie that is not well known (e.g., repertoire film), if one
of his closest neighbors has given it a strong rating. This recommendation may not
be a guaranteed success, as would be a romantic comedy, but it may help the user
discover a whole new genre or a new favorite actor/director.

The main advantages of neighborhood-based methods are:

• Simplicity: Neighborhood-based methods are intuitive and relatively simple to
implement. In their simplest form, only one parameter (the number of neighbors
used in the prediction) requires tuning.

• Justifiability: Such methods also provide a concise and intuitive justification
for the computed predictions. For example, in item-based recommendation, the
list of neighbor items, as well as the ratings given by the user to these items,
can be presented to the user as a justification for the recommendation. This can
help the user better understand the recommendation and its relevance, and could
serve as basis for an interactive system where users can select the neighbors
for which a greater importance should be given in the recommendation [6]. The
benefits and challenges of explaining recommendations to users are addressed in
chapter “Beyond Explaining Single Item Recommendations” of this book.

• Efficiency: One of the strong points of neighborhood-based systems are their
efficiency. Unlike most model-based systems, they require no costly training
phases, which need to be carried at frequent intervals in large commercial
applications. These systems may require pre-computing nearest neighbors in
an offline step, which is typically much cheaper than model training, providing
near instantaneous recommendations. Moreover, storing these nearest neighbors
requires very little memory, making such approaches scalable to applications
having millions of users and items.

• Stability: Another useful property of recommender systems based on this
approach is that they are little affected by the constant addition of users, items
and ratings, which are typically observed in large commercial applications. For
instance, once item similarities have been computed, an item-based system can
readily make recommendations to new users, without having to re-train the
system. Moreover, once a few ratings have been entered for a new item, only
the similarities between this item and the ones already in the system need to be
computed.
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While neighborhood-based methods have gained popularity due to these advan-
tages,1 they are also known to suffer from the problem of limited coverage, which
causes some items to be never recommended. Also, traditional methods of this
category are known to be more sensitive to the sparseness of ratings and the cold-
start problem, where the system has only a few ratings, or no rating at all, for new
users and items. Section 5 presents more advanced neighborhood-based techniques
that can overcome these problems.

1.2 Objectives and Outline

This chapter has two main objectives. It first serves as a general guide on
neighborhood-based recommender systems, and presents practical information
on how to implement such recommendation approaches. In particular, the main
components of neighborhood-based methods will be described, as well as the
benefits of the most common choices for each of these components. Secondly, it
presents more specialized techniques on the subject that address particular aspects
of recommending items, such as data sparsity. Although such techniques are not
required to implement a simple neighborhood-based system, having a broader view
of the various difficulties and solutions for neighborhood methods may help making
appropriate decisions during the implementation process.

The rest of this document is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we first give
a formal definition of the item recommendation task and present the notation
used throughout the chapter. In Sect. 3, the principal neighborhood approaches,
predicting user ratings for unseen items based on regression or classification,
are then introduced, and the main advantages and flaws of these approaches are
described. This section also presents two complementary ways of implementing
such approaches, either based on user or item similarities, and analyzes the impact
of these two implementations on the accuracy, efficiency, stability, justifiability
and serendipity of the recommender system. Section 4, on the other hand, focuses
on the three main components of neighborhood-based recommendation methods:
rating normalization, similarity weight computation, and neighborhood selection.
For each of these components, the most common approaches are described, and their
respective benefits compared. In Sect. 5, the problems of limited coverage and data
sparsity are introduced, and several solutions proposed to overcome these problems
are described. In particular, several techniques based on dimensionality reduction
and graphs are presented. Finally, the last section of this document summarizes the

1 For further insights of some of the key properties of neighborhood-based methods under a
probabilistic lens, see [12]. Therein, the interested reader can find a probabilistic reformulation of
basic neighborhood-based methods that elucidates certain aspects of their effectiveness; delineates
innate connections with item popularity; while also, allows for comparisons between basic
neighborhood-based variants.
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principal characteristics and methods of neighorhood-based recommendation, and
gives a few more pointers on implementing such methods.

2 Problem Definition and Notation

In order to give a formal definition of the item recommendation task, we introduce
the following notation. The set of users in the recommender system will be denoted
by U , and the set of items by I. Moreover, we denote by R the set of ratings recorded
in the system, and write S the set of possible values for a rating (e.g., S = [1, 5]
or S = {like, dislike}). Also, we suppose that no more than one rating can be made
by any user u ∈ U for a particular item i ∈ I and write rui this rating. To identify
the subset of users that have rated an item i, we use the notation Ui . Likewise, Iu

represents the subset of items that have been rated by a user u. Finally, the items
that have been rated by two users u and v, i.e. Iu ∩ Iv , is an important concept in
our presentation, and we use Iuv to denote this concept. In a similar fashion, Uij is
used to denote the set of users that have rated both items i and j .

Two of the most important problems associated with recommender systems are
the rating prediction and top-N recommendation problems. The first problem is to
predict the rating that a user u will give his or her unrated item i. When ratings are
available, this task is most often defined as a regression or (multi-class) classification
problem where the goal is to learn a function f : U×I → S that predicts the rating
f (u, i) of a user u for an unseen item i. Accuracy is commonly used to evaluate the
performance of the recommendation method. Typically, the ratings R are divided
into a training set Rtrain used to learn f , and a test set Rtest used to evaluate the
prediction accuracy. Two popular measures of accuracy are the Mean Absolute Error
(MAE):

MAE(f ) = 1

|Rtest|
∑

rui∈Rtest

|f (u, i)− rui |, (1)

and the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE):

RMSE(f ) =
√√√√ 1

|Rtest|
∑

rui∈Rtest

(f (u, i)− rui)
2. (2)

When ratings are not available, for instance, if only the list of items purchased by
each user is known, measuring the rating prediction accuracy is not possible. In such
cases, the problem of finding the best item is usually transformed into the task of
recommending to an active user ua a list L(ua) containing N items likely to interest
him or her [20, 75]. The quality of such method can be evaluated by splitting the
items of I into a set Itrain, used to learn L, and a test set Itest. Let T (u) ⊂ Iu ∩ Itest
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be the subset of test items that a user u found relevant. If the user responses are
binary, these can be the items that u has rated positively. Otherwise, if only a list of
purchased or accessed items is given for each user u, then these items can be used
as T (u). The performance of the method is then computed using the measures of
precision and recall:

Precision(L) = 1

|U |
∑

u∈U
|L(u) ∩ T (u)| / |L(u)| (3)

Recall(L) = 1

|U |
∑

u∈U
|L(u) ∩ T (u)| / |T (u)|. (4)

A drawback of this task is that all items of a recommendation list L(u) are
considered equally interesting to user u. An alternative setting, described in [20],
consists in learning a function L that maps each user u to a list L(u) where items are
ordered by their “interestingness” to u. If the test set is built by randomly selecting,
for each user u, a single item iu of Iu, the performance of L can be evaluated with
the Average Reciprocal Hit-Rank (ARHR):

ARHR(L) = 1

|U |
∑

u∈U

1

rank(iu, L(u))
, (5)

where rank(iu, L(u)) is the rank of item iu in L(u), equal to ∞ if iu �∈ L(u). A
more extensive description of evaluation measures for recommender systems can be
found in chapter “Evaluating Recommender Systems” of this book.

3 Neighborhood-Based Recommendation

Recommender systems based on neighborhood automate the common principle that
similar users prefer similar items, and similar items are preferred by similar users.
To illustrate this, consider the following example based on the ratings of Fig. 1.

Example 1 User Eric has to decide whether or not to rent the movie “Titanic” that
he has not yet seen. He knows that Lucy has very similar tastes when it comes to
movies, as both of them hated “The Matrix” and loved “Forrest Gump,” so he asks

Fig. 1 A “toy example”
showing the ratings of four
users for five movies

The Titanic Die Forrest Wall-EMatrix Hard Gump
John 5 1 2 2
Lucy 1 5 2 5 5
Eric 2 ? 3 5 4

Diane 4 3 5 3
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her opinion on this movie. On the other hand, Eric finds out he and Diane have
different tastes, Diane likes action movies while he does not, and he discards her
opinion or considers the opposite in his decision.

3.1 User-Based Rating Prediction

User-based neighborhood recommendation methods predict the rating rui of a user
u for an unseen item i using the ratings given to i by users most similar to u, called
nearest-neighbors. Suppose we have for each user v �= u a value wuv representing
the preference similarity between u and v (how this similarity can be computed will
be discussed in Sect. 4.2). The k-nearest-neighbors (k-NN) of u, denoted by N (u),
are the k users v with the highest similarity wuv to u. However, only the users
who have rated item i can be used in the prediction of rui , and we instead consider
the k users most similar to u that have rated i. We write this set of neighbors as
Ni (u). The rating rui can be estimated as the average rating given to i by these
neighbors:

r̂ui = 1

|Ni (u)|
∑

v∈Ni (u)

rvi . (6)

A problem with (6) is that is does not take into account the fact that the neighbors
can have different levels of similarity. Consider once more the example of Fig. 1.
If the two nearest-neighbors of Eric are Lucy and Diane, it would be foolish to
consider equally their ratings of the movie “Titanic,” since Lucy’s tastes are much
closer to Eric’s than Diane’s. A common solution to this problem is to weigh the
contribution of each neighbor by its similarity to u. However, if these weights do
not sum to 1, the predicted ratings can be well outside the range of allowed values.
Consequently, it is customary to normalize these weights, such that the predicted
rating becomes

r̂ui =

∑
v∈Ni (u)

wuv rvi

∑
v∈Ni (u)

|wuv| . (7)

In the denominator of (7), |wuv| is used instead of wuv because negative weights can
produce ratings outside the allowed range. Also, wuv can be replaced by wα

uv , where
α > 0 is an amplification factor [10]. When α > 1, as is it most often employed, an
even greater importance is given to the neighbors that are the closest to u.

Example 2 Suppose we want to use (7) to predict Eric’s rating of the movie
“Titanic” using the ratings of Lucy and Diane for this movie. Moreover, suppose
the similarity weights between these neighbors and Eric are respectively 0.75 and
0.15. The predicted rating would be
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r̂ = 0.75×5 + 0.15×3

0.75 + 0.15
	 4.67,

which is closer to Lucy’s rating than to Diane’s.

Equation (7) also has an important flaw: it does not consider the fact that users
may use different rating values to quantify the same level of appreciation for an item.
For example, one user may give the highest rating value to only a few outstanding
items, while a less difficult one may give this value to most of the items he likes. This
problem is usually addressed by converting the neighbors’ ratings rvi to normalized
ones h(rvi) [10, 73], giving the following prediction:

r̂ui = h−1

⎛

⎜⎝

∑
v∈Ni (u)

wuv h(rvi)

∑
v∈Ni (u)

|wuv|

⎞

⎟⎠ . (8)

Note that the predicted rating must be converted back to the original scale, hence
the h−1 in the equation. The most common approaches to normalize ratings will be
presented in Sect. 4.1.

3.2 User-Based Classification

The prediction approach just described, where the predicted ratings are computed
as a weighted average of the neighbors’ ratings, essentially solves a regression
problem. Neighborhood-based classification, on the other hand, finds the most likely
rating given by a user u to an item i, by having the nearest-neighbors of u vote on
this value. The vote vir given by the k-NN of u for the rating r ∈ S can be obtained
as the sum of the similarity weights of neighbors that have given this rating to i:

vir =
∑

v∈Ni (u)

δ(rvi = r)wuv, (9)

where δ(rvi = r) is 1 if rvi = r , and 0 otherwise. Once this has been computed for
every possible rating value, the predicted rating is simply the value r for which vir

is the greatest.

Example 3 Suppose once again that the two nearest-neighbors of Eric are Lucy and
Diane with respective similarity weights 0.75 and 0.15. In this case, ratings 5 and 3
each have one vote. However, since Lucy’s vote has a greater weight than Diane’s,
the predicted rating will be r̂ = 5.

A classification method that considers normalized ratings can also be defined.
Let S ′ be the set of possible normalized values (that may require discretization), the
predicted rating is obtained as:
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r̂ui = h−1

⎛

⎝arg max
r∈S ′

∑

v∈Ni (u)

δ(h(rvi) = r)wuv

⎞

⎠ . (10)

3.3 Regression vs. Classification

The choice between implementing a neighborhood-based regression or classifica-
tion method largely depends on the system’s rating scale. Thus, if the rating scale
is continuous, e.g. ratings in the Jester joke recommender system [25] can take any
value between −10 and 10, then a regression method is more appropriate. On the
contrary, if the rating scale has only a few discrete values, e.g. “good” or “bad,” or
if the values cannot be ordered in an obvious fashion, then a classification method
might be preferable. Furthermore, since normalization tends to map ratings to a
continuous scale, it may be harder to handle in a classification approach.

Another way to compare these two approaches is by considering the situation
where all neighbors have the same similarity weight. As the number of neighbors
used in the prediction increases, the rating rui predicted by the regression approach
will tend toward the mean rating of item i. Suppose item i has only ratings at either
end of the rating range, i.e. it is either loved or hated, then the regression approach
will make the safe decision that the item’s worth is average. This is also justified
from a statistical point of view since the expected rating (estimated in this case) is
the one that minimizes the RMSE. On the other hand, the classification approach
will predict the rating as the most frequent one given to i. This is more risky as the
item will be labeled as either “good” or “bad”. However, as mentioned before, risk
taking may be be desirable if it leads to serendipitous recommendations.

3.4 Item-Based Recommendation

While user-based methods rely on the opinion, of like-minded users to predict a
rating, item-based approaches [20, 51, 75] look at ratings given to similar items. Let
us illustrate this approach with our toy example.

Example 4 Instead of consulting with his peers, Eric instead determines whether
the movie “Titanic” is right for him by considering the movies that he has already
seen. He notices that people that have rated this movie have given similar ratings
to the movies “Forrest Gump” and “Wall-E”. Since Eric liked these two movies he
concludes that he will also like the movie “Titanic”.

This idea can be formalized as follows. Denote by Nu(i) the items rated by user
u most similar to item i. The predicted rating of u for i is obtained as a weighted
average of the ratings given by u to the items of Nu(i):
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r̂ui =

∑
j∈Nu(i)

wij ruj

∑
j∈Nu(i)

|wij | . (11)

Example 5 Suppose our prediction is again made using two nearest-neighbors, and
that the items most similar to “Titanic” are “Forrest Gump” and “Wall-E,” with
respective similarity weights 0.85 and 0.75. Since ratings of 5 and 4 were given by
Eric to these two movies, the predicted rating is computed as

r̂ = 0.85×5 + 0.75×4

0.85 + 0.75
	 4.53.

Again, the differences in the users’ individual rating scales can be considered by
normalizing ratings with a h:

r̂ui = h−1

⎛

⎜⎝

∑
j∈Nu(i)

wij h(ruj )

∑
j∈Nu(i)

|wij |

⎞

⎟⎠ . (12)

Moreover, we can also define an item-based classification approach. In this case, the
items j rated by user u vote for the rating to be given to an unseen item i, and these
votes are weighted by the similarity between i and j . The normalized version of this
approach can be expressed as follows:

r̂ui = h−1

⎛

⎝arg max
r∈S ′

∑

j∈Nu(i)

δ(h(ruj ) = r)wij

⎞

⎠ . (13)

3.5 User-Based vs. Item-Based Recommendation

When choosing between the implementation of a user-based and an item-based
neighborhood recommender system, five criteria should be considered:

• Accuracy: The accuracy of neighborhood recommendation methods depends
mostly on the ratio between the number of users and items in the system. As
will be presented in Sect. 4.2, the similarity between two users in user-based
methods, which determines the neighbors of a user, is normally obtained by
comparing the ratings made by these users on the same items. Consider a system
that has 10, 000 ratings made by 1000 users on 100 items, and suppose, for
the purpose of this analysis, that the ratings are distributed uniformly over the
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Table 1 The average number of neighbors and average number of ratings used in the computa-
tion of similarities for user-based and item-based neighborhood methods. A uniform distribution
of ratings is assumed with average number of ratings per user p = |R|/|U |, and average number
of ratings per item q = |R|/|I|

Avg. neighbors Avg. ratings

User-based (|U | − 1)
(

1−
( |I|−p

|I|
)p)

p2

|I|
Item-based (|I| − 1)

(
1−

( |U |−q
|U |

)q)
q2

|U |

Table 2 The space and time complexity of user-based and item-based neighborhood methods, as
a function of the maximum number of ratings per user p = maxu |Iu|, the maximum number
of ratings per item q = maxi |Ui |, and the maximum number of neighbors used in the rating
predictions k

Time

Space Training Online

User-based O(|U |2) O(|U |2p) O(|I|k)

Item-based O(|I|2) O(|I|2q) O(|I|k)

items.2 Following Table 1, the average number of users available as potential
neighbors is roughly 650. However, the average number of common ratings used
to compute the similarities is only 1. On the other hand, an item-based method
usually computes the similarity between two items by comparing ratings made
by the same user on these items. Assuming once more a uniform distribution of
ratings, we find an average number of potential neighbors of 99 and an average
number of ratings used to compute the similarities of 10.

In general, a small number of high-confidence neighbors is by far preferable to
a large number of neighbors for which the similarity weights are not trustable. In
cases where the number of users is much greater than the number of items, such
as large commercial systems like Amazon.com, item-based methods can therefore
produce more accurate recommendations [21, 75]. Likewise, systems that have
less users than items, e.g., a research paper recommender with thousands of users
but hundreds of thousands of articles to recommend, may benefit more from user-
based neighborhood methods [31].

• Efficiency: As shown in Table 2, the memory and computational efficiency of
recommender systems also depends on the ratio between the number of users
and items. Thus, when the number of users exceeds the number of items, as is it
most often the case, item-based recommendation approaches require much less
memory and time to compute the similarity weights (training phase) than user-
based ones, making them more scalable. However, the time complexity of the
online recommendation phase, which depends only on the number of available

2 The distribution of ratings in real-life data is normally skewed, i.e. most ratings are given to a
small proportion of items.
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items and the maximum number of neighbors, is the same for user-based and
item-based methods.

In practice, computing the similarity weights is much less expensive than the
worst-case complexity reported in Table 2, due to the fact that users rate only
a few of the available items. Accordingly, only the non-zero similarity weights
need to be stored, which is often much less than the number of user pairs. This
number can be further reduced by storing for each user only the top N weights,
where N is a parameter [75] that is sufficient for satisfactory coverage on user-
item pairs. In the same manner, the non-zero weights can be computed efficiently
without having to test each pair of users or items, which makes neighborhood
methods scalable to very large systems.

• Stability: The choice between a user-based and an item-based approach also
depends on the frequency and amount of change in the users and items of the
system. If the list of available items is fairly static in comparison to the users
of the system, an item-based method may be preferable since the item similarity
weights could then be computed at infrequent time intervals while still being able
to recommend items to new users. On the contrary, in applications where the list
of available items is constantly changing, e.g., an online article recommender,
user-based methods could prove to be more stable.

• Justifiability: An advantage of item-based methods is that they can easily be
used to justify a recommendation. Hence, the list of neighbor items used in the
prediction, as well as their similarity weights, can be presented to the user as an
explanation of the recommendation. By modifying the list of neighbors and/or
their weights, it then becomes possible for the user to participate interactively in
the recommendation process. User-based methods, however, are less amenable
to this process because the active user does not know the other users serving as
neighbors in the recommendation.

• Serendipity: In item-based methods, the rating predicted for an item is based on
the ratings given to similar items. Consequently, recommender systems using this
approach will tend to recommend to a user items that are related to those usually
appreciated by this user. For instance, in a movie recommendation application,
movies having the same genre, actors or director as those highly rated by the user
are likely to be recommended. While this may lead to safe recommendations, it
does less to help the user discover different types of items that he might like as
much.

Because they work with user similarity, on the other hand, user-based
approaches are more likely to make serendipitous recommendations. This is
particularly true if the recommendation is made with a small number of nearest-
neighbors. For example, a user A that has watched only comedies may be very
similar to a user B only by the ratings made on such movies. However, if B

is fond of a movie in a different genre, this movie may be recommended to A

through his similarity with B.
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4 Components of Neighborhood Methods

In the previous section, we have seen that deciding between a regression and a
classification rating prediction method, as well as choosing between a user-based
or item-based recommendation approach, can have a significant impact on the
accuracy, efficiency and overall quality of the recommender system. In addition to
these crucial attributes, three very important considerations in the implementation of
a neighborhood-based recommender system are (1) the normalization of ratings, (2)
the computation of the similarity weights, and (3) the selection of neighbors. This
section reviews some of the most common approaches for these three components,
describes the main advantages and disadvantages of using each one of them, and
gives indications on how to implement them.

4.1 Rating Normalization

When it comes to assigning a rating to an item, each user has its own personal
scale. Even if an explicit definition of each of the possible ratings is supplied
(e.g., 1=“strongly disagree,” 2=“disagree,” 3=“neutral,” etc.), some users might be
reluctant to give high/low scores to items they liked/disliked. Two of the most
popular rating normalization schemes that have been proposed to convert individual
ratings to a more universal scale are mean-centering and Z-score.

4.1.1 Mean-centering

The idea of mean-centering [10, 73] is to determine whether a rating is positive or
negative by comparing it to the mean rating. In user-based recommendation, a raw
rating rui is transformation to a mean-centered one h(rui) by subtracting to rui the
average ru of the ratings given by user u to the items in Iu:

h(rui) = rui − ru.

Using this approach the user-based prediction of a rating rui is obtained as

r̂ui = ru +

∑
v∈Ni (u)

wuv (rvi − rv)

∑
v∈Ni (u)

|wuv| . (14)

In the same way, the item-mean-centered normalization of rui is given by

h(rui) = rui − ri,
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Fig. 2 The user and item
mean-centered ratings of
Fig. 1

User mean-centering:

The Titanic Die Forrest Wall-EMatrix Hard Gump
John 2.50 -1.50 -0.50 -0.50
Lucy -2.60 1.40 -1.60 1.40 1.40
Eric -1.50 -0.50 1.50 0.50

Diane 0.25 -0.75 1.25 -0.75

Item mean-centering:

The Titanic Die Forrest Wall-EMatrix Hard Gump
John 2.00 -2.00 -1.75 -1.67
Lucy -2.00 2.00 -1.33 1.25 1.33
Eric -1.00 -0.33 1.25 0.33

Diane 1.00 0.00 1.67 -0.75

where ri corresponds to the mean rating given to item i by user in Ui . This
normalization technique is most often used in item-based recommendation, where a
rating rui is predicted as:

r̂ui = ri +

∑
j∈Nu(i)

wij (ruj − rj )

∑
j∈Nu(i)

|wij | . (15)

An interesting property of mean-centering is that one can see right-away if the
appreciation of a user for an item is positive or negative by looking at the sign of the
normalized rating. Moreover, the module of this rating gives the level at which the
user likes or dislikes the item.

Example 6 As shown in Fig. 2, although Diane gave an average rating of 3 to the
movies “Titanic” and “Forrest Gump,” the user-mean-centered ratings show that her
appreciation of these movies is in fact negative. This is because her ratings are high
on average, and so, an average rating correspond to a low degree of appreciation.
Differences are also visible while comparing the two types of mean-centering. For
instance, the item-mean-centered rating of the movie “Titanic” is neutral, instead of
negative, due to the fact that much lower ratings were given to that movie. Likewise,
Diane’s appreciation for “The Matrix” and John’s distaste for “Forrest Gump” are
more pronounced in the item-mean-centered ratings.

4.1.2 Z-score Normalization

Consider, two users A and B that both have an average rating of 3. Moreover,
suppose that the ratings of A alternate between 1 and 5, while those of B are always
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3. A rating of 5 given to an item by B is more exceptional than the same rating
given by A, and, thus, reflects a greater appreciation for this item. While mean-
centering removes the offsets caused by the different perceptions of an average
rating, Z-score normalization [30] also considers the spread in the individual rating
scales. Once again, this is usually done differently in user-based than in item-based
recommendation. In user-based methods, the normalization of a rating rui divides
the user-mean-centered rating by the standard deviation σu of the ratings given by
user u:

h(rui) = rui − ru

σu

.

A user-based prediction of rating rui using this normalization approach would
therefore be obtained as

r̂ui = ru + σu

∑
v∈Ni (u)

wuv (rvi − rv)/σv

∑
v∈Ni (u)

|wuv| . (16)

Likewise, the z-score normalization of rui in item-based methods divides the item-
mean-centered rating by the standard deviation of ratings given to item i:

h(rui) = rui − ri

σi

.

The item-based prediction of rating rui would then be

r̂ui = ri + σi

∑
j∈Nu(i)

wij (ruj − rj )/σj

∑
j∈Nu(i)

|wij | . (17)

4.1.3 Choosing a Normalization Scheme

In some cases, rating normalization can have undesirable effects. For instance,
imagine the case of a user that gave only the highest ratings to the items he has
purchased. Mean-centering would consider this user as “easy to please” and any
rating below this highest rating (whether it is a positive or negative rating) would
be considered as negative. However, it is possible that this user is in fact “hard
to please” and carefully selects only items that he will like for sure. Furthermore,
normalizing on a few ratings can produce unexpected results. For example, if a user
has entered a single rating or a few identical ratings, his rating standard deviation
will be 0, leading to undefined prediction values. Nevertheless, if the rating data is
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not overly sparse, normalizing ratings has been found to consistently improve the
predictions [30, 34].

Comparing mean-centering with Z-score, as mentioned, the second one has the
additional benefit of considering the variance in the ratings of individual users or
items. This is particularly useful if the rating scale has a wide range of discrete
values or if it is continuous. On the other hand, because the ratings are divided and
multiplied by possibly very different standard deviation values, Z-score can be more
sensitive than mean-centering and, more often, predict ratings that are outside the
rating scale. Lastly, while an initial investigation found mean-centering and Z-score
to give comparable results [30], subsequent analysis showed Z-score to have more
significant benefits [34].

Finally, if rating normalization is not possible or does not improve the results,
another possible approach to remove the problems caused by the rating scale
variance is preference-based filtering. The particularity of this approach is that it
focuses on predicting the relative preferences of users instead of absolute rating
values. Since, an item preferred to another one remains so regardless of the rating
scale, predicting relative preferences removes the need to normalize the ratings.
More information on this approach can be found in [16, 23, 37, 38].

4.2 Similarity Weight Computation

The similarity weights play a double role in neighborhood-based recommendation
methods: (1) they allow to select trusted neighbors whose ratings are used in the
prediction, and (2) they provide the means to give more or less importance to these
neighbors in the prediction. The computation of the similarity weights is one of the
most critical aspects of building a neighborhood-based recommender system, as it
can have a significant impact on both its accuracy and its performance.

4.2.1 Correlation-Based Similarity

A measure of the similarity between two objects a and b, often used in information
retrieval, consists in representing these objects in the form of a vector xa and xb and
computing the Cosine Vector (CV) (or Vector Space) similarity [4, 8, 48] between
these vectors:

cos(xa, xb) = x�a xb

||xa|| · ||xb|| .

In the context of item recommendation, this measure can be employed to compute
user similarities by considering a user u as a vector xu ∈ R|I |, where xui = rui if
user u has rated item i, and 0 otherwise. The similarity between two users u and v

would then be computed as
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CV (u, v) = cos(xu, xv) =

∑
i∈Iuv

rui rvi

√ ∑
i∈Iu

r2
ui

∑
j∈Iv

r2
vj

, (18)

where Iuv once more denotes the items rated by both u and v. A problem with this
measure is that is does not consider the differences in the mean and variance of the
ratings made by users u and v.

A popular measure that compares ratings where the effects of mean and variance
have been removed is the Pearson Correlation (PC) similarity:

PC(u, v) =

∑
i∈Iuv

(rui − ru)(rvi − rv)

√ ∑
i∈Iuv

(rui − ru)2
∑

i∈Iuv

(rvi − rv)2
. (19)

Note that this is different from computing the CV similarity on the Z-score
normalized ratings, since the standard deviation of the ratings in evaluated only on
the common items Iuv , not on the entire set of items rated by u and v, i.e. Iu and Iv .
The same idea can be used to obtain similarities between two items i and j [20, 75],
this time by comparing the ratings made by users that have rated both these items:

PC(i, j) =

∑
u∈Uij

(rui − ri)(ruj − rj )

√ ∑
u∈Uij

(rui − ri)2
∑

u∈Uij

(ruj − rj )2
. (20)

While the sign of a similarity weight indicates whether the correlation is direct
or inverse, its magnitude (ranging from 0 to 1) represents the strength of the
correlation.

Example 7 The similarities between the pairs of users and items of our toy example,
as computed using PC similarity, are shown in Fig. 3. We can see that Lucy’s taste
in movies is very close to Eric’s (similarity of 0.922) but very different from John’s
(similarity of −0.938). This means that Eric’s ratings can be trusted to predict
Lucy’s, and that Lucy should discard John’s opinion on movies or consider the
opposite. We also find that the people that like “The Matrix” also like “Die Hard”
but hate “Wall-E”. Note that these relations were discovered without having any
knowledge of the genre, director or actors of these movies.

The differences in the rating scales of individual users are often more pronounced
than the differences in ratings given to individual items. Therefore, while computing
the item similarities, it may be more appropriate to compare ratings that are
centered on their user mean, instead of their item mean. The Adjusted Cosine (AC)
similarity [75], is a modification of the PC item similarity which compares user-
mean-centered ratings:
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Fig. 3 The user and item PC
similarity for the ratings of
Fig. 1

User-based Pearsoncorrelation

John Lucy Eric Diane
John 1.000 -0.938 -0.839 0.659
Lucy -0.938 1.000 0.922 -0.787
Eric -0.839 0.922 1.000 -0.659

Diane 0.659 -0.787 -0.659 1.000

Item-based Pearsoncorrelation

The Titanic Die Forrest Wall-EMatrix Hard Gump
Matrix 1.000 -0.943 0.882 -0.974 -0.977
Titanic -0.943 1.000 -0.625 0.931 0.994

DieHard 0.882 -0.625 1.000 -0.804 -1.000
ForrestGump -0.974 0.931 -0.804 1.000 0.930

Wall-E -0.977 0.994 -1.000 0.930 1.000

AC(i, j) =

∑
u∈Uij

(rui − ru)(ruj − ru)

√ ∑
u∈Uij

(rui − ru)2
∑

u∈Uij

(ruj − ru)2
.

In some cases, AC similarity has been found to outperform PC similarity on the
prediction of ratings using an item-based method [75].

4.2.2 Other Similarity Measures

Several other measures have been proposed to compute similarities between users or
items. One of them is the Mean Squared Difference (MSD) [79], which evaluate the
similarity between two users u and v as the inverse of the average squared difference
between the ratings given by u and v on the same items:

MSD(u, v) = |Iuv|∑
i∈Iuv

(rui − rvi)2 . (21)

While it could be modified to compute the differences on normalized ratings, the
MSD similarity is limited compared to PC similarity because it does not allows
to capture negative correlations between user preferences or the appreciation of
different items. Having such negative correlations may improve the rating prediction
accuracy [29].

Another well-known similarity measure is the Spearman Rank Correlation
(SRC) [42]. While PC uses the rating values directly, SRC instead considers the
ranking of these ratings. Denote by kui the rating rank of item i in user u’s list
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Table 3 The rating prediction accuracy (MAE) obtained on the MovieLens dataset using the Mean
Squared Difference (MSD), Spearman Rank Correlation and Pearson Correlation (PC) similarity
measures. Results are shown for predictions using an increasing number of neighbors k

k MSD SRC PC

5 0.7898 0.7855 0.7829

10 0.7718 0.7636 0.7618

20 0.7634 0.7558 0.7545

60 0.7602 0.7529 0.7518

80 0.7605 0.7531 0.7523

100 0.7610 0.7533 0.7528

of rated items (tied ratings get the average rank of their spot). The SRC similarity
between two users u and v is evaluated as:

SRC(u, v) =

∑
i∈Iuv

(kui − ku)(kvi − kv)

√ ∑
i∈Iuv

(kui − ku)2
∑

i∈Iuv

(kvi − kv)2
, (22)

where ku is the average rank of items rated by u.
The principal advantage of SRC is that it avoids the problem of rating normaliza-

tion, described in the last section, by using rankings. On the other hand, this measure
may not be the best one when the rating range has only a few possible values, since
that would create a large number of tied ratings. Moreover, this measure is typically
more expensive than PC as ratings need to be sorted in order to compute their rank.

Table 3 shows the user-based prediction accuracy (MAE) obtained with MSD,
SRC and PC similarity measures, on the MovieLens3 dataset [29]. Results are given
for different values of k, which represents the maximum number of neighbors used
in the predictions. For this data, we notice that MSD leads to the least accurate
predictions, possibly due to the fact that it does not take into account negative
correlations. Also, these results show PC to be slightly more accurate than SRC.
Finally, although PC has been generally recognized as the best similarity measure,
see e.g. [29], subsequent investigation has shown that the performance of such
measure depended greatly on the data [34].

4.2.3 Considering the Significance of Weights

Because the rating data is frequently sparse in comparison to the number of users
and items of a system, it is often the case that similarity weights are computed using

3 http://www.grouplens.org/.

http://www.grouplens.org/
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only a few ratings given to common items or made by the same users. For example,
if the system has 10, 000 ratings made by 1000 users on 100 items (assuming a
uniform distribution of ratings), Table 1 shows us that the similarity between two
users is computed, on average, by comparing the ratings given by these users to a
single item. If these few ratings are equal, then the users will be considered as “fully
similar” and will likely play an important role in each other’s recommendations.
However, if the users’ preferences are in fact different, this may lead to poor
recommendations.

Several strategies have been proposed to take into account the significance of a
similarity weight. The principle of these strategies is essentially the same: reduce
the magnitude of a similarity weight when this weight is computed using only a few
ratings. For instance, in Significance Weighting [30, 53], a user similarity weight
wuv is penalized by a factor proportional to the number of commonly rated item, if
this number is less than a given parameter γ > 0:

w′uv =
min{|Iuv|, γ }

γ
× wuv. (23)

Likewise, an item similarity wij , obtained from a few ratings, can be adjusted as

w′ij =
min{|Uij |, γ }

γ
× wij . (24)

In [29, 30], it was found that using γ ≥ 25 could significantly improve the accuracy
of the predicted ratings, and that a value of 50 for γ gave the best results. However,
the optimal value for this parameter is data dependent and should be determined
using a cross-validation approach.

A characteristic of significance weighting is its use of a threshold γ determining
when a weight should be adjusted. A more continuous approach, described in [6],
is based on the concept of shrinkage where a weak or biased estimator can be
improved if it is “shrunk” toward a null-value. This approach can be justified using
a Bayesian perspective, where the best estimator of a parameter is the posterior
mean, corresponding to a linear combination of the prior mean of the parameter
(null-value) and an empirical estimator based fully on the data. In this case, the
parameters to estimate are the similarity weights and the null value is zero. Thus, a
user similarity wuv estimated on a few ratings is shrunk as

w′uv =
|Iuv|

|Iuv| + β
× wuv, (25)

where β > 0 is a parameter whose value should also be selected using cross-
validation. In this approach, wuv is shrunk proportionally to β/|Iuv|, such that
almost no adjustment is made when |Iuv|  β. Item similarities can be shrunk
in the same way:
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w′ij =
|Uij |

|Uij | + β
× wij , (26)

As reported in [6], a typical value for β is 100.

4.2.4 Considering the Variance of Ratings

Ratings made by two users on universally liked/disliked items may not be as
informative as those made for items with a greater rating variance. For instance,
most people like classic movies such as “The Godfather” so basing the weight
computation on such movies would produce artificially high values. Likewise, a user
that always rates items in the same way may provide less predictive information than
one whose preferences vary from one item to another.

A recommendation approach that addresses this problem is the Inverse User
Frequency [10]. Based on the information retrieval notion of Inverse Document
Frequency (IDF), a weight λi is given to each item i, in proportion to the log-ratio
of users that have rated i:

λi = log
|U |
|Ui | .

In the Frequency-Weighted Pearson Correlation (FWPC), the correlation between
the ratings given by two users u and v to an item i is weighted by λi :

FWPC(u, v) =

∑
i∈Iuv

λi(rui − ru)(rvi − rv)

√ ∑
i∈Iuv

λi(rui − ru)2
∑

i∈Iuv

λi(rvi − rv)2
. (27)

This approach, which was found to improve the prediction accuracy of a user-based
recommendation method [10], could also be adapted to the computation of item
similarities. More advanced strategies have also been proposed to consider rating
variance. One of these strategies, described in [36], computes the factors λi by
maximizing the average similarity between users.

4.2.5 Considering the Target Item

If the goal is to predict ratings with a user-based method, more reliable correlation
values can be obtained if the target item is considered in their computation.
In [5], the user-based PC similarity is extended by weighting the summation terms
corresponding to an item i by the similarity between i and the target item j :
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WPCj (u, v) =

∑
i∈Iuv

wij (rui − ru)(rvi − rv)

√ ∑
i∈Iuv

wij (rui − ru)2
∑

i∈Iuv

wij (rvi − rv)2
. (28)

The item weights wij can be computed using PC similarity or obtained by consider-
ing the items’ content (e.g., the common genres for movies). Other variations of this
similarity metric and their impact on the prediction accuracy are described in [5].
Note, however, that this model may require to recompute the similarity weights for
each predicted rating, making it less suitable for online recommender systems.

4.3 Neighborhood Selection

The number of nearest-neighbors to select and the criteria used for this selection can
also have a serious impact on the quality of the recommender system. The selection
of the neighbors used in the recommendation of items is normally done in two steps:
(1) a global filtering step where only the most likely candidates are kept, and (2) a
per prediction step which chooses the best candidates for this prediction.

4.3.1 Pre-filtering of Neighbors

In large recommender systems that can have millions of users and items, it is usually
not possible to store the (non-zero) similarities between each pair of users or items,
due to memory limitations. Moreover, doing so would be extremely wasteful as
only the most significant of these values are used in the predictions. The pre-
filtering of neighbors is an essential step that makes neighborhood-based approaches
practicable by reducing the amount of similarity weights to store, and limiting the
number of candidate neighbors to consider in the predictions. There are several ways
in which this can be accomplished:

• Top-N filtering: For each user or item, only a list of the N nearest-neighbors
and their respective similarity weight is kept. To avoid problems with efficiency
or accuracy, N should be chosen carefully. Thus, if N is too large, an excessive
amount of memory will be required to store the neighborhood lists and predicting
ratings will be slow. On the other hand, selecting a too small value for N may
reduce the coverage of the recommendation method, which causes some items to
be never recommended.

• Threshold filtering: Instead of keeping a fixed number of nearest-neighbors, this
approach keeps all the neighbors whose similarity weight’s magnitude is greater
than a given threshold wmin. While this is more flexible than the previous filtering
technique, as only the most significant neighbors are kept, the right value of wmin
may be difficult to determine.
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• Negative filtering: In general, negative rating correlations are less reliable than
positive ones. Intuitively, this is because strong positive correlation between two
users is a good indicator of their belonging to a common group (e.g., teenagers,
science-fiction fans, etc.). However, although negative correlation may indicate
membership to different groups, it does not tell how different are these groups, or
whether these groups are compatible for some other categories of items. While
certain experimental investigations [30, 31] have found negative correlations to
provide no significant improvement in the prediction accuracy, in certain settings
they seem to have a positive effect (see e.g., [83]). Whether such correlations
can be discarded depends on the data and should be examined on a case-by-case
basis.

Note that these three filtering approaches are not exclusive and can be combined
to fit the needs of the recommender system. For instance, one could discard all
negative similarities as well as those that are not in the top-N lists.

4.3.2 Neighbors in the Predictions

Once a list of candidate neighbors has been computed for each user or item, the
prediction of new ratings is normally made with the k-nearest-neighbors, that is, the
k neighbors whose similarity weight has the greatest magnitude. The choice of k

can also have a significant impact on the accuracy and performance of the system.
As shown in Table 3, the prediction accuracy observed for increasing values of

k typically follows a concave function. Thus, when the number of neighbors is
restricted by using a small k (e.g., k < 20), the prediction accuracy is normally
low. As k increases, more neighbors contribute to the prediction and the variance
introduced by individual neighbors is averaged out. As a result, the prediction
accuracy improves. Finally, the accuracy usually drops when too many neighbors
are used in the prediction (e.g., k > 50), due to the fact that the few strong local
relations are “diluted” by the many weak ones. Although a number of neighbors
between 20 to 50 is most often described in the literature, see e.g. [29, 31], the
optimal value of k should be determined by cross-validation.

On a final note, more serendipitous recommendations may be obtained at the cost
of a decrease in accuracy, by basing these recommendations on a few very similar
users. For example, the system could find the user most similar to the active one and
recommend the new item that has received the highest rated from this user.

5 Advanced Techniques

The neighborhood approaches based on rating correlation, such as the ones pre-
sented in the previous sections, have three important limitations:
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• Limited Expressiveness: Traditional neighborhood-based methods determine
the neighborhood of users or items using some predefined similarity measure
like cosine or PC. Recommendation algorithms that rely on such similarity
measures have been shown to enjoy remarkable recommendation accuracy in
certain settings. However their performance can vary considerably depending on
whether the chosen similarity measures conform with the latent characteristics of
the dataset onto which they are applied.

• Limited coverage: Because rating correlation measures the similarity between
two users by comparing their ratings for the same items, users can be neighbors
only if they have rated common items. This assumption is very limiting, as users
having rated a few or no common items may still have similar preferences.
Moreover, since only items rated by neighbors can be recommended, the
coverage of such methods can also be limited. This limitation also applies when
two items have only a few or no co-ratings.

• Sensitivity to sparse data: Another consequence of rating correlation, addressed
briefly in Sect. 3.5, is the fact that the accuracy of neighborhood-based rec-
ommendation methods suffers from the lack of available ratings. Sparsity is
a problem common to most recommender systems due to the fact that users
typically rate only a small proportion of the available items [7, 26, 76, 77]. This
is aggravated by the fact that users or items newly added to the system may have
no ratings at all, a problem known as cold-start [78]. When the rating data is
sparse, two users or items are unlikely to have common ratings, and consequently,
neighborhood-based approaches will predict ratings using a very limited number
of neighbors. Moreover, similarity weights may be computed using only a small
number of ratings, resulting in biased recommendations (see Sect. 4.2.3 for this
problem).

A common solution for latter problems is to fill the missing ratings with default
values [10, 20], such as the middle value of the rating range, or the average user
or item rating. A more reliable approach is to use content information to fill out the
missing ratings [18, 26, 45, 54]. For instance, the missing ratings can be provided by
autonomous agents called filterbots [26, 45], that act as ordinary users of the system
and rate items based on some specific characteristics of their content. The missing
ratings can instead be predicted by a content-based approach [54]. Furthermore,
content similarity can also be used “instead of” or “in addition to” rating correlation
similarity to find the nearest-neighbors employed in the predictions [4, 50, 71, 82].
Finally, data sparsity can also be tackled by acquiring new ratings with active
learning techniques. In such techniques, the system interactively queries the user to
gain a better understanding of his or her preferences. A more detailed presentation
of interactive and session-based techniques is given in chapter “Session-Based
Recommender Systems” of this book. These solutions, however, also have their own
drawbacks. For instance, giving a default values to missing ratings may induce bias
in the recommendations. Also, item content may not be available to compute ratings
or similarities.
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This section presents two approaches that aim to tackle the aforementioned
challenges: learning-based and graph-based methods.

5.1 Learning-Based Methods

In the methods of this family the similarity or affinity between users and items is
obtained by defining a parametric model that describes the relation between users,
items or both, and then fits the model parameters through an optimization procedure.

Using a learning-based method has significant advantages. First, such methods
can capture high-level patterns and trends in the data, are generally more robust to
outliers, and are known to generalize better than approaches solely based on local
relations. In recommender systems, this translates into greater accuracy and stability
in the recommendations [46]. Also, because the relations between users and items
are encoded in a limited set of parameters, such methods normally require less
memory than other types of approaches. Finally, since the parameters are usually
learned offline, the online recommendation process is generally faster.

Learning-based methods that use neighborhood or similarity information can
be divided in two categories: factorization methods and adaptive neighborhood
learning methods. These categories are presented in the following sections.

5.1.1 Factorization Methods

Factorization methods [6, 7, 17, 25, 46, 60, 76, 85, 86] address the problems
of limited coverage and sparsity by projecting users and items into a reduced
latent space that captures their most salient features. Because users and items are
compared in this dense subspace of high-level features, instead of the “rating space,”
more meaningful relations can be discovered. In particular, a relation between two
users can be found, even though these users have rated different items. As a result,
such methods are generally less sensitive to sparse data [6, 7, 76].

There are essentially two ways in which factorization can be used to improve
recommender systems: (1) factorization of a sparse similarity matrix, and (2)
factorization of a user-item rating matrix.

Factorizing the Similarity Matrix

Neighborhood similarity measures like the correlation similarity are usually very
sparse since the average number of ratings per user is much less than the total
number of items. A simple solution to densify a sparse similarity matrix is to
compute a low-rank approximation of this matrix with a factorization method.

Let W be a symmetric matrix of rank n representing either user or item
similarities. To simplify the presentation, we will suppose the latter case. We wish
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to approximate W with a matrix Ŵ = QQ� of lower rank k < n, by minimizing
the following objective:

E(Q) = ||W −QQ�||2F (29)

=
∑

i,j

(
wij − qiq�j

)2
,

where ||M||F =
√∑

i,j m2
ij is the matrix Frobenius norm. Matrix Ŵ can be seen

as a “compressed” and less sparse version of W . Finding the factor matrix Q is
equivalent to computing the eigenvalue decomposition of W :

W = V DV �,

where D is a diagonal matrix containing the |I| eigenvalues of W , and V is a |I|×|I|
orthogonal matrix containing the corresponding eigenvectors. Let Vk be a matrix
formed by the k principal (normalized) eigenvectors of W , which correspond to the
axes of the k-dimensional latent subspace. The coordinates qi ∈ Rk of an item i in
this subspace is given by the i-th row of matrix Q = VkD

1/2
k . Furthermore, the item

similarities computed in this latent subspace are given by matrix

Ŵ =QQ�

=VkDkV
�
k . (30)

This approach was used to recommend jokes in the Eigentaste system [25]. In
Eigentaste, a matrix W containing the PC similarities between pairs of items is
decomposed to obtain the latent subspace defined by the k principal eigenvectors of
W . A user u, represented by the u-th row ru of the rating matrix R, is projected in
the plane defined by Vk:

r′u = ruVk.

In an offline step, the users of the system are clustered in this subspace using a
recursive subdivision technique. Then, the rating of user u for an item i is evaluated
as the mean rating for i made by users in the same cluster as u. This strategy is
related to the well-known spectral clustering method [80].

Factorizing the Rating Matrix

The problems of cold-start and limited coverage can also be alleviated by factorizing
the user-item rating matrix. Once more, we want to approximate the |U |×|I| rating
matrix R of rank n by a matrix R̂ = PQ� of rank k < n, where P is a |U |×k matrix
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of users factors and Q a |I|×k matrix of item factors. This task can be formulated
as finding matrices P and Q which minimize the following function:

E(P,Q) = ||R − PQ�||2F (31)

=
∑

u,i

(
rui − puq�i

)2
.

The optimal solution can be obtained by the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
of R: P = UkD

1/2
k and Q = VkD

1/2
k , where Dk is a diagonal matrix containing

the k largest singular values of R, and Uk, Vk respectively contain the left and right
singular vectors corresponding to these values.

However, there is significant problem with applying SVD directly to the rating
matrix R: most values rui of R are undefined, since there may not be a rating given
to i by u. Although it is possible to assign a default value to rui , as mentioned above,
this would introduce a bias in the data. More importantly, this would make the large
matrix R dense and, consequently, render impractical the SVD decomposition of R.
A common solution to this problem is to learn the model parameters using only the
known ratings [6, 46, 84, 86]. For instance, suppose the rating of user u for item i is
estimated as

r̂ui = bu + bi + puq�i , (32)

where bu and bi are parameters representing the user and item rating biases. The
model parameters can be learned by minimizing the following objective function:

E(P,Q, b) =
∑

rui∈R
(rui − r̂ui)

2 + λ
(
||pu||2 + ||qi ||2 + b2

u + b2
i

)
. (33)

The second term of the function is as a regularization term added to avoid
overfitting. Parameter λ controls the level of regularization. A more comprehensive
description of this recommendation approach can be found in chapter “Advances in
Collaborative Filtering” of this book.

The SVD model of Eq. (32) can be transformed into a similarity-based method
by supposing that the profile of a user u is determined implicitly by the items he or
she has rated. Thus, the factor vector of u can be defined as a weighted combination
of the factor vectors sj corresponding to the items j rated by this user:

pu = |Iu|−α
∑

j∈Iu

cuj sj . (34)

In this formulation, α is a normalization constant typically set to α = 1/2, and cuj

is a weight representing the contribution of item j to the profile of u. For instance,
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in the SVD++ model [46] this weight is defined as the bias corrected rating of u

for item j : cuj = rui − bu − bj . Other approaches, such as the FISM [39] and
NSVD [69] models, instead use constant weights: cuj = 1.

Using the formulation of Eq. (34), a rating rui is predicted as

r̂ui = bu + bi + |Iu|−α
∑

j∈Iu

cuj sj q�i . (35)

Like the standard SVD model, the parameters of this model can be learned by
minimizing the objective function of Eq. (33), for instance, using gradient descent
optimization.

Note that, instead of having both user and item factors, we now have two different
sets of item factors, i.e., qi and sj . These vectors can be interpreted as the factors of
an asymmetric item-item similarity matrix W , where

wij = siq�j . (36)

As mentioned in [46], this similarity-based factorization approach has several
advantages over the traditional SVD model. First, since there are typically more
users than items in a recommender system, replacing the user factors by a
combination of item factors reduces the number of parameters in the model, which
makes the learning process faster and more robust. Also, by using item similarities
instead of user factors, the system can handle new users without having to re-train
the model. Finally, as in item-similarity neighborhood methods, this model makes
it possible to justify a rating to a user by showing this user the items that were most
involved in the prediction.

In FISM [39], the prediction of a rating rui is made without considering the
factors of i:

r̂ui = bu + bi +
(|Iu| − 1

)−α
∑

j∈Iu\{i}
sj q�i . (37)

This modification, which corresponds to ignoring the diagonal entries in the item
similarity matrix, avoids the problem of having an item recommending itself and
has been shown to give better performance when the number of factors is high.

5.1.2 Neighborhood-Learning Methods

Standard neighborhood-based recommendation algorithms determine the neighbor-
hood of users or items directly from the data, using some pre-defined similarity
measure like PC. However, subsequent developments in the field of item recom-
mendation have shown the advantage of learning the neighborhood automatically
from the data, instead of using a pre-defined similarity measure [43, 46, 56, 72].
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Sparse Linear Neighborhood Model

A representative neighborhood-learning recommendation method is the SLIM
algorithm, developed by Ning et al. [65]. In SLIM, a new rating is predicted as a
sparse aggregation of existing ratings in a user’s profile,

r̂ui = ruw�i , (38)

where ru is the u-th row of the rating matrix R and wj is a sparse row vector
containing |I| aggregation coefficients. Essentially, the non-zero entries in wi

correspond to the neighbor items of an item i.
The neighborhood parameters are learned by minimizing the squared prediction

error. Standard regularization and sparsity are enforced by penalizing the �2-norm
and �1-norm of the parameters. The combination of these two types of regularizers
in a regression problem is known as elastic net regularization [90]. This learning
process can be expressed as the following optimization problem:

minimize
W

1

2
‖R − RW‖2

F +
β

2
‖W‖2

F + λ‖W‖1

subject to W ≥ 0

diag(W) = 0.

(39)

The constraint diag(W) = 0 is added to the model to avoid trivial solutions (e.g.,
W corresponding to the identity matrix) and ensure that rui is not used to compute
r̂ui during the recommendation process. Parameters β and λ control the amount of
each type of regularization. Moreover, the non-negativity constraint on W imposes
the relations between neighbor items to be positive. Dropping the non-negativity as
well as the sparsity constraints has been recently explored in [83], and was shown to
work well on several datasets with small number of items with respect to users. Note,
however, that without the sparsity constraint the resulting model will be fully dense;
a fact that imposes practical limitations on the applicability of such approaches in
large item-space regimes (Fig. 4).

Sparse Neighborhood with Side Information

Side information, such as user profile attributes (e.g., age, gender, location) or item
descriptions/tags, is becoming increasingly available in e-commerce applications.
Properly exploited, this rich source of information can significantly improve the
performance of conventional recommender systems [1, 3, 81, 88].

Item side information can be integrated in the SLIM model by supposing that
the co-rating profile of two items is correlated to the properties encoded in their
side information [67]. To enforce such correlations in the model, an additional
requirement is added, where both the user-item rating matrix R and the item side
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Fig. 4 A simple illustration of SLIM. The method works by first building an item-to-item model,
based on R. Intuitively, this item model expresses each item (i.e., each column of the original rating
matrix R) as a sparse linear combination of the rest of the items (i.e., the other columns of R).
Then, given W , new recommendations for a target user u can be readily produced by multiplying
the row corresponding to user u (i.e. the u-th row of R), with the learned item model, W

information matrix F should be reproduced by the same sparse linear aggregation.
That is, in addition to satisfying R ∼ RW , the coefficient matrix W should also
satisfy F ∼ FW . This is achieved by solving the following optimization problem:

minimize
W

1

2
‖R − RW‖2

F +
α

2
‖F − FW‖2

F +
β

2
‖W‖2

F + λ‖W‖1

subject to W ≥ 0,

diag(W) = 0.

(40)

The parameter α is used to control the relative importance of the user-item rating
information R and the item side information F when they are used to learn W .

In some cases, requiring that the aggregation coefficients be the same for both R

and F can be too strict. An alternate model relaxes this constraints by imposing these
two sets of aggregation coefficients to be similar. Specifically, it uses an aggregation
coefficient matrix Q such that F ∼ FQ and W ∼ Q. Matrices W and Q are learned
as the minimizers of the following optimization problem:

minimize
W,Q

1

2
‖R − RW‖2

F +
α

2
‖F − FQ‖2

F +
β1

2
‖W −Q‖2

F

+ β2

2

(‖W‖2
F + ‖Q‖2

F

) + λ
(‖W‖1 + ‖Q‖1

)

subject to W,Q ≥ 0,

diag(W) = 0, diag(Q) = 0.

(41)
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Parameter β1 controls how much W and Q are allowed to be different from each
other.

In [67], item reviews in the form of short texts were used as side information
in the models described above. These models were shown to outperform the
SLIM method without side information, as well as other approaches that use side
information, in the top-N recommendation task.

Global and Local Sparse Neighborhood Models

A global item model may not always be sufficient to capture the preferences of every
user; especially when there exist subsets of users with diverse or even opposing
preferences. In cases like these training local item models (i.e., item models that are
estimated based on user subsets) is expected to be beneficial compared to adopting
a single item model for all users in the system. An example of such a case can be
seen in Fig. 5.

GLSLIM [13] aims to address the above issue. In a nutshell, GLSLIM computes
top-N recommendations that utilize user-subset specific models (local models) and
a global model. These models are jointly optimized along with computing the
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Fig. 5 GLSLIM Motivating Example. The figure shows the training matrices R of two different
datasets. Both contain two user subsets. Let’s assume that we are trying to compute recom-
mendation scores for item i, and that the recommendations are computed using an item-item
similarity-based method. Observe that in Case A there exist a set of items that have been rated
solely by users that belong to Subset 1, while also a set of items which have been rated by users
in both Subsets. Notice that the similarities of items c and i will be different when estimated
based on the feedback of (a) Subset 1 alone; (b) Subset 2 alone; and, (c) the complete set of users.
Specifically, their similarity will be zero for the users of Subset 2 (as item i is not rated by the users
in that subset), but it will be e.g., lic > 0 for the users of Subset 1, as well as e.g., gic > 0 when
estimated globally, with gic being potentially different than the locally estimated lic. Combining
global and local item-item similarity models, in settings like this could help capture potentially
diverse user preferences which would otherwise be missed if only a single global model, was
computed instead. On the other hand, for datasets like the one pictured in Case B the similarity
between e.g., items i and j will be the same, regardless of whether it is estimated globally, or
locally for Subset 1, since both items have been rated only by users of Subset 1
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user-specific parameters that weigh their contribution in the production of the final
recommendations. The underlying model used for the estimation of local and global
item similarities is SLIM.

Specifically, GLSLIM estimates a global item-item coefficient matrix S and also
k local item-item coefficient matrices Spu , where k is the number of user subsets
and pu ∈ {1, . . . , k} is the index of the user subset, for which a local matrix Spu is
estimated. The recommendation score of user u, who belongs to subset pu, for item
i is estimated as:

r̃ui =
∑

l∈Ru

gusli + (1− gu) s
pu

li . (42)

Term sli depicts the global item-item similarity between the l-th item rated by u and
the target item i. Term s

pu

li captures the item-item similarity between the l-th item
rated by u and target item i, based on the local model that corresponds to user-subset,
pu, to which user u belongs. Finally, the term gu ∈ [0, 1] is the personalized weight
of user u, which controls the involvement of the global and the local components,
in the final recommendation score.

The estimation of the global and the local item models, the user assignments
to subsets, and the personalized weights is achieved by alternating minimization.
Initially, the users are separated into subsets, using a clustering algorithm. Weights
gu are initialized to 0.5 for all users, in order to enforce equal contribution of the
global and the local components. Then the coefficient matrices S and Spu, with
pu ∈ {1, . . . , k}, as well as personalized weights gu are estimated, by repeating the
following two step procedure:

Step 1: Estimating local and global models: The training matrix R is split into
k training matrices Rpu of size |U | × |I|, with pu ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Every row u

of Rpu coincides with the u-th row of R, if user u belongs in the pu-th subset;
or is left empty, otherwise. In order to estimate the i-th column, si , of matrix S,
and the i-th columns, spu

i , of matrices Spu, pu ∈ {1, . . . , k}, GLSLIM solves the
following optimization problem:

minimize
si ,

{
s1
i ,...,s

k
i

}
1
2

∥∥∥ri − g� Rsi − g′ �∑k
pu=1 Rpuspu

i

∥∥∥
2

2
+ 1

2βg ‖si‖2
2 + λg ‖si‖1+

+ ∑k
pu=1

1
2βl

∥∥spu

i

∥∥2
2 + λl

∥∥spu

i

∥∥
1

subject to si ≥ 0, spu

i ≥ 0, ∀pu ∈ {1, . . . , k}
[si]i = 0, [spu

i ]i = 0, ∀pu

(43)

where ri is the i-th column of R; and, βg , βl are the l2 regularization hyper-
parameters corresponding to S, Spu,∀pu ∈ {1, . . . , k}, respectively. Finally, λg ,
λl are the l1 regularization hyperparameters controlling the sparsity of S, Spu

∀pu ∈ {1, . . . , k}, respectively. The constraint [si]i = 0 makes sure that when
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computing rui , the element rui is not used. Similarly, the constraints [spu

i ]i = 0
∀pu ∈ {1, . . . , k}, enforce this property for the local sparse coefficient matrices
as well.

Step 2: Updating user subsets: With the global and local models fixed, GLSLIM
proceeds to update the user subsets. While doing that, it also determines the
personalized weight gu. Specifically, the computation of the personalized weight
gu, relies on minimizing the squared error of Eq. (42) for user u who belongs to
subset pu, over all items i. Setting the derivative of the squared error to 0, yields:

gu =
∑m

i=1

(∑
l∈Ru

sli −∑
l∈Ru

s
pu

li

) (
rui −∑

l∈Ru
s
pu

li

)

∑m
i=1

(∑
l∈Ru

sli −∑
l∈Ru

s
pu

li

)2 . (44)

GLSLIM tries to assign each user u to every possible subset, while computing
the weight gu that the user would have, if assigned to that subset. Then, for every
subset pu and user u, the training error is computed and the user is assigned to
the subset for which this error is minimized (or remains to the original subset, if
no difference in training error occurs).

Steps 1 and 2, are repeated until the number of users who switch subsets, in
Step 2, becomes smaller than 1% of |U |. It is empirically observed that initializing
subset assignments with the CLUTO [40] clustering algorithm, results in a significant
reduction of the number of iterations till convergence.

Furthermore, a comprehensive set of experiments conducted in [13] explore in
detail the qualitative performance of GLSLIM, and suggest that it improves upon
the standard SLIM, in several datasets.

5.2 Graph-Based Methods

In graph-based approaches, the data is represented in the form of a graph where
nodes are users, items or both, and edges encode the interactions or similarities
between the users and items. For example, in Fig. 6, the data is modeled as a bipartite
graph where the two sets of nodes represent users and items, and an edge connects

Fig. 6 A bipartite graph
representation of the ratings
of Fig. 1 (only ratings with
value in {2, 3, 4} are shown)
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user u to item i if there is a rating given to i by u in the system. A weight can also be
given to this edge, such as the value of its corresponding rating. In another model,
the nodes can represent either users or items, and an edge connects two nodes if the
ratings corresponding two these nodes are sufficiently correlated. The weight of this
edge can be the corresponding correlation value.

In these models, standard approaches based on correlation predict the rating of
a user u for an item i using only the nodes directly connected to u or i. Graph-
based approaches, on the other hand, allow nodes that are not directly connected to
influence each other by propagating information along the edges of the graph. The
greater the weight of an edge, the more information is allowed to pass through it.
Also, the influence of a node on another should be less if the two nodes are further
away in the graph. These two properties, known as propagation and attenuation [27,
35], are often observed in graph-based similarity measures.

The transitive associations captured by graph-based methods can be used to
recommend items in two different ways. In the first approach, the proximity of a
user u to an item i in the graph is used directly to evaluate the relevance of i to
u [21, 27, 35]. Following this idea, the items recommended to u by the system are
those that are the “closest” to u in the graph. On the other hand, the second approach
considers the proximity of two users or item nodes in the graph as a measure of
similarity, and uses this similarity as the weights wuv or wij of a neighborhood-
based recommendation method [21, 52].

5.2.1 Path-Based Similarity

In path-based similarity, the distance between two nodes of the graph is evaluated
as a function of the number and of paths connecting the two nodes, as well as the
length of these paths.

Let R be once again the |U |×|I | rating matrix, where rui is the rating given by
user u to an item i. The adjacency matrix A of the user-item bipartite graph can be
defined from R as

A =
(

0 R�
R 0

)
.

The association between a user u and an item i can be defined as the sum of
the weights of all distinctive paths connecting u to v (allowing nodes to appear
more than once in the path), whose length is no more than a given maximum
length K . Note that, since the graph is bipartite, K should be an odd number. In
order to attenuate the contribution of longer paths, the weight given to a path of
length k is defined as αk , where α ∈ [0, 1]. Using the fact that the number of
length k paths between pairs of nodes is given by Ak , the user-item association
matrix SK is
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SK =
K∑

k=1

αkAk

= (I − αA)−1(αA− αKAK). (45)

This method of computing distances between nodes in a graph is known as the
Katz measure [41]. Note that this measure is closely related to the Von Neumann
Diffusion kernel [22, 44, 47]

KVND =
∞∑

k=0

αkAk

= (I − αA)−1 (46)

and the Exponential Diffusion kernel

KED =
∞∑

k=0

1

k!α
kAk

= exp(αA), (47)

where A0 = I .
In recommender systems that have a large number of users and items, computing

these association values may require extensive computational resources. In [35],
spreading activation techniques are used to overcome these limitations. Essentially,
such techniques work by first activating a selected subset of nodes as starting nodes,
and then iteratively activating the nodes that can be reached directly from the nodes
that are already active, until a convergence criterion is met.

Path-based methods, as well as the other graph-based approaches described in
this section, focus on finding relevant associations between users and items, not
predicting exact ratings. Therefore, such methods are better suited for item retrieval
tasks, where explicit ratings are often unavailable and the goal is to obtain a short
list of relevant items (i.e., the top-N recommendation problem).

5.2.2 Random Walk Similarity

Transitive associations in graph-based methods can also be defined within a
probabilistic framework. In this framework, the similarity or affinity between users
or items is evaluated as a probability of reaching these nodes in a random walk.
Formally, this can be described with a first-order Markov process defined by a set
of n states and a n×n transition probability matrix P such that the probability of
jumping from state i to j at any time-step t is
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pij = Pr
(
s(t+1) = j | s(t) = i

)
.

Denote π(t) the vector containing the state probability distribution of step t , such
that πi(t) = Pr (s(t) = i), the evolution of the Markov chain is characterized by

π(t+1) = P�π(t).

Moreover, under the condition that P is row-stochastic, i.e.
∑

j pij = 1 for all i, the
process converges to a stable distribution vector π(∞) corresponding to the positive
eigenvector of P� with an eigenvalue of 1. This process is often described in the
form of a weighted graph having a node for each state, and where the probability
of jumping from a node to an adjacent node is given by the weight of the edge
connecting these nodes.

Itemrank

A recommendation approach, based on the PageRank algorithm for ranking Web
pages [11], is ItemRank [27]. This approach ranks the preferences of a user u for
unseen items i as the probability of u to visit i in a random walk of a graph in which
nodes correspond to the items of the system, and edges connects items that have
been rated by common users. The edge weights are given by the |I|×|I| transition
probability matrix P for which pij = |Uij |/|Ui | is the estimated conditional
probability of a user to rate and item j if it has rated an item i.

As in PageRank, the random walk can, at any step t , either jump using P to an
adjacent node with fixed probability α, or “teleport” to any node with probability
(1 − α). Let ru be the u-th row of the rating matrix R, the probability distribution
of user u to teleport to other nodes is given by vector du = ru/||ru||. Following
these definitions, the state probability distribution vector of user u at step t+1 can
be expressed recursively as

πu(t+1) = αP�πu(t) + (1−α)du. (48)

For practical reasons, πu(∞) is usually obtained with a procedure that first
initializes the distribution as uniform, i.e. πu(0) = 1

n
1, and then iteratively updates

πu, using (48), until convergence. Once πu(∞) has been computed, the system
recommends to u the item i for which πui is the highest.

Average First-Passage/Commute Time

Other distance measures based on random walks have been proposed for the
recommendation problem. Among these are the average first-passage time and the
average commute time [21, 22]. The average first-passage time m(j |i) [68] is the
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average number of steps needed by a random walker to reach a node j for the first
time, when starting from a node i �= j . Let P be the n×n transition probability
matrix, m(j |i) can be obtained expressed recursively as

m(j | i) =
⎧
⎨

⎩

0 , if i = j

1+
n∑

k=1
pik m(j | k) , otherwise

A problem with the average first-passage time is that it is not symmetric. A related
measure that does not have this problem is the average commute time n(i, j) =
m(j | i)+m(i | j) [24], corresponding to the average number of steps required by a
random walker starting at node i �= j to reach node j for the first time and go back
to i. This measure has several interesting properties. Namely, it is a true distance
measure in some Euclidean space [24], and is closely related to the well-known
property of resistance in electrical networks and to the pseudo-inverse of the graph
Laplacian matrix [21].

In [21], the average commute time is used to compute the distance between
the nodes of a bipartite graph representing the interactions of users and items in
a recommender system. For each user u there is a directed edge from u to every
item i ∈ Iu, and the weight of this edge is simply 1/|Iu|. Likewise, there is a
directed edge from each item i to every user u ∈ Ui , with weight 1/|Ui |. Average
commute times can be used in two different ways: (1) recommending to u the item
i for which n(u, i) is the smallest, or (2) finding the users nearest to u, according
to the commute time distance, and then suggest to u the item most liked by these
users.

5.2.3 Combining Random Walks and Neighborhood-Learning Methods

Motivation and Challenges

Neighborhood-learning methods have been shown to achieve high top-n recommen-
dation accuracy while being scalable and easy to interpret. The fact, however, that
they typically consider only direct item-to-item relations imposes limitations to their
quality and makes them brittle to the presence of sparsity, leading to poor itemspace
coverage and substantial decay in performance. A promising direction towards
ameliorating such problems involves treating item models as graphs onto which
random-walk-based techniques can then be applied. However directly applying
random walks on item models can lead to a number of problems that arise from
their inherent mathematical properties and the way these properties relate to the
underlying top-n recommendation task.

In particular, imagine of a random walker jumping from node to node on an
item-to-item graph with transition probabilities proportional to the proximity scores
depicted by an item model W . If the starting distribution of this walker reflects the
items consumed by a particular user u in the past, the probability the walker lands
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on different nodes after K steps provide an intuitive measure of proximity that can
be used to rank the nodes and recommend items to user u accordingly.

Concretely, if we denote the transition probability matrix of the walk S =
diag(W1)−1W where 1 is used to denote the vector of ones, personalized rec-
ommendations for user u can be produced e.g., by leveraging the K-step landing
distribution of a walk rooted on the items consumed by u;

π�u = φ�
u SK, φ�

u = r�u
‖r�u ‖1

(49)

or by computing the limiting distribution of a random walk with restarts on S, using
φ�

u as the restarting distribution. The latter approach is the well-known personalized
PageRank model [11] with teleportation vector φ�

u and damping factor p, and its
stationary distribution can be expressed [49] as

π�u = φ�
u

∞∑

k=0

(1− p)pkSk. (50)

Clearly, both schemes harvest the information captured in the K-step landing
probabilities {φ�

u Sk}k=0,1,.... But, how do these landing probabilities behave as the
number of steps K increases? For how long will they still be significantly influenced
by user’s preferences φ�

u ?
Markov chain theory ensures that when S is irreducible and aperiodic the landing

probabilities will converge to a unique stationary distribution irrespectively of the
initialization of the walk. This means that for large enough K , the K-step landing
probabilities will no longer be “personalized,” in the sense that they will become
independent of the user-specific starting vector φ�

u . Furthermore, long before
reaching equilibrium, the quality of these vectors in terms of recommendation will
start to plummet as more and more probability mass gets concentrated to the central
nodes of the graph. Note, that the same issue arises for simple random walks that act
directly on the user-item bipartite network, and has lead to methods that typically
consider only very short-length random walks, and need to explicitly re-rank the K-
step landing probabilities, in order to compensate for the inherent bias of the walk
towards popular items [14]. However, longer random-walks might be necessary to
capture non-trivial multi-hop relations between the items, as well as to ensure better
coverage of the itemspace.

The RecWalk Recommendation Framework

RecWalk [61, 62] addresses the aforementioned challenges, and resolves this
long- vs short-length walk dilemma through the construction of a nearly uncoupled
random walk [58, 63] that gives full control over the stochastic dynamics of the walk
towards equilibrium; provably, and irrespectively of the dataset or the specific item
model onto which it is applied. Intuitively, this allows for prolonged and effective
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Fig. 7 RecWalk Illustration. Maroon colored nodes correspond to users; Gold colored nodes
correspond to items

exploration of the underlying network while keeping the influence of the user-
specific initialization strong.4

From a random-walk point of view, the RecWalk model can be described as
follows: Consider a random walker jumping from node to node on the user-item
bipartite network. Suppose the walker currently occupies a node c ∈ U ∪I. In order
to determine the next step transition the walker tosses a biased coin that yields heads
with probability α and tails with probability (1− α):

1. If the coin-toss yields heads, then:

a. if c ∈ U , the walker jumps to one of the items rated by the current user (i.e.,
the user corresponding to the current node c) uniformly at random;

b. if c ∈ I, the walker jumps to one of the users that have rated the current item
uniformly at random;

2. If the coin-toss yields tails, then:

a. if c ∈ U , the walker stays put;
b. if c ∈ I, the walker jumps to a related item abiding by an item-to-item

transition probability matrix MI , that is defined in terms of an underlying
item model.

The stochastic process that describes this random walk is defined to be a homo-
geneous discrete time Markov chain with state space U ∪ I; i.e., the transition
probabilities from any given node c to the other nodes, are fixed and independent
of the nodes visited by the random walker before reaching c. An illustration of the
RecWalk model is given in Fig. 7.

The transition probability matrix P that governs the behavior of the random
walker can be usefully expressed as a weighted sum of two stochastic matrices H

4 The mathematical details behind the particular construction choices of RecWalk that enforce
such desired mixing properties can be found in [61, 62].
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and M as

P = αH + (1− α)M (51)

where 0 < α < 1, is a parameter that controls the involvement of these two
components in the final model. Matrix H can be thought of as the transition
probability matrix of a simple random walk on the user-item bipartite network.
Assuming that the rating matrix R has no zero columns and rows, matrix H can
be expressed as

H = Diag(A1)−1A, where A =
(

R

R�
)

. (52)

Matrix M , is defined as

M =
(

I

MI

)
(53)

where I ∈ RU×U the identity matrix and MI ∈ RI×I is a transition probability
matrix designed to capture relations between the items. In particular, given an item
model with non-negative weights W (e.g., the aggregation matrix produced by a
SLIM model), matrix MI is defined using the following stochasticity adjustment
strategy:

MI = 1

‖W‖∞W + Diag

(
1− 1

‖W‖∞W1
)

. (54)

The first term divides all the elements by the maximum row-sum of W and the
second enforces stochasticity by adding residuals to the diagonal, appropriately. The
motivation behind this definition is to retain the information captured by the relative
differences of the item-to-item relations in W . This prevents items that are loosely
related to the rest of the itemspace to disproportionately influence the inter-item
transitions and introduce noise to the model.5

In RecWalk the recommendations are produced by exploiting the information
captured in the successive landing probability distributions of a walk initialized in
a user-specific way. Two simple recommendation strategies that were considered
in [61] are:

RecWalkK−step: The recommendation score of user u for item i is defined to
be the probability the random walker lands on node i after K steps, given that

5 From a purely mathematical point-of-view the above strategy promotes desired spectral prop-
erties to MI that are shown to be intertwined with recommendation performance. For additional
details see [62].
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the starting node was u. In other words, the recommendation score for item i is
given by the corresponding elements of

π�u = e�u P K (55)

where eu ∈ RU+I is a vector that contains the element 1 on the position that
corresponds to user u and zeros elsewhere. The computation of the recom-
mendations is performed by K sparse-matrix-vector products with matrix P ,
and it entails 
(K nnz(P ))operations, where nnz(P ) is the number of nonzero
elements in P .

RecWalkPR: The recommendation score of user u for item i is defined to be the
element that corresponds to item i in the limiting distribution of a random walk
with restarts on P , with restarting probability η and restarting distribution eu:

π�u = lim
K→∞ e�u

(
ηP + (1− η)1e�u

)K
. (56)

The limiting distribution in (56) can be computed efficiently using e.g., the power
method, or any specialized PageRank solver. Note that this variant of RecWalk
also comes with theoretical guarantees for item-space coverage for every user in
the system, regardless of the base item model W used in the definition of matrix
MI [62].

In [62] it was shown that both approaches manage to boost the quality of several
base item models on top of which they were built. Using fsSLIM [66] with
small number of neighbors as a base item model, in particular, was shown to
achieve state-of-the-art recommendation performance, in several datasets. At the
same time RecWalk was found to dramatically increase itemspace coverage of
the produced recommendations, in every considered setting. This was true both for
RecWalkK−step, as well as for RecWalkPR.

5.2.4 User-Adaptive Diffusion Models

Motivation Personalization of the recommendation vectors in the graph-based
schemes we have seen thus far, comes from the use of a user-specific initialization,
or a user-specific restarting distribution. However, the underlying mechanism for
propagating user preferences, across the itemspace (i.e., the adopted diffusion
function, or the choice of the K-step distribution) is fixed for every user in the
system. From a user modeling point of view this translates to the implicit assumption
that every user explores the itemspace in exactly the same way—overlooking the
reality that different users can have different behavioral patterns. The fundamental
premise of PerDif [57] is that the latent item exploration behavior of the users
can be captured better by user-specific preference propagation mechanisms; thus,
leading to improved recommendations.
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PerDif proposes a simple model of personalized item exploration subject to
an underlying item model. At each step the users might either decide to go forth
and discover items related to the ones they are currently considering, or return to
their base and possibly go down alternative paths. Different users, might explore
the itemspace in different ways; and their behavior might change throughout the
exploration session. The following stochastic process, formalizes the above idea:

The PerDIF Item Discovery Process Consider a random walker carrying a bag
of K biased coins. The coins are labeled with consecutive integers from 1 to K .
Initially, the random walker occupies the nodes of graph according to distribution
φ. She then flips the 1st coin: if it turns heads (with probability μ1), she jumps to a
different node in the graph abiding by the probability matrix P ; if it turns tails (with
probability 1 − μ1), she jumps to a node according to the probability distribution
φ. She then flips the 2nd coin and she either follows P with probability μ2 or
‘restarts’ to φ with probability (1 − μ2). The walk continues until she has used all
her K coins. At the k-th step the transitions of the random walker are completely
determined by the probability the k-th coin turning heads (μk), the transition matrix
P , and the restarting distribution φ. Thus, the stochastic process that governs the
position of the random walker over time is a time-inhomogeneous Markov chain
with state space the nodes of the graph, and transition matrix at time k given by

G(μk) = μkP + (1− μk)1φ�. (57)

The node occupation distribution of the random walker after the last transition can
therefore be expressed as

π� = φ�G(μ1)G(μ2) · · · G(μK). (58)

Given an item transition probability matrix P , and a user-specific restarting
distribution φu, the goal is to find a set of probabilities μu =

(
μ1, . . . , μK

)
so that

the outcome of the aforementioned item exploration process yields a meaningful
distribution over the items that can be used for recommendation. PerDif tackles
this task as follows:

Learning the Personalized Probabilities For each user u we randomly sample
one item she has interacted with (henceforth referred to as the ‘target’ item) along-
side τneg unseen items, and we fit μu so that the node occupancy distribution after
a K-step item exploration process rooted on φu (cf (58)) yields high probability to
the target item while keeping the probabilities of the negative items low. Concretely,
upon defining a vector hu ∈ Rτneg+1 which contains the value 1 for the target item
and zeros for the negative items, we learn μu by solving

minimize
μu∈RK

∥∥φ�
u G(μ1) · · ·G(μK)Eu − h�u

∥∥2
2

subject to μi ∈ (0, 1), ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , K]
(59)
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where μi = [μu]i ,∀i, and Eu is a (I × (τneg + 1)) matrix designed to select and
rearrange the elements of the vector φ�

u G(μ1) · · ·G(μK) according to the sequence
of items comprising hu. Upon obtaining μu, personalized recommendations for user
u can be computed as

π�u = φ�
u G(μ1) · · ·G(μK). (60)

Leveraging the special properties of the stochastic matrix G the above non-linear
optimization problem can be solved efficiently. In particular, it can be shown [57]
that the optimization problem (59) is equivalent to

minimize
ωu∈ΔK+1++

∥∥ω�
u SuEu − h�u

∥∥2
2

where ΔK+1++ = {x : x�1 = 1, x > 0} and

Su =

⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

φ�u
φ�u P

φ�u P 2

...

φ�u P K

⎞

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, ωu ≡ ωu(μu) =

⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1− μK

μK (1− μK−1)

μK μK−1 (1− μK−2)
...

μK · · · μ2 (1− μ1)

μK · · · μ2 μ1

⎞

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

.

The above result simplifies learning μu significantly. It also lends PerDif
its name. In particular, the task of finding personalized probabilities for the item
exploration process, reduces to that of finding personalized diffusion coefficients
ωu over the space of the first K landing probabilities of a walk rooted on φu

(see definition of Su). Afterwards μu can be obtained in linear time from ωu

upon solving a simple forward recurrence [57]. Taking into account the fact that in
recommendation settings K will typically be small and φu, P sparse, building ‘on-
the-fly’ SuEu row-by-row, and solving the (K + 1)-dimensional convex quadratic
problem

PERDIFFREE : minimize
ωu∈ΔK+1++

∥∥ω�
u SuEu − h�u

∥∥2
2 (61)

can be performed very efficiently (typically in a matter of milliseconds even in large
scale settings).

Moreover, working on the space of landing probabilities can also facilitate
parametrising the diffusion coefficients within a family of known diffusions. This
motivates the parameterized variant of PerDif
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Fig. 8 Personalized diffusions on the user-item bipartite network

PERDIFPAR : minimize
γu∈ΔL+

‖γ�u DSuEu − h�u ‖2
2 (62)

with ΔL+ = {y : y�1 = 1, y ≥ 0} and D ∈ RL×(K+1) defined such that its
rows contain preselected diffusion coefficients (e.g., PageRank [11] coefficients for
several damping factors, heat kernel [15] coefficients for several temperature values
etc.), normalized to sum to one. Upon obtaining γu, vector ωu can be computed as
ω�

u = γ�u D (Fig. 8).
While PERDIFFREE learns ωu by weighing the contributions of the landing

probabilities directly, PERDIFPAR constrains ωu to comprise a user-specific mixture
of predetermined such weights (i.e., the rows of D), thus allowing one to endow
ωu with desired properties, relevant to the specific recommendation task at hand.
Furthermore, the use of matrix D can improve the robustness of the personalized
diffusions in settings where the recommendation quality of the individual landing
distributions comprising Su is uneven across the K steps considered.

Besides, its merits in terms of recommendation accuracy, personalizing the
diffusions within the PerDif framework can also provide useful information
arising from the analysis of the learned diffusion coefficients, ωu. In particular,
the dual interpretation of the model parameters (μu in the item exploration space;
and, ωu in the diffusion space) allows utilizing the learned model parameters
to identify users for which the model will most likely lead to poor predictions,
at training-time—thereby affording preemptive interventions to handle such cases
appropriately. This affords a level of transparency that can prove particularly
useful in practical settings (for the technical details on how this can be achieved
see [57]).
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6 Conclusion

One of the earliest approaches proposed for the task item recommendation,
neighborhood-based recommendation still ranks among the most popular methods
for this problem. Although quite simple to describe and implement, this
recommendation approach has several important advantages, including its ability to
explain a recommendation with the list of the neighbors used, its computational
and space efficiency which allows it to scale to large recommender systems,
and its marked stability in an online setting where new users and items are
constantly added. Another of its strengths is its potential to make serendipitous
recommendations that can lead users to the discovery of unexpected, yet very
interesting items.

In the implementation of a neighborhood-based approach, one has to make
several important decisions. Perhaps the one having the greatest impact on the accu-
racy and efficiency of the recommender system is choosing between a user-based
and an item-based neighborhood method. In typical commercial recommender
systems, where the number of users far exceeds the number of available items,
item-based approaches are typically preferred since they provide more accurate
recommendations, while being more computationally efficient and requiring less
frequent updates. On the other hand, user-based methods usually provide more
original recommendations, which may lead users to a more satisfying experience.
Moreover, the different components of a neighborhood-based method, which
include the normalization of ratings, the computation of the similarity weights and
the selection of the nearest-neighbors, can also have a significant influence on the
quality of the recommender system. For each of these components, several different
alternatives are available. Although the merit of each of these has been described
in this document and in the literature, it is important to remember that the “best”
approach may differ from one recommendation setting to the next. Thus, it is
important to evaluate them on data collected from the actual system, and in light
of the particular needs of the application.

Modern machine-learning-based techniques can be used to further increase
the performance of neighborhood-based approaches, by automatically extracting
the most representative neighborhoods based on the available data. Such models
achieve state-of-the-art recommendation accuracy, however their adoption imposes
additional computational burden that needs to be considered in light of the par-
ticular characteristics of the recommendation problem at hand. Finally, when the
performance of a neighborhood-based approach suffers from the problems of
limited coverage and sparsity, one may explore techniques based on dimensionality
reduction or graphs. Dimensionality reduction provides a compact representation
of users and items that captures their most significant features. An advantage of
such approach is that it allows to obtain meaningful relations between pairs of
users or items, even though these users have rated different items, or these items
were rated by different users. On the other hand, graph-based techniques exploit the
transitive relations in the data. These techniques also avoid the problems of sparsity
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and limited coverage by evaluating the relationship between users or items that are
not “directly connected”. However, unlike dimensionality reduction, graph-based
methods also preserve some of the “local” relations in the data, which are useful in
making serendipitous recommendations.
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Advances in Collaborative Filtering

Yehuda Koren, Steffen Rendle, and Robert Bell

1 Introduction

Collaborative filtering (CF) methods produce user specific recommendations of
items based on patterns of ratings or usage (e.g., purchases) without need for
exogenous information about either items or users. While well-established methods
work adequately for many purposes, we present several extensions available to
practitioners who are for the best possible recommendations.

Recommender systems rely on various types of input. Most convenient is high
quality explicit feedback, where users directly report on their interest in products.
For example, users can provide star ratings for products or can indicate their
preferences for TV shows by hitting thumbs-up/down buttons. Because explicit
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feedback is not always available, many recommenders infer user preferences from
the more abundant implicit feedback, which indirectly reflect opinion through
observing user behavior [38]. Types of implicit feedback include purchase history,
streaming activities, and even lower-fidelity indications like browsing history, search
patterns, or long views. For example, a user who purchased many books by the same
author probably enjoys reading that author.

In order to establish recommendations, CF systems need to relate two funda-
mentally different entities: items and users. There are two primary approaches to
facilitate such a comparison, which constitute the two main techniques of CF: the
neighborhood approach and latent factor models. Neighborhood methods focus on
relationships between items or, alternatively, between users. An item-item approach
models the preference of a user to an item based on ratings of similar items by
the same user. Latent factor models, such as matrix factorization (aka, SVD),
comprise an alternative approach by transforming both items and users to the
same latent factor, or embedding, space. The latent space tries to explain ratings
by characterizing both item and users on factors automatically inferred from user
feedback (also known as item- and user-embeddings).

Producing more accurate prediction methods requires deepening their founda-
tions and reducing reliance on arbitrary decisions. In this chapter, we describe a
variety of improvements to the primary CF modeling techniques. Yet, the quest for
more accurate models goes beyond this. At least as important is the identification of
all the signals, or features, available in the data. Conventional techniques address the
sparse data of user-item ratings. Accuracy significantly improves by also utilizing
other sources of information, such as meta-data associated with the item. Another
prime example includes all kinds of temporal effects reflecting the dynamic, time-
drifting nature of user-item interactions. No less important is accounting for hidden
feedback such as which items users chose to rate (regardless of rating values).
Rated items are not selected at random, but rather reveal interesting aspects of user
preferences, going beyond the numerical values of the ratings.

Throughout this work, we describe the proposed techniques for the rating predic-
tion task and more specifically for the Netflix Prize competition. This competition
began in October 2006 and fueled the progress in the field of collaborative filtering.
For the first time, the research community gained access to a large-scale, industrial
strength data set of 100 million movie ratings—attracting thousands of scientists,
students, engineers and enthusiasts to the field. The nature of the competition
has encouraged rapid development, where innovators built on each generation of
techniques to improve prediction accuracy. Because all methods were judged by the
same rigid yardstick on common data, the evolution of more powerful models has
been especially efficient.

First, Sect. 2 introduces the problem and notation. Then, Sect. 3 describes simple
baseline predictors which are extended with time modeling. Section 4 surveys
matrix factorization techniques, which combine implementation convenience with
a relatively high accuracy. This section describes the theory and practical details
behind those techniques. In addition, much of the strength of matrix factorization
models stems from their natural ability to handle additional features of the data,
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including implicit feedback and temporal information. This section describes in
detail how to enhance matrix factorization models to address such features.

Section 5 turns attention to neighborhood methods. The basic methods in this
family are well known, and to a large extent are based on heuristics. We present
a more advanced method, which uses the insights of common neighborhood
methods, with global optimization techniques typical to factorization models. This
method allows lifting the limit on neighborhood size, and also addressing implicit
feedback and temporal dynamics. The resulting accuracy is close to that of matrix
factorization models, while offering some practical advantages.

Pushing the foundations of the models to their limits reveals surprising links
among seemingly unrelated techniques. We elaborate on this in Sect. 6 to show
that, at their limits, user-user and item-item neighborhood models may converge
to a single model. Furthermore, at that point, both become equivalent to a simple
matrix factorization model. The connections reduce the relevance of some previous
distinctions such as the traditional broad categorization of matrix factorization as
“model based” and neighborhood models as “memory based”.

In Sect. 7 we present factorization machines, and describe how simple feature
engineering can derive equivalent models to the CF approaches we have discussed
so far. The expressive power of factorization machines can also be used to solve
other recommender tasks such as cold start recommendation by adding meta data to
the input features or context aware recommendation by adding contextual data.

Finally, in Sect. 8 we discuss how the patterns identified in this chapter have
been applied to other recommendation tasks, such as item recommendation, where
the best items for a user should be retrieved, or settings where additional data, such
as context or meta data, needs to be taken into account. We also discuss more recent
evaluations, showing that more than a decade after their invention, the proposed
methods of this chapter still yield state-of-the art results.

2 Preliminaries

We start by defining the rating prediction task and refer to Sect. 8.2 for a discussion
about item recommendation. We are given ratings for m users (aka customers) and
n items (aka products). We reserve special indexing letters to distinguish users from
items: for users u, v, and for items i, j, l. A rating ru,i indicates the preference by
user u of item i, where high values mean stronger preference. For example, values
can be integers ranging from 1 (star) indicating no interest to 5 (stars) indicating
a strong interest. We distinguish predicted ratings from known ones, by using the
notation r̂u,i for the predicted value of ru,i . The goal of rating prediction is to learn
a function r̂u,i that can predict ratings for any user-item pair (u, i). The model
parameters, θ , of this function are learned from K = {(u, i) | ru,i is known}, the
set of (u, i) pairs for which ru,i is known. Usually the vast majority of ratings
are unknown. For example, in the Netflix data 99% of the possible ratings are
missing because a user typically rates only a small portion of the movies. The model
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parameters, θ , are learned by fitting the predicted rating to the previously observed
ratings, for example using a least squares objective

argmin
θ

∑

(u,i)∈K
(ru,i − r̂u,i )

2. (1)

However, our goal is to generalize those in a way that allows us to predict future,
unknown ratings. Thus, caution should be exercised to avoid overfitting the observed
data. We achieve this by regularizing the learned parameters, whose magnitudes are
penalized:

argmin
θ

∑

(u,i)∈K
(ru,i − r̂u,i )

2 + λ||θ ||2. (2)

Regularization of the model parameters θ is controlled by a constant λ. As the value
grows, regularization becomes heavier. The exact value of λ is determined by cross
validation. Often it is beneficial to use different regularization values λ1, λ2, . . . for
different parts of the model parameters, for example parameters that model user
behavior might have a different regularization strength than parameters that model
items.

In addition to the rating, we investigate settings where each rating ru,i is
annotated with the time tu,i of the rating event. One can use different time units,
based on what is appropriate for the application at hand. For example, when time is
measured in days, then tu,i counts the number of days elapsed since some early time
point. For each of the recommender algorithms in this chapter, first we will introduce
them independent of the time of the rating event and then present extensions to
improve the quality by taking temporal effects into account.

Furthermore, each user u is associated with a set of items denoted by R(u) :=
{i | (u, i) ∈ K}, which contains all the items for which ratings by u are available.
Likewise, R(i) denotes the set of users who rated item i. Sometimes, we also use
a set denoted by N(u), which contains all items for which u provided an implicit
preference (items that u rented/purchased/watched, etc.).

2.1 The Netflix Data

In order to compare the relative accuracy of algorithms described in this chapter,
we evaluated all of them on the Netflix data of more than 100 million date-stamped
movie ratings performed by anonymous Netflix customers between Nov 11, 1999
and Dec 31, 2005 [6]. Ratings are integers ranging between 1 and 5. The data spans
17,770 movies rated by over 480,000 users. Thus, on average, a movie receives
5600 ratings, while a user rates 208 movies, with substantial variation around each
of these averages. To maintain compatibility with results published by others, we
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adopt some standards that were set by Netflix. First, quality of the results is usually
measured by the root mean squared error (RMSE):

√ ∑

(u,i)∈T estSet

(ru,i − r̂u,i )2/|T estSet |

a measure that puts more emphasis on large errors compared with the alternative of
mean absolute error. Root mean squared error (RMSE), (Consider Chap. “Evaluat-
ing Recommender Systems” for a comprehensive survey of alternative evaluation
metrics of recommender systems.)

We report results on a test set provided by Netflix (also known as the Quiz set),
which contains over 1.4 million recent ratings. Compared with the training data, the
test set contains many more ratings by users that do not rate much and are therefore
harder to predict. In a way, this represents real requirements for a CF system, which
needs to predict new ratings from older ones, and to equally address all users, not
just the heavy raters.

The Netflix data is part of the Netflix Prize competition, where the benchmark is
Netflix’s proprietary system, Cinematch, which achieved a RMSE of 0.9514 on the
test set. The grand prize was awarded to a team that managed to drive this RMSE
below 0.8563 (10% improvement) after almost three years of extensive efforts.
Achievable RMSE values on the test set lie in a quite compressed range, as evident
by the difficulty to win the grand prize. Nonetheless, there is evidence that small
improvements in RMSE terms can have a significant impact on the quality of the
top few presented recommendations [26, 28].

2.2 Implicit Feedback as Auxiliary Data

This chapter is centered on explicit user feedback. Nonetheless, when additional
sources of implicit feedback are available, they can be exploited for better under-
standing user behavior. This helps to combat data sparseness and can be particularly
helpful for users with few explicit ratings. We describe extensions for some of the
models to address implicit feedback.

For a dataset such as the Netflix data, the most natural choice for implicit
feedback would probably be movie rental history, which tells us about user
preferences without requiring them to explicitly provide their ratings. For other
datasets, browsing or purchase history could be used as implicit feedback. However,
such data is not available to us for experimentation. Nonetheless, a less obvious kind
of implicit data does exist within the Netflix dataset. The dataset does not only tell us
the rating values, but also which movies users rate, regardless of how they rated these
movies. In other words, a user implicitly tells us about her preferences by choosing
to voice her opinion and vote a (high or low) rating. This creates a binary matrix,
where “1” stands for “rated”, and “0” for “not rated”. While this binary data may not
be as informative as other independent sources of implicit feedback, incorporating
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this kind of implicit data does significantly improves prediction accuracy. The
benefit of using the binary data is closely related to the fact that ratings are not
missing at random; users deliberately choose which items to rate (see Marlin et al.
[36]).

It should be noted, that here we discussed implicit feedback as auxiliary
information to learn a rating prediction model. This has to be distinguished from the
use of implicit information in item recommendation models. Item recommendation
is the task of retrieving the best k items from the set of all items for a given user.
Item recommendation models are typically trained from implicit feedback. In this
case, the implicit feedback is the main source and used as the label. Such item
recommendation models could use the rating data, if present, as auxiliary data.
We will focus on rating prediction in the next sections and will return to item
recommendation in Sect. 8.2.

3 Baseline Predictors

CF models try to capture the interactions between users and items that produce
the different rating values. However, much of the observed rating values are due
to effects associated with either users or items, independently of their interaction.
A principal example is that typical CF data exhibit large user and item biases—i.e.,
systematic tendencies for some users to give higher ratings than others, and for some
items to receive higher ratings than others.

We will encapsulate those effects, which do not involve user-item interaction,
within the baseline predictors (also known as biases). Because these predictors
tend to capture much of the observed signal, it is vital to model them accurately.
Such modeling enables isolating the part of the signal that truly represents user-item
interaction, and subjecting it to more appropriate user preference models.

Denote by μ the overall average rating. A baseline prediction for an unknown
rating ru,i is denoted by bu,i and accounts for the user and item effects:

bu,i = μ+ bu + bi (3)

The parameters bu and bi indicate the observed deviations of user u and item
i, respectively, from the average. For example, suppose that we want a baseline
predictor for the rating of the movie Titanic by user Joe. Now, say that the average
rating over all movies, μ, is 3.7 stars. Furthermore, Titanic is better than an average
movie, so it tends to be rated 0.5 stars above the average. On the other hand, Joe is
a critical user, who tends to rate 0.3 stars lower than the average. Thus, the baseline
predictor for Titanic’s rating by Joe would be 3.9 stars by calculating 3.7−0.3+0.5.
In order to estimate bu and bi one can solve the least squares problem
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argmin
b∗

∑

(u,i)∈K
(ru,i − μ− bu − bi)

2 + λ1

(
∑

u

b2
u +

∑

i

b2
i

)
.

Here, the first term
∑

(u,i)∈K(ru,i −μ+bu+bi)
2 strives to find bu’s and bi’s that fit

the given ratings. The regularizing term—λ1(
∑

u b2
u +

∑
i b2

i )—avoids overfitting
by penalizing the magnitudes of the parameters. This least square problem can be
solved fairly efficiently by the method of stochastic gradient descent (described in
Sect. 4.1).

For the Netflix data the mean rating (μ) is 3.6. As for the learned user biases (bu),
their average is 0.044 with standard deviation of 0.41. The average of their absolute
values (|bu|) is: 0.32. The learned item biases (bi) average to −0.26 with a standard
deviation of 0.48. The average of their absolute values (|bi |) is 0.43.

An easier, yet somewhat less accurate way to estimate the parameters is by
decoupling the calculation of the bi’s from the calculation of the bu’s. First, for
each item i we set

bi =
∑

u∈R(i)(ru,i − μ)

λ2 + |R(i)| .

Then, for each user u we set

bu =
∑

i∈R(u)(ru,i − μ− bi)

λ3 + |R(u)| .

Averages are shrunk towards zero by using the regularization parameters, λ2, λ3,
which are determined by cross validation. Typical values on the Netflix dataset are:
λ2 = 25, λ3 = 10.

3.1 Time Changing Baseline Predictors

So far, the baseline predictors ignored any temporal variation. Now, we discuss
biases that each vary over time, specifically: (1) user biases bu(t), and (2) item
biases bi(t). Much of the temporal variability is included within the baseline
predictors, through two major temporal effects. The first addresses the fact that an
item’s popularity may change over time. For example, movies can go in and out of
popularity as triggered by external events such as the appearance of an actor in a new
movie. This is manifested in our models by treating the item bias bi as a function of
time. The second major temporal effect allows users to change their baseline ratings
over time. For example, a user who tended to rate an average movie “4 stars”, may
now rate such a movie “3 stars”. This may reflect several factors including a natural
drift in a user’s rating scale, the fact that ratings are given in relationship to other
ratings that were given recently and also the fact that the identity of the rater within a
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household can change over time. Hence, it is often sensible to take the parameter bu

as a function of time. This induces a template for a time sensitive baseline predictor
for u’s rating of i at day tu,i :

bu,i(tu,i) = μ+ bu(tu,i)+ bi(tu,i) (4)

Here, bu(·) and bi(·) are real valued functions that change over time. The exact
way to build these functions should reflect a reasonable way to parameterize the
involving temporal changes. Our choice in the context of the movie rating dataset
demonstrates some typical considerations.

A major distinction is between temporal effects that span extended periods of
time and more transient effects. In the movie rating case, we do not expect movie
likeability to fluctuate on a daily basis, but rather to change over more extended
periods. On the other hand, we observe that user effects can change on a daily basis,
reflecting inconsistencies natural to customer behavior, especially when rating items
in batches. This requires finer time resolution when modeling user-biases compared
with a lower resolution that suffices for capturing item-related time effects.

We start with our choice of time-changing item biases bi(t). We found it adequate
to split the item biases into time-based bins, using a constant item bias for each time
period. The decision of how to split the timeline into bins should balance the desire
to achieve finer resolution (hence, smaller bins) with the need for enough ratings per
bin (hence, larger bins). For the movie rating data, there is a wide variety of bin sizes
that yield about the same accuracy. In our implementation, each bin corresponds to
roughly ten consecutive weeks of data, leading to 30 bins spanning all days in the
dataset. A day t is associated with an integer Bin(t) (a number between 1 and 30 in
our data), such that the movie bias is split into a stationary part and a time changing
part

bi(t) = bi + bi,Bin(t) . (5)

While binning the parameters works well on the items, it is more of a challenge
on the users side. On the one hand, we would like a finer resolution for users to
detect very short lived temporal effects. On the other hand, we do not expect enough
ratings per user to produce reliable estimates for isolated bins. Different functional
forms can be considered for parameterizing temporal user behavior, with varying
complexity and accuracy.

One simple modeling choice uses a linear function to capture a possible gradual
drift of user bias. For each user u, we denote the mean date of rating by tu. Now, if u

rated a movie on day t , then the associated time deviation of this rating is defined as

devu(t) = sign(t − tu) · |t − tu|β .

Here |t − tu| measures the number of days between dates t and tu. We set the value
of β by cross validation; in our implementation β = 0.4. We introduce a single
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new parameter for each user called αu so that we get our first definition of a time-
dependent user-bias

b(1)
u (t) = bu + αu · devu(t) . (6)

This simple linear model for approximating a drifting behavior requires learning
two parameters per user: bu and αu.

A more flexible parameterization is offered by splines. Let u be a user associated
with nu ratings. We designate ku time points—{tu1 , . . . , tuku

}—spaced uniformly
across the dates of u’s ratings as kernels that control the following function:

b(2)
u (t) = bu +

∑ku

l=1 e−σ |t−tul |bu
tl∑ku

l=1 e−σ |t−tul |
(7)

The parameters bu
tl

are associated with the control points (or, kernels), and are
automatically learned from the data. This way the user bias is formed as a
time-weighted combination of those parameters. The number of control points,
ku, balances flexibility and computational efficiency. In our application we set
ku=�n0.25

u �, letting it grow with the number of available ratings. The constant σ

determines the smoothness of the spline; we set σ=0.3 by cross validation.
So far we have discussed smooth functions for modeling the user bias, which

mesh well with gradual concept drift. However, in many applications there are
sudden drifts emerging as “spikes” associated with a single day or session. For
example, in the movie rating dataset we have found that multiple ratings a user gives
in a single day, tend to concentrate around a single value. Such an effect need not
span more than a single day. The effect may reflect the mood of the user that day, the
impact of ratings given in a single day on each other, or changes in the actual rater
identity in multi-person accounts. To address such short lived effects, we assign
a single parameter per user and day, absorbing the day-specific variability. This
parameter is denoted by bu,t . Notice that in some applications the basic primitive
time unit to work with can be shorter or longer than a day.

In the Netflix movie rating data, a user rates on 40 different days on average.
Thus, working with bu,t requires, on average, 40 parameters to describe each user
bias. It is expected that bu,t is inadequate as a standalone for capturing the user bias,
since it misses all sorts of signals that span more than a single day. Thus, it serves
as an additive component within the previously described schemes. The time-linear
model (6) becomes

b(3)
u (t) = bu + αu · devu(t)+ bu,t . (8)

Similarly, the spline-based model becomes

b(4)
u (t) = bu +

∑ku

l=1 e−σ |t−tul |bu
tl∑ku

l=1 e−σ |t−tul |
+ bu,t . (9)
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A baseline predictor on its own cannot yield personalized recommendations, as
it disregards all interactions between users and items. In a sense, it is capturing
the portion of the data that is less relevant for personalizing recommendations.
Nonetheless, to better assess the relative merits of the various choices of time-
dependent user-bias, we compare their accuracy as standalone predictors. In order to
learn the involved parameters we minimize the associated regularized squared error
by using stochastic gradient descent. For example, in our actual implementation
we adopt rule (8) for modeling the drifting user bias, thus arriving at the baseline
predictor

bu,i = μ+ bu + αu · devu(tu,i)+ bu,tu,i
+ bi + bi,Bin(tu,i ) . (10)

To learn the involved parameters, bu, αu, bu,t , bi and bi,Bin(t), one should solve

min
∑

(u,i)∈K
(ru,i − μ− bu − αudevu(tu,i)− bu,tu,i

− bi − bi,Bin(tu,i ))
2

+ λ4(b
2
u + α2

u + b2
u,tu,i

+ b2
i + b2

i,Bin(tu,i )
) .

Here, the first term strives to construct parameters that fit the given ratings. The
regularization term, λ4(b

2
u+ . . . ), avoids overfitting by penalizing the magnitudes of

the parameters, assuming a neutral 0 prior. Learning is done by a stochastic gradient
descent algorithm running 20–30 iterations, with λ4 = 0.01.

Table 1 compares the ability of various suggested baseline predictors to explain
signal in the data. As usual, the amount of captured signal is measured by the root
mean squared error on the test set. As a reminder, test cases come later in time than
the training cases for the same user, so predictions often involve extrapolation in
terms of time. We code the predictors as follows:

• static, no temporal effects: bu,i = μ+ bu + bi .
• mov, accounting only for movie-related temporal effects: bu,i = μ + bu + bi +

bi,Bin(tu,i ).
• linear , linear modeling of user biases: bu,i = μ + bu + αu · devu(tu,i) + bi +

bi,Bin(tu,i ).

• spline, spline modeling of user biases: bu,i = μ+ bu +
∑ku

l=1 e
−σ |tu,i−tu

l
|
bu
tl∑ku

l=1 e
−σ |tu,i−tu

l
| + bi +

bi,Bin(tu,i ).
• linear+, linear modeling of user biases and single day effect: bu,i = μ + bu +

αu · devu(tu,i)+ bu,tu,i
+ bi + bi,Bin(tu,i ).

Table 1 Comparing baseline predictors capturing main movie and user effects. As temporal
modeling becomes more accurate, prediction accuracy improves (lowering RMSE)

Model Static Mov Linear Spline Linear+ Spline+

RMSE 0.9799 0.9771 0.9731 0.9714 0.9605 0.9603
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• spline+, spline modeling of user biases and single day effect: bu,i = μ + bu +∑ku
l=1 e

−σ |tu,i−dl |bu
tl∑ku

l=1 e
−σ |tu,i−tu

l
| + bu,tu,i

+ bi + bi,Bin(tu,i ).

The table shows that while temporal movie effects reside in the data (lowering
RMSE from 0.9799 to 0.9771), the drift in user biases is much more influential.
The additional flexibility of splines at modeling user effects leads to better accuracy
compared to a linear model. However, sudden changes in user biases, which are
captured by the per-day parameters, are most significant. Indeed, when including
those changes, the difference between linear modeling (“linear+”) and spline
modeling (“spline+”) virtually vanishes.

Beyond the temporal effects described so far, one can use the same method-
ology to capture more effects. A primary example is capturing periodic effects.
For example, some products may be more popular in specific seasons or near
certain holidays. Similarly, different types of television or radio shows are popular
throughout different segments of the day (known as “dayparting”). Periodic effects
can be found also on the user side. As an example, a user may have different attitudes
or buying patterns during the weekend compared to the working week. A way to
model such periodic effects is to dedicate a parameter for the combinations of time
periods with items or users. This way, the item bias of (5), becomes

bi(t) = bi + bi,Bin(t) + bi,period(t) .

For example, if we try to capture the change of item bias with the season of the year,
then period(t) ∈ {fall, winter, spring, summer}. Similarly, recurring user effects
may be modeled by modifying (8) to be

bu(t) = bu + αu · devu(t)+ bu,t + bu,period(t) .

However, we have not found periodic effects with a significant predictive power
within the movie-rating dataset, thus our reported results do not include those.

Another temporal effect within the scope of basic predictors is related to the
changing scale of user ratings. While bi(t) is a user-independent measure for the
merit of item i at time t , users tend to respond to such a measure differently.
For example, different users employ different rating scales, and a single user can
change his rating scale over time. Accordingly, the raw value of the movie bias is
not completely user-independent. To address this, we add a time-dependent scaling
feature to the baseline predictors, denoted by cu(t). Thus, the baseline predictor (10)
becomes

bu,i = μ+ bu + αu · devu(tu,i)+ bu,tu,i
+ (bi + bi,Bin(tu,i )) · cu(tu,i) . (11)

All discussed ways to implement bu(t) would be valid for implementing cu(t) as
well. We chose to dedicate a separate parameter per day, resulting in: cu(t) =
cu + cu,t . As usual, cu is the stable part of cu(t), whereas cu,t represents day-
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specific variability. Adding the multiplicative factor cu(t) to the baseline predictor
lowers RMSE to 0.9555. Interestingly, this basic model, which captures just main
effects disregarding user-item interactions, can explain almost as much of the
data variability as the commercial Netflix Cinematch recommender system, whose
published RMSE on the same test set is 0.9514 [6].

3.1.1 Predicting Future Days

Our models include day-specific parameters. An apparent question would be how
these models can be used for predicting ratings in the future, on new dates for which
we cannot train the day-specific parameters? The simple answer is that for those
future (untrained) dates, the day-specific parameters should take their default value.
In particular for (11), cu(tu,i) is set to cu, and bu,tu,i

is set to zero. Yet, one wonders,
if we cannot use the day-specific parameters for predicting the future, why are they
good at all? After all, prediction is interesting only when it is about the future. To
further sharpen the question, we should mention the fact that the Netflix test sets
include many ratings on dates for which we have no other rating by the same user
and hence day-specific parameters cannot be exploited.

To answer this, notice that our temporal modeling makes no attempt to capture
future changes. All it is trying to do is to capture transient temporal effects,
which had a significant influence on past user feedback. When such effects are
identified they must be tuned down, so that we can model the more enduring signal.
This allows our model to better capture the long-term characteristics of the data,
while letting dedicated parameters absorb short term fluctuations. For example, if
a user gave many higher than usual ratings on a particular single day, our models
discount those by accounting for a possible day-specific good mood, which does not
reflects the longer term behavior of this user. This way, the day-specific parameters
accomplish a kind of data cleaning, which improves prediction of future dates.

4 Matrix Factorization Models

Latent factor models approach collaborative filtering with the holistic goal to
uncover latent features that explain observed ratings; examples include pLSA [23],
neural networks [46], Latent Dirichlet Allocation [7], and models that are induced
by factorization of the user-item ratings matrix. Matrix factorization models have
gained popularity, thanks to their attractive accuracy and scalability.

In information retrieval, matrix factorization by singular value decomposition
is well established for identifying latent semantic factors [16]. However, applying
matrix factorization to explicit ratings in the CF domain raises difficulties due to
the high portion of missing values. Conventional singular value decomposition is
undefined when knowledge about the matrix is incomplete. Moreover, carelessly
addressing only the relatively few known entries is highly prone to overfitting. Ear-
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lier works relied on imputation [25, 47], which fills in missing ratings and makes the
rating matrix dense. However, imputation can be very expensive as it significantly
increases the amount of data. In addition, the data may be considerably distorted
due to inaccurate imputation. Hence, more recent works [5, 8, 18, 26, 39, 46, 52]
suggested modeling directly only the observed ratings, while avoiding overfitting
through an adequate regularized model.

In this section we describe several matrix factorization techniques, with increas-
ing complexity and accuracy. We start with the basic model, a direct factorization
of the rating matrix. Then, we show how to integrate implicit feedback in order to
increase prediction accuracy. Finally we deal with the fact that customer preferences
for products may drift over time. Product perception and popularity are constantly
changing as new selection emerges. Similarly, customer inclinations are evolving,
leading them to ever redefine their taste. This leads to a factor model that addresses
temporal dynamics for better tracking user behavior.

4.1 Factorizing the Rating Matrix

Matrix factorization models map both users and items to a joint latent factor
space of dimensionality f , such that user-item interactions are modeled as inner
products in that space. The latent space tries to explain ratings by characterizing
both products and users on factors automatically inferred from user feedback. For
example, when the products are movies, factors might measure obvious dimensions
such as comedy vs. drama, amount of action, or orientation to children; less well
defined dimensions such as depth of character development or “quirkiness”; or
completely uninterpretable dimensions.

Accordingly, each item i is associated with a vector qi ∈ Rf , and each user u is
associated with a vector pu ∈ Rf . For a given item i, the elements of qi measure the
extent to which the item possesses those factors, positive or negative. For a given
user u, the elements of pu measure the extent of interest the user has in items that
are high on the corresponding factors (again, these may be positive or negative).
The resulting dot product,1 qT

i pu, captures the interaction between user u and item
i—i.e., the overall interest of the user in characteristics of the item. The final rating
is created by also adding in the aforementioned baseline predictors that depend only
on the user or item (here, dropping temporal baselines for simplicity). Thus, a rating
is predicted by the rule

r̂u,i = μ+ bi + bu + qT
i pu . (12)

1 Recall that the dot product between two vectors x, y ∈ Rf is defined as: xT y = 〈x, y〉 =∑f

k=1 xk · yk .
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In order to learn the model parameters (bu, bi, pu and qi) we minimize the
regularized squared error

argmin
b∗,q∗,p∗

∑

(u,i)∈K

[
(ru,i − μ− bi − bu − qT

i pu)
2 + λ5(b

2
i + b2

u + ‖qi‖2 + ‖pu‖2)
]

.

The constant λ5, which controls the extent of regularization, is usually determined
by cross validation. Minimization is typically performed by either stochastic
gradient descent or alternating least squares.

Alternating least squares techniques rotate between fixing the pu’s to solve for
the qi’s and fixing the qi’s to solve for the pu’s. Notice that when one of these
is taken as a constant, the optimization problem is quadratic and can be optimally
solved; see [3, 5].

An easy stochastic gradient descent optimization was popularized by Funk [18]
and successfully practiced by many others [26, 39, 46, 52]. The algorithm loops
through all ratings in the training data. For each given rating ru,i , a prediction (r̂u,i)

is made, and the associated prediction error eu,i
def= ru,i − r̂u,i is computed. For

a given training case ru,i , we modify the parameters by moving in the opposite
direction of the gradient, yielding:

• bu ← bu + γ · (eu,i − λ5 · bu

)

• bi ← bi + γ · (eu,i − λ5 · bi

)

• qi ← qi + γ · (eu,i · pu − λ5 · qi )

• pu ← pu + γ · (eu,i · qi − λ5 · pu)

When evaluating the method on the Netflix data, we used the following values
for the meta parameters: γ = 0.005, λ5 = 0.02. Henceforth, we dub this method
“SVD”. Note that this is not a conventional singular value decomposition as
discussed in the introduction of Sect. 4.

A general remark is in place. One can expect better accuracy by dedicating
separate learning rates (γ ) and regularization (λ) to each type of learned parameter.
Thus, for example, it is advised to employ distinct learning rates to user biases,
item biases and the factors themselves. A good, intensive use of such a strategy is
described in Takács et al. [53]. When producing exemplary results for this chapter,
we did not use such a strategy consistently, and in particular many of the given
constants are not fully tuned.

4.2 Matrix Factorization with Implicit Feedback

Prediction accuracy is improved by considering also implicit feedback, which
provides an additional indication of user preferences. This is especially helpful
for those users that provided much more implicit feedback than explicit one. As
explained in Sect. 2.2, even in cases where independent implicit feedback is absent,
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one can capture a significant signal by accounting for which items users rate,
regardless of their rating value. This led to several methods [26, 39, 45] that modeled
a user factor by the identity of the items they have rated. Here we focus on the
SVD++ method [26], which was shown to offer accuracy superior to SVD.

To this end, a second set of item factors is added, relating each item i to a factor
vector yi ∈ Rf . Those new item factors are used to characterize users based on the
set of items that they rated. The exact model is as follows:

r̂u,i = μ+ bi + bu + qT
i

⎛

⎝pu + |R(u)|− 1
2

∑

j∈R(u)

yj

⎞

⎠ (13)

The set R(u) contains the items rated by user u.

Now, a user u is modeled as pu + |R(u)|− 1
2
∑

j∈R(u) yj . We use a free user-
factors vector, pu, much like in (12), which is learnt from the given explicit ratings.

This vector is complemented by the sum |R(u)|− 1
2
∑

j∈R(u) yj , which represents
the perspective of implicit feedback. Since the yj ’s are centered around zero (by the

regularization), the sum is normalized by |R(u)|− 1
2 , in order to stabilize its variance

across the range of observed values of |R(u)|.
Model parameters are determined by minimizing the associated regularized

squared error function through stochastic gradient descent. We loop over all known
ratings in K, computing:

• bu ← bu + γ · (eu,i − λ6 · bu

)

• bi ← bi + γ · (eu,i − λ6 · bi

)

• qi ← qi + γ · (eu,i · (pu + |R(u)|− 1
2
∑

j∈R(u) yj )− λ7 · qi )

• pu ← pu + γ · (eu,i · qi − λ7 · pu)

• ∀j ∈ R(u) :
yj ← yj + γ · (eu,i · |R(u)|− 1

2 · qi − λ7 · yj )

When evaluating the method on the Netflix data, we used the following values
for the meta parameters: γ = 0.007, λ6 = 0.005, λ7 = 0.015. It is beneficial
to decrease step sizes (the γ ’s) by a factor of 0.9 after each iteration. The iterative
process runs for around 30 iterations until convergence.

Several types of implicit feedback can be simultaneously introduced into the
model by using extra sets of item factors. For example, if a user u has a certain kind
of implicit preference to the items in N1(u) (e.g., she rented them), and a different
type of implicit feedback to the items in N2(u) (e.g., she watched their trailers), we
could use the model

r̂u,i=μ+ bi + bu + qT
i

⎛

⎝pu+|N1(u)|− 1
2

∑

j∈N1(u)

y(1)
j +|N2(u)|− 1

2
∑

j∈N2(u)

y(2)
j

⎞

⎠ .

(14)
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The relative importance of each source of implicit feedback will be automatically
learned by the algorithm by its setting of the respective values of model parameters.

4.3 Time-Aware Factor Model

The matrix-factorization approach lends itself well to modeling temporal effects,
which can significantly improve its accuracy. In Sect. 3.1 we discussed the way
time affects baseline predictors, bu(t) and bi(t). However, temporal dynamics go
beyond this, they also affect user preferences and thereby the interaction between
users and items. Users change their preferences over time. For example, a fan of the
“psychological thrillers” genre may become a fan of “crime dramas” a year later.
Similarly, humans change their perception on certain actors and directors. This type
of evolution is modeled by taking the user factors (the vector pu) as a function of
time. Once again, we need to model those changes at the very fine level of a daily
basis, while facing the built-in scarcity of user ratings. In fact, these temporal effects
are the hardest to capture, because preferences are not as pronounced as main effects
(user-biases), but are split over many factors.

We modeled each component of the user preferences pu(t)
T = (pu,1(t), . . . , pu,f

(t)) in the same way that we treated user biases. Within the movie-rating dataset,
we have found modeling after (8) effective, leading to

pu,k(t) = pu,k + αu,k · devu(t)+ pu,k,t k = 1, . . . , f . (15)

Here pu,k captures the stationary portion of the factor, αu,k · devu(t) approximates
a possible portion that changes linearly over time, and pu,k,t absorbs the very local,
day-specific variability.

Note that we do specify static item characteristics, qi , because we do not expect
significant temporal variation for items, which, unlike humans, are static in nature.

At this point, we can tie all pieces together and extend the SVD++ factor model
by incorporating the time changing parameters. The resulting model will be denoted
as timeSVD++, where the prediction rule is as follows:

r̂u,i = μ+ bi(tu,i)+ bu(tu,i)+ qT
i

⎛

⎝pu(tu,i)+ |R(u)|− 1
2

∑

j∈R(u)

yj

⎞

⎠ (16)

The exact definitions of the time drifting parameters bi(t), bu(t) and pu(t) were
given in (5), (8) and (15). Learning is performed by minimizing the associated
squared error function on the training set using a regularized stochastic gradient
descent algorithm. The procedure is analogous to the one involving the original
SVD++ algorithm. Time complexity per iteration is still linear with the input size,
while wall clock running time is approximately doubled compared to SVD++, due
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to the extra overhead required for updating the temporal parameters. Importantly,
the convergence rate was not affected by the temporal parameterization, and the
process converges in around 30 iterations.

4.4 Comparison

In Table 2 we compare results of the three algorithms discussed in this section.
First is SVD, the plain matrix factorization algorithm. Second, is the SVD++
method, which improves upon SVD by incorporating a kind of implicit feedback.
Finally is timeSVD++, which accounts for temporal effects. The three methods are
compared over a range of factorization dimensions (f ). All benefit from a growing
number of factor dimensions that enables them to better express complex movie-
user interactions. Note that the number of parameters in SVD++ is comparable
to their number in SVD. This is because SVD++ adds only item factors, while
the complexity of our dataset is dominated by the much larger set of users.
On the other hand, timeSVD++ requires a significant increase in the number of
parameters, because of its refined representation of each user factor. Addressing
implicit feedback by the SVD++ model leads to accuracy gains within the movie
rating dataset. Yet, the improvement delivered by timeSVD++ over SVD++ is
consistently more significant. We are not aware of any single algorithm in the
literature that could deliver such accuracy. Further evidence of the importance of
capturing temporal dynamics is the fact that a timeSVD++ model of dimension
10 is already more accurate than an SVD model of dimension 200. Similarly, a
timeSVD++ model of dimension 20 is enough to outperform an SVD++ model of
dimension 200.

4.5 Summary

In its basic form, matrix factorization characterizes both items and users by vectors
of factors inferred from patterns of item ratings. High correspondence between item

Table 2 Comparison of three factor models: prediction accuracy is measured by RMSE (lower
is better) for varying factor dimensionality (f ). For all models, accuracy improves with growing
number of dimensions. SVD++ improves accuracy by incorporating implicit feedback into the
SVD model. Further accuracy gains are achieved by also addressing the temporal dynamics in the
data through the timeSVD++ model

Model f =10 f =20 f =50 f =100 f =200

SVD 0.9140 0.9074 0.9046 0.9025 0.9009

SVD++ 0.9131 0.9032 0.8952 0.8924 0.8911

Timesvd++ 0.8971 0.8891 0.8824 0.8805 0.8799
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and user factors leads to recommendation of an item to a user. These methods deliver
prediction accuracy superior to other published collaborative filtering techniques. At
the same time, they offer a memory efficient compact model, which can be trained
relatively easy. Those advantages, together with the implementation ease of gradient
based matrix factorization model (SVD), made this the method of choice within the
Netflix Prize competition.

What makes these techniques even more convenient is their ability to address
several crucial aspects of the data. First, is the ability to integrate multiple forms
of user feedback. One can better predict user ratings by also observing other
related actions by the same user, such as purchase and browsing history. The
proposed SVD++ model leverages multiple sorts of user feedback for improving
user profiling.

Another important aspect is the temporal dynamics that make users’ tastes evolve
over time. Each user and product potentially goes through a distinct series of
changes in their characteristics. A mere decay of older training instances cannot
adequately identify communal patterns of behavior in time changing data. The
solution we adopted is to model the temporal dynamics along the whole time
period, allowing us to intelligently separate transient factors from lasting ones.
The inclusion of temporal dynamics proved very useful in improving the quality
of predictions, more than various algorithmic enhancements.

5 Neighborhood Models

The most common approach to CF is based on neighborhood models. Chapter “Trust
Your Neighbors: A Comprehensive Survey of Neighborhood-Based Methods for
Recommender Systems” provides an extensive survey on this approach. Its original
form, which was shared by virtually all earlier CF systems, is user-user based; see
[20] for a good analysis. User-user methods estimate unknown ratings based on
recorded ratings of like-minded users.

Later, an analogous item-item approach [35, 48] became popular. In those
methods, a rating is estimated using known ratings made by the same user on similar
items. Better scalability and improved accuracy make the item-item approach more
favorable in many cases [3, 48, 52]. In addition, item-item methods are more
amenable to explaining the reasoning behind predictions. This is because users
are familiar with items previously preferred by them, but do not know those
allegedly like-minded users. We focus mostly on item-item approaches, but the same
techniques can be directly applied within a user-user approach; see also Sect. 5.4.2.

The structure of this section is as follows. First, we describe how to estimate the
similarity between two items, which is a basic building block of most neighborhood
techniques. Then, we move on to the widely used similarity-based neighborhood
method, which constitutes a straightforward application of the similarity weights.
We identify certain limitations of this similarity based approach.
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While most neighborhood methods are local in their nature—concentrating only
on a small subset of related ratings—it appears that an improved accuracy is
achieved by employing a more global viewpoint, leading to a method described
in Sect. 5.3. This newer approach, which is based on a more rigorous global
optimization, facilitates two new possibilities. First, is a neighborhood model with
vastly improved space requirements, as described in Sect. 5.4. Second is a treatment
of temporal dynamics within the neighborhood model, leading to better prediction
accuracy, as described in Sect. 5.5.

5.1 Similarity Measures

Central to most item-item approaches is a similarity measure between items.
Frequently, it is based on the Pearson correlation coefficient, ρi,j , which measures
the tendency of users to rate items i and j similarly. Since many ratings are
unknown, some items may share only a handful of common observed raters. The
empirical correlation coefficient, ρ̂i,j , is based only on the common user support.
It is advised to work with residuals from the baseline predictors (the bu,i’s; see
Sect. 3) to compensate for user- and item-specific deviations. Thus the approximated
correlation coefficient is given by

ρ̂i,j =
∑

u∈U(i,j)(ru,i − bu,i)(ru,j − bu,j )√∑
u∈U(i,j)(ru,i − bu,i)2 ·∑u∈U(i,j)(ru,j − bu,j )2

. (17)

The set U(i, j)
def= R(i) ∩ R(j) contains the users who rated both items i and j .

Because estimated correlations based on a greater user support are more reliable,
an appropriate similarity measure, denoted by si,j , is a shrunk correlation coefficient
of the form

si,j
def= ni,j − 1

ni,j − 1+ λ8
ρ̂i,j . (18)

The variable ni,j = |U(i, j)| denotes the number of users that rated both i and j . A
typical value for λ8 is 100.

Such shrinkage can be motivated from a Bayesian perspective; see Section 2.6
of Gelman et al. [19]. Suppose that the true ρi,j are independent random variables
drawn from a normal distribution,

ρi,j ∼ N(0, τ 2)

for known τ 2. The mean of 0 is justified if the bu,i account for both user and item
deviations from average. Meanwhile, suppose that

ρ̂i,j |ρi,j ∼ N(ρi,j , σ
2
i,j )
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for known σ 2
i,j . We estimate ρi,j by its posterior mean:

E(ρi,j |ρ̂i,j ) = τ 2ρ̂i,j

τ 2 + σ 2
i,j

the empirical estimator ρ̂i,j shrunk a fraction, σ 2
i,j /(τ

2 + σ 2
i,j ), of the way toward

zero.
Formula (18) follows from approximating the variance of a correlation by σ 2

i,j =
1/(ni,j − 1), the value for ρi,j near 0.

Notice that the literature suggests additional alternatives for a similarity measure
[48, 52].

5.2 Similarity-Based Interpolation

Here we describe the most popular approach to neighborhood modeling, and
apparently also to CF in general. Our goal is to predict ru,i—the unobserved rating
by user u for item i. Using the similarity measure, we identify the k items rated by
u that are most similar to i. This set of k neighbors is denoted by Sk(i; u). Note that
Sk(i; u) excludes the item i that we want to predict. The predicted value of ru,i is
taken as a weighted average of the ratings of neighboring items, while adjusting for
user and item effects through the baseline predictors

r̂u,i =bu,i +
∑

j∈Sk(i;u) si,j (ru,j − bu,j )∑
j∈Sk(i;u) si,j

(19)

=bu,i +
∑

j∈Sk(i;u)

si,j∑
l∈Sk(i;u) si,l

(ru,j − bu,j ) .

Note the dual use of the similarities for both identification of nearest neighbors and
as the interpolation weights in Eq. (19).

Sometimes, instead of relying directly on the similarity weights as interpolation
coefficients, one can achieve better results by transforming these weights. For
example, we have found at several datasets that squaring the correlation-based

similarities is helpful. This leads to a rule like: r̂u,i = bu,i +
∑

j∈Sk(i;u)
s2
i,j (ru,j−bu,j )

∑
j∈Sk(i;u)

s2
i,j

.

Toscher et al. [55] discuss more sophisticated transformations of these weights.
Similarity-based methods became very popular because they are intuitive and rel-

atively simple to implement. They also offer the following two useful properties:

1. Explainability. The importance of explaining automated recommendations is
widely recognized [21, 54]; see also Chap. “Beyond Explaining Single Item
Recommendations”. Users expect a system to give a reason for its predictions,
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rather than present “black box” recommendations. Explanations not only enrich
the user experience, but also encourage users to interact with the system,
fix wrong impressions and improve long-term accuracy. The neighborhood
framework allows identifying which of the past user actions are most influential
on the computed prediction.

2. New ratings. Item-item neighborhood models can provide updated recommen-
dations immediately after users enter new ratings. This includes handling new
users as soon as they provide feedback to the system, without needing to re-
train the model and estimate new parameters. This assumes that relationships
between items (the si,j values) are stable and barely change on a daily basis.
Notice that for items new to the system we do have to learn new parameters.
Interestingly, this asymmetry between users and items meshes well with common
practices: quality systems are expected to provide immediate recommendations
to new users, or to instantly refresh recommendations as new ratings are entered
by existing users. On the other hand, it is reasonable to require a waiting period
before recommending items new to the system.

However, standard neighborhood-based methods raise some concerns:

1. The similarity function (si,j ), which directly defines the interpolation weights,
is arbitrary. Various CF algorithms use somewhat different similarity measures,
trying to quantify the elusive notion of user- or item-similarity. As an example,
suppose that a particular item is predicted perfectly by a subset of the neighbors.
In that case, we would like the predictive subset to receive all the weight, but
that is impossible for bounded similarity scores like the Pearson correlation
coefficient.

2. Previous neighborhood-based methods do not account for interactions among
neighbors. Each similarity between an item i and a neighbor j ∈ Sk(i; u) is
computed independently of the content of Sk(i; u) and the other similarities: sil
for l ∈ Sk(i; u) − {j}. For example, suppose that our items are movies, and the
neighbors set contains three movies that are highly correlated with each other
(e.g., sequels such as “Lord of the Rings 1–3”). An algorithm that ignores the
similarity of the three movies when determining their interpolation weights, may
end up essentially triple counting the information provided by the group.

3. By definition, the interpolation weights sum to one, which may cause overfitting.
Suppose that an item has no useful neighbors rated by a particular user. In that
case, it would be best to ignore the neighborhood information, staying with
the more robust baseline predictors. Nevertheless, the standard neighborhood
formula uses a weighted average of ratings for the uninformative neighbors.

4. Neighborhood methods may not work well if the variability of ratings differs
substantially among neighbors.

Some of these issues can be fixed to a certain degree, while others are more
difficult to solve within the basic framework. For example, the third item, dealing
with the sum-to-one constraint, can be alleviated by using the following prediction
rule:
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r̂u,i = bu,i +
∑

j∈Sk(i;u) si,j (ru,j − bu,j )

λ9 +∑
j∈Sk(i;u) si,j

(20)

The constant λ9 penalizes the neighborhood portion when there is not much
neighborhood information, e.g., when

∑
j∈Sk(i;u) si,j � λ9. Indeed, we have found

that setting an appropriate value of λ9 leads to accuracy improvements over (19).
Nonetheless, the whole framework here is not justified by a formal model. Thus,
we strive for better results with a more rigorous approach, as we describe in the
following.

5.3 A Global Neighborhood Model

In this subsection, we introduce a neighborhood model based on global optimiza-
tion. The model offers an improved prediction accuracy, with additional advantages
that are summarized as follows:

1. No reliance on arbitrary or heuristic item-item similarities. The new model is cast
as the solution to a global optimization problem.

2. Inherent overfitting prevention or “risk control”: the model reverts to robust
baseline predictors, unless a user entered sufficiently many relevant ratings.

3. The model can capture the totality of weak signals encompassed in all of a user’s
ratings, not needing to concentrate only on the few ratings for most similar items.

4. The model naturally allows integrating different forms of user input, such as
explicit and implicit feedback.

5. A highly scalable implementation (Sect. 5.4) allows linear time and space
complexity, thus facilitating both item-item and user-user implementations to
scale well to very large datasets.

6. Time drifting aspects of the data can be integrated into the model, thereby
improving its accuracy; see Sect. 5.5.

5.3.1 Building the Model

We gradually construct the various components of the model, through an ongoing
refinement of our formulations. Previous models were centered around user-specific
interpolation weights—si,j /

∑
l∈Sk(i;u) si,l in (19)—relating item i to the items in

a user-specific neighborhood Sk(i; u). In order to facilitate global optimization,
we would like to abandon such user-specific weights in favor of global item-item
weights independent of a specific user. The weight from j to i is denoted by wi,j

and will be learned from the data through optimization. An initial sketch of the
model describes each rating ru,i by the equation

r̂u,i = bu,i +
∑

j∈R(u)

(ru,j − bu,j )wi,j . (21)
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This rule starts with the crude, yet robust, baseline predictors (bu,i). Then, the
estimate is adjusted by summing over all2 ratings by u.

Let us consider the interpretation of the weights. Usually the weights in a
neighborhood model represent interpolation coefficients relating unknown ratings
to existing ones. Here, we adopt a different viewpoint, that enables a more flexible
usage of the weights. We no longer treat weights as interpolation coefficients.
Instead, we take weights as part of adjustments, or offsets, added to the baseline
predictors. This way, the weight wi,j is the extent by which we increase our baseline
prediction of ru,i based on the observed value of ru,j . For two related items i and
j , we expect wi,j to be high. Thus, whenever a user u rated j higher than expected
(ru,j − bu,j is high), we would like to increase our estimate for u’s rating of i by
adding (ru,j − bu,j )wi,j to the baseline prediction. Likewise, our estimate will not
deviate much from the baseline by an item j that u rated just as expected (ru,j−bu,j

is around zero), or by an item j that is not known to be predictive on i (wi,j is close
to zero).

This viewpoint suggests several enhancements to (21). First, we can use the form
of binary user input, which was found beneficial for factorization models. Namely,
analyzing which items were rated regardless of rating value. To this end, we add
another set of weights, and rewrite (21) as

r̂u,i = bu,i +
∑

j∈R(u)

[(ru,j − bu,j )wi,j + ci,j ] . (22)

Similarly, one could employ here another set of implicit feedback, N(u)—e.g.,
the set of items rented or purchased by the user—leading to the rule

r̂u,i = bu,i +
∑

j∈R(u)

(ru,j − bu,j )wi,j +
∑

j∈N(u)

ci,j . (23)

Much like the wi,j ’s, the ci,j ’s are offsets added to the baseline predictor. For two
items i and j , an implicit preference by u for j leads us to adjust our estimate of
ru,i by ci,j , which is expected to be high if j is predictive on i.

Employing global weights, rather than user-specific interpolation coefficients,
emphasizes the influence of missing ratings. In other words, a user’s opinion is
formed not only by what he rated, but also by what he did not rate. For example,
suppose that a movie ratings dataset shows that users that rate “Shrek 3” high also
gave high ratings to “Shrek 1–2”. This will establish high weights from “Shrek 1–2”
to “Shrek 3”. Now, if a user did not rate “Shrek 1–2” at all, his predicted rating for
“Shrek 3” will be penalized, as some necessary weights cannot be added to the sum.

For the prior model (19) that interpolated ru,i − bu,i from {ru,j − bu,j |j ∈
Sk(i; u)}, it was necessary to maintain compatibility between the bu,i values and

2 The item i should be excluded from the summation over R(u). To simplify notation, we omit this
detail in the remainder of this section.
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the bu,j values. However, here we do not use interpolation, so we can decouple
the definitions of bu,i and bu,j . Accordingly, a more general prediction rule would
be: r̂u,i = b̃u,i +∑

j∈R(u)(ru,j − bu,j )wi,j + ci,j . The constant b̃u,i can represent
predictions of ru,i by other methods such as a latent factor model. Here, we suggest
the following rule that was found to work well:

r̂u,i = μ+ bu + bi +
∑

j∈R(u)

[(ru,j − bu,j )wi,j + ci,j ] (24)

Importantly, the bu,j ’s remain constants, which are derived as explained in Sect. 3.
However, the bu’s and bi’s become parameters that are optimized much like the
wi,j ’s and ci,j ’s.

We have found that it is beneficial to normalize sums in the model leading to the
form

r̂u,i = μ+ bu + bi + |R(u)|−α
∑

j∈R(u)

[(ru,j − bu,j )wi,j + ci,j ] . (25)

The constant α controls the extent of normalization. A non-normalized rule (α = 0),
encourages greater deviations from baseline predictions for users that provided
many ratings (high |R(u)|). On the other hand, a fully normalized rule (α = 1),
eliminates the effect of number of ratings on deviations from baseline predictions.
In many cases it would be a good practice for recommender systems to have greater
deviation from baselines for users that rate a lot. This way, we take more risk with
well-modeled users that provided much input. For such users we are willing to
predict quirkier and less common recommendations. At the same time, we are less
certain about the modeling of users that provided only a little input, in which case we
would like to stay with safe estimates close to the baseline values. Our experience
with the Netflix dataset shows that best results are achieved with α = 0.5, as in the
prediction rule

r̂u,i = μ+ bu + bi + |R(u)|− 1
2

∑

j∈R(u)

[(ru,j − bu,j )wi,j + ci,j ] . (26)

As an optional refinement, complexity of the model can be reduced by pruning
parameters corresponding to unlikely item-item relations. Let us denote by Sk(i) the
set of k items most similar to i, as determined by e.g., a similarity measure si,j or

a natural hierarchy associated with the item set. Additionally, we use Rk(i; u)
def=

R(u) ∩ Sk(i).3 Now, when predicting ru,i according to (26), it is expected that

3 Notational clarification: With other neighborhood models it was beneficial to use Sk(i; u), which
denotes the k items most similar to i among those rated by u. Hence, if u rated at least k items, we
will always have |Sk(i; u)| = k, regardless of how similar those items are to i. However, |Rk(i; u)|
is typically smaller than k, as some of those items most similar to i were not rated by u.
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the most influential weights will be associated with items similar to i. Hence, we
replace (26) with

r̂u,i =μ+ bu + bi + |Rk(i; u)|− 1
2

∑

j∈Rk(i;u)

[(ru,j − bu,j )wi,j + ci,j ] . (27)

When k = ∞, rule (27) coincides with (26). However, for other values of k it offers
the potential to significantly reduce the number of variables involved.

5.3.2 Parameter Estimation

Prediction rule (27) allows fast online prediction. More computational work is
needed at a pre-processing stage where parameters are estimated. A major design
goal of the new neighborhood model was facilitating an efficient global optimization
procedure, which prior neighborhood models lacked. Thus, model parameters are
learned by solving the regularized least squares problem associated with (27):

min
b∗,w∗,c∗

∑

(u,i)∈K

[(
ru,i − μ− bu − bi − |Rk(i; u)|− 1

2

×
∑

j∈Rk(i;u)

(
(ru,j − bu,j )wi,j + ci,j

) )2

+ λ10

(
b2
u + b2

i +
∑

j∈Rk(i;u)

w2
i,j + c2

i,j

)]
(28)

An optimal solution of this convex problem can be obtained by least square
solvers, which are part of standard linear algebra packages. However, we have found
that the following simple stochastic gradient descent solver works much faster. Let
us denote the prediction error, ru,i− r̂u,i , by eu,i . We loop through all known ratings
in K. For a given training case ru,i , we modify the parameters by moving in the
opposite direction of the gradient, yielding:

• bu ← bu + γ · (eu,i − λ10 · bu

)

• bi ← bi + γ · (eu,i − λ10 · bi

)

• ∀j ∈ Rk(i; u) :
wi,j ← wi,j + γ ·

(
|Rk(i; u)|− 1

2 · eu,i · (ru,j − bu,j )− λ10 · wi,j

)

ci,j ← ci,j + γ ·
(
|Rk(i; u)|− 1

2 · eu,i − λ10 · ci,j

)

The meta-parameters γ (step size) and λ10 are determined by cross-validation.
We used γ = 0.005 and λ10 = 0.002 for the Netflix data. Another important
parameter is k, which controls the neighborhood size. Our experience shows that
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increasing k always benefits the accuracy of the results on the test set. Hence, the
choice of k should reflect a tradeoff between prediction accuracy and computational
cost. In Sect. 5.4 we will describe a factored version of the model that eliminates
this tradeoff by allowing us to work with the most accurate k = ∞ while lowering
running time.

A typical number of iterations throughout the training data is 15–20. As for time
complexity per iteration, let us analyze the most accurate case where k = ∞, which
is equivalent to using prediction rule (26). For each user u and item i ∈ R(u)

we need to modify {wi,j , ci,j |j ∈ R(u)}. Thus the overall time complexity of the
training phase is O(

∑
u |R(u)|2).

5.3.3 Comparison of Accuracy

Experimental results on the Netflix data with the globally optimized neighborhood
model, henceforth dubbed GlobalNgbr, are presented in Fig. 1. We studied the
model under different values of parameter k. The solid black curve with square
symbols shows that accuracy monotonically improves with rising k values, as
root mean squared error (RMSE) falls from 0.9139 for k = 250 to 0.9002 for
k = ∞. (Notice that since the Netflix data contains 17,770 movies, k = ∞ is
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Fig. 1 Comparison of neighborhood-based models. Accuracy is measured by RMSE on the
Netflix test set, so lower values indicate better performance. We measure the accuracy of the
globally optimized model (GlobalNgbr) with and without implicit feedback. RMSE is shown as a
function of varying values of k, which dictates the neighborhood size. The accuracy of two other
models is shown as two horizontal lines; for each we picked an optimal neighborhood size
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equivalent to k =17,769, where all item-item relations are explored.) We repeated
the experiments without using the implicit feedback, that is, dropping the ci,j

parameters from our model. The results depicted by the black curve with X’s
show a significant decline in estimation accuracy, which widens as k grows. This
demonstrates the value of incorporating implicit feedback into the model.

For comparison we provide results of a similarity-based neighborhood model,
CorNgbr, as decribed in Sect. 5.2), and a more accurate neighborhood model,
JointNgbr [3], that learns local interpolations weights. For both these two models,
we tried to pick optimal parameters and neighborhood sizes, which were 20 for
CorNgbr, and 50 for JointNgbr. The results are depicted by the dotted and dashed
lines, respectively. It is clear that the popular CorNgbr method is noticeably less
accurate than the other neighborhood models. On the opposite side, GlobalNgbr
delivers more accurate results even when compared with JointNgbr, as long as the
value of k is at least 500. Notice that the k value (the x-axis) is irrelevant to the
previous models, as their different notion of neighborhood makes neighborhood
sizes incompatible. Yet, we observed that while the performance of GlobalNgbr
keeps improving as more neighbors are added, this was not true with the two other
models. For CorNgbr and JointNgbr, performance peaks with a relatively small
number of neighbors and declines therafter. This may be explained by the fact
that in GlobalNgbr, parameters are directly learned from the data through a formal
optimization procedure that facilitates using many more parameters effectively.

Finally, let us consider running time. Previous neighborhood models require
very light pre-processing, though, JointNgbr [3] requires solving a small system of
equations for each provided prediction. The new model does involve pre-processing
where parameters are estimated. However, online prediction is immediate by
following rule (27). Pre-processing time grows with the value of k. Figure 2 shows
typical running times per iteration on the Netflix data, as measured on a single
processor 3.4 GHz Pentium 4 PC.

5.4 A Factorized Neighborhood Model

In the previous subsection we presented a more accurate neighborhood model,
which is based on prediction rule (26) with training time complexity O(

∑
u |R(u)|2)

and space complexity O(m+n2). (Recall that m is the number of users, and n is the
number of items.) We could improve time and space complexity by sparsifying the
model through pruning unlikely item-item relations. Sparsification was controlled
by the parameter k � n, which reduced running time and allowed space complexity
of O(m+nk). However, as k gets lower, the accuracy of the model declines as well.
In addition, sparsification required relying on an external, less natural, similarity
measure, which we would have liked to avoid. Thus, we will now show how to retain
the accuracy of the full dense prediction rule (26), while significantly lowering time
and space complexity.
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Fig. 2 Running time per iteration of the globally optimized neighborhood model, as a function of
the parameter k

5.4.1 Factoring Item-Item Relationships

We factor item-item relationships by associating each item i with three vectors:
qi , xi , yi ∈ Rf . This way, we confine wi,j to be qT

i xi . Similarly, we impose
ci,j = qT

i yj . Essentially, these vectors strive to map items into an f -dimensional
latent factor space where they are measured against various aspects that are revealed
automatically by learning from the data. By substituting this into (26) we get the
following prediction rule:

r̂u,i =μ+ bu + bi + |R(u)|− 1
2

∑

j∈R(u)

[(ru,j − bu,j )qT
i xj + qT

i yj ] (29)

Computational gains become more obvious by using the equivalent rule

r̂u,i = μ+ bu + bi + qT
i

⎛

⎝|R(u)|− 1
2

∑

j∈R(u)

(ru,j − bu,j )xj + yj

⎞

⎠ . (30)

Notice that the bulk of the rule (|R(u)|− 1
2
∑

j∈R(u)[(ru,j−bu,j )xj+yj ]) depends
only on u while being independent of i. This leads to an efficient way to learn the
model parameters. As usual, we minimize the regularized squared error function
associated with (30)
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argmin
q∗,x∗,y∗,b∗

∑

(u,i)∈K

[(
ru,i − μ− bu − bi − qT

i

(
|R(u)|− 1

2
∑

j∈R(u)

(ru,j

− bu,j )xj + yj

))2

+ λ11

(
b2
u + b2

i + ‖qi‖2 +
∑

j∈R(u)

‖xj‖2 + ‖yj‖2
)]

. (31)

Optimization is done by a stochastic gradient descent scheme, which is described
in the following pseudo code:

LearnFactorizedNeighborhoodModel(Known ratings: ru,i , rank: f )
% For each item i compute qi , xi , yi ∈ Rf

% which form a neighborhood model
Const #I terations = 20, γ = 0.002, λ = 0.04
% Gradient descent sweeps:
for count = 1, . . . , #I terations do

for u = 1, . . . , m do
% Compute the component independent of i:

pu ← |R(u)|− 1
2
∑

j∈R(u)(ru,j − bu,j )xj + yj

sum← 0
for all i ∈ R(u) do

r̂u,i ← μ+ bu + bi + qT
i pu

eu,i ← ru,i − r̂u,i

% Accumulate information for gradient steps on xi , yi:
sum← sum+ eu,i · qi

% Perform gradient step on qi , bu, bi:
qi ← qi + γ · (eu,i · pu − λ · qi )

bu ← bu + γ · (eu,i − λ · bu

)

bi ← bi + γ · (eu,i − λ · bi

)

for all i ∈ R(u) do
% Perform gradient step on xi:

xi ← xi + γ · (|R(u)|− 1
2 · (ru,i − bu,i) · sum− λ · xi )

% Perform gradient step on yi:

yi ← yi + γ · (|R(u)|− 1
2 · sum− λ · yi )

return {qi , xi , yi |i = 1, . . . , n}

The time complexity of this model is linear with the input size, O(f ·∑
u(|R(u)|)) = O(f · |K|), which is significantly better than the non-factorized

model that required time O(
∑

u |R(u)|2). We measured the performance of the
model on the Netflix data; see Table 3. Accuracy is improved as we use more
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Table 3 Performance of the factorized item-item neighborhood model. The models with � 200
factors slightly outperform the non-factorized model, while providing much shorter running time

#factors 50 100 200 500

RMSE 0.9037 0.9013 0.9000 0.8998

Time/iteration 4.5 min 8 min 14 min 34 min

factors (increasing f ). However, going beyond 200 factors could barely improve
performance, while slowing running time. Interestingly, we have found that with
f � 200 accuracy negligibly exceeds the best non-factorized model (with k = ∞).
In addition, the improved time complexity translates into a big difference in
wall-clock measured running time. For example, the time-per-iteration for the
non-factorized model (with k = ∞) was close to 58 minutes. On the other hand, a
factorized model with f = 200 could complete an iteration in 14 minutes without
degrading accuracy at all.

The most important benefit of the factorized model is the reduced space complex-
ity, which is O(m + nf )—linear in the input size. Previous neighborhood models
required storing all pairwise relations between items, leading to a quadratic space
complexity of O(m + n2). For the Netflix dataset which contains 17,770 movies,
such quadratic space can still fit within core memory. However, some commercial
recommenders process a much higher number of items. For example, large video
sharing platforms, music streaming services or online shops offer millions of items.
Storing the entire set of all pairwise relations becomes infeasible and instead, a
sparse version of the pairwise relations can be considered. To this end, only values
relating an item to its top-k most similar neighbors are stored thereby reducing
space complexity to O(m+nk). However, a sparsification technique will inevitably
degrade accuracy by missing important relations, as demonstrated in the previous
section. In addition, identification of the top k most similar items in such a high
dimensional space is a non-trivial task that can require considerable computational
efforts. All these issues do not exist in our factorized neighborhood model, which
offers a linear time and space complexity without trading off accuracy.

The factorized neighborhood model resembles some latent factor models. The
important distinction is that here we factorize the item-item relationships, rather
than the ratings themselves. The results reported in Table 3 are comparable to
those of the widely used SVD model, but not as good as those of SVD++;
see Sect. 4. Nonetheless, the factorized neighborhood model retains the practical
advantages of traditional neighborhood models discussed earlier—the abilities to
explain recommendations and to immediately reflect new ratings.

As a side remark, we would like to mention that the decision to use three separate
sets of factors was intended to give us more flexibility. Indeed, on the Netflix data
this allowed achieving most accurate results. However, another reasonable choice
could be using a smaller set of vectors, e.g., by requiring: qi = xi (implying
symmetric weights: wi,j = wj,i).
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5.4.2 A User-User Model

A user-user neighborhood model predicts ratings by considering how like-minded
users rated the same items. Such models can be implemented by switching the
roles of users and items throughout our derivation of the item-item model. Here,
we would like to concentrate on a user-user model, which is dual to the item-item
model of (26). The major difference is replacing the wi,j weights relating item pairs,
with weights relating user pairs:

r̂u,i = μ+ bu + bi + |R(i)|− 1
2
∑

v∈R(i)

(rv,i − bv,i)wu,v (32)

The set R(i) contains all the users who rated item i. Notice that here we decided
to not account for implicit feedback. This is because adding such feedback was not
very beneficial for the user-user model when working with the Netflix data.

User-user models can become useful in various situations. For example, some
recommenders may deal with items that are rapidly replaced, thus making item-item
relations very volatile. On the other hand, a stable user base enables establishment of
long term relationships between users. An example of such a case is a recommender
system for web articles or news items, which are rapidly changing by their nature;
see, e.g., [15]. In such cases, systems centered around user-user relations are more
appealing.

In addition, user-user approaches identify different kinds of relations that item-
item approaches may fail to recognize, and thus can be useful on certain occasions.
For example, suppose that we want to predict ru,i , but none of the items rated by
user u is really relevant to i. In this case, an item-item approach will face obvious
difficulties. However, when employing a user-user perspective, we may find a set of
users similar to u, who rated i. The ratings of i by these users would allow us to
improve prediction of ru,i .

The major disadvantage of user-user models is computational. Since typically
there are many more users than items, pre-computing and storing all user-user
relations, or even a reasonably sparsified version thereof, is overly expensive or
completely impractical. In addition to the high O(m2) space complexity, the time
complexity for optimizing model (32) is also much higher than its item-item
counterpart, being O(

∑
i |R(i)|2) (notice that |R(i)| is expected to be much higher

than |R(u)|). These issues have rendered user-user models as a less practical choice.

A Factorized Model All those computational differences disappear by factorizing
the user-user model along the same lines as in the item-item model. Now, we
associate each user u with two vectors pu, zu ∈ Rf . We assume the user-user
relations to be structured as: wu,v = pT

u zv . Let us substitute this into (32) to get

r̂u,i = μ+ bu + bi + |R(i)|− 1
2
∑

v∈R(i)

(rv,i − bv,i)pT
u zv . (33)
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Table 4 Performance of the factorized user-user neighborhood model

#factors 50 100 200 500

RMSE 0.9119 0.9110 0.9101 0.9093

Time/iteration 3 min 5 min 8.5 min 18 min

Once again, an efficient computation is achieved by including the terms that depends
on i but are independent of u in a separate sum, so the prediction rule is presented
in the equivalent form

r̂u,i = μ+ bu + bi + pT
u |R(i)|− 1

2
∑

v∈R(i)

(rv,i − bv,i)zv . (34)

In a parallel fashion to the item-item model, all parameters are learned in linear
time O(f ·∑i |R(i)|) = O(f · |K|). The space complexity is also linear with the
input size being O(n + mf ). This significantly lowers the complexity of the user-
user model compared to previously known results. In fact, running time measured
on the Netflix data shows that now the user-user model is even faster than the
item-item model; see Table 4. We should remark that unlike the item-item model,
our implementation of the user-user model did not account for implicit feedback,
which probably led to its shorter running time. Accuracy of the user-user model is
significantly better than that of the widely-used correlation-based item-item model
that achieves RMSE=0.9406 as reported in Fig. 1. Furthermore, accuracy is slightly
better than the variant of the item-item model, which also did not account for
implicit feedback (dotted curve in Fig. 1). This is quite surprising given the common
wisdom that item-item methods are more accurate than user-user ones. It appears
that a well implemented user-user model can match speed and accuracy of an item-
item model. However, our item-item model could significantly benefit by accounting
for implicit feedback.

Fusing Item-Item and User-User Models Since item-item and user-user models
address different aspects of the data, overall accuracy is expected to improve by
combining predictions of both models. Such an approach was previously suggested
and was shown to improve accuracy; see, e.g. [5, 57]. However, past efforts were
based on blending the item-item and user-user predictions during a post-processing
stage, after each individual model was trained independently of the other model.
A more principled approach optimizes the two models simultaneously, letting them
know of each other while parameters are being learned. Thus, throughout the entire
training phase each model is aware of the capabilities of the other model and strives
to complement it. Our approach, which states the neighborhood models as formal
optimization problems, allows doing that naturally. We devise a model that sums the
item-item model (29) and the user-user model (33), leading to
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r̂u,i =μ+ bu + bi + |R(u)|− 1
2

∑

j∈R(u)

[(ru,j − bu,j )qT
i xj + qT

i yj ]

+ |R(i)|− 1
2
∑

v∈R(i)

(rv,i − bv,i)pT
u zv . (35)

Model parameters are learned by stochastic gradient descent optimization of the
associated squared error function. Our experiments with the Netflix data show that
prediction accuracy is indeed better than that of each individual model. For example,
with 100 factors the obtained RMSE is 0.8966, while with 200 factors the obtained
RMSE is 0.8953.

Here we would like to comment that our approach allows integrating the
neighborhood models also with completely different models in a similar way. For
example, in [26] we showed an integrated model that combines the item-item
model with a latent factor model (SVD++), thereby achieving improved prediction
accuracy with RMSE below 0.887. Therefore, other possibilities with potentially
better accuracy should be explored before considering the integration of item-item
and user-user models.

5.5 Temporal Dynamics at Neighborhood Models

One of the advantages of the item-item model based on global optimization
(Sect. 5.3), is that it enables us to capture temporal dynamics in a principled manner.
As we commented earlier, user preferences are drifting over time, and hence it is
important to introduce temporal aspects into CF models.

When adapting rule (26) to address temporal dynamics, two components should
be considered separately. First component, μ + bi + bu, corresponds to the
baseline predictor portion. Typically, this component explains most variability in

the observed signal. Second component, |R(u)|− 1
2
∑

j∈R(u)(ru,j − bu,j )wi,j + ci,j ,
captures the more informative signal, which deals with user-item interaction. As
for the baseline part, nothing changes from the factor model, and we replace it
with μ+ bi(tu,i)+ bu(tu,i), according to (5) and (8). However, capturing temporal
dynamics within the interaction part requires a different strategy.

Item-item weights (wi,j and ci,j ) reflect inherent item characteristics and are not
expected to drift over time. The learning process should capture unbiased long term
values, without being too affected from drifting aspects. Indeed, the time changing
nature of the data can mask much of the longer term item-item relationships if not
treated adequately. For instance, a user rating both items i and j high within a short
time period, is a good indicator for relating them, thereby pushing higher the value
of wi,j . On the other hand, if those two ratings are given five years apart, while
the user’s taste (if not her identity) could considerably change, this provides less
evidence of any relation between the items. On top of this, we would argue that those
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considerations are pretty much user-dependent; some users are more consistent than
others and allow relating their longer term actions.

Our goal here is to distill accurate values for the item-item weights, despite the
interfering temporal effects. First we need to parameterize the decaying relations
between two items rated by user u. We adopt exponential decay formed by the
function e−βu·�t , where βu > 0 controls the user specific decay rate and should be
learned from the data. We also experimented with other decay forms, like the more
computationally-friendly (1+βu�t)−1, which resulted in about the same accuracy,
with an improved running time.

This leads to the prediction rule

r̂u,i=μ+bi(tu,i)+bu(tu,i)+|R(u)|− 1
2

∑

j∈R(u)

e−βu·|tu,i−tu,j |((ru,j−bu,j )wi,j+ci,j ) .

(36)
The involved parameters, bi(tu,i) = bi+bi,Bin(tu,i ), bu(tu,i) = bu+αu ·devu(tu,i)+
bu,tu,i

, βu, wi,j and ci,j , are learned by minimizing the associated regularized
squared error

∑

(u,i)∈K

[(
ru,i − μ− bi − bi,Bin(tu,i ) − bu − αudevu(tu,i)− bu,tu,i

−

|R(u)|− 1
2

∑

j∈R(u)

e−βu·|tu,i−tu,j |((ru,j − bu,j )wi,j + ci,j )

)2

+

λ12

(
b2
i + b2

i,Bin(tu,i )
+ b2

u + α2
u + b2

u,t + w2
i,j + c2

i,j

)]
. (37)

Minimization is performed by stochastic gradient descent. We run the process for
25 iterations, with λ12 = 0.002, and step size (learning rate) of 0.005. An exception
is the update of the exponent βu, where we are using a much smaller step size of
10−7. Training time complexity is the same as the original algorithm, which is:
O(

∑
u |R(u)|2). One can tradeoff complexity with accuracy by sparsifying the set

of item-item relations as explained in Sect. 5.3.
As in the factor case, properly considering temporal dynamics improves the

accuracy of the neighborhood model within the movie ratings dataset. The RMSE
decreases from 0.9002 [26] to 0.8885. To our best knowledge, this is significantly
better than previously known results by neighborhood methods. To put this in
some perspective, this result is even better than those reported by using hybrid
approaches such as applying a neighborhood approach on residuals of other
algorithms [3, 39, 55]. A lesson is that addressing temporal dynamics in the data can
have a more significant impact on accuracy than designing more complex learning
algorithms. Compared to the matrix factorization counterparts the neighborhood
methods show a higher RMSE, typically by about 0.01. For example, 0.8998 for
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the factorized item-item neighborhood model vs 0.8911 for SVD++, and 0.8885 for
best neighborhood model with time dynamics vs 0.8799 for timeSVD++.

We would like to highlight an interesting point. Let u be a user whose preferences
are quickly drifting (βu is large). Hence, old ratings by u should not be very
influential on his status at the current time t . One could be tempted to decay the
weight of u’s older ratings, leading to “instance weighting” through a cost function
like

∑

(u,i)∈K
e−βu·|t−tu,i |

[(
ru,i−μ−bi−bi,Bin(tu,i )−bu−αudevu(tu,i)−

bu,tu,i
−|R(u)|− 1

2
∑

j∈R(u)

((ru,j−bu,j )wi,j+ci,j )

)2

+λ12(· · · )
]

.

Such a function is focused at the current state of the user (at time t), while de-
emphasizing past actions. We would argue against this choice, and opt for equally
weighting the prediction error at all past ratings as in (37), thereby modeling all
past user behavior. Therefore, equal-weighting allows us to exploit the signal at
each of the past ratings, a signal that is extracted as item-item weights. Learning
those weights would equally benefit from all ratings by a user. In other words, we
can deduce that two items are related if users rated them similarly within a short
time frame, even if this happened long ago.

5.6 Summary

This section follows a less traditional neighborhood based model, which unlike
previous neighborhood methods is based on formally optimizing a global cost
function. The resulting model is no longer localized, considering relationships
between a small set of strong neighbors, but rather considers all possible pairwise
relations. This leads to improved prediction accuracy, while maintaining some
merits of the neighborhood approach such as explainability of predictions and
ability to handle new ratings (or new users) without re-training the model.

The formal optimization framework offers several new possibilities. First, is a
factorized version of the neighborhood model, which improves its computational
complexity while retaining prediction accuracy. In particular, it is free from the
quadratic storage requirements that limited past neighborhood models.

Second addition is the incorporation of temporal dynamics into the model.
In order to reveal accurate relations among items, a proposed model learns how
influence between two items rated by a user decays over time. Much like in the
matrix factorization case, accounting for temporal effects results in a significant
improvement in predictive accuracy.
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6 Between Neighborhood and Factorization

This chapter is structured around two different approaches to CF: factorization
and neighborhood. Each approach evolved from different basic principles, which
led to distinct prediction rules. We also argued that factorization can lead to
somewhat more accurate results, while neighborhood models may have some
practical advantages. In this section we will show that despite those differences,
the two approaches share much in common.

Let us consider the matrix factorization model of Sect. 4.1 (SVD), based on

r̂u,i = qT
i pu . (38)

For simplicity, we ignore here the baseline predictors, but one can easily reintroduce
them or just assume that they were subtracted from all ratings at an earlier stage.

We arrange all item-factors within the n × f matrix Q = [q1q2 . . . qn]T .
Similarly, we arrange all user-factors within the m× f matrix P = [p1p2 . . . pm]T .
We use the nu×f matrix Q[u] to denote the restriction of Q to the items rated by u,
where nu = |R(u)|. Let the vector ru ∈ Rnu contain the ratings given by u ordered
as in Q[u]. Now, by activating (38) on all ratings given by u, we can reformulate it
in a matrix form

r̂u = Q[u]pu (39)

For Q[u] fixed, ‖ru −Q[u]pu‖2 is minimized by

pu = (Q[u]T Q[u])−1Q[u]T ru

In practice, we will regularize with λ � 0 to get

pu = (Q[u]T Q[u] + λI)−1Q[u]T ru .

By substituting pu in (39) we get

r̂u = Q[u](Q[u]T Q[u] + λI)−1Q[u]T ru . (40)

This expression can be simplified by introducing some new notation. Let us
denote the f × f matrix (Q[u]T Q[u] + λI)−1 as Wu, which should be considered
as a weighting matrix associated with user u. Accordingly, the weighted similarity
between items i and j from u’s viewpoint is denoted by su

i,j = qT
i Wuqj . Using this

new notation and (40) the predicted preference of u for item i by SVD is rewritten
as

r̂u,i =
∑

j∈R(u)

su
i,j ru,j . (41)
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We reduced the matrix factorization model into a linear model that predicts
preferences as a linear function of past actions, weighted by item-item similarity.
Each past action receives a separate term in forming the prediction r̂u,i . This is
equivalent to an item-item neighborhood model. Quite surprisingly, we transformed
the matrix factorization model into an item-item model, which is characterized by:

• Interpolation is made from all past user ratings, not only from those associated
with items most similar to the current one.

• The weight relating items i and j is factorized as a product of two vectors, one is
related to i and the other to j .

• Item-item weights are subject to a user-specific normalization, through the
matrix Wu.

Those properties support our findings on how to best construct a neighborhood
model. First, we showed in Sect. 5.3 that best results for neighborhood models
are achieved when the neighborhood size (controlled by constant k) is maximal,
such that all past user ratings are considered. Second, in Sect. 5.4 we touted the
practice of factoring item-item weights. As for the user-specific normalization, we
used a simpler normalizer: n−0.5

u . It is likely that SVD suggests a more fundamental
normalization by the matrix Wu, which would work better. However, computing
Wu would be expensive in practice. Another difference between our suggested item-
item model and the one implied by SVD is that we chose to work with asymmetric
weights (wi,j �= wj,i), whereas in the SVD-induced rule: su

i,j = su
j,i .

In the derivation above we showed how SVD induces an equivalent item-item
technique. In a fully analogous manner, it can induce an equivalent user-user
technique, by expressing qi as a function of the ratings and the user factors. This
brings us to three essentially equivalent models: SVD, item-item and user-user.
Beyond linking SVD with neighborhood models, this also shows that user-user and
item-item approaches, at the limit once well designed, are equivalent.

This last relation (between user-user and item-item approaches) can also be
approached intuitively. Neighborhood models try to relate users to new items by
following chains of user-item adjacencies. Such adjacencies represent preference-
or rating-relations between the respective users and items. Both user-user and item-
item models act by following exactly the same chains. They only differ in which
“shortcuts” are exploited to speed up calculations. For example, recommending
itemB to user1 would follow the chain user1–itemA–user2–itemB (user1 rated
itemA, which was also rated by user2, who rated itemB). A user-user model
follows such a chain with pre-computed user-user similarities. This way, it creates
a “shortcut” that bypasses the sub-chain user1–itemB–user2, replacing it with a
similarity value between user1 and user2. Analogously, an item-item approach
follows exactly the same chain, but creates an alternative “shortcut”, replacing the
sub-chain itemA–user2–itemB with an itemA–itemB similarity value.

Another lesson here is that the distinction that deems neighborhood models as
“memory based”, while taking matrix factorization and the likes as “model based”
is not always appropriate, at least not when using accurate neighborhood models that
are model-based as much as SVD. In fact, the other direction is also true. The better
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matrix factorization models, such as SVD++, are also following memory-based
habits, as they sum over all in-memory ratings when doing the online prediction; see
rule (13). Hence, the traditional separation between “memory based” and “model
based” techniques is not appropriate for categorizing the techniques surveyed in
this chapter.

So far, we concentrated on relations between neighborhood models and matrix
factorization models. However, in practice it may be beneficial to break these rela-
tions, and to augment factorization models with sufficiently different neighborhood
models that are able to complement them. Such a combination can lead to improved
prediction accuracy [4, 26]. A key to achieve this is by using the more localized
neighborhood models, where the number of considered neighbors is limited. The
limited number of neighbors might not be the best way to construct a standalone
neighborhood model, but it makes the neighborhood model different enough from
the factorization model in order to add a local perspective that the rather global
factorization model misses.

7 Factorization Machines

The methods so far have been specifically designed for recommender systems.
Now, we want to relate them to classical machine learning methods. First we show
that linear regression can be used to obtain the baseline rating predictors bu,i .
Depending on the choice of input features, linear regression covers the different
variants described in Sect. 3. Next, we introduce factorization machines and show
how to obtain sophisticated rating predictor models such as SVD, SVD++, time-
aware SVD++, factorized neighborhood models by changing the input feature
vector. Surprisingly, the feature engineering required to obtain even seemingly
complex models like time-aware SVD++ is very simple. Moreover, factorization
machines do not require to derive learning algorithms for each model variation, but
they can be used as libraries where only the input data and hyperparameters needs
to be specified. This makes state-of-the art recommender system modeling easily
accessible to practitioners.

7.1 Baseline Predictors Through Linear Regression

The solutions proposed in this section are based on feature engineering where each
instance (here a user-item pair (u, i)) is described by a real valued feature vector
x ∈ Rp of length p that is applied to a standard solver. We start our discussion
with linear regression and show how they lead to the baseline predictors described
in Sect. 3.

The linear model r̂ : Rp → R over an input vector x ∈ Rp is
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r̂(x) = μ+
p∑

j=1

bj xj = μ+ bT x. (42)

where μ ∈ R is the global bias and b ∈ Rp a linear contribution of each input
variable, e.g., bj contains the effect for the variable xj .

Obviously, the choice of x specifies what dependencies the linear model learns.
For the collaborative filtering applications discussed before, the variable r̂ that we
want to predict is the rating and the prediction should depend on the user u and item
i. To apply linear regression, we need to encode the user u and item i in a real valued
vector x. Both user u and item i are categorical variables. The typical encoding
of a categorical variable by a real-valued vector is one-hot encoding, where each
possible choice of the variable is assigned one dimension in the feature vector (e.g.,
each dimension is assigned to a user), meaning the length p of the feature vector x is
equal to the number of possible choices for the categorical variable. When we want
to encode that a instance is about a particular user u, the dimension of the user u

in x gets activated by assigning it a value of xu = 1, and the remaining dimensions
are assigned xj = 0 for j �= u. Likewise if we deal with two categorical variables,
(e.g., user and item), the feature vector is a concatenation of the one-hot encoding
of the user and the one hot encoding for the item. For sure, this can be extended to
more variables and also other types of variables can be mixed.

To simplify notation, when dealing with several input variables, we describe x
as a concatenation of several vectors, [xA, xB, . . .] and make the same notational
assumption on b as well, i.e., that b = [bA, bB, . . .]. This makes the logic structure
in the input feature more obvious and avoids introducing offsets. The equivalent
linear regression model is

r̂([xA, xB, . . .]) = μ+
pA∑

j=1

bA
j xA

j +
pB∑

j=1

bB
j xB

j + . . . (43)

7.1.1 Baseline with User and Item Biases

We now discuss several choices of the encoding x that recover the baseline
predictors mentioned earlier. First, let x encode just the user u and item i, i.e.,
x = [xU , xI ] where the length of xU is equal to the number of users, m, and the
length of xI is equal to the number of items, n. For a particular user-item pair (u, i),
all entries of x will be zeros besides the entry of xU

u = 1 and xI
i = 1. When we

apply the linear model from Eq. (43), all elements bU
j from bU where j �= u cancel

out because xU
j = 0 and only bU

u associated with the activated feature xU
u = 1

remains. Likewise for the item part, only the linear effect for the activated item i

remains. The linear regression model is equivalent to
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r̂([xU , xI ]) = μ+ bU
u + bI

i , (44)

which is equivalent to the baseline predictor in (3).

7.1.2 Time Changing Baseline Predictors

Similarly, the time changing baseline predictors from Sect. 3.1 can be recovered by
linear regression and a specific encoding. We will discuss the choices presented in
Table 1 from a feature engineering perspective.

• The mov model is equivalent to a linear regression model where x encodes three
categorical variables, one for the user xU , the item xI , and a third categorical
variable encoding the time-bin for this item xI,T . Here, xI,T has a separate choice
for each item and time-bin combination. With the setting introduced in Sect. 3.1,
xI,T has a length of about 30 · n, i.e., for every item about 30 entries, where
exactly one item-time bin combination gets activated. Applying the linear model
to this feature vector encoding x = [xU , xI , xI,T ] will result in an equivalent
model to the temporal mov baseline.

• The linear time model can be achieved by concatenating an additional categorical
feature for each user, where the value of the activated dimension is x

U,T
u =

devu(tu,i). Feeding x = [xU , xI , xI,T , xU,T ] into a linear regression results in
a model equivalent to the linear time model.

• For the spline model, instead of adding one dimension per user, we would
add ku many (following Sect. 3.1) and set their feature values to x

U,T
u,l =

e−σ |t−tul |/
∑ku

l′=1 e
−σ |t−tu

l′ |.
• The feature-based representation of the linear+ or spline+ model adds a one-hot

encoded categorical variable for the cross product between user id and day of the
rating.

7.1.3 Global Neighborhood Model

The global neighborhood model can be expressed by a linear model as well. It
corresponds to a feature vector xI,R of size n2, where each element encodes the
strength of the effect from item j to item l. For predicting the rating of a particular
user-item pair (u, i), all elements in x

I,R
i,j are activated where j ∈ R(u). The

value of the activated element is x
I,R
i,j = |R(u)|− 1

2 (ru,j − bu,j ). Similarly, implicit

feedback N(u) can be added with another feature vector xI,N of size n2 where
activated elements follow the same pattern but are set to x

I,N
i,j = |R(u)|− 1

2 . The

resulting linear regression on x = [xU , xI , xI,R, xI,N ] is equivalent to the global
neighborhood model of Eq. (26).
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7.2 Factorization Machines for Collaborative Filtering

The previous discussion has shown how the baseline predictors can be achieved
by linear regression with feature engineering. Now we present how the factorized
models, SVD, SVD++, timeSVD++ and factorized neighborhood models, can be
derived in a similar way. We start with introducing factorization machines.

Factorization machines (FM) [40] are a generalization of linear regression that
include all pairwise interactions between the input variables. The general form of a
FM over a p-dimensional feature vector x ∈ Rp is

r̂(x) := μ+
p∑

j=1

bj xj +
p∑

j=1

∑

l>j

〈vj , vl〉 xj xl (45)

Where V ∈ Rp×f are model parameters that are learned and f is the embedding
dimension. The first part of a FM is equivalent to a linear regression, the second
part contains the pairwise interactions xj xl between all input coordinates. An
FM can be evaluated efficiently in linear time with respect to the non-zeros in x,
see [40] for details. While most instances of factorization machines use pairwise
interactions, they can be extended to model higher order interactions as well using
tensor models [40].

Next, we show how state of the art collaborative filtering models can be obtained
with FM by feature engineering. Again, to simplify notation, we describe x as a
concatenation of vectors x = [xA, xB, . . .] and the corresponding model parameters
use the same notation: b = [bA, bB, . . .] and V = [V A, V B, . . .].

7.2.1 Encoding SVD and Neighborhood Models

Most of the models described throughout this chapter can be recovered by a
factorization machine by simple feature engineering. First, to recover the SVD
model, we reuse the one-hot encoding of user xU and item xI in the feature
vector x = [xU , xI ] from the previous discussion about baseline predictors using
linear regression. That means the vector x has two non-zeros, one of the non-zeros
identifies the user u and the other the item i. Applying a factorization machine to
this vector x and canceling all terms where either xU

j = 0 or xI
j = 0 results in:

r̂([xU , xI ]) = μ+ bU
u + bI

i + 〈vU
u , vI

i 〉 (46)

which is equivalent to the SVD model with biases (see Eq. (12)).
Next, to recover SVD++ we need to include implicit information about the items

the user has rated. This set of items (=“bag of words”), R(u), can be encoded by
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a multi-hot vector xN of size n, where the activated coordinates are normalized by
|R(u)|−1/2. The FM model applied to this input vector is equivalent to

r̂([xU , xI , xN ]) =
=SVD++︷ ︸︸ ︷

μ+ bU
u + bI

i + 〈vU
u , vI

i 〉 + |R(u)|−1/2
∑

j∈R(u)

〈vI
i , vN

j 〉 (47)

+|R(u)|−1/2
∑

j∈R(u)

⎛

⎝bN
j +

〈
vN
j , vU

u +|R(u)|−1/2
∑

l∈R(u),l>j

vN
l

〉⎞

⎠ .

(48)

This factorization machine is equivalent to the SVD++ model but contains also
some additional terms: bias terms for bN

j for implicit feedback and also interactions
between two implicit feedback items as well as between user and implicit feedback.
These additional terms are independent of the target item i and depend only on the
user u. In this sense, they represent a kind of user bias based on implicit feedback
instead of the user id. If these new biases are not useful for predicting the rating,
the user bias bU

u might be able to overwrite any negative effect of these additional
terms.

Similar to the SVD++ encoding, we can recover the factorized neighborhood
model from Sect. 5.4. Instead of encoding the binary implicit information in the
feature vector, the ratings are encoded. For the item-based neighborhood model,
choose xR of length n and for every item j rated by the user u for whom we want
to predict a rating, set xj = |R(u)|−1/2(ru,j − bu,j ). A factorization machine on the
input vector [xI , xR] is equivalent to the factorized item-based neighborhood model
modulo some extra user bias terms similar to the FM-SVD++ model.

For adding time effects, we can follow any of the feature encodings covered
in Sect. 7.1.2 and apply an FM on top of these feature vectors. Here, we describe
shortly a very simple time encoding that works surprisingly well. Instead of
introducing time varying model biases or factors for a user or item, we simply
encode time as a categorical variable xD that has one entry for each day in the
dataset. The entry xD

t of the day t of a rating is activated. An FM on x =
[xU , xI , xD] is equivalent to

r̂([xU , xI , xT ]) = μ+ bU
u + bI

i + bD
t + 〈vU

u , vI
i 〉 + 〈vU

u , vD
t 〉 + 〈vI

i , vD
t 〉. (49)

The effect 〈vU
u , vD

t 〉 can be seen as a factorized version of the time-varying baseline
predictor bu(t)—a similar argument can be made for items. For sure, a more
sophisticated (and larger) time model could be build by adding a time encoding such
as the cross product between users and day or a spline as discussed in Sect. 7.1.2.

Obviously, adding the vector xN , which encodes implicit information, results in
a time-aware SVD++ model.
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7.2.2 Attribute-Aware “Hybrid” Models

Most models in this chapter represent items or users by a unique identifier. However,
in many applications additional information about the items or users exists. Such
information can be a movie’s metadata like its genres, actors, director, release year,
etc. Such information can be helpful for improving the recommender model. For
example, the model could learn that a user likes to watch movies starring a particular
actor, or that a user prefers recent movies over older ones. Similar to the effects we
have described before, attributes can show up as biases, e.g., an actor is in general
popular, or tied to a user, e.g., a user likes an actor less than usual. The resulting
models, which blend collaborative filtering (users behavior) with content filtering
(user and item attributes), are commonly known as hybrid recommendation models.

A factorization machine can add attribute information to any of the models
discussed above. The most straightforward use of attributes is to encode them in
the feature vector with the rules discussed earlier in this section: (1) a categorical
variable such as the director can be encoded by a one-hot vector similar to the user
or item identifier. (2) A set such as the genres of a movie can be encoded by a multi-
hot vector with the dimension of the overall number of genres and where the genres
of the particular movie are non-zero. The vector can be normalized similarly to the
implicit vectors. (3) A numerical variable such as the release date can be treated
as a categorical variable, or an interpolation method such as the linear or spline
model could be chosen. More sophisticated encoding schemes might help to learn
more complex patterns. In general, with factorization machines, experimenting with
feature encodings is easy because feature exploration is done in the preprocessing
step and does not require to change the learning algorithm. When several attributes
are available, they can be encoded separately and concatenated in a vector xA that
holds all attribute information associated with a rating event.

After the attribute information has been encoded in a real valued feature vector
xA, it can be simply concatenated to any of the previously discussed models. For
example, it can be appended to xU and xI to obtain a matrix factorization model with
attributes similar to [1]. Or a complex attribute-aware timeSVD++ can be achieved
by concatenating [xU , xI , xT , xN, xA]. Depending on the application, instead of
adding attributes to existing models, it might make sense to replace some of the
variables by attributes. For example, in a pure cold start setting, where all items are
new, it is beneficial not to use xI for representing items at all but instead rely on the
item’s attributes, xA. This will ensure that during training none of the item effects are
captured in V I but instead item effects are captured in the attribute embeddings V A.

7.3 Learning Factorization Machines

An advantage of a feature based method such as FMs is that we can design and
implement learning algorithms for the general model and then apply this algorithm
to solve any feature vector. We describe some common algorithms briefly.
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The models presented in Sects. 4 and 5 were optimized by stochastic gradient
descent (SGD). Individual learning algorithms were derived for each model. Now,
we show an SGD algorithm for FM which can handle any input vector. The
algorithm simply iterates over the feature vectors x of all user-item pairs from the
training data K, computes the error e(x) = ru,i − r̂(x) and applies the following
updates:

μ← μ+ γ · (e(x)− λμ) (50)

b ← b+ γ · (e(x)x− λb) (51)

vj ← vj + γ · (e(x)xj

∑

l �=j

xlvl − λv) = vj + γ · (e(x)xj (xV − xj vj )− λv)

(52)

An efficient implementation of this algorithm takes the sparsity of x into account and
iterates only over the non-zero elements of x. Such a sparse implementation makes
the general FM model as computational efficient as the specialized models, e.g.,
FM-SVD has the same computational complexity as the SVD algorithm sketched in
Sect. 4.1.

Similarly, we can derive alternating least squares algorithms [41] or Bayesian
methods [17] for the general FM model class. With a sparse implementation,
they have the same computational complexity as the SGD algorithm. An added
benefit of Bayesian methods is that they can avoid the time-consuming search
for regularization parameters by making inference over their values. More details
about applying these learning methods to FMs can be found in [41]. Solvers for
FMs are available as standalone tools or as part of machine learning frameworks.
Practitioners can reuse such existing implementations to design advanced CF
solutions.

7.4 Comparison

As we have discussed before, FMs recover the advanced CF methods presented
in Sects. 4 and 5 by simple feature engineering. Table 5 shows results for a
Bayesian FM with different choices of input features. The table discusses four
simple features: user id, item id, implicit item information and the day variable.
The results were generated with the Bayesian MCMC solver using the software
package libFM [41]. As expected, the results of the factorization machine variations
(Table 5) show similar behavior to the previous experiments (Table 2). The FM-SVD
and FM-SVD++ models show slightly better quality due to Bayesian inference, and
the FM-timeSVD++ shows slightly worse quality compared to timeSVD++ from
Sect. 4.3 likely because it uses a simpler representation of time.
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Table 5 Bayesian factorization machines, results from [42], all results with f = 128, additional
results for larger f and more features see [42]

Input features for FM Related CF model RMSE

User xU , item xI SVD 0.8937

User xU , item xI , implicit xN SVD++ 0.8865

User xU , item xI , day xD timeSVD 0.8873

User xU , item xI , implicit xN , day xD timeSVD++ 0.8809

7.5 Discussion

This section illustrated how factorization machines can mimic the collaborative
models introduced in Sects. 4 and 5 by feature engineering. Interestingly, the
features are not opaque but very intuitive. For instance, a simple categorical one-
hot encoding of user and item id yields SVD, an additional bag of words encoding
of implicit feedback yields SVD++ and a bag of ratings results in factorized KNN.
Time modeling corresponds to bucketizing the time variable, or building explicit
crosses. Factorization machines make it trivial to combine all these ideas by simply
concatenating the input representations. This suggests a powerful framework for
extending state-of-the art CF models to new domains and experimenting with
new ideas. For example, cold start recommendation can be addressed by adding
a feature representation of item meta data to the input vector x, context aware
recommendation by adding contextual information. Section 8.3 discusses shortly
some other applications that can benefit from the patterns identified in this chapter.

8 Beyond Rating Prediction for the Netflix Prize

This chapter used rating prediction for the Netflix prize to motivate and derive new
collaborative filtering approaches. For sure, the field of recommender system is
much more diverse with many different problem settings. We will discuss how the
lessons and patterns described in this chapter generalize to other settings such as
solving item recommendation tasks, and building models for cold-start, sequential
or context-aware recommendation. We start by covering more recent results for
rating prediction before discussing other settings such as item recommendation and
context-aware recommendation.

8.1 Recent Results for Rating Prediction

A decade after the Netflix prize concluded, matrix factorization and nearest neighbor
methods as described in this work, still play an important role in collaborative
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filtering. Unfortunately, recent publications on CF methods are usually not evaluated
on the Netflix prize, so it is not possible to compare their performance against
the large body of work published on the Netflix prize. We are not aware of any
published method that provides substantially better results on the Netflix prize than
the approaches described in this chapter.

Instead of reusing the Netflix prize benchmark, more recent work on rating
prediction uses different benchmarks. Movielens 10M with a 90:10 split has become
one of the commonly used benchmarks. While new CF methods proposed over the
last years initially suggested big improvements, with a proper setup the proposed
methods in this chapter still yield the best results. Table 6 shows an overview of
the Movielens 10M benchmark. The first group of results are obtained by rating
prediction methods that have been proposed between 2013 and 2019. The table
reports the numbers that the authors of the corresponding papers achieve with
their methods. The second group of results [44] are the collaborative filtering
methods discussed in this chapter. This second group of results was obtained with
a factorization machine with different choices of features to mimic SVD, SVD++,
timeSVD++, etc. as described in Sect. 7. The choices of features and the setup of
the method is analogously to the experiments conducted earlier on the Netflix prize
(Table 5). As can be seen, even the simple Bayesian SVD model is as good as any
of the newly proposed methods. The time-aware and implicit versions suggested in
this chapter further improve the results substantially.

Table 6 Movielens 10M results: First group are newly proposed methods between 2013 and 2019.
Second group are models proposed in this chapter obtained by a Bayesian FM. See [44] for details

Method RMSE Comment

I-AUTOREC [49] 0.782 Result from [49]

LLORMA [29] 0.7815 Result from [29]

WEMAREC [9] 0.7769 Result from [9]

I-CFN++ [51] 0.7754 Result from [51]

MPMA [10] 0.7712 Result from [10]

CF-NADE 2 layers [58] 0.771 Result from [58]

SMA [31] 0.7682 Result from [31]

GLOMA [11] 0.7672 Result from [11]

ERMMA [32] 0.7670 Result from [32]

AdaError [33] 0.7644 Result from [33]

MRMA [30] 0.7634 Result from [30]

Bayesian SVD 0.7633 FM features: user, item

Bayesian timeSVD 0.7587 FM features: user, item, day

Bayesian SVD++ 0.7563 FM features: user, item, R(u)

Bayesian timeSVD++ 0.7523 FM features: user, item, day, R(u)

Bayesian timeSVD++ flipped 0.7485 FM features: user, item, day, R(u), R(i)
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8.2 Item Recommendation

While algorithmic research on recommender systems during the Netflix prize was
focused on rating prediction, more recent research shifted the focus to top-k item
recommendation. The goal of top-k item recommendation is to retrieve the k most
relevant items for a user from the full catalogue of items. Item recommendation
models are usually not learned from rating data (e.g., star ratings) but from binary
implicit feedback, where the positive labels are the items a user has selected in
the past and the negatives are all remaining items. Item recommendation depends
on a scoring function that is used to compute a user’s preference score for
each item, and then the items are ranked by this score. The main difference
between item recommendation and rating prediction is how the scoring function
is learned. Chapter “Item Recommendation from Implicit Feedback” covers the
unique challenges and learning methods for item recommendation in detail.

Besides this differences in learning, item recommendation and rating prediction
share the same types of scoring functions, and the functions, r̂ , as well as the patterns
described in this chapter can be apply to item recommendation. We will discuss
shortly some adaption of matrix factorization and neighborhood methods for item
recommendation. The simplest adaption of the methods proposed in this chapter to
item recommendation is to create a dense binary ‘rating’ matrix where all items that
a user has selected in the past get a ‘rating’ of 1 and the remaining ones a ‘rating’ of
0. Applying the SVD technique described in Sect. 4.1 to this dense data is equivalent
to the PureSVD [13] method proposed for item recommendation. Adding weights to
the loss function and downweighting the negative class, is equivalent to the popular
iALS [24] method. Applying the neighborhood model from Sect. 5.3 is similar to
the recently proposed EASE [50] and also to SLIM [37]. The baseline models in
Sect. 3 result in most-popular recommenders. It should be noted, that even though
the aforementioned methods share the same scoring function and optimization
objective, they propose more efficient learning algorithms tailored to the unique
computational challenges of item recommendation. The models proposed in this
chapter can also be used with other losses. For example, pairwise losses have been
proposed for SVD, neighborhood models [43] and for factorization machines in
general [2, 40].

Similar to the findings of Sect. 8.1, a recent meta study [14] found that matrix
factorization (iALS) and neighborhood methods (e.g., SLIM and EASE) achieve
highly competitive results for item recommendation outperforming many newly
proposed methods.

To summarize, the functions r̂u,i that were introduced in Sects. 3–7 can be seen
as a scoring function. The same classes of scoring functions can be used for rating
prediction and item recommendation. The difference between an item recommender
and a rating prediction model is how the parameters of the scoring function are
learned and how the scoring function is applied. Empirically, classes of scoring
functions that have shown good performance for rating prediction, also work well
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for item recommendation. This indicates that patterns learned from one task are
helpful for the other task as well.

8.3 Generalizing to Other Recommendation Tasks

The previous subsection covered the difference between the prediction task, where
either items are retrieved/ranked or ratings are predicted. Another large body of
recommender tasks deal with problems where the input is more complex. In this
case, we focus on the variables that are used to make a prediction. So far, we
have discussed the basic case where the input is a user and an item. Section 3.1
also extended this with time. Now we show how the patterns introduced in this
chapter to build high-quality scoring functions can be applied to other recommender
tasks where auxiliary information is available to extend the scoring function.
Factorization machines are especially suited for these applications because they can
encode additional information as part of the input vector.

For example, cold-start recommendation requires to make prediction for items
or users with little or no training data. This is typically solved by adding some side
information such as meta data of items to the scoring function. With a factorization
machine, this meta data can be encoded and appended to the vector x. For sequential
recommendation, where the prediction should depend on the previous user actions,
Markov chains are a convenient choice and it was shown that a factorized Markov
chain [40] recommender can be simply achieved by adding the previous actions
to a factorization machine, similar to the pattern that this chapter established for
implicit feedback R(u). Similarly, for context aware recommendation where the
prediction depends on the current situation, e.g., location, mood, time, the context
can be added as additional variables to a factorization machine resulting in a context-
aware scoring function.

8.4 Neural Networks

In general, the scoring function r̂ can be modeled by any function, including
neural networks. Neural networks have been used for more than a decade as
recommender system models but have gained increased attention in recent years.
Restricted Boltzmann Machines [46] have been successfully applied to the Netflix
Prize competition achieving a quality similar to the basic SVD model. Furthermore,
blending predictions of matrix factorization and Restricted Boltzmann Machines
has proved to yield meaningfully better accuracy than each method on its own.
Another popular network structure are autoencoders that have been used both for
rating prediction [49] (see also Sect. 8.1) and item recommendation [34]. Shallow
autoencoders are closely related to learned neighborhood models (see Sect. 8.2) such
as EASE [50], SLIM [37] and the global neighbor approach from Sect. 5.3.
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Another direction for modeling the scoring function of a recommender system
is applying a multi-layer perceptron over a learned input representation [12]. Here,
categorical variables such as a user id or movie id are represented by a learned
embedding vector, categorical set variables are represented by an aggregation (e.g.,
average) over learned embedding vectors, and numerical variables are appended
either directly or with some transformation such as a logarithm. The concatenated
vector is then passed through a multi-layer perceptron. This approach is similar
to factorization machines as discussed in Sect. 7, and the embedding lookups of a
neural network are analogous to the multiplication of the one-hot-encoding of the
FM input vector x with the embeddings V . The main difference is that a FM has
a fixed interaction structure over this learned representation, while the interaction
structure is learned for the neural network. Similar to factorization machines,
additional information such as context or attributes can be easily added to the input
representation of the neural network. For the task of item recommendation, it is
generally beneficial to separate the representation of the user (query) side from the
item side and merge them at the very end of the network with a dot product. This
will enable very efficient retrieval. More details on such dot product models can be
found in Chap. “Item Recommendation from Implicit Feedback”.

The use of sequence data has also been studied extensively in neural networks,
most notably in the area of natural language processing, and the network patterns
established there have been applied successfully for recommendations, including
recurrent neural networks [22] and transformers [56].
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Item Recommendation from Implicit
Feedback

Steffen Rendle

1 Introduction

Item recommendation, also known as top-n recommendation, is the task to select
the best items from a large catalogue of items to a user in a given context. For
example, an e-commerce website recommends products to their customers, or a
video platform might want to select videos that matches a user’s interests. Item
recommendation models are usually learned from implicit feedback. Instead of
recommending based on explicit preferences such as a user gave 4 stars to a
movie, the recommendations are based on the past interactions of the user with the
system. For example, recommendation can be based on past products purchased
by a customer, or videos watched by a user. A good recommender system is often
contextual, considering the situation at which a recommendation should be made,
e.g., what product is the user currently browsing on, or time information such as
weekday vs weekend.

Item recommendation can be formulated as a context-aware ranking problem
where the whole set of items should be ordered given a query context. In traditional
collaborative filtering, the context would be the user, in more complex cases, the
context might be user and time, a user and location, the sequence of previously
selected items by a user, etc. To cover these cases, this chapter uses the general
concept of a context as a placeholder. A scoring function that expresses the
preference between a context and an item is used to order the items. This chapter
covers learned scoring functions that are optimized from implicit feedback. The
core challenges of learning from implicit feedback are to formulate an optimization
objective and to design algorithms that can handle large item catalogues. First,
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implicit feedback contains weak signals about a user’s preference: the selected items
in the past give a weak indicator of what a user likes. Implicit feedback usually does
not contain negative interactions, instead weak negatives are derived from all the
remaining items, i.e., the items that a user has not interacted with. Considering
all remaining items as weak negative signal leads to the second challenge of
high training costs. Formulating the item recommendation problem as a standard
machine learning task is very costly because every positive signal from the implicit
feedback entails negative signal over all items. That makes off-the-shelve training
algorithms hard to apply to item recommendation models. Item recommenders are
usually trained either (a) using sampling or (b) specialized algorithms taking into
account model and loss structure.

This chapter starts with a detailed discussion of the item recommendation prob-
lem, covering the scoring function, the retrieval task, common evaluation metrics,
and a summary of the core challenges in learning item recommendation from
implicit feedback. The main part of this chapter focuses on the training problem.
Sampling methods for general scoring functions based on pointwise, pairwise and
softmax losses are described. The sampling distribution and weighting function
are important for fast convergence and for aligning the algorithm better with the
evaluation metrics. Section 5 discusses more efficient training algorithms that can
be applied to dot product models and square losses. Finally, at application time,
item recommenders need to be able to retrieve the highest scoring items quickly
from the whole item catalogue. Section 6 discusses sublinear time approaches for
the retrieval task.

2 Problem Definition

The goal of item recommendation is to retrieve a subset of interesting items for a
given context c ∈ C from a set of items I . This chapter uses the general concept of a
context as a placeholder to cover many common item recommendation scenarios. In
the simplest case, the context could be the user, in more complex cases, the context
might be user and time, a user and location, the sequence of previously selected
items by a user, etc. Also the input representation of a context and an item is flexible,
it could be a user id or item id, but also more complex such as image pixels of an
item, a textual description, etc. Such attributes are especially important in the cold
start problem. The discussion in this chapter is independent of these choices and
should be able to accommodate most item recommendation settings.

2.1 Recommender Modeling

The preference of a context c ∈ C to an item i ∈ I is given by a scoring function
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Table 1 Frequently used notation

Symbol Description

I Set of items

C Set of context

S ⊆ C × I Set of implicit observations

Ic Set of items selected in context c, i.e., Ic := {i : (c, i) ∈ S}
Ci Set of context that selected item i, i.e., Ci := {c : (c, i) ∈ S}
ŷ(i|c) (Learnable) scoring function over context-item pairs

θ Model parameters of the scoring function ŷ

φ(c) (Learnable) context representation/ embedding

ψ(i) (Learnable) item representation/ embedding

〈·, ·〉 Inner/ dot/ scalar product between two vectors or two matrices

⊗ Outer product between two vectors

δ(b) Indicator function, 1 if b is true, 0 otherwise

ŷ(c, i) = ŷ(i|c), ŷ : C × I → R (1)

The choice and design of the scoring function ŷ is the problem of recommender
system modeling. Most of the discussion here is independent of the particular
choice of ŷ. Chapter “Advances in Collaborative Filtering” focuses on recommender
system modeling and contains some examples of possible scoring functions.

The scoring function is parametrized1 by a set of model parameters θ ∈ Rp.
Learning the model parameters is a core problem within item recommendation
and the main focus of this chapter. The first derivative of ŷ(i|c) with respect to a
parameter vector θ is denoted as ∇θ ŷ(i|c), and the second derivative as ∇2

θ ŷ(i|c).
Table 1 contains an overview of frequently used symbols.

2.1.1 Dot Product Models

While most of this chapter does not make any assumption about the scoring
function, many recommender models have additional structure which is discussed
now. For item recommendation, ŷ is often decomposable into a dot product between
a context and item representation

ŷ(i|c) = 〈φ(c),ψ(i)〉 (2)

where context and items are represented by d dimensional embeddings

φ : C → Rd , ψ : I → Rd . (3)

1 To be precise, ŷ should be ŷθ , but for convenience, the subscript is omitted in this chapter.
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Again, φ and ψ are parametrized by θ . Such models are also known as two tower
models, or dual encoders [30].

Unless stated otherwise, the methods described in this chapter will be general
and are not restricted to dot product models. However, dot product models will be
revisited frequently as they have very desirable properties for item recommendation.

2.1.2 Examples

Two common examples for scoring functions with a dot product are matrix
factorization and two tower deep neural networks. First, the scoring function of
matrix factorization is ŷ(i|c) = 〈wc, hi〉 where each context (or item) is directly
represented by a d dimensional embedding vector, wc ∈ Rd (or hi ∈ Rd ). These
embedding matrices, W ∈ RC×d and H ∈ RI×d are the model parameters θ . A
matrix factorization is a dot product model with φ(c) = wc and ψ(i) = hi .

Second, a general two tower deep neural network (DNN), ŷ(i|c) = 〈φ(c),ψ(i)〉,
where φ(c) is a learnable function that extracts a d dimensional representation
for each context, and analogously ψ(i) is a learned representation for items. The
model parameters of these functions are θ . For example ψ(i) could be a multi layer
perceptron that generates an embedding based on the features of an item (e.g., genre,
actors, director, release year of a movie)—here the model parameters θ would be the
weight matrices of the hidden layers. Other examples for ψ(i) or φ(c) would be a
convolutional network to extract spatial features from an image and map it to an
embedding, or a recurrent model that builds an embedding representation based on
sequential data such as previous purchases of a user or textual descriptions of an
item.

2.2 Applying Item Recommenders

The scoring function ŷ can be used to rank items for a given context. Let r̂(i|c) be
the rank/position of item i in the sorted list of items I given context c and scoring
function ŷ, i.e., r̂ : I → {1, . . . , |I |}. Here r is a bijective mapping—in case of
ties, there is some resolution, e.g., random. Thus, the inverse function gives the
item ranked at a certain position, e.g, r̂−1(3|c) would be the item ranked at the 3rd
position for a context c.

When a recommendation model ŷ is used for the task of item recommendation,
it needs to find the n highest scoring items for a given context c. That means
it has to compute the items r̂−1(1|c), r̂−1(2|c), . . . , r̂−1(n|c). For example, a
recommendation platform might want to show the user the 20 items with the highest
score. Section 6 will discuss this problem of computing the top n items in more
detail.

For a good user experience there are other considerations besides high scores
when selecting items. For example, diversity of results and slate optimization are
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important factors [11, 28]. A naive implementation just returns the top scoring items.
While each item that is shown to a user might be individually a good choice, the
combination of items might be suboptimal. For example, showing item i might make
item j less attractive if i and j are very close or even interchangeable. Instead,
it might be better to choose an item l that complements i better—even if l has
a lower score than j . Diversification of result sets is an example to avoid some
of these effects. Commonly, algorithms for slate optimization and diversification
are built on top of an item recommender. The remainder of this chapter will not
discuss these important issues further, instead the chapter will focus on the top n

item recommendation task.

2.3 Evaluation

The quality of an item recommendation algorithm is typically measured by a ranking
metric over the positions at which it ranks relevant items. For a given context c and a
ground truth set of relevant items {i1, i2, . . .}, the ranks of these relevant items, R :=
{r̂(i1|c), r̂(i2|c), . . .}, are computed and then a metric is applied. Several popular
choices are discussed next. Chapter “Evaluating Recommender Systems” contains
an exhaustive discussion about evaluation and more metrics.

Precision at position n measures the fraction of relevant items among the top n

predicted items:

Prec(R)n = |{r ∈ R : r ≤ n}|
n

. (4)

Recall at position n measures the fraction of all relevant items that were recovered
in the top n:

Recall(R)n = |{r ∈ R : r ≤ n}|
|R| . (5)

Average Precision at n measures the precision at all ranks that hold a relevant item:

AP(R)n = 1

min(|R|, n)

n∑

i=1

δ(i ∈ R)Prec(R)i . (6)

Normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) at n places an inverse log reward
on all positions that hold a relevant item:

NDCG(R)n = 1
∑min(|R|,n)

i=1
1

log2(i+1)

n∑

i=1

δ(i ∈ R)
1

log2(i + 1)
. (7)
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Area under the ROC curve (AUC) measures the likelihood that a random relevant
item is ranked higher than a random irrelevant item.

AUC(R) = 1

|R|(|I | − |R|)
∑

r∈R

∑

r ′∈({1,...,|I |}\R)

δ(r < r ′) (8)

These metrics differ in how much emphasize they place on particular ranks. Most
metrics focus strongly on the top ranks and give almost no rewards for items that
appear late in the result list. AUC is an exception as it has a slow (linear) decay. A
more detailed discussion about these metrics can be found in [14].

The choice of the metric depends on the application. For retrieval tasks, head-
heavy metrics such as Precision, Recall, AP or NDCG are better choices than AUC
because users will likely investigate only the highest ranked items. If the retrieved
results are directly shown, NDCG and AP can be better metrics than Precision
and Recall because they emphasize the top ranked results stronger, e.g., distinguish
between the first and second position. If the retrieval stage is followed by a reranking
step, metrics such as Recall with n equal to the number of candidates that will be
reranked can be a better choice than metrics that care about the ranks within the top
n such as NDCG or AP.

2.4 Learning from Implicit Feedback

This chapter covers implicit feedback between contexts and items. Let S ⊆ C×I be
a set of such observations, where (c, i) ∈ S is an implicit feedback pair. Examples
for S are clicks on links, video watches, purchases of items. Implicit observations
provide a (weak) positive signal of a user’s preferences. For example, if a user
watches a video, it means that this video matches to the user’s taste to some degree.
Likewise, the items a user has never considered in the past are indicative of their
taste as well. These non-selected items contain both the items that a user is not
interested in and items that should be recommended to the user in the future. A core
problem of learning item recommendation from implicit feedback is to define a
training objective for trading off the selected with the non-selected items. Section 3
describes such strategies. Each of these strategies defines the loss over all selected
and non-selected items, i.e., not just over S but over the whole set C× I . This leads
to a second core challenge of deriving efficient learning algorithms.

This differentiates item recommendation from the learning to rank literature [5]
where a smaller set of candidates needs to be reranked. This reranking of a small
set of candidates has different problem characteristics than item recommendation
because (1) it can be done directly on clickthrough data [12] avoiding the problem
to define labels on unobserved data and (2) it is computationally simpler because
it does not involve the full catalogue of all items. Such models serve a different
purpose than the item recommendation models that are discussed in this chapter, and
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applying them directly to retrieval over the whole corpus is prone to low retrieval
quality due to folding [29]. However, they are very useful as a second stage reranker
on top of the retrieval models discussed in this chapter. For example, [6] describes
such a two stage architecture where item recommendation is trained from implicit
feedback and a second stage reranks the top n retrieved items based on impression
data. In this case, the primary goal of item recommendation is to achieve a high
recall within the top n results because the final ranking of these candidates is
determined by the second stage ranker.

Another class of recommender system problems is based on explicit feedback,
most notably rating prediction. Here, explicit preferences are provided such as
a user u assigns 5 stars to a movie i, but only 2 stars to movie j. This is a
different problem from item recommendation from implicit feedback. The training
objective is simpler because it can be defined directly on the explicit feedback,
avoiding the costly optimization over all items. These aspects makes it similar to the
learning to rank problem, however it differs from learning to rank in the metrics. A
commonality of item recommendation from implicit feedback and recommenders
over explicit feedback, is that they share similar design patterns for the scoring
function. For example, matrix factorization or item-based collaborative filtering is
popular for both problems.

2.5 Core Challenges of Item Recommendation

To summarize, the core challenges of item recommendation are:

1. Formulating a loss function over implicit feedback. This requires to define a
strategy to trade off selected with unselected items while considering the ranking
metric.

2. Learning algorithms that can handle the large number of unselected items
efficiently.

3 Learning Objectives

This section describes three popular approaches for casting the item recommenda-
tion problem into a supervised machine learning problem.

3.1 Pointwise Loss

The observations, S, can be directly casted into a binary classification problem by
treating the observed feedback S as positive instances and all non selected items,
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(C×I )\S as weak negatives. Each training instance has a positive or negative label
and an example weight. Any positive pair (c, i) ∈ S, is assigned a positive label, e.g.,
y = 1 or, if available, another positive signal such as the strength of the interaction,
e.g., number of times selected, or time spent. Additionally all non-observed items
j for the context are included with a negative label, e.g., y = 0 (for regression) or
y = −1 (for classification). A weight α can be assigned to each context-item tuple
to indicate the confidence about the training case. Usually, the confidence in the
non-observed pairs is lower than for observed one. That balances the large amount
of O(|C × I |) negatives with the smaller amount of |S| positives. Other weighting
schemes can be used to downweight popular items to promote more tail items in
the result, or reduce the weight of users with many positive interactions so that the
experience is not dominated by the behavior of heavy users.

From a regression point of view, a good scoring model predicts scores close to
y. From a probabilistic point of view, the binary event p(i = true|c) is modeled
through ŷ, e.g., p(i = true|c) = σ(ŷ(i|c)). These ideas can be formalized as a
pointwise loss

L(θ, S) :=
∑

c∈C

∑

i∈I

α(c, i) l(ŷ(i|c), y(c, i))+ λ(θ) (9)

where α : C × I → R
+ is a weight function, y the label function (e.g., y(c, i) =

δ((c, i) ∈ S)), and λ is some regularization function and l is a loss function, e.g.,

lsquare(ŷ, y) = (ŷ − y)2 (10a)

llogistic(ŷ, y) = ln(1+ exp(−y ŷ)) (10b)

lhinge(ŷ, y) = max(0, 1− y ŷ) (10c)

This casts the problem of item recommendations to a standard binary classification
or regression problem. What makes this problem special is that the number of
training examples is huge O(|C| |I |). The number of items can be in the millions
for large scale problems which makes application of standard learning methods
challenging.

Examples for recommender system algorithms that use a pointwise loss are
iALS [10], SLIM [16], or iCD [2].

3.2 Pairwise Loss

For retrieval, it is not of primary interest if the score ŷ is exactly 1 or 0. Instead the
relative ordering of the items in a context is of central importance. Given a context
c, pairwise methods compare all pairs of items (i, j) where (c, i) ∈ S, (c, j) �∈ S. A
successful scoring function, ŷ, assigns a higher score to the observed item i than the
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unobserved one: ŷ(i|c) > ŷ(j |c). For the final retrieval, the items are simply sorted
by the score.

A general pairwise loss function can be defined as:

L(θ , S) :=
∑

(c,i)∈S

∑

j∈I

α(c, i, j) l(ŷ(i|c)− ŷ(j |c), 1)+ λ(θ) (11)

where α is a weight function. See Eq. (10) for some example losses l.
The number of pairs in this loss is O(|S| |I |) ⊇ O(|C| |I |). That means it is

at least as expensive as pointwise training, and it faces the same computational
challenges.

3.3 Softmax Loss

From a probabilistic point of view, pointwise training models the binary event p(i =
true|c) through ŷ, e.g., p(i = true|c) = σ(ŷ(i|c)). Pairwise training models the
conditional probability of the binary comparison p(i > j |c) through ŷ, e.g., p(i >

j |c) = p(ŷ(i|c) > ŷ(j |c)) = σ(ŷ(i|c) − ŷ(j |c)). A third option is to model
the conditional multinomial event p(i|c), i.e.,

∑
j∈I p(j |c) = 1 and ∀j : 0 ≤

p(j |c) ≤ 1. The most common function to translate a real valued score, such as ŷ,
to a multinomial distribution is the softmax:

p(i|c) = exp(ν ŷ(i|c))∑
j∈I exp(ν ŷ(j |c)) ∝ exp(ν ŷ(i|c)). (12)

The numerator of the softmax is often referred to as the partition function. ν ∈
R
+ of the softmax is an (inverse) temperature parameter. Small choices of ν

(=high temperature) make the distribution more uniform. Larger choices (=low
temperature) make it more spiky and concentrated around the large values. For ν →
∞, softmax approaches the maximum operator. And for this limit the probability is
concentrated at one index

p(i|c) = δ

(
i = argmax

j

ŷ(j |c)
)

(13)

This aligns well with ranking metrics that focus on the top ranked positions. Softmax
is widely used in multiclass classification problems, including natural language
models where the classes are words, or image classification where the labels are
categories.

To keep the notation short, the remainder of this chapter ignores ν because
usually ŷ can absorb any scaling effect of ν by increasing the norm of ŷ. From the
softmax definition of the multinomial probability follows the loss function through
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the negative log likelihood:

L(θ, S) =−
∑

(c,i)∈S

ln p(i|c)+ λ(θ)

=−
∑

(c,i)∈S

ln
exp(ŷ(i|c))∑

j∈I exp(ŷ(j |c)) + λ(θ)

=−
∑

(c,i)∈S

⎡

⎣ŷ(i|c)− ln
∑

j∈I

exp(ŷ(j |c))
⎤

⎦+ λ(θ) (14)

Again, the loss contains a double sum over S and I , so the number of elements is
O(|S| |I |), or O(|C| |I |) if the partition function is computed once per context.

4 Sampling Based Learning Algorithms

Algorithms based on sampling are the most common approaches for learning
recommender systems from implicit feedback. Their basic idea is to iterate over
the positive examples (c, i) ∈ S, sample negatives j with respect to a sampling
distribution q(j |c) and perform a weighted gradient step. This section discusses
algorithms for pointwise, pairwise and softmax losses. The choice of q together
with a weighting function α̃ are key for designing the learning algorithms. These
two choices are related to α in the loss formulation. Many different instances of
these algorithms have been proposed by varying q and α̃ and some popular choices
are discussed in this section. Most of the results of this section apply to any scoring
function, with the exception of Sects. 4.2.4 and 4.3.1 that are restricted to dot-
product models.

4.1 Algorithms for Pointwise Loss

The pointwise loss in Eq. (9) is defined over all context-item combinations, C × I .
The elements in this set are either a positive observation, if (c, i) ∈ S or an implicit
negative one otherwise. The positive observations are usually informative while the
negative provide weaker feedback and are assigned a smaller weight so that they
contribute less to the loss. A sampling based learning algorithm iterates over the
positive observations and samples m negatives. Algorithm 4.1 sketches this idea.
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Pointwise SGD

1: repeat
2: sample (c, i) ∈ S # positive item
3: θ ← θ − η

[
α̃(c, i)∇θ l(ŷ(c, i), 1)+∇θλ(θ)

]

4: for l ∈ {1, . . . , m} do # m negative items
5: sample j from q(j |c)
6: θ ← θ − η

[
α̃(c, j)∇θ l(ŷ(c, j), 0)+∇θλ(θ)

]

7: end for
8: until converged

The main algorithm iterates over positive items as well as samples of negative
items and performs an update step on each of them. The proportion of positive and
negative items is controlled by m. It can help to sample more than one negative item
per positive item because there are overall more negative items than positive ones
and often each negative item is less informative than a positive one. Each update step
moves the model parameters in the opposite direction of the gradient with respect
to the loss. This process is known as stochastic gradient descent (SGD). The size of
an update step is controlled by the learning rate η ∈ R+. Larger values of η lead
to faster progress but if the value is too large, the algorithm diverges. The iterative
updates are repeated until some stopping criterion is met, e.g., a fixed number of
repetitions, or the learning progress is less than a predefined threshold. The learning
progress can be defined as the difference in a metric over two sufficiently spaced
evaluations over the training set or a holdout set. It should be noted that due to
the stochastic updates, the progress even on the training loss is noisy and not
monotonically decreasing.

The main design choices of the algorithm are the sampling distribution q and the
weight α̃. Their choice is related to α from the loss. If q and α̃ are independent of
the model parameters θ , then the relationship between the three values is

α(c, j) =
{

α̃(c, j), (c, j) ∈ S

m|Ic|q(j |c)α̃(c, j), (c, j) �∈ S
(15)

where the sampling probability q(j |c) = 0 for (c, j) ∈ S. This shows how a
weighted loss can be either achieved by changing q or α̃. For example, if the
sampling probability q is uniform

α(c, j) =
{

α̃(c, j), (c, j) ∈ S

mα̃(c, j), (c, j) �∈ S
(16)
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A non-uniform sampling might be beneficial because most of the items are trivially
negative, e.g., it is unlikely that a customer likes a random product from a large
catalogue. Such samples are trivial for the model to predict and presenting an
already correctly classified item during training has a (near) zero gradient, so overall
convergence will be slow. Sampling items that have a higher chance to be considered
by a user are more informative during learning.

Besides uniform sampling, popularity based sampling is another common
approach. Here, the items are sampled proportional to their empirical frequency
in the dataset q(j |c) ∝ |Cj |β with a squashing exponent β to desharpen the
distribution. Section 4.2 describes some more sophisticated sampling algorithms.

4.1.1 Batching

The SGD algorithm presented so far performs one update step per context-item
pair. Each step is computationally cheap. Modern hardware can benefit from larger
units of computations, so grouping several training examples can result in more
efficient utilization of hardware. For the proposed SGD algorithm, several positive
and negative items can be sampled and grouped into a batch of training examples,
and then their updates are performed in parallel. This scheme is especially useful if
the same set of negatives is shared in the batch—a context independent sampler, e.g.,
frequency based, naturally fits here. Even more, instead of sampling from a global
distribution, it is also common to use the positive items in the batch as the negatives.
For example, if the batch contains positive observations (c1, i1), (c2, i2), . . ., then
{i1, i2, . . .} are treated as the negatives for this batch, e.g., for c1, the negatives
would be (c1, i2), (c1, i3), . . .. In expectation, this corresponds to choosing the
empirical frequency sampler for q. To summarize, batching does not improve the
computational costs from a complexity perspective but it lowers the wall time on
modern hardware.

4.1.2 Omitted Details

For simplicity, Algorithm 4.1 was sketched with a constant learning rate, η, but
more complex schedules can be applied as well. Also depending on the form of ŷ,
it is common to update only the subset of model parameters that affects ŷ(i|c) for
the particular choice of (c, i). For example, in an embedding model, usually only a
subset of the embeddings are involved in scoring a pair (c, i), and it is common to
apply the gradient step only to this subset of embeddings involved. These details are
omitted because they are orthogonal to the problem of item recommendation from
implicit feedback.
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4.2 Algorithms for Pairwise Loss

The pairwise loss (Eq. 11) is a double sum over elements (c, i) ∈ S and items j ∈ I .
This scheme can be directly used for sampling and gradient steps can be performed
for each item-pair (i, j). Algorithm 4.2 shows a SGD algorithm for optimizing a
pairwise loss.

Pairwise SGD

1: repeat
2: sample (c, i) ∈ S

3: sample j from q(j |c, i)
4: θ ← θ − η

[
α̃(c, i, j)∇θ l(ŷ(c, i)− ŷ(c, j), 1)+∇θλ(θ)

]

5: until converged

The design choices of this algorithm are the sampling distribution of negatives,
q(j |c, i), and the weight of the gradient α̃(c, i, j). These two choices are related to
the weight α(c, i, j) in the loss (Eq. (11)). Similar to the pointwise loss, if q(j |c, i)
and α̃(c, i, j) are independent of the model parameters then choosing q and α̃

implies a pairwise loss with α(c, i, j) = q(c, i, j) α̃(c, i, j). Again, fixing two of
the quantities will determine the third. For pairwise optimization, several variations
with model dependent sampling and weighting have been proposed.

The next subsections discuss several popular variations of the algorithm. The first
one samples items uniformly and has no weights. The second scheme adds a weight
to consider head-heavy metrics. The third algorithm samples uniformly from items
close or above the positive item, the sampling scheme is used to estimate the rank
which is used as a weight. Finally, a sampler that oversamples items based on their
rank is presented.

4.2.1 Uniform Sampling Without Weight

The most simple instance of this algorithm uses a constant weight α̃(c, i, j) = 1
and a uniform sampling probability q(j |c) ∝ 1, which optimizes an unweighted
loss with α(c, i, j) = 1. This loss optimizes the area under the ROC curve, AUC,
or equivalently, the likelihood that a random relevant item is ranked correctly above
a random irrelevant item. This loss and algorithm is often referred to as Bayesian
Personalized Ranking (BPR) [20].

There are two major issues with this approach:

1. Uniform sampling will sample irrelevant items that can be easily distinguished
by the model and thus the gradient of such pairs becomes 0. The progress of the
algorithm will be very slow because most of the pairs are not helpful.
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2. Metrics that focus on the top items are often preferred for evaluating item
recommendation. As discussed in Sect. 2.3, AUC is not a top-heavy metric. For
example, for AUC, the benefit for moving a relevant item from position 1000
to 991 is the same as moving on item from position 10 to 1. For a metric such
as NDCG, the second change is much more beneficial and gives a much larger
improvement in the metric. In most applications, the second change would be
considered more important.

Several improvements are discussed next.

4.2.2 Uniform Sampling with Weights

A popular approach in the learning to rank community is LambdaRank [5] which
weights the gradient by its influence on a ranking metric. Let M be a metric as
defined in Sect. 2.3, then the weight of a pair of items i, j given a context c is
α̃(c, i, j) = |M(r̂(i|c)) − M(r̂(j |c))|. That means the weight is directly tied
to the metric because it measures the influence of flipping the order of the two
items. A practical difficulty of this approach is that the rank of the items i and
j needs to be computed. For item recommendation with a large number of items
this becomes very costly. This is less of a problem for learning to rank problems
where only a small set of items are reranked. An adaption of LambdaRank to item
recommendation was proposed in [32].

4.2.3 Adaptive Sampling with Weights

WARP (Weighted Approximate-Rank Pairwise) [27] is a pairwise algorithm specif-
ically designed for item recommendation. The motivation of the WARP loss is to
directly learn a ranking metric. Each rank is associated with a penalty, γ , where the
better the predicted rank of the relevant item, the lower the penalty. This penalty
can be chosen to align with the ranking metric [25]. For example, the penalty
can be linearly increasing (as in AUC) or be a step function for a metric such as
precision@k, or increase by the reciprocal of the position.

WARP uses an online algorithm for optimizing this loss. First, the sampling
distribution is non-uniform. The algorithm tries to sample an irrelevant item j such
that it is ranked close to or above the relevant item, i.e., ŷ(j |c) + 1 > ŷ(i|c).
This choice is aligned with the hinge loss (Eq. (10c)), where the gradient is zero
if the item is correctly ranked above the margin. The authors propose a rejection
sampling algorithm that draws j uniformly, and if it does not meet the condition,
it discards j and samples another item. This means the sampling distribution is
q(j |i, c) ∝ δ(ŷ(j |c)+ 1 > ŷ(i|c)).

Sampling an item j that fulfills the requirement ŷ(j |c) + 1 > ŷ(i|c) becomes
increasingly hard, the better the model is and the more items are in the catalogue.
The authors propose to stop the sampling algorithm after |I | repetitions. The number
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of rounds until the algorithm terminates can be used to estimate the rank of the
relevant item: r(i|c) ≈ �(#rounds− 1)/|I |%. The penalty, γ , of the estimated rank
is used as the weight in the SGD algorithm:

α̃(c, i, j) = γ (�(#rounds− 1)/|I |%) (17)

The definition of q avoids the problem of sampling pairs that have no influence
on the gradient step. However, while the algorithm avoids steps on non-influentual
items, the cost for finding a relevant item are high because it needs to score
all discarded items. Usually, scoring an item and updating an item have similar
computational complexity. This gives WARP at most a constant speedup over a
trivial method that does not discard items. However, sampling is only one part of
the WARP algorithm and the more important part is that WARP uses the estimated
rank in the weight for the gradient. This way, WARP optimizes a loss that is more
reflective of ranking metrics than uniformly weighted methods such as BPR.

4.2.4 Adaptive Sampling Without Weights

As an improvement of the BPR algorithm, [19] propose to sample items based
on their rank, here the sampling distribution is q(j |c) ∝ exp(−r(j |c)/γ ), while
keeping the weight constant α̃ = 1. While LambdaRank and WARP introduce a
weight on the rank by α̃, here the weight is implicitly introduced through q that
depends on the rank. Note that this sampling distribution depends on the context
and the current choice of model parameters. As the model learns, the sampling
distribution adapts.

The novelty of this work is an algorithm to approximately sample from q(j |c)
in constant time. Unlike all the methods that have been discussed in this chapter
so far and that were applicable to any scoring function, this work assumes a dot
product model 〈φ(c),ψ(i)〉. Next, the sampling algorithm is described briefly and
more background can be found in [19].

For a given context, it first samples an embedding dimension f ∗ according to

q(f |c) = |φc,f |σf , σ 2
f = Var(ψ·,f ) (18)

The motivation for this choice is that for a given context embedding φ(c) different
embedding dimensions f ∈ {1, . . . , d} are expected to have different contributions
on the score and consequently on the rank. The larger an entry |φc,f | of the context
embedding, the more influential is this embedding dimension. The sign is ignored
at this step because without looking at the item embeddings it is meaningless. Each
dimension is normalized by the variance of the item embeddings to ensure that
dimensions with larger entries are overweighted in the sampling step.

Then an item is sampled according to the rank induced by ψ(i)·,f ∗ . This is done
by first sampling a desired rank r∗ from exp(−r/γ ), this step is independent of
the scoring function. Then the r∗-largest item from ψ(i)·,f is returned—or if the
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sign of φc,f ∗ is negative, the r∗-smallest (=most negative). This last step can be
achieved by storing a sorted list of items for each embedding dimension. This sorted
list is independent of the context and can be refreshed occasionally. In total, this
is an amortized constant time algorithm for sampling an item approximately from
q(j |c) ∝ exp(−r(j |c)/γ ).

4.3 Algorithms for Sampled Softmax

A common strategy for training a model over a softmax loss is to sample m

negatives {j1, . . . , jm} from a distribution q(j |c) and to compute the partition
function on this smaller sample. A key difference of sampled softmax to negative
sampling for pointwise and pairwise losses is that for softmax the sample is applied
inside a logarithm (see Eq. (14)). That makes it difficult to get unbiased estimates.
Sampled softmax is commonly used with a correction to the scores and for a sample
{j1, . . . , jm} of m negative items, and for an observation, (c, i) ∈ S, a gradient step
with respect to the following loss is taken:

−ŷ(i|c)+ ln

(
exp(ŷ(i|c))+

m∑

l=1

exp(ŷ(jl |c))
m q(jl |c)

)
(19)

The correction 1
mq(j |c) ensures that if m → ∞, then sampled softmax is unbi-

ased [3]. However, typically a small (finite) set of negatives is sampled and thus
sampled softmax is biased. This means no matter how many training epochs the
algorithm is run, as long as m is constant, sampled softmax will converge to a
different solution than full softmax. It was shown that the only way to avoid this
issue is to use q(j |c) = p(j |c), i.e., to use the softmax distribution itself for
sampling [4]. In this case, sampled softmax is unbiased for any sample size m.
For sure, sampling from p is expensive and not a viable option. Nevertheless, it
shows that the bias can be reduced by either increasing m and/or using a sampling
distribution closer to p(j |c).

In practice, when optimizing a recommender system with sampled softmax, the
sample size m is an important hyperparameter because it directly impacts what loss
is optimized. Typically, a large sample size, m, is chosen to mitigate the bias. Again,
the most common sampling distributions are (squashed) popularity (=“unigram”)
sampling or in-batch sampling (=popularity sampling where m = batchsize). Two
more sophisticated sampling approaches that have been specifically designed for
softmax are discussed in Sects. 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.

Algorithm 4.3 sketches pseudo code for optimizing a model with SGD for
sampled softmax.
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Sampled Softmax SGD

1: repeat
2: sample (c, i) from S

3: sample {j1, . . . , jm} from q(j |c)
4: θ ← θ − η∇θ

[
−ŷ(i|c)+ ln

(
exp(ŷ(i|c))+∑m

l=1
exp(ŷ(jl |c))
m q(jl |c)

)
+ λ(θ)

]

5: until converged

4.3.1 Kernel Based Sampling

As discussed before, the sampling distribution is very important for sampled
softmax optimization because it lowers the number of samples, m, required while
keeping the bias low. The ideal sampling distribution would be p(j |c, θ) ∝
exp(ŷ(j |c))—or for dot product models p(j |c, θ) ∝ exp(〈φ(c),ψ(j)〉). This
formulation can be seen as a kernel and a mapping function π : Rd → RD from the
original embedding space to a larger space can be introduced, such that

p(j |c, θ) ∝ exp(〈φ(c),ψ(j)〉 ≈ 〈π(φ(c)), π(ψ(j))〉 ∝q(j |c, θ) (20)

Such a decomposition allows to compute the (approximated) partition function as:

∑

j∈I

exp(ŷ(j |c)) ≈
∑

j∈I

〈π(φ(c)), π(ψ(j))〉 =
〈
π(φ(c)),

∑

j∈I

π(ψ(j))

︸ ︷︷ ︸
z∈RD

〉

= 〈π(φ(c)), z〉

The key here is that z is independent of the context and can be precomputed. Then
the sampling probability of an element j, q(j |c), can be computed in O(D) time.
Based on this observation, a divide and conquer algorithm can be derived to sample
j from q(j |c, θ) in O(D log2 |I |) time (see [4] for details). Quadratic expansion [4]
and random feature maps [17] have been explored for π .

4.3.2 Two-Pass Sampler

Another sampling strategy is a two stage sampler [1], where first a large set of
M > m items is sampled and only the m most promising candidates are accepted.
The first set is sampled from the squashed empirical frequency distribution, typically
1–10% of the items I are sampled. Then all items on this large set are scored against
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a batch of context and a smaller set of the m < M highest scoring items is returned.
For efficient computation, it was proposed to distribute the computation of the scores
of the M items over several machines, preferably machines with GPUs. Finally,
sampled softmax is applied on the smaller set. More details can be found in [1].

4.3.3 Relation of Sampled Softmax to Pairwise Loss

Finally, a relationship between sampled softmax and a pairwise loss is highlighted.
When the number of negative samples in sampled softmax is m = 1, then

− ŷ(i|c)+ ln

(
exp(ŷ(i|c))+ exp(ŷ(j |c))

q(j |c)
)
= ln

exp(ŷ(i|c))+ exp(ŷ(j |c))
q(j |c)

exp(ŷ(i|c))
= llogistic (ŷ(i|c)− ŷ(j |c)+ ln q(j |c), 1

)

Which is a pairwise logistic loss where the prediction of the negative item is shifted
by the correction term ln q(j |c).

5 Efficient Learning Algorithms for Special Cases

This section investigates efficient learning algorithms for dot product models, i.e.,
ŷ(i|c) = 〈φ(c),ψ(i)〉, and square losses. First efficient alternating least squares
and gradient descent learning algorithms are presented for pointwise losses. Finally,
their application to pairwise square losses is discussed briefly.

5.1 Pointwise Square Loss

The following restrictions are made: (1) the weights and labels for all unobserved
tuples (c, i) �∈ S is constant: let their weight be α0 and the label 0. It follows

L(θ, S) =
∑

c∈C

∑

i∈I

α(c, i)(ŷ(i|c)− y(c, i))2 + λ(θ)

=
∑

(c,i)∈S

[α(c, i)(ŷ(i|c)− y(c, i))2 − α0ŷ(i|c)2]

+ α0

∑

c∈C

∑

i∈I

ŷ(i|c)2 + λ(θ)

This can be further simplified to
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L̃(θ, S̃) =
∑

(c,i,α,y)∈S̃

α(ŷ(i|c)− y)2 + α0

∑

c∈C

∑

i∈I

ŷ(i|c)2 + λ(θ) (21)

With S̃ = {(c, i, α(c, i)− α0, yα(c, i)/(α(c, i)− α0)) : (c, i) ∈ S} and both L̃ and
L share the same optimum (see [2] for more details). The remainder of this section
uses this simplified formulation.

5.1.1 Gramian Trick

The first part of the loss L̃ depends only on the small set of observed positive data
and is cheap to compute. The second part appears to be expensive with |C||I | terms
and a naive computation is prohibitively costly. However, the Gramian trick makes
the computation of the second part very efficient [2]:

α0

∑

c∈C

∑

i∈I

ŷ(i|c)2 =α0

∑

c∈C

∑

i∈I

〈φ(c),ψ(i)〉2 (22)

=α0

〈
∑

c∈C

φ(c)⊗ φ(c),
∑

i∈I

ψ(i)⊗ ψ(i)

〉
(23)

=α0

〈
GC,GI

〉
(24)

with Gram matrices

GC =
∑

c∈C

φ(c)⊗ φ(c), GI =
∑

i∈I

ψ(i)⊗ ψ(i) (25)

The advantage of this Gramian trick is that the sum over all context-item combina-
tion is simplified as a the dot product over two Gram matrices, where each matrix
has size d × d. The cost for computing the Gramians2 is O(d2(|I | + |C|)). The cost
for computing the loss, L̃, assuming the Gramians are known is O(|S| d + d2). The
overall costs are dominated by the loss over the positive examples, |S|, as long as
d ≤ |S|/(|C| + |I |). This means the loss over all examples (including the implicit
negative ones) can be computed without paying the computational costs for the
negative ones.

The remainder of this section derives efficient solvers for the loss with the
Gramian formulation

2 The analysis here ignores the cost for computing the embeddings φ(c) and ψ(i). The derived
results have a linear complexity in the costs for computing the embeddings.
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L̃(θ, S̃) =
∑

(c,i,α,y)∈S̃

α(ŷ(i|c)− y)2 + α0

〈
GC,GI

〉
+ λ(θ) (26)

The Gramian trick is related to the Kernel softmax (see Sect. 4.3.1) where
exp(〈φ(c),ψ(i)〉) ≈ 〈π(φ(c)), π(ψ(i))〉. In particular, using the square function
instead of the exp, 〈φ(c),ψ(i)〉2 = 〈π(φ(c)), π(ψ(i))〉 for π(x) = x⊗ x.

5.1.2 Coordinate Descent/ALS Solver for Multilinear Models

The Gramian trick can be used to derive efficient alternating least squares solvers
for the family of multilinear models. This section starts with a recap of multilinear
models and then derives a learning algorithm. Besides multilinearity, it is assumed
that the regularization λ(θ) is a L2 regularization, i.e., λ(θ) = λ||θ ||2.

Multilinear Model

Following [2], the derivation in this subsection makes the assumption that φ(c) and
ψ(i) do not share model parameters. In particular for every scalar coordinate θ̃ from
the vector θ of model parameters

∀c ∈ C : ∇θ̃φ(c) = 0 or ∀i ∈ I : ∇θ̃ψ(i) = 0 (27)

To simplify notation, it is further assumed that the model is multilinear in the model
parameters. That means for each model parameter θ̃ the model can be written in a
linear form

ŷ(i|c) = g(i|c)+ θ̃ ∇θ̃ ŷ(i|c), ∇2
θ̃
ŷ(i|c) = 0 (28)

Often, models are not just linear in scalars but linear in subvectors θ̃ of the model
parameters θ

ŷ(i|c) = g(i|c)+ 〈θ̃ ,∇
θ̃
ŷ(i|c)〉, ∇2

θ̃
ŷ(i|c) = 0 (29)

For example, matrix factorization: ŷ(i|c) = 〈wu, hi〉 is linear in wu or hi . Some
other examples for multilinear models are factorization machines [18], or tensor
factorization models such as PARAFAC [8] and Tucker Decomposition [24].

Optimization

With these prerequisites, efficient alternating least squares solvers can be derived.
Let θ̃1, θ̃2, . . . be a partition of the model parameters θ such that the model is linear
in each θ̃ . From this follows that the optimal values for θ̃ have a closed form solution
that can be obtained by a linear regression solver. An efficient computation of the
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least square solution needs to consider the Gramian trick. This will be discussed
next. The solution can be derived by finding the root of∇

θ̃
L(θ , S). A single iteration

of Newton’s method finds its solution:

θ̃
∗ = θ̃ − (∇2

θ̃
L̃(θ, S̃))−1∇

θ̃
L̃(θ , S̃)

The computation of the sufficient statistics ∇2
θ̃
L̃(θ, S̃) and ∇

θ̃
L̃(θ , S̃) is now

discussed for a vector of model parameters θ̃ from the context side. The equations
for model parameters from the item side are analogously.

∇
θ̃
L̃(θ, S̃)

(∗)=
∑

(c,i,α,y)∈S̃

α(ŷ(i|c)− y)∇
θ̃
ŷ(i|c)+ α0

∑

c∈C

φ(c)GI (∇
θ̃
φ(c))t + λθ̃

∇2
θ̃
L̃(θ, S̃)

(∗∗)=
∑

(c,i,α,y)∈S̃

α∇
θ̃
φ(c)⊗∇

θ̃
φ(c)+ α0

∑

c∈C

(∇
θ̃
φ(c))GI (∇

θ̃
φ(c))t + λI

where (*) uses ∇
θ̃
ŷ(i|c) = 〈∇

θ̃
φ(c),ψ(i)〉 and (**) uses of ∇2

θ̃
ŷ(i|c) = 0.

From these equations follows the generic ALS algorithm from implicit data. The
algorithm iterates over parameters from the context side, computes the first and
second derivative as outlined above and performs the Newton update step. The same
steps are repeated for parameters from the item side.

iALS-Pointwise for Multilinear Models

1: repeat
2: GI ←∑

i∈I ψ(i)⊗ ψ(i)

3: for θ̃ ∈ {θ̃1, θ̃2, . . .} do # Iterate over parameters of the context side
4: ∇

θ̃
← λθ̃

5: ∇2
θ̃
← λI

6: for c ∈ C where ∇
θ̃
φ(c) �= 0 do

7: ∇
θ̃
← ∇

θ̃
+ α0φ(c)GI (∇

θ̃
φ(c))t

8: ∇2
θ̃
← ∇2

θ̃
+ α0(∇θ̃

φ(c))GI (∇
θ̃
φ(c))t

9: end for
10: for (c, i, α, y) ∈ S̃ where ∇

θ̃
φ(c) �= 0 do

11: ∇
θ̃
← ∇

θ̃
+ α(ŷ(i|c)− y)〈∇

θ̃
φ(c),ψ(i)〉

12: ∇2
θ̃
← ∇2

θ̃
+ α∇

θ̃
φ(c)⊗∇

θ̃
φ(c)

13: end for
14: θ̃ ← θ̃ − (∇2

θ̃
)−1∇

θ̃

15: end for
16: Perform a similar pass over parameters from the item side
17: until converged
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If ŷ is a matrix factorization model, and if for θ̃ a user embedding vector, wu or
item embedding vector hi is chosen, then this is equivalent to the iALS algorithm
proposed in [10]. This algorithm has a complexity of O(|S| d2 + (|C| + |I |) d3)

per epoch. This is much more efficient than the complexity of O(|C| |I | d2 +
(|C| + |I |) d3) of a naive ALS implementation. The work of [10] was the first
to provide this efficient training algorithm for learning matrix factorization from
implicit feedback. Later, [9] derived a variation of this algorithm for PARAFAC
tensor factorization.

The derivation in this chapter applies to any multilinear model including matrix
factorization, PARAFAC, Tucker Decomposition or factorization machines. The
coordinate descent version (i.e., choosing a scalar for θ ) of this generalized
algorithm was proposed in [2]. The alternating least squares version in this chapter
is more general because any vector θ can be chosen, including a vector of size one
(i.e., a scalar) which would reduce to a coordinate descent algorithm. Coordinate
descent (CD) algorithms have a lower computation complexity than ALS solvers,
e.g., O(|S| d+ (|C|+ |I |) d2) for matrix factorization (see [2] for details). However,
on modern hardware, vector operations as used by a ALS can be much more efficient
than the scalar operations of CD, and with a careful implementations the higher
theoretical complexity is not noticable. Moreover, using vectors instead of scalars
reduces synchronization points which is very important in distributed algorithms, so
ALS methods can be overall more efficient in wall time than their CD equivalents.

5.1.3 SGD Solver for General Models

The previous section discussed multilinear models. Now, following [13], this is
generalized to any dot-product model ŷ(i|c) = 〈φ(c),ψ(i)〉. In particular, φ(c)

and ψ(i) can be any structure, including non-linear DNNs. Such structures are
commonly optimized by SGD algorithms that iterate over observed examples S.

Now, the loss in Eq. (26) is reformulated as a sum over training examples

L̃(θ, S̃) =
∑

(c,i,α,y)∈S̃

l(c, i, α, y) (30)

so that stochastic gradient descent can be applied. To achieve this form, the Gramian
term in the loss is rewritten as a sum over training examples:

〈
GC,GI

〉
= 1

2

(
∑

c∈C

φ(c)GIφ(c)t +
∑

i∈I

ψ(i)GCψ(i)t

)
(31)

=
∑

(c,i,α,y)∈S̃

1

2

(
1

|Ic|φ(c)GIφ(c)t + 1

|Ci |ψ(i)GCψ(i)t
)

(32)
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Combining this with the loss on the positive observations, results in the final form
of the elementwise loss

l(c, i, α, y) = α(ŷ(i|c)− y)2 + α0

2

(
1

|Ic|φ(c)GIφ(c)t + 1

|Ci |ψ(i)GCψ(i)t
)

(33)

Now, gradient descent can be applied to this equation. For the purpose of learning
θ , GC and GI are treated as constants and replaced by estimates ĜC and ĜI

∇θ l(c, i, α, y) = 2α(ŷ(i|c)− y)∇θ ŷ(i|c)

+ α0

(
1

|Ic|φ(c)ĜI (∇θφ(c))t + 1

|Ci |ψ(i)ĜC(∇θψ(i))t
)

(34)

The Gramian estimates are updated by gradient descent as well. A good Gramian
estimate, Ĝ, is close to the true Gramian, G. A reasonable objective to enforce
closeness is the Frobenius norm ||Ĝ − G||2F . To make this objective amendable to
SGD, the Gramian loss is reformulated as a sum over positive training examples

argmin
ĜC

∥∥∥ĜC −GC
∥∥∥

2

F
= argmin

ĜC

∥∥∥∥∥Ĝ
C −

∑

c∈C

φ(c)⊗ φ(c)

∥∥∥∥∥

2

F

(35)

= argmin
ĜC

∑

c∈C

∥∥∥ĜC − |C|φ(c)⊗ φ(c)

∥∥∥
2

F
(36)

= argmin
ĜC

∑

(c,i,α,y)∈S̃

1

|Ic|
∥∥∥ĜC − |C|φ(c)⊗ φ(c)

∥∥∥
2

F
(37)

which results in the gradient of the Gramian estimate:

∇
ĜC

⎡

⎣
∑

(c,i,α,y)∈S̃

1

|Ic|
∥∥∥ĜC − |C|φ(c)⊗ φ(c)

∥∥∥
2

F

⎤

⎦ (38)

=
∑

(c,i,α,y)∈S̃

1

|Ic|
(
ĜC − |C|φ(c)⊗ φ(c)

)
(39)

To summarize, when sampling a training example (c, i, α, y) ∈ S̃, the update rule
for the Gramian estimate is

ĜC ← ĜC − η
1

|Ic|
(
ĜC − |C|φ(c)⊗ φ(c)

)
(40)
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= ĜC

(
1− η

|Ic|
)
+ η

|Ic| |C|φ(c)⊗ φ(c) (41)

See [13] for other estimation algorithms.3

Algorithm 5.1.3 shows the final SGD procedure.

SGD-Pointwise with Gramian Trick

1: repeat
2: sample (c, i) ∈ S

3: θ ← θ − η∇θ l(c, i, α, y) # See Eq. (34)
4: sample (c, i) ∈ S

5: ĜC ← ĜC − η 1
|Ic|

(
ĜC − |C|φ(c)⊗ φ(c)

)

6: ĜI ← ĜI − η 1
|Ci |

(
ĜI − |I |ψ(i)⊗ ψ(i)

)

7: until converged

Comparing this to the vanilla SGD Algorithm 4.1, it can be seen that there is no
negative sampling step necessary when using the Gramian trick. All negatives are
already considered in the update step of the positive item through the Gramian (see
line 3). In addition, there is the estimation step of the Gramians.

In some sense, negative sampling can be seen as an estimation of Gramians
as well: instead of keeping track of an estimate of the Gramian as proposed
here, negative sampling rebuilds the Gramian based on only a small sample of m

negatives. This is a much less precise estimate of the Gramian than keeping a long-
term estimate because the global Gramians are unlikely to change considerably for
each step.

5.2 Pairwise Square Loss

Finally, efficient solvers for pairwise square losses are shortly discussed. For
keeping the derivation simple, it is assumed that α(c, i, j) = 1; a generalization
to α(c, i, j) = αc,iαj is simple and follows the same pattern. The pairwise square
loss is defined as

3 [13] uses a different weight on each Gramian element which makes the derivation more natural
for SGD algorithms. This chapter uses the same Gramian definition as in Eq. (25) to make all
results consistent.
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L(θ , S) =
∑

(c,i)∈S

∑

j∈I

[ŷ(i|c)− ŷ(j |c)− 1]2. (42)

This can be reformulated to:

L(θ, S) =
∑

(c,i)∈S

∑

j∈I

[(ŷ(i|c)− 1)2 − 2(ŷ(i|c)− 1)ŷ(j |c)+ ŷ(j |c)2] (43)

=
∑

(c,i)∈S

|I |(ŷ(i|c)− 1)2 + 〈GC,GI 〉 − 2
∑

(c,i)∈S

(ŷ(i|c)− 1)〈φ(c), z〉

(44)

with

GC :=
∑

c∈C

|Ic|φ(c)⊗ φ(c), GI :=
∑

i∈I

ψ(i)⊗ ψ(i), z :=
∑

i∈I

ψ(i) (45)

The first two terms in the loss are identical to the pointwise square loss in Eq. (26):
a pointwise loss over the positive observations, and the Gramian term. The last term
is an additional correction term for pairwise square loss, and its computation is in
O(|S| d). The algorithms (both iALS and SGD) introduced for pointwise loss can
be extended to take the new term into account. Instead of just storing the Gramian
GI , the vector z has to be stored as well.

Takács and Tikk [23] first introduced an efficient solver for matrix factorization
and pairwise square loss. Their derivation is based on a gradient reformulation as
previously invented for pointwise square loss by Hu et al. [10]. The derivation in this
chapter is more general and makes pairwise square loss applicable to a wider variety
of models (multilinear models and general dot-product models) and optimization
schemes (ALS, CD, SGD).

6 Retrieval with Item Recommenders

The typical application of an item recommender has to return the highest scoring
items given a context c. This section will first highlight the limitations of a naive
brute-force implementation and then discuss efficient algorithms for dot product
models.

6.1 Limitations of Brute-Force Retrieval

A naive implementation scores all the items, I , with ŷ(i|c), sorts the scores and
returns the highest ranked ones. This is very costly, with a linear dependency on |I |.
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This makes this method infeasible for online scoring for large or medium sized item
catalogues because applications commonly expect the results in a few milliseconds
within a user’s request. For moderately sized catalogues, the top items can be
precomputed offline and stored for each context that could be queried. However,
the size of possible query context can be much larger than the set of training context
|C| and evaluating and storing all top lists becomes infeasible. For example, for
a sequential recommender, the context might be the k most recent clicks of the
user, the potential space of all context is |I |k . It is impossible to precompute the
top scoring items for all of these |I |k context. Offline computation becomes also
a problem if the recommender system is trained online, e.g., a user’s embedding
might be updated online which would require recomputing the top scoring items.
To summarize, brute-force algorithms are only applicable if the number of items is
small or for a static model if the number of context is small. In the former case,
brute-force scoring can be applied online, in the latter, brute-force scoring can be
applied offline.

6.2 Approximate Nearest Neighbor Search

For dot product models, ŷ(i|c) = 〈φ(c),ψ(i)〉, the problem of finding the top
scoring items is equivalent to the well studied field of maximum inner product
search or approximate nearest neighbor search [26]. The nearest neighbor search
problem is to find the closest entries in a database of vectors for a query vector. For
item recommendation, the context φ(c) corresponds to the query and the database
of vectors are the items I represented by the embeddings ψ(i). These problems
are very well studied with efficient sublinear approximate algorithms that can be
applied for the item recommendation problem. Typically, solutions are based on
narrowing down the set of possible nearest neighbors that needs to be evaluated,
e.g., using partitioning algorithms such as trees [15, 31], and efficient scoring using
quantization [26].

These efficient sublinear algorithms make dot product models very attractive
for large scale item recommendation. If an application requires fast retrieval, dot
product models are the best choice.

6.3 Dynamic User Model

When a user interacts with a recommender system, the system should be responsive
and change the recommendation based on a user’s feedback. For example, after
watching a video, the system should be able to make better recommendations taking
into account this new information. Depending on the type of scoring function,
this might require to update the model itself. For example, in a user-item matrix
factorization model, the user embedding wu would need to be retrained in real time
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after every interaction—for user-item matrix factorization a projection, Eq. (30) can
be applied. Other scoring functions avoid retraining by representing the user as
a function of their past behavior. For example, if the user is represented by the
average item embedding in their history, the user embedding function φ(c) is trivial
to compute and can be done online at query time. In both cases, the main model can
be retrained occasionally offline to propagate all training data through the model.

7 Conclusion

This chapter introduced the item recommendation problem and discussed its unique
challenges. Several popular approaches to train recommender systems from implicit
feedback data were presented. An advantage of sampling based approaches is that
they can be applied to most recommender models. That makes them a popular
choice for learning item recommenders. Another advantage is that they can be
adapted to retrieval metrics by rank based weighting and sampling schemes.
However, if the item catalogue is large, sampling based approaches are slow unless
they use good samplers which is an open area of research. For special cases the
Gramian trick allows to learn item recommenders much more efficently, typically
dropping the runtime dependency on the catalogue size |I |. However, this trick is
only applicable to square losses which can be less effective than a ranking loss such
as weighted pairwise or softmax. Dot product models that represent the context and
the items by a d-dimensional embedding have useful properties throughout learning
and retrieval. For learning, their structure can be exploited for faster sampling, or
the Gramian trick, and for retrieval it allows real-time retrieval in sublinear time
through maximum inner product search algorithms.

As a conclusion of this chapter, a few rules of thumb for applying recommender
systems in practice are suggested. Dot product models are a reasonable default
choice due to their attractive retrieval properties. The family of dot product models
is broad including popular approaches such as matrix factorization but also more
complex techniques such as deep neural networks including transformers, recurrent
structures, or in general any model that extracts representations which are combined
in the final layer with a dot product. For learning, sampling based algorithms such as
sampled softmax with a large number of samples m are easy to implement and can
result in good ranking quality. If the item catalogue is very large, algorithms based
on the Gramian trick can be a better choice, and implementations for models like
matrix factorization are simple. In any case, properly tuning and setting up models
can be more important than switching to a more complex approach [7, 21, 22].
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Deep Learning for Recommender
Systems

Shuai Zhang, Yi Tay, Lina Yao, Aixin Sun, and Ce Zhang

1 Introduction

Since the reinvigoration of neural networks, deep learning has attracted significant
attention. It provides a revolutionary step to actualize artificial intelligence and has
fundamentally changed the landscape of a number of fields, including computer
vision, natural language processing, robotics, and more. Applications of deep
learning have become ubiquitous. For example, deep neural networks can be
trained to recognize objects in images, translate text between languages, recognize
speech, generate images/texts, just to mention a few. Very often, state-of-the-art
performances are achieved with deep neural networks.

With this striking success, a variety of deep learning designs and methods
have blossomed in the context of recommender systems. It has attracted a huge
interest from academia and industry, evidenced by the exponentially increase of
public research works and implementations. A growing number of companies
are developing and deploying deep learning based algorithms to enhance their
recommender systems, so as to attract more customers, improve user satisfaction
and retention rate, and as a result boost their revenue. Clearly, deep learning
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based recommendation models are now in wide use across platforms and domains.
Meanwhile, recommendation with deep learning techniques has been the major
focus in the research community and the number of scientific publications on this
topic grows exponentially.

There are numerous benefits of using deep learning techniques to build recom-
mender systems. Firstly, deep learning requires less feature engineering effort as it
can easily process unstructured data such as text, image, sound, video, etc. Secondly,
deep learning opens up an opportunity for a range of challenging recommendation
tasks. For example, we can solve the cold-start problem, improve the recommenda-
tion explainability/robustness, and handle temporal dynamics effortlessly with deep
neural networks. Thirdly, deep neural networks have a high degree of flexibility in
the sense that multiple neural building blocks can be composed end-to-end so that
building powerful models (e.g., multitask models, etc.) becomes more convenient.
Just as importantly, the increasing of computational resources as well as the easy
access of deep learning computation libraries make the implementation, iteration,
and deployment process more handily. All in all, these benefits have led to the rapid
and revolutionary development of recommender systems.

In this chapter, we do not intend to give a thorough review of all related methods,
but rather to overview various key approaches and highlight the impact of deep
learning techniques on the recommender systems field. This chapter is divided
into three parts. We begin with the basics of deep learning techniques that are
widely adopted in the recommendation area, namely, multilayered perceptrons,
convolutional neural networks, recurrent neural networks, graph neural networks,
deep reinforcement learning, etc. In the second part, we review how deep learning
methods are applied to specific recommendation problems including interaction
modeling, user modeling, content representation learning, cold-start problem, and
interpretability/robustness enhancement. Thereafter, we describe how recommen-
dations in various application domains such as e-commerce, online entertainment,
news, and point-of-interests, can benefit from deep learning techniques.

2 Deep Learning for Recommender Systems: Preliminary

We begin with the basics of recommender systems and widely adopted deep learning
techniques.

2.1 Basics of Recommender Systems

In a typical recommender system setting, there are a bunch of users and a
catalog of items. Items can refer to movies, books, jobs, jokes, news articles,
music pieces, houses, products, and even services. There usually exist some
historical interactions (e.g., purchases, ratings, likes, watches, etc.) between users
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and items. If there is no interaction record for some users/items, we call them
cold-start users/items. Oftentimes, additional information such as contexts like
timestamp, item descriptions, and user profiles are available. With these available
data, we can learn a recommendation model that anticipates user’s preferences
and performs personalised recommendations. A good recommender system should
have the ability of accurately capturing users’ preferences/intentions, modeling
the characteristics of items, and fitting the context better. Popular methods such
as matrix factorization [64] (Chapters “Advances in Collaborative Filtering” and
“Item Recommendation from Implicit Feedback”), user-based/item-based collab-
orative filtering [92] (Chapter “Trust Your Neighbors: A Comprehensive Sur-
vey of Neighborhood-Based Methods for Recommender Systems”), content-based
approaches (Chapter “Semantics and Content-based Recommendations”), context-
aware recommender systems (Chapter “Context-Aware Recommender Systems:
From Foundations to Recent Developments”), cross-domain recommender sys-
tems (Chapter “Design and Evaluation of Cross-Domain Recommender Systems”),
and session-based recommender systems (Chapter “Session-Based Recommender
Systems”) have been extensively investigated in the past decades. We refer users to
the corresponding chapters for more details.

2.2 Basics of Deep Learning Techniques

Deep learning utilizes a hierarchical level of neural networks to carry out the
process of machine learning. Neural network is made up of neurons which are
inspired by biological neurons. A typical deep neural network consists of multiple
layers and each layer has multiple neurons. Neurons between two successive layers
are connected. It accumulates signals from a previous layer and the information
transmission between layers is controlled with activation functions [36]. Unlike
traditional linear methods, activation functions such as ReLU, Sigmoid, and Tahn
in neural networks enable machines to process data in a nonlinear way.

At a high level, deep learning is a representation learning approach. It offers the
potential to identify complex patterns and relationships hidden in the data. As such,
deep learning has been widely used to learn representations of text, image, audio,
video, etc. The representation learning process can operate either in a supervised
manner or in an unsupervised manner. Based on the way how neurons are organized
in the network, there are various neural network architectures. Major (but not
exhaustive) neural networks include: multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs), convolutional
neural networks (CNNs), recurrent neural networks (RNNs), autoencoders, genera-
tive adversarial networks, and graph neural networks [36, 63].

To learn parameters of deep learning models, an algorithm known as back-
propagation is widely adopted [36]. Back-propagation computes the derivatives of
the loss function like mean squared error loss, cross-entropy loss, or triplet loss, with
respect to the weights and biases in a neural network. The computed gradients are
then used by optimizers such as gradient descent, stochastic gradient descent, and
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Adam to update the corresponding weights and biases. Same as traditional machine
learning techniques, deep learning also suffers from the overfitting problem. To
overcome this problem, regularization methods such as dropout, batch normaliza-
tion, and layer normalization are usually employed. We will briefly introduce some
widely used neural network architectures in the following sections.

2.2.1 Multi-Layer Perceptrons

A multilayer perceptron is composed of multiple perceptrons. It has an input
layer to receive the signal, an output layer to make predictions, and an arbitrary
number of hidden layers in between. Theoretically, an MLP is able to learn any
mapping functions and has been proven to be a universal approximation algorithm.
The predictive capability of MLPs comes from the hierarchical and multi-layered
structure. It is an ideal representation learning approach as it can represent features
at different scales, orders, and resolutions.

MLPs are usually used to model the correlations or dependencies between inputs
and outputs. An example of MLP is shown in Fig. 1. The input layer takes the dataset
as input and passes it to the next layer. The layer after the input layer is a hidden
layer. It is possible to stack many hidden layers to form a very deep architecture.
Deep learning refers to learning with networks that have many hidden layers. The
last layer is the output layer which outputs a scalar or a vector depending on the task.
For example, a regression problem has a single output neuron and there are more
than one neuron in binary or multi-class classification tasks. Generally, the network
outputs are converted to probabilities with sigmoid or softmax function.

2.2.2 Convolutional Neural Networks

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are suitable for grid topology data. For grid-
like data such as images, MLPs might not scale well. For example, a small image of
size 32 (width) × 32 (height) × 3 (RGB channels) has 3072 dimensions. The full
connectivity will bring in a huge number of parameters and is more likely to cause
overfitting. CNNs are precisely designed to circumvent this limitation. CNN can
capture the locality and spatial-invariance (e.g., position of an object in an image

Fig. 1 Multi-layer
perceptrons

Output
Layer

Hidden
Layer

Input
Layer
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ConvolutionInput Pooling Fully connected layer

Fig. 2 Illustration of a convolutional neural network which has a convolutional layer, a pooling
layer, and a fully-connected layer

does not change the class of the object) in features with merely a small number
of free-parameters. CNNs can also process other types of data structure such as
sequences [2].

A typical convolutional neural network consists of an input layer, several
convolutional layers and pooling layers, and fully-connected layers (same as MLPs).
An example is shown in Fig. 2. Convolutional layers are a major building block
of CNNs. A convolution layer defines a window (or filter, kernel), by which the
model can examine a subset of input (e.g., a region of an image), and subsequently
scan the entire input by looking through this window. The window is small and
parameterized so that it needs fewer parameters than fully connected layers. In
addition, this window mechanism provides a way to look at the local regions of
the input and enables a more efficient learning of local patterns. Oftentimes, we can
use multiple windows to get multiple feature mappings. Pooling layer is also an
important component in CNNs. Pooling operations are used to compress spatial
information rather than extract certain features. It is useful when we care more
about whether some features are present or not instead of where they are. Pooling is
also operated with windows and various pooling operations including max pooling,
average pooling, and minimum pooling are usable. Among them, max pooling is the
most commonly used operation as it can return the most notable features.

Recent years have witnessed the emergence of numerous CNN architectures such
as LeNet, AlexNet, VGG, Inception, ResNet, ResNeXt, and many more [36]. These
networks have got very deep (up to 100 layers) and achieved huge performance
boost. We omit the details for brevity.

2.2.3 Recurrent Neural Networks

Many practical problems such as time series prediction, sentence classification,
machine translation, text generation, and speech recognition, require the ability of
modeling sequential and temporal patterns. In these tasks, current outputs depend
on previous inputs and outputs. Recurrent neural network is such a model that can
deal with sequential dynamics in the data and are becoming increasingly popular.

RNNs allow a model to operate over sequences in the input, output, or both of
them [36]. The most important feature of RNNs is the hidden state which remembers
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Fig. 3 Illustration of recurrent neural networks in folded (left) and unfolded (right) forms

what information has been calculated about a sequence. Figure 3 shows the structure
of RNNs in both folded and unfolded forms. It has several distinct components: (1)
X is the sequential input; (2) o is the output; (3) h is the hidden states; (4) V,W,U

are trainable model parameters. The hidden state h is the memory of the network
and is calculated based on the previous hidden state and the current input. A simple
calculation is:

ht = f (UXt + V ht−1), (1)

where f is a nonlinear activation function.
Vanilla RNNs may suffer from problems like gradient vanishing and exploding

problems. They are less effective in processing very long sequences. There-
fore, there are many variants of RNNs and Long short-term memory networks
(LSTMs) [52] and gated recurrent units (GRUs) [22] are the most popular ones.
LSTMs are proposed to address the problem of keeping or resetting context. LSTM
unit is composed of a cell, an input gate, an output gate, and a forget gate. It
utilizes the cell and gate mechanism to memorize or filter long-term dependencies.
The sibling architecture GRUs operate in a similar fashion and can achieve the
same goal. In some tasks like speech recognition and handwriting recognition, it is
important to look beyond the current state, to fix the past. Knowing what is coming
next can help understand the context and alleviate the ambiguity faced in the past.
This gives rise to bi-directional RNNs [36].

2.2.4 Encoder and Decoder Architectures

The encoder-decoder architecture is quite common in the deep learning field. We
first introduce auto-encoder (commonly written as autoencoder).

Autoencoder [111] is an unsupervised learning framework which consists of an
encoder, a decoder, and a bottleneck layer (see Fig. 4). The output can be viewed
as a copy of the input. It aims to reconstruct the input in the output layer by
minimizing the reconstruction error measured by the differences between the input
and the reconstruction. It is a widely used representation learning approach as it can
compress the high-dimensional input into a low-dimensional hidden representation
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at the bottleneck layer, while maintaining the important characteristics. A variant
of autoencoder called variational autoencoder (VAE) can generate new data. VAE
encodes the input as a distribution over a latent space and this distribution is
regularised to ensure continuity and completeness.

Conceptually, in an typical encoder-decoder architecture, an encoder is used
to map the input to a compact hidden representation and a decoder is used to
generate a high-dimensional output by up-sampling the compressed representation.
It is not exclusive to autoencoder. Many sequence-to-sequence models such as
transformer [109] are also structured in this way.

2.2.5 Graph Neural Networks

Graph data (e.g., social networks, chemical molecules, knowledge graph, transac-
tion graph, etc.) is commonplace in real world applications. A graph consists of a set
of nodes and a set of edges between nodes. Usually, nodes and edges are associated
with some feature information for descriptive purposes.

The network architectures discussed earlier (e.g., CNNs or RNNs) cannot handle
graph data effectively. As such, graph neural networks (GNNs) [63, 110] come into
play. GNNs learn node/graph representations from node (edge) features and graph
structures via message propagation and aggregation. The most critical process,
message passing, pushes messages from surrounding nodes around a given reference
node through its edges. At a single time step, each node is updated by its current
presentation and the aggregation of its neighbors’ representations. This step is
repeated multiple times in deep GNNs, allowing information from multi-hops away
to be propagated. A general update rule of GNNs is as follows:

h
(�+1)
i = σ(h

(�)
i W

(�)
0 +

∑

j∈Ni

1

cij

h
(�)
j W

(�)
1 ), (2)

where h
(�+1)
i is the representation of node i at layer � + 1; Ni is a set of neighbors

of node i; cij is a fixed/trainable norm; W ∗∗ is a weight matrix.

2.2.6 Deep Reinforcement Learning

Deep reinforcement learning [32] is the combination of deep learning and rein-
forcement learning. Reinforcement learning provides a formalism for behavior
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Fig. 5 The architecture of
deep reinforcement learning
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and allows us to solve many types of decision-making problems. Deep learning
is powerful in handling unstructured data such as raw sensor or image signals.
By integrating deep learning techniques, it allows reinforcement learning to solve
more complex problems end-to-end. Deep neural networks enable the agent to get
knowledge from raw data and derive efficient representations without handcrafted
features and domain heuristics. Thus, deep reinforcement learning opens up the
possibility for applications in domains such as robotics, games, healthcare, and
many more (Fig. 5).

Reinforcement learning is learning through interaction with an environment, The
agent learns to achieve a goal in a complex environment. It employs a trial and error
strategy to learn from the consequence of its actions and selects its actions on the
basis of past experiences (exploitation) and new choices (exploration). The agent
receives rewards or penalties for the actions it performs and seeks to learn to select
actions that maximize the accumulated reward over time.

2.2.7 Adversarial Neural Networks

We are concerned with two techniques: adversarial training and generative adver-
sarial neural networks (GANs) [24].

An adversarial example is an instance with small, intentional feature pertur-
bations that cause a machine learning model to make a mistake. Adversarial
examples will cause model performance degradation and, even worse, be dangerous
in applications like autonomous driving. Adversarial training is a straightforward
way to combat with adversarial examples. It generates adversarial examples during
the training process and the model is learned to combat these generated examples
such that it cannot be fooled easily after training.

Generative adversarial neural networks (GANs), inspired by the minimax game
in game theory, have two neural networks which compete with each other. The
two networks in GANs are: generator and discriminator. The generator creates
new data instances that resemble the training data, and the discriminator is trained
to distinguish the generated fake data from real data. The generator and the
discriminator are simultaneously trained with back-propagation. In the end, the
generator can generate images that are not present in the training data.
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2.2.8 Restricted Boltzmann Machines

A restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) [31] can lean a probability distribution over
its input. RBMs have found applications in dimensionality reduction, classification,
topic modeling, recommendation, etc. A classical RBM can be considered as a
shallow two-layer neural network which in general consists of a visible layer (also
known as an input layer) and a hidden layer. The restriction indicates that there is
no intra-layer communication. Same as MLPs, activation functions and bias terms
can also be used. To optimize the parameters of RBMs, the algorithm contrastive
divergence is usually adopted. RBMs are the building blocks of deep belief networks
(DBNs) [51] where multiple hidden layers are needed.

3 Deep Learning for Recommender Systems: Algorithms

This section focuses on how various challenges (e.g., interaction/user modeling,
cold-start problems, robustness, explainability, etc.) in recommender systems can
be tackled with deep learning techniques.

3.1 Deep Learning for Interaction Modeling

Interaction modeling lives at the heart of recommender systems. Past interactions
recorded between users and items such as ratings, purchases, likes, and views
are the major source for performing collaborative filtering. As such, a good
recommendation model should be able to capture the interactions/crossings between
objects/features. Modeling features in their raw form will rarely provide optimal
results and interaction modeling becomes necessary.

3.1.1 User-Item Interaction Modeling

Interactions between users and items form a user-item interaction matrix. This
interaction matrix can be extremely sparse as many interactions are missing.
Modeling user item interaction from this partially observed matrix forms the
bedrock of collaborative filtering (CF) algorithms. A standard CF approach is to
model user item interactions with dot product (e.g., matrix factorization). As an
alternative, we can also use deep neural networks to fulfill this goal.

Formally, we adopt the following formula to define the interaction between users
and items.

s = f (h(g1(u), g2(i))), (3)
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Table 1 Comparison of various user item interaction modelling approaches

Models h f g∗
NeuMF [47] Concatenation: [Uu;Vi ] MLPs Embedding

look-upHadamard product: Uu � Vi

He et al. [45] Outer product: Uu ⊗ Vi CNNs Embedding
look-up

AutoRec [93],
CDAE [127]

Encoder Decoder MLPs

DFM [132] Dot product: Uu · Vi Identity mapping MLPs

CML [53],
LRML [53]

Euclidean distance: Identity mapping Embedding
look-up‖ Uu − Vi ‖2

2

HyperML
[112]

Hyperbolic distance: Identity mapping Embedding
look-up

cosh−1(1+ 2 ‖Uu−Vi‖2

(1−‖Uu‖2)(1−‖Vi‖2)
)

Yao
et al. [137]

Searched MLPs Embedding
look-up

where g∗ is used to get the representation of user/item. For example, if g∗ is a sparse
embedding look-up function, it will output the corresponding user embedding Uu

and item embedding Vi ; s is the recommendation score; f can be neural networks,
identity mapping, etc., and h is the interaction operation such as concatenation,
Hadamard product, etc. Table 1 summarizes popular user-item interaction modeling
approaches.

Using neural networks to model the interactions between users and items has
aroused extensive interest. Recently, there is an increasing popularity to replace
dot product with MLPs. For example, NeuMF [47] models the interaction with
multilayer perceptron. It takes the concatenation of Uu and Vi or the element-wise
multiplication of Uu and Vi as the input of MLPs to capture the interactions. A
follow-up work [45] replaces dot product with outer product where the output is
treated as an interaction map and CNNs are applied to learn high-order correlations
among embedding dimensions. Despite its popularity, a recent study [88] suggests
that it is non-trivial to learn the dot product with an MLP, and it might be too costly
to be used in production environments.

The autoencoder architecture can also be applied to interaction modeling [93,
127]. These methods take as inputs the columns or rows of the partially observed
interaction matrix, then recover the columns/rows in the output. The gradients
of unobserved entries are masked out in the training phase. Nonlinear activation
functions, dropout, and denoising strategies are usually used to enhance the model
expressiveness and robustness. These methods can be regarded as generalizations
of latent factor models. Different from conventional autoencoders, the goal of these
models is to complete the interaction matrix in a column-wise (row-wise) manner
instead of learning compact representations of inputs. The generated scores in
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Fig. 6 Deep learning based
interaction modeling for
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the outputs for missing entries are viewed as the recommendation scores for the
corresponding user-item pair.

As shown in Fig. 6, learning user or item representations is also an indispensable
step in interaction modeling. Instead of using a simple one-hot identifier to learn
user/item embeddings, an alternative way is to enrich the representation information
by incorporating all historical interactions of each user/item [132, 148]. For
example, we can use the rows (all items that the user rated) or columns (all users who
liked the item) as the input and obtain the corresponding user/item representations;
the pioneering neural network based recommendation model, RMB-CF [35, 91],
aims to learn a user-specific feature vector from the observed interaction matrix
(e.g., rating matrix, implicit feedback, etc.) via RBMs. The learned hidden units,
in return, can help approximate the distribution of the whole user-item interaction
input, thus, making predictions on unobserved data possible.

The idea of word2vec [82] can also be utilized for item representation learning.
Representative models are item2vec [4], prod2vec [37], and [38]. In essence, they
treat items as words and the sets of items generated from purchase logs/click
sequences as sentences and a skip-gram algorithm is utilized to learn the item
embeddings. For example, prod2vec learns the product embeddings by minimizing
the following objective function:

L =
∑

s∈S

∑

pi∈s

∑

−c≤j≤c,j �=0

log P(pi+j |pi), (4)

where S is the entire “sentence” set; c defines the window size; pi+j is the
neighboring product of current product pi . The probability P(pi+j |pi) is obtained
with a softmax function. Works [4, 38] take a similar form so that the details are
omitted for brevity.

Another line of research is modeling interactions between users and items via
distance metric learning where a shorter distance between a user and an item
indicates stronger fondness. These methods aim to learn the distance ‖ Uu − Vi ‖2

2
between users and items [53]. To enhance the geometrical flexibility, Yi et al. [104]
propose adding a trainable relation vector r and the distance function becomes
‖ Uu + r − Vi ‖2

2. Extending this metric learning approach to non-Euclidean space
for recommender systems also shows promising performance. An ideal option is the
hyperbolic space where hierarchical structures and exponentially expansion proper-
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ties can be easily captured. Representative methods such as HyperML [112, 145]
have shown promising results. We review these methods because most of these
methods are constructed and optimized within standard deep learning operators and
they can also be integrated into other deep learning architectures.

However, due to the complex nature of interactions in real-world applications, it
is difficult for a specific interaction function to have consistently good performance
across different application scenarios. As such, Yao et al. [137] propose using
automated machine learning (AutoML) to search for the neural interaction functions
for different scenarios. The search space includes inner product, Euclidean distance,
outer product, concatenation, maximum, minimum, etc. The proposed method can
train the search architecture and the recommendation model simultaneously in an
end-to-end manner.

3.1.2 Feature Interaction Modeling

Apart from the user-item interaction matrix, there are abundant side informa-
tion/feature1 available that can be predictive for making recommendations. Nev-
ertheless, using features in their raw form, in general, will not lead to optimal
solutions. Two features combined via some operations could be more predictive than
the same two features used independently. However, exhaustive manual search for
feature interaction is infeasible in real world applications. The capability of learn-
ing feature interactions automatically is of great importance to recommendation
models.

A popular feature interaction modeling approach is factorization machines which
capture the pairwise interactions in linear time complexity. However, modeling
higher-order feature interaction with factorization machines can be costly. Recently,
there is a growing interest in applying deep neural networks to model feature
interaction. For instance, Cheng et al. [19] propose a wide and deep framework to
combine MLPs with a linear model (shown in Fig. 7a). In this framework, the deep
part captures feature combinations and has good generalization for unseen feature
combinations, and the wide part keeps good memorization for feature co-occurrence
or correlation. The recommendation score is defined as:

s = σ(fLM(xwide)+ fMLP (xdeep)) (5)

where fLM and fMLP represent a linear model and multilayered perceptrons
respectively. The input feature x is manually separated into xwide and xdeep.

Obviously, the wide and deep network requires expert knowledge in splitting
features into two parts. As such, Guo et al. [40] propose an improved deep and
wide architecture, DeepFM (shown in Fig. 7b). In this model, the deep part and the
wide have shared input features. The deep part is an MLP utilized to capture the

1 In this section, we mainly refer to categorical features.
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Fig. 7 Architectures for feature interaction modeling: (a) Wide and Deep Model [19]; (b)
DeepFM [40]

high-level and nonlinear feature interactions and the wide part is an FM. DeepFM
can capture both high-level and lower-order feature interactions. A concurrent work
NFM [44] also has a similar design as DeepFM. The scoring function of DeepFM
is defined as:

s = σ(fFM(x)+ fMLP (x)) (6)

where fFM represents factorization machines. Clearly, the two components share
the same input.

It is noted that MLPs can only model interactions implicitly which is not
necessarily effective for all types of cross features. To circumvent this limitation,
Wang et al. [118] propose a deep and cross network (CrossNet) to explicitly apply
feature crossings across layers. This model requires no manual feature engineering
and will not incur much additional computational cost. The downside of CrossNet
is that the interactions come in a bit-wise fashion. As such, Lian et al. [74] design a
generic version of CrossNet to enable vector-wise feature interaction. The proposed
model, xdeepfm [74], is a combination of a generalized CrossNet and MLPs.

Evidently, not all feature interactions are created equally. Inappropriate feature
interactions might be useless and even harmful. To better distinguish the importance
of different feature combinations, Xiao et al. [129] propose an attention based deep
factorization recommendation algorithm (AFM). This model utilizes a parameter-
ized attention network to get an attention score for each pair of interactions in
FM. The output is an attentive summation of all possible interactions. A similar
attention based FM model, A3NCF [20], is proposed for the rating prediction task.
Essentially, FM model adopts inner product to model the pairwise interaction.
Same as the methods used to improve user item interactions, we can replace the
interaction function with a few alternatives. For example, HFM [107] uses circular
convolution operations or circular correlation operations to replace the inner product
in FM. LorentzFM [130] substitutes the inner product with Lorentzian distance
and generalizes FM to non-Euclidean space. It is worth noting that AFM, A3NCF,
HFM, and LorentzFM lose the efficiency advantage of FM and have quadratic
training/inference complexity.
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3.2 Deep Learning for User Modeling

To provide personalised recommendations to users, a key step is to accurately infer
users’ demands, intentions, and interests from their profiles and past behaviors.
However, the highly dynamic interaction data and extremely entangled/complex
user interests hinder the use of traditional machine learning methods. We scratched
the surface of user representation learning in the previous section. Here, we will
dive deeper into more specific challenges on this topic.

3.2.1 Temporal Dynamics Modeling

Many traditional recommendation algorithms ignore the chronological order of
user historical interactions. Nonetheless, the user item interactions are essentially
sequential. User’s short-term interests have huge impact on her decisions. Time
context (e.g., holiday, black Friday, etc.) also affects user behaviors. Moreover,
items’ popularity are dynamic rather than static over time [59]. The temporal
dynamics call for sequence-aware recommender systems. Learning preference
representation from the sequence of actions becomes the fundamental task in
sequence-aware recommendation. The preference learning process is shown in
Fig. 8.

To tackle sequential patterns, popular sequence modeling approaches such as
RNN come into play. Wu et al. [124] propose recurrent recommender networks
(RRN) which uses LSTMs to capture the temporal dependencies for both users
and items. In RRN, the state evolution for a user depends on which items she
liked previously. An item’s state is dependent on the users who liked it in the
past. At last, short-term and long-term impacts (e.g., long-term preference of a
user, fixed properties of an item) are integrated for final prediction. Using standard
LSTMs or GRUs for temporal dynamics modeling in recommender systems might
not be the optimal solution since users and items are usually modeled separately.
As such, Donkers et al. [27] devise a novel gated GRU cell for personalized next
item recommendations. The proposed cell integrates user characteristics into the
recommendation model, which is beneficial to the network’s predictive power.
Thenceforth, customizing the gated cell in recurrent neural networks has gain
growing interest. For instance, Bharadhwaj et al. [6] propose a customized gated
recurrent unit to capture latent features of users and items. Guo et al. [41] propose

User
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items in chronological orderuser
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Fig. 8 Sequence aware recommender systems for temporal dynamics modeling
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PcGRU, an improved GRU, to model the preference drifts and dynamics of user
preferences (Fig. 9).

Convolutional neural networks have demonstrated superior performance in a
diverse set of sequence modeling tasks such as polyphonic music modeling,
character-level language modeling, and word-level language modeling, over canon-
ical recurrent neural networks [2]. CNNs based recommendation models also show
promising results in user representation learning from historical sequences. Tang
et al. [103] present a convolutional sequence embedding learning approach (Caser)
for sequential recommendation. Caser consists of a vertical convolutional network
and a horizontal convolutional network to capture both union-level patterns and
point-level sequential patterns. You et al. [139] propose a hierarchical temporal
convolutional networks (HierTCN) for sequential aware recommendation. HierTCN
is composed of a GRU to model the long-term interests across sessions, and
a temporal convolutional network [2] to learn dynamic user embeddings. Yan
et al. [133] propose a 2-D convolutional network (CosRec) to capture complex item
correlations in user’s historical actions. Very often, CNNs based sequential learning
architectures are more efficient than RNNs based models.

Self-attention makes huge performance boost in the natural language processing
field and is gradually becoming a key component in sequence models [109]. This
mechanism can also be applied to address the task of sequential recommendation.
Atrank [156] takes the lead in using self-attention network to capture temporal
dynamics in user behaviors and achieves encouraging results. Kang et al. [61] use
multi-head self-attention networks to model user’s dynamic interests. The adopted
framework is the same as the transformer model [109]. Zhang et al. [146] propose
integrating self-attention module into metric learning for sequence dependencies
modeling. Huang et al. [58] adopt a self-attention network to model the heteroge-
neous user behaviors, including diversity of actions and multi-modal property of
content. Zhang et al. [150] combine vanilla attention with self-attention to capture
feature importance and item transition patterns. The original self-attention model
does not consider the time span even with positional encoding. Nonetheless, the
absolute time span also matters. Intuitively, if a user has no activities for a relative
long time, her last action might have less impact on her current decision. Thus, Xu
et al. [131] propose a time kernel to learn functional time representations in a self-
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attention model. The improved model obtains promising results on sequence-aware
recommendation tasks. Another limitation of self-attention is that it can only model
left-to-right unidirectional patterns, which might lead to sub-optimal performance.
Inspired by the recent success of BERT [26], Sun et al. [99] adopt a BERT-like
model which uses a deep bidirectional self-attention module to fuse both left-to-
right and right-to-left dependencies in behavior sequences.

There are many other methods for temporal dynamics modeling. For example,
Chen et al. [79] propose a hierarchical gating networks to discriminate item
importance based on users’ preferences via gating mechanism. Chen et al. [16]
design a memory-augmented network based sequential recommendation algorithm.
It utilizes an external memory matrix to store, access, and manipulate users’
historical records in a more explicit fashion. Tang et al. [101] propose a mixture
model which combines MLPs, RNNs, CNNs, and self-attention to capture tiny,
small, and long range sequential dependencies.

In the sequence-aware recommendation task, users’ identifier may be missing
in some scenarios. For example, some websites/applications do not require user
registration or login. In this case, the system can only record the activities in
the current active session. Making recommendations in this scenario is known
as session-based recommendations. GRU4Rec [49] is the pioneering work that
solves this task with neural networks. Specifically, it adopts GRUs to model the
sequential patterns in the sessions and predict the next event. In their extension
work, the authors design a new ranking loss that is tailored to RNNs in session-based
recommendation settings [48], and propose a parallel RNNs architecture to model
both the click sessions and the features of the clicked items [50]. Li et al. [71] present
an attention based model to capture users’ intentions in the current session. Tuan
et al. [108] propose a content-based session recommendation approach with CNNs
and a three-dimensional CNN is used to learn representations from item textual
descriptions and categorical features.

3.2.2 Diverse Interest Modeling

Users might have a diverse set of preferences and be interested in certain aspects of
items. For example, a user might like history documentaries and romantic comedies
for different reasons. Yet, common modeling approaches usually force all these
interests to be encoded into one latent factor. It is critical to enable models to be
aware of the diversity in user interests and to have the capability of distinguishing
them. To reach the goal, Li et al. [70] present a multi-interest learning approach with
dynamic routing. Specifically, to achieve richer user representations, the dynamic
routing method disentangles user’s interests from her historical interactions. The
dynamic routing component acts as a soft clustering approach which groups user’s
historical behaviors into several clusters, with each cluster corresponding to a
particular interest. Similar idea is presented in [8]. The difference is that this
work adopts a dynamic routing mechanism from Capsnet [90]. Multiple interests
is also investigated in [149] where quaternions are used to represent users. Each
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component of the quaternion (three imagery components and one real component)
represents one aspect of user’s interests. In their follow-up work [144], multiple
hypercuboids (i.e., concentric hypercuboids, multiple independent hypercuboids)
are utilized to represent user interests. The benefits of using hypercuboids is that
they can naturally embed the range of preference such as the preferred price range,
enabling greater expressiveness. To disentangle the complex user interests, Ma
et al. [80] use disentangled variational autoencoder to infer both macro and micro
disentanglements for user interests. Macro disentanglement refers to high-level
intentions (e.g., buy a book or smartphone) while micro disentanglement reflects
low-level factors (e.g., color, size, etc.). Learning disentanglement representations
makes the recommendation lists controllable and enriches the interpretability of the
learned representations.

3.3 Deep Learning for Content Representation Learning

Features (e.g., text, image, sound, video, etc.) associated with items or users can be
predictive for recommender systems. Unsurprisingly, these features play a pivotal
role in conventional content-based recommender systems. Nonetheless, processing
these content and mapping them into latent factors are non-trivial with traditional
feature extraction methods. The representation learning capability of deep learning
makes it easy to integrate these raw features into modern recommendation models.

3.3.1 Textual Feature Extraction

Text data is a rich source of information. Text can be collected from different places
such as user reviews, news content, social media, and many more. In recommender
systems, text data can be leveraged to better understand items and users, to alleviate
the sparsity and even to address the cold-start problem. Processing text data
and extracting useful representations can be challenging due to its unstructured
nature. Recently, deep learning is becoming the mainstream option for various text
processing tasks. Deep learning cannot only process unstructured data easily, but
also has the ability to uncover hidden patterns in text data.

Textual description of items (e.g., abstract of an academic paper, plot summary
of a movie, news content, tweets) is one of the most used text data in recommender
systems.2 To make use of the textual descriptions, Wang et al. [114] propose a
framework, CDL (short for collaborative deep learning), to fuse stacked autoencoder
with Bayesian probabilistic matrix factorization (BPMF). An EM-style optimization
algorithm is devised to alternatively update the parameters of autoencoder and

2 Since there are a large body of related work on news recommendation, we refer readers to Sect. 4
for more details.
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BPMF. Nonetheless, CDL uses bag-of-words representation as the input and
ignores the contextual information such as surrounding words and word orders.
To overcome the limitations, Kim et al. [62] replaces the autoencoder of CDL
with convolutional neural networks. Pre-trained word embeddings (e.g., Glove
embeddings) are used for better semantics and expressiveness. Bansal et al. [3]
present an end-to-end collaborative filtering model which leverages GRUs to encode
the text associated with items into latent vectors for both warm-start and cold-start
recommendations. Tan et al. [100] present a quote recommendation method that uses
LSTMs to learn the distributed representations for quotes. Lee et al. [67] design a
quotes recommender system which combines CNNs and RNNs for quotes process.

Reviews-based recommendation is another typical text-intensive recommen-
dation scenario. On many e-commerce platforms, writing reviews is a strongly
encouraged act. The rich semantic information in text reviews cannot be conveyed
via the implicit interaction data. For example, users explain the reasons behind their
ratings and their additional opinions in reviews. Reviews also provide a wealth of
knowledge for prospective customers. In recent years, there has been a widespread
interest in using deep learning to exploit reviews for better recommendations. Zheng
et al. [155] present a deep cooperative neural network for jointly modeling of
users and items reviews. Each user is represented by all reviews she has written
and an item is represented by all reviews it received. Specifically, reviews for a
single user (item) are concatenated and processed by convolutional networks to
get the user(item) representation. To further improve model interpretability, Seo
et al. [94] propose adding an attention layer before the convolutional layer. The
attention layer contains a local attention window to select informative keywords and
a global attention window to filter out irrelevant and noisy words. Yet, the former
paradigm of simple concatenation of reviews is unnatural. For example, when
deciding if a book should be recommended or not, the user’s historical reviews on
other books are highly relevant, while her reviews on clothes can be ignored. To this
end, Tay et al. [105] present a multi-pointer co-attention network for review based
recommendation where a pointer-based learning scheme is employed to extract
important and predictive reviews from user and item reviews for subsequent user-
item interaction. The pointer-based method is implemented with a gumbel-softmax
based pointer mechanism that incorporates discrete vectors within differentiable
neural architectures. When reviewing an item, different users may have opinions
on different aspects of the item. For example, in restaurant recommendation, some
users might care more about tastes while others might pay more attention to
locations or ambiences. As such, Guan et al. [39] design an aspect-aware method
for review-based recommendation. It extracts the aspects of reviews and uses an
attention network to dynamically learn the importance of each aspect.

3.3.2 Image Feature Extraction

Images are commonplace on many e-commerce and social platforms. On platforms
like Amazon, product images are what users typically scan through most intently.
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Images can attract user’s attention easily, hence incorporating visual features into
recommender systems catches potential preferences of users.

Benefiting from the computer vision research, extracting and processing feature
representations from images become easier than ever before. CNNs are the most
popular tool for image processing. A number of works attempt to incorporate image
features into recommender systems. He et al. [43] incorporate visual features into
the conventional Bayesian personalised ranking (BPR) framework and propose
VBPR for top-n recommendations. VBPR uses a pretrained-CNN architecture for
image pre-processing. Niu et al. [84] propose a neural personalised ranking model
for image recommendation on Flickrnote3 where a hybrid-CNN model is used for
visual feature extraction. Lei et al. [69] present a comparative deep learning method
for Flickr image recommendation. In this dual network, images are processed with
an Alexnet-like CNN architecture. Geng et al. [34] use CNNs to learn visual feature
representations for image-based recommendation in social networks on Pinterest.
Chu et al. [21] present a visual-aware restaurant recommender system which adopts
CNNs to extract visual features from restaurant environment and food images.
Additionally, in fashion recommendation domain, incorporation of visual content
is also a matter of prime importance. Likewise, CNNs are the top option for feature
extraction. For example, McAuley et al. [81], He et al. [42], Yu et al. [140] and Liu
et al. [76] all utilize CNNs to infer user’s preference/aesthetic on visual styles of
fashion products (e.g., clothes. accessories, shoes, etc.). Kang et al. [60] present
a system that recommends the best fit products based on ‘scene’ images (e.g.,
recommending hats based on a given selfie), where ResNet is employed for image
representation learning.

3.3.3 Video and Audio Feature Extraction

Deep learning has achieved tremendous success in audio/video analysis such as
speech recognition and video surveillance analytics. Compared with the aforemen-
tioned features, learning from audio and video features is relatively less common in
the context of recommender systems.

Music recommendation is a representative audio-based recommendation sce-
nario. In general, audio information such as rhythm, melody, and timbre is of
critical importance to listeners. In the music recommender model designed by Van
et al. [85], CNNs are used to extract music features from audio clips. CNNs are
also adopted by Huang et al. [56] for music representation learning from acoustic
inputs to address the task of music co-listen prediction. CNNs are suited for audio
representation learning as they can operate on multiple timescales. Concurrently,
Wang et al. [121] use deep belief networks (DBNs) for automatic music feature
extraction for music recommendation and they claim that DBNs do well in modeling
rhythms and melodies.

3 https://www.flickr.com/.

https://www.flickr.com/
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Video features can also be leveraged to improve recommendations. Usually,
videos are converted into a sequence of frames and audio waves. As such, CNNs
based models become a desirable option for video analysis. For instance, Xu
et al. [17] propose a key frame recommender system to select the key frames from a
video for each user. A CNN with five convolutional layers and three fully-connected
layers is used for frame representation learning. In the video recommender system
proposed by Lee et al. [68], both video frames and audio features are included.
The model employs an Inception-v3 network to extract frame features, then it
aggregates the frame-level features into video-level ones with average pooling. The
audio features are extracted with a modified version of ResNet-50.

In summary, for each type of data, various deep learning techniques can be
applied. For text data, sequence modeling approaches are more suitable. While for
image, video, and audio data, CNN based architectures are preferable.

3.4 Deep Learning for Graph-Structured Data in
Recommendation

The interaction data generated from recommender systems can be formulated
as a bipartite graph (shown in Fig. 10a). Users and items are two disjoint and
independent sets. The interactions between users and items compose the edges
of the graph. The user item interaction matrix is the biadjacency matrix of this
bipartite graph. Furthermore, connections between users can also formulate a
relationship/social network.

The idea of incorporating social networks into recommendation has been cir-
culating for quite a while. Only recently has it been connected to deep learning
approaches. In recent years, there is a surge of interest in graph neural networks
which has achieved state-of-the-art performances on a number of graph related
tasks. Given the interaction logs, it is natural to employ GNNs to learn from
the bipartite graph so as to better understand the characteristics of nodes and
their relationships. Using GNNs for recommender systems is beneficial for two

(a) (b)

Fig. 10 Example graphs in recommender systems. (a) Interaction graph; (b) item session graph
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reasons: (1) GNN can better model graph-structural relationships; (2) GNN can help
incorporate other graph related data (e.g., social graph, knowledge graph).

Recommendation on the user-item bipartite graph is performed from the link
prediction view, where ratings/purchase are represented as links. In doing so, the
graph-structural information can be naturally captured. Berg et al. [5] propose a
graph convolutional matrix completion model which produces latent factors of
user and item nodes via message passing on the bipartite interaction graph. A
bilinear decoder with the learnt latent factors is used to reconstruct the links.
The same neighbourhood message passage is adopted in Wang et al. [120]. In
addition, multi-hop propagation is also taken into consideration in this model. To
avoid computation on the entire graph, Ying et al. [138] present a sampling based
graph convolution approach for pins recommendation at Pinterest. The proposed
model performs a localized convolution by sampling the neighborhood around a
node, and dynamically constructing aggregations from the sampled neighborhood.
Monti et al. [83] present a multi-graph convolutional neural networks to extract local
features from the interaction matrix with row and column similarities encoded by
user and item graphs.

GNNs can also be used to capture inter-item relatedness by mining from the items
graph. For instance, in session-based recommendation task, the click sequences and
transition patterns from sessions can be represented with a session graph (shown
in Fig. 10b). As such, it is natural to use graph neural networks to learn click
representations [87, 126] in session-aware recommender systems.

Social graph is another type of graph that is useful for recommender systems.
When making decisions, users can be easily influenced by their friends. GNNs
can be utilized for influence diffusion on social graphs in social recommendations.
Fan et al. [28] propose learning user representations by simultaneously aggregating
information from her neighbourhood items in the interaction graph and her neigh-
bourhood users in the social network and an attention mechanism is adopted for
information aggregation. Influences maybe context-dependent. For example, users
might trust different groups of friends for different types of products. To model
such dynamic effects, Song et al. [97] propose a dynamic graph attention network
to attend the influence of friends with user’s short-term actions.

Knowledge graph is also a widely available information source in recommender
systems. Knowledge graph is a directed graph of linked data where nodes cor-
respond to entities (e.g., person, movie, etc.) and edges correspond to relations.
For example, a triple in a knowledge graph 〈James Cameron, direct, Titanic〉 has
two entities (James Cameron and Titanic) and one relation (direct). Knowledge
graphs are usually associated with items, e.g., movies in this example. As such,
this supplementary information can be used to infer connections between items. For
example, the main idea behind the model by Wang et al. [117] is to consider items
as entities in the knowledge graph, and then the model aggregates neighborhood
information for learning entity representations. In their later study [116], they add
flexibility to the model by enabling user-specific relation learning. The authors also
introduce a label-smoothing regularization to overcome the outfitting issue.
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Graph neural networks have exhibited great potential in learning from graph-
structured data in recommender systems. However, there are challenges that remain
to be solved. A worrisome aspect of these models is the low computational
efficiency. Real-world recommendation tasks on the other hand, often come with
large scale data, so more efficient GNNs based recommender systems are expected.

3.5 Deep Learning for Cold-Start Recommendation

Cold-start problems happen when new users or new items arrive in the system.
Because most recommendation models are built on historical interactions, the lack
of interaction records for these new items/users makes the cold-start problem
challenging. Leveraging the associated side information accounts for the major
paradigm in cold-start scenarios.

Bansal et al. [3] present deep recurrent neural networks for cold-start article
recommendation. It adopts GRUs to encode text into latent factors, and a multi-
task learning framework is proposed to enable both recommendations and item
metadata predictions. Instead of incorporating additional content-based objective
terms, Volkovs et al. [113] focus on the optimization process. They demonstrate that
neural network models can be explicitly trained for cold-start recommendation via
dropout. A key observation is that cold-start problem is equivalent to the problem of
missing data. As such, they make DNNs generalize to cold-start settings by selecting
an appropriate amount of dropout. This approach shows superior performance on
both warm start and cold start scenarios. Pan et al. [86] propose a meta-learning
approach to address the cold-start problem which trains an embedding generator for
new items through gradient-based meta learning. This model learns embeddings
by taking as input item content and attributes. Zhang et al. [142] present Star-
GCN, a graph neural networks based recommendation model. Star-GCN predicts
the embeddings of unseen nodes by the means of masking a part of (or the whole)
user/item embeddings and then reconstructing the masked embeddings. Zhang
et al. [143] propose a graph based matrix completion algorithm under the inductive
setting. It trains GNNs based on one-hop subgraphs, and can generalize to unseen
users/items. This approach does not use any side information. However, it cannot
address extreme cold-start scenarios because it needs the cold user/item to have a
few interactions with neighbors.

3.6 Deep Learning for Recommendation: Beyond Accuracy

Beyond accuracy, some other characteristics of recommender systems are also
crucial. Here, we review methods that enhance the explainability and robustness
of recommender engines using deep learning techniques.
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3.6.1 Explainable Recommendations

Explainable recommender systems not only generate personalised recommenda-
tions but also produce intuitive explanations to the recommendations. In doing
so, model transparency is enhanced and the persuasiveness and trustworthiness of
recommendations are improved. Moreover, the explanations also provide a way for
system designers to diagnose and refine the recommendation algorithms.

It is well known that the internal decision process of deep learning models is
hard to control and explain. By circumventing direct explanation on the internal
architectures, we can use deep learning methods to generate explicit explanations
for the recommendations. For example, we can generate a user-specific sentence
for each item in a recommendation list. For example, the model by Li et al. [73]
can simultaneously make recommendations and generate readable tips that describe
possible reviews a user might give to the recommended items. The model combines
a recommendation module, a neural rating regression module, and a text generation
module, RNNs. The text generation module is similar to the decoder of sequence-
to-sequence models for machine translation, where user reviews are used as the
supervision signals of the tips generation module. To generate controllable textual
explanations, Li et al. [72] adopt a cue word based GRU [136] to control the
generated sentence with a given cue word. For example, for hotel recommen-
dations, given a cue word “room”, the generated tips would be “the room is
spacious and comfortable”. It offers the option to users to select aspects that they
care about.

Attention mechanism is also a desirable tool to enhance explanation. It can be
employed to highlight critical information of the recommended items. For example,
attention mechanism can be used to highlight the prime information in the reviews
for each recommendation. Chen et al. [10] propose an attention based approach
to pick up valuable and useful reviews from all reviews of a target item. They
further improve the accuracy of explanations by considering the dynamics of user
preferences. In specific, the model attentively learns the importance of review
information according to the user’s current state and preference [18]. Attention
networks are also used to highlight key phrases/words in the reviews in Seo
et al. [94]. Key regions in images can also be highlighted to provide visual
explanations. In the area of fashion recommendation, Chen et al. [15] adopt CNNs
to extract region representations of each image and use an attention mechanism
to select the most impactful regions to the prediction. This model therefore
can tell users, for recommended items, which parts that they are likely to be
interested in.

The rich linked data in knowledge graphs has also been leveraged to provide
tailored explanations for recommendations. Huang et al. [55] present a knowledge
graph based approach to enhance explanations in sequential recommendation
settings. A memory network is used to capture attribute-level preferences by
leveraging external knowledge graphs. This approach provides explanations on
which attributes (e.g., genre, album, singer, actor, etc.) are taking effects when
making recommendations. Knowledge graph can also used to identify the paths
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that lead to the recommendations. Huang et al. [57] adopt a self-attention network
to explicitly model the knowledge graph aware paths between user-item pairs for
path-wise explanations. The attention scores help identify the most influential path
for each recommendation. Xian et al. [128] propose a deep reinforcement learning
approach for pathfinding in knowledge graphs as the interpretable evidence for
recommendations. For example, item b is recommended to user u because of the
path: {user u → item a → brand e → item b}. This reasoning path gives explicit
explanations for why a certain item is recommended.

3.6.2 Robust Recommender Systems

Recent work shows that recommendation models are not robust and are vulnerable
to adversarial attacks. Defending against those adversaries lives at the core pertain-
ing to the robustness. This task can be modeled as a minimax game similar to that in
GANs where the adversary crafts adversarial examples to degrade recommendation
performances while the recommender engine is trained to become robust to such
noises.

He et al. [46] propose an adversarial personalized ranking approach to improve
Bayesian personalised ranking (BPR) method by performing adversarial training.
The adversarial perturbations are added on the embedding vectors of users and
items, and are trained to maximize the BPR objective. The recommendation
model is trained to minimize the BPR loss plus an additional loss with adversary.
This adversarial training method can also be combined with autoencoder [141],
which could further improve both the robustness and performance. Adversarial
permutations can also be added to the content of users/items. For instance, Tang
et al. [102] apply this adversarial training approach to multimedia recommender
systems where the adversary adds perturbations on the multimedia content of items
to maximize VBPR (visual BPR) loss. The recommendation model is learned by
minimizing the VPBR and adversary’s loss.

3.7 Deep Reinforcement Learning for Recommendation

Recommender systems are usually solved in a supervised learning paradigm.
There are two major limitations of this line of work: (1) recommendation is an
interactive process; supervised learning will bring the so-called system bias that
only observed feedback from the current system is considered. (2) it tends to give
myopic recommendations by only recommending catchy items to get immediate
response instead of long term user utility. In recent years, DRL has begun to attract
attention in the recommender systems community. Using DRL, the recommendation
process can be formulated as a dynamic decision-making problem. DRL aims to
maximize the overall accumulated reward and considers the long term reward of the
recommendations. In order to build a recommender system based on reinforcement
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Fig. 11 Reinforcement
learning based recommender
systems

Agent

Recommend Items

Observations &
Reward

Environement

learning, the key elements are defined as: Agent is a candidate generator; State
corresponds to user interests and contexts; Reward is defined as user satisfaction;
and action represents the nomination of items for recommendation. The definition
might be different in some cases, we refer readers to corresponding papers (Fig. 11).

To overcome the aforementioned limitations of supervised learning, Chen
et al. [12] propose REINFORCE, for recommendations at YouTube. REINFORCE
is a policy-gradient algorithm which can scale to production environment with an
action spaces up to millions. Chen et al. [11] present a tree-structured policy gradient
approach to handle the problem of large discrete action space in recommender
systems. In specific, to reduce time complexity, a balanced hierarchical clustering
tree is built over items and selecting an item is formulated as finding a path from
the root in this tree. Zhao et al. [153] apply DRL to capture distinct contributions
of both positive and negative feedback in a sequential interaction setting. During
scanning of the recommendation list, users may skip some recommended items.
Incorporating such negative feedback helps the system gain better understandings
about user’s preference. Zhao et al. [152] explore the page-wise recommendation
scenario with DRL. The proposed framework DeepPage is able to adaptively
optimize a page of items based on user’s real-time actions. Zheng et al. [154]
present DRN, a reinforcement learning based news recommender method which
considers: (1) the dynamic changes of news content and user preferences, (2)
incorporating return patterns (to the service) of users, and (3) the increase diversity
of recommendations. Xian et al. [128] propose a reinforcement learning approach to
find the paths in knowledge graph to enhance the explainability of recommendation.
Zou et al. [159] propose PDQ where real customers are replaced with a customer
simulator. The simulator is used to simulate the environment and is optimized
according to the current recommendation policy. Using a customer simulator
reduces the instability of convergence and provides unlimited interactions without
involving real users. In many works like [11, 152, 153], the embeddings of
users and items are usually pretrained and kept fixed during the training of the
reinforcement learning algorithms. However, the pretrained and fixed embeddings
cannot reflect the dynamics in user preferences and item characteristics, and might
lead to sub-optimal solutions. To solve this problem, Liu et al. [75] propose an
end-to-end framework to overcome the limitations. As the embedding component
cannot be stably trained with reinforcement learning algorithms, they introduce an
additional supervised learning classifier to stabilize the embedding learning process
by predicting whether a user offers positive feedback to the recommended item
or not.
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4 Deep Learning for Recommender Systems: Applications

In what follows, we introduce how deep learning techniques are used to build a vari-
ety of recommendation applications. We categorize existing publications according
to their target domains which are prevalent in today’s life. We contextualize closely
related domains and review how they address specific recommendation problems in
these domains. Table 2 summarizes a representative publication. Note that this is
not an exhaustive enumeration.

4.1 Deep Learning for E-commerce Recommendation

Recommender systems have become serious business tools in many e-commerce
sites such as Amazon,4 eBay,5 and Alibaba,6 and are re-shaping the world of e-
commerce. Most large commerce web sites are using recommender systems to help
their customers to identify the products they are interested in. Nowadays, deep
learning has been playing a primary role in the recommendation process on e-
commerce platforms. Here, we give some examples to illustrate how deep learning
is used in some e-commerce platforms.7

Lake et al. [66] present a deep learning based product embedding approach
for product recommendations on Amazon. The model adopts an attention network
to select relevant pieces of information from a user’s historical interactions.
It then learns a joint representation from a specific user-item pair, instead of
representing user and items in a common latent space. Both online and offline

Table 2 Deep learning based recommendation applications and corresponding publications

Applications Publications

E-commerce Lake et al. [66], Galron et al. [33], Zhou et al. [156, 157], Wu et al. [125],
Li et al. [70], Feng et al. [29, 30], Cen et al. [8], Chen et al. [13, 14]

Entertainment Covington et al. [23], Chen et al. [12], Van et al. [85], Huang et al. [56],
Wang et al. [121], Cheng et al. [19], Ying et al. [138], Yang et al. [135]

News Wu et al. [122, 123], An et al. [1], De et al. [98], Wang et al. [115] Hu
et al. [54]

Point-of-
Interests

Yang et al. [134], Wang et al. [119], Chang et al. [9], Liu et al. [77] Zhou
et al. [158]

Other domains Shang et al. [95, 96], Biswal et al. [7], Tay et al. [106]

4 https://www.amazon.com/.
5 https://www.ebay.com/.
6 https://www.alibaba.com/.
7 Note that there is no guarantee that the listed methods are currently in use.

https://www.amazon.com/
https://www.ebay.com/
https://www.alibaba.com/
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experiments demonstrate promising performance of this method for personalized
product recommendation. Galron et al. [33] propose an item embedding network
for recommendation on eBay. It has an item embedding network to learn continuous
item representations from its features (e.g., attributes, categories, and title tokens),
and a prediction network to compute the similarity between seed items (e.g. a
recently purchased item) and recommendation candidates. Deep learning based
recommender algorithms are also widely employed in Alibaba [8, 13, 14, 29, 30, 70,
156, 157]. Zhou et al. [157] use deep learning to learn user representations from user
profiles and her behaviors. A local activation unit is used to attend the related user
interests by soft-searching for relevant parts from historical behaviors. In the follow-
up work [13, 30, 156], the sequential order of user behaviors is also considered.
In specific, sequence modeling approaches RNNs, self-attention mechanism, and
transformer are adopted to capture the sequential signals underlying users’ behavior
data. To enhance the capability of modeling the diversity of user interests, [70]
and [8] adopt dynamic routing approaches to learn each user multiple interest
representations. Knowledge graph is also leveraged to improve the recommendation
performance [29]. Xu et al. [14] explore the use of deep learning in fashion outfit
recommendations on Alibaba. In this model, an encoder-decoder model is designed
to generate personalized fashion outfits. Wu et al. [125] deploy a deep recurrent
neural network based method for recommendation at NetEase (Kaola platform8). In
this model, deep RNNs are used to model the sequential behaviors of users.

4.2 Deep Learning for Online Entertainment Recommendation

Online entertainment platforms are taking over theatrical and home entertainment
business. Online entertainment covers a range of domains such as music, video,
book, etc. As such, personalized entertainment recommendation is critical to
help people narrow the universe of potential items to fit their unique tastes. In
recent years, deep learning also plays an important part in online entertainment
recommendations.

Covington et al. [23] propose a deep neural network based recommendation
method for recommendation on YouTube. It consists of a deep candidate generation
module and a separate deep ranking module. Both modules are fully connected
deep nonlinear neural networks. The deep candidate generation module is used for
candidate selection from the large pool of videos and the ranking module ranks
candidates. To improve the long-term user utility and tackle system biases, Chen
et al. [12] further propose a deep reinforcement learning based recommendation
algorithm which is currently in use on YouTube. Deep learning techniques can
also be applied for music recommendations [56, 85, 121]. In specific, these models
use CNNs to extract music representations from audio signals. Cheng et al. [19]

8 https://www.kaola.com/.

https://www.kaola.com/
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present a wide and deep learning based model to make app recommendations in
the Google play application store. A two-tower neural network with mixed negative
sampling is also employed in Google play [135]. Ying et al. [19] design a graph
convolutional neural network based recommender that is deployed to perform Pins
recommendations at Pinterest.9

4.3 Deep Learning Based News Recommendation

Reading news online has become a routine in many people’s lives. To avoid
overwhelming readers, personalization of the recommended articles is important for
online news services. Generally, news is text extensive and sometimes also contains
images, audio, and video pieces. An encoder that gets the representation for each
piece of news is indispensable, and deep learning techniques are suitable tools for
news resources.

Wu et al. [122] propose a news recommender model which adopts CNNs to
learn news representations from titles. The model applies attention networks to
select important words. User representation is learned via an attentive multi-view
learning framework from user’s search queries, clicked news, and browsed web-
pages. They further improve the news recommender by learning both news and users
representations with multi-head self-attention [123]. An et al. [1] use an attention-
based CNNs method for news representation learning, and incorporate sequential
behaviors and short-term preferences of users with GRUs. User’s long- and short-
term representations are integrated by concatenation, or by using the long-term
representation as the initialization of the hidden state of the GRUs. De et al. [98]
propose a deep learning architecture for session-based recommendation. This archi-
tecture has two modules: a news article representation module and a session-based
recommendation module with RNNs. News readers usually have diverse interests.
Their interests in different topics or events can be revealed from their historical
browsed news. To learn the fine-grained interests, Wang et al. [115] construct
representations for each news from multiple semantic views with stacked dilated
convolutional encoder, and perform fine-grained matching between candidate news
and user’s browsed news at different semantic levels. Hu et al. [54] model the
diverse interests by disentangling a user’s latent preference factors. In specific,
they construct a bipartite graph from the user-news interactions and apply graph
neural networks to relationships encoding via information propagation. The learned
representations are disentangled by a neighborhood routing algorithm to enhance
the expressiveness and interpretability.

9 https://www.pinterest.com/.

https://www.pinterest.com/
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4.4 Deep Learning for Point-of-Interest Recommendation

Point-of-Interest recommendation is useful and acts as a link between internet users
and real-world places such as stores, cinemas, restaurants, and tourist attractions.
Location-aware apps like Yelp,10 Foursquare,11 Google map,12 and Meituan13 all
provide location based services that are extensively used by millions of users.

Yang et al. [134] adopt fully connected neural networks to model the interaction
between users and POIs, and regularize users’ and POIs’ latent factors with an
additional context prediction task. Wang et al. [119] propose to enrich the POIs
recommendation by incorporating the visual contents of users’ posts (e.g., photos of
landmarks and food). In their model, CNNs is used for visual feature extraction
which is utilized for user intention identification. Textual information such as
reviews/comments on locations can also be utilized. Chang et al. [9] use both multi-
head attention mechanism and character-level CNNs to encode user’s generated
textual content into content embeddings. Those content embeddings are integrated
with LSTMs to capture user’s overall interests. To model the sequential behaviors,
Liu et al. [77] propose a spatial temporal recurrent neural networks to model both
time-specific transition and distance specific transition in POIs. Zhou et al. [158]
integrate a temporal latent Dirichlet allocation topic model and memory network
for personalized POI recommendation. This model integrates the POI-specific
geographical influence to enhance recommendations. Zhao et al. [151] present a
spatio-temporal gated network (STGN) for POI recommendation by enhancing the
long-short term memory network with gating mechanisms. Specifically, a time gate
and a distance gate are proposed to control the updates of short-term and long-term
preference representations.

4.5 Deep Learning Based Recommendation on Other Domains

Besides the domains described above, there exist substantial studies on many other
domains. We use healthcare as an example domain here. An important healthcare
related application is medication recommendations. Shang et al. [96] present a
graph augmented memory networks for medication combination recommendation.
It integrates both drug-to-drug interaction knowledge and patient health records
to provide safe and personalized recommendation. The problem in medication
recommendation is that the records of patients with only single visit (visit hospital
only once) are usually discarded. To leverage those data, Shang et al. [95] propose

10 https://www.yelp.com/.
11 https://foursquare.com/.
12 https://www.google.com/maps.
13 http://www.meituan.com/.

https://www.yelp.com/
https://foursquare.com/
https://www.google.com/maps
http://www.meituan.com/
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a pre-training approach to leverage the single visit health records and fine-tune
it for downstream predictive tasks on longitudinal electronic health records from
patients with multiple visits. Biswal et al. [7] present doctor2vec to help identify
the appropriate doctors for clinical trial based on trial description and patient EHR
data. Friends recommendation is also popular in applications such as Twitter and
Facebook. For instance, Tay et al. [106] present an attention based GRU model for
friends recommendation on Twitter.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

Each task in recommender systems has its own challenges and specific factors
to consider. This chapter provides a categorised overview and perspective on the
published academic literature on deep learning based recommender systems. For
example, deep learning is advantageous in interaction modeling by introducing
nonlinearity and high-order interactions; user modeling by capturing the temporal
dynamics via sequential models and by disentangling user complex interests;
representation learning from unstructured content information; interpretability and
robustness. We hope that this chapter can shed some light on those who are
confronting these tough problems.

Nonetheless, some attractive properties come with the cost of time complexity.
Not all models reviewed in the chapter are computationally efficient, and some
models have high running time even with the help of GPU acceleration. In addition,
deep learning models are black boxes and neurons interact in complex ways to
produce the results. It is difficult to interpret the learned model and understand
how the outputs are arrived at. Luckily, we can partially bypass this problem by
producing human understandable explanations for recommendations. Deep learning
based models usually have many hyperparameters to tune. For example, the number
of layers, the number of neurons, dropout rate, how to initialize parameters, just
to name a few. There are no principles to guide the hyperparameter selection
process. Moreover, it usually requires a large amount of data to learn an effective
deep learning model. It might lead to sub-optimal solutions if the system does not
have enough data available. Expectantly, these limitations can be reduced with the
development of deep learning techniques.

Moreover, criticism on the field cannot be overlooked [25, 65, 89, 147]. One
major concern is that the evaluation of those newly proposed recommendation
models are not rigorous, which is manifested in several aspects. Firstly, the selection
of baselines and datasets in most papers are seemingly arbitrary. Authors have
free rein over the choices of datasets(e.g., random splits of train/val/test)/baselines.
This is understandable to a certain extent when the number of baselines/datasets
increases too quickly. Nonetheless, without a fair and comprehensive comparison,
the reported improvements do not add up and the advancements do not seem
convincing. Secondly, the inappropriate use of evaluation methodology exaggerates
the problem. Recent study shows that a popular evaluation methodology based on
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sampling that are widely adopted to measure the effectiveness of recommendation
models does not reflect the true model effectiveness [65, 89]. Having a full grasp
of the chosen evaluation methodology is critical in preventing inconsistent results.
Thirdly, many traditional methods are not fully tuned for comparison. It is reported
that some simple traditional methods can easily outperform neural networks on
some tasks with sufficient tuning [78]. Although these issues are not only tied to this
field, it is a good practice to bear these pitfalls in mind when evaluating your models.
We also encourage that standard benchmarks with consistent evaluation metrics and
data splits should be constructed in order to better judge incoming recommendation
algorithms. Also, codes and datasets shall be released to enhance reproducibility
when appropriate.

This chapter introduces the main deep learning techniques that can be applied
in the design of recommender systems. We have reviewed their use in the literature
and characterized them from different perspectives. The aim is to give researchers
and practitioners an understanding and a thorough summary of the field’s breadth
and depth. There are broad types of recommender systems; some of them are rarely
touched in the moment and some aspects might require more modelling efforts.
We hope that deep learning could lead to the advancement of next-generation
recommender systems that possess better intelligence and offer better customer
experience.
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Context-Aware Recommender Systems:
From Foundations to Recent
Developments

Gediminas Adomavicius, Konstantin Bauman, Alexander Tuzhilin,
and Moshe Unger

1 Introduction and Motivation

Many existing approaches to recommender systems focus on recommending the
most relevant items to individual users and do not take into consideration any
contextual information, such as time, place, and the company of other people (e.g.,
for watching movies or dining out). In other words, traditionally recommender
systems deal with applications having only two types of entities, users and items,
and do not put them into a context when providing recommendations.

However, in many applications, such as recommending a vacation package,
personalized content on a web site, or a movie, it may not be sufficient to consider
only users and items—it is also important to incorporate the contextual information
into the recommendation process in order to recommend items to users under certain
circumstances. For example, using the temporal context, a travel recommender
system would provide a vacation recommendation in the winter that can be very
different from the one in the summer. Similarly, in case of personalized content
delivery on a website, a user might prefer to read world news when she logs on the
website in the morning and the stock market report in the evening, and on weekends
to read movie reviews and do shopping, and appropriate recommendations should
be provided to her in these different contexts.
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These observations are consistent with the findings in behavioral research on
consumer decision making in marketing that have established that decision making,
rather than being invariant, is contingent on the context of decision making. There-
fore, accurate prediction of consumer preferences undoubtedly depends upon the
degree to which the recommender system has incorporated the relevant contextual
information into a recommendation method.

Over the past 15 years, context-aware recommendation capabilities have been
developed by academic researchers and applied in a variety of different application
settings, including: movie recommenders [4], restaurant recommenders [97, 134],
travel recommenders and tourist guides [22, 42, 90, 104, 110, 141], general music
recommenders [71, 84, 103, 108], specialized music recommenders (e.g., for places
of interest [33, 130], in-car music [21], or music while reading [39]), mobile
information search [48], news recommenders [80], shopping assistants [111],
mobile advertising [36], mobile portals [119], mobile app recommenders [73, 130],
and many others. In particular, mobile recommender systems constitute an important
special case of context-aware recommenders, where context is often defined by
spatial-temporal information such as location and time, and there exists a large
body of literature dedicated specifically to mobile recommender systems (e.g.,
see [69, 124, 130, 132, 134, 137] for a few representative examples). In this chapter
we focus on the issues related to the general area of context-aware recommender
systems and, therefore, we do not provide a separate in-depth review of mobile
recommender systems. Readers interested in a systematic coverage of mobile
recommender systems are referred to [79].

Besides academic research on this topic, companies have also extensively
incorporated contextual information into their recommendation engines across
different applications. For example, in the movie recommendation domain, Netflix
has been using contextual information, such as the time of the day or user’s location,
for a long time with significant business outcomes. As Reed Hastings, the CEO
of Netflix, pointed out in 2012 [63], Netflix can improve the performance of its
recommendation algorithms up to 3% when taking into account such contextual
information. More recently, it has been observed at Netflix that “contextual signals
can be as strong as personal preferences; . . . make them central to your system
and infrastructure” [19]. Following these observations, Netflix expanded the scope
of contextual information being used and the range of ways it is utilized by the
company [19]. In particular, Netflix considers the following types of contexts in their
recommendation methods: location (country and region within the country), the type
of device being used for watching videos, time, cultural/religious/national festivi-
ties, attention (if the user is focused on watching the video or it is being played in
the background), companion with whom the video is being watched, outside events
occurring at the same time (sport events, elections, etc.), weather, seasonality, and
user’s daily patterns (e.g., commuting to work) [19]. This contextual information is
being used in several types of recommendation methods at Netflix, ranging from the
Context-Aware Tensor Factorization [72] to Contextual RNNs [30].

In addition to movies, context is also used extensively in music recommenda-
tions [33, 39, 59, 84, 85]. For example, when choosing which songs to play for a
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given user, some streaming platforms infer the mood of the user based on the users’
short-term goals and their recent activities. In addition to the inferred mood, Spotify
also relies on the following types of contexts in their recommendation algorithms
when providing song recommendations, among others: day of the week, time of the
day, user’s region, type of user’s device, and the platform on the device being used
for listening [54, 58, 91].

Similarly, LinkedIn uses various types of contextual information, including date,
time, location, device/platform and page, to provide career-related recommenda-
tions [11]. In fact, context plays a central role in LinkedIn recommendations, the
goal for which has been explicitly formulated as “predict probability that a user will
respond to an item in a given context” [emphasis added] [11].

In this chapter we review the topic of context-aware recommender systems
(CARS). In particular, we discuss the notion of context and how it can be modeled
in recommender systems. We also review the major approaches to modeling
contextual information in recommender systems and further present recent work on
contextual modeling techniques for CARS. Finally, we discuss important directions
for possible future research.

2 Context in Recommender Systems

2.1 What Is Context?

Context is a multifaceted concept that has been studied across different research
disciplines, including computer science (primarily in artificial intelligence and
ubiquitous computing), cognitive science, linguistics, philosophy, psychology, and
organizational sciences. In fact, an entire conference—CONTEXT1—is dedicated
exclusively to studying this topic and incorporating it into various other branches of
science, including medicine, law, and business. Since context is a multidisciplinary
concept, each discipline tends to take its own idiosyncratic view that is somewhat
different from other disciplines and is more specific than the standard generic
dictionary definition of context as “interrelated conditions in which something
exists or occurs”.2 Therefore, there exist many definitions of context across various
disciplines and even within specific subfields of these disciplines. Bazire and
Brézillon [29] present and examine 150 different definitions of context from
different fields.

To bring some “order” to this diversity of views on what context is, Dourish [53]
introduces taxonomy of contexts, according to which contexts can be classified
into the representational and the interactional views. In the representational view,
context is defined with a predefined set of observable factors, the structure (or

1 https://link.springer.com/conference/context.
2 https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/context.

https://link.springer.com/conference/context
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/context
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schema, using database terminology) of which does not change significantly over
time. In other words, the representational view assumes that the contextual factors
are identifiable and known a priori and, hence, can be captured and used within
the context-aware applications. In contrast, the interactional view assumes that the
user behavior is induced by an underlying context, but that the context itself is
not necessarily observable. Furthermore, Dourish [53] assumes that different types
of actions may give rise to and call for different types of relevant contexts, thus
assuming a bidirectional relationship between activities and underlying contexts:
contexts influence activities and different activities giving rise to different contexts.

Turning to recommender systems, one of their goals is estimating user’s utility,
e.g., expressed as ratings, for the yet-to-be-consumed items, typically by examining
prior interactions between users and items. This means that users and items are
fundamental entities considered in recommender systems, and therefore some of
their features, i.e., user’s personal characteristics and item’s content attributes, can
have an effect on user’s preferences for items. Moreover, aside from the user and
item features, a number of other factors that reflect the user’s circumstances while
consuming the items, may also impact these preferences, such as time, location
and weather. These factors, affecting user’s preferences besides user and items
characteristics, are considered contextual factors.

In the remainder of Sect. 2, we further explore the notion of context and focus on
what context is in recommender systems. We start with the traditional and popular
representational approach to modeling contextual information in Sect. 2.2, explore
and describe a broader classification of modeling contextual factors in Sect. 2.3, and
discuss the ways to design and obtain contextual factors in Sect. 2.4.

2.2 Modeling Contextual Information in RS: Traditional
Approach

Rating-based recommender systems typically start with the specification of the
initial set of ratings that is either explicitly provided by the users or is implicitly
inferred by the system. Once these initial ratings are specified, a recommender
system (RS) tries to estimate the rating function

R : User × Item→ Rating

for the (user, item) pairs that have not been rated yet by the users. Rating is
typically represented by a totally ordered set, and User and Item are the domains
of users and items respectively. Once the function R is estimated for the whole
User × Item space, a RS can recommend the highest-rated items for each user,
possibly also taking into account item novelty, diversity, or other considerations of
recommendation quality [115]. We call such canonical systems two-dimensional
(2D) since they consider only the User and Item dimensions in the recommendation
process.
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In context-aware recommender systems, the aforementioned rating estimation
process is enhanced by incorporating contextual information (in addition to user
and item information) as potential factors that can impact users’ ratings for
items:

R : User × Item× Context→ Rating,

where Context represents the domain of contextual information used in the recom-
mender system.

It is important to note that Context can be modeled in CARS in a variety
of different ways, as will be discussed in Sect. 2.3 in more detail. One popular
approach—we refer to it as the traditional (representational) approach to context-
aware recommender systems—assumes that the contextual information, such as
time, location, and the company of other people, is explicitly described by a set of
pre-defined contextual factors (sometimes called contextual dimensions, variables,
or attributes), the structure of which does not change over time (i.e., is static). To
illustrate this approach, consider the following example.

Example 1 Consider the application of recommending movies to users, where users
and movies are described by the following factors:

• Movie: the set of all the movies that can be recommended; it is represented by
MovieID, but can have additional item content features available (e.g., genre,
actors, director, plot keywords).

• User: the people to whom movies are recommended; it is defined by UserID,
but can have additional user characteristics available (e.g., demographic and
socioeconomic attributes).

Further, the contextual information consists of the following three contextual
factors:

• Location: the location from which the user watches the movie that is represented
by LocationType (“home”, “theater”, “airplane”, and “other”).

• Time: the time when the movie can be or has been seen; it is represented by Date.
Depending on the relevant granularity for a given application, Date can also be
aggregated in different ways, such as DayOfWeek (with values Mon, Tue, Wed,
Thu, Fri, Sat, Sun) or TimeOfWeek (“weekday” and “weekend”).

• Companion: represents a person or a group of persons with whom one can see
a movie. It is defined by CompanionType with the following values: “alone”,
“friends”, “girlfriend/boyfriend”, “parents”, “extended family”, “co-workers”,
and “other”.

Hence, the star rating assigned to a movie by a person may depend not only on
the movie and the user, but also on where and how the movie has been seen, with
whom, and at what time, i.e., StarRating = R (UserID, MovieID, LocationType,
Date, CompanionType). For example, the type of movie to recommend to college
student Jane Doe can differ significantly depending on whether she is planning to
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Fig. 1 Contextual information hierarchical structure: (a) e-retailer dataset, (b) food dataset [99]

see it on a Saturday night with her boyfriend in a movie theater vs. on a weekday
with her parents at home.

In addition, contextual factors can have complex domains of possible values.
Although this complexity can take many different forms, one popular defining
characteristic is the hierarchical structure of contextual information that can be
represented as trees, as is done in most of the context-aware recommender and
profiling systems, including [4] and [99]. E.g., Example 1 already mentioned
that the standard Date values (i.e., calendar dates) can be hierarchically aggre-
gated to DayOfWeek and then further to TimeOfWeek. As another example,
Fig. 1 presents a multi-level hierarchy for the PurchasingIntent contextual factor,
which allows to specify the purpose of a purchasing transaction in an e-retailer
application (Fig. 1a) and a groceries application (Fig. 1b) at different levels of
granularity.

In [4, 10], the authors proposed to treat the contextual information as part of
a multidimensional data (MD) model within the framework of Online Analytical
Processing (OLAP) used for modeling multidimensional databases deployed in data
warehousing applications [44, 74]. Mathematically, the OLAP model is defined with
an n-dimensional tensor (see Sect. 4 for subsequent discussion of tensors and their
factorization in the context of CARS). In particular, in addition to the classical User
and Item dimensions, additional contextual dimensions, such as T ime, Location,
etc., are also included as part of the tensor. Formally, let D1,D2, . . . , Dn be
dimensions, two of these dimensions being User and Item, and the rest being
contextual factors. We define the recommendation space for these dimensions as
a Cartesian product S = D1×D2× . . . Dn. Moreover, let Rating be a rating domain
representing the ordered set of all possible rating values. Then the rating function is
defined over the space S as R : D1 × . . .×Dn → Rating.

Visually, ratings R(d1, . . . , dn) on the recommendation space S can be repre-
sented by a multidimensional cube, such as the one shown in Fig. 2. For example, the
cube in Fig. 2 stores ratings R(u, i, t) for the recommendation space User × Item×
Time, where the three tables define the sets of users, items, and times associated with
User, Item, and Time dimensions respectively. For example, rating R(101, 7, 1) = 6
in Fig. 2 means that for the user with User ID 101 and the item with Item ID 7,
rating 6 was specified during the weekday.
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Fig. 2 Multidimensional (MD) model for the User × Item × Time recommendation space

2.3 Modeling Contextual Information in RS: Major
Approaches

As mentioned earlier, many existing CARS approaches assume the existence of
certain contextual factors (sometimes called contextual dimensions, variables, or
attributes) that identify the context in which recommendations are provided. As
discussed in Sect. 2.2, each contextual factor can be defined by (a) the set of values
that the contextual factors take and (b) the structure according to which the values
can be meaningfully aggregated, which includes potentially complex hierarchical
structures defined using trees or OLAP hierarchies.

A broader classification of major approaches to modeling contextual information,
i.e., classification that goes beyond the standard assumption of the explicit avail-
ability of predefined contextual factors with stable (static) structure, is based on the
following two aspects of contextual factors [9]: (i) what a recommender system may
assume (or know) about the structure of contextual factors, and (ii) how the structure
of contextual factors changes over time.

The first aspect presumes that a recommender system can have different levels
of knowledge about the contextual factors. This may include knowledge of the list
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of relevant factors, their structure, and lists of their values. Depending on what is
known about the contextual factors in a recommender system, we can classify this
knowledge into the following categories:

• Explicit: The contextual factors relevant to the application, as well as their struc-
ture and lists of their values are known explicitly. For example, in a restaurant
application, the recommender system may use only DayOfWeek, TimeOfDay,
Company, and Occasion contextual factors. For each of these factors, the
system may know the relevant structure and the complete list of their values,
such as using values Morning, Afternoon, Evening, Night for the TimeOfDay
variable.

• Latent: No information about contextual factors is explicitly available to the
recommender system, and it makes recommendations by utilizing only the latent
knowledge of context in an implicit manner. For example, the recommender
system may build a latent predictive model, such as a hierarchical linear or hidden
Markov model, to estimate unknown ratings, where context is modeled using
latent variables. Alternatively, we can use deep-learning-based embeddings of
users and items combined with latent contextual embeddings to provide context-
aware recommendations [52, 126].

The second aspect of contextual factors takes into account whether and how their
availability and structure change over time. The settings where the contextual factors
are stable over time are classified as static, whereas the factors changing over time
are classified as dynamic [9]:

• Static: The relevant contextual factors and their structure remain the same
(stable) over time. For example, in case of recommending a purchase of a
certain product, such as a shirt, we can include the contextual factors of
Time, PurchasingPurpose, ShoppingCompanion and only these factors during the
current modeling and deployment time-frame of the purchasing recommendation
application. Furthermore, we assume that the structure of the PurchasingPurpose
factor does not change over time: the set of purposes will remain the same
throughout the relevant time-frame of the application. The same is applicable
to the ShoppingCompanion factor when the same types of shopping companions
remain throughout the application.

• Dynamic: This is the case when the contextual factors (e.g., the factors them-
selves, or their structure, or the list of their possible values) change over time.
For example, in the online settings, hashtags of the recent user’s posts on social-
media platforms, such as Twitter, can be considered as contextual factor for
recommendations. At each point of time, the system knows only a finite set of
values of this contextual factor, but this list changes dynamically over time.

Combining the two aspects of knowledge about the structure of contextual factors
results in four major categories of approaches to modeling contextual factors in
recommender systems, as indicated in Fig. 3 (top-right), and we describe them
below.
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Fig. 3 Modeling contextual information in recommender systems. Top-right part shows four
major modeling approaches: traditional (explicit static), latent static, explicit dynamic, and latent
dynamic

Traditional (i.e., Explicit Static) Approach As discussed in Sect. 2.2, this
approach corresponds to the representational view of context [53], which assumes
that all the contextual information in a given application can be modeled with a
predefined, explicit, finite set of observable factors, where each factor has a well-
defined structure and the structure does not change significantly over time (i.e., is
static). Vast majority of the first generation of CARS papers has focused on this
approach, and it still remains popular because of its simplicity and clarity.

Latent Static Approach This approach represents recommendation settings with
stable (i.e., static), yet directly unobservable contextual factors. For example, such
contextual factors may include implicit context representation extracted from photos
for inferring the companion or the mood of the user, or using compressed (latent)
mobile sensor data to represent the user current context. The latent approach is
mostly used in order to represent context in an efficient and reduced manner from
high-dimensional data, where the relationships between the original contextual
features are revealed. Because the contextual factor structure is stable, it can
be modeled with latent variables, mostly in the form of a vector containing
numeric attributes. These latent variables can be learned using machine-learning
methods, such as matrix factorization [77], probabilistic latent semantic analysis
(PLSA), deep learning (DL), or hierarchical linear models (HLMs). For example,
generative models can be used to extract the implicit contextual representation
from the interaction between users, items and explicit contexts. As shown in

Fig. 4a, the latent context representation
−→
lc can be extracted from the hidden

layer of a mixture attentional constrained auto-encoder [52], and represents the
weighted combination of multiple implicit contextual representations. Another way
to represent unstructured latent contexts is through hierarchical trees, as suggested
by Unger and Tuzhilin [125] and shown in Fig. 4b. A hierarchical latent contextual
vector is defined as the path (i.e., a set of contextual situations si) of the unstructured
latent contextual vector from its leaf to the top of the tree. By representing latent
contextual information as a set of contextual situations si (cluster ids) at different
granularity levels extracted from a hierarchical tree [125], we can learn the structure
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Fig. 4 Examples of latent context representations: (a) Implicit context [52] (b) Hierarchical latent
context [125]

of latent contextual factors and the semantically meaningful relationships among
them. Latent approach to contextual modeling constitutes a popular stream in the
current generation of CARS research and, therefore, we will describe it at length
below.

Explicit Dynamic Approach This approach represents recommendation settings
where the explicit structure as well as the list of values of the contextual factor
can change over time. For example, in the online settings, the recommender system
may consider the website from where a customer arrived at your webpage as an
explicit contextual factor PreviousWebsite. Although a customer can arrive to your
webpage from numerous different websites, the system may only be aware of a
limited set of such websites, each of them serving as a value of the contextual factor
PreviousWebsite. Further, this list of previous websites can change dynamically over
time, with some new sites being added to the PreviousWebsite variable, while older
websites disappearing (and so are the corresponding values of the contextual factor).
This makes explicit contextual factor PreviousWebsite dynamic. As yet another
example, consider conversational recommender systems that can iteratively collect
contextual information from the user. The list of types and values of such contextual
information can also change dynamically over time when new contextual factors
extracted from recent conversations being constantly added to the list.

One approach to dealing with a dynamically changing contextual information
would be to reduce it to the well-studied static case. In particular, the standard
static recommendation models can be re-trained once in a while based on the latest
dynamically collected information about the context in the domain. Another way
to apply static models in dynamic settings is to pre-process the contextual data.
For example, values of the PreviousWebsite contextual factor can be generalized to
PreviousWebsiteCategory, such as “search,” “social-media,” etc., which has a finite
and stable set of values. Although the reduction of dynamic settings to the well-
studied static case may have its benefits, the introduced simplifications could lead to
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performance limitations. Exploring new models that specifically focus on modeling
dynamic context constitutes an important future research direction.

Latent Dynamic Approach This approach represents recommendation settings
with latent contextual factors that can change over time. The structure of such
latent factors may change because of the dynamic nature of the underlying data. For
example, in session-based recommendations, information about the latest websites
the user visited (including text, images, etc.) could be used to construct low-level
latent contextual factors describing characteristics of the user session. Dynamic
changes in the list of websites, such as adding new websites, or modifications of
their content may lead to corresponding dynamic changes in the structure of the
constructed latent contextual factors. In addition, dynamic information collected
from sensors, such as IoT devices as well as the availability of wireless networks
can be used to construct latent factors and detect user’s context [95].

Similarly to the explicit dynamic case, this approach can also be reduced to
the static latent one by regular re-training of the standard latent model using the
latest information about the data. For example, Hariri et al. [59] use a topic-
modeling approach to map sequences of tags produced by user interactions to a
sequence of latent topics of tags representations (tags being considered as different
contexts) which capture trends in user’s current interests. Although the list of
such tags changes dynamically, the model described in [59] is static because it
is trained periodically on most frequent tags and has to be retrained in order to
capture the latest state of the underlying data. Further, some recent work on CARS
has made a step towards the actual latent dynamic approach by implementing
various models based on reinforcement learning. For example, [140] deals with
the highly dynamic nature of news recommendation and proposes an online deep
reinforcement learning recommendation framework that considers the context when
a news request happens, including time, weekday, and the freshness of the news
(the gap between request time and news publish time). In particular, they represent
context as a set of latent factors that kept changing over time based on the
reinforcement learning policy.

Complete vs. Incomplete Information Another important aspect affecting the
specifics of context modeling approach in RS is the completeness of knowledge
about the actual values of contextual factors for each observed user-item interaction.
Therefore, based on the completeness of the observed contextual data, approaches
to modeling contextual factors can also be classified into the following categories
(Fig. 3 (bottom)):

• Complete: The values of all the contextual factors used in the application
are known explicitly at the time when recommendations are made or when
the user provides feedback (i.e., a rating) to the system. For example, in the
case of recommending a purchase of a certain product, such as a shirt, the
recommender system may use contextual factors Time, PurchasingPurpose, and
ShoppingCompanion, and know the actual values of the contextual factors at the
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recommendation time (e.g., when this purchase is made, with whom, and for
whom).

• Incomplete: Only a subset of the contextual factors values are known by the
system at the time when recommendations are made or when the user provides
feedback (i.e., a rating) to the system. In the previous example, the recommender
system may know the actual purpose of the purchase and shopping companion
only for some users, while explicitly observing the time factor for all of them.
Incompleteness of information may be caused by the way it is being collected,
such as through user reviews. For example, [61] applies topic modeling to
extract users’ trip types from their reviews and [27, 28] discover and extract
contextual factors discussed in user reviews for an application. In particular, [27]
uses dichotomy between specific and generic reviews to identify context related
phrases. [28] studies the ways in which contextual information is expressed in
user reviews and relies on the obtained insights to develop a Context Parsing
method that extracts all relevant contextual factors along with their values from
user reviews. However, not all the reviews contain information about the values
of all contextual factors, which makes the observed data incomplete.

The majority of the CARS models working with explicit context are designed
with an assumption of complete information about contextual values. However, not
all those methods could be directly applied to the incomplete-information case and,
thus, recommender system may require additional components. For example, it may
pre-process the collected data, impute the missing values of the contextual factors
(e.g., using a wide variety of data imputation techniques), and subsequently apply
the same recommendation methods designed for the complete-information case. For
example, missing contextual data could be imputed using the methods similar to
the ones used for imputing missing multi-criteria ratings in [83]. Another way to
deal with incomplete information is to modify the recommendation model itself,
such as applying various relaxation techniques [141]. Some recent CARS meth-
ods [124, 125, 133] that use the latent approach apply multiple feature reduction and
transformation techniques in order to automatically handle incomplete information
in a lower-dimension representation. For example, as shown in Fig. 4a, encoding-
decoding techniques can be used to extract contextual latent information for the
recommendation process, where the encoder encodes the high-dimensional data
with incomplete information to a latent representation and the decoder takes the
lower-dimensional data and tries to reconstruct the original high-dimensional data.

Potential for Future Research As shown in the top-right portion of Fig. 3, there
are four major categories of contextual modeling based on the knowledge about
the structure of contextual factors, including traditional (i.e., explicit static), latent
static, explicit dynamic, and latent dynamic approaches. The first generation of
CARS-related research was mostly focused on the traditional approach of modeling
contextual information assuming static and explicitly defined structure. The new
wave of research papers on this topic explores the potential of large amounts
of data collected through various means, such as user logs or various types of
sensors, largely following the latent static approach to modeling contextual factors.
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As we discuss in Sect. 4, recent work on the use of reinforcement learning in
CARS started exploring the latent dynamic approach. More generally, however, the
dynamic approaches (both explicit and latent) to modeling contextual factors have
been highly under-explored and, thus, represent a strong potential for novel future
research. We will discuss these issues further in Sect. 5.

2.4 Designing and Obtaining Contextual Factors

As mentioned earlier, there are several ways to model contextual factors in context-
aware recommender systems. The data values for contextual factors can also be
obtained in several ways, including:

• Directly, i.e., by asking users direct questions or eliciting this information directly
from other sources of contextual information. For example, a website may obtain
contextual information by asking a user to answer some specific questions before
providing a context-aware recommendation. Similarly, a smartphone app may
obtain time, location, and motion data from the phone’s clock, GPS sensor, and
accelerometer, respectively, and weather information can be obtained from a
third-party resource by querying it with a specific time and location.

• By inferring the context using statistical or data mining methods. In other
words, contextual information can be “hidden” in the data in some latent
form but can still be implicitly used to better estimate the unknown ratings.
For example, the household identity of a person flipping the TV channels
(husband, wife, son, daughter, etc.) may not be explicitly known to a cable
TV company; but it can be modeled as a latent variable using various machine
learning methods by observing the TV programs watched and the channels
visited. This information can then be used to estimate how much this household
would like a particular TV program. As another example of inferring contextual
information, consider online reviews, such as provided on Yelp, Amazon, and
other popular websites. These reviews contain plenty of contextual information
describing specific purchasing or consumption experiences, such a restaurant
visits. For example, the user may indicate in a review that she went to the
restaurant for dinner with her boyfriend to celebrate his birthday. Some recent
work on this topic includes a method for analyzing such online reviews and
extracting contextual information from them [27, 28] and a deep learning model
that extracts unstructured latent contexts from rich contextual factors such as
images and texts for event prediction [96]. Furthermore, [125] proposed a
structured representation of latent contextual information that captures contextual
situations in a hierarchical manner for context-aware recommendation. Still
another approach toward inferring contextual information, albeit for non-RS
related problems, was proposed in [75] where temporal contexts were discovered
in web-sessions by decomposing these sessions into non-overlapping segments,
each segment relating to one specific context. These contexts were subsequently
identified using certain optimization and clustering methods.
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Regardless of what approach is chosen to model contextual factors in a specific
context-aware recommender system, a common challenge for the system designers
is that there are many candidate contextual factors available for consideration. Thus,
the question of which information observable by a recommender system should be
considered as relevant, useful context for a given application and used as such in the
recommendation process might not be straightforward to answer. In this section, we
discuss several broad guidelines that could be helpful to the recommender systems
designers in making these decisions.

Contextual Factors Should Not Be Static Properties of Users and Items The
first guideline represents an observation that, in order to model a certain data
attribute as a contextual factor, it should truly be representative of context and not be
a static characteristic of users or items. For example, in a restaurant recommendation
application, the user’s dietary restrictions (e.g., vegetarianism or peanut allergy)
would be more appropriate to model as user attributes, while the user’s intended
company for the meal (e.g., with a significant other vs. with small children vs.
alone) would be more appropriate to model as contextual factors. A helpful analogy
could be made in terms of Entity-Relationship Diagram design considerations in
databases: if there is a clear functional dependency between the data attribute and
UserID (or ItemID), then it is more natural to model this data attribute as a user
(or item) characteristic and not as a contextual factor. Note, however, that dynamic
information about the user or item, such as information that user is on vacation this
week, would often be considered and modeled as context.

Contextual Factors Should Be Discoverable Both at System Recommendation
Time and at User Feedback Time Interactions between users and recommender
systems can be categorized into the following two broad categories based on their
timing and directionality:

• Recommendation (system-to-user interaction): the system provides recommen-
dations to the users of the items predicted to be most relevant to them;

• Feedback (user-to-system interaction): the users provide feedback to the system
about their preferences for the consumed items.

In order to provide genuine context-aware recommendations, the recommender
system must be able to use the contextual information (i.e., context in which the
user intends to consume, which can be elicited from the user, observed or imputed
directly by the system) at the time of recommendation. As importantly, however, at
the time of feedback that the user is providing to the recommender system about a
consumed item, the corresponding contextual information (i.e., context in which
the item was consumed by the user) also needs to be elicited from the user or
observed directly by the system. The latter enables the recommender system to
get informative contextual training data for improving its predictive models and
for making future context-aware recommendations. In other words, for context-
aware recommender systems to be useful, system designers must model context and
choose contextual factors in a way that encompasses both types of aforementioned
interactions.
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It is important to note that contextual information that is available (observable,
discoverable) during both of these interactions may only be a subset of what is
available at the recommendation time or at the feedback time separately, depending
on the specific application domain. In particular, for the delayed consumption
recommender systems, where the recommendation interactions and the feedback
interactions may occur a substantial time apart, the available contextual information
can be significantly different. For example, for a restaurant recommendation
application, at the recommendation time it may be more useful to ask for the
user’s current food-related desires and moods (e.g., “I am in the mood for authentic
Italian pizza”). However, at the feedback time, typically more specific contextual
details that affected the actual restaurant experience can be collected, e.g., from
the user’s restaurant review (such as “I ended up getting spaghetti and meatballs”,
“it was too hot—air conditioning was not working properly”, and “the waiter was
rude”). Modeling the “common” view of contextual information that combines the
recommendation-time and the feedback-time perspectives represents an important
challenge for context-aware recommender systems designers, especially in the
delayed consumption applications. In contrast, this challenge is typically less pro-
nounced for instant consumption recommender systems, where the recommendation
interactions and feedback interactions occur in close temporal proximity, and where
the available contextual information can be treated as essentially identical. For
example, for a music streaming platform, the recommendation for the next song can
be made based on the user’s self-reported current mood, and the user’s immediate
consumption of the song can be viewed as occurring directly in that same context.

Contextual Factors Should Be Broadly Relevant In order to be meaningful for
recommendation purposes, a contextual factor should be relevant for a substantial
number of users and/or items. This means that the values of a relevant contextual
factors should not be constant across different user-item experiences. More impor-
tantly, this also means that relevant contextual factors are the ones that affect users’
preference judgments (ratings).

Naturally, not all the available contextual factors might be relevant or useful for
recommendation purposes. Consider, for example, a book recommender system.
Many types of contextual data could potentially be obtained by such a system from
book buyers, including: (a) the purpose of buying the book (possible options include
for work, for leisure, etc.); (b) planned reading time (weekday, weekend, etc.); (c)
planned reading place (at home, at school, on a plane, etc.); (d) the value of the
stock market index at the time of the purchase. Clearly some types of contextual
information can be more relevant in a given application than some other types. For
instance, in this example, the value of a stock market index is likely to be much less
relevant as contextual information than the purpose of buying a book.

Because relevance of contextual factors can vary dramatically from application
to application (e.g., location as a recommendation context may matter significantly
in one recommendation application, but have no impact in another), domain
expertise typically plays a major role in identifying a candidate set of contex-
tual factors for a given application. For example, for mobile recommendation
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applications, the following four general types of contextual information are often
considered [9, 55]: physical context (e.g., time, position, activity of the user,
weather, light conditions, temperature), social context (e.g., is the user alone or in
the group, presence and role of other people around the user), interaction media
context (e.g., device characteristics—phone/tablet/laptop/etc., media content type—
text/audio/video/etc.), modal context (e.g., user’s state of mind—mood, experience,
current goals).

In addition to using the manual approach, e.g., leveraging domain knowledge
of the recommender system’s designer or a domain expert, there are computational
approaches to determining the relevance of a given contextual factor. In particular, a
wide variety of existing feature selection procedures from machine learning [76, 86,
120] and statistics [43] can be used to identify relevant contextual factors based on
existing ratings data. One example of how to decide which contextual factors should
be used in a recommendation application (and which should not) is presented in [4],
where the authors use a range of variables initially selected by the domain experts
as possible candidates for the contextual factors for the application, build multiple
recommendation models by incorporating different subsets of contextual factors,
and let the predictive performance of these models point to the most advantageous
contextual factors. A different approach [94] suggests that, after collecting the data,
one could apply various types of statistical tests identifying which of the chosen
contextual factors are truly significant in the sense that they indeed affect movie-
watching experiences, as manifested by significant deviations in ratings across
different values of a contextual factor. Furthermore, [99] demonstrated relevance of
the contextual latent factors, such as intent of purchasing a product, by evaluating the
predictive performance improvement of the Bayesian network classifier. A similar
approach of using latent variables is presented in [14]. [28] tested the relevance of
contextual factors extracted from Yelp reviews by comparing the rating prediction
performance of models with and without each factor. Those contextual factors that
demonstrated significant performance improvement were claimed to be relevant for
an application. [125] used a similar approach to show that usage of hierarchical
latent contextual representations leads to significantly better recommendations than
the baselines for the datasets having high- and medium-dimensional contexts.

Another approach for assessing relevance of contextual information has been
proposed by Baltrunas et al. [23], who developed a survey-based instrument that
asks the users to judge what their preferences would be in a wide variety of
hypothetical (i.e., imagined) contextual situations. This allows to collect richer
contextual preference information in a short timeframe, evaluate the impact of
each contextual factor on user preferences based on the collected data, and include
into the resulting context-aware system only those factors that were shown to be
important. Even though the collected data includes only hypothetical contextual
preferences (i.e., preferences for items that users imagined consuming under certain
contextual circumstances), the authors demonstrate that the resulting context-aware
recommender system was perceived to be more effective by users as compared to
the non-context-aware recommender.
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3 Paradigms for Incorporating Context in RS

Once the relevant context information has been identified and obtained, the next
step is to use context intelligently in order to produce better recommendations.
In general, approaches to using contextual information in recommender systems
can be broadly categorized into two groups: (1) recommendation via context-
driven querying and search, and (2) recommendation via contextual preference
elicitation and estimation. In the first approach, systems typically use contextual
information (obtained either directly from the user, e.g., by specifying current
mood or interest, or from the environment, e.g., obtaining local time, weather,
or current location) to query or search a certain repository of resources (e.g.,
restaurants) and present the resources that best match a given query (e.g., nearby
restaurants that are currently open) to the user. This approach has been used
by a wide variety of mobile [3, 42] and travel/tourist recommendations, such as
GUIDE [46], INTRIGUE [16], COMPASS [127], and MyMap [51] systems. The
second general approach to using contextual information in the recommendation
process constitutes techniques that model and learn contextual user preferences,
e.g., by observing the interactions of this and other users with the systems or by
obtaining preference feedback from the user on various previously recommended
items. This approach represents a more recent trend in context-aware recommender
systems literature [4, 10, 97, 100, 129, 138]. Some applications may also combine
the techniques from both general approaches (i.e., both context-driven querying
and search as well as contextual preference elicitation and estimation) into a
single system, such as mobile tourist guide UbiquiTO [42] and personalized news
recommendations system News@hand [41]. While both general approaches offer a
number of research challenges, in the remainder of this chapter we will focus on the
second, more recent trend of the contextual preference elicitation and estimation in
recommender systems.

To start the discussion of the contextual preference elicitation and estimation
techniques for the traditional approach to CARS, note that, in its general form, a
canonical 2-dimensional (2D) (User×I tem) recommender system can be described
as a function, which takes partial user preference data as its input and produces a
list of recommendations for each user as an output. Accordingly, Fig. 5 presents
a general overview of the canonical 2D recommendation process, which includes
three components: data (input), 2D recommender system (function), and recom-
mendation list (output). Note that, as indicated in Fig. 5, after the recommendation
function is defined (or constructed) based on the available data, recommendation list

Fig. 5 General components of the canonical recommendation process
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for any given user u is typically generated by using the recommendation function
on user u and all candidate items to obtain a predicted rating for each of the items
and then by ranking all items according to their predicted rating value. Later in this
section, we will discuss how the use of contextual information in each of those three
components gives rise to three different paradigms for context-aware recommender
systems.

As mentioned in Sect. 2.2, canonical recommender systems are built
based on the knowledge of partial user preferences presented in the form
< user, item, rating >. In contrast, context-aware recommender systems are
built based on the knowledge of partial contextual user preferences and typically
deal with data records of the form < user, item, context, rating >, that also
includes the contextual information in which the item was consumed by this user
(e.g., Context = Saturday). In addition, context-aware recommender systems may
also make use of the structures of context attributes, such as context hierarchies
(e.g., Saturday → Weekend) mentioned in Sect. 2.2. Based on the presence of
this additional contextual data, several important questions arise: How contextual
information should be reflected when modeling user preferences? Can we reuse
the wealth of knowledge in canonical (non-contextual) recommender systems to
generate context-aware recommendations? We will explore these questions in this
section in more detail.

In the presence of available contextual information, following the diagrams in
Fig. 6, we start with the data having the form U × I ×C×R, where C is additional
contextual dimension and end up with a list of contextual recommendations
i1, i2, i3 . . . for each user. However, unlike the process in Fig. 5, which does not
take into account the contextual information, we can apply the information about

Fig. 6 Paradigms for incorporating context in recommender systems. (a) Contextual pre-filtering.
(b) Contextual post-filtering. (c) Contextual modeling
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the current (or expected) context c at various stages of the recommendation process.
More specifically, the context-aware recommendation process that is based on
contextual user preference elicitation and estimation can take one of the three forms,
based on which of the three components the context is used in, as shown in Fig. 6:

• Contextual pre-filtering (or contextualization of recommendation input). In this
recommendation paradigm (presented in Fig. 6a), contextual information drives
data selection or data construction for that specific context. In other words,
information about the current context c is used for selecting or constructing the
relevant set of data records (i.e., ratings). Then, ratings can be predicted using
any canonical 2D recommender system on the selected data.

• Contextual post-filtering (or contextualization of recommendation output). In this
recommendation paradigm (presented in Fig. 6b), contextual information is ini-
tially ignored, and the ratings are predicted using any canonical 2D recommender
system on the entire data. Then, the resulting set of recommendations is adjusted
(contextualized) for each user using the contextual information.

• Contextual modeling (or contextualization of recommendation function). In this
recommendation paradigm (presented in Fig. 6c), contextual information is used
directly in the modeling technique as part of rating estimation.

Contextual Pre-filtering As shown in Fig. 6a, the contextual pre-filtering
approach uses contextual information to select or construct the most relevant
2D (User × Item) data for generating recommendations. In particular, context c

essentially serves as a query for selecting (filtering) relevant ratings data. One major
advantage of this approach is that it allows deployment of any of the numerous 2D
recommendation techniques previously proposed in the literature [6]. For example,
following the contextual pre-filtering paradigm, Adomavicius et al. [4] proposed a
reduction-based approach, which reduces the problem of multidimensional (MD)
contextual recommendations to the standard 2D User × Item recommendation
space. An example of a contextual data reduction for a movie recommender system
would be: if user u wants to see a movie on Saturday, among the set of existing
ratings D, only the Saturday rating data D[DayOf Week = Saturday] is used to
recommend movies to u. Note that this example represents an exact pre-filter. In
other words, the data filtering query has been constructed using exactly the specified
context.

However, the exact context sometimes can be too narrow. Consider, for example,
the context of watching a movie with a girlfriend in a movie theater on Saturday
or, i.e., c = (Girlfriend, Theater, Saturday). Using this exact context as a data
filtering query may be problematic for several reasons. First, certain aspects of the
overly specific context may not be significant. For example, user’s movie watching
preferences with a girlfriend in a theater on Saturday may be exactly the same as on
Sunday, but different from Wednesday’s. Therefore, it may be more appropriate to
use a more general context specification, i.e., Weekend instead of Saturday. And
second, exact context may not have enough data for accurate rating prediction,
which is known as the “sparsity” problem in recommender systems literature. In
other words, the recommender system may not have enough data points about the
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past movie watching preferences of a given user with a girlfriend in a theater on
Saturday.

In these cases, recommender system may utilize the hierarchical structure of
contextual factors and apply generalized pre-filtering proposed by Adomavicius
et al. [4]. This approach suggests to generalize the data filtering query obtained
based on a specified context. More formally, let’s define c′ = (c′1, . . . , c′k) to be
a generalization of context c = (c1, . . . , ck) if and only if c′i is a parent of ci

in the corresponding context hierarchy for every i = 1, . . . , k. Then, c′ (instead
of c) can be used as a data query to obtain contextualized ratings data. Note
that there typically exist multiple different possibilities for context generalization,
based on the context taxonomy and the desired context granularity. Therefore,
choosing the “right” generalized pre-filter becomes an important research problem.
For example, Jiang and Tuzhilin [70] examine optimal levels of granularity of
customer segments in order to maximize predictive performance of segmentation
methods. Applicability of these techniques in the context-aware recommender
systems settings constitutes an interesting problem for future research.

So far, we have discussed applying only one pre-filter at a time. However, as it
has been well-documented in recommender systems literature, often a combination
(a “blend” or an ensemble) of several solutions provides significant performance
improvements over the individual approaches [37, 38, 77, 106]. Therefore, it may
also be useful to combine several contextual pre-filters into one model at the
same time. The rationale for having a number of different pre-filters is based on
the fact that, typically there can be multiple different (and potentially relevant)
generalizations of the same specific context. Following this idea, Adomavicius et
al. [4] use pre-filters based on the number of possible contexts for each rating, and
then combine recommendations resulting from each contextual pre-filter. Note that
the combination of several pre-filters can be done in multiple ways. For example,
for rating estimation in a specific context, (a) one could choose the best-performing
pre-filter, or (b) use an aggregate prediction from the entire “ensemble” of pre-filters.

Also note that the contextual pre-filtering approach is related to the problems
of building local models in machine learning [13]. Rather than building the global
rating estimation model utilizing all the available ratings, this approach builds a
local rating estimation model that uses only the ratings pertaining to the user-
specified criteria in which a recommendation is made (e.g., morning). The advantage
of the local model is that it uses more relevant data, but at the same time it relies
on fewer data points. Which of these two trends dominates on a particular segment
may depend on the application domain and on the specifics of the available data.

Among other developments, Ahn et al. [12] use a technique similar to the
contextual pre-filtering to recommend advertisements to mobile users by taking
into account user location, interest, and time, and Lombardi et al. [88] evaluate the
effect of contextual information using a pre-filtering approach on the data obtained
from an online retailer. Also, Baltrunas and Ricci [18, 25] take a somewhat different
approach to contextual pre-filtering in proposing and evaluating the benefits of the
item splitting technique, where each item is split into several fictitious items based
on the different contexts in which these items can be consumed. Similarly to the item
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splitting idea, Baltrunas and Amatriain [17] introduce the idea of micro-profiling (or
user splitting), which splits the user profile into several (possibly overlapping) sub-
profiles, each representing the given user in a particular context. The predictions are
done using these contextual micro-profiles instead of a single user model. The idea
of generalized contextual pre-filtering has also been adopted in various studies; for
example, Zheng et al. [141] use a similar approach (called context “relaxation”)
for travel recommendations. Furthermore, Codina et al. [49] provide a different
approach to generalize the pre-filtering approach; they leverage semantic similarities
between different contextual conditions and compute the recommendations based on
the ratings taken not just from the single contextual condition, but from the similar
contexts as well.

Although the pre-filtering paradigm has been predominantly used in conjunction
with the Explicit Static approach to modeling contextual factors, extending it to
more complex context modeling scenarios, such as latent and dynamic cases,
constitutes a highly promising future research direction. Ability to pre-filter training
data based on any given context—explicit vs. latent, static vs. dynamic—is largely a
data querying/matching problem, addressing which would automatically enable the
use of any traditional (2D) recommendation algorithms.

Contextual Post-filtering As shown in Fig. 6b, the contextual post-filtering
approach ignores contextual information when generating the initial ranking of the
list of all the candidate items from which top-N recommendations can be made.
Then, the contextual post-filtering approach adjusts the obtained recommendation
list for each user using the contextual information. The recommendation list
adjustments can be made by:

• Filtering out recommendations that are irrelevant in a given context, or
• Re-ranking the list of recommendations based on a given context.

For example, in a movie recommendation application, if a person wants to see
a movie on a weekend, and on weekends she only watches comedies, the system
can filter out all non-comedies from the recommended movie list. More generally,
the basic idea for contextual post-filtering approaches is to analyze the contextual
preference data for a given user in a given context to find specific item usage patterns
(e.g., user Jane Doe watches only comedies on weekends) and then use these
patterns to adjust the item list, resulting in more “contextual” recommendations,
as depicted in Fig. 7.

As with many recommendation techniques, the contextual post-filtering
approaches can be classified into heuristic and model-based techniques. Heuristic
post-filtering approaches focus on finding common item characteristics (attributes)
for a given user in a given context, while model-based post-filtering approaches
build predictive models to calculate the probability with which the user chooses
a certain type of item in a given context. These characteristics and probabilities
are subsequently used to adjust the recommendations. For example, Panniello et
al. [100] provide an experimental comparison of the pre-filtering method versus
two post-filtering methods based on several real-world e-commerce datasets. The
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Fig. 7 Final phase of the contextual post-filtering approach: recommendation list adjustment

empirical results show that the best approach to use (pre- or post-filtering) highly
depends on a given application.

Similar to the contextual pre-filtering, a major advantage of the contextual
post-filtering approach is that it allows using any of the numerous canonical
2D recommendation techniques previously proposed in the literature [6]. Also,
incorporating context generalization techniques into post-filtering techniques and
extending them to dynamic and/or latent context settings constitute interesting
issues for future research.

Contextual Modeling As shown in Fig. 6c, the contextual modeling approach
incorporates the contextual information directly into the recommendation function
as an explicit predictor of a user’s rating for an item. While contextual pre-
filtering and post-filtering approaches can use canonical 2D recommendation
algorithms, the contextual modeling approach gives rise to truly multidimensional
recommendation techniques, which essentially represent predictive models (built
using decision trees, regressions, probabilistic models, deep learning models, or
other techniques) or heuristic calculations that incorporate contextual information
in addition to the user and item data. A significant number of novel contextual
modeling approaches—based on a variety of heuristics as well as advanced predic-
tive modeling techniques—have been developed over the last five years [102, 129].
In Sect. 4 we present both the classical approaches and more advanced machine
learning techniques for contextual modeling, such as tensor factorization and deep
learning.

4 Contextual Modeling Approaches

Contextual modeling, recognized by its effectiveness in improving performance
of recommendations vis-a-vis alternative pre- and post-filtering methods in many
cases, has become an increasingly popular paradigm for incorporating context into
RS [102, 129]. In the contextual modeling approach, contextual attributes are used
in the process of prediction of the ratings by recommendation systems. Contextual
modeling challenges include the development of new techniques and mechanisms
for: (i) integrating context into canonical recommendation models; (ii) improving
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rating estimation methods by exploiting context and revealing hidden interactions
between users, items, and contexts; and (iii) identifying the contextual factors
that should be integrated into the recommendation model. In this section, we will
describe different techniques used in CARS research along with their contribution
in dealing with cold-start, data sparsity, and scalability problems and the type of
contextual attributes used in them.

Classical Approaches A number of classical contextual modeling approaches
that are based on heuristic as well as model-based techniques can be extended
from the two-dimensional (2D) to the multidimensional recommendation settings.
For example, [5] proposes a heuristic-based approach that extends the canonical
2D neighborhood-based approach [34, 112] to the multidimensional case, which
includes the contextual information, by using an n-dimensional distance metric
instead of the user-user or item-item similarity metrics traditionally used in such
techniques. Another heuristic-based contextual modeling (CM) method is presented
in [102], where four variants of the same CM method are considered. Each of
these CM methods requires building a contextual profile prof (u, c) for user u in
context c, and then using the contextual profiles of all the users to find the N nearest
neighbors of user u in terms of these profiles in context c.

In addition to the heuristic-based contextual modeling techniques, there have
been several model-based techniques proposed in the literature. For example,
Adomavicius and Tuzhilin [5] present a method of extending a regression-based
Hierarchical Bayesian (HB) collaborative filtering model of estimating unknown
ratings proposed by Ansari et al. [15] in order to incorporate additional contextual
dimensions, such as time and location, into the HB model.

In order to efficiently model user, item, and context interactions, latent factor
models suggest to embed users, items, and contexts as tensors (i.e., vectors) in a
low-dimensional space of latent (or hidden) features. These models represent both
users’ preferences, their corresponding items’ features and contexts’ features in a
unified way so that the relevance score of the user-item-context interaction can
be measured as an inner product of their vectors in the latent feature space. Such
predictive models include context-aware matrix factorization [2] and latent semantic
models [122]. For example, matrix-factorization-based approach has been proposed
by Baltrunas et al. [24] and Unger et al. [124], who extended the traditional matrix
factorization technique to context-aware settings by introducing additional model
parameters to model the interaction of the contextual factors with ratings.

In addition to extending the canonical User × I tem model-based collaborative
filtering techniques to incorporate the contextual dimensions, there have also been
new techniques developed specifically for context-aware recommender systems
based on the contextual modeling paradigm. For example, following this paradigm,
Oku et al. [97] propose to incorporate additional contextual factors (such as time,
companion, and weather) directly into recommendation space and use machine
learning techniques to provide recommendations in a restaurant recommender sys-
tem. In particular, they use the support vector machine (SVM) classification method,
which views the set of liked items and the set of disliked items of a user in various
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contexts as two sets of vectors in an n-dimensional space, and constructs a sep-
arating hyperplane in this space, which maximizes the separation between the two
data sets. The resulting hyperplane represents a classifier for future recommendation
decisions (i.e., a given item in a specific context will be recommended if it falls on
the “like” side of the hyperplane, and will not be recommended if it falls on the
“dislike” side). Furthermore, Oku et al. [97] empirically show that the context-aware
SVM significantly outperforms the non-contextual SVM-based recommendation
algorithm in terms of predictive accuracy and user’s satisfaction with recommenda-
tions. Similarly, Yu et al. [138] use contextual modeling approach to provide content
recommendations for smart phone users by introducing context as additional model
dimensions and using hybrid recommendation technique (synthesizing content-
based, Bayesian-classifier, and rule-based methods) to generate recommendations.
Also, Hariri et al. [60] employ the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model for
use in context-aware recommender systems, which allows to model jointly the
users, items, and the meta-data associated with contextual information. Finally,
another model-based approach is presented in [1] where a Personalized Access
Model (PAM) is presented that provides a set of personalized context-based
services, including context discovery, contextualization, binding, and matching
services, which can be combined to form and deploy context-aware recommender
systems.

Tensor Factorization (TF) Tensor-based models provide a powerful set of tools
for merging various types of contextual information, which increases flexibility,
customizability, and quality of recommendation models [56]. Tensor Factorization
(TF) extends the canonical two-dimensional Matrix Factorization (MF) problem
to the n-dimensional problem by incorporating contextual information [72]. The
resulting MD rating matrix R is factored into lower-dimensional representation,
where the user, the item and each contextual dimension are represented with lower
dimensional feature vectors, as follows:

R ≈ G× U× V× C =
P∑

p=1

Q∑

q=1

L∑

l=1

gpql up ◦ vq ◦ cl

The rating matrix is illustrated in Fig. 8a, where U ∈ RM×P , V ∈ RN×Q,C ∈
RK×L are orthogonal matrices, having similar meaning as the latent feature matrices
in the case of SVD. Tensor G ∈ RP×Q×L is called the core tensor of the
Tensor Decomposition (TD). The elements of the core tensor G represent the latent
interactions between different modes, where P,Q, and L are generally chosen
to be smaller than the mode ranks M,N, and K of the original tensor. Thus,
the core tensor G is often viewed as a compressed representation of the original
tensor R.

For example, the Multiverse model [72] is a generic TF-based context-aware
model for the rating prediction task that integrates any contextual variables over
a finite categorical domain. It demonstrates that high context influence leads
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Fig. 8 Illustration of contextual modeling techniques: (a) Tensor factorization, and (b) Reinforce-
ment learning

to significantly better rating prediction results using the proposed TF approach.
While [72] focuses only on the rating prediction task, the CARTD (Context-Aware
Recommendation Tensor Decomposition) model [109, 131] provides a generalized
framework for an arbitrary number of contexts and targets an optimal ranking (top-N
recommendation) instead of the rating prediction task.

TF can also be used in temporal models that are designed to learn time-evolving
patterns in data by taking the time aspect into account [56]. For example, the use
of a probabilistic TF model is proposed in several CARS frameworks [117, 136]
to allow consideration of all the context simultaneously while modeling the
system.

One of the main concerns for the higher-order models is the inevitable growth
of computational complexity when the number of contextual dimensions increases.
Since context is represented as a low-dimensional tensor, it raises various challenges
in terms of context explainability, sparsity, potential for privacy issues, and structure.
Improving the robustness of a tensor-based model is challenging due to the
sparsity of the observed tensor and the multi-linear nature of TF. For example,
Luan et al. [89] show that, if the tensor is big and sparse, then the degree of
correlation between entities suffers. To overcome this, they propose a partition-
based collaborative TF approach that considers correlations between two points
of interest based on location. Specifically, a tensor is partitioned into sub-tensors
and then the collaborative TF is applied. [45] proposed a model that combines
TF and adversarial learning for context-aware recommendations and showed that
their proposed method outperforms standard tensor-based methods and improves
the robustness of a recommender model.

Traditional CARS methods model latent contextual information as vectors
of high dimensionality and often ignore certain structural properties of latent
contextual variables. While trying to reduce dimensionality of the contextual space,
it is important to take into account the structure of latent contextual variables
and the semantically meaningful interrelationships among them [93, 105]. For
example, [133] proposed a bias tensor factorization model which uses encoded
contextual features that are extracted from a regression tree.
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Deep Learning (DL) Deep learning techniques have had a major impact on
recommendation architectures [26, 139]. In context-aware recommender systems,
deep-learning-based approaches are typically used for two purposes: (i) context
representation and modeling and (ii) producing predictions by capturing preferences
of users over both items and contexts. According to [26], the main reason why
DL tends to improve recommendation accuracy is its power of extracting hidden
features and jointly combining information from varying sources. Therefore, DL
techniques are suitable for handling multi-dimensional problems and constraints
that are complex and dynamic in nature.

Since some of the canonical recommender algorithms, such as matrix factoriza-
tion and factorization machines, can also be expressed as neural architectures [64,
65], several DL-based CARS methods have been proposed to enhance these
traditional neural architectures to model contextual representations [50, 62, 126,
135]. For example, [135] proposed a general context-aware algorithm based on
factorization machines which combines automatic feature interaction modeling of
factorization machine with convolutional neural networks. Figure 9 shows a general
framework extending the Neural Collaborative Filtering (NCF) with contextual
information [126]. The input of the network is suser

u , sitem
i , and scontext

c , which
are the representations of user profiles, item features, and context information,
respectively. The embedding layer consists of low-dimensional representations for
each of the inputs. The network is aimed to learn non-linear interactions between
users, items, and contexts and can be used for multiple tasks (i.e., rating prediction,
top-N recommendation, classification). Here, the scoring function is defined for the
rating prediction task as follows:

r̂uic = f (UT · suser
u , V T · sitem

i , CT · scontext
c | U,V,C, θ)

Fig. 9 Illustration of context-aware recommendation based on deep learning frameworks
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where function f (·) represents the multilayer perceptron, and θ represents the
parameters of this network. The network can be trained with weighted square loss
(for explicit feedback) or binary cross-entropy loss (for implicit feedback).

Recent state-of-the-art context-aware methods represent the relations between
users/items and contexts as a tensor, with which it is difficult to distinguish
the impacts of different contextual factors and to model complex, non-linear
interactions between contexts and users/items. Therefore, several attention-based
recommendation models are used to enhance CARS through adaptively capturing
the interactions between contexts and users/items and improve the interpretability
of recommendations through identifying the most important contexts [52, 66, 92].
For example, [92] proposed a neural model, named Attentive Interaction Network
(AIN), to enhance CARS through adaptively capturing the interactions between
contexts and users/items, and [52] proposed an online neural-based recommendation
model for ranking recommendations by capturing implicit interactions between
users, items, and contexts. The implicit contexts were inferred by a Mixture Atten-
tional Constrained Denoise AutoEncoder (MACDAE) model to combine multiple
implicit contextual representations by using generative models. They assumed that
different implicit contextual representations contribute differently to the final latent
contextual representation and, therefore, their relative contribution can be learned
automatically using the attention mechanism.

Context-aware sequential recommendations have been extensively used to mon-
itor the evolution of user tastes over time, which helps to improve the quality of
contextual recommendations [107]. Several DL-based techniques can be used to
model user activity across time. For example, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)
can be used to estimate the next event in a session for a user and can implicitly
capture contextual information and combine it with item embeddings [30, 87, 118].
RNNs have positive effects on coverage of recommendations and short-term
predictions compared to conventional nearest-neighbor and matrix factorization-
based approaches. Such success originates from RNNs’ ability to take into account
the evolution of users tastes and co-evolution between user, item, and context latent
factors.

Reinforcement Learning (RL) Most recommendation models consider the rec-
ommendation process as static, which makes it difficult to capture users’ temporal
intentions and to respond to them in a timely manner. In recent years, RL has begun
to garner attention [54, 98, 140, 143] in making contextualized recommendations.
For example, [54] proposed a contextual bandit algorithm to decide which content to
recommend to users, where the reward function takes into consideration contextual
information, and [84] proposed a framework for online learning and adaptation to
sequential preferences within a listening session in order to tailor the playlist to the
listener’s current context.

Unlike supervised learning (e.g., classification) that considers prescribed training
data, a reinforcement learning (RL) algorithm actively explores its environment to
gather information and exploits the learnt knowledge to dynamically make decisions
or predictions. Multi-armed bandit is the most thoroughly studied RL problem.
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It is inspired by slot machines in a casino: for a bandit (slot) machine with M

arms, pulling arm i will result in a random payoff (reward) r , sampled from an
unknown and arm-specific distribution pi . The objective is to maximize the total
reward of the user over a given number of interactions. Figure 8b provides a high-
level illustration of contextual modeling recommendation approach using RL. The
environment includes information about users, items, and contexts, and a decision-
making agent represents the contextual modeling algorithm that produces a list of
recommendations. Each time a user requests a recommendation, the information
about the user, the contextual factors, and features of candidate items are passed to
the agent. The agent will select the best action (i.e., recommending a list of items to
a user), fetch user feedback as reward, and observe the new state of the environment.
Specifically, the feedback of the user (reward function) is calculated based on the
metric being optimized in the environment and the context of the user. Finally, the
recommendation list and the user’s feedback will be stored in the memory of the
agent. Importantly, rather than learn from historical data, the only way the agent can
learn which actions are good in different situations is to sequentially try them out
and receive a reward from the user.

Previous works have used reinforcement learning to recommend web pages,
travel information, books, videos, news, etc. For example, Tripathi et al. [123]
combine the potential of reinforcement learning and deep bidirectional recurrent
neural networks for automatic personalized video recommendation. They present a
context-aware collaborative filtering approach, where the intensity of user’s non-
verbal emotional response toward the recommended video is captured through
interactions and facial expression analysis. In [121], a Q-learning-based travel
recommender is proposed, where trips are ranked using a linear function of several
content and contextual features including trip duration, price, and country, and the
weights are updated using user feedback. Shani et al. use a Markov decision process
(MDP) to model the dynamics of user preference for book recommendations [116],
where the purchase history is used to define the environment’s states, and the
generated profit is used as the reward. Liu et al. use MDP to recommend music
based on a user’s heart rate to help the user maintain it within the normal
range [85]. States are defined as different levels of heart rate, and biofeedback is
used as rewards. Chi et al. uses MDP to automatically generate playlist [47] and,
similarly to [116], states are defined as mood categories of the recent listening
history.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

Context-awareness is being recognized as an important issue in many recommen-
dation applications, which is evidenced by the increasing number of papers being
published on this topic. Looking at the current state of the art in context-aware
recommender systems, the main research issues, challenges, and directions can be
broadly classified into the following four general categories [8]:
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• Algorithms, i.e., developing recommendation algorithms that can incorporate
contextual information into recommender systems in advantageous ways.

• Evaluation, i.e., in-depth performance evaluation of various context-aware rec-
ommendation approaches and techniques, their benefits and limitations.

• Engineering, i.e., designing general-purpose architectures, frameworks, and
approaches to facilitate the development, implementation, deployment, and use
of context-aware recommendation capabilities.

• Fundamentals, i.e., deeper understanding the notion of context and modeling
context in recommender systems.

Algorithms Not surprisingly, most of the existing research on context-aware
recommender systems can be classified under the “Algorithms” category [8],
i.e., researchers have focused primarily on how to take advantage of contextual
information in order to improve the quality of recommendations for different
recommendation tasks and applications. Compared to “Algorithms”, the other three
categories have been relatively under-explored, although there have been more work
in several other areas in recent years.

Evaluation One representative example in the “Evaluation” category is the work
by Panniello et al. [102], who performed a comprehensive evaluation and com-
parison of several contextual pre-filtering, post-filtering, and modeling techniques
under variety of conditions, e.g., for different recommendation tasks (“find-all”
vs. “top-k”), different recommendation utility metrics (accuracy vs. diversity), the
granularity of the processed contextual information, as well as other characteristics.
Among many findings, the comparison shows that there is no “universally” best
technique under all evaluation dimensions. For example, the contextual modeling
and post-filtering approaches demonstrate good accuracy performance in many
situations, while the exact pre-filtering approach often exhibits better diversity.
However, the contextual modeling approaches tend to achieve a comparatively good
balance in the accuracy-diversity trade-off. Another example in the “Evaluation”
category is the work by Campos et al. [40], who focused on exploring “time” as
one of the most valuable and widely used contextual factors in many recommender
systems applications. The authors review common evaluation practices and method-
ological issues related to the comparative evaluation of time-aware recommender
systems. They also demonstrate that the choice of the evaluation conditions impacts
the performance ranking of different recommendation strategies and propose a
methodological framework for a robust and fair evaluation process. These works
represent an important step in the direction of improved, standardized and, thus,
more reproducible evaluation procedures for context-aware recommender systems.

Evaluating the CARS performance in real-world settings and in terms of domain-
relevant metrics (e.g., based on economic or behavioral outcomes) represents
another important direction for CARS research. As an example, [101] study how
contextual information affects business outcomes in terms of sales volume, revenue,
and customer trust in the provided recommendations using an empirical live study
(A/B test) on a sample of customers of a major comics book publisher in Europe. In
particular, [101] show that context-aware recommendation techniques outperform
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canonical (non-contextual) approaches in terms of accuracy, trust, and several
economics-based performance metrics across most of their experimental settings.
Another interesting example of user studies with context-aware recommender
systems is the work by Braunhofer et al. [31]. In this study, the users, after
receiving a recommendation from a context-aware system that recommends points-
of-interest, were asked to evaluate the system’s performance on the following two
dimensions: “Does this recommendation fit my preference?” (i.e., “personalization”
performance) and “Is this recommendation well-chosen for the situation?” (i.e.,
“contextualization” performance). In this specific study, the authors show that their
proposed technique is able to improve the baseline performance along one of
these dimensions—contextualization. In summary, it is important for the CARS
community to continue the lines of work described in [31, 101] and to provide
strong additional evidence (e.g., via live controlled experiments) of the economic
and usability advantages of CARS over the traditional recommendation methods.

One of the major issues that have slowed down the progress of the CARS
field in the past was the availability of large-scale publicly available datasets on
which novel CARS-based methods could be evaluated. This situation has improved
significantly over the last few years when such datasets became publicly available.
For example, DePaulMovie [142] and LDOS-CoMoDa [94] datasets contain movie
ratings collected along with contextual information; InCarMusic [21], Frappe [20]
and STS [32] datasets provide the apps usage logs. Furthermore, some recently
published datasets with music listening history, such as the ones from Spotify [35]
and Last.fm [128], contain large-scale information about sequence of music listen-
ing logs, where previous tracks and other user activity features can be considered
as contextual information. Despite this progress, the CARS community would
benefit significantly from additional publicly available, large-scale, context-oriented
datasets, and this should also be an important priority for the research community.

Engineering Much of the work on context-aware recommender systems has been
conceptual, where recommendation techniques are developed, tested on some (often
limited) data, and shown to perform well in comparison to certain benchmarks.
Historically, there has been little work done on the “Engineering” aspect for CARS,
i.e., developing novel data structures, efficient storage methods, and new system
architectures. One representative example of such system-building work is the
study by Hussein et al. [67, 68], where the authors introduce a service-oriented
architecture enabling to define and implement a variety of different “building
blocks” for context-aware recommender systems, such as recommendation algo-
rithms, context sensors, various filters and converters, in a modular fashion. These
building blocks can then be combined and reused in many different ways into
systems that can generate contextual recommendations. Another example of such
work is Abbar et al. [1], where the authors present a service-oriented approach
that implements the Personalized Access Model (PAM) previously proposed by
the authors. In addition, there has been a number of research advances in database
community in developing frameworks and techniques for building recommender
systems functionality (including some context-aware functionality) directly into
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relational database engines [81, 82, 113, 114], which provides a number of important
benefits in terms of storage, query processing, query optimization, and others.

Another important “Engineering” aspect is to develop richer interaction capa-
bilities with CARS that make recommendations more flexible. As compared to
canonical recommender systems, context-aware recommenders have two important
differences. The first is increased complexity, since CARS involve not only users
and items in the recommendation process, but also various types of contextual
information. Thus, the types of recommendations can be significantly more complex
in comparison to the canonical non-contextual cases. For example, in a movie
recommendation application, a certain user (e.g., Tom) may seek recommendations
for him and his girlfriend of top 3 movies and the best times to see them over the
weekend. The second difference is increased interactivity, since more information
(i.e., context) usually needs to be elicited from the user in the CARS settings.
For example, to utilize the available contextual information, a CARS system may
need to elicit from the user (Tom) with whom he wants to see a movie (e.g.,
girlfriend) and when (e.g., over the weekend) before providing any context-specific
recommendations. The combination of these two features calls for the development
of more flexible recommendation methods that allow the user to express the types
of recommendations that are of interest to them rather than consuming standard
recommendations that are “hard-wired” into the recommendation engines provided
by many current vendors. The second requirement of interactivity also calls for
the development of tools allowing users to provide inputs into the recommendation
process in an interactive and iterative manner, preferably via some well-defined user
interfaces (UI).

Such flexible context-aware recommendations can be supported in several
ways. First, Adomavicius et al. [7] developed a recommendation query language
REQUEST that supports a wide variety of features and allows its users to express in
a flexible manner a broad range of recommendations that are tailored to their own
individual needs and, therefore, more accurately reflect their interests. In addition,
Adomavicius et al. [7] provide a discussion of the expressive power of REQUEST
and present a multidimensional recommendation algebra that provides the theoret-
ical basis for this language. Another proposal to provide flexible recommendations
is presented in [78], where the FlexRecs system and framework are described.
FlexRecs approach supports flexible recommendations over structured data by
decoupling the definition of a recommendation process from its execution. In partic-
ular, a recommendation can be expressed declaratively as a high-level parameterized
workflow containing traditional relational operators and novel recommendation-
specific operators that are combined together into a recommendation workflow.

Fundamentals “Fundamentals” represents arguably the least developed research
direction. Context is a complex notion, and there are many diverse approaches
of conceptualizing context in recommender systems, some of them still being
debated among the researchers. Although the recommender systems community is
gradually converging toward the common definition of context, and this chapter
represents an attempt to integrate different approaches into one common frame-
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work, additional work is still required for the CARS community to arrive at a
more formalized definition of context and, therefore, many important questions
still remain to be explored in a principled manner. For example, what are the
underlying theoretical underpinnings for context relevance? Are there systematic
approaches for identifying relevant contextual factors (i.e., on which to collect
data)? If explicit contextual information is not available, when should we model
context as a latent factor vs. ignore modeling the context altogether? What are
the tradeoffs of different modelling assumptions (e.g., static vs. dynamic context)?
The recommender systems community has been moving towards studying some of
these questions. For example, Sect. 2 of this chapter covered certain foundational
issues. Also, [57] examines in which stages of the recommender system life-cycle
incorporation of contextual information into the recommender system is the most
useful.

Furthermore, as the CARS field progresses, our understanding of what context
is and how to deal with it is evolving. As stated in Sect. 2.3, most of the previous
work on CARS has focused on the traditional Explicit-Static approach to modeling
contextual factors. More recently, there has been significant work done on how to
work with (and take advantage of) latent contextual information in CARS due,
primarily, to the popularity of the DL-based methods, as discussed in Sect. 4. In
contrast, the topic of dynamic context that is important in some applications, such as
hashtag-based and news-based recommendations mentioned in Sect. 2.3, is barely
explored in CARS. Moving forward, we believe that significantly more research
is needed to better understand various aspects of latent and/or dynamic contextual
information and how to leverage it in providing better recommendations. Another
related and also under-explored research area is how to extract the contextual
information from different data sources, such as user reviews, tweets, sensors,
IoT devices, etc., that is not explicitly observed and/or recorded as context by the
recommender system. This is especially useful when dealing with many different
types of contextual factors “buried” in these data sources, most of which are not
explicitly known in advance. We expect that much interesting research will be
dedicated to these topics within the next several years, keeping the CARS field as
vibrant as it has been over the last ten years.

In summary, the field of context-aware recommender systems (CARS) has
matured very significantly over the last decade, and many leading companies
have incorporated CARS into their recommender systems platforms. However, the
field is still developing rapidly, as discussed in this section, and many interesting
and practically important research problems still need to be explored further in a
principled and comprehensive manner.
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Semantics and Content-Based
Recommendations

Cataldo Musto, Marco de Gemmis, Pasquale Lops, Fedelucio Narducci,
and Giovanni Semeraro

1 Introduction

Content-based recommender systems (CBRSs) basically rely on descriptive features
to build a representation of items and users which is used to generate personalized
recommendations. Such recommendations may regard both items provided with a
textual description (e.g., the plot of a movie) as well as items that are themselves
’textual’ (e.g., a news article).

Typically, content-based recommendations are obtained by matching up the
attributes of the target user profile, in which preferences and interests are stored,
with the attributes of the items. The result is a relevance score that represents
the target users’ level of interest in those items. In other terms, CBRSs are based
on the assumption that user preferences remain stable over time (even when such
preferences are constructed during the interaction with the system, as it happens in
conversational approaches), since they suggest items similar to those a target user
already liked in the past.

However, early CBRS models were based on keyword-based approaches exploit-
ing simple term-counting. Accordingly, early models were not able to obtain a
complete comprehension of the textual content describing the items nor to encode
semantic relationships between terms. In particular, early CBRS show clear limits
due to properties of natural language elements, such as:
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• POLYSEMY, multiple meanings for one word;
• SYNONYMY, multiple words with the same meaning;
• MULTI-WORD EXPRESSIONS, a sequence of two or more words whose properties

are not predictable from those of the individual words;
• ENTITY IDENTIFICATION OR NAMED ENTITY RECOGNITION, the difficulty to

locate and classify elements mentioned in text into predefined categories;
• ENTITY LINKING OR NAMED ENTITY DISAMBIGUATION, the difficulty of

determining the identity (often called the reference) of entities mentioned in text.

This is a sharp limitation, since a keyword-based syntactic representation is often
not enough to correctly catch the preferences of the users, as well as the informative
content conveyed by the items. Of course, a sub-optimal comprehension of the
informative content leads to a sub-optimal representation of the items and, in turn,
to recommendations which are not accurate. As shown in several literature [86], it
is necessary to improve such a representation in order to fully exploit the potential
of content-based features and textual data.

With no doubt, we can state that semantics represents the theoretical foundation
to proceed in this direction, by implementing more advanced models that allow
machines to better understand information provided in natural language . In this
research line, semantics-aware recommender systems represent one of the most
innovative lines of research in the area of recommender systems. Indeed, as
we stated in our previous contribution to the handbook [37], thanks to these
representations it is possible to give meaning to information expressed in natural
language and to obtain a deeper comprehension of the information conveyed by
textual content.

The goal of this chapter is to integrate and extend the content previously
presented in the chapter “Semantics-aware Content-based Recommender Systems”
[37]. In particular, the goal of this chapter is to focus on novel research directions in
the area.

The chapter is organized as follows: first, we start the discussion with an
historical perspective in the area, then we provide an overview of the main
techniques to incorporate semantics into items and user profiles. These approaches
can be broadly split in two categories: exogenous and endogenous approaches. The
former relies on the integration of external knowledge sources, such as ontologies,
encyclopedic knowledge and data from the Linked Data cloud, while the latter relies
on a lightweight semantic representation based on the hypothesis that the meaning
of a word depends on its usage in large corpora of textual documents [57, 70].

Both the approaches can be exploited to cope with the issues of keyword-based
syntactic representation: as an example, word sense disambiguation techniques
based on linguistic resources, such as WordNet, can tackle polysemy, synonymy and
multi-word expressions. Similarly, techniques to link items to knowledge graphs,
such as those based on the exploitation of ontologies and Linked Open Data, can
be helpful to deal with entity identification and entity linking. The same principle
holds for endogenous representations, since the lightweight semantics learnt based
on distributional semantics models can effectively tackle ambiguity issues.
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Further details on the methods are provided in Sect. 2. However, this chapter only
sketches these techniques since they represent the focus of the previous edition of
our work [37]. Indeed, as previously said, a significant part of the chapter is devoted
to recent trends in the area of content-based recommendations. Such trends regard:
(1) techniques investigating new methods for representing content-based features;
(2) techniques investigating new sources to gather content-based features; (3) new
use cases for content-based features, such the exploitation of content to generate
explainable recommendation and to build conversational recommender systems .

2 Content-Based Recommender Systems

This section reports an overview of the basic principles for building CBRSs and
describes the evolution of the techniques adopted for representing items and user
profiles.

2.1 The Architecture of a Content-Based Recommender System

The high level architecture of a content-based recommender system is depicted in
Fig. 1. The recommendation process is performed in three steps, each of which is
handled by a separate component:

• CONTENT ANALYZER—The main responsibility of this component is to repre-
sent the content of items (e.g., documents, product descriptions, etc.) coming
from information sources in a form suitable for the next processing steps. It
extracts features (keywords, n-grams, concepts, . . . ) from item descriptions and
produces a structured item representation stored in the repository Represented
Items. Early CBRSs adopt relatively simple retrieval models, such as the Vector
Space Model (VSM), a spatial representation of text documents [166]. In that
model, each document is represented by a vector in a multidimensional space,
where each dimension corresponds to a term from the overall vocabulary of a
given document collection [9, 165]. As we will show in the next sections, this
model is often replaced by more recent and more effective embedding techniques.
This representation is the input to the PROFILE LEARNER and FILTERING

COMPONENT. For more details on NLP techniques for recommender systems we
also suggest to refer to Chap. “Natural Language Processing for Recommender
Systems”;

• PROFILE LEARNER—This module collects data representative of the user pref-
erences and builds the user profile, a model that generalizes the observed data.
Preferences on items are collected as ratings on discrete scale and stored in a
repository (Feedback). Usually, the generalization strategy is realized through
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Fig. 1 High level architecture of a content-based recommender

supervised machine learning algorithms [121], which infer the user profile from
items and corresponding ratings.

• FILTERING COMPONENT—This module predicts whether a new item is likely
to be of interest for the active user, the one for whom recommendations are
to be calculated. It matches the features in the user profile against those in the
item representations and produces a binary or continuous relevance judgment, the
latter case resulting in a ranked list of potentially interesting items [77]. Ratings
can be gathered on generated recommendations, then the learning process is
performed again on the new training set, and the resulting profile is adapted to
the updated user interests. The iteration of the feedback-learning cycle over time
enables the system to take into account the dynamic nature of user preferences.

2.2 Semantics-Aware Content Representation

The Vector Space Model [166] can be useful to develop very simple intelligent
information systems, but in order to cope with the above mentioned issues inherently
related to natural language and its ambiguity, semantic techniques are crucial to shift
from a keyword-based to a concept-based representation of items and user profiles.

Figure 2 depicts a classification of semantic techniques.
Endogenous approaches exploit large corpora of documents to infer the usage of

a word, i.e. its implicit semantics. The main ideas behind these methods is described
in Sect. 2.2.1.
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Fig. 2 Classification of semantic representation techniques

Exogenous approaches rely on external knowledge sources, such as machine
readable dictionaries, taxonomies, thesauri or ontologies, for representing items and
user profiles. Section 2.2.2 focuses on the description of these techniques for an
explicit representation of the semantics.

As previously said, this section provides just a brief overview of these techniques;
we suggest to refer to the previous edition of this chapter for a deeper analysis [37].
A complete overview of semantics-aware representation strategies is discussed in
[105].

2.2.1 Endogenous Semantics

Techniques for endogenous semantics representation fall into the general class
of Distributional Semantics Models (DSMs), that were originally introduced in
computational linguistics and cognitive sciences [169].

These data-driven approaches rely on the so-called distributional hypothesis,
which states that “Words that occur in the same contexts tend to have similar mean-
ings” [70], thus the algorithms that follow these approaches extract information
about the meaning of a word by analyzing its usage in large corpora of textual
documents.

DSMs are based on Wittgenstein’s idea that the meaning of a word is its use in
the language [204], and that semantically similar words also share similar contexts
of usage [162].
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Fig. 3 A term-context matrix

These models, also known as geometrical models, learn similarities and connec-
tions in a totally unsupervised way. Indeed, they represent each term that occurs in
a corpus as a vector in a high-dimensional vector space called WordSpace [106].

Given a corpus, usually the WordSpace is built by means of a term-context
matrix, as the one presented in Fig. 3. Each row represents one term of the
vocabulary (obtained by applying an NLP pipeline), while each column is a context
of usage. Every time a term is used in a particular context, this information is
encoded in the matrix. As an example, according to Fig. 3 the term beer is used in
contexts c2, c3, c6 and c7. We can imagine a context as a fragment of text in which
the word occurs. Thus, each term is represented by a vector (the corresponding row
in the matrix), modeled in a vector space whose dimensions are the columns of the
term-context matrix.

Given a WordSpace, a vector space representation of the documents called
DocSpace can be also computed. A DocSpace can be obtained by following
different strategies: as shown by Sahlgren [164], a document representation may
be calculated as the centroid vector of the vector space representation of the words
that appear in the document, or as their weighted sum. Next, given a WordSpace,
the similarity of two terms can be estimated by analyzing the overlap between
their usage. According to the example in Fig. 3, we can state that words beer and
wine are very similar since they share a large number of contexts. In practice,
the similarity between words is estimated as the proximity between vectors that
represent those words in the WordSpace, in accordance with the similarity-is-
proximity metaphor [164]. Thus, it can be computed in several ways, such as cosine
similarity, Manhattan and Euclidean distances, or relative entropy-based measures
[122].

We need to further clarify the definition of context. Generally speaking, it is a
fragment of text in which a word appears. In the simplest formulation, the context is
the whole document. In that case, the term-context matrix corresponds to the term-
document matrix in the classical Vector Space Model [166]. Finer-grained options
are possible: the context could be a paragraph, a sentence, a window of surrounding
words or even a single word. A survey about different strategies to handle the
concept of context is provided in [188].

Among the approaches for endogenous semantics representation, it is worth to
mention the Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA). ESA, which became very popular
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in the early 2010s, builds a semantics-aware representation of words in terms of
Wikipedia concepts [61]. In ESA, the representation of the terms is based on the
so-called ESA matrix, whose rows correspond to the Wikipedia vocabulary (i.e.,
the set of distinct terms found within Wikipedia articles, after applying basic NLP
operations), while columns correspond to Wikipedia pages. Each row represents a
term and is called semantic interpretation vector. It contains the list of concepts
(Wikipedia pages) associated to the term, along with the corresponding weights.

The semantics of a document is typically obtained by computing the centroid of
the semantic interpretation vectors associated with the individual terms occurring in
that document. ESA showed good performance in tasks as text categorization [59],
semantic similarity computation [60] and recommendation [143].

One of the main issues with DSMs is represented by the tremendous increase
of the size of the term-context matrix as the context gets smaller. Word Embedding
techniques have been developed to manage that issue. They project the original
vector space into a smaller but substantially equivalent one, thus returning a
more compact WordSpace. Differently from pure DSMs, such as ESA, the new
dimensions of the reduced vector space are not human understandable anymore.
Popular Word Embedding techniques are Latent Semantic Analysis [95] and
Random Indexing [164]. These representations recently got new interest after the
introduction of Word2Vec [117] and, as we will show in Sect. 3.1, the use of Word
Embedding techniques is today one of the most active research lines in the area of
semantics-aware content-based recommender systems.

Word2Vec is a technique that exploits neural networks to learn a vector space
representation of words. It was first proposed by Tomas Mikolov et al. [117], and it
gained a lot of attention in the last years due to the simplicity of the approach and
to the effectiveness it obtained in several tasks, including recommendation [129].
In a nutshell, this approach is used to learn (small) word embeddings by exploiting
a two-layer neural network which is fed with examples gathered from a corpus of
textual data to learn the contexts and the linguistic usage of words to generate the
embeddings.

A toy example of the neural network exploited by Word2Vec is reported in Fig. 4.
Given a corpus of textual data, we define an input layer of size |V |, that corresponds
to the dimension of the vocabulary of the terms. This means that each term that
appears in the corpus is mapped to an element in the input layer. Next, an output
layer |N | is created. In this case, N is the size of the embedding we want to obtain
at the end of the learning process. The value of N is a parameter of the model and has
to be properly tuned. Clearly, the greater the value, the more complex the learning
process since a larger number of weights in the network has to be learnt, but the
better the resulting representation.1

The edges connecting the nodes in the network have different weights. They are
initially randomly set and they are updated through the training process. The final

1 The equation ’larger vectors, better representation’ is typically valid. However, when the
dimension becomes too large a decrease in the performance can be noted.
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Fig. 4 Structure of the
network

representation of a term is the set of weights that connects its corresponding node
in the input layer to all the nodes in the output layer. Formally, given a term tk its
representation is given by [wtk,v1 , wtk,v2 , wtk,vn ].

Such a discussion makes immediately emerge the importance of the training
process in Word2Vec, since the network needs to acquire input examples to properly
learn linguistic regularities and to update the weights in the network (and, in turn,
the resulting representation) accordingly.

The training of the network can be carried out by exploiting two different
methodologies, that is to say the Skip-Gram methodology (SG) and the Continuous
Bag of Words (CBOW). The choice of the most suitable technique is a design
choice: according to Mikolov, SG works well when the training set is small and
shows a good accuracy even on rare terms, whereas CBOW is several time faster
than SG and is more accurate for frequent words.

More details about Word2Vec can be found also in [118], while a thorough
discussion about endogenous methods can be found in Chapter 3 of the book [105].

2.2.2 Exogenous Semantics

Approaches for exogenous semantics representations rely on the linguistic, cultural
and background knowledge that is encoded and made available through external
knowledge bases.
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The main difference between endogenous and exogenous techniques for
semantics-aware representation lies in the nature of the knowledge bases they
rely on. In the first case, the semantics is obtained by exploiting unstructured data
(corpora), and is directly inferred from the available information. In the second, the
semantics comes from the outside, since it is obtained by mining and exploiting data
which are previously encoded in structured and external knowledge sources.

Most popular structured knowledge sources today available are:

WordNet [54, 119, 120]. It is a lexical database for the English language, made
by cognitive scientists, freely available online2 and extensively used in NLP
research [178]. The goal of WordNet is to model meanings that can be expressed
through the known word forms, and to represent the lexical relations that exist
among them. The basic building block of WordNet is the SYNSET (SYNonym
SET), that encodes a specific meaning (concept) though the set of synonym words
that can be used to express it.

BabelNet [145]. It is a large-scale multilingual encyclopedic dictionary and
semantic network.3 It integrates heterogeneous resources such as WordNet,
Wikipedia, Wikidata [192] (described later), Wiktionary and other lexical
databases. In a nutshell, the knowledge encoded in BabelNet is represented
through a labeled directed graph. Nodes are concepts extracted from WordNet
and Wikipedia (synsets and Wikipages), while edges among nodes encode the
semantic relations coming from WordNet, as well as semantically unspecified
relations from hyperlinked text coming from Wikipedia.

The Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud [17]. This term was introduced to identify
the huge number of datasets released through the Linked Open Data initiative, a
project started in the late 2000s that inherits some of the concepts and the ideas
of the Semantic Web. The LOD project is grounded on two cornerstones: (1)
each resource available on the Web should be uniquely referred to through an
URI; (2) data have to be encoded and linked by using RDF, acronym of Resource
Description Framework. The nucleus of the LOD cloud is commonly represented
by DBpedia [8], the RDF mapping of Wikipedia that acts as a hub for most of
the RDF triples made available in the LOD cloud.

Wikidata [192]. It is a free, collaborative and multilingual database, built with
the goal of turning Wikipedia into a fully structured resource. While DBpedia is
almost automatically built by mapping in RDF format the information contained
in the Wikipedia infoboxes, Wikidata entries are collaboratively created and
maintained by both Wikidata editors and automated bots. Due to its collaborative
nature Wikidata is continously updated, while DBpedia is usually updated only
twice a year.

As described in Fig. 2, two strategies can be adopted to exploit the data available
in the knowledge sources to build a semantics-aware representation of items:

2 http://wordnet.princeton.edu.
3 http://babelnet.org.

http://wordnet.princeton.edu
http://babelnet.org
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(a) linking item features to concepts or (b) linking items to a knowledge graph.
The goal of the first group of techniques is to associate each feature with its

correct semantics and to identify more complex concepts expressed in the text. Word
Sense Disambiguation (WSD) techniques fall in this category because they tackle
the problem of correctly identifying which of the senses of an ambiguous word is
invoked in a particular use of the word itself [110]. Several WSD algorithms have
been developed; for instance, in [170] the authors exploit WordNet to disambiguate
item descriptions used to train a content-based recommender system and to build
synset-based user profiles. Entity Linking (EL) methods [155] are also classified in
the first group. EL is the task of associating the mention of an entity in a text to
an entity of the real world stored in a knowledge base [33]. A systematic review of
other techniques and algorithms for EL is provided in [172].

Techniques included in the second group directly link items to nodes in a
knowledge graph rather than mapping word forms to word meanings or entities.
There is no need to process any textual content because either the item is directly
linked to the Linked Open Data cloud or an ontological representation of the domain
of interest is built, so that items are modeled in terms of classes and relations
that exist in the ontology. More details about exogenous methods can be found
in Chapter 4 of the book [105], while a deeper discussion on using LOD and
Knowledge Graphs for recommender systems will be provided in Sect. 3.2 of this
chapter.

2.3 Strengths and Weaknesses of Content-Based
Recommendations

The adoption of the content-based recommendation strategies (especially in their
semantics-aware forms) has several advantages when compared to the collaborative
one:

• USER INDEPENDENCE—Content-based recommenders exploit solely ratings
provided by the active user to build her own profile. Instead, collaborative
filtering methods need ratings from other users in order to find the “nearest
neighbors” of the active user or to build sophisticated machine learning models.
In other terms, they are less prone to data sparsity issues and can be more
effective when a little amount of data is available.

• TRANSPARENCY—Explanations on how the recommender system works can
be provided by explicitly listing content features or descriptions that caused
an item to occur in the list of recommendations. Those features are indicators
to consult in order to decide whether to trust a recommendation. Conversely,
collaborative systems are black boxes since the only explanation for an item
recommendation is that unknown users with similar tastes liked that item. More
details about recent explainable content-based recommendation methods are
provided in Sect. 3.4;
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• NEW ITEM—Content-based recommenders are capable of recommending items
not yet rated by any user. As a consequence, they do not suffer from the first-rater
problem, which affects collaborative recommenders which rely solely on users’
preferences to make recommendations. Therefore, until the new item is rated by
a substantial number of users, the system would not be able to recommend it.

Nonetheless, content-based systems have several shortcomings:

• LIMITED CONTENT ANALYSIS—Content-based techniques have a natural limit
in the number and type of features that are associated, whether automatically or
manually, with the objects they recommend. No content-based recommendation
system can provide suitable suggestions if no descriptive features of the items
is available. Of course, recent advances in the area (e.g., pre-trained language
models used to train word embeddings and structured features available in
knowledge graphs) have partially mitigated this issue, but the need for content
is still a mandatory requirement for these approaches;

• OVER-SPECIALIZATION—Content-based recommenders have no inherent meth-
ods for finding something unexpected. The system suggests items whose scores
are high when matched against the user profile, hence the user is going to be
recommended items similar to those already rated. This drawback is also called
serendipity problem, to highlight the tendency of the content-based systems to
produce recommendations with a limited degree of novelty. To give an example,
when a user has only rated movies directed by Stanley Kubrick, she will be
recommended just that kind of movies. A “perfect” content-based technique
would rarely find anything novel, limiting the range of applications for which
it would be useful.

• NEW USER—As other recommendation paradigms, also content-based rec-
ommender systems suffer of cold start. Indeed, enough ratings have to be
collected before a content-based recommender system can really understand user
preferences and provide accurate recommendations. Therefore, when few ratings
are available, as for a new user, the system will not be able to provide reliable
recommendations.

3 Recent Developments and New Trends

Recent developments in the area of content-based recommender systems can be
roughly split into three research directions: first, as for endogenous techniques,
the most relevant advances concern methods based on embeddings and distributed
representations. Next, as for exogenous techniques, recent research focused on
methods exploiting the information encoded in knowledge graphs . Finally, it
is worth mentioning methods based on multimedia features and user-generated
content. In the next sections, relevant work recently presented in these areas will
be discussed. Moreover, we will also show how content can be used to improve
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the user experience by means of natural language explanations and conversational
interfaces.

3.1 Embeddings and Distributed Representations

As introduced in Sect. 2.2.1, approaches for endogenous semantics representation
exploit textual content and produce a vector space representation of the items to be
recommended as well as of the users.

Nowadays, it is very common to refer to these representation as embeddings. This
term can be further specialized into word embeddings and sentence embeddings,
depending on whether a representation for each word or for each sentence is
built. Due to the effectiveness of these techniques, whose spread has been largely
discussed in recent years [69], there are many approaches that exploit embeddings
and distributed representations for recommendation tasks. In this section we will
provide an overview of relevant work in the area. The section is organized in two
parts: First, we introduce early approaches that directly use word and sentence
embeddings to feed recommendation models. Next, following the recent trend of
deep learning architecture, we show how distributed representations can be used,
together with deep neural networks, to generate accurate semantics-aware content-
based recommendations.

3.1.1 Recommender Systems Based on Word and Sentence Embeddings

The early attempts in the area put their roots in the area of pure distributional
semantics models (DSMs). In particular, these attempts exploited a DSM to learn
a vector space representation of users and items and they directly used this
representation in a recommendation model.

As an example, McCarey et al. [114] evaluate the effectiveness of Latent Seman-
tic Indexing (LSI) [38] in a content-based recommendation scenario. Similarly,
Musto et al. [124, 125] propose an extension of the classical VSM, called enhanced
Vector Space Model (eVSM), that exploits Random Indexing to build a dense
vector space representation of users and items. As shown in the experiments, eVSM
overcame other classical content-based filtering techniques, and the findings were
confirmed by subsequent experiments where the same approach is evaluated in a
context-aware recommendation scenario [127].

By following these attempts, in [111] the authors exploited word embedding
techniques to infer the vector-space representations of venues based on venue
descriptions and reviews data. This work confirmed the previously presented
outcomes, since the experiments showed that the use of content features and word
embeddings significantly enhanced the accuracy of venue recommendations.

Next, a significant boost to the research in the area was noted after the
introduction of Word2Vec [117]. This technique, based on the principles of distri-
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butional semantics models, exploits a two-layer neural network to learn a vectorial
representation of users and items. In this resarch line, Ozsoy et al. [147] proposed
the use of Word2Vec to learn word embeddings representing items and user profiles.
Their experiments showed that CBRSs based on word embeddings can obtain results
comparable to those obtained by other content-based approaches and by algorithms
for collaborative filtering based on matrix factorization. Next, in [173] the authors
employed Word2Vec to compute the vectors of tags in Tumblr and recommended
Tumblr blogs to the users. Next, a context-aware recommender method that extracts
contextual information from textual reviews using a word embedding based model
is proposed in [181] and a similarity measure inspired by Word2Vec, which is then
used to learn the similarity between items, is presented in [116].

A comparative analysis among different word embedding techniques in a
content-based recommendation scenario is presented in [130]. In particular, the
work compares Latent Semantic Indexing, Random Indexing, and Word2Vec to
establish the most effective technique. Results of the experiments in a movie and
book recommendation scenarios show the good performance of the Word2Vec
strategy, with the interesting outcome that even a smaller word representation could
lead to accurate results. Furthermore, it emerged that the effectiveness of word
embedding approaches is directly dependent on the sparsity of the data. This is
an expected behavior since content-based approaches can better deal with cold-
start situations, and with very sparse datasets they perform better than collaborative
filtering or matrix factorization baselines. However, as discussed in [23] and [26],
it is necessary to point out that the performance of Word2Vec-based models is
strictly dependant on hyperparameter tuning. As shown in both these works, the
performance of Word2Vec-based approach are strictly dependant of the optimization
of the parameters, so it is fundamental to devote the necessary attention to this step.

Due to the effectiveness shown by Word2Vec, several research exploited
Word2Vec to encode sequences of actions or sequences of events (instead of
sequences of words) to learn a vector space representation of the items. Even if
these approaches do not exploit content-based features, we deemed as relevant to
briefly discuss them in order to provide a complete overview of the effectiveness
and of the flexibility of word embedding approaches. The first work that exploited
this analogy is Item2Vec [12], where items are used as words and baskets are
used as sentences. Similarly, Grbovic at al. [65] adapted Word2Vec to generate
product recommendations (i.e., prod2vec). They treated purchase history of a user
as the sentence and each product as the word. This approach is further extended is
MetaProd2Vec [190], which is based on Prod2Vec and incorporates side information
in both the input and output space of the neural network.

Next to Word2Vec, several work propose recommendation methods based on
Doc2Vec [96]. Doc2Vec is a neural approach that shares the same principles of
Word2Vec and focuses on the representation of sentences and documents. As an
example, in [90] Doc2Vec is used to learn an embedding representing a news article,
based on the text and the title of the news. Next, such a representation is used to
feed a hybrid recommendation approach. Similarly, in [179] the authors propose an
hybrid approach based on the combination of two techniques inspired by Doc2Vec,
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that it to say, user2vec, which uses item descriptions and usage histories to model
users and context2vec which uses further metadata on items and users in an attempt
to incorporate context into the model. In both the cases, the experiments showed that
these approaches outperform all the baselines. Good performance of this technique
also emerged in [34], where Doc2Vec is used to represent items in a digital library
recommendation scenario. Finally, in [3] the authors exploit Paragraph2Vec to
generate a vector space representation of reviews. Next, the resulting feature vectors
(the neural embeddings) are used in combination with the rating scores in a hybrid
probabilistic matrix factorization algorithm. The proposed methodology is then
compared to three other similar approaches on six datasets in order to assess its
performance. As shown by the results, the exploitation of reviews embeddings led
to an improvement of the performance.

3.1.2 Deep Learning Models Based on Word and Sentence Embeddings

Due to the effectiveness shown by recommendation strategies based on pure word
and sentence embeddings, several research investigated how to encode distributed
representation into more complex recommendation models. One of the first attempts
in this research line was due to Kula, who proposed in [94] a hybrid matrix
factorisation model representing users and items as linear combinations of their con-
tent features’ latent factors. As shown by the experiments, the model outperforms
both collaborative and content-based models in cold-start or sparse interaction data
scenarios.

Next, in parallel with the growth of deep learning architectures and neural
models, most of the research effort has been devoted to inject content information
into deep architectures. In this area, several work tried to exploit Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNNs) [163], which are particularly effective to model sequences of
inputs (e.g., audio signals), to encode textual context as well.

As an example, in [180] the authors learn a vector-space representation of
textual content based on a Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) network [79], a
specialization of RNNs. The experiments carried out by the authors confirmed again
the effectiveness of the model, since the results showed that the use of LSTM
networks can further improve the accuracy of the recommendations. This is due
to the fact that such architectures are able to learn embeddings that also encode
the dependencies between words. These findings have been further investigated in
[135], where the authors present a deep content-based recommender system that
exploits Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Networks (BRNNs) to learn an effective
representation of the items to be recommended based on their textual description. In
particular, BRNNs extend RNNs by encoding information about both the preceding
and following words, thus leading to a more precise representation. Moreover, the
authors further extended such a representation by introducing structured features
extracted from the Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud, as the genre of a book, the
director of a movie and so on. In the experimental session the effectiveness of the
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approach is evaluated in a top-N recommendation scenario, and the results showed
that the approach obtained very competitive results by overcoming the baselines.

The use of LSTMs to model textual content in CBRS is also investigated in
Almahairi et al. [4], who used LSTMs to model textual content (textual reviews,
in that case) to feed a collaborative recommendation algorithm and by Bansal et al.
[10], which applies a bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) network to encode
item description and an embedding for each tag associated to the item.

Next to the approach based on the exploitation of Recurrent Neural Networks, we
can also cite a plenty of research which is based on the use of Convolutional Neural
Networks. As an example, in [211], the authors present Deep Cooperative Neural
Networks (DeepCoNN), a deep model that consists of two parallel neural networks
coupled in the last layers. One of the networks focuses on learning user behaviors
exploiting reviews written by the user, while the other one learns item properties
from the reviews written for the item. Experimental results demonstrated that
DeepCoNN significantly outperforms all the baselines. A similar approach based on
the processing of item reviews is also presented in [30] and in [103], where a dual
attention mutual learning between ratings and reviews for item recommendation,
named DAML, is proposed. In this case, the authors utilize local and mutual
attention of the convolutional neural network to jointly learn the features of reviews
to enhance the interpretability of the proposed model.

The use of Convolutional Neural Networks is also investigated in [194], where
a deep knowledge-aware network (DKN) that incorporates knowledge graph repre-
sentation for news recommendation is presented, and in [205], where the authors
use a CNN network to learn hidden representations of news articles based on their
titles.

Generally speaking, all these works gave evidence of the effectiveness of
embeddings and distributed representation for recommendation tasks. For the sake
of completeness, it is worth mentioning recent attempts in the area of contextual
word representations. They differ from classic word embeddings since they are able
to learn a context-aware representation of words which depends on the other words
which occur in the sentences. Accordingly, they are able to better handle ambiguity
issues in content representation. This process is possible because of the use of large
pre-trained language models, which can learn highly transferable and task-agnostic
properties of a language [51]. The adoption of contextual word representation
techniques in recommendation tasks is a relatively new direction. As an example, in
[71] the authors present a comparative evaluation among several techniques, such as
BERT [44], SciBERT [16], ELMo [152], USE [25] and InferSent Sentence Encoders
[35]. Experiments show that the sole consideration of semantic information from
these encoders does not lead to improved recommendation performance over the
traditional BM25 technique [160], while their integration enables the retrieval of
a set of relevant papers that may not be retrieved by the BM25 ranking function.
Overall, the best results were obtained by USE. Similarly, Stakhiyevich and Huang
in [177] proposed an approach for building user profiles to be used in a personalized
recommender system, based on Embeddings from Language Models (ELMo) and
user reviews. In this case, cosine similarity has been adopted to calculate the
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similarity between user interests and item categories over their contextual word
representations. Finally, Cenikj et al. in [24] investigate, with a preliminary study,
the possibility to enhance a graph-based recommender system for Amazon products
with two state-of-the-art representation models: BERT and GraphSage. The results
obtained by the authors are encouraging in following the idea to merge graph and
contextual word representation techniques.

3.2 Linked Open Data and Knowledge Graphs

Linked Open Data provide a great potential to effectively feed filtering algorithms
with exogenous semantic representations of items. One of the first attempts to
leverage Linked Open Data to build recommender systems is dbrec [149], a
music recommender system based on the Linked Data Semantic Distance (LDSD)
algorithm [150], which computes the semantic distance between artists referenced
in DBpedia. Semantic distance can be seen as a way to compute the relatedness
between two nodes in a knowledge graph (in this case, two artists), and it is obtained
as the linear combination of direct relationship (i.e., the amount of direct links
between the nodes, such as overlapping properties) and indirect relationship (i.e.,
the amount of shared links through other resources). Given a dataset of artists
gathered from DBpedia, LDSD is computed off-line and it is used to provide users
with music recommendations. In particular, semantically related artists, that is to
say, artists with a low LDSD score, are suggested. As shown in the experiments
reported in [149], recommendations based on LDSD provide competitive results
with respect to a music recommender system based on Last.fm, thus giving one of
the earliest evidences of the effectiveness of recommendation strategies based on
knowledge graphs.

By following this research line, in [126], DBpedia is used to enrich the playlists
extracted from a Facebook profile with new related artists. Each artist in the original
playlist is mapped to a DBpedia node, and other similar artists are selected by
taking into account shared properties, such as the genre and the musical category of
the artist. Another simpler approach to define a CBRS exploiting Linked Open Data
is presented in [46]. The ontological information, encoded via specific properties
extracted from DBpedia and LinkedMDB [72], is adopted to perform a semantic
expansion of the item descriptions, in order to catch implicit relations, not detectable
just looking at the nodes directly linked to the item. In that work, the authors used
Support Vector Machines to learn user profiles, a technique which tends to be fairly
robust with respect to overfitting and can scale up to considerable dimensionalities.
The evaluation of different combinations of properties revealed that more properties
lead to more accurate recommendations, since this seems to mitigate the limited
content analysis issue of CBRSs.

Besides the above mentioned approaches to catch implicit relations which allow
to increase the number of common features between items, more sophisticated
approaches may be exploited, in order to implement more complex reasoning
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Fig. 5 Basic bipartite graph representing users, items, and their preferences

over the graphs. In particular, graph-based recommender systems model users and
items as nodes in a graph, and edges connect users with items according to their
preferences. An example of such a data model is reported in Fig. 5.

This basic representation is very similar to that usually adopted for collaborative
filtering, and recommendations can be produced by assigning to each item i ∈ I a
relevance score.

Given such a formulation, the problem of providing a user with a recommen-
dation can be tackled by exploiting an algorithm that assigns a score to an item
node in the graph, such as the PageRank algorithm [148]. As an example, given
a graph-based data model, the PageRank algorithm can be run and PageRank
scores can be sorted in descending order. Next, the k nodes with the highest
PageRank scores can be returned by the algorithm as recommendations. However,
PageRank has the main problem of being not personalized, that is to say, the
PageRank score of the item nodes (and, accordingly, the recommendations returned
by the algorithm) only depends on the topology as well as on the connections
that exist in the graph. A well-known variant of the PageRank, called PageRank
with Priors [73] can be adopted to tackle this issue, since it allows to get a bias
towards some nodes, specifically, the preferences of a specific user. As described
in [131, 134], this algorithm can be really effective for recommendation tasks
since it can adapt her own behavior on the preferences of the target user. In this
scenario, PageRank with Priors is executed for each user and the nodes in the
graph are ranked according to their PageRank score, as it happens for classical
PageRank algorithm. The list of item nodes, not yet voted by the target user are
provided as recommendations. In this setting, Linked Open Data can be used to
enrich graphs by introducing additional nodes and edges, in order to come up
with more effective representations including new connections resulting from the
properties encoded in the LOD cloud. Ideally, we can run this enrichment step again
and again, in order to introduce in the graph non-direct relationships. However,
in [128] it has been shown that the introduction of non-direct relationships leads
to an exponential growth of the PageRank running time, without a significant
improvement in the precision of the recommendation process. Indeed, a simple
and straightforward question may emerge from such a scenario: Is it necessary to
inject all the available properties? and Are all the properties equally important to
provide users with accurate recommendations? Hence, similarly to what happens
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in other settings, e.g., machine learning problems, it is necessary to investigate
to what extent each property modeled in the graph improves the accuracy of the
recommendation strategy, in order to filter out non-useful connections and select
only the most meaningful properties. Hence, a possible strategy to automatically
identify the most promising LOD-based features is to exploit feature-selection
methodologies (e.g., Principal Component Analysis, Support Vector Machines, Chi-
Squared Test, Page Rank, Information Gain, Information Gain Ratio, Minimum
Redundancy Maximum Relevance) adopted in machine learning, whose goal is to
improve the prediction performance of the predictors and to provide faster and more
cost-effective predictors. For a more detailed discussion on the impact of feature-
selection techniques on accuracy and diversity of recommendations we suggest to
refer to [131].

Another way to exploit the information stored in a Knowledge Graph (KG) is to
extract topological features that can be obtained by mining the bipartite and tripartite
graph-based data model, as shown in [133]. Such features, encoding some structural
characteristics of the data model can be used next to feed a recommendation
framework with these new and interesting features.

In [133], an extensive experimental evaluation has been performed to assess
the accuracy of different classification algorithms, namely Naïve Bayes, Logistic
Regression and Random Forests, trained with item representations based on different
groups of features, including the topological ones. One of the main outcomes
is that bipartite and tripartite features have performance comparable to that of
textual features (simple item descriptions) or LOD-based features (extracted from
the LOD cloud). Given that the process that computes textual and LOD-based
features requires a quite complex NLP pipeline or a mapping of items to DBpedia,
topological features represent a more lightweight (they are very few) and therefore
a more viable alternative for representing items. On the other side, the benefit
of injecting the exogenous knowledge coming from the Linked Open Data cloud
particularly emerged when data are sparse.

Recently, several work tried to combine the information encoded in knowledge
graphs into machine learning and deep learning models. As an example, in [103]
the authors proposed KRED, a knowledge-aware recommender systems exploiting
an enhanced representation based on KGs. In particular, the authors start from a
vector-space representation of the item (a news article, in this case) and then enrich
the embedding by aggregating information from their neighborhood (extracted from
the knowledge graph, of course) of the entities mentioned in the article. In this way,
extra information coming from the other nodes directly connected to the target one
can be encoded in the representation. This task is carried out by an information
distillation layer, that aggregates the entity embeddings under the guidance of
the original item representation, and transforms the item vector into a new one.
Next, in [15] the authors present SemAuto, a recommendation model that puts
together knowledge graphs and deep learning techniques. SemAuto is based on
autoencoders, a type of neural network used to unsupervisedly learn a representation
for a set of data. An autoencoder is typically split into two parts, a reduction side,
that aims to reduce the noise of original representation, and a reconstructing side,
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that tries to generate from the reduced encoding a representation as close as possible
to its original input. In this setting, Bellini et al. introduce the idea of enhancing
autoencoders by means of knowledge graphs. In particular, SemAuto is inspired by
fully-connected autoencoders and tries to make the model explainable by labeling
neurons in hidden layers with the entities available in the knowledge graphs. In
other terms, nodes in the hidden layers are replaced by nodes and connections
available in a KG. According to authors’ claims, this is supposed to improve both
the predictive accuracy as well as the explainability of the model. As shown by the
results, SemAuto actually outperforms state-of-the-art recommendation algorithms
on both accuracy and diversity.

Moreover, a recent trend concerns the application of Graph Neural Networks (or
Graph Convolutional Neural Networks [209]) in the area of RSs. In particular, GCNs
aim to generalize convolutional neural networks to non-Euclidean domains (such as
graphs). In this area, Wang et al. [196] present Knowledge Graph Convolutional
Networks (KGCN) for recommender systems. KGCN learn a representation based
on: (1) interactions encoded in the user-item matrix; (2) descriptive encoded in
a knowledge graph. Generally speaking, KGCN learn a h-order representation of
an entity as a mixture of its initial representations and the representation of its
neighbors up to h hops away. In order to reduce the computational load of the
method, the authors adopt a sampling method to select just a fixed size of neighbors
instead of using its full neighbors. In other terms, KGCN is proposed to capture
high-order structural proximity among entities in a knowledge graph. So the final
representation of an entity is dependent on itself as well as its immediate neighbors,
and also takes into account users’ personalized and potential interests. As shown
in the experiments, KGCN outperform state-of-the-art baselines in movie, book,
and music recommendation. A similar intuition is investigated in [197], where
the authors present KGAT (Knowledge Graph Attention Network). In this case,
attention mechanisms are used to model the high order connectivities in KG in an
end-to-end fashion. The core of the approach lies in the definition of an attentive
embedding propagation layer, which adaptively propagates the embeddings from
a node’s neighbors to update the node’s representation. For further details on
recommender systems based on knowledge graphs we suggest to refer to the survey
by Guo et al. [68].

Finally, several work investigated graph embedding techniques to improve the
quality of recommendation algorithms based on knowledge graphs. In particular,
graph embedding techniques take a graph as input and produce a vector-space
representation of the nodes encoded in the graph. Intuitively, these models merge
the flexibility and the effectiveness of vector-space representation with the rich-
ness of a graph-based representation. Such an intuition is investigated in [136],
where two popular graph embedding techniques, that is to say, node2vec [66]
and Laplacian Eigenmaps [14], are compared in a recommendation task based
on a classification framework. In other terms, the vectors returned by the graph
embedding techniques are used as positive and negative examples to build a
classification model for each user. As shown by the experiments, the information
extracted from knowledge graphs significantly improved the effectiveness of the
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recommendation models. Overall, the approach based on node2vec obtained the
better results. A similar intuition was proposed by Zhang et al. in [208]. In this
case, the authors exploit TransR, a popular graph embedding method, together
with stacked denoising autoencoders and stacked convolutional autoencoders, to
learn a vector-space representation which is then used to feed the final integrated
framework, which is termed as Collaborative Knowledge Base Embedding (CKE),
that jointly learns the latent representations in collaborative filtering as well as
items’ semantic representations from the knowledge base. Also in this case, the
experiments confirmed the effectiveness of the approach since the proposed method
outperformed several widely adopted state-of-the-art recommendation methods.

To conclude, we can clearly state that this overview of recommender systems
based on knowledge graphs confirmed that these methodologies can be helpful
to obtain a more precise representation of user and items, that leads in turn to
a more accurate generation of the recommendations. Moreover, as we will show
in the next section, the use of knowledge graphs also allows to build effective
natural language explanations supporting the recommendations, thus making these
information sources as particularly relevant to design and implement semantics-
aware content-based recommender systems.

3.3 User-Generated Content and Multimedia Features

In the last decade, we observed a number of works that use new types of side
information, e.g., user-generated content (UGC) or metadata for recommendation.

With the emergence of the participatory Web (Web 2.0), various types of UGC
became available, such as product reviews, user tags and forum discussions. Most of
the early works that tried to leverage this information in the recommendation context
focused on user-provided tags, which were used to enhance user and item profiles,
or to explain recommendations to users [18, 88, 191]. In another stream of works,
researchers focused on user reviews and tried to extract various types of information
from them, including semantics or user opinions and sentiments, that can be used in
the recommendation process [28]. More details are provided in Sect. 3.3.1.

On the other side, content-based recommender systems dealing with non-textual
objects were commonly based on the use of metadata for representing descriptions.
However, advances in audio, image and video analysis made it possible to represent
multimedia objects by features that were extracted from the objects themselves.
Those advanced representations could be effectively adopted to define advanced
content-based recommender systems [42]. In Sect. 3.3.2, some pointers to the most
relevant work concerning recommender systems leveraging multimedia content are
presented and discussed.
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3.3.1 Content-Based Recommender Systems Leveraging User-Generated
Content

Recommender systems focused mostly on using user ratings or item metadata to
generate recommendations, but another source of information that has been used to
generate more relevant recommendations are tags. Tags are keywords that typically
describe characteristics of the objects they are applied to, and can be made up of one
or more words. Users are free to apply any type and any number of tags to an object,
resulting in true bottom-up classification. Social tagging has been applied to many
domains such as music, movies, books, and web sites [50, 55, 187, 199], where
tags can be used as an additional resource to generate better recommendations. Tags
have been effectively integrated into collaborative and content-based algorithms for
item recommendations in several different ways. In collaborative filtering based
on nearest neighbor algorithms, tags are exploited to aid in the calculation of the
user/item similarities, or in some cases even replace the user-item rating matrix
entirely, by relying on the less sparse user-tag and item-tag matrices to compute
the similarities [91, 142, 187]. Tags have been also integrated into collaborative
filtering algorithms based on latent factor models. In [108], the authors propose a
tag-augmented version of matrix factorization, which integrates the latent factors
of the item tags and ratings to provide a better approximation of the lower-rank
user-item matrix. Tags have been also used to link different domains together for
generating cross-domain recommendations [55]. Another possible way to include
tags is in graph-based algorithms, which include tags as an additional node type
and generate recommendations based on the resulting tripartite network, containing
users, items and tags. As an example, the FolkRank algorithm runs personalized
PageRank to assign a weight to each network node [80].

Tags are also suitable to be included in content-based recommender systems
[21, 104]. Being free annotations, tags tend to suffer from syntactic problems, like
polysemy and synonymy. Semantic content-based approaches have been proposed
to address this problem. In [39], WordNet is adopted to perform Word Sense
Disambiguation to content as well as tags, and a Naïve Bayes classifier is exploited
to learn a probabilistic model of the user’s disambiguated interests. This semantic
user profile is then matched against the semantic item representations to locate the
most relevant items for the active user.

However, the use of tags may be inadequate, especially when the target user
has little historical data, or when the overall data sparsity level is high. A well
consolidated approach is to leverage users’ reviews for supporting their preferences
and improve the recommendation process. User-generated reviews encapsulate rich
semantic information such as the possible explanation of the users’ preferences and
the description of specific item attributes [28], thus they represent a rich source
of information about the users’ preferences, and can be exploited to build fine-
grained user profiles. Therefore, a variety of review-based recommender systems
have been proposed in the last years, which incorporate information extracted from
user-generated textual reviews into the user modeling and recommending process.
This may be beneficial to deal with the problem of data sparsity, cold-start for new
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users, and even in the case of dense data condition, may help to learn users’ latent
preference factors by considering the aspect opinions mentioned in the reviews [28].
In the survey by Chen et al. [28], various elements of valuable information that can
be extracted from user reviews and that can be utilized by recommender systems
have been identified. They range from quite simple information, such as frequently
used terms, discussed topics, and overall opinions about reviewed items, to more
complex information, such as specific opinions about item features, comparative
opinions, reviewers’ emotions, and reviews helpfulness.

Among the previous elements, opinions and sentiments expressed by users in
their reviews about specific features or aspects of the reviewed items represent a
promising approach to improve the recommendation process [62]. Aspect-based
recommender systems leverage those opinions about aspects to provide improved
personalized recommendations. Indeed, when items are evaluated with the same
rating value, these systems are able to capture particular strengths and weaknesses
of the items and, based on this information, better estimate their relevance for the
target user [13, 132].

Aspect-based recommender systems include three main tasks, namely aspect
extraction, to identify references to item aspects in user reviews, aspect polarity
identification, to identify if the opinion on the aspects is positive, negative or neutral,
and aspect-based recommendation, to exploit the extracted aspect opinion informa-
tion to provide enhanced recommendations. In [78], a thorough investigation of the
problem is presented, by separately addressing the three tasks.

Several methods for extracting opinions about items aspects have been proposed
in literature [78]. They are classified as:

• vocabulary-based methods, that make use of lists of aspect words, as in [1]
• word frequency-based methods, in which words that have a high appearance

frequency are selected as aspects. The methods to identify references to aspects
in the reviews range from simple approaches based on the words frequently used
in the reviews of a specific domain, to more complex ones based on language
models [167], and on the comparison of the use of language when talking about
a specific domain with respect to a general topic, in order to identify aspects
mentioned in the reviews more often than usual [22]

• syntactic relation-based methods, where syntactic relations between words of
a sentence are the basis for identifying aspect opinions, as in the Double
Propagation algorithm in [153], which exploits syntactic relations between the
words in a review to identify those that correspond to aspects

• topic model-based methods, where topic models are used to extract the main
aspects from user reviews. Standard LDA models are modified so different
generation distributions can focus on specific parts of the reviews [184, 185].

In the recommendation process aspects may be used in different ways. In [78],
aspect-based recommender systems are categorized in approaches:

• enhancing item profiles with aspect opinion information, as in [48], where an
item profile is composed of aspects with sentiment and popularity scores, and a
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case-based recommender matches the user’s profile with items whose profiles are
highly similar and produce greater sentiment improvements

• modeling latent user preferences on item aspects, as in [112], where a matrix
factorization model incorporates hidden topics as a proxy for item aspects. The
model aligns latent factors in rating data with latent factors in review texts

• deriving user preference weights from aspect opinions, as in [102], where the
weight of an aspect in the user profile is determined by means of two factors,
namely how much the user concerns about the aspect, and how much quality the
user requires for such aspect. The value of concern is related to the frequency
of comments of a user on specific aspects in his/her reviews, while the value of
requirement increases when the user frequently rates an aspect lower than other
users across different items

• incorporating aspect-level user preferences into recommendation methods, as
in [132], where a multi-criteria user- and item-based collaborative filtering
algorithm incorporating aspect opinion information is presented and evaluated.
Similarity between users or items are computed according to the opinions
expressed in the reviews. In [99], the authors propose to use latent multi-criteria
ratings generated from user reviews to provide recommendations and capture
latent complex heterogeneous user preferences. The latent rating generation
process is based on two different models: the one-stage model, which utilizes
document hashing to directly compute latent ratings, and the two-stage model,
which utilizes a variational autoencoder to map user reviews into latent embed-
dings and subsequently compresses them into low-dimensional discrete vectors
that constitute latent multi-criteria ratings.

3.3.2 Content-Based Recommender Systems Leveraging Multimedia
Content

Traditional content-based recommender systems are usually fed by text, e.g. the
description of a product, the plot of a movie, or the synopsis of a book [37, 104].
Even though audio or visual content are also associated with text to describe the
items, they are usually not taken into account to generate recommendations, albeit
they might have impact on user preferences.

Similarly to the architecture of classical content-based recommender systems
dealing with textual content, a recommender leveraging multimedia content, such
as audio or video, analyzes the items in order to represent them in a feature space,
even though the pipeline for processing that kind of content is more complex.

One of the most popular tasks in which audio has been used is music recommen-
dation, ranging from the classical task of recommending songs to a user based on
her previous interests, to automatic playlist generation or continuation [19, 154].

Research in music recommender systems is becoming more and more interesting,
also due to the increasing availability of music streaming services [168]. The
challenge to recommend music relies on the fact that music tastes depends on a
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variety of factors, ranging from personality and emotional state of users [56], to
contextual factors, such as weather conditions [20].

Content-based methods have shown to be useful when user feedback information
is scarce, as in cold-start scenarios. As a source of content features to recommend
music, social tags have been extensively used [92], even though features extracted
from audio signals have also been used. The work in [6] presents a hybrid mood-
aware music artist recommender system integrating both artists’ and users’ mood
as well as audio features, such as timbre, tempo, loudness, and key confidence
attributes to compute artists’ pairwise similarities. This is a two-stage recommender
system which identifies candidate artists based on the comparison of the mood of
the user and the artist, and then re-ranks the list using artist similarity based on
audio content of the artists’ most popular songs. Deep learning approaches have
been increasingly adopted for music recommendations, in particular in content-
based systems which learn latent song or artist representations from the audio signal
or from textual metadata. In [189], a CNN is adopted to represent each music
item using 50-dimensional latent factors vectors, learned from log-compressed Mel
spectrograms of music audio. The resulting latent factor representation of items is
used together with latent user factors in a standard collaborative filtering fashion,
and experiments on the Million Song Dataset show that this seems a viable method
for recommending unpopular music.

Research in image recommendation includes approaches exploiting visual con-
tent extracted from images to recommend media items, e.g. paintings, or non-media
items, e.g. clothes based on the appearance of photos. For example, the work in
[2] describes a recommender system which uses as input the observed painting
and generates a list of recommended paintings as output. Recommendations are
generated using an algorithm resembling the PageRank strategy, which takes into
account the past behavior of individual users, the overall behavior of the entire
community of users, and intrinsic features of multimedia objects (low-level and
semantic similarities). The past behavior of each individual users is given in terms of
the browsing history of objects of that specific user, while the behavior of the whole
community of users takes into account the browsing history of any user. The features
of the multimedia objects have been used to compute their similarity, using low-
level visual features, such as color, texture, and shape, and metadata such as painter,
genre, and subject. The system has been effectively evaluated for recommending
paintings in a virtual museum scenario containing digital reproductions of paintings
in the Uffizi Gallery.

Recommending products leveraging visual content is adopted in several domains,
such as fashion, food, and tourism [42]. In the fashion domain, McAuley et al. [113]
propose a recommender system to match clothes with accessories by exploiting
their images. The authors use freely available data collected from the Amazon,
containing millions of relationships between a pool of objects, to identify alternative
or complementary pair of products. The gist of the approach is to develop a fashion
recommender able to model the human sense of relationship between objects by
utilizing the visual appearance of products. More complex works model different
levels of a user’s preference for different parts of items. In [32], the authors learn
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a part-based user model based on different partitions of the image to obtain a
personalized recommendation model. Experiments on a dataset from Amazon.com
including images of helmets, t-shirts, and watches yielded improved results over
existing textual or visual recommender systems that disregard appealing differences
between parts of products. A similar approach is proposed in [67], where fine-
grained facial attributes such as gender, race, eyebrow thickness, skin color, fatness,
and hair color are extracted from a frontal face photo to recommend the best-fit
eyeglasses using a probabilistic model.

In the food domain, multimodal information such as recipe images or ingredients
are taken into account in the recommendation process. The results of a study
presented in [49] indicate that preferred recipes could be predicted by leveraging
low-level image features and recipe meta-data. Similarly in the tourism domain,
visual features extracted from images shared by users are used to model their tastes
for enhancing Points of Interests (POI) recommendation. In [195], the authors adopt
a CNN pre-trained on ImageNet to extract visual features from images shared on
Instagram and a probabilistic matrix factorization algorithm to model interactions
between visual content, users and locations, with good results in coping with cold
start as well.

Finally, visual characteristics of the content could be also adopted to recommend
videos, such as movies, and most of the approaches analyze trailers, movie clips,
or posters instead of the full movie. In [40], the authors designed a content-based
movie recommender system which takes into account stylistic visual features to
distinguish for example between comedy movies, usually made with a large variety
of bright colors, and horror films using dark hues. To this purpose, stylistic visual
features as shot length, color variation, lighting key, and motion vectors have been
adopted, and results of the experiments have shown that low-level visual features
provide better recommendations than the high-level features, such as genres.

The work presented in [41] combines audio and visual features with movie
metadata, such as genre and cast, into a unique representation, called the Movie
Genome, in order to deal with the new item problem. The authors proposed a
novel recommendation model, called collaborative-filtering-enriched content-based
filtering (CFeCBF), which exploits the collaborative knowledge of videos with inter-
actions (warm items) to weight content information for videos without interactions
(cold items). More details about multimedia recommender systems can be found in
Chap. “Multimedia Recommender Systems: Algorithms and Challenges”.

3.4 Transparency and Content-Based Explanations

The importance of content-based information has been largely discussed throughout
this chapter. Moreover, a recent and interesting trend that further confirms the
effectiveness of such features lies in their exploitation to explain or justify a
recommendation.
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As already discussed in Chap. “Beyond Explaining Single Item Recommen-
dations”, the idea of providing intelligent information systems with explanation
facilities was studied from the early 1990s [89], and gained again attention in the
light of the recent General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),4 which emphasized
and regulated the users’ right to explanation [64] when people face machine
learning-based (or, generally speaking, artificial intelligence-based) systems.

This a very relevant problem, since intelligent systems are becoming more
and more important in our everyday lives. Accordingly, it is fundamental that the
internal mechanisms that guide these algorithms are as clear as possible. The need
for transparent algorithms is even more felt for RS since, as shown by Sinha et
al. [175], the more the transparency of the algorithm, the more the trust the user
puts in the system. Similarly, Cramer et al. [36] proved the relationship between the
transparency of a RS and users’ acceptance of the recommendations.

The interest of the community in the topic is also confirmed by the spread of
several research discussing the positive impact of explanations for recommender
systems [63, 93, 115]. In this section we will focus our attention on content-based
features, thus we will provide an overview of recent approaches to explain or justify
a recommendation based on content.

According to the taxonomy of explanation strategies in RSs provided by
Friedrich et al. [58], approaches to generate explanations and justifications can be
split into two categories: white box methodologies, which generate an explanation
which is directly connected to the underlying explanation method and black box
methodologies, where the explanation strategy is not aware (and is independent) of
the underlying recommendation model which is used to generate the suggestions. In
the following, we will refer to the first as explainable recommendations strategies,
while the latter are referred to as post hoc explanation strategies.

3.4.1 Generating Explainable Content-Based Recommendations

The idea behind explainable recommendation strategies is to encode content-based
features in the recommendation model and to exploit them to generate a natural
language explanation that supports the recommendation. One of the early attempts
in the area is presented in [182], where the authors proposed a model to generate
explanations which exploits the overlap between the features of the user profile and
those describing the suggestion.

More recently, several methods were devoted to the explanation of the recom-
mendation coming from matrix factorization techniques. As an example, in [207],
the authors propose an approach based on the exploitation of users’ reviews, since
they extract explicit product features and then aligns each latent dimension in order
to explain recommendation coming from matrix factorization techniques.

4 http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/reform/files/regulation_oj_en.pdf.

http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/reform/files/regulation_oj_en.pdf
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However, due to the recent spread of deep learning methods [97], most of the
recent research effort focuses on designing explainable recommendation methods
based on deep neural networks. As an example, in [29] the authors propose NARRE
(Neural Attentional Regression model with Review-level Explanations). The core of
the approach is an attention mechanism that catches the usefulness of reviews. Such
information is used to: (1) predict the interest of the user towards the item and (2)
predict the usefulness of each review, simultaneously. Therefore, the reviews labeled
as highly-useful are exploited to provide the user with review-level explanations.
Similarly, the use of reviews is also investigated in [11], where an approach based on
deep neural networks that quantifies the relationship between aspects and reviews is
proposed. In particular, the authors build a user-aspect bipartite relation as a bipartite
graph. Next, by using dense sub-graph extraction and ranking-based technique an
explainable recommendation is returned. Finally, in [75] the authors exploited a
tripartite modeling of user-item-aspect tuples and used graph-based ranking to find
the most relevant aspects of a user that match with relevant aspects of places. These
aspects can be used to both drive the recommendation and explanation process.

Finally, several work propose the adoption of attention mechanisms as a source to
explain recommendation. As an example, in [30] the authors propose an Attention-
driven Factor Model (AFM), which learns and tunes the user attention distribution
over features. This is used to drive both the recommendation and the explanation
process, since the features with the highest attention can be used as explanation.
Similarly, a method to jointly optimize matrix factorization and attention-based
GRU network is proposed in [171]. In this case, the matrix component is used
to drive the recommendation while the attention-based mechanism is used to
generate a suitable explanation. However, it should be pointed out that some
literature [83] argued that attention and explanation refer to two different concepts,
thus the effectiveness of attention modules for explanation purposes tends to be
overestimated in current research.

3.4.2 Generating Post Hoc Content-Based Explanations

Differently from explainable recommendation methods, that directly encode
content-based features in the model and use these features to explain a suggestions,
post hoc explanations strategies generate an explanation after the recommendation
process, thus they are completely independent from the underlying recommender
system.

One of the first attempts is discussed in [191], where the authors used tags
to generate explanations. As shown in [151], these strategies allow to maintain
a good predictive accuracy whilst yielding content-based explanations. In this
research line, it is also possible to mention the work proposed in [206], where the
authors extract causal rules from user history to provide personalized, item-level,
post hoc explanations. In this case, the causal explanations are extracted through
a perturbation model and a causal rule learning model. Recently, several work
tried to exploit topic models to generate content-based explanations independent
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Fig. 6 Graph-based data model to generate explanations

from the recommendation model: as an example, in [161] the authors collect from
Freebase textual data about movies and design a method to map latent factors to
the topic emerging from textual content.

Moreover, one of the most promising research direction lies in the extraction of
content-based information from open knowledge sources and knowledge graphs.
As an example, EXPLOD [130] is a framework which exploits the information
available in DBpedia [17] cloud to generate a natural language explanation. The
methodology is based on a graph in which the items liked by a user are connected
to the items recommended through the properties available in DBpedia. Basically,
this graph connects the items the user liked and those in her recommendation list
through the values of the properties describing those items in the knowledge graph.
An example of such a data model is reported in Fig. 6. Given such a data module, the
explanation is based on a natural language template which is filled in by exploiting
the top-K overlapping properties.

As an example, by referring to the toy example reported in Fig. 6, the output
of the framework would have been ’I suggest you The Ring, because you often
watch movies starred by Naomi Watts and you have also liked psychological movies,
such as The Sixth Sense’. Similar attempts, based on the exploitation of structured
features gathered from knowledge graphs are also presented in [5] and in [107],
where the authors specifically designed a strategy for the tourism domain.

As shown by the authors, these explanations significantly overcome other
simple strategies to generate content-based explanations [138]. These findings are
confirmed in a recent work [174], where several strategies to generate post hoc
explanations are compared.

Beyond features gathered from knowledge graphs, other attempts exploited
review-based features for explanation purposes. In this research line, Muhammad
et al. [123] introduced the concept of opinionated explanations, that is to say,
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explanations mined from user-generated reviews. To this end, the authors identify
relevant aspects of the items (e.g., bar, service, parking, etc.), and present the most
relevant ones. In this case, the authors did not justify the reasons behind the choice
of highlighting a specific characteristic. In other terms, this approach lets the users
be informed about the main characteristics of the items, but does not explain why ,
e.g., the bar or the service are particularly good.

Differently from the approaches in which aspects in the reviews are manually
extracted, in [137], the authors propose a framework to automatically generate
review-based justifications of the recommendations. In particular, the authors first
run Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging algorithm over the set of the reviews to obtain
representative concepts. Next, they implement ranking strategies to identify the most
relevant aspects that best describe and characterize the item. Finally, excerpts of
users’ reviews discussing those aspects with a positive sentiment are dynamically
combined to fill in a natural language template in the GENERATION module. This
represents the final output of the algorithm, which is provided to the user as
justification of the recommendation she received.

By referring again to the previous toy example concerning ‘The Ring’, a likely
justification would have been: I recommend you The Ring because people who
liked the movie think that the plot delivers some bone-chilling terror. Moreover,
people liked The Ring since the casting is pretty good.5 As shown by the authors
in their research [141], users tended to prefer review-based explanation to feature-
based explanation since the identification of relevant reviews excerpts allowed them
to discover new information about the recommended items. Further extensions
of this framework have been presented in [139], where the authors adopt text
summarization techniques to automatically generate a summary of relevant reviews
excerpts, and in [140], where a context-aware extension of the framework, which
aims to differentiate the justification based on the different context of consumption
of the items, is discussed.

3.5 Exploiting Content for Conversational Recommender
Systems

Conversational Recommender Systems (CRS) are gaining more and more attention
in the last few years. This renewed interest probably derives from the massive
diffusion of Digital Assistants, such as Amazon Alexa, Siri, Google Assistant,
that allow users to execute a wide range of actions through messages in natural
language. In fact, the main distinguishing aspect of a CRS, compared to a canonical
recommender system, is its capability of interacting with the user during the
recommendation process [109] by means of a multi-turn dialog [87]. CRSs make the

5 In this case, we assume that the aspect extraction module would have identified plot and casting
as hallmarks of the movie.
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interaction more efficient and natural [198], as they are able to help users navigate
complex product spaces by iteratively selecting items for recommendation [176].

During the interaction with a recommender system (canonical or CRS), the
following four main phases can usually be identified: preference acquisition,
recommendation generation, explanation, and user feedback acquisition. Of course,
some steps may be optional. For example, explanations are not provided by all
recommender systems. The peculiarity of a CRS lies in the fact that the acquisition
of user preferences and needs becomes crucial. Indeed, users do not provide the
system with all the preferences in one step. Conversely, they usually provide and
refine their feedback during the dialog.

In this context, there are two main scenarios:

1. the user starts the dialog by providing characteristics or features that the ideal
item should have [146];

2. the system asks questions on constraints of features and the user answers
[27, 186]. These two scenarios can be combined during the dialog, of course.
For example, the user provides some initial criteria, then receives an initial set
of recommendations, and starts to revise the initial preferences since recommen-
dations do not meet the ideal item. This is a typical situation in critiquing-based
approaches, where the user can add new constraints (tightening [158]) or relax
some others [84, 157]. Further details on the recommendation process in an
interactive recommender system are analyzed in [74].

From an architectural perspective, a fundamental distinction can be made
between systems that implement a dialog state tracker and systems that implement
an end-to-end architecture [47]. The former require a fine grained definition of
internal dialog states and precisely defined user intents. As a consequence, they
can hardly scale to large domains characterized by dialogs with high variability
in terms of language. This kind of systems usually implement a pipeline-based
architecture made up of a series of modules, each one with its own specific
function [47, 101, 202, 210]. Conversely, end-to-end dialog systems do not rely on
explicit internal states, thus they do not need state tracking modules. They combine
components that are trained on conversational data and that handle all the steps,
from understanding the user message to generating a response.

The next section analyzes the impact of content on these two types of approaches
and, more generally, on CRSs. As we will see, the role of textual content is different
on the ground of the implemented solution.

3.5.1 Dialog State-Based CRS

A CRS that explicitly manages the dialog state usually consists of the following
modules: Intent Recognizer, Dialog Manager, Recommender System, some NLP
modules such as an Entity Recognizer and a Sentiment Analyzer. An example of
this modular architecture is implemented in the ConveRSE framework [82] and is
shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7 An example of modular architecture for a CRS

Dialog Manager This is the core component of the architecture since its respon-
sibility is to supervise the whole recommendation process. The Dialog Manager
(DM) is the component that keeps track of the dialog state. It can be viewed as
the orchestrator of the system, and strictly depends on the task the dialog agent is
dealing with. The DM receives the user message, invokes the components needed
for answering to the user request, and returns the message to be shown to the user.
When the information for fulfilling the user request is available, the DM returns the
message to the client.

According to Williams et al. [203] algorithms for dialog-state-tracking can be
based on hand-crafted rules, generative models, and discriminative models.

Approaches based on hand-crafted rules require no training data to be imple-
mented, and this represents a huge advantage in some contexts. Furthermore,
designers can incorporate domain knowledge through rule definition. The main
weakness of these models is that they consider a single hypothesis for the dialog
state. Actually, multiple competing dialog states can occur at any given stage of
the conversation, and the choice of the right dialog state represents a key aspect.
In fact, the actions the system should take depend on the dialog state. Accordingly,
more recent approaches assign a score to each dialog state [193]. However, also
the computation of this score requires parameter tuning, which cannot be based on
dialog data. This represents an additional limitation for this kind of approaches.

Generative approaches assume that the dialog can be modeled through a
Bayesian network. These models make independence assumptions (which generally
are invalid) in order to reduce the complexity. For example, they can assume that
user errors are equally distributed, while some errors are much more frequent
than others [200]. Parameters of generative models are often hand-crafted. Usually,
the next dialog state depends on the previous state, but some authors introduce
terms that accumulate dialog history [201], or terms that express common-sense
relationships between user actions [43].
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Discriminative approaches directly model the distribution over the dialog
state, given arbitrary and possibly correlated input features [200]. Discriminative
approaches can exploit machine-learning algorithms (e.g., maximum entropy linear
classifiers, neural networks, web-style ranking models). These models are able to
integrate a large number of features and have the goal of optimizing the predictive
accuracy. Most of the approaches encode the dialog history in the feature in order
to learn a classifier [200]. Handerson et al. [76] apply a deep neural network as
classifier. Some other approaches adopt sequential models such as Markov models
[156].

Intent Recognizer This component is strictly connected to the Dialog Manager
and has the goal of defining the intent of the user from the utterances formulated
through a natural language sentence. When the user sends a message, the recom-
mender system must first understand what is the goal of the user and what she wants
to express and get by that message. Hence, as first step, the CRS needs to identify
the intent of the user.

Four main intents can be identified in a CRS, each one corresponding to a specific
step in the recommendation process:

• preference: the user is providing a preference on an item or on a feature
• recommendation: the user is asking to receive a recommendation
• critiquing: the user is providing a feedback on the received recommendation
• explanation: the user is asking to receive an explanation on a recommendation.

The Intent Recognizer usually requires a set of utterances for training each intent.
From this perspective, intent recognition can be viewed as a text classification task.

Entity Recognizer The aim of the Entity Recognizer (ER) module is to find
relevant entities mentioned in the user sentence, and to link them to the correct
concept in a Knowledge Base (KB).

A classical entity linking approach consists of two steps: spotting and disambigua-
tion.

The spotting step analyzes the text in order to discover candidate entities.
Specifically, the algorithm detects a sequence of words (surface form) that represent
an entity and retrieves all the concepts that can be associated to that surface form.
The disambiguation step consists in selecting the correct concept for each surface
form.

As an example, let us suppose the user writes the following sentence: “I like
Michael Jackson and Beat It”. “Beat It” is an ambiguous entity since it might
be referred to the candidate concept Beat It by Michael Jackson or to Beat It by
Sean Kingston. Hence, this surface form needs to be disambiguated. In order to
accomplish this task, a possible strategy the ER might implement is based on the
computation of the similarity between the candidate entities (i.e., Beat It by Michael
Jackson and Beat It by Sean Kingston and the other entities in the context (i.e.,
Michael Jackson). In this example, the similarity between Michael Jackson and Beat
It by Michael Jackson will be higher than the one between Michael Jackson and Beat
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It by Sean Kingston. Therefore, Beat It by Michael Jackson will be chosen. More
details on this ER implementation can be found in [144].

Sentiment Analyzer The Sentiment Analyzer (SA) has the goal of assigning the
right sentiment polarity (i.e., positive and negative) to the entities mentioned in the
sentences (e.g., singer, song, genre) and identified by the ER module. The difficulty
lies in the fact that the same sentence can contain different sentiment tags (even
opposite) as well as different entities. For example, given the sentence “I like Rocket
Man, but I don’t like Gus Dudgeon”, the SA identifies a positive sentiment (i.e., like)
and a negative one (i.e., don’t like). SA should assign the positive sentiment to the
entity Rocket Man and the negative sentiment to the entity Gus Dudgeon.

Recommendation Services This component collects the services strictly related to
the recommendation process. The recommendation algorithm is invoked by the DM
when all the information required for generating the recommendations are available.

Henceforth, we will analyze some relevant approaches by highlighting the dialog
state they are focused on and the exploited content. As regards the preference
acquisition, it can be easily imagined that preferences are mostly expressed by
the user during the dialog in terms of characteristics that an ideal item should
have (e.g., “I would like to have dinner in a restaurant with a beautiful sea
view”). Actually, a CRS could also acquire the preferences by asking feedback
on individual items [45]. However, preferences expressed in terms of item facets
are more interesting from our point of view since content plays a crucial role
in that case. This modality of preference acquisition is also known as slot filling
[87] and it establishes a straightforward relation between CRSs and content-based
recommender systems. Indeed, while a preference given on a specific item (e.g.,
“I like the movie American Beauty”) can also be exploited by a collaborative
recommendation algorithm, preferences in terms of item facets necessarily need
that the recommendation algorithm is able to exploit this information for generating
recommendations. From this perspective, it also emerges the similarity between
CRSs and constraint-based recommender systems as well as knowledge-based ones.
In fact, during the dialog with the user, several CRSs perform filtering and re-
ranking of the items through constraint-based techniques [52]. For example, the
knowledge-based recommender environment named CWAdvisor [53] proposes a
set of questions to the user, each one associated to set of predefined answers. The
goal of this step is to acquire customer properties and constraints, and matching
them with product properties. In this way the system is also able to explain the
recommendation by providing the user with the reasons why a given product
suits the customer needs and wishes. In a CRS powered by a content-based
recommendation algorithm, the idea is basically the same, with the difference that
preferences are acquired through a multi-turn dialog, as can be seen in Adaptive
Place Adivsor (APA) [183]. The interaction in APA takes the form of a sequence
of questions whose goal is to discard items not interesting for the user. Hence,
the goal of the dialog is to acquire attribute-value specifications, such as cuisine
= Chinese. APA ends the search of the ideal item for the user when a small number
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of items match the constraints and are highly similar. Still on the subject of the
adopted recommendation strategy, Argal et al. [7] propose a hybrid recommendation
algorithm that combines collaborative and content-based paradigms in a CRS. The
content-based algorithm is exploited when the system does not register any user
activity (cold-start stage), otherwise collaborative recommendations are provided.
The content-based algorithm performs a matching of user preferences against
product representations stored in Elasticsearch.6 Recently, Li et al. [98] focused
their attention on the critiquing step and proposed a latent-linear-critiquing model
for CRSs. A user is iteratevely provided with item recommendations and attribute
descriptions for those items. The user can accept the recommendation or can critique
an attribute to generate a new recommendation. The model exploits preferences
implicitly revealed from user reviews. User critiques are then transformed in an
embeddable term-frequency representation that can be co-embedded with user
preferences. Item descriptions are keyphrases from user reviews.

3.5.2 End-to-End Systems

End-to-end systems have become popular thanks to the spread of Deep Learning
techniques [47]. End-to-end systems are a promising solution because they do not
require the development of specific and complex rules for managing the dialog and
its states, which makes them easier to port to a new domain.
However, there are still some challenges to face in order to enable them to handle
goal-oriented conversations [47]. One of the main obstacles is the lack of datasets
for training deep-learning models. Indeed, in this case content plays an unusual
role compared to the one we are accustomed to observe in a recommender system.
Content, in the form of recorded dialogs, is essential for learning at least the two
actions of providing preferences and generating recommendations [87]. Recently,
three datasets that contain utterances in the movie, book, and music domains have
been released.7 These datasets consist of real dialogs between users and a CRS,
collected during an experimental session with the CRS [81]. However, the number
of utterances (5,318 movie, 1,862 book, 2,096 music) is probably not enough for
learning end-to-end components.

Ritter et al. [159] proposed one of the first approaches which adopts an end-
to-end architecture for conversational agents. In that work, the authors defined a
data-driven method to generate responses to open-domain linguistic stimuli, based
on phrase-based Statistical Machine Translation (SMT). They demonstrated that
SMT techniques perform better than information retrieval approaches on the task of
response generation. Recently, Jannach and Manzoor [85] analyzed the utterances
generated by two novel end-to-end models for CRSs. More specifically, they
compared DeepCRS [100] and KBRD [31]. DeepCRS has a set of sub-components

6 https://www.elastic.co/elasticsearch//.
7 https://github.com/aiovine/converse-dataset.

https://www.elastic.co/elasticsearch//
https://github.com/aiovine/converse-dataset
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for sentence encoding, next-utterance prediction, sentiment classification, and rec-
ommendation. KBRD has a dialog system based on a transformer-based sequence-
to-sequence module and a knowledge graph which provides knowledge about the
domain. A switching network connects the two modules. The comparative analysis
between KBRD and DeepCRS showed that one third of the system utterances were
not meaningful for each system in the given context, and less than two third of
the recommendations were meaningful. As a result, the quality of responses and
recommendations of end-to-end CRSs showed ample room for improvement at this
stage. Both systems have been trained on the ReDial dataset8 that is annotated
dataset consisting of 10,006 dialogues, 182,150 utterances, 956 users, and 51,699
movie mentions. In each conversation users recommend movies to each other and
the number of movies mentioned varies. The dataset has been developed by Amazon
Mechanical Turk. In each dialog there are two roles: the recommendation seeker
and the recommender. The movie seeker has to explain what kind of movie she
likes, and asks for movie recommendation. The recommender tries to understand
the seeker tastes, and recommends movies. All exchanges of information and
recommendations are made using natural language.

4 Discussion and Future Outlook

This chapter covered the recent advances in the area of semantics-aware content-
based recommendations. As we have shown, most of the current work can be
split into three main research lines: (1) techniques investigating new methods for
representing content-based features; (2) techniques investigating new sources to
gather content-based features; (3) new use cases for content-based features.

In the first group, we have discussed work based on word embedding techniques.
The use of vector space representations, together with deep architectures, is
probably the most popular research direction in the area. In this sense, the adoption
of contextual word representations (discussed in Sect. 3.1.2), such as BERT, ELMo
and so on, is a research direction particularly worthy of attention in the next years.
Indeed, these models proved to overcome state-of-the-art techniques on several NLP
tasks, thus they are gaining more and more attention in recommendation scenarios as
well. In particular, their ability to model the precise meaning of words and sentences
can be useful to develop more accurate recommendation strategies.

As for the sources of information, in Sect. 3.2 we introduced approaches based
on the exploitation of knowledge graphs and techniques based on user-generated
content and multimedia features. In this research line, we expect to see more and
more work trying to merge heterogeneous groups of features through deep learning
architectures. As an example, we consider as very promising the adoption of graph
embedding techniques, since they learn a vector space representation that allows to

8 https://redialdata.github.io/website/.

https://redialdata.github.io/website/
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merge word embeddings with the information gathered from knowledge graphs. In
Sect. 3.2 we already discussed some work investigating this intuition, but we expect
an increase of the research trying to put together collaborative information (e.g.,
ratings), content-based information (e.g., review data, descriptive text, multimedia
features, if any) and structured features available in knowledge graphs. In this sense,
research investigating the best strategies to combine these features is still at an early
stage.

Finally, as new use cases we focused our attention on the usage of content to
generate natural language explanations and to design conversational recommender
systems. In this case, we emphasize the importance of explanation facilities and
more elaborated interaction models in recommender systems research. On the one
side, explanations are fundamental to open black-box recommendation models, to
make users aware of the underlying algorithms as well as to further increase their
trust. On the other side, more natural interaction strategies, based on conversational
recommender systems and dialog mechanisms, can be helpful to take the final step
towards the adoption of recommendation algorithms in very sensitive domains, such
as medicine and finance. In this sense, we expect a significant effort in developing
personalized conversational agents for both those domains.

5 Conclusions

All the literature we discussed throughout the chapter gave evidence of the
importance of both content-based features and semantic representations. Indeed,
the usage of content can help to design and develop more accurate recommendation
models in a broad range of domains and applications, as shown in this chapter, since
it is able to effectively tackle typical problems of pure collaborative models, such
as cold start, new item problems and opacity of the recommendation models. We
think that content-based information and semantics-aware representation strategies
will play an increasingly central role in recommender systems research in the next
years.

It is our hope that this chapter may stimulate the research community to adopt and
effectively integrate the discussed techniques in several recommendation scenarios
in order to foster future innovations in the area of content-based recommender
systems.
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Session-Based Recommender Systems

Dietmar Jannach, Massimo Quadrana, and Paolo Cremonesi

1 Introduction

In session-based recommendation scenarios, the goal is to tailor the suggestions
that are made to the users according to their assumed short-term intents during
an ongoing usage session. The main inputs in such settings consists of (1) the
sequence of interactions with an individual user that were observed by the system
since the session started, (2) information about past sessions by other users. Typical
application scenarios can, for example, be found in the e-commerce domain, where
the shopping goals of a consumer can change from session to session and where
these goals can also relate to entirely different product categories in each session.
Furthermore, in many cases, the past interests and preferences of an individual
user might not even be known to the system, e.g., because it is a first-time
user or a user that is not logged-in and thus anonymous. The challenge in such
situations therefore consists in making helpful recommendations based on very
little amounts of information about the current user. As an extreme case, consider
Amazon’s “Customer’s who bought . . . also bought” recommendations, where the
recommendations are tailored—albeit in a non-personalized way—to the one single
item that is currently viewed by the user.
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Such challenging situations do, however, not only arise in the e-commerce
domain, but are common in various application areas of recommender systems
(RS) such as music, video, or news recommendation. From a historical perspective,
early influential technical approaches for session-based recommendation were
proposed in the first half of the 2000s, e.g., [81, 87, 98]. However, despite the
high practical relevance of the problem, research in this area remained sparse,
in particular when compared to the large number of technical works that focus
on making non-contextualized recommendations based on long-term preference
profiles; cf. Chap. “Advances in Collaborative Filtering”. Until about 2015, indi-
vidual proposals for session-based recommendations were published mostly for the
popular domains of e-commerce, music, and news, e.g., [10, 15, 29, 36, 47, 107],
or for niche applications like adaptive modeling support for machine learning
workflows [49]. In 2015, the data challenge associated with the ACM Conference
on Recommender Systems was focusing on specific session-based recommendation
problems, and a larger dataset containing anonymous click logs was released. This
dataset release and the then-starting boom in deep learning in recommender systems
contributed to the largely increased interest in session-based recommendation
problems that we observe today.

In this chapter, we review the topic of session-based recommender systems
(SBRS) from different perspectives. First in Sect. 2, we characterize the problem
setting and its variants in more detail in the context of Sequence-aware Recom-
mender Systems [86]. We then review technical approaches to build SBRS in
Sect. 3. Section 4 is afterwards devoted to questions regarding the evaluation and
comparison of session-based recommendation approaches. In Sect. 5, finally, we
given an outlook on future directions in this area.

2 Problem Characterization

Session-based recommendation problems differ from the traditional “matrix-filling”
[92] abstraction in two main ways, see also Table 1.

• Data: The main input to an SBRS is a time-ordered sequence of logged user
interactions.

• Computational task: The main task of an SBRS is to make recommendations that
are relevant for an ongoing session.

Figure 1 illustrates the problem setting in more detail. The inputs are shown on
the left-hand side. First, there are the interactions—for example, purchases or item
view actions—that were recorded in the past for an entire user community. These
can be used to train machine learning models or to apply data mining techniques.
SBRS therefore are collaborative filtering (CF) systems [46] or hybrids with a CF
component.

Each entry (interaction record) in the log can have additional attributes. The most
common attributes are the type of the interaction and which item is affected by the
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Table 1 Comparing session-based recommendation with traditional recommendation scenarios

Matrix-filling recommender system Session-based recommendation

Data User-item rating matrix Time-ordered sequence of
interactions, organized in sessions

Task Make time-agnostic recommendations
for long-term preferences

Make recommendations for ongoing
session

Fig. 1 High-level overview of sequence-aware recommendation, adapted from [86]

interaction, e.g., a purchase of a certain item. SBRS can in principle also consider
interactions that are not item-related, for example, search actions. In Fig. 1, the
different shades of grey indicate different types of actions.

The log of past interactions is organized in usage sessions, which means that each
interaction record has some information attached that describes to which session it
belongs. This can, for example, be a session ID, which is explicitly assigned by
the application that creates the log. If no session IDs are available, one can use
information from browser cookies or similar techniques to identify which records
belong together. In some cases, IDs of registered users might assigned to each
record, even though the common assumption in SBRS is that users are anonymous.1

In cases when there are no explicit session IDs assigned, sessions can be
constructed from the log post-hoc with the help of heuristics based, e.g., on cookies.
A typical heuristic in some domains is to assume that a new session starts after an
extended period of inactivity by the user, e.g., for 30 minutes.

The second input to an SBRS are the interactions that are observed in the ongoing
usage session. Again, these interactions can have additional attributes, in particular
the type of interaction and the affected item. The computational task of an SBRS is
then to take these currently observed interactions and to make recommendations that
are relevant for the ongoing session, using the past interaction data as background

1 Not connecting click data with individual user accounts may in some cases also be beneficial in
terms of user privacy and the General Data Protection Regulation in the European Union.
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information, e.g., in the form of a machine learning model. The output of an SBRS,
finally, consists of a rank-ordered list of recommended items as usual.

In [86], the following terminology is used to describe two variants of the
underlying recommendation problem:

• Session-based recommendation: In this scenario, no user IDs are attached to the
interactions or sessions. This means that no personalization of the recommenda-
tions according to longer-term preferences is possible. These problems are in the
focus of this chapter.

• Session-aware recommendation: In this case, the interactions or sessions have
user IDs attached, which makes it possible to consider long-term preferences
when recommending, as done, e.g., in [51, 83, 85] or [104].

The use of terminology in the literature is however not always consistent.
Sometimes, the term session-based recommendation is also used for situations
where long-term preferences are available, e.g., in [85]. Some authors also use the
term sequential recommendation in the context of session-based recommendation
scenarios. Session-based recommendation problems are sequential both in the
sense that the goal is to predict the next interactions in a given session and that
the available data is time-ordered. However, not all sequential approaches are
necessarily session-based. Instead, they may be based on time-stamped and longer-
term user preference information, e.g., in the context of next-POI or next-basket
recommendations. Sequence-aware recommendation is an umbrella term that covers
all discussed problem settings: session-based, session-aware, and sequential recom-
mendation. A formal characterization of sequence-aware problems is given in [86],
where the authors also discuss additional computational tasks that can be done based
on sequential interaction logs, such as trend detection, repeated recommendation, or
the consideration of ordering constraints among the recommendations.

Looking at existing categorizations of recommender systems, SBRS2 are typ-
ically based only on implicit feedback, cf. Chap. “Item Recommendation from
Implicit Feedback”, i.e., they face the usual problem of correctly interpreting the
various types of user interactions [52]. SBRS are also context-aware systems [3],
cf. Chap. “Context-Aware Recommender Systems: From Foundations to Recent
Developments”. Context adaptation in SBRS is however usually not based on
explicit information about the user’s contextual situation, e.g., the weather, but
on the observed user interactions in the ongoing session, i.e., on the interactional
context. Finally, there is also some relation to time-aware RS [13] where the user
actions are time-stamped or time-ordered. Most time-aware RS in the literature are
however not session-based, but are based on the user-item rating matrix abstraction.
Still, these systems share the problem with SBRS that specific evaluation protocols
are required that consider the ordering of the ratings or interactions.

2 These discussions apply both for session-based and for session-aware recommender systems.
For the sake of brevity, we will use the term session-based in this chapter, and will explicitly state
when not both types of problems are meant.
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In sum, the two main challenges of SBRS are the following:

• Limited preference information: Since in SBRS no user IDs are available,
recommendations have to be made based only on a very small set of observed
interactions. This in some ways corresponds to a user cold-start problem.

• Implicit feedback: There are various types of interactions that can be taken
into account and there is some uncertainty attached to the interpretation of the
observed user behavior.

3 Technical Approaches

Algorithmic approaches of different types were proposed for session-based recom-
mendation problems over the years. Several of these technical approaches were
previously also explored for the more general class of sequence-aware recommenda-
tion problems. In [86], the authors propose a categorization of existing approaches to
sequence-aware recommendation based on the underling family of algorithms that
is used to extract or model (sequential) patterns from the logged user interactions.
An alternative approach is followed in [116], where the technical approaches for
session-based recommendation are categorized into two main classes. We adopt this
latter categorization in this section.

• Model-free approaches: In this category, we consider all algorithmic approaches
based on data-mining techniques that do not involve the computation of a user or
session model. Typical examples in this category are methods that are based on
the extraction of frequent ordered and unordered patterns from historical session
data [36, 47, 119]. Moreover, we include also all methods that perform inference
based on nearest neighbors of the current user session [69] in this category.

• Model-based approaches: In this category, we consider all machine-learning
approaches that explicitly model the user-item interactions within and across
sessions. Examples of methods in this class are Markov Models [29, 42],
Recurrent Neural Networks [39, 85] and Reinforcement Learning [98, 107].

In what follows, we only consider pure collaborative approaches, which
are solely based on the recorded user-item interactions. In principle, all these
approaches can be extended or combined with other techniques in order to consider
various types of side information, such as item meta-data or contextual information.
Examples of model-based techniques that leverage side information are [24] or
[40].
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3.1 Model-Free Approaches

Model-free approaches are often conceptually simpler, easy to implement and some-
times also less resource demanding than model-based ones. In many cases, they
do not require the computation of complex mathematical models from historical
session data, and they generally rely on well optimized data mining procedures to
extract patterns from sessions. Another potential advantage is that they can be easier
to analyze and debug than complex models. For example, the recommendations
generated by frequent-pattern and rule mining techniques can be straightforwardly
explained in the terms of the patterns that were extracted from historical session
data. Their simplicity can also make them less prone to over-fitting in situations
when the training data is sparse. Nonetheless, despite their simplicity, certain types
of model-free algorithms—in particular nearest-neighbor techniques—can lead to
competitive or even superior performance when compared to more complex model-
based variants according to several offline benchmarks [69, 71, 72].

3.1.1 Sequential Pattern Mining

Frequent Pattern Mining (FPM) techniques aim to discover user consumption
patterns within large datasets of transactions. These patterns can then be used to
predict the most probable actions3 that the user will take in the session given the
sequence of actions they have done so far.

In session-based recommendation scenarios, the most simple approach is to
determine only pairwise item co-occurrence frequencies in past sessions (training
data) in order to implement buying suggestions of the form “Customers who bought
. . . also bought”. At run time, recommendations are made by looking up which items
often appeared in the same session as those in the ongoing session. A simplified
version of association rules mining for SBRS, which only considers rules of size
two, is provided in [69].

These kinds of recommendations belong to the family of Association Rules
[4], which identify items or actions that frequently co-occur in the same session,
regardless of the order of their appearance. Based on our definition of the problem as
described in Sect. 2, FPM-based algorithms are not session-based in the strict sense,
but can be used as building blocks for more advanced approaches. Beyond simple
co-occurrence patterns, one can consider Sequential Pattern Mining techniques [5],
which take the order of items into account. Finally, Contiguous Sequential Patterns
require that the co-occurring items are adjacent in the sequence of actions within a
session. A simple yet often effective light-weight form of such Sequential Rules of
size two was also proposed in [69].

3 For the sake of readability, we use the terms “user action (on an item)” and “user-item interaction”
interchangeably.
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3.1.2 Nearest Neighbors

Nearest-neighbor-based methods, cf. Chap. “Trust Your Neighbors: A Compre-
hensive Survey of Neighborhood-Based Methods for Recommender Systems”,
are among the simplest and most effective approaches to session-based recom-
mendation. We describe here two variants, namely item-based and session-based
nearest-neighbor methods.

Item-based methods for session-based recommendation were introduced in [40],
in which the similarity between items is computed based on their co-occurrence in
a set of training sessions. Every item is associated to a large sparse binary vector
representing whether or not the item appeared in each of the training sessions, and
the item similarity is simply computed as the cosine similarity between each pair of
vectors. The recommendations are computed as the list of most similar items to the
last item in the user session. The type of recommendations produced by item-based
approaches follow closely the “Customers who bought . . . also bought” logic.

Session-based methods extend this concept beyond the last item in the session
by comparing the entire user session with the past sessions in the training data. A
comprehensive description of this family of model-free approaches is provided in
[69]. In summary, given a session s, these methods determine the set Ns of the top-k
most similar sessions using a suitable similarity measure sim(s1, s2), such as the
Jaccard or cosine similarity over the binary vectors that represent sessions in the
item space. The recommendation scores for each item i ∈ s are computed as:

scoreSKNN(i, s) =
∑

n∈Ns

sim(s, n) · 1n(i) (1)

where 1n(i) returns 1 if the session n contains i and 0 otherwise. Note that Jaccard
and cosine similarity do not take the order of the items in a session into account. In
[69] the authors therefore show how variants of this session-based nearest-neighbor
method can be built to take into account the order of the user actions. A recent
time-aware and sequence-aware variation of this scheme was also discussed in [31].

For both item-based and session-based nearest neighbor methods, the set of
neighboring items and sessions can usually be precomputed offline to speed up the
processing at prediction time [45].

3.2 Model-Based Approaches

Model-based approaches exploit advanced machine learning techniques to represent
the complex dynamics of the user actions within and across sessions. Most recent
model-based approaches to SBRS fall into the category of sequence learning
methods, which aim to learn models from sequences of past user actions to predict
future ones [74]. Advanced sequence learning methods allow to model complex
interactions between user actions in sessions. For example, certain models compute
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a representation of the user’s latent purchase intent in the ongoing session [35, 106].
Other methods explicitly model the temporal dynamics between sessions [112].
In general, model-based algorithms therefore have the potential to identify more
complex dependencies and interactions from the logs of historical user sessions.

On the other hand, the greater representational power of these family of
techniques often comes at the cost of much larger amounts of training data and
computational resources than the model-free counterparts. Moreover, despite the
many recent advances in the field of interpretability of machine learning models
(see, for example, the work in [122]), most of these models behave as black-boxes
that are difficult to inspect and to debug when their responses do not conform with
our expectations. These issues and the potential unpredictability of the responses
require complex systems to constantly monitor their behaviors, which makes their
integration into existing production settings non-trivial.

Nevertheless, there exist commercial solutions based, e.g., on Hierarchical
Recurrent Neural Networks4 that simplify the adoption of state-of-the-art session-
based recommendation systems in a wide range of real-world applications.

3.2.1 Markov Models

Markov Models treat sequential data as a stochastic process over discrete random
variables over a finite number of steps. The simplest of these models are first-order
Markov Chains, which model the transition probabilities between two subsequent
actions in a sequence. An example of using first-order Markov Chains for next-item
recommendation in the context of SBRS is given in [69]. The model in this work
simply relies on the count of the number of times in which an action on an item
m happens immediately after an action on item l for every session in the training
dataset S. In summary, given a session s = (s1, s2, . . . s|s|), where s|s| is the last
item on which the last action happened, the recommendation score for item i is
computed as:

scoreMC(i, s) = 1
∑

p∈S

∑|p|−1
x=1 1EQ(s|s|, px)

×
∑

p∈S

|p|−1∑

x=1

1EQ(s|s|, px) · 1EQ(i, px+1) (2)

where the function 1EQ(a, b) indicates whether items a and b are the same. The
right-hand side counts how frequently item i immediately follows s|s| in the training

4 https://docs.aws.amazon.com/personalize/latest/dg/native-recipe-hrnn.html (Date visited:
2020/06/01).

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/personalize/latest/dg/native-recipe-hrnn.html
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data, while the normalization coefficient on the left ensures that scores are valid
transition probabilities.

In situations with very large item catalogs, the transitions between pairs of items
tend to be extremely sparse, which translates into poor estimates of the above
transition probabilities. This issue can be alleviated by using certain heuristics,
like skipping, clustering and finite mixture modeling [98], or by factorizing the
transition matrix (or tensor) [90]. Markov Chains can be extended beyond first-
level interactions, as the user’s next action and intent might in fact depend on
action previous to the last one. One option are Variable-order Markov Models
(VMMs), or context-trees, which allow to consider different sequence lengths in
one model [29, 37]. The work in [77] describes the offline and online evaluation
of an e-commerce recommender systems based on Bayesian Variable-order Markov
Modeling. Suffixes of sessions that were observed in the past are arranged into a
tree-shaped structure. Given the current session, the algorithm then computes the
probability that a specific item is encountered by aggregating the probabilities from
the corresponding nodes in the tree.

Another option are Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), which replace item transi-
tion probabilities of plain Markov Chains with the transition probabilities between
(consecutive) discrete hidden states, which represent the unobserved hidden state
of the user, and a probability distribution from the hidden states to the observed
actions. Both probability distributions can be learned from observational data [42].

3.2.2 Recurrent Neural Networks

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are real-valued hidden-state models that are
especially suited for processing data of sequential nature, see also Chap. “Deep
Learning for Recommender Systems”. Similarly to HMMs, they are based on
hidden states that are updated for every input in the sequence, and then used
to predict the probability of the next item in the sequence. However, RNNs use
complex non-linear dynamics, which can largely enhance their learning power. In
their simplest variant, the hidden state ht of the RNN is updated from the current
input in the sequence st and the previous hidden state as follows:5

ht = σ(Whsst +Whhht−1) (3)

where Whs is the matrix of conventional weights between the input and the hidden
layer, Whh is the matrix of recurrent weights between the hidden layer and itself
at adjacent time steps, and σ(·) is a non-linear function like the logistic sigmoid
function. The updated hidden state is then used to compute the probability of the
next item in the sequence simply as follows:

5 Bias terms are omitted to enhance readability.
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yt = softmax(Wyhht ) (4)

where Wyh is the matrix of conventional weights between the hidden layer and the
output layer. There exist several variants of RNNs, like Long-Short Term Memory
networks (LSTM) and Gated Recurrent Units (GRU). A comprehensive review can
be found in [65].

RNNs are a “natural” option for session-based recommendation given the
intrinsic sequential nature of user actions. In fact, various RNN-based models were
proposed for SBRS [115]. Many of them are extensions of GRU4Rec [39], the first
RNN-based model explicitly devised for session-based recommendation. GRU4Rec
models user sessions using Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) [19], which enhance the
update Eq. 3 by learning when and how much to update the hidden state at each step.

RNNs are generally trained by minimizing the average cross-entropy loss over
all sessions s ∈ S:

L(S) = − 1

|S|
∑

s∈S

∑

st∈s

log yt

in which all actions st in the session are assumed to be relevant to the user. In
addition to that, GRU4Rec can be trained using ranking loss functions like BPR
[89], TOP1, BPR-max and TOP1-max to directly optimize the ranking of the true
next action over a sample of negative ones. Training GRU4Rec using ranking losses
leads to better recommendation accuracy, as highlighted in [41]. Training RNNs
over large item catalogs and long sessions is computationally intensive. GRU4Rec
can be trained efficiently on GPUs thanks to mini-batch negative sampling, which
samples the negative items used by the loss function among the items in the current
mini-batch of sessions that is being processed. GRU4Rec+[41] adds the opportunity
to use an additional fixed set of negative items to further improve the output ranking
quality.

Several extensions to GRU4Rec were proposed in the literature. PRNNs [40],
for example, train multiple GRU4Rec instances in parallel to learn a multi-modal
SBRS. Each instance learns a representation of the session from a different mode,
such as item identifiers and features like product images and descriptions. PRNNs
then employ different strategies to train and merge each GRU4Rec instance.
Another extension is HRNN [73, 85], a session-aware model that employs two
interconnected GRU4Rec instances to model the user behavior both at session- and
user-level. After each session, the user-level GRU4Rec instance uses the hidden
representation of each session-level GRU4Rec instance at the end of each session to
update the user state. The updated user-level representation is then used to initialize
the hidden state of the forthcoming session-level GRU4Rec instance, which from
there on behaves as a traditional session-based GRU4Rec model.

Even though RNNs are a natural Neural Network architecture for session-based
recommendation, they are not the only option available. Researchers have studied
several other architectures like Shallow Networks, Convolutional Neural Networks
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(CNNs), Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) and Variational Auto-Encoders (VAE)
for session-based and, more generally, for sequence-aware recommendation. See
Table 2 for a non-exhaustive list of such models. As can be seen, many neural
models were proposed in recent years. For a few of them, reports regarding their
practical use are available as well, see e.g., [58].

3.2.3 Reinforcement Learning

All the previously described methods learn a representation of the user or session
in order to maximize the chances of guessing the immediate next user action(s)
correctly. However they rarely, if never, consider the final goal of the user session
and long-term effects of the recommendations when deciding which action(s)
to recommend next. By myopically optimizing for the immediate next actions
and rewards, the recommender can be easily misled to trade the long-term user
satisfaction for immediate engagement, with possible detrimental effects like click-
baiting [44]. Moreover, the aforementioned families of recommenders operate
deterministically, meaning that the recommender will always suggest the same list
of items if fed with the same input sequence of user actions.

In practice, recommenders operate in environments with large and dynamic item
spaces, in which items are frequently added and removed from the catalog. Think,
for example, of the many newly released albums or singles that are added every
day to the catalog of popular music streaming services. User preferences tend also
to evolve relatively quickly over time, often influenced by external factors like
community trends or by the natural evolution of personal interests.

Recommendation algorithms should hence be flexible enough to adapt their
beliefs of the user interests and, consequently, their predictions, to the inherent
dynamics of the item and user spaces. One strategy often used in practice is to
introduce a certain degree of exploration into recommendation algorithms in order
to gather feedback from users on the newest items, or to refine the knowledge on the
current user’s interests by exposing them to less exploitative items.

Exploration requires recommenders to take “suboptimal” actions w.r.t. the
current estimates of the affinity between users and items, which indeed incurs costs
in the short-term that will hopefully be offset in the mid- and long-term. Trading
short-term engagement with longer-term success lies at the core of the well-known
exploration-exploitation dilemma [63], and it is one of the guiding principles behind
many Reinforcement Learning techniques.

The main goal of Reinforcement Learning (RL) is that of learning an algorithm
capable of taking actions in an environment that are optimized towards a long-term
goal. At each round, or trial, the RL algorithm, or agent, observes a state based on
which it decides which action to take next. Actions are taken by following a policy,
which is often defined as a stochastic function over actions. For each action taken,
the agent receives a reward from the environment that it is used to refine the policy
in a way that the long-term objective can be achieved under certain guarantees.
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Table 2 List of neural network based models for SBRS

Model Network type Task Short description

GRU4Rec [39] RNN Session-based Next-item prediction for anonymous
user sessions with Gated Recurrent
Units, mini-batch negative sampling
and ranking loss functions.

GRU4Rec+ [41] RNN Session-based Enhanced GRU4Rec with additional
negative sampling and alternative
ranking loss functions.

PRNN [40] RNN Session-based A multi-modal session-based model
based on multiple GRU4Rec models
trained in parallel.

HRNN [73, 85] RNN Session-aware A hierarchical GRU4Rec model that
learns from user’s long-term and
short-term (session-level)
interactions.

THRNN [112] RNN Session-aware An enhanced HRNN model with
Temporal Point Processes that
factors in the temporal distance
between consecutive user sessions.

SWIWO [43] Shallow Network Session-based A shallow network with a
wide-in-wide-out structure.

NARM [64] RNN+Attention Session-based A model that combines RNN with
attention to jointly learn a global
session representation and the
assumed main purpose of a session.

STAMP [66] Memory Network Session-based Replaces RNN with an attentive
memory network that retains the
short-term user interests.

CASER [105] CNN Sequence-based A model that transforms session
sequences into an “image” of item
embeddings, then learns sequential
patterns through convolutional
filters.

NextItNet [121] CNN Sequence-based A model that learns long-term
dependencies over long user
sequences through holed
convolutions and residual
connections.

SVAE [94] VAE Sequence-based A model that encodes sequences of
user actions through a recurrent
Variational Auto Encoder.

SR-GNN [117] GNN Session-based A model that represents session
sequences as graphs. Uses a GNN to
capture complex item transitions on
the session graph.

TAGNN [120] GNN Session-based Extends SR-GNN by conditioning
the session representation on the
target item using an Attention
network in combination with a
GNN.
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In the context of recommender systems, actions are often thought of as the
recommendable items, rewards are the users’ feedbacks on the recommended items
(such as clicks, listening, add-to-cart, etc.). Long-term goals may be the purchase
at the end of a session or the conversion of the listener from trial to premium
subscription. The fact that policies are no longer deterministic but stochastic
inherently allows any RL method to explore the action space more or less effectively.
Here, we briefly introduce two RL methods that are frequently used in real-
world recommenders: Multi-Arm Bandit (MAB) algorithms and Markov Decision
Processes (MDP).

Multi-Arm Bandits (MABs) are widely used for sequential decision making. At
each round, or trial, the agent selects one of K arms for which it receives a reward,
which in the simplest case is binary (e.g., the user clicks/plays the recommended
item). The goal of the agent is to maximize the sum of the rewards over time.
Since the agent receives rewards only for the arms it selects, it needs to explore
all arms to identify which are the best ones. At the same time, the selection of
suboptimal arms leads to lower rewards, which induces the bandit to exploit arms
with known rewards. A central element of any Bandit algorithm therefore lies in its
arm-selection policy, which has to balance exploration and exploitation. Exploration
might decrease the short-term recommendation quality as many suboptimal arms
can be chosen initially, but in turn can improve the long-term quality as more
information on the items’ rewards is gathered. When using MABs for session-
based recommendations, each arm is modeled as an item to be recommended to
the user within the session. At each trial, one item is recommended (one arm is
chosen) and the algorithm receives as feedback information about whether or not
the user interacted with the item. Some examples of arm-selection strategies are ε-
greedy and Upper Confidence Bounds [8]. An often used variant of Bandit models
are Contextual Bandits (CB) [63], which learn personalized arm-selection policies
by conditioning the expectations of the rewards on a joint user/item feature vector,
called context.6 However, the contextual feature vectors at each round are assumed
to be independent from the previous ones, which severely limits the applicability of
CB to session-based recommendation scenarios, where the sequence of user actions
in the session can be highly important to understand as user’s intent or goals.

Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) improve over CB-based approaches by
conditioning each action taken by the agent on the sequence of past user actions
[17]. An MDP is defined as a four-tuple (S, I, P, R), where S is a set of states, I is a
set of items, P : S× I ×S→ R is a state transition probability and R : S× I → R
is the reward function. In an MDP we seek for a policy π(i|s) that represents a
distribution over the item to recommend i ∈ I conditioned on the user state s ∈ S
such that the expected cumulative reward obtained by the recommender systems is
maximized [17, 98]. There are different families of methods to solve MDP problems,

6 This should not to be confused with the common definition of context in recommender systems,
which often refers to the set of contextual variables, such as location, time, etc., that can influence
a user’s decisions.
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such as Q-learning [99] and Policy Gradient [62]. In a straightforward application
of MDPs for session based recommendations, the set of states S is defined as the
set of all possible sequences of items, and every element in S can be identified with
a (possibly infinitely long) user session in terms of interacted items. At each step,
the next item to recommend will be sampled from the policy π , which can be later
updated based on the reward received by the user (e.g., the user playing vs. skipping
the next recommended song). In SBRS, the MDP can be trained to optimize certain
session-based metrics of interest, like the overall time spent listening/watching, or
to maximize the chances that the user will perform certain actions throughout the
session, such as to purchase one or more products.

The presence of the user state s and of the station-transition function P allows
to condition the actions taken by the MDP-based recommender on historical user
actions. For example, the authors of [98] define the user state as the sequence of the
last k=3 user interactions, and the state-transition probabilities are inferred from a
k-order Markov Chain with special correction factors. More recently, thanks to the
advancements in Deep Reinforcement Learning [80], the authors of [17] proposed
an MDP-based recommender model in which the states and state-transition function
are parameterized by an RNN with softmax output. In parallel, another RNN learns
a user behavior model by predicting which action the user will most likely take next.
The user behavior model is used to correct the biases introduced when learning from
logged feedback data through importance weighting (see Sect. 4.5.2 for a further
discussion on the topic).

In summary, Reinforcement Learning methods can represent a powerful option
in situations with rapidly evolving catalogs of items and when the long-term
impact of recommendations is of interest, which makes them suitable for both
session-based and session-aware recommendation scenarios. However, the design
and implementation of these recommenders is non-trivial, as they, for example,
can be sensitive to the definition of the state-transition and reward functions. Other
challenges include, for example, the existence of large item spaces or small effect
sizes [111].

4 Evaluation of Session-Based Recommenders

The main types of evaluation approaches in recommender systems are (1) offline
experiments, (2) user studies, and (3) field tests [97]; see also Chap. “Evaluating
Recommender Systems”.

In academia, “offline” (simulation-based) experiments on datasets containing
historical interactions between the users and the system (e.g., explicit ratings,
implicit feedback) are predominant. The common offline evaluation methodology
when using the matrix completion abstraction is to split the given interaction data
into training and test splits, use the training data to learn a model and predict
the held-out preferences based on this model. This process is typically repeated
a number of times in a cross-validation procedure in order to compute confidence
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bounds. The relevance of the recommendations generated by an algorithm can then
be assessed with the help of error, classification and ranking metrics from machine
learning and information retrieval such as RMSE, Precision, Recall, MAP [38]. In
addition to these relevance measures, one can analyze a number of other quality
factors of the recommendations, e.g., in terms of the diversity of the list, the general
popularity of the recommended items, or the algorithm’s catalog coverage [95]; see
also Chap. “Novelty and Diversity in Recommender Systems”.

User (laboratory) studies are an alternative to offline experiments. Such studies
are often used to assess the potential impact of recommendations on the actual
choices of users, an aspect which cannot be determined based on simulation studies.
Finally, field studies (e.g., in the form of A/B tests) are used to analyze the effects
of recommenders on their users in real-world environments, see also Chap. “Value
and Impact of Recommender Systems”. This latter form of evaluation is however
comparably rare in academic environments [32].

While in principle all three mentioned evaluation forms (offline studies, user
studies, field tests) can be applied for SBRS, slightly different evaluation method-
ologies are used in offline studies.

4.1 Offline Evaluation Protocols

When conducting an offline experiment, different choices have to be made regarding
(1) the partitioning of the dataset, (2) the definition of the target interactions, and (3)
the metrics that are employed. These choices should be guided by the particularities
of the targeted application scenario.

4.1.1 Dataset Partitioning

The first step for the evaluation of an SBRS is the generation of the training
and test datasets. The former is used to train the recommendation algorithm,
whereas the second contains held-out data used exclusively during the evaluation.
Additionally, a fraction of the data in the training dataset can be held out for tuning
the hyperparameters of the recommendation algorithm (the validation set).

In standard matrix completion setups, the partitioning of the interactions into
training and test sets is often done by sampling interactions randomly. Placing 80%
of the interactions in the training set and 20% in the test set is a common approach.
However, in session-based recommendation scenarios, where the interactions are
sequentially ordered and grouped in sessions, an alternative approach is needed. For
instance, one should consider the temporal ordering of the interactions and select
the most recent interactions for the test set.

Two forms of splitting the data into training and test set are possible: interaction-
level and session-level splitting. Session-level splitting partitions the dataset by
holding out entire sessions, i.e., without breaking sessions apart. Interaction-level
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splitting, in contrast, acts over the individual interactions: some or all of the sessions
are split into contiguous subsets that are assigned either to the training or the test
set.

When splitting the data at the interaction-level two additional options exist. We
can assign all interactions before a certain point in time to the training set and
the remaining interactions to the test set, as done in [34]. With this procedure,
an interaction is therefore assigned to one of the sets independent of the user or
the session it might belong to. Or, we can use fixed-size within-session splits and
place the last k interactions of each session into the test set (leave-k-out) and the
remaining into the training set, as done in [18]. Similarly, one can apply a time-based
splitting criterion at the session-level, i.e., we do not split up sessions but consider
the timestamp of the first interaction within a session to decide if the session goes
in the training or test set [39, 109].

Both interaction-level and session-level partitioning can be applied to either the
whole set of users (hold-out of interactions) or to a subset of the users (hold-out
of users). In the latter case one can select a number of training users and put all
their data into the training set. Interactions of the remaining test users are then
further split—either at interaction or session-level—into a user profile and test data
[47]. The user profile includes the less recent interactions and is used as input to
the recommender while the test data contains the most recent interactions to be
predicted.

Mixed approaches are possible and often advised. One can, for example, first
adopt a session-level splitting to partition the dataset into training and test sessions.
Interactions within each test session are further split with a leave-k-out approach
into a session profile and test interactions.

No common standard exists in the community regarding data partitioning
procedures. It is however advisable to use a session-level partitioning procedure
to avoid that individual user sessions are split up. This is in particular necessary
to mimic the behavior of SBRS that are batch-trained on instances of past sessions
for efficiency reasons. Moreover, user-level partitioning is preferred to ensure that
a recommender is able to provide recommendations to new users (i.e., users with
no records of past interactions with the system). Finally, it is advisable to use a
partitioning procedure that reflects the task at hand. For instance, within-session
splits are useful for pure session-based recommender systems. On the contrary, a
mixed approach that combines session-level partitioning and within-session split is
preferred for session-aware recommender systems.

The size of the training data can also be chosen based on domain-specific
requirements. In domains such as news recommendation or e-commerce, focusing
on the most recent interactions in some cases is sufficient or even advisable, e.g.,
because news can quickly become outdated or because e-commerce shoppers might
concentrate on trending or recently added items [45]. In general, the evaluation
should be performed with different time splits, in order to evaluate the learning
rate of the algorithm (i.e., the minimum amount of training data that provide stable
recommendations).
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Using a repeated and randomized dataset partitioning for cross-validation is not
always possible with SBRS. Sequence or time dependent interactions exist, which
make it impossible to randomly assign interactions to the training and test splits. One
possible workaround is to partition the dataset into several, potentially overlapping
time slices of about the same length (“sliding window”) and use the actions at the
end of these time slices as test sets [45, 47].

4.1.2 Definition of Target Interactions

In traditional evaluation setups, we aim to predict ratings for a set of target items
or search for an optimal ranking of these items. In SBRS, we are usually interested
in predicting future interactions between a user and the system, where interactions
usually have an associated type and item. In addition, the input to the evaluation
step is not limited to a user or user-item pair for which a ranked list or rating
prediction is sought for, but the input includes a sequence of interactions, e.g., entire
sessions from the test set and/or partial sessions from the user or session profile. If
such a sequence of interactions is given, the general idea is to hide a subset or all
of the interactions of the given session and predict the user’s (next) interactions.
Two variations of the evaluation scheme can be used. With both variants the first
N interactions of the session are used as session profile and “revealed” to the
algorithm.

• Given-N next-item prediction. With this protocol, the task of the recommender
is to predict the immediate next interaction when the first N interactions of the
session are revealed to the algorithm [47]. N can be incrementally increased
[39, 40, 85]. In same domains, often only the last element of a sequence is hidden
(i.e., N = session length−1) [36].

• Given-N next-item prediction with look-ahead. With this protocol, the task is to
predict one of the remaining hidden interactions (which form the look-ahead set)
[34, 39]. The order of the hidden interactions is often not considered relevant
in terms of the quality of the recommendation. Also in this case, N can be
incrementally increased.

Additional variations of these protocols exist. One can, for example, limit the
evaluation to interactions of certain types (e.g., purchase actions). Another variant
is to hide only the last interaction of a session, which is used in application scenarios
to assess the recommendation performance when more information is available
(“warm start”). For instance, in the domain of next-track music recommendation,
sometimes only the last element of a session is hidden [36].

Generally, one limitation of such “hide-and-predict” evaluation approaches lies
in the assumption that there exists exactly one good recommendation. Depending on
the domain, this might however be too narrow and it might therefore be reasonable
to consider items other than the hidden one as good recommendations as well. This
was done, for example, in [58] for the e-commerce domain. In their case, items
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that were nearly identical to the hidden ground truth item were treated as relevant
recommendations as they represented possible shopping alternatives.

4.1.3 Evaluation Metrics

The output of an SBRS usually is a ranked list of alternatives, where the items are
ordered according to the their likelihood to be the next one that the user will interact
with. It is therefore possible to use standard classification and ranking metrics for
performance evaluation; see also Chap. “Evaluating Recommender Systems‘’. The
set of possible metrics include Precision, Recall, Mean Average Rank (MAR), Mean
Average Precision (MAP), Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), Normalized Discounted
Cumulative Gain (NDCG) and the F1 metric. When the application domain requires
recommendations to fulfill an explicit or implicit order constraint, ranking metrics
(such as MAP, MRR and NDCG) are preferred over classification metrics. Typically,
most of the ranking metrics are highly correlated when evaluated with a fixed-size
split and their choice does not largely affect the outcomes [21]. Note that differently
from many conventional recommender systems, many SBRS recommend also items
that the user already knows or has purchased in the past. In these application
scenarios, the evaluation protocol has to be adapted in order to consider already
known items when computing the metrics.

In many application domains ranking metrics alone cannot fully inform us about
the quality of the recommendations. In playlist recommendation, for example, we
may want to assess the capability of the recommender to generate good transitions
between subsequent songs. Given a current track, there may be many other tracks
that are almost equally likely good to be played next, and ranking metrics to not
take that aspect into account. This can in turn lead to the effect that more popular
tracks are favored by an algorithm [48]. Therefore, alternative metrics derived
from natural language processing, like the Average Log-Likelihood (ALL), can
be adopted instead [15, 16]. Regarding the ALL, some concerns however exist
regarding the true usefulness this measure [10].

Generally, when the goal of a recommender is not limited to predicting the
next-best interaction but a sequence or set of interactions that are related to each
other, alternative “multi-metric” evaluation approaches are required that can take
multiple quality factors into account in parallel. They can consider the order of the
recommendations or the internal coherence or diversity of the recommended list as
a whole. For instance, in the music domain, one might also be interested that the set
of next tracks is coherent not only in itself but with the last played tracks. In many
cases, the different quality factors can lead to trade-off situations like “accuracy
vs. diversity”, which have to be balanced by a recommendation algorithm [54], see
also Chap. “Novelty and Diversity in Recommender Systems”. Unfortunately, no
standards exist yet when it comes to evaluate recommendation lists with respect
to, e.g., diversity or coherence. Usually, a selection of meta-data features is used
to measure, for example, intra-list diversity or the smoothness of the transitions
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between the objects in the list. However, to what extent such measures reflect the
users’ quality perceptions sometimes remains open.

Finally, SBRS are often computationally more complex than traditional recom-
menders. Therefore, the evaluation of SBRS should also discuss the time and space
complexity of the methods and report running times for typical training data sets so
that the scalability can be assessed.

4.2 Evaluation of Reinforcement Learning Approaches

The offline evaluation of recommender systems based on traditional supervised
learning algorithms assumes the independence between interactions and recom-
mendations: a user’s future interactions with items are not influenced by the
recommendations provided to the user, but only by the items in the catalog.

The assumption is not valid anymore when evaluating recommender systems
based on reinforcement learning, as the algorithm (agent) is updated based on both
the interactions (reward) from the user (environment) at the current time stamp and
the recommended items (context, or impressions) at the previous time stamp [114].

Because of the interactive nature of reinforcement learning algorithms, the best
way to do an unbiased evaluation is to run the algorithm online on live data, e.g.,
with A/B testing. However, in practice, this approach is seldom feasible.

Therefore, the offline evaluation of session-based reinforcement learning
approaches requires to simulate an online environment in which users dynamically
interact with the system whenever a new set of recommendations is presented.
However, creating a simulator itself might introduces bias in the results, making
the evaluation unreliable [63]. The problem arises because datasets are collected by
presenting items to users by using a logging policy (i.e., a recommender system,
either personalized or non-personalized,) which is different from the one under test.
This leads to the off-policy policy evaluation problem in reinforcement learning
further discussed in Sect. 4.5.2.

One solution is to apply the replayer method, as described in [96, 114]: each user
interaction in the historical dataset is replayed to the algorithm under evaluation.
If the item recommended by the algorithm under test is identical to the one in
the historical dataset, this item is considered as an impression to the user and the
reward can be computed. The replayer method is unbiased under the assumption
that interactions in the dataset were collected by providing users with random
recommendations. However, this assumption is unrealistic in most session-based
datasets.

Biases in the results obtained with the replayer method can be removed by using
off-policy estimators, such as the Inverse Propensity Score used in [32]. However,
this comes at the cost of increased variance in the results.

RecoGym, presented recently in [93], is an alternative reinforcement learning
simulator that can be used also for session-based recommendations. RecoGym
allows to simulate sessions containing both organic interactions (i.e., interactions
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not affected by recommendations) and bandit interactions (inspired by bandit
algorithms), thus allowing for a fine control of the trade-off between variance and
bias in the evaluation.

4.3 Datasets

Datasets suitable for benchmarking SBRS algorithms must satisfy two require-
ments: (1) interactions must be ordered in time (eventually with an absolute
time-stamp) and (2) interactions must be grouped into usage sessions. Note that
differently from the more traditional top-N recommendation task, datasets for SBRS
do not necessarily need to map interactions to users.

In recent years, a number of datasets to benchmark SBRS algorithms have
become available to researchers. Table 3 shows the characteristics of a (non-
exhaustive) set of public datasets used in existing works.

Very few datasets (e.g., JD, Microsoft Web Data, Delicious and 30Music)
associate sessions with users and, as such, can be used to evaluate both session-
aware and session-based recommender systems. Most of the datasets do not
associate sessions with users. For these datasets, the assumption is that each session
corresponds to a unique user. These datasets therefore cannot be used to evaluate
session-aware algorithms. Only a few datasets, such as the Diginetica dataset,
provide a partial mapping between sessions and users. Most of the datasets provide
multiple types of interactions. For instance, the Diginetica dataset contains views,
clicks and purchases; the 30Music datasets contains play events and ratings.

Note that in Table 3, we only list datasets where the interactions are already
organized into sessions. We omit datasets in which interactions are time-ordered but

Table 3 Examples of publicly available datasets for session-based recommendation

Dataset Domain Users Items Interactions Sessions Reference

Diginetica EC – 134M 4,3M 574K [25]

ACM RecSys challenge
2015

EC – 38K 34M 9.5M [88]

AVITO EC – 4K 767K 32K [9]

RetailRocket EC – 417K 2.8M 1.4M [9]

JD EC 810K 240K 11M 2.7M [53]

Microsoft web data Web 40K 8K 68K 37K [78]

Delicious Web 8.8K 3.3K 60K 45K [23]

NYC taxi dataset POI – 299 – 670K [82]

Art of the mix Music – 218K – 29K [7]

30Music Music 40K 5.6M 31M 2.7M [1, 110]

Spotify sequential skip
prediction

Music – 3.7M – 150M [12, 108]

EC: E-commerce, Web: Web browsing; POI: Point of Interest
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not organized into sessions. For these datasets, some pre-processing logic can be
applied to create sessions through heuristics, which, however, makes the comparison
of different research works more challenging. Furthermore, the chosen heuristics
that determine if two interactions belong to the same usage session have to be
chosen with care. In the e-commerce domain, for example, we might consider two
interactions with a 30-minute gap between them as belonging to different sessions.
This gap might, however, be inappropriate in another application. A user of a video-
on-demand service might, for example, watch a number of episodes from the same
series back to back. In this case, there might be no interactions by the user for more
than 30 minutes while the episode is played. Still, the interactions happening after
this episode should be part of the same session.

Finally, in some research works, we observe that time-stamped user-item inter-
action data, like the MovieLens or Netflix datasets, are used to evaluate SBRS.
These datasets are however not suitable for the task, e.g., because the time stamps
do not correspond to the time of watching a movie but to the point in time when the
rating was submitted, which can be hours, weeks, or years after the interaction. The
prediction would therefore refer to the question which item a user will rate next,
which is typically not in the focus of SBRS research.

4.4 User-Centric Evaluation of Session-Based
Recommendations

Offline evaluations, as discussed so far, have their limitations. Importantly, they
cannot inform us about the quality perception by users, e.g., if the recommendations
were truly considered useful, if they helped to discover something new, reduced the
choice difficulty, or increased the users’ satisfaction with the system.

User-centric evaluation approaches in the form of controlled randomized exper-
iments are not uncommon in the recommender systems literature in general.
Studies like the one in [26] often analyze various quality factors of recommender
systems in parallel and, for example, investigate the relationships between quality
dimensions such as perceived commendation accuracy, novelty, or diversity. While
such user studies usually seek to answer very specific research questions, certain
quality dimensions are often common across these dimensions. Pu et al. [84]
and Knijnenburg et al. [57] have therefore put forward two alternative general
frameworks for user-centric evaluation. These frameworks are not limited to aspects
regarding the recommendation algorithms themselves (e.g., regarding accuracy,
diversity, and novelty), but also include questions related to the perceived quality
of the human-computer interaction and the usefulness of the system as a whole.

In the context of session-based recommendation approaches, the number of user
studies and field studies is still very limited. The outcomes of a field study of
deploying recommendations of the style “Customers who bought . . . also bought” in
the context of a reference item are reported in [60, 61]. The studies revealed, among
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other aspects, that purchase-based consumption patterns are far more effective than
view-based patterns, or that recommender systems of that type can lead to a decrease
in sales diversity over time.

Recently, differences between alternative session-based recommendation strate-
gies were explored through user studies in [55] and [70]. In both studies, the
application domain was that of music recommendations. The question analyzed in
these studies is how playlist continuations, as produced by session-based recom-
mendation algorithms, were perceived by users along different quality dimensions.
Moreover, both studies tried to shed light on the question to what extent accuracy
results obtained in offline experiments correlate with such quality dimensions.

In [55], 277 study participants were presented with a number of four-item
playlists, and for each playlist five alternative continuations were provided. The
playlists were previously created and shared by users on different music platforms
and originally consisted of at least five tracks. One main task of the participants was
to rank the five alternatives in terms of their suitability as a continuation. Four of the
alternative continuations were computed with the help of different session-based
algorithms, and one was the true continuation of the original playlist.

The study led to three main insights. First, the study indicated that it is
meaningful to rely on user-created playlists as a “gold standard” for offline
evaluations, because the true but hidden continuations were often considered as
highly appropriate. Second, it turned out that a hybrid algorithm that considered
music metadata was not only favorable in terms of offline accuracy, but was also
considered to lead to better continuations according to the users’ perceptions. This
confirms that offline results were at least to some extent indicative of the users’
quality perceptions. Finally, the study also revealed some possible limitations of
user-centric evaluations. In particular, it turned out that participants had a tendency
to consider tracks as good continuations when they already knew them before the
experiment, see also [68] for a discussion of such familiarity effects.

A different study setup for evaluating session-based recommendations was used
in [70]. Here, 250 participants were interacting with an online radio service, which
was created for the purpose of the study. The participants were first asked to select
a start track for the radio, based on which playlists were generated by different
algorithms using a between-subjects design. Five different algorithms were used,
including three conceptually simple ones, GRU4Rec as a representative of neural
techniques, and the recommendations returned from Spotify’s API. The participants
could then skip or like individual tracks and answered a post-task questionnaire.

The main outcomes can be summarized as follows. First, it was found that
conceptually simple methods often led to playlists that the participants liked more
than those of more complex approaches. Again, an offline evaluation was also
partly indicative of this result. Second, however, it was found that the choice of the
optimization goal matters. The tracks played by the simple association rule method,
as described above, received many like statements, but the radio station itself was
considered to be less attractive than others. Third, the recommendations returned
from Spotify’s API led to very low performance results in an offline experiment, but
the radio station was nonetheless highly rated by the participants. The responses in
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the questionnaires indicate that the capability of Spotify’s algorithm to help users
discover interesting tracks contribute to the perceived quality of the recommenda-
tions.

Overall, user studies can—as the discussed examples show—help address impor-
tant research questions that cannot be answered through pure offline evaluation
approaches. Clearly, user studies can also have their limitations, e.g., regarding
the representativeness of the participants of the study. Nonetheless, they are an
important instrument that can help us understand if accuracy improvements in
offline experiments really lead to better recommendations as perceived by users.

4.5 Limitations of Current Research

Current research, as mentioned above, is largely based on offline evaluations, and
many papers are published each year that propose increasingly more complex
methods for the recommendation task. Estimating the true value that would be
achieved when using such methods in real-world environments however remains
challenging for at least two reasons. First, methodological issues in applied machine
learning can easily lead to progress that is actually very limited [27]. Second, the
basis for our evaluations, i.e., the datasets, can be “unnatural” in a sense that what
we see in the logs is affected by the circumstances and environment in which the
data was collected.

4.5.1 Methodological Issues and Limitations of Academic Research

Most published papers on recommendation algorithms are applied machine learning
works, where the goal is to demonstrate empirically that a new machine learning
model outperforms what is considered the “state-of-the-art” on certain computa-
tional measures like Precision or Recall. One problem of this research approach is
that there is no exact definition what represents the state-of-the-art (i.e., the baselines
in a comparative evaluation). Furthermore, when researchers provide empirical
evidence for the superiority of their method, they have some degrees of freedom with
respect to the experimental configuration, e.g., regarding the choice of the datasets
or the evaluation metric. Finally, another phenomenon observed in the literature is
that researchers often invest much effort in fine-tuning their own new model, but
do not do the same for the baselines. As a result, it can turn out that the claimed
improvements “don’t add up” [6], and that newer methods are actually not better
than long-known techniques if these are properly tuned. Such problems, which are
not new [6], can be found in the recommender systems literature [27, 91], in related
areas such as information retrieval [118], and in more distant fields such as time-
series forecasting [75].

In the area of session-based recommendation, related phenomena were observed.
In [45] and [69], it was for example shown that nearest neighbor techniques are often
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competitive or even outperform a widely-used RNN-based technique as well as
other sequential recommendation approaches. In subsequent works [71, 72], twelve
algorithms—six neural and six non-neural ones—were compared under identical
conditions on several datasets. Again, it turned out that in the majority of the
examined cases the neural methods were outperformed by conceptually simple
methods. Interestingly, many of the more recent papers do not consider such simpler
baselines, even though they are not only competitive in terms of performance,
but also have other advantages such as the possibility to incrementally update the
database.

Like argued in [27, 28] it is therefore important to consider baselines from
different algorithm families, and not just methods of a certain type, e.g., deep
learning based approaches, and to optimize these baselines in a systematic way.
Furthermore, it was observed in [27, 28] that reproducibility of published research
in recommender systems is not very high, which is also a factor that hampers
progress. Therefore, to ensure progress also in session-based recommendation, it
is important that researchers share the data and the software artifacts that they
used in their empirical evaluations, including all pieces of code used in the
evaluation pipeline, from pre-processing, over data splitting, model learning, and
evaluation. A corresponding open-source framework for the evaluation of session-
based recommender systems called SESSION-REC7 was made available in [71].

Finally, it is worth pointing out that the offline evaluation practices used in
academia represent only a subset of the dimensions and domains on which machine
learning algorithms are evaluated in practice. While offline evaluation can be helpful
when benchmarking machine learning algorithms under well defined experimental
conditions, it can only provide a partial view of their characteristics. In particular,
it is not always clear if the obtained results generalize beyond the controlled
environment that was used in the evaluation. Session-based recommenders are no
exception to this rule. Besides a potential offline-online mismatch discussed in
Sect. 4.4, the different families of session-based recommenders described above
exploit certain types of inductive biases in the data, like any machine learning
algorithm. Examples of inductive biases are the sequentiality of user actions which
is exploited by RNN-based models, or the notion of similarity between user sessions
in nearest-neighbor techniques. The effectiveness of each method is ultimately
strongly based on the presence of such inductive biases in the scenario (dataset)
under study [79]. It is therefore advisable to test different families of algorithms in
order to truly understand what method works best for the task at hand.

4.5.2 Potential Biases in Datasets

More and more datasets are nowadays available for conducting offline experiments,
as discussed in Sect. 4. However, often little is known about the environment and

7 https://github.com/rn5l/session-rec.

https://github.com/rn5l/session-rec
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circumstances in which the data was collected. The specific circumstances can,
however, have a significant impact on what we observe in the logs. For example,
when data is collected on an e-commerce site, at least some interactions may be
the result of an advertisement campaign or the effect of a temporary discount
[113]. Some clicks or purchase actions may also be triggered by an already existing
recommendation system. Likewise, in the music domain, the listening logs that are
obtained from Last.fm [1], might be the result of what was played by an automated
radio station.

An analysis of an e-commerce log dataset in [51] revealed that about every
hundredth view action in the logs originated from a click on a recommendation.
More importantly, however, such clicks on recommendations very often led to
purchases afterwards, and these purchases were often related to items that were
currently discounted or generally trending on the store.

As a result, when models are trained on such datasets, they will eventually
reflect these biases, and we might for example end up in re-constructing—at least
to a certain extent—the logic of a recommender system or effects of a marketing
campaign that took place during the data collection period. Therefore, the trained
models might be not as effective as expected when they are deployed in practice.

In recent years, different approaches were put forward to deal with such
problems. Possible countermeasures include the use of evaluation metrics that take
such biases into account or mechanisms that aim to “de-bias” the data [14, 101, 113].
To end up with more realistic offline evaluations, i.e., evaluations that are more
predictive of the online success than current evaluation procedures, different
proposals were also made in the context of off-policy learning in reinforcement
learning and bandit-based recommendation approaches that aim at answering to the
counterfactual question “How would the system have performed under a different
recommender?” The main idea is that of learning a model from the logged feedback
and using it to correct the data biases when training the new model. One of
the mostly used techniques is Inverse Propensity Scoring (IPS), which assigns a
probability to every user action (u, i) under the logging policy π0, i.e., the unknown
policy that generated the data, and re-weights the reward of each action taken by the
policy π of the recommender system with weight w(i|u) = π(i|u)

π0(i|u)
. It can be proven

that, under reasonable assumptions, the weighting function leads to an unbiased
estimator over the biased data [11].

Researchers have extended IPS in several ways, by e.g., computing better
estimates of the weights in conditions of high variance through normalization and
capping [102], or by applying it to complex recommendation scenarios like slate
recommendation [103]. More recently off-policy correction was also employed to
correct biases in sequences of user actions [17, 67].
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5 Future Directions

Despite the increased research interest in SBRS in recent years, a number of
questions and challenges remain open, in particular ones that go beyond algorithmic
questions.

5.1 Algorithmic Improvements: Considering More Types of
Data

In terms of algorithmic approaches, we identify the following main areas where
more research is required: (1) the integration of long-term preferences, (2) the
inclusion of item meta-data and context, and, (3) the consideration of temporal
aspects.

The majority of today’s algorithmic proposals focus on situations, where no
long-term preference information about the current user is available. While it
is often much more important to quickly adapt to the user’s current interests
[47], considering the user’s past interests can be beneficial as well. The number
of corresponding proposals to build such session-aware recommender systems
is however still comparably small, and one of the main challenges is to decide
how strongly past sessions should be considered in general or in a given session.
Some recent model-based and neural approaches are, for example, purely based on
collaborative information and the observed user behavior such as purchases or item
views [83, 85]; see [59] for a performance comparison. Other approaches in addition
try to leverage additional information in the recommendation process. This can both
include information about the items [47] and other types of knowledge, e.g., about
the social network of the users [50].

The use of side information, see also Chap. “Semantics and Content-Based
Recommendations”, in general appears to be a promising research direction,
independent of the question if the long-term preferences are considered or not. In
some ways, while numerous model-based approaches were proposed in recent years,
the progress that is achieved with pure collaborative models can appear limited [71].
A few methods exist that incorporate side information to build a hybrid system,
see e.g., [24, 40] for neural approaches or [107] for an earlier approach based on
Markov models. In particular deep learning based techniques seem promising here
due to their ability to learn complex relationships and interactions in heterogeneous
data. A number of opportunities exist in this context, in particular when new datasets
become available that contain detailed item information, e.g., in the news domain
[24], or when additional information about the users’ behavior can be used, e.g., in
terms of their navigation or search activities, see [20].

Explicit knowledge about the user’s context, e.g., the current time or weather, is
another type of information that has not been considered much so far in session-
based recommendation. Ample evidence exists that considering the user’s current
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context can be essential to create meaningful recommendations; cf. Chap. “Context-
Aware Recommender Systems: From Foundations to Recent Developments”. To
our knowledge, [100] is the only method that exploits contextual information for
general sequence-based recommendation based on RNNs. Context information can
be relevant both in session-based and session-aware scenarios. In session-based
recommendation, where there is little known about the user at the beginning of
the session, context information like the time of the day or what is currently
trending in a certain geographical area can be helpful starting points to deal with
the extreme cold-start situation. In session-aware scenarios, context information can
be helpful to better guess the current user’s intent and to correspondingly base the
recommendations on past sessions of the user that match this assumed intent. In
the domain of music recommendation for example, users might sometimes be open
to explore something new, while on other days they might prefer to listen to their
favorite tracks from the past [56]. Here, context information therefore might help to
decide on which types of items the recommender system should focus on.

To what extent such past interests are relevant in a given situation can also
depend on other temporal aspects [51, 86]. In some domains, we might, for example,
observe an interest drift over time, and users might not be interested in things
anymore they liked in the past. In other domains, like for the recommendation of
consumables, we can often observe repeat purchases. In this context, recommender
systems can act as reminders, and a crucial question in such a setting relates to
the best point in time to remind the user. Finally, in certain domains it might be
helpful to consider seasonal aspects in particular when long-term preferences are
available which are not relevant in the current season and which therefore should
not be considered.

5.2 Improving the Evaluation Methodology

Given the mentioned limitations of today’s research practice, a change in terms of
how we evaluate session-based recommender systems is needed. Such extensions
of our research practice should include (1) better reproducibility of research results
and progress, (2) a stronger focus on the user perception and impact of session-
based recommendations, and (3) the consideration of alternative offline procedures
that consider the perspective of multiple stakeholders and potential biases in the
data.

Regarding reproducibility and progress in recommender systems research, some
recent works point out in the area of traditional “top-n” reproducibility is actually
not high, with less than 40% of papers published at top-level conferences being
reproducible “with reasonable effort” [27]. Moreover, almost all of these repro-
ducible works were not to be better in terms of prediction accuracy than long-known
and much simpler methods. A similar phenomenon can be observed in the literature
on session-based recommendation, where many papers report progress over the
state-of-the-art, but these improvements do not add up [71]. Future research that
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is based on offline experiments therefore must follow more rigid rules regarding
reproducibility and the choice and optimization of the baselines.

In terms of the evaluation approach, more research is required regarding the user
perception of session-based recommender systems and the impact that different
algorithms have on user behavior. User studies as the ones described in Sect. 4 help
us learn about user perceptions and intentions and they can help us contrast offline
experimental results with these observations. Ultimately, however, such studies to
some extent remain proxies to assess how recommender systems would impact users
“in the wild”. There is no doubt that recommender systems in general can generate
substantial business value for providers [33, 44], but only limited academic research
so far exists that explores the effects of session-based recommendations on user
behavior, e.g., in terms of click-through-rates as in [30].

Clearly, it is typically not possible for academic researchers to test their proposals
in the real world through A/B tests. The works reported in [22] and [30], as well
as other previous studies, indicate that there is a gap between offline and online
performance. Often, the algorithms that work well according to computational
metrics in an offline setting, do not lead to the best results in terms of the business
value in reality. We are therefore in need of improved offline evaluation strategies
and metrics, in particular ones that (1) are better suited to predict the online
success of different algorithms [76], (2) consider the value perspective of multiple
stakeholders [2], and (3) look at longitudinal effects of recommender [123].
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Adversarial Recommender Systems:
Attack, Defense, and Advances

Vito Walter Anelli, Yashar Deldjoo, Tommaso Di Noia, and Felice
Antonio Merra

1 Introduction

Machine learning (ML) models are increasingly deployed in online systems due to
their ability to generalize on new data. In recommender systems (RS), latent factor
models (LFM), such as matrix factorization (MF), are among the most prominent
ML techniques that have been utilized in various recommendation settings. From an
algorithmic point-of-view, these models try to find latent factors of users and items
whose interactions can explain an unknown preference. Nearly three decades of
research on RS has resulted in various recommendation models that aim to exploit
the user interaction data and side-information [39, 86] to improve recommendation
performance accuracy and beyond-accuracy aspect [58]. Notwithstanding their great
success, inherent to machine-learned algorithms, lies the fundamental assumption
of data stationarity, that is, both the training data and test data are sampled
from a similar (and possibly unknown) distribution [17]. In an adversarial setting,
however, an intelligent and adaptive attacker may deliberately manipulate data—
thereby violating the stationarity assumption—aiming to undermine RS operation
and compromise the system’s integrity. As RS are adopted in many life-affecting
decision-making scenarios, this vulnerability raises several issues whether ML-
based techniques can be safely adopted in different recommendation scenarios or
if they must (and can) be redesigned to exhibit desired security behavior to be
trustworthy in the face of aggressive provocation from determined attackers.
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Table 1 Different categories of attacks and example research in each case

Attack type Example research

Hand-engineered shilling attacks

• Attack by leveraging interaction data [61, 76]

• Attack by exploiting semantic data [4]

• Studying the impact of data characteristics on shilling attacks [38]

• Detection and defense of shilling attack [2, 15, 20, 21, 117, 118]

Machine-learned data poisoning optimization

• Factorization-based models [31, 34, 45, 56, 57, 64, 67, 92]

• Reinforcement Learning models [23, 88, 115]

• Other recommendation models [32, 44, 108]

• Defense [67]

Adversarial machine-learned attacks

• Adversarial perturbations on model parameters [42, 55, 110]

• Adversarial perturbation on content data [5, 7, 75, 93]

• Defense, robustification, and evaluation [10, 55, 93]

Security of RS has been studied in two different contexts in the history of
RS research in the last three decades, the one related to hand-crafted shilling
attacks since 2000 [19, 38, 89], the other one to machine-learned adversarial
attacks starting from 2016 [34, 55, 115]. A third and recently emerging area is
also ML-based approaches for shilling attacks [44, 64], which are, to some degree,
similar to adversarial attacks from the viewpoint of using ML-learned techniques
to alter the recommendation performance with minimal data variations. Shilling
attacks utilize the similarity patterns between users’ rating profiles and manually
injected fake rating patterns identical to those already in the system such that it
can push the desired item into the recommendation list of users (push attack) or
recommend non-relevant items to create a mistrust on a system (nuke attack). In
contrast, attacks based on adversarial machine learning (AML) focus on learning
additive perturbations, that once injected into the data they can manipulate data
stationary assumption and alter the recommendation results toward an engineered
and often malicious outcome [37, 41]. Table 1 summarizes attack types with some
corresponding references.

Despite the similarities between ML classification and recommendation learning
tasks, there are considerable differences/challenges in adversarial attacks on RS
compared with ML and the degree to which the subject has been studied in the
respective communities:

• Poisoning vs. adversarial attack. As we said before, in the beginning, the main
focus of the RS research community has been on hand-engineered fake user
profiles (a.k.a. shilling attacks) against rating-based CF [38]. Given a URM with
n real users and m items, the goal of a shilling attack is to augment a fraction of
malicious users �αn% (�.% is the floor operation) to the URM (α � 1) in which
each malicious use profile can contain ratings to a maximum number of C items.
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The ultimate goal is to harvest recommendation outcomes toward an illegitimate
benefit, e.g., pushing some targeted items into the top-K list of users for market
penetration. Shilling attacks against RS had established literature, and their
development face two main milestones: the first one—since the early 2000s—
where the literature was focused on building hand-crafted fake profiles whose
rating assignment follow different strategy according to random, popular, love-
hate, bandwagon attacks among others [52]; the second research direction started
in 2016 when the first ML-optimized attack was proposed by Li et al., [64] on
factorization-based RS. This work reviews a novel type of data poisoning attack
that applies the adversarial learning paradigm for generating poisoning input
data. Nonetheless, given their significant impact against modern recommendation
models, the research works focusing on machine-learned adversarial attacks
against RS have recently received considerable attention from the research
community.

• CF vs. classification models. Attacks against classification tasks focus on enforc-
ing the wrong prediction of individual instances in the data. In RS, however, the
mainstream attacks rely on CF principles, i.e., mining similarities in opinions of
like-minded users to compute recommendations. This interdependence between
users and items can, on the one hand, improve robustness of CF, since predictions
depend on a group of instances, not on an individual one and, on the other hands,
may cause cascade effects, where attacks on a single user may impact other
neighbor users [34].

• Granularity and application type. Adversarial examples created, e.g., for image
classification tasks, are empowered based on a continuous real-valued representa-
tion of image data (i.e., pixel values), but in RS, the raw values are user/item IDs
and ratings that are discrete. Perturbing these discrete entities is infeasible since it
may lead to changing the input semantics, e.g., loosely speaking applying ID+δ

can result in a new user ID. Therefore, existing adversarial attacks in the field of
ML are not transferable to the RS problems trivially. Furthermore, in the context
of Computer Vision (CV)—attacks against images—the perturbations often need
to be “human-imperceptible” or “inconspicuous” (i.e., may be visible but not
suspicious) [104]. How we can capture these nuances for designing attacks in RS
remains an open challenge.

In the following, we present the outline of the current book chapter: in Sect. 2, we
present foundation concepts to adversarial machine learning (AML) by presenting
the common goal of empirical risk minimization (ERM) in supervised learning ML
task, contrast it with the adversarial perceptive and present the countermeasure
strategies. Afterward, we review the widely adopted attack and defense strategies
built on top of the ERM problem. Then, in Sect. 3, we present state of the art in
adversarial attack and defense against recommendation models. We also present
machine-learned data poisoning attacks. In Sect. 4, we present evaluation protocols
of adversarial attacks and defenses in recommendation tasks. Finally, in Sect. 5, we
conclude the book chapter and summarize new arising challenges.
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Please also note that the previous edition of this book contained a chapter named
“Robust collaborative recommendation” [19] that is at some level relevant to the
current book chapter since both address security issues in RS. However, in [19] the
focus is on hand-crafted shilling attacks, whereas in the current book chapter, we
focus primarily on modern machine-learned attacks based on the AML paradigm.

2 Foundations

Adversarial attacks were first investigated in 2013 in [90] by Szegedy et al. They
discovered that, given an image, when added some carefully selected perturbations
that are barely perceptible to the human eye, a well-trained deep neural network
(DNN) could misclassify the adversarial image with high confidence. For instance,
the attacker may perturb pixels of a pandas image not to be perceived by a human
observer and obtain gibbon as the classification result with high confidence. These
outcomes were strikingly stunning since it was expected that state-of-the-art DNNs
generalize well on unknown data and do not alter the class of a given test image that
is marginally perturbed using a cheap analytical approach. Szegedy et al. coined
the term ‘adversarial examples’ and presented an optimization-based system using
box-constrained L-BFGS to learn such perturbations. At this time, it was believed,
as suggested by Szegedy et al., that non-linearity of neural networks is the main
reason for their adversarial vulnerability.

A year later, Goodfellow et al. [50] proposed a counterintuitive hypothesis,
informing linearity of neural networks—instead of their non-linearity—as the main
reason for adversarial behavior. This claim, which is commonly known as the
‘linearity hypothesis’ in the literature, was supported by the fact that the design
of neural networks intentionally encourages linear behavior, especially when using
activation functions like Relu MaxOut. In other words, although these functions
make the models theoretically non-linear, they are trained to function in the linear
region of the activation function to counter phenomenons like the vanishing of
gradients. To support this hypothesis, the authors demonstrated that the FGSM
attack that worked based on the linearity assumption of neural networks was
sufficient to fool deep neural networks, supporting their argument that neural
networks behave like a linear classifier.

As attack strategies introduced in this chapter work primarily on classification
tasks, we discuss the foundation concepts for a classification problem to keep this
chapter self-contained. In a classical supervised learning setting, we are given a
paired training dataset D = {(xi , yi)}ni=1 where xi ∈ X ⊆ Rd is a feature vector
in the input space X and yi ∈ Y is the corresponding label in some output space
Y. For instance, in binary classification Y is binary and used as Y = {−1,+1}.
Each pair in D is assumed to be generated i.i.d.1 from an unknown distribution P ,

1 Independent and identically distributed (i.i.d).
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i.e., (x, y) ∼ P . We also assume that we are given a suitable loss function L(., .),
for instance the cross-entropy loss for a neural network. The goal is to find a good
candidate function f (x; θ) that minimizes the following empirical risk

min
θ

E(x,y)∼P L(f (x; θ), y) (1)

where E(x,y)∼P is commonly termed expected risk of the classifier, θ is the model
parameter and y is the class label for the input sample x. As P it is often unknown,
we use D in order to learn the suitable candidate function f (x, θ). The training
objective function can be formulated as the following optimization problem,

min
θ

∑

(xi ,yi )∈D
L(f (xi; θ), yi) (2)

where f (xi; θ) and yi are the predicted and class label for the sample i.

2.1 Adversarial Perspective

Empirical risk minimization (ERM) has been found a powerful means to tune
classifiers with small population risk. Regretfully, ERM is not capable of producing
models that are robust against adversarially crafted samples. In an adversarial
setting, we can define a general form of the objective for adversarial attacks based
on Eq. 2, which aims to force a trained model to make a wrong prediction under
a minimal perturbation budget. The problem of adversarial attacks can be formally
stated as follows.

Definition 1 Given a learned classifier f (x; θ) and an instance from the dataset
(x, y) ∈ D, the attacker takes the sample x and produces an adversarial version
xadv = x + δ such that f (xadv; θ) �= f (x; θ). The attacker aims to do this within
a minimal perturbation budget, i.e., ‖δ‖p ≤ ε where ‖.‖p is the p-norm. The
attacker’s objective can then be formally stated as follows,

arg max
δ

L(f (x+ δ; θ), y), s.t., ‖δ‖p ≤ ε, (3)

where ε is the perturbation budget, typically chosen as a small value.
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2.2 Taxonomy of Adversarial Attacks

There have been several proposals to categorize attacks against ML algorithms.
The most prominent categorization is based on the following dimensions: timing,
knowledge, and goal. We use these dimensions as the basis to distill the main
characteristics of adversarial attacks and introduce a taxonomy of attack systems
that highlights the various aspects of this area.

2.2.1 Attack’s Timing

The first crucial aspect in modeling attacks is when they occur in the learning
pipeline of the ML system. This consideration gives rise to a dichotomy, which is
central to attacks on ML models: attacks on models—or, more precisely, decisions
made by the learned model—and attacks on algorithms, occurring before model
training by modifying part of the training data used for training [98]. These two
categories are respectively known as evasive and data poisoning attacks:

• Evasive attack: The attacks aim to avoid detection—or evade the decisions made
by the learned model, thus the name evasive—by directly manipulating malicious
test samples. Therefore, these attacks occur after the ML model is trained or in
the inference (test) phase. The model is fixed, and the attacker cannot alter the
model parameter or structure.

• Poisoning attack: These attacks happen before the ML model is trained. The
attacker can add false data points (or poisons) into the model training data,
causing the trained model to produce an erroneous prediction. Poisoning attacks
have been explored in the literature for a variety of tasks [98], such as (1) attacks
on binary classification for tasks such as label flipping or against kernelized
SVM, (2) attacks on unsupervised learning such as clustering and anomaly
detection and, (3) attacks on matrix completion task in RS.

2.2.2 Attacker’s Knowledge

When modeling attacks, the second important consideration is what–or how much–
information the adversary has about the learning model, the algorithm, or the
training data they aim to attack. This distinction leads to the following classification:
white-box, black-box, and gray-box attacks.

1. Perfect-knowledge (PK) adversary: A perfect-knowledge (or white-box) adver-
sary assumes that the attacker has precise information about the learned model
(the actual classifier), including, e.g., the features, the learning algorithm, hyper-
parameters, among others. The adversary can subsequently adjust the attack
strategy to account for the defense. In the field of cybersecurity, it has been
shown that assuming attacker having no knowledge—or security by obscurity—
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is ineffective [35]; on the opposite hand, if a defender can be robust to PK
attacks, it will surely be robust to more knowledge-limited attacks; thus these
threat models offer natural reasons for consideration. Therefore, a PK attack is
the most potent possible threat model.

2. Limited-knowledge (LK) adversary: A limited-knowledge (or gray-box)
adversary has some, albeit incomplete, level of knowledge about the system
under attack. For instance, the attacker may know the classifier (or its type) or
the training data used, but not simultaneously. However, it is assumed that the
adversary can collect and build a surrogate dataset D′ = {x′i , y′i}ni=1 from the
same distribution p from which D was drawn. This dataset can be used to train
a classifier that should be similar to the actual defender in place [46].

3. Zero-knowledge (ZK) adversary: A zero-knowledge (or black-box) adversary
has no information about the learned model or the algorithm used by the learner
before developing the attack.

For clarification, we present a simplifying description of the above threat models
for adversarial attacks, given by Biggio et al. in [16]. Let f be a learned unsecured
model and d a detector component, for instance a classifier for anomaly detection,
implemented to secure f . Possible scenarios for the previous classification are
depicted below:

1. A PK attacker gets full knowledge of the victim model f and its security granted
by the detector d, knows the model parameters of d, and uses this information to
craft adversarial samples to evade d and corrupt f .

2. A LK attacker is aware f is being secured with a detection component d, knows
the training scheme of both models, but his knowledge is limited by a denied
access to the detector and the victim model (or the exact training data). In this
scenario, the adversary may not be able to craft effective samples that thoroughly
address his malicious goal.

3. A ZK adversary is assumed to generate adversarial examples to attack the
unsecured model f being not aware that a detector d is in place. d will
successfully protect f if it can detect and reject all the adversarial samples.

2.2.3 Attacker’s Goals

While the attacker’s objective to execute an attack on ML systems may encompass
a broad spectrum of possible goals, we can distill attacks into two major classes in
terms of the attacker’s goals: targeted attacks and untargeted (reliability) attacks.
In both attack types, the attacker’s main attempt is to maximize mistakes in the
learning algorithm’s decisions with respect to the ground truth.

Definition 2 (Targeted Adversarial Attack) Given a trained classifier f (x; θ) and
a test instance from the dataset x0 ∈ D where f (x0; θ) = y0, the goal of the attacker
is to apply a change in the label for x0 to a specific target label yT �= y0, known as
misclassification label. We can formulate the problem as
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min
δ

‖δ‖

s.t.: f (x0 + δ; θ) = yT

(4)

Note that for images, a second constraint such as x0+ δ ∈ [0, 1]n is used, to impose
a value-clipping constraint, where its goal is to bound the adversarial samples
into a predefined range so that the perturbation remains human-imperceptible.
Alternatively, the above problem can be expressed in an unconstrained optimization
problem formulation

min
δ:‖δ‖≤ε

L(f (x0 + δ; θ), yT ) (5)

One can note that in this case, the attacker aims to minimize the loss between
adversarial prediction and the misclassification label yT .

Definition 3 (Untargeted Attack) The goal of the attacker in untargeted attack is
to induce any misclassfication, such that

min
δ

‖δ‖

s.t.: f (x0 + δ; θ) �= y0

(6)

where x0 ∈ D is a test instance and y0 is the true class label, such that f (x0; θ) =
y0. Similarly, here also we can formulate the untargeted adversarial attack as an
unconstrained optimization problem where the goal of the attacker is to maximize
the loss between the adversarial term and y0

max
δ:‖δ‖≤ε

L(f (x0 + δ; θ), y0) (7)

2.3 Adversarial Robustness: A Unified View of Adversarial
Attacks and Defenses

In this section, we aim to study the adversarial defenses of ML systems. We start
by presenting an optimization view of adversarial defense—or more precisely
adversarial robustness—through the lens of robust optimization and use a min-max
problem formulation to capture the notion of security against adversarial attacks
in a principled manner. This formulation allows us to be precise about the type
of security guarantee we would like to achieve, i.e., the broad class of attacks we
want to resist. The empirical risk minimization (ERM) formulation introduced in
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Eq. 1 does not yield models that are robust against adversarial examples. To reliably
train models that are robust to adversarial attacks, it is necessary to redefine the
ERM paradigm appropriately. In adversarial supervised learning, we assume that the
adversary can modify training data distribution in a particular manner. For example,
the adversary can adjust the input feature vectors to cause prediction errors.

Definition 4 (Adversarial Empirical Risk Minimization (AERM)) Given a
trained classifier f (x; θ) and a test instance sampled from the distribution
(x, y) ∼ P that the classifier has been trained on, the attack model xadv = Af (x; θ)

takes x ∈ R
d and projects it into data in the adversarial target set Z ⊂X×Y aimed

at increasing the prediction loss. The resulting AERM problem can be formulated
as

min
θ

p(θ), where p(θ) = E(x,y)∼P [max
xadv

L(Af (x; θ), y) |(x, y) ∈ Z] (8)

where θ ∈ R
d is the model parameter associated with f . The most commonly

studied attack model so far is the additive adversarial perturbation in the form
xadv = x + δ, where δ ∈ S ⊆ R

d is the adversarial perturbation taken from the
allowed adversarial set S. In addition, since P is unknown, therefore we use the
training dataset D = {(xi , yi)}ni=1 as a proxy, thus

min
θ

p(θ), where p(θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
adversarial loss

=
∑

(xi ,yi )∈D
[ max

δ∈S
L(f (xi + δ; θ), yi) ]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
worst-case prediction loss L

(9)

commonly represented in the following min-max formulation to capture the notion
of security against adversarial attacks in a principled approach

min
θ

∑

(xi ,yi )∈D
[ max

δ:‖δ‖≤ε
L(f (xi + δ; θ), yi) ]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
worst-case loss L=optimal attack︸ ︷︷ ︸

robust classification against adversarial attack

(10)

where δ : ‖δ‖ ≤ ε represents the adversarial perturbation bounded by ε, or the
perturbation budget.

The AERM problem defined above can be viewed as a composition of an
inner maximization attack and outer minimization defensive problem. The inner
maximization is the definition of adversarial attack presented in Sect. 2.1, which
aims to find perturbation δ that maximizes the prediction loss of the model f . The
outer minimization aims to find model parameters that minimize the adversarial loss
produced by the inner attack problem or, more precisely, robust optimization using
adversarial training.
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2.4 Definition of Adversarial Attack and Countermeasure
Strategies

In this section, we aim to formally introduce and define the most prominent attack
and defense strategies used in ML systems commonly used in image classification
task. The subsequent sections will discuss the same type of attack and defense
strategies used against RS methods, with adaptation techniques to make them usable
for recommendation tasks.

2.4.1 Attack Models

Various adversarial attack methods that aim to find a non-random perturbation δ to
produce an adversarial example xadv = x+δ that can cause an erroneous prediction
(e.g., misclassification) are formally presented in this section. These attack methods
all aim to solve the inner-maximization problem in Eq. 10 or more precisely the
targeted and untargeted attack problems given by Eqs. 5 and 7.

Definition 5 (Limited-Memory Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (L-
BFGS)) The L-BFGS attack is the crucial work studied by Szegedy et al. [90],
the one that captured researchers’ attention the first time on the vulnerability of
DNNs for image recognition tasks. Its main goal is to find a minimally distorted
adversarial example based on a l2 distance using an intuitive box-constrained
optimization problem.

min
δ
‖δ‖2

2

s.t.: f (x+ δ) = yT and x+ δ ∈ [0,M]n
(11)

where n is the number of features, M is the maximum value among the pixels in the
image, and yT is the misclassification label. From an implementation point of view,
the above problem has two constraints and is hard to solve. The following equivalent
with one constraint is solved instead.

min
δ

c · ‖δ‖2
2 +L(f (x; θ), yT )

subject to x+ δ ∈ [0,M]n
(12)

the constraint x+ δ ∈ [0,M]n is addressed by utilizing a box-constrained optimizer
and a line-search that finds the best parameter c.

Definition 6 (Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM)) The FGSM attack
model [50] was originally designed to exploit the ‘linearity’ of DNNs in the
higher dimensional space. The goal of Goodfellow et al. [50] was to solve Eq. 6
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(untargeted attack) by adding arbitrary perturbation to the original clean input
with the �∞-bound constraint (i.e., ||δ||∞ ≤ ε) such that the training loss of the
target model increases, thus reducing classification confidence and improving the
likelihood of inter-class confusion. While there is no guarantee that increasing the
training loss by a certain amount will yield misclassification, this is nevertheless
a sensible direction to exercise since the prediction error of a wrongly classified
sample is, by definition, larger than the correctly classified one. The key idea in
untargeted FGSM is to use a first-order approximation of the loss function and
utilize the sign of the gradient function to construct adversarial samples for the
adversary’s target classifier f , obtaining.

xadv = x+ ε · sign('xL(f (x; θ), y)) (13)

where ε (perturbation level) represents the attack strength and 'x is the gradient of
the loss function w.r.t. input sample x, y is the correct label and sign(.) is the sign
operator. The corresponding approach for targeted FGSM [60] is

xadv = x− ε · sign('xL(f (x; θ), yT )) (14)

where yT is the target misclassification class label for sample x.

Several variants of the FGSM has been proposed in the literature [28, 104]. For
instance, the fast gradient value (FGV) method [82], which instead of using the
sign of the gradient vector in FGSM, uses the actual value of the gradient vector to
modify the adversarial change, or basic iterative method (BIM) [60] (a.k.a. iterative
FGSM) that applies FGSM attack multiple times iteratively using a small step size
and within a total acceptable input perturbation level, according to

xt+1
adv = FGSM(xt

adv) (15)

Projected gradient descent (PGD)[68] is similar to BIM attack. It starts from a
random position in the clean image neighborhood.

Definition 7 (Carlini and Wagner (CW-�0, CW-�2, CW-�∞)) Carlini and Wag-
ner is a powerful attack model for finding adversarial perturbation under three
various distance metrics (�0, �2, �∞). Its key insight is similar to L-BFGS as it
transforms the constrained optimization problem into an empirically chosen loss
function to form an unconstrained optimization problem as

min
δ

(‖δ‖pp + c · h(x+ δ, yT )
)

(16)

where h(·) is the candidate loss function.
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The C&W attack has been used with several norm-type constraints on perturbation
l0, l2, l∞ among which the l2-bound constraint has been reported to be most effective
[25, 26, 29]. The CW-�2 problem formulation for a targeted attack aiming is given
by

min
δ

(
‖xadv − x‖2

2 − c · h(xadv, yT )
)

h(xadv) = max

(
max
i �=t

Z{xadvi
} − Z{xadvt },−K

)

xadv = tanh(arctanh(x)+ δ)+ 1))

(17)

where Z(x) denotes the logit corresponding to i-th class. By increasing the
classification confidence K , the adversarial sample will be misclassified with higher
confidence.

2.4.2 Adversarial Countermeasure Strategies

From a broad perspective, the defensive mechanism against adversarial attacks can
be classified into one of the following approaches:

• Increasing robustness of learning model: These methods aim to formulate
models that can correctly classify both adversarial and clean samples. At their
heart, many of these methods attempt to create models less sensitive to irrelevant
data variations, e.g., by regularizing models to mitigate the attack surface and
bound responsiveness to samples that lie off the data manifold.

• Detection: While a robust classifier correctly labels adversarial perturbed sam-
ples, robustness may be alternatively achieved by detection of adversarial
examples. A sample that is detected as an adversarial example is rejected.

Note that a recurring hypothesis about the cause for adversarial samples is that these
examples lie off the data manifold and are sampled from a different distribution [84].
The learning model has no exposure to such off-manifold regions during training
time, and hence its behavior can be controlled arbitrarily. While robust classification
aims to map the data back to on-manifold data (e.g., natural image manifold) and
recover its actual label, the detection methods treat the problem as an anomaly
detection problem, only requiring to determine whether the input is an on-manifold
data or reject it otherwise.

Increasing Robustness of Learning Model
For what concerns the robustness of the learning model, we discuss two categories
of algorithms for classification task:

1. Robust optimization: This is a theoretically grounded framework, as it aims
to integrate robustness into learning. As such, robust optimization provides the
means to guarantee or certify robustness in a principled manner. We discuss
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adversarial training as one of the most common approaches for robust optimiza-
tion against adversarial attacks here.

2. Distillation this is a heuristic approach for making gradient-based attacks more
difficult to execute by effectively rescaling the output function to ensure that
gradients become unstable [42].

Robust Optimization and Adversarial Training
In Sect. 2.3, we presented a unified framework for adversarial attack and defense by
showing a zero-sum game between the learning model, in which we can formulate
adversarial robustness as a robust optimization problem that seeks to find a solution
for the worst-case input perturbation with respect to the set of allowed perturbation
(i.e., δ ∈ S)

min
θ

∑

(xi ,yi )∈D
max
δ∈S

L(f (xi + δ; θ), yi) (18)

where L is the loss function, f is the learning model characterized by the parameter
θ , and (xi , yi) ∈ D is a training sample. Typically ‖δ‖p ≤ ε known as the
adversarial budget is used to represent the set S where ‖·‖p is the lp norm.

Based on the above intuition, adversarial regularization, also known as adversar-
ial training (AT) was proposed by Goodfellow et al. [50] for formulating a robust
classifier. AT is a data augmentation training process, where one tries at each update
to approximately solve the inner attack problem in Eq. 18, generating adversarial
examples and injecting them into training data. Assuming worst-case loss function
to be

Lwc(f (x+ δ; θ), y) = max
δ:‖δ‖≤ε

L(f (x+ δ; θ), y)

AT utilizes Lwc as a regularization component to explicitly trade-off between
robustness (on adversarial samples) and accuracy (on non-adversarial data).

min
θ
[L(f (x; θ), y)+ λLwc(f (x; θ), y)] (19)

where 0 < λ < 1 is the regularization coefficient, controlling the amount of
trade-off. The robustness achieved by AT strongly depends on the strength of the
adversarial examples used. For instance, training on fast non-iterative attacks such
as FGSM may yield robustness against non-iterative attacks, and not against PGD
attacks [60, 85]. Madry et al. in [68] showed that training on multi-step PGD
adversaries achieves state-of-the-art robustness levels against l∞ attacks.
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Adversarial Training of BPR-MF

BPR is the state-of-the-art method for personalized ranking implicit feedbacks. The
main idea behind BPR is to maximize the distance between positively and negatively
rated items. Given the training dataset D composed of positive and negative items
for each user, and the triple (u, i, j) (user u, a positive item i and negative item j ),
the BPR objective function is defined as

LBPR(D|Θ) = arg max
Θ

∑

(u,i,j)∈D
ln σ (x̂ui(Θ)− x̂uj (Θ))− λ ‖Θ‖2 (20)

where σ is the logistic function, and x̂ui is the predicted score for user u on item
i and x̂uj is the predicted score for user u on item j ; λ ‖Θ‖2 is a regularization
method to prevent over-fitting.2 Adversarial training of BPR-MF similar to Eq. 19
can be formulated as

LAPR = min
θ

∑

(u,i,j)∈D

[LBPR(D|Θ)+ λ max
δ:‖δ‖≤ε

LBPR(D|Θ + δ)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
optimal attack model against BPR︸ ︷︷ ︸

optimal robustness preserving defensive

(21)

3 A Classification of Adversarial Attacks on Defenses of RS

The majority of the attack strategies that would be introduced in this chapter were
initially conceived in the computer vision (CV) domain for the image classification
task. Adversarial examples created for images, however, are empowered given the
continuous real-valued nature of image data, i.e., pixel values, but the input data of
recommender models are mostly discrete features (i.e., user ID, item ID, and other
categorical variables) [55]. Perturbing these discrete features by applying noise is
meaningless since it may change their semantics. Therefore, existing adversarial
attacks in the field of CV do not apply to the RS problems trivially. Instead, they are
applied at a deeper level—e.g., at the level of their intrinsic model parameters rather
than the extrinsic inputs [55].

In the current section, we adopt a pragmatic approach to classify the research
articles conducting adversarial attacks against RS and discuss each category’s attack

2 As it can be noted, BPR can be viewed as a classifier on the triple (u, i, j), where the goal of the
learner is to classify the difference x̂ui − x̂uj as correct label +1 for a positive triple sample and 0
for a negative instance.
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Fig. 1 A notional view of the possible injection adversarial perturbations on (a) users profiles,
(b) their content data, and (c) the learned model parameters. Depending on where adversarial
perturbations have been applied, different adversarial attack types, as mentioned in the upper part
of Table 2 have been proposed in the literature

and defensive strategies. Our classification entails categorization of attacks based on
their level of granularity according to:

• Adversarial perturbation of model parameters;
• Adversarial perturbation of content;
• ML-optimized data poisoning attacks.

Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the three possible points of
adversarial perturbations. While the perturbation of model parameters belongs to
evasion attacks (decision-time attacks), the URM’s perturbation and the content
data are considered poisoning attacks (data poisoning attacks) since they are added
before the model’s training. Moreover, to provide an overview, Table 2 introduces
the adversarial attacks, which have been used over the last few years in RS research.
It highlights the reviewed research articles according to the following dimensions:

• Approach. This column lists the authors’ approach name to the proposed
adversarial attack/defensive mechanism and provides the reference to the main
paper.

• Attack Model. This column represents the main attack methods applied on
various recommendation models. They include FGSM and CW (cf. Sect. 2.4.1),
and generative attacks based on generative adversarial networks (GANs).

• RS Model. Given the machine-learned (optimization)-based approach for most
of the considered papers, this column represents the core recommendation
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Table 2 Classification of approaches that use adversarial learning for attacking and defending RS
models or ML-optimized poisoning attack

Category Approach Attack model RS model Defense

AML Model
parameter
perturbation

APR [55] FGSM LFM Adv.Train.
FGACAE [110] FGSM AE Adv.Train.

ACAE [109] FGSM AE Adv.Train.

FNCF [42] FGSM NN Distillation

AdvIR [78] FGSM LFM Adv.Train.

AMASR [95] FGSM NN Adv.Train.

ATMBPR [99] FGSM LFM Adv.Train.

SACRA [65] FGSM LFM Adv.Train.

RAP [13] Generative LFM Adv.Train.

AML Content
feature
perturbation

AMR [93] FGSM LFM Adv.Train

TAaMR [75] FGSM, BIM, PGD LFM ×
VAR [5] FGSM, PGD, C&W LFM Adv.Train.

ML-optimized
Poisoning
Attack

S-attack [45] Hit Ratio maximization LFM SVM Class.

LOKI [115] Reinforcement Learning Black-box ×
PoisonRec [88] Reinforcement Learning Black-box ×

prediction function according to LFM and non-linear models such as the ones
based on auto-encoder (AE) and neural network (NN).

• Defense Approach. This column characterizes the countermeasure defensive
approach against adversarial attacks. We have found that adversarial training
(a.k.a. adversarial regularization) as the most adopted defensive approach
irrespective of the attack model, while distillation being adopted only by a single
paper [42].

3.1 Adversarial Perturbation of Model Embedding Parameters

While the attacks presented in Sect. 2.4.1 commonly evaluate the effectiveness of
perturbation generated on loss function used for image classification task such as
the cross-entropy of a neural network, in the case of RS, these strategies have been
re-adapted in order to learn perturbation with respect to the loss function specific
to RS tasks. For instance, using the matrix factorization (MF) model trained with
BPR (known as MF-BPR)—the state-of-the-art ranking-based criterion for item
recommendation—several works have investigated the robustness of embedding
parameters added to user embeddings pu = pu + δ, item embeddings qi = qi + δ

or both in which pu, qi ∈ R
F are F -dimensional embedding factors.

Attacks
One of the first adversarial attack strategies against the recommender system’s
parameters was described by He et al. [55]. The authors studied the robustness of
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BPR-MF [80] to adversarial perturbation on the users and items representation in the
latent space. Their attack, built on the FGSM by Goodfellow et al. [50], was the first
proposal to address adversarial perturbation in recommender systems formally. The
proposed FGSM-based strategy approximates L by linearizing it around an initial
zero-matrix perturbation Δ0 and applying the max-norm constraint. The adversarial
perturbation Δadv is defined as:

Δadv = ε
Π

‖Π‖ where Π = ∂L(Θ +Δ0)

∂Δ0
(22)

where || · || is the l2−norm. After the calculation of Δadv , He et al. added this
perturbation to the current model parameters Θadv = Θ + Δadv and generated
the recommendation lists with this perturbed model parameter. He et al. in [55]
demonstrated that perturbation obtained from the FGSM with ε = 0.5 can impair
the accuracy of item recommendation by an amount equal to −26.3%. Inspired by
the effectiveness of this attack, several works have performed a similar perturbation
against different recommender approaches such as visual-based recommender [91],
tensor-factorization machines [30], deep-learning models [109, 110].

Similar to the advances in CV, the single-step FGSM attack has been extended
with an iterative strategy in the recommender domain. The authors of [6] proposed
an FGSM-based iterative strategy to create more effective ε-clipped perturbations.
The initial model parameters are defined as

Θadv
0 = Θ +Δ0 (23)

Starting from this initial state of model parameters, the authors introduce an
element-wise clipping function ClipΘ,ε to limit the perturbation of each original
embedding value inside the [−ε,+ε] interval, a step size α which is the maximum
perturbation budget of each iteration. The first iteration (k = 1) is then defined by:

Θadv
1 = ClipΘ,ε

{
Θadv

0 + α
Π

‖Π‖
}

where Π = ∂L(Θ +Δ0)

∂Δ0
(24)

and they generalized the k-th iteration of the K-iterations multi-step attack as:

Θadv
k = ClipΘ,ε

{
Θadv

k−1 + α
Π

‖Π‖
}

where Π = ∂L(Θ +Δadv
k−1)

∂Δadv
k−1

(25)

where k ∈ [1, 2, . . . , K], Δadv
k is the adversarial perturbation at the k-th iteration,

and Θadv
k is the sum of the original model parameters Θ with the perturbation at the

k-th iteration. Inspired by the advances of AML in iterative attacks, they considered
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two different versions of multi-step optimized adversarial perturbation: the Basic
Iterative Method (BIM) [59] and the Projected Gradient Descent (PGD) [68]
approaches. The authors have demonstrated the iterative adversarial strategies to be
considerably more effective than the single-step FGSM method such that a state-of-
the-art model-based recommender model (i.e., BPR-MF) can be impaired/weakened
so much so that their performance become worse than a random recommender
(a more than 90% of degradation of accuracy measures). It is possible to verify
the drastic performance reduction generated by these iterative strategies against
others state-of-the-art model-based recommenders similarly to the application of
the single-step strategy in several models [30, 91, 109, 110].

The C&W attack has also been adapted to recommender systems by Du et
al. [42], showing how it may contaminate the model performance in the testing
phase. Similar to the previous strategies, the authors slightly changed the C&W
approach to adapt to a recommender model (i.e., NCF in their experiments [54]).
The C&W optimization problem is formulated as:

min
Δadv

||Δadv||

s. t. f (Θ +Δadv) > 0.5

where f (·) is the prediction function to mark an item relevant to a user. The authors
demonstrated that the attacks got a Success Rate close to 100% in inverting the
predicted importance (f (·)) of each user-item pairs.

It is clear from the above-summarized research that model-based recommenders
are highly vulnerable to limited adversarial perturbations applied to model param-
eters. An attacker may access the model and completely misuse a recommender’s
utility by slightly perturbing their latent factors. Furthermore, while these settings
may be complicated to be present in a real scenario, previous attacks have also
demonstrated another important aspect of model-based recommenders: the instabil-
ity of the training. In fact, authors [55] have claimed that the weakness of these
perturbations needs particular study and attention by researchers and practitioners.
The loss of a considerable part of accuracy within such small perturbations might be
generated in a real scenario with few real (benevolent) users that, with their actions,
are causing a model update that will get a great negative change in performance.

Defenses
The two defense mechanisms previously described have been proposed as a defen-
sive solution also in the recommendation settings. Respectively, the Adversarial
Personalized Ranking (APR) by He et al. [55], is the first method that modified
the classical loss function of a recommender model (i.e., BPR-MF) by integrating
the adversarial training procedure, and the stage-wise hints training by Du et
al. [42], which has been inspired by the defensive distillation of deep neural
networks.

To protect against FGSM attack, He et al. [55] proposed an adversarial training
strategy to make the model robust to parameters perturbations. Similar to the adver-
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sarial training procedure proposed in the computer vision field [50], the authors
proposed an adversarial training procedure by adding an adversarial regularization
term.

The application of adversarial training has been demonstrated to make the model
more robust to FGSM attacks. For instance, He et al. [55] demonstrated a reduction
of attack effectiveness on BPR-MF by more than 90%. This training procedure
has been applied to several recommender models, e.g., BPR-MF (AMR) [55],
VBPR (AMR [91]), CDAE (FG-ACAE [109, 110]), PITF [79] (ATF [30]), etc.
Furthermore, the generalization ability of the adversarially trained model that gets it
less influenced by parameter perturbations may also improve accuracy performance
(e.g., nDCG and HR). The adversarial training procedure by He et al. [55] has been
further modified to solve different issues. Tran et al. [95] proposed a flexible ε-
bounded perturbations by multiplying ε with the standard deviation of the perturbed
parameter (Θ). Xu et al. [107] designed a directional adversarial training procedure
to perturb the parameters towards k-nearest neighbors in the embedding space such
that the directions of perturbations are bounded inside a small collaborative-aware
region.

The adversarial training procedure has been applied effectively in defending the
recommender systems considering only FGSM perturbations on model parameters.
However, the iterative adversarial perturbations proposed by Anelli et al. [6] have
demonstrated that the adversarial training procedure proposed by He et al. [55] fails
with iterative perturbations with the same ε-bounded budget perturbations (e.g.,
accuracy performance degraded by more than 50% when the model is adversarially
trained).

Another defense strategy proposed by Du et al. [42] is a form of defensive
distillation to make a deep recommender model (i.e., NCF) more robust to C&W
attacks. The stage-wise hints training procedure transfers (distills) the knowledge
learned from a teacher model into a student (architectural smaller) model. The
hints, or modules, are the set of parameters transferred from the teacher to the
student model in the stage-wise procedure. For instance, the items and users’ latent
vectors can be treated as two different modules. Furthermore, the authors have
integrated the student model with a noisy layer for increasing the robustness of
parameters against the perturbations. The defense procedure has been demonstrated
to reduce the success rate of the C&W attacks compared to the baseline version of
the recommender.

It is important to mention that several defense strategies, as well as hundreds
of adversarial attack strategies, have been designed and implemented in different
domains (e.g., computer vision, speech recognition, and test processing) [104], and
only a few of them have been already adapted and evaluated in recommendation
tasks.
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3.2 Adversarial Perturbations on Content Data

The second category of adversarial attacks against recommender systems is associ-
ated with the perturbation of content data related to users and items. Content-based
and Hybrid recommender systems are the two categories of recommender that
are influenced by the quality of content data. For instance, images are gaining
significant success in the class of fashion, and food recommendation since the high-
level features extracted from convolutional neural networks have been demonstrated
to influence users’ preferences. For instance, McAuley et al. have proposed dif-
ferent visual-based recommender models [18, 53, 70] to demonstrate how much
visual features have a significant impact on users’ behavior and are effective in
improving the recommendation performance in cold settings. Furthermore, deep
features extracted from music/video audio signal [63, 96], text features extracted
from tweets [112], reviews [113], or news articles [22] demonstrate an increasing
dependence of recommender models from the quality, and ’benevolence’ of users
and items (side) data. An immediate question would be how these models can be
affected when the input data is adversarially perturbed? Are the security measures
proposed to protect the feature extractor (e.g., AE, CNN, and RNN) capable of
making the recommender robust to such attacks? The answer is open for further
investigations.

Attacks
In this section, we will present an example of adversarial perturbation of product
images used as the input of a state-of-the-art visual-based recommender system,
named Visual Bayesian Personalized Ranking (VBPR) [53], which is one of the
main recommenders that has been tested under adversarial settings. Tang et al. [91]
have demonstrated that adding a human-imperceptible untargeted adversarial per-
turbation on a single product image it would likely be ranked much lower than
before. Di Noia et al. [75] have investigated the application of targeted adversarial
attacks on product images (i.e., FGSM and PGD) such that the CNN classifier would
have classified the images of a low-recommended category of products with the
category of more popular products. The authors demonstrated that an imperceptible
alteration of the picture would increase more than three times the probability of
a product being recommended. Liu et al. [66] proposed recommendation-aware
attack strategies to evaluate minimal perturbation directly considering the output
recommendations.

The pivotal research on the impact of adversarial attacks on image data in the
case of recommender systems is justifiable by the fact that the computer vision field
where the adversarial machine learning starts to get the interest from the research
community. A few works focus on attacks on data other than images such as text,
audio signal, and video. For instance, Carlini et al. [27] presented an adversarial
attack strategy to craft targeted adversarial audio samples such that the transcription
is entirely different while preserving the original soundtrack.

We may imagine an adversary modifying the audio signal of tracks in a music
recommender system such that the text is associated with an explicit (illegal) content
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or makes a love song (with an original romantic text) classified as a heavy metal
track. Another example might be related to the injection of adversarial reviews
in a review based recommender system. For instance, Gao et al. [47] proposed a
black-box attack strategy to generate a spam movie review, which is classified as
a positive message by the RNN-based classifier. This algorithm might drastically
change the recommendations of a review-based recommender since spam review
will alter the actual feedback from users. Following the same analysis, video
adversarial samples [102] for video recommender, adversarial attack on graph-
structured data [36] for social-based recommender, and adversarial input sequences
for RNN [77] for sequence-aware recommendations are some intuitive examples
that any hybrid/content.based recommender systems may be affected by adversarial
attacks on their input data.

Defenses
This section defines the main principles to follow to protect a hybrid/content-based
recommender system from the adversarial input samples. We define three main
strategies: implement state-of-the-art (1) robustification procedure and (2) detection
techniques of adversarial samples commonly used in the research field of used
ML component to extract the content features, and (3) propose novel recommender
models robust to adversarial samples.

Increasing the Robustness of the Feature Extractor The first category of defense
mechanisms consist of selecting from the feature extractor research field (e.g.,
computer vision in the case of image classifier [1] and natural language processing
for text classification [116]) the state-of-the-art approaches to make models more
robust to adversarial samples. The main idea of robustification is to make the model
able to be sensitive as little as possible to adversarial and real inputs data. Common
strategies are:

• Model Robustification, e.g., Adversarial Training, and Defensive Distillation (see
Sect. 3.1)

• Others, e.g., Deep Contractive Network [51], Data Compression [43], and Data
Randomization [106]

It is essential to clarify to the practitioner that each defense strategy has to be
evaluated based on the definition of the adversary threat model [24].

However, the application of robustification techniques of deep neural networks
does not guarantee the recommender model’s robustness. For instance, Anelli et
al.[7] studied the efficacy of common defense strategies in the computer vision
field, e.g., Adversarial Training and Free Adversarial Training, to the image feature
extractor component used in state-of-the-art visual-based recommender systems
(e.g., VBPR). After defining the adversary threat model, the authors demonstrated
that the attacks still remain effective in manipulating the performance towards the
adversary’s malicious goal, leaving us an open challenge related to the study of
defense mechanisms on the DNNs that effectively protect a recommender.
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Detecting Adversarial Samples The second category of defensive mechanisms is
composed of detection techniques. They aim to reject input data when classified as
adversarial samples. The main detection techniques are:

• Classical ML Detector: PCA, Softmax, and Reconstruction of Adversarial
Images;

• Adversarial Deep Detector: train a DNN to classify original/adversarial samples;
• Distributional Detection: filter out adversarial samples by comparing the distri-

bution of the original images to the adversarial ones. The main methods are based
on Kernel Density and Bayesian Uncertainty Estimation.

It is worth noticing that detection techniques have to be chosen based on the
adversary threat model. For instance, Carlini and Wagner [26] verified the vulnera-
bility of ten detection techniques under three adversary threat models. Furthermore,
within this experimental setting, the authors have been able to demonstrate that the
ten tested detection methods might be utterly useless in a scenario with a strong
adversary (white-box attacks).

Increasing Robustness of the Recommender Models The last strategy to evaluate is
identifying robustification methods to protect the model from the perturbability of
content data. For instance, Tang et al. [91] modeled the adversarial perturbation
directly applied to items’ images with the perturbation of the features used in
the visual-based recommender model. In this regard, the authors have used the
adversarial training strategy presented in Sect. 2.4.2 by adversarially regularizing
with respect to the image features. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
attempt to robustify a recommender model to limit the impact of input perturbation.

3.3 Machine-Learned Data Poisoning Attacks

Up to this section, the analysis fostered a broad class of attacks on machine learning
models. An essential characteristic of those attacks is that they occur during the
learning phase when the model is updated. However, another broad class of attacks
targets the learning algorithms by manipulating the data used for training these
models. The practitioners generally refer to these kinds of attacks as Poisoning
attacks. For the sake of clarity, it is beneficial to consider that there are several
categories of poisoning attacks. These categories are mainly related to the kinds
of modifications on training data the adversary can perform. Moreover, some
poisoning attack models will typically either impose a constraint on the number of
modifications or a modification penalty; they may also constrain what the attacker
can modify about the data (e.g., feature vectors and labels, only feature vectors or
only labels), and what kinds of modifications are admissible (e.g., insertion only, or
arbitrary modification).

The first kind of attack is named Label modification attack: this attack lets
the attacker alter some supervised learning labels (within a specific overall budget).
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Then, there is the Poison insertion attack, in which the attacker can attach some
new poisoned feature vectors to the original data, with (or without) the corre-
sponding target label. Another common kind of attack is the Data modification
attack, where the attacker can modify some existing feature vectors or the labels
(or both) in the original data before the model training. Finally, in Boiling frog
attacks, the attacker exploits the frequent retrainings to poison the model at each
retraining imperceptibly. In the literature, several methods have been proposed to
perform Poisoning Attacks. Most of them consist of empirical techniques developed
to conduct the attacks. Nevertheless, since these algorithms do not provide for any
optimization (or adversarial learning), they remain partially outside the section’s
scope. Here, we drive the reader’s attention to all those techniques that not only
propose a novel Poisoning Attack but also propose a specific optimization procedure
to maximize the adversary’s goal automatically. To this extent, the underlying data
model is crucial to define a proper optimization criterion. For this reason, we first
introduce the methods that involve factorization models since this recommendation
model is widely adopted for recommender systems, and the first attempts to realize
the Poisoning Attack Optimization have been realized by exploiting this model.

3.3.1 Data Poisoning Optimization on Factorization-Based
Recommenders

This section presents a systematic review of techniques for computing near-optimal
data poisoning attacks for factorization-based recommendation models. In general,
all these works share a factorization-based recommendation model, consisting of a
very sparse URM matrix and the factorized vectors representing the users and the
items. Despite the commonalities related to the underlying primary model and some
mathematical choices for the gradient computation, the approaches we present in
this section differ in other aspects. For a matrix consisting of m users and n items,
the attacker is capable of adding a small fraction α · m of malicious users to the
training data matrix, and each malicious user is allowed to rate at most B items with
each preference bounded in the recommender specific range [−Λ,Λ].

The first relevant work was proposed by Li et al. [64] in 2016. Their intuition was
to exploit the techniques for optimizing malicious data-driven attacks proposed in
previous literature regarding machine learning algorithms’ security. Since poisoning
attack model optimization can be modeled as a constrained optimization problem,
some previous works in the ML field focus on how to approximately compute
implicit gradients of the solution of an optimization problem based on first-order
KKT conditions. Li et al. exploit this mathematical background and define a new
unified optimization framework for recommender systems for computing optimal
attack strategies. In this pioneering work, the authors exploit the Projected Gradient
Ascent (PGA) method for solving the problem of maximizing the attacker utility.
They characterize several attacker utilities, including availability attacks, where the
goal is to increase the prediction error, and integrity attacks, where item-specific
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objectives are considered. They assume an attacker with knowledge of both the
learner’s learning algorithms and parameters (that follow the Kerckhoffs’ principle
to ensure reliable vulnerability analysis in the worst case). Finally, they provide
the optimization techniques, based on first-order Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) con-
ditions, for two popular minimization algorithms: alternating minimization and
nuclear norm minimization.

Data poisoning optimization was further investigated for factorization-based
social recommendation models. In Hu et al. [57], the authors have considered two
different types of attack actions for the attacker: (1) injecting fake ratings and (2)
generating fake relationships with normal users. In the loss function, the model
considers an additional factor that exploits the cosine similarity between the user’s
friends and the target items. In the targeted poisoning attack, the attacker aims to
promote an item to target users by injecting fake ratings and edges. We assume the
recommender system recommends a list of items to the target user, consisting of
N unrated items with the largest predicted rating scores. If the item is in the list,
the attacker has successfully attacked the target user. Therefore, to attack the target
user, the attacker’s goal is to maximize the hit probability of finding the target item
in the recommendation list. Since it is hard to model the hit probability directly,
analogously to prior works [44], they adopt the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney loss [12]
to approximate it. However, the final goal is to model the attack as an optimization
problem. Let the attacker control a set of malicious nodes. Hence, the attacker aims
to find the optimal rating score vector and edge weight vector for all malicious nodes
to minimize the total attack loss. The authors formulate the targeted poisoning attack
as a bi-level optimization problem that considers the attack loss for each target user.

For the sake of completeness, several works in this section employ an approxi-
mation of the adversarial gradient. However, Tang et al. [92] have recently proposed
a method that exploits the same adversarial gradient.

Furthermore, to avoid simple malicious node detection methods based on the
number of ratings, the authors assume that each malicious node can rate at most a
certain number of items. While for bi-level optimization problems with continuous
variables, the literature proposes approximate solutions by exploiting gradient
descent methods based on the lower-level problem KKT conditions, such methods
cannot be directly applied to this problem since it involves discrete variables.
Therefore, they propose a framework to approximately solve the problem. Indeed,
the authors avoid optimizing the fake data (i.e., the rating scores and edge weights)
of all malicious nodes simultaneously. Instead, they propose to optimize the fake
data sequentially. Given the original rating scores and edge weights, as well as the
fake rating scores and edge weights that were added so far, they find the rating scores
and edge weights for the next malicious node to minimize the attacker’s loss. Then,
they alternatively generate fake rating scores with fixed fake edge weights for each
malicious node and then generate fake edge weights with fixed fake rating scores
until convergence.

Another critical and complex recommendation scenario is Cross-Domain recom-
mendation. Even more here, where the recommendation takes place by leveraging
information in two different domains, personal data security, and privacy are crucial
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investigation fields. In this sense, Chen et al.[31] have proposed a data poisoning
attack framework to conduct several kinds of attacks. Again here, according to the
Kerckhoffs’ principle, they have considered the worst-case scenario in which the
attackers have full knowledge of the attacked learning algorithm, namely perfect
knowledge attacks. In detail, the attacker can inject a certain number of malicious
users in the source domain and observe the effects on the learning algorithm and
the model in the target domain. They rely on a particular factorization model, the
Collective Matrix Factorization, that is a popular approach for dealing with pairwise
relational data. Specifically, the two factorized models (in the source and the target
domain) are computed simultaneously by exploiting a joint loss function. Hence,
they formulate the optimal attack problem as a bi-level optimization problem. The
outer optimization maximizes the attackers’ utilities, while the inner optimization
maximizes the poisoned data models’ recommendation utility. In particular, the
authors focus on three kinds of data poisoning attacks:

• Availability attack: Attackers try to maximize the estimated error in the
target domain. The utility function is here formulated as the total amount of
perturbation of attacked items scores on unobserved elements.

• Integrity attack: Attackers’ goal is to increase (or decrease) the popularity of a
subset of items.

• Hybrid attack: A mixture of availability attack and integrity attack.

The trade-off factors between the availability and the integrity attack in the utility
function provide remarkable freedom. Indeed, the factors can be negative whether
the attackers want to increase their items’ popularity while perturbing less other
recommendations to avoid detection.

They then transform the bi-level optimization problem to a single-level con-
strained optimization problem by exploiting the KKT conditions.

The adoption of learning-to-rank optimization criteria in Recommender Systems
most certainly represents the major advance in the last decade. In 2020, Fang et
al. [45] have proposed a relevant work that tackles the data poisoning optimization
for the top-N recommendation. Here, the attacker’s goal is to promote a particular
item to as many normal users as possible and maximize the hit ratio, which is
defined as the fraction of normal users whose top-N recommendation lists include
the target item. The assumption is that the attacker is able to inject some fake
users into the recommender system. Moreover, as in the other works, the attacker
has full knowledge of the target recommender system (e.g., all the rating data, the
recommendation algorithm). This work introduces several novelties and ideas.

• On the one hand, they propose to use a loss function to approximate the number
of users to whom the target item will be recommended. They adopt a standard
solution to solve the discrete rating problem: relaxing the integer rating scores to
continuous variables and convert them back to integer rating scores after solving
the reformulated optimization problem.
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• On the other hand, they exploit the influence function approach inspired by the
interpretable machine learning literature that shows that the top-N recommenda-
tions are mainly affected by a subset S of influential users.

For this reason, they refer to the proposed attack as S-attack. Finally, given
S, they propose a gradient-based optimization algorithm to determine the fake
users’ rating scores. In detail, they optimize the rating scores for fake users
sequentially instead of optimizing for all the fake users simultaneously. In particular,
they optimize the rating scores of a single fake user and add the fake user to
the recommender system. Even here, the hit ratio maximization problem (HRM
problem) is challenging, even if only one fake user is considered. To address
the problem, they use a differentiable loss function to approximate the hit ratio
(Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney loss). However, the most important novelty is that,
instead of using all regular users, they only use a selected subset of influential users
to solve the HRM problem. Finally, they develop a gradient-based method to solve
the HRM problem to determine the fake user’s rating scores. Indeed, it has been
observed [62, 101] that different training samples have different contributions to the
solution quality of an optimization problem. The authors also propose a “standard”
technique to detect fake users. Specifically, they extract six features: RDMA [33],
WDMA [73], WDA [73], TMF [73], FMTD [73], and MeanVar [73] for each user
from its ratings. Then, they build a training dataset consisting of an equal number
of fake users generated by the attack and randomly sample regular users for each
attack. Afterward, the training dataset is used to train a classifier for fake users’
detection (here, a Support Vector Machine-based classifier).

The work presented in [56] is a novel defensive strategy that leverages trim
learning to make matrix factorization resistant to data poisoning. Trim learning
is a learning method that is robust against the data poisoning attack. Indeed,
trim learning exploits the statistical difference between normal users and fake
users as well as the differences between normal and fake items to learn a model
while excluding the malicious information. Hence, the authors have integrated this
learning method in the learning algorithm for matrix factorization, named trim
matrix factorization algorithm. Finally, they have tested the defensive strategy’s
efficacy against some popular kinds of attacks: Random, Average, Bandwagon, and
Obfuscated Attacks.

Differently from the previous works, Liu et al. [67] develop a robustness
analyzer for factorization machines. Given a trained Factorization Machine (FM),
and a perturbation space, the goal is to provide a robustness certificate which states
whether the FM’s prediction is robust or non-robust against data poisoning attacks.
Once an instance is certifiably robust, its label does not change irrespectively to the
attack models exploited in the given perturbation space. They decided to focus their
work on factorization machines (FMs) thanks to their ability to handle discrete and
categorical features. A common solution to deal with these features is to convert
them to binary features via one-hot encoding or multi-hot encoding. Since the
number of possible values is large, the resulting discrete feature vector can be high-
dimensional and sparse. FMs incorporate the interactions between features building
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an accurate recommendation model. In detail, the FM prediction formula considers
the combination of multiple individual features (i.e., it creates a plethora of derived
features). The problem arises when an attacker slightly modifies the input data, and
very similar instances receive very different predictions. In this paper, the authors
model the recommendation problem as a binary classification. Therefore, attacked
instances might be classified into completely different classes. These possible
unreliable results can significantly limit the applicability of Factorization-based
recommenders. In this respect, the authors sensed the importance of investigating
adversarial perturbations’ effects on the factorization machines. To certificate the
robustness of an FM, they derive the upper/lower bounds that can be reached by all
the possible perturbations (with a certain budget). If the bound is certifiably robust,
no perturbation can change the prediction of the instance.

3.3.2 Data Poisoning Optimization and Reinforcement Learning

In contrast to the previous section, the attacks based on Reinforcement Learning
(RL) show several similarities. Indeed, irrespective of the specific learning algo-
rithm, the description of the method here requires to describe several aspects:

• the attacker’s knowledge and capability (that are common also to the other
attack families);

• the state space;
• the action space;
• the reward utility.

Beyond these commonalities, it is worth noting that Reinforcement Learning is
a broad research field, and the specific techniques that are adopted are typically
different depending on the scenario, the available information, and the capabilities
of the attacker to act in the environment. Here we focus on two attack frameworks,
LOKI [115] and PoisonRec [88].

The reinforcement learning-based framework LOKI learns an attack agent to
generate adversarial user behavior sequences for data poisoning attacks. Differently
from the other attack methods that we have previously analyzed, reinforcement
learning algorithms leverage the feedback from the recommendation systems,
instead of the whole architecture and parameters, to learn the agent’s policy.
The first limitation of this approach is that the attacker hardly controls the target
recommendation system to be retrained to get the feedback and update the attack
strategy. Moreover, recommendation services generally limit feedback frequency.
Unfortunately, a reinforcement learning-based framework requires a large amount of
feedback to train a policy function efficiently. For these reasons, the authors decided
to circumvent the exploitation of real feedback from the target recommendation
system to train a policy. In detail, they build a local recommender simulator to
mimic the target model and make the reinforcement framework get reward feedback
from the recommender simulator instead of the target recommendation system.
The recommender simulator is built as an ensemble of several representative
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recommendation models to be agnostic to the real recommender system. This
choice is based on the assumption that if two recommenders can produce similar
recommendation results on a given dataset, then the adversarial samples generated
for one of the recommenders could be used to attack the other. However, even
though they rely on a local recommender, the number of retrainings needed for a
reinforcement learning framework makes the retraining impracticable. Therefore,
the authors develop an outcome estimator based on the influence function. The
outcome estimator estimates the influence of the injected adversarial samples on
the attack outcomes.

Let us summarize the main aspects of the scenario that the authors analyze, and
that makes the current scenario differ from the previous ones:

1. First, they suppose a specific recommendation scenario, the next-item recom-
mendation task; In this setting, given the existing sequences, the next-item
recommendation’s goal is to produce an ordered item list, which predicts the
next items that the user will choose;

2. The attacker’s goal is to promote a set of target items to as many target users as
possible;

3. The attackers can inject fake users into the recommendation system. These
users can visit or rate items, but these actions are limited to make the profile
unnoticeable;

4. The attacker can access the full activity history of all the users in the recommen-
dation system. The critical difference with a classic attack is that this knowledge
is not known a priori;

5. As in previous works, even here, the number of fake users is limited;
6. Finally, the attacker does not know when the recommendation model is retrained

and can only receive a limited amount of feedback from the black box recom-
mendation model.

In the setting depicted by the authors, the data poisoning problem can be formulated
as the creation of new sequential patterns that involve the target items in the training
set of the target recommendation system. Consequently, the adversarial samples’
generation is a multi-step decision process, in which the generator ought to select
specific actions for the controlled users to maximize attack outcome. From the per-
spective of reinforcement learning, the goal is to learn a policy function to generate
sequential adversarial user behavior samples, which can maximize the target users’
averaged display rate. Hence, the reinforcement learning-based framework LOKI
consists of a recommender simulator, an outcome estimator, and an adversarial
sample generator. The adversarial attack against a local recommender simulator is
essentially interpreted as a multi-step decision problem. This means that the attack
process should be modeled as a Markov Decision Process (MDP). Typically, an
MDP is defined by a set of states, a set of actions, the transition probabilities, and
the rewards. In the considered scenario, the Action space consists of the possible
actions that the agent can act. Since considering every action strategy for each item
is particularly expensive and inefficient, the authors propose to divide the item set
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into groups and use the set of all the groups as action space. Indeed, they show that
adversarial samples do not necessarily need to match the same sample pattern.

The state is defined as the sequence of actions that precede the current step.
Finally, since the RL framework should learn a policy that increases the estimated
prediction scores of target items, the authors propose a reward function that con-
siders the predicted weighted average influence of the target samples. Additionally,
actions are represented by means of an embedding layer.

In contrast with the two-fold motivation behind LOKI, the authors of PoisonRec
focus on the myriad of different recommender algorithms currently available.
In their opinion, indeed, it would be “very difficult and also time-consuming
to design effective attacks for each of them directly”. To learn effective attack
strategies on different complex black-box recommender systems, they resort to
Model-free reinforcement learning, which requires just a little knowledge of the
recommender system. From this perspective, they pose only light constraints to their
recommendation scenario:

• In fact, the authors suppose a limited knowledge about the recommender system
that could even be a black-box;

• They assume to know nothing about the logs, the system components, and the
recommendation algorithm.

• Beyond this, the attackers can only retrieve basic item information like item title,
item description, and an item’s sales volume.

PoisonRec repeatedly injects fake user actions into a recommender system while
improving the attack strategy by exploiting the rewards. In detail, as observed with
LOKI, the authors of PoisonRec model the sequential attack behavior trajectory as
an MDP. However, the choice of the reward function is not trivial at all. They
take advantage of a widely-adopted metric, the number of Page View (PV), that
measures items’ exposure within a certain period in the online recommender system.
Indeed, the attacker’s goal will be maximizing the Page Views for certain target
items. Although PoisonRec can not obtain PV for other users when attacking a
real recommender system due to the black-box setting, PV is a usually available
statistical indicator. Indeed, the attackers know how many users have viewed their
products and other platform-specific indicators. In PoisonRec, the attack trajectory
is defined as an MDP, with the additional constraint that all the attackers will share
the same policy network. In this MDP, the state space consists of the current attacker
and all the selected sequential actions performed so far. The action space is the
union between the items in the catalog and the target items. Finally, as mentioned
earlier, the reward function corresponds to the target items’ PVs. In the policy
network, the authors exploit two neural networks, an LSTM network and a deep
neural network (DNN).
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3.3.3 Data Poisoning Optimization Poisoning with Other
Recommendation Families

Although the factorization-based and the reinforcement learning-based data poi-
soning methods have aroused much research interest in the last years, even other
recommendation families deserve to be in the spotlight.

For example, graph-based recommender systems are becoming increasingly
popular in the last decade. The reasons for their success are manifold.

On the one hand, the graphs let designers develop a complex recommender system
that considers heterogeneous classes. Indeed, it is possible to build a multi-partite
graph in which each partition contains ontologically different entities.

Second, we have witnessed a flourishing of advanced techniques to explore,
summarize, and embed graphs. These techniques are now a swiss knife in the hands
of the recommender systems practitioner.

In 2017, Yang et al. [108] proposed injecting fake co-visitations into the system.
They supposed a bounded number of fake co-visitations that an attacker could
inject, focusing on the items (and the number of fake co-visitations) to inject. By
exploiting a strategy similar to the previous approaches, they modeled the attack as
a constrained linear optimization problem to perform attacks with maximal threats.

Later, Fang et al. [44] have considered a graph-based recommender system in
which the recommendation is realized by exploiting the stationary probabilities
generated by random walks. As in the other works, they suppose the presence
of an attacker who wants to promote/demote a set of items. Even here, they
need to define a differentiable loss that might drive the learning. The choice
falls on one of the most popular recommendation metrics, the Hit Ratio, which
could be used to indicate the attack’s efficacy. However, the Hit Ratio itself
is not differentiable. Thus, the authors decide to rely on a proxy function, the
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney loss, known to optimize the ranking performance. Once
the model and the optimization function is defined, the authors focus on solving the
optimization problem. The resulting optimization procedures updates the weights
of the edges (the probabilities) iteratively. At the end of the learning process, the
higher weights will represent the near-optimal path to the items that will compose
the filler item set.

The authors also develop a method for detecting fake users inspired by Sybil
detection in social networks. In detail, they propose a behavior-based method. First,
they extract a set of features from a user’s rating scores. Then, they train a classifier
to distinguish between normal and fake users. In this respect, they have considered
the features proposed in the previous literature: Rating Deviation from Mean
Agreement (RDMA) [33], Weighted Degree of Agreement (WDA) [73], Weighted
Deviation from Mean Agreement (WDMA) [73], Mean-Variance (MeanVar) [73],
Filler Mean Target Difference (FMTD) [73].

Neighborhood-based recommendation algorithms is the main topic of [32].
The rationale behind this work is to push a set of items by taking advantage of
the neighborhood mechanism. While there are several poisoning attacks to k-NN
methods, to date, this represents the first attempt to learn an optimal set of fake users
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automatically for k-NNs through a data poisoning attack optimization problem.
Indeed, Chen et al. [32] first define the data poisoning attack as an optimization
problem, and then approximate the optimization problem to generate fake users.
The authors introduce realistic constraints to limit the number of fake users and
the maximum number of filler items. The authors then propose three different loss
functions to approximate the Hit Ratio: (1) based on similarities, (2) based on user
ratings, (3) a combination of both.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we discuss and analyze the methodologies to evaluate adversarial
recommender systems. First, we present the experimental settings commonly
adopted in the literature. Then, we introduce the evaluation metrics for evaluating
the three-fold adversary’s goals.

4.1 The Experimental Setting

Beyond the classical recommendation evaluation protocols , we need to consider
a few other evaluation dimensions in Adversarial Learning . Due to the specific
experimental scenarios, it is crucial to measure the recommendation’s performance
both in a clean and in an attacked setting. For this reason, a first evaluation
takes place before running the attack or the defense. Thereby, we can evaluate
the recommender’s overall performance to assess the a posteriori impact of the
system under evaluation. Since adversarial learning can support the either attack
and defensive strategies, the evaluation settings can be categorized as:

• Evaluation of Attack Strategies. It concerns the comparison of the efficacy
of adversarial attack methods A against a recommendation system R. It is
common to measure it through the variation of performance before and after
the execution of A. In this evaluation, it is necessary to check that the attacks
have the same adversary threat models, i.e., the knowledge and the capabilities.
For instance, comparing a Zero-Knowledge with a Perfect-Knowledge adversary
is meaningless since typically, the more knowledge an attacker has, the more
powerful attacks are.

• Evaluation of a Defense Strategy.

– Evaluation of the Robustification. It compares the effectiveness of a defense
strategy D against an adversarial attack method A on a recommender system
R. Here, the evaluation goal is to evaluate the impact of A against both R and
R+D (i.e., the defended recommender system). It typically entails evaluating
the variation of the performance in the clean setting of R and R + D. The
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variation gives an idea of the influence of the defense strategy in the clean
setting.

– Evaluation of Detection Techniques. To evaluate the detection of malicious
input data (e.g., images, audio tracks, fake profiles), it is common to adopt
accuracy metrics like precision and recall. Moreover, even where the method
correctly removes the malicious data, it is crucial to investigate the effects of
not detecting the malicious sample (if the techniques were not applied).

4.2 Evaluation Metrics

The comparison of attack algorithms has its roots in the adversary’s goal. As pre-
viously introduced in Sect. 3, the adversarial attack strategies may differ profoundly
depending on the domain, the recommendation task, and the aspects the attacker
decides to target. One adversary may want to reduce the overall recommendation
performance or influence the item recommendation task to push/nuke a product
or a set of products. This kind of attack can be evaluated by exploiting protocols
that consider usual recommendation metrics. These protocols are not sufficient to
cover all the cases. For instance, an adversary may attack the content data (e.g.,
images, music tracks, reviews) to influence the automatically recognized classes
that categorize the item. It is needed to resort to additional metrics to measure
the human-perceptibility or other aspects of the adversarial variation in such cases.
Even though it is impossible to exhaust all the possible evaluation scenarios, the
following sections are a broad overview of the multiple scenarios we can deal with
in an adversarial learning setting.

4.2.1 Impact on Overall Recommendation Performance

The final goal of these attack strategies is to alter the system’s recommendation
performance. For the sake of simplicity (and even because this is the generally
adopted perspective), here we consider the situation in which the attacker aims
to reduce the recommendation effectiveness. In the literature, the worsening of
recommendation performance is evaluated with the percentage variation of two
classical rank-wise accuracy measures for the item recommendation task: Hit Ratio
(HR@k) and normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG@k). Let HRi@k

be the hit ratio measured in the clean setting, and let HRf@k@k be the same metric
evaluated after the application of an adversarial attack. The percentage variation of
the hit ratio (dHR@k) is defined as follows

dHR@k = HRf@k −HRi@k

HRi@k
× 100 (26)
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Analogously, the percentage variation of the normalized Discounted Cumulative
Gain (dnDCG@k) is defined as:

dnDCG@k = nDCGf@k − nDCGi@k

nDCGi@k
× 100 (27)

For both metrics, the more negative values there are, the more impactful the attack
is. In fact, these two metrics serve to study both adversarial attacks on model
parameters [30, 55] and content data [91].

Since the adversary may also aim to alter other recommendation aspects, it is
possible to apply the percentage variation measures to any accuracy and beyond
accuracy metrics. Anelli et al. [6] evaluated the impact of iterative adversarial
perturbations by analyzing a broad spectrum of metrics. There, the analysis covers
item coverage [48], Shannon Entropy [94], and expected free discovery [97], as well
as precision and recall accuracy measures.

4.2.2 Impact on the Recommendability of Item Categories

The second type of evaluation has a much specific focus. It considers the per-
formance variation when the adversary targets to push or nuke an item or a set
of items. It is worth noticing that this evaluation is different from evaluating the
effect of shilling attacks. The item or segment of items is selected in those attacks
without considering any relation to the items’ content. On the other hand, the
evaluation of these attacks considers that content data can be perturbed. The injected
perturbation tries to fool the classifier used to extract the high-level features used in
a hybrid/content-based recommendation system. For instance, in a real scenario, the
attacker may adversarially perturb source product images such that the image feature
extractor component will misclassify them. The new classification may make the
item fall into a different category that is more popular or less popular compared to
the source products. While under a general machine learning perspective, it would
be essential to evaluate the attacker’s capability to move the item into another class,
in a recommendation scenario, the core aspect is the recommendation performance
variation of the classes involved in the attack. Analogously, a similar evaluation can
occur in a music recommender system when the adversary perturbs soundtracks,
where the deep neural classifiers will misclassify them with different song genres
(e.g., heavy metal instead of pop). Following this line, a plethora of metrics could
be proposed to assess the category-specific recommendation performance. Here, for
the sake of space, the focus remains on the two most adopted metrics in adversarial
literature on recommendation systems: Hit Ratio and nDCG.

The Category Hit Ratio (CHR@k) [75] is a variant of HR that evaluates the
fraction of adversarially perturbed items in the top-K recommendations.

Definition 8 (Category Hit Ratio) Let C be the set of classes for a classifier, Ic =
{i ∈ I | xi is classified as c ∈ C} be the set of items whose content information xi
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is classified as c. The categorical hit (chit) is defined as:

chit (u, k) =
{

1, if k-th item ∈ Ic

0, if k-th item �∈ Ic

(28)

Analogously, the CHRu@K is defined as:

CHRu@K = 1

K

K∑

k=1

chit (u, k) (29)

Categorical hit (chit (u, k)) is a 0/1-valued function that returns 1 when the item
in the k-th position of the top-K recommendation list of the user u is in the
set of attacked items not-interacted by u. Since Category Hit Ratio does not
consider the ranking (and relevance) of recommended items, Category normalized
Discounted Cumulative Gain has been proposed [7], that assigns a gain factor to
each considered ranking position. By considering a relevance threshold τ , each item
i ∈ Ic has an ideal relevance value of:

idealrel(i) = 2(smax−τ+1) − 1 (30)

where smax is the maximum possible score for the items in the recommended list.
By considering a recommendation list provided to the user u, the relevance rel(·) of
a suggested item i is defined as:

rel(k) =
{

2(sui−τ+1) − 1, if k-th item ∈ Ic

0, if k-th item �∈ Ic

(31)

where k is the position of the item i in the recommendation list. In Information
Retrieval, the Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) is a metric of ranking quality
that measures the usefulness of a document based on its relevance and its position
in the result list. Analogously, Category Discounted Cumulative Gain (CDCG) is:

CDCGu@K =
K∑

k=1

rel(k)

log2(1+ k)
(32)

Since recommendation results may vary in length depending on the user, it is not
possible to compare performance among different users, so the cumulative gain at
each position should be normalized across users. In this respect, an Ideal Category
Discounted Cumulative Gain (ICDCG@K) is defined as follows:

ICDCG@K =
min(K,|Ic|)∑

k=1

rel(k)

log2(1+ k)
(33)
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ICDCG@N indicates the score obtained by an ideal recommendation list that
contains only relevant items. We can finally introduce the normalized Category
Discounted Cumulative Gain (nCDCG) defined as:

nCDCGu@K = 1

ICDCG@K

K∑

k=1

rel(k)

log2(1+ k)
(34)

nCDCGu@K is ranged in the [0, 1] interval, where values close to 1 mean that the
attacked items are recommended in higher positions (e.g., the attack is adequate).

4.2.3 Qualitative Evaluation of Perturbed Content

In this section, we present qualitative measures for assessing the perceptibility of
adversarially perturbed content data in multimedia recommenders. For instance,
accuracy-oriented evaluation metrics are insufficient to evaluate the scenario of
attacking a recommendation system by perturbing content data. Indeed, an adver-
sary might prepare a powerful attack that effectively alters the recommendation
performance. However, the degradation of the perturbed content would be too
evident. For instance, the final user would become aware of the attack because the
image of a recommended product is altered or the audio track of a song is noisy.
For this reason, qualitative perceptual metrics can evaluate the user perceptibility of
the content perturbations. Moreover, these metrics can help to design an effective
detector for maliciously manipulated content. In the following, we introduce a set
of commonly adopted metrics with three distinct content categories: images, audio,
and text.

Images For evaluating the quality of image perturbations, it is crucial to assess if
users can detect a manipulated image. In an offline evaluation setting, the following
metrics are often adopted:

• Distance Metrics. [111] The norm distances are widely adopted in the computer
vision community to assess the perceptibility of perturbations. Based on the norm
value p, these metrics are usually identified as lp-norm distances.

• Peak Signal-To-Noise Ratio (PSNR) [103] is a more easily interpretable, loga-
rithmic version of the Mean Squared Error (MSE).

• Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) [100] is a metric based on the assumption that
humans are sensitive to the image’s structure.

• Learned Perceptual Image Patch Similarity (LPIPS) [114] produces a percep-
tual distance value between two similar images by leveraging on (1) knowledge
extracted from convolutional layers inside state-of-the-art CNNs and (2) col-
lected human visual judgments about pairs of similar images.

Audio The metrics measure if the adversarial perturbation has exceeded the
hearing thresholds. Unfortunately, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is insufficient to
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determine the amount of perceptible noise since it does not represent a subjective
metric. The main offline evaluation metrics are:

• Distortion Metric. [74] It quantifies the distortion introduced by adversarial
perturbation by exploiting a l∞ distance metric.

• Psychoacoustic hearing thresholds [83] calculates the differences between the
original and the modified signal spectrum to the threshold of human perception.

• Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ) [81] integrates the perceptual
analysis measurement system with the perceptual speech quality measure.

Text For text-based content data (e.g., reviews given by users, product descriptions,
tweets, or social posts), the evaluation is usually conducted with specific variants of
lp-norm distance measures. Indeed, small changes in a text (e.g., words, characters)
are more readily perceptible. These evaluation metrics [116] have to measure
the minimum perturbation amount to fool the system while remaining human-
unperceivable (the lexical, syntactic, and semantic correctness must be preserved
even with small distance-based measures). Among them, we cite: Norm-based
measurement, Grammar and syntax related measurement, Semantic-preserving
measurement, Edit-based measurement, Jaccard similarity coefficient.

5 Conclusion and the Road Ahead

Combined with the growing abundance of large-high-quality datasets, substantial
technical breakthroughs over the last few decades have made machine learning (ML)
a vital tool across a broad range of tasks, including computer vision and natural
language processing and recommender systems (RS). However, success has been
accompanied by a significant new arising challenge: “many ML applications are
adversarial in nature” [98].

Modern RS utilize latent factor models (LFMs) such as matrix factorization (MF)
as the core predictor and optimize it with pairwise ranking objectives, such as the
Bayesian personalized ranking (BPR). This combination of LFM+BPR optimization
is the most prominent adopted strategy to date to drive item recommendation tasks
in different settings and domains. However, despite their great success, it has been
shown that this combination leads to recommender models that are not robust in
the face of adversarial attacks, i.e., subtle but non-random perturbation of model
parameters that are found via (solving) an attack strategy, leading to the resultant
model to produce erroneous predictions. Therefore, to enhance the robustness of
recommender models, a new optimization framework has been designed, named
adversarial personalized ranking (APR) [55], where it has been shown that it can
not only perform more robust against adversarial samples but also produce a better
generalization performance on clean samples.

Throughout this book chapter, we have reviewed the current state of the art in
adversarial attacks against recommendation models. Adversarial machine learning
for recommender systems (AML-RecSys) [3] combines best practices in ML
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and security to improve data security in RS tasks. We provided a taxonomy of
adversarial RS that classifies AML-RecSys according to a novel classification point,
level of granularity, according to (i) adversarial perturbation of model parameters,
(ii) adversarial perturbation of content and, (iii) ML-optimized data poisoning
attacks in which (iii) is an additional contribution we offer in this work to give
a complete picture of AML for the security of RS. This novel classification axis
provides a pragmatic approach to implement adversarial attacks against a specific
given recommendation model.

Despite the many new and challenging results reached in the field we have
seen in this chapter, there are still open issues and research directions that need
further investigation [41]. Among them, we can indeed mention the following open
challenges.

Find New Attack/Defense Models in the RS Domain to Better Exploit the Theoretical
and Practical Results Obtained in the ML/CV Field First, we need to understand
what is for RS the equivalent notion of human-imperceptible or inconspicuous we
find in CV. As a second aspect, images are represented as continuous-valued data,
while in RS, we deal with discrete data representing user profiles.

Assess the Effects of Adversarial Attacks on Item/User Side Information Most of
the proposed strategies mainly deal with the collaborative data available in the
user-item matrix. Nevertheless, modern recommendation models exploit a wealth of
side-information beyond the user-item matrix, such as multimedia content presented
in Chapter “Multimedia Recommender Systems: Algorithms and Challenges”,
social-connections, semantic data, among others [86]. Investigating the impact of
adversarial attacks against these heterogeneous data remains an interesting open
challenge.

Definition of the Attack Threat Model The research in the RS community misses
a common evaluation approach for attacking/defending scenarios such as the one
introduced by Carlini at el. [24]. For instance, it is essential to define a standard
threat model to establish the attacker’s knowledge and capabilities to make the attack
(or defense) reproducible and comparable with novel proposals.

Model Stealing Another relevant area to the security of RS concerns the idea of
model stealing in which the attacker can query a classifier, e.g., a web-based RS, and
use the classifications labels (i.e., recommendation results) for reverse-engineering
the model. While in adversarial attacks and data poisoning attacks, which we
presented in this book chapter, the adversary typically has some knowledge about
the structure of the model and tries to learn the model parameters, in model-stealing
attacks, these assumptions are relaxed. The goal of these systems is to build a
functionally equivalent classifier without knowing about the model type, structure,
and parameters [87].

Effects on Beyond Accuracy Metrics Most of the research on adversarial ML and
RS focuses on accuracy metrics, e.g., HR and nDCG. The impact on beyond
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accuracy metrics could be, in principle, the main objective of a new breed of attack
strategies aiming to compromise the diversity/novelty of results.

Scalability and Stability of Learning We identify the need to further explore the
stability learning problems in the discrete item sampling strategy to train the
generator of a GAN architecture. This has already been identified as a big problem
when GAN-based recommenders are applied in real scenarios with huge catalogs.
A point of study may be that of novel GAN models proposed in computer vision
(e.g., WGAN [11], LSGAN [69], and BEGAN [14]).

Attacks on User Privacy and Fairness of RS and Protection Against It Another
investigation area is related to protecting user privacy, in the face of growing
attention to user ownership of data after major data impeaches such as Cambridge
Analytica [49] and GDPR proposed by the European Union. Recently attempts have
been made to build machine-learned recommendation models that offer a privacy-
by-design architecture, such as federated learning [8, 9], or the ones based on
differential privacy. Additionally, in the light of adversarial setting, more attention
has been made to build a privacy-preserving framework that can protect users from
adversaries that aim to infer, or reconstruct, their historical interactions and social
connections, consider for example [71, 72]. Fair and unbiased recommendations
[40] are also similar related concerns of users—and item providers—in the RecSys
community, see Chapter “Fairness in Recommender Systems”. To address these
concerns, recent attempts are emerging that try to use AML to provide an unbiased
ranking list [119] or build fairness-aware systems for specific domains such as
news [105].
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Group Recommender Systems: Beyond
Preference Aggregation

Judith Masthoff and Amra Delić

1 Introduction

Most work on recommender systems to date focuses on recommending items to
individual users. For instance, they may select a book for a particular user to
read based on a model of that user’s preferences in the past. Here, preferences
are considered to be either implicit (e.g., clicks, purchase, viewing time, etc.),
or explicit (e.g., likes, ratings, rankings, etc.) [1]. The challenge recommender
system designers traditionally faced is how to decide what would be optimal for
an individual user. A lot of progress has been made on this, as evidenced by other
chapters in this handbook (e.g., [2–4]).

In this chapter, we go one-step further. There are many situations when it would
be good if we could recommend to a group of users rather than to an individual.
For instance, a recommender system may select television programmes for a group
to view or a sequence of songs to listen to, based on individual preferences of all
group members. Recommending to groups is more complicated than recommending
to individuals. Assuming that we know perfectly what is good for individual users,
the issue arises how to define and find what is also good for a group composed
by the same individuals. The usual approach to solve this issue usually revolves
around combining individual user preferences into a group preference model, or
recommendations tailored for individuals into group recommendations. Methods
or algorithms that combine individual user preferences or recommendations are
called preference aggregation strategies. In this chapter, we will discuss how group
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recommendation works, what its problems are, and what advances have been
made. Interestingly, we will show that group recommendation techniques have uses
similarly to what has been found for individual recommendations. So, even if you
are developing recommender systems aimed at individual users you may still want
to read on (perhaps reading Sect. 8 first will convince you).

In recent years, there has been increased attention to so called “multistakeholder”
recommendation [5] also in detail discussed in Chapter “Multistakeholder Recom-
mender Systems”, and it is worth noting its relationship to group recommendations.
Multistakeholder recommendation aims to include the perspectives and utilities of
multiple stakeholders, i.e., “any group or individual that can affect, or is affected by,
the delivery of recommendations to users” [5]. In that sense, group recommendation
is a special case where each individual group member is a stakeholder, and the
recommendations are designed to satisfy distinct stakeholders in the group.

Moreover, there is increasing attention in machine learning, and hence also in
recommender systems, on fairness, which is mainly concerned with ensuring all
subgroups of users (e.g., different genders) are treated equally, and are given the
same opportunities with the provided recommendations (e.g., job recommenda-
tions). This topic is especially interesting in the context of group recommenda-
tion (and other multistakeholder recommendation) where fairness-related criteria
become relevant on multiple sides, perhaps also from multiple perspectives [6].
In group recommenders fairness is usually considered as a characteristic of an
aggregation strategy which ensures that none of the group members is impaired
by the group recommendations [7, 8].

There are other issues to consider when building a group recommender system
which are outside the scope of this chapter. In particular:

• How to acquire information about individual users’ preferences. The usual
recommender techniques can be used (such as explicit ratings and implicit
feedback collection, see other handbook chapters). There is a complication in
that it is difficult to infer an individual’s preferences when a group uses the
system, but inferences can be made during individual use combined with a
probabilistic model when using it in company. An additional complication is
that an individual’s ratings may depend on the group they are in. For instance,
a teenager may be very happy to watch a programme with his younger siblings,
but may not want to see it when with his friends.

• How will the system know who is present? Different solutions exist, such as
users explicitly logging in, probabilistic mechanisms using the time of day to
predict who is present, the use of tokens and tags, etc. [9]. More sophisticated
approaches have been used in recent years. For example, the GAIN system
divides the group into a known subgroup (users which it knows are there) and
an unknown subgroup (users that cannot be recognized but should be there
statistically) [10]. A group recommender in a public display system recognizes
the gender, emotions and group structures of people present (which are alone and
which with others) [11].
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• How to present and explain group recommendations? As seen in this hand-
book’s chapter on explanations, there are already many considerations when
presenting and explaining individual recommendations. The case of group
recommendations is even more difficult. More discussion on explaining group
recommendations is provided in [12] and under Challenges in our final section.

• How to help users to settle on a final decision? In some group recommenders,
users are given group recommendations, and based on these recommendations
negotiate what to do. In other group recommenders this is not an issue (see
Sect. 2.3 on the difference between passive and active groups). An overview of
how users’ decisions can be aided is provided in [12].

The next section highlights usage scenarios of group recommenders, and pro-
vides a classification of group recommenders inspired by differences between the
scenarios. Section 3 discusses strategies for aggregating models of individual users
to allow for group recommendation, what strategies have been used in existing
systems, and what was learned from experiments in this area. Section 4 deals with
the issue of order when we want to recommend a sequence of items. Section 5
provides an introduction into the modeling of affective state, including how an
individual’s affective state can be influenced by the affective states of other group
members. Section 6 explores how such a model of affective state can be used to
build more sophisticated aggregation strategies. Section 7 discusses other group
attributes (such as personality of users) that can be used in aggregation strategies.
Section 8 shows how group modeling and group recommendation techniques can
be used when recommending to an individual user. Section 9 concludes this chapter
and discusses future challenges.

2 Usage Scenarios and Classification of Group
Recommenders

There are many circumstances in which recommendation to a group is needed rather
than to an individual. Below, we present two scenarios that inspired our own work in
this area, discuss the scenarios underlying related work, and provide a classification
of group recommenders inspired by differences between the scenarios.

2.1 Usage Scenario 1: Interactive Television

Interactive television offers the possibility of personalized viewing experiences.
For instance, instead of everybody watching the same news program, it could be
personalized to the viewer. For Judith, this could mean adding more stories about
the Netherlands (where she comes from), China (a country that fascinates her after
having spent some holidays there) and football, but removing stories about cricket
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(a sport she hardly understands) and local crime. Similarly, music programs could
be adapted to show music clips that a user actually likes.

There are two main differences between traditional recommendation as it applies
to say PC-based software and the interactive TV scenarios sketched above. Firstly,
in contrast to the use of PCs, television viewing is largely a family or social
activity. So, instead of adapting the news to an individual viewer, the television
would have to adapt it to the group of people sitting in front of it at that time.
Secondly, traditional work on recommendation was often concerned recommending
one particular thing to the user, so for instance, which movie the user should watch.
In the scenarios sketched above, the television needs to adapt a sequence of items
(news items, music clips) to the viewer. The combination of recommending to a
group and recommending a sequence is very interesting, as it may allow you to
keep all individuals in the group satisfied by compensating for items a particular
user dislikes with other items in the sequence which they do like.

2.2 Usage Scenario 2: Ambient Intelligence

Ambient intelligence deals with designing physical environments that are sensitive
and responsive to the presence of people. For instance, consider the case of a
bookstore where sensors detect the presence of customers identified by some
portable device (e.g., a Bluetooth-enabled mobile phone, or a fidelity card equipped
with an active RFID tag). In this scenario, there are various sensors distributed
among the shelves and sections of the bookstore which are able to detect the
presence of individual customers. The bookstore can associate the identification of
customers with their profiling information, such as preferences, buying patterns and
so on.

With this infrastructure in place, the bookstore can provide customers with a
responsive environment that would adapt to maximize their well-being with a view
to increasing sales. For instance, the device playing the background music should
take into account the preferences of the group of customers within hearing distance.
Similarly, LCD displays scattered in the store show recommended books based
on the customers nearby, the lights on the shop’s display window (showing new
titles) can be rearranged to reflect the preferences and interests of the group of
customers watching it, and so on. Clearly, group adaptation is needed, as most
physical environments will be used by multiple people at the same time.

2.3 Usage Scenarios Underlying Related Work

In this section we discuss the scenarios underlying some of the best known group
recommender systems:
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• MUSICFX [13] chooses a radio station for background music in a fitness center,
to suit a group of people working out at a given time. This is similar to the
Ambient Intelligence scenario discussed above.

• POLYLENS [14] is an extension of MOVIELENS. MOVIELENS recommends
movies based on an individual’s taste as inferred from ratings and social filtering.
POLYLENS allows users to create groups and ask for group recommendations.

• INTRIGUE [15] recommends places to visit for tourist groups taking into account
characteristics of subgroups within that group (such as children and the disabled).

• The TRAVEL DECISION FORUM [16] helps a group to agree on the desired
attributes of a planned joint holiday. Users indicate their preferences on a set of
features (like sport and room facilities). For each feature, the system aggregates
the individual preferences, and users interact with embodied conversational
agents representing other group members to reach an accepted group preference.

• The COLLABORATIVE ADVISORY TRAVEL SYSTEM (CATS) [17] also rec-
ommends a joint holiday. Users consider holiday packages, and critique their
features (e.g., ‘like the one shown but with a swimming pool’). Based on these
critiques, which are combined into a group preference model, the system recom-
mends other holidays. Users also select holidays they like for other members to
see, and these are annotated with how well they match the preferences of each
group member.

• YU’S TV RECOMMENDER [18] recommends a television programme for a
group to watch. It bases its recommendation on the individuals’ preferences for
programme features (such as genre, actors, keywords).

• The GROUP ADAPTIVE INFORMATION AND NEWS system (GAIN) [10] adapts
the display of news and advertisements to the group of people near it.

• The REMINISCENCE THERAPY ENHANCED MATERIAL PROFILING IN

ALZHEIMERS AND OTHER DEMENTIAS system (REMPAD) [19] recommends
multimedia material to be used by a facilitator in a group reminiscence therapy
session, based on the suitability of material for individual participants as inferred
from their date of birth, locations lived in, and interest vectors.

• HAPPYMOVIE [20] recommends movies to groups, by enriching the group
preference model with the individuals’ personality (assertiveness and cooper-
ativeness) and the relationship strengths (they call this social trust) between
individuals.

• INTELLIREQ [21] supports groups in deciding which software requirements to
implement. Users can view and discuss recommendations for group decisions
based on already defined user preferences.

• WHERE2EAT [22] is a mobile group recommender for restaurants. It implements
“interactive multi-party critiquing”, which allows group members to generate
proposals and counter-proposals until an agreement is reached.

• CHOICLA [23] is a group decision support environment that allows users to
configure decision tasks and decision-making process in a domain-independent
setting.
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• HOOTLE [24] is a hotel group recommender that supports negotiation about the
features of a desired hotel. After aggregating individual preferences into a group
model, content-based filtering is used to generate group recommendations.

• STSGROUP (South Tyrol Suggests for Group) [25–27] is a chat-based, context-
aware mobile application for recommending Points of Interest (POIs). An
innovative feature of this system is that it combines users’ long-term preferences
(based on users’ previous individual interactions with the system), with the
dynamic preferences elicited during the group decision-making process.

• TOURREC [28] recommends routes to individuals and groups. A route is
generated by finding POIs which best fit the user profile and the contextual
information, and are located between the user-defined start and end point.
Then, the system connects POIs in recommendations tailored for individuals.
To generate a group recommendation, various social choice strategies were
implemented to aggregate users’ individual travel preferences. The system also
allows the group to split up during the trip, so that every member is still able to
visit their own favorite POIs.

2.4 A Classification of Group Recommenders

The scenarios provided above differ on several dimensions, which provide a way to
classify group recommender systems:

• Individual preferences are known versus developed over time. In most scenarios,
the group recommender starts with individual preferences. In contrast, in CATS,
individual preferences develop over time, using a critiquing style approach.
Others have also adopted this critiquing approach (e.g., [22]). In INTELLIREQ,
individual preferences can be influenced by the group discussion and the group
recommendation based on preferences defined so far. In STSGROUP individual
preferences are known, but group-related preferences are developed over time,
and the profile of an individual user is also updated based on the group
interaction.

• Recommended items are experienced by the group versus presented as options.
In the Interactive TV scenario, the group experiences the news items. In the
Ambient Intelligence, GAIN, and MUSICFX scenarios, they experience the
music and advertisements. In contrast, in the other scenarios, they are presented
with a list of recommendations, e.g., POLYLENS.

• The group is passive versus active. In most scenarios, the group does not
interact with the way individual preferences are aggregated. However, in the
TRAVEL DECISION FORUM and CATS the group negotiates the group model.
In INTELLIREQ, the group does not influence the aggregation, but may influence
the ratings provided.

• Negotiation versus the single-shot recommendations. Here we distinguish
whether the system allows the group to interact with the suggested
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recommendations, thus, allowing them to go into several rounds of negotiation
[29]. In MUSICFX, recommendations are delivered to a group without an option
to interact with the system (e.g., skip a recommended item). In a similar fashion,
POLYLENS delivers recommendations in a “single-shot”. In contrast, TRAVEL

DECISION FORUM, CATS, INTELLIREQ, STSGROUP allow users to discuss
proposals made by the system.

• Recommending a single item versus a sequence. In the scenarios of MUSICFX,
POLYLENS, and YU’S TV RECOMMENDER it is sufficient to recommend indi-
vidual items: people normally only see one movie per evening, radio stations can
play forever, and YU’S TV RECOMMENDER chooses one TV program only. In
contrast, in our Interactive TV scenario, a sequence of items is recommended,
for example making up a complete news broadcast. Similarly, in INTRIGUE and
TOURREC, it is quite likely that a tourist group would visit multiple attractions
during their trip, so would be interested in a sequence of attractions to visit. Also,
in the Ambient Intelligence scenario it is likely that a user will hear multiple
songs, or see multiple items on in-store displays. In GAIN, the display shows
multiple items simultaneously; additionally, the display is updated every 7 min,
so people are likely to see a sequence as well.

DeCampos et al.’s classification of group recommenders also distinguishes
between passive and active groups [30]. In addition, it uses two other dimensions:

• How individual preferences are estimated. They distinguish between content-
based and collaborative filtering. Of the systems mentioned above, POLYLENS

and HAPPYMOVIE use collaborative filtering; the others use content-based
filtering (e.g., REMPAD).

• Whether profiles or recommendations are aggregated. In the first case, profiles,
containing group members’ individual preferences usually expressed numeri-
cally for each item, are aggregated into a group model. In the second case,
recommendations are produced for individuals and then aggregated into a group
recommendation. The two approaches are slightly different, since preferences
are usually numerical values, while recommendations are items. However,
recommendations can be generated (1) as ranked lists, and then individual lists
are aggregated into the group list, or (2) as numerical estimations assigned to
individual recommendations which then enable their aggregation in a similar
fashion as aggregating profiles. They mention INTRIGUE and POLYLENS as
aggregating recommendations, while the others tend to aggregate profiles.
Aggregating profiles can happen in multiple ways. In this chapter, we will
look at the aggregation of preference ratings. It is also possible to aggregate
content: for example, GroupReM aggregates individuals’ tag cloud profiles to
produce a group tag cloud profile [31]. It is also possible to use a combination of
aggregating profiles and aggregating recommendations: [32] proposes a hybrid
switching approach that uses aggregated recommendations when user data is
sparse and aggregated profiles otherwise. Following their example, [33] also uses
a combination.
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These two dimensions are related to how the group recommender is implemented
rather than being inherent to the usage scenario. In this chapter, we focus on
aggregating profiles, but the same aggregation strategies apply when aggregating
recommendations. The material presented in this chapter is independent of how the
individual preferences are obtained.

3 Aggregation Strategies

The main problem group recommendation needs to solve is how to adapt to the
group as a whole based on information about individual users’ likes and dislikes. For
instance, suppose the group contains three people: Peter, Jane and Mary. Suppose a
system is aware that these three individuals are present and knows their interest in
each of a set of items (e.g., music clips or advertisements). Table 1 gives example
ratings on a scale of 1 (really hate) to 10 (really like). Which items should the system
recommend, given time for four items?

3.1 Overview of Aggregation Strategies

Many strategies exist for aggregating individual ratings into a group rating (e.g.,
used in elections and when selecting a party leader). For example, the Least Misery
Strategy uses the minimum of ratings to avoid misery for group members (Table 2).
These strategies can then be used to rank items according to their relevance for the
group at hand, hence to estimate what should be recommended to the group.

Eleven aggregation strategies inspired by Social Choice Theory are summarized
in Table 3 (see [9] for more details). In [34], aggregation strategies are classified into
(1) majority-based strategies that use the most popular items (e.g., Plurality Voting),
(2) consensus-based strategies that consider the preferences of all group members
(e.g., Average, Average without Misery, Fairness), and (3) borderline strategies that
only consider a subset (e.g., Dictatorship, Least Misery, Most Pleasure).

Table 1 Example of
individual ratings for ten
items (A to J)

A B C D E F G H I J

Peter 10 4 3 6 10 9 6 8 10 8

Jane 1 9 8 9 7 9 6 9 3 8

Mary 10 5 2 7 9 8 5 6 7 6

Table 2 Example of the least
misery strategy

A B C D E F G H I J

Peter 10 4 3 6 10 9 6 8 10 8

Jane 1 9 8 9 7 9 6 9 3 8

Mary 10 5 2 7 9 8 5 6 7 6

Group rating 1 4 2 6 7 8 5 6 3 6
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Table 3 Overview of aggregation strategies

Strategy How it works Example

Plurality/majority
voting

Uses ‘first past the post’:
repetitively, the item with the
most votes is chosen.

A is chosen first, as it has the
highest rating for the majority of
the group, followed by E (which
has the highest rating for the
majority when excluding A)

Average Averages individual ratings B’s group rating is 6, namely
(4+9+5)/3

Multiplicative Multiplies individual ratings B’s group rating is 180, namely
4*9*5

Borda count Counts points from items’
rankings in the individuals’
preference lists, with bottom
item getting 0 points, next one up
getting one point, etc.

A’s group rating is 17, namely 0
(last for Jane) + 9 (first for
Mary) + 8 (shared top 3 for
Peter)

Copeland rule Counts how often an item beats
other items (using majority
votea) minus how often it looses

F’s group rating is 5, as F beats 7
items (B,C,D,G,H,I,J) and looses
from 2 (A,E)

Approval voting Counts the individuals with
ratings for the item above
approval threshold (e.g. 6)

B’s group rating is 1 and F’s is 3

Least Misery Takes the minimum of individual
ratings

B’s group rating is 4, namely the
smallest of 4,9,5

Most pleasure Takes the maximum of
individual ratings

B’s group rating is 9, namely the
largest of 4,9,5

Average without
Misery

Averages individual ratings, after
excluding items with individual
ratings below a certain threshold
(say 4).

J’s group rating is 7.3 (the
average of 8,8,6), while A is
excluded because Jane hates it

Fairness Items are ranked as if individuals
are choosing them in turn.

Item E may be chosen first
(highest for Peter), followed by F
(highest for Jane) and A (highest
for Mary)

Most respected
person (or
Dictatorship)

Uses the rating of the most
respected individual.

If Jane is the most respected
person, then A’s group rating is
1. If Mary is most respected, then
it is 10

a
If the majority of group members have a higher rating for an item X than for an item Y, then item
X beats item Y

3.2 Aggregation Strategies Used in Related Work

Most of the related work uses one of the aggregation strategies in Table 3
(sometimes with a small variation), and they differ in the one used:

• INTRIGUE uses a weighted form of the Average Strategy. It bases its group
recommendations on the preferences of subgroups, such as children or disabled.
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It takes the average, with weights depending on the number of people in the
subgroup and the subgroup’s relevance (children and disabled were given a
higher relevance).

• POLYLENS uses the Least Misery Strategy, assuming groups of people going to
watch a movie together tend to be small and that a small group tends to be as
happy as its least happy member.

• MUSICFX uses a variant of the Average Without Misery Strategy. Users rate all
radio stations, from +2 (really love this music) to −2 (really hate this music).
These ratings are converted to positive numbers (by adding 2) and then squared
to widen the gap between popular and less popular stations. An Average Without
Misery Strategy is used to generate a group list: the average of ratings is taken
but only for those items with individual ratings all above a threshold. To avoid
starvation and always picking the same station, a weighted random selection is
made from the top stations of the list.

• YU’S TV RECOMMENDER uses a variant of the Average Strategy. It bases its
group recommendation on individuals’ ratings of program features: −1 (dislikes
the feature), +1 (likes the feature) and 0 (neutral). The feature vector for the
group minimizes its distance compared to individual members’ feature vectors
(see [18] for detail). This is similar to taking the average rating per feature.

• The TRAVEL DECISION FORUM has implemented multiple strategies, including
the Average Strategy and the Median Strategy. The Median Strategy (not in
Table 3) uses the middle value of the ratings. So, in our example, this results
in group ratings of 10 for A, and 9 for F. The Median Strategy was chosen
because it is non-manipulable: users cannot steer the outcome to their advantage
by deliberately giving extreme ratings that do not truly reflect their opinions.
In contrast, for example, with the Least Misery strategy devious users can avoid
getting items they dislike slightly, by giving extremely negative ratings. The issue
of manipulability is most relevant when users provide explicit ratings, used for
group recommendation only, and are aware of others’ ratings, all of which is
the case in the TRAVEL DECISION FORUM. It is less relevant when ratings are
inferred from user behavior, also used for individual recommendations, and users
are unaware of the ratings of others (or even of the aggregation strategy used).

• In CATS, users indicate through critiquing which features a holiday needs to
have. For certain features, users indicate whether they are required (e.g., ice
skating required). For others, they indicate quantities (e.g., at least 3 ski lifts
required). The group model contains the requirements of all users, and the item
which fulfills most requirements is recommended. Users can also completely
discard holidays, so, the strategy has a Without Misery aspect.

• GAIN uses a variant of the Average Strategy, with different weights for users that
the system knows are near the system and for unrecognized users who should be
there statistically.

• The REMPAD system, having such a specific and especially sensitive task, has
to reduce any negative effects that the suggested media material could cause for
individuals in the therapy group, and to this end uses the Least Misery Strategy.
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• HAPPYMOVIE uses the Average Strategy, but prior to the aggregation, the
system updates individuals’ ratings as a result of influence in the group which
is estimated according to group members’ personality (assertiveness and cooper-
ativeness) and their inter-personal trust levels.

• INTELLIREQ allows participants to select their preferred configuration of soft-
ware requirements, defined upon multiple dimensions, and applies Plurality
Voting.

• WHERE2EAT does not aggregate individual preferences of group members.
Instead, it allows group members to adjust (critique) the features of a restaurant
proposed by a fellow group member in the previous step, and to make a counter
proposal. The counter proposal is automatically explained to the fellow group
member in terms of differences to her original proposal.

• CHOICLA supports a configurable, domain-independent group decision-making
process, where the initiator defines the decision task as well as some basic
settings of the decision process. The settings also include the selection of
the aggregation strategy, and some of the available options are Majority Vote,
Average Vote, Least Misery, Most Pleasure.

• HOOTLE aggregates group members’ individual preferences on the set of desir-
able attributes of a hotel. Hence, each group member gives an importance score
for her most important attributes, or she can put a veto on an attribute. However,
group members can express their preferences only on a number of attributes
where the number depends on how restrictive the attribute is for the output of
the recommender system. To aggregate individual preferences the system uses
a variant of the Borda Count, so that it accounts not only for the individuals’
importance scores, but also for vetoed options and restrictions [35].

• STSGROUP is a content-based recommender system which considers users’
individual long-term preferences, as well as session-based preferences which
the group members expressed as reactions on each-others’ proposals (i.e., best
choice, like, dislike). At the beginning of the discussion process, group members’
individual utility vectors are aggregated to a group utility vector with the Average
Strategy. However, when the interaction begins, the weighted average strategy is
used, and the weights are calculated based on the proportion of the user’s actions
(POI proposals, POI evaluations and POI comments) over the total number of
actions acquired in the group [29].

• TOURREC introduces two extensions to the standard aggregation strategies that
allow groups to separate during their POI sequence route. In the first one,
Split, after aggregating individual “profits” to visit a POI, and generating group
recommendations, individual recommendations are also generated, which the
system uses to check whether there are individuals for whom it would pay off to
exchange a certain POI on the group route with their individually more preferred
POI, but making sure that the distance to and from that POI is reasonable. In the
second one, Connect Segments (CS), individual recommendations are aggregated
in a way that each group member has two of their favourite POIs in the group
route.
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It should be noted that YU’S TV RECOMMENDER, the TRAVEL DECISION

FORUM and INTELLIREQ aggregate preferences for each feature without using the
idea of fairness: loosing out on one feature is not compensated by getting your way
on another. In addition to the strategies in Table 3, more complex strategies and
recommendation algorithms have been used:1

Heuristics-Based Methods In this group of strategies, we combine methods that
make certain assumptions about group decision-making process, individual and
group preferences, and accordingly define the aggregation strategy. The graph-
based ranking algorithm [36] uses (1) a graph with users and items as nodes,
with positive links between users and items rated above the user’s average item
rating, and negative links for items rated below (with weights of how much
above/below), (2) a user neighborhood graph linking users with similar rating
patterns, and (3) an item neighborhood graph linking items that have been rated
similarly. Group recommendations are based on two random walks over the graphs,
with the assumption that highly visited items over positive links would tend to be
liked by the group, and items highly visited by a random walk over negative links
would tend to be disliked by the group. The Spearman footrule rank aggregation
[37] defines that the aggregated list for the group is a list with minimum distance
to the individual lists. The Spearman footrule distance between two lists is the
summation of absolute differences between the ranks of the items in the lists.
The Nash equilibrium [38] models group members as players in a non-cooperative
game, and players’ actions as item recommendations (choosing from their top 3
items). Group satisfaction is achieved by finding the Nash equilibrium in the game.
Finally, the purity and completeness strategies [39] are statistics-based strategies.
The purity is a statistical dispersion strategy that aims to satisfy as many group
members’ preferences as possible (considering the deviation in preferences). The
completeness models group recommendation as a negotiation, favoring high scores
whilst penalizing large differences between members.

Influence-Based Methods In this group of strategies, we combine approaches which
define preference-based influence and use it in the aggregation method. The Pre-
GROD and GROD [40] first calculate a pairwise similarity matrix, considered
as a “trust” matrix, where elements represent how much importance the group
members assign to the opinion of others in the group. As it is assumed that members
update their opinions according to the influence in the group, the approach updates
their individual ratings according to the similarity matrix until a “stability point”
(consensus) is reached. Group scores for individual items are the average of the
updated opinions. When a group consensus cannot be reached, the GROD approach
updates the similarity matrix by adding elements that ensure consensus reaching.
The Preference network (PrefNet) and Non-linear preferences (Non-lin) methods
[41] modify importance and preferences of group members (respectively) prior to
applying the standard aggregation strategies, e.g., average. PrefNet represents user

1 These strategies are too complicated to fully explain here, see the original papers for details.
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preferences in a network structure based on group members’ pairwise similarities,
and weights group members according to their centrality in that network - giving
more importance to those who share a greater deal of preferences with others in the
group. Non-lin transforms individual preferences to a non-linear scale, thus allowing
stronger positive influence of highly ranked items and stronger negative influence of
items ranked at the bottom of individual lists. Finally, MAGReS (Multi-Agent Group
Recommender System) [42] implements user agents that follow the Monotonic
Concession Protocol (MPC). Agents suggest items according to the utility value
which that item has for their corresponding user, and assesses items proposed by
other agents in the group. An agreement is reached when an agent suggests an item
which is at least as good, for any other agent, as their own current suggestion. If an
agreement is not reached an agent makes a concession. The procedure is repeated
until an agreement is found or until no agent can concede anymore.

Matrix Factorization and Deep Learning Methods The After Factorization (AF),
Before Factorization (BF) and Weighted Before Factorization (WBF) methods
[43] all employ Matrix Factorization (MF), with the only difference whether the
individual preferences are aggregated (with standard aggregation strategies) prior
or after the MF. The interesting approach here is WBF which aggregates users’
individual ratings, but by assigning more weights to items that have been rated by the
majority of the group, and have similar ratings by the users in the group. The AGREE
approach [44] uses a neural network to learn the aggregation strategy and item-
dependant weights of each group member. The network extends the structure of
the well known Neural Collaborative Filtering (NCF) approach [45] by learning not
only the user-item interactions, but as well, group-item interactions. MoSAN [46] is
another neural approach that models member user-user interactions with the help of
attention networks, for ad-hoc groups which did not have previous interactions. For
each group, a set of sub-attention networks is created (one for each group member).
The network aims to capture decisions of each group member, given the decisions
of others in that group, hence the influence. Finally, the GroupIM approach [47]
trains a neural network to compute probabilities that a group would interact with an
item by minimizing (1) the group recommendation loss between history of group-
item interactions and the predicted item-probabilities, (2) the contextually weighted
user-item loss, and (3) maximizing the mutual information between the group and
the member user.

Fairness-Maximization Methods The SPGreedy and EFGreedy strategies [8] use a
greedy algorithm to add items to a package recommendation that maximize fairness
proportionality or envy-freeness. Fairness proportionality ensures that each group
member gets at least m items that she likes, compared to items not in the package,
whole envy-freeness looks into the other group members and makes sure that for
each member there is a sufficient number of items that she likes more than other
group members. The Greedy-LM and Greedy-Var strategies [7], in a similar fashion,
use a greedy algorithm and scalarization method to find a Pareto Efficient solution
to a multi-objective optimization problem which maximizes the social welfare of a
group and fairness. The social welfare is defined as the average of group members’
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individual utilities, while fairness is defined with the least misery approach (Greedy-
LM), or with the variance of the individual utilities (Greedy-Var).

3.3 Which Strategy Performs the Best

Though some exploratory evaluation of MUSICFX, POLYLENS and CATS has
taken place, for none of these systems it has been investigated how effective their
strategy really is, and what the effect would be of using a different strategy. The
experiments presented in this section shed some light on this question. Moreover,
systems like WHERE2EAT, CHOICLA, STSGROUP, and HOOTLE each adopt a quite
unique approach of delivering recommendations, and hence do not evaluate the
performance of different aggregation strategies, but they do evaluate in their own
context the usability of the system and performance of the proposed approach. In
contrast, some evaluation of YU’S TV RECOMMENDER has taken place [18]. They
found that their aggregation worked well when the group was quite homogeneous,
but that results were disliked when the group was quite heterogeneous. This is as we
would expect, given the Average Strategy will make individuals quite happy if they
are quite similar, but will cause misery when tastes differ widely.

In [9], a series of experiments were conducted to investigate which strategy
from Table 3 is the best in terms of (perceived) group satisfaction. The Experiment
1 (see Fig. 1) investigated how people would solve the group recommendation
problem, using the User as Wizard evaluation method [48]. Participants were given
individual ratings identical to those in Table 1. These ratings were chosen to be able
to distinguish between strategies. Participants were asked which items the group
should watch, if there was time for one, two,. . . , seven items. Participants’ decisions
were compared and rationale with those of the aggregation strategies. It was found
that participants cared about fairness, and about preventing misery and starvation
(“this one is for Mary, as she has had nothing she liked so far”). Participants’
behavior reflected that of several of the strategies (e.g. the Average, Least Misery,
and Average Without Misery were used), while other strategies (e.g. Borda count,
Copeland rule) were clearly not used.2

In Experiment 2 (see Fig. 2), participants were given item sequences chosen by
the aggregation strategies as well as the individual ratings in Table 1. They rated
how satisfied they thought the group members would be with those sequences, and
explained their ratings. We found that the Multiplicative Strategy performed the
best, in the sense that it was the only strategy for which all participants thought its
sequence would keep all members of the group satisfied. Borda count, Average,
Average without Misery and Most Pleasure also performed quite well. Several

2 This does not necessarily mean that these strategies are bad, as complexity can also play a role.
In fact, in Experiment 2 Borda count was amongst the best performing strategies.
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I know individual ratings of
Peter, Mary, and Jane. What to
recommend to the group?  If
time to watch 1-2-3-4-5-6-7

clips…

Why?

Fig. 1 Experiment 1: which sequence of items do people select if given the system’s task

You know the individual ratings of
you and your two friends. I have
decided to show you the following
sequence. How satisfied would you

be? And your friends?

Why?

Fig. 2 Experiment 2: What do people like?

strategies (such as Copeland rule, Plurality voting, Least misery) could be discarded
as they clearly were judged to result in misery for group members.

The participants’ judgments were also compared with predictions of simple
satisfaction modeling functions. Amongst other, it was found that more accurate
predictions3 resulted from using:

• quadratic ratings,4 which e.g., makes the difference between a rating of 9 and 10
bigger than that between a rating of 5 and 6.

• normalization,5 which takes into account that people rate in different ways, e.g.,
some always use the extremes, while others only use the middle of the scale.

3 In terms of satisfaction functions predicting the same relative satisfaction scores for group
members as predicted by participants, see [9] for details.
4 A rating r was transformed into (r-scale_midpoint)2 if r≥ scale_midpoint, and -(r-
scale_midpoint)2 if r<scale_midpoint.
5 A rating r was transformed by a user u into r × (TotalRatingsAverage ÷ TotalRatings(u)), where
TotalRatingsAverage is the sum for all items of the average ratings by all users, and TotalRatings(u)
is the sum for all items of u’s rating.
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In [49], a further study using simulated users based on models of affective state
(see next Section) was conducted. It was found that the Multiplicative Strategy
performed the best.

There are other studies investigating the effect of different aggregation strategies
from Table 3, and the more advanced methods. Table 4 provides an overview of
evaluations of aggregation strategies, but before looking into the results of these
studies, we will talk a bit more about evaluating group recommender systems.

3.4 Evaluating Group Recommender Systems

To evaluate and measure the quality of group recommender systems user studies as
well as off-line experiments have been employed [50]. However, how to properly
evaluate a group recommender system is still a major research topic.

3.4.1 User Studies

A user study is carried out when the criteria used to measure the system per-
formance are related to system usability and user experiences (e.g., perceived
user’s satisfaction or recommendation quality), such as those in WHERE2EAT [22],
CHOICLA [23], STSGROUP [25], or TOURREC [28]. This type of study can be
conducted by directly interviewing participants or through crowd sourcing sites
such as Amazon Mechanical Turk [51]. This approach, however, cannot be the
sole method for evaluating the efficacy of a system as the approach does not scale.
Nevertheless, user studies are crucial in determining the success of a proposed
approach, to evaluate whether or not the system is even accepted by the users [1].

3.4.2 Off-Line Evaluations

As when evaluating single-user recommendations, off-line evaluations are also used
in group recommenders research. However, these approaches are hindered since
there is a lack of publicly available data sets that capture the preferences of users in
actual group settings.

As one of the solutions for this problem, researchers have used so called synthetic
groups. Synthetic groups are artificial groups sampled from standard data sets such
as MovieLens [33, 37]. The main challenge of this solution is how to properly
evaluate effectiveness of group recommendations once they are delivered to such
groups. One approach is to compare the group recommendations with the joint
group assessment of the recommended items, however this is indeed problematic
when in essence the actual group choice is not known. Therefore, it is assumed
that the “true” group preferences can be derived from individual preferences with
the Average Strategy, which is exactly the problem that group recommenders aim
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to solve, and we do not know which aggregation strategy truly represents the
group opinion. Unsurprisingly, those studies tend to find that the Average Strategy
performs well (as do strategies that resemble it). Another approach is to compare
group recommendations with the individual preferences. It assumes that group
members’ individual satisfaction with the group recommendation depends only on
their individual preferences, and the match/mismatch of these individual preferences
with the group recommendations, therefore, that preferences of individuals are
independent from the group, which is actually not the case in most scenarios. In
fact, the opinions or judgments of users in a group are likely to be influenced by the
other group members (i.e., emotional contagion and conformity effects [49]). As a
result, specific approaches come into play, as the two experiments that we previously
elaborated.

There are notable exceptions to using synthetic groups, where researchers
collected data about individual preferences as well as about what those individuals
select when in groups with others. For instance, in [34], data with a history of TV
use by individuals and groups was collected. In [44], two data sets were used,
(1) Mafengwo is collected from a website of the same name, where users can
record their traveled venues, create or join a group travel, and at the moment it
is not publicly available; (2) CAMRa2011 contains movie ratings of individuals and
household and is publicly available. In [46], another data set containing information
about real groups was used, i.e., the Plancast data, collected from the event-based
social network, contains information about events and participants of those events,
hence each event is considered a group and event participants as group members.
Finally, [52] provides a detailed description of a study collecting individual and
group preferences about travel destinations, and simulates real face-to-face group
interactions where the goal is to select a destination to visit jointly. In addition
the data contains individual and pairwise characteristics such as personality and
social relationships. This provides a more accurate view on what actually happens
in groups. The only drawback of that approach is that what happens in real groups
does not necessarily lead to optimal group satisfaction. For example, in [34], when
a Dictatorship Strategy is used (as seems to have happened in 20% of their groups),
this may have left others in the group unsatisfied, and it is possible that the group
as a whole would have been more satisfied if a different approach had been used
(though sometimes due to for example participant personality, individuals may well
be satisfied when Dictatorship is used). This raises the question whether group
recommenders should mimic what happens in real groups or should try to do better.

In the context of interactive group recommenders, Nguyen and Ricci [27]
proposed a group discussion simulation model where the impact of (1) alterna-
tive combinations of long-term and session-based preferences, and (2) different
individual group members’ behavioral types (conflict resolution types) on the
recommendation performance in different group scenarios was studied.

Having this in mind, Table 4 also contains information about the used data
sets and the domain. Moreover, most studies compare group sizes and often also
compare between homogeneous groups (where users’ preferences are similar)
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and more heterogeneous groups. Studies typically find that aggregation strategies
perform better for more homogeneous and smaller groups.

More advanced methods, that we previously shortly introduced, were as well
evaluated, and usually by comparing them to the standard aggregation strategies
from Table 3, if applicable. When such a comparison was not applicable, for
instance for the neural network approaches, then the comparisons were done within
the group of methods (e.g., AGREE was compared against NCF combined with
standard aggregation strategies, Greedy-LM and Greedy-Var were compared against
SPGreedy and EFGreedy, among others).

4 Impact of Sequence Order

As mentioned in Sect. 2, we are also interested in recommending a sequence of
items. In Sect. 3, we have tackled the issue on what items to select if there is time
for a certain number of items. For example, for a personalized news program on TV,
a recommender may select seven news items to be shown to the group. To select
the items, it can use an aggregation strategy (such as the Multiplicative Strategy)
to combine individual preferences, and then select the seven items with the highest
group ratings.

In this section, we are interested in the order of items in the sequence. For
example, once seven news items have been selected, the question arises in what
order to show them in the news program. Many options exist: for instance, the
news program could show the items in descending order of group rating, starting
with the highest rated item and ending with the lowest rated one. Or, it could
mix up the items, showing them in a random order. An example of this approach,
for package recommendations, was implemented in [8], where the authors use the
greedy algorithm that in each iteration adds an item with a maximum possible utility
for the group, where utility could be the highest average rating, the highest fairness
score, etc.

However, the problem is actually far more complicated than that. Firstly, in
responsive environments, the group membership changes continuously, so deciding
on the next seven items to show based on the current members seems not a sensible
strategy, as in the worse case, none of these members may be present anymore when
the seventh item is shown.

Secondly, overall satisfaction with a sequence may depend more on the order
of the items than one would expect. For example, for optimal satisfaction, we may
need to ensure that our news program has:

• A good narrative flow. It may be best to show topically related items together.
For example, if we have two news items about Michael Jackson (say about his
funeral and about a tribute tour) then it seems best if these items are presented
together. Similarly, it would make sense to present all sports’ items together.
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• Mood consistency. It may be best to show items with similar moods together. For
example, viewers may not like seeing a sad item (such as a soldier’s death) in the
middle of two happy items (such as a decrease in unemployment).

• A strong ending. It may be best to end with a well-liked item, as viewers may
remember the end of the sequence most.

Similar ordering issues arise in other recommendation domains, e.g., a music pro-
gramme may want to consider rhythm when sequencing items. The recommender
may need additional information (such as items’ mood, topics, rhythm) to optimize
ordering. It is beyond the topic of this chapter to discuss how this can be done (and
is very domain specific). We just want to highlight that the items already shown
may well influence what the best next item is. For instance, suppose the top four
songs in a music recommender were all Blues. It may well be that another Blues
song ranked sixth may be a better next selection than a Classical Opera song ranked
fifth. Similarly, the group may prefer something from a different music genre after
a sequence of songs from one genre, even if the song ranked the best next is of the
same genre.

In Experiment 3 (see Fig. 3 and more detail in [9]), it was investigated, in the
news domain, how a previous item may influence the impact of the next item.
Participants rated a set of news items. They were then shown one news item6 and
rated how interested they were in it and how it made them feel, and re-rated the
original items to see if their ratings would have changed. Amongst others, we found

How much would you want to watch these 7
news items? How would they make you feel?

[Insert name of your favoritesport’s club] wins important game
Fleet of limos for Jennifer Lopez 100-metre trip
Heart disease could be halved
Is there room for God in Europe?
Earthquake hits Bulgaria
UK fire strike continues
Main three Bulgarian players injured after Bulgaria-Spain football match

The first item on the news is “England football team
has to play Bulgaria”. Rate interest, resulting mood.

Rate interest in the 7 news items again

Fig. 3 Experiment 3: Investigating the effect of mood and topic

6 In a between-subject design, two different topics were used evoking different moods.
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that mood (resulting from the previous item) and topical relatedness can influence
ratings for subsequent news items.

This means that aggregating individual profiles into a group profile should be
done repeatedly, every time a decision needs to be made about the next item to
display. So, instead of first selecting say seven items to show and then deciding on
the order, only one item is selected, and then it needs to be decided which item from
all remaining ones is the best to show next, given that the first item may have an
impact on the ratings of the remaining ones.

5 Modeling Affective State

When recommending to a group of people, you cannot give everybody what they
like all the time. However, you do not want anybody to get too dissatisfied. For
instance, in a shop it would be bad if a customer were to leave and never come back,
because they really cannot stand the background music. Many shops currently opt
to play music that nobody really hates, but most people not love either. This may
prevent loosing customers, but would not result in increasing sales. An ideal shop
would adapt the music to the customers in hearing range in such a way that they get
songs they really like most of the time (increasing the likelihood of sales and returns
to the shop). To achieve this, it is unavoidable that customers will occasionally get
songs they hate, but this should happen at a moment when they can cope with it
(e.g., when being in a good mood because they loved previous songs). Therefore,
it is important to monitor continuously how satisfied each group member is. Of
course, it would put an unacceptable burden on the customers if they had to rate their
satisfaction (on music, advertisements, etc.) all the time. Similarly, measuring this
satisfaction via sensors (such as heart rate monitors or facial expression classifiers)
is not yet an option, as they tend to be too intrusive, inaccurate or expensive. So, it
was proposed to model group members’ satisfaction; predicting it based on what we
know about their likes and dislikes.

Modeling individual’s satisfaction is a topic on its own, even without the group
dimension considered. For instance, in [49] various satisfaction functions to model
an individual’s satisfaction with a sequence of items were evaluated. The satisfaction
function that performed the best defines the satisfaction of a user with new item
after having seen a sequence of items, as a weighted sum of the satisfaction with
the previously seen items, and the estimated impact that the new item will have on
the user’s satisfaction. The function implements two crucial effects (1) the effect
of satisfaction decay over time, and (2) the influence of the user’s satisfaction after
experiencing previous items on the impact (perception) of a new item.

Motivated by these findings, works [54] and [55] implemented a sequence
recommendation approach for a group of people by accounting for the decaying
effect (i.e., items that were experienced more recently have a greater impact on the
user’s overall satisfaction with the recommended sequence). In [54], a sequence of
artworks on a certain path within a museum is recommended. Here, in addition to
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modeling satisfaction and the decay effect, the physical order of the artworks has
to be considered. To this end, the museum (artworks and paths) has been modelled
as a Directed Acyclic Graph, where the goal is to find a maximum satisfaction path
bounded by the time available for the museum visit. User satisfaction depends on
the previously seen artworks on the path, as well as on the next artwork added to
that path. The authors showed that sequence recommendations with a decay effect
performed evidently better than a sequence of TOP-k recommendations. In [55],
two methods were proposed, i.e., “Balancing without Decay” and ”Balancing with
Decay”. The first step for both methods is to generate candidate items, that is,
those with highest aggregated ratings for a group. In the second step, satisfaction of
each user in a group is modelled as a cumulative satisfaction without (with) decay,
for previously experienced items and for the next item that is to be added to the
sequence. To select the next item for the sequence, pairwise differences between
group members’ cumulative satisfactions is summed, and the item with the lowest
sum of differences is added next. Evaluated with a user study, the authors showed
that the ”Balancing with Decay” method outperformed “Balancing without Decay”.

5.1 Effects of the Group on an Individual’s Satisfaction

In the previously described approaches the satisfaction of other users in the group
was not taken into account, which may well influence a user’s satisfaction. As
argued in [49] based on social psychology, two main processes can take place.

Emotional Contagion Firstly, the satisfaction of other users can lead to so-called
emotional contagion: other users being satisfied may increase a user’s satisfaction
(e.g., if somebody smiles at you, you may automatically smile back and feel better as
a result). The opposite may also happen: other users being dissatisfied may decrease
a user’s satisfaction (e.g., if you are watching a film with a group of friends then the
fact that your friends are clearly not enjoying it may negatively impact your own
satisfaction). Emotional contagion may depend on your personality (some people
are more easily contaged than others), and your relationship with the other person.
Anthropologists and social psychologists have found substantial evidence for the
existence of four basic types of relationships, see Fig. 4. In Experiment 5 (see Fig. 5),
participants were given a description of a hypothetical person they were watching
TV with (using the relationship types in Fig. 4) and asked how their own emotion
would be impacted (on a scale from ‘decrease a lot’ to ‘increase a lot’) by that
person’s strong positive or negative emotions (see detail in [49]). Results confirmed
that emotional contagion indeed depends on the relationship you have: you are more
likely to be contaged by somebody you love (such as your best friend) or respect
(such as your mother or boss) than by somebody you are on equal footing with or
are in competition with.

Conformity Secondly, the opinion of other users may influence your own
expressed opinion, based on the so-called process of conformity. Figure 6 shows the
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Equality 
Matching

Authority Ranking

“Somebody you 
do deals with / 
compete with”

Market Pricing

“Somebody you 
respect highly”

“Somebody you 
share everything 
with, e.g. a best 
friend”

Communal Sharing

“Somebody you 
are on equal footing with”

Fig. 4 Types of relationship

Think of somebody you share 
everything with (maybe your 
best friend). Assume you and 
this person are watching TV 
together. You are enjoying the 
program a little. How would it 
make you feel to know that the 
other person is enjoying it 
greatly / really hating it?

Fig. 5 Experiment 5: Impact of relationship type on emotional contagion

famous conformity experiment by Asch [56]. Participants were given a very easy
task to do, such as decide which of the four lines has the same orientation as the
line in Card A. They thought they were surrounded by other participants, but in fact
the others where part of the experiment team. The others all answered the question
before them, picking the same wrong answer. It was shown that most participants
then pick that same wrong answer as well.

Two types of conformity exist: (1) normative influence, in which you want to
be part of the group and express an opinion like the rest of the group even though
inside you still belief differently, and (2) informational influence, in which your
own opinion changes because you believe the group must be right. Informational
influence would change your own satisfaction, while normative influence can
change the satisfaction of others through emotional contagion because of the
(insincere) emotions you are portraying.

More complicated satisfaction functions are presented in [49] to model emotional
contagion and both types of conformity. These functions also serve as a basis for
work in [57].
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Which card has a
line oriented as the

line on card A?

# 3

# 3

# 3

# 3

# 3

# 3 # 3

# 3

I don’t want to
be odd.

# 3

# 3

Fig. 6 Conformity experiment by Asch

6 Using Satisfaction Inside Aggregation Strategies

Once you have an accurate model of the individual users’ satisfaction, which
predicts how satisfied each group member is after a sequence of items, it would
be nice to use this model to improve the group aggregation strategies. For instance,
the aggregation strategy could set out to please the member of the group who is
least satisfied with the sequence of items chosen so far. This can be done in many
different ways, and we have only started to explore this issue. For example:

• Strongly Support Grumpiest strategy. This strategy picks the item which is most
liked by the least satisfied member. If multiple of these items exist, it uses one
of the standard aggregation strategies, for instance the Multiplicative Strategy, to
distinguish between them.

• Weakly Support Grumpiest strategy. This strategy selects the items that are quite
liked by the least satisfied member, for instance items with a rating of 8 or above.
It uses one of the standard aggregation strategies, such as the Multiplicative
Strategy, to choose between these items.

• Weighted strategy. This strategy assign weights to users depending on their
satisfaction, and then use a weighted form of a standard aggregation strategy.
For instance, Table 5 shows the effect of assigning double the weight to Jane
when using the Average Strategy. Note that weights are impossible to apply to a
strategy such as the Least Misery Strategy.
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Table 5 Results of average strategy with equal weights and with twice the weight for Jane

A B C D E F G H I J

Peter 10 4 3 6 10 9 6 8 10 8

Jane 1 9 8 9 7 9 6 9 3 8

Mary 10 5 2 7 9 8 5 6 7 6

Average (equal weights) 7 6 4.3 7.3 8.7 8.7 5.7 7.7 6.7 7.3

Average (Jane twice) 5.5 6.8 5.3 8.3 8.3 8.8 5.8 8 5.8 7.5

In [58], this was discussed in more detail, an agent-based architecture was
proposed for applying these ideas to the Ambient Intelligence scenario, and an
implemented prototype was described. Preliminary work in [59], also uses a strategy
which balances user satisfaction. Clearly, empirical research is needed to investigate
the best way of using affective state inside an aggregation strategy.

7 Incorporating Group Attributes

Above, we discussed how an individual’s satisfaction can be influenced by others
in the group due to emotional contagion and normative behavior. Individuals’ per-
sonality (e.g., propensity to emotional contagion) and social relationships between
individuals played a role in this. For instance, in [60, 61], the authors showed that
group members’ individual satisfaction with group decisions is not only related
to the match/mismatch between their own individual preferences and the group
choice, but also to their personality types, and strength of their social relationships
to others in the group. Moreover, in [62], it was demonstrated that the group
score on Conscientiousnes (i.e., the extent to which one is precise, careful and
reliable, or rather sloppy, careless, and undependable), and diversity of group
members’ preferences are significant predictors of the decision-reaching approach
the groups adopted in their travel-related discussions (more details about various
personality models most often used in recommender systems can be found in
Chapter “Personality and Recommender Systems”). Individuals’ personality and
social relationships were incorporated into the models of satisfaction [49], which
were then used in aggregation strategies [58]. Instead of using group attributes
indirectly, via satisfaction models, it is also possible to incorporate them more
directly into aggregation strategies.

Firstly, attributes can be used of individual group members, typically giving more
weight to certain group members than others in the preference aggregation step:

• Demographics and Roles. As mentioned above, INTRIGUE [15] distinguishes
different user types (children, adults with and without disability), and uses higher
weights for more vulnerable user types. The recipe group recommender in [32]
distinguishes between user roles (applicant, partner, child) and varies the weights
based on their presumed level of engagement with the system (lowest for child,
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highest for applicant). An analysis of groups whose behavior corresponded to
a Dictatorship strategy in [34] showed many cases in which teenagers acted as
dictators in the company of children and where adults acted as dictators in the
company of teenagers or children. So, different roles may influence what happens
in groups, though [34] does not present the group composition when Dictatorship
is not used.

• Personality: Assertiveness and Cooperativeness. HAPPYMOVIE [20] uses how
assertive (extent to which person attempts to satisfy own concerns) and how
cooperative (extent to which person attempts to satisfy others concerns) group
members are, and gives a higher weight to assertive members and a lower
weight to cooperative members. Moreover, findings from a simulation study
[63] indicated that (1) groups of similar preferences whose members have non-
cooperative conflict resolution styles achieved a lower utility compared to groups
whose members have cooperative styles; (2) groups of diverse preferences and
non-cooperative members often select recommendations that ensure equal utility
losses for everybody, which may result in a greater loss on average, while the
opposite happened for cooperative groups; 3) groups of mixed conflict resolution
styles manage to make the group decision with the smallest average individual’s
utility loss, even though the difference in their utility is the largest.

• Expertise. As reported in [64], according to Social Psychology expertise may
provide influence, so in normal group processes experts may have more influence
on the group’s decision.7 Gatrell et al. [65] apply higher weights in the generation
of recommendations to people with more expertise.8 They infer expertise from
activity, namely the number of movies rated, but only considering a pre-selected
set of movies (i.e., 100 popular items). The recipe group recommender in
[32] also uses higher weights for family members who have engaged more. In
a similar fashion, in [66] group members’ expertise and their corresponding
weights were evaluated from the group member’s activity in the system, i.e., the
more item-ratings a group member provided the greater the weight would be. It
is noteworthy that none of these approaches observed the group behavior or the
actual activity of a group member in the group.

• Personal impact.9 Liu et al. [67] incorporate the concept of personal impact into
their group recommender algorithm, to model that different members will have
different impacts on group decisions. They consider decisions made in the past
to decide on personal impact. Similarly, in [68], personal impact is based on the
match/mismatch between users’ individual choice and the group choice in which

7 Additionally, it seems plausible (but requires investigation) that users would be more dissatisfied
with disliked selected items when their expertise is higher than that of other group members.
8 This may work well when using an Additive or Multiplicative strategy, but does not really work
for the Least Misery and Most Pleasure strategies used in [65], and hence unfortunately some of
the formulas in [65] which incorporate expertise lack validity.
9 Personal impact is not completely distinct from Role: somebody’s role may influence their
personal impact. However, it is still possible for people with the same official roles to have a
different cognitive centrality.
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the user has participated in the past. For example, if a user was a member of
six different groups and her preferred option was selected as the group choice in
three out of six cases which will be her weight in the impact-based model. Herr
et al. [64] advocate using the social psychology concept of cognitive centrality:
the degree to which a group member’s cognitive information is shared within the
group. They propose that the degree of centrality can be used to infer a person’s
importance and that more important members should be given higher weights.
In fact, the underlying idea is that group members who have more in common
with others in the group are given more weights, thus as well, items that are
liked by these people should be items that are liked by others in the group, and
items that are disliked by these members should be items that are disliked by
others as well. This approach, applied to group members’ shared preferences,
was evaluated in [41], indicating that this kind of weighting approach can provide
valuable information to aggregation strategies. This approach was even employed
for individual recommendations [69], where a group formation method based on
the pairwise similarity of users’ ratings was proposed.

Secondly, people may behave differently in different groups, for instance depend-
ing on their closeness to the group, hence they might want to satisfy others in close
relationships, while in not so close groups, they simply might want to make sure no
body is too dissatisfied. To this end, attributes can be used of the group as a whole,
typically using a different aggregation strategy based on the type of group:

• Relationship strength. The authors of [65, 70] advocate using different aggrega-
tion strategies depending on the group’s relationship strength. They propose to
use a Maximum Pleasure strategy for groups with a strong relationship (such as
couples and close friends’ groups), a Least Misery strategy for groups with a
weak relationship (such as first-acquaintance groups), and an Average strategy
for groups with an intermediate relationship (such as acquaintance groups).

• Relationship type. Wang et al. [57] distinguish between positionally homoge-
neous10 and positionally heterogeneous groups. In positionally homogeneous
groups, such as friend and tourist groups, the position of members is equal.
In heterogeneous groups, such as family groups, the position of members is
unequal. They also distinguish between tightly-coupled (strong relationship:
members are close and intercommunication is important) and loosely-coupled
(weak relationship: members are relatively estranged, and intercommunication
is less frequent and less important) groups. Based on these two dimensions,
Wang et al. define four different group types: tightly-coupled homogeneous (e.g.,
a friends’ group), loosely coupled homogeneous (e.g., a tourist group), tightly-
coupled heterogeneous (e.g., a family group), and loosely coupled heterogeneous
(e.g., a staff group including managers).

10 We have added the word positional to the terms homogeneous and heterogeneous used in [57] to
avoid confusion with the earlier use of these words to indicate how diverse group preferences are.
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Thirdly, attributes of people pairs in the group can be used, typically to adjust the
ratings of an individual in light of the rating of the other person in the pair:

• Relationship strengths. HAPPYMOVIE [20] uses relationship strengths (which
they call social trust) into its aggregation strategy, adapting individuals’ ratings
based on the ratings of others depending on the relationship strength between
individuals. In [71] social relationships within the group are also considered as
an indicator of influence. However, in comparison to the HAPPYMOVIE model,
the authors considered three social aspects: (1) Social trust as the affective
relationship between pairs of group members, (2) Social similarity between pairs
of group members, and (3) Social centrality of each group member in the social
environment.

• Personal impact. The concept of personal impact from [67] mentioned above can
also be used in this way. In [51], it was demonstrated that positive and negative
“shifts” from group member’s initial preferences can happen, depending whether
the relationship to another person in the group is a friendly or conflicting one.
Ioannidis et al. [72] argue that people will be influenced by some people in their
group more than others. Their group recommender uses a cascading process,
where the group can see the votes that have already been cast and by whom,
and can comment on alternatives. They and Ye et al. [73] learn social influence
values for use in the group aggregation strategy. Rossi et al. [74] also assume that
some members are more dominant than the others when making group decisions.
Hence they propose a model that exploits group members’ interactions in online
social networks to determine the impact of each member, and to weight their
preferences in the aggregation strategies accordingly.

A study presented in [75] aims to consider these factors simultaneously, i.e., the
combination of the effects of group members’ personality, expertise, pairwise social
relationships (intimacy) and preference similarity in a group preference model.
A clear improvement in comparison to the standard aggregation strategies was
demonstrated.

8 Applying Group Recommendation to Individual Users

So, what if you are developing an application that recommends to a single user?
Group recommendation techniques can be useful in three ways: (1) to aggregate
multiple criteria, (2) to solve the so-called cold-start problem, (3) to take into
account opinions of others.

8.1 Multiple Criteria

Sometimes it is difficult to give recommendations because the problem is multi-
dimensional: multiple criteria play a role. For instance, in a news recommender
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Table 6 Ratings on criteria
for 10 news items

A B C D E F G H I J

Topic 10 4 3 6 10 9 6 8 10 8

Location 1 9 8 9 7 9 6 9 3 8

Recency 10 5 2 7 9 8 5 6 7 6

Table 7 Average strategy ignoring unimportant criterion location

A B C D E F G H I J

Topic 10 4 3 6 10 9 6 8 10 8

Recency 10 5 2 7 9 8 5 6 7 6

Group 10 4.5 2.5 6.5 9.5 8.5 5.5 7 8.5 7

system, a user may have a preference for location (being more interested in stories
close to home, or related to their favorite holiday place). The user may also prefer
more recent news, and have topical preferences (e.g., preferring news about politics
to news about sport). The recommender system may end up with a situation such as
in Table 6, where different news story rate differently on the criteria. Which news
stories should it now recommend?

Table 6 resembles the one we had for group recommendation above (Table 1),
except that now instead of multiple users we have multiple criteria to satisfy. It is
possible to apply our group recommendation techniques to this problem. However,
there is an important difference between adapting to a group of people and adapting
to a group of criteria. When adapting to a group of people, it seems sensible
and morally correct to treat everybody equally. Of course, there may be some
exceptions, for instance when the group contains adults as well as children, or
when it is somebody’s birthday. But in general, equality seems a good choice,
and this was used in the group adaptation strategies discussed above. In contrast,
when adapting to a group of criteria, there is no particular reason for assuming
all criteria are as important. It is even quite likely that not all criteria are equally
important to a particular person. Indeed, in an experiment we found that users treat
criteria in different ways, giving more importance to some criteria (e.g., recency
is seen as more important than location) [76]. So, how can we adapt the group
recommendation strategies to deal with this? There are several ways in which this
can be done:

• Apply the strategy to the most respected criteria only. The ratings of unimportant
criteria are ignored completely. For instance, assume criterion Location is
regarded unimportant, then its ratings are ignored. Table 7 shows the result of
the Average Strategy when ignoring Location.

• Apply the strategy to all criteria but use weights. The ratings of unimportant
criteria are given less weight. For instance, in the Average Strategy, the weight
of a criterion is multiplied with its ratings to produce new ratings. For instance,
suppose criteria Topic and Recency were three times as important as criterion
Location. Table 8 shows the result of the Average Strategy using these weights.
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Table 8 Average strategy with weights 3 for topic and recency and 1 for location

A B C D E F G H I J

Topic 30 12 9 18 30 27 18 24 30 24

Location 1 9 8 9 7 9 6 9 3 8

Recency 30 15 6 21 27 24 15 18 21 18

Group 8.7 5.1 3.3 6.8 9.1 8.6 5.6 7.3 7.7 7.1

Table 9 Unequal average without misery strategy with location unimportant and threshold 6

A B C D E F G H I J

Topic 10 4 3 6 10 9 6 8 10 8

Location 1 9 8 9 7 9 6 9 3 8

Recency 10 5 2 7 9 8 5 6 7 6

Group 7 7.3 8.6 8.6 7.6 6.6 7.3

In case of the Multiplicative Strategy, multiplying the ratings with weights
does not have any effect. In that strategy, it is better to use the weights as
exponents, so replace the ratings by the ratings to the power of the weight. Note
that in both strategies, a weight of 0 results in ignoring the ratings completely, as
above.

• Adapt a strategy to behave differently to important versus unimportant criteria:
Unequal Average Without Misery. Misery is avoided for important criteria
but not for unimportant ones. Assume criterion Location is again regarded as
unimportant. Table 9 shows the results of the Unequal Average Without Misery
strategy with threshold 6.

We have some evidence that people’s behavior reflects the outcomes of these
strategies [76], however, more research is clearly needed in this area to see which
strategy is the best. Also, more research is needed to establish when to regard a
criterion as “unimportant”.

8.2 Cold-Start Problem

A major concern for recommender systems, as discussed in several other chapters
in this book, is the so-called cold-start problem: to adapt to a user, the system needs
to know what the user liked in the past. The group recommendation techniques
presented in this chapter provide an alternative solution. When a user is new to the
system, we simply provide recommendations to that new user that would keep the
whole group of existing users happy (i.e., all the existing users in the system). We
assume that our user will resemble one of our existing users, though we do not know
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which one, and that by recommending something that would keep everybody happy,
the new user will be happy as well.11

Gradually, the system will learn about the new user’s tastes, for instance, by
them rating our recommended items or, more implicitly, by them spending time on
the items or not. We provide recommendations to the new user that would keep the
group of existing users happy including the new user (or more precisely, the person
we now assume the new user to be). The weight attached to the new user will be low
initially, as we do not know much about them yet, and will gradually increase. We
also start to attach less weight to existing users whose taste now evidently differs
from our new user.

A small-scale study using the MovieLens data set was conducted, in order to
explore the effectiveness of this approach. Five movies and twelve users who had
rated them were randomly selected: ten users as already known to the recommender,
and two as new users. Using the Multiplicative Strategy on the group of known
users, movies were ranked for the new users. Results were encouraging: the movie
ranked highest was in fact the most preferred movie for the new users, and also the
rest of the ranking was fine given the new users’ profiles. Applying weights led to a
further improvement of the ranking, and weights started to reflect the similarity of
the new users with known users. More detail on the study and on applying group
adaptation to solve the cold-start problem is given in [77]. A follow on study in [78]
confirmed the usefulness of this method. The use of aggregate ratings to solve the
cold-start problem is also discussed in [79].

8.3 Virtual Group Members

Finally, group adaptation can also be used when adapting to an individual by adding
virtual members to the group. For instance, parents may want to influence what
television their children watch. They may not mind their children watching certain
entertainment programmes, but may prefer them watching educational programmes.
When the child is alone, a profile representing the parent’s opinions (about how
suitable items are for their child) can be added to the group as a virtual group
member, and the TV could try to satisfy both, establishing a balance between the
opinions of the parent and child. Similarly, a virtual group member with a profile
produced by a teacher could be added to a group of learners.

11 This initially offers the user non-personalized recommendations, however not necessarily by
purely using popularity (e.g. Average without Misery can be used and fairness principles can be
applied towards the other group members when recommending a sequence).
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9 Conclusions and Challenges

Group recommendation is a relatively new research area. This chapter is intended
as an introduction in the area, and the various techniques to deliver group recom-
mendations.

9.1 Main Issues Raised

The main issues raised in this chapter are:

• Adapting to groups is needed in many scenarios such as interactive TV, ambient
intelligence, recommending to tourist groups, etc. Inspired by the differences
between scenarios, group recommenders can be classified using multiple dimen-
sions.

• Many strategies exist for aggregating individual preferences (see Table 3), and
some perform better than others. Users seem to care about avoiding misery and
fairness.

• Existing group recommenders differ on the classification dimensions and in the
aggregation strategies used. See Table 10 for an overview.

• When recommending a sequence of items, aggregation of individual profiles has
to occur at each step in the sequence, as earlier items may impact the ratings of
later items.

• It is possible to construct satisfaction functions to predict how satisfied an
individual will be at any time during a sequence. However, group interaction
effects (such as emotional contagion and conformity) can make this complicated.

• It is possible to evaluate in experiments how good aggregation strategies and
satisfaction functions are, though this is not an easy problem.

• Group aggregation strategies are not only important when recommending to
groups of people, but can also be applied when recommending to individuals,
e.g. to prevent the cold-start problem and deal with multiple criteria.

9.2 Caveat: Group Modeling

The term “group modeling” is also used for work that is quite different from that
presented in this chapter. A lot of work has been on modeling common knowledge
between group members (e.g. [80, 81], modeling how a group interacts (e.g. [82,
83]) and group formation based on individual models (e.g. [82, 84]).
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9.3 Challenges

Compared to work on individual recommendations, group recommendation is still
quite a novel area. The work presented in this chapter is only a starting point. There
are many challenging directions for further research, including:

• Recommending item sequences to a group. The work in [9, 49] and the prelimi-
nary work in [59] seem to be the only work to date on recommending balanced
sequences that address the issue of fairness. Even though sequences are important
for the usage scenario of INTRIGUE, their work has not investigated making
sequences balanced nor has it looked at sequence order. Clearly, a lot more
research is needed on recommending and ordering sequences, in particular on
how already shown items should influence the ratings of other items. Some of
this research will have to be recommender domain specific.

• Modeling of affective state. There is a lot more work needed to produce validated
satisfaction functions. The work presented in this chapter and [49] is only
the starting point. In particular, large scale evaluations are required, as are
investigations on the affect of group size.

• Incorporating satisfaction within an aggregation strategy As noted in Sect. 6,
there are many ways in which satisfaction can be used inside an aggregation
strategy. We presented some initial ideas in this area, but extensive empirical
research is required to investigate this further.

• Explaining group recommendations: Transparency and Privacy One might think
that accurate predictions of individual satisfaction can also be used to improve
the recommender’s transparency: showing how satisfied other group members are
could improve users’ understanding of the recommendation process and perhaps
make it easier to accept items they do not like. However, as also confirmed in a
recent study by Najafian et al. [85], users’ need for privacy is likely to conflict
with their need for transparency. An important task of a group recommender
system is to avoid embarrassment. Users often like to conform to the group to
avoid being disliked (we discussed normative conformity as part of Sect. 5.1 on
how others in the group can influence an individual’s affective state). In [49], it
was investigated how different group aggregation strategies may affect privacy.
More work is needed on explanations of group recommendations, in particular
on how to balance privacy with transparency and scrutability. Chapter “Beyond
Explaining Single Item Recommendations” provides more detail on the different
roles of explanations in recommender systems [86].

• User interface design. An individual’s satisfaction with a group recommendation
may be increased by good user interface design. For example, when showing an
item, users could be shown what the next item will be (e.g., in a TV programme
through a subtitle). This may inform users who do not like the current item that
they will like the next one better. There is also a need for additional research on
interfaces for supporting group decision making (for initial research see [87]).

• Group aggregation strategies for cold-start problems. In Sect. 8.2, we have
sketched how group aggregation can be used to help solve the cold-start problem.
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However, the study in this area was very limited, and a lot more work is required
to validate and optimize this approach.

• Dealing with uncertainty. In this chapter, we have assumed that we have accurate
profiles of individuals’ preferences. For example, in Table 1, the recommender
knows that Peter’s rating of item B is 4. However, in reality we will often have
probabilistic data. For example, we may know with 80% certainty that Peter’s
rating is 4. Adaptations of the aggregation strategies may be needed to deal with
this. DeCampos et al try to deal with uncertainty by using Bayesian networks
[30]. However, they have so far focused on the Average and Plurality Voting
strategies, not yet tackling the avoidance of misery and fairness issues.

• Dealing with group attributes. In Sect. 7, we have discussed work on incorporat-
ing group attributes in group recommender systems. Additionally, as mentioned
in [88], users may well have different preferences in the context of a particular
group then when they are alone. Clearly more research is needed in this area.

• Empirical Studies. More empirical evaluations are vital to bring this field
forwards. It is a challenge to design well-controlled, large scale empirical studies
in a real-world setting, particularly when dealing with group recommendations
and affective state. It is likely that different aggregation strategies may be
effective for different kinds of groups and for different application domains (see
[87] for initial work on group recommender application domains). Almost all
research so far has either been on a small scale, in a contrived setting, using
synthetic groups (with the problem of using an Average metric, see Sect. 3.4) or
lacks control.
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People-to-People Reciprocal
Recommenders

Irena Koprinska and Kalina Yacef

1 Introduction

Recommending people to people is the core task of many social websites and
platforms. Examples include finding friends, professional contacts and communities
to follow on social networks; matching people in online dating websites, job
applicants with employers, mentors with mentees, and students in online learning
courses. While social networks such as Facebook and LinkedIn aim at connecting
people by creating n-to-n relationships, other applications such as online dating
websites aim at matching people to create 1-to-1 relationships.

Most people-to-people recommendations, and especially the 1-to-1 recommen-
dations, involve creating relationships that are reciprocal, i.e. where both parties can
express their likes and dislikes and a good match requires satisfying the preferences
of both parties. For instance, in the process of hiring someone for a job, both the
candidate and the company offering the job need to assess each other, deciding
whether the candidate is fit for the position and vice-versa. In online dating,
reciprocity is fundamental—users will build a successful relationship only if both
parties are interested in each other. Matching students in education may also require
reciprocity in order to maximise learning benefits.

The key role of reciprocity for recommending people to people has only recently
being recognised. In this paper we discuss the distinctive nature of reciprocal
recommenders, review the previous work and present a case study in online dating.
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2 Reciprocal vs. Traditional Recommenders

Reciprocal recommenders must satisfy the preferences and needs of the two
parties involved in the recommendation. In contrast, the traditional items-to-people
recommenders are one sided and must satisfy only the preference of the person
for whom the recommendation is generated. Table 1 summarizes the differences
between the two types of recommenders; a comprehensive comparison can be found
in [1].

The user behaviour is highly dependent on whether the domain is reciprocal
or not. The success of a traditional book recommender is dependent only on the
person receiving the recommendation. On the other hand, in a reciprocal domain
such as online dating, the user receiving the recommendation knows that the success
depends on both parties and this influences his/her behaviour. In addition, users in
reciprocal domains may choose to act proactively by taking the initiative to connect
with other users or to remain reactive and wait for contact.

Another difference is that for traditional recommenders, users generally have
no reason to provide detailed information about themselves (user profile) and their
preferences. In contrast, for reciprocal recommenders, there is a clear need and
benefit for providing rich user profiles. These profiles might be inaccurate (e.g. due
to a lack of self-awareness or desire to have a more attractive profile) and reciprocal
recommenders need to account for that.

In traditional recommenders, satisfied and loyal users are likely to repeatedly
use the site, allowing it to build rich user model by exploiting the explicitly and
implicitly stated user preferences. In contrast, in reciprocal domains people may
leave the site permanently after a successful recommendation. For example, a person
who successfully finds a lifelong spouse on a dating website or who finds a long
term job on a job website may not need to use these sites after that. This creates
a paradox for this service provides who want their service to be the best for their
users and therefore achieve what they are set to do. But at the same time, if they
do provide the best recommendations, users may not use their services for long,
possibly affecting revenue. On the other hand, happy users will refer the services

Table 1 Main differences between reciprocal and traditional recommenders

Traditional recommenders Reciprocal recommenders

Success is determined solely by the user
seeking the recommendation

Success is determined by both users—the subject
and object of the recommendation

Users have no reason to provide detailed
explicit user profiles.

Users are expected to provide detailed self-
profiles and preferences

Satisfied users are likely to return for more
recommendations. Better recommendations
mean more engagement with the system
in the future

Users may leave the system after a
successful recommendation. Better recommen-
dations might mean less engagement with
the system in the future

The same item can be recommended to all
users

Popular users should not be recommended to too
many users
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to new users, and are likely to use the service again if there is a future need for
it. This is a clear multi-objective optimization problem. However, it is important to
highlight that both objectives, i.e. (1) good successful recommendations for users
and (2) short term revenue goals, should not be optimized in equal weights, since
an optimization for short-term revenue is likely to hurt the service in the long term,
while optimizing for the goodness of users may actually benefit the whole service.
The key to the multi-objective optimization here is to keep short-term revenue high
without decreasing user satisfaction.

Finally, in reciprocal domains it is important that users are not recommended
to others in a way that may cause them to be overloaded with recommendations.
The popularity bias, which may be an issue for traditional recommender systems,
becomes an exacerbated problem for reciprocal recommender systems. For instance,
if a highly qualified person is recommended to every single job position that he/she
fits, this person is likely to be burdened by the amount of contacts and leave the
website. A similar situation can occur for popular users in a dating website. These
users are important as they represent the best for each service, therefore they should
only be recommended to other users when the recommender is absolutely sure
that these users will reciprocate the contact. We note that this is a distinguishing
feature of reciprocal recommenders compared to non-reciprocal people-to-people
recommenders such as social networks where users can manage n-to-n connections.

3 Previous Work

In this section we review previous work, focusing on reciprocal recommenders
but also mention some key non-reciprocal people-to-people recommenders which
are relevant and illustrate important characteristics of reciprocal domains. A
survey paper on reciprocal recommenders has recently become available [2]. We
note, however, that it covers both reciprocal and non-reciprocal people-to-people
recommenders.

3.1 Social Networks

In the broad area of social matching [3, 4], see also Chapter “Social Recommender
Systems”, recommending people to other people has a clear link with reciprocal
recommenders because the quality of a match is determined by both parties involved
in the match. However, most of the existing work on social matching tailors
recommendations only to the needs of one of the parties. Just a few papers mention
the need for reciprocity and even fewer attempt to act on it.

Chen at al. [5] presented algorithms for recommending people on the enterprise
social network Beehive, which allows users to connect to co-workers, post new
information or comment on shared information. Two recommendation approaches
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were studied: content-based and collaborative filtering, and four algorithms were
compared. The content-based approach assumes that if two people post content on
similar topics, they are likely to be pleased to get connected. It is based on similarity
of textual content posted by the user on Beehive and additional information such as
job description and location. The collaborative filtering is a typical friend-of-friend
approach and uses only linking information from the social network. It is based
on the intuition that if many of A’s connections are connected to B, then A may
like to connect to B too. The results show that all approaches increased the number
of connections, compared to a control group that received no recommendations.
The content-based approach was more successful in recommending contacts that
were unknown to each other, while the collaborative filtering approach was more
successful in finding known contacts. It is important to note that the befriending
in Beehive is non-reciprocal, i.e. any user can connect with another user without
the consent of the second user. However, there are still important reciprocal social
considerations as noted by the authors, e.g. before adding a contact, one has to
consider how the other person would perceive this action and whether they will
reciprocate the connection, and also how the new contact will be perceived by the
other people using the social network service.

Guy at al. [6] studied people recommendations on another enterprise social
network site. They proposed an algorithm for recommending “strangers”—people
who the user does not know but may be interested in, based on mutual interests.
The similarity is computed based on shared activities such as bookmarking the
same page, commenting on the same blog, reading the same file, using the same
tag, being tagged with the same tag and being member of the same community.
The results showed that the recommender was able to achieve its goal; the users
commented on its usefulness for connecting them with experienced people to learn
from, becoming aware of others with similar expertise, projects and roles in other
places or departments. Similarly to [5], this is not a reciprocal recommender since
adding connections did not require the consent of both party, however considering
reciprocity when making and accepting recommendations is important due to the
social dynamics in the enterprise.

Fazel-Zarandi et al. [7] studied different social drivers to predict collaborators
for scientific research. These drivers were grounded in social science theories
and included: level of expertise (based on topic and publications), friend-of-friend
(based on previous collaborations, homophily (similar gender, affiliation, tenure
status and co-citation), social exchange (dyalic relationship based on demand and
supply of resources), and follow the crowd (popularity). A prototype recommender
system was developed and evaluated using data from grant applications and
publication histories. Homophily was found to be the most important factor for
predicting collaboration, followed by expertise. This work is relevant as many of
the social drivers may be considered reciprocal as aspects such as homophily, friend-
of-friend and even level of expertise can be reciprocal, e.g. the mutually beneficial
relationship between students and mentors in scientific collaborations.
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3.2 Mentor-Mentee Matching

The i-Help system [8] helped students find people who could assist them with
university courses, e.g. with first year computer science problems. It matched
helpers with helpees in a non-reciprocal manner by considering the attributes of
the helpers and the preferences of the helpees. For the helpers, it stored or inferred
attributes such as knowledge of the topic, interests, cognitive style, eagerness to
help, helpfulness, availability, and current load. The information was collected
from several sources including self-evaluation and peer feedback in previous help
sessions. An initial ranked list of potential helpers was produced. It was then refined
by considering the preferences of the helpee, e.g. the importance of criteria such
as helpfulness and urgency, the preferred and banned helpers. A final list of five
potential helpers was compiled and the first of them to reply became the helper.

The PHelpS system [9] is an earlier prototype of i-Help. It was used in a
workplace to train staff in how to use a new data management system. The candidate
helpers were filtered based on their knowledge of the task, availability and load
using a constraint solver. The list was presented to the helpee who chose the helper.
Both i-Help and PHelpS relied on rich user models encoding the expertise and
preferences of helpers and helpees.

Li [10] considered the task of matching mentors with mentees on the online
platform Codementor which provides a 1-to-1 help for software developers. Users
(mentees) post requests for help with programming issues and are matched with
a sutable mentor who can help. Reciprocity is taken into account by considering
the requirements of both sides. The recommendation problem is divided into two
tasks—mentor willingness prediction and mentee acceptance prediction, which are
solved simultaneously, generating a ranked list of mentors. Four groups of predictive
feature are proposed: (1) availability of mentors in terms of time and availability of
mentees in terms of budget, (2) capability of mentors to deal with the request based
on the mentor’s expertise, ratings by past mentees and past mentoring sessions, (3)
activity of mentors—how frequently the mentor has expressed willingness to tackle
request and how frequently the mentor was accepted by mentees and (4) proximity
of the mentor to the current request—high values are assigned to mentors who have
tackled similar requests in the past and are similar to other mentors who have tackled
similar requests. The features were extensively evaluated using various supervised
machine learning methods and shown to be effective for both tasks, with activity
and proximity found to be most effective. The proposed recommendation approach
was also evaluated online on Codementor for two weeks, showing accurate mentor
prediction, faster selection and higher satisfaction by mentees.
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3.3 Online Learning Courses

Labarthe et al. [11] studied the effect of a reciprocal peer recommender to foster
students’ persistence and success in a Massive Online Open Course (MOOCs). This
work is based on the finding that social isolation is a contributing factor for poor
learning experience and attrition in MOOCs, and that this is further exacerbated
by the difficulty of finding the right people to interact with in a newly-formed
MOOC community. The authors hypothesized that helping students to connect with
other students in the MOOC would alleviate this problem. Their peer recommender
provided each student with an individual list of potentially interesting contacts,
created in real-time based on their own profile and activities. They evaluated the
effect of the reciprocal recommender in four dimensions of learners’ persistence:
attendance, completion, success and participation. Results of their controlled study
(n = 8376) showed improvement across all these four factors: students who
received peer recommendations were much more likely to persist and engage in
the MOOC than if those who did not [12]. The same team then investigated further
what recommendation strategy had the most impact [13]. They conducted another
controlled study (n = 2025) comparing three recommendation strategies: one using
a socio-demographic-background similarity (gender, geo-location, education level
and prior MOOC experience), another one based on the current stage of progress in
the MOOC (to facilitate students contacting each other for specific questions about
the content of the course), and a third one recommending random people to each
other. Their findings showed that the socio-demographic-based peer recommender
had a higher success than the other two.

Prabhakar et al. [14] proposed a reciprocal recommender algorithm for a MOOC
using a similarity matrix based on the learners’ preferences. They compute a
reciprocal score for each pair of users that is the harmonic mean of the distance
scores between them, where the distance score represents how the preferences of
the first user matches the attributes of the other user. They found that the reciprocal
algorithm tends to recommend to a given user people who also have that user in their
recommendation list, which is as expected given that the reciprocity was promoted.
Further work is needed to evaluate the recommender in real settings, as it is yet to
be deployed with real users.

3.4 Job Recommendation

Malinowski et al. [15] investigated the problem of matching people and jobs and
argued that the matching should be reciprocal, considering the preferences of both
the job seeker and the recruiter. They built two recommender systems. The first
one recommended job seekers (i.e. their resumes/profiles) to job descriptions of a
particular recruiter. To create training data, a recruiter manually labelled a set of
resumes as either fit or not fit for a list of jobs, based on demographic, educational,
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job experience, language, technology skills and other attributes. The second system
recommended jobs to job seekers. To create training data, the job candidates were
asked to rank a set of job descriptions indicating how well the jobs fitted their
preferences. In both cases the authors used the expectation maximisation algorithm
to build the prediction model. The two recommender systems were evaluated
separately, showing promising prediction accuracy results. Several methods for
combining the two recommendations were proposed but were not implemented and
evaluated.

Hong at al. [16] developed and deployed iHR—an online recruitment system,
linking job seekers with recruiters, and providing reciprocal recommendations, in
addition to content-based and colaborative filtering. For job seeks, iHR collects
information from three sources: (1) user profile and job preferences provided by
the job seeker, (2) information automatically extracted from the uploaded resume
and (3) behavioural information from the user’s activity on the site, e.g. key-
words used for searching, preferred profiles viewed and recommendations clicked.
The reciprocal recommender takes into consideration three properties: reciprocity,
availability and diversity. Reciprocity uses a relevance score which matches the
preferences and user profiles of both parties; availability limits the number of
recommendations during a given time period for both parties so that they are not
overwhelmed; diversity is calculated based on the similarity of the job seekers—the
goal is to recommend candidates with different personal strengths. The reciprocal
recommendation task is formulated as an optimisation problem by considering the
three properties.

The reciprocal recommender is evaluated on a large dataset for 3 years (almost
200,000 job seekers and 47,000 recruiters) and compared with other state-of-the-art
methods, showing that it was the most accurate method and, hence, demonstrating
the benefits of reciprocal recommendations. To assess the user experience, a user
study based on surveys was also conducted comparing the content-based, collab-
orative filtering and reciprocal approaches, in terms of relevance, interpretability,
diversity and ordering of the results. The reciprocal recommender received the
most positive feedback. Hence, it outperformed the other methods in both accuracy
and user experience. iHR is one of the first systems that incorporates reciprocal
recommenders for recruitment. Importantly, it was also deployed in practice for the
Xiamen Talent Service Center in China.

3.5 Online Dating

The reported research on building recommender systems for online dating is
growing, with most of the papers published in the last 10 years. Since reciprocity is
fundamental for online dating, the majority of work on reciprocal recommenders is
in this area.

One of the first studies of recommender systems for online dating is the work of
Brozovsky and Petricek [17] who evaluated the performance of two collaborative
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filtering approaches (item-to-item and user-to-user). They used data from a Czech
online dating site containing about 12 million ratings and 195,00 users. The results
showed that both algorithms outperformed the baselines based on random and mean
predictions. A user study was also conducted confirming that the users preferred the
collaborative filtering approaches. The authors mentioned the need for reciprocity,
but did not explore it.

Another early work is [18], which formulated the matchmaking task as an
information retrieval problem, where user profiles were ranked with respect to a
given ideal partner profile (i.e. explicit user preferences). Using historical data, a
training set of matches (pairs of users represented with their profile attributes) was
created and labelled as relevant and non-relevant. A match was considered relevant
if users exchanged contact information, and irrelevant if one of the users inspected
the other user’s profile but did not send a message or if he/she sent a message but
the other user did not reply. A machine learning classifier (ensemble of boosted
regression trees) was built and used to predict the relevance of new matches; given
a new user, the potential candidates were ranked based on their predicted score.
The approach was evaluated using data from an online dating website. The authors
described the reciprocal aspect of their work as two-sided relevance and stressed
its usefulness for ranking candidates in matchmaking problems. Also relevant is the
work of McFee and Lanckriet [19] who proposed a method for learning optimal
distance metrics and evaluated it an online dating data. However, reciprocity was
not discussed in the paper; its main focus is the new general algorithm for learning
distance metrics rather than the online dating application.

In [20], our research group proposed the content-based system RECON which is
one of the first reciprocal recommenders for online dating. RECON uses both user
profiles and user interactions for matching people; to produce recommendations for
a given user, it extracts his/her implicit preferences (i.e. the preferences that are
inferred from the interactions with the other users) in terms of attribute values and
then matches them with the profiles of the other users. Two one-sided compatibility
scores are calculated and then combined using the harmonic mean to produce a
reciprocal compatibility score of the two users. Using data from an Australian dating
website, we showed that reciprocity improved both the success rate and recall of the
recommender (see further in the article how the success rate was computed).

In [21], we proposed CCR—a recommender system for online dating that
combines content-based and collaborative filtering approaches and utilises both user
profiles and user interactions (see the Case Study section for more details).

In another early work, Kim et al. [22] created a people recommender system
for social networking websites where users can reply positively or negatively to
messages from other users. The system was evaluated on data from an online
dating website. The authors distinguish between recommender systems for one-way
and two-way interaction. They propose an approach for a two-way interaction that
considers both the interest of the sender and the interest of the recipient of message,
and makes recommendations by combining them with a weighted harmonic mean.
The method uses both user profiles and information about previous user interactions.
For a given user, it finds the best matching values for every attribute and then
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combines them in a rule that can be used to generate recommendations. The
proposed method was more accurate than a baseline, where users simply browse
the site to search for people to connect to.

Cai et al. [23] developed a neighbour-based collaborative filtering approach,
called SocialCollab, which considers the preferences of both sides. It is based on
similarity of users in terms of attractiveness and taste. Two users are similar in
attractiveness if they are liked by a common group of users, and similar in taste
if they like a common group of users. To generate a recommendation for a user A,
the SocialCollab algorithm considers all potential candidates R. For each candidate
in R it first finds two groups of similar users, in terms of attractiveness and taste;
the candidate is added to the recommendation list for A if there is at least one
similar user in both groups that reciprocally liked A. The recommendations are
ranked according to the number of similar users. SocialCollab was evaluated using
data from a comercial online dating websiye for 2 weeks and shown to outperform
standard collaborative filtering, confirming the importance of reciprocity in people-
to-people recommenders. Cai et al. [23] improved on these results by using gradient
descent to learn the relative contribution of similar users in the ranking of the
recommendations given by SocialCollab. In the same domain, the work of [24] have
reported improvements over Cai et al. by using a recommendation method based on
tensor decomposition.

Building upon ideas from RECON and SocialCollab, Xia et al. [25] proposed
content-based and collaborative filtering algorithms. Their content-based algorithm
is very similar to RECON and the four collaborative filtering algorithms are based
on the notion of attractiveness and taste similarity to SocialCollab with some
extensions. An evaluation using a large dataset of 200,000 users from an online
dating website in China showed that the collaborative filtering methods were more
accurate than the content-based method and RECON. The reciprocal collaborative
filtering methods proposed by Zhao at al. [26] are also based on attractiveness and
taste as in SocialCollab and share similar ideas. The evaluation was done on a dataset
of 47,00 users from a popular online dating website, containing user interactions for
a period of 6 months.

Alsaleh et al. [27] used clustering to group the male users based on their
attributes and the female users based on their preferences. The recomendations
were generated by matching the male clusters with the female clusters based on
user interactions, and recommending cluster members using compatibility scores. In
their subsequent paper [28], a tensor space model was developed for finding latent
relationships between users based on user attributes and interactions. The results
showed that the proposed model was more accurate than SocialCollab [23] and other
recommendation methods and baselines.

Kutty at al. [29] developed a novel reciprocal recommender for online dating
based on graph theory and machine learning. They studied in depth the properties
of online dating networks and proposed a novel representation, called attributed
bipartite graph, to model the user profiles and interactions. In this representation, the
nodes correspond to the users, the node attributes include both user profile attributes
(e.g. age, gender, education, etc.) and user preferences, and the links correspond to
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the user interactions. To generate the recommendations, three algorithms are com-
bined: (1) node-based similarity algorithm to predict similarity between bipartite
nodes, (2) k-means similar node checking to help with the cold-star problem and
(3) a reciprocal node compatibility algorithm that matches the users using a support
vector machine prediction algorithm. An extensive evaluation using a large online
dating website shows the advantage of the proposed reciprocal approach compared
to collaborative filtering and other state-of-the-art recommendation methods.

Alanazi and Bain [30, 31] investigated reciprocal recommenders that consider
temporal aspects of user behavior. The motivation is that user behaviour and
preferences are not static but change over time. Using Hidden Markov Models
(HMM), in their early work [30] the recommendation problem was represented is a
graph, where the nodes are the users and the edges are the links between them; given
the current state, the goal is to predict the next state, and in particular the new links
(matches). In their subsequent work [31], Alanazi and Bain proposed to combine
the content-based HMM part with a collaborative filtering part to improve speed
and scalability to large datasets. In the proposed hybrid recommender CFHMM-
HRT, the collaborative filtering part generates an initial list of recommendations,
which is then validated by the trained HMM recommender to output a smaller
list, that is ranked to produce the final list of recommendations. CFHMM-HRT
was evaluated using a large dataset from an online dating website, showing that
it was time efficient and generated considerably more accurate recommendations
compared to its content-based and collaborative filtering counterparts.

Vitale at al. [32] formulated the reciprocal recommendation problem as a
sequential learning problem. The learning consists of a sequence of rounds; at each
round, a user from one of the parties becomes active and based on past feedback, the
learning algorithm recommends a user from the other party. The goal is to uncover
as many reciprocal matches as possible, and to do this quickly. The paper introduces
assumptions for effective learning and an algorithm called SMILE, designed under
these assumptions. SMILE is analysed theoretically in terms of computational
complexity and limitations on the number of matches. An experimental evaluation
is also conducted using synthetic datasets and the real dataset used in [17].

Kleinerman et al. [33] proposed a novel reciprocal recommender method called
Reciprocal Weighted Score (RWS), which finds the optimal balance between the
interests of both users, in order to create a successful interaction. It calculates
two scores: (1) CF—the interest of user A in the recommended user B using
collaborative filtering and (2) PR—the likelihood that B will reply positively to
A, using a machine learning method. These two scores are combined in a weighed
sum, where the weights are calculated separately for each user by formulating the
task as an optimization problem. The results show the importance of individual
weighting for successful interactions—the weights of the two components vary
considerably between users, with most of the women having a higher weight for
the CF score and most of the men having a higher weight for the PR score. The
machine learning task is formulated as a binary classification problem: (1) positive
reply and (2) negative or no reply, with AdaBoost employed as a classifier. The
feature vector consists of 54 features describing the sender, receiver and their
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activities on the platform, selected using domain knowledge and machine learning
feature selection methods. The evaluation was done online on a operational online
dating platform (Doovdevan), and the results were compared with the reciprocal
collaborative filtering method of Xia et al. [25] which captures the mutual interest
of the two users (referred to as RCF). The results showed that RWS was more
effective than RCF—it generated a higher number of successful recommendations.
An extension of this work was presented in [34]; it includes an offline evaluation
of RWS, and a reciprocal explanation module which was combined with RWS and
extensively evaluated (see also Sect. 6).

Reciprocal recommenders based on latent factors have also been recently
proposed. Neve and Palomares [35] developed LFRR—a collaborative filtering
algorithm which learns two latent factor models—one for the male preferences
and another one for the female preferences towards the opposite group. Each latent
model uses matrix factorization and gradient descent to minimize the error on the
known ratings, and then makes predictions about the likelihood of a successful
interaction between two users by calculating the dot product of the user feature
vectors. Similarly to RWS [33], RCF [25] and RECON [20], LFRR computes two
unidirectional preference scores from the latent models, which are then combined in
a single reciprocal preference score. Four aggregation functions were investigated:
arithmetic, geometric and harmonic mean, and cross-ratio uninorm; an additional
study exploring these aggregation functions is [36]. The evaluation was conducted
offline using data from the Japanese online dating platform Pairs, comparing LFRR
with RCF. The results showed that LFRR performed similarly to RCF in terms
of accuracy but was faster at generating the recommendations, and also that the
type of aggregation function significantly affects the results. In [37] Ramanathan et
al. report on the development and deployment of a latent factor reciprocal system
similar to LFRR, but which learns from both positive and negative preferences, not
only positive as LFRR. It was compared with LFRR in an offline evaluation showing
an improvement, and then deployed on a popular online dating platform in Japan
with more than 5 million users.

Physical appearance and attractiveness are important factors for successful
relationships. Although user photos are widely used in online dating platforms,
they have rarely been used in recommender systems, perhaps because photos
are more complex to analyse (different angles, quality, etc.) and attractiveness is
subjective. Recently, Neve at al. [38] proposed ImRec—a reciprocal recommender
that utilizes user photos to train a machine learning classifier (Siamese convolutional
neural network), followed by a Random Forest algorithm, to predicts user A’s
preference for user B, based on A’s previous positive and negative interactions.
Two uni-directional scores are calculated and subsequently combined in in a single
reciprocal score. An offline evaluation on data from the Pairs platform (also used
in their previous work [35, 36]) showed that InRec outperformed RECON which
doesn’t image data, and also LFRR but only when very little data is available
about the user (less than 5 positive and negative interactions). This shows the
effectiveness if ImRec for addressing the cold-start problem for new users and
suggests that ImRec and LFRR can be useful in a switching hybrid system based
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on the number of interactions. The authors emphasize the importance of providing
effective recommendations on the first day—it was found that the Pairs users often
decide if to commit to the platform based on their experience during the first 24
hours.

4 A Case Study in Online Dating

Online dating services, e.g. Match.com, eHarmony, RSVP, Zoosk, OkCupid, Plen-
tyOfFish, Meetic, Badoo, Tinder and Bumble, are used by millions of people and
their popularity is growing. Their revenue is also steadily increasing, e.g. according
to [39] the online dating revenue in US was $602 million dollars in 2020 and is
projected to reach $755 billion by 2024. In 2020 44.2 million Americans used online
dating and this is expected to increase to 53.3 million by 2024. A recent study [40]
showed that meeting online has become the most popular way heterosexual couples
meet in US, overtaking traditional ways such as meeting through friends and family.

To find dating partners using an online dating website or app, users usually
provide information about themselves (user profile) and their preferred partner
(user preferences); an example using predefined attributes is shown in Table 2. The
explicit user preferences are the preferences stated by the user as shown in Table 2.
The implicit user preferences are inferred from the interactions of the user with other
users and may be quite different to the explicit user preferences (e.g. when a user
contacts exclusively short people who smoke in spite of stating in their preferences
that they are looking for tall people who do not smoke).

We worked with a major Australian dating site where the user interactions
include four steps:

1. Creating a user profile and specifying the explicit user preferences—New user
Bob creates an account on the website and provides information about himself
(user profile) and his preferred dating partner (explicit user preferences) using a
set of predefined attributes such as the ones shown in Table 2. He can also add
some textual information to expand on his tastes and personality.

2. Browsing the user profiles of other users for interesting matches—Bob finds
Alice and decides to contact her.

3. Mediated interaction—Bob chooses a message from a predefined list, e.g. I’d like
to get to know you, would you be interested? We call these messages Expressions
of Interest (EOI). Alice can reply with a predefined message that is either positive
(e.g. I’d like to knowmore about you.) or negative (e.g. I don’t think we are a good
match.) or may not reply at all. When an EOI receives a positive reply, we say
that the interest is reciprocated.

We define an interaction between users A and B as successful if A has sent
an EOI to B and B has responded positively. Similarly, an interaction between A
and B is unsuccessful if A has sent an EOI to B and B has responded negatively.
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Table 2 User profile and explicit user preferences

My details My ideal partner details

Bob (Who I am?) (Who I am looking for?)

Age 44 years old 35–46 years old

Location Sydney within 20 km

Height 175 cm at most 175 cm

Body type Athletic Slim, average, athletic

Smoking Trying to quit Trying to quit, Don’t smoke

Relationship
status

Divorced Single, divorced, widowed, separated

Have children Have children who don’t live at
home

Have children who don’t live at home,
Have children living at home,
Have no children

How many: 2

Age range: 18–23 years old

Personality Social Social, average

Eye colour Blue –

Hair color Brown –

Nationality Australian –

4. Unmediated interaction—Typically after a successful interaction, Bob or Alice
buys tokens from the website to send each other unmediated messages. This is
the only way to exchange contact details and develop further their relationship.

While the relationship, once taken offline, may or may not become successful for
Bob and Alice, reaching the fourth step is crucial and necessary to make it possible
for them to find out. It is also the extent to which the dating website can go.

A major hurdle for progressing through these steps is that users must find, fairly
quickly, relevant users among the hundreds of thousands available. Failure to do
so can result in a loss of interest (“there is no-one who I like”), or a feeling of
rejection when they contact people who don’t reciprocate (“noone wants to talk to
me”). Therefore, an efficient reciprocal recommender algorithm is essential for a
good customer experience.

4.1 CCR: Content-Collaborative Reciprocal Recommender for
Online Dating

CCR is our Content-Collaborative Reciprocal recommender [21]. It uses informa-
tion from the user profile and user interactions to recommend potential matches
for a given user. The content-based part computes similarities between users based
on their profiles. The collaborative filtering part uses the interactions of the set
of similar users, i.e. who they like/dislike and are liked/disliked by, to produce
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Fig. 1 The CCR recommender

the recommendation. The recommender is reciprocal as it considers the likes and
dislikes of both sides and aims to match users so that the pairing has a high chance
of success.

The main assumption of CCR, reflected in steps 1 and 2 below, is that a pair of
users who have similar profiles will reciprocally like (meaning “like and be liked
by”) the same type of people (in terms of user profiles), i.e. if U has a similar profile
to K1 and K1 reciprocally likes A, B and C, then U will reciprocally like A, B and
C. We tested this hypothesis in [21] using correlation analysis and a large dataset
of more than 7000 users and 167,00 EOI, and found that indeed similar people are
reciprocally liked by the same type of people.

To generate a recommendation list for user U, CCR uses the following steps, also
shown in Fig. 1:

1. Generating similar users based on user profiles
This step produces a set of K users who have the most similar profile to U,

i.e. that have the lowest possible distance to U. We use a modified version of
the K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm, with seven attributes (age, height, body type,
education level, smoker, have children and marital status) and a distance measure
specifically developed for these attributes. For example, in Fig. 1 the set of similar
users Su for user U consists of K1, K2 and K3.

2. Generating recommendation candidates based on user interactions
This step produces a set Cu of candidate users for recommending to U. For

every user Ki in Su, we compute the list of all users with whom Ki had reciprocal
interest with and add it to the set of candidates Cu. For example in Fig. 1, K1
and A liked each other, so did K1 and B, K1 and C and so on, resulting in a
recommendation candidate set for U of {A, B, C, D, E} with a frequency of 1, 2,
3, 2, 1 respectively.

3. Ranking the candidates
This step uses a ranking method to order the candidates based on their

desirability, and provide meaningful recommendations for U. Figure 1 shows
a ranking method based on frequency—C is ranked the highest because it is the
most frequent candidate in Cu.
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Ranking Method Support We developed and compared a number of ranking
methods, including two that utilise the explicit and implicit user preferences, and
found that the Support ranking method was the best in spite of its simplicity [41].
The Support ranking method is based on the interactions between the group of
similar users Su and the group of candidates. Users are added to the candidates pool
if they have responded positively to at least one Su user or have received a positive
reply from at least one Su user. However, some candidates might have received
an EOI from more than one Su user, responding to some positively and to others
negatively. Thus, some candidates have more successful interactions with Su than
others. The Support ranking method computes the support of Su for each candidate.
The support score for X is the number of positive interactions minus the number
of negative interactions that X had with Su. The higher the score for X, the more
reciprocally liked is X by Su. The candidates are then sorted in descending order
based on their support score.

4.1.1 Evaluation

Data To evaluate the performance of CCR, we used a real dataset from our Aus-
tralian website partner from active users who were Sydney residents and interacting
with people of different genders. For each run of the experiment, the dataset is
partitioned into two distinct sets, training and test, containing approximately 2/3
and 1/3 of the users, respectively. Each training/test partition contains an even
distribution of males and females. Each set was also evenly assigned users who
were more popular than their cohort in terms of EOI sent and/or received. The data
characteristics are shown in Table 3.

EOIs and their responses from users in the training set to users in the test set and
vice versa were removed to ensure fair evaluation. Users in either the test or training
set who no longer meet the minimum number of EOI required were removed. This
resulted in the removal of less than 1% of the users before the split into training
and test sets. Information about the interactions of the users from the test set is
never included when ranking the candidates for this user to ensure clear separation
between the two sets.

Table 3 Data characteristics

Total users 216,662

Male users 119,102 (54.97%)

Female users 97,560 (45.03%)

EOIs 167,810

Successful EOIs 24,079 (25.59%)

Users sent/received at least 1 EOI 7322

Male users sent/received at least 1 EOI 3965

Female users sent/received at least 1 EOI 3357
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Selected Attributes and Distance Measure The original dataset consists of
39 user profile attributes. After a preliminary analysis of the distribution of
these attributes to assess their importance and suitability, we manually selected
7 attributes: 2 numeric (age and height) and 5 nominal: body type (values: slim,
average, overweight), education level (secondary, technical, university), smoker
(yes, no), have children (yes, no) and marital status (single, previously married).
Some attribute values were merged together, e.g. the values overweight and largish
of body type were merged into overweight.

To measure the similarity between the profiles of users A and B, we used a
distance measure that considers the differences between all attributes, but weights
higher the age difference. For nominal attributes, we used a binary representation
and Hamming distance and for numerical attributes we used a function of absolute
differences; for more details, see [21].

Performance Measures For a user U we define the following sets:

• Successful EOI sent by U, successful_sent: The set of users whom U sent an EOI
where the response was positive.

• Successful EOI received by U, successful_recv: The set of users who sent an EOI
to U where the response was positive.

• Unsuccessful EOI sent by U, unsuccessful_sent: The set of users whom U sent
an EOI where the response was negative.

• Unsuccessful EOI received by U, unsuccessful_recv: The set of users who sent
an EOI to U where the response was negative.

• All successful and unsuccessful EOI for U: successful = successful_sent +
successful_recv, U: unsuccessful = unsuccessful_sent + unsuccessful_recv

For each user U from the test set, a list of N ordered recommendations N_rec is
generated. The successful and unsuccessful EOI for U in this list are: successful@N
= successful ∩ N_rec and unsuccessful@N = unsuccessful ∩ N_rec.

Then, the success rate at N (i.e. given the N recommendations) is defined as:

successRate@N [%] = #successf ul@N

#successf ul@N + #unsuccessf ul@N
(1)

Hence, given a set of N ordered recommendations, the success rate at N is the
number of correct recommendations over the number of interacted recommenda-
tions (correct or incorrect).

For comparison we use the following baseline: the success rate of the recom-
mender using a random set of K users in Su as opposed to K nearest neighbors
in step 1 of the CCR algorithm (see Fig. 1). The random set of K users is used to
generate candidates that are then ranked, i.e. there is no change in steps 2 and 3.

Each experiment has been run ten times; the reported success rate is the average
over the ten runs.

Results We evaluated the performance of CCR for different number of recommen-
dations N (from 10 to 500) and different number of minimum number of EOI sent
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Fig. 2 CCR success rate results for minEOI_sent = 2

by a user minEOI_sent (from 1 to 20) and compared it to the baseline success rate
of the recommender using a random set of K users in Su as opposed to the K nearest
neighbours. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the success rate for minE-OI_sent = 2. We
found that CCR significantly outperforms the baseline for all cases. For example, for
N = 10 and minEOI_sent = 2, the success rate of CCR is 69.26% and the baseline
success rate is 35.19%.

As the number of recommendations N increases from 10 to 500, the success rate
decreases by 10–20%. This means that the best recommendations are at the top of
the list and adding more recommendations only dilutes the success rate. Hence, our
ranking criterion is useful and effective. In practice, the success rate for a smaller
N, e.g. N = 10–30 is very important as this is the typical N presented to the user.
Unsuccessful recommendations, especially recommendations leading to rejection
can be very discouraging.

Our results also show that as the number of minEOI_sent increases from 1 to 20,
the success rate trends are very similar. However, for users who sent more EOIs,
the success rate is slightly lower (e.g. 60.16% for minEOI_sent = 10 and 58.54%
minEOI_sent = 20, for N = 10). This can be explained by the fact that the highly
active users may be less selective.

In all experiments we used K = 100 and C = 250. With these parameters it
took approximately 100 milliseconds to generate the recommendation list for a user
which confirms the efficiency of our algorithm for generation of similar users and
candidate recommendations.

4.2 Explicit and Implicit User Preferences

User preferences are essential for building a successful recommender. We inves-
tigate which type of user preferences (explicit or implicit) is more predictive of
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success in user interaction. More details can be found in [41]. A related investigation
is [42] where we defined a histogram-based model of implicit preferences learned
from successful interactions only (as opposed to both successful and unsuccessful
as in CCR), and evaluated them in the context of a content-based recommender.

Explicit User Preferences We define the explicit preferences of a user U as the
vector of attribute values specified by U. The attributes and their possible values are
predefined by the website.

In our study we used all attributes except location, i.e. 19 attributes - 2 numeric
(age and height) and 17 nominal (marital status, have children, education level,
occupation industry, occupation level, body type, eye color, hair color, smoker, drink,
diet, ethnic background, religion, want children, politics, personality and have pets).
For simplicity we only considered people from Sydney and interactions between
people from different genders.

Implicit User Preferences We learn the implicit user preferences from the user
interaction data by applying a Bayesian classification method; an overview of data
mining methods for recommender systems is provided in [43].

The implicit user preferences of a user U are represented by a binary classifier
which captures U’s likes and dislikes. It is trained on U’s previous successful and
unsuccessful interactions. The training data consists of all users U+ with whom
U had successful interactions and all users U− with who U had unsuccessful
interactions during a given time period. Each user from U+ and U− is one training
example; it is represented as a vector of user profile attribute values and labeled as
either Success (successful interaction with U) or Failure (unsuccessful interaction
with U). We used the same 19 user profile attributes as the explicit user preferences
listed in the previous section. Given a new instance, user Unew, the classifier predicts
how successful the interaction between U and Unew will be (class Success or
Failure).

As a classifier we employed NBTree [44] which is a hybrid classifier combining
decision tree and Naïve Bayes. As in decision trees, each node of a NBTree
corresponds to a test for the value of a single attribute. Unlike decision trees, the
leaves of a NBTree are Naïve Bayes classifiers instead of class labels. NBTree
was shown to be more accurate than both decision trees and Naïve Bayes, while
preserving the interpretability of the two classifiers, i.e. providing an easy to
understand output which can be presented to the user [44].

4.2.1 Are Explicit Preferences Good Predictors of User Interactions?

Data To evaluate the predictive power of the explicit preferences we consider users
who have sent or received at least 1 EOI during a one-month period (March 2010).
We further restrict this subset to users who reside in Sydney to simplify the dataset.
These two requirements are satisfied by 8012 users (called target users) who had
115,868 interactions, of which 46,607 (40%) were successful and 69,621 (60%)
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Table 4 Matching U’s explicit preferences with Uint ’s profile for numeric attributes

U’s preference for height 155–175 155–175 155–175

U’s value in profile for height 160 180 Unspecified

Matching outcome (U, Uint ) Match Non-match Match

Table 5 Matching U’s explicit preferences with Uint ’s profile for nominal attributes

U’s preference for body type Slim, average Slim, average Slim, average Slim, average

Uint ’s value in profile Slim Average Overweight unspecified

for body type

Matching outcome (U, Uint ) Match Match Non-match Match

were unsuccessful. Each target user U has a set of interacted users Uint , consisting
of the users U had interacted with.

Method We compare the explicit preferences of each target user U with the profile
of the users in Uint by calculating the number of matching and non-matching
attributes.

While users can specify only a single value for a given attribute in their profile,
e.g. height = 170 or body = athletic, more than one value can be specified in their
preferences—a set of values for a nominal attribute, e.g. body = slim or athletic,
and a range of values for a numeric attribute, e.g. height = 155–175. Taking this
into account, the matching between the preferences of U and the profile of Uint

for a given attribute is done as follows. For a numeric attribute, Uint matches U’s
preferences if Uint ’s value falls within U’s range or Uint has not specified a value
(see the examples in Table 4). For a nominal attribute, Uint matches U’s preferences
if Uint ’s value has been included in the set of values specified by U or Uint has not
specified a value (see the examples in Table 5). An attribute is not considered if U
has not specified a value for it. The preferences of Uint match the profile of U if all
attributes match; otherwise, they do not match.

Results As shown in Table 6, 59.40% of all interactions occur between users with
non-matching preferences and profiles. A further examination of the successful and
unsuccessful interactions reveals that:

• In 61.86% of all successful interactions U’s explicit preferences did not match
Uint ’s profile.

• In 42.25% of all unsuccessful interactions U’s explicit preferences matched the
Uint ’s profile.

Suppose that we use the matching of the user profiles and preferences to try to
predict if an interaction between two users will be successful or not (if the profile and
preferences match -> successful interaction; if the profile and preferences do not
match -> unsuccessful interaction). The accuracy will be 49.43% (17,775+39,998
/115,868). This is lower than the baseline accuracy of always predicting the
majority class (ZeroR baseline) which is 59.78%. A closer examination of the
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Table 6 Explicit preferences—results

U’s preferences U’s preferences

and Uint ’s and Uint ’s profile

profile match do not match Total

Successful 17,775 (38.14%) 28,832 (61.86%) 46,607

interactions (false positives) (all successful interactions)

Unsuccessful 29,263 (42.25%) 39,998 (57.75%) 69,261

interactions (false negatives) (all unsuccessful interactions)

Total 47,038 (40.60%) 68,830 (59.40%) 115,858 (all interactions)

misclassifications shows that the proportion of false positives is higher than the
proportion of false negatives, although the absolute numbers are very similar.

In summary, the results show that the explicit preferences are not a good predictor
of the success of interaction between users. This is consistent with [18].

4.2.2 Are Implicit Preferences Good Predictors of User Interactions?

Data To evaluate the predictive power of the implicit preferences we consider users
who have at least 3 successful and 3 unsuccessful interactions during a one-month
period (February 2010). This dataset was chosen so that we could test on the March
dataset used in the study of the implicit preferences above. Here too, we restrict this
subset to users who reside in Sydney. These two requirements are satisfied by 3881
users, called target users. The training data consists of the interactions of the target
users during February; 113,170 interactions in total, 30,215 positive and 72,995
negative. The test data consists of the interactions of the target users during Match;
95,777 interactions in total, 34,958 positive (37%, slightly less than the 40% in the
study above) and 60,819 negative (63%, slightly more than the 60% in the study
above). Each target user U has a set of interacted users Uint , consisting of the users
U had interacted with.

Method For each target user U we create a classifier by training on U’s successful
and unsuccessful interactions from February as described in Sect. 3.2. We then test
the classifier on U’s March interactions. This separation ensures that we are not
training and testing on the same interactions.

Results Table 7 summarizes the classification performance of the NBTree classifier
on the test data. It obtained an accuracy of 82.29%, considerably higher than the
ZeroR baseline of 63.50% and the accuracy of the explicit preferences classifier.
In comparison to the explicit preferences, the false positives drop from 61.86% to
30.14%, an important improvement in this domain since recommendations leading
to rejection are very discouraging; the false negatives drop from 42.25 to 9.97%.
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Table 7 Classification performance of NBTree on test set

<– classified Successful Unsuccessful
as interactions interactions Total

Successful 24,060 (68.83%) 10,538 (30.14%) 34,958

interactions (false positives) (all successful interactions)

Unsuccessful 6064 (9.97%) 54,755 (90.03%) 60,819

interactions (false negatives) (all unsuccessful interactions)

In summary, the results show that the implicit preferences are a very good
predictor of the success of user interactions, and considerably more accurate than
the explicit preferences.

5 Conclusions

People-to-people reciprocal recommenders are an important class of recommenders
which have emerged fairly recently. In this paper we discussed their characteristics
(a more comprehensive analysis is available in [1]) and present an overview of
recent work in this area. To illustrate different aspects of this type of recommenders
and how to take account of the reciprocity and build an effective reciprocal
recommender, we presented a case study in online dating, using a large dataset from
a major Australian online dating website.

In particular, we presented a case study using CCR, a reciprocal recommender
system for an online dating we have developed, that combines content-based and
collaborative filtering, and utilises data from both user profiles and user interactions.
It is based on our finding that people with similar profiles are reciprocally liked
by people with similar profiles. CCR achieved success rate of 64.24–69.26% for
different number of EOI, significantly outperforming the baseline success rate of
23.44–35.19%. An important advantage of CCR is that it addresses the cold start
problem of new users joining the website by being able to provide recommendations
immediately, based on the profile of the new user, which is very important for
engaging the new users.

We also studied the differences between the implicit and explicit user prefer-
ences. We found that the explicit user preferences, stated by the user, are not a
good predictor of the success of user interactions, achieving an accuracy of 49.43%.
In contrast, the implicit user preferences, that are learned from successful and
unsuccessful previous user interactions, using a probabilistic classifier, were a very
good predictor of the success of user interactions, achieving an accuracy of 89.29%.
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6 Challenges and Future Directions

There are many research questions that arise from designing reciprocal recom-
menders, some of which are the same as for standard recommenders, and others
are inherent to the reciprocity aspect.

Popular Users In reciprocal recommenders, some user profiles need to be handled
with care, e.g. popular users should not be recommended too often, as they are likely
to be overwhelmed and unresponsive. This problem does not normally occur in non-
reciprocal domains or even people-to-people recommenders that are not reciprocal,
e.g. Twitter.

Bait-Profiles Another issue is that some users, especially popular users, may hide
bait-profiles, created by criminals to lure people into trusting them in romance
scams. The detection of scamming in the online dating industry is a high priority
and requires the recommender systems to ensure they do not favour bait-profiles
over authentic user profiles [45]. Although this issue is very important in online
dating, where people are particularly vulnerable when seeking relationships, it can
also be an issue in other people-to-people recommendations.

Explicit and Implicit Preferences The predictive power of explicit and implicit
user preferences needs further investigation. Not all explicit user preferences are
equally important; if the user can specify the importance of the attributes in the
explicit preferences, this information can be used to improve the prediction of
successful and unsuccessful interactions. A comparison of the explicit and implicit
user preferences would also be beneficial, e.g. (1) to find if there are some latent
factors that are difficult to capture, and also (2) to make users aware when their
stated explicit preferences are very different than their implicit preferences, and
adjust the explicit preferences accordingly. It is also worth investigating if our
findings about the explicit and implicit preferences carry over to other people-to-
people reciprocal domains.

Data Sources and Information Fusion In order to increase the efficiency and
relevance of reciprocal recommenders, a number of other data sources should also
be explored—for instance, the use of temporal information (e.g. how quickly users
respond to EOIs), or the use of photos and free text to refine the quality of the
implicit user profiles. Analysing the importance of each data source and developing
appropriate aggregation and weighting methods [46] is another avenue for future
work.

Novelty and Diversity Although providing unexpected recommendations has
been identified as a useful property of traditional recommender systems (Chapter
“Novelty and Diversity in Recommender Systems”), it is not clear how much
novelty and serendipity is needed in reciprocal recommenders. In contrast with
traditional domains, in reciprocal domains, users provide more information about
themselves in their user profiles and explicit user preferences. Recommending
surprising matches that do not satisfy these preferences may be seen as unacceptable
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by some users, and reduce their trust [47] in the system. Some other users, however,
may welcome suggestions of people different to the ones they think they like. One
way to safely allow novelty and serendipity is to explicitly inform the users when
the recommendations deviate from their explicit preferences.

User Personality Considering user personality (Chapter “Personality and Rec-
ommender Systems”) in reciprocal recommender systems is another interesting
direction for future work. Some online dating website assess personality by asking
users to complete long and intrusive questionnaires, and then match users based on
personality type. It will be useful to acquire user personality implicitly in a non-
obtrusive way [48], e.g. from free text comments in the user profile; book, movie
and sport preferences; writing style, text sentiment, punctuation and grammar; user
activity level and interactions.

Context-Based Recommendations User preferences depend on the context and
also change over time. For example, when on holidays, travelling abroad, the
user may want to connect with other travellers to explore the area together, and
these other people may have different profiles than the ones the user typically
connects with. Context-aware recommender approaches (Chapter “Context-Aware
Recommender Systems: From Foundations to Recent Developments”) used in non-
reciprocal domains can be extended and applied for reciprocal tasks.

Multi-Stakeholder Recommendations In people-to-people reciprocal recom-
menders there are often conflicting incentives. For example, in online dating the
best experience for the user is to find a lifelong spouse quickly and leave the dating
platform permanently, while for the owners of the online dating platform it might be
better to have longer staying or repeated users to maximize revenue. The emerging
sub-area of multi-stakeholder recommenders [49] is concerned with integrating the
perspectives of multiple stakeholders, not only the users of the system.

Providing Explanation Investigating methods for effective explanations in
reciprocal recommenders, and how to balance privacy and transparancy (Chapter
“Beyond Explaining Single Item Recommendations”), is another direction for
future work. First, in reciprocal recommenders it is more challenging to provide
explanations without raising privacy concerns. For examples, it is not appropriate to
tell Bob that Alice was recommended to him because she liked another user Daniel
who is similar to Bob. Second, methods for providing reciprocal explanations (why
both parties are expected to benefit from the match) were recently introduced by
Kleinerman et al. [34, 50], who also conducted an extensive evaluation in both
simulated and operational online dating environment. The results showed that the
best explanation method depends on the user—in environments where the cost
(e.g. emotional cost—fear of rejection) is high, reciprocal explanations are superior
to the traditional one-sided as they make the user more confident in the positive
outcome. However, when the fear of rejection was removed in the simulation, the
one-sided explanation was better. These results are interesting and open avenues for
future research.
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Natural Language Processing for
Recommender Systems

Oren Sar Shalom, Haggai Roitman, and Pigi Kouki

1 Introduction

Recommender systems process all types of signals at their disposal in order to
suggest the most relevant items to users. These signals can take diverse forms, from
categorical to numerical values, from tabular data to unstructured data. Arguably,
the most significant form of content information is textual data, which may hold
detailed and invaluable information. Examples include user-generated reviews,
which elaborate on experiences of users with items, and textual description on items
which can detail an assortment of relevant properties. While the information residing
within the textual signals is tremendous, we need to employ advanced techniques
in order to extract meaningful insights from it. This is where Natural Language
Processing (NLP) comes in as a useful tool to this goal. NLP [18] is a scientific
field focusing on automatically processing and analyzing textual data, thus it can
be of great help for recommender systems. In this chapter, we break down the
various types of inputs that a recommender system can take and identify cases where
NLP capabilities can potentially assist each input type. Then, for each such case,
we present methods to incorporate the textual input into the recommender system,
analyze it and indicate its relative advantages and limitations.

Processing efforts of recommender systems can be coarsely divided into an
offline modeling phase and an online recommendation phase. The former aims to
model users’ preferences and items’ traits while the latter considers the current
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state and ephemeral needs of the user. The output contains the recommendations
themselves, possibly alongside with some additional means to persuade the user.
We now list the possible inputs and outputs while focusing on text:

1. Offline input: collaborative filtering algorithms collect past usage patterns in
order to model users and items. This data may include textual reviews, which
detail the multifaceted experiences of users with items.
Additionally, content-based filtering utilizes side-information on items, where
such information may include textual description of the items. This topic is
covered in Chap. 7 and we refer the interested reader to that chapter.

2. Online input: conversational recommenders allow the users to detail their current
needs in free-text.

3. Output: explanations can significantly increase the effectiveness of recom-
menders, and text generation is one of the prominent techniques to achieve this
goal.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we cover the most prominent
approaches for review-based recommenders. Section 3 highlights conversational
recommenders. In Sect. 4 we detail on methods to generate explanations.

This chapter discusses only scenarios pertaining to applications of NLP for
recommender systems. We acknowledge there are techniques that were origi-
nally designed for NLP but can be useful for recommenders as well, however
they are out of scope for this chapter. For instance, Transformers [72] were
designated to process tokens and afterwards were adapted to recommenders
to process user sessions.

Some recommenders allow users to write textual feedback on the recom-
mendations rather than on items. That is, the users may specify the relevancy
level of the suggested recommendations. However, this is a rare scenario (a
notable example is [24]) and, therefore, is out of scope for this chapter.

2 User Generated Reviews

User-item experiences can be complex and multifaceted, where the user may have
a different opinion on various aspects of the item. As an example from the movies
domain, a user may not like the special effects because they are either too bombastic
or too moderate; likewise, the user may have justified opinions on the acting,
directing, plot, etc. To better model users and items, recommenders should capture
the entire users’ impressions of items. Namely, it is important to infer not only to
what extent a user likes an item, but also why and which factors led that impression.
User ratings, the most widely used type of explicit feedback, inevitably lose valuable
data because they have to summarize that rich experience into a single scalar.
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Compared to that, textual reviews are feasibly the most elaborate type of feedback
and they allow to fully describe the multifaceted experience of users with items.
Concretely, a textual review may unveil any of the following.

1. User preferences (e.g., “I prefer drama movies”)
2. Traits of the discussed item (“starred by Tom Hanks”)
3. The matching between them (“amazing soundtrack”)
4. The context of the interaction (“I watched this movie with my friends”)

The unstructured form of textual reviews allows them to detail the multifaceted
experiences of users with items. But at the same time, it is non-trivial to integrate
this input source alongside with traditional collaborative filtering data.

Broadly speaking, as discussed in Chap. 15 there are two major tasks for
recommender systems: ranking and rating prediction. In this chapter we review
the most prominent approaches to incorporate textual reviews for these two tasks,
and explain how the special characteristics of reviews are exploited to improve
performance. Furthermore, since each review holds relatively rich information, then
few interactions are required to model users and items, which helps to mitigate
the cold start problem. Unless otherwise stated, the input to any of the described
algorithms is a list of (u, i, rui, tui) quartets, each of which indicates an event where
user u interacted with item i, assigned it an explicit rating rui and complemented it
a textual review tui .

2.1 Affinity to Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis is an NLP task aiming to automatically quantify the emotions or
opinions expressed within textual data [1]. In its most basic form, it converges to
a binary classification problem, where the predicted sentiment is either positive or
negative. Occasionally, polarity precision is not sufficient and more fine-grained
prediction is required. That is, the sentiment score may span multiple ordinal
categories e.g., on a 1–5 Likert scale.

Fine-grained sentiment analysis resembles the rating prediction task of review-
based recommenders, and we would like to stress the differences between the two
tasks. While both tasks have access to the textual data during training time, they
differ at inference time. Sentiment analysis predictions are made with respect to a
given text; while a recommender predicts the rating a user would give to an item
before they have experienced with it. That basically means that the textual review
written by the user for the item is not available at prediction time. Hence, the rating
prediction task is much harder as predictions are made solely based on past behavior,
without an accompanying text.

2.2 Traditional Methods

In recent years, with the advent of deep learning, state-of-the-art methods for most
NLP tasks apply deep learning (DL) techniques, and review-based recommenders
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are no exception. However, for completeness, and, to better understand the intuition
behind DL approaches, we briefly survey some of the most influential traditional
approaches.

Several early works employ topic modeling to represent users and items.
McAuley et al. [47] define as a document the set of all reviews written on a certain
item and apply LDA [4] on the corpus induced by the entire catalog. The topic
distribution of each item is considered as its latent features, while the users’ latent
features are estimated by optimizing rating prediction with gradient descent. A
drawback of this approach stems from the fact that the item vectors are unmindful to
the ratings. This makes them sub-optimal and, as a result, the user vectors are sub-
optimal as well. This drawback was remedied in a later work [2], which considers
the ratings and the reviews simultaneously.

The Ratings Meet Reviews (RMR) algorithm [43] is a probabilistic generative
model that combines a topic model with a rating model. It applies topic modeling
on item review text in order to find the distribution of each item over the latent
topics. A rating rui given by user u to item i is assumed to be generated by a
Gaussian mixture model: user u is associated with a Gaussian per latent topic and
the topic distribution of item i serves as the mixture weights. However, this process
neglects the expressed sentiments. For example, two items with the exact same topic
distributions, but opposite sentiments will have the same predicted ratings for any
user.

Diao et al. [20] proposed a probabilistic model based on collaborative filtering
and topic modeling. It uncovers the relevant aspects in the given domain, finds the
interest distribution of users and content distribution of item and finally infers per-
aspect sentiment as expressed in the reviews. A limitation of this algorithm is its
inability to incorporate explicit ratings, which omits a valuable signal.

Overall, the aforementioned approaches exhibit two shortcomings:

1. Overlook context. These approaches take a bag-of-words approach, and process
individual tokens or n-grams while ignoring their order. In contrast, deep learning
approaches are able to process each token with respect to its context tokens.

2. Operate solely based on lexical similarity. This is a pitfall because semantically
similar reviews may have a low lexical overlap. On the other hand, deep learning
approaches are based on distributed representations, which capture the semantics
of the words.

2.3 Deep Learning: Preliminaries

Per the fundamental limitations of the traditional methods, it comes as no sur-
prise that state-of-the-art review-based recommender are based on deep learning
approaches. This subsection presents few definitions and notations required to
understand these approaches. These include the definition of Text Processor and
some remarks on machine learning techniques.
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2.3.1 Text Processor

All notable work in recent years on recommender systems that leverage text (e.g.,
reviews) rely on a deep learning Text Processor unit. Given an input text, this unit
represents it by a dense vector which captures the most meaningful aspects with
respect to the task at hand.

There are various plausible architectures for the Text Processor, e.g., based on
LSTM [25] or Transformers [72]. Most commonly used is the relatively simple
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) Text Processor [32]. This architecture first
projects the texts to a latent space by using word embeddings. Then, it applies
multiple filters of variable lengths over all sliding windows, each responding to
different semantic meanings. Next, a max-pooling operation is performed, to obtain
a fixed size vector and to make the algorithm position-invariant. Finally, a fully-
connected layer transforms the output to the desired latent space. Jacovi et al. [30]
and Kim [32] provide a detailed analysis for the user of convolutional neural
networks using text in classification tasks.

We reiterate that different architectures (e.g., LSTM-based) can be used inter-
changeably.

2.3.2 Machine Learning Annotation

Fully Connected Layer: to ease the notation throughout this chapter, we denote a
fully connected layer with output dimensionality of k by FCk(·). This layer refers
to the classic neural network component, in which all k′ input neurons connect to all
k neurons in the output layer. The input neurons are represented by a matrix X and
the layer computes σ(XW+b), where W ∈ Rk′×k and b ∈ Rk are model parameters
and σ is a nonlinear activation function, defaulted to ReLU [52] in this chapter.

Optimization: all described algorithms use conventional techniques for improv-
ing the speed, stability and generalization of the models. This includes dropout
layers [69], regularization and adaptive learning rate optimization algorithms like
Adam [33]. Additionally, other techniques which were not applied in the original
papers such as batch normalization [29], could be utilized to further improve
performance. Since these optimization techniques are not the essence of the models,
we omit them from the descriptions of the algorithms. Also, modern models iterate
through the training data in mini-batches. To facilitate the notation, we simply
describe the process for a single instance.

2.4 Review-Based Recommenders for Rating Prediction

We now proceed to the descriptions of landmarks review-based recommenders.
We iteratively explain each of these methods, explain how they work, analyze
their strengths but also indicate possible weaknesses (which motivates continuous
improvements).
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2.4.1 DeepCoNN

The seminal algorithm DeepCoNN [84] was the first to apply deep learning
capabilities in order to incorporate textual reviews for recommenders, and it has
inspired a great amount of follow-up work. The basic intuition behind this algorithm
is that generated textual reviews encapsulate essential information about both users
and items. Therefore, two instances of text processors �U and �I are learned to
extract meaningful information on the users and the items, respectively. Specifically,
to represent user u, all reviews written by that user are concatenated to form text tu,
which holds all necessary information to model u. Then, the text is fed to �U , which
identifies the user preferences as expressed in their textual reviews and generates pu,
the distributed (vectorial) representation of that user. The representation qi of item i

is done similarly by concatenating all reviews written on that item and applying the
item text processor:

pu = �U(tu) pi = �I (ti)

Given the user and item vectors pu and qi , most CF algorithms predict their
associated rating using a dot product (plus possibly the global mean and the
corresponding user and item bias terms). DeepCoNN takes a different approach
to combine these vectors. It concatenates them as z = pu ‖ qi and predicts the
rating using a Factorization Machine (FM) [61]. FM can model all the second-order
interactions in a given vector in linear time, which may add some expressiveness
power to simple inner product. Formally, the predicted rating is given by:

r̂ = FM(z) = μ+
|z|∑

j=1

wjzj +
|z|−1∑

j=1

|z|∑

k=j+1

〈vj , vk〉 zj zk (1)

where μ is the global computed average rating, w models the strength of each
component in z and vi is a learned vector of some predefined size, corresponding
to each component zi , which models the second order interactions in z. Training is
done end-to-end, where the objective is to minimize the absolute prediction error.
Evaluation on several benchmark datasets asserted the viability of user-generated
reviews to improve rating prediction of future interactions, as it outperformed all
previous methods to incorporate reviews.

2.4.2 TransNets

If at test time, the target textual review tui written by user u for item i was available
to the model, it could have improved accuracy (see Sect. 2.1). Although textual
reviews are not available at test time, they are still available at training time and
TransNets [8] enhances DeepCoNN by harnessing them.
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To this end, another subnetwork is trained, dubbed as the Target Network, which
aims to reconstruct tui from pu and qi . This empowers the recommender since it
allows to model users and items such that their representations can reconstruct the
target reviews, simulating a situation where the target review is available at test time.

Since the semantics of the target review is of key importance rather than the
actual raw text, at training time this subnetwork transforms the target review using
another instance of a Text Processor and its representation zT is to be reconstructed.
First, the representation of the target network zT has to capture the meaning of
the text reviews. This is achieved by generating representations with predictive
capabilities of the ratings. Formally:

zT = �T (tui)

rT = FMT (zT )

In view of the fact that ZT should guide pu and qi and not vice versa, training is
carefully done. Per each training instance, the parameters of the model are divided
into 3 groups, and they are updated sequentially:

1. The parameters of the target network, which comprises �T and FMT , are
updated by minimizing the rating prediction error: | rT − r |.

2. The parameters of the target network remain fixed and �U and �I are learned by
minimizing the loss: (z− zT )2.

3. The parameters of FM are updated by minimizing | r̂ − r |.
We emphasize that these sequential sub-steps occur every instance, rather than

training to convergence each subnetwork.
The Target Network functions only to improve the training process and does

not participate at inference time, as the target review is not available at this point.
Hence, predictions are computed exactly as in DeepCoNN. TransNets adds another
optimization technique: it passes z through stacked fully-connected layers, to allow
modeling of more complex interactions between the user and the item.

2.4.3 Extended TransNets

Thus far the discussed models ignore the identities of the users and the items and
representations are based exclusively on the review texts. However, the identities
may supply usable information. After all, pure collaborative filtering methods rely
solely on this signal. For this reason, the Extended TransNets (TransNet-Ext) model
introduces embedding matrices for users and items, �U and �I , respectively. The
latent representation of a user-item pair is supplemented with the concatenation of
the user and item embeddings:

ωu = �U(u) ωi = �I (i)

zext = ωu ‖ ωi ‖ z
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Now zext is used to predict the rating as in Eq. 1. The embedding matrices do not
stand on their own, but rather they are complementary to the textual representations.
That is, vector pu represents the preferences of user u as captured by the text
processor. However, this vector does not perfectly reflect the true preferences of
the user, whether because of limitation of the text processor or simply because the
textual reviews do not contain all required information to accurately analyze user u.
The role of vector ωu is to supplement the preferences induced by the texts, very
much like the deviation matrix presented in [26]. A similar analogy applies also for
the item embedding matrix �I .

2.5 State-of-the-Art of Review-Based Recommendations

2.5.1 Motivation

A common drawback to the aforementioned work and more recent work CF [9, 11,
12, 64, 73] is the required effort to process a single review during training. The
feed-forward operation of a review given by user u to item i includes all reviews
written by u and the reviews written on i. Let w be the average number of words per
review and lI and lU be the average number of reviews associated with items and
users, respectively. Hence the running time complexity to process a single review is
O(w · (lI + lU )).

If a typical user writes tens of reviews, an item could appear in thousands of
reviews and a review comprises more than one hundred tokens, then processing
a single review requires hundreds of thousands operations. This scalability issue
might pose an insurmountable problem for real-life recommenders, as training
on large datasets is infeasible and therefore a solution to reduce training time is
required.

As we detail in this section, the Matching Distribution by Reviews (MDR) [65]
takes a different perspective on reviews, which both eliminates the running time
issue and improves accuracy.

2.5.2 Intuition

Previous algorithms assume that reviews describe item characteristics and user
preferences and therefore apply a dedicated text processor for each of these two
entity types. Comparing to that, MDR claims that reviews concentrate on the
matching between them, i.e., explain the extent at which the user liked various
aspects in the item. This observation is very beneficial since in some cases it is
possible to infer the matching between the user and the item regarding a specific
trait, even though the individual user preferences or item traits are not disclosed
in the review. Consider for example the following review snippet from the movie
domain: “I loved the soundtrack”. It is clear the soundtrack of the movie fits the
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preferences of the user, although no information is given on the soundtrack itself,
like type or duration.

In each domain there could be an enormous amount of factors relevant to
generating recommendations. In our running example from the movie domain, such
factors include genre, shooting location, plot complexity, animation style, etc. A
single review is unlikely to supply adequate information on all relevant factors. For
example, by reading a review, it may be apparent to what extent a user likes the
genre but less clear whether they enjoyed the animation style. MDR also models the
inevitable uncertainty in processing individual reviews. This is done by predicting
a distribution rather than just a point estimate, which does not allow to encode
uncertainty.

As motivated above, both textual reviews and explicit ratings refer to the
matching level between the user and the item, but they differ in the level of
thoroughness. A textual review is an elaborate form of feedback, as it reasons and
details the factors that made the user form their judgment on the interacted item.
Therefore, it is only natural to view the reviews as augmented labels to train the
collaborative filtering algorithm, in addition to explicit ratings.

2.5.3 Algorithm Overview

The algorithm consists of two phases: the first, learns how to model the textual
reviews and, the second, utilizes the modeled reviews as augmented labels. These
phases are learned sequentially, i.e., after the parameters of the first phase are
learned, they are held fixed and then the second phase’s parameters are learned.

This scheme alleviates the running time issues raised in Sect. 2.5.1, as the whole
algorithm has linear time complexity. The first phase is linear in the number of
tokens and the second phase is linear in the number of reviews.

In this chapter we detail the steps of the algorithm and explain the intuition
behind them. We do not, however, give the theoretical justifications for them. The
curious reader can see the proofs in the original paper [65].

2.5.4 Phase I: Distribution of Matching Vectors

As motivated above, a textual review can bring to light the matching between a user
and an item across the latent features. The purpose of this phase is to automatically
infer this information. To avoid clutter, subscripts u and i are omitted when their
existence is clear from the context. To this end, MDR passes each review t through a
text processor and obtains a matching vector m. Each component f in the matching
vector reflects the matching between the user and the item with regards to the f -th
latent feature. Therefore the sum of the components in the matching vector predicts
the overall satisfaction of the user with the item, which is also reflected by the
explicit rating given by the user to the item. That is r̂ =∑

f mf , where mf stands
for the f -th component in vector m.
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The problem with this approach is it assumes all latent features can be adequately
estimated by any review. However, a specific review t may be ambiguous or simply
does not cover all latent features. To account for this, MDR finds the distribution of
the matching vectors. The distribution of choice is multivariate normal distribution
N(μ(t), �(t)) with a diagonal covariance matrix, which can be parameterized by
two vectors: mean μ(t) and variance �(t). When the model has high confidence in
the predicted matching value of a specfic factor, then the associated variance of this
factor would be low, and vice versa. Given text t , the distribution of matching vectors
is simply inferred by computing e, the output of a text processor on the review. Then
two different fully connected layers are applied, to yield the parameters of the mean
and variance μ(t) and �(t).

e = �(t) (2)

μ(t) = FC(e) �(t) = FC(e)

In stochastic gradient descent, a single training example represents the whole
distribution of the training data. By the same token, a single sampled vector
z ∼ N(μ(t), �(t)) can represent the whole distribution of matching vectors.
Sampling is a non-differentiable operation, thereby it would eliminate all gradients
and hamper the process of back-propagation. Therefore, the reparameterization
trick [34] is exerted. This means that the sampling operation is done on a newly
introduced input layer, that samples a vector ε ∼ N(0, I ). Then, the appropriate
vector z is mapped by scaling and shifting N(0, I ) to align with N(μ(t), �(t)).
Finally, the matching vector m is obtained by feeding z to a fully connected layer.

ε ∼ N(0, I ) z = μ(t)+�
1
2 (t)� ε

m = FC(z) (3)

The predicted rating is the sum of the elements in the matching vector where
conventionally, also bias terms and global mean are added: r̂ui = ∑

f m
f
ui + bi +

bu + μ. The loss function asks to minimize mean squared error.

2.5.5 Phase II: Collaborative Filtering with Augmented Labels

This phase applies a rating prediction algorithm, while benefiting from augmented
labels that were derived in the previous phase.

Latent factor models represent users and items by some vectors of fixed size.
Each component f in this space refers to a latent feature and the components
in a user vector measure to what extent the user prefers these latent features.
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Comparably, components in an item vector measure the extent to which the item
holds these latent features.

While any CF algorithm could be used in this phase, the authors of MDR chose
the simple SVD [58] as the underlying engine. This algorithm asks to minimize
the squared error: (rui − r̂ui)

2, where the predicted rating is computed as: r̂ui =
pu · qi + bu + bi + μ. The inner product between user vector pu and item vector
qi indicates the affinity between them. Inner product equals to the sum over the
components in the element-wise product: pu · qi = ∑

f (pu � qi)
f . As such, the

element-wise product indicates the matching between the user and the item over the
latent features. We dub the vector pu � qi as the collaborative matching vector.

Using phase I of MDR, each review tui is represented by a distribution of
matching vector. The mean of this distribution, dubbed as the textual matching
vector represents the matching between the user and the item over the latent features
and therefore can be utilized as an augmented label for the collaborative filtering
algorithm. This is done by minimizing the distance between the collaborative
matching vectors and the textual matching vectors. All in all, the loss function is
defined as:

Lui = (r̂ui − rui)
2 + α · ‖pu � qi −mui‖2

2 (4)

Where hyperparameter α controls the relative importance of terms in the loss
function. This loss function contains two labels: explicit rating and textual matching
vector. While the former gives a coarse direction to the optimization process, the
latter provides a direction per each of the f factors, which can significantly improve
performance. Indeed evaluation on several benchmark dataset proves the superiority
of this approach over all previous baselines.

2.6 Empirical Evaluation

This section compares the performance of the strongest review-based models on
several benchmark datasets. The first dataset is Yelp17, which contains restaurant
reviews, introduced in the Yelp Challenge.1 Each of the other three datasets is a
different domain taken from the latest release of Amazon reviews2 [48], which
contains product reviews from Amazon website. These datasets vary in size and
sparsity, where complete statistics can be found at [65].

Table 1 summarizes the empirical results. It shows the viability of incorporating
textual reviews, as all review-based algorithms improve SVD, which does not
incorporate reviews. Furthermore, MDR outperforms all other baselines, in addition
to improved running time complexity.

1 https://www.yelp.com/dataset-challenge.
2 http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon.

https://www.yelp.com/dataset-challenge
http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon
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Table 1 MSE comparison with baselines. Best results are indicated in bold

SVD DeepCoNN TransNetTransNet TransNetTransNet-Ext TransNetMDR Improvement

Yelp 1.8661 1.7045 1.6387 1.5913 1.4257 10.4%

A-Electronics 1.8898 2.0774 1.8380 1.7781 1.5329 13.8%

A-Clothes 1.5212 1.7044 1.4487 1.4780 1.2837 13.1%

A-Movies 1.4324 1.5276 1.3599 1.2691 1.1782 7.2%

2.7 Review-Based Recommenders for Ranking

In this subsection we explain how to incorporate user generated reviews for the
ranking problem. Naturally, to achieve optimal performance on this problem, the
training procedure should be optimized directly for ranking. However, all hitherto
mentioned work optimize rating prediction while neglecting the ranking problem.

As a side note, we would like to stress that any existing method for the rating
prediction problem can be adjusted for ranking. This can be simply done by adding
a ranking loss (e.g., the pairwise BPR loss [62]) as an additional term of the loss
function, or by more advanced techniques like [26, 67]. However, this direction has
not been significantly investigated in the context of review-based recommenders and
is therefore omitted from this chapter.

Recently Chuang et al. [15] suggested the Text-aware Preference Ranking (TPR).
This method simultaneously optimizes two main objectives: user-item ranking and
item-word ranking. The former aims to rank items in the history of the user higher
than missing items. The latter seeks to rank words that appear in an item’s review
higher than other words. However, this method takes a bag-of-words approach,
which may not capture the semantics of the entire review, and is not clear how more
elaborate methods can be integrated instead. Furthermore, TPR cannot incorporate
explicit ratings. Since usually textual reviews are accompanied with explicit ratings,
leaving this signal out might lead to sub-optimal performance.

We now turn to the description of the main algorithm of this subsection. Zhang et
al. [81] presented a Joint Representation Learning (JRL) framework to incorporate
heterogeneous input signals. In the context of this chapter, the considered input
sources are reviews (denoted as V1) and ratings (V2).

The algorithm is learned end-to-end and comprises the following three steps:

1. Create input-source specific representations for users and items.
2. Integrate representations to have a single representation.
3. Apply ranking optimization on the integrated representations.

We now elaborate on each of the aforementioned steps.
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2.7.1 Input Source Modeling

In each input source k (either reviews or ratings), any user u and item i is represented
by a dedicated vector pk

u and qk
i , respectively. These vectors aim to optimize loss

function Lk .

Modeling of Textual Reviews

Each review tui is represented in an unsupervised manner by vector tui (denoted in
bold).

The authors of JRL adopted the PV-DBOW model [41]. This is a generative
model, where review’s representation should maximize the likelihood of its com-
prising words. To this end, each word w in the vocabulary is represented by a learned
vector w. Then, the log probability of having word w in a review is approximated
by the negative sampling (NEG) procedure: log P(w|tui) = log σ(wT tui) + t ·
EwN∼PV

[log σ(−wT
Ntui)], where t is the number of negative samples and PV is the

noise distribution. In this paper t was set to 5 and PV is the unigram distribution
raised to the 3/4rd power. Hence, the objective for a given review is:

L1(u, i) =
∑

w∈tui

fw,tui
log P(w|tui) (5)

where fw,tui
counts the number of occurrences of w in the review.

Then user u is represented by an average of their reviews: p1
u =

1

|R1
u|
∑

i∈R1
u
tui ,

where R1
u is the set of items reviewed by user u. In a similar fashion item vectors

are computed.

Modeling of Numerical Ratings

Modeling users and items according their explicit ratings is rather straightforward.
The predicted rating given by user u to item i is calculated by a two-layer fully
connected network: r̂ui = FC1(FCt (p2

u � q2
i )), with � denoting the element-

wise product, ELU [17] as the activation function and t is a hyperparameter that
determines the dimensionality of the hidden layer. The objective in this input source
is to minimize the squared prediction error:

L2(u, i) = (r̂ui − rui)
2 (6)
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2.7.2 Integrated Representation

The integrated representation of each user and item is obtained by a simple
concatenation of the representations across the input sources: pu = p1

u ‖ p2
u and

qi = q1
i ‖ q2

i . We address to a limitation of this approach in Sect. 2.7.4.

2.7.3 Ranking Optimization

Until this point, the embeddings are not optimized for ranking, but to model textual
data (L1) and to predict ratings (L2). Therefore, JRL incorporates the widely
adopted BPR loss [62] as the pairwise learning-to-rank method. For each observed
user-item interaction (u, i+) ∈ R, a random item i− such that (u, i−) /∈ R is
sampled as a negative sample. The objective is to distinguish between positive and
negative pairs:

LRANK(u, i) = log σ(pu · qi+ − pu · qi−) (7)

For more details on the BPR loss, we refer the reader to Chap. 3. Personalized
recommendations are generated by ordering all items according to their predicted
scores. Combining the input-source dependant loss functions in Eqs. 5 and 6
together with the ranking objective presented in Eq. 7, gives us the objective
function of JRL:

L =
∑

(u,i)∈R

LRANK(u, i)+L1(u, i)+L2(u, i) (8)

2.7.4 In-Depth Analysis

Decoupling Input Sources

Albeit not mentioned in the original paper, while the algorithm assumes the
existence of several modalities, they do not need to be aligned. For instance, a user
may leave explicit ratings for some items, to write textual reviews on other items and
the final user representation will consider all of these interactions. This is in contrast
to all previously described algorithms in this chapter, that require each interaction
to comprise both explicit ratings and textual reviews.

Fusion of Representations

The personalized score is computed as: s = pu ·qi = (p1
u‖p2

u)·(q1
i ‖q2

i ) = p1
u ·q1

i +
p2

u · q2
i . Hence, it is the sum of the scores given by two pairs of representations, and

at prediction time there is no interaction between these two representations. Perhaps
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the model could be improved if the integrated representation was done by feeding
the input-source representations to fully connected layers, which allow to capture
non-linear correlations between the representations.

Generalized Modeling of Textual Reviews

Modeling of textual reviews is done by PV-DBOW, which does not obtain state-
of-the-art results on document representation. Fortunately, JRL is agnostic to the
choice of text modeling, and any other unsupervised could be seamlessly used. For
instance, reviews can be modeled using AutoEncoders [42] or contextual embedding
models (e.g., GPT-3 [6]).

2.7.5 Empirical Evaluation

We now compare relevant baselines to asses the vitality of JRL. All experiments
were conducted on various domains of the Amazon review dataset presented in
Sect. 2.6. For each dataset, 70% of the interactions of each user were randomly
selected for training and the remaining were kept for test. All users are presented
with K = 10 recommendations and a recommended item is marked as “correct” if
it resides within the test items of that user. We report two prevalent top-K evaluation
measures:

• HT: Hit-ratio, which is the percentage of users with at least a single correct
recommendations.

• NDCG: considers also the position of the correct recommendations.

Additional details on these evaluation measures can be found in Chap. 15. The first
baseline is BPR [62], a seminal ranking algorithm that does not leverage reviews.
Another baseline, which was presented in Sect. 2.4.1, is DeepCoNN [84]. This
baseline does incorporate reviews, but is optimized for the rating prediction task.

Table 2 shows the performance of each algorithm. First, it gives another
evidence for the contribution of review to recommender systems, as DeepCoNN

Table 2 Ranking comparison. Best results are indicated in bold

BPR DeepCoNN JRL

Measure HT NDCG HT NDCG HT NDCG

A-Movies 4.421% 1.267% 10.522% 3.800% 13.245% 4.334%

A-CDs 8.554% 2.009% 13.857% 4.218% 16.774% 5.378%

A-Clothes 1.767% 0.601% 3.286% 1.310% 4.634% 1.735%

A-Cellular 5.273% 1.998% 9.913% 3.636% 10.940% 4.364%

A-Beauty 8.241% 2.753% 9.807% 3.359% 12.776% 4.396%
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consistently outperforms BPR across all datasets. Most notably is the benefit of
having a designated algorithm for ranking, as JRL gains a substantial improvement
comparing to other algorithms.

2.8 Discussion and Future Outlook

This section showed the tremendous value of user-generated reviews in modeling
users and items for both rating prediction and ranking. Over the past years,
the recommender systems community has unceasingly improved the means to
incorporate textual reviews, which results in increasing performance and reduction
in running time complexity. Currently, reviews are an integral part of the modeling
process of state-of-the-art production systems and we anticipate a plethora of work
in this direction, towards more accurate recommenders.

We should note that most existing review-based algorithms assume the avail-
ability of explicit ratings. At first, it might seem like a hard assumption that limits
applicability. However, platforms that collect textual user reviews usually also
collect explicit numeric ratings, and hence we are not restricted by the additional
requirement of having explicit ratings.

So far, existing work in this field relies on datasets such that all interactions
are associated with reviews. However, this leads to a selection bias because only
a subset of the users tend to write reviews, while the rest of the population
is ignored. These users may differ in their tastes and usage patterns from the
general population and therefore the system may suffer from poor performance
on the general population. Furthermore, a user may be more likely to devote time
for writing a review if the experience with the item was extremely positive or
negative. This is another form of a potential selection bias, where extreme cases are
overemphasized. Designers of real-life recommenders should consider these aspects
and integrate also data that represents the general population.

Looking to the future, with the great predictive power of reviews, comes a
potential threat by malevolent stakeholders. As textual reviews add invaluable
information on top of explicit ratings, an attack that generates reviews might be
considerably striking. Hence, there is an inherent future need for designing systems
that can effectively detect adversarial reviews.

Another line of research could be to utilize reviews in order to break down
the items and to identify fine-grained recommendable units. Bauman et al. [3] for
example suggested a bag-of-words approach to identify aspects of consumption.
Then for example, beyond recommending a restaurant the system could suggest
specific dishes. This is an interesting problem that has not been widely studied yet,
with a variety of potential applications (e.g., suggest a hotel as well as a room with
a specific view or to recommend a specific chapter in a handbook).
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3 Conversational Preference Elicitation

The main purpose of the preference elicitation reference elicitation process is to
allow end-users to reveal their preferences by interacting with the recommender
system. Such interaction may be implemented through a conversational interface
using natural language.

While the preference elicitation task may be viewed as a kind of intent detection
task, there are two fundamental differences between the two. First, intent detection
may be performed also in ad-hoc systems that have no interaction with the user, e.g.,
predicting query intent [5]. Second, in the context of conversational systems, intent
detection is usually treated as a classification task, which is bounded by a predefined
set of intents (classes) [44]. This in comparison to the preference elicitation task
which may require to reason over a large set of possible user preferences.

Overall, we describe three main types of preference elicitation approaches
that utilize NLP methods: critiquing, facet-based and question-based. We start
by shortly discussing conversational recommender systems as the environment in
which such preference elicitation process is implemented.

3.1 Conversational Recommender Systems

Conversation recommender systems (CRS) have become quite common nowadays
and are implemented by natural language interfaces (e.g., chat-bots) or speech (e.g.,
intelligent assistants). Existing conversational systems can be roughly classified as
chit-chat, informational or task-oriented. In a sense, a conversation recommender
system is both informational and task-oriented. For example, a CRS may be utilized
for recommending news to a user, hence satisfying some information need. On the
other hand, a CRS may be utilized to fulfill some user goal such as reserving a
restaurant, visiting a location or purchasing some item.

Utilizing a CRS is specially effective whenever user preferences are either ill-
defined or unclear (e.g., in a cold-start scenario). In a conversational setting, users
may express their preferences towards items using a natural language interface.
At the same time, the recommender system can further utilize the same natural
language interface to interact with its end-users to clarify their needs and provide
better personalization.

Different from “traditional” recommender systems, which are usually passive
in the sense that they operate in one-shot interaction paradigm, a CRS allows
an interactive, mixed-initiative, dialogue with its end-users. This in turn, allows
for varying the recommendation until enough evidence on user’s preferences is
gathered. Alternatively, a CRS may adapt its previous recommendations to the
change in user’s preferences as reflected in the ongoing conversation.

A typical CRS has two main components: Preference-Elicitation and Recom-
mendation. The role of the preference elicitation component is to gather enough
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information about user preferences for maximizing the predicted user utility. The
recommendation component is responsible to provide recommendations based on
preference information that was actively curated during the conversation with the
user. This component may be also tightly integrated with the preference elicitation
component, driving the latter’s decisions on which user preferences should be
clarified (e.g., present options for item filtering, ask for feedback, etc).

In the rest of this section, we mainly focus on the preference elicitation
process using natural language understanding and the representation of derived user
preferences for recommendation during a conversational recommendation setting.
For broader details on the general scope of conversational recommender systems,
the interested reader is referred to recent surveys [31, 59].

3.2 Critiquing

In the critiquing setting, the user is allowed to define constraints on items imme-
diately after those were recommended. For example, in a restaurant reservation
setting, the user may refine recommended restaurants by their location, price
or rating. Using a critique-based conversational recommendation strategy, users
incrementally define their preferences towards recommendable items. In a sense,
critiquing allows users to modify their learned “static” preferences and adjust the
recommender system to their current “dynamic” tastes [77].

A CRS usually presents to the user several options for refinement based on the
properties of the pool of recommendable items (e.g., size, color, price, etc). A simple
approach to implement a critiquing strategy is to show user options for selection or
fill a manual form. User input is usually assumed to define her critiques to be treated
as negative feedback on recommended items.

While it is more intuitive for users to interact with CRS in a natural language,
such communication form has been less common in earlier critiquing-based rec-
ommender systems [10]. Natural language-based interaction is more complex to
model, as the set of specified user critiques may be still subjective, ambiguous or
unbounded. Hence, most previous works have been focused on system-suggested
(predefined and bounded) critiques or user-initiated critiques [10].

Critiques may be automatically derived from past user interactions [63]. Such
experience-based methods are implemented by analyzing the properties of items
that were successfully recommended in previous similar conversational sessions.
Yet, most critique methods strongly rely on the availability of a item metadata (e.g.,
catalog) or assume a fixed set of critiques.

An alternative and more flexible way to automatically obtain potential critiques
is to curate them from textual sources associated with recommendable items. A
popular approach is to extract keyphrases from item reviews [46, 77]. Keyphrases
may be extracted using statistical language-modeling techniques (e.g., identifying
terms that are salient in the text), using random-walk methods, etc. For a review on
state-of-the-art keyphrase extraction methods, the reader is referred to [49].
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We next describe two recent deep-learning methods that exploit keyphrases
extracted from item reviews for implementing a critiquing-based conversational
preference elicitation process. Using deep-learning techniques allow to better
represent both user preferences and feedback (user critiques) in the same latent
embedded space, and as a result, improve recommendation accuracy.

3.2.1 CE-NCF

As a first method, we describe the Critiquable and Explainable Neural Collabora-
tive Filtering (CE-NCF) method [77]. This method has two versions, deterministic
and variational. Here we only describe the deterministic version.

A key assumption which is now made is that, both the observable user i and
item j (binary) ratings rij and (binary) explanation (keyphrases) vector sij are
generated from the same latent representation zij which is jointly encoded from
the latent user ui and item vj representations. Initial user and item embeddings can
be obtained by any basic method (e.g., [77] used a randomized SVD method that
was fined-tuned during end-to-end training). The above assumption is formulated
into a deep-learning framework by first encoding each user-item pair into an initial
latent representation ẑij = fe(ui, vj ).

Critiquing augments the latent representation which modifies item ratings to
better suite user’s current preferences. This is achieved in several steps, as follows.
First, a prediction function ŝij = fs(ẑij ) is applied to map the latent representation
into explanation predictions for each recommended item to a particular user. The
user then takes a critique action which indicates explanations she disagrees with,
“zeroing out” the corresponding keyphrases in ŝij . Next, the inverse function
z̃ij = f−1

s (s̃ij ) is applied to project back the critiqued explanation to the latent
representation. Finally, the model updates both item ratings r̃ij = fr(z̃ij ) and
explanations s̃ij = fs(z̃ij ). In addition, to more flexibly control the effect of user
critiques, whenever a user makes a critiquing action, the latent representation is
updated according to the following linear combination: z̃ij = ρẑij + (1 − ρ)z̃ij ,
where ρ ∈ [0, 1] is a hyperparameter.

To train the model end-to-end (together with item recommendation), the follow-
ing objective is minimized:

minL = min
∑

ij

L0(rij , fr ◦ fe(ui, vj ))

+λ1

∑

ij

L1(sij , fs ◦ fe(ui, vj ))

+λ2

∑

ij

L2(fe(ui, vj ), f̃
−1
s ◦ fs ◦ fe(ui, vj ))

+λ3‖θ‖2
2,

where the three loss functions L0,L1 and L2 are further taken as Mean Squared
Error (MSE) and λ1, λ2 and λ3 are corresponding hyperparameters.
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3.2.2 Latent Linear Conversational Critiquing

In a sense, each single critiquing step can be viewed as a series of functional trans-
formations that produce a modified prediction r̃i = fm(ri, s̃i ) of item preferences
for user i given critiqued keyphrases si [46]. Having multiple critiquing steps, a
user is iteratively provided with the item recommendations r̃ t

i and, based on those,
the user makes a critique action ci which updates the representation of critiqued
keyphrases s̃t

i through a cumulative critiquing function: s̃t
i = ψ(si, s̃

t−1
i , ci).

Alternatively, the user may accept the item recommendation and the current
conversation ends.

To derive r̃i , both user preferences ri and the critiqued keyphrases are co-
embedded to derive a uniform representation ẑi , as follows. First, user ratings ri
are represented by a projected linear embedding zi = riV . Next, given user’s
critique action ci , the cumulative critiquing representation is derived at step t

as: s̃t
i = s̃t−1

i − max(si, 1) � ct
i (with s̃0

i = 0) and its latent representation is
obtained: Z̃t

i = diag(s̃t
i )W

T + B. Each row z̃k
i of the matrix Z̃i captures the latent

representation of the kth critiqued keyphrase, and each row of B has an identical
bias term b. The unified representation ẑi is then obtained by merging zi with Z̃i as
follows:

ẑi = φλ(zi, Z̃i) = λ0zi + λ1z̃
1
i + . . .+ λ|K|z̃|K|i .

Given ẑi , the updated item ratings are simply given by: r̂ij = 〈ẑi , wj 〉 (where
〈·, ·〉 denotes inner product and wj is the latent representation of item j ).

λ weights can be manually set (e.g., having uniform weight assuming that all
critiques have the same importance). Yet a better alternative is to learn λ using
Linear-Programming (LP) optimization [46].

3.3 Facets-Based Preference Elicitation

In a facet-based preference elicitation process, the conversation context defined by
user utterances is used to predict which item facets represent the user’s preferences.
At each step of the conversation, the CRS may decide to either recommend items to
the user based on such derived facets or try to clarify user preferences (and hence
better learn the item facets that are most relevant).

The facet-based approach allows a more incremental preference elicitation
towards targeted item recommendation. Yet, the facet-based approach still requires
some memorization effort by users, as users may not be familiar in advanced with
all item facets [59] (e.g., what is the meaning of some unit).

In the context of preference elicitation, there are two main challenges that need
to be addressed. The first is mapping user utterances into facets and the second is
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generating clarification questions based on such facets to be presented to the user
whenever more feedback is required.

Mapping user utterances to facets requires to “identify” mentions in the utterance
text related to facet types and/or values. As an example, an utterance such as , “I
need a restaurant near my home” identifies a location facet with a range of possible
values anchored by the user’s own location. As another example, a utterance such
as “I would prefer drama to comedy” defines two facets with a preference order
between the user’s preferred movie genres.

Facet extraction from query-related text (e.g., search results) has been previously
studied in the context of interactive information retrieval [37, 38]. A common
facet curation approach is to first apply textual clustering (e.g., K-Means or
Hierarchical) [55, 79]. Each cluster then represents a facet and a clustering labeling
technique may be applied to extract a short textual description of the facet [7].
Alternative facet extraction techniques include semantic class extraction [57, 66]
(using distributional similarity or pattern mining), topic models [74, 76] mention
detection [22], named entity recognition [40] and entity linking [36] .

We next shortly describe a more recent approach that is better tailored for CRS.
Using deep-learning methods, a give user utterance may be mapped into a set of
potential facet type and values [71], as follows. Let (f, v) denote a specific facet-
value pair, e.g., (color, red), (size, small), etc. Given a user utterance at time step
t, et , an n-gram vector zt is first extracted from et ’s text. Next, the sequence of
n-grams up to the current time is encoded using an LSTM network into a vector
ht = LST M(z1, z2, . . . , zt ). To predict facet values probabilities of a given facet
fi , a softmax activation layer is then applied.

The set of facet-values probabilities are then used for representing the dialogue
state st . This state is used for belief tracking to decide whether to recommend items
based on existing facets or further clarify user preferences by asking questions about
a specific facet [71].

The decision whether to recommend an item or clarify user preference towards
any of the facets may be implemented using a reinforcement learning approach [71].
To this end, at each step t of the conversation, the CRS agent has l + 1 actions it
can take. The first l actions capture the decision of the agent on whether to clarify
the user’s preference regarding the values of one the l possible facets. For example,
a question such as “What color do you prefer?” can be asked given that the color
facet has the highest belief in the model.

Alternatively, the CRS agent may decide to provide a recommendation based on
existing facet-based belief st . In [71], such recommendation is implemented using
Factorization Machines [61] considering st as an additional feature-set. The decision
policy of the CRS agent is further learned using the REINFORCE [75] algorithm.
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3.4 Question-Based Preference Elicitation

In a question-based preference elicitation setting, the CRS aims to unveil user
preferences through a series of one or more clarification questions. In a sense, such
an approach is similar to the facet-based approach, with two additional options.
First, the clarification questions can be topical rather than just asking about existing
item facets (properties) [13]. Second, compared to the facet-based approach which
asks questions about single facets at a time in an absolute manner, using a relative
approach may further allow to identify more clear user preference patterns [14].

We next discuss several recent question-based preference elicitation methods.

3.4.1 “System Ask, User Respond” (SAUR)

In the “System Ask, User Respond” (SAUR) setting [82], each conversation is
assumed to be initiated by some user information need (e.g., “Can you find me
a mobile phone on Amazon?”) and then the CRS agent may either provide a
recommendation or start with a series of clarification questions about aspects that are
relevant to the user information need (e.g., “What operating system do you prefer?”,
“Do you have requirements on storage capacity?”, etc.). Each conversation used for
training the model is assumed to end with a successful item recommendation (e.g.,
judged by analyzing the user’s feedback).

Formally, given a conversation session, initiated with user query related to
product category c and succeeded with k questions that have been asked so far by
the agent (pl) and answered by the user (ql): Q = p1, q1, p2, q2, . . . , pk, qk , the
task is to predict the next question to ask pk+1. Here, each question is assumed to
be about a single product aspect (e.g., operating system) curated from item reviews
and each answer has a value specified by the user to that aspect.

While the SAUR model addresses both item recommendation and question
generation, we next focus only on the latter sub-task and the interested reader is
referred to [82] for the full details.

A given conversation context Q is represented at step t by first concatenating all
the text until that step and encoding it with a Gated Recurrent Unit [16] (GRU). Let
ck denote the encoding at current step k. Each item vj is further represented by a
textual summary (denoted sr

j ) obtained by concatenating its own description with
review text associated with it. The representation is then obtained using a GRU with
an attention mechanism that allows to make the representation of that item sensitive
to a specific conversation context Q. Two memory units are further utilized. The
first m1

j = GRU(sr
j , ck) memorizes the relevance of item vj to Q and used for item

recommendation. The second m2
j = GRU(sr

j ,m
1
j ) serves as question memory for

item vj .
The question sub-task now aims to train a model which will maximize the

likelihood of the next aspect in the conversation pk+1. Such a likelihood is estimated
by first concatenating its own representation with ck and the average memory m̄2
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over all items and then applying a two-layer feed forward neural network followed
by a softmax layer. Since applying the softmax may be computationally costly due
to the large number of aspects to consider, an alternative is to apply a sigmoid with
negative sampling proportional to aspect popularity [82].

3.4.2 Topic-Based Questions

Most conversational recommender systems ask questions related to properties of
end-recommended items. Yet, such an approach may not scale well when the item
pool is too large and constantly updated [13] (e.g., videos on YouTube).

An alternative, which might scale better, is to ask users question on topics so user
feedback can be propagated among items sharing the same topic [13]. The key idea
in such an approach is to present to users a top-N list with topics which they can
provide feedback on. User feedback is further captured via user clicks.

Formally, for a given user event history (e.g., video watching) E =
e1, e2, . . . , eT , the goal is to estimate the topical distribution of user’s interest
at time T + 1, i.e.: p(q|E). For a large enough data, such distribution can be
easily trained using a sequential learning model (e.g., GRU or LSTM). Hence, at
questioning time, for a given user event sequence E′, questions to be asked can be
sampled from the topics with highest likelihood.

Using user’s feedback on the displayed top-N topic list, a more personalized rec-
ommendation can be made by estimating the likelihood of the next response (items
being recommended) p(r|E′, topic = q). Such a likelihood can be estimated, for
example, by restricting the items being considered for recommendation to those that
belong to topic q.

3.4.3 Asking Absolute vs. Relative Questions

The two methods we discussed so far present questions to users in an absolute
fashion one by one in a sequential order [82] or as a list of topics to pick [13]
as the conversation progress. Yet, such questioning strategy does not fully capture
the relative user preferences. An alternative, therefore, is to present clarification
questions to users in a relative form [14]. The key idea here is to pick items (or
aspects to ask) which would allow to reveal as much information as possible about
user’s preferences. For example, a relative question may be given about two items
that are relatively far from each other in the latent space.

We next discuss the questioning framework of [14]. This framework has two
versions, Absolute (recommendation) and Pairwise. For our discussion purposes we
only focus on the Absolute model and refer the reader to [14] for the second one.

As a first assumption, a latent factor recommendation setting is utilized to
implement the underlying Absolute model. Specifically, a simplified version of the
Matchbox Recommender model [70] is implemented. In a nutshell, in this model
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each user i is modeled by a bias variable αi ∼ N(0, σ 2
2 ) and a trait vector ui ∼

N(0, σ 2
1 I). In a similar manner, each item j has a bias variable βj ∼ N(0, σ 2

2 ) and a
trait vector vj ∼ N(0, σ 2

1 I). Then, the unobserved affinity between user i and item j

is given by yij = αi+βj+uT
i vj . Observations are made ŷij ∼ N(yij , εij ), where εij

models the affinity variance, accounting for noise in user preferences. User (dis)like
observation is then given by r̂ij = 1[ŷij > 1]. The hyper-parameters σ1,σ2 model
the variance in traits and biases. The model variables are learned by maximizing the
log-posterior over the item and user variables with fixed hyper-parameters, given the
training observations [14]. To “bootstrap” the model, item embeddings are learned
offline from logged observations, while user parameters are initialized to the mean
user values assuming questions are to be asked in a new user setting [14].

Having defined the underlying recommendation model, we next describe two
main options for asking questions about user preferences towards items, either
Absolute or Relative. The key idea is to ask a few questions so both user’s
preferences and question quality can be learned. Such task is implemented in [14]
using ideas that are borrowed from active learning (query for labels that provide the
highest amount of new information) and bandit learning (balance between model
exploitation and exploration). In the context of conversational recommenders, such
a balance may help focus questions on the most relevant part of the latent space,
while still considering that highly preferred items may lie in as of yet unexplored
areas of the space [14]. At a given time, the model confidence on user preference
towards items j is captured by the current variances of the posterior of the noisy
affinities ycold

j . As the system asks about an item j∗ and observe the user’s feedback,
the variance of the inferred noisy affinity of this item and of the nearby items in the
learned embedding is reduced [14].

The general preference elicitation algorithm is implemented as follows. For a
new user i, the noisy affinities yij are inferred. Then, while more questions are
allowed to be asked, an item j∗ is picked for absolute (relative) question. Several
question (item pick) selection strategies are explored in [14], showing preferable
results to an approach based on Thompson Sampling: j∗ = arg maxj ŷij . The
user feedback (i, j∗, 0/1) is then incorporated into the model to update the noisy
affinities yi according to [70].

To extend to relative preference elicitation, after an item A is selected, we first
assume the user did not like this item and incorporate a virtual feedback (i, A, 0)

into the model. Then, a second item B is selected based on the inferred updated
posterior model when it is used as the prior model. Here, the intuition behind such
relative question is that the two items the user is asked to give a relative preference
on should be relatively far apart in the latent space. This allows the system to both
learn user preferences more efficiently while the user is not forced to choose among
very similar items [14], hence introducing diversity.
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3.5 Discussion and Future Outlook

Recent advances in NLP now allow to better understand user preferences through
interactive dialogue with the recommendation system. Traditional preference elic-
itation methods have been implemented with a predefined set of preferences or
UI-aided tools (e.g., forms). Using textual sources such as item descriptions or
user reviews, now allows to extract and process potential preference-related data
(e.g., facets) more easily and integrate such data within existing recommendation
methods. Moreover, using the mixed initiative nature of conversation, clarification
questions about user preferences can be utilized to allow the recommendation
system better personalization to its users.

Preference elicitation using NLP methods can be improved in two main ways.
First, most existing works utilize user reviews as a source for preference-related
metadata. Other sources may be further utilized and should be explored, including,
for example, text curated from user discussions and forums, social media or news.

Second, existing preference elicitation NLP-based methods still utilize very
simplistic language models learned by traditional deep learning methods such as
CNNs and RNNs. New pre-trained language models such as BERT [19] and GPT-
3 [6] should be further explored in the context of this task, allowing to improve
textual representation and automatic generation of facets and clarification questions.

4 Generating Textual Explanations

As recommendations have become central to shaping decisions, users increasingly
demand convincing explanations to help them understand why particular recom-
mendations are made. To this end, the research community has lately focused on
studying both how to generate explanations from recommender systems as well
as the effect of explanations on influencing user behavior [23, 54]. Chapter 19
provides a detailed overview of explanations in recommender systems. This sec-
tion complements Chap. 19 by focusing on describing how explanations can be
generated from text. In more detail, in what follows, we will describe the most
representative methods of generating explanations by extracting snippets from text
that accompanies an item that is recommended by the system. The input is the user-
item matrix as well as the reviews available for the items that are in abundance in
most recommender systems. The explanation text can be presented as a description
of the item or a comprehensive review (or a set of reviews). The input for most of
the algorithms described is the user-item rating matrix as well as the reviews that are
written about items. The structure of the Section is as follows: we first discuss deep
learning methods that find and show to the user the most useful review (in some
cases reviews can be personalized) and then we describe works that extract explicit
product features and user opinions from review text.
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4.1 Review-Level Explanations

User-generated reviews can be viewed, at least in part, as explanations of the ratings
given by users. As discussed previously in Sect. 2, recommendation accuracy can
be greatly improved when using review text that is available for the items. At the
same time, reviews can help towards an additional goal: explaining why an item is
recommended to a user. Here, we will discuss literature that has demonstrated the
effective application of reviews in the area of explanations ranging from finding and
showing to the user the most useful review to more complex methods where the
models can automatically generate personalized reviews to show to each user.

Early works that proposed to combine latent dimensions in rating data with
review text had a two-fold contribution: first, the approaches could use the
text reviews with ratings to provide accurate recommendations and, second, the
approaches could use the most useful reviews to show to the users as an explanation
for each recommendation (review level explanations). Most of these representative
works are the following: McAuley et al. [47] combine latent rating dimensions
with latent topics in reviews learned by LDA topic models. The proposed method
is able to generate interpretable topics, that can be used to suggest informative
reviews. Along the same lines, Diao et al. [20] also propose to combine ratings with
review text to identify aspects (relative to topics). The key difference with [47] is
that in this work, the authors focus on both learning the aspects as well as learning
the sentiments of these aspects (negative vs. positive). From the deep learning
community, the neural attentional regression model with review-level explanations
model (NARRE) [9] uses the text of the reviews to both predict item ratings and
learn the usefulness of the reviews. In this approach, only the highly-useful reviews
are provided as explanations to the users. The explanations provided in all the above
studies are not personalized, i.e., when the recommender system comes up with a
specific item recommendation, all users will be shown the exact same explanation
which is the most useful reviews. In what follows we describe works that generate
personalized explanations in the form of reviews.

4.1.1 Multi-Task Learning for Recommendation and Personalized
Explanation

Recently, the research community has shown increased interest in personalized
review generation that can serve as a form of explanation to the users. Lu et
al. [45] jointly learn recommendations and explanations by introducing a multi-
task learning framework. Instead of finding the most useful review, the proposed
model generates new reviews that are personalized to the taste of each user.
More specifically, the review text is used for learning the user preferences and
item properties, and implicit and explicit feedback (e.g., clicks or ratings), is
used to learn the level of interest of a user in the attributes of an item. The
approach employs a matrix factorization model (see Chap. 3 for more details) that
generates the user-item ratings combined with a sequence-to-sequence model that
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generates a personalized review (that serves as an explanation) for each user-item
recommendation.

In order to generate an unbiased personalized review (i.e., explanation), Lu et
al. [45] use an adversarial approach over a sequence-to-sequence model, where
a review generator and discriminator network are trained simultaneously. For the
generator network, which eventually produces the explanations, the set di of all
reviews written by user i is mapped onto a textual feature vector Ũ and subsequently
fed into a bi-directional Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [16] which concatenates the
last-step hidden forward and backward activations into a vector-based representation
hT for the review. Overall, given the vector Ũ , the model generates reviews that
attempt to maximize the probability of a T ′-lengthed review yi,1, . . . , yi,T ′ given
the user’s textual vector:

p(yi,1, . . . , yi,T ′ |Ũ ) =
T ′∏

t=1

p(yi,t |Ũi , yi,1, . . . , yi,t−1)

Once the reviews are generated, they are next fed into the discriminator that
attempts to discern real from artificially-generated (from the generator) reviews.
In this adversarial setting, the discriminator is implemented as a convolutional
neural net, typical in text classification tasks. More specifically, the review words
are mapped into vectors which are fed into a convolutional, max-pooling and fully-
connected projection layers (in this order) while the final output is adjusted using a
sigmoid function. Overall, the discriminator network attempts, through sampling of
reviews and using policy gradient descent [75], to maximize the function:

maxφEY∼pdata
[logDφ(Y )] + EY ′∼Gθ

[log(1−Dφ(Y ′))]

where Y ∼ pdata are the ground-truth (i.e., real) sampled reviews and Y ′ ∼ Gθ

are the generated ones. In the process, the learned textual features and the matrix-
factorization-based textual features are regularized in order to allow the sequence-
to-sequence model to leverage the user preferences identified from the collaborative
filtering step. Finally, personalized recommendation explanations are generated by
employing a review decoder that combines the vectors Ũi (i.e., the reviews of user
i) and Ṽj (i.e., the reviews of item j ) to generate reviews for a given user-item pair.

Another popular way of providing useful explanations to recommendations is by
generating (oftentimes personalized) synthetic reviews. Ouyang et al. [56] combine
three generative models that provide natural language explanations while leveraging
the available helpfulness votes of existing reviews. The approach also takes into
account the set of item attributes that may be of interest to the user while generating
the reviews. At a high level, the goal is to maximize the likelihood of an explanation
e = (y1, . . . , yl) of length l for a given set of input attributes for item i ai =
(ai, . . . , a|a|):

p(e|a) =
l∏

t=1

p(yt |yi,1, . . . , yi,t−1, a)
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To this end, Ouyang et al. [56], propose three textual models that produce text as
both character and word sequences using the user id, item id, item rating and review
helpfulness score as input. More specifically, the approach starts in the encoding
phase by identifying all word tokens with their positions in the review corpus that
will be used both during the encoding (training step) and decoding (generating
step). A GCN (generative concatenative) model is employed at the beginning of
the process. The goal of the GCN is to learn the relations of attributes and text by
considering them as one (concatenated) input. More specifically, the model accepts
input of the form X′t = [xr

t : xa
t ] where xr

t is the encoded review text and xa
t

are the one-hot encoded attributes at time step t . After the first GCN model, a
context and attention model are utilized that aim to transform the attributes to fixed-
length [21] embeddings. The goal of these two models is to learn how attributes and
text aligns and to provide good initialization weights for the decoder. At the end of
the encoding phase, encoded attributes are reshaped to the proper decoder shape:
A = tanh(H [xa

i , . . . , xa|a|] + ba) and are provided as initialization weights for the
decoder.

The decoding phase utilizes Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) with long short-
term memory (LSTM) [28]. Given, at a time t , inputs xt , the LSTM cell state Ct−1,
the previous output Ht , W the weights, b the bias and Ĉ the candidate state, the
computation of the decoding step proceeds as follows with � denoting an element-
wise product operation:

Ĉt = tanh(Wc
x xt +Wc

hHt−1 + bc)

ft = σ(W
f
x xt +W

f
h Ht−1 + bf )

it = σ(Wi
xxt +Wi

hHt−1 + bi)

Ct = ft � Ct−1 + it � C′t
ot = σ(Wo

x xt +Wo
hHt−1 + bo)

Ht = ot � tanh(Ct )

As a final step, for text generation, the decoder output Ht is provided as input to a
softmax function that essentially attempts to maximize the probability p(yt |y<t , a)

by greedily inferring the characters and words. As a result, the final explanation
review text is produced by inferring the index Yt of the generated character/word
through the following process:

p(yt |yi,1, . . . , yi,t−1, a) = sof tmax(WHt + b)

Yt = argmaxp(yt |yi,1, . . . , yi,t−1, a)
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4.1.2 Providing Explanations for Recommendations in Reciprocal
Environments

Reciprocal environments involve applications such as job searching or online dating,
where a recommendation should be mutually beneficial to two or more users.
Kleinerman et al. [35] study how to generate useful reciprocal explanations for such
user-matching (i.e., reciprocal) recommendations on top of two-sided collaborative
filtering approaches [53, 78]. In general, the reciprocal setting assumes that, each
user x, has, for each predefined attribute a in the system, provided their personal
values for these attributes Ax = {va}, together with the (implicit or explicit) user’s
preference px,a for each of the attributes. In Kleinerman et al. [35], preferences are
identified implicitly based on messages sent among users. More specifically, px,a is
the number of messages sent by x to users that have va as a value for attribute a.

Kleinerman et al. [35] approach the problem of reciprocal explanations for
two users x and y by generating two one-sided explanations ex,y and ey,x . To
this end, they propose two single-sided explanation generation approaches named
Transparent and Correlation-based.

In the Transparent approach, in order for the system to explain recommending
user y to user x, it returns the top-k attributes of y that are considered the most
important based on x’s preferences px,a .

In the Correlation-based approach, the system measures the correlation between
a given attribute value va in user y’s profile and the likelihood of user x indicating
that specific attribute as a preference (specifically, sending a message in [35]). For
each user x, all users I = i that x has interacted with are first identified and
two binary metrics are computed: Mx(i) which captures whether x has indicated a
preference (sent a message) to i, and Sx,va (i) which captures whether user i has va in
their profile. Then, given the two binary vectors M and S, we compute the Pearson’s
correlation metric between M and S for each attribute value va . The top-k attributes
with the highest correlation are considered to be the single-sided explanations ex,y .

4.2 Feature-Level Explanations

In what follows, we describe works that extract explicit product features and user
opinions from review text. To infer user opinions, sentiment analysis is used that in
some cases also leverages the sentiments of the social connections of the users.

4.2.1 Explicit Factor Models for Explainable Recommendation Based on
Phrase-Level Sentiment Analysis

Zhang et al. [83] present an approach called Explicit Factor Model. The approach
starts by identifying product aspects (features) that may be of interest to the users
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through sentiment analysis on the reviews and uses learned and latent features to
generate both recommendations and aspect-level explanations.

Initially, the approach identifies the feature descriptions from the reviews F,
the opinion descriptions (O) and the feature sentiments, i.e., (F,O) pairs. The set
L = (F,O,S) is then used to generate feature, review-sentiment (F,S′) pairs.
Next, a user-feature attention matrix X with F = {F1, F2, . . . , Fp} columns (i.e.,
features), and U = {u1, . . . , um} rows (i.e., users) is generated with each element
being either 0 if user ui did not mention feature Fj , or the value of a sigmoid
function σ(tij ) otherwise. Similarly, an item-feature quality matrix Y is generated
with P = {p1, . . . , pn} rows and F = {F1, F2, . . . , Fp} columns. Again, each
element is either 0 if item pi does review feature Fj , or the value of a sigmoid
function σ(tij ). The final factorization model is augmented with additional r ′ latent

factors H1 ∈ Rm×r ′+ ,H2 ∈ Rn×r ′+ attempting to capture hidden factors affecting
the user decision P = [U1 H1] and Q = [U2 H2]. It also uses the user-item
ratings A to capture both explicit and implicit features both for recommendations
and explanations:

min
U1,U2,V ,H1,H2

{||PQT − A||2F + ||Y1V
T −X||2F + ||U2V

T − Y ||2F
+ (||U1||2F + ||U2||2F )+ (||H1||2F + ||H2||2F )+ ||V ||2F }

s.t. U1 ∈ Rm×r+ , U2 ∈ Rn×r+ , V ∈ Rp×r
+ ,H1 ∈ Rm×r ′+ ,H2 ∈ Rn×r ′+

Given the solution of the factorization, a recommendation of item j to user i

can be computed as: Rij = α

∑
c∈Ci X̂ic·Ŷjc

kN
+ (1 − α)Âij , where X̂ = U1V

T ,

Ŷ = U2V
T , A = U1U

T
2 + H1H2T , N is the maximum scale of ratings (e.g.

5), α is a scaling factor, and Ci are the columns of X̂ with the k largest values.
Explanations are generated by identifying the best and worst-performing features
Fcbest

and Fcworst of a product pj for each user ui : cbest = argmaxc∈Ci
Ŷjc and

cworst = argminc∈Ci
Ŷjc.

4.2.2 Social Collaborative Viewpoint Regression with Explainable
Recommendations

In addition to concepts, topics, reviews and their sentiments, Ren et al. [60], also
utilize the sentiments of users’ social connections in order to create a notion of
viewpoints, i.e., tuples of concepts, topics, review sentiments and social-connection
sentiments. Ren et al. [60] consider the typical setting of users U = {u1, . . . , uU },
items I = {i1, . . . , iI }, pairs Q = {(u, i)} of user-ratings ru,i and reviews
D = {d1, . . . , d|Q|} with each review being a set of words d = {w1, . . . , w|d|}
and additionally consider a set of trusted social relations Tui ,uj

where user ui trusts
user uj .
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Topics z are defined as a probability distribution over words, while concepts e is
a feature in close proximity to a topic. Sentiments l over words w are considered to
depend on topics. A viewpoint is a finite mixture over v =< e, z, l > tuples. The
user’s u rating values θu are then defined as an R×V matrix with each element θu

i,vj

corresponding to the probability of rating r , for a given pair of user-viewpoint (u, v).
For discovering the concepts, Ren et al., employ a word2vec [50] model while they
use a recursive deep model for sentiment analysis [68].

In order to utilize the social connections, a latent factor model is proposed where,
in addition to viewpoints, topics, concepts and sentiments, the trusted relations of a
user u are modeled by considering the viewpoint distribution of u’s social relations
{θu1

v , . . . , θ
uFu
v } and a base distribution θ0

u,v . Inference is performed using a Gibbs
EM sampler. The E-step approximates the distribution p(V,Z,L|W,E,R,T,F),
while the M-step maximizes each user’s u viewpoint distribution θu. Once the Gibbs
EM sampling is completed, for each user u we compute a recommendation based on
the maximum value of predicted rating probabilities: P(rui

= r|u, i) =∑
v∈V θu

r,v ·
πi,v , with P(v|i) = πv,i being the viewpoint distribution of item i. Explana-
tions are finally derived by presenting to user u the topics of the recommended
items.

4.2.3 Review-Aware Explainable Recommendation by Modeling Aspects

Aspects (or features) of recommended items can be very useful in providing good
explanations. He et al. [27] utilize textual reviews to identify product aspects which
are modeled as a tripartite graph of users, items and aspects. The problem of
recommendation and explanation is hence viewed as node ranking over this tripartite
graph. He et al. [27], identify the aspects of the items [80] and extract feature,
opinion, sentiment tuples (F,O, S). Next, a tripartite graph G = (U∪P∪A,EUP ∪
EUA ∪ EPA) is defined, where U,P and A are the vertices corresponding to users,
items and aspects, while EUP ,EUA and EPA are the user-to-items, user-to-aspects
and items-to-aspects edges respectively. A user ui , rating an item pj with a review
containing aspect ak is a triangle with edges eij , ejk, eik in the graph. The edges are
weighted, capturing the strength of relationship among the nodes. Matrices R, Y

and X represent the weights for EUP ,EUA and EPA respectively. The goal is to
identify a ranking function f that will produce the predicted preference of user u

for p.
The approach of He et al. [27] (named TriRank) learns f with two useful

properties encoded as regularizers: (a) smoothness, i.e., nearby nodes should have
similar scores, and, (b) fitting, i.e., the learned function should not cause significant
deviation from the observed data. The overall function that the approach aims to
optimize through alternating least squares (ALS) is:
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Q(f ) = α
∑

i,j

rij (
f (ui)√

du
i

− f (pj )√
d

p
j

)2 + β
∑

j,k

xjk(
f (pj )√

d
p
j

− f (ak)√
da
k

)2

+ γ
∑

i,k

yik(
f (ui)√

du
i

− f (ak)√
da
k

)2 + ηU

∑

i

(f (ui)− u0
i )

2

+ ηP

∑

j

(f (pj )− p0
j )

2 + ηA

∑

k

(f (ak)− a0
k )

2

The parameters α, β, γ capture the desired weight of the smoothness constraint
on the user-item, item-aspect and user-aspect edges, while ηU , ηP and ηA capture
the desired weight of the fitting constraint on users, items and aspects. Explanations
are provided as recommended items, i.e., the aspects of a recommended item are
presented to the user together with how well the item captures a specific aspect.

4.3 Discussion and Future Outlook

All methods described above generate explanations from the review text. As a result,
the question here is how one can deal with items that have a very small number of
reviews. One possible suggestion is to use additional features that are available for
the items (e.g., description, title).

Most of the studies described above are using offline metrics (such as perplexity)
that focus on evaluating the goodness of a language model is in evaluating the
quality of the explanations. However, a real recommender system cannot rely
exclusively on the results of the offline evaluation metrics since there is a large
number of other factors that play a significant role in the successful application
of explanations. For example, recent studies [39, 51] have shown that users with
different personality traits have different preferences in explanations. As a result,
more user studies are needed to better understand how the explanations provided by
the aforementioned methods are perceived by real end-users of a recommendation
engine.

Another very promising direction is for the explanations to account for privacy.
Consider, for example, an explanation of the form “We recommend bar Crudo
because it is one of the most popular gay bars in the area”. It is obvious that such
an explanation involves several potential issues regarding the privacy of the user.
Document understanding techniques (e.g., GPT-3 [6]) can be deployed to protect
users’ privacy that may be compromised through explanations.

Another future work direction is to design and implement interactive systems
that can foster exploration from the users. The majority of work described above
provided natural language explanations in a static context where the user could not
interact with the explainable recommender system and give feedback. In addition,
most of the work did not allow for further exploration of the provided explanations
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by the interested user. Scrutability and control are two essential characteristics that
an explainable recommender system should offer, thus it is worth for the natural
language community to study this approach.

A final promising direction is to study whether explanations should participate
in the process of ranking the recommendations. All methods described above first
rank the recommendations and then generate the explanations for the top ranked
items, i.e., the process of generating explanations does not affect the ranking
process. A promising future direction would be to incorporate explanations in the
prediction process of the recommender system in order to improve the accuracy and
transparency of recommendations.
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Maurizio Ferrari Dacrema, Iván Cantador, Ignacio Fernández-Tobías,
Shlomo Berkovsky, and Paolo Cremonesi

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the majority of recommender systems offer recommendations for items
belonging to a single domain. For instance, Sky recommends movies and TV
series, Zalando recommends clothing, and Spotify recommends songs and playlists.
These domain-specific systems have been successfully deployed by numerous
websites, and the single-domain recommendation functionality is not perceived as a
limitation, but rather pitched as a focus on a certain market segment.

Nonetheless, large e-commerce sites like Amazon and Alibaba often store user
feedback for items across multiple domains, and social media users often express
their tastes and interests for a variety of topics. It may, therefore, be beneficial to
leverage all the available user data provided in various systems and domains, in
order to generate more encompassing user models and better recommendations.
Instead of treating each domain (e.g., movies, books and music) independently,
knowledge acquired in a source domain could be transferred to and exploited in
another target domain. The research challenge of transferring knowledge and the
business potential of delivering recommendations spanning multiple domains, have
triggered an increasing interest in cross-domain recommendations.
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Consider two motivating use cases for cross-domain recommendations. The
first refers to the well known cold-start problem, which makes it difficult to
generate recommendations due to the lack of sufficient information about users
or items. In a cross-domain setting, a recommender may draw on information
acquired from other domains to alleviate such a problem, e.g., user’s favorite
movie genres may be derived from her favorite book genres. The second refers
to the generation of personalized cross-selling or bundle recommendations for
items from multiple domains, e.g., a movie accompanied by a music album similar
to the movie soundtrack. This recommendation may be informed by the user’s
movie tastes, extracted from rating correlations within a joined movie-music rating
matrix.

These use cases are underpinned by an intuitive assumption that there are
correspondences between user and item profiles in the source and target domains.
This assumption has been validated in several market basket analysis marketing,
behavioral, and data mining studies, which uncover dependencies between various
domains [69, 78]. Cross-domain recommender systems leverage these dependencies
by considering, for example, overlaps between the user or item sets, correlations
between user preferences, and similarities of item attributes. Then, they apply
a variety of techniques for enriching the knowledge in the target domain and
improving the quality of recommendations generated therein.

A vast literature exists on cross-domain recommender systems, with hundreds
of papers on the topic being published since 2005. To this end, the goal of the
chapter is not to provide a comprehensive review of that body of literature (see
Khan et al. [39] for a recent review). Instead, the chapter provides an overview of
the scenarios, where cross-domain recommendations are beneficial and categorizes
the methodologies available to materialize such recommendations.

The chapter is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 we formulate the cross-domain
recommendation problem, describing its main tasks and goals. In Sect. 3 we
categorize cross-domain recommendation techniques, and in Sects. 4.1–4.5 we
review these techniques. In Sect. 5 we overview cross-domain recommendation
evaluation. In Sect. 7 we discuss practical considerations around cross-domain
recommenders. Finally, in Sect. 6 we discuss open research directions.

2 Formulation of the Cross-Domain Recommendation
Problem

The cross-domain recommendation problem has been addressed from various
perspectives in different research areas. Aiming to unify these, we provide a
generic formulation of the cross-domain recommendation problem, focusing on the
existing domain notions (Sect. 2.1), as well as cross-domain recommendation tasks
(Sect. 2.2) and goals (Sect. 2.3), and finally discuss the possible scenarios of data
overlap between domains (Sect. 2.4).
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2.1 Definition of Domain

In prior literature, researchers have considered several notions of domain. For
instance, some have treated items like movies and books as belonging to different
domains, while others have considered action movies and comedy movies as
different domains. Here we distinguish between several domain notions according to
the attributes and types of recommended items. Specifically, domain may be defined
at three levels (see Fig. 1):

• Attribute level. Items are considered as belonging to distinct domains if they
differ in the value of certain attributes, e.g., movies might belong to distinct
domains if they have different genres, like action and comedy movies. This
definition is rather vague and is mainly used as a means to increase the diversity
of recommendations (e.g., recommending thrillers to users, who only watch
comedies).

• Item level. Items are not of the same type, differing in most, if not all, of their
attributes. For instance, movies and books belong to different domains, even
though they have some common attributes (title, release year).

• System level. Items belong to distinct systems, which are considered as different
domains. For instance, movies rated in the MovieLens recommender and movies
watched in the Netflix streaming service.

In many real world scenarios, the distinction between the above levels is not
clear. For instance, we may have one domain that contains cinema movies and
another domain that contains TV series. These domains could be considered either
at the attribute or system level. Table 1 summarizes the notions of domains, listing

Target 
domain

Source 
domain

(a)

Movies:
commedy

Movies:
thriller

Target 
domain

Source 
domain

(b)

Movies Food

Target
domain

Source 
domain

(c)

Theater
movies

TV
movies

Fig. 1 Notions of domain according to attributes and types of recommended items. (a) Attribute
level: same type of items (movies) with different values of certain attributes (genre: comedy vs.
thriller). (b) Item level: different types of items (books vs. movies). (c) System level: same type of
items (movies) on different systems (theater vs. TV)
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Table 1 Summary of domain notions, domains, and datasets/systems used in the cross-domain
recommendation literature

Domain notion Domains Datasets/Systems References

Attribute Book categories BookCrossing Cao et al. [11]

Movie genres EachMovie Berkovsky et al. [5]

MovieLens Lee et al. [42]

Cao et al. [11]

Education, sport HVideo Ma et al. [55]

Item Books, movies LibraryThing, MovieLens Zhang et al. [80]

Shi et al. [70]

Enrich et al. [18]

Imhonet Sahebi and Brusilovsky [67]

Movies, music Facebook Shapira et al. [69]

Books, movies,
music, TV shows

Facebook Tiroshi and Kuflik [75]

Tiroshi et al. [74]

Music, tourism – Fernández-Tobías et al. [21]

Kaminskas et al. [37]

Books, movies,
music

Amazon Hu et al. [33]

Loni et al. [52]

Zhao et al. [84]

Movielens, Douban Zhu et al. [86]

Clothing, sport,
home

Amazon Liu et al. [50]

Home, office,
music

Amazon Wang et al. [77]

Various types of
items

– Winoto and Tang [78]

Fu et al. [28]

Li et al. [47]

Amazon Hu et al. [34]

Yuan et al. [79]

System Movies Netflix Cremonesi et al. [14]

MovieLens, Moviepilot,
Netflix

Pan et al. [64]

Music Delicious,Last.fm Loizou [51]

Blogger, Last.fm Stewart et al. [71]

Various domains Delicious, Flickr,
StumbleUpon, Twitter

Abel et al. [1]

Abel et al. [2]

Yahoo! services Low et al. [53]

example papers, along with the type of domain and, when available, the datasets
or systems used for experimental evaluation. It can be seen that the focus of past
research works has been distributed across the three definitions of domain.
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2.2 Cross-Domain Recommendation Tasks

Cross-domain recommendation research generally aims to exploit knowledge from
a source domain DS to perform or improve recommendations in a target domain
DT . Analyzing the literature, we observe that the addressed tasks are diverse, and an
agreed-upon definition of the cross-domain recommendation problem has not been
formulated yet. Hence, some researchers have proposed models aimed at providing
joint recommendations for items belonging to multiple domains, whereas others
have developed methods to alleviate the cold-start and sparsity problems in the target
domain using information from the source domains.

Aiming to provide a unified formulation of the cross-domain recommendation
problem, we define the tasks we identify as providing recommendations across
domains. Without loss of generality, we consider two domains DS (source) and
DT (target). The definitions are extensible to multiple source domains. Let US and
UT denote the sets of users, and let IS and IT – the sets of items in DS and DT ,
respectively. The users of a domain are those who interacted with the items in that
domain (e.g., ratings, reviews, purchases). Note that not all the items in a domain
necessarily need to have interactions with the domain users, as some may have
content attributes that establish their membership in the domain.

Sorted in an increasing order of complexity, we distinguish between three
recommendation tasks (see Fig. 2):

• Multi-domain recommendation: recommend items in both the source and target
domains, i.e., items in IS ∪ IT to users in US ∪ UT .

• Linked-domain recommendation: recommend items in the target domain to users
from the source domain, i.e., items in IT to users in US , or vice versa, i.e., items
in IS to users in UT .

• Cross-domain recommendation: recommend items in the target domain to users
in the target domain, i.e., items in IT to users in UT .

Multi-domain approaches have focused on the provision of cross-system recom-
mendations, by jointly considering user preferences for items in multiple systems.
To generate such recommendations, a significant overlap between user preferences

ITIS

U
S

U
T

(a) (b)

DT

DS

(c)

ITIS

U
S

U
T DT

DS

ITIS

U
S

U
T DT

DS

Fig. 2 Cross-domain recommendation tasks. Colored areas represent the target users and items.
(a) Multi-domain. (b) Linked-domain. (c) Cross-domain
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across the domains is needed. This is becoming increasingly feasible, since users
maintain profiles in various social media systems and there exist interconnecting
mechanisms for cross-system interoperability [10] and user identification [9]. The
benefits of multi-domain recommendations are also evident in e-commerce, where
cross-selling recommendations were shown to boost customer satisfaction/loyalty
and businesses profitability [17, 40]. For such purposes, approaches generally aim
to aggregate knowledge from the source and target domains.

Linked-domain approaches have been mainly explored to improve recommenda-
tions in a target domain where there is a scarcity of user preferences, either at the
user/item level (cold-start) or at the community level (data sparsity). To deal with
these situations, a common solution is to enrich the available knowledge in the target
domain with knowledge imported from the source domain. To generate this type of
recommendations, data relations (or overlaps) between the domains are needed, and
approaches aim to establish explicit or implicit knowledge-based links between the
domains.

Finally, cross-domain approaches have been proposed to provide recommenda-
tions in the target domain, where no information about the users is available. In
this case, there is no assumption of data relations or overlaps between the domains,
and the approaches aim to establish knowledge-based links between domains or to
transfer knowledge from the source domain to the target domain.

2.3 Cross-Domain Recommendation Goals

From the research and practical perspectives, it is important to match the recom-
mendation algorithms to the task in hand. For this reason, we initially present
a taxonomy of cross-domain recommendation goals. The taxonomy is described
in a solution-agnostic way: each problem is defined based solely on its goals—
disregarding how they are achieved, which will be discussed in Sect. 3.

At the first level of the taxonomy, we consider the three recommendation tasks
presented in Sect. 2.2, namely multi-domain, linked-domain, and cross-domain
tasks, which are the columns of Table 2. At the second level, we distinguish between
the specific goals addressed by cross-domain recommenders, which are the rows of
Table 2. We distinguish between the following goals:

• Addressing the cold-start problem. This is related to situations, in which the
recommender is unable to generate recommendations due to an initial lack of user
preferences. One possible solution is to bootstrap the system with preferences
from a data source outside the target domain.

• Addressing the new user problem. When a user starts using the recommender,
this has no knowledge of the user’s tastes and preferences, and cannot produce
personalized recommendations. This may be solved by exploiting the user’s
preferences collected in a different domain.
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Table 2 Summary of cross-domain recommendation approaches based on goals and tasks

Goal Multi-domain task Linked-domain task Cross-domain task

Cold start Wang et al. [77] Shapira et al. [69]

Hu et al. [34]

Zhao et al. [84]

New user Winoto et al. [78] Berkovsky et al. [4, 5]

Cremonesi et al. [14] Berkovsky et al. [6]

Low et al. [53] Nakatsuji et al. [58]

Hu et al. [33] Cremonesi et al. [14]

Sahebi et al. [67] Tiroshi et al. [75]

Braunhofer et al. [7]

Man et al. [56]

Fu et al. [28]

New item Kaminskas et al. [37]

Accuracy Cao et al. [11] Shi et al. [70] Pan et al. [64]

Zhang et al. [80] Pan et al. [59] Stewart et al. [71]

Li et al. [46] Pan et al. [63]

Tang et al. [73] Tiroshi et al. [74]

Zhang et al. [82] Loni et al. [52]

Liu et al. [49]

Taneja et al. [72]

Zhu et al. [86]

Ma et al. [55]

Yuan et al. [79]

Li et al. [47]

Liu et al. [50]

Diversity Winoto et al. [78]

User model Abel et al. [1]

Abel et al. [2]

• Addressing the new item problem. When a new item is added to a catalog,
no prior ratings for the item are available, so it cannot be recommended by
a collaborative recommender. This problem is particularly evident when cross-
selling new products from different domains.

• Improving accuracy. In many domains, the average number of ratings per user
and item is low, which may negatively affect the quality of the recommendations.
Data collected outside the target domain can increase the rating density, and
upgrade the recommendation quality.

• Improving diversity. Having similar, redundant items in a recommendation list
may degrade user experience. The diversity of recommendations can be improved
by considering multiple domains, better covering the range of user preferences.

• Enhancing user models. The main goal of cross-domain user modeling applica-
tions is to enhance user models. Achieving this goal may have personalization-
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oriented benefits, such as discovering new user preferences for the target
domain [71] or enhancing similarities between users and items [1, 6].

Table 2 maps the key cross-domain recommendation papers across these tasks
and goals. It is evident that cross-domain tasks are mainly used to address the
cold-start problem and reduce data sparsity, while linked-domain tasks are used to
improve accuracy and diversity.

2.4 Cross-Domain Recommendation Scenarios

In order to leverage cross-domain recommendations, source and target domains
must be linked. We refer to two domains being

• collaborative-linked if there are users or items with interactions in both domains
• content-linked if they share users or items with similar attributes
• context-linked if interactions share contextual attributes.

The type of overlap between domains may limit the choice of algorithms that can be
used for cross-domain recommendations. For instance, if two domains have items
or users that share attributes, but no users or items share interactions, collaborative
algorithms cannot be used for cross-domain recommendations [15].

We denote by UST the set of linked users. In the content-based linkage, two cross-
domain users are linked if they share attributes, e.g., linked in a social network,
have the same age, or tagged an item with the same tag. In the collaborative case,
users are linked if they have interactions in both the source and target domains.
Similarly, we denote by IST the set of linked items. In the content-based linkage,
items are linked if they share attributes, e.g., movies of the same genre. In the
collaborative case, items are linked if they have interactions in both the source and
target domains. Finally, we denote by CST the set of interactions linked by sharing
contextual attributes. For example, the same tag might have been used by users from
different domains or users might have rated items within the same context [60].

Extending the patterns described in [14], three basic scenarios of data overlap
between two domains S and T can be identified:

• User overlap: there are linked users, i.e., UST �= ∅.
• Item overlap: there are linked items, i.e., IST �= ∅.
• Context overlap: there are linked interactions, i.e., CST �= ∅.

Note that not all the combinations of these scenarios are possible: if there is no
overlap between users, items, and context, i.e., UST = ∅, IST = ∅, and CST = ∅,
cross-domain recommendations are not possible, as shown in [15].

The links between items, users and contexts are known a-priori and constitute
an explicit input for cross-domain recommendations. However, deep learning
techniques allows for a fourth scenario, where the domains are linked through
semantic concepts extracted from unstructured information, e.g., user reviews for
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items, rather than by the means of structured attributes. These semantic concepts
allow learning a-posteriori implicit relations between domains during the training
of the model. We refer to this fourth scenario as semantic overlap.

3 Categorization of Cross-Domain Recommendation
Techniques

Cross-domain recommendations have been addressed from various angles in dif-
ferent research areas. This has entailed the development of an array of approaches,
which in many cases are difficult to directly compare due to the diversity in the user
preferences they use, the cross-domain scenario they deal with, and the algorithms
and data they harness. In this section, we overview the different categorizations
proposed in the literature [8, 14, 22, 36, 43]. However, the published reviews
and categorizations often do not reflect the complexity of the space. Thus, in
the next section we will propose a unifying view for the existing cross-domain
recommendation techniques.

Chung et al. presented in their seminal work [12] a framework that provides
integrated recommendations for items that may be of different types and belong to
different domains. The framework accounts for three levels of integration: single
item type recommendations that consist of items of the same type, cross item
type recommendations that consist of items of different types that belong to the
same domain, and cross domain recommendations that consist of items that belong
to different domains. The authors stated that integrated recommendations can be
generated by following at least three approaches:

• General filtering. Instantiates a recommendation model for multiple item types
that may belong to different domains.

• Community filtering. Utilizes ratings shared among several communities or
systems that may deal with different item types and domains.

• Market basket analysis. Applies data mining to extrapolate hidden relations
between items of different types/domains and build a model for item filtering.

Loizou identified three main trends in cross-domain recommendation
research [51]. The first focuses on compiling unified user profiles for cross-domain
recommendations. This is considered as integration of domain-specific user models
into a single, unified multiple-domain user model, which is subsequently used
for generating recommendations. The second involves profiling user preferences
through monitoring their interactions in individual domains, which can be
implemented by agents that learn single-domain user preferences and gather them
across the domains. The third deals with combining (or mediating) information from
several single-domain recommender systems. A number of strategies for mediating
single-domain collaborative systems were considered: exchange of ratings, user
neighborhoods, user similarities, and recommendations.
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Based on these trends, Cremonesi et al. surveyed and categorized cross-domain
collaborative systems [14]. They enhanced earlier categorizations by considering a
more specific grouping of approaches: (i) Extracting association rules from rating
behavior in a source domain, and using the extracted rules to recommend items
in a target domain, as proposed by Lee et al. [42]; (ii) Learning inter-domain
rating-based similarity and correlation matrices, as proposed by Cao et al. [11] and
Zhang et al. [80]; (iii) Combining estimations of rating probability distributions
in source domains to generate recommendations in a target domain, as proposed
by Zhuang et al. [87]; (iv) Transferring knowledge between domains to address
the rating sparsity in a target domain, as proposed by Li et al. [44, 45] and
Pan et al. [62, 63].

For the last group, Li surveyed transfer learning techniques for cross-domain
collaborative filtering [43]. They proposed a categorization based on the type of
domain and distinguished between (i) system domains associated with different
recommenders and representing a scenario, where the data in a target recommender
are sparse, while the data in related recommenders are abundant; (ii) data domains
associated with multiple sources of heterogeneous data and representing a scenario
where user data in source domains can be obtained easier than in a target domain;
and (iii) temporal domains associated with distinct data periods and representing
a scenario where temporal user preference dynamics can be captured. Reflecting
these categories, three recommendation strategies differing in the cross-domain
knowledge transfer can be considered:

• Rating pattern sharing. Factorizes single-domain rating matrices utilizing user
and item groups, encodes group-level rating patterns, and transfers knowledge
between domains through the encoded patterns [44–46].

• Rating latent feature sharing. Factorizes single-domain rating matrices using
latent features, shares latent feature spaces across domains, and transfers knowl-
edge between domains through the latent feature matrices [62–64].

• Domain correlation. Factorizes single-domain rating matrices using latent fea-
tures, explores correlations between latent features in individual domains, and
transfers knowledge between domains through such correlations [11, 70, 80].

Pan and Yang identified in a survey of transfer learning three key questions [61]:
(i) what to transfer—which knowledge should be transferred between domains; (ii)
how to transfer—which algorithms should be exploited to transfer the knowledge;
and (iii) when to transfer—in which situations the knowledge transfer is beneficial.
Focusing on the first two, Pan et al. proposed a two-dimensional categorization of
transfer learning-based approaches for cross-domain collaborative filtering [62, 63].
The first dimension takes the type of transferred knowledge into account, e.g.,
latent rating features, encoded rating patterns, and rating-based correlations. The
second considers the algorithm, and distinguishes between adaptive and collective
approaches, assuming, respectively, the existence of rating data in the source domain
only, and in both the source and target domains.

More recently, Fernández-Tobías et al. stepped beyond collaborative recom-
mendations, considering approaches that establish cross-domain relationships not
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necessarily based on ratings [22]. They identified three directions to the cross-
domain recommendation problem. The first is through the integration of single-
domain user preferences into a unified cross-domain user model, which aggregates
user profiles from multiple domains and mediates user models across domains. The
second direction transfers knowledge from a source domain to a target domain,
and includes approaches that exploit recommendations generated for a source
domain in a target domain, as well as approaches based on transfer learning [43].
The third direction is around establishing explicit relations between domains,
which may be based either on content-based relations between items or rating-
based relations between users/items. The authors then proposed a two-dimensional
categorization of cross-domain recommendation approaches: (i) relation between
domains: content-based relations (item attributes, tags, semantic properties, and
feature correlations) vs. rating-based relations (rating patterns, rating latent factors,
and rating correlations); and (ii) recommendation task: adaptive models (exploit
source domain knowledge to generate recommendations in a target domain) vs.
collective models (harness data from several domains to improve recommendations
in a target domain).

4 Cross-Domain Recommendations Techniques

It is evident that the existing categorizations of cross-domain recommendation are
diverse. In this section we reconcile these categorizations in a way that captures
and unifies their core ideas. For this, we classify cross-domain recommendation
techniques into five categories, generally reflecting their evolution:

• Merging user preferences. User preferences from both domains are aggregated
in such a way that single-domain recommender systems can be used.

• Linking domains. Graph-based approaches, in which nodes from different
domains are linked by the means of shared attributes or interactions.

• Transfer learning. Knowledge obtained while training a model on the source
domain is transferred to make recommendations in the target domain.

• Co-training of shared features (multi-task learning). Multiple tasks are solved at
the same time in the source and target domains, to learn shared latent features.

• Deep learning. Neural network models are used to share/transfer latent features
across domains through unstructured semantic features extracted during training.

This classification is not always clear-cut, as some technique capture aspects from
different categories. We overview these five categories in the following sections.

4.1 Merging User Preferences

Merging user preferences from different source domains is among the most widely
used strategies for cross-system personalization, and the most natural way to address
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the cross-domain recommendation problem (see Fig. 3). This family of techniques
requires a partial user overlap between the two domains. Table 3 summarizes the
aggregation-based methods presented in this section.

Prior research has shown that rich profiles can be generated for users when
multiple sources of personal preferences are combined, revealing tastes and interests
not captured in isolated domains [2]. It has been also shown that enriching sparse
user preferences in a target domain by adding data from the source domains
can improve the generated recommendations under the cold-start and sparsity
conditions [67, 69]. This, however, requires considerable user data in multiple
domains and methods for merging the data, potentially represented in different
ways.

The most favorable scenario for aggregation-based methods implies that different
systems share user preferences of the same type and representation [3]. This sce-
nario was addressed by Berkovsky et al. with a mediation strategy for cross-domain
collaborative filtering [5]. The authors considered a domain-distributed setting,
where a global rating matrix is split, so that single-domain recommenders store
locally rating matrices having the same structure. In this setting, a target domain

Fig. 3 Merging user
preferences. Data sources
from different domains are
merged, and traditional
single-domain recommender
system is used on the merged
data
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Table 3 Cross-domain user modeling and recommendation approaches based on merging
single-domain user preferences

Cross-domain approach Overlap References

Aggregating user ratings into a single
multi-domain rating matrix

UI Berkovsky et al. [5]

U Winoto and Tang [78]

U Sahebi and Brusilovsky [67]

U Shapira et al. [69]

Using a common representation for users U Abel et al. [1]

U Abel et al. [2]

Mapping user preferences onto
domain-independent features

U Loni et al. [52]

(U ) user overlap, (UI ) user and item overlap
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recommender imports the rating matrices from the source domains, reconstructs the
unified rating matrix, and applies collaborative filtering. Although this approach can
be seen as a centralized recommender with user data split across multiple domains,
smaller rating matrices can be efficiently maintained by local systems and shared
with the target domain only when requested.

Berkovsky et al. showed an improvement in the accuracy of the target domain
recommendations when aggregating ratings from several domains [5] . This was also
observed by Winoto and Tang [78], where the authors collected ratings in several
domains and conducted a study that revealed that even when there exists significant
overlap between domains, recommendation accuracy in the target domain improved
if only ratings from close domains were used. In addition, Winoto and Tang stated
that cross-domain recommendations might benefit serendipity and diversity.

Apart from serendipity and diversity, other benefits of cross-domain recommen-
dations have been identified. Sahebi and Brusilovsky examined the impact of the
size of user profiles in the source and target domains on the quality of collaborative
filtering, and showed that aggregating ratings from several domains improves the
accuracy of cold-start recommendations [67]. Similarly, Shapira et al. showed
substantial accuracy improvements yielded by aggregation-based methods, when
the available user preferences were sparse [69].

Related to these, Abel et al. studied aggregation of tag clouds from multiple
systems [1]. They evaluated a number of methods for semantic enrichment of tag
overlaps between domains, via tag similarities and association rules deduced from
the tagging data across systems. Analyzing commonalities and differences among
tag-based profiles, Abel et al. also mapped tags to WordNet categories and DBpedia
concepts [2]. They used the mapped tags to build category-based user profiles, which
revealed significantly more user information than system-specific profiles.

The final type of cross-domain recommendations based on user preference
aggregation is formed by approaches that map user preferences from multiple
domains to domain-independent features, and use these feature-based profiles for
building models that predict user preferences in the target domain. Loni et al.
developed an approach that encoded rating matrices from multiple domains as real-
valued feature vectors [52]. With these vectors, an algorithm based on factorization
machines [66] found patterns between features from the source and target domains,
and produced preference estimations associated with the input vectors.

Overall, this family of techniques constitutes one simple yet effective baseline
that should be included in any evaluation protocol, unless the overall size of the
merged domains makes the problem intractable.

4.2 Linking Domains

Instead of aggregating user preferences directly, several works focused on directed
weighted graphs linking user preferences from multiple domains. Such inter-domain
correspondences may be established directly using common knowledge, e.g., item
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Fig. 4 Linking domains. A
graph is used to link items or
users from different domains
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Table 4 Cross-domain recommendation approaches using graph methods

Cross-domain approach Overlap References

Linking user preferences via a multi-domain graph U Nakatsuji et al. [58]

U Cremonesi et al. [14]

U Tiroshi et al. [74]

U Farseev et al. [20]

Building semantic network linking domain concepts I Fernández-Tobías et al. [21]

I Kaminskas et al. [37]

(I ) item overlap, (U ) user overlap

attributes, semantic networks, association rules, and inter-domain preference-based
similarities or correlations (see Fig. 4). These offer valuable sources of information
for cross-domain reasoning. A recommender could identify potentially relevant
items in the target domain by selecting those that are related to others in the
source domains, and for which the user has expressed a preference. Besides,
inter-domain similarities and correlations can be exploited to adapt or combine
knowledge transferred from different domains. Table 4 summarizes graph-based
methods discussed in this section.

Nakatsuji et al. presented an approach that built domain-specific user graphs,
where nodes were associated with users and edges reflected rating-based user
similarity [58]. Domain graphs were connected via users, who either rated items
in several domains or shared social connections, to create a cross-domain user
graph. Over this graph, a random walk algorithm retrieved items liked by users
associated with the extracted nodes. Cremonesi et al. built a graph, where nodes
were associated with items and edges reflected rating-based item similarity [14].
The inter-domain connections were the edges between pairs of items in different
domains. The authors enhanced inter-domain edges by discovering new edges
and strengthening the existing ones. Tiroshi et al. collected a dataset containing
user preferences in multiple domains extracted from social network profiles [74].
The data was merged into a bipartite user-item graph, and statistical and graph-
based features of users and items were extracted. These features were exploited
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by an algorithm that addressed recommendations as a binary classification task.
Farseev et al. [20] proposed a cross-network model, which combined the individual
behavior, user communities, multiple social media sources, and heterogeneous data,
such as text and images. The relationships between users were modeled as a multi-
layered graph.

In a realistic setting, items can be heterogeneous, with no common attributes
between domains [76]. To address this, more complex, likely indirect relations
between items in different domains, may be established. Hence, when suitable
knowledge repositories are available, concepts from several domains can be con-
nected by the means of semantic properties, forming networks that explicitly link
domains of interest. Along these lines, Fernández-Tobías et al. [21] and Kamin-
skas et al. [37] developed knowledge-based frameworks of semantic networks
linking concepts across domains. These networks were weighted graphs, where
nodes with no incoming edges represented concepts from the source domain, and
nodes with no outgoing nodes represented concepts from the target domain. The
framework facilitated an algorithm that propagated the node weights, in order
to identify concepts most related to the source concepts. Implemented on top of
DBpedia, the framework was deployed to recommend music suited to places of
interest, related through concepts from several domains and spatio-temporal data.

4.3 Transfer Learning

We now survey cross-domain recommendation approaches that transfer knowledge
between domains, enhancing the information available in the target domain. The
knowledge transfer can be done explicitly via common item attributes, implicitly
via shared latent features, or by the means of rating patterns transferred between the
domains (see Fig. 5). Table 5 summarizes the methods presented in this section.

Fig. 5 Transfer learning. A
model is learned in the source
domain and used in the target
domain
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Table 5 Cross-domain recommendation approaches based on transfer learning. Other transfer
learning approaches are described in Table 7

Cross-domain approach Overlap References

Aggregating neighbourhoods to generate
recommendations

U Berkovsky et al. [5]

UI Tiroshi and Kuflik [75]

U Shapira et al. [69]

Exploiting user neighborhoods to enhance target user
models

I Stewart et al. [71]

Combining probabilistic user models U Low et al. [53]

Combining heterogeneous user preferences UI Pan et al. [64]

Extracting association rules from user rating behavior U Lee et al. [42]

Using latent features from source domains to
regularize latent features in target domain

UI Pan et al. [63]

Using contextual bandits U Liu et al. [49]

Modeling users, items and domains with tensors C Taneja et al. [72]

Using a mapping function between the latent factors
of the source and target domains

UI Man et al. [56]

(U ) user overlap, (I ) item overlap, (C) context overlap, (UI ) user and item overlap

The key idea behind transfer learning is that importing any user modeling data
from source recommenders may benefit a target recommender. For example, in
a collaborative system, cross-domain mediation may import the list of nearest
neighbors. This example is underpinned by two assumptions: (i) there is overlap
of users between domains, and (ii) user similarity spans across domains, i.e., if
two users are similar in a source domain, they may be similar also in the target
domain [5]. Aggregating the lists of nearest neighbors relies on their data in the
target domain only, which may be sparse and result in noisy recommendations.
Thus, one could import and aggregate also the degree of their similarity in the source
domain.

Weighted k-NN aggregation was further enhanced by Shapira et al. [69]. They
used multi-domain Facebook data to produce the set of candidate nearest neighbors,
and compute their similarity degree in the source domain. This allowed overcoming
the new user problem and the sparsity of ratings in the target domain. The authors
compared several weighting schemes, the performance of which was consistent
across metrics and recommendation tasks. Tiroshi and Kuflik also harnessed
multi-domain Facebook data [75]. They applied random walks to identify source
domain-specific neighbor sets, allowing to generate recommendations in the target
domain. These cross-domain mediation scenarios assume an overlap in the sets of
users. A similar scenario refers to a setting, where items overlap between the source
and target domains that paves the way for further mediation. One of them, involving
only two systems in the music domain, was studied by Stewart et al. [71]. The
authors leveraged the tags assigned on Last.fm to recommend tags on Blogger.
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Moving from collaborative to latent factor methods, we highlight two works
compatible with the user modeling data mediation pattern. Low et al. developed
a probabilistic model combining user information across multiple domains and
facilitating personalization in domains with no prior user data [53]. The model
was underpinned by a global user profile based on a latent vector and a set of
domain-specific factors that eliminated the need for common items or features.
Pan et al. dealt with transferring uncertain ratings, i.e., rating range or distribution
derived from behavioral logs, using latent features of users and items [64]. The
uncertainty was transferred from the source to the target domain and harnessed there
as constraints for a matrix factorization model. Taneja et al. [72] proposed a tensor
factorization algorithm, which transferred the knowledge in the two domains via the
genre of the heterogeneous items, clustered according to their features.

Lee et al. exploited rating patterns for cross-domain recommendation [42]. There,
global nearest neighbors were identified by adding the similarity scores from each
domain. Then, patterns of items commonly rated together by a set of neighbors
were discovered using association rule mining. Finally, rating predictions were
computed by the standard user-based collaborative filtering, but enhanced with the
rules containing the target items.

Pan et al. addressed the sparsity problem by exploiting user and item information
from auxiliary domains, where user feedback might be represented differently [63].
In particular, they studied the case of binary like/dislike preferences in the source
domain and 1–5 star ratings in the target domain. They performed singular value
decomposition (SVD) in each auxiliary domain, in order to separately compute user
and item latent factors, which were shared with the target domain. Specifically,
transferred factors were integrated into a factorization of the rating matrix in the
target domain and added as regularization terms, so that the characteristics of the
target domain could be captured. Man et al. [56] instead addressed the problem of
users and items with insufficient interactions in the target domain. The proposed
method learned the embeddings with traditional matrix factorization and then
trained a linear and non-linear mapping function to compute the embeddings in
the target domain given the embeddings in the source domain.

Liu et al. [49] proposed a transferable contextual bandit for both homogeneous
and heterogeneous domains. The use of transfer learning aimed to improve the
exploitation steered by the policy of the contextual bandit as well as accelerate its
exploration in the target domain. The proposed model leveraged both the source
and target domain simultaneously via common users and items, and then exploited
a translation matrix to match the different feature spaces.

Works by Li et al. [45], Moreno et al. [57], Gao et al. [30], Zang et al. [81] and
He et al. [31] transferred rating patterns across multiple domains with simultaneous
co-clustering of users and items. Clustering was achieved using a tri-factorization of
the source rating matrix [16]. Then, knowledge was transferred through a codebook,
a compact cluster-level matrix computed in the source domain. Missing ratings in
the target domain were predicted using the same codebook. However, Cremonesi
and Quadrana disproved the effectiveness of codebook-based transfer methods [15],
showing that the codebook could not transfer knowledge when source and target
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domains did not overlap. Therefore, it is still an open question whether codebook-
based approaches cab reliably perform knowledge transfer.

4.4 Co-Training of Shared Latent Features

Latent factors shared between domains can be exploited by cross-domain recom-
menders, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Instead of transferring knowledge, shared models
can be learned simultaneously in both the source and target domains. Table 6
summarizes the co-training methods presented in this section.

Pan et al. proposed to learn latent features simultaneously in multiple
domains [62]. Both user and item factors were assumed to generate the observed
domain ratings and their corresponding random variables were shared between

Fig. 6 Sharing latent
features. Latent features
models are learnt
simultaneously in the source
and target domains, requiring
identical user and/or item
features across the domains
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Table 6 Cross-domain recommendation approaches based on co-training. Other co-training
approaches are described in Table 7

Cross-domain approach Overlap References

Using latent factors to jointly factorize the
rating matrices in the source and target domains

UI Pan et al. [62]

Extending matrix factorization with latent
factors associated to social tags

C Enrich et al. [18]

C Fernández-Tobías and Cantador [23]

Sharing latent features via a user-item-domain
tensor factorization

U Hu et al. [33]

Constraining matrix factorization with
inter-domain similarities

U Cao et al. [11]

U Zhang et al. [80]

C Shi et al. [70]

(U ) user overlap, (C) context overlap, (UI ) user and item overlap
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probabilistic factorization models of each rating matrix. The factorization
method was further extended by incorporating factors capturing domain-specific
information, resulting in a tri-factorization scheme. A limitation of the approach
was that the users and items from the source and target domains had to be
identical. Zhang et al. adapted the probabilistic matrix factorization method to
include a probability distribution of user latent factors that encoded inter-domain
correlations [80]. One strength of this approach was that user latent factors shared
across domains were not needed, allowing more flexibility in the heterogeneity of
domains.

Rather than learning implicit correlations in the data, Shi et al. relied on shared
social tags to compute cross-domain user-to-user and item-to-item similarities [70].
In similar to previous approaches, rating matrices from the source and target
domains were jointly factorized, but user and item latent factors from each domain
were restricted, so that their product was consistent with the tag-based similarities.
Another way of exploiting co-training is to learn similarities from multiple domains
simultaneously. For instance, Cao et al. developed an approach, which implicitly
learned inter-domain similarities from the data as model parameters in a non-
parametric Bayesian framework [11]. Since user feedback was used to estimate the
similarities, user overlap between the domains was required.

Enrich et al. [18] and Fernández-Tobías and Cantador [23] studied the influence
of social tags on rating predictions, as a knowledge transfer approach for cross-
domain recommendations. The authors presented a number of models based on the
SVD++ algorithm [41], aiming to incorporate the effect of tag assignment into rating
estimation. The underlying hypothesis was that information about item annotation
in a source domain could be exploited to improve predictions in a target domain, as
long as a set of common tags between the domains existed. In the proposed models,
tag factors were added to the latent item vectors and combined with user latent
features to estimate ratings. In all the, models knowledge transfer was performed
through the shared tag factors in a collective way, since these were computed jointly
for the source and the target domains.

Hu et al. presented a more complex approach that considered also the domain
factors [33]. The authors proposed a tensor factorization algorithm that exploited
the triadic user-item-domain data. Specifically, they studied the use case, in which
the same set of users consumed and rated different types of items. In this case, rating
matrices from several domains were simultaneously decomposed into shared user,
item, and domain latent factors, and genetic algorithm was then deployed to estimate
the optimal weights of the domains.

4.5 Deep Learning

Deep learning can be deployed to design sophisticated cross-domain architec-
tures, where collaborative, content-based, and other features are shared across the
domains. One of the key advantages of deep learning over traditional machine
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Table 7 Cross-domain
recommendation approaches
based on deep learning

Cross-domain approach Overlap References

Transfer-Learning UI Zhu et al. [85]

U Yuan et al. [79]

U Hu et al. [34]

U Ma et al. [55]

US Fu et al. [28]

US Zhao et al. [84]

U Li et al. [47]

US Liu et al. [50]

Co-Training U Lian et al. [48]

U or S Zhu et al. [86]

US Wang et al. [77]

UI Kang et al. [38]

(U ) user overlap, (S) semantic overlap, (UI) user and
item overlap, (US) user and semantic overlap

learning method is the ability to design cross-domain recommender systems
between the domains without an explicit overlap of users, items, or attributes. This
is possible when the links between domains are created using features extracted
from the data. For instance, considering free-text reviews, users or items may be
linked if they share reviews expressing a similar opinion. These algorithms cannot
be directly mapped into one of the previous categories, although all of them adopt
either transfer learning or co-training to share knowledge between the domains
(Table 7).

4.5.1 Transfer Learning

Transfer learning is the most frequently used approach when implementing deep
learning algorithms for cross-domain recommender systems. In general, a neural
network model trained on the source domain is enriched with layers or components
aimed to learn a new model in the target domain.

Zhu et al. computed benchmark latent factors by merging the user and item
latent factors in both domains according to their sparsity and neighborhood [85].
Then, a deep function was used to map the benchmark factors with the ones
computed in each domain. Hu et al. leveraged unstructured text for collaborative
recommendations [34]. The model consisted of memory, transfer and prediction
modules. The user and target item were first embedded in a low-dimensional space.
The memory module modeled the relations between the text semantics, represented
via a dictionary of word embeddings, and user preferences. The transfer module
learned a non-linear function transferring knowledge from the embeddings of the
source items the user interacted with to the target item. The prediction module was
implemented as a multilayered perceptron (MLP) that predicted the user-item rating
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based on a concatenation of their embeddings. An additional layer considered the
outputs of all three modules and computed the predicted user-item score.

Zhao et al. developed a review-based model, where aspects were extracted from
reviews and used for knowledge transfer [84]. Users and items were represented
by documents containing all their reviews. The aspects were extracted using text
convolution and attention mechanisms, and the aspects were correlated across
domains by training on the overlapping users. For an overlapping user and a target
domain item, the user’s document in the source domain and the item’s document
in the target domain were used for rating prediction. In addition to reviews, Fu et
al. considered interactions and item features [28]. The model embedded reviews in
the user profile encoding and MLP transferred the latent factors. The domains were
linked by mapping the embeddings of overlapping users and the MLP generated
embeddings in the target domain from the source domain embeddings.

Li et al. proposed a model for bidirectional recommendations, able to generate
recommendations both in the source and target domains via a dual transfer learning
mechanism [47]. For this, a latent orthogonal mapping represented user preferences
in multiple domains in a way that preserved the relations between users across latent
spaces and allowed learning user similarity in both domains simultaneously. The
model represented users, items, and features by a latent vector computed with an
autoencoder based on an MLP. The information was transferred across domains
with a latent orthogonal matrix, which preserved the users’ similarity and allowed
for easy bidirectional transfer through a straightforward inverse. Liu et al. [50]
incorporated into a similar model user’s aesthetic preferences, associated with
personality [13]. These were extracted using a pre-trained aesthetic network and
assumed to be domain-independent. The embeddings of the user, source items,
target items, and aesthetic traits were used as input for a cross-transfer network
connecting the domains and facilitating bidirectional transfer.

4.5.2 Co-Training

Co-training in deep learning is used when there is a limited amount of labeled data,
but a large amount of unlabeled data. In the case of cross-domain recommender
systems, neural networks are used to jointly learn models for the source and target
domains, aiming at balancing and complementing their available data.

Multiple tasks are solved at the same time in the source and target domains to
learn shared latent features. Zhu et al. developed an algorithm building user and
item embeddings from heterogeneous sources: reviews, tags, user profiles, and item
features [86]. The embeddings were shared between the domains for overlapping
users and items. The model consisted of an embedding layer for interaction and
features, a sharing layer connecting the domains, and a layer aggregating domain-
specific and shared embeddings. Wang et al. proposed an adversarial model that
addressed the cold start and data imbalance problems [77]. The models learned
latent representations for users, items and user-item pairs, which were transferred
to the target domain. The functions used to transfer the embeddings were learned
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with a min-max adversarial game, in a way that the embeddings generated from
the source and target domains were indistinguishable. Reviews and images of
products were used to enhance the latent representation of items. Multiple strategies
were proposed for various scenarios of user and item overlaps between the two
domains.

Yuan et al. developed a pure collaborative model that transferred rating patterns
between domains having the same set of users [79]. First, the embeddings of
users and items were computed for each domain independently, and then all these
were fed into a neural network that generated recommendations for both domains,
balancing extraction of transferable rating patterns and predictive accuracy. Ma
et al. studied sequential recommendations in multiple domains [55]. Their model
contained a dedicated unit for cross-domain transfer that combined domain-specific
models using gated recurrent units (GRUs) and trained according to the data
timestamps. The representation learned in the target domain was combined with
the one learned in another domain, such that the recommendations were computed
using information from both the domains.

Lian et al. [48] proposed a hybrid model, where both collaborative and content-
based data were represented in the same latent space and used a deep mapping
function between the source and target embeddings. Kang et al. [38] addressed
the issue of a limited number of overlapping users by proposing first to learn their
embeddings in a metric space, and then to learn a mapping function by taking into
account both the overlapping users in a supervised way and the non-overlapping
items and users in an unsupervised way, therefore, including in the learning process
the user’s neighborhood.

5 Evaluation of Cross-Domain Recommender Systems

A central topic of research in cross-domain recommender systems lies in the
evaluation of recommendation algorithms. Although the type of issues covered
by cross-domain recommender systems has gradually expanded over the years,
classical rating prediction and top-N recommendation problems still attract most of
the attention, and the research community has developed a seemingly standardized
way of evaluating these problems.

In the vast majority of published papers, algorithms are compared through offline
experiments on historical data. Such experiments are typically easier to conduct
than online studies and live evaluations, as they require no interactions with real
users [27, 68].1 With offline experiments, a system is evaluated by analyzing past
user preferences. Thus, progress can be claimed if a new algorithm is better at
predicting test data than previous ones in terms of predictive error measures (MAE,

1 The reader is referred to Chap. 29 for an extensive discussion on the different methods used to
evaluate recommender systems.
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Table 8 Metrics for evaluation of cross-domain recommender systems

Category References

Error metrics Berkovsky et al. [4, 5] Hu et al. [33]

Berkovsky et al. [6] Sahebi et al. [67]

Pan et al. [59] Shapira et al. [69]

Winoto et al. [78] Loni et al. [52]

Cao et al. [11] Man et al. [56]

Nakatsuji et al. [58] Zhu et al. [85]

Pan et al. [63] Fu et al. [28]

Zhang et al. [80] Wang et al. [77]

Li et al. [46] Yuan et al. [79]

Shi et al. [70] Li et al. [47]

Pan et al. [64] Zhao et al. [84]

Ranking metrics Abel et al. [1] Man et al. [56]

Tiroshi et al. [75] Hu et al. [34]

Abel et al. [2] Kang et al. [38]

Hu et al. [33] Ma et al. [55]

Shapira et al. [69] Zhu et al. [86]

Zhang et al. [82] Liu et al. [50]

Farseev et al. [20]

Classification metrics Stewart et al. [71] Farseev et al. [20]

Nakatsuji et al. [58] Taneja et al. [72]

Cremonesi et al. [14] Ma et al. [55]

Kaminskas et al. [37] Li et al. [47]

Tiroshi et al. [74]

MSE, etc), classification accuracy measures (Precision, Recall, Fallout, F1, etc), or
ranking accuracy measures (MAP, NDCG, etc) [32]. Table 8 provides an overview
of the evaluation metrics exploited in prior literature.

In this section, we discuss methods and best practices for offline evaluation of
cross-domain recommender systems. The key point to bring up in this context is
that such systems cannot be evaluated in a problem-independent way. That is, it is
impossible to assess whether a cross-domain recommender system is an appropriate
solution without taking into account for what it was intended for. The nature of the
evaluation must be connected to the purpose, for which the recommendations were
originally conceived, as outlined in Sect. 2.3.

Two key points in the evaluation of cross-domain recommender systems differ
significantly from the evaluation of single-domain recommender systems: data
partitioning and sensitivity analysis (e.g., studies of the relative density of domain-
specific datasets and degree of user/item overlaps between the domains), as
discussed in the following sections.
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5.1 Data Partitioning

In order to evaluate algorithms offline, it is necessary to simulate the process,
where the system makes recommendations, and users evaluate them. This requires a
pre-recorded dataset of interactions between users and items. The dataset is then
partitioned into the training and test sets. The former is used to build and tune
the model used by the recommender algorithm, while the latter is actually used
to evaluate the quality of the generated recommendations.

In cross-domain applications, there are (at least) two potentially overlapping
datasets: the source dataset DS and the target dataset DT . We assume DS and DT are
chosen according to the recommendation task and goal in hand. For instance, when
evaluating a cross-selling recommender, (i) DS and DT are set at the item level, as
described in Sect. 2.1, (ii) contain items of a different nature, like movies and books,
and (iii) have overlapping users. On the contrary, when evaluating a cross-domain
recommender as a tool to increase recommendation diversity, DS and DT are set at
the item attribute level, with items of the same type, but differing in the value of
certain attributes, e.g., comedy and drama movies.

The exact way DS and DT are partitioned into training and test set depends on
the cross-domain scenario and goal:

• Scenario. In the case of a multi-domain scenario, where recommendations target
both the source and destination domains, the test set must contain interactions
from DS and DT . On the contrary, for a cross-domain scenario, test interactions
should be collected exclusively from the target domain DT .

• Goal. When the main goal a cross-domain recommender system is to address the
new user problem, the profiles of the tested users (i.e., their known ratings) should
contain only interactions from DS . On the contrary, when the main goal is to
increase accuracy, the profiles of the tested users should contain also interactions
from DT .

5.2 Sensitivity Analysis

Performance of cross-domain recommenders is mainly affected by three parameters:
data overlap between the source and target domains, density of the target domain
data, and size of the target user’s profile. Hence, the evaluation of cross-domain
recommenders should analyze sensitivity with respect to these three parameters.
Table 9 overviews the the sensitivity analyses reported in the literature.

Most works assume data overlap between the source and target domains
materialized as an overlap of users, but only a few—Cremonesi et al. [14] and
Zhao et al. [83]—study the sensitivity by varying the percentage of overlap-
ping users. Fewer works assume to have the same catalog of items across the
domains [6, 14]. Some works [2, 7, 37, 71] studied the case of overlapping features,
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Table 9 Variables for sensitivity analysis of cross-domain recommender systems

Parameter References

Overlap between domains Cremonesi et al. [14] Abel et al. [2]

Shi et al. [70] Zhao et al. [84]

Target domain density Pan et al. [59] Cremonesi et al. [14]

Cao et al. [11] Shapira et al. [69]

Pan et al. [63] Hu et al. [34]

User profile size Berkovsky et al. [4, 5] Shi et al. [70]

Berkovsky et al. [6] Sahebi et al. [67]

Li et al. [44, 45]

especially social tags. For example, Shi et al. studied the sensitivity of cross-domain
recommendations by varying the number of overlapping tags between 5 and 50 [70].

Some works [6, 44, 45, 67, 70] studied the sensitivity of recommendations as a
function of the user profile size, i.e., the number of ratings provided by the recipient
of the recommendations. This is particularly critical for the cold-start and new user
problems. Pan et al. [63] and Abel et al. [2] developed tag-based recommenders,
and performed their analysis by varying the number of tags in the user profile in
the 10 to 40 and 0 to 150 ranges, respectively. Others conducted a similar analysis
on rating-based recommenders: Shi et al. varied the profile size from 20 to 100
ratings [70], Berkovsky et al. varied the profile size from 3% to 33% of ratings [6],
and Sahebi et al. [67] varied the profile size in the range of 1 to 20 ratings.

Finally, some works [11, 14, 63, 69] studied the quality of recommendations
as a function of the dataset density. Cao et al. varied the density of the multi-
domain dataset, i.e., the union of the source and target datasets, between 0.2% and
1% [11]. Shapira et al. varied the density of the dataset between 1% and 40%, while
evaluating cross-domain algorithms at the 1% density [69]. Cremonesi et al. varied
the density of the target domain between 0.1% and 0.9% [14].

6 Open Research Questions

This section overviews the frontiers of cross-domain recommendations by providing
some guidance to researchers looking for exciting future research directions. Open
challenges mainly are in the areas of evaluation, privacy, fairness, session-based
recommendations, and datasets.

• Evaluation. Close to 90% of works on cross-domain recommenders published
since 2016 are based on deep learning. However, several indications show that
using increasingly deeper learning methods in recommender systems is not as
beneficial as one could expect. For example, four recent papers report that,
for single-domain top-N recommendations, neural methods are not superior to
long-existing non-neural ones [24–26, 54]. The observation that for certain tasks
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the reported improvements “don’t add up” mainly lies in the choice of weak
baselines and their poor optimization. These findings, however, are not limited
to single-domain approaches, but also apply to cross-domain approaches. For
instance, recognizing the progress made by transfer learning in cross-domain
recommendations, it is not uncommon to find papers, where transfer-learning
algorithms for cross-domain recommendations are compared against weak base-
lines [15]. The current methodological approach for benchmarking cross-domain
recommender systems seems solid at first sight and suitable to determine if one
algorithm outperforms another for a specific combination of goal, task, and
overlap between the domains. However, cross-domain recommender systems
researchers have ample freedom in selecting their experimental conditions:
protocol, datasets, baselines, etc. This complicates reproducibility and direct
benchmarking of results. Given these observations regarding potential method-
ological issues in the evaluation of cross-domain recommenders, we encourage
researchers to publish reproducibility studies of cross-domain recommenders.

• Privacy. Privacy is an important and challenging consideration for cross-
domain recommender systems, as they exploits information collected by multiple
platforms. Sharing knowledge between domains can violate privacy policies
and increase the risk of privacy leaks. For instance, if a social network is
used as a source domain, it can be exploited to breach privacy in the target
domain. Moreover, in many scenarios, different domains are managed by
different companies, and sharing personal user data between companies may be
prohibited or should comply with local policy regulations, such as the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in Europe. However, existing researches on
privacy-preserving recommendations are focused almost exclusively on single-
domain scenarios, the only exception being the work from Gao et al. [29]. To
this end, we call for an increased attention to privacy-preserving cross-domain
recommendations.

• Fairness. Cross-domain recommender systems, as any recommender system,
learn patterns from historical data, which conveys biases in terms of imbalances
and inequalities. These biases, if not properly detected and controlled, potentially
lead to discrimination and unfairness in recommendations [19]. Cross-domain
recommender systems open new challenges in controlling biases and prevent-
ing unfairness, as imbalances and inequalities in the source domains might
exacerbate unfairness of recommendations in the target domain. For instance,
demographic characteristics within the source domain may not be representative
of the target population. However, existing work on biases and fairness focused
exclusively on single-domain scenarios. Research questions in cross-domain
recommender systems are focused, among others, on controlling the effects
generated by unbalances between domains, and transparently explaining why a
recommender system provides a given result based on data collected from aux-
iliary domains. Hence, being able to detect, measure, characterize, and mitigate
biases in cross-domain recommender systems is largely an open challenge.

• Sequence-aware recommendations. An under-explored research field is the
one combining sequence-aware and cross-domain recommender systems. Cross-
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domain sequential recommender systems predict the next item that the user
is likely to interact with, based on past sessions behavior across multiple
domains [35, 65]. Previous studies have investigated how to link interactions
from different domains, regardless of their sequential nature, the only exception
being the work of Ren et al. [65]. One of the key challenges in cross-domain
sequential recommendation is around grasping and transferring sequential pat-
tern of interactions from the source domain to the target domain. User behavior,
in terms of temporal connections between the items they interact with, constitutes
a new link that can be exploited to connect different domains and obtain better
cross-domain sequence representations.

• Datasets. Finally, cross-domain recommender system research often lacks
appropriate datasets allowing to assess diverse recommendation scenarios and
tasks [39]. Rich datasets are necessary for a reliable evaluation of new cross-
domain recommendation approaches, but these are quite scarce and hard to reach
in practice. Large-scale cross-domain datasets are typically gathered by big
industry players, such Amazon, eBay and Yelp, and these datasets rarely become
available to the broader research community. This brings to the fore the emergent
need for new datasets, openly available to the research community, allowing to
clearly classify their association with the relevant cross-domain recommendation
tasks, goals, and scenarios.

7 Conclusions

This chapter covered a wide spectrum of models and techniques applicable to cross-
domain recommendations. Recommender system practitioners may find this list of
overviewed papers and the variety of options overwhelming, when materializing
a cross-domain recommender. Therefore, we list few practical considerations that
drive the choice of cross-domain recommender systems.

The first consideration deals with the pivotal question of why to use cross-domain
recommendations, which we have already raised in Sect. 2.3. Different goals require
for different cross-domain recommendation approaches. Having a clear vision
about the goal of the cross-domain recommender system is critical in designing
the correct path and setting the expectations. A related consideration is if cross-
domain recommendations are needed. The design of cross-domain recommenders
is challenging not only from the algorithmic point of view, but also because cross-
domain recommenders need access to reliable information, which needs to be
collected, cleansed, deduplicated, and reconciled with the target domain data. This
is a time consuming and potentially expensive task, which could compromise the
benefits of cross-domain recommendations.

Last but not the least, special attention needs to be paid to ethical and privacy
considerations. Transferring data and knowledge between systems may not conform
with their privacy policies and existing privacy regulations. Moreover, it may
allow malicious attackers not only to get access to a large volume of user data,
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but also to mine the combined knowledge, uncovering new potentially sensitive
information. Developers of a cross-domain recommender system should keep the
privacy considerations in mind when designing and evaluating their methods.
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Value and Impact of Recommender
Systems

Dietmar Jannach and Markus Zanker

1 Introduction

Automated recommendations are nowadays part of many websites and online
services, and they are often a central part of the overall user experience, such as on
e-commerce and media streaming sites. The content we come across in the online
world is therefore often highly individualized. The applied personalization strategy
is usually centrally determined by the recommendation service provider who tailors
its own content to consumers.1

The challenge therefore consists of striking a balance between economic-
oriented goals such as conversion rates, increased sales, or customer retention and
keeping users happy with personalized and tailored offerings [41, 69]. A commonly
mentioned goal of a recommender system for the latter aspect is therefore to help
users find items of interest in situations of information overload. This is according
to literature typically assessed by its capability to accurately predict the relevance
of individual items for individual users. As Abdollahpouri et al. [1] thus noted, in
the best case, a recommender system therefore creates value for the consumers and
potentially even further stakeholders while being economically sustainable for the
service provider.

1 This is termed a provider-centric strategy in [3].
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Independent of such specific goals and their achievement, recommender systems
influence the users’ choices and their behavior as a matter of principle. In particular
in cases where the recommendations are central to the user experience of the service,
a large fraction of the observed interactions stems from recommendations. This is,
for instance, the case for recommendations at YouTube or Netflix [19, 30]. These
fractions can even grow due to self-enforcing cycles in case most of the content that
users come across during browsing has already been pre-filtered and personalized
in one way or another.

The use of recommender systems therefore also bears some risks and can
potentially even lead to negative and undesired effects, such as reinforcing extremist
or unhealthy behavioral and consumption patterns. For instance, a hypothesized rad-
icalization pipeline leading users to more extremist video content at YouTube [63],
or suggestions of a food recommender that would mostly relate to unhealthy
dishes [22].

In this chapter, we review the possible values and the impact of recommender
systems for different stakeholders. We consider both organizational and business
value (e.g., in terms of increased sales or customer retention) as well as different
types of consumer value (e.g., in the form of reduced search efforts or better
decisions), and we describe additional ways in which recommenders may positively
or negatively impact the behavior of consumers.

Next, in Sect. 2, we first discuss the different purposes a recommender can serve
and in which ways such a system can thereby create value for different stakeholders.
Furthermore, we sketch potential risks that can derive from the use of recom-
mendation technology. Section 3 then discusses how the impact of recommender
systems is currently measured, with a particular focus on measures that are used in
practice. Finally, in Sect. 4, we reflect on our predominant research approaches in
academia, where we often largely abstract from the aforementioned general goals
and therefore are only partially capable of quantifying the potential impact. Based
on this discussion, we correspondingly outline potential ways towards more impact-
oriented research methodologies.

2 Stakeholders and Value Drivers of Recommender Systems

While a recommender system is effective whenever it creates some utility or value
for one of its stakeholders, the focus of the research literature lies mostly on
demonstrating the potential value of recommender systems for consumers, i.e., for
those receiving recommendations. Correspondingly, the extent of value creation
is mostly assessed in terms of consumer-oriented measures, such as the assumed
capability of a recommender system to help users finding the most relevant items
in their particular situation. However, we argue that recommender systems are
applications residing in the core of many e-commerce business models since they are
primarily concerned about exploitation of information and matchmaking on virtual
markets. Therefore, the impact and created value of recommender systems cannot
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only be seen from a purely consumer or user perspective, but there are effects on
all involved stakeholders. For instance, depending on the pursued recommendation
strategy not only the satisfaction of the receivers of recommendations, but also the
profitability of the platform or the sales distribution among the items in the product
catalog will be potentially impacted. Moreover, the strategy will also have long-term
effects on the perception of the integrity and benevolence of the recommendation
system itself [9], which in turn will moderate its impact. Therefore, after shortly
describing the stakeholders of recommender systems, we will introduce the value
driver model of e-commerce business models [6] to structure the discussion of the
impact of recommender systems in this chapter.

2.1 Stakeholders of Recommender Systems

For every recommender system, there are at least two different types of stakeholders
[1]. There are (1) the consumers or users who receive the recommendations, and

(2) the organization that provides the recommendations as part of their service.
The differentiation between these stakeholders is important. While a recommender
system should in the best case create value in parallel for all involved stakeholders,
there might be competing goals involved in the process. In other words, the best
recommendation for consumers, e.g., one that helps users discover novel things,
might not be optimal for the provider, for instance, in terms of generated short-term
revenues.

In Table 1, we sketch four types of possible stakeholders, see also [39]. Besides
consumers and recommendation service providers, we also identify suppliers and
society. Suppliers are the providers of item offerings that can be recommended to
users. Such suppliers could be content creators, manufacturers, service providers, or
also retailers who use the platform of the recommendation service provider for their
business activities.

Table 1 Stakeholders of Recommender Systems

Stakeholder Description

Consumers Consumers are the end users of recommendation systems, and their
behavior is potentially influenced by the system’s recommendations.

Recommendation
service providers

These are organizations that provide the recommendations as part of
their services. They invest in recommendation technology and are the
ones in control of the system.

Suppliers These are organizations that provide (some of) the products or services
that are recommended to consumers. The recommendation of their
offerings can, for instance, influence the overall demand on the market.

Society Depending on the size of the population of end users, recommender
systems like on news or social media platforms, can have effects on
parts of society as a whole. Note that the impact on society may be
more than the aggregate impact on individuals, e.g., when the directly
affected consumers act as multipliers of opinions in a society.
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For some applications, no external suppliers might be involved at all, or their
interests might not be taken into account in the design of the implemented
recommendation strategy. In other scenarios, however, considering the supplier
interests in an appropriate way may represent a central problem when designing the
recommendation service. This is in particular the case when the recommendation
service provider acts as a platform between different suppliers and consumers.

In the travel and tourism domain, for instance, websites of hotel booking
platforms often have a recommendation component integrated. The interest of the
suppliers—e.g., hotel chains or individual property owners—is to be frequently
included in these recommendations, assuming that being listed leads to more sales.
In case of suppliers being hotel chains, they might even have specific preferences
which hotels are recommended, such as one with an overcapacity during a particular
period of time. The recommendation service provider’s interest might, in contrast,
be to push those hotels where the expected profit margin or commission is highest.
The consumers’ interest, finally, is to find a hotel that best matches their preferences
and interests. The recommendation service provider therefore may have to consider
all these interests in parallel. Not considering the consumers’ interests to a large
enough extent may lead to a limited acceptance of the recommendations and to low
conversion rates; resulting in reduced revenues/profit in the short-term and a loss in
credibility and impact in the medium and long-term. Not considering the supplier’s
interest might, on the other hand, lead to dissatisfaction on the supplier’s side in the
long run.

Finally, society as a whole can be another stakeholder that may at least indirectly
be affected by recommendations. Today, there are various online services with an
enormous reach, including social media sites such as Facebook or Twitter, news
aggregation sites like Google News, or media platforms like YouTube. The selection
of the content presented on such sites may have significant effects on the users’ view
of the world, e.g., in terms of political questions, potentially leading to phenomena
of filter bubbles or the broad dissemination of fake news.

2.2 Value Dimensions of Recommender Systems

The value driver model [6] of e-commerce business models was developed to depict
the value-creating transactions by networks of business actors on virtual markets.
It basically clusters the value driving aspects of e-commerce business models into
four groups: efficiency, complementarities, lock-in and novelty. Efficiency generally
refers to savings in transaction costs or time due to speed gains, scaling effects and
the reduction of information asymmetries on virtual markets. Complementarities
represent synergy effects due to the combination of different sales channels or
product catalogs which creates additional opportunities such as cross-selling of
items or follow-up sales offers to customers. Lock-In effects are creating value due
to customer retention deriving from the avoidance of switching costs or positive
network externalities. The latter derives from network connections and the joint
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use of services. For instance, the fact that collaborative filtering systems become
more accurate when exploiting more data and from larger groups of users is an
example for such a positive network externality. Finally, novelty stands for new
architectural configurations and opportunities that would have been unfeasible on
non-virtual markets. In the following, we structure the reported value contributions
of recommender systems according to these aforementioned categories of the value
driver model. As can be seen, recommender systems are making contributions with
respect to all value creating aspects of e-commerce business models.

2.2.1 Efficiency

One pillar for e-commerce success is the reduction in information asymmetries
between buyers and sellers due to the up-to-date and abundant availability of
information with an enormous reach and at nearly zero cost. Recommender systems
may help to counterbalance the resulting potential overload of information by
primarily creating transparency by (relatively) unbiased information offerings, low-
ering consumers’ information search costs and facilitating their decision processes
as enlisted in Table 2. However, the impact on users’ decision processes is always
moderated by the concrete domain and the properties of products as Lee and
Hosanagar [53] demonstrated in their large-scale e-commerce study. According to
their results utilitarian and experience products, for instance, enjoy a higher lift
in awareness due to recommendations as compared to hedonic and search product
categories.

Due to the networking of consumers the support of decision making processes
may not only target single consumers, but can even address the decision making

Table 2 Efficiency and the value of recommender systems

Inform in a balanced way: A recommender system can be tuned to ensure that the recommen-
dations are not biased, e.g., towards certain items or content supporting only one particular
opinion.

Help users find objects that match their assumed short-term intent and context: Recommend
items that are relevant in the ongoing user session, sometimes even without long-term
preference information.

Help users find objects that match their long-term preferences: The most explored problem in
the literature. Assumes the existence of long-term user profiles, e.g., in the form of a user-item
interaction matrix.

Improve decision making: Decision making can be improved, e.g., by reducing choice
difficulty and pre-selecting a small set of options; better choices and choice satisfaction can
also be supported by explanations.

Establish group consensus: In a group recommendation scenario, the purpose of the system
can be to make suggestions that are agreeable for all group members.

Cost savings: Recommender systems allow providers to automate the sales-advisory function
at large scale and with zero marginal costs.

Real-time transparency: Recommender systems allow providers to observe in real-time the
immediate effects of their automated sales advisory.
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of groups of users such as in [56]. From the provider perspective the efficiency
gains of recommendation technology are primarily in cost savings by automating
the traditional sales advisory function being naturally inherent to offline distribution
channels like retail or personal selling. In this respect, the recent advances in
natural language processing also initiated current research efforts towards chat-
based recommendation approaches [36, 56, 60]. For reasons of completeness,
however, it needs to be mentioned that the provisioning of recommendation services
also incurs some operating costs. Therefore, Goshal et al. [29] made a theoretical
analysis on the optimal strategies of consumers that would need to make their choice
between personalizing and non-personalizing firms under competition. One of their
outcomes is that consumers would weight in lower prices of non-personalizing
firms against higher fit costs. Therefore one of their main results is that also the
prices and profits of a non-personalizing firm are impacted by the competitor’s
recommendation system.

Furthermore, the real-time transparency of consumer search also—at least
hypothetically—enables providers to immediately react to recent trends and eventu-
ally influence them by adapting the recommendation strategies. Since assumptions
about purposeful biasing of recommendation agents would undermine consumers’
trust in these systems, no research in this respect has been performed or at least
reported.

2.2.2 Complementarities

The ease of integrating diverse and enormously large product catalogs and service
offerings in online marketplaces enables the exploitation of synergies in sales.
Again, recommender systems are therefore a central cornerstone in many e-
commerce business models to exploit these complementarity effects as summarized
in Table 3. Like in the efficiency dimension, a large number of consumer-centric
value aspects have been described. Again, however, only anecdotal evidences on
generated revenue gains of providers have been made public or scrutinized further
in recommender systems research.

2.2.3 Lock-In

The stickiness or ability to lock-in participants is another core characteristic of
online business models. Recommender systems again primarily focus on consumers
or users and create value by personalizing their interaction experiences. Table 4
selectively lists reported value aspects of recommender systems. Technically this is
facilitated by exploiting users’ observed behaviors and data points and making the
system an indispensable virtual alter ego that would be lost when switching platform
or provider. This is analogous to the stickiness of traditional sales agents in retail
knowing their clients for years. Clients over time therefore recognize them as a form
of old friends whose viewpoints and recommendations they trust. A hidden value
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Table 3 Complementarities and the value of recommender systems

Enable item “discoverability”: A recommender system can help users discover items in the
catalog they were not aware of. This can lead to increased demand over time, but also to more
engagement.

Help consumers explore or understand the item space: Sometimes users are not aware of the
available options. A recommender system can be tuned to show a diverse set of options.

Create additional demand: One typical goal of recommendations is to point users to additional
items in the catalog, e.g., to stimulate cross-sales. This can lead to increased demand both in
the short and in the longer term.

Show alternatives: Relates to the previous aspect. A recommender system can present
alternatives in the context of a reference (currently viewed) item.

Show accessories: Instead of alternatives, a recommender can point users to accessories of
given reference items.

Recommend in sequence: Create a logical continuation of previously observed user interac-
tions, e.g., recommend next place to visit or next music track to listen to.

Actively notify users of new content: A recommender might proactively notify users, e.g.,
through push notifications, with a focus on novel content to stimulate consumption and
interaction.

Revenue gain: based on generated additional business.

Table 4 Lock-in and the value of recommender systems

Increase user engagement and activity on the site: User engagement is often used as a proxy
to gauge the effectiveness of a recommender system. When consumers interact with a service,
e.g., for music streaming, more frequently customer churn is expected to be lower.

Entertainment: A recommender system can be entertaining or emotionally satisfying, e.g., by
supporting discovery of new content in a convenient way.

Remind consumers of already known items: In some domains, it can be helpful to remind the
user of things they already know or have. The recommender might remind the user of the
purchase of consumables or show items the user liked in the past.

Provide a valuable add-on service: A recommender system can serve as a tool to differentiate
the provided service from competitors in the market. High-quality personalized recommenda-
tions may lead to increased customer retention and increase the switching costs for customers.

Learn more about the customers: Personalized recommendations require the collection of
customer preference profiles and often a thorough understanding of the specific demands of
certain consumer groups. Providing a recommendation service might therefore contribute to a
better understanding of customers in general.

from the provider perspective is therefore in particular the corporate knowledge
management aspect that becomes evident in the popularity of recommender systems
as an application domain for data science efforts.

2.2.4 Novelty

Novelty and the innovation potential of e-commerce business models generally
refers to the introduction of new products or services or the establishment of novel
process models transforming and creating businesses.
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Table 5 Novelty and the value of recommender systems

Nudge toward desired behavior: A recommender might stimulate certain desirable behavior at
the user’s side, e.g., with respect to healthy behavior, through nudging techniques.

Increase (short-term) business success and promotion of content: A recommender system can
be tuned to steer customer demand and to promote items that are favorable in terms of business-
related figures such as revenue or profit.

Change user behavior in desired directions: By pre-selecting the items in a recommendation
list, the choice set for the consumers can be reduced and certain items can be promoted.
This may effectively change the consumers’ behavior in desired directions, e.g., towards more
profitable items.

Note, however, that with the novelty dimension we do not refer to recommender
systems being novel themselves, but that they potentially create novel opportunities
and business scenarios.

While recommending novel or previously unknown items to users has already
been mentioned as an example of value creation due to efficient information process-
ing on virtual markets, the purposeful influencing and biasing of consumers’ will by
persuasive recommendation and nudging strategies [74] can fall into this novelty
category as summarized in Table 5. Provisioning of automated recommendations
is nowadays commonplace, particularly in e-commerce and on media streaming or
(social) media sites. However, there still exists a number of potential application
domains where recommendation techniques are not yet widespread. For instance,
providing decision support in the domain of health and well-being, the potential for
innovating by inducing behavior change through recommendations is only starting
to be developed [65].

2.3 Risks of Recommender Systems

While recommender systems are designed to create value and have a positive impact
on consumers and organizations, there exist also certain risks that come with the use
of recommendation technology. In Table 6, we discuss examples for such risks.

Compared to the analysis of the benefits of recommender systems, potential
negative effects have so far not been explored to a large extent in the literature.
In [13], for instance, the authors investigated the effects of a malfunctioning
music recommender system on consumer trust and behavior. Researchers from
the field of Marketing [10] looked at the potential negative monetary effects
of recommending the wrong items, such as items that consumers were already
likely to purchase anyway. Recommending such items limits the opportunities to
promote other items under the assumption that only a limited set of items can be
recommended. The aspects of privacy and fairness, finally, have obtained increased
interest in recent years in the recommender systems research community, see, for
instance, [27] or [12].
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Table 6 Potential risks of recommender systems

Consumer risks

Poor decisions/choice
dissatisfaction

Ultimately, the pre-selection of items or the decision bias
introduced by a recommender system may lead to bad
decisions or to choice dissatisfaction.

Bad user experience/decision
difficulty

If the set of recommendations is chosen in an unfortunate
way and, e.g., only contains very similar items, this might
in parallel lead to a poor user experience and an increased
decision difficulty for the consumer.

Biased information state In case the presented options emphasizes one particular
range of the available options, the consumer might be left
with an incomplete and biased information state.

Privacy Recommendation providers may collect all sorts of user
interactions in a comprehensive way and try to connect the
information about users across services and sites. This may
endanger the privacy of consumers.

Organizational risks

Loss of consumer trust When recommendations are—for an extended period of
time—not helpful for consumers or appear biased, they
might lose the trust not only in the recommendations but
in the organization as a whole.

Loss of societal trust In particular recommendations that appear biased or unfair
(e.g., appear to be only advantageous for the provider orga-
nization) may lead to a bad reputation of an organization
and a loss of trust by society as a whole.

Missed
opportunities/financial loss

Recommender systems can have significant positive
impacts on organizations in terms of business-related fig-
ures. A poorly designed recommender system might in
contrast lead to missed opportunities, due to a low value
of recommendations for users.

Societal risks

Filter bubbles & echo
chambers

Biased recommendations in particular on news sites or
social media platforms may lead to filter bubbles and echo
chambers, where the presented information mainly reflects
pre-existing interests and viewpoints of individuals or user
groups.

Algorithmic bias and
discrimination

In some application scenarios of recommender systems,
the underlying algorithms may reflect or even reinforce
uneven distributions in the data, potentially leading to
discrimination of certain user groups.

3 Measuring the Impact of Recommender Systems

In the previous section, value contribution and impact of recommender systems in
terms of the four categories of the value driver model have been presented. This
section will now elaborate on approaches to assess and quantify the impact within
these categories as well as their corresponding measures and Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs). When seeing a recommender system purely as a machine learning
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task its evaluation is typically focusing on accuracy related measures. However,
nowadays recommender systems research is coming to the conclusion that the
impact of personalized content and item recommendations need to be assessed from
a multi-disciplinary perspective with a plurality of methods and approaches [76].
Next, we will therefore shortly discuss methodological aspects before moving on
to the most widespread measures in practice. We also refer to Chap. “Evaluating
Recommender Systems” for a complete and in-depth discussion of state-of-the-art
evaluation methodology. They obviously focus on quantifying the value created for
providers given that the value needs to surpass or at least match the efforts and
investments. However, without creating value for consumers, no sustainable value
can be created for providers. Thus, when users are consistently satisfied by, for
instance, finding items of interest with ease, also the provider’s KPIs will indicate a
positive impact. Consequently, a longitudinal approach when quantifying the impact
will lead to more reliable results.

The academic literature identifies three main methodologies for evaluating
recommender systems (see Chap. “Evaluating Recommender Systems”): (1) field
studies (A/B tests), (2) user studies, (3) offline experiments. Field studies are run by
recommendation service providers to test the effects of different recommendation
strategies on their respective KPIs. We will discuss which KPIs are widespread in
industry and which insights were obtained from field studies later in this section.
User studies are typically executed in the form of controlled experiments, either
in the lab or online. Here, the study participants are randomly assigned to interact
with different versions of a recommender system or they interact with the system
under different conditions. Typical goals of such user studies are to assess the
subjective quality perception of a system or of some of its components and in
order to understand how these perceptions might influence the future behavioral
intentions of users, see [49, 58]. Such studies often focus on user experience aspects
of recommender systems. We will discuss the need for more user-centric studies,
which also consider the provider perspective later in Sect. 4.

Offline experiments, finally, are purely data-based and do not require the active
involvement of users for their execution. Such experiments are by far the most
common ones in literature and we will focus on potential limitations of today’s
offline experimentation practices when it comes to the assessment of the impact and
value of recommender systems.

Most often, offline experiments are used to compare different algorithms in terms
of their capability of predicting held-out interaction or preference data. They build
on the underlying assumption that when an algorithm is able to rank the presumably
more relevant items higher in recommendation lists, the generated recommendations
will more likely better match users’ interests. Thus, algorithms with higher offline
prediction accuracy are supposed to also outperform their weaker offline comparison
partners in real-world settings.

However, assessing the impact of a recommender system based on offline
experimentation is sometimes seen to be too simplistic and building on problematic
assumptions. It is, for instance, relatively straightforward to predict based on
past data that a lover of Star Wars movies will watch any new sequel being
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released. Therefore, recommending a new sequel to this user may—even though the
prediction is perfectly accurate—not create much value, neither for the consumer
already knowing about the sequel and watching it anyway, nor for the provider who
could have promoted another content.

In terms of the evaluation measures, algorithmic research is strongly concen-
trated on prediction accuracy, i.e., the ability of an algorithm to predict held-out
data. Evaluating recommendation algorithms in terms of accuracy is generally
meaningful, as discussed above. However, it stands to question (1) if the often
small increases in accuracy on selected datasets reported in research reports would
truly make a difference if these new algorithms would be deployed in practice,2

and (2) if the results from offline tests are generally predictive for outcomes of
deployed systems [30, 41]. Furthermore, while some algorithms might yield good
offline accuracy results, the resulting recommendations may have other, undesired
properties such as a bias towards popular items generating only limited additional
value for providers [43]. Finally, an orthogonal problem in the context of offline
studies seems to lie in methodological problems in applied machine learning
research, where we often only observe an “illusion of progress” [32]. While the
proposed models become more and more complex, they sometimes actually do
not outperform existing methods if evaluated independently [7, 23, 24, 61], which
potentially leads to a certain stagnation in algorithm research.

In general, assessing the impact of recommender systems with offline experi-
ments alone has its limits. There are, however, a number of reports on successful
real-world deployments of recommender systems. Such reports typically summarize
the outcomes of field studies on newly introduced recommender systems or on two
system versions A/B tested in parallel. In the following, we provide an overview
of selected findings from real-world deployments based on the survey presented
in [41]. This overview helps us to understand both (1) which measures and business-
oriented KPIs are used in practical environments, and (2) which effect sizes are
observed.

3.1 Value Dimensions and Measurements in Practical
Applications

In field studies, relating the single value drivers to separately measurable effects
of the impact of recommendation applications is not always possible, since they
cannot be isolated and individually considered. For instance, streaming media
providers like Netflix or Spotify have business models based on flat-rate subscription

2 One historical fallacy is that while in other application areas of machine learning, e.g., image
classification, every small improvement in accuracy may lead to an improved system, it is less than
clear that small improvements in prediction accuracy on past data have a positive impact at all with
respect to the effectiveness of a recommender system.
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fees. In their case, an individual successful recommendation is not only a sign
of an efficient presentation of the enormous catalog space and effective decision
making leading to an immediate consumption, but also contributes to the lock-in
of the particular subscriber. Taken together this will also effect customer attrition
and finally revenues, even if it is not directly measurable. In other cases, e.g.,
in news recommendation, it can even be difficult to assess in the short term if a
recommendation was actually a success. While clicks on recommended articles can
be easily measured, we often cannot be entirely sure if the consumer actually liked
the content or not or if the consumer would have actually read the article even when
it was not recommended.

In Table 7 we relate the measures and KPIs to the value dimensions introduced in
Sect. 2. However, note that neither of the mentioned measures does exactly capture
and quantify the identified value contributions discussed in the previous section.
Let us consider, for instance, the Click-Through-Rate (CTR): it measures that an
item presumably caught the user’s attention and that it therefore serves as a first
and preliminary indicator for a successful match of either user’s short-term or
long-term interests. Such preference matching therefore relates to the efficiency
value dimension that facilitates to cope with information overloading by lowering
users’ search costs. However, while a click-through is a necessary precondition
for indicating a successful match of preferences it is not sufficient. For instance,
also some follow-up purchase or consumption (such as reading) would need to
be observed additionally in order to have a stronger indication of a successful
preference match. Furthermore, if we observe changes in CTR over time we could

Table 7 Value dimensions and measurements

Value dimensions Measurement

Efficiency Click-through-rate (CTR): measures how many clicks a recommen-
dation has garnered. Thus, the CTR indicates that recommendations
have been noticed and presumably influenced users’ choice due to
their timeliness and relevancy.

Efficiency Adoption and conversion measures and correlates observed user
behavior other than clicks with recommendation success, e.g., when
users watch a certain fraction of a movie. Conversion rates measure
the fraction of users who take a desired action, e.g., submit a resume
after receiving a job recommendation.

Efficiency, Sales and revenue: when recommendations lead to purchases,

complementarities one can measure corresponding business-related figures such as
revenue, sales, or profit.

Lock-in User engagement: increased user engagement is often considered
as an indicator of customer retention. Engagement can, for instance,
be measured in terms of the number or length of usage sessions.

Novelty Effects on consumption distributions: recommender systems can
lead to desired or undesired changes regarding sales distributions,
such as, increased sales of long-tail or already popular items. They
can also inspire users to consume different items than they would
without a recommender.
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interpret them also as a proxy for an increase/decrease in user engagement that is
another value aspect associated to the lock-in dimension. Thus, Table 7 must not be
misinterpreted by assuming that the enlisted measures holistically capture already
all aspects of the discussed value dimensions. However, the dimensions have to
be seen as a structuring mechanism for the main types of measures as they are
found in the literature [41]. This emphasizes the need for further research to more
systematically develop and define measures that would also be sufficient indicators
for the specific value contributions of recommendations.

Our discussion will show that recommender systems can have substantial impact
on all these measures, but also that all these measurements have their limitations.
Relating measures to the value driving dimensions as done in Table 7 above, can also
help to recognize completely uncharted aspects, such as comparing, for instance, the
cost aspect of virtual sales advisory and automated recommendations with physical
in-shop encounters.

3.2 Click-Through-Rate

The CTR is a wide-spread measure used, e.g., in the domain of news recom-
mendation. Results from real-world deployments are reported both for larger
news aggregation sites like Google News [18], for business-oriented sites such as
Forbes.com [48] and for regional ones like swissinfo.ch [28]. Other domains where
the CTR were reported, sometimes in combination with other measures, including
recommendations of videos on YouTube [19] or the recommendation of similar
offers at eBay [47].

These studies typically report the effects of introducing a new recommender
system when compared to the existing one. In the news domain, the reported
increase of the CTR is often around 35%. In the study at YouTube [19], however,
the difference in CTR between two systems is as high as 200%. In another study
at eBay, in contrast, only a 3% improvement was observed [11]. The increase in
revenue was however higher (6%).

The huge differences in terms of the reported effects may be explained both by
the fact that the systems were deployed in different domains and, more importantly,
that different baseline algorithms were used for comparison. In [19], a personalized
algorithm for YouTube recommendations was compared to a non-personalized one
that recommends the most popular videos on the site to everyone. In [11], in
contrast, two more sophisticated techniques were compared, leading to smaller
effects.

Independently from this problem of interpreting absolute numbers, using the
Click-Through-Rate as the only or main instrument for assessing the value of
recommender systems can be misleading. Often, the CTR mainly measures if
individual recommendations raised attention or interest in an item. The click
counts however cannot tell us if the consumers actually liked the item or if the
recommendations will increase the probability that the user will return to the site
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next time. Increases in the CTR can sometimes also be achieved quite easily, e.g.,
through clickbait headlines on news portals or by recommending items that are
generally popular. Moreover, the visual positioning of the recommendations can
have a substantial impact on the CTR as well, as reported in [28]. Here, a more
prominent positioning of the recommendation widget doubled the CTR in the short
term.

Overall, optimizing for the CTR in the short term might in fact have negative
business impacts in the long run, when consumers repeatedly feel misled by the
recommendations or when the recommender system fails to draw the consumers’
attention to less popular items. Also, as reported in [78], there can be a trade-off
between optimizing item rankings for clicks and optimizing according to relevance
for the consumer.

3.3 Adoption and Conversion Measures

Adoption measures assess the commercial success of a recommendation in a way
that is more precise than CTR. In most cases reported in the literature, these
measures are specific to the application domain. In the video recommendation
domain, providers such as YouTube [19] or Netflix [30] measure the number of rec-
ommended videos of which consumers watched at least a certain fraction. In other
domains, various types of user actions are interpreted as success indicators for a rec-
ommendation, e.g., “add-to-wishlist” events, “bid-through” and “purchase-through”
rates on eBay, “cite-through” rates for research paper recommendations [8], booking
requests on tourism sites [75], or opened communications on a dating platform [71].

The improvements in terms of such measures are again difficult to interpret on
an absolute scale due to different measurement methods, baselines, and application
domains. A/B tests sometimes indicate increases of a few percent in terms of the
“purchase-through” rate. In other cases, where the user action is not directly leading
to increased business value (e.g., “add-to-wishlist” events or “click-out” actions on
a marketplace [45]), the differences between two algorithms can be substantial, e.g.,
89% in the case of “add-to-wishlist” actions on eBay [47] or over 90% higher click-
through rate on tv programs [68].

Like for the CTR, the described adoption measures are often only proxies for
business value. An observed “add-to-wishlist” event for a recommendation is not yet
a transaction, and one has to be careful not to overestimate the business value of such
events. In [40], the results of A/B testing various algorithms for the recommendation
of games for mobile phones were presented. The test included a variety of measures
including different conversion rates (e.g., recommend-to-purchase), click behavior,
game downloads, as well as actual purchases. Among other aspects, it turned out
that the number of item view events (i.e., CTR of a game’s detail page) incited
by a recommendation was not indicative for the ultimate business value, which
was measured in actually purchased games. In fact, even the stronger signal of a
download of a demo version was not a strong predictor, which means that some
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algorithms created increased interest in certain items, but did not lead to a purchase
at the end.

3.4 Sales and Revenue

Measuring changes in sales, revenue or similar business-related figures is the most
direct way of determining the business value of a recommender system. Such
measurements are common when the revenue of a provider is not based on a flat-rate
subscription model but on individual item sales or fee-based transactions. In such
situations, one cannot only measure the overall effects of different recommendation
strategies in an A/B test, but also which recommendations actually led to successful
transactions.

A few works in the literature exist that report the outcomes of A/B tests in terms
of such business-related measures. In [52], for instance, the authors compared two
recommendation algorithms—“view-based” and “purchase based” collaborative
filtering—with a baseline condition where no recommendations were provided to
customers of an online DVD retailer. The study revealed that the “purchase-based”
best strategy led to an increase in sales by 35% (“for those who purchase” [52]).
Interestingly, when the recommendations were solely based on item view events,
no increase in sales was observed compared to the baseline condition. These
observations emphasize the importance of algorithm choice and at the same time
give an indication of the extent of missed sales opportunities when no recommender
is used.

A much more modest, but still relevant increase in terms of revenue was reported
for the mobile game recommendation field study mentioned above [40]. In this
A/B test, the strongest increase was observed when a very simple content-based
algorithm was used, leading to an increase of 3.6% in sales. The study however also
revealed that different algorithms should be used in different navigational situations
in order to maximize the revenue. Thus, even slightly stronger increases can be
achieved, e.g., when a switching hybrid strategy is applied.

A study that examined how context-awareness of content-based recommen-
dations impacted business performance measures was conducted by Panniello et
al. [57]. They identified that the increased accuracy and diversity of the context-
aware recommendations for comic books positively affected trust in the system
which in turn affected purchases.

A number of additional studies in the literature focus on other e-commerce
domains like e-grocery or online book stores [66]. The overall direct effects of
adding a recommender system are often small, e.g., 0.3% in [20] or 1.8% in [51].
However, there can be major indirect and inspirational effects, e.g., up to 26% in
some categories [20]. An interesting observation is furthermore reported in [66],
where sales decreased significantly after the recommender was removed from the
site.
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Overall, we see a strong spread in the reported effects, from almost no effect
up to 500% increase in Gross Merchandise Value for a study done at eBay [14].
Comparing the absolute values reported in these studies is challenging because
the individual observed changes depend on many factors that are specific to the
application domain, business model, market situation etc. A typical limitation of
reported studies is that it is not always entirely clear if the observed effects would
last beyond the A/B testing period, which is often limited to a few weeks. Another
aspect related to the revenue impact of recommender systems is price sensitivity and
users’ willingness-to-pay (WTP). In this context Adomavicius et al. [4] determined
that online recommendations have a positive effect on the recipients’ WTP that
correlates with the predicted ratings. This effect was observed even in the case of
perturbed or manipulated rating predictions.

3.5 User Engagement

Discovery support, as mentioned above, can be a main functionality of a recom-
mender system, which in turn leads to increased user engagement and customer
retention. User engagement can be assessed in a number of ways, e.g., by the number
of visits to the site per month, by the number of consumed content on a media site,
or by the length of the individual consumption sessions and the number of particular
user actions in such sessions.

Various works in the literature report increased user activity on the site, e.g., in
the news domain [28, 48], where the visit lengths sometimes more than double when
a recommender system is in place. Substantially increased user activity levels were
furthermore observed in [21] and [46] for the music domain, where the number
of playlist additions was used as an indicator for user engagement. Additional
examples with increased user activity levels due to the presence of recommendation
systems can be finally found for social networks and platforms [67, 72].

In many applications, it is a reasonable assumption that higher engagement with
a service leads to repeated use in the future. However, the choice of the measurement
that serves as a proxy for engagement can be crucial. More clicks (interactions) by a
user may, for example, not always be a good sign. Like in the evaluation of a search
engine, more interactions might indicate that the system was actually not able to
present something relevant to the user. A typical example in the recommendation
context would be recommendations that are explicitly designed for discovery, as
can be found on music streaming sites. Here, the best case is that the user who is
presented with the recommendation list, discovers a new artist and then leaves the
discovery module to explore this new artist. As a result, fewer interactions with the
recommendation list might indicate that the recommendations were actually good.

Given this need for interpreting the observations of user behavior, research
needs to more frequently draw a bow from the underpinnings of cognitive and
psychological science to the principled observations and experimentation in order
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to draw reliable conclusions for algorithm and system adjustments as has been
postulated in [76].

3.6 Effects on Consumption Distributions

Increases in sales and revenue, as previously reported, are often simply the
result of consumers buying more, e.g., due to cross-selling links provided by a
recommender system. Recommender systems may, however, also inspire users to
consume different things. Such changes in the distribution of consumption or sales
of items can be desirable for different reasons. On the one hand, there might be
direct business-related effects when using a price and profit aware recommender
system. Such a system might, for example, aim to recommend items that are both a
good match for the consumer’s preferences and at the same time are more profitable
than other items that could be similarly good matches [38].

On the other hand, there might be more indirect effects that come with changes
in the consumption distribution due to either enabling customers making new
discoveries or re-enforcing rich-get-richer effects [26].

Already the seminal paper of Resnick et al. [62] questioned if the peer groups
created by collaborative recommender systems will be permeable or fracture the
global village into tribes. Twenty years later Hosanagar et al. [35] identified, at
least for the domain of music recommendations, that users consumed in general
more and thus also more commonalities among users arose due to the impact of
recommendations.

In some application domains like e-commerce, a large fraction of the sales
comes from a relatively small number of “blockbuster” items, leading to a long
tail of less frequently sold items. Recommender systems have the potential to point
consumers to such long tail items and to help them discover parts of the catalog that
were previously unknown to them, such as observed in [75]. In transaction-based
applications, e.g., on e-commerce sites, this can lead to the indirect effect of more
sales in specific categories as discussed above [20]. Such indirect and inspirational
effects of recommender systems were also found in the music domain [46].
Generally, supporting discovery and driving customers away from blockbusters is
often considered a main purpose of providing recommendations on media streaming
services, assuming that discovery leads to more engagement and, ultimately,
continued subscriptions [30].

Finally, changes in the consumption behavior of users might also be desirable
from a societal perspective. The purpose of a recommender system might, for
example, be to entice healthier consumer behavior. In this context, the authors
of [22] explored the potential of nudging users towards more healthy dishes
through recommendations. Another goal may be to stimulate users to enrich their
information consumption behavior, e.g., by presenting news content that covers
more than one opinion on a controversial topic to avoid filter bubbles and echo
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chambers. The study of [25], for instance, identified an increase of individuals’
exposure to news from their less preferred side as well as a (modest) increase of
ideological distance between individuals when analyzing the news consumption
behavior of 50K users based on their browsing histories.

Generally, influencing short-term consumer behavior through recommendations
to some extent might not be too difficult in a number of application domains. This
is in particular the case when the system actually filters out certain options, which
cannot be chosen by the consumers anymore. Often, however, a main challenge
is to achieve positive long-term effects. Only recommending items that are highly
profitable but not too relevant for consumers might, for instance, result in increased
short-term profits, but lead to a loss of consumer trust in the long run.

4 Towards More Value-Oriented and Impactful Research

Our discussion has shown that there are different dimensions that drive the value
creation of recommender systems for their stakeholders. Given this richness, the
focus in academic research appears to be narrow. First, there is a strong focus on
algorithmic proposals mostly evaluated on historical data. This focus on accuracy—
although important—touches however only few value creating dimensions, while,
in contrast, questions related to the users’ experience or long-term effects of sales
distributions are underexplored [39, 42].

Generally, there is no doubt that industry has always picked up proposals from the
academic world and that they have successfully implemented and further improved
novel machine learning models to serve given organizational goals. A prominent
example is the use of matrix factorization techniques, which were explored already
in the late 1990s, became popular in the context of the Netflix Prize, and were
later broadly adopted in industry. However, as a result of the above-described
phenomena, the question arises if—despite the many papers that are published every
year—major parts of today’s academic research on recommender systems actually
have a strong impact in practice.

To be more impactful and relevant in practice, our research approach should
therefore be refocused on two dimensions.

1. In terms of the research scope, it is important to put more emphasis on the user
experience of recommender systems than on algorithms [50], acknowledging that
most aspects of recommender systems cannot be evaluated without involving
users and without considering its context of use [44].

2. Regarding the research methodology, the focus on algorithms led to a certain
overreliance on offline experimental designs that are common in applied machine
learning research, but which are insufficient to assess the impact of a complex
information system like a recommender.
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Clearly, it would generally be desirable that more academic proposals were
evaluated in real environments. There are, however, a number of other research
instruments that are available, and there are several ways in which the research
efforts of the community could be refocused in order to be more impactful.

4.1 Recommender Systems Research with a Purpose

Looking at the research scope, many of the works published today—in particular
in the predominant area of algorithms—is not based on theory or explicitly stated
research hypotheses. Higher prediction accuracy of a machine learning model is
implicitly equated with progress towards better systems, even in cases where better
accuracy is only demonstrated by a very specific experimental configuration of
datasets, baseline algorithms, and evaluation procedures. In the midst of such a
“leaderboard chasing” culture [54], the fundamental and underlying question “What
is a good recommendation (in a given context)?” is too rarely asked [37].

As the discussions in Sect. 2 indicate, the same set of recommendations can
be useful or not, depending on the goals that one tries to achieve, the perspective
that is taken (e.g., consumer vs. provider), and the individual user’s preferences
and context. Therefore, when evaluating a recommender system, these surrounding
factors and the goal that one tries to achieve should be made explicit in order to
ensure that the chosen evaluation approach is appropriate [34]. In [37], a four-
layer conceptual framework is proposed to guide researchers, both in academia
and industry, towards a more goal and value oriented approach when designing and
evaluating a recommender system. We summarize the main layers of this framework
in Table 8, where we also give examples both from the consumer and provider
perspective at each level.

Note the importance of making suitable choices at the lowest layer of this
framework, i.e., how the system is evaluated. The framework should help to ensure
that there is a “metric-task-purpose” fit, i.e., measuring if the system is actually
able to fulfill the goals it intended to serve. Today’s research far too often seems
to focus solely on the two layers at the bottom of the framework. The system’s
task usually is considered to help the user to “find good items” [34]. Moreover,
how the evaluation of algorithms is done is largely standardized, based on offline
protocols and metrics such as Precision, Recall, and RMSE. However, such metrics,
while generally useful, can only inform us about differences between algorithms in
terms of item retrieval and ranking performance, but not about the created value for
individual stakeholders. The proposed framework should therefore help researchers
to look beyond the common “find good items” task and extend their research scope
to the many other and more specific purposes recommender systems can serve, both
from the perspective of the consumer and the provider.
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Table 8 A conceptual framework for goal and value oriented research

Goals and values At the top-most strategic level, it is important to understand or
define the goals of the system and which value it drives for
which group of stakeholders. From an organizational (provider)
perspective, this goal could for instance focus on recommending
complementarities and increasing revenues or on the lock-in value
driver dimension and customer retention. For a consumer, e.g., of a
media service, the value could for example simply be entertainment.

Recommendation
purpose

Depending on these strategic considerations, the specific purpose of
the recommender system in this context has to be clarified, i.e., how
the recommender system can help to achieve the described goals.
If, for instance, one goal is customer retention, one purpose of the
system may be to increase the “discoverability” of specific items
for consumers and to thereby increase their engagement.

System task At the next, more operational level, the question has to be answered
how the system or its components, e.g., an algorithm, has to be
designed to support the intended purpose. In case the goal is to
support discovery, an algorithm may try to intentionally diversify
the recommendations. This might involve prioritizing items that do
not have the highest consumption probabilities according to past
observations.

Evaluation method The three upper layers finally determine how the system should be
evaluated. In the given example of discovery support, one could use
a combination of (1) computational metrics to objectively assess the
level of novelty of the recommendations, and (2) subjective mea-
sures collected through a user study regarding, e.g., the subjective
perception of the recommendations and the participant’s intention
to use the system in the future.

4.2 Utilizing a Richer Methodological Repertoire

Extending the research scope in the described ways, e.g., to consider the impact
of recommender systems on different stakeholders, requires a more comprehensive
methodological approach than we often observe today. First and foremost, recom-
mender systems are much more than retrieval systems. They exert influence on the
choices of users, and whether a recommendation leads to follow-up actions of users
or not depends on a variety of factors including individual decision heuristics and
biases. Therefore, various aspects of a recommender system can only be addressed
with research designs with humans in the loop, such as controlled experiments with
users or qualitative and observational studies. On the other hand, recommenders are
e-commerce information systems with a clear business impact and even implications
for society, which is why we need appropriate evaluation methodologies to assess
these effects as well.

In the following, we will outline potential ways forward in terms of how we
can address and evaluate the sometimes complex interplay between consumers,
organizations, and information systems that is embedded into a societal context.
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4.2.1 Evaluating with Humans in the Loop

When providing consumers with a recommendation service, we might ask ourselves
a number of questions regarding its value for the users, e.g.:

• How are recommendations perceived by users—do users actually find them
helpful?

• Do users find recommendations diverse and surprising enough—do they help
them discover new things?

• Would they appreciate more information justifying why certain items are shown
and others not—do users trust recommendations to be fair?

• Would they be interested in receiving more recommendations—would they use
the service in the future?

None of these questions, can be confidently answered without involving humans
when evaluating the system. Remember here that such user-centric questions are
also very important from a provider’s perspective, assuming in general that added
consumer value directly or indirectly leads to increased value for the operator.

Evaluating from a user-centric or human-computer interaction (HCI) perspective
has a long tradition in recommender systems research [50]. User centric research
is typically guided by explicitly stated research questions, e.g., to what extent users
would value a certain type of explanation. One main first challenge in such research
efforts usually is to develop an appropriate experimental design, e.g., a randomized
controlled experiment, that helps to reliably answer the stated questions. As a result,
user-centric research is much less standardized than typical offline experiments that
are conducted to compare the prediction accuracy of algorithms.

Nowadays, at least two problem-independent frameworks for user-centric recom-
mender systems evaluation exist [49, 59]. Researchers benefit from such frameworks
for their own works in different ways. These frameworks, for example, provide
validated questionnaires for various general quality dimensions of a recommender
system, and they also demonstrate how to use broadly-used statistical analysis
techniques like Structural Equation Modeling. Nonetheless, user-centric research
remains difficult and requires often more effort than offline experimentation in
recommender systems research in many ways. Research questions must be stated
on theoretical considerations, specific experimental designs have to be designed
and defended against reviewers, participants must be recruited that are at least
representative for some group of users, and finally there is not always consensus
in the community regarding which statistical methods are appropriate for the
subsequent analysis.

These difficulties may have led to a certain over-reliance on offline experimen-
tation in our field. As a result, we observe that even though the number of research
questions that can be reliably answered with offline experiments alone is actually
small, such designs dominate the research landscape. While there are efforts to
use computational metrics to capture some of the aspects mentioned above, e.g.,
regarding the diversity of a set of recommendations, many of the proposed metrics
were not validated with humans in the loop. It is, for example, less than clear if the
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many metrics proposed for novelty, diversity, or serendipity actually correspond to
the human perception.

As a result, it remains important that the community focuses more on user-
oriented aspects of recommender systems. This is particularly important as there
exists a number of research works that indicate that offline metrics like Precision,
Recall, or RMSE do not necessarily correlate with the quality perception of
users [8, 17, 28, 55, 64]. The work of Adomovicius et al. [4] goes even beyond
these works by demonstrating in controlled behavioral studies that random rec-
ommendations or recommendations that artificially increase the predicted rating
lead to a significant increase in the participants’ willingness-to-pay for the received
song recommendations. Thus, even if in field research the ultimate goal of actual
conversion or purchase is reached, we still cannot be entirely confident that the
actual recommendation was accurately matching the users’ tastes. Here, multi-
modal evaluation approaches may be advisable that compare results from offline
experiments with the user’s perceptions from a user study. With respect to the type of
user involvement in evaluations, note that researchers are not limited to randomized
controlled experiments when it comes to involving humans in the loop. Interviews,
surveys, focus groups and various other types of qualitative research methods are
used in various other fields outside of computer science, and should be considered
in recommender systems research more often as well.

4.2.2 Re-thinking Data-Based Research

Despite their limitations, offline and data-based research will remain relevant in
the future and will not be limited to the assessment of computational aspects
such as scalability. Typical offline experiments that are done, e.g., regarding the
prediction accuracy of algorithms on historical data, can still serve us to identify
algorithms or algorithm variants that we may rule out from A/B testing. However,
instead of asking if a new machine learning model can outperform another one
by a few percent on given datasets in terms of accuracy, the focus should be
shifted to different types of questions. For instance, can we analyze in which
ways the recommendations generated by one algorithm are different from those
of another one? Evidence exists that algorithms with the same performance in
terms of accuracy often recommend very different things to users [43]. Given
the characteristics of such recommendations, we may then ask questions if these
differences are actually desirable from an organizational perspective. For instance,
is recommending already popular items of interest from the business perspective
or not? A number of research works were published that go into that direction,
including a variety of works that aim at understanding aspects like diversity, novelty,
or serendipity. Assuming that the used computational metrics correspond to user
perceptions, offline experiments can help us to compare algorithms in these respects
and to design new approaches that are able to balance potential trade-offs.

A general limitation of existing offline evaluations is that often little is known
about the provenance of the data. Researchers in the domain of music recommen-
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dations often base their works on listening logs collected from music services like
last.fm. In the e-commerce domain, on the other hand, datasets are often used that
contain user interaction logs like item views or purchase events. One major issue
with such datasets can be, for instance, that a recommender system or a personalized
filtering algorithm was already in place. Such additional attention biases exist both
in log-based datasets [15] as well as in rating datasets [5], and researchers have
begun in recent years to deal with such phenomena that ultimately lead to biased,
and thus not informative evaluation results, see, e.g., [16, 73]. In that context, new
forms of offline evaluation approaches have emerged in recent years, including “off-
policy” evaluation and “counterfactual reasoning” approaches [16, 31] that promise
to lead to results that are more reliable predictors of A/B test outcomes.

Another area where offline experiments could be further explored are simu-
lations. Almost all research today is focusing on short-term effects of recom-
mendations, i.e., if a recommender is able to provide helpful item suggestions in
the given situation. In contrast simulation-based approaches, such as agent-based
modeling, were already successfully applied in other disciplines like managerial
science [70]. Using such simulation approaches allows researchers to investigate,
for instance, longitudinal effects of recommender systems such as potentially unex-
pected emergent agent behavior [77] or the impact on choice diversity [33]. These
simulation approaches may furthermore also be promising choices to analyze the
effects of different recommendation strategies in multi-stakeholder environments
(see also Chap. “Multistakeholder Recommender Systems”) and eventually even
make predictions on societal implications.

Finally, we can often observe a tendency towards over-generalization from
results of offline experiments, such as one method being able to improve the
state of the art even though this is only shown for a very specific experimental
setting. While researchers are generally interested in generalizable solutions, it is
very often imperative to closely look at the data and consider the specifics of a
domain or application to reach reliable insights. Should we, for instance, in an
e-commerce setting remind customers of items they have already inspected in
previous sessions? Should we recommend them items that are currently on sale
or trending in the community? Answering such research questions often requires
an analytical, data science approach to recommender systems research. In some
cases, such analytical insights can guide the design of domain-specific algorithms
considering the characteristics of successful past recommendations [45], or help to
understand the business impact of recommender strategies based on econometric
models [2].

5 Conclusions

This chapter introduced the different value driving dimensions of e-commerce busi-
ness models and used them to categorize and structure the various types of value that
recommender systems create for their stakeholders. In this chapter we reviewed the
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most important studies demonstrating the strong influence recommender systems
exert on the decision-making behavior of users as well as the potential risks that
come with them. While the business value of recommenders in general is undoubted,
deeper analysis on the specific value aspects and how to make them transparent
with adequate measurements is still in its infancy. The review on the most widely
used metrics revealed that they are only loosely related to the various value types
associated to recommender systems. Thus, this chapter might also stimulate research
to identify the blind spots of value and impacts that are not yet quantifiable with
metrics as well as incite efforts to develop more prescriptive advice for practical
settings. Furthermore, we found that today’s academic research on value and impact
of recommender systems suffers from a somewhat limited methodological basis.
An over-reliance on offline experimentation and accuracy measures raises questions
on the impact of current research work in practice. We therefore argue that a
paradigmatic shift is necessary in how we evaluate recommender systems and
outline potential ways of re-focusing research in the field both in terms of research
scope and applied research methodology.
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Evaluating Recommender Systems

Asela Gunawardana, Guy Shani, and Sivan Yogev

1 Introduction

Recommender systems can now be found in many modern applications that expose
the user to a huge collections of items. Such systems typically provide the user with
a list of recommended items they might prefer, or predict how much they might
prefer each item. These systems help users to decide on appropriate items, and ease
the task of finding preferred items in the collection.

For example, the online streaming provider Netflix1 displays lists of recom-
mended movies and TV shows to help the user decide which item to watch next. The
online retailer Amazon2 provides average user ratings for displayed books, and a list
of other books that are bought by users who buy a specific book. Microsoft provides
many free downloads for users, such as bug fixes, products and so forth. When a
user downloads some software, the system presents a list of additional items that are
downloaded together. All these systems are typically categorized as recommender
systems, even though they provide diverse services.

1 www.Netflix.com.
2 www.amazon.com.
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In the past decade, there has been a vast amount of research in the field of
recommender systems, mostly focusing on designing new algorithms for recom-
mendations. An application designer who wishes to add a recommender system
to her application has a large variety of algorithms at her disposal, and must
make a decision about the most appropriate algorithm for her goals. Typically,
such decisions are based on experiments, comparing the performance of a number
of candidate recommenders. The designer can then select the best performing
algorithm, given structural constraints such as the type, timeliness and reliability
of availability data, allowable memory and CPU footprints. Furthermore, most
researchers who suggest new recommendation algorithms also compare the perfor-
mance of their new algorithm to a set of existing approaches. Such evaluations are
typically performed by applying some evaluation metric that provides a ranking of
the candidate algorithms (usually using numeric scores).

Initially most recommenders have been evaluated and ranked on their prediction
power—their ability to accurately predict the user’s choices. However, it is now
widely agreed that accurate predictions are crucial but insufficient to deploy a good
recommendation engine. In many applications people use a recommender system
for more than an exact anticipation of their tastes. Users may also be interested
in discovering new items, in rapidly exploring diverse items, in preserving their
privacy, in the fast responses of the system, and many more properties of the
interaction with the recommendation engine. We must hence identify the set of
properties that may influence the success of a recommender system in the context
of a specific application. Then, we can evaluate how the system preforms on these
relevant properties.

In this chapter we review the process of evaluating a recommendation system.
We discuss three different types of experiments; offline, user studies and online
experiments.

Often it is easiest to perform offline experiments using existing data sets and a
protocol that models user behavior to estimate recommender performance measures
such as prediction accuracy. A more expensive option is a user study, where a
small set of users is asked to perform a set of tasks using the system, typically
answering questions afterwards about their experience. Finally, we can run large
scale experiments on a deployed system, which we call online experiments. Such
experiments evaluate the performance of the recommenders on real users which are
oblivious to the conducted experiment. We discuss what can and cannot be evaluated
for each of these types of experiments.

We can sometimes evaluate how well the recommender achieves its overall goals.
For example, we can check an e-commerce website revenue with and without the
recommender system and make an estimation of the value of the system to the
website. In other cases, it can also be useful to evaluate how recommenders perform
in terms of some specific properties, allowing us to focus on improving properties
where they fall short. First, one must show that a property is indeed relevant to
users and affect their experience. Then, we can design algorithms that improve upon
these properties. In improving one property we may reduce the quality of another
property, creating a a trade-off between a set of properties. In many cases it is also
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difficult to say how these trade-offs affect the overall performance of the system,
and we have to either run additional experiments to understand this aspect, or use
the opinions of domain experts.

This chapter focuses on property-directed evaluation of recommender algo-
rithms. We provide an overview of a large set of properties that can be relevant
for system success, explaining how candidate recommenders can be ranked with
respect to these properties. For each property we discuss the relevant experiment
types—offline, user study, and online experiments—and explain how an evaluation
can be conducted in each case. We explain the difficulties and outline the pitfalls
in evaluating each property. For all these properties we focus on ranking recom-
menders on that property, assuming that better handling the property will improve
user experience.

We also review a set of previous suggestions for evaluating recommender
systems, describing a large set of popular methods and placing them in the context
of the properties that they measure. We especially focus on the widely researched
accuracy and ranking measurements, describing a large set of evaluation metrics
for these properties. For other, less studied properties, we suggest guidelines from
which specific measures can be derived. We provide examples of such specific
implementations where appropriate.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 we discuss the
different experimental settings in which recommender systems can be evaluated,
discussing the appropriate use of offline experiments, user studies, and online trials.
We also outline considerations that go into making reliable decisions based on
these experiments, including generalization and statistical significance of results.
In Sect. 4 we describe a large variety of properties of recommender systems that
may impact their performance, as well as metrics for measuring these properties.
Finally, we conclude in Sect. 5.

2 Experimental Settings

In this section we describe three levels of experiments that can be used in order to
compare several recommenders. The discussion below is motivated by evaluation
protocols in related areas such as machine learning and information retrieval,
highlighting practices relevant to evaluating recommender systems. The reader is
referred to publications in these fields for more detailed discussions [21, 85, 102].

We begin with offline experiments, which are typically the easiest to conduct,
as they require no interaction with real users. We then describe user studies, where
we ask a small group of subjects to use the system in a controlled environment, and
then report on their experience. In such experiments we can collect both quantitative
and qualitative information about the systems, but care must be taken to consider
various biases in the experimental design. Finally, perhaps the most trustworthy
experiment is when the system is used by a pool of real users, typically unaware
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of the experiment. While in such an experiment we are able to collect only certain
types of data, this experimental design is closest to reality.

In all experimental scenarios, it is important to follow a few basic guidelines in
general experimental studies:

• Hypothesis: before running the experiment we must form an hypothesis. It is
important to be concise and restrictive about this hypothesis, and design an
experiment that tests the hypothesis. For example, an hypothesis can be that
algorithm A better predicts user ratings than algorithm B. In that case, the
experiment should test the prediction accuracy, and not other factors. Other
popular hypothesis in recommender system research can be that algorithm A

scales better to larger datasets than algorithm B, that system A gains more user
trust than system B, or that recommendation user interface A is preferred by
users to interface B.

• Controlling variables: when comparing a few candidate algorithms on a certain
hypothesis, it is important that all variables that are not tested will stay fixed.
For example, suppose that in a movie recommendation system, we switch from
using algorithm A to algorithm B, and notice that the number of movies that
users watch increases. In this situation, we cannot tell whether the change is due
to the change in algorithm, or whether something else changed at about the same
time. If instead, we randomly assign users to algorithms A and B, and notice that
users assigned to algorithm A watch more movies than those who are assigned
to algorithm B, we can be confident that this is due to algorithm A.

• Generalization power: when drawing conclusions from experiments, we may
desire that our conclusions generalize beyond the immediate context of the
experiments. When choosing an algorithm for a real application, we may want
our conclusions to hold on the deployed system, and generalize beyond our
experimental data set. Similarly, when developing new algorithms, we want our
conclusions to hold beyond the scope of the specific application or data set
that we experimented with. To increase the probability of generalization of the
results we must typically experiment with several data sets or applications. It
is important to understand the properties of the various data sets that are used.
Generally speaking, the more diverse the data used, the more we can generalize
the results.

2.1 Offline Experiments

An offline experiment is performed by using a pre-collected data set of users
choosing or rating items. Using this data set we can try to simulate the behavior
of users that interact with a recommendation system. In doing so, we assume that
the user behavior when the data was collected will be similar enough to the user
behavior when the recommender system is deployed, so that we can make reliable
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decisions based on the simulation. Offline experiments are attractive because they
require no interaction with real users, and thus allow us to compare a wide range
of candidate algorithms at a low cost. The downside of offline experiments is
that they can answer a very narrow set of questions, typically questions about the
prediction power of an algorithm. In particular, we must assume that users’ behavior
when interacting with a system including the recommender system chosen will
be modeled well by the users’ behavior prior to that system’s deployment. Thus
we cannot directly measure the recommender’s influence on user behavior in this
setting.

Therefore, the goal of the offline experiments is to filter out inappropriate
approaches, leaving a relatively small set of candidate algorithms to be tested by the
more costly user studies or online experiments. A typical example of this process is
when the parameters of the algorithms are tuned in an offline experiment, and then
the algorithm with the best tuned parameters continues to the next phase.

2.1.1 Data Sets for Offline Experiments

As the goal of the offline evaluation is to filter algorithms, the data used for the
offline evaluation should match as closely as possible the data the designer expects
the recommender system to face when deployed online. Care must be exercised to
ensure that there is no bias in the distributions of users, items and ratings selected.
For example, in cases where data from an existing system (perhaps a system without
a recommender) is available, the experimenter may be tempted to pre-filter the
data by excluding items or users with low counts, in order to reduce the costs of
experimentation. In doing so, the experimenter should be mindful that this involves
a trade-off, since this introduces a systematic bias in the data. If necessary, randomly
sampling users and items may be a preferable method for reducing data, although
this can also introduce other biases into the experiment (e.g. this could tend to favor
algorithms that work better with more sparse data). Sometimes, known biases in
the data can be corrected for by techniques such as reweighing data, but correcting
biases in the data is often difficult.

Another source of bias may be the data collection itself. For example, users may
be more likely to rate items that they have strong opinions on, and some users may
provide many more ratings than others. Furthermore, users tend to rate items that
they like, and avoid exploring, and hence rating, items that they will not like. For
example, a person who doesn’t like horror movies will tend not to watch them,
would not explore the list of available horror movies for rental, and would not
rate them. Thus, the set of items on which explicit ratings are available may be
biased by the ratings themselves. This is often known as the not missing at random
assumption [63] Once again, techniques such as resampling or reweighting the test
data [98, 99] may be used to attempt to correct such biases.
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2.1.2 Simulating User Behavior

In order to evaluate algorithms offline, it is necessary to simulate the online process
where the system makes predictions or recommendations, and the user corrects
the predictions or uses the recommendations. This is usually done by recording
historical user data, and then hiding some of these interactions in order to simulate
the knowledge of how a user will rate an item, or which recommendations a user
will act upon. There are a number of ways to choose the ratings/selected items to
be hidden. Once again, it is preferable that this choice be done in a manner that
simulates the target application as closely as possible. In many cases, though, we
are restricted by the computational cost of an evaluation protocol, and must make
compromises in order to execute the experiment over large data sets.

Ideally, if we have access to time-stamps for user selections, we can simulate
what the systems predictions would have been, had it been running at the time the
data set was collected [13]. We can begin with no available prior data for computing
predictions, and step through user selections in temporal order, attempting to predict
each selection and then making that selection available for use in future predictions.
For large data sets, a simpler approach is to randomly sample test users, randomly
sample a time just prior to a user action, hide all selections (of all users) after that
instant, and then attempt to recommend items to that user. This protocol requires
changing the set of given information prior to each recommendation, which can still
be computationally quite expensive.

An even cheaper alternative is to sample a set of test users, then sample a single
test time, and hide all items after the sampled test time for each test user. This
simulates a situation where the recommender system is built as of the test time, and
then makes recommendations without taking into account any new data that arrives
after the test time. Another alternative is to sample a test time for each test user,
and hide the test user’s items after that time, without maintaining time consistency
across users. This effectively assumes that the sequence in which items are selected
is important, not the absolute times when the selections are made. A final alternative
is to ignore time. We would first sample a set of test users, then sample the number
na of items to hide for each user a, and finally sample na items to hide. This assumes
that the temporal aspects of user selections are unimportant. We may be forced to
make this assumption if the timestamps of user actions are not known. All three of
the latter alternatives partition the data into a single training set and single test set. It
is important to select an alternative that is most appropriate for the domain and task
of interest, given the constraints, rather than the most convenient one.

A common protocol used in many research papers is to use a fixed number of
known items or a fixed number of hidden items per test user (so called “given n”
or “all but n” protocols). This protocol may be useful for diagnosing algorithms
and identifying in which cases they work best. However, when we wish to make
decisions on the algorithm that we will use in our application, we must ask ourselves
whether we are truly interested in presenting recommendations only for users who
have rated exactly n items, or are expected to rate exactly n items more. If that
is not the case, then results computed using these protocols have biases that make
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them unreliable in predicting the performance of the algorithms online, and these
protocols should be avoided.

Another suggested protocol, known as one-plus-random [17], is to select for each
test user, only a subset of items to test over. For example, in a recommendation
task, one may select for each item that the user has chosen, a set of items that the
user has not chosen, and rank the chosen item together with the unchosen items.
In such cases, a good algorithm would rank the chosen item at higher positions.
This protocol is used when ranking the complete set of items requires too much
time for conducting rapid experiments. As the number of chosen items in the
unchosen subset increases, the result approaches the result over the complete item
set. It is important to sample the unchosen items from the true distribution of user-
item interactions. For example, the sampling should perhaps follow the popularity
distribution of items. Otherwise, given that in many cases the vast majority of items
have a very low popularity, almost only unpopular items will be chosen. Then, the
experimental results may not generalize to the popular items over which most of the
user interactions are conducted.

2.1.3 More Complex User Modeling

All the protocols that we discuss above make some assumptions concerning the
behavior of users, which could be regarded as a user-model for the specific
application. While we discuss only very simple user models, it is possible to suggest
more complicated models for user behavior [61]. Using advanced user models we
can execute simulations of users interactions with the system, thus reducing the
need for expensive user studies and online testing. However, care must be made
when designing user-models; First, user-modeling is a difficult task, and there is a
vast amount of research on the subject (see, e.g. [23]). Second, when the user model
is inaccurate, we may optimize a system whose performance in simulation has little
correlation with its performance in practice. While it is reasonable to design an
algorithm that uses complex user models to provide recommendations, we should
be careful in trusting experiments where algorithms are verified using such complex,
difficult to verify, user models.

2.2 User Studies

Many recommendation approaches rely on the interaction of users with the system
(see, e.g., chapters “Social Recommender Systems”, “Food Recommender Sys-
tems”, “Music Recommendation Systems: Techniques, Use Cases, and Challenges”,
“Beyond Explaining Single Item Recommendations”, “Multimedia Recommender
Systems: Algorithms and Challenges”). It is very difficult to create a reliable
simulation of users interactions with the system, and thus, offline testing are difficult
to conduct. In order to properly evaluate such systems, real user interactions with
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the system must be collected. Even when offline testing is possible, interactions with
real users can still provide additional information about the system performance. In
these cases we typically conduct user studies .

We provide here a summarized discussion of the principles of user studies for the
evaluation of recommender systems.

A user study is conducted by recruiting a set of test subjects, and asking them to
perform several tasks requiring an interaction with the recommender system. While
the subjects perform the tasks, we observe and record their behavior, collecting
any number of quantitative measurements, such as what portion of the task was
completed, the accuracy of the task results, or the time taken to perform the task.
In many cases we can ask qualitative questions, before, during, and after the task
is completed. Such questions can collect data that is not directly observable, such
as whether the subject enjoyed the user interface, or whether the user perceived the
task as easy to complete.

A typical example of such an experiment is to test the influence of a recom-
mendation algorithm on the browsing behavior of news stories. In this example,
the subjects are asked to read a set of stories that are interesting to them, in
some cases including related story recommendations and in some cases without
recommendations. We can then check whether the recommendations are used,
and whether people read different stories with and without recommendations. We
can collect data such as how many times a recommendation was clicked, and
even, in certain cases, track eye movement to see whether a subject looked at a
recommendation. Finally, we can ask qualitative questions such as whether the
subject thought the recommendations were relevant [41, 42].

Of course, in many other research areas user studies are a central tool, and
thus there is much literature on the proper design of user studies. This section
only overviews the basic considerations that should be taken when evaluating a
recommender system through a user study, and the interested reader can find much
deeper discussions elsewhere (see. e.g. [9]).

2.2.1 Advantages and Disadvantages

User studies can perhaps answer the widest set of questions of all three experimental
settings that we survey here. Unlike offline experiments this setting allows us to
test the behavior of users when interacting with the recommender system, and the
influence of the recommendations on user behavior. In the offline case we typically
make assumptions such as “given a relevant recommendation the user is likely to use
it” which are tested in the user study. Second, this is the only setting that allows us to
collect qualitative data that is often crucial for interpreting the quantitative results.
Also, we can typically collect in this setting a large set of quantitative measurements
because the users can be closely monitored while performing the tasks.

User studies however have some disadvantages. Primarily, user studies are very
expensive to conduct [53]; collecting a large set of subjects and asking them to
perform a large enough set of tasks is costly in terms of either user time, if the
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subjects are volunteers, or in terms of compensation if paid subjects are employed.
Therefore, we must typically restrict ourselves to a small set of subjects and a
relatively small set of tasks, and cannot test all possible scenarios. Furthermore,
each scenario has to be repeated several times in order to make reliable conclusions,
further limiting the range of distinct tasks that can be tested.

As these experiments are expensive to conduct we should collect as much data
about the user interactions, in the lowest possible granularity. This will allow us
later to study the results of the experiment in detail, analyzing considerations that
were not obvious prior to the trial. This guideline can help us to reduce the need for
successive trials to collect overlooked measurements.

Furthermore, in order to avoid failed experiments, such as applications that
malfunction under certain user actions, researchers often execute pilot user studies.
These are small scale experiments, designed not to collect statistical data, but to
test the systems for bugs and malfunctions. In some cases, the results of these
pilot studies are then used to improve the recommender. If this is the case, then
the results of the pilot become “tainted”, and should not be used when computing
measurements in the final user study.

Another important consideration is that the test subjects must represent as closely
as possible the population of users of the real system. For example, if the system is
designed to recommend movies, the results of a user study over avid movie fans
may not carry to the entire population. This problem is most persistent when the
participants of the study are volunteers, as in this case people who are originally
more interested in the application may tend to volunteer more readily.

However, even when the subjects represent properly the true population of users,
the results can still be biased because they are aware that they are participating in
an experiment. For example, it is well known that paid subjects tend to try and
satisfy the person or company conducting the experiment [81]. If the subjects are
aware of the hypothesis that is tested they may unconsciously provide evidence that
supports it. To accommodate that, it is typically better not to disclose the goal of
the experiment prior to collecting data. Another, more subtle effect occurs when
the payment to subjects takes the form of a complete or partial subsidy of items
they select. This may bias the data in cases where final users of the system are not
similarly subsidized, as users’ choices and preferences may be different when they
pay full price. Unfortunately, avoiding this particular bias is difficult.

2.2.2 Between vs. Within Subjects

As typically a user study compares a few candidate approaches, each candidate
must be tested over the same tasks. To test all candidates we can either compare
the candidates between subjects, where each subject is assigned to a candidate
method and experiments with it, or within subjects, where each subject tests a set of
candidates on different tasks [31].

Typically, within subjects experiments are more informative, as the superiority
of one method cannot be explained by a biased split of users between candidate
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methods. It is also possible in this setting to ask comparative questions about the
different candidates, such as which candidate the subject preferred. However, in
these types of tests users are more conscious of the experiment, and hiding the
distinctions between candidates is more difficult.

Between subjects experiments, also known as A-B testing (All Between), provide
a setting that is closer to the real system, as each user experiments with a single
treatment. Such experiments can also test long term effects of using the system,
because the user is not required to switch systems. Thus we can test how the user
becomes accustomed to the system, and estimate a learning curve of expertise. On
the downside, when running between subjects experiments, typically more data is
needed to achieve significant results. As such, between subjects experiments may
require more users, or more interaction time for each user, and are thus more costly
then within subjects experiments.

2.2.3 Variable Counter Balance

As we have noted above, it is important to control all variables that are not
specifically tested. However, when a subject is presented with the output of several
candidates, as in within subject experiments, we must counter balance several
variables.

When presenting several results to the subject, the results can be displayed either
sequentially, or together. In both cases there are certain biases that we need to correct
for [1]. When presenting the results sequentially the previously observed results
influence the user opinion of the current results. For example, if the results that were
displayed first seem inappropriate, the results displayed afterward may seem better
than they actually are. When presenting two sets of results, there can be certain
biases due to location. For example, users from many cultures tend to observe results
left to right and top to bottom. Thus, the user may observe the results displayed on
top as superior.

A common approach to correct for such untested variables is by using the Latin
square [9] procedure. This procedure randomizes the order or location of the various
results each time, thus canceling out biases due to these untested variables.

2.2.4 Questionnaires

User studies allow us to use the powerful questionnaire tool (e.g. Pu et al. [75]).
Before, during, and after subjects perform their tasks we can ask them questions
about their experience. These questions can provide information about properties
that are difficult to measure, such as the subject’s state of mind, or whether the
subject enjoyed the system.

While these questions can provide valuable information, they can also provide
misleading information. It is important to ask neutral questions, that do not suggest
a “correct” answer. People may also answer untruthfully, for example when they
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perceive the answer as private, or if they think the true answer may put them in an
unflattering position.

Indeed, vast amount of research was conducted in other areas about the art of
questionnaire writing, and we refer the readers to that literature (e.g. Pfleeger and
Kitchenham [73]) for more details.

2.3 Online Evaluation

In many realistic recommendation applications the designer of the system wishes
to influence the behavior of users. We are therefore interested in measuring the
change in user behavior when interacting with different recommender systems. For
example, if users of one system follow the recommendations more often, or if some
utility gathered from users of one system exceeds utility gathered from users of the
other system, then we can conclude that one system is superior to the other, all else
being equal.

The real effect of the recommender system depends on a variety of factors
such as the user’s intent (e.g. how specific their information needs are), the user’s
personality (chapter “Personality and Recommender Systems”), such as how much
novelty vs. how much risk they are seeking, the user’s context, e.g., what items
they are already familiar with, how much they trust the system (chapter “Context-
Aware Recommender Systems: From Foundations to Recent Developments”), and
the interface through which the recommendations are presented.

Thus, the experiment that provides the strongest evidence as to the true value
of the system is an online evaluation, where the system is used by real users that
perform real tasks. It is most trustworthy to compare a few systems online, obtaining
a ranking of alternatives, rather than absolute numbers that are more difficult to
interpret.

For this reason, many real world systems employ an online testing system [52],
where multiple algorithms can be compared. Typically, such systems redirect a small
percentage of the traffic to different alternative recommendation engine, and record
the users interactions with the different systems.

There are a few considerations that must be made when running such tests. For
example, it is important to sample (redirect) users randomly, so that the comparisons
between alternatives are fair. It is also important to single out the different aspects
of the recommenders. For example, if we care about algorithmic accuracy, it is
important to keep the user interface fixed. On the other hand, if we wish to focus on
a better user interface, it is best to keep the underlying algorithm fixed.

In some cases, such experiments are risky. For example, a test system that
provides irrelevant recommendations, may discourage the test users from using
the real system ever again. Thus, the experiment can have a negative effect on the
system, which may be unacceptable in commercial applications.

For these reasons, it is best to run an online evaluation last, after an extensive
offline study provides evidence that the candidate approaches are reasonable, and
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perhaps after a user study that measures the user’s attitude towards the system. This
gradual process reduces the risk in causing significant user dissatisfaction.

Online evaluations are unique in that they allow direct measurement of overall
system goals, such as long-term profit or user retention. As such, they can be used
to understand how these overall goals are affected by system properties such as
recommendation accuracy and diversity of recommendations, and to understand
the trade-offs between these properties. However, since varying such properties
independently is difficult, and comparing many algorithms through online trials is
expensive, it can be difficult to gain a complete understanding of these relationships.

2.4 Offline-Online Correlations

When developing a new recommender system for an application, it is reasonable
to begin with offline experiments over many candidate algorithms. Such candi-
dates may include different approaches to recommendations, such as collaborative
filtering and content-based methods, different statistical models, such as matrix
factorization, neural network, or kNN algorithms, and various parameter settings
for a given algorithm, such as different neighborhood sizes for a kNN approach.

Offline experiments are relatively not costly to conduct, requiring mostly compu-
tational resources, such as CPU time or memory. As such, these offline experiments
can be used to filter out less successful candidates, allowing us to test less candidates
in the more costly user studies, or online evaluation.

However, it is important to be cautious about the ranking of algorithms in the
offline case vs. the online case. That is, the most successful algorithm offline may
not be the most successful algorithm online [3, 29, 62, 80].

It is very reasonable that the online performance would not be identical to the
offline performance. First, a recommender system is designed to influence the
behavior of users. As such, users that are presented with a recommendation are
expected to behave differently than users who do not get recommendations.

Another reason is that the gathered datasets are often incomplete. First, in many
cases the datasets do not contain the items that were presented to the user through
other methods, such as a list of editor choice news stories in a news online service.
If such lists of items are shown to users, they may steer the users to explore the
presented items. These items would then appear as more popular than would had
happened if they would not be presented to the user. Finally, it may well be that the
train-test split and the filtering techniques used in the offline experiment have added
patterns that do not manifest in the application. For example, if one removes users
with less than 100 interactions from the offline dataset, then it is reasonable that
the predicted performance would not carry to the real application, where users may
have an order of magnitude less interactions with the system. As such, it is crucial to
make sound choices when designing the offline experiment, to avoid such pitfalls.

Given the above reasons and existing evidence to the different ranking of
algorithms offline and online, it is desirable to experiment with as many candidates
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as possible online. However, avoiding offline experiments altogether does not seem
possible. It is hard to see how one tunes the algorithmic parameters, at the very
least, offline. Modern methods have many parameters that require tuning, and hence
require us to often experiment with many parameter configurations. Currently,
offline experiments are the only viable option for conducting this required screening.

2.5 Drawing Reliable Conclusions

In any type of experiment it is important that we can be confidant that the candidate
recommender that we choose will also be a good choice for the yet unseen data the
system will be faced with in the future. As we explain above, we should exercise
caution in choosing the data in an offline experiments, and the subjects in a user
study, to best resemble the online application. Still, there is a possibility that the
algorithm that performed best on this test set did so because the experiment was
fortuitously suitable for that algorithm. To reduce the possibility of such statistical
mishaps, we must perform significance testing on the results.

2.5.1 Confidence and p-values

The result of a significance test is a significance level or p-value – the probability
that the obtained results were due to chance. In practice, we choose a significance
test (see below) to match our situation in order to evaluate this probability.
Each significance test postulates an underlying random mechanism that may have
generated the result. This is termed the null hypothesis. The chosen test then gives
us a probability that a result that is at least as good as the one we are testing was
produced under the null hypothesis. This probability is the p-value. If the p-value
is below a threshold, we are confident that the null hypothesis is not true, and
we deem our results significant. Traditionally, people choose p = 0.05 as their
threshold, which indicates 95% confidence. More stringent significance levels (e.g.
0.01 or even lower) can be used in cases where the cost of making the wrong
choice is higher. Notice, however, that the significance test only tells us that the
null hypothesis is unlikely to be true. It does not guarantee that the result was not
randomly produced by some other mechanism. Thus, to be confident that we are
making meaningful decisions, we need to be careful in choosing a test with a strong
null hypothesis that is appropriate for our situation. Below, we discuss how to make
this choice. For more details, see, e.g., Bickel and Ducksum [5].

2.5.2 Paired Results

In order to perform a significance test that algorithm A is indeed better than
algorithm B, we often use the results of several independent experiments com-
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paring A and B. Thus, rather than the aggregate results that we typically use
to compare systems, confidence testing requires the results of multiple inde-
pendent sub-experiments. Indeed, the protocol we have suggested for generating
our test data (Sect. 2.1.2) allows us to obtain such a set of results. Assuming
that test users are drawn independently from some population, the performance
measures of the algorithms for each test user give us the independent com-
parisons we need. However, when recommendations or predictions of multiple
items are made to the same user, it is unlikely that the resulting per-item perfor-
mance metrics are independent. Therefore, it is better to compare algorithms on a
per-user case.

Given such paired per-user performance measures for algorithms A and B a
simple test of significance is the sign test [21, 59]. To use the sign test, we compute a
score (e.g. RMSE for system accuracy) for each user under algorithms A and B. The
sign test makes no assumption on these scores other than that users are independent,
and considers the number of times A beats B. The null hypothesis is that whether
A beats B or vice-versa is determined by a coin-toss. Thus, it uses the number of
times nA that A beats B (e.g. the number of times that alternative A achieved a lower
RMSE than alternative B) If we are interested in a pure winner, i.e., that A would
achieve a strictly better RMSE than B, then draws should count against A, that is,
they should not be counted in nA. If we are interested in the case where A should
do no worse than B, then draws should be counted in nA.

Let n be the number of users in J for which the predictions were made. The null
hypothesis is that whether A beats B or vice-versa is determined by a coin-toss. We
can now compute the probability that we will observe at least nA times that system
A got a better score than system B under the null hypothesis that the two systems
are equal using:

p = (0.5)n
n∑

i=nA

n!
i!(n− i)! (1)

when this p-value is below some predefined value (typically, 0.05) we can say that
the null hypothesis that the two system have an equal performance is rejected.

The sign test is an attractive choice due to its simplicity, and lack of assumptions
over the distribution of cases. When nA+nB is large, we can take advantage of large
sample theory to approximate equation (1) by a normal distribution. However, this is
usually unnecessary with powerful modern computers. Some authors (e.g. [85]) use
the term McNemar’s test to refer to the use of a χ2 approximation to the two-sided
sign test.

Note that sometimes, the sign test may indicate that system A outperforms system
B with high probability, even though the average performance of system B is higher
than that of system A. This happens in cases where system B occasionally outper-
forms system A overwhelmingly. Thus, the reason for this seemingly inconsistent
result is that the test only examines the probability of one system outperforming the
other, without regard to the magnitude of the difference.
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The sign test can be extended to cases where we want to know the probability
that one system outperforms the other by some amount. For example, suppose
that system A is much more resource intensive than system B, and is only worth
deploying if it outperforms system B by some amount. We can define “success” in
the sign test as A outperforming B by this amount, and find the probability of A not
truly outperforming B by this amount as our p value in Eq. (1).

A commonly used test that takes the magnitude of the differences into account
is the paired Student’s t-test, which looks at the average difference between the
performance scores of algorithms A and B, normalized by the standard deviation
of the score difference. Using this test requires that the differences in scores for
different users is comparable, so that averaging these differences is reasonable. For
small numbers of users, the validity of the test also depends on the differences being
Normally distributed. Demšar [21] points out that this assumption is hard to verify
when the number of samples is small and that the t-test is susceptible to outliers.
He recommends the use of Wilcoxon signed rank test, which like the t-test, uses
the magnitude of the differences between algorithms A and B, but without making
distributional assumptions on the differences. However, using the Wilcoxon signed
rank test still requires that differences between the two systems are comparable
between users.

Another way to improve the significance of our conclusions is to use a larger
test set. In the offline case, this may require using a smaller training set, which may
result in an experimental protocol that is not representative of the amount of training
data available after deployment. In the case of user studies, this implies an additional
expense. In the case of online testing, increasing the amount of data collected for
each algorithm requires either the added expense of a longer trial or the comparison
of fewer algorithms.

2.5.3 Unpaired Results

The tests described above are suitable for cases where observations are paired. That
is, each algorithm is run on each test case, as is often done in offline tests. In online
tests, however, it is often the case that users are assigned to one algorithm or the
other, so that the two algorithms are not evaluated on the same test cases. The Mann-
Whitney test is an extension of the Wilcoxon test to this scenario. Suppose we have
nA results from algorithm A and nB results from algorithm B.

The performance measures of the two algorithms are pooled and sorted so that
the best result is ranked first and the worst last. The ranks of ties are averaged. For
example if the second through fifth place tie, they are all assigned a rank of 3.5.
The Mann-Whitney test computes the probability of the null hypothesis that nA

randomly chosen results from the total nA + nB have at least as good an average
rank as the nA results that came from algorithm A.

This probability can be computed exactly be enumerating all (nA+nB)!
nA!nB ! choices

and counting the choices that have at least the required average rank, or can be
approximated by repeatedly resampling nA of the results. When nA and nB are
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both large enough (typically over 5), the distribution of the average rank of nA

results randomly selected from a pool of nA + nB under the null hypothesis is well
approximated by a Gaussian with mean 1

2 (nA + nB + 1) and standard deviation√
1
12

nA

nB
(nA + nB + 1). Thus, in this case we can compute the average rank of the

nA results from system A, subtract 1
2 (nA+nB+1), divide by

√
1
12

nA

nB
(nA + nB + 1),

and evaluate the standard Gaussian CDF at this value to get the p value for
the test.

2.5.4 Multiple Tests

Another important consideration, mostly in the offline scenario, is the effect of
evaluating multiple versions of algorithms. For example, an experimenter might
try out several variants of a novel recommender algorithm and compare them to
a baseline algorithm until they find one that passes a sign test at the p = 0.05
level and therefore infer that their algorithm improves upon the baseline with
95% confidence. However, this is not a valid inference. Suppose the experimenter
evaluated 10 different variants all of which are statistically the same as the baseline.
If the probability that any one of these trials passes the sign test mistakenly is
p = 0.05, the probability that at least one of the ten trials passes the sign test
mistakenly is 1 − (1 − 0.05)10 = 0.40. This risk is colloquially known as “tuning
to the test set” and can be avoided by separating the test set users into two groups–a
development (or tuning) set, and an evaluation set. The choice of algorithm is done
based on the development test, and the validity of the choice is measured by running
a significance test on the evaluation set.

A similar concern exists when ranking a number of algorithms, but is more
difficult to circumvent. Suppose the best of N + 1 algorithms is chosen on the
development test set. To achieve a confidence 1 − p that the chosen algorithm is
indeed the best, it must outperform the N other algorithms on the evaluation set
with significance 1 − (1 − p)1/N . This is known as the Bonferroni correction,
and should be used when pair-wise significance tests are used multiple times.
Alternatively, approaches such as ANOVA or the Friedman test for ranking, which
are generalization of the Student’s t-test and Wilcoxon’s rank test. ANOVA makes
strong assumptions about the Normality of the different algorithms’ performance
measures, and about the relationships of their variances. We refer the reader to
Demšar [21] for further discussion of these and other tests for ranking multiple
algorithms.

A more subtle version of this concern is when a pair of algorithms are compared
in a number of ways. For example, two algorithms may be compared using a
number of accuracy measures, a number of coverage measures, etc. Even if the
two algorithms are identical in all measures, the probability of finding a measure by
which one algorithm seems to outperform the other with some significance level
increases with the number of measures examined. If the different measures are
independent, the Bonferroni correction mentioned above can be used. However,
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since the measures are often correlated, the Bonferroni correction may be too
stringent, and other approaches such as controlling for false discovery rate [4] may
be used.

2.5.5 Confidence Intervals

Even though we focus here on comparative studies, where one has to choose the
most appropriate algorithm out of a set of candidates, it is sometimes desirable
to measure the value of some property. For example, an administrator may want
to estimate the error in the system predictions, or the net profit that the system is
earning. When measuring such quantities it is important to understand the reliability
of your estimates. A popular approach for doing this is to compute confidence
intervals.

For example, one may estimate that the RMSE of a system is expected to be
1.2, and that it will be between 1.1 and 1.35 with probability 0.95. The simplest
method for computing confidence intervals is to assume that the quantity of interest
is Gaussian distributed, and then estimate its mean and standard deviations from
multiple independent observations. When we have many observations, we can
dispense with this assumption by computing the distribution of the quantity of
interest with a non-parametric method such as a histogram and finding upper and
lower bounds such that include the quantity of interest with the desired probability.

2.6 Reporting Results

Both in academia and in industry it is important to communicate the results of
the experiments to peers and management. An example of such a report is the
experimental section of almost all academic papers in the recommender system
research community. In industry, when the algorithms development team needs to
explain their finding to management for making decisions concerning which method
to implement into the product, similar reports are needed.

2.6.1 Reporting the Experimental Settings

When reporting the experiments, it is crucial to be as clear as possible concerning
the experimental settings. A popular rule of thumb is that the report should be
sufficiently detailed such that a reader would be able to repeat the experiment.

First, one must describe the datasets that are used in the experiments. It is often
considered good practice to experiment with well known public datasets, as this
allows us to easily compare the results to previous experiments conducted on the
same datasets. However, it is also important to experiment with datasets that are
gathered from real users of an application of interest, even though the application
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owner may not agree to make the data public. Such datasets often capture user
behavior that is different than, e.g., the movie rating behavior captured in popular
public datasets. It is important to describe the nature of the datasets, the items, the
typical behavior of users in the application, how the dataset was collected, and so
forth.

A popular, yet questionable practice is to filter a public dataset by, e.g., using
only a subset of users who rated more than some arbitrary threshold, or using only a
subset of the most popular items. It is important to be clear concerning the reasons
for such filters, as they may cause the algorithmic performance to be less correlated
with the true performance over all users.

Given the manipulations to the public datasets, as well as the use of private
unknown datasets, it is important to report the resulting dataset properties. For
example, one should report the number of users, the number of items, and the
distribution of interactions between the user and the system, such as provided
ratings, or purchases.

In addition, certain algorithms are more appropriate to datasets with some
properties, such as high sparsity. In such cases, it is important to report these
properties which may affect the method performance.

Following the description of the datasets, one should thoroughly describe the
train-test splitting procedure. The procedure for splitting the data can significantly
impact the results. In any case, the splitting procedure must be explained in detail,
and all the parameters must be specified, including the train-test split ratio, the
number of users in the train and test sets, and so forth.

Finally, one should describe the testing procedure. For example, in many
experiments we iterate over the users in the test set, and for each user produce a
list of recommended items, and then compare this list to the items that the user
has chosen in the test set. Alternatively, we may iterate over all items in the user
profile in the test set, and for each such item predict its score. This procedure
should also be described in sufficient details to allow the reader to reproduce the
results.

2.6.2 Compared Methods

The recommendation system research community has suggested numerous algo-
rithms for computing recommendation lists or for predicting ratings. Obviously,
comparing a new algorithm to all existing algorithms in literature is impractical.
Typically, when suggesting a new algorithm one should compare it to several
current state-of-the-art competitor. If each new algorithm shows some advantage
over the previous best algorithm, then we can conclude that research is advancing
the capabilities of recommendation systems.

However, it is also often valuable to compare results to simple competitors.
For example, so called memory-based methods, are based on identifying a group
of similar users by, e.g., the Pearson correlation [12]. Simple item-item methods
are based on identifying similar items using, e.g., the Jaccard correlation [89]. For
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presenting lists of recommended items, a simple method can use the popularity of
items to order the list. Due to their simplicity, these methods do not have numerous
tunable parameters, as opposed to modern statistical models, leveraging matrix
factorization [55, 78] or neural networks [91, 108].

These simple methods can be used as a common baseline for all reports. Due
to their simplicity and minimal tuning, one can often rely on their reported perfor-
mance to provide an absolute comparable baseline between different experiments
ran over different settings, such as datasets, train-test splitting procedures, and so
forth.

In practice, in many cases such simple methods still produce competitive
results [18]. Even when these methods produce results slightly below modern
complex models, it is possible that management would still opt for using a simple
algorithm, that is easy to implement and debug, rather than a complex model, that
may require much more maintenance later on.

2.6.3 Reporting Complete Results

In some cases, mostly in industry, the requirements from the algorithm are strict.
For example, the application owner may allow space for only 3 recommended items
at a specific location in the application. In such cases, the algorithms development
team must find the best solution given these requirements, and it is less important to
experiment with other settings.

In many cases, however, both in academia, and in industry, when the require-
ments are no as strict, that one wishes to understand the behavior of the algorithms
over a range of values, such as different recommendation system lengths. Such
information can be valuable when making decisions concerning the application. For
example, if the precision of the recommendation list supplied by an algorithm drops
sharply after 4 recommendations, it is likely that the application manager would not
agree to present 5 recommendations.

It is often the case that when methods are compared over a range of settings, for
some settings algorithm A is better than B, while for other settings algorithm B is
better than A. In such cases, it is important that this would be presented to both peers
and management. Presenting only one or several settings, e.g. only the recall with a
recommendation list of length 50, may be misleading ,as the ranking of algorithms
for that particular value may not hold for other settings [18]. In fact, reporting only
one or several specific settings should be justified in the report.

2.7 Standardized Evaluation Frameworks

Mostly, in current research on recommender systems, each team develops their
own evaluation implementation. This may cause differences between reported
results, not due to inherent differences in the algorithms, but due to particular
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implementation of the evaluation procedures. In the industry, where each company
optimizes for a particular domain, this is not truly a limitation. However, in pure
research, this may cause us to prefer one algorithm to another given better reported
results, due to differences in evaluation protocol implementation only.

Indeed, many off-the-shelf packages for recommender systems such as MyMedi-
aLite [28], LibRec [32], or Surprise[43], offer, on top of the implementation
of many recommendation algorithms, the implementation of many evaluation
metrics. Moreover, several researchers have suggested and implemented evaluation
frameworks [34, 44, 47, 76, 83, 84, 86]. Currently, however, as can be seen from
the multitude of suggested frameworks, none has emerged as a standard in the
field. Thus, there is no standard implementation for the evaluation procedure, that
would ensure that all algorithms are evaluated equally, and differ truly on their
performance, not due to differences in evaluation procedures.

A second possible source for standardized comparison are competitions. For
example, in the automated planning community, there is a biannually competition.3

Researchers submit their algorithm to a centralized engine, where each algorithm is
run on a set of problems. Results are then published for all algorithms and problems.
In the recommendation systems community there are annual challenges [82], that
draw many researchers and practitioners to compete over a particular problem.
However, each challenge focuses on a problem with different settings, and the
participants are expected to optimize their methods for the particular settings.
As such, it is unclear which method provides good results in varying conditions,
without problem specific optimizations.

Perhaps the emergence of a competition over a wide range of datasets, as done in
the automated planning community, can help in standardizing the recommendation
systems research community.

3 Evaluation in the Industry

The diversity and scale of recommendation systems usage in the industry have
been consistently rising in recent years, with widespread usage of machine learning
methods (chapter “Value and Impact of Recommender Systems”). These systems
typically use evaluation protocols that are less relevant in the research community.
We now discuss evaluation protocols from the perspective of recommendation
service providers, which have become a major source for computing and displaying
recommendations online. It is a complex scenario involving multiple stakeholders
with possibly conflicting goals, which should be represented in the evaluation
process.

Commercial recommender systems for online advertising gained substantial
impact over the last decade. Native ads overtook display ads to become the most

3 https://www.icaps-conference.org/competitions/.

https://www.icaps-conference.org/competitions/
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prominent revenue source [6]. Native ads are ads incorporated into a webpage on a
certain platform, such as a news site, recommending either additional content from
the same platform or promoted content from advertisers seeking reader attention
for gaining various business goals. While some platforms use self managed systems
for content recommendations, there are several recommendation service providers,
such as Outbrain, Taboola, and Verizon Meida, that serve various platforms, thus
allowing advertisers wide exposure with low campaign management overhead
[60, 95, 106].

In the common commercial scenario, a platform (the news site) requests rec-
ommended content from the provider and displays the content to the reader. When
the reader clicks one of the presented content, the advertiser which advertises this
content pays a fee to the provider and the platform, usually by a predetermined
percentage.

The different stakeholders in the aforementioned scenario have different goals.
The reader’s main goal is to consume interesting and relevant content safely. The
advertiser’s main goal is to maximize clicks for a given budget. This is typically
measured using CPC (cost per click), defined as:

CPC = Total spend

Number of clicks
(2)

The platform’s main goal is to convert page views into revenue. This can be
measured using RPM (revenue per thousand impressions):

RPM = Revenue

Number of page views
× 1000 (3)

Another important measure is CT R (click through rate), defined as:

CT R = Number of clicks

Number of page views
(4)

Hence, from the perspective of the provider, RPM ∝ CPC × CT R.
The provider, as the centerpiece of this mechanism, aims to provide recommen-

dations that balance the different goals in an effective way. In terms of user safety,
this requires mechanisms to protect the users’ privacy, and to ensure that promoted
links do not contain harmful content such as adult products, violence, fraud or fake
news. In terms of providing advertisers with the tools to succeed, this requires
mechanisms that allow targeting specific audiences (using user based, geographic
and contextual constraints), and control over the fee to be paid for different ads.

We now delve deeper into an industry test case—Outbrain Inc.—an international
native advertising company and one of the largest providers of content recommen-
dations worldwide. We review Outbrain’s recommendation system and provide a
detailed description of the main evaluation methods used in the system. We further
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discuss interesting evaluation related issues and insights encountered during the
development of the system.

Following the setup described for the similar problem of CT R prediction [35],
the recommendation process contains three components: Ranker, Online Joiner and
Trainer. The Ranker receives recommendation requests, extracts features from the
request and the relevant ads, and uses a prediction model to select the ads. It returns
the selected ads and reports the features. The Online Joiner joins the reported
features and clicks. The Trainer takes as input the joint features and clicks, and
adjusts the prediction model according to the newly observed data periodically.

To select a set of ads to fulfill the request, the system needs a prediction of the
expected RPM of each of the relevant ads. As, from the perspective of the provider,
RPM ∝ CPC × CT R, and assuming each ad has a predefined fee (cost), the
prediction model goal is to predict the CT R for each combination of request and ad
features.

To handle the amounts of required predictions in a timely manner, the prediction
model applies Logistic Regression using a subset of the available features. In
addition to the model features, several hyper-parameters control different aspects
of the learning process, including the learning rate and down sampling of negative
samples, that has been shown in [66] to have a relatively small effect on the learning
process quality while providing meaningful computational savings.

In theory, it would be best to replace the active prediction model with a newer
version after each sample is processed. However, operational limitations dictate
processing the samples in batches before uploading a new model. In the balancing
act between prediction quality and operational considerations, the current batch size
for online learning in Outbrain is 5 minutes. As a safety measure, the prediction of
each sample used in the learning phase is tested to fall within reasonable boundaries
(between 0.01 and 0.99). The total percentage of extreme predictions (outside the
boundaries) generated by the new model on recent samples is calculated, and only
if the percentage is below given threshold the new model replaces the active model.

Offline experiments (Sect. 2.1) are constantly performed by data scientists in
Outbrain to improve the prediction model. For these experiments to simulate
the online process, a set of tools allows fetching historical data, and extracting
features using the methods used by the Ranker. Given such data, each data scientist
can experiment with algorithmic modifications, such as expanding the feature
space, applying different computation engines, modifying the size of the model,
or changing hyper parameters of the learning process.

In this offline process, there are several measures that can be used to assess
models. In Outbrain, the Relative Information Gain (RIG, sometimes referred to as
Relative log-loss) is considered to be the most accurate in predicting RPM online.
For the sample at time t , let wt be the vector of model parameters, let pt be the
prediction, and let yt be the label. Then the logistic loss of the sample is given by:

LogLoss(wt ) = −yt log(pt )− (1− yt )log(1− pt ) (5)
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Let p be the average empirical CT R in the system. The RIG for the sample at time
t is given by:

RIG(wt) = 1− LogLoss(wt )

p log(p)− (1− p)log(1− p)
(6)

The key desired property of off-line measures like RIG is its correlation with
key online business metrics. The goal is that a statistically significant increase in
offline measure will lead to a statistically significant increase in RPM . In Outbrain’s
system, using RIG in offline experiments correlates highly with RPM gains in
online settings. The AUC measure has also shown such correlations, yet it requires a
higher computational cost compared to RIG, thus allowing less offline experiments.
Attempts to use MRR (Eq. (13)) and its weighted variants resulted in weaker
correlation to online behavior than RIG and AUC. One possible explanation for
the inferior results when using MRR is the highly non-homogeneous presentation of
recommendations—in some cases there is just a single recommendation presented,
and those cases are excluded from MRR measurement, and in other cases the
number of recommendations vary significantly and it is hard to normalize between
examples. A second possible reason is that MRR does not naturally favor absolute
precision, but the final ranking of ads depends on the absolute precision of the
predicted CT R.

When a new model generates significantly improved RIG in the offline exper-
iment, it is uploaded as an online model and goes through a bootstrapping phase
of learning using data from the last 30 days. Once bootstrapping is done, the new
model enters an A-B testing (Sect. 2.3) on a small portion of the overall traffic. For
a model that presents significant RPM lift in the A-B testing, the percentage of
traffic it serves is gradually increased, and upon successful results it becomes the
main active model.

As with other recommendation systems, the cold start problem (Sect. 4.3) of
introducing new ads to the system requires special treatment. In Outbrain’s system
this problem is handled by dedicating a predefined percentage of the paid content
to new ads. As less data is available for new ads, a separate online model is used
to predict their CT R, and a separate set of offline experiments are performed to
improve this model.

In the context of paid content, some advertisers are interested not only in the
clicks made by readers, but also in “conversions”—actions taken in the target
page such as site registration or product purchase. For this type of advertisers,
an additional model is used to perform CPC prediction which allows automatic
adjustment of CPC for each request according to the advertiser’s business goals.
Offline experiments of the CPC prediction model use AUC, for two reasons. First,
to allow comparing the new model to the legacy system previously used. Second,
because the volume of conversions data is smaller in two orders of magnitude, which
makes the computational cost of AUC less prohibitive.

Online learning is applied in Outbrain’s system not only for recommending paid
content, but also for non-paid content, namely other content pages from the same
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website. The target metric of the non-paid content model is CT R, and it contains
possible target web pages features instead of ad features.

4 Recommender System Properties

In this section we survey a range of properties that are commonly considered when
deciding which recommendation approach to select. As different applications have
different needs, the designer of the system must decide on the important properties
to measure for the concrete application at hand. Some of the properties can be
traded-off, the most obvious example perhaps is the decline in accuracy when other
properties (e.g. diversity) are improved. It is important to understand and evaluate
these trade-offs and their effect on the overall performance. However, the proper
way of gaining such understanding without intensive online testing or defering to
the opinions of domain experts is still an open question.

Furthermore, the effect of many of these properties on the user experience is
unclear, and depends on the application. While we can certainly speculate that users
would like diverse recommendations or reported confidence bounds, it is essential to
show that this is indeed important in practice. Therefore, when suggesting a method
that improves one of this properties, one should also evaluate how changes in this
property affects the user experience, either through a user study or through online
experimentation.

Such an experiment typically uses a single recommendation method with a
tunable parameter that affects the property being considered. For example, we can
envision a parameter that controls the diversity of the list of recommendations. Then,
subjects should be presented with recommendations based on a variety of values
for this parameter, and we should measure the effect of the parameter on the user
experience. We should measure here not whether the user noticed the change in
the property, but whether the change in property has affected their interaction with
the system. As is always the case in user studies, it is preferable that the subjects
in a user study and users in an online experiment will not know the goal of the
experiment. It is difficult to envision how this procedure could be performed in an
offline setting because we need to understand the user response to this parameter.

Once the effects of the specific system properties in affecting the user experience
of the application at hand is understood, we can use differences in these properties
to select a recommender.

4.1 User Preference

As in this chapter we are interested in the selection problem, where we need to
choose on out of a set of candidate algorithms, an obvious option is to run a user
study (within subjects) and ask the participants to choose one of the systems [39].
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This evaluation does not restrict the subjects to specific properties, and it is generally
easier for humans to make such judgments than to give scores for the experience.
Then, we can select the system that had the largest number of votes.

However, aside from the biases in user studies discussed earlier, there are
additional concerns that we must be aware of. First, the above scheme assumes
that all users are equal, which may not always be true. For example, an e-commerce
website may prefer the opinion of users who buy many items to the opinion of users
who only buy a single item. We therefore need to further weight the vote by the
importance of the user, when applicable. Assigning the right importance weights in
a user study may not be easy.

It may also be the case that users who preferred system A, only slightly preferred
it, while users who preferred B, had a very low opinion on A. In this case, even
if slightly more users preferred A we may still wish to choose B. To measure this
we need non-binary answers for the preference question in the user study. Then, the
problem of calibrating scores across users arises.

Finally, when we wish to improve a system, it is important to know why people
favor one system over the other. Typically, it is easier to understand that when
comparing specific properties. Therefore, while user satisfaction is important to
measure, breaking satisfaction into smaller components is helpful to understand the
system and improve it.

4.2 Prediction Accuracy

Prediction accuracy is by far the most discussed property in the recommendation
system literature. At the base of the vast majority of recommender systems lie a
prediction engine. This engine may predict user opinions over items (e.g. ratings of
movies) or the probability of usage (e.g. purchase).

A basic assumption in a recommender system is that a system that provides more
accurate predictions will be preferred by the user. Thus, many researchers set out to
find algorithms that provide better predictions.

Assuming accurate and consistent user ratings for items, prediction accuracy
is typically independent of the user interface, and can thus be measured in an
offline experiment. That being said, the interface used for providing user feedback
and preferences over items may influence the gathered ratings [71]. This weakens
the generality of the conclusions drawn from such offline experiments. Measuring
prediction accuracy in a user study, however, typically measures the accuracy given
a set of recommendations or item ratings displayed to the user. This is a different
concept from the prediction of user behavior without recommendations, and is
closer to the true accuracy in the real system.

We discuss here three broad classes of prediction accuracy measures; measuring
the accuracy of ratings predictions, measuring the accuracy of usage predictions,
and measuring the accuracy of rankings of items.
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4.2.1 Measuring Ratings Prediction Accuracy

In some applications, such as in Amazon, we wish to predict the rating a user would
give to an item (e.g. 1-star through 5-stars). In such cases, we wish to measure the
accuracy of the system’s predicted ratings.

Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) is perhaps the most popular metric used in
evaluating accuracy of predicted ratings. The system generates predicted ratings
r̂ui for a test set T of user-item pairs (u, i) for which the true ratings rui are
known. Typically, rui are known because they are hidden in an offline experiment, or
because they were obtained through a user study or online experiment. The RMSE
between the predicted and actual ratings is given by:

RMSE =
√√√√ 1

|T |
∑

(u,i)∈T
(r̂ui − rui)2 (7)

Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is a popular alternative, given by

MAE = 1

|T |
∑

(u,i)∈T
|r̂ui − rui | (8)

Compared to MAE, RMSE disproportionately penalizes large errors, so that,
given a test set with four hidden items RMSE would prefer a system that makes
an error of 2 on three ratings and 0 on the fourth to one that makes an error of 3 on
one rating and 0 on all three others, while MAE would prefer the second system.

Normalized RMSE (NMRSE) and Normalized MAE (NMAE) are versions
of RMSE and MAE that have been normalized by the range of the ratings (i.e.
rmax − rmin). Since they are simply scaled versions of RMSE and MAE, the
resulting ranking of algorithms is the same as the ranking given by the unnormalized
measures.

Average RMSE and Average MAE adjust for unbalanced test sets. For example,
if the test set has an unbalanced distribution of items, the RMSE or MAE obtained
from it might be heavily influenced by the error on a few very frequent items. If
we need a measure that is representative of the prediction error on any item, it is
preferable to compute MAE or RMSE separately for each item and then take the
average over all items. Similarly, one can compute a per-user average RMSE or
MAE if the test set has an unbalanced user distribution and we wish to understand
the prediction error a randomly drawn user might face.

RMSE and MAE depend only on the magnitude of the errors made. In some
applications [20, e.g.], the semantics of the ratings may be such that the impact of
a prediction error does not depend only on its magnitude. In such domains it may
be preferable to use a suitable distortion measure d(r̂, r) than squared difference
or absolute difference. For example in an application with a 3-star rating system
where 1 means “disliked,” 2 means “neutral” and 3 means “liked,” and where
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recommending an item the user dislikes is worse that not recommending an item
a user likes, a distortion measure with d(3, 1) = 5, d(2, 1) = 3, d(3, 2) = 3,
d(1, 2) = 1, d(2, 3) = 1, and d(1, 3) = 2 may be reasonable.

4.2.2 Measuring Usage Prediction

In many applications the recommender system does not predict the user’s prefer-
ences of items, such as movie ratings, but tries to recommend to users items that they
may use “precision-recall”. For example, Netflix suggests a list of movies that may
also be interesting, given movies you watched before. In this case we are interested
not in whether the system properly predicts the ratings of these movies but rather
whether the system properly predicts that the user will add these movies to the queue
(use the items).

In an offline evaluation of usage prediction, we typically have a data set
consisting of items each user has used. We then select a test user, hide some of
her selections, and ask the recommender to predict a set of items that the user will
use. We then have four possible outcomes for the recommended and hidden items,
as shown in Table 1.

In the offline case, since the data isn’t typically collected using the recommender
system under evaluation, we are forced to assume that unused items would have not
be used even if they had they been recommended—i.e. that they are uninteresting
or useless to the user. This assumption may be false, such as when the set of unused
items contains some interesting items that the user did not select. For example, a
user may not have used an item because she was unaware of its existence, but after
the recommendation exposed that item the user can decide to select it. In this case
the number of false positives is over estimated.

We can count the number of examples that fall into each cell in the table and
compute the following quantities:

Precision = #tp

#tp+ #fp
(9)

Recall (True Positive Rate) = #tp

#tp+ #fn
(10)

False Positive Rate (1− Specificity) = #fp

#fp+ #tn
(11)

Typically we can expect a trade off between these quantities—while allowing
longer recommendation lists typically improves recall, it is also likely to reduce

Table 1 Classification of the
possible result of a
recommendation of an item to
a user

Recommended Not recommended

Used True-positive (tp) False-negative (fn)

Not used False-positive (fp) True-negative (tn)
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the precision. In applications where the number of recommendations that can be
presented to the user is preordained, the most useful measure of interest is Precision
at N (often written Precision@N).

In other applications where the number of recommendations that are presented
to the user is not preordained, it is preferable to evaluate algorithms over a range
of recommendation list lengths, rather than using a fixed length. Thus, we can
compute curves comparing precision to recall, or true positive rate to false positive
rate. Curves of the former type are known simply as precision-recall curves, while
those of the latter type are known as a4 Receiver Operating Characteristic or curves.
While both curves measure the proportion of preferred items that are actually
recommended, precision-recall curves emphasize the proportion of recommended
items that are preferred while ROC curves emphasize the proportion of items that
are not preferred that end up being recommended.

We should select whether to use precision-recall or ROC based on the properties
of the domain and the goal of the application; suppose, for example, that an online
video rental service recommends DVDs to users. The precision measure describes
the proportion of their recommendations were actually suitable for the user. Whether
the unsuitable recommendations represent a small or large fraction of the unsuitable
DVDs that could have been recommended (i.e. the false positive rate) may not be
as relevant as what proportion of the relevant items the system recommended to
the user, so a precision-recall curve would be suitable for this application. On the
other hand, consider a recommender system that is used for selecting items to be
marketed to users, for example by mailing an item to the user who returns it at no
cost to themselves if they do not purchase it. In this case, where we are interested
in realizing as many potential sales as possible while minimizing marketing costs,
ROC curves would be more relevant than precision-recall curves.

Given two algorithms, we can compute a pair of such curves, one for each
algorithm. If one curve completely dominates the other curve, the decision about
the superior algorithm is easy. However, when the curves intersect, the decision
is less obvious, and will depend on the application in question. Knowledge of the
application will dictate which region of the curve the decision will be based on.

Measures that summarize the precision-recall or ROC curve such as F-
measure [101]—the harmonic mean of the equally weighted precision and recall

F = 2 · precision · recall

precision+ recall
(12)

and the Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) [2] are useful for comparing
algorithms independently of application, but when selecting an algorithm for use
in a particular task, it is preferable to make the choice based on a measure that
reflects the specific needs at hand, such as the actual list length dictated by the
application.

4 A reference to their origins in signal detection theory.
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An obvious criticism of the above measures for offline experiments is that
they only measure exact matches with items in the test set. That is, even if the
recommendation algorithm recommended items that are very similar to the chosen
item, it obtains no score increase. For example, assume in a movie domain that the
system has recommended to the user two movies—“Four Weddings and a Funeral”,
a romantic comedy, and “Die Hard”, an action movie starring Bruce Willis. The
user did not chose either movies to watch, but rather watched “Red”, another action
movie starring Bruce Willis. Intuitively, one can claim that “Die Hard” is a better
recommendation that “Four Weddings and a Funeral”. However, metrics such as
precision and recall do not capture this. One can envision non-binary metrics that
take into account the closeness of the recommended item to the consumed item,
given some similarity metric, such as content similarity [27].

Precision-Recall and ROC for Multiple Users

When evaluating precision-recall or ROC curves for multiple test users, a number of
strategies can be employed in aggregating the results, depending on the application
at hand.

In applications where a fixed number of recommendations are made to each user
(e.g. when a fixed number of headlines are shown to a user visiting a news portal),
we can compute the precision and recall (or true positive rate and false positive rate)
at each recommendation list length N for each user, and then compute the average
precision and recall (or true positive rate and false positive rate) at each N [87].
The resulting curves are particularly valuable because they prescribe a value of N

for each achievable precision and recall (or true positive rate and false positive rate),
and conversely, can be used to estimate performance at a given N . An ROC curve
obtained in this manner is termed a Customer ROC (CROC) curve [90].

When different numbers of recommendations can be shown to each user (e.g.
when presenting the set of all recommended movies to each user), we can compute
ROC or precision-recall curves by aggregating the hidden ratings from the test set
into a set of reference user-item pairs, using the recommender system to generate a
single ranked list of user-item pairs, picking the top recommendations from the list,
and scoring them against the reference set. An ROC curve calculated in this way
is termed a Global ROC (GROC) curve [90]. Picking an operating point on the
resulting curve can result in a different number of recommendations being made to
each user.

A final class of applications is where the recommendation process is more
interactive, and the user is able to obtain more and more recommendations. This
is typical of information retrieval tasks, where the user can keep asking the system
for more recommended documents. In such applications, we compute a precision-
recall curve (or ROC curve) for each user and then average the resulting curves
over users. This is the usual manner in which precision-recall curves are computed
in the information retrieval community, and in particular in the influential TREC
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competitions [103]. Such a curve can be used to understand the trade-off between
precision and recall (or false positives and false negatives) a typical user would face.

Hit Rate and Mean Reciprocal Rank

In some applications, the amount of items that a user is expected to consume is very
low. In applications such as tourism [79], the user is not expected to select more than
one item, e.g., an hotel for a trip. As such, measuring the precision—the portion of
chosen items within the recommendation list—may not be appropriate.

In many applications it is sufficient that the list would contain one item that
the user chooses for the recommender system to be successful. An alternative to
precision@N in such applications is the hit rate (or hit ration)—the number of
recommendation lists of length N that contained at least one good item.

Precision@N , which depends both on N—the number of recommended items,
as well as on the amount of items that a user chooses, can often be very low, and
has an unknown upper bound. The hit rate, however, is bounded by 1, and in many
applications researchers have achieved a very high hit rate. Thus, when using hit
rate, we can know how close are we to an optimal behavior.

On the other hand, it is simple to increase the hit rate by increasing the number of
recommended items. It is important not to measure the hit rate over recommendation
lists that are too long to be used in a real application, thus reporting unrealistic
performance that cannot be achieved in practice.

It is also important to be caution when using hit rate in applications where there
are many items that the user chooses. In such cases, it may be very easy to identify
one good item. It might be that the application owner would prefer that as many
items in the recommendation list are good items, and hit rate does not distinguish
between lists with one good item and lists with many good items.

Another metric that can be used in such settings is the mean reciprocal rank—the
mean rank of the first good item in the complete list of possible recommendations:

MRR = 1

|U |
∑

u∈U

1

ru
(13)

where ru is the rank (position) of the first item in the recommendation list that u has
chosen.

MRR is not sensitive to the list length, which makes it more appropriate for cases
where the length of the recommendation list is not dictated by the application owner.
In applications where the length of the recommendation list is known, and cannot be
changed, the hit rate is arguably better correlated with the real online performance.
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4.2.3 Ranking Measures

In many cases the application presents to the user a list of recommendations,
typically as vertical or horizontal list, imposing a certain natural browsing order.
For example, Netflix, shows a set of categories, and in each category, a list of
movies that the system predicts the user to like. These lists may be long and the
user may need to continue to additional “pages” until the entire list is browsed. In
these applications, we are not interested in predicting an explicit rating, or selecting
a set of recommended items, as in the previous sections, but rather in ordering items
according to the user’s preferences. This task is typically known as the ranking of
items. There are two approaches for measuring the accuracy of such a ranking. We
can try to determine the correct order of a set of items for each user and measure
how close a system comes to this correct order, or we can attempt to measure the
utility of the system’s raking to a user. We first describe these approaches for offline
tests, and then describe their applicability to user studies and online tests.

Using a Reference Ranking

In order to evaluate a ranking algorithm with respect to a reference ranking (a correct
order), it is first necessary to obtain such a reference.

In cases where explicit user ratings of items are available, we can rank the rated
items in decreasing order of ratings. However, there are two problems with this
approach. First, most users typically have not rated some (usually most) of the
items. Second, in many applications, the user ratings are quantized. For example,
in the case of Netflix, each user only rates some of the movies, and the ratings
are quantized to a binary scale. Thus, while we know that a movie rated 4 stars is
preferred over a movie rated 3 stars, we do not know which (if either) of two 4-
star movies is actually preferred by the user. We also know nothing about the user’s
preferences over most of the movies, which they have not rated.

Constructing reference rankings from usage data also runs into this problem. We
can assume that items that the user actually used are preferred to those that the user
was aware of but did not use. However, we do not know how to rank unused items
that the user is not known to have been aware of (e.g. items that were never presented
to the user, or items that were presented in a manner that the user may have easily
missed them). We also do not know how to rank used items against other used items,
and unused items the user was aware of against other such items.

Such cases where a ranking over items is incompletely specified is described
technically as a partial order.

Let
(
I
2

)
denote the set of all unordered pairs of items in I . Let( be a partial order

over a set of items I . In a partial order, for any two items i1, i2, exactly one of the
following three conditions holds:

1. One item is a successor of the other, e.g. i1 is a successor of i2, denoted i1 ( i2,
typically meaning that i1 is preferred to i2. For example, if the user prefers “Star
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Wars IV” to “The Matrix”, and the list is ranked by preference, then we can write
“Star Wars IV” ( “The Matrix”.

2. If the user prefers the items equally, denoted i1 = i2. For example, a user may
be indifferent as to whether he would get a brand A or brand B laptop, as long
as they both have the same amount of memory, or may bid the same amount for
two items on an auction at eBay.

3. The items may be incomparable. For example, one may not be able to say
whether she prefers the latest Coen brothers movie, or the latest U2 disk.
Alternatively, as discussed above, we may not have information about the user’s
preferences on the pair.

A total order over a set of items is an order where for each pair of items i1, i2,
either i1 ( i2 or i2 ( i1. In many cases, the reference ranking is given by a partial
order, but the system outputs its recommendations as a total order, although perhaps
not on all items. Therefore, we now describe ranking accuracy metrics that allow
measurement agreement/disagreement between partial and total orders. To do so,
we formally define the concepts of agreement, disagreement, and compatibility.

Let (1 and (2 be two partial orders over a set of items I , where (1 is the
reference order and (2 is the system proposed order. We define an agreement
relation between the orders (1 and (2 with respect to a pair of items as follows:

• The orders (1 and (2 agree on items i1 and i2 if i1 (1 i2 and i1 (2 i2.
• The orders (1 and (2 disagree on items i1 and i2 if i1 (1 i2 and i2 (2 i1.
• The orders (1 and (2 are compatible on items i1 and i2 if i1 (1 i2 and neither

i1 (2 i2 nor i2 (2 i1. In other words the items are either tied or incomparable
under at least one of the orders.

The Normalized Distance based Performance Measure (NDPM) [104] is
commonly used in information retrieval. It differentiates between correct orders of
pairs, incorrect orders and ties. Formally, let δ(1,(2(i1, i2) be a distance function
between a reference ranking (1 and a proposed ranking (2 defined as follows:

δ(1,(2(i1, i2) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

0 if (1 and (2 agree on i1 and i2,

1 if (1 and (2 are compatible on i1 and i2,

2 if (1 and (2 disagree on i1 and i2.

(14)

The total distance over all item pairs in I is:

β(1,(2(I ) =
∑

(i1,i2)∈(I
2)

δ(1,(2(i1, i2) (15)

where the summation is over all possible item pairs in I (efficient implementations
can sum only over item pairs for which the reference ranking asserts an order).
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Let m((1) = argmax(β(1,((I ) be a normalization factor which is the maximal
distance that any ranking ( can have from a reference ranking (1. In fact, m((1) is
the number of pairs in I for which the reference ranking asserts an ordering, because
the worst possible outcome would be to be wrong on all possible pairs. The NDPM
score NDPM(I,(1,(2) comparing a proposed ranking of items (2 to a reference
ranking (1 is

NDPM(I,(1,(2) = β(1,(2(I )

m((1)
(16)

Intuitively, the NDPM measure will give a perfect score of 0 to rankings over the
set I that completely agree with the reference ranking, and the worst score of 1
is assigned to a ranking that completely disagrees with the reference ranking. If
the proposed ranking does not contain a preference between a pair of items that
are ranked in the reference ranking, it is penalized by half as much as providing a
contradicting preference.

The proposed ranking is not penalized for containing preferences that are not
ordered in the reference ranking. This means that for any pair of items that was not
ordered in the reference ranking any ordering predicted by the ranking algorithm
is acceptable. This is because we typically display a list within the application. As
such the ranking algorithm is expected to output a total, not a partial order, and
should not be penalized for being forced to order all pairs.

A potential downside of NDPM in some applications is that it does not consider
the location of disagreements in the reference ranking. In some cases it is more
important to appropriately order items that should appear closer to the head of
the ranked list, than items that are positioned near the bottom. For example, when
ranking movies by decreasing preference, it may be more important to properly
order the movies that the user would enjoy, than to properly order the movies that
the user would not enjoy. It is sometimes important to give different weights to
errors depending on their position in the list.

To this end, we can use the Average Precision (AP) correlation metric [105],
which gives more weight to errors over items that appear at earlier positions in the
reference ranking. Formally, let (1 be the reference ranking and (2 be a proposed
ranking over a set of items. The AP measure compares the ordering of each item
in the proposed ranking (2 with respect to its preceding items (successors) in the
reference ranking (1.

For each i1 ∈ I , let the set Zi1(I,() denote all item pairs (i1, i2) in I such that
i2 ( i1. These are all the items that are preferred over i1 (i.e., preceding terms).

Zi(I,() = {(i1, i2) | ∀i1, i2 ∈ I s.t. i2 ( i1} (17)

We define the indicator function δ(i1, i2,(1,(2) to equal 1 when (1 and (2 agree
on items i1 and i2, and zero otherwise.

Let Ai1(I,(1,(2) be the normalized agreement score between (2 and the
reference ranking (1 for all items i2 such that i2 (1 i1.
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Ai1(I,(1,(2) = 1

|Zi1(I,(2)| − 1

∑

(i1,i2)∈Zi1 (I,(2)

δ(i1, i2,(1,(2) (18)

The AP score of a partial order (2 over I given partial order (1 is defined as

AP(I,(1,(2) = 1

|I | − 1

∑

i∈I

Ai(I,(1,(2) (19)

The AP score gives a perfect score of 1 where there is total agreement between
the system proposed ranking and the reference ranking for every item pair above
location i for all i ∈ {1 . . . |I |}. The worst score of 0 is given to systems were there
is no agreement between the two ranked lists.

In some cases, we may completely know the user’s true preferences for some
set of items. For example, we may elicit the user’s true ordering by presenting the
user with binary choices. In this case, when a pair of items are tied in the reference
ranking it means that the user is actually indifferent between the items. Thus, a
perfect system should not rank one item higher than the other. In such cases, rank
correlation measures such as Spearman’s ρ or Kendall’s τ [50, 51] can be used.
These measures tend to be highly correlated in practice [26]. is given by

τ = C+ − C−√
Cu
√

Cs
(20)

where C+ and C− are the number of pairs that were correctly, and incorrectly
ordered by the system, respectively, Cu is the number of item pairs for which the
reference ranking asserts any ordering, and Cs is the number of item pairs for which
the evaluated system asserts any ordering.

Utility-Based Ranking

While reference ranking scores a ranking on its correlation with some “true”
ranking, there are other criteria for deciding on ordering a list of items. One popular
alternative is to order items by decreasing utility. In such cases, we not only care
about whether items i1 and i2 were ordered incorrectly, but also about the difference
in utility between i1 and i2. It is not as bad to incorrectly order a pair of items with
similar utilities, as to incorrectly order items with very different utilities.

It is also common to assume that the utility of a list of recommendations is
additive, given by the sum of the utilities of the individual recommendations. The
utility of each recommendation is the utility of the recommended item discounted by
a factor that depends on its position in the list of recommendations. One example of
such a utility is the likelihood that a user will observe a recommendation at position
i in the list. It is usually assumed that users scan recommendation lists from the
beginning to the end, with the utility of recommendations being discounted more
heavily towards the end of the list. The discount can also be interpreted as the
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probability that a user would observe a recommendation in a particular position in
the list, with the utility of the recommendation given that it was observed depending
only on the item recommend. Under this interpretation, the probability that a
particular position in the recommendation list is observed is assumed to depend
only on the position and not on the items that are recommended.

In many applications, the user can use only a single, or a very small set of
items, or the recommendation engine is not used as the main browsing tool. In
such cases, we can expect the users to observe only a few items of the top of the
recommendations list. We can model such applications using a very rapid decay
of the positional discount down the list. The R-score metric [12] assumes that the
value of recommendations decline exponentially down the ranked list to yield the
following score for each user u:

Ru =
∑

j

max(ru,ij − d, 0)

2
j−1
α−1

(21)

where ij is the item in the j th position, ru,i is user u’s rating of item i, d is a
task dependent neutral (“don’t care”) rating, and α is a half-life parameter, which
controls the exponential decline of the value of positions in the ranked list. In the
case of ratings prediction tasks, rui is the rating given by the user to each item (e.g.
4 stars), and d is the don’t care vote (e.g. 3 stars), and the algorithm only gets credit
for ranking items with rating above the “don’t care” vote higher than d (e.g. 4 or
5 stars). In usage prediction tasks, ru,i is typically 1 if u selects i and 0 otherwise,
while d is 0. Using

ru,i = − log(relative-frequency(i)) (22)

if i is used and 0 otherwise can capture the amount of information in the
recommendation [92]. The resulting per-user scores are aggregated using:

R = 100

∑
u Ru∑
u R∗u

(23)

where R∗u is the score of the best possible ranking for user u.
In other applications the user is expected to read a relatively large portion of

the list. In certain types of search, such as the search for legal documents [38],
users may look for all relevant items, and would be willing to read large portions
of the recommendations list. In such cases, we need a much slower decay of the
positional discount. Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [45] is a
measure from information retrieval, where positions are discounted logarithmically.
Assuming each user u has a “gain” gu,i from being recommended item i, the average
Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) for a list of J items is defined as
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DCG = 1

N

N∑

u=1

J∑

j=1

gu,ij

logb(j + 1)
(24)

where ij is the item at position j in the list. The logarithm base is a free parameter,
typically between 2 and 10. A logarithm with base 2 is commonly used to ensure all
positions are discounted. NDCG is the normalized version of DCG given by

NDCG = DCG

DCG∗
(25)

where DCG∗ is the ideal DCG.
We show the two methods here as they were originally presented, but note that

the numerator in the two cases contains a utility function that assigns a value for
each item. One can replace the original utility functions with a function that is more
appropriate to the designed application. A measure closely related to R-score and
NDCG is Average Reciprocal Hit Rank (ARHR) [22] which is an un-normalized
measure that assigns a utility 1/k to a successful recommendation at position k.
Thus, ARHR decays more slowly than R score but faster than NDCG.

Online Evaluation of Ranking

In an online experiment designed to evaluate the ranking of the recommendation list,
we can look at the interactions of users with the system. When a recommendation
list is presented to a user, the user may select a number of items from the list. We can
now assume that the user has scanned the list at least as deep as the last selection.
That is, if the user has selected items 1, 3, and 10, we can assume that the user
has observed items 1 through 10. We can now make another assumption, that the
user has found items 1,3, and 10 to be interesting, and items 2,4,5,6,7,8, and 9 to
be uninteresting (see, e.g. Jung et al. [48]). In some cases we can have additional
information whether the user has observed more items. For example, if the list is
spread across several pages, and only 20 results are presented per page, then, in the
example above, if the user moved to the second page we can also assume that she
has observed results 11 through 20 and had found them to be irrelevant.

In the scenario above, the results of this interaction is a division of the list into 3
parts—the interesting items (1,3,10 in the example above), the uninteresting items
(the rest of the items from 1 through 20), and the unknown items (21 till the end of
the list). We can now use an appropriate reference ranking metric to score the orig-
inal list. This can be done in two different ways. First, the reference list can contain
the interesting items at the top, then the unknown items, and the uninteresting items
at the bottom. This reference list captures the case where the user may only select a
small subset of the interesting items, and therefore the unknown items may contain
more interesting items. Second, the reference list can contain the interesting items
at the top, followed by the uninteresting items, with the unknown items completely
ignored. This is useful when making unreasonable preference assumptions, such
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as that some unknown items are preferred to the uninteresting items, may have
negative consequences. In either case, it should be borne in mind that the semantics
of the reference ranking are different from the case of offline evaluations. In offline
evaluations, we have a single reference ranking which is assumed to be correct, and
we measure how much each recommender deviates from this “correct” ranking. In
the online case, the reference ranking is assumed to be the ranking that the user
would have preferred given that were presented with the recommender’s ranking. In
the offline case, we assume that there is one correct ranking, while in the online case
we allow for the possibility of multiple correct rankings.

In the case of utility ranking, we can evaluate a list based on the sum of the
utilities of the selected items. Lists that place interesting items with high utility
close to the beginning of the list, will hence be preferred to lists that place these
interesting items down the list, because we expect that in the latter case, the user
will often not observe these interesting items at all, generating no utility for the
recommender.

4.3 Coverage

As the prediction accuracy of a recommender system, especially in collaborative
filtering systems, in many cases grows with the amount of data, some algorithms
may provide recommendations with high quality, but only for a small portion of the
items where they have huge amounts of data. This is often referred to as the long tail
or heavy tail problem, where the vast majority of the items where selected or rated
only by a handful of users, yet the total amount of evidence over these unpopular
items is much more than the evidence over the few popular items.

The term coverage can refer to several distinct properties of the system that we
discuss below.

4.3.1 Item Space Coverage

Most commonly, the term coverage refers to the proportion of items that the
recommender system can recommend. This is often referred to as catalog coverage.
The simplest measure of catalog coverage is the percentage of all items that can ever
be recommended. This measure can be computed in many cases directly given the
algorithm and the input data set.

A more useful measure is the percentage of all items that are recommended to
users during an experiment, either offline, online, or a user study. In some cases
it may be desirable to weight the items, for example, by their popularity or utility.
Then, we may agree not to be able to recommend some items which are very rarely
used anyhow, but ignoring high profile items may be less tolerable.

Another measure of catalog coverage is the sales diversity [24], which measures
how unequally different items are chosen by users when a particular recommender
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system is used. If each item i accounts for a proportion p(i) of user choices, the
Gini Index is given by:

G = 1

n− 1

n∑

j=1

(2j − n− 1)p(ij ) (26)

where i1, · · · in is the list of items ordered according to increasing p(i). The index
is 0 when all items are chosen equally often, and 1 when a single item is always
chosen. The Gini index of the number of times each item is recommended could
also be used. Another measure of distributional inequality is the Shannon Entropy:

H = −
n∑

i=1

p(i) log p(i) (27)

The entropy is 0 when a single item is always chosen or recommended, and log n

when n items are chosen or recommended equally often.
Steck [98] further discusses how accuracy methods can be modified to better

model the accuracy in the long tail. He suggests a correction for the bias of users
towards the more popular items.

4.3.2 User Space Coverage

Coverage can also be the proportion of users or user interactions for which the
system can recommend items. In many applications the recommender may not
provide recommendations for some users due to, e.g. low confidence in the accuracy
of predictions for that user. In such cases we may prefer recommenders that can
provide recommendations for a wider range of users. Clearly, such recommenders
should be evaluated on the trade-off between coverage and accuracy.

Coverage here can be measured by the richness of the user profile required to
make a recommendation. For example, in the collaborative filtering case this could
be measured as the number of items that a user must rate before receiving recom-
mendations. This measurement can be typically evaluated in offline experiments.

4.3.3 Cold Start

Another related set of issues are the well known cold start problems—the coverage
and performance of the system on new items and on new users. Cold start can be
considered as a sub problem of coverage because it measures the system coverage
over a specific set of items and users. In addition to measuring how large the pool of
cold start items or users are, it may also be important to measure system accuracy
for these users and items.

Focusing on cold start items, we can use a threshold to decide on the set of cold
items. For example, we can decide that cold items are only items with no ratings or
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usage evidence [90], or items that exist in the system for less than a certain amount
of time (e.g., a day), or items that have less than a predefined evidence amount (e.g.,
less than 10 ratings). Perhaps a more generic way is to consider the “coldness” of
an item using either the amount of time it exists in the system or the amount of data
gathered for it. Then, we can credit the system more for properly predicting colder
items, and less for the hot items that are predicted.

It may be possible that a system better recommends cold items at the price of a
reduced accuracy for hotter items. This may be desirable due to other considerations
such as novelty and serendipity that are discussed later. Still, when computing the
system accuracy on cold items it may be wise to evaluate whether there is a trade-off
with the entire system accuracy.

4.4 Confidence

Confidence in the recommendation can be defined as the system’s trust in its
recommendations or predictions [36, 100]. As we have noted above, collaborative
filtering recommenders tend to improve their accuracy as the amount of data over
items grows. Similarly, the confidence in the predicted property typically also grows
with the amount of data.

In many cases the user can benefit from observing these confidence scores [36].
When the system reports a low confidence in a recommended item, the user may
tend to further research the item before making a decision. For example, if a system
recommends a movie with very high confidence, and another movie with the same
rating but a lower confidence, the user may add the first movie immediately to the
watching queue, but may further read the plot synopsis for the second movie, and
perhaps a few movie reviews before deciding to watch it.

Perhaps the most common measurement of confidence is the probability that the
predicted value is indeed true, or the interval around the predicted value where a
predefined portion, e.g. 95% of the true values lie. For example, a recommender
may accurately rate a movie as a 4 star movie with probability 0.85, or have 95%
of the actual ratings lie within −1 and + 1

2 of the predicted 4 stars. The most
general method of confidence is to provide a complete distribution over possible
outcomes [65].

Given two recommenders that perform similarly on other relevant properties,
such as prediction accuracy, is can be desirable to choose the one that can provide
valid confidence estimates. In this case, given two recommenders with, say, identical
accuracy, that report confidence bounds in the same way, we will prefer the
recommender that better estimates its confidence bounds.

Standard confidence bounds, such as the ones above, can be directly evaluated
in regular offline trials, much the same way as we estimate prediction accuracy. We
can design for each specific confidence type a score that measures how close the
method confidence estimate is to the true error in prediction. This procedure cannot
be applied when the algorithms do not agree on the confidence method, because
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some confidence methods are weaker and therefore easier to estimate. In such a
case a more accurate estimate of a weaker confidence metric does not imply a better
recommender.

Example 1 Recommenders A and B both report confidence intervals over possible
movie ratings. We train A and B over a confidence threshold, ranging of 95%.
For each trained model, we run A and B on offline data, hiding a part of the user
ratings and requesting each algorithm to predict the missing ratings. Each algorithm
produces, along with the predicted rating, a confidence interval. We compute A+
and A−, the number of times that the predicted rating of algorithm A was within
and outside the confidence interval (respectively), and do the same for B. Then
we compute the true confidence of each algorithm using A+

A−+A+ = 0.97 and
B+

A−+A+ = 0.94. The result indicates that A is over conservative, and computes
intervals that are too large, while B is liberal and computes intervals that are too
small. As we do not require the intervals to be conservative, we prefer B because its
estimated intervals are closer to the requested 95% confidence.

Another application of confidence bounds is in filtering recommended items
where the confidence in the predicted value is below some threshold. In this scenario
we assume that the recommender is allowed not to predict a score for all values. In a
top n recommendation scenario, we may allow a system to sometimes suggest less
than n items, because it cannot produce a set of n items with sufficient confidence. In
this case the precision of the system is not punished when less results are returned,
and the shorter list is expected to result only in lower recall. As such, measuring
only precision@N in such problems is insufficient, because algorithms have an
incentive to provide less recommendations, or even no recommendations, obtaining
a meaningless precision of 1.

We can hence design an experiment around this filtering procedure by comparing
the accuracy of two recommenders after their results were filtered by removing
low confidence items. In such experiments we can compute a curve, estimating the
prediction accuracy (typically precision-recall curves) for each portion of filtered
items, or for different filtering thresholds. This evaluation procedure does not require
both algorithms to agree on the confidence method.

While user studies and online experiments can study the effect of reporting
confidence on the user experience [94], it is difficult to see how these types of tests
can be used to provide further evidence as to the accuracy of the confidence estimate.
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4.5 Trust

While confidence is the system trust in its ratings, in trust we refer here to the user’s
trust in the system recommendation.5 For example, it may be beneficial for the
system to recommend a few items that the user already knows and likes. This way,
even though the user gains no value from this recommendation, she observes that the
system provides reasonable recommendations, which may increase her trust in the
system recommendations for unknown items. Another common way of enhancing
trust in the system is to explain the recommendations that the system provides. Trust
in the system is also called the credibility of the system.

If we do not restrict ourselves to a single method of gaining trust, such as the
one suggested above, the obvious method for evaluating user trust is by asking users
whether the system recommendations are reasonable in a user study [7, 16, 36, 74].
In an online test one could associate the number of recommendations that were
followed with the trust in the recommender, assuming that higher trust in the
recommender would lead to more recommendations being used. Alternatively, we
could also assume that trust in the system is correlated with repeated users, as users
who trust the system will return to it when performing future tasks. However, such
measurements may not separate well other factors of user satisfaction, and may not
be accurate. It is unclear how to measure trust in an offline experiment, because trust
is built through an interaction between the system and a user.

4.6 Novelty

Novel recommendations (chapter “Novelty and Diversity in Recommender Sys-
tems”) are recommendations for items that the user did not know about [54]. In
applications that require novel recommendation, an obvious and easy to implement
approach is to filter out items that the user already rated or used. However, in many
cases users will not report all the items they have used in the past. Thus, this simple
method is insufficient to filter out all items that the user already knows.

While we can obviously measure novelty in a user study, by asking users whether
they were already familiar with a recommended item [14, 46], we can also gain
some understanding of a system’s novelty through offline experiments. For such an
experiment we could split the data set on time, i.e. hide all the user purchases that
occurred after a specific point in time. In addition, we can hide some purchases
that occurred prior to that time, simulating the items that the user has purchased
and is hence familiar with, but did not report their purchase to the system. When
recommending, the system is rewarded for each item that was recommended and

5 Not to be confused with trust in the social network research, used to measure how much a user
believes another user. Some literature on recommender systems uses such trust measurements to
filter similar users [64].
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purchased after the split time, but would be punished for each item that was
recommended but purchased prior to the split time.

To implement the above procedure we must carefully model the hiding process
such that it would resemble the true preference discovery process that occurs in the
real system. In some cases the set of purchased items is not a uniform sample of
the set of all items the user is familiar with, and such bias should be acknowledged
and handled if possible. For example, if we believe that the user will report more
purchases of unique items, and less purchases of popular or common items, then the
hiding process should tend to hide more popular items.

In using this measure of novelty, it is important to control for accuracy, as
irrelevant recommendations may be new to the user, but still worthless. One
approach would be to consider novelty only among the relevant items [109].

Example 2 We wish to evaluate the novelty of a set of movie recommenders in an
offline test. As we believe that users of our system rate movies after they watch
them, we split the user ratings in a sequential manner. For each test user profile we
choose a cutoff point randomly along the time-based sequence of movie ratings,
hiding all movies after a certain point in the sequence.

Let us assume that user studies on this imaginary system showed that people tend
not to report ratings of movies that they did not feel strongly about, but occasionally
also do not report a rating of a movie that they liked or disliked strongly. Therefore,
we hide a rating of a movie prior to the cutoff point with probability 1− |r−3|

2 where
r ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} is the rating of the movie, and 3 is the neutral rating. We would
like to avoid predicting these movies with hidden ratings because the user already
knows about them.

Then, for each user, each recommender produces a list of 5 recommendations,
and we compute precision only over items after the cutoff point. That is, the
recommenders get no credit for recommending movies with hidden ratings that
occurred prior to the cutoff point. In this experiment the algorithm with the highest
precision score is preferred.

Another method for evaluating novel recommendations uses the above assump-
tion that popular items are less likely to be novel. Thus, novelty can be taken
into account by using an accuracy metric where the system does not get the same
credit for correctly predicting popular items as it does when it correctly predicts
non-popular items [93]. Ziegler et al. [110] and Celma and Herrera [14] also give
accuracy measures that take popularity into account.

Finally, we can evaluate the amount of new information in a recommendation
together with the relevance of the recommended item. For example, when item
ratings are available, we can multiply the hidden rating by some information
measurement of the recommended item (such as the conditional entropy given the
user profile) to produce a novelty score.
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4.7 Serendipity

Serendipity is a measure of how surprising the successful recommendations are
(chapter “Novelty and Diversity in Recommender Systems”). For example, if
the user has rated positively many movies where a certain star actor appears,
recommending the new movie of that actor may be novel, because the user may
not know of it, but is hardly surprising. Of course, random recommendations may
be very surprising, and we therefore need to balance serendipity with accuracy.

One can think of serendipity as the amount of relevant information that is new
to the user in a recommendation. For example, if following a successful movie
recommendation the user learns of a new actor that she likes, this can be considered
as serendipitous. In information retrieval, where novelty typically refers to the
new information contained in the document (and is thus close to our definition of
serendipity), Zhang et al. [109] suggested to manually label pairs of documents as
redundant. Then, they compared algorithms on avoiding recommending redundant
documents. Such methods are applicable to recommender systems when some meta-
data over items, such as content information, is available (chapter “Semantics and
Content-Based Recommendations”).

To avoid human labeling, we could design a distance measurement between items
based on content. Then, we can score a successful recommendation by its distance
from a set of previously rated items in a collaborative filtering system, or from
the user profile in a content-based recommender [107]. Thus, we are rewarding the
system for successful recommendations that are far from the user profile.

Example 3 In a book recommendation application, we would like to recommend
books from authors that the reader is less familiar with. We therefore design a
distance metric between a book b and a set of books B (the books that the user
has previously read); Let cB,w be the number of books by writer w in B. Let
cB = maxw cB,w the maximal number of books from a single writer in B. Let

d(b, B) = 1+cB−cB,w(b)

1+cB
, where w(b) is the writer of book b.

We now run an offline experiment to evaluate which of the candidate algorithms
generates more serendipitous recommendations. We split each test user profile—
set of books that the user has read—into sets of observed books Bo

i and hidden
books Bh

i . We use Bo
i as the input for each recommender, and request a list

of 5 recommendations. For each hidden book b ∈ Bh
i that appeared in the

recommendation list for user i, the recommender receives a score of d(b, Bo
i ). Thus

the recommender is getting more credit for recommending books from writers that
the reader has read less often. In this experiment the recommender that received a
higher score is selected for the application.

One can also think of serendipity as deviation from the “natural” prediction [70].
That is, given a prediction engine that has a high accuracy, the recommendations
that it issues are “obvious”. Therefore, we will give higher serendipity scores to
successful recommendations that the prediction engine would deem unlikely.
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We can evaluate the serendipity of a recommender in a user study by asking the
users to mark the recommendations that they find unexpected. Then, we can also
see whether the user followed these recommendations, which would make them
unexpected and successful and therefore serendipitous. In an online study, we can
assume that our distance metric is correct and evaluate only how distance from the
user profile affected the probability that a user will follow the recommendation. It is
important to check the effect of serendipity over time, because users might at first be
intrigued by the unexpected recommendations and try them out. If after following
the suggestion they discover that the recommendations are inappropriate, they
may stop following them in the future, or stop using the recommendation engine
at all.

4.8 Diversity

Diversity is generally defined as the opposite of similarity (chapter “Novelty and
Diversity in Recommender Systems”). In some cases suggesting a set of similar
items may not be as useful for the user, because it may take longer to explore
the range of items. Consider for example a recommendation for a vacation [96],
where the system should recommend vacation packages. Presenting a list with 5
recommendations, all for the same location, varying only on the choice of hotel, or
the selection of attraction, may not be as useful as suggesting 5 different locations.
The user can view the various recommended locations and request more details on
a subset of the locations that are appropriate to her.

The most explored method for measuring diversity uses item-item similarity,
typically based on item content, as in Sect. 4.7. Then, we could measure the diversity
of a list based on the sum, average, min, or max distance between item pairs,
or measure the value of adding each item to the recommendation list as the new
item’s diversity from the items already in the list [10, 110]. The item-item similarity
measurement used in evaluation can be different from the similarity measurement
used by the algorithm that computes the recommendation lists. For example, we
can use for evaluation a costly metric that produces more accurate results than fast
approximate methods that are more suitable for online computations.

As diversity may come at the expanse of other properties, such as accuracy [107],
we can compute curves to evaluate the decrease in accuracy vs. the increase in
diversity.

Example 4 In a book recommendation application, we are interested in presenting
the user with a diverse set of recommendations, with minimal impact to accu-
racy. We use d(b, B) from Example 3 as the distance metric. Given candidate
recommenders, each with a tunable parameter that controls the diversity of the
recommendations, we train each algorithm over a range of values for the diversity
parameters. For each trained model, we now compute a precision score, and a
diversity score as follows; we take each recommendation list that an algorithm
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produces, and compute the distance of each item from the rest of the list, averaging
the result to obtain a diversity score. We now plot the precision-diversity curves
of the recommenders in a graph, and select the algorithm with the dominating
curve.

In recommenders that assist in information search, we can assume that more
diverse recommendations will result in shorter search interactions [96]. We could
use this in an online experiment measuring interaction sequence length as a proxy
for diversification. As is always the case in online testing, shorter sessions may
be due to other factors of the system, and to validate this claim it is useful to
experiment with different diversity thresholds using the same prediction engine
before comparing different recommenders.

4.9 Utility

Many e-commerce websites employ a recommender system in order to improve
their revenue by, e.g., enhancing cross-sell. In such cases the recommendation
engine can be judged by the revenue that it generates for the website [92]. In
general, we can define various types of utility functions that the recommender tries
to optimize. For such recommenders, measuring the utility, or the expected utility
of the recommendations may be more significant than measuring the accuracy of
recommendations. It is also possible to view many of the other properties, such
as diversity or serendipity, as different types of utility functions, over single items
or over lists. In this chapter, however, we define utility as the value that either the
system or the user gains from a recommendation.

Utility can be measured cleanly from the perspective of the recommendation
engine or the recommender system owner. Care must be taken, though, when
measuring the utility that the user receives from the recommendations. First, user
utilities or preferences are difficult to capture and model, and considerable research
has focused on this problem [11, 33, 77]. Second, it is unclear how to aggregate user
utilities across users for computing a score for a recommender. For example, it is
tempting to use money as a utility thus selecting a recommender that minimizes
user cost. However, under the diminishing returns assumption [97], the same
amount of money does not have the same utility for people with different income
levels. Therefore, the average cost per purchase, for example, is not a reasonable
aggregation across users.

In an application where users rate items, it is also possible to use the ratings as
a utility measurement [12]. For example, in movie ratings, where a 5 star movie
is considered an excellent movie, we can assume that a recommending a 5 star
movie has a higher utility for the user than recommending a movie that the user will
rate with 4 stars. As users may interpret ratings differently, user ratings should be
normalized before aggregating across users.
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While we typically only assign positive utilities to successful recommendations,
we can also assign negative utilities to unsuccessful recommendations. For example,
if some recommended item offends the user, then we should punish the system for
recommending it by assigning a negative utility. We can also add a cost to each
recommendation, perhaps based on the position of the recommended item in the
list, and subtract it from the utility of the item.

For any utility function, the standard evaluation of the recommender is to com-
pute the expected utility of a recommendation. In the case where the recommender
is trying to predict only a single item, such as when we evaluate the system on time-
based splits and try to predict only the next item in the sequence, the value of a
correct recommendation should simply be the utility of the item. In the task where
the recommender predicts n items we can use the sum of the utilities of the correct
recommendations in the list. When negative utilities for failed recommendations are
used, then the sum is over all recommendations, successful or failed. We can also
integrate utilities into ranking measurements, as discussed in Sect. 4.2.3. Finally,
we can normalize the resulting score using the maximal possible utility given the
optimal recommendation list.

Evaluating utility in user studies and online is easy in the case of recommender
utility. If the utility we optimize for is the revenue of the website, measuring the
change in revenue between users of various recommenders is simple. When we
try to optimize user utilities the online evaluation becomes harder, because users
typically find it challenging to assign utilities to outcomes. In many cases, however,
users can say whether they prefer one outcome to another. Therefore, we can try to
elicit the user preferences [40] in order to rank the candidate methods.

4.10 Risk

In some cases a recommendation may be associated with a potential risk. For
example, when recommending stocks for purchase, users may wish to be risk-
averse, preferring stocks that have a lower expected growth, but also a lower risk
of collapsing. On the other hand, users may be risk-seeking, preferring stocks that
have a potentially high, even if less likely, profit. In such cases we may wish to
evaluate not only the (expected) value generated from a recommendation, but also
to minimize the risk.

The standard way to evaluate risk sensitive systems is by considering not just the
expected utility, but also the utility variance. For example, we may use a parameter q

and compare two systems on E[X]+ q ·V ar(X). When q is positive, this approach
prefers risk-seeking (also called bold [67]) recommenders, and when q is negative,
the system prefers risk-averse recommenders.
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4.11 Robustness

Robustness (chapter “Adversarial Recommender Systems: Attack, Defense, and
Advances”) is the stability of the recommendation in the presence of fake informa-
tion [72], typically inserted on purpose in order to influence the recommendations.
As more people rely on recommender systems to guide them through the item space,
influencing the system to change the rating of an item may be profitable to an
interested party. For example, an owner of an hotel may wish to boost the rating
for their hotel. This can be done by injecting fake user profiles that rate the hotel
positively, or by injecting fake users that rate the competitors negatively.

Such attempts to influence the recommendation are typically called attacks [58,
69]. Coordinated attacks occur when a malicious user intentionally queries the data
set or injects fake information in order to learn some private information of some
users. In evaluating such systems, it is important to provide a complete description
of the attack protocol, as the sensitivity of the system typically varies from one
protocol to another.

In general, creating a system that is immune to any type of attack is unrealistic.
An attacker with an ability to inject an infinite amount of information can, in most
cases, manipulate a recommendation in an arbitrary way. It is therefore more useful
to estimate the cost of influencing a recommendation, which is typically measured
by the amount of injected information. While it is desirable to theoretically analyze
the cost of modifying a rating, it is not always possible. In these cases, we can
simulate a set of attacks by introducing fake information into the system data set,
empirically measuring average cost of a successful attack [15, 57].

As opposed to other evaluation criteria discussed here, it is hard to envision
executing an attack on a real system as an online experiment. It may be fruitful,
however, to analyze the real data collected in the online system to identify actual
attacks that are executed against the system.

Another type of robustness is the stability of the system under extreme condi-
tions, such as a large number of requests. While less discussed, such robustness is
very important to system administrators, who must avoid system malfunction. In
many cases system robustness is related to the infrastructure, such as the database
software, or to the hardware specifications, and is related to scalability (Sect. 4.14).

4.12 Privacy

In a collaborative filtering system, a user willingly discloses his preferences over
items to the system in the hope of getting useful recommendations (chapter “Adver-
sarial Recommender Systems: Attack, Defense, and Advances”). However, it is
important for most users that their preferences stay private, that is, that no third
party can use the recommender system to learn something about the preferences of
a specific user.
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For example, consider the case where a user who is interested in the wonderful,
yet rare art of growing Bahamian orchids has bought a book titled “The Divorce
Organizer and Planner”. The spouse of that user, looking for a present, upon
browsing the book “The Bahamian and Caribbean Species (Cattleyas and Their
Relatives)” may get a recommendation of the type “people who bought this book
also bought” for the divorce organizer, thus revealing sensitive private information.

It is generally considered inappropriate for a recommender system to disclose
private information even for a single user. For this reason analysis of privacy tends
to focus on a worst case scenario, illustrating theoretical cases under which users
private information may be revealed. Other researchers [25] compare algorithms by
evaluating the portion of users whose private information was compromised. The
assumption in such studies is that complete privacy is not realistic and that therefore
we must compromise on minimizing the privacy breaches.

Another alternative is to define different levels of privacy, such as k-identity [25],
and compare algorithms sensitivity to privacy breaches under varying levels of
privacy.

Privacy may also come at the expense of the accuracy of the recommendations.
Therefore, it is important to analyze this trade-off carefully. Perhaps the most
informative experiment is when a privacy modification has been added to an
algorithm, and the accuracy (or any other trade-off property) can be evaluated with
or without the modification [68].

4.13 Adaptivity

Real recommender systems may operate in a setting where the item collection
changes rapidly, or where trends in interest over items may shift. Perhaps the most
obvious example of such systems is the recommendation of news items or related
stories in online newspapers [30]. In this scenario stories may be interesting only
over a short period of time, afterwards becoming outdated. When an unexpected
news event occurs, such as the tsunami disaster, people become interested in
articles that may not have been interesting otherwise, such as a relatively old article
explaining the tsunami phenomenon. While this problem is similar to the cold-start
problem, it is different because it may be that old items that were not regarded as
interesting in the past suddenly become interesting.

This type of adaptation can be evaluated offline by analyzing the amount of
information needed before an item is recommended. If we model the recommen-
dation process in a sequential manner, we can record, even in an offline test, the
amount of evidence that is needed before the algorithm recommends a story. It
is likely that an algorithm can be adjusted to recommend items faster once they
become interesting, by sacrificing some prediction accuracy. We can compare two
algorithms by evaluating a possible trade-off between accuracy and the speed of the
shift in trends.
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Another type of adaptivity is the rate by which the system adapts to a user’s
personal preferences [61], or to changes in user profile [56]. For example, when
users rate an item, they expect the set of recommendations to change. If the
recommendations stay fixed, users may assume that their rating effort is wasted,
and may not agree to provide more ratings. As with the shift in trends evaluation,
we can again evaluate in an offline experiment the changes in the recommendation
list after adding more information to the user profile such as new ratings. We can
evaluate an algorithm by measuring the difference between the recommendation
lists before and after the new information was added. The Gini index and Shannon
entropy measures discussed in Sect. 4.3 can be used to measure the variability of
recommendations made to a user as the user profile changes.

4.14 Scalability

As recommender systems are designed to help users navigate in large collections
of items, one of the goals of the designers of such systems is to scale up to real
data sets. As such, it is often the case that algorithms trade other properties, such as
accuracy or coverage, for providing rapid results even for huge data sets consisting
of millions of items (e.g. [19]).

With the growth of the data set, many algorithms are either slowed down or
require additional resources such as computation power or memory. One standard
approach in computer science research is to evaluate the computational complexity
of an algorithm in terms of time or space requirements (as done, e.g., in [8, 49]). In
many cases, however, the complexity of two algorithms is either identical, or could
be reduced by changing some parameters, such as the complexity of the model,
or the sample size. Therefore, to understand the scalability of the system it is also
useful to report the consumption of system resources over large data sets.

Scalability is typically measured by experimenting with growing data sets,
showing how the speed and resource consumption behave as the task scales up
(see, e.g. [30]). It is important to measure the compromises that scalability dictates.
For example, if the accuracy of the algorithm is lower than other candidates that
only operate on relatively small data sets, one must show over small data sets the
difference in accuracy. Such measurements can provide valuable information both
on the potential performance of recommender systems in general for the specific
task, and on future directions to explore.

As recommender systems are expected in many cases to provide rapid recom-
mendations online, it is also important to measure how fast does the system provides
recommendations [37, 88]. One such measurement is the throughput of the system,
i.e., the number of recommendations that the system can provide per second. We
could also measure the latency (also called response time)—the required time for
making a recommendation online.
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5 Conclusion

In this chapter we discussed how recommendation algorithms could be evaluated in
order to select the best algorithm from a set of candidates. This is an important step
in the research attempt to find better algorithms, as well as in application design
where a designer chooses an existing algorithm for their application. As such, many
evaluation metrics have been used for algorithm selection in the past.

We describe the concerns that need to be addressed when designing offline and
online experiments and user studies. We outline a few important measurements that
one must take in addition to the score that the metric provides, as well as other
considerations that should be taken into account when designing experiments for
recommendation algorithms.

We specify a set of properties that are sometimes discussed as important for
the recommender system. For each such property we suggest an experiment that
can be used to rank recommenders with regards to that property. For less explored
properties, we restrict ourselves to generic descriptions that could be applied to
various manifestations of that property. Specific procedures that can be practically
implemented can then be developed for the specific property manifestation based on
our generic guidelines.
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Novelty and Diversity in Recommender
Systems

Pablo Castells, Neil Hurley, and Saúl Vargas

1 Introduction

Accurately predicting users’ interests was the main direct or implicit drive of the
recommender systems field in roughly the first decade and a half of the field’s
development. A wider perspective towards recommendation utility, including but
beyond prediction accuracy, started to appear in the literature by the beginning
of the 2000s [1, 2], taking views that began to realize the importance of novelty
and diversity, among other properties, in the added value of recommendation [3, 4].
This realization grew progressively, reaching an upswing of activity by the turn of
the past decade [5–9]. Today we might say that novelty and diversity have become
an increasingly frequent part of evaluation practice. They are included increasingly
often among the reported effectiveness metrics of new recommendation approaches,
and are explicitly targeted by algorithmic innovations time and again [10–12]. It
seems difficult to conceive of progress in the recommender systems field without
considering these dimensions and further developing our understanding of them.
Even though dealing with novelty and diversity remains an active area of research
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and development, considerable progress has been achieved in these years in terms
of the development of enhancement techniques, evaluation metrics, methodologies,
and theory.

In this chapter we analyze the different motivations, notions and perspectives
under which novelty and diversity can be understood and defined (Sect. 2). We
revise the evaluation procedures and metrics which have been developed in this area
(Sect. 3), as well as the algorithms and solutions to enhance novelty and/or diversity
(Sect. 4). We analyze the relationship with the prolific stream of work on diversity in
Information Retrieval, as a confluent area with recommender systems, and discuss
a unifying framework that aims to provide a common basis as comprehensive
as possible to explain and interrelate different novelty and diversity perspectives
(Sect. 5). We discuss further connections to bias and fairness in Sect. 6. We
show some empirical results that illustrate the behavior of metrics and algorithms
(Sect. 7), and close the chapter with a summary and discussion of the progress and
perspectives in this area, and directions for future research (Sect. 8).

2 Novelty and Diversity in Recommender Systems

Novelty can be generally understood as the difference between present and past
experience, whereas diversity relates to the internal differences within parts of an
experience. The difference between the two concepts is subtle and close connections
can in fact be established, depending on the point of view one may take, as we
shall discuss. The general notions of novelty and diversity can be particularized in
different ways. For instance, if a music streaming service recommends us a song we
have never heard before, we would say this recommendation brings some novelty.
Yet if the song is, say, a very canonical music type by some very well known singer,
the involved novelty is considerably less than we would get if the author and style
of the music were also original for us. We might also consider that the song is
even more novel if, for instance, few of our friends know about it. On the other
hand, a music recommendation is diverse if it includes songs of different styles
rather than different songs of very similar styles, regardless of whether the songs are
original or not for us. Novelty and diversity are thus to some extent complementary
dimensions, though we shall seek and discuss in this chapter the relationships
between them.

The motivations for enhancing the novelty and diversity of recommendations are
manifold, as are the different angles one may take when seeking these qualities.
This is also the case in other fields outside information systems, where novelty and
diversity are recurrent topics as well, and considerable efforts have been devoted
to casting clear definitions, equivalences and distinctions. We therefore start this
chapter by overviewing the reasons for and the possible meanings of novelty and
diversity in recommender systems, with a brief glance at related perspectives in
other disciplines.
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2.1 Why Novelty and Diversity in Recommendation

Bringing novelty and diversity into play as target properties of the desired outcome
means taking a wider perspective on the recommendation problem concerned with
final actual recommendation utility, rather than a single quality such as accuracy [3].
Novelty and diversity are not the only dimensions of recommendation utility
one should consider aside from relevance (see e.g. Chap. 15 for a comprehensive
survey), but they are fundamental ones [13]. The motivations for enhancing novelty
and diversity in recommendations are themselves diverse, and can be founded in the
system, user and business perspectives.

2.1.1 System Perspective

From the system point of view, user actions as implicit evidence of user needs
involve a great deal of uncertainty as to what the actual user preferences really
are. User clicks and purchases are certainly driven by user interests, but identifying
what exactly in an item attracted the user, and generalizing to other items,
involves considerable ambiguity. On top of that, system observations are a very
limited sample of user activity, whereby recommendation algorithms operate on
significantly incomplete knowledge. Furthermore, user interests are complex, highly
dynamic, context-dependent, heterogeneous and even contradictory. Predicting the
user needs is therefore an inherently difficult task, unavoidably subject to a non-
negligible error rate.

Diversity can be a good strategy to cope with this uncertainty and optimize the
chances that at least some item pleases the user, by widening the range of possible
item types and characteristics at which recommendations aim, rather than bet for
a too narrow and risky interpretation of user actions. For instance, a user who has
rated the movie “Rango” with the highest value may like it because—in addition to
more specific virtues—it is a cartoon, a western, or because it is a comedy. Given
the uncertainty about which of the three characteristics may account for the user
preference, recommending a movie of each genre generally pays off more than
recommending, say three cartoons. Three hits do not necessarily bring three times
the gain of one hit—e.g. the user might rent just one recommended movie anyway—
, whereas the loss involved in zero hits is considerably worse than achieving a single
hit. From this viewpoint we might say that diversity is not necessarily an opposing
goal to accuracy, but in fact a strategy to optimize the gain drawn from accuracy and
relevance in matching true user needs in an uncertain environment.

2.1.2 User Perspective

From the user perspective, novelty and diversity are generally desirable per se, as
a direct source of user satisfaction [4, 14–17]. Consumer behaviorists have long
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studied the natural variety-seeking drive in human behavior [18]. The explanation of
this drive is commonly divided into direct and derived motivations. The former refer
to the inherent satisfaction obtained from “novelty, unexpectedness, change and
complexity” [19], and a genuine “desire for the unfamiliar, for alternation among
the familiar, and for information” [20], linking to the existence of an ideal level
of stimulation, dependent on the individual. Satiation and decreased satisfaction
results from the repeated consumption of a product or product characteristic in a
decreasing marginal value pattern [21]. As preferences towards discovered products
are developed, consumer behavior converges towards a balance between alternating
choices and favoring preferred products [22]. Derived motivations include the
existence of multiple needs in people, multiple situations, or changes in people’s
tastes [18].

Some authors also explain diversity-seeking as a strategy to cope with the
uncertainty about one’s own future preference when one will actually consume the
choices [23], as e.g. when we choose books and music for a trip. Moreover, novel
and diverse recommendations enrich the user experience over time, helping expand
the user’s horizon. It is in fact often the case that we approach a recommender
system with the explicit intent of discovering something new, developing new
interests, and learning. The potential problems of the lack of diversity which may
result from too much personalization has likewise raised issues in recent years; the
concern for so-called echo chambers and filter bubbles [24] is familiar nowadays to
the general public. Reconciling personalization with a healthy degree of diversity is
certainly part of any approach to deal with these problems.

2.1.3 Business Perspective

Diversity and novelty also find motivation in the underlying businesses in which
recommendation technologies are deployed. Customer satisfaction indirectly bene-
fits the business in the form of increased activity, revenues, and customer loyalty.
Beyond this, product diversification is a well-known strategy to mitigate risk and
expand businesses [25]. Moreover, selling in the long tail is a strategy to draw profit
from market niches by selling less of more and getting higher profit margins on
cheaper products [26].

2.1.4 The Limits of Novelty and Diversity

All the above general considerations can be of course superseded by particular
characteristics of the specific domain, the situation, and the goal of the recommen-
dations, for some of which novelty and diversity are indeed not always needed. For
instance, getting a list of similar products to one we are currently inspecting (e.g.
a TV set, a holiday rental, etc.) may help us refine our choice among a large set
of very similar options. Recommendations can serve as a navigational aid in this
type of situation. In other domains, it makes sense to consume the same or very
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similar items again and again, such as grocery shopping, clothes, etc. The added
value of recommendation is probably more limited in such scenarios though, where
other kinds of tools may solve our needs (catalog browsers, shopping list assistants,
search engines, etc.), and even in these cases we may appreciate some degree of
variation in the mix every now and then. We briefly discuss some specific studies on
the motivation and effect of recommendation novelty and diversity on actual users
later in Sect. 4.7.

2.2 Defining Novelty and Diversity

Novelty and diversity are different though related notions, and one finds a rich
variety of angles and perspectives on these concepts in the recommender system
literature, as well as other fields such as sociology, economics, or ecology. As
pointed out at the beginning of this section, novelty generally refers, broadly, to
the difference between present and past experience, whereas diversity relates to the
internal differences within parts of an experience. Diversity generally applies to a
set of items or “pieces”, and has to do with how different the items or pieces are with
respect to each other. Variants have been defined by considering different pieces and
sets of items. In the basic case, diversity is assessed in the set of items recommended
to each user separately (and typically averaged over all users afterwards) [4]. But
global diversity across sets of sets of items has also been considered, such as the
recommendations delivered to all users [6, 27, 28], recommendations by different
systems to the same user [29], or recommendations to a user by the same system
over time [30].

The novelty of a set of items can be generally defined as a set function (average,
minimum, maximum) on the novelty of the items it contains. We may therefore
consider novelty as primarily a property of individual items. The novelty of a piece
of information generally refers to how different it is with respect to “what has
been previously seen” or experienced. This is related to diversity in that when a
set is diverse, each item is “novel” with respect to the rest of the set. Moreover, a
system that promotes novel results tends to generate global diversity over time in the
user experience; and also enhances the global “diversity of sales” from the system
perspective. Multiple variants of novelty arise by considering the fact that novelty is
relative to a context of experience, as we shall discuss.

Different nuances have been considered in the concept of novelty. A simple
definition of novelty can consist of the (binary) absence of an item in the context
of reference (prior experience). We may use adjectives such as unknown or unseen
for this notion of identity-based novelty [9]. Long tail notions of novelty are
elaborations of this concept, as they are defined in terms of the number of users
who would specifically know an item [7, 28, 31]. But we may also consider how
different or similar an unseen item is with respect to known items, generally—but
not necessarily—on a graded scale. Adjectives such as unexpected, surprising and
unfamiliar have been used to refer to this variant of novelty [5, 11, 12]. Unfamiliarity
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and identitary novelty can be related by trivially defining similarity as equality,
i.e. two items are “similar” if and only if they are the same item. Finally, the
notion of serendipity is used to mean novelty plus a positive emotional response—
in other words, an item is serendipitous if it is novel—unknown or unfamiliar—and
relevant [32–34].

The present chapter is concerned with the diversity and novelty involved in
recommendations, but one might also study the diversity (in tastes, behavior,
demographics, etc.) of the end-user population, or the product stock, the sellers, or
in general the environment in which recommenders operate. While some works in
the field have addressed the diversity in user behavior [35, 36], we will mostly focus
on those aspects a recommender system has a direct hold on, namely the properties
of its own output.

2.3 Diversity in Other Fields

Diversity is a recurrent theme in several fields, such as sociology, psychology,
economics, ecology, genetics or telecommunications. One can establish connections
and analogies from some—though not all—of them to recommender systems, and
some equivalences in certain metrics, as we will discuss.

Diversity is a common keyword in sociology referring to cultural, ethnic or
demographic diversity [37]. Analogies to recommender system settings would apply
to the user population, which is mainly a given to the system, and therefore not
within our main focus here. In economics, diversity is extensively studied in relation
to different issues such as the players in a market (diversity vs. oligopolies), the
number of different industries in which a firm operates, the variety of products
commercialized by a firm, or investment diversity as a means to mitigate the risk
involved in the volatility of investment value [25]. Of all such concepts, product
and portfolio diversity most closely relate to recommendation, as mentioned in
Sect. 2.1.3, as a general risk-mitigating principle and/or business growth strategy.

Behaviorist psychology has also paid extensive attention to the human drive for
novelty and diversity [18]. Such studies, especially the ones focusing on consumer
behavior, provide formal support to the intuition that recommender system users
may prefer to find some degree of variety and surprise in the recommendations they
receive, as discussed in Sect. 2.1.2.

An extensive strand or literature is devoted to diversity in ecology as well,
where researchers have worked to considerable depth on formalizing the problem,
defining and comparing a wide array of diversity metrics, such as the number of
species (richness), Gini-Simpson and related indices, or entropy [38, 39]. Such
developments connect to aggregate recommendation diversity perspectives that deal
with sets of recommendations as a whole, as we shall discuss in Sects. 3.5 and 5.3.3.

Finally, the issue of diversity has also attracted a great deal of attention in the
Information Retrieval (IR) field. A solid body of theory, metrics, evaluation method-
ologies and algorithms has been developed in this scope in the last decades [40–46],
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including a dedicated search diversity task in four consecutive TREC editions
starting in 2009 [47]. Search and recommendation are different problems, but have
much in common: both tasks are about ranking a set of items to maximize the
satisfaction of a user need, which may or may not have been expressed explicitly.
It has in fact been found that the diversity theories and techniques in IR and
recommender systems can be connected [48, 49], as we will discuss in Sect. 5.4.
Given these connections, and the significant developments on diversity in IR, we
find it relevant to include an overview of this work here, as we will do in Sects. 3
(metrics) and 4 (algorithms).

3 Novelty and Diversity Evaluation

The definitions discussed in the previous sections can only get a full, precise and
practical meaning when one has given a specific definition of the metrics and
methodologies by which novelty and diversity are to be measured and evaluated. We
review next the approaches and metrics that have been developed to assess novelty
and diversity, after which we will turn to the methods and algorithms proposed in
the field to enhance them.

3.1 Notation

As is common in the literature, we will use the symbols i and j to denote items,
u and v for users, I and U for the set of all items and users respectively. By Iu

and Ui we shall denote, respectively, the set of all items u has interacted with, and
the set of users who have interacted with i. In general we shall take the case where
the interaction consists of rating assignment (i.e. at most one time per user-item
pair), except where the distinction between single and multiple interaction makes
a relevant difference (namely Sect. 5.2.1). We denote ratings assigned by users to
items as r(u, i), and use the notation r(u, i) = ∅ to indicate missing ratings, as
in [50]. We shall use R to denote a recommendation to some user, and Ru whenever
we wish or need to explicitly indicate the target user u to whom R is delivered—in
other words, R will be a shorthand for Ru. By default, the definition of a metric
will be given on a single recommendation for a specific target user. For notational
simplicity, we omit as understood that the metric should be averaged over all users.
Certain global metrics (such as aggregate diversity, defined in Sect. 3.5) are the
exception to this rule: they directly take in the recommendations to all users in their
definition, and they therefore do not require averaging. In some cases where a metric
is the average of a certain named function (e.g. IUF for inverse user frequency, SI for
self-information) on the items it contains, we will compose the name of the metric
by prepending an “M” for “mean” (e.g. MIUF, MSI) in order to distinguish it from
the item-level function.
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3.2 Average Intra-List Distance

Perhaps the most frequently considered diversity metric and the first to be proposed
in the area is the so-called average intra-list distance—or intra-list diversity, ILD
(e.g. [2, 4, 51]). The intra-list diversity of a set of recommended items is defined as
the average pairwise distance of the items in the set:

ILD = 1

|R|(|R| − 1)

∑

i∈R

∑

j∈R

d(i, j)

The computation of ILD requires defining a distance measure d(i, j), which
is thus a configurable element of the metric. Given the profuse work on the
development of similarity functions in the recommender systems field, it is common,
handy and sensible to define the distance as the complement of well-understood
similarity measures, but nothing prevents the consideration of other particular
options. The distance between items is generally a function of item features [4],
though the distance in terms of interaction patterns by users has also been considered
sometimes [52].

The ILD scheme in the context of recommendation was first suggested, as far
as we are aware of, by Smyth and McClave [2], and has been used in numerous
subsequent works (e.g. [4, 9, 51, 52]). Some authors have defined this dimension by
its equivalent complement intra-list similarity ILS [4], which has the same relation
to ILD as the distance function has to similarity, e.g. ILD = 1− ILS if d = 1− sim.

3.3 Global Long-Tail Novelty

The novelty of an item from a global perspective can be defined as the opposite of
popularity: an item is novel if few people are aware it exists, i.e. the item is far in the
long tail of the popularity distribution [7, 31]. Zhou et al. [28] modeled popularity as
the probability that a random user would know the item. To get a decreasing function
of popularity, the negative logarithm provides a nice analogy with the inverse
document frequency (IDF) in the vector-space Information Retrieval model, with
users in place of documents and items instead of words, which has been referred to
as inverse user frequency (IUF) [53]. Based on the observed user-item interaction,
this magnitude can be estimated as IUF = − log2 |Ui |/|U |. Thus the novelty of a
recommendation can be assessed as the average IUF of the recommended items:

MIUF = − 1

|R|
∑

i∈R

log2
|Ui |
|U | (1)

The IUF formula also has a resemblance to the self-information measure of
Information Theory, only for that to be properly the case, the probability should
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add to 1 over the set of items, which is not the case here. We discuss that possibility
in Sect. 5.2.1.

3.4 User-Specific Unexpectedness

Long-tail novelty translates to non-personalized measures for which the novelty of
an item is seen as independent of the target user. It makes sense however to consider
the specific experience of a user when assessing the novelty carried by an item that
is recommended to her, since the degree to which an item is more or less familiar
can greatly vary from one user to the next.

Two perspectives can be considered when comparing an item to prior user
experience: the item identity (was this particular item seen before?) or the item
characteristics (were the attributes of the item experienced before?). In the former
view, novelty is a Boolean property of an item which occurs or not in its totality,
whereas the latter allows to appreciate different degrees of novelty in an item even
if it was never, itself, seen before.

It is not straightforward to define identity-based novelty on an individual user
basis. In usual scenarios, if the system observes the user interact with an item, it will
avoid recommending her this item again.1 This is a rather trivial feature and does not
need to be evaluated—if anything, just debugged (e.g. for near-duplicate detection).
We may therefore take it for granted, except in particular scenarios where users
recurrently consume items—where on the other hand a recommender system may
have a more limited range for bringing added value. It would be meaningful though
to assess the Boolean novelty of an item in probabilistic terms, considering the user
activity outside the system, which in a detailed sense is of course impractical. Long
tail novelty can be seen as a proxy for this notion: a user-independent estimate of
the prior probability that the user—any user—has seen the item before. Finer, user-
specific probability estimation approaches could be explored but have not, to the
best of our knowledge, been developed in the literature so far.

An attribute-based perspective is an easier-to-compute alternative for a user-
specific novelty definition. Taking the items the user has been observed to encounter,
the novelty of an item can be defined in terms of how different it is to the previously
encountered items, as assessed by some distance function on the item properties.
This notion reflects how unfamiliar, unexpected and/or surprising an item may be
based on the user’s observed experience. The set-wise distance to the profile items
can be defined by aggregation of the pairwise distances by an average, minimum, or
other suitable function. For instance, as an average:

1 Of course, what “interaction” means and to what extent it will inhibit future recommendations is
application-dependent, e.g. an online store may recommend an item the user has inspected but not
bought.
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Unexp = 1

|R||Iu|
∑

i∈R

∑

j∈Iu

d(i, j) .

Some authors have generalized the notion of unexpectedness to the difference
of a recommendation with respect to an expected set of items, not necessarily the
ones in the target user profile, thus widening the perspective on what “expected”
means [5, 12, 32, 54]. For instance, Murakami et al. [32] define the expected set
as the items recommended by a “primitive” system which is supposed to produce
unsurprising recommendations. The difference to the expected set can be defined in
several ways, such as the ratio of unexpected recommended items:

Unexp = |R − EX|/|R| (2)

EX being the set of expected items. Other measures between the recommended and
expected set include the Jaccard distance, the centroid distance, the difference to an
ideal distance, etc. [5].

3.5 Inter-Recommendation Diversity Metrics

In the early 2010s Adomavicius and Kwon [6, 27] proposed measuring the so-called
aggregate diversity of a recommender system. This perspective is different from all
the metrics described above in that it does not apply to a single set of recommended
items, but to all the output a recommender system produces over a set of users. It is
in fact a quite simple metric which counts the total number of items that the system
recommends.

Aggdiv =
∣∣∣∣∣
⋃

u∈U
Ru

∣∣∣∣∣ (3)

A version Aggdiv@k of the metric can be defined by taking Ru as the top k items
recommended to u. Since it applies to the set of all recommendations, aggregate
diversity does not need to be averaged over users, differently from most other
metrics mentioned in these pages.

Aggregate diversity is a relevant measure to assess to what extent an item
inventory is being exposed to users. The metric, or close variations thereof, have
also been referred to as item coverage in other works [1, 29, 54–56] (see also
Chap. 15). This concept can be also related to traditional diversity measures such
as the Gini coefficient, the Gini-Simpson’s index, or entropy [38, 39], which are
commonly used to measure statistical dispersion in such fields as ecology (biodiver-
sity in ecosystems), economics (wealth distribution inequality), or sociology (e.g.
educational attainment across the population).
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Fig. 1 By aggregate diversity, recommender B does better than A, but just as well as C. The Gini
index, Simpson-Gini and Entropy notice however that B distributes recommendations more evenly
over items than C

Mapped to recommendation diversity, such measures take into account not just
whether items are recommended to someone, but to how many people and how even
or unevenly distributed. To this extent they serve a similar purpose as aggregate
diversity as measures of the concentration of recommendations over a few vs. many
items. While aggregate diversity counts item exposure to users in a binary way, the
Gini index, Simpson-Gini and entropy are more informative as they are sensitive to
the amount of users that are recommended each item. Figure 1 illustrates this.

For instance, Fleder and Hosanagar [35] measure sales concentration by the Gini
index, which Gunawardana and Shani (Chap. 15) formulate as:

Gini = 1

|I| − 1

|I|∑

k=1

(2k −N − 1)p(ik|s)

where p(ik|s) is the probability of the k-th least recommended item being drawn
from the recommendation lists generated by a system s:

p(i|s) = |{u ∈ U | i ∈ Ru}|∑
j∈I |{u ∈ U | j ∈ Ru}|

The Gini index and aggregate diversity have been used in subsequent work such
as [57, 58]. Other authors (e.g. [36] or Chap. 15) suggest the Shannon entropy with
similar purposes:

H = −
∑

i∈I
p(i|s) log2 p(i|s)

Related to this, Zhou et al. [28] observe the diversity of the recommendations
across users. They define inter-user diversity (IUD) as the average pairwise Jaccard
distance between recommendations to users. In a quite equivalent reformulation of
this measure we may define the novelty of an item as the ratio of users to which it
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is not recommended:2

IUD = 1

|R|
∑

i∈R

|{v ∈ U | i /∈ Rv}|
|U | − 1

= 1

|U | − 1

∑

v∈U
|R − Rv|/|R| (4)

Since |R − Rv|/|R| = 1 − |R ∩ Rv|/|R ∪ Rv|, it can be seen that the difference
between this definition and the Jaccard-based formulation is basically that the
latter has |R| instead of |R ∪ Rv| in the denominator, but the above formulation
is interesting because it connects to the Gini-Simpson index, as we will show in
Sect. 5.3.3.

With a similar metric structure, Bellogín et al. [29] measure the inter-system
diversity (ISD), i.e. how different the output of a system is with respect to other
systems, in settings where several recommenders are operating. This can be defined
as the ratio of systems that do not recommend each item:

ISD = 1

|R|
∑

i∈R

|{s ∈ S | i /∈ Rs}|
|S| − 1

= 1

|S| − 1

∑

s∈S
|R − Rs |/|R| (5)

where S is the set of recommenders in consideration, and Rs denotes the recommen-
dation to the target user by a system s ∈ S . This metric thus assesses how different
the output of a recommender system is with respect to alternative algorithms. This
perspective can be useful, for instance, when an application seeks to distinguish
itself from the competition, or when selecting an algorithm to add to an ensemble.

In a different angle, Lathia et al. [30] consider the time dimension in novelty and
diversity. Specifically, they study the diversity between successive recommendations
by a system to a user, as the ratio of items that were not recommended before:

TD = |R − R′|/|R| (6)

The authors distinguish the difference between consecutive recommendations,
and the difference between the last recommendation and all prior recommendations.
In the former case (which they name “temporal diversity”) R′ is the recommendation
immediately preceding R, and in the latter (“temporal novelty”) R′ is the union of
all recommendations to the target user preceding R. In both cases, the metric gives
a perspective of the ability of a recommender system to evolve with the changes in
the environment in which it operates, rather than presenting users the same set of
items over and over again.

2 Note that we normalize IUD by |U | − 1 because all items in R are recommended to at least one
user (the target of R), therefore if we normalized by |U |, the value of the metric for the optimal
recommendation would be (|U | − 1)/|U | < 1. Put another way, v ∈ U in the numerator could be
as well written as v ∈ U − {u}, which would call for normalizing by |U − {u}| = |U | − 1. The
difference is negligible in practice though, and we believe both forms of normalization would be
acceptable. The same rationale applies to Eq. 5 next.
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Note that IUD, ISD and TD fit as particular cases under the generalized
unexpectedness scheme [5] described in the previous section (Eq. 2), where the set
EX of expected items would be the items recommended to other users by the same
system (EX = Rv), to the same user by other systems (EX = Rs), or to the same
user by the same system in the past (EX = R′). One difference is that IUD and
ISD take multiple sets EX for each target user (one per user v and one per system s

respectively), whereby these metrics involve an additional average over such sets.
In a different perspective, Sanz-Cruzado and Castells [59] research diversity as

a global notion across users in the context of social networks, and the effects that
recommending people to befriend can have on the evolution of the network structure
as a whole. Drawing upon concepts in social network analysis, they consider
different diversity angles and how to enhance them. Focusing on weak links as a
source of novelty, they analyze the effects that recommending them can have on the
diversity of information flowing through the network.

3.6 Specific Methodologies

As an alternative to the definition of special-purpose metrics, some authors have
evaluated the novelty or diversity of recommendations by accuracy metrics on a
diversity-oriented experimental design. For instance, Hurley and Zhang [8] evaluate
the diversity of a system by its ability to produce accurate recommendations
of difficult items, “difficult” meaning unusual or infrequent for a user’s typical
observed habits. Specifically, a data splitting procedure is set up by which the test
ratings are selected among a ratio of the top most different items rated by each user,
“different” being measured as the average distance of the item to all other items in
the user profile. The precision of recommendations in such a setting thus reflects the
ability of the system to produce good recommendations made up of novel items. A
similar idea is to select the test ratings among cold, non-popular long tail items. For
instance, Zhou et al. [28] evaluate accuracy on the set of items with less than a given
number of ratings. Shani and Gunawardana also discuss this idea in Chap. 15.

3.7 Diversity vs. Novelty vs. Serendipity

Even though the distinction between novelty and diversity is not always a fully
clean-cut line, We may propose a classification of the metrics described so far as
either novelty or diversity measures. ILD can be considered the genuine metric
for diversity, the definition of which it applies to the letter. We would also
class inter-recommendation metrics (Sect. 3.5) in the diversity type, since they
assess how different are recommendations to each other. They do so at a level
above an individual recommendation, by (directly or indirectly) comparing sets of
recommended items rather than item pairs.
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On the other hand, we may consider that long tail and unexpectedness fit in
the general definition of novelty: unexpectedness explicitly measures how different
each recommended item is with respect to what is expected, where the latter can be
related to previous experience. And long tail non-popularity defines the probability
that an item is different (is absent) from what a random user may have seen before.
The methodologies discussed in the previous section can also be placed in the
novelty category, as they assess the ability to properly recommend novel items.

It should also be noted that several authors target the specific concept of
serendipity as the conjunction of novelty and relevance [8, 28, 32, 34, 54, 60]. In
terms of evaluation metrics, this translates to adding the relevance condition in the
computation of the metrics described in Sects. 3.3 and 3.4. In other words, taking the
summations over i ∈ R ∧ i relevant to u in place of just i ∈ R turns a plain novelty
metric (long tail or unexpectedness) into the corresponding serendipity metric.

3.8 Information Retrieval Diversity

Differently (at least apparently) from the recommender systems field, diversity in
IR has been related to an issue of uncertainty in the user query. Considering that
most queries contain some degree of ambiguity or incompleteness as an expression
of user needs, diversity is posited as a strategy to cope with this uncertainty
by answering as many interpretations of the query as early as possible in the
search results ranking. The objective is thus redefined from returning as many
relevant results as possible to maximizing the probability that all users (all query
interpretations) will get at least some relevant result. This principle is derived
from reconsidering the independence assumption on document relevance, whereby
returning relevant documents for different query interpretations pays off more
than the diminishing returns from additional relevant documents for the same
interpretation. For instance a polysemic query such as “table” might be interpreted
as furniture or a database concept. If a search engine returns results in only one of
the senses, it will satisfy 100% the users who were intending this meaning, and 0%
the rest of users. But combining instead a balanced mix of both intents, results will
likely meet the needs of most users (getting them well more than half-satisfied), in
a typical search where a few relevant results are sufficient to satisfy the user need.

IR diversity metrics have been defined under the assumption that an explicit space
of possible query intents (also referred to as query aspects or subtopics) can be
represented. In general, the aspects for evaluation should be provided manually, as
has been done in the TREC diversity task, where a set of subtopics is provided for
each query, along with per-subtopic relevance judgments [47].

Probably the earliest proposed metric was subtopic recall [46], which simply
consists of the ratio of query subtopics covered in the search results:

S− recall = |{z ∈ Z | d ∈ R ∧ d covers z}|
|{z ∈ Z | z is a subtopic of q}|
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where Z is the set of all subtopics. Later on the TREC campaign popularized metrics
such as ERR-IA [42] and α-nDCG [44], and a fair array of other metrics have been
proposed as well. For instance, based on the original definition of ERR in [42], the
intent-aware version ERR-IA is:

ERR− IA =
∑

z

p(z|q)
∑

dk∈R

p(rel|dk, z)

k−1∏

j=1

(1− p(rel|dj , z)) (7)

where p(z|q) takes into account that not all aspects need to be equally probable for a
query, weighting their contribution to the metric value accordingly. And p(rel|d, z)

is the probability that document d is relevant to the aspect z of the query, which
can be estimated based on the relevance judgments. E.g. for graded relevance
Chapelle [42] proposed p(rel|d, z) = 2g(d,z)−1/2gmax , where g(d, z) ∈ [0, gmax]
is the relevance grade of d for the aspect z of the query. It is also possible to
consider simpler mappings, such as a linear map g(d, z)/gmax , depending on how
the relevance grades are defined [9].

Novelty, as understood in recommender systems, has also been addressed in IR,
though perhaps not to as much extent as diversity. It is mentioned, for instance,
in [61] as the ratio of previously unseen documents in a search result. It is
also studied at the level of document sentences, in terms of the non-redundant
information that a sentence provides with respect to the rest of the document [62].
Even though the concept is essentially the same, to what extent one may establish
connections between the sentence novelty techniques and methodologies, and item
novelty in recommendation is not obvious, but might deserve future research.

3.9 Proportional Diversity

Closely related to aspect-based diversity in IR, recommendation diversity can
be formulated with respect to the different subareas that user interests typically
encompass, that we may want to cover in recommendations. An interesting idea
in this line is to aim at a coverage of user interest aspects in recommendations
that is not necessarily uniform but proportional to a specific desired distribution.
A reasonable such distribution can be the proportion of each aspect observed in
each user’s prior interaction history with items. Vargas et al. [63] and Steck [64]
explore different ideas in this direction. The intent-aware scheme [40] in IR, of
which the ERR-IA metric [42] described in the previous section is an example,
also incorporates the proportionality principle through the p(z|q) term (see Eq. 7),
representing the importance of aspect z for the information need q—which we
can translate to the interests of a user u in a recommendation context. We further
discuss later in Sect. 5.4.2 the direct adaptation of IR diversity to recommender
systems.
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4 Novelty and Diversity Enhancement Approaches

Methods to enhance the novelty and diversity of recommendations are reviewed in
this section. It is noteworthy that research in this area has accelerated over the last
number of years. The work can be categorized into methods that re-rank an initial
list to enhance the diversity/novelty of the top items; methods based on clustering;
hybrid or fusion methods; and methods that consider diversity in the context of
learning to rank objectives.

4.1 Result Diversification/Re-ranking

One common approach to enhance the diversity of recommendation is the diver-
sification or re-ranking of the results returned by an initial recommender system.
In this approach, a set of candidate recommendations that have been selected on
the basis of relevance, are re-ranked in order to improve the diversity or novelty of
the recommendation, or the aggregate diversity of all recommendations offered by
the system. Generally, work that has taken this approach[4, 51, 65–67] attempts to
optimize the set diversity as expressed by the ILD measure defined in Sect. 3.2.

In the recommendation context, a personalized recommendation is formed for a
given target user u, and the relevance of any particular item to the recommendation
depends on u. However, for notational simplicity, we will write frel(i) for the
relevance of item i, dropping the dependence on u. Given a candidate set C, the
problem may be posed to find a set R ⊆ C of some given size k = |R|, that
maximizes div(R) i.e.

Ropt = arg max
R⊆C,|R|=k

div(R) (8)

More generally, an objective to jointly optimize for relevance and diversity can
be expressed as:

Ropt (λ) = arg max
R⊆C,|R|=k

g(R, λ) (9)

where

g(R, λ) = (1− λ)
1

|R|
∑

i∈R

frel(i)+ λ div(R)

and λ ∈ [0, 1] expresses the trade-off between the average relevance of the items in
the set and the diversity of the set. In Information Retrieval, a greedy construction
approach to solving Eq. 9 is referred to as the maximum marginal relevance (MMR)
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Algorithm 1 Greedy selection to produce a re-ranked list R from an initial set C

R ← ∅
while |R| < k do

i∗ ← arg max
i∈C−R

g(R ∪ {i} , λ)

R ← R ∪ {i∗}
end while
return R

Input data
(observations)

Relevance-oriented
recommendation
algorithm 

Initial
ranking

End user

Diversified
ranking

. . .

Fig. 2 Greedy reranking for a tradeoff between relevance and diversity

approach in [41], where relevance is measured with respect to a given query. In the
greedy approach, the recommended set R is built in an iterative fashion as follows.
Let Rj be the set at iteration j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}. The first item in the set is the one
that maximizes frel(i) and the j -th item is chosen to maximize g(Rj−1 ∪ {i}, λ).
Algorithm 1 summarizes this approach, illustrated in Fig. 2.

In the context of case-based reasoning, a greedy solution to Eq. 9 is proposed
in [2, 68] as a means of selecting a set of cases to solve a given target problem. Using
nearest-neighbor user- and item-based collaborative filtering methods to generate
the initial candidate set, Ziegler et al. [4] also propose a greedy solution to Eq. 9, as
a means of re-ranking the set, terming the method as topic diversification, as they
employ a taxonomy-based distance metric. In the context of a publish-subscribe
system, Drosou and Pitoura [66] use the formulation in Eq. 9 as a means of selecting
a diverse set of relevant items to recommend to a user from a set of items gathered
over a particular time window. The method is proposed in the context of image
retrieval in [65] and an alternative method to optimize for Eq. 9 is studied in [51],
again using an item-based kNN method to generate the candidate set. Also, in [69]
a number of different heuristics for solving the maximum diversity problem (Eq. 8)
are evaluated and while none out-performs all others in all cases, several succeed
in finding very good quality solutions in reasonable time. This work is followed up
in [70], where a multiple-pass randomized greedy algorithm is shown to give better
performance than the single-pass greedy algorithm.
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Rather than maximize as a trade-off between relevance and diversity, [71] takes a
more conservative approach of choosing the most diverse subset from a candidate set
of items that have equal relevance, thereby maximizing diversity under a constraint
of maintaining overall relevance. Similarly, [72] avoids using an explicit weighted
trade-off between diversity and relevance and instead presents two algorithms that
modify an initial relevance ranking of items to increase diversity.

Though it is difficult to compare directly across the different approaches, as
the measures of relevance and pairwise distance differ, researchers have generally
found the expected trade-off of increasing diversity and decreasing relevance of the
retrieved set as λ is decreased towards 0. McGinty and Smyth [2, 68] evaluate the
effect of diversifying the recommended set by counting the number of steps it takes
a conversational recommender system to reach a given target item. Diversification
always performs better than the algorithm that selects items using similarity only.
An adaptive method that determines at each step whether or not to diversify gives
even better performance. Evaluating on the Book-Crossing dataset, Ziegler et al. [4]
found that the accuracy of their system, as measured by precision and recall, dropped
with increasing diversification. Zhang and Hurley [51] evaluate on the Movielens
dataset; they form test sets of increasing difficulty by splitting each user’s profile
into training and test sets of items, varying the average similarity of the items in the
test set to the items in the training set, and find the diversified algorithm achieves
better precision on the more difficult test sets.

Alternatives to MMR A number of alternative scoring functions for guiding re-
ranking that capture the compromise between relevance and diversity or novelty
have been proposed in the literature. For example, [73] computes a weighted sum
of a global probability for including a candidate item in R and a local probability
dependent on the set of items already in R. Definitions of novelty and diversity
of news articles based on a distance between concepts in a taxonomy are given
in [74] and a replacement heuristic is used to increase the novelty or diversity of
the initial ranking by swapping in highly novel/diverse articles. To take account of
mutual influence between items, [75] replace the pairwise diversity in the utility
function by an estimate of the probability that the pair of items are both liked.
Finally, an alternative formulation of the diversity problem encompassing both intra-
list dissimilarity and external coverage, is presented in [76] and solved using a
greedy algorithm. In this formulation, the items in the set R are selected to cover
the candidate, such that there is an item in R within a certain similarity threshold to
each item in C, under a constraint that all items in R also have a certain minimum
pairwise dissimilarity.

Aggregate Diversity Targeting aggregate diversity (Eq. 3 in Sect. 3.5), items are
re-ranked in [77] using a weighted combination of their relevance and a score
based on inverse popularity, or item likeability. Adomavicius and Kwon find that
their re-ranking strategies succeed in increasing aggregate diversity at a small cost
to accuracy as measured by the precision. A follow-up to this work is presented
in [6], in which the aggregate diversity problem is shown to be equivalent to
the maximum flow problem on a graph whose nodes are formed from the users
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and items of the recommendation problem. More recently, Mansoury et al. [56]
achieve significant aggregate diversity gains and a good accuracy tradeoff, by a
maximum flow approach on the user-item bipartite graph defined by the rating
matrix. Other work [78] has investigated how neighborhood filtering strategies and
multi-criteria ratings impact on aggregate diversity in nearest-neighbor collaborative
filtering algorithms. In this line, Vargas and Castells [58] find out that aggregate
diversity is considerably improved by transposing the kNN CF recommendation
approach, swapping the role of users and items. The authors show the approach
can be generalized to any recommendation algorithm based on a probabilistic
reformulation of arbitrary user-item scoring functions which isolates a popularity
component.

4.2 Using Clustering for Diversification

A method proposed in [79] clusters the items in an active user’s profile, in order to
group similar items together. Then, rather than recommend a set of items that are
similar to the entire user profile, each cluster is treated separately and a set of items
most similar to the items in each cluster is retrieved.

A different approach is presented in [80], where the candidate set is again
clustered. The goal now is to identify and recommend a set of representative items,
one for each cluster, so that the average distance of each item to its representative is
minimized.

A nearest-neighbor algorithm is proposed in [81] that uses multi-dimensional
clustering to cluster items in an attribute space and select clusters of items as
candidates to recommend to the active user. This method is shown to improve
aggregate diversity.

A graph-based recommendation approach is described in [82] where the recom-
mendation problem is formulated as a cost flow problem over a graph whose nodes
are the users and items of the recommendation. Weights in the graph are computed
by a biclustering of the user-item matrix using non-negative matrix factorization.
This method can be tuned to increase the diversity of the resulting set, or increase
the probability of recommending long-tail items.

4.3 Fusion-Based Methods

Since the early days of recommender systems, researchers have been aware that no
single recommendation algorithm will work best in all scenarios. Hybrid systems
have been studied to offset the strengths of one algorithm against the weaknesses
of another (see [83] for example). It may be expected that the combined outputs
of multiple recommendation algorithms that have different selection mechanisms,
may also exhibit greater diversity than a single algorithm. For example, in [52, 84],
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recommendation is treated as a multi-objective optimization problem. The outputs
of multiple recommendation algorithms that differ in their levels of accuracy,
diversity and novelty are ensembled using evolutionary algorithms. As another
example, in a music recommendation system called Auralist [33], a basic item-
based recommender system is combined with two additional algorithms, in order
to promote serendipity (see section below).

4.4 Incorporating Diversity in the Ranking Objective

Many recommender algorithms learn a model that optimises an objective repre-
senting a loss function that penalises mistakes in the ordering of the items by the
model. Several works have examined ways to increase the diversity of the rankings
produced by such models. For instance, [85] incorporates a diversity criterion in
a regularisation term added to the loss function. In [86], the concept of diversity
is integrated into a matrix factorization model, in order to directly recommend
item sets that are both relevant and diversified. The loss function of the Bayesian
Personalised Ranking (BPR) algorithm [87] is designed to distinguish a set of
“relevant items” from a sampled set of “negative” items. Some works e.g. [88, 89]
have examined ways to sample the negative items in order to enhance the diversity or
novelty of the top k ranked items produced by the model. More recently, Li et al. [10]
consider movie and music genre coverage (a diversity dimension) in the expected
reward model—the objective function—for a multi-armed bandit recommendation
algorithm.

4.5 Serendipity: Enabling Surprising Recommendations

A number of algorithms have been proposed in the literature to recommend
serendipitous items. For example, in a content-based recommender system,
described in [90], a binary classifier is used to distinguish between relevant
and irrelevant content. Those items for which the difference in the positive and
negative class scores is smallest are determined to be the ones about which the
user is most uncertain and therefore the ones that are likely to yield serendipitous
recommendations.

Oku and Hattori [91] propose a method for generating serendipitous recommen-
dations that, given a pair of items, uses the pair to generate a recommended set of
serendipitous items. Several ways to generate the set are discussed and several ways
to rank the items and hence select a top k set are evaluated.

Utility theory is exploited in [5], where the utility of a recommendation is
represented as a combination of its utility due to its quality and its utility due to
its unexpectedness. A couple of different utility functions are proposed and ways to
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compute these functions on movie and book recommendation systems are discussed
and evaluated.

Other work [92, 93] has investigated the use of graph-based techniques to
make serendipitous recommendations in mobile app and music recommendation,
respectively.

4.6 Other Approaches

A nearest neighbor algorithm called usage-context based collaborative filtering
(UCBCF) is presented in [94], which differs from standard item-based CF in the
calculation of item-item similarities. Rather than the standard item representation
as a vector of user ratings, an item profile is represented as a vector of the k

other items with which the item significantly co-occurs in user profiles. UCBCF
is shown to obtain greater aggregate diversity than standard kNN and matrix
factorization algorithms. A system described in [70] maps items into a utility space
and maps a user’s preferences to a preferred utility vector. In order to make a diverse
recommendation, the utility space is split into m layers in increasing distance from
the preferred utility and non-dominated items are chosen from each layer so as to
maximize one dimension of the utility vector.

The works discussed so far have considered diversity in terms of the dissimilarity
of items in a single recommendation set, or, in the case of aggregate diversity, the
coverage of items in a batch of recommendations. Another approach is to consider
diversity in the context of the behavior of the system over time. Temporal diversity
(Eq. 6 in Sect. 3.5) is investigated by Lathia et al. [30] in a number of standard CF
algorithms, and methods for increasing diversity through re-ranking or hybrid fusion
are discussed. In a related vein, Mourão et al. [95] explore the “oblivion problem”,
that is, the possibility that in a dynamic system, items can be forgotten over time
in such a way that they recover some degree of the original novelty value they had
when they were discovered.

4.7 User Studies

It is one thing to develop algorithms to diversify top N lists, but what impact do
these algorithms have on user satisfaction? A number of user studies have explored
the impact of diversification on users. Topic diversification is evaluated in [4] by
carrying out a user survey to assess user satisfaction with a diversified recommen-
dation. In the case of their item-based algorithm, they find that satisfaction peaks
around a relevance/diversity determined by λ = 0.6 in Eq. 9 suggesting that users
like a certain degree of diversification in their lists.

While much of the work in diversifying top N lists does not consider the ordering
of items in the recommended list, provided an overall relevance is attained, Ge et al.
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[54, 96] look at how this ordering affects the user’s perception of diversity. In a user
study, they experiment with placing diverse items—ones with low similarity to the
other items in the list—either in a block or dispersed throughout the list and found
that blocking the items in the middle of the list reduces perceived diversity.

The work of Hu and Pu [97] addresses user-interface issues related to augmenting
users’ perception of diversity. In a user study that tracks eye movements, they
find that an organizational interface where items are grouped into categories is
better than a list interface in supporting the perception of diversity. In [98], 250
users are surveyed and presented with 5 recommendation approaches, with varying
degrees of diversity. They find that users notice differences in diversity and diversity
overall improves their satisfaction, but that diverse recommendations may require
additional explanations to users who cannot link them back to their preferences.

More recently, in a larger experiment with over 2000 users (after data cleanup)
on an e-commerce platform, Chen et al. [34] found serendipity to be a more decisive
factor in user satisfaction than novelty or diversity alone. The latter were still
important, combined with relevance, as factors of serendipity.

4.8 Diversification Approaches in Information Retrieval

Most diversification algorithms proposed in IR follow the same greedy re-ranking
scheme as described earlier for recommender systems in Sect. 4.1. The algorithms
distinguish from each other in the greedy objective function and the theory behind
it. They can be classed into two types based on whether or not the algorithms use an
explicit representation of query aspects (as introduced earlier in Sect. 3.8). Explicit
approaches draw an approximation of query aspects from different sources, such as
query reformulations suggested by a search engine [45], Wikipedia disambiguation
entries [99], document classifications [40], or result clustering [100]. Based on this,
the objective function of the greedy re-ranking algorithms seeks to maximize the
number of covered aspects and minimize the repetition of aspects already covered
in previous ranking positions. E.g. xQuAD [45], the most effective algorithm in
TREC campaigns, defines its objective function as:

f (dk|S, q) = (1− λ) p(q|dk)+ λ
∑

z

p(z|q) p(dk|q, z)

k−1∏

j=1

(1− p(dj |q, z))

where p(q|dk) stands for the initial search system score, z represents query
aspects, p(z|q) weights the contribution on each aspect by its relation to the query,
p(dk|q, z) measures how well document dk covers aspect z, the product after that
penalizes the redundancy with previous documents in the ranking covering the same
aspect, and λ ∈ [0, 1] sets the balance in the intensity of diversification.

Diversification algorithms that do not explicitly deal with query aspects generally
assess diversity in terms of the content of documents. For instance Goldstein and
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Carbonell [41] greedily maximize a linear combination of similarity to the query
(the baseline search score) and dissimilarity (minimum or average distance) to the
documents ranked above the next document. Other non-aspect approaches formulate
a similar principle in more formal probabilistic terms [43], or in terms of the trade-
off between risk and relevance, in analogy to Modern Portfolio Theory [101] on
the optimization of the expected return for a given amount of risk in financial
investment. Vargas et al. [48, 49] show that IR diversity principles and techniques
make sense in recommender systems and can be adapted to them as well, as we
discuss in Sect. 5.4.

5 Unified View

As the overview through this chapter shows, a wide variety of metrics and
perspectives have been developed around the same concepts under different variants
and angles. It is natural to wonder whether it is possible to relate them together
under a common ground or theory, establishing equivalences, and identifying
fundamental differences. We summarize next a formal foundation for defining,
explaining, relating and generalizing many different state of the art metrics, and
defining new ones. We also examine the connections between diversity as researched
and developed in the Information Retrieval field, and the corresponding work in
recommender systems.

5.1 General Novelty/Diversity Metric Scheme

As shown in [9] it is possible indeed to formulate a formal scheme that unifies and
explains most of the metrics proposed in the literature. The scheme posits a generic
recommendation metric m as the expected novelty of the items it contains:

m = 1

|R|
∑

i∈R

nov(i|θ)

An item novelty model nov(i|θ) at the core of the scheme determines the
nature of the metric that will result. The scheme further emphasizes the relative
nature of novelty by explicitly introducing a context θ . Novelty is relative to
a context of experience: (what we know about) what someone has experienced
somewhere sometime, where “someone” can be the target user, a set of users, all
users, etc.; “sometime” can refer to a specific past time period, an ongoing session,
“ever”, etc.; “somewhere” can be the interaction history of a user, the current
recommendation being browsed, past recommendations, recommendations by other
systems, “anywhere”, etc.; and “what we know about that” refers to the context of
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observation, i.e. the available observations to the system. We elaborate next on how
such models can be defined, computed, and packed into different metrics.

5.2 Item Novelty Models

As discussed in Sect. 3.4, the novelty of an item can be established in terms of
whether the item itself or its attributes have been experienced before. The first case,
which we may refer to as an issue of simple item discovery, calls for a probabilistic
formulation, whereas feature-based novelty, which we shall refer to as an issue of
item familiarity, can be more easily defined in terms of a distance model.

5.2.1 Item Discovery

In the simple discovery approach, nov(i|θ) can be expressed in terms of the
probability that someone has interacted with the item [9]. This probability can be
defined from two slightly different perspectives: the probability that a random user
has interacted with the item (to which we shall refer as forced discovery) as in IUF
(Eq. 1), or the probability that the item is involved in a random interaction (free
discovery). Both can be estimated based on the amount of interactions with the item
observed in the system, as a sample of all the interactions the item may have received
in the real world. We shall use the notation p(known|i, θ)—the probability that “i
is known” by any user given a context θ—for forced discovery, and p(i|known, θ)

for free discovery. Note that these are different distributions, e.g. the latter sums
to 1 over the set of all items, whereas the former sums to 1 with p(¬known|i, θ).
Forced discovery reflects the probability that a random user knows a specific item
when asked about it, whereas free discovery is the probability that “the next item”
someone discovers is precisely the given item. It is shown in [9] that the metrics
induced by either model are quite equivalent in practice, as the two distributions
are approximately proportional to each other (exactly proportional if the frequency
of user-item pairs is uniform, as is the case e.g. with one-time ratings). In Sect. 7
we shall show some empirical results which confirm this near equivalence in
practice.

Now depending on how we instantiate the context θ , we can model different
novelty perspectives. For instance, if we take θ to be the set of available observations
of user-item interaction (to be more rigorous, we take θ to be an unknown user-item
interaction distribution of which the observed interactions are a sample), maximum-
likelihood estimates of the above distributions yield:

p(known|i, θ) ∼ |{u ∈ U | ∃t (u, i, t) ∈ O}| / |U | = |Ui |/|U |
p(i|known, θ) ∼ |{(u, i, t) ∈ O}| / |O| (10)
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where Ui denotes the set of all users who have interacted with i, and O ⊂ U×I×T
is the set of observed item-user interactions with i (each labeled with a different
timestamp t ∈ T ). If the observations consist of ratings, user-item pairs occur only
once, and we have:

p(known|i, θ) ∼ |Ui |/|U | = |{u ∈ U | r(u, i) �= ∅}| / |U |
p(i|known, θ) ∼ |{u ∈ U | r(u, i) �= ∅}| / |O| = |Ui |/|O|

(11)

Both p(i|known, θ) and p(known|i, θ) make sense as a measure of how popular
an item is in the context at hand. In order to build a recommendation novelty metric
based on this, we should take nov(i|θ) to be a monotonically decreasing function
of these probabilities. The inverse probability, dampened by the logarithm function
(i.e. − log2 p) is frequent in the literature [9, 28], but 1 − p is also reported as
“popularity complement” [9, 52]. The latter has an intuitive interpretation when
applied to forced discovery: it represents the probability that an item is not known
to a random user. The former also has interesting connections: when applied to
forced discovery, it gives the inverse user frequency IUF (see Sect. 3.3). When
applied to free discovery, it becomes the self-information (also known as surprisal),
an information theory measure that quantifies the amount of information conveyed
by the observation of an event.

5.2.2 Item Familiarity

The novelty model scheme defined in the previous section considers how different
an item is from past experience in terms of strict Boolean identity: an item is new
if it is absent from past experience (known = 0) and not new otherwise (known =
1). There are reasons however to consider relaxed versions of the Boolean view:
the knowledge available to the system about what users have seen is partial, and
therefore an item might be familiar to a user even if no interaction between them
has been observed in the system. Furthermore, even when a user sees an item for the
first time, the resulting information gain—the effective novelty—ranges in practice
over a gradual rather than binary scale (consider for instance the novelty involved
in discovering the movie “Rocky V”).

As an alternative to the popularity-based view, we consider a similarity-based
model where item novelty is defined by a distance function between the item and
a context of experience [9]. If the context can be represented as a set of items, for
which we will intentionally reuse the symbol θ , we can formulate this as the distance
between the item and the set, which can be defined as an aggregation of the distances
to the items in the set, e.g. as the expected value:

nov(i|θ) =
∑

j∈θ

p(j |θ) d(i, j)
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The p(j |θ) probability enables further model elaborations, or can be simply taken
as uniform thus defining a plain distance average.

In the context of distance-based novelty, we find two useful instantiations of the
θ reference set: (a) the set of items a user has interacted with—i.e. the items in his
profile—, and (b) the set R of recommended items itself. In the first case, we get a
user-relative novelty model, and in the second case, we get the basis for a general-
ization of intra-list diversity. The notion of expected set in [5] plays a similar role to
this idea of θ context. It is possible to explore other possibilities for θ , such as groups
of user profiles, browsed items over an interactive session, items recommended in
the past or by alternative systems, etc., which might motivate future work.

5.3 Resulting Metrics

As stated at the beginning of this section, having defined a model of the novelty
of an item, the novelty or diversity of a recommendation can be defined as the
average novelty of the items it contains [9]. Each novelty model, and each context
instantiation produce a different metric. In the following we show some practical
instantiations that give rise to (hence unify and generalize) metrics described in the
literature and covered in Sect. 3. Figure 3 informally illustrates the unified vision
we develop in the next subsections.

5.3.1 Discovery-Based

A practical instantiation of the item discovery models described in Sect. 5.2.1
consists of taking the novelty context θ to be the set of user-item interactions

Context item 

Recommended item 

Target user’s
experience

Everyone else’s
experience

Everyone else’s
recommendations

Other items in the
same recommendation

Unexpectedness
Intra-list
diversity

Long-tail
novelty Sales diversity

Distance or identity

Item novelty model

Fig. 3 Different contexts of reference for item novelty reflect different diversity and novelty
notions and result in different metrics
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observed by the system. The different discussed variants in the novelty model result
in the following practical metric combinations (mean IUF, mean self-information,
mean popularity complement):

MIUF = − 1

|R|
∑

i∈R

log2 p(known|i, θ)

MSI = − 1

|R|
∑

i∈R

log2 p(i|known, θ)

MPC = 1

|R|
∑

i∈R

(1− p(known|i, θ))

(12)

where the probabilities are estimated by Eqs. 10 or 11 depending on the nature of
the data. MPC has the advantage of simplicity, a clear interpretation (the ratio of
unknown recommended items), and ranges in [0, 1]. MIUF generalizes the metric
proposed by Zhou et al. [28] (Eq. 1 in Sect. 3.3), and MSI provides a nice connection
to information theory concepts. MPC has the potential shortcoming of a tendency to
concentrate its values in a small range near 1, whereas MIUF and MSI deliver less
clumped values. We might as well consider the expected popularity complement
of free discovery, but that does not have a particularly interesting interpretation
or property with respect to the other metrics. In fact, given the discussed near
equivalence of free and forced discovery, the three above metrics behave quite
similarly to each other, as we will illustrate in Sect. 7 for MSI and MPC.

5.3.2 Familiarity-Based

Distance based item novelty models give rise to intra-list diversity and unexpect-
edness metrics. As mentioned in Sect. 5.2.2, these metrics simply result from
taking, respectively, the recommended items or the target user’s profile as the
θ novelty context. The complement of any similarity function between items is
potentially suitable to define the distance measure. For instance, with feature-
based similarity we may define d(i, j) = 1 − cos (i, j) for numeric item features,
d(i, j) = 1 − Jaccard(i, j) for Boolean (or binarized) features, and so forth. The
distinction between collaborative and content-based similarity deserves attention
though, and care should be taken to make a meaningful choice between these two
alternatives. Content-based similarity compares items by their intrinsic properties,
as described by the available item features. Even though a collaborative similarity
measure (which compares items by their common user interaction patterns) might
make sense in some particular cases, we would contend that content-based similarity
is generally more meaningful to assess the diversity in a way that users can
perceive.
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5.3.3 Further Unification

By explicitly modeling novelty as a relative notion, the proposed framework has
a strong unifying potential of further novelty and diversity conceptions. Take for
instance the notion of temporal diversity [30] discussed in Sect. 3.5. The metric can
be described in the framework in terms of a discovery model where the source of
discovery is the past recommendations of the system θ ≡ R′, and novelty is defined
as the complement of forced discovery given this context:

1

|R|
∑

i ∈ R(1− p(known|i, R′) = 1

|R|
∑

i∈R

(1− [i ∈ R′]) = 1

|R| |R−R′| = TD

Similarly, for inter-user diversity (Eq. 4 in Sect. 3.5), we take as context the set
of recommendations to all users in the system, θ ≡ {Rv|v ∈ U}. By marginalization
over users, and assuming a uniform user prior p(v) = 1/|U | we have:

1

|R|
∑

i∈R

(1− p(known | i, {Rv|v ∈ U}) = 1

|R|
∑

i∈R

∑

v∈U
(1− p(known|i, Rv))p(v)

= 1

|R||U |
∑

v∈U

∑

i∈R

(1− p(known|i, Rv)) = 1

|R||U |
∑

v∈U
|R − Rv| = IUD

Inter-system novelty can be obtained in a similar way. So can generalized
unexpectedness metrics, in their set difference form (Eq. 2 in Sect. 3.4), by using
the expected set as context θ in place of R′, Rv or Rs above.

Biodiversity measures from ecology can also be directly related to some of the
recommendation metrics we have discussed. The equivalences hold by equating
items to species, and the occurrence of an item in a recommendation as the existence
of an individual of the species. In particular, stated in this way, aggregate diversity
is the direct equivalent of so called richness, the number of different species that are
present in an ecosystem [38, 39].

On the other hand, it can be seen that the Gini-Simpson index (GSI) is exactly
equivalent to inter-user diversity. GSI is defined as the probability that two items
(individuals) picked at random from the set of recommendations (ecosystem) are
different items (species) [38, 39], which can be expressed as a sum over items, or as
an average over pairs of recommendations:

GSI = 1−
∑

i∈I

|{u ∈ U | i ∈ Ru}|2
|U |(|U | − 1)k2 = 1− 1

|U |(|U | − 1)

∑

u∈U

∑

v∈U

|Ru ∩ Rv|
|Ru||Rv|

where k = |Ru| assuming they are the same size, or equivalently, considering we
are computing GSI@k, and we assume item pairs are not sampled from the same
recommendation. On the other hand, the average value of IUD over all users is:
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Table 1 Some item novelty and context model instantiations, and the metric they result into

Metric Used in Item novelty model Context

ILD [2, 4, 9, 51, 52] ∑
j∈θ p(j |θ) d(i, j)

θ ≡ R

Unexp [5, 9, 32, 54] θ ≡ items in user profile

MIUF [28] − log2 p(known|i, θ)

θ ≡ all observed user-item interaction dataMSI [9] − log2 p(i|known, θ)

MPC [9, 52, 84]

1− p(known|i, θ)

TD [30] θ ≡ items recommended in the past

IUD/GSI [28] θ ≡ {Ru | u ∈ U}
ISD [29] θ ≡ {Rs | s ∈ S}

IUD = 1

|U |(|U | − 1)

∑

u∈U

∑

v∈U

|Ru − Rv|
|Ru| = 1− 1

|U |(|U | − 1)

∑

u∈U

∑

v∈U

|Ru ∩ Rv|
|Ru|

= 1− k(1− GSI) ∝ GSI

./
Table 1 summarizes some of the metrics that can be obtained in the unified

framework by different instantiations of θ and item novelty models.

5.3.4 Direct Optimization of Novelty Models

The metric scheme described in the previous sections enables the definition of
novelty or diversity enhancement re-ranking methods by the greedy optimization
of an objective function combining the initial ranking score and the novelty model
value, as described earlier in Sect. 4.1:

g(i, λ) = (1− λ)frel(i)+ λ nov(i|θ)

By taking a particular novelty model nov(i|θ), one optimizes for the corresponding
metric that takes the model at its core. This is an approach to diversity enhancement
which is by definition difficult to overcome—in terms of the target metrics—by
other re-ranking means.

5.4 Connecting Recommendation Diversity and Search
Diversity

Recommendation can be formulated as an Information Retrieval task, one where
there is no explicit user query. To this extent, and in the aim to find a perspective as
comprehensive as possible on the topic at hand in this chapter, it is natural to wonder
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whether it is possible to establish a connection between the work on diversity in
both fields. This question finds affirmative answers in many senses [9, 48, 49]. We
summarize here what we find to be the main considerations in this direction: (a)
recommendation novelty and diversity can be extended to be sensitive to relevance
and rank, (b) IR diversity principles, metrics and algorithms can be adapted to a
recommendation setting, and c) personalized search diversity can be formalized as
a link between search and recommendation diversity.

5.4.1 Rank and Relevance

The novelty and diversity metrics described so far generally lack two aspects: they
consider neither the relevance nor the rank position of the items when assessing
their contribution to the novelty value of the recommendation. This is in contrast to
IR metrics such as ERR-IA and α-nDCG which add up the novelty contribution of
items only when they are relevant to the query, and apply a rank discount reflecting
the assumption that lower ranking positions are less likely to be actually reached
by users. Some authors in the recommender systems domain have also proposed to
take relevance into account [8, 28, 32, 54, 60], though it is most often not the case,
and rank position is generally not taken into account in the reported metrics.

Vargas and Castells [9] show that it is possible to deal with relevance and novelty
or diversity together by introducing relevance as an intrinsic feature to the unified
metric scheme described in the previous section. This can be done by just replacing
“average” by “expected” item novelty at the top level of the scheme, where the
novelty of a recommended item should only count when it is actually seen and
consumed (chosen, accepted) by the user. The expected novelty is then computed in
terms of the probability of choice. If we make the simplifying assumptions that (a)
the user chooses an item if and only if she discovers it and likes it, and (b) discovery
and relevance are independent, the resulting scheme is:

m = C
∑

i∈R

p(seen|i, R) p(rel|i) nov(i|θ) (13)

where p(rel|i) estimates the probability that i is relevant for the user, achieving the
desired effect that only relevant novel items count, and p(seen|i, R) estimates the
probability that the user will get to see the item i while browsing R.

The probability of relevance can be defined based on relevance judgments (test
ratings), for instance as p(rel|i) ∼ r(u, i)/rmax , where rmax is the maximum possi-
ble rating value. Assessing relevance and diversity together has several advantages.
It allows for a unified criteria to compare two systems, where separate relevance
and novelty metrics may disagree. Furthermore, assessing relevance and novelty
together allows distinguishing, for example, between recommendations A and B
in Table 2: B can be considered better (relevance-aware MPC = 0.5) since it
recommends one useful item (relevant and novel), whereas the items recommended
by A (relevance-aware MPC = 0) lack either relevance or novelty. Note that
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Table 2 Toy example recommendations of size two by three systems A, B, C. For
each item, the pairs of check and cross marks indicate whether or not the item
is relevant (left) and novel (right) to the user (e.g. item 1 of A is relevant and
not novel). Below this, the values of MPC are shown with different combinations
of rank discount and relevance awareness: plain MPC without relevance or rank
discounts, relevance-weighted MPC (without rank discount), and MPC with a Zipfian
rank discount (without relevance). The specific expression of the discount function
p(seen|ik, R) and the relevance weight p(rel|i) is shown for each metric variant.
The last two rows show the precision of each recommendation, and the harmonic
mean of precision and plain MPC

Rank A B C

1
2

Metric p(seen | ik,R) p(rel | i) A B C

Plain MPC 1 1 1 0.5 0.5
Relevance-aware MPC 1 r(u, i)/rmax 0 0.5 0.5
Zipfian MPC 1/k 1 0.25 0.5 0.25

Precision 1 r(u, i)/rmax 1 0.5 0.5

H(Plain MPC, Precision) – – 1 0.5 0.5

an aggregation of separate novelty and relevance metrics would not catch this
difference—e.g. the harmonic mean of MPC and precision is 0.5 for both A and B.

On the other hand, the p(seen|i, R) distribution allows the introduction of
a browsing model of a user interacting with the ranked recommendations, thus
connecting to work on the formalization of utility metrics in IR [42, 102, 103]. The
browsing model results in a rank discount which reflects the decreasing probability
that the user sees an item as she goes down the ranking. Different models result in
discount functions such as logarithmic p(seen|ik, R) = 1/ log2 k as in nDCG (see
Chap. 15), exponential pk−1 as in RBP [103], Zipfian 1/k as in ERR [42], and so
forth (see [102] for a good compendium and formalization of alternatives). Rank
discount allows distinguishing between recommendations B and C in Table 2: B is
better (Zipfian MPC = 0.5) since it ranks the relevant novel item higher than C
(Zipfian MPC = 0.25), with higher probability to be seen by the user.

5.4.2 IR Diversity in Recommendation

Vargas et al. [48, 49] have shown that the IR diversity principles, metrics and
algorithms can be directly applied to recommendation. At a theoretical level, the
evidence of user needs implicit in user actions is generally even more ambiguous
and incomplete to a recommender system than an explicit query can be to a
search system, whereby the rationale of diversifying retrieved results to increase
the chances of some relevant result applies here as well.
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Fig. 4 User aspects for diversification, as an analogous to query aspects, can be derived from item
features and user ratings

At a practical level, it makes as much sense to consider the different aspects of
a user’s preferences (there are different sides to a person’s interests) as it can make
for an expressed query. A user interest aspect representation can be drawn from
item features in some suitable, meaningful space. This can be done in analogy to
the document categories as handled in [40]. Figure 4 illustrates the idea. From this
point on, IR diversity metrics such as ERR-IA [42] or subtopic recall [46] can be
applied, and aspect-based algorithms such as xQuAD [45] or IA-Select [40] can be
adapted, equating users to queries and items to documents. In [104, 105], the aspect
representation is explored further, by expressing the trade-off between accuracy
and diversity in objectives other than those imported directly from IR, such as the
variance minimization objective of modern portfolio theory, as well as proposing an
algorithm to learn the aspect probabilities on which these objectives depend.

Non-aspect based diversification methods are applied even more straightfor-
wardly to recommendation, as proved by the equivalence between MMR [41] and
methods in the recommender systems field [2, 4] (Sect. 4.1), or the adaptation of the
Modern Portfolio Theory from IR [101] to recommendation [82].

5.4.3 Personalized Diversity

Recommender and search systems can be seen as extremes in the explicit vs. implicit
spectrum of the available evidence of user needs: a recommender system takes
no explicit query and relies on observed user choices—implicit evidence of user
preferences—as input, whereas basic search systems use just an explicit query.
Personalized search represents a middle ground in this spectrum, using both an
explicit user query and implicit user feedback and observed actions.

The possibility to consider diversity in the presence of both a query and a user
profile has been researched as well [106, 107]. This standpoint has interesting philo-
sophical implications, since personalization can also be seen as a strategy to cope
with the uncertainty in a user query. While in a diversification approach the system
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accepts a situation of uncertainty and adapts its behavior to it, personalization tries
to reduce the uncertainty by enhancing the system knowledge about the user need.

Diversity and personalization do not necessarily exclude each other, and can in
fact be combined into personalized diversification, as shown in [107]. Vallet and
Castells developed and tested a full framework that generalizes IR diversification
methods (including xQuAD [45] and IA-Select [40]) into a personalized diversi-
fication scheme, by introducing the user as a random variable in the probabilistic
formalization of the diversity algorithm [107]. In addition to bridging two theories,
the scheme compared favorably empirically to personalization and diversity alone.

6 Bias and Fairness

As counterparts of diversity from different perspectives, bias [108–111] and unfair-
ness [112–116] have raised growing concern over the last decade in the recom-
mender systems field, as well as wider disciplines such as Artificial Intelligence
or Information Retrieval [117–120]. Fairness in recommendation is covered in
Chap. 18, and the reader is referred there for a more comprehensive survey. Bias
in recommendation has further angles besides fairness and an in-depth review is
beyond the scope of the present chapter We briefly discuss nonetheless here some
ways in which novelty, diversity, bias and fairness relate to each other.

6.1 Bias in Recommendation

In the context of recommendation, bias can refer to algorithms or to evaluation, and
commonly works in opposition to novelty and diversity. A system is said to be biased
when it is systematically inclined to recommend some items over others, for causes
that are—a priori—unrelated to the purpose of recommendation: bringing value to
the involved stakeholders (customers, providers, etc.). Seen as a matter of uneven
distributions over items this is usually referred to as the popularity bias: different
researchers have found [109, 121] and explained why [122] many collaborative
filtering approaches are structurally biased to concentrate recommendations on
majority taste (best sellers, popular trends, etc.), to the detriment of long-tail novelty
and sales diversity. The recommendation feedback loop, if not properly handled,
adds to this concentration effect [35, 123].

Bias in evaluation means that an experimental procedure is systematically
favoring some algorithmic approaches over others. Evaluation bias is particularly
strong in offline evaluation and is essentially introduced in the sampling of test data
for metric evaluation. If test data is sampled from a non-uniform distribution over
user-item pairs, algorithms are rewarded for not only predicting user tastes, but also
for guessing where the test data is placed—which is irrelevant when assessing the
system effectiveness. Ranking-based offline evaluation [108, 110, 111] is commonly
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exposed to strong item popularity biases, rewarding the behavior of popularity-
biased algorithms and encouraging their deployment. From the realization of
such biases, new algorithmic approaches [124–126], metrics, and experimental
procedures [108, 127–130] have been researched to better cope with biases.

Dealing with popularity biases and caring for novelty are related but different
perspectives: the former aims to avoid distortion in evaluating for relevance, while
the latter cares about user satisfaction as a direct result of novel experiences, beyond
the most popular ones. Interestingly, unexplored equivalences lay between the two
perspectives. To see this, let us consider Inverse propensity scoring (IPS) [131], a
debiasing technique, that is receiving increasing attention in this area [128–130].
IPS corrects for the bias in evaluation by dividing relevance by the “propensity”
of relevance to be observed in the computation of offline metrics [129, 130]. For
instance, the corrected version of a metric such as precision is:

Pips = 1

|R|
∑

i∈R

reli

p(obs|i) (14)

where reli = 1 if i is relevant and zero otherwise, and we make the target user
implicit (i.e. the above definition computes precision of a single recommendation,
to be averaged then over all users). The term p(obs|i) represents propensity: the
probability that the target user is observed interacting with item i as part of the test
data for evaluation.

Taking popularity as a simplest, user-independent propensity estimate (as in e.g.
[108, 130]) IPS is almost equivalent to relevance-aware MIUF. Combining Eqs. 12
and 13, taking a flat browsing model p(seen|i, R) = 1, binary relevance p(rel|i) =
reli , and a typical normalizing constant C = 1/|R|, we have:

MIUF = − 1

|R|
∑

i∈R

reli log2 p(known|i, θ)

= 1

|R|
∑

i∈R

reli log2
1

p(known|i, θ)
(15)

If we take a common popularity-based discovery model such as Eqs. 10 or 11 in both
the item novelty model and item propensity: p(known|i, θ) ≡ |Ui |/|U | ≡ p(obs|i),
we can see the close analogy between Eqs. 14 and 15 above. They are the same
except for the logarithm (a monotonic function) in MIUF. In fact, this logarithm
could be seen as a form of dampening growth to cope with the well-known high
variance problem of IPS and the overdominance of items with smallest p(obs|i),
for which modified versions of IPS are often in fact used [127, 128].

We can find sense in this connection between novelty and bias compensation:
novelty aims to reward what the user is less likely familiar with, whereas techniques
such as IPS aim to reward the recommendation of choices that are less likely to be
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observed in evaluation. Of course, both conditions are related, since observations of
unusual user experiences naturally tend to be scarce in evaluation data.

6.2 Fair Recommendation

Biases and poor diversity may have further consequences than a statistical distortion
in evaluation or a stale end-user experience. Recommending some items much more
frequently than others (low “sales diversity”) can be unfair when different providers
and creators are involved behind different items (artists on Spotify, vendors on
Amazon, owners and operators in the travel and leisure industry, candidates in
job recommendation, people in social networks, book authors, research authors,
etc.) [112, 114, 115, 132]. Failing to reflect different options, viewpoints or plural
opinions (e.g. in recommended news or readings) may work against freedom of
choice, critical thinking and healthy societies [24]. In these perspectives, diversity
and novelty may not just be a means for business optimization but also an issue of
fair opportunity and ethical concern [115, 117, 120, 133].

Fairness can be viewed as a particular case of diversity and as such, some of
the views described in the previous sections can be adapted or elaborated upon to
measure and enhance different forms of fairness. For instance, fair opportunity can
be represented as a particularization and/or elaboration of sales diversity principles
discussed in Sect. 3.5. Item vendors, vendor data, news polarity, and other sensitive
item features can be represented as item aspects as discussed in Sect. 5.4.2, and
handled as diversity objectives [113, 115, 116]. Chapter 18 reviews these and related
perspectives in more depth.

7 Empirical Metric Comparison

We illustrate the metrics and some of the algorithms described along this chapter
with some empirical measurements for a few recommendation algorithms on
MovieLens 1M. In the tests we present, ERR-IA and subtopic recall are defined
using movie genres as user aspects; ILD and unexpectedness take Jaccard on genres
as the distance measure; and aggregate diversity is presented as a ratio over the total
number of items, for a better appreciation of differences.

Table 3 shows the metric values for some representative recommendation
algorithms: matrix factorization (MF) recommender, based on [134]; a user-based
kNN algorithm using the Jaccard similarity, and omitting the normalization by the
sum of similarities in the item prediction function; a content-based recommender
using movie tags; a most-popular ranking; and random recommendation. We may
mainly notice that matrix factorization stands out as the most effective in aggregate
diversity and ERR-IA. The latter can be attributed to the fact that this metric takes
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Table 3 Novelty and diversity metrics (at cutoff 10) on a few representative recommendation
algorithms in the MovieLens 1M dataset. The highest value of each metric is shown in boldface and
table cells are colored in shades of green, darker representing higher values (the values of random
recommendation are disregarded in the color and bold font of the rest of rows—though not vice
versa—to allow the appreciation of differences excluding the random recommendation)

nDCG ILD Unexp MSI MPC Aggdiv IUD Entropy ERR-IA S-recall

MF 0.3161 0.6628 0.7521 9.5908 0.8038 0.2817 0.9584 8.5906 0.2033 0.5288
u-kNN 0.2856 0.6734 0.7785 9.0716 0.7361 0.1589 0.8803 7.1298 0.1800 0.5422
CB 0.1371 0.6825 0.7880 9.7269 0.8101 0.1650 0.7762 6.2941 0.1001 0.5378
PopRec 0.1415 0.6624 0.8451 8.5793 0.6514 0.0183 0.4943 4.5834 0.0773 0.5253
Random 0.0043 0.7372 0.8304 13.1067 0.9648 0.9647 0.9971 11.7197 0.0034 0.5055

relevance into account, a criteria on which MF achieves the best results of this set
(as seen in nDCG).

Content-based recommendation procures the best long tail novelty metrics,
confirming a well-known fact [7]. It is not comparably as bad in unexpectedness
as one might expect, and this can be attributed to the fact that movie genres (the
basis for the unexpectedness distance) and movie tags (the basis for CB similarity)
seem not to correlate that much. This, and the good results in terms of ILD
can also be related to the suboptimal accuracy of this algorithm as a standalone
recommender, which may lend it, albeit to a small degree, some of the flavor of
random recommendations. We have checked (outside the reported results) that CB
naturally gets the lowest ILD value of all recommenders if the metric uses the same
features as the CB algorithm (i.e. movie tags).

Popularity has (almost by definition) the worst results in terms of most novelty
and diversity metrics; except in terms of unexpectedness (distance to user profile),
which makes sense since this algorithm ignores any data of target users and
thus delivers items that are weakly related to the individual profiles. Random
recommendation is naturally optimal at most diversity metrics except the one that
takes relevance into account (it has low subtopic recall though, because of a bias
in MovieLens whereby genre cardinality—therefore subtopic coverage—correlates
negatively with popularity). And kNN seems to achieve a good balance of the
different metrics. We may also notice that aggregate diversity, IUD and entropy
go hand in hand, as one would expect.

In order to give an idea of how related or different the metrics are, Table 4
shows the pairwise Pearson correlation of the metrics on a user basis for the MF
recommender. We see that ILD, unexpectedness and subtopic recall tend to go hand
in hand, even though they capture different properties as seen previously in the com-
parison of recommenders in Table 3 (e.g. popularity has very good unexpectedness
but very poor ILD). MSI and MPC confirm to be quite equivalent, and IUD (which
is equivalent to Gini-Simpson) goes strongly along with these long tail metrics. Note
that aggregate diversity and entropy do not have a definition for individual users, and
therefore they cannot be included in this table. However, as mentioned before, these
measures show strong system-wise correspondence with IUD in Table 3 and, by
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Table 4 Pearson correlation between different metrics (on
a user basis) applied to a matrix factorization algorithm on
MovieLens 1M. The shades of color (red for negative, green
for positive) highlight the magnitude of values

nDCG
0.64 ERR-IA
0.03 -0.02 S-recall
0.03 -0.09 0.71 ILD
0.07 -0.06 0.62 0.85 Unexp
0.02 0.09 -0.21 -0.21 -0.20 MSI
0.02 0.10 -0.19 -0.21 -0.19 0.97 MPC
0.06 0.14 -0.20 -0.27 -0.23 0.87 0.93 IUD

Table 5 Novelty and diversity metrics (at cutoff 10) on a few novelty and diversity enhancement
algorithms applied to the matrix factorization algorithm on MovieLens 1M. The diversifiers are
denoted either by their common name, or by the name of the metric (the item novelty model) they
target in their objective function

nDCG ILD Unexp MSI MPC Aggdiv ERR-IA S-recall

MF 0.3161 0.6628 0.7521 9.5908 0.8038 0.2817 0.2033 0.5288
+MMR 0.2817 0.7900 0.8089 9.6138 0.8054 0.2744 0.1897 0.6814
+Unexp 0.2505 0.7588 0.8467 9.6011 0.8029 0.2483 0.1431 0.6439
+MSI 0.2309 0.6130 0.7384 10.6995 0.8961 0.4700 0.1583 0.4483
+MPC 0.2403 0.6233 0.7389 10.3406 0.8818 0.3683 0.1622 0.4696
+xQuAD 0.2726 0.6647 0.7596 9.5784 0.8034 0.2292 0.2063 0.6370
+Random 0.0870 0.6987 0.7698 10.2517 0.8670 0.4836 0.0623 0.5561

transitivity, can be expected to correlate with long-tail metrics as well. The correla-
tion between ERR-IA and nDCG reflects the fact that in addition to aspect diversity
ERR-IA takes much into account relevance, which is what nDCG measures.

Finally, and just for the sake of illustration, we see in Table 5 the effect of
different novelty/diversity enhancers, applied to the best performing baseline in
nDCG, namely matrix factorization. The diversifiers labeled as MMR, Unexp, MSI
and MPC are greedy optimizations of the corresponding item novelty model of each
metric. xQuAD is an implementation of the algorithm described in [45] using movie
genres as aspects, an algorithm which implicitly targets ERR-IA. We arbitrarily set
λ = 0.5 for all algorithms, without a particular motive other than illustrative pur-
poses. We can see that each algorithm maximizes the metric one would expect. The
fact that MSI appears to optimize MPC better than MPC itself is because (a) both
metrics are almost equivalent, and (b) λ = 0.5 is not the optimal value for optimiza-
tion, whereby a small difference seems to tip the scale towards MSI by pure chance.
Please note that these results are in no way aiming to approximate optimality or
evaluate an approach over another, but rather to exemplify how the different models,
metrics and algorithms may work and relate to each other in a simple experiment.
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8 Conclusion

The consensus is clear in the community on the importance of novelty and diversity
as fundamental qualities of recommendations. They are seen today as natural
components in the continued improvement and evolution of recommendation
technology. Considerable progress has been achieved in the area in defining novelty
and diversity from several points of view, devising methodologies and metrics to
evaluate them, and developing different methods to enhance them. This chapter aims
to provide a wide overview on the work so far, as well as a unifying perspective
linking them together as developments from a few basic common root principles.

The area still has wide space for further research. There is room for improving
our understanding of the role of novelty and diversity in recommendation, and
innovating in theoretical, methodological and algorithmic developments around
these dimensions. For instance, modeling feature-based novelty in probabilistic
terms in order to unify discovery and familiarity models would be an interesting
line for future work. Aspects such as the time dimension, along which items may
recover part of their novelty value [95, 135, 136], or the variability among users
regarding their degree of novelty-seeking trend [14], are example directions for
additional research. Last but not least, continued user studies [4, 15–17, 137] would
bring further light on questions such as whether novelty and diversity metrics
match the actual user perceptions, the precise extent and conditions in which users
appreciate novelty and diversity versus accuracy and other potential dimensions of
recommendation effectiveness.
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Multistakeholder Recommender Systems

Himan Abdollahpouri and Robin Burke

1 Introduction

As described elsewhere in this volume, recommender systems are typically eval-
uated on their ability to provide items that satisfy the needs and interests of the
end user. In some sense, this could be considered a defining characteristic of
recommender systems, more generally. At the same time, it is also clear that, in
many recommendation domains, the user for whom recommendations are generated
is not the only stakeholder in the recommendation outcome. Other users, the
providers of products, and even the system’s own objectives may need to be
considered when these perspectives differ from those of end users.

In many practical settings, such as e-commerce, recommendation is viewed as a
form of marketing and, as such, the economic considerations of the retailer will also
enter into the recommendation function [47, 61]. A business may wish to highlight
products that are more profitable or that are currently on sale, for example. Other
businesses may operate as multi-sided platforms, which create value by bringing
buyers and sellers together, reducing search and transaction costs [26, 27, 67]. In
these cases, keeping both buyers and sellers happy may be essentially to the health of
the overall ecosystem. In other applications, system-level objectives such as fairness
and balance may be important, and these social-welfare-oriented goals may at times
run counter to individual preferences.

While systems incorporating the concerns of multiple stakeholders have been
a part of recommender systems research for many years, the identification of
multistakeholder recommendation as a particular area of investigation with impli-
cations across multiple application areas is relatively new. This chapter describes
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the key issues in multistakeholder recommendation research and provides an
example of multistakeholder evaluation using existing recommendation algorithms.
Abdollahpouri et al. [5] offers a survey of different applications in multistakeholder
recommendation.

2 Recommendation Stakeholders and the Multistakeholder
Paradigm

The concept of a stakeholder appears in business management literature as a way
to discuss the complexities of corporate governance. According to [32], the term
‘stakeholder’ appears to have been invented in the early 1960s as a deliberate play
on the word ‘stockholder’ to signify that there are other parties having a ‘stake’ in
the decision-making of the modern, publicly-held corporation in addition to those
holding equity positions.

In his classic work, Strategic Management: A Stakeholder Perspective, Freeman
extends older definitions that emphasize a “stake” as a kind of investment, and
instead defines stakeholders as “any groups or individuals that can affect, or are
affected by, the firm’s objectives” [29, pg. 25]. We adopt this definition for our aims,
focusing specifically on recommender systems.

Definition 1 A recommendation stakeholder is any group or individual that can
affect, or is affected by, the delivery of recommendations to users.

As recommender systems are elements of an organization’s operations, they
will necessarily inherit the large and wide-ranging set of stakeholders considered
in the management literature. However, only some of these stakeholders will be
particularly salient in the generation of recommendations. In this chapter, we
will consider three key groups of stakeholders who are particularly close to the
recommendation interaction:

Consumers (aka users): The consumers are the end-users who receive/consume
recommendations. They are the individuals whose choice or search problems
bring them to the platform, and who expect recommendations to satisfy those
needs.

Providers (aka suppliers): The (item) providers are those entities that supply or
otherwise stand behind the recommended objects. Providers can be defined in
many different ways, depending on the desired locus of analysis. For example,
when recommending movies, the provider might be the movie studio that
released it, the director(s) behind it, the actors featured in it, the country of
production, or other relevant aspect.

System: The final category is the organization itself, which has created a platform
and associated recommender system in order to match consumers with items. The
platform may be a retailer, e-commerce site, broker, or other venue where users
seek recommendations.
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Fig. 1 User-centered schema for recommendation versus multistakeholder schema. (a) User-
centered view of recommendation. (b) Multistakeholder view of recommendation

Of course, none of these stakeholder groups are unitary entities—not even
the system, which stands in for various internal groups within an organization
who may have different, possibly competing demands on a recommender system.
Differentiation among stakeholder groups may be necessary, depending on the
application. This taxonomy does, however, highlight an important consequence of
a multistakeholder perspective, namely the foregrounding of the multi-sided nature
of recommendation.

Figure 1 contrasts the traditional view of recommendations versus the multistake-
holder one. As described elsewhere in this volume, for the purposes of evaluation,
a recommender system is assumed to generate sets of recommendations for its
users and its performance is most often measured with some per-user metric of
recommendation quality averaged across all users. In other words the differences
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among groups of users are often omitted from the evaluation. However, even if
we only focus on users as the sole stakeholders, they are not a single entity but
rather different individuals with certain characteristics who might belong to different
groups (e.g. gender, race etc.), in some cases with associated legal protections. In
addition, the multistakeholder schema considers the suppliers of the items as another
important party in the recommendation process whose needs and satisfaction should
be taken into account. Finally, there may be groups of external side stakeholders
impacted by recommender system results. For example, the route recommendations
given by the Waze app have been found to negatively impact quality of life in areas
where traffic is diverted at peak times, leading to resident complaints [28].

The multistakeholder perspective on recommendation can manifest itself in
various aspects of recommender systems research and development. We may adopt a
multistakeholder view of evaluation: asking the question of how different groups of
stakeholders are impacted by the recommendations a system computes. A developer
may employ the multistakeholder perspective in designing and optimizing an algo-
rithm, incorporating the objectives of multiple parties and balancing among them.
Finally, the creation of the recommender system itself may be a multistakeholder
endeavor, in which different stakeholders participate in developing a design.

2.1 Multistakeholder Evaluation

Recommender systems are generally evaluated from the users’ perspective. See
Chap. “Evaluating Recommender Systems” for a thorough discussion of this topic.
The user-focused methodology is entirely reasonable and logical as, in the end, users
are one of the most important stakeholders of any recommender system. We will
take it as a given that any recommender system evaluation will include an outcome
of this type, the user summary evaluation.

A multistakeholder perspective on evaluation, however, brings to light additional
aspects of system performance that may be quite important. As mentioned above,
multi-sided platforms such as eBay, Etsy, Offer Up, or AirBnB, have a key business
requirement of attracting and satisfying the needs of providers as well as users. A
system of this type will also need to evaluate its performance from the provider
perspective.

Even when only a single group of stakeholders is under consideration, a
methodology that relies on a single point estimate of system performance under
some metric may miss differences among stakeholder groups. Stakeholder theory
recognizes that subgroups within the stakeholder categories may experience a range
of different impacts from a firm’s decisions [29]. In recommendation, recent work
has shown that, depending on the algorithm, male and female users may experience
different outcomes in movie recommendations [25]. Therefore, a multistakeholder
evaluation is one that includes different stakeholder groups in its assessment, in
addition to the user summary evaluation.
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Definition 2 A multistakeholder evaluation is one in which the quality of recom-
mendations is assessed across multiple groups of stakeholders, in addition to a point
estimate over the user population.

A multistakeholder evaluation may entail the use of different kinds of metrics and
different evaluation methodologies than typically encountered in recommender sys-
tems research. For example, typical cross-validation methodologies that distribute
user profiles between test and training sets may not yield reliable results when
assessing outcome for other stakeholders, especially providers. Provider metrics are
discussed in greater detail in [1, 5].

2.2 Multistakeholder Algorithms

In implementing a given recommender system, a developer may choose to use the
metrics associated with multistakeholder evaluation in algorithm design, imple-
mentation, and optimization. In general, this will entail balancing the objectives
of different stakeholders, as it is unlikely that the optimal solution for one will
be the best for all. Some solutions may combine all such objectives into a
single optimization, a challenging approach given the methodological complexities
noted above; others use a multi-stage approach incorporating different stakeholder
concerns throughout a pipeline.

Definition 3 A multistakeholder recommendation algorithm takes into account the
preferences of multiple parties when generating recommendations.

Research on multistakeholder algorithms in recommendation predates the inven-
tion of this term. For example, Mine et al. [55] discusses the needs of both job
seekers and recruiter in providing recommendations on the LinkedIn platform.
Other more recent works include [77] and [62], which use a constraint satisfaction
approach to distribute recommendation opportunities across providers, and [86],
which uses a re-ranking approach to ensure that different groups in the user
population are fairly represented in job candidate recommendation. See [5] for a
more complete survey.

2.3 Multistakeholder Design

Beyond implementing metrics and tuning algorithms, any fielded recommender
system will also go through phases of design in which the system’s role within a
particular platform and its specific requirements are formulated. System designers
may choose to engage in a design process such as participatory design [44]
in which external stakeholders are incorporated into decision making. Although
these techniques are well-established in the HCI community, they have not seen
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much discussion in machine learning and recommender systems research. The
recent workshop on participatory approaches in machine learning indicates the
possibility of new momentum around these ideas.1 Anecdotal information suggests
that commercial platforms with multiple stakeholders do engage in stakeholder
consultation with item providers in particular [72].

Definition 4 A multistakeholder design process is one in which different recom-
mendation stakeholder groups are identified and consulted in the process of system
design.

2.4 The Landscape of Multistakeholder Recommendation

The above list of the key recommendation stakeholders provides an outline for
understanding and surveying the different types of multistakeholder recommen-
dation. We can conceptualize a recommender system as designed to maximize
some combined utility associated with the different stakeholders, and consider how
different types of applications yield different stakeholder concerns.

2.4.1 Consumer-Side Issues

If we concentrate only on the individuals consuming recommendations, multistake-
holder issues arise when there are tradeoffs or disparities between groups of users
in the provision of recommendations. For example, [25] explored the performance
of recommender system algorithms on users belonging to different demographic
groups (gender, age) and observed that some algorithms perform better for certain
groups than others. Other researchers have found that users with niche or unusual
tastes can be poorly served by particular recommendation algorithms, lapses that
are not detectable from point estimates of accuracy measures [2, 31].

In some settings, such differences in system performance for different users
may be considered examples of unfair treatment. In Sect. 5.3.2 we will see that
the recommendation algorithms differ in the quality of results for users with
different levels of interest in popular items. In particular, we will see that the
recommendations for users who have lesser tendency towards popular items are
more at odds with those users’ expressed range of interests.

1 https://participatoryml.github.io/.

https://participatoryml.github.io/
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2.4.2 Provider-Side Issues

As noted above, multi-sided platforms need to satisfy both the consumers of
recommendations and the providers of items that are being recommended. The
health of such a platform depends both on a user community and a catalog of
items of interest. Providers whose items are not recommended may experience
poor engagement from users and lose interest in participating in a given platform.
Fewer providers on the platform could then lead to a decline in user interest in the
platform as they may find the platform not comprehensive enough. Platforms that
facilitate peer-to-peer interactions, such as the online craft marketplace Etsy, may
be particularly sensitive to the need to attract and retain sellers.

Depending on the application, providers may have particular audiences in mind
as appropriate targets for their items. A well-known example is computational
advertising in which advertisers seek particular target markets and ad platforms
try to personalize ad presentation to match user interests [85]. In this application,
market forces, expressed through auction mechanisms, serve to mediate between
supplier interests. In other cases, such as online dating, preferences may be
expressed on both sides of the interaction but it is up to the recommender system to
perform appropriate allocation.

2.4.3 System/Platform Issues

In many real-world contexts, the system may gain some utility when recommending
items, and is therefore a stakeholder in its own right. Presumably, an organization
creates and operates a recommender system in order to fulfill some business function
and generally that is to enhance user experience, lower search costs, increase
convenience, etc. This would suggest a consumer stakeholder point of view is
sufficient.

However, there are cases in which additional system considerations are relevant,
as noted above, and internal stakeholders have an impact on how a recommender
system is designed. For example, in an e-commerce platform, the profit of each
recommended item may be a factor in ordering and presenting recommendation
results. This marketing function of recommender systems was apparent from the
start in commercial applications, but rarely included as an element of research
systems.

Alternatively, the system may seek to tailor outcomes specifically to achieve
particular objectives that are separate from either provider or consumer concerns.
For example, an educational site may view the recommendation of learning
activities as a curricular decision and seek to have its recommendations fit a model
of student growth and development. Its utility may, therefore, be more complex than
a simple aggregation of those of the other stakeholders.
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2.4.4 Side Stakeholders

Complex online ecosystems may involve a number of stakeholders directly
impacted by recommendation delivery beyond item suppliers and recommendation
consumers. For example, an online food delivery service, such as UberEats, depends
on delivery drivers to transport meals from restaurants to diners. Drivers are
affected by recommendations delivered to users as the efficiency of routing and
the distribution of order load will be a function of which restaurants receive such
orders.

2.4.5 Tensions Among Stakeholders

Tensions arise when there are tradeoffs across or among stakeholder groups. For
exmaple, diverse results may improve provider utility at the cost of making it
more difficult for some consumers to find items of interest. Such tradeoffs will
typically need to be analyzed and resolved in a domain- and application-dependent
manner. An important aspect of multistakeholder design is the question of how to
appropriately involve stakeholder groups and their perspectives

Tradeoffs may also exist among groups of similarly positioned stakeholders. For
example, providers selling blockbuster products may have interests at odds with
providers of niche products. As with other kinds of stakeholder groups, it is difficult
to generalize about the specific subgroups, their needs and the associated tensions
that will arise in particular applications. Our example below shows examples of
disparate mistreatment across both consumer and provider subgroups.

3 Related Research

Multistakeholder recommendation brings together research in a number of areas
within the recommender systems community and beyond: (1) in economics, the
areas of multi-sided platforms and fair division; (2) the growing interest in multiple
objectives for recommender systems, including such concerns as fairness, diversity,
and novelty; and, (3) the application of personalization to matching problems.

3.1 Economic Foundations

The study of the multi-sided business model was crystallized in the work of [67]
on what they termed “two-sided markets.” Economists now recognize that such
contexts are often multi-sided, rather than two-sided, and that “multi-sidedness”
is a property of particular business platforms, rather than a market as a whole [26].
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Many of today’s recommender systems are embedded in multi-sided platforms
and hence require a multi-sided approach. The business models of multi-sided
platforms are quite diverse, which means it is difficult to generalize about multi-
stakeholder recommendation as well. A key element of the success of a multi-sided
platform is the ability to attract and retain participants from all sides of the business,
and therefore developers of such platforms must model and evaluate the utility of
the system for all such stakeholders.

The theory of just division of resources has a long intellectual tradition going
back to Aristotle’s well-known dictum that “Equals should be treated equally.”
Economists have invested significant effort into understanding and operationalizing
this concept and other related ideas. See [56] for a survey. In recommendation
and personalization, we find ourselves on the other side of Aristotle’s formulation:
all users are assumed unequal and unequal treatment is the goal, but we expect
this treatment to be consistent with diverse individual preferences. Some aspects
of this problem have been studied under the subject of social choice theory [13].
However, there is not a straightforward adaptation of these classical economic
ideas to recommendation applications as the preferences of users may interact only
indirectly and in subtle ways. For example, if a music player recommends a hit song
to user A, this will not in any way impact its desirability or availability to user B. On
the other hand, if a job recommender system recommends an appealing job to user
A, it may well have an impact on the utility of the same recommendation to user
B who could potentially face an increased competitive environment if she seeks the
same position.

3.2 Multi-Objective Recommendation

Multistakeholder recommendation is an extension of recent efforts to expand the
considerations involved in recommender system design and evaluation beyond
simple measurements of accuracy. There is a large body of recent work on incorpo-
rating diversity, novelty, long-tail promotion and other considerations as additional
objectives for recommendation generation and evaluation. See, for example, [3,
4, 38, 75, 81, 87] and Chap. “Novelty and Diversity in Recommender Systems”
in this volume. There is also a growing body of work on combining multiple
objectives using constraint optimization techniques, including linear programming.
See, for example, [7, 8, 37, 41, 68, 78]. These techniques provide a way to limit the
expected loss on one metric (typically accuracy) while optimizing for another, such
as diversity. The complexity of these approaches increases exponentially as more
constraints are considered, making them a poor fit for the general multistakeholder
case. Also, for the most part, multi-objective recommendation research concentrates
on maximizing multiple objectives for a single stakeholder, the end user.

Travel recommendation is a classic recommendation application with multistake-
holder implications. Recommendations in this domain often must integrate over
multiple item providers, such as airlines, hotels, transportation services, restaurants,
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cultural activities, etc. In addition, items themselves are often capacity-limited
(including airline seats, hotel rooms, tickets to events) so it is desirable to spread
recommendations across providers. The need for such integration and coordination
for IT in travel applications generally is noted in [82]. Specifically in the area of
recommendation, Nguyen et al. [58] provides a detailed example of integrating
multistakeholder concerns in hotel recommendation incorporating user, system, and
provider concerns.

Another area of recommendation that explicitly takes a multi-objective perspec-
tive is the area of health and lifestyle recommendation. Multiple objectives arise in
this area because users’ short-term preferences and their long-term well-being may
be in conflict [50, 64]. In such systems, it is important not to recommend items that
are too distant from the user’s preferences—even if they would maximize health.
The goal to be persuasive requires that the user’s immediate context and preferences
be honored.

Fairness is an example of a system consideration that lies outside the strict
optimization of an individual user’s personalized results. Therefore, recent research
efforts on fairness in recommendation are also relevant to this work [17, 19, 35,
42, 43, 48, 53]. The multistakeholder framework provides a natural “home” for
such system-level considerations, which are otherwise difficult to integrate into
recommendation. See [5] for a more in-depth discussion.

3.3 Personalization for Matching

The concept of multiple stakeholders in recommender systems is suggested in a
number of prior research works that combine personalization and matching. The
earliest work on two-sided matching problems [69] assumes two sets of individuals,
each of which has a preference ordering over possible matches with the other set.
This formulation has some similarities to recommendation in two-sided platforms.
However, it assumes that all assignments are made at the same time, and that
all matchings are exclusive. These conditions are rarely met in recommendation
contexts, although extensions to this problem formulation have been developed that
relax some of these assumptions in online advertising contexts [15].

Researchers on reciprocal recommendation have looked at bi-lateral consid-
erations to ensure that a recommendation is acceptable to both parties in the
interaction. A classical example is on-line dating in which both parties must
be interested in order for a match to be successful [63, 83]. Other reciprocal
recommendation domains include job seeking [68], peer-to-peer “sharing economy”
recommendation (such as AirBnB, Uber and others), on-line advertising [36], and
scientific collaboration [51, 80]. See [5] for a detailed discussion.

The field of computational advertising has given considerable attention to
balancing personalization with multistakeholder concerns. Auctions, a well-estab-
lished technique for balancing the concerns of multiple agents in a competitive
environment, are widely used both for search and display advertising [54, 85].
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However, the real-time nature of these applications and the huge potential user
base makes recommender-style personalization computationally intractable in most
cases.

3.4 Group Recommendation

Although the multistakeholder recommendation distinguishes groups of users in
recommendation generation and evaluation, it differs from group recommendation.
Group recommendation refers to recommendation scenarios in which groups of
individuals are treated as units for the purpose of recommendation generation.
Travel in groups in a classic example where a single trip is experienced by multiple
individuals and a good recommendation for the group as a whole must take the
individuals’ preference into account [30]. The challenge in group recommendation
is how to deliver a single recommendation that meets, as much as possible, the needs
of all members of the group. See [52] and Chap. “Group Recommender Systems:
Beyond Preference Aggregation” for additional details.

The challenge in multistakeholder recommendation is quite different. The system
is not attempting to craft a single recommendation or recommendation list that
satisfies a group of stakeholders. We are concerned more broadly with the system’s
performance across large subsets of its users and the utility that the group, in general,
derives from the system. In addition, group recommendation is only concerns about
recommendation recipients / consumers, whereas the multistakeholder perspective
incorporates other individuals and groups, including item providers.

4 Evaluation

At this point in the development of multistakeholder recommendation research,
there is a diversity of methodological approaches and little agreement on basic
questions of evaluation. In part, this is a reflection of the diversity of problems that
fall under the multistakeholder umbrella. Multistakeholder evaluation and algorithm
development do not always use the same methodologies.

A key difficulty is the limited availability of real-world data with multistake-
holder characteristics. The reason is these type of data are highly business-critical
and often including private information such as margins associated with each
supplier and the commissions negotiated by the platform or some demographic
information about different stakeholders that can distinguish them from other
stakeholders. Close collaboration is required to obtain such sensitive proprietary
data. Some researchers have built such collaborations for multistakeholder research,
but progress in the field requires replicable experiments that proprietary data does
not support. Areas of multistakeholder research that involve public, rather than
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private, benefit may offer advantages in terms of the availability of data: see, for
example, the data sets available from the crowd-funded educational charity site
DonorsChoose.org.2

4.1 Simulation

In the absence of real-world data with associated valuations, researchers have
typically turned to simulations. Simulated or inferred supplier data is useful for
transforming publicly-available recommendation data sets in standard user, item,
rating format into ones that can be used for multistakeholder experimentation. The
experiments in [77] provide an example of this methodology: each item in the
MovieLens 1M data set was assigned to a random supplier, and the distribution
of utilities calculated. To capture different market conditions, the experimenters use
two different probability distributions: normal and power-law. There is no accepted
standard for producing such simulations and what are reasonable assumptions
regarding the distribution of provider utilities or the formulation of system utilities,
except in special cases. Other simulation approaches can be seen in [84] and [86].

Researchers have also used objective aspects of data sets to infer proxy attributes
for multistakeholder evaluation. In [18], the first organization listed in the produc-
tion credits for each movie was treated as the provider of that movie—a significant
over-simplification of what is a very complex system of revenue distribution in
the movie industry. In other work, global metrics such as network centrality [10]
have been used to represent system utility for the purposes of multistakeholder
evaluation. [20] demonstrated an alternate approach to generate synthetic attribute
data based on behavioral characteristics that can be used to evaluate system-level
fairness properties.

More sophisticated treatments of profitability and recommendation are to be
found in the management and e-commerce literature, some using public data as seen
in [6, 23, 59], but these techniques and associated data sets have not yet achieved
wide usage in the recommender system community.

4.2 Models of Utility

A multistakeholder framework inherently involves the comparison of outcomes
across different groups of individuals that receive different kinds of benefits from
the system. In economic terms, this entails utility calculation and comparison. As
with data, different researchers have made different assumptions about what types
of utilities accrue from a recommender system and how they are to be measured.

2 https://data.donorschoose.org/explore-our-impact/.

https://data.donorschoose.org/explore-our-impact/
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A standard assumption is that the output of a recommendation algorithm can be
treated as an approximation of user utility. Yet, research has confirmed that users
prefer diverse recommendation lists [65], a factor in tension with accuracy-based
estimates of user utility.

These are, of course, more concentrated on the short-term definitions of utility
and things that can be measured from the users feedback in a single run of
recommendation generation. More research is therefore required to understand the
potential positive and negative long-term effects of multistakeholder recommenda-
tion strategies that are not strictly user-focused.

4.3 Off-Line Experiment Design

A standard off-line experimental design (discussed in this volume in Chap. “Evalua-
ting Recommender Systems”) makes a bit less sense in a multistakeholder context,
and this is where the essential asymmetry of the stakeholders comes into play.
Suppliers are, in a key sense, passive—they have to wait until users arrive at
the system in order to have an opportunity to be recommended. The randomized
cross-fold methodology measures what the system can do for each user, given a
portion of their profile data, the potential benefit to be realized if the user visits
and a recommendation list is generated. Evaluating the supplier side under the same
conditions, while a commonly-used methodology, lacks a similar justification.

A more realistic methodology from the suppliers’ point of view is a temporal
one, that takes into account the history of the system up to a certain time point and
examines how supplier utilities are realized in subsequent time periods. See [21]
for a comprehensive discussion of time-aware recommender systems evaluation.
However, time-aware methods have their own difficulties, forcing the system to
cope with cold-start issues possibly outside of the scope of a given project’s aims.
Therefore, for certain models of utility where the dynamics of suppliers (such as
price, profit margin, etc.) may be of less importance, offline evaluation can be still
valuable. For example, our evaluation of the popularity bias in recommendation
from the perspectives of different stakeholders is done in an offline setting.

4.4 User Studies

User studies are another instrument available to researchers that has not been
extensively applied to multistakeholder recommender systems. Chapter “Evaluating
Recommender Systems” covers user evaluation of recommender systems, with
insights that apply to multistakeholder recommendation as well. As usual for such
studies, the development of reliable experimental designs is challenging as the
participants’ decision situation typically remains artificial. Furthermore, as in the
study by Azaria et al. [14], familiarity biases might exist—in their study participants
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were willing to pay more for movies that they already knew—which have been
observed for other types of user studies in the recommender systems domain [40].
Ultimately, more field tests—even though they are typically tied to a specific domain
and specific business model—are needed that give us more insights into the effects
of multistakeholder recommendations in the real world.

4.5 Metrics

The building block of multistakeholder evaluation is the measurement of the utility
each of the stakeholders gets within a recommendation platform. Common evalua-
tion metrics such as RMSE, precision, NDCG, diversity, etc. are all different ways
to evaluate the performance of a recommender system from the user’s perspective.
(See Chap. “Evaluating Recommender Systems” in this volume for an introduction
to recommender system evaluation.) As noted above, these measures are implicitly a
form of system utility measure as well: system designers optimize for such measures
under the assumptions that (1) higher accuracy metrics correspond to higher user
satisfaction and (2) higher user satisfaction contributes to higher system utility
through customer retention, trust in the recommendation provided, etc. However, the
formulation of multistakeholder recommendation makes it possible to characterize
and evaluate system utility explicitly.

Typically, evaluation metrics are averaged over all users to generate a point score
indicating the central tendency over all users. However, it is also the case that in a
multistakeholder environment additional aspects of the utility distribution may be of
interest. For example, in an e-commerce context, providers who receive low utility
may leave the eco-system, suggesting that the variance and skew of provider utility
may be important as well as the mean. One suggested practice would be to report
results for significant user groups within consumer and provider populations, as we
will demonstrate in Sect. 5.

4.5.1 Provider Metrics

When evaluating the utility of a recommender system for a particular provider, we
may take several different stances. One views the recommender as a way to garner
user attention. In this case, the relevance of an item to a user may be a secondary
consideration. Another perspective views the recommender as a source of potential
leads. In this view, recommending an item to uninterested users is of little benefit
to the provider. In the first situation, simply counting (with or without a rank-based
discount) the number of times a provider’s products appears in recommendation
lists would be sufficient. In the second situation, the metric should count only those
recommendations that were considered “hits”, those that appear positively rated in
the corresponding test data.
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Another provider consideration may be the reach of its recommended products
across the user population. A metric could count the number of unique users to
whom the provider’s items are recommended. Multistakeholder applications may
differ in their ability to target specific audiences for their items. In a targeted system,
it would make sense to consider reach relative to the target population. For example,
in an online dating application where the user can specify desired properties in a
match, an evaluation metric might be the fraction out of the target audience receiving
the recommendation.

Finally, where the consideration is the accuracy of system’s predictions, we can
create a provider-specific summary statistic of a measure like RMSE. Ekstrand et
al. [24] uses this method to examine differences in error when recommending books
by male and female authors. Since the statistic by itself is not that useful for a
single provider, a better metric would indicate the provider’s position relative to
other providers in the overall metric distribution.

4.5.2 System Metrics

System utility may, in many cases, be a simple aggregation of the utilities of other
parties. However, as noted above, other cases arise where the system has its own
targeted utility framework. An important such context is algorithmic fairness: see
Chap. “Fairness in Recommender Systems” in this volume. In general, we should
not expect that individual consumers or providers will care if the system is fair to
others as long as it provides them with good outcomes. Any fairness considerations
and related metrics will therefore be ones defined by system considerations.

5 Multistakeholder Evaluation Example: Popularity Bias
in Recommendation

To illustrate the multistakeholder concept and to demonstrate how a multistake-
holder evaluation yields insights not available through other means, the remainder
of this chapter analyzes the well-known issue of popularity bias in recommendation
from a multistakeholder standpoint. We first briefly introduce the problem of
popularity bias and then examine the impact of this algorithmic property on
subgroups of users, items, and providers.

The problem of popularity bias in recommendation is well-established: recom-
mender systems often focus on items that are frequently rated, even though there
are many other items of value to users [12, 16, 22, 57, 66, 73]. Abdollahpouri [1]
discusses this phenomenon and its multistakeholder aspects in detail.

A key reason for popularity bias in recommendation is the substantial skew found
in the rating data in many recommendation domains. It is typical, for there to be a
small number of popular items which take up the majority of rating interactions
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while the majority of the items receive little attention from the users. For example,
there are relatively few songs and movies that are internationally popular, few people
on social media that have millions of followers, a small percentage of research
papers that have thousands of citations, and a short list of tourism destinations that
attract millions of travelers.

Due to this imbalance property of the rating data, often algorithms inherit this
bias and, in many cases, intensify it by over-recommending the popular items,
potentially generating a positive feedback loop in which items that already have
more attention from users get more attention due to the algorithm’s rankings and
less well-known items become increasingly ignored [39, 60, 76].

5.1 Data

We demonstrate this effect using two publicly available data sets for our experi-
ments: the first one is a sample of the Last.fm (LFM-1b) data set [71] used in [46].
The data set contains user interactions with songs (and the corresponding albums).
We used the same methodology in [46] to turn the interaction data into rating data
using the frequency of the interactions with each item (more interactions with an
item will result in higher rating). In addition, we used albums as the items to reduce
the size and sparsity of the item dimension, therefore the recommendation task is to
recommend albums to users. We considered the artists associated with each album
as the providers. We removed users with less than 20 ratings so only consider users
for which we have enough data. The resulting data set contains 274,707 ratings by
2697 users to 6006 albums. Total number of artists is 1998.

The second data set is the MovieLens 1M data set [34].3 This data set does not
have the information about the providers. However, as we mentioned earlier, we
considered the director of each movie as the provider of that movie and we extracted
that information from the IMDB API. Total number of ratings in the MovieLens 1M
data is 1,000,209 given by 6040 users to 3706 movies. Overall, we were able to
extract the director information for 3043 movies reducing the ratings to 995,487.
The total number of directors is 831.

We randomly split both datasets into 80% training and 20% test set to conduct
the experiments.

Figure 2 shows the percentage of users rated different items in MovieLens and
Last.fm data sets: the popularity of each item. Items are ranked from the most
popular to the least with the most popular item being on the far left. The curve
has a long-tail shape [11, 22], indicating that a few popular items are taking up the
majority of the ratings while many other items on the far right of the curve have
not received much attention. The items are divided into three regions with the items

3 Our experiments showed similar results on MovieLens 20M, and so we continue to use
MovieLens 1M for efficiency reasons.
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Fig. 2 Rating distributions for MovieLens and Last.fm datasets. Three item categories based on
their popularity are H , M , and T : popular items, relatively popular items, and non-popular items,
respectively. (a) MovieLens. (b) Last.fm

associated with the top 20% of the ratings in the Head or H category, the middle
60% of the ratings with the Middle Tail or M category, and the remaining Tail (T )
items.4 This type of distribution can be found in many other domains such as e-
commerce where a few products are best-sellers, online dating where a few profiles
attract the majority of the attention, and social networking sites where a few users
have millions of followers. A similar type of distribution can be seen in many other
domains.

5.2 Algorithmic Bias

Though a variety of mechanisms, recommendation algorithms inherit and often
amplify the highly-skewed nature of their input. As an example, consider the results
of different recommendation algorithms seen in Fig. 3. These four plots contrast
item popularity and recommendation popularity for four well-known recommen-
dation algorithms RankALS [79], Biased Matrix Factorization (Biased-MF) [45],
User-based Collaborative Filtering (User-CF) [9], and Item-based Collaborative
Filtering (Item-CF) [70]. All of these algorithms are tuned to achieve their best
performance in terms of precision. We used LibRec which is an open source Java
library for running these algorithms [33]. Also, in all algorithms the size of the
recommended list given to each user is 10.

4 Tail items may also be new items that have yet to find their audience and will eventually become
popular. In this way, popularity bias is related to the well-known item cold-start problem in
recommendation.
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Fig. 3 Popularity bias amplification (item groups). (a) MovieLens. (b) Last.fm
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The black curve shows the cumulative frequency of ratings for different items
at a given rank in the MovieLens 1M data set. The x-axis indicates the rank of
each item when sorted from most popular to least popular. The y-axis indicates the
cumulative prevalence of that item in the data. As we can see, a few highly ranked
items dominate the entire rating history. For instance, only 111 items (less than 3%
of the items) take up more than 20% of the ratings.

The blue curves in each figure show popularity bias at work across the four
algorithms. In Item-CF, no item beyond rank 111 is recommended. The head of
the distribution constituting less than 3% of the items are actually taking up 100%
of the recommendations. In User-CF this number is 99%. The other algorithms are
only slightly improved in this regard, where the head items take up more than 64
and 74% of the recommendations in RankALS and Biased-MF, respectively.

5.3 Multistakeholder Impact

It is clear that recommendation algorithms amplify popularity effects found in their
input data. Our purpose here is to ask how that effect impacts different stakeholders
of a recommender system. To do so, we demonstrate how this bias can impact
different groups of items, users, and the suppliers of the items. In particular, we
concentrate on the following stakeholder groups:

• Items, differentiated by their popularity: We divide items into H , M and T

segments.
• Users, segmented by popularity interest: We divide users into equal-sized

segments based on their interest in popular items.
• Providers, segmented by the relatively popularity of their associated items:

Similar to users, we identify equal-sized groups of providers based on the
popularity of the items with which they are associated.

5.3.1 Item Groups

In addition to the descriptive plots in Fig. 3, we can quantify the impact on different
item groups with a metric Item Popularity Deviation (IPD) that looks at groups of
items across the popularity distribution. For any item group c, IPD(c) = q(c)−p(c)

where q(c) is the ratio of recommendations that come from item group c (i.e. q(c) =∑
u∈U

∑
j∈�u

1(j∈c)

n×|U | ). p(c) is the ratio of ratings that come from item group c (i.e.

p(c) =
∑

u∈U

∑
j∈ρu

1(j∈c)∑
u∈U |ρu| ). The average IPD across different groups of items can

be measured as:

IPD =
∑

c∈C |IPD(c)|
|C| , (1)
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Fig. 4 Item popularity deviation

In Fig. 4 we can see that all four algorithms have over-recommended H items
and under-recommended M and T items on both datasets. With regard to T items,
all algorithms have performed equally poorly as they all have under-recommended
these items. However, we can see that for H and M items, RankALS has a lower
deviation than the others followed by Biased-MF indicating the superiority of these
two over the neighborhood-based models on these item groups.

5.3.2 User Groups

We can also take a consumer-/user-centered view of popularity bias Not every
user is equally interested in popular items. In cinema, for instance, some might
be interested in movies from Yasujiro Ozu, Abbas Kiarostami, or John Cassavetes,
and others may enjoy more mainstream directors such as James Cameron or Steven
Spielberg.

Figure 5 shows the ratio of rated items for three item categories H , M , and
T in the profiles of different users in the MovieLens 1M and Last.fm data sets.
Users are sorted from the highest interest towards popular items to the least and
divided into three equal-sized bins G1..3 from most popularity-focused to least. The
y-axis shows the proportion of each user’s profile devoted to different popularity
categories. The narrow blue band shows the proportion of each users profile that
consists of popular items, and its smooth decrease reflects the way the users are
ranked. Note, however, that all groups have rated many items from the middle
(green) and tail (red) parts of the distribution, and this makes sense: there are only
a small number of really popular movies and even the most blockbuster-focused
viewer will eventually run out of them. Figure 6 shows the same information as
Fig. 5 but all ratios are calculated as an average value across users in each user
group. The differences between different user groups in this figure are more visible.
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Fig. 5 Users’ Propensity towards item popularity. (a) MovieLens. (b) Last.fm

Fig. 6 User Groups’ Propensity towards item popularity. Three users groups based on their
interest in popular items are G1, G2, and G3: group with highest interest towards popular items,
group with average interest in popular items, and group with the least interest in popular items. (a)
MovieLens. (b) Last.fm

For example, looking at the head ratio (blue color), we can clearly see that users in
group G1 has the highest ratio of head items followed by G2 and G3.

Similar to Figs. 6 and 7 shows the ratio of different item groups in the profiles
of users in different user groups as an average value. Here, we can clearly see the
differences between algorithms in terms of how they have performed for different
user groups. The results of Item-CF clearly consist of only head items for all user
groups.

As we have seen, users have a diversity of interests across popularity groups,
which is best represented as a distribution. User Popularity propensity Deviation
(UPD) measures the quality of recommendation results by looking at the distance
between the distribution of item popularity within the user’s profile (P ) and the
equivalent distribution across items recommended (Q). For this purpose, we employ
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Fig. 7 Users’ centric view of popularity bias (Groups). (a) MovieLens. (b) Last.fm
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Fig. 8 User popularity propensity deviation

the Jensen-Shannon divergence (J), which is a metric of distribution difference.
Jensen-Shannon divergence is related to the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence but
has the benefit of being symmetric.

Given the KL as the KL divergence function, the JensenShannon divergence (J)
between two probability distributions P and Q is defined as follows:

J(P,Q) = 1

2
KL(P,M)+ 1

2
KL(Q,M), M = 1

2
(P +Q) (2)

With this definition, we can define UPD as follows. For any user group g,

UPD(g) =
∑

u∈gJ(P (ρu),Q(�u))

|g| . The average UPD across different groups of
users is:

UPD =
∑

g∈G UPD(g)

|G| (3)

Figure 8 shows the UPD results for the different algorithms and data sets. On the
Movielens data, we can see that all four algorithms have higher deviation for user
group G3 than G2 or G1 meaning the recommendations for niche-focused users are
not as a representation of their interests, compared to the ones for other users with
more interest in popular content—a pattern we would have not been able to detect
without the multistakeholder evaluation. Also, on MovieLens, we can see that the
differences between the deviations of different algorithms for this user group are
more prominent than for the other groups.
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5.3.3 Provider Groups

As noted above, multistakeholder analysis in recommendation also includes
providers, “those entities that provide or otherwise stand behind the recommended
objects” [5]. We can think of many different kinds of contributors standing behind a
particular movie. In this study, we consider the director of each movie and the artist
for each song as the providers in MovieLens and Last.fm respectively.

Figure 9 is similar to Fig. 3 but shows the rank of different directors by popularity
and the corresponding recommendation results from the Item-CF algorithm. A
similar pattern of popularity bias is evident. The recommendations have amplified
the popularity of the popular suppliers (the ones on the extreme left) while
suppressing the less popular ones dramatically. Strikingly, movies from just 3
directors (less than 0.4% of the suppliers here) take up 50% of recommendations
produced, while the tail of the distribution is seeing essentially zero.

Similar to the item groups, for any provider group, here termed supplier s,
SPD(s) = q(s)− p(s) where q(s) is the ratio of recommendations that come from

items of supplier group s (i.e. q(s) =
∑

u∈U

∑
j∈�u

1(A(j)∈s)

n×|U | ), and p(s) is the ratio of

ratings that come from items of supplier group s (i.e. p(s) =
∑

u∈U

∑
j∈ρu

1(A(j)∈s)∑
u∈U |ρu| ).

The average SPD across different groups of suppliers can be calculated as:

SPD =
∑|S|

i=1 |SPD(Si)|
|S| (4)

Similar to item groups, Fig. 10 all algorithms have performed equally poorly for
less popular suppliers (S3). For the other two supplier groups, RankALS has a much
lower deviation than the others and ItemKNN has the highest deviation which is
consistent with our analysis before. One interesting observation on MovieLens is
that Biased-MF and UserKNN have very similar IPD for M items (i.e. items with
medium popularity) but Biased-MF has significantly lower SPD for the suppliers
with medium popularity (S2). Again, this is something that only a multistakeholder
analysis can show.

5.4 Summary

What this example demonstrates is that multistakeholder evaluation can shed light
on the differences between different recommendation algorithms that would not be
easily detectable without such evaluation. We also saw that different stakeholder
groups (e.g. different user groups) were not equally treated using the same algorithm
indicating how a single-value metric for all entities in a stakeholder group may hide
important information.
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Fig. 9 Providers’ centric view of popularity bias. Three supplier groups based on their popularity
are S1, S2, and S3: popular suppliers, relatively popular suppliers, and non-popular suppliers,
respectively. (a) MovieLens. (b) Last.fm
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Fig. 10 Supplier popularity deviation

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Recommender systems are embedded in organizational contexts where there may
be multiple stakeholders impacted by a system’s performance. The research area
of multistakeholder recommendation recognizes and integrates the perspective of
these stakeholders in recommendation design, generation and evaluation. A closely
related area of recommender systems research is fairness-aware recommendation—
see Chap. “Fairness in Recommender Systems” in this volume. In this chapter,
we have introduced multistakeholder recommendation concepts and focused in
particular on multistakeholder evaluation , demonstrating that algorithms may have
quite different properties when considered from the perspectives of users, providers,
and subgroups thereof.

All areas of multistakeholder recommendation offer substantial opportunities
for future work. In-depth studies of particular multistakeholder applications have
appeared (including [53]) but are still rare. Additional such studies will be important
for developing effective practices around the formulation and operationalization
of stakeholder needs. There is very little work detailing the involvement of
stakeholders in recommender system design, that would be analogous to emerging
work in other areas of AI [49].

While this chapter has concentrated on the design, implementation and evalua-
tion of multistakeholder recommendation , we expect that a complementary research
effort in interfaces to such systems will emerge. Multistakeholder concerns will
need to be part of explanations delivered to users [74] and other efforts at rec-
ommendation transparency. The multistakeholder approach also raises the question
of interfaces and system transparency for stakeholders other than recommendation
consumers.
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Fairness in Recommender Systems

Michael D. Ekstrand, Anubrata Das, Robin Burke, and Fernando Diaz

1 Introduction

Throughout the history of recommender systems, both research and development
have examined a range of effects beyond the accuracy and user satisfaction of
the system. These effects include the diversity, novelty and/or serendipity of
recommendations (see Chapter “Novelty and Diversity in Recommender Systems”)
and the coverage of the system (see Chapter “Evaluating Recommender Systems”),
among other concerns.

In recent years, this concern has extended to the fairness of the system: are
the benefits and resources it provides fairly allocated between different people or
organizations it affects? This challenge is connected to the broader set of research
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on fairness in sociotechnical systems generally and AI systems more particularly
[4, 54], but information access systems, including recommender systems, have their
own set of particular challenges and possibilities.

Fair recommendation is not an entirely new concern, but builds on concepts with
long precedent in the recommender systems literature. Work on popularity bias
[15], along with attempts to ensure quality and equity in long-tail recommendations
[31], can be viewed as a fairness problem to prevent the system from inordinately
favoring popular, well-known, and possibly well-funded content creators. Group
recommendation (see Chapter “Group Recommender Systems: Beyond Preference
Aggregation”) is also concerned with ensuring that the various members of a group
are treated fairly [48]. The issues we discuss in this chapter go beyond these
(important) problems to examine how various biases—particularly social biases—
can make their way in to the data, algorithms, and outputs of recommender systems.

Our primary goal in this chapter is to guide the reader through the elements
needed to measure and possibly improve the fairness of a recommender system. This
starts with a clear picture of what, precisely, it means for the system to be unfair
with respect to its stakeholders and problem space, and the harms this unfairness
may cause. There are many different fairness problems in personalization and
recommendation, and each problem has its own particular features and solutions;
therefore the details of measuring and providing fairness are as varied as the
applications to which they apply. To provide guidance in this space, we discuss
the key decisions and resources necessary to carry out a fair recommender systems
experiment, grounded in a specific example from our own work, and then survey the
research to date in fair recommender systems to provide pointers for further reading.

Like much of recommender systems, fairness in recommendation has significant
overlap with fairness in information retrieval and draws heavily from machine
learning literature; researchers and practitioners looking to study or improve the
fairness of recommendations will do well to pay attention to a broad set of research
results.

1.1 Example Applications

Throughout this chapter, we will use the problem space of job and candidate search
and recommendation to illustrate the challenges and possibilities for producing
fair recommendations. Many online platforms attempt to connect job-seekers and
employment opportunities in some way. These include dedicated employment-
seeking platforms as well as general-purpose professional networking platforms
(such as LinkedIn and Xing) for which job-seeking is one (important) component.

Job-seeking is a multi-sided problem—people need good employment, and
employers need good candidates—and also has significant fairness requirements
that are often subject to regulation in various jurisdictions. Some of the specific
fairness concerns for this application include:
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• Are recommendations of job opportunities distributed fairly across users?
• Are job/candidate fit scores fair, or do they under- or over-score certain candi-

dates?
• Do users have a fair opportunity to appear in result lists when recruiters are

looking for candidates for a job opening?
• Are employers in protected groups (minority-owned businesses, for example)

having their jobs fairly promoted to qualified candidates?
• Are there specific fairness concerns that come from regulatory requirements?

Job search is certainly not the only application with fairness concerns, however.
The recommendations in music platforms, such as Spotify and Pandora, connect
listeners with artists and have significant impact both on the user’s listening
experience and on the artists’ financial and career prospects. A system that does
systematically under-promotes particular artists or groups of artists may reduce their
visibility and with it harm the financial viability of their artistic endeavors. However,
it serves to illustrate many important problems in recommendation fairness in a
single setting.

1.2 Fundamental Concepts in (Un)Fairness

Algorithmic fairness in general is concerned with going beyond the aggregate
accuracy or effectiveness of a system—often, but not always, a machine learning
application—to studying the distribution of its positive or negative effects on its
subjects. Much of this work has been focused on fairness in classification or
scoring systems; Mitchell et al. [54] catalog key concepts in fair classification,
and Hutchinson and Mitchell [43] situate these concepts in the broader history of
fairness in educational testing where many similar ideas were previously developed.

There are many ways to break down the various concepts of algorithmic fairness
that have been studied in the existing literature, which we summarize in Table 1. The
first is individual versus group fairness. Individual fairness sets the constraint that
similar individuals should be treated similarly: given a function that can measure
the similarity of two individuals with respect to a task, such as the ability of job
applicants to perform the duties of a job, individuals with comparable ability should
receive comparable decisions [25]. This decision construct is often probabilistic, to
allow for the ability to only select one applicant for any given job; individual fairness
in such cases requires that the probability of acceptance be similar for similarly-
qualified individuals. This definition depends on the availability of an unbiased
comparison of individuals—a significant limitation—and places no requirements
on the treatment of dissimilar subjects.

Group fairness considers the system’s behavior with respect to the group
membership or identities of subjects. Often, this is realized by dividing the observed
features into two sets 〈Xi,Ai〉, where Ai is a set of sensitive attributes identifying
group membership or identity, often something like race or ethnicity, and Xi is
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Table 1 Summary of concepts in algorithmic fairness and harms

Individual fairness Similar individuals have similar experience

Group fairness Different groups have similar experience

Sensitive attribute Attribute identifying group membership

Disparate treatment Groups explicitly treated differently

Disparate impact Groups receive outcomes at different rates

Disparate mistreatment Groups receive erroneous (adverse) effects at different rates

Distributional harm Harm caused by (unfair) distribution of resources or outcomes.

Representational harm Harm caused by inaccurate internal or external representation.

Anti-classification Protected attribute should not play a role in decisions.

Anti-subordination Decision process should actively work to undo past harm.

the set of other features or covariates. Such work often designates a protected
group, designated by a particular value of Ai , that should be protected from adverse
discriminatory decisions. Many of the concepts are often grounded in U.S. legal
notions of anti-discrimination [3], but this grounding is not without limitations,
such as the resulting technical framings losing connection to the legal concepts that
motivated them [69].

The goal of group fairness is to address the impact of group membership on
final decision outcomes, but the precise formulations of this goal further divide
into several distinct sub-concepts of discriminatory behaviors the system should
avoid. Disparate treatment is when the sensitive attribute is a direct feature in
the decision-making process. Disparate impact arises when the outcomes, such as
loan approvals, are disparately distributed between groups (e.g. one racial group
has a higher loan approval rate than another). It is measured with constructs such
as demographic parity (e.g. a resume screening process accepts resumes at the
same rate). Both disparate treatment and impact are directly inspired by U.S. anti-
discrimination law; disparate impact is not on its own enough to conclusively
prove discrimination, but it triggers enhanced scrutiny of a process [3]. Disparate
mistreatment, on the other hand, looks at the distribution not of decision outcomes
but of errors: it arises, for example, when one group has a higher false negative
rate than another (for example, when members of one racial group is more likely
to be denied loans for which they are qualified). Another disparate mistreatment
construct is one sometimes called equality of opportunity [38]: the constraint that
positive classification be conditionally independent of protected group given the
true label—that is, a qualified job candidate from one group is no more likely to be
erroneously screened out than a candidate from another.

Orthogonally to group and individual fairness, Crawford [20] divided harms
connected to unfairness into two categories: distributional harms, where a resource
or opportunity is inequitably distributed (as with most of the harms discussed so
far), and representational harms, where people in the system are represented in a
way that is inaccurate and systematically unfair.
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The motivations of fairness constructs can also be categorized, and different
motivations yield different assessments of their effectiveness and adequacy. U.S.
anti-discrimination law is rooted in competing ideas of anti-classification, the idea
that the influence of a protected attribute should not play a role in decisions,
and anti-subordination, the idea that current decision-making processes should
actively work to reverse the effects of historical patterns of discrimination [3]. These
motivations are often present, and sometimes explicitly invoked, in algorithmic
fairness literature, although their proper application is not entirely clear [69].

While it is common to talk about “fairness” as the goal of a system designed
to improve equity, it is impossible to make a system that is demonstrably and
universally “fair”. Competing ideals of fairness, the needs of multiple stakeholders,
and the fundamentally social and contestable nature of fairness [62] mean that it is
not a fully solvable problem or even a well-specified one.

More detailed treatment of algorithmic fairness in general is beyond the scope
of this chapter. We refer the reader to Mitchell et al. [54] and Barocas et al. [4] for
further (essential) reading.

1.3 Multisided Analysis of Recommendation

One significant way in which fair recommendation differs from more general
fair machine learning is in the multisided nature of recommendation. In many
machine learning problems, it is clear who should be treated fairly: the system is
making decisions about subjects, such as job or loan applicants. In recommender
systems, however, different groups of stakeholders stand to benefit (or lose) from
the system’s behavior, and assessing the fairness of a recommender system requires
identifying the stakeholders who may be treated unfairly. Chapter “Multistakeholder
Recommender Systems” of this book provides an introduction to multistakeholder
recommendation broadly. For the purposes of this chapter, it is sufficient to note that
different stakeholders have different fairness concerns [12]. These include:

• Consumer fairness, concerned with treating different users of the system fairly
by ensuring that users receive comparable service and no group of users is
systematically disadvantaged by the system. For example, a system might be
more inaccurate for some groups of users rather than others.

• Provider fairness, concerned with treating the creators or providers of items
fairly, for example by ensuring that musicians have equitable opportunity for
their music to be recommended to users in a streaming music platform.

• Subject fairness, concerned with fair treatment of the people or entities that
items are about. One example of a domain where this concern may arise is news
recommendation, where recommendations that systematically under-represent
topics or segments of society can be considered subject-unfair.
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These stakeholders’ fairness concerns are often considered one at a time, but
some work seeks to jointly analyze or provide fairness for multiple stakeholders
simultaneously. In this chapter, we organize our literature survey around the
stakeholders each work primarily considers.

1.4 Unfairness in Recommendation

As noted in Sect. 1.2, it is impossible to make a system fair according to any
universal definition. What can be done is to measure and avoid specific types of
well-defined unfairness. Different stakeholder groups can be harmed by the system’s
unfairness in different ways; aligning with Sect. 1.2, this unfairness can be group or
individual, and can result in harms of both distribution and representation.

If a system gives some of its users lower-quality recommendations than others
[27, 52], particularly if it systematically gives one socially-salient group of users
less useful results than another, then it exhibits unfairness towards consumers that
results in a distributional harm (the resource of “relevant information” is not fairly
distributed). It may cause representational harm to its consumers if it misrepresents
their personal information or interests. It may be unfair towards its consumers if it
provides comparably good recommendations, as measured by click-through rate or
another suitable metric, but it gives qualitatively different results to different groups,
such as being less likely to show women ads for higher-paying jobs [2].

While provider fairness concerns present a relatively straightforward set of
harms, there is a lot of nuance in how, precisely, to define the concept, but a system
harms producers in an unfair way if it is more likely to recommend content from
some creators than others. One well-known example of this is popularity bias [15],
where the system is more likely to recommend already-popular content so less-
popular creators are not as able to make their content visible and obtain recognition
and commercial return for their efforts.

But visibility can also be misallocated along other lines, such as systematically
under-recommending content by creators of particular gender identities or ethnic
groups. This discrepancy can have many causes, including exogenous inequities in
opportunity to create content, publicity efforts from publishers and labels, and other
systemic societal discrimination; the recommender system reifies and reproduces
these inequities as it learns from that data in pursuit of its objective function.
Another potential cause is objective functions that do not align with broader
social interest—for example, optimizing information distribution in a network to
maximize the number of nodes reached may leave significant gaps in access to
information [32], a particularly relevant concern for things such as public health
awareness campaigns. Misallocation may also arise from feedback loops, where
the recommender system learns from user data and amplifies small differences in
potential utility into large differences in recommendation exposure.
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In Sects. 3–6, we will survey work on each of these (and other) harms. One
of the crucial elements of pursuing fairness in research or system development,
however, is to be specific about the harms under consideration. Identifying the
specific stakeholders in play, and the particular harm or unfairness that we wish
to measure or avoid, allows research to make progress and contribute techniques
that can be a part of building recommender systems that promote equity instead of
reproducing discrimination.

2 Studying Fairness

As discussed in Sects. 1.3 and 1.4, there is no one problem of recommender
system fairness: there are different stakeholders towards which the system may be
unfair, and different ways it may be unfair to them. Our survey of the literature
in Sects. 3–7 discusses examples of many different problems and approaches to
fair recommendation; in this section, we describe the overall structure of a fair
recommendation project and the key decisions that must be made regardless of
the specific problem the researcher or developer seeks to address, summarized in
Table 2.

As a running example in this section, we use the study of the fairness of
collaborative filters with respect to books’ authors’ gender identities by Ekstrand
and Kluver [26], describing the decisions made in that work for each component
of the process. We do not claim that this is a perfect example, but it provides a
useful context to discuss how these general decision points need to be resolved in
the context of a specific study. Also, while we discourage a needless proliferation of
new fairness concepts, each individual fair recommendation project will be different
due to the intrinsic differences between stakeholders, harms, applications, and data
affordances that shape a particular effort.

Table 2 Key decisions in a fair recommender systems project

Fairness questions:

1. What is the recommendation problem under study?
2. What is the social goal of fairness in this setting?

• What stakeholders are considered?
• What harm is to be prevented?

3. How is that goal operationalized with specific data, methods, and metrics?
4. What are the findings?
5. How do these findings map back to the social goal?
6. What are the scope and limitations of these methods and results?
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2.1 Defining Fairness

The first step in any inquiry is to define precisely the aspects of fairness under study.
There are several elements to consider, including:

• The stakeholders who should be treated fairly
• The harms to quantify and/or reduce
• The metrics for measuring and/or optimizing away the harm

A project may target more than one type of unfairness, but each fairness construct
needs to be clearly described and account for these dimensions. It is important to
be precise about both the social goal of a fairness construct and the way that goal is
operationalized into specific methods and metrics. For example:

• To measure and reduce the potential harm that musicians of one ethnicity are
more likely to be recommended than musicians of another, we may enforce a
constraint that “the probability a song appears in a playlist is independent of
musician ethnicity” [46]. We may also measure the exposure [24] or attention
[8] providers of different ethnicities receive, and look for absolute disparities
(disparate impact) or disproportional disparities based on relevance (disparate
mistreatment).

• To measure and reduce the potential representational harm that users are
stereotyped by gender in the system’s latent feature space, we may measure
the accuracy of classifying a user’s gender from their embedding and use
adversarial learning to minimize this predictability while providing accurate
recommendations [6].

The common theme of these operationalizations is that we have taken a
concern—reduce a particular harm—and translated it into a specific framework and
metric or objective function. This process is inherently reductive, as the resulting
metric does not capture everything about the concern. Decisions in the process
prioritize some aspects of fairness over others; for example, seeking to make artist
groups’ exposure proportional to their combined relevance will allow for significant
disparities in exposure if they are supported by disparities in relevance judgements
(such as user response or ratings), even if the relevance judgements are unfair (due
to biases in user preference, presentation biases that affect likelihood to click, or
other factors that bias the collection of relevance data).

Such limitations and tradeoffs do not necessarily invalidate a specific fairness
construct; indeed, no construct is without them, and there is no well-defined uni-
versal concept of fairness. Rather, they are limitations that need to be documented.
Clearly describing the concerns, the metrics, their relationship, and the limitations
that arise from that choice of metrics will enable readers of a particular research
paper to better understand its findings, and apply and extend them in additional
situations.

The author gender project focuses on provider fairness as experienced by
consumers, and seeks to measure the harm that authors of a particular gender may
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be under-represented in the recommendation lists the system provides to its users,
even if users read may books by authors of that gender. It operationalizes this by
measuring the “% Female” for a set L of books (either the books in a user’s reading
history or the books recommended to them by a collaborative filter):

SetBias(L) = # of female-authored books in L

# of known-gender books in L

This definition captures one particular form of representation, but does not do
anything to assess representation along other dimensions (e.g. race or ethnicity),
or even capture the full subtlety of gender representation (such as accounting for
non-binary gender identities).

Mismatches between a metric and its ultimate goals are common, however,
particularly while the field is young and we are still determining how to study fair-
ness and the relative merits of different approaches. We advocate for incrementally
improving on the practice of fair recommendation research; perfect alignment and
operationalization are likely only achievable in the limit.1

2.2 Collecting Data

Another major challenge is to find appropriate data for studying the fairness objec-
tive under consideration. While data sets for studying recommendation abound,
fairness research—particularly group fairness—often requires additional data that
is more difficult to come by Olteanu et al. [57] provide a thorough treatment of
issues in data collection and augmentation, but here we highlight some specific
considerations for fair recommendation research.

Commonly-used data sets are often directly amenable to individual fairness
research, because all that is needed is users and items, and possibly item authorship.
No further data augmentation is typically necessary.

Group fairness, both for providers and consumers, requires group affiliations or
sensitive attributes for the relevant stakeholder entities. Depending on the particular
type of group in question, this data may also be sensitive and subject to legal
restrictions or ethical concerns for its use and/or distribution. This is particularly
true for personal attributes such as gender, sexual orientation, or ethnicity.

Some data sets provide attribute labels directly. The MovieLens 1M data set [39]
includes self-described binary gender identities and age brackets for MovieLens

1 In the conference version of the author gender paper, Ekstrand et al. [28] described the goal of
promoting equality of opportunity for book authors, but measured fairness through the proportional
composition of ranked lists. Exposure-oriented metrics [8, 24] would be a more coherent way
of advancing the stated goal. The journal version described here more clearly contextualizes the
capabilities and implications of the methods employed, because we’re continually advancing our
own understanding of these practices as well.
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users (subsequent data sets do not, as MovieLens stopped collecting this information
from its users). The Last.FM 360K data set collected by Celma [17]2 and the later
LastFM 1B data set [61] also include user gender and age.

In other cases, a group can be synthesized from available data. For example,
Kamishima et al. [46] looked at fairness with respect to the age of a movie in order
to test algorithms intended to be useful for a broader set of fairness problems.
This can also be done with genres, keywords, and other information included
in a data set. Care is needed, however, because as Selbst et al. [62] argue, we
cannot assume techniques for ensuring fairness with respect to one attribute will
automatically apply to other attributes even within the same stakeholder class (e.g.
a technique that addresses gender discrimination may or may not be effective for
racial discrimination and vice versa, depending on the way that discrimination has
affected the data generating process), but it is a useful technique for testing out
technical possibilities for future repurposing, subject to re-validation on the target
problem.

Sometimes, multiple public data sets can be integrated in order to study a fairness
problem. For many media domains, there is publicly-available data on content
creators such as book authors and film actors; sometimes, this data is in machine-
readable form amenable to integration. In the author gender project, Ekstrand
and Kluver [26] integrated book ratings from several sources with OpenLibrary,
Library of Congress bibliographic records, and the Virtual Internet Authority File to
obtain the gender identities of many book authors; the integration tools are publicly
available.3 Because linked author records with gender identities are not available
for all books, this project had to limit the final analysis to books where the first
author’s gender could be uniquely identified; the “% Female” metric is computed
over the subset of rated or recommended books for which the author gender identity
is known. Further, the available data only records binary gender identities, limiting
the study’s ability to properly account for authors with non-binary and other gender
identities.

Data can also be augmented through crowdsourcing or professional annotation.
The TREC Fair Ranking Track [9] uses NIST’s professional assessors to obtain
information about the authors of scholarly papers from publicly-available sources.
This data source is expensive, but depending on the task and source of labor it
can result in high-quality annotations. Annotation does require careful attention to
defining the legitimate bases for assigning a label; as one example, the Program
for Cooperative Cataloging [10] has developed recommended best practices for
recording authors’ gender identities.

Some authors have used inference techniques to impute demographic labels to
users or content producers. Common ways of doing this include statistical gender
recognition based on names or computer vision techniques for gender recognition
based on portraits or profile pictures. We generally discourage using this source of

2 https://www.upf.edu/web/mtg/lastfm360k.
3 https://bookdata.piret.info.

https://www.upf.edu/web/mtg/lastfm360k
https://bookdata.piret.info
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data, as it is error-prone, subject to systemic biases [11], reductionistic [35], and
fundamentally denies subjects control over their identities.

Another approach sometimes employed is to generate synthetic data, simu-
lating the relevant information needed to assess fairness. This is motivated by
the challenges of acquiring data with the appropriate demographic and content
characteristics for academic researchers. If it is possible to establish correlates
between aspects of user’s profiles and demographic characteristics, then demo-
graphic labels can be probabilistically associated with user profiles, providing labels
for protected and unprotected groups. This approach was demonstrated using job
recommendation data by Burke et al. [13].

Finally, recent work has looked at evaluating fairness without linked demo-
graphic records, for example by using background data on label distributions to
calibrate estimation from proxy attributes [44]. This can work in some cases;
Kallus et al. [44] provide methods to identify some of those cases, but the
resulting estimates can have very broad error bounds. Hashimoto et al. [40] provide
algorithms for fair learning without access to demographic labels, but the minority
groups protected may differ from the groups needing protection in a particular
application; the implications of this discrepancy will be application- and domain-
specific.

No matter the technique used, it is crucial to carefully document the data sources,
integration or augmentation decisions, and known limitations of the data. Gebru et
al. [33] identify many questions that should be answered for any data set, but are
particularly germane to the kinds of data needed for fairness research. Due to the
length limitations of many publication venues, this may necessitate appendices or
online supplements that document the data sources and strategies more thoroughly
than a conference paper allows, but we recommend that the paper itself include
sufficient detail to understand and assess the limitations.

2.3 Structuring Experiments

The structure of a recommendation fairness study itself tends to follow structures
typical for other recommender evaluations (see Chapter “Evaluating Recommender
Systems”), particularly studies focusing on non-accuracy analyses such as diversity
(Chapter “Novelty and Diversity in Recommender Systems”). The recommender
algorithms are trained on available data, produce recommendations for users, and
the resulting recommendations are measured for their fairness (and often other
properties). This can be done with both offline and online experimental protocols.
The only change to existing experimental practice typically required to study
fairness is the additional data and metrics.

The author gender study uses a typical offline experimental protocol with user-
based sampling. One sample of users is used for tuning algorithm hyperparameters
with mean reciprocal rank (MRR) in a leave-one-out protocol, and another sample
is used for the fairness study. For the experiment’s main results, the authors measure
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the gender composition of users’ reading and rating histories, recommendation
lists produced for these users by several collaborative filters, and the relationship
between input and output composition (how much the rankings produced by each
algorithm reflect the user’s historical tendency to read authors of one gender or
another).

2.4 Reporting Results

The results of a fairness study need to be carefully described and clearly contex-
tualized in light of the study’s specific aims and the limitations of the data and
metrics. Special care needs to be taken to understand the implications of data and
experimental limitations on the results and their generalizability. It is important not
to over-claim; portability is one of the abstraction traps identified by Selbst et al.
[62, §2.2], as results and solutions on one fairness concern do not necessarily apply
to another, even if they can both be represented with the same statistical abstraction.

As a practical matter, we recommend clearly separating the social goal and the
specific operationalization in both the motivation and discussion of the results in
a paper. Being explicit about how the fairness goal is translated into data and
measurements, and how specific quantitative results illuminate the social goal, helps
reduce risk of the formalism trap [62, §2.3] and provides context for discussing
limitations.

The author-gender project is a purely observational, correlational study, and
reports findings in light of the capabilities of such methods. It also describes in
detail the data set; the coverage and distribution of relevant labels in the data; and
limitations of the data, fairness construct and operationalization, and experimental
design.

3 Consumer Fairness

Consumer fairness is the aspect of a recommender system concerned with how
recommendations impact consumers and sub-groups of consumers. For example,
a marketplace recommending job postings to job seekers may wish to ensure that
all its users receive good-quality recommendations and comparable access to job
opportunities, particularly marginalized groups such as women and people from
minority ethnic backgrounds; such objectives may even be required by law.
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3.1 Individual Fairness

Since recommender systems’ results are personalized to each consumer, users are
expected to get different results, we might expect that what counts as “similar”
individuals for the purposes of individual fairness in recommendation might be
quite fine-grained. For example, a job recommender might be taking into account the
user’s past history of clicks or views on the site as well as more typical job history or
personal data commonly associated with a job application. Recommender systems,
especially collaborative ones, are typically built on the assumption that individuals
will similar user profiles should indeed receive similar recommendations, so we
might expect that individual fairness is a strength of these systems.

However, user behavior is not typically what is understood in the discussion
of similar individuals in the context of individual fairness. A person’s profile as
gathered through interaction with a recommender system might include information
that is irrelevant to the match between user and item. To continue with the
employment example, a female user might be less likely to click on job descriptions
with male-oriented language [41], and this fact may be completely irrelevant to
her qualifications. Still, it may be quite difficult to ensure individual fairness in a
recommendation setting, as a complete profile of all relevant information that would
be needed to compare individuals could be quite challenging to obtain. Almost
by definition, if a recommender system, especially a collaborative one, is being
deployed, it is because the application is one where user profiles—and similarity—is
better obtained through an implicit representation than explicit features.

Therefore, while individual fairness is a worthy objective, we expect that
developers trying to ensure consumer-side fairness in recommendation will be
primarily interested in framing their fairness concerns relative to group fairness.

3.2 Group Fairness

A general approach to group fairness is to consider the benefit or utility that a
recommender system delivers to different groups of users. To operationalize this
concern, we need to determine how to measure utility and how to compare between
groups. In some recommendation domains, it may be important to consider objective
qualities of an item in understanding its utility, such as the salary in a job listing.
If protected group users receive on the whole lower salary listings, this could be
considered unfair regardless of other personalization considerations. Thus, there
may be some inherent utility associated with each item to be taken account in the
overall utility computation.

Most approaches, however, use the utility construct used for measuring the
system’s effectiveness, such as an accuracy metric based on ratings, click history,
or similar profile data. Some group-fairness evaluations use the predicted rating or
click probability estimated by the recommender system itself for a more complete
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Fig. 1 Example results from a consumer group-fairness study by Ekstrand et al. [27]. NDCG of
algorithms trained on the MovieLens 1M data set is aggregated by user gender

but approximate picture of utility. With a known preference data, utility can be
calculated in a number of ways (see also Chapter “Evaluating Recommender
Systems”):

• Predicted rating fidelity: How closely do predicted ratings match known ones?
The usual approach is to use RMSE or MAE to measure this accuracy.

• Predicted ranking accuracy: How closely do output rankings match known
preferences? NDCG is a common utility-based measure for ranking.

Generally, experiments of this kind will look for disparate mistreatment, in
the form of greater error or lower ranking quality for the protected group. One
example that explores consumer-side fairness is by Ekstrand et al. [27]. They
performed an offline top-N evaluation of several collaborative filtering algorithms,
computing NDCG and aggregating the results by user demographic (example
results shown in Fig. 1). They found significant differences in utility between
gender and (in some cases) user age groups, although not always in the same
direction. Yao and Huang [73] carried out similar work for prediction accuracy,
developing several unfairness metrics over rating prediction errors for protected
and unprotected groups. Typically-considered demographic groups are not the only
basis for consumer fairness either; Abdollahpouri [1] considers user groups based
on their level of interest in popular items and shows that, across recommendation
algorithms, users with an interest in less-popular niche items were not receiving
recommendations in line with their interests.

3.3 Fairness Beyond Accuracy

While much of the work on consumer fairness focuses on the quality of recom-
mendations, some work looks at other aspects of consumer experience that may be
discriminatory, such as stereotyping or the specific items users receive. Ali et al. [2]
studied the distribution of ads on Facebook to understand potentially discriminatory
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impact in the visibility of different kinds of ads. They found that even when an
advertiser wishes to have fair distribution of their ad, for example to ensure that
an ad for a job opening is seen by people of all genders, the combination of
relevance optimization and market dynamics results in disparate distribution of ads
across racial and gender lines. Nasr and Tschantz [56] describe bidding strategies to
attempt mitigate such effects and ensure fair ad distribution even when the platform
does not provide it.

Beutel et al. [6] present an approach to learning fair representations in a way
that can be applied to consumers, by learning embeddings (such as the user and
item embeddings in a recommender system) in an adversarial setting set up to
minimize the ability to predict a user’s sensitive attribute, such as gender, from
their embedding. This has the potential to reduce stereotype effects in resulting
recommendations.

3.4 More Complex Scenarios

The work described in this section makes assumptions that are often violated
in realistic applications. One in particular is the assumption that only a single
protected group or sensitive attribute needs to be considered for fairness. But our
job recommender, for example, may need to meet constraints having to do with
race, gender, religion, and other types of protected categories, as determined by
applicable laws and organizational requirements. Legally, the complexities of the
interaction of multiple protected categories has been explicated by Crenshaw [21]
and others under the framework of intersectionality. In the fair machine learning
literature, it has been studied under the topic of rich subgroup fairness [49]. In
recommender systems, there is some research involving sub-group fairness across
providers [65]. However, no existing work addresses the compound nature of the
disadvantage that Crenshaw highlights as characteristic for individuals who find
themselves at the intersection of multiple protected identities.

Another simplification common in consumer-side fairness is assuming that
categories are binary (protected vs unprotected) rather than constellations of
attributes, including continuous qualities. Some work can naturally deal with
multiple attributes—aggregating utility or error by group works fine for multiple
groups, and multi-group statistical tests are effective—but optimization approaches
typically assume that protected and unprotected groups should have equal results,
and generalizing beyond two groups is seldom done.

4 Provider Fairness

Providers, the other side of the most common multistakeholder setup of rec-
ommender systems, are primarily the suppliers of information or items being
recommended. There may be multiple parties who could be considered providers
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in most scenarios. For example, in news recommendation application, the journalist
or publication venue (in a federated system) could be considered the provider. In
music recommendation, it could be the individual artist or the record label. In job
recommendation, it could be the employer (when candidates are seeking jobs) or the
prospective employee (when recruiters are looking for candidates).

The key benefit of a recommender system for providers is that the system
provides exposure of their items to recommendation consumers who may be
interested in those items. We can think of recommendation opportunities as a
resource and the distribution of those opportunities across different groups as the
characteristic provider fairness concern. For example, in the candidate recruitment
recommendation scenario, when an employer is looking for candidates, different
protected groups (e.g., gender and ethnic groups) should be treated fairly. Yet,
the challenge remains to provide balanced outcomes between relevant and fairly
distributed set of candidates.

Diversity (see Chapter “Novelty and Diversity in Recommender Systems”) is
related to provider fairness. Some methods of diversity enhancement in recom-
mendation may promote provider fairness, but diversity and fairness respond to
different normative concerns. Diversity in recommendation and search results is
mainly focused on consumer intent, by presenting results that meet a wide range of
users’ topical needs. In contrast, provider fairness is motivated by justice concerns to
ensure that different providers receive fair opportunity for their content or products
to be discovered.

4.1 Provider Utility

In contrast to consumer-side fairness, which is concerned with the quality of rec-
ommendations delivered to end-users, for provider-side fairness we are concerned
with the utility of recommendations to providers. As noted above, a key notion in
provider-side fairness is exposure: the value of recommendation opportunities given
to a particular item or group of items.

Because recommendation lists are often short, a single list contains only a small
number of recommendation opportunities; further, due to user attention patterns,
not all list positions have equal utility, and only one item can have the benefits of
the most valuable ranking in any one ranking [24]. Therefore, provider utility must
usually be measured cumulatively (or in some cases amortized) over a sequence of
recommendation results delivered to users. This is in contrast to the consumer-side
case, where we can often meaningfully evaluate the quality of results for each user
by looking only at a single recommendation result.

There are a number of options for computing the exposure/utility associated with
a given recommendation opportunity. It may be convenient to assign a fixed utility
to all items in a given recommendation list. In this case, the utility accrued to an
item is simply the hit rate of its appearance across the recommendation experiment
[51]. Utility can also be weighted with a function estimating user attention to an
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item, which will vary greatly based on its ranking in a recommendation list. This
is commonly represented through a logarithmic discount for higher rank items, as
captured in the standard NDCG metric, or a geometric discount [8]; for example, the
exposure of an item i in a collection L of rankings under a geometric decay model
with patience 0 < γ < 1 can be computed by:

Exgeom(i|L) =
∑

L∈L
γ rankL(i)

4.2 Individual Fairness

The individual fairness principle for producer fairness says that “similar” items (or
content producers) should receive similar utility from the recommender system.
Defining similarity with respect to the recommendation task, however, requires
some subtlety, particularly since each user will like a different set of items (as
opposed to nonpersonalized classification settings, where items are similar with
respect to a single task such as repaying a loan). One straightforward approach is to
define “similar” based on relevance to the user: two items are similar if the same user
likes them both. Under this paradigm, we can compare the exposure an item receives
to the relevance or utility it provides to users; Biega et al. [8] do this by aggregating
each item’s attention and relevance over multiple rankings, and measuring the extent
to which attention is proportional to relevance (user-centric utility). Diaz et al. [24]
use relevance to determine an ideal exposure—the exposure items would receive if
the system ranked the items perfectly with respect to user utility—and computes the
difference between that exposure and the exposure under the actual system:

EEL =
∑

i

(
Exgeom(i|L)− Exgeom(i|Lideal)

)2

Another way to think about individual fairness is through latent representation. If
individual items in the latent space are clustered together, then the downstream task
of recommendation would preserve such characteristics [50]. However, there is open
work to explore how to formulate and achieve such representation specifically in the
context of recommender systems by taking the trade-offs between personalization
and fairness into consideration.

4.3 Group Fairness

As with consumer fairness and general ML fairness, provider group fairness seeks to
ensure that content providers in different groups are treated fairly. In recommender
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systems, this needs to be connected to system’s personalization goal: recommending
items a user does not like to achieve a group-fairness goal is usually not appropriate.

One way to operationalize group-fairness is to measure or enforce statistical
independence between the recommendation outcomes and protected attributes [46].
Under this definition, introduced in Sect. 2.1, the recommendations are fair if the
probability an item will appear in a particular recommendation list is independent
of its sensitive attribute(s).

Another is to measure the extent to which protected groups are equitably
represented in recommendation lists. This can be done by looking at the composition
of individual recommendation rankings, measuring the divergence between the
distribution of groups within a list and a target distribution [14, 22, 70]. Given
a recommendation list L, these approaches compute a distribution over protected
groups P(A|L) and a target Pτ (A); Sapiezynski et al. [60] call this target a
population estimator. Given these two distributions, they can be compared using
difference in probabilities, odds ratios, KL divergence [22, 70], or cross-entropy
[23].

Several approaches have been adopted to deal with the decreasing value of
progressively lower ranking positions. Yang and Stoyanovich [70] and Zehlike et al.
[74] use simple binomial group distributions (e.g. the fraction of list items produced
by the protected group) and average the deviation from the target over successively
longer prefixes of the ranking. Sapiezynski et al. [60] integrate rank discounting
into P(A|L) itself, so it is the probability of picking an item by a particular group
following the browsing model in the rank discount function.

Provider group fairness can also be assessed over multiple rankings through an
exposure metric. Aggregating expected exposure by group [8, 24] measures whether
each producer group—rather than individual producer—receives an appropriate
level of exposure.

Lastly, pairwise metrics [7] directly implement the concept of disparate mis-
treatment over pairs of items, extending BPR loss [58] into a fairness construct.
A probabilistic ranking is considered fair if the probability of correctly ranking a
relevant item (one the user has clicked) over an irrelevant item is independent of the
relevant item’s group membership. They define two versions of pairwise fairness:
intra-group fairness, where the system is equally correct in its rankings of items
within each group, and intra-group fairness, where the system correctly orders a
relevant item from one group over an irrelevant item from another.

5 Other Stakeholders

While fairness-aware recommendation research to date concentrates largely on
consumers and providers, the concept of multistakeholder recommender (see Chap-
ter “Multistakeholder Recommender Systems”) includes others raising fairness
concerns that a system should address. Indeed, in some settings, regulatory agencies
may be the most important stakeholders for deciding the minimum legal standards
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with respect to fairness and/or non-discrimination that a system must meet. In other
cases, the structure of a platform includes stakeholders who are neither consumers
nor providers, but are still impacted by specific parameters of transactions on the
platform.

For example, consider a food delivery platform such as UberEats4 [1]. This
platform uses recommendations to match consumers with restaurants where they
might order food to be delivered, and deliveries are made by Uber’s drivers. There
may be fairness concerns relative to the consumers or providers here, but there
may also be fairness concerns over the set of drivers. These individuals do not
participate in the recommendation interaction but the recommendations may impact
them; for example, a goal might be to ensure that protected groups among the
driver population do not receive fewer orders than others or do not receive a
disproportionate number of difficult and/or low-tip jobs.

Another example is subject fairness, where the goal is to be fair towards
the subjects of the items retrieved. In our news recommendation example, this
would arise if we wish to ensure that different topics receive fair coverage in the
recommended news articles. This fairness concern may break down along traditional
lines of discrimination, such as ethnic groups, or it may arise along geographic lines
such as urban vs. rural issues and stories. Karako and Manggala [47] demonstrate an
application of a subject fairness constraint in image recommendation. In practice,
subject fairness and provider fairness will often be measurable with similar tech-
niques, since both are properties of the items being recommended, but providing
one does not necessarily imply the other.

There has been very little published work to date that considers these stake-
holders indirectly impacted by recommendation provision, but it is an important
direction for future research. The problem of identifying the entities and groups so
affected requires significant background data or content analysis.

6 Fairness over Time

A recommendation system operates in an iterated, changing environment, contin-
uously making new decisions, gaining fresh users, and losing established users.
Analyzing the fairness of decisions at one point in time can overlook temporal pat-
terns of equity. In the context of predictive policing, Ensign et al. [29] theoretically
demonstrate how feedback loops can result in fair decision-making.

Hashimoto et al. [40] study feedback loops in production systems. The authors
model a population of users iteratively engaging with a system that trains using
behavioral data. The model and supporting experiments in the context of predictive
typing demonstrate that, over time, machine learning algorithms pay more attention
to dominant subgroups of users as they lose under-represented subgroups of users.

4 http://www.ubereats.com/.

http://www.ubereats.com/
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The authors propose applying techniques from distributionally robust optimization
to achieve more balanced performance, resulting in broad user retention. Zhang
et al. [75] extend this work by analyzing the dynamics of fairness in sequential
decision-making. Sonboli et al. [64] present an adaptive recommendation approach
to multidimensional fairness using probabilistic social choice to control subgroup
fairness over time.

Chaney et al. [18] study the homogenization of recommendations in iterative
environments. They find that recommendation systems, especially those based on
machine learning, increase the consistency in recommendations across different
users but also tend to increase the inequity of exposure across items.

7 Methods for Mitigation

Unfair biases can enter a recommender system at any step of the process, from data
collection to evaluation, and there are approaches to mitigating unfairness at each of
them. In Sects. 3 and 4 we discussed different fairness constructs and evaluation
metrics for recommender systems; this section turns to methods for mitigating
these biases in data and algorithms (user interface and experience dimensions
biases, while important, are out of scope for this chapter). There is no one solution
for fairness problems; different applications and objectives will require different
techniques.

7.1 Fairness in Data

There has been limited work to date on data-level fairness interventions for
recommender systems. Several techniques have appeared in the broader machine
learning literature; they may be applicable directly for reducing bias from aspects
of item or user representations, but likely need further adaptation to account for the
user- and item-level non-independence of the consumption and preference data used
to train recommender systems.

Chen et al. [19] identify different data collection enhancements to cure different
kinds of biases resulting from data issues. If there is a group that is under-
represented in the training data and therefore receiving lower-quality results,
collecting more labeled data from this group can improve the accuracy of their
classifications or recommendations. If there is a cluster of users, producers, or items,
who experience disparate adverse effects, and that disparity is not explainable by
the available features in the data set, then collecting additional features can enhance
system fairness.

Other approaches modify the available data in order to reduce unfairness.
Feldman et al. [30] propose to perturb the values of insensitive features X so their
distributions are independent of a sensitive attribute A; if insensitive features are no
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longer correlated with group membership, then the outcomes of machine learning
model trained on them will also be uncorrelated with group membership.

Unfortunately, these techniques have not yet—to our knowledge—been adapted
to recommendation settings where much of the learning is done from multiple user
interactions with an item. Gebru et al. [33] argue that extensive documentation
on motivation for collecting the data, the composition of different components,
collection process, and pre-processing can facilitate design decisions to enhance
fairness, a lesson which seems as applicable in recommender systems as in other
ML applications.

7.2 Fairness in Ranking Models

The ranking or scoring model itself can also be modified to improve the fairness of
results. This usually takes the form of a multi-objective optimization problem that
seeks to simultaneously maximize utility (or relevance) and minimize unfairness
under some suitable definition discussed in the preceding sections.

Kamishima et al. [46] does this through independence: learning a matrix
decomposition that augments the standard regularized reconstruction error loss (see
Chapter “Advances in Collaborative Filtering”) with an independence term that
penalizes correlations between a protected attribute and the system’s predicted rat-
ings. They propose multiple non-independence measures, including the difference
in means between groups and the mutual information between predicted ratings and
sensitive attributes. Independence can also be applied to consumer fairness [45],
with the objective that particular item recommendations are independent of users’
sensitive attributes. Yao and Huang [73] apply a similar regularization approach
to minimize disparate rating prediction errors rather than recommendation errors.
Beutel et al. [6] augment pairwise rank loss with a penalty term for disparate rank
effectiveness for different groups: this penalty is minimized when the difference in
scores between relevant and irrelevant items is uncorrelated with the relevant item’s
sensitive attribute. It is also possible to directly optimize a learning-to-rank model
for equal expected exposure [24].

Constrained optimization approaches such as that of [8] produce rankings that
maximize user relevance score, subject to constraints on the cumulative attention
received by individual items across different users. This can be done through an
integer linear programming formulation.

Fair policy learning applies the multi-objective frame to policy learning for a
reinforcement learning agent; the agent is augmented with a constraint that the
expected unfairness (as measured by configurable fairness metric) is less than a
threshold δ [63].
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7.3 Fairness Through Re-ranking

Fairness can also be improved by re-ranking lists that are already optimized for
relevance, similar to designs used for enhancing diversity (see Chapter “Novelty
and Diversity in Recommender Systems”). There is a basic distinction between
approaches that treat the problem as a global optimization task, trying to improve
the fairness of an entire collection of recommendation lists, and approaches that are
focused on a single list.

An example of the global approach is that of Sürer et al. [68], who suggest
a constrained optimization-based method at the post-processing level to enhance
fairness for multiple provider groups. This approach is generalizable to multiple
constraints, such as (a) the inclusion of items from different provider groups,
(b) ensuring a minimum degree of item diversity for each consumer, and (c)
avoiding unfairness towards providers from underrepresented populations. The
global approach might be suitable in cases where recommendations are all generated
at once, such as for a mass personalized email or weekly recommended items list. It
could also apply to applications where recommendations are generated in advance
and cached.

A more typical approach is to re-rank individual lists as they are generated.
Some authors borrow from such approaches as MMR [16] and xQUAD [59] in the
information retrieval literature in proposing greedy list extension methods, where
the re-ranked list is built by adding items that, at each point, provide an optimal
tradeoff between accuracy and fairness. Geyik et al. [34] use a greedy approach
to produce rankings of job candidates to achieve a desired (non-discriminatory)
distribution of candidates’ protected attributes, simultaneously optimizing relevance
and fairness. Similarly, Modani et al. [55] re-rank to enhance provider exposure
without sacrificing relevance. Zehlike et al. [74] uses a different approach to the re-
ranking problem, using the A-star algorithm to achieve distributional fairness in a
ranked list at depth K. The objective of the algorithm is to re-arrange ranked items to
meet the desired equity distribution of items from different protected groups while
maintaining the rank quality.

Liu et al. [51] propose a method that incorporates both provider fairness and user
preferences for diverse results. Protected groups are promoted by assigning a higher
value to items from such groups in the recommendation objective. The promotion of
protected groups is tempered by a factor tied to user profile diversity. This method
enhances the trade-off between accuracy and fairness by exposing protected group
items to users most likely to be interested in them. Sonboli et al. [65] extend this
approach to multiple protected groups defined by different provider features. Each
user can be characterized in terms of the opportunity they provide to promote one
or another fairness concern across the different groups.

Reranking can also be applied to consumer fairness. Abdollahpouri [1] present a
re-ranking approach based on the idea of calibration [67] to improve the fairness for
user groups with niche interests.
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7.4 Fairness Through Engineering

Data and algorithmic interventions are not necessarily the best way to achieve
some types of fairness. While opportunities for providers to be exposed is zero-
sum for a fixed set of recommendation requests (a recommendation slot given
to one provider cannot be given to another), consumer recommendation quality
is not: solving disparate recommendation utility by decreasing the quality of
some users’ recommendations does not necessarily improve the quality of others.
Instead, identifying the existence of under-served consumers and reasons their
recommendation quality suffers may help in product development, as features which
will improve their experience can be prioritized over features that will primarily
provide a marginal improvement for users already well-served by the system.

8 Conclusion

Fair recommendation is a relatively new but rapidly growing corner of the recom-
mender systems research literature. The work in this space draws from concerns
that have long been of interest to recommender systems researchers, such as those
motivating long-tail recommendation and the study of popularity bias, but connects
it to the emerging field algorithmic fairness and its roots in the broader literature on
fairness and discrimination in general.

Fairness and recommendation are both complex, multifaceted problems, and
their combination requires particular clarity on the precise effects and harms to be
measured and/or mitigated. In particular, the multisided nature and ranked outputs
of many recommender systems complicate the problem of assessing their fairness,
as we must identify which stakeholders we are concerned with treating fairly and
develop a definition of fairness that applies to specific harms in the context of
repeated, ranked outputs, among other challenges. The work of fair recommendation
often requires data that is not commonly included with recommender system data
sets, particularly when seeking to ensure recommendations are fair with respect to
sensitive characteristics users or creators, such as their gender or ethnicity.

This work must also be done with great care and compassion to ensure that
users and creators are treated with respect and dignity and to avoid various traps
that result in overbroad or ungeneralizable claims. We argue that there is nothing
particularly new about these requirements, but that thinking about the fairness
of recommendations brings to the surface issues that should be considered in all
recommendation research and development.

While there has been much useful work in mapping the problem space and
addressing certain types of unfairness, there are many open problems in fair
recommendation that need attention. Some of the ones we see include:

• Extending the concepts and methods of fair recommendation research to addi-
tional domains, applications, problem framings, and axes of fairness concerns.
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Due to the specific and distinct ways in which social biases and discrimination
manifest [62], we cannot assume that findings on one bias translate to another
(e.g. findings on race may not apply to ethnicity or geographic location), or that
findings on a particular bias in one application will translate to another (e.g.
ethnic bias may manifest differently in recommendation vs. NLP classification
tasks). Over time, generalizable principles may be discovered and give rise to
theories that enable the prediction of particular biases and their manifestations,
but at the present time we need to study a wide range of biases and applications
to build the knowledge from which such principles may be derived.

• Deeper study of the development and evolution of biases over time. Most work—
with the exception of fair policy learning and a handful of other studies—focuses
on one-shot batch evaluation of recommender algorithms and their fairness.
However, recommender behavior is dynamic over time as the system produces
recommendations, users respond to them, and it learns from their feedback. This
dynamicism means that an initially fair system may become unfair over time if
users respond to it in a biased or discriminatory fashion, or that it may move
towards a more fair state if users respond well to recommendations that increase
overall fairness.

• Define and study further fairness concerns beyond consumer and provider
fairness. We have identified subject fairness as one additional concern here,
but doubt it is the only additional stakeholder whose equity concerns should be
considered.

• Study human desires for and response to fair recommendations. The first works
are beginning to surface in this direction [66], and Harambam et al. [37] explored
users’ desired features and capabilities for recommendation with concerns that
touch on fairness, but at present little is known about what users or content
providers expect from a system with respect to its fairness, or how users will
respond to fairness-enhancing recommendation interventions.

• Develop appropriate metrics for recommendation fairness, along with thorough
understanding of the requirements and behavior of fairness metrics and best
practices for applying them in practical situations. For example, we believe
expected exposure [24] and pairwise fairness [7] are useful frameworks for
reasoning about many provider fairness concerns, but there is much work left
to do to understand how best to apply and interpret them in offline and online
studies.

• Develop standards and best practices for recommender systems data and model
provenance. Gebru et al. [33] presented the idea of datasheets for data sets,
thoroughly and carefully documenting data so downstream users can properly
assess its applicability, limitations, and the appropriateness of a proposed use.
Harper and Konstan [39] provide much of this information for the MovieLens
data set, but many other data sets do not have such documentation. Mitchell et
al. [53] provide a framework for documenting important properties of trained
models, and Yang et al. [71] present a “nutrition label” for (non-personalized)
rankings describing their data sources, ranking principles, and other information.
These concepts need to be extended to recommender systems and the complex
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integrated data sets that drive them. Common practices such as pruning may
have deep implications for experiment and recommendation outcomes [5],
emphasizing the need for careful study of the properties of recommendation data,
models, and outputs that should be documented.

• Engage more deeply with the multidimensional and complex nature of bias.
Most work fair recommendation focuses on single attributes in isolation, often
restricting them to binary values. However, the intersection of group member-
ships often gives rise to particular forms of discrimination and social bias that
cannot be explained by any one of the groups alone [21]. Some recent work
engages with multiple simultaneous axes of discrimination or fairness [72], but
multidimensionality does not fully capture the dynamics invoked by the concept
of intersectionality [42]. Further, many categories are complex, unstable, and
socially constructed; Hanna et al. [36] present a treatment of some of these
complexities in an algorithmic setting, but much work remains to respond to that
call and make fairness responsive to these realities.

There is a lot of open space for research in fair recommendation, and this work
has the potential for significant improvements to the human and societal impact of
the systems this book teaches its readers to build and study.
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Part IV
Human Computer Interaction



Beyond Explaining Single Item
Recommendations

Nava Tintarev and Judith Masthoff

1 Introduction

Recommender systems such as Amazon, offer users recommendations, or sugges-
tions of items to try or buy. Recommender systems use algorithms which can be
categorized as ranking algorithms, which result in the increase in the prominence of
some information. Other information (e.g., low rank or low confidence recommen-
dations) are consequently filtered and not shown to people.

However, it is often not clear to a user whether the recommender system’s advice
is suitable to be followed, e.g., whether it is correct, whether the right information
was taken into account, whether crucial information is missing. In other words, there
is a large mismatch between the representation of the advice by the system versus
the information needs of its users. In this chapter we describe how explanations,
such as the one depicted in Fig. 1, can help bridge that gap, what we constitute
as helpful explanations, as well as the considerations and external factors we must
consider when determining the level of helpfulness.

Ultimately, for explanations of recommender systems to be useful, they need to
be able to justify the recommendations in a human understandable way. This creates
a necessity for techniques for automatic generation of satisfactory explanations that
are intelligible (understandable) for users interacting with the system.

“Interpretability” of advice from artificial intelligence systems more broadly has
been qualified as the degree to which a human can understand the cause of a decision
[79]. However, understanding is rarely an end-goal in itself. Pragmatically, it is
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Fig. 1 Explanation in the
Pandora system, retrieved
November 2020: “Based on
what you’ve told us so far,
we’re playing this track
because it features solo
strings, mystical qualities,
minor key tonality, melodic
songwriting and intricate
melodic phrasing.”

more useful to operationalize the effectiveness of explanations in terms of a specific
notion of usefulness or explanatory goals such as improved decision support or
user trust [123]. One aspect of the intelligibility of an explainable system (often
cited for domains such as health) is the ability for users to accurately identify, or
correct, an error made by the system. In that case it may be preferable to generate
explanations that induce appropriate levels of reliance (in contrast to over- or under-
reliance) [138], supporting the user in discarding recommendations when the system
is incorrect, but also accepting correct recommendations. The domain affects not
only the overall cost of an error, but the cost of a specific type of error (e.g., a false
negative might be more harmful than a false positive for a news recommendation
if it could be an important government announcement). In a domain such as news,
a different goal might be more suitable, such as explanations that facilitate users’
epistemic goals (e.g., broadening their knowledge within a topic) [112].

It is sometimes erroneously assumed that explanations need to be completely
transparent with regard to the underlying algorithmic mechanisms. However, a
transparent explanation is not necessary understandable to an end-user. [11] distin-
guishes between explanation and justification in the following way: “a justification
explains why a decision is a good one, without explaining exactly how it was made.”.
That is, a user-centered explanation may not be fully transparent, but still useful if
it fulfills an explanatory goal.

Assessing the effect of explanations on given explanatory goals requires system-
atic user-centered evaluation. To understand which explanation (e.g., with regard
to modality, degree of interactivity, level of detail, and concrete presentational
choices) are best for explanations, it is vital to identify which requirements are
placed by individual characteristics, the domain, as well as the context in which
the explanations are given.

New challenges stemming from recommender systems have revived explanation
research, after a decline of studies in expert systems in the 90s. One such
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development is the increase in data: due to the growth of the web, many systems are
being used by thousands of users rather than dozens or just a handful of experts. In
addition, new algorithms, in particular in the domain of collaborative filtering, have
been adapted and developed. These approaches mitigate domain dependence, and
allow for greater generalizability, and are more suitable for large and often sparse
datasets.

Research on explanations in recommender systems has been evaluated much
more extensively than in previous advisory systems, and in a much wider range
of domains varying from e-commerce (e.g., Pandora, Amazon), entertainment (e.g,
movies [118]), to services (e.g., financial advice [32]), content (e.g., news [112] and
cultural heritage artifacts [27]), as well as social recommendations [42, 43]. In this
chapter we supply an overview of existing systems by studying various properties
of the existing explanation facilities.

The chapter is structured as follows. Explanations are not strictly decoupled
from recommendations themselves, the way preferences are elicited, or the way
in which recommendations are presented: these factors influence each other and the
explanations that can be generated. Therefore, in the next section we discuss these
types of design choices.

This enables us to discuss how these choices interact with different explanation
level and styles, including a table of explanations in commercial and academic
systems (Sect. 3). We consider three levels: (1) individual user, (2) contextualization,
and (3) self-actualization.

We also consider interactive explanations (which may combine explanations
styles at all three previous levels). Looking at the different explanation styles we also
start to sense that the underlying algorithm of a recommender engine may influence
the types of explanations that can be generated.

Next, in Sect. 4, we discuss what defines a good explanation. We list different
explanatory criteria, and describe how these have been measured in previous
systems. These criteria can also be understood as advantages that explanations may
offer to recommender systems, answering the question of why to explain. With
regard to these criteria, a number of factors influence how effective explanations
are, such as personal and situational characteristics, and we dedicate a section to
these emerging findings as well in Sect. 5. We conclude with future directions in
Sect. 6.

2 Presentation of, and Interaction with, Recommendations

Before we can assess what constitutes a useful explanation in Sect. 4, we need to
discuss the system context in which explanations are generated. Namely, which
explanations can be generated depend on how recommended items are presented,
and how much interaction is afforded with recommended items.

Presentation and interaction are often intertwined in an interaction model. For
example, one of the design guidelines of Pu et al. states: “Showing one search result
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or recommending one item at a time allows for a simple display strategy which can
be easily adapted to small display devices; however, it is likely to engage users in
longer interaction sessions or only allow them to achieve relatively low decision
accuracy.” (Guideline 9, [101]).

2.1 Presenting Recommendations

We summarize the ways of presenting recommendations that we have seen for
the systems considered in this chapter. While there are a number of possibilities
for the appearance of the graphical user interface, the actual structure of offering
recommendations can also vary.

Below we identify categories for structuring the presentation of recommenda-
tions, and the kind of explanations that could be generated for them. Each of these
may be static or interactive, allowing the user to control factors that influence the
resulting recommendations. We discuss this further in relation to interaction with
recommendations in Sect. 2.8.

• Top item. Perhaps the simplest way to present a recommendation is by offering
the user the best item for them. E.g. “You have been watching a lot of sports, and
football in particular. This is the most popular and recent item from the world
cup.”

• Top N-items. The system may also present several items at once. Items are
presented as a list ranked by the predicted relevance to the user. Beyond that,
no link between the items is assumed. An implicit assumption is that the user’s
goal is to find (some but not all) good items, and is satisfied as long as at least one
item in the top-N is good enough [47]. “Given your previous reading behavior
it seems you are interested in football and technology. You might like to see the
local football results and the gadget of the day.” Note that while this system could
be able to explain the rational behind the list as a whole, it could also explain the
rational behind each single item.

• Set or Sequence of items. Sets and sequences are similar to Top N-items
in that the system presents several recommended items at once. Methods for
sequences aware-recommendation are also described in chapter “Session-Based
Recommender Systems”. In sets and sequences, the items are related somehow,
and are assumed to be consumed in combination. In the case of a sequence, such
as a travel itinerary comprised of several points of interest, the order of items is
considered important. In contrast, in a set such as matching top and trousers the
order is not important [135]. “This itinerary is designed to consider your interests
and travel time on foot.”; “These trousers fit the style and price range of outfit
you already selected.”

• Similar to top item(s). Once a user shows a preference for one or more items,
the recommender system can offer similar items. Unlike a set or package, these
recommendations are not expected to be consumed together (and may in fact
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aim to replace the original top item). E.g. “Given you are considering buying
this book you might also like. . . the Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy by Douglas
Adams”.

• Predicted ratings for all items. Rather than forcing selections on the user, a
system may allow its users to browse all the available options. Recommendations
are then presented as predicted ratings on a scale (say from 0 to 5) for each
item. A user might query why a certain item, for example local hockey results, is
predicted to have a low rating. The recommender system might then generate an
explanation like: “While this is a sports article, it is about hockey, which you do
not seem to like!”.

• Structured overview. The recommender system can give a structure which
displays trade-offs between items [99, 141]. The advantage of a structured
overview is that the user can see how items compare, and what other items are
still available if the current recommendation should not meet their requirements.
An example of a structured overview can be seen in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Organizational Structure, this is a form of structured overview which displays trade-offs
between items [99]
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2.2 Preference Elicitation

This section describes different ways in which a user can interact with a rec-
ommender system to influence the recommendations that they are given. This
interaction is what distinguishes conversational systems from “single-shot” recom-
mendations. They allow users to elaborate their requirements over the course of an
extended dialog [102] rather than each user interaction being treated independently
of previous history.

While interaction can occur in a recommender system regardless of the explana-
tory criterion, it may be arguable that this type of interaction is particularly relevant
to the explanation goals of transparency, effectiveness, and scrutability. Justifying
recommendations, or making them transparent, to the user is only half of the
solution, the second half is making the system scrutable (see Sect. 4.2) by allowing
the user to make changes. By allowing users to change their preferences the
explanation facility may also increase effectiveness when this leads to more relevant
recommendations.

There are different ways in which a user can give feedback to the system to
let it know how it is doing. Here we expand on the four ways suggested by [74],
supplying examples of current applications. A fifth section on mixed interaction
interfaces is appended to the end of this original list. Note that although there
are more unobtrusive ways to elicit user preferences, e.g. via usage data [92] or
demographics [1], this section focuses on explicit feedback from users.

2.3 The User Specifies Their Requirements

By allowing a user to directly specify their requirements it is possible to circumvent
the type of faulty assumptions that can be made by a system where the interests of
a user are based on the items they decide to see, or how they interact with them.
An indirect approach depends on the way it collects data, and is sometimes hard to
change in the intended direction. Remember Mr. Iwanyk? This user tried to tame
TiVo’s gay fixation by recording war movies and other “guy stuff”. As a result
it started to give him documentaries on Joseph Goebbels and Adolf Eichmann. It
stopped thinking he was gay and decided he was a crazy guy reminiscing about the
Third Reich.

One movie recommender system allows users to specify their preferences in plain
English [133], p. 77:

“User: I feel like watching a thriller.
System: Can you tell me one of your favorite thriller movies.
User: Uhm, I’m not sure.
System: Okay. Can you tell me one of your favorite actors or actresses?
User: I think Bruce Willis is good.
System: I see. Have you seen Pulp Fiction?
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User: No.
System: Pulp Fiction is a thriller starring Bruce Willis.”

This dialog does not make use of the user’s previous interests, nor does it
explain directly. That is, there is no sentence that claims to be a justification
of the recommendation. It does however do so indirectly, by reiterating (and
satisfying) the user’s requirements. The user should then be able to interact with the
recommender system, and give their opinion of the recommendation, thus allowing
further refinement.

2.4 The User Asks for an Alteration

A more direct approach is to allow users to explicitly ask for alterations to
recommended items, for instance using a structured overview (see Sect. 2.1). This
approach helps the users to find what they want quicker. Users can see how items
compare, and see what other items are still available if the current recommendation
should not meet their requirements. Have you ever put in a search for a flight,
and been told to try other dates, other airports or destinations? This answer does
not explain which of your requirements needs to be changed, requiring you to
go through a tiring trial-and-error process. If you can see the trade-offs between
alternatives from the start, the initial problem can be circumvented.

Some feedback facilities allow users to see how requirement constraints or
critiques affect their remaining options. One such system explains the difference
between a selected camera and remaining cameras. It describes competing cameras
with “Less Memory and Lower Resolution and Cheaper” [73].

Instead of simply explaining to a user that no items fitting the description exist,
these systems show what types of items do exist. These methods have the advantage
of helping users find good enough items, even if some of their initial requirements
were too strict.

2.5 The User Rates Items

To change the type of recommendations they receive, the user may want to correct
predicted ratings, or modify a rating they made in the past. Ratings may be explicitly
inputted by the user, or inferred from usage patterns. In a book recommender system
a user could see the influence (in percentage) their previous ratings had on a given
recommendation [9]. The influence based explanation showed which rated titles
influenced the recommended book the most (see Table 1). Although this particular
system did not allow the user to modify previous ratings, or degree of influence, in
the explanation interface, it can be imagined that users could directly change their
rating here. Note however, that it would be much harder to modify the degree of
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Table 1 Influence of previous book ratings, on the current book recommendation [9]

BOOK YOUR RATING Out of 5 INFLUENCE Out of 100

Of Mice and Men 4 54

1984 4 50

Till We Have Faces: A Myth Retold 5 50

Crime and Punishment 4 46

The Gambler 5 11

influence, as it is computed: any modification is likely to interfere with the regular
functioning of the recommendation algorithm.

2.6 The User Gives Their Opinion

A common usability principle is that it is easier for humans to recognize items, than
to draw them from memory. Therefore, it is sometimes easier for a user to say what
they want or do not want, when they have options in front of them. The options
mentioned can be simplified to be mutually exclusive, e.g. either a user likes an
item or they do not. It is equally possible to create an explanation facility using a
sliding scale.

In previous work in recommender systems a user could for example specify
whether they think an item is interesting or not, if they would like to see more
similar items, or if they have already seen the item previously [10, 114].

2.7 Mixed Interaction Interfaces

Previous work evaluated an interface where users could both specify their require-
ments from scratch, or make alterations to existing requirements generated by the
system, and found that the mixed interface increases efficiency, satisfaction, and
effectiveness of decisions compared to only making alterations to existing sets of
requirements [19].

Others evaluated a hybrid interface for rating items. In this study, users were able
to rate items suggested by the system, as well as search for items to rate themselves.
The mixed-initiative model did not outperform either rating model in terms of the
accuracy of resulting recommendations. On the contrary, allowing users to search
for items to rate increased loyalty (measured in terms of returns to the system, and
number of items rated) [75].
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Fig. 3 Interactive visualization, node-link diagram, used to present data from three recommender
components: user profile, algorithm parameters, and resulting recommendations [12]

2.8 Interactive Recommendations

In addition to allowing users to make alterations, some interfaces are more
interactive and allow users to specify their requirements, make alternations, and
rate items [12, 89, 96, 127]. Commonly these support a multi-tier approach where
the tiers support different types of preference elicitation.

Figure 3 shows an example of this type of visualization. As seen in the figure,
the user can interact with three levels of information. From left to right these are:
(1) user profile: favorite artists; (2) algorithm parameters: weighting of top trending
items from Wikipedia, Facebook and Twitter; and; (3) resulting recommendations.
Changing the user profile or algorithm parameters both change the resulting
recommendations. Links between the nodes indicate a relationship or contribution
(e.g., between profile and algorithm parameters).

3 Explanation Levels and Styles

We identify three levels of explanation that a user profile can serve [112]. Each level
can contain the information from the previous level and restructure it: individual
user (Level 1), contextualization (Level 2), and self-actualization (Level 3) i.e.,
explanations which aim to fulfill a self-development goal.
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By applying a particular algorithm in a recommender systems, certain styles of
explanations may be easier to generate since the algorithm can produce the type
of information that the explanation style uses. These styles are also more suitable
for different levels of explanation. For example, content-based, case-based and
knowledge-based explanations are more suitable for individual user explanations
(although they contextualize an item with other items). On the other hand collabo-
rative and demographic filtering explanations are more suitable for contextualization
with other users. We refer the reader to the chapters on advances in content-based
and collaborative-based filtering in chapters “Advances in Collaborative Filtering”
and “Semantics and Content-based Recommendations” respectively.

In the following sections we describe explanations that would be supported best
by a particular underlying algorithm, or different “explanation styles”. We caution
however that explanations may follow the “style” of a particular algorithm irre-
spective of whether or not this is how the recommendations have been retrieved or
computed. In other words, the explanation style for a given explanation may, or may
not, reflect the underlying algorithm by which the recommendations are computed.
There often is a divergence between how the recommendations are retrieved and
the style of the given explanations. For example, while the recommendations may
be based on matrix factorization (i.e., a form of collaborative filtering algorithm),
an explanation could be still be formulated in terms of item features (i.e., content-
based style). Consequently, this type of explanation would not be consistent with
the goal of transparency, but may support other explanatory goals. As noted in the
introduction, an explanation which does not focus on transparency, but on other
explanatory goals can be seen as a justification.

Transparency is not the only explanatory goal (see Sect. 4 on different explana-
tory aims and ways to measure them) to consider when deciding upon explanation
style. For example, for a given system one might find that collaborative-style
explanations are more transparent but that critique-based style explanations are more
efficient.

3.1 Level 1: Individual User

The first level consists of the raw data that the platform has on the user and the user’s
history. This data serves as the first layer since it provides the information necessary
for more higher level questions or goals that the user might have. On the one hand,
the user profile layer simply makes visible the individual user data that the system
uses, however, this data can also help the user answer information seeking questions
regarding their past consumption behavior (Tables 3).
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Table 2 The influence based explanation showed which rated titles influenced the recommended
book the most. Although this particular system did not allow the user to modify previous ratings,
or degree of influence, in the explanation interface, it can be imagined that users could directly
change their rating. Note however, that it would be much harder to modify the degree of influence,
as it is computed: any modification is likely to interfere with the regular functioning of the
recommendation algorithm [9]

BOOK YOUR RATING Out of 5 INFLUENCE Out of 100

Of Mice and Men 4 54

1984 4 50

Till We Have Faces: A Myth Retold 5 50

Crime and Punishment 4 46

The Gambler 5 11

3.1.1 Content-Based Style Explanation

For content-based style explanations the assumed input to the recommender engine
are user u’s ratings (for a sub-set) of items in I. These ratings are then used to
generate a classifier that fits u’s rating behavior and use it on i. Recommendations
are items that the classifier predicts having the highest ratings.

If we simplify this further, we could say that content-based algorithms consider
similarity between items, based on user ratings but considering item properties. In
the same spirit, content-based style explanations are based on the items’ properties.
For example, [115] justifies a movie recommendation according to what they infer
is the user’s favorite actor (see Table 4). While the underlying approach is in
fact a hybrid of collaborative- and content-based approaches, the explanation style
suggests that they compute the similarity between movies according to the presence
of features in highly rated movies. They elected to present users with several
recommendations and explanations (top-N) which may be more suitable if the user
would like to make a selection between movies depending on the information given
in the explanations (e.g. feeling more like watching a movie with Harrison Ford over
one starring Bruce Willis). The interaction model is based on ratings of items.

Other researchers have proposed to personalize explanations based on reviews,
enriched by linked open data [82]. The methodology is based on building a graph
in which the items liked by a user are connected to the items recommended
through the properties available in linked open data. Similarly, [2] propose learning
knowledge-based embeddings from hetereogenous knowledge sources, for both
recommendation and explanation. In this work, they learned embeddings for product
recommendations for different kinds of relationships (e.g., mention, belongs to,
produced by, bought together, also bought, also viewed) between items. They did
this by linking entities (e.g., user, item, word, brand, category), using a translation
function, into a latent space. In contrast to many knowledge-base approaches, the
efficiency of the method is computationally comparable to state-of-the-art neural
network methods. The generated explanations have not yet been validated with users
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Table 3 Examples of explanations in commercial and academic systems, ordered by explanation
style (case-based, collaborative-based, content-based, conversational, demographic-based and
knowledge/utility-based.)

System Example explanation Explanation style

iSuggest-Usability
[49]

See e.g. Fig. 5 Case-based

LoveFilm.com “Because you have selected or highly rated:
Movie A”

Case-based

LibraryThing.com “Recommended By User X for Book A” Case-based

Netflix.com A list of similar movies the user has rated
highly in the past

Case-based

Amazon.com “Customers Who Bought This Item Also
Bought . . . ”

Collaborative-based

LIBRA [9] Keyword style (Tables 7 and 8); Neighbor
style (Fig. 11); Influence style (Table 2)

Collaborative-based

MovieLens [47] Histogram of neighbors (Fig. 7) Collaborative-based

Amazon.com “Recommended because you said you owned
Book A”

Content-based

CHIP [27] “Why is ‘The Tailor’s Workshop
recommended to you’? Because it has the
following themes in common with artworks
that you like: * Everyday Life * Clothes . . . ”

Content-based

Moviexplain [115] See Table 4 Content-based

MovieLens:
“Tagsplanations”
[130]

Tags ordered by relevance or preference (see
Fig. 4)

Content-based

News Dude [10] “This story received a [high/low] relevance
score, because it contains the words f1, f2,
and f3.”

Content-based

OkCupid.com Graphs comparing two users according to
dimensions such as “more introverted”;
comparison of how users have answered
different questions

Content-based

Pandora.com “Based on what you’ve told us so far, we’re
playing this track because it features a
leisurely tempo . . . ”

Content-based

Adaptive place
Advisor [117]

Dialog e.g. “Where would you like to eat?”
“Oh, maybe a cheap Indian place.”

Conversational

ACORN [134] Dialog e.g. “What kind of movie do you feel
like?” “I feel like watching a thriller.”

Conversational

INTRIGUE [1] “For children it is much eye-catching, it
requires low background knowledge, it
requires a few seriousness and the visit is
quite short. For yourself it is much
eye-catching and it has high historical value.
For impaired it is much eye-catching and it
has high historical value.”

Demographic-based

(continued)
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Table 3 (continued)

Qwikshop [73] “Less Memory and Lower Resolution and
Cheaper”

Knowledge/utility-based

SASY [28] “. . . because your profile has: *You are
single; *You have a high budget” (Fig. 10)

Knowledge/utility-based

Top Case [76] “Case 574 differs from your query only in
price and is the best case no matter what
transport, duration, or accommodation you
prefer”

Knowledge/utility-based

(Internet Provider)
[31]

“This solution has been selected for the
following reasons: *Webspace is available
for this type of connection . . . ”

Knowledge/utility-based

”Organizational
Structure” [99]

Structured overview: “We also recommend
the following products because: *they are
cheaper and lighter, but have lower
processor speed.” (Fig. 2)

Knowledge/utility-based

myCameraAdvisor
[131]

e.g. “. . . cameras capable of taking pictures
from very far away will be more expensive
. . . ”

Knowledge/utility-based

Table 4 Example of an explanation in Moviexplain, using features such as actors, which occur
for movies previously rated highly by this user, to justify a recommendation [115]

Recommended movie title The reason is the participant Who appears in

Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade
(1989)

Ford, Harrison 5 movies you have rated

Die Hard 2 (1990) Willis, Bruce 2 movies you have rated

and there is further scope to improve these explanations for beyond accuracy metrics
such as diversity.

A more domain independent approach is suggested by [130] who suggest a
similarity measure based on user specified keywords, or tags. The explanations used
in this study use the relationship between keywords and items (tag relevance), and
the relationship between tags and users (tag preference) to make recommendations
(see Fig. 4). Tag preference, or how relevant a tag is for a given user, can be seen
as a form of content-based explanation, as it is a weighted average of a given user’s
ratings of movies with that tag. Tag relevance, or how relevant a keyword is for
recommending an item, on the other hand is the correlation between (aggregate)
users’ preference for the tag, and their preference for a movie with which the tag is
associated. In this example, showing recommendations as a single top item allows
the user to view many of the tags that are related to the item. The interaction model
is again based on numerical ratings.

The commercial system Pandora explains its recommendations of songs accord-
ing to musical properties such as tempo and tonality. These features are inferred
from users’ ratings of songs. Figure 1 shows an example of this [93]. Here, the user
is offered one song at a time (top item) and gives their opinion as “thumbs-up” or
“thumbs-down” which also can be considered as numerical ratings.
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Fig. 4 Tagsplanation with
both tag preference and
relevance, but sorted by tag
relevance [130]

In the classification of [94], content-based style explanations are a type of feature
based explanation, since they explain the recommendation in terms of similarity of
item features to (features of) previously rated items.

3.1.2 Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) Style Explanations

Explanations can also omit mention of detailed item features (e.g. music genre,
actor in a movie) and focus primarily on the similar items used to make the rec-
ommendation. The items used are thus considered cases for comparison, resulting
in case-based style explanations. We note that CBR systems greatly vary with
regard to the recommendation algorithm. For example, the FINDME recommender
[15] is based on critiquing and the ranking of items in the former NutKing
system was based on their presence in travel plans of users who expressed similar
interests.

While these CBR systems have also used different methods to present their
explanations, we recall that this section, and the sections describing the other
explanation styles, are focused on the style of the explanation rather than the actual
underlying algorithm. As such, each of these systems could in theory have had a
case-based style explanation.

The “influence based style explanation” of [9] in Table 2 is a type of case-based
style explanation. Here, the influence of an item on the recommendation is computed
by looking at the difference in the score for the recommended item computed with
the influential item, and the score for the recommender item when computed without
that influential item. In this case, recommendations were presented as top item,
assuming a rating based interaction. Another study computed the similarity between
recommended items,1 and used these similar items as justification for a top item
recommendation in the “learn by example” explanations (see Fig. 5) [49]. A recent

1 The author does not specify which similarity metric was used, though it is likely to be a form of
rating based similarity measure such as cosine similarity.
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Fig. 5 Learn by example, or
case based reasoning [49]

study compared case-based explanations with feature-based explanations. Showing
participants previous items (case-based explanations) during the rating process
improved accuracy (RMSE) and was considered most useful by participants [86]. In
the classification of [94], case-based reasoning style explanations are a type of item
style explanations, since they use exemplars of items to justify a recommendation.

3.1.3 Knowledge and Utility-Based Style Explanations

Knowledge-based systems reason over a knowledge-base to solve problems through
rules in an inference engine. One common category of knowledge-based system
are case-based systems which use examples of previous similar situations or cases
to predict an outcome or solution. It is therefore arguable that there is a degree
of overlap between knowledge-based, content-based (Sect. 3.1.1) and case-based
style explanations (Sect. 3.1.2) which can be derived from either type of algorithm
depending on the details of the implementation.

For all knowledge and utility-based style explanations the assumed input to
the recommender engine are description of user u’s needs or interests. The rec-
ommender engine then infers a match between the item i and u’s needs. One
knowledge-based recommender system takes into consideration how camera prop-
erties such as memory, resolution and price reflect the available options as well as
a user’s preferences [73]. Their system may explain a camera recommendation in
the following manner: “Less Memory and Lower Resolution and Cheaper”. Here,
recommendations are presented as a form of structured overview describing the
competing options, and the interaction model assumes that users ask for alterations
in the recommended items.

Similarly, in the system described in [76] users gradually specify (and modify)
their preferences until a top recommendation is reached. This system can generate
explanations such as the following for a recommended holiday titled “Case 574”:
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“Top Case: Case 574 differs from your query only in price and is the best case no
matter what transport, duration, or accommodation you prefer”.

The classification of [94] does not cover this style of explanation.

3.2 Level 2: Contextualization

The second level adds to the first by taking a user’s specific past behavior and
contextualizing it, e.g., within their community or preference space. This level helps
the user understand themselves in relation to a context. This has been found to help
users for example answer questions about how their consumption habits compare to
the overall user base [67, 125].

3.2.1 Preference Space

The first kind of contextualization is in relation to the overall preferences in the
search space. For example, in our previous work we developed visual explanations
that revealed to users those regions of the recommendation space that are unknown
to them, i.e. blind-spots [125]. Those visualisations do not aim to explain individual
items, but instead reveal important properties of the item space as a whole. These
summarized (genre-based) explanations visually scale better than explanations for
all items in the full search space, and help users make decisions about unseen items.

The chord diagram in Fig. 6 shows media consumption blind-spots (light grey)
and the viewing history of a user (dark grey) for individual and combinations of
genres. From this diagram we can, among other things, infer that the user: Has
not watched any Horror movies; Has not watched any SciFi-Actions; Has watched
Drama most. Other possible comparisons include, comparing a user’s consumption
to those with similar consumption habits or to the platform’s publication history.

Another approach has been to explain user preferences by comparing and
contrasting parts of the profile [7]. This approach uses a set-based recommendation
technique that permits the user model to be explicitly presented to users in natural
language. It uses templates like “You (don’t) like [first] unless [second]..”, resulting
explanations such as “You don’t like movies that are tagged as ‘adventure’, unless
they are tagged as ‘thriller’, such as Twister.”.

3.2.2 Demographic-Based Style Explanations

For demographic-based style explanations, the assumed input to the recommender
engine is demographic information about user u. From this, the recommendation
algorithm identifies users that are demographically similar to u. A prediction for the
recommended item i is extrapolated from how the similar users rated this item, and
how similar they are to u considering their demographic features.
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Fig. 6 Visualization to contextualize a user profile [125]

Surveying a number of systems which use a demographic-based filter e.g.
[1, 65, 97], we could only find one which offers an explanation facility: “For
children it is much eye-catching, it requires low background knowledge, it requires
a few seriousness and the visit is quite short. For yourself it is much eye-catching
and it has high historical value. For impaired it is much eye-catching and it
has high historical value.”[1]. In this system recommendations were offered as
a structured overview, categorizing places to visit according to their suitability
to different types of travelers (e.g. children, impaired). Users can then add these
items to their itinerary, but there is no interaction model that modifies subsequent
recommendations

To our knowledge, there are no other systems that make use of demographic
style explanations. It is possible that this is due to the sensitivity of demographic
information; anecdotally we can imagine that many users would not want to be
recommended an item based on their gender, age or ethnicity (e.g. “We recommend
you the movie Sex in the City because you are a female aged 20–40.”). The
classification of [94] does not cover this style of explanation.
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3.2.3 Collaborative-Based Style Explanations

For collaborative-based style explanations the assumed input to the recommender
engine are user u’s ratings of items in I. In user-based collaborative filtering these
ratings are used to identify users that are similar in ratings to u. These similar users
are often called “neighbors” as nearest-neighbors approaches are commonly used to
compute recommendations. A prediction for the recommended item is extrapolated
from the neighbors’ ratings of i (e.g., using a weighted average over the neighbors
predictions).

Commercially, the most well known usage of collaborative-based explanations
are the ones used by Amazon.com: “Customers Who Bought This Item Also
Bought . . . ”. This explanation assumes that the user is viewing an item which
they are already interested in, and the explanation and several recommendations are
shown just below it. The approach used on Amazon is an item-based collaborative
approach, which recommends items based on item (rating) similarity. This approach
is different from the approach described above in that it uses the similarity between
items (rather than users) to compute a recommendation. The recommendations are
presented in the format of similar to top item. In addition, this explanation suggests
a preference elicitation model whereby ratings are inferred from purchase behavior
rather explicitly requested. (Note that Amazon also supplies recommendations in
different aspects of the website, some of which use explicit rating elicitation.)

Herlocker et al. suggested 21 explanation interfaces using text as well as graphics
[47]. These interfaces varied with regard to content and style, but a number of these
explanations directly referred to the concept of neighbors. Figure 7 for example,
shows how neighbors rated a given (recommended) movie, a bar chart with “good”,
“ok” and “bad” ratings clustered into distinct columns. Again, we see that this
explanation is given for a specific way of recommending items, and a particular
interaction model: this is a single recommendation (either top item or one item out
of a top-N list), and assumes that the users are supplying rating information for
items.

Fig. 7 One out of twenty-one
interfaces evaluated for
persuasiveness—a histogram
summarizing the ratings of
similar users (neighbors) for
the recommended item
grouped by good (5 and 4’s),
neutral (3s), and bad (2s and
1s), on a scale from 1 to 5
[47]
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In the classification of [94], collaborative-based style explanations are a type of
human explanation style, since they are based on similar users.

3.2.4 Interactive Contextualization

Contextualization can benefit from interactive functionalities. In Sect. 2.2 we
discussed an interactive node-link, multi-tier interface. Such interfaces also support
better explainability capabilities and help contextualize recommendations by visu-
alizing the relationship between different components such as the profile, algorithm
parameters, and resulting recommendations.

More advanced visualizations supported by interaction have also been used,
where Algorithm parameters are represented using Venn diagrams (e.g., [95]),
cluster maps (e.g., [128]), and bubble charts (e.g., [54]). While these representations
are more visually complex, they can represent more dimensions, and consequently
more facets of the recommended items, or even the recommendation methods.
For example, each circle in a Venn diagram can depict the items resulting from a
different recommendation algorithm [95], making the intersecting items available
for interaction. A bubble can represent popularity (size), genre (color), and musical
properties (x and y axis) [54]. These kinds of interfaces have been effective in
terms of increasing transparency and control among other explanatory criteria (e.g.,
[53, 57]).

3.3 Level 3: Self-Actualization

The third level supports user-centered goals that foster self-actualization. A growing
number of studies has tried to connect transparency and explanations with personal
or societal values and goals [44, 59, 67, 105, 125]. This level departs from simple
information-finding by promoting discovery and exploration. It is additionally goal-
directed and allows for user-control to achieve those goals. One such goal could
be a more critical analysis of machine-learning output. In the broader domain
of machine-learning, recent work has suggested the use of machine learning
“consumer labels”, summarizing the quality of systems through dimensions such as
accuracy, fairness, generalization, transparency, and robustness [105] (c.f., Fig. 8).

In this self-actualization level, the user has direct control over which goal they
want to explore, and the recommendations that result from the chosen goal. In
the news domain this was applied in relation to epistemic goals, i.e., goals for
knowledge development [112]. Four user self-actualization goals were suggested,
of which two were studied. The first, Broaden Horizons, highlights the need for
diversity in news selection [46]. Achieving the goal of Broaden Horizons is made
possible by showing users articles, perspectives, and topics that they normally
do not read about, and that they may find interesting. The idea is to gradually
increase diversity, slowly moving users out of their typical consumption patterns
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Fig. 8 Sketch of a machine learning consumer label for a loan prediction application. Left: general
overview showing the degree to which certain properties are satisfied (percentages and color-
coding), right: details on generalizability and fairness [105]

Fig. 9 User profile. Nodes are news topics, ordered by the user’s familiarity with them, and darker
color indicates more familiarity. The connections between topics represent their similarity, with
thicker lines meaning more similar

[125]. The second, Discover the Unexplored, also looks at diversity, but goes a
step further to help users discover topics they do not (yet) know about, helping
them encounter unknown articles that may spark new interests or provide new
contexts, and effectively bringing them to completely new territories. This goal is
inspired by the notion of serendipity [104]. A user study suggested that depending
on the goal set, users’ exhibit different reading intentions when interacting with
a visualization such as Fig. 9, when measured in terms of topic familiarity and
similarity. However, this study stopped short of studying actual reading behaviors.
For users interested learning more about the metrics of diversity and novelty, we
also refer to chapter “Novelty and Diversity in Recommender Systems”.
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3.4 Hybrid Style Explanations

There is limited work evaluating combinations of explanation styles. One exception
evaluated explanations which considered both Level 1 and Level 2 [112]. These
were combinations of different content and collaborative style explanations, for
hybrid recommender systems. Such an explanation, in the music domain, was
phrased as: “People who listen to your profile items Metallica, Iron Maiden,
Rainbow, also listen to Black Sabbath” [62]. The authors found a significant
difference between different explanation styles in terms of their persuasiveness.

4 Goals and Metrics

Surveying the literature for explanations in recommender systems, we see that
recommender systems with explanatory capabilities have been evaluated according
to different criteria, and identify seven different goals for explanations of single
item recommendations. Here we mention goals that are applicable to single item
recommendations, i.e. when a single recommendation is being offered. When
recommendations are made for multiple items, such as in a list, additional factors
such as diversity (e.g. “this list contains items that are different from each other in
order to improve variation”) may be relevant.

Table 5 states these goals, some of which are similar to those desired (but
not evaluated on) in expert systems, c.f. MYCIN [8]. In Table 6, we summarize
examples of previous evaluations of explanations in recommender systems, and the
goal by which they have been evaluated.

Previous generations of expert systems were commonly evaluated in terms of
user acceptance and the decision support of the system as a whole. User acceptance
can be defined in terms of our goals of satisfaction or persuasion. If the evaluation
measures acceptance with the system as whole, such as [16] who asked questions
such as “Did you like the program?”, this reflects user satisfaction. If rather the
evaluation measures user acceptance of advice or explanations, as in [140], the
criterion can be said to be persuasion.

It is important to identify these goals as distinct, even if they may interact,
or require certain trade-offs. Indeed, it would be hard to automatically generate
explanations that do well for all of the goals, in reality it is a trade-off.2 While per-
sonalized explanations may lead to greater user satisfaction, they do not necessarily
increase effectiveness [39, 121, 122]. Other times, goals that seem to be inherently

2 An exception is claimed in a recent paper which studied all seven explanatory goals introduced in
this chapter. The authors found that user-generated (crowd-sourced) explanations were assessed
to fulfill multiple criteria to a comparable degree. However, the same paper also found that
this assessment (for all criteria) was strongly affected by the overall quality assessment of the
recommended item (higher for seen items with a high rating) [6].
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Table 5 Explanatory goals and their definitions

Aim Definition

Transparency (Tra.) Explain how the system works

Scrutability (Scr.) Allow users to tell the system it is wrong

Trust Increase users’ confidence in the system

Effectiveness (Efk.) Help users make good decisions

Persuasiveness (Pers.) Convince users to try or buy

Efficiency (Efc.) Help users make decisions faster

Satisfaction (Sat.) Increase the ease of use or enjoyment

related are not necessarily so, for example it has been found that transparency does
not necessarily aid trust [27]. For these reasons, while an explanation in Table 6 may
have been evaluated for several goals, it may not have achieved them all.

The type of explanation that is given to a user is likely to depend on the goals
of the designer of a recommender system. For instance, when building a system
that sells books one might decide that user trust is the most important aspect, as it
leads to user loyalty and increases sales. For selecting tv-shows, user satisfaction
could be more important than effectiveness. That is, in a system focused on pure
entertainment it may be more important that a user enjoys using the service, than
that they are presented the very best available shows (as long as the shows are “good
enough”).

In addition, some attributes of explanations may contribute toward achieving
multiple goals. For instance, one can measure how understandable an explanation
is, which can contribute to e.g. user trust, as well as satisfaction.

In this section we describe seven potential aims for explanations (Table 5), and
suggest evaluation metrics based on previous evaluations of explanation facilities,
or offer suggestions of how existing measures could be adapted to evaluate the
explanation facility in a recommender system.

4.1 Explain How the System Works: Transparency

An anecdotal article in the Wall Street Journal titled “If TiVo Thinks You Are Gay,
Here’s How to Set It Straight” describes users’ frustration with irrelevant choices
made by a video recorder that records programs it assumes its owner will like, based
on shows the viewer has recorded in the past.3 For example, one user, Mr. Iwanyk,
suspected that his TiVo thought he was gay since it inexplicably kept recording
programs with gay themes. This user clearly deserved an explanation.

An explanation may clarify how a recommendation was chosen. In expert
systems, such as in the domain of medical decision making, the importance

3 https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB1038261936872356908, retrieved August, 2020.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB1038261936872356908
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Table 6 The goals for which explanations in recommender systems have been evaluated. System
names are mentioned if given, otherwise we only note the type of recommended items

Tra. Scr. Trust Efk. Per. Efc. Sat.

System (type of items)

(Advice, intrusion detection system) [30] X

(Internet providers) [31] X X X

(Financial advice, Internet providers) [32] X X

(Digital cameras, notebooks computers) [99] X

(Digital cameras, notebooks computers) [100] X X

(Image tags and movies) [106] X X X

(Music) [109] X

(Music) [61] X X X

(Music) [66] X X

(Music) [107] X X

(Movies) [7] X X

(Movies) [6] X X X X X X X

(Movies) [39] X X X X X

(Movies) [121, 122] X X X

(Social network news) [83] X X X

Adaptive Place Advisor (restaurants) [117] X X

ACORN (movies) [134] X

CHIP (cultural heritage artifacts) [26] X X X

CHIP (cultural heritage artifacts) [27] X X X

(expLOD (Movies) [82] X X X X

iSuggest-Usability (music) [49] X X

LIBRA (books) [9] X

MovieLens (movies) [47] X X

Moviexplain (movies) [115] X X

myCameraAdvisor [131] X

Qwikshop (digital cameras) [73] X X

SASY (e.g. holidays) [28] X X X

Tagsplanations (movies) [130] X X

of transparency has also been recognized [8]. Transparency or the heuristic of
“Visibility of System Status” is also an established usability principle [87], and it
has been considered in user studies of recommender systems [109].

Vig et al. differentiate between transparency and justification [130]. While
transparency should give an honest account of how the recommendations are
selected and how the system works, justification can be descriptive and decoupled
from the recommendation algorithm. The authors cite several reasons for opting for
justification rather than genuine transparency. For example some algorithms that are
difficult to explain (e.g. latent semantic analysis where the distinguishing factors are
latent and may not have a clear interpretation), protection of trade secrets by system
designers, and the desire for greater freedom in designing the explanations.
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Cramer et al. studied the effect of transparency on other evaluation goals
such as trust, persuasion (acceptance of items) and satisfaction (acceptance) in
an art recommender [26, 27]. Transparency itself was evaluated in terms of its
effect on actual and perceived understanding of how the system works [27].
Actual understanding was based on the correctness of user answers to interview
questions such as “Could you please tell me how the system works. . . ”. Perceived
understanding was extracted from self-reports in questionnaires and interviews,
measuring responses to statements such as “I understand what the system bases
its recommendations on”.

The evaluation of transparency has also been coupled with scrutability (Sect. 4.2)
and trust (Sect. 4.3), but we will see in these sections that these goals can be distinct
from each other.

4.2 Allow Users to Tell the System It Is Wrong: Scrutability

Explanations may help isolate and correct misguided assumptions or steps. When
the system collects and interprets information in the background, as is the case
with TiVo, it becomes all the more important to allow the user to modify these
assumptions or steps. Explanations can be used in way that helps the users to
correct reasoning, or make the system scrutable [28]. Scrutability is related to the
established usability principle of User Control [87]. See Fig. 10 for an example of
a scrutable holiday recommender. Here the user can ask why certain assumptions
(like a low budget) were made. Selecting this option takes them to a page with a
further explanation and an option to modify this in their user model.

While scrutability is very closely tied to the goal of transparency, it deserves to
be uniquely identified. Transparency in and of itself does not allow users to modify

Fig. 10 Scrutable holiday recommender, [28]. The explanation is in the circled area, and the user
profile can be accessed via the “why” links
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the reasoning in a system, and some systems may only offer partial transparency
together with scrutability. The explanation in Fig. 1 (“Based on what you’ve told
us so far, we’re playing this track because it features a leisurely tempo . . . ”) is
transparent but not scrutable. Here, the user cannot change the ratings that affected
this recommendation. If however, the ratings in Table 8 were changeable, we could
argue that the explanation was scrutable. However, it is not (fully) transparent even
if they offer some form of justification. There is nothing about the explanations
in the table that suggests that the underlying recommendations are based on a
Bayesian classifier. In such a case, we can imagine that a user attempts to scrutinize
a recommender system, and manages to change their recommendations, but still
does not understand exactly what happens within the system. In contrast, [41] made
a preliminary attempt to make explanations that are both transparent and scrutable.

Czarkowski found that users were not likely to scrutinize on their own, and that
extra effort was needed to make the scrutability tool more visible [28]. In addition,
it was easier to get users to perform a given scrutinization task such as changing
the personalization (e.g. “Change the personalisation so that only Current Affairs
programs are included in your 4:30–5:30 schedule.”) Their evaluation included
metrics such as task correctness, and if users could express an understanding of
what information was used to make recommendations for them. They understood
that adaptation in the system was based on their personal attributes stored in their
profile, that their profile contained information they volunteered about themselves,
and that they could change their profile to control the personalization [28].

4.3 Increase Users’ Confidence in the System: Trust

A study of users’ trust (defined as perceived confidence in a recommender sys-
tem’s competence) suggests that users intend to return to recommender systems
which they find trustworthy [18]. Trust in the recommender system could also be
dependent on the accuracy of the recommendation algorithm [75]. Trust is also
sometimes linked with transparency: previous studies indicate that transparency
and the possibility of interaction with recommender systems increases user trust
[31, 109].

We note however, that there are also cases where transparency and trust were not
found to be related [27]. [66] also found that poor explanations could decrease how
beneficial they were found by users and led to poor mental models.

Consequently, we do not claim that explanations can fully compensate for poor
recommendations, but that they can mitigate their effects on user trust. A user may
be more forgiving, and more confident in recommendations, if they understand why
a bad recommendation (or one based on low confidence) has been made and can
prevent it from occurring again. A user may appreciate when a system is ‘frank’ and
admits that it is not confident about a particular recommendation.

In addition, the interface design of a recommender system may affect its
trustworthiness. In a study of factors determining web page credibility, the largest
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proportion of users’ comments (46.1%) referred to the appeal of the overall visual
design of a site, including layout, typography, font size and color schemes [38].
Likewise the perceived credibility of a Web article was significantly affected by the
presence of a photograph of the author [37]. So, while recommendation accuracy,
and the goal of transparency are often linked to the evaluation of trust, design is also
a factor that needs to be considered as part of the evaluation.

Questionnaires can be used to determine the degree of trust a user places in
a system. An overview of trust questionnaires can be found in [90] which also
suggests and validates a five dimensional scale of trust. Note that this validation was
done with the aim of using celebrities to endorse products, but was not conducted
for a particular domain. Additional validation may be required to adapt this scale to
a particular recommendation domain.

A model of trust in recommender systems is proposed in [18, 100], and the
questionnaires in these studies consider factors such as intent to return to the system,
and intent to save effort. Also [131] query users about trust, but focus on trust
related beliefs such as the perceived competence, benevolence and integrity of a
virtual adviser. They found that the different trusting beliefs could be improved by
explanations with different content. Although questionnaires can be very focused,
they suffer from the fact that self-reports may not be consistent with user behavior.
In these cases, implicit measures (although less focused) may reveal factors that
explicit measures do not.

One such implicit measure could be loyalty, a desirable by-product of trust.
One study compared different interfaces for eliciting user preferences in terms of
how they affected factors such as loyalty [75]. Loyalty was measured in terms
of the number of logins and interactions with the system. Among other things,
the study found that allowing users to independently choose which items to rate
affected user loyalty. It has also been thought that Amazon’s conservative use of
recommendations, mainly recommending familiar items, enhances user trust and
has led to increased sales [114]. We encourage readers who would like to learn more
about trust in recommender systems to read a previous handbook chapter which is
dedicated to this topic [129].

4.4 Convince Users to Try or Buy: Persuasiveness

Explanations may increase user acceptance of the system or the given recommen-
dations [47]. Both definitions qualify as persuasion, as they are both attempts to
influence the user.

[27] evaluated the acceptance of recommended items in terms of how many
recommended items were present in a final selection of six favorites. Some authors
have measured the related concept of confidence in the recommendation (e.g.,
“This explanation makes me confident that I will like this artist.”) [61]. In another
study, of a collaborative filtering- and rating-based recommender system for movies,
participants were given different explanation interfaces (e.g. Fig. 7) [47]. This study
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directly inquired how likely users were to see a movie (with identifying features
such as title omitted) for 21 different explanation interfaces. Persuasion was thus a
numerical rating on a 7-point scale.

In addition, it is possible to measure if the evaluation of an item has changed,
i.e. if the user rates an item differently after receiving an explanation. Indeed, it has
been shown that users can be manipulated to give a rating closer to the system’s
prediction [25]. It has also been found that confidence information, or how “sure” a
system is about the relevance or non-relevance of a recommendation, can influence
user ratings. [106] found that participants were more likely to rate an item that was
actually non-relevant as relevant if the system said it was very confident. For (truly)
relevant items, the participants were also less likely to remain undecided about
the relevance of items (a similar pattern was not found for items that were truly
irrelevant).

Both studies were in subjective and low investment domains (movies and
images), and it is possible that users may be less influenced by incorrect predictions
in high(er) cost domains such as cameras.4 It has also been found that confidence
information can influence user ratings. In addition, too much persuasion may
backfire once users realize that they have tried or bought items that they do not
really want.

Persuasiveness can be measured in a number of ways. For example, it can be
measured as the difference between two ratings: the first being a previous rating,
and the second a re-rating for the same item but with an explanation interface [25].
Another possibility would be to measure how much users actually try or buy items
compared to users in a system without an explanation facility. These metrics can
also be understood in terms of the concept of “conversion rate” commonly used in
e-Commerce, operationally defined as the percentage of visitors who take a desired
action.

4.5 Help Users Make Good Decisions: Effectiveness

Rather than simply persuading users to try or buy an item, an explanation may
also assist users to make better decisions: accepting relevant items and discarding
irrelevant ones [106, 121, 122]. Effectiveness is by definition highly dependent on
the accuracy of the recommendation algorithm. An effective explanation would help
the user evaluate the quality of suggested items according to their own preferences.
This would increase the likelihood that the user discards irrelevant options while
helping them to recognize useful ones. For example, a book recommender system
with effective explanations would help a user to buy books they actually end up
liking. Bilgic and Mooney emphasize the importance of measuring the ability of

4 In [120] participants reported that they found incorrect overestimation less useful in high cost
domains compared to low cost domains.
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Fig. 11 The Neighbor Style Explanation - a histogram summarizing the ratings of similar users
(neighbors) for the recommended item grouped by good (5 and 4’s), neutral (3s), and bad (2s and
1s), on a scale from 1 to 5. The similarity to Fig. 7 in this study was intentional, and was used to
highlight the difference between persuasive and effective explanations [9]

Table 7 The keyword style explanation by [9] for an item (a book). The item is being recom-
mended based on a number of keywords such as “HEART” and “MOTHER”. The explanation lists
keywords that were used in the description of the item, and that have previously been associated
with highly rated items.

Word Count Strength Explain

HEART 2 96.14 Explain

BEAUTIFUL 1 17.07 Explain

MOTHER 3 11.55 Explain

READ 14 10.63 Explain

STORY 16 9.12 Explain

Table 8 A more detailed explanation for the strength of a keyword (such as “HEART”) which
shows after clicking on “Explain” in Table 7. The rows represent all the previous items which
influence the strength of the keyword [9]

Title Author Rating Count

Hunchback of Notre Dame Victor Hugo, Walter J. Cobb 10 11

Till We Have Faces: A Myth Retold C.S. Lewis, Fritz Eichenberg 10 10

The Picture of Dorian Gray Oscar Wilde, Isobel Murray 8 5

a system to assist the user in making accurate decisions about recommendations
based on explanations such as those in Fig. 11, and Tables 7 and 8 [9]. Effective
explanations could also serve the purpose of introducing a new domain, or the range
of products, to a novice user, thereby helping them to understand the full range of
options [31, 99].

Vig et al. measure perceived effectiveness: “This explanation helps me determine
how well I will like this movie.”[130]. Effectiveness of explanations can also be
calculated as the absence of a difference between the liking of the recommended
item prior to, and after, consumption. For example, in a previous study, users rated
a book twice, once after receiving an explanation, and a second time after reading
the book [9]. If their opinion on the book did not change much, the system was
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considered effective. This study explored the effect of the whole recommendation
process, explanation inclusive, on effectiveness. The same metric was also used to
evaluate whether personalization of explanations (in isolation of a recommender
system) increased their effectiveness in the movie domain [120]. In [107] there is a
distinction between the likelihood of finding out more about a recommended artist
and the actual rating given to the artist after listening to several songs.

While this metric considers the difference between the before and after ratings,
it does not discuss the effects of over- contra underestimation.5 In our work we
found that users considered overestimation to be less effective than underestimation,
and that this varied between domains. Specifically, overestimation was considered
more severely in high investment domains compared to low investment domains. In
addition, the strength of the effect on perceived effectiveness varied depending on
where on the scale the prediction error occurred [120].

Another way of measuring the effectiveness of explanations has been to test the
same system with and without an explanation facility, and evaluate if subjects who
receive explanations end up with items more suited to their personal tastes [26].
This approach has been used in work which measured both perceived effectiveness
(helpfulness) and performance accuracy (actual effectiveness) [30].

Other work evaluated explanation effectiveness using a metric from marketing
[45], with the aim of finding the single best possible item (rather than “good enough
items” as above) [19]. Participants interacted with the system until they found the
item they would buy. They were then given the opportunity to survey the entire
catalog and to change their choice of item. Effectiveness was then measured by
the fraction of participants who found a better item when comparing with the
complete selection of alternatives in the database. So, using this metric, a low
fraction represents high effectiveness.

Effectiveness is the criterion that is most closely related to accuracy measures
such as precision and recall [26, 115, 117]. In systems where items are easily
consumed, these can be translated into recognizing relevant items and discarding
irrelevant options respectively [106]. For example, there have been suggestions
for an alternative metric of “precision” based on the number of profile concepts
matching with user interests, divided by the number of concepts in their profile
[26].

4.6 Help Users Make Decisions Faster: Efficiency

Explanations may make it faster for users to decide which recommended item is best
for them. Efficiency is another established usability principle, i.e. how quickly a task
can be performed [87]. This criterion is one of the most commonly addressed in the

5 By overestimation we mean that the prediction is higher than the final or actual rating, and
underestimation when the prediction is lower than it.
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recommender systems literature (see Table 6) given that the task of recommender
systems is to find needles in haystacks of information.

Efficiency may be improved by allowing the user to understand the relation
between competing options. [73, 76, 99] use so called critiquing, a sub-class of
knowledge-based algorithms based on trade-offs between item properties, which
lends itself well to the generation of explanations. The rules generated by the
algorithm can intuitively be translated to rules such as ”Less Memory and Lower
Resolution and Cheaper” [73]. This explanation can help users to find a cheaper
camera more quickly if they are willing to settle for less memory and lower
resolution. The efficiency of these explanations is closely tied with the efficiency
of the query language, but can also be compared from a user-centered perspective
in terms of the number of interactions needed by a user to make a choice.

Efficiency is often used in the evaluation of so-called conversational recom-
mender systems, where users continually interact with a recommender system,
refining their preferences (see also Sect. 2.2). In these systems, the explanations
can be seen to be implicit in the dialog. Efficiency in these systems can be measured
by the total amount of interaction time, and number of interactions needed to find
a satisfactory item [117]. Evaluations of explanations based on improvements in
efficiency are not limited to conversational systems however. Pu and Chen for
example, compared completion time for two explanatory interfaces, and measured
completion time as the amount of time it took a participant to locate a desired
product in the interface [99].

Other metrics for efficiency also include the number of inspected explanations,
and number of activations of repair actions when no satisfactory items are found [31,
103]. Normally, it is not sensible to expose users to all possible recommendations
and their explanations, and so users can choose to inspect (or scrutinize) a given
recommendation by asking for an explanation. In a more efficient system, the users
would need to inspect fewer explanations. Repair actions consist of feedback from
the user which changes the type of recommendation they receive, as outlined in the
sections on scrutability (Sect. 4.2). Examples of user feedback/repair actions can be
found in Sect. 2.2.

4.7 Make the Use of the System Enjoyable: Satisfaction

Explanations have been found to increase user satisfaction with, or acceptance of,
the overall recommender system [31, 47, 109]. [39] studied the effect of various
explanatory aims on satisfaction, and found that user-perceived transparency had a
significant positive effect on overall satisfaction with the explanation interfaces (but
did not find an effect of efficiency or effectiveness on satisfaction). The presence of
longer descriptions of individual items has been found to be positively correlated
with both the perceived usefulness [119], and ease of use of the recommender
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system [109]. Also, many commercial recommender systems such as those seen
in Table 3 are primarily sources of entertainment. In these cases, any extra facility
should take notice of the effect on user satisfaction. An explanation for an internet
provider, describing the provider in terms of user requirements was evaluated on the
criterion of satisfaction [31]. These explanations took into account users’ specific
constraints, but the explanations did not have a statistically significant effect on
satisfaction. However, the authors found other factors improved user satisfaction
with the recommendation process, such as product comparisons for which the effect
was even strong for participants who already had experience with recommender
applications.

When measuring satisfaction, one can directly ask users whether the system
is enjoyable to use. Tanaka-Ishii and Frank in their evaluation of a multi-agent
system describing a Robocup soccer game ask users whether they prefer the system
with or without explanations [116]. Satisfaction can also be measured indirectly
by measuring user loyalty [31, 75] (see also Sect. 4.3), and likelihood of using the
system for a search task [27].

In measuring explanation satisfaction, it is important to differentiate between
satisfaction with the recommendation process,6 and the recommended products
(persuasion) [27, 31].

One (qualitative) way to measure satisfaction with the process would be to
conduct usability testing methods such as record a think-aloud protocol for a user
conducting a task [69]. In this case, the participants describe their entire experience
using the system: what they are looking at, thinking, doing and feeling, as they
go about a task such as finding a satisfactory item. Objective notes of everything
that users say are taken, without interpretation or influencing the users in any way.
Video and voice recordings can also be used to revisit the session and to serve as
a memory aid. In such a case, it is possible to identify usability issues and even
apply quantitative metrics such as the ratio of positive to negative comments; the
number of times the evaluator was frustrated; the number of times the evaluator was
delighted; the number of times and where the evaluator worked around a usability
problem etc.

It is also arguable that users would be satisfied with a system that offers
effective explanations, confounding the two goals. However, a system that aids
users in making good decisions, may have other disadvantages that decrease the
overall satisfaction (e.g. requiring a large cognitive effort on the part of the user).
Fortunately, these two goals can be measured by distinct metrics.

6 Here we mean the entire recommendation process, inclusive of the explanations. We note however
that the evaluation of explanations in recommender systems are seldom fully independent of the
underlying recommendation process.
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4.8 Additional Goals

While additional goals have been suggested in the literature, they do not yet form
a consistent pattern. The most coherent alternative proposal is suggested in a
taxonomy which distinguishes between (i) stakeholder goals, e.g., to increase the
user’s intention to reuse the system; (ii) user-perceived quality factors, which are
system quality factors that can contribute to the achievement of the stakeholder
goals (e.g., trust); and (iii) explanation purposes, which are explanation-specific
objectives that can contribute to achieving the objectives at the other levels [88].
This taxonomy would benefit from further research to understand how goals at each
level interact or overlap.

Another paper measured perceptions of system performance such as perceived
accuracy and perceived novelty [61]. In our view these could be seen as user-
perceived quality factors, but since they interact strongly with recommendation
accuracy we have not considered them in our framework.

A third study measured a goal called engagement. This explanatory goal was
defined to users as: “The explanation helped me discover new information about
this movie” [82]. This can be seen as the stakeholder goal of Education, and is also
a criteria of explanations previously identified for case-based reasoning explanations
for expert systems (c.f., [111]). These kind of goals for explanations may be more in
line with self-actualization (c.f., ‘Level 3’ in Sect. 3.3) through developing one kind
of behavior (e.g., more diverse consumption), or avoiding another (e.g., decreasing
bias in recruitment or policing).

The relationship between these goals still needs to be better understood before
they can be reclassified.

5 Moderating Factors

In the previous section, we discussed how explanations can be useful, by surveying
possible explanatory goals. Further, it is prudent to understand the necessary
conditions for explanations to be useful. Here, we follow the framework of [60]
which differentiates between different user-centered aspects of the recommender
systems such as: objective system aspects, user experience, subjective system
aspects, interaction, situational, and personal characteristics. Recent studies of
explanations in recommender systems have considered both personal and contex-
tual characteristics that influence explanation efficacy. We will summarize both
types of characteristics below.
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Table 9 Overview of the personal characteristics discussed and their related example measures

Personal characteristics Example measures

Level of experience Musical sophistication [54, 78, 80]

Personality traits The Big-Five [20, 34], locus of control [77]

Demographic characteristics Age, gender [33, 78]

Cognitive skill Visual working memory [68, 77, 78, 124]

5.1 Personal Characteristics

Beyond recommender systems, the influence of personal characteristics on the per-
formance of users in interactive systems has been researched in depth. These works
have investigated a variety of personal characteristics, which we describe below
using the classification of [4]: level of experience, personality traits, demographic
characteristics, and cognitive ability. An overview of the personal characteristics
discussed in this section and their example measures are given in Table 9.

Experience
Many studies have shown significant effects of the level of experience when
interacting with recommender systems. For example, novice users prefer simple
and transparent interaction methods [64]. In the domain of music, the Goldsmiths
Musical Sophistication Index (Gold-MSI)7 is regarded as an effective way to
measure domain expertise of users, and has shown a consistent correlation with
interaction with visual elements in recommender interfaces [77, 78]. Related work
found that musical sophistication only strengthens the impact of user interface
on perceived diversity (moderation effect) when studying the combined effect of
controls and visualizations [54].

Personality Traits
In the Chambers concise dictionary,8 personality is defined as “a person’s nature
or disposition; the qualities that give one’s character individuality” and it is a key
area of research in user modelling and user adaptive systems. Previous work has
found that the personality trait need for cognition does influence how users interact
with explanations [77]: explanations were most beneficial for people with a low
need for cognition, while for people with a high need for cognition, the authors
observed that explanations could create a lack of confidence. Other work found
that people’s personalities, modeled as the Big-5 personality traits, also influenced
which explanations were more effective [61]: conscientious participants reported
being easier to persuade. The participants seemed to be split in terms of neuroticism:
calm participants tended to be more receptive of popularity-based explanations
while anxious participants tended to be more receptive of item-based collaborative

7 https://www.gold.ac.uk/music-mind-brain/gold-msi/, accessed June 2020.
8 http://www.chambers.co.uk.

https://www.gold.ac.uk/music-mind-brain/gold-msi/
http://www.chambers.co.uk
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filtering style explanations. Note, chapter “Personality and Recommender Systems”
describes research on personality in recommender systems in more depth.

Demographic Characteristics
Demographic characteristics categorize users without considering personality, and
include categories relating to factors such as age, sex, education level etc. In
the domain of music recommendation, previous work has found varying musical
preference of different age groups [33]. However, to the best of our knowledge, the
effect of age and gender (or other demographic characteristics) on users’ interaction
with recommendation explanations has not been found in previous research [78].

Cognitive Capacity
Cognitive capacities relate to abilities to conduct conscious intellectual activities
(such as thinking, reasoning, or remembering) which are needed in acquisition
of knowledge, manipulation of information, and reasoning. Such capacities may
be particularly relevant to consider for more advanced interfaces or explanation
interfaces. Previous work has found visual working memory (VM) to be a factor
that affects cognitive load when interacting with adaptive interactive systems [21,
68, 124]. Besides, visual working memory and visual literacy have been found to
affect users’ interaction with visual elements in recommender interfaces [77, 78].

In previous studies, participants with higher visual memory perceived signifi-
cantly higher diversity, of recommended items, in a more complex visualization
compared to participants with low visual working memory [54, 55].

5.2 Situational Characteristics

Preferences for recommended items in many domains are likely to depend on con-
textual characteristics such as location and activity. However, most recommender
systems do not allow users to adapt recommendations to their current context.

Having additional transparency and control for context such as location, activity,
weather, and mood has been found to lead to higher perceived quality and did not
increase cognitive load for music recommendations [52]. Moreover, the authors
found that users are more likely to modify contexts and their profile during relaxing
activities.

Recent work has proposed justifications that differ for varying contextual
situations, by automatically learning a lexicon for each contextual setting and by
using such a lexicon to diversify the justification. When users selected more than one
contextual dimension, selecting which aspects to mention according to context has
also been shown to improve explanations for transparency, persuasion, engagement,
trust, and effectiveness [81].

Other contextual factors, such as group dynamics, create additional requirements
on explanations, such as balancing privacy and transparency [72, 85].
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6 Future Directions

This section identifies five strands of promising future directions. Firstly, a number
of new approaches for generating explanations from reviews have proposed in
recent years, including deep learning and reinforcement learning. Secondly, it seems
likely that future explanations will support the growing trend in social recommen-
dations, such as—(1) recommendations to groups of people (c.f., chapter “Group
Recommender Systems: Beyond Preference Aggregation”), (2) recommendations
of people (e.g., in domains such as jobs [17, 51], dating [142], and micro-
lending [71, 110] (c.f., chapter “Multistakeholder Recommender Systems”); and (3)
recommendations of content on social networks based on credibility of people (c.f.,
chapter “Social Recommender Systems”) [56].

Thirdly, recommendations like most machine learning is prone toward biases
[91] (c.f., chapter “Fairness in Recommender Systems”), and human decision-
making is rarely completely rational and suffers from biases, such as confirmation or
availability biases [5, 13, 98]. Explanations may increasingly support users dealing
with both algorithmic and cognitive bias.

Fourthly, recommendations are increasingly made as sets, packages, or
sequences (c.f., chapter “Session-based Recommender Systems” on sequence-aware
recommendation). Explanations will need then to justify not only the individual
items, but also the relationship between them.

Finally, research is moving from seeing decision making with AI, as a hybrid col-
laboration: with the combination of human and machine intelligence, augmenting
human intellect and capabilities instead of replacing them and achieving goals that
were unreachable by either humans or machines alone [3]. Explanations can be used
to balance out the relative strengths and weaknesses of people and recommender
systems. For this to be effective, future work should focus on factors affecting over-
and under- reliance.

6.1 Generating from Reviews

Deep neural networks have been effective for generating explanations from reviews.
These promising lines of research would benefit from more thorough evaluation
with users. For example, work applying a (capsule) neural network has made a
connection between item aspects in reviews, their sentiments, and user evaluations
[70]. This approach allows to distinguish between both positive and negative
sentiments using an attention mechanism, but has yet to be validated with users.
For readers interested in broader uses of deep neural networks for recommender
systems, we refer to chapter “Deep Learning for Recommender Systems”.

Another approach, which is also model agnostic (applied to both collaborative
filtering, and a deep neural network), has been to learn the relationship between
“interpretable components” (such as sentences) and explicit feedback (such as rat-
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ings), using reinforcement learning [132]. While only evaluated with a small number
of participants, this is a promising approach to pursue. Chapter “Semantics and
Content-Based Recommendations”, while discussing developments in semantics-
aware recommendation, also describes the kinds of user generated content that can
be used to improve recommender systems. Chapter “Natural Language Processing
for Recommender Systems” addresses more specifically recent developments in
NLP techniques for recommender systems, while chapter “Multimedia Recom-
mender Systems: Algorithms and Challenges” describes developments in analysis
of multimedia content for recommender systems.

6.2 Social Recommendations

Explanations can also be helpful in situations where it is difficult to reach an agree-
ment, e.g., when people have diverging preferences in a group of tourists. Previous
work on group recommendations found generally there was a better interaction with
distributed displays which allowed people to have some interactions on individual
devices rather than a shared public display [48]. This highlights the need for privacy.
Other recent work also highlights the tension between transparency and privacy
for explanations in group decision making [84, 85]. When explaining people-to-
people recommendations, it may be important to consider the biases of different
stakeholders. E.g., the biases of recruiters as well as of employers when considering
job candidates. It is also important to consider whether these relationships are
directional, such as in the case of dating—when, if ever, is it suitable to supply an
explanation of the type “John likes you so maybe you should give him a try.”? There
are number of chapters in this handbook for readers who would like to learn more
about these subjects. Chapter “People-to-People Reciprocal Recommenders” in this
handbook refers to people to people recommendations, chapter “Multistakeholder
Recommender Systems” focuses specifically on multistakeholder recommendations
and the tensions in the objectives of different stakeholders. Chapter “Fairness in
Recommender Systems” lay out the various ways a recommender system may be
unfair, also in multistakeholder scenarios, and provide a conceptual framework for
identifying the the fairness that arise in an application and designing a project to
assess and mitigate them.

The third scenario we consider is explaining content recommendations on social
media based on the social network (e.g., “I am recommending this to you because
your friend [X] likes it.”, which already happens on Facebook). We see here
both an opportunity and a challenge: Cialdini’s persuasive principle of Liking
may cause users to be persuaded by the explanation, but may hinder them from
assessing the content critically (i.e., interfering with explanation effectiveness and
decision making). We also refer to chapter “Social Recommender Systems” on
social recommendations, and recommendations on social media.

There is also a particular challenge here in terms of both determining and
conveying the reputability of source, in particular when helping to assess the risk
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of fake or misrepresenting news. Finally, recommending content in social networks
also raises privacy concerns, and a tension with transparency. I.e., to which extent
do users want to share their preferences with their network.

6.3 Explanations to Deal with Bias

Decision-making at individual, business, and societal levels is influenced by recom-
mender systems. Further, individual cognitive selection strategies and homogeneous
networks can amplify bias in customized recommendations, and influence which
information users are exposed to [5]. While biases are undesirable in commercial
and entertainment domains [29, 63], this is more critical when making recommen-
dations in domains such as jobs and news.

While many kinds of biases may occur, recent research has focused primarily
on popularity bias [29, 63], and limited diversity in recommendations [5, 23, 24].
For example, recommender systems have been found in some cases to decrease
exposure to more diverse points of view [5, 23, 24], but they also have the potential
to increase content and viewpoint diversity [35, 126]. However, exposing users to
overly challenging views is more likely to backfire and cause not only rejection of
the system but also more extreme views [36, 40]. Therefore it is important for future
research to study how to design explanations that are effective for mitigating bias.

So far, design of explanations interfaces has considered the limited diversity as
something that interacts with two cognitive biases: confirmation and availability
biases. Recent work has evaluated different ways of highlighting parts of the profile
the user was unaware of, so called “blind-spots” [67, 112, 125]. Other work has
suggested using cross-referencing to assess the credibility of news recommenda-
tions [14]. While some work has been done on increasing reflective assessment
about online content, this work has yet to be incorporated in recommender systems
research [22, 50]. Further work is required to investigate whether an intent to explore
unseen content changes behavior in the long term.

6.4 Sets and Sequences

As mentioned in Sect. 2.1, sometimes the recommender may show sets (e.g.,
resulting from package recommendation) or sequences of recommended items (e.g.,
playlists or itineraries). Research is needed on explanations for such combinations.

When explaining packages, in addition to explaining individual items, one may
also need to explain the combinations. For example, for clothing an explanation
could be: “The blue of the top and the green of the bottom go well together, and a
striped top goes well with a plain bottom. However, it is a bad idea to combine a
formal top with a casual bottom.”
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In initial research on explanations for package recommendations in the clothing
domain, the impact of different explanation types (including the natural language
one exemplified above) was investigated on effectiveness, efficiency, transparency,
trust, and satisfaction [136]. They found that including combination aspects in
the explanations changed the packages participants selected, so influencing either
effectiveness or persuasiveness. They also found that participants varied in their
opinions on the different explanation types, pointing towards a need for more
research on adapting explanations for packages. This work was preliminary, using
indirect experiments and only sets of two items. Far more research is needed on
explaining packages, including the impact of domain, and how to explain sets with
more items.

When explaining sequences, such as a sequence of activities to do on a trip,
one may also need to explain the order of the items (e.g., referencing proximity in
tourism), or how the items relate to each other (e.g,. “your recent recommendations
already include several museums”) [137], in addition to why individual items are
included. It becomes even more complicated if the sequence recommendation is
made by a group recommender, so recommended to a group to experience together.
In such a case, the explanation may also need to address the relationship between
the items, and the relationship between group members, as well as privacy concerns
[84, 85], and even how group members’ affective state may be impacted by the order
of items [72].

6.5 Over- and Under Reliance

In order for joint decision making between a human and a recommender system to
be effective, it is important that people not only accept advice when it is correct but
also reject it when it is incorrect.

It is preferable to generate explanations which help users decide whether they
should use the decision support. Explanations which enable such appropriate
reliance can be contrasted with explanations which cause over- reliance (accepting
advice even when it is wrong) or under-reliance (rejecting advice even when it
is right) [139]. The complexity of decision tasks, the limited cognitive resources
of system users, and a tendency to keep decision effort low are related to the
phenomenon of bounded rationality [108]: Users employ decision heuristics rather
than make optimal decisions. Decision making under bounded rationality is a door
opener for various types of influences on decision outcomes.

In a classification task, data scientists were found to over-trust and misuse
local simplified (“interpretable”) machine learning models such as generalized
additive models (GAM) and SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) [58]. Off the
shelf implementations of these methods are able to indicate feature importance,
or a notion of contribution to prediction outcome. Given that many instances of
recommendations algorithms can be seen as classification or regression, findings
from machine learning may help us understand how they could best be applied in
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recommender systems. It is not yet known which factors contribute to this kind
of over-reliance in the domain of recommender systems. In research on artificial
advice givers, the following have been found to influence the level of reliance on
advice: the cost of receiving advice (time required for the adviser to give advice),
the reliability of the adviser (% of time giving correct advice), and the predictability
of the environment [113].

We refer also to chapter “Individual and Group Decision Making and Recom-
mender Systems” on decision making with recommender systems. Further work
is required to understand how these findings extend to recommender systems, in
order to move us closer to effective decision-making in human-recommender system
collaborations.
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Personality and Recommender Systems

Marko Tkalčič and Li Chen

1 Introduction

As argued in Chapter “Individual and Group Decision Making and Recommender
Systems”, an important function of recommender systems is to help people make
better decisions. It has also been found that an improvement in the rating prediction
accuracy (usually measured with metrics such as RMSE, see also Chapter “Evalu-
ating Recommender Systems”) does not necessarily mean a better user experience
[64]. Furthermore, assessing the recommender systems from a user-centric perspec-
tive (e.g., decision confidence and system satisfaction) yields a better picture of
the quality of the recommender system under study. Hence, one should better take
into consideration user characteristics for optimizing a recommender system. This
is why personality, which plays an important role in decision-making [22], has been
considered to improve the system.

From its definition in psychology, personality accounts for the individual dif-
ferences in our enduring emotional, interpersonal, experiential, attitudinal, and
motivational styles [48]. Incorporating these differences in the recommender system
appears to be a promising choice for delivering personalized recommendations.
Furthermore, personality parameters can be quantified as feature vectors, which
makes them suitable to use in computer algorithms. Therefore, user personality has
been considered in a wide range of aspects of recommender systems. For example,
personality has been used to improve user-user similarity calculation in solving the
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new user problem [44, 97]. It has also been demonstrated that people with different
personalities can be more or less inclined to consume novel items, so the degree of
diversity in presenting recommended items can be personalized accordingly [102].
Moreover, group modeling based on personality has improved the performance of
group recommendations [52, 75, 77]. Indeed, recently the topic of using personality
for personalization has gained traction not only in individual research done but also
in a dedicated edited volume [94] and tutorials at the RecSys conference [69, 93].

However, the acquisition of personality factors for individual users has been
mainly done through extensive questionnaires, which was an obstacle in a day-
to-day use of recommender systems. Examples of such questionnaires are the
International Personality Item Pool (IPIP) [38] and the NEO Personality Inventory
[62]. In recent years, several investigations have been conducted to extract person-
ality parameters using machine learning techniques [37, 53, 74]. Valuable sources
for detecting the personality of a user without bothering her/him with extensive
questionnaires are social media streams (e.g., Facebook [53], blogs [47], Instagram
[32], Twitter [74]) and other user-generated data streams (e.g., email [85], drug
consumption [35], eye gaze [8]).

In this chapter, we survey the usage of the psychological model of personality to
improve recommendation accuracy, diversity, to address the new user problem, to
improve cross-domain recommendations, and in group recommendation scenarios.
We focus on the tools needed to design such systems, especially on (i) personality
acquisition methods and on (ii) strategies for using personality in recommender
systems. The chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we survey various models
of personality that were developed and are suitable for recommender systems. In
Sect. 3 we present various methods for acquiring personality, which fall in either of
the two categories: implicit or explicit. In Sect. 4 we discuss various strategies that
exploit personality and have been used so far in recommender systems. Further, in
Sect. 5 we present the challenges that are still ahead in this area. Finally we provide
some conclusive thoughts in Sect. 6.

2 Personality Model

According to [63], personality accounts for the most important dimensions in which
individuals differ in their enduring emotional, interpersonal, experiential, attitudinal,
and motivational styles. Translated into the recommender systems terminology,
personality can be thought of as a (component of) user profile, which is context-
independent (it does not change with time, location or some other contexts—see
Chapter “Context-Aware Recommender Systems: From Foundations to Recent
Developments” for context in recommender systems) and domain-independent
(it does not change through different domains, e.g., books, movies—see also
Chapter “Design and Evaluation of Cross-domain Recommender Systems” for
personality in cross-domain recommender systems).
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Table 1 Examples of adjectives related to the FFM [63]

Factor Adjectives

Openness (O) Artistic, curious, imaginative, insightful, original, wide interest

Conscientiousness (C) Efficient, organized, planful, reliable, responsible, thorough

Extraversion (E) Active, assertive, energetic, enthusiastic, outgoing, talkative

Agreeableness (A) Appreciative, forgiving, generous, kind, sympathetic, trusting

Neuroticism (N) Anxious, self-pitying, tense, touchy, unstable, worrying

Historically, the first reports of studies of individual traits among humans go back
to the ancient Greeks with the Hippocrates’ Four Humours that eventually led to the
personality theory known today as the four temperaments (i.e., Choleric, Sanguine,
Melancholic and Phlegmatic) [50].

Today, the Five Factor Model of personality (FFM) [63] is considered one of
the most comprehensive and the widely used personality models in recommender
systems [15, 27, 43–45, 69, 70, 90, 99, 102]. The FFM is sometimes referred to also
as the Big-Five (Big5) model of personality.

2.1 The Five Factor Model of Personality

The roots of the FFM lie in the lexical hypothesis, which states that things that
are most important in people’s lives eventually become part of their language.
Studying the usage of language, researchers extracted a set of adjectives that
describe permanent traits (see Table 1). With further research, these adjectives were
clustered into the five main dimensions: Openness to experience, conscientiousness,
extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism (the acronym OCEAN is often used)
[63].

Openness to Experience (O), often referred to just as Openness, describes the
distinction between imaginative, creative people and down-to-earth, conventional
people. High O scorers are typically individualistic, non-conforming and are very
aware of their feelings. They can easily think in abstraction. People with low O
values tend to have common interests. They prefer simple and straightforward
thinking over complex, ambiguous and subtle. The sub-factors are imagination,
artistic interest, emotionality, adventurousness, intellect, and liberalism.

Conscientiousness (C) concerns the way in which we control, regulate and
direct our impulses. People with high C values tend to be prudent while those
with low values tend to be impulsive. The sub-factors are self-efficacy, orderliness,
dutifulness, achievement-striving, self-discipline, and cautiousness.

Extraversion (E) tells the degree of engagement with the external world (in case
of high values) or the lack of it (low values). The sub-factors of E are friendliness,
gregariousness, assertiveness, activity level, excitement-seeking, and cheerfulness.
Extrovert people (high score on the E factor) tend to react with enthusiasm and often
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have positive emotions, while introverted people (low score on the E factor) tend to
be quiet, low-key and disengaged in social interactions.

Agreeableness (A) reflects individual differences concerning cooperation and
social harmony. The sub-factors of A are trust, morality, altruism, cooperation,
modesty, and sympathy.

Neuroticism (N) refers to the tendency of experiencing negative feelings. People
with high N values are emotionally reactive. They tend to respond emotionally to
relatively neutral stimuli. They are often in a bad mood, which strongly affects
their thinking and decision making (see Chapter “Individual and Group Decision
Making and Recommender Systems” for more on decision making). Low N scorers
are calm, emotionally stable, and free from persistent bad mood. The sub-factors
are anxiety, anger, depression, self-consciousness, immoderation, and vulnerability.
The neuroticism factor is sometimes referred to as emotional stability [40].

2.2 Other Models of Personality

Other personality models that can be of interest to the recommender system
community are the vocational RIASEC (with the main types realistic, investigative,
artistic, social, enterprising, and conventional) model [42], which was used in an
e-commerce prototype [10]; and the Bartle model (with the main types killers,
achievers, explorers and socializers), which is suitable for the videogames domain
[88].

The Thomas-Kilmann conflict mode personality model has been developed to
model group dynamics [89]. The model is composed of the following two dimen-
sions that account for differences in individual behaviour in conflict situations:1

assertiveness and cooperativeness. Within this two-dimensional space, subjects are
classified into any of these five categories: competing, collaborating, compromising,
avoiding, or accommodating.

Although learning styles per se are not considered as a personality model, they
share with personality the quality of being time invariant. In the domain of e-
learning, models of learning styles have been used to recommend course materials
to students [26]. An example is the Felder and Silverman Learning Style Model
[30], which measures four factors: active/reflective, sensing/intuitive, visual/verbal,
and sequential/global.

In addition, some ad-hoc personality models have been proposed in the rec-
ommender systems community. For a trendy pictures recommender system, a
personality model with two types, the trend-setters and the trend-spotters, has
been proposed, along with a methodology for predicting the personality types from
social media networks [84]. Especially in the domain of social networks, there

1 The Thomas-Kilmann conflict mode instrument is available at http://cmpresolutions.co.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2011/04/Thomas-Kilman-conflict-instrument-questionaire.pdf.

http://cmpresolutions.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/Thomas-Kilman-conflict-instrument-questionaire.pdf
http://cmpresolutions.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/Thomas-Kilman-conflict-instrument-questionaire.pdf
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Table 2 Main personality models

Ref. Model name Primary domain Main types/traits

[63] Five Factor Model General Openness, conscientiousness,
extraversion, agreeableness, and
neuroticism

[50] Four temperaments General Choleric, Sanguine, Melancholic, and
Phlegmatic

[42] RIASEC Vocational Realistic, investigative, artistic, social,
enterprising, and conventional

[88] Bartle types Video games Killers, achievers, explorers, and
socializers

[30] Felder and
Silverman Learning
Style Model

Learning styles Active/reflective, sensing/intuitive,
visual/verbal, and sequential/global

[89] Thomas-Kilmann
conflict model

Group/conflict
modeling

Assertiveness, cooperativeness

is a tendency to stress the influence/susceptibility aspects of users as the main
personality traits (e.g., leaders/followers) [5] (Table 2).

2.3 Relationship Between Personality and User Preferences

A number of studies showed that personality relates strongly with user preferences.
Users with different personalities tend to prefer different kinds of content. These
relations are domain dependent. Such an information is very valuable when
designing a recommender system for a specific domain.

In their study, Rentfrow and Gosling [79] explored how music preferences are
related to personality in terms of the FFM model. They categorized music pieces
each into one of the four categories: reflective & complex, intense & rebelious,
upbeat & conventional, and energetic & rhythmic. The reflective & complex
category is related to openness to new experience. Similarly, the intense & rebelious
category is also positively related to openness to new experience. However, although
this category contains music with negative emotions, it is not related to neuroticism
or agreeableness. The upbeat & conventional category was found to be positively
related with extraversion, agreeableness, and conscientiousness. Finally, they found
that the energetic & rhythmic category is related to extraversion and agreeableness.

The relation between music and personality was also explored by Rawlings et
al. [76]. They observed that the extraversion and openness factors are the only ones
that explain the variance in the music preferences. Subjects with high openness tend
to prefer diverse music styles. Extraversion, on the other hand, was found to be
strongly related to preferences for popular music.

Manolios et al. [58] explored the relationship between personal values and
user preferences in the music domain. The user preferences were not coded as is
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usual (e.g., preferences for genres or artists) but as relationships between values,
consequences and attributes. Examples of these relationships are the value of
conservation is strongly related to the consequence of relaxation, which is strongly
related to the attribute emotions; or the value of openness to change is strongly
related to the consequence of discovery/stimulation, which is strongly related to the
attribute of complexity/originality.

Being different from the above work that focused on studying the effect of
personality on user preferences for music genres or styles, Melchiorre and Schedl
[65] analyzed its correlations with music audio features. The results show that most
of correlations are low to medium, with the strongest effects for the openness trait.

Rentfrow et al. [78] extended the domain to general entertainment, which
includes music, books, magazines, films, and TV shows. They categorized the con-
tent into the following categories: aesthetic, cerebral, communal, dark, and thrilling.
The communal category is positively related to extraversion, agreeableness, and
conscientiousness, while being negatively related to extraversion and neuroticism.
The aesthetic category is positively related to agreeableness, extraversion and
negatively to neuroticism. The dark category is positively related extraversion
and negatively to conscientiousness and agreeableness. The cerebral category is
related to extraversion, while the thrilling category does not reveal any consistent
correlation with personality factors. Cantador et al. [14] also presented the results
of an experiment over multiple domains including movies, TV shows, music, and
books, based on the myPersonality dataset [53].

In another work [103], the authors surveyed 1706 users on Douban Interest
Group,2 which is a popular Chinese online community where users can join different
types of interest groups (e.g., “Sports”, “Music”, “Health”, “Academic”) to leave
comments or recommend topics to their friends. They found that all the five
personality traits as defined in FFM significantly affect users’ preferences for group
types. For instance, groups about “Health” and “Sports” are more preferred by
people who are more self-organized (with high conscientiousness) and extroverted
(with high extraversion). Groups related to aesthetics (e.g., “Art” and “Literature”)
and entertainment (e.g., “Animation”, “Music” and “Movie”) are more preferred by
people who are more creative and aesthetic sensitive (with high openness). Those
people also prefer the groups about “Academic” and “Interest”. Moreover, people
who are more suspicious (with low agreeableness) tend to prefer “Movie” type
group, whereas those who are more emotionally unstable (with high neuroticism)
are likely to prefer “Costume” type groups.

In an experiment based on a contextual movie recommender system dataset (the
CoMoDa dataset [71]), Odic et al. explored the relations between personality factors
and the induced emotions in movies in different social contexts [72]. They observed
different patterns in experienced emotions for users in different social contexts (i.e.,
alone vs. not alone) as functions of the extraversion, agreeableness and neuroticism

2 https://www.douban.com/group/explore.

https://www.douban.com/group/explore
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factors. People with different values of the conscientiousness and openness factors
did not exhibit different patterns in their induced emotions.

A personal characteristic related to the consumption of multimedia content
was identified by Tkalcic et al. [96]. Based on positive psychology research they
observed that users differ in their preferences in terms of hedonic quality of the
content (pure pleasure, fun) and eudaimonic quality (looking for deeper meaning):
making users more or less pleasure or meaning-seekers.

3 Personality Acquisition

The acquisition of personality factors is the first major issue in the design of a
personality-based recommender system. Generally, the acquisition techniques can
be grouped into:

• explicit (or called direct) techniques (questionnaires depending on the model);
• implicit (or called indirect) techniques (e.g., regression/classification based on

social media streams).

While explicit techniques provide accurate assessments of the user’s personality,
they are intrusive and time consuming. Hence, these techniques are useful mainly in
laboratory studies or for performing as ground truth data to assess the accuracy of
implicit acquisition method.

Implicit techniques, on the other hand, offer an unobtrusive way of acquiring user
personality, by normally using machine learning techniques to infer it with features
as extracted from users’ digital traces. However, the accuracy of these instruments
is not high and depends heavily on the quality of the source information (e.g., how
often a user tweets).

In this section we survey existing techniques for the acquisition of personality in
recommender systems. Table 3 summarizes the methods described in this section.

3.1 Explicit Personality Acquisition

A widely used questionnaire for assessing the FFM factors is the International
Personality Item Pool (IPIP) set of questionnaires [38]. The IPIP’s web page3

contains questionnaires with 50 and 100 items, depending on the number of
questions per factor (10 or 20). The relatively high number of questions makes
it an accurate instrument, although it is time consuming for end users to answer.
Furthermore, it has been translated in many languages and validated in terms of
cross-cultural differences [61].

3 http://ipip.ori.org/.

http://ipip.ori.org/
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Table 3 Personality acquisition methods

Ref. Method Personality model Source

[24, 38–41, 48] Explicit FFM Questionnaires (from 10
questions up)

[74] Implict FFM Micro-blogs (Twitter)

[4, 53, 83] Implicit FFM Social media (Facebook)

[36] Implicit FFM Social media (Weibo)

[57] Implicit FFM Role-playing game

[25] Implicit FFM Game (Commons Fishing Game)

[17] Implicit FFM Mobile phone logs

[85] Implicit FFM Emails

[45] Implicit FFM Ratings of products in a webstore

[23] Implicit FFM Stories

[8] Implicit FFM Eye gaze

[32] Implicit FFM Images, social media (Instagram)

[33] Implicit FFM Privacy preferences

[35] Implicit FFM Drugs consumption profile

[89] Explicit Thomas-Kilmann
conflict model

Questionnaire

[87] Explicit Felder and Silverman
Learning Style Model

Questionnaire

In the questionnaire defined by Hellriegel and Slocum [41], each factor is
measured via 5 questions, so there are 25 questions in total regarding the five
personality factors. Each factor’s value is the average of user’s scores on its related
five questions. For example, the questions used to assess openness to experience
include “imagination”, “artistic interests”, “liberalism”, “adventurousness”, and
“intellect”. Users are required to respond to every question on a 5-point Likert
scale (for example, “imagination” is rated from 1 “no-nonsense” to 5 “a dreamer”).
John and Srivastava [48] developed a more comprehensive list containing 44 items,
called Big Five Inventory (BFI), in which each personality factor is measured by
eight or nine questions. For example, the items related to openness to experience
are “is original, comes up with new ideas”, “is curious about many different
things”, “is ingenious, a deep thinker”, “has an active imagination”, etc. (each is
rated on a 5-point Likert scale from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”, under
the general question of “I see Myself as Someone Who . . . ”). This questionnaire
has been recognized as a well-established measurement of personality traits. The
other commonly used public-free instruments include the 100-item Big Five Aspect
Scales (BFAS) [24] and the 100 trait-descriptive adjectives [39]). A super-short
measure of the FFM is the Ten Item Personality Inventory (TIPI) in which each
factor is only assessed by two questions (e.g., openness to experiences is assessed
by “open to new experiences, complex” and “conventional, uncreative” on the same
Likert scale used in BFI) [40]. This instrument can meet the need for a very short
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Table 4 The ten-items
personality inventory
questionnaire [40]

FFM factor Statement: “I see myself as . . . ”

E Extraverted, enthusiastic.

A Critical, quarrelsome.

C Dependable, self-disciplined.

N Anxious, easily upset.

O Open to new experiences, complex.

E Reserved, quiet.

A Sympathetic, warm.

C Disorganized, careless.

N Calm, emotionally stable.

O Conventional, uncreative.

measure (e.g., when time is limited), although it may somewhat create diminished
psychometric properties. We provide the TIPI questionnaire in Table 4.

A typical example of a commercially controlled instrument is the NEO PI-R
(with a 240-items inventory) [19], which cannot only measure the five factors,
but also the six facets (i.e., sub-factors) of each factor. For example, extroversion
contains six facets: Gregariousness (sociable), Assertiveness (forceful), Activity
(energetic), Excitement-seeking (adventurous), Positive emotions (enthusiastic),
and Warmth (outgoing). The NEO-FFI instrument, which measures the five factors
only (not their related facets), is a 60-item truncated version of NEO PI-R [19].

A quasi-explicit instrument for measuring personality is the approach of using
stories. In their work, Dennis et al. [23] developed a set of stereotypical stories,
each of which conveys a personality trait from the FFM. Specifically, for each of the
five FFM factors they devised a pair of stories, one for a high level of the observed
factor and one for the low level of the observed factor. The subject then rates how
well each story applies to her/him on a Likert scale from 1 (extremely inaccurate)
to 9 (extremely accurate).

Though different instruments have been developed so far, the choice of instru-
ment is highly application-dependent and there is no one-size-fits-all measure. In
Sect. 4, we will survey the instruments that have been adopted in recommender
systems (e.g., see Table 6).

3.2 Implicit Personality Acquisition

Quercia et al. [74] presented the outcomes of a study that shows strong correlations
between features extracted from users’ micro-blogs and their respective FFM
factors. The authors used the myPersonality dataset of 335 users. The dataset
contains the users’ FFM personality factors and the respective micro-blogs. The
authors extracted several features from the micro-blogs and categorized them into
the following quantities: listeners, popular, highly-read, and influential. Each of
these quantities showed a strong correlation with at least one of the FFM factors.
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The authors went a step further into predicting the FFM factors. Using a machine
learning approach (the M5-Rules regression and the 10 fold-cross validation
scheme), they were able to achieve a predictability in RMSE ranging from 0.69
to 0.88 (on FFM factors ranging from 1 to 5).

Kosinski et al. [53] used the whole myPersonality dataset of over 58,000 users
with their respective Facebook activity records to predict the FFM factors of
the users. The source dataset was the user-like matrix of Facebook Likes. The
authors applied the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method to reduce the
dimensionality of the matrix and used the Logistic Regression model to predict the
FFM factors (along with other user parameters such as gender, age, etc.). Their
model was able to predict the traits openness and extraversion with correlations
being at least 0.40, while the other traits were predicted with lower accuracy (with
correlations no more than 0.30).

An interesting approach was taken by van Lankveld et al. [57] who observed the
correlation between FFM factors and the users’ behaviour in a videogame. They
modified the Neverwinter Nights (a third-person role-playing video game) in order
to store 275 game variables for 44 participants. They used variables that recorded
conversation behavior, movement behavior and miscellaneous behavior. They found
significant correlations between all five personality traits and game variables in all
groups.

Chittaranjan et al. [17] used mobile phone usage information for inferring FFM
factors. They used call logs (e.g., outgoing calls, incoming calls, average call
duration, etc.), SMS logs and application-usage logs as features for predicting the
FFM factors. They observed that a number of these features have a significant
correlations with the FFM factors. Using the Support Vector Machine classifier,
they achieved better results in the prediction of the traits than a random baseline,
although the difference was not always significant, which makes the task of inferring
personality from call logs a hard one.

Shen et al. [85] attempted to infer the email writer’s personality from her/his
emails. To preserve privacy, they only extracted high-level aggregated features from
email contents, such as bag-of-word features, meta features (e.g., TO/CC/BCC
counts, importance of the email, count of words, count of attachments, month of the
sent time, etc.), word statistics (e.g., through part-of speech tagging and sentiment
analysis), writing styles (in greeting patterns, closing patterns, wish patterns, and
smiley words), and speech act scores (for detecting the purpose of work-related
emails). These groups of features were then applied to train predictors of the writer’s
personality, through three different generative models: joint model, sequential
model, and survival model. The experiment done on over 100,000 emails showed
that the survival model (with label-independence assumption) works best in terms of
prediction accuracy and computation efficiency, while joint model performs worst
in terms of inferring personality traits such as agreeableness, conscientiousness, and
extraversion. The results to some extent infer that the personality traits are relatively
distinct and independent from each other. Furthermore, it was found that people with
high conscientiousness are inclined to write long emails and use more characters;
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people with high agreeableness tend to use more “please” and good wishes in their
emails; and people with high neuroticism use more negations.

The set of studies done by Oberlander et al. [47, 68] showed that personality
can be inferred also from blog entries. In [47] they used features such as stemmed
bigrams, no exclusion of stopwords (i.e., common words) or the boolean presence or
absence of features noted (rather than their rate of use) to train the Support Vector
Machine classifier. On a large corpus of blogs, they managed to predict the FFM
factors (high-low groups for each trait) with an accuracy ranging from 70% (for
neuroticism) to 84% (for openness).

With the development of social networking, some researchers have begun to
study the correlation between users’ personality and their social behavior on the
Web (e.g., Facebook, Twitter) [4, 7, 81]. For example, [4] found strong connection
between users’ personality and their Facebook use through a user survey on 237
students. Participants’ personality was self-reported through answering the NEO
PI-R questionnaire. The collected personality data were then used to compute
correlation with users’ Facebook information (such as basic information, personal
information, contact information and education, and work information). The results
show that extroversion has a positive effect on the number of friends. Moreover,
individuals with high neuroticism are more inclined to post their private information
(such as photos). The factor openness was found to have positive correlation
with users’ willingness to use Facebook as a communication tool, and the factor
conscientiousness is positively correlated with the number of friends. In [83],
a similar experiment was performed. They verified again that extroversion is
significantly correlated with the size of a user’s social network. Moreover, people
tend to choose friends who are with higher agreeableness but similar extroversion
and openness.

In [37], the authors developed a method to predict users’ personality from their
Facebook profile. Among various features, they identified the ones that have a
significant correlation with one or more of the FFM personality traits based on
studying 167 subjects’ public data on Facebook. These features include linguistic
features (such as swear words, social processes, affective processes, perceptual
processes, etc.), structural features (number of friends, egocentric network density),
activities and preferences (e.g., favorite books), and personal information (relation-
ship status, last name length in characters). Particularly, the linguistic analysis of
profile text (which is the combination of status updates, About Me, and blurb text)
was conducted through Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) program [73],
which is a tool to produce statistics on 81 different text features in five psychological
categories. They further proposed a regression analysis based approach to predict the
personality, in two variations: M5-Rules and Gaussian Processes. The testing shows
that the prediction of each personality factor can be within 11% of the actual value.
Moreover, M5-Rules acts more effective than Gaussian Processes, with stronger
connection to openness, conscientiousness, extroversion, and neuroticism.

Gao et al. [36] proposed a method for inferring the users’ personality from their
social media contents. To be specific, they obtained 1766 volunteers’ personality
values and Weibo behavior (which is a popular micro-blog site in China) to
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train the prediction model. 168 features were extracted from these users’ Weibo
status, and then classified into categories including status statistics features (e.g.,
the total number of statuses), sentence-based features (the average number of
Chinese characters per sentence), word-based features (the number of emotion
words), character-based features (the number of commas, colons, etc.), and LIWC
features. They then applied M5-Rules, Pace Regression and Gaussian process to
make prediction. The results show that the Pearson correlation between predicted
personality and user self-reported personality can achieve 0.4 (i.e., fairly correlated),
especially regarding the three traits conscientiousness, extroversion, and openness.

Hu and Pu studied the effect of personality on users’ rating behavior in
recommender systems [45]. They conducted an online survey and obtained 86
participants’ valid ratings on at least 30 items among a set of 871 products (from 44
primary categories) as crawled from gifts.com. The rating behavior was analyzed
from four aspects: number of rated items, percentage of positive ratings, category
coverage (CatCoverage), and interest diversity (IntDiversity). The CatCoverage is
measured as the number of categories of rated items. The IntDiversity reveals the
distribution of users’ interests in each category, formally defined as the Shannon
index according to information theory. They calculated the correlation between
users’ FFM personality traits and the rating variables through Pearson product-
moment. The results identify the significant impact of personality on the way users
rate items. Particularly, conscientiousness was found negatively correlated with the
number of ratings, category coverage and interest diversity, which indicates that
conscientious users are more likely to prefer providing fewer ratings, lower level
of category coverage, and lower interest diversity. In addition, agreeableness is
positively correlated with the percentage of positive ratings, implying that agreeable
people tend to give more positive ratings. All these findings show correlations
between personality and rating behavior on the samples collected. However, they
did not infer personality from rating behavior in this work.

Dunn et al. [25] proposed, beside an explicit questionnaire, a gamified user
interface for the acquisition of personality for recommender systems. Through the
Commons Fishing Game (CFG) interface the users were instructed to maximize
the amount gathered from a common resource, which was shared amongst a group
of players; collectively trying not to deplete this resource. The experiment showed
that it is possible to predict extraversion and agreeableness with the described
instrument.

More approaches have emerged in the very recent years. Machine learning
predictive models have been trained on a wide variety of digital traces. For example,
Instagram features, both image-based and comment-based, were used in [32, 34, 86].
A very stable and accurate prediction of personality has been demonstrated in [8],
where the authors showed subjects a set of visual stimuli (a subset of pictures
from the IAPS dataset [11]) and recorded their eye gaze movements. An interesting
approach has been demonstrated by Ferwerda et al. [35], where they showed that
personality traits can be predicted even from reports of drug consumption of users.
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3.3 Datasets for Offline Recommender Systems Experiments

Given that a number of research activities has already been published, there exist
some datasets that can be used for developing personality-based recommender
systems. The minimal requirements for such a dataset are (a) to include the user-item
interaction data (e.g., clicking or ratings) and (b) to include the personality factors
associated to the users. In this subsection we survey a number of such datasets,
which are summarized in Table 5.

The first dataset containing personality factors was the LDOS-PerAff-1 [98].4

Based on 52 subjects it contains ratings of images. The user-item matrix has values
for all its entries (i.e., sparsity is zero). The dataset contains the corresponding
FFM factors for each user. The FFM factors were acquired using the 50-items IPIP
questionnaire [38]. Furthermore, all items were selected from the IAPS dataset of
images [56] and were annotated with the values of the induced emotions in the
valence-arousal-dominance (VAD) space.

The LDOS-CoMoDa (Context Movies Dataset) dataset5 [54] was released for
research on context-aware recommender systems. It contains FFM data of 95
users. The FFM factors were collected using the 50-items IPIP questionnaire [38].
The dataset is also rich in contextual parameters such as time, weather, location,
emotions, social state, etc.

A dataset that contains more users is the myPersonality dataset6 [53]. It
contains FFM factors of 38,330 users. The dataset was collected using a Facebook
application. It contains the Facebook Likes for each of the users. Furthermore, it
contains twitter names for more than 300 users, which opens new possibilities for
crawling these users’ micro-blogs (as has been done in [74]).

Chittaranjan et al. [17]7 presented a dataset of mobile phone users’ logs along
with the respective FFM values (as measured using the TIPI questionnaire).
The dataset contains information of 177 subjects and their daily phone usage
activities (the CDR—call data record) over a period of 17 months on a Nokia
N95 smartphone. The phone usage logs contain data related to calls, SMSs and
application usage.

Recently, Wang et al. [100] released a dataset8 containing 11,383 users’ feedback
on recommendations that they received on a commercial e-commerce application
(Mobile Taobao). In addition to obtaining users’ self-reported assessments of the
recommendation from various aspects (e.g., relevance, novelty, unexpectedness,
serendipity, timeliness, satisfaction, and purchase intention), they acquired users’

4 http://markotkalcic.com/resources.html.
5 https://www.lucami.org/en/research/ldos-comoda-dataset/.
6 https://sites.google.com/michalkosinski.com/mypersonality (the dataset was stopped sharing in
2018).
7 The dataset is not publicly available anymore.
8 https://www.comp.hkbu.edu.hk/~lichen/download/TaoBao_Serendipity_Dataset.html.

http://markotkalcic.com/resources.html
https://www.lucami.org/en/research/ldos-comoda-dataset/
https://sites.google.com/michalkosinski.com/mypersonality
https://www.comp.hkbu.edu.hk/~lichen/download/TaoBao_Serendipity_Dataset.html
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Table 5 Overview of datasets

Personality Number of
Name Ref. Domain model subjects Other metadata

LDOS-PerAff-1 [98] Images FFM 52 Item induced
emotions in the
VAD space

LDOS-CoMoDa [54] Movies FFM 95 Movie context
metadata
(location,
weather, social
state, emotions,
etc.)

myPersonality [53] Social Media
(Facebook)

FFM 38,330 Twitter names

Chittaranjan [17] Mobile
phone usage

FFM 117 Call logs, SMS
logs, app logs

Taobao
Serendipity

[100] e-Commerce Curiosity &
FFM

11,383 User perceptions
w.r.t.
recommendation
relevance,
serendipity,
satisfaction,
purchase
intention, etc.;
click and
purchase
behaviors

curiosity (via Ten-item Curiosity and Exploration Inventory-II (CEI-II) [49]) and
FFM personality values (via Ten-Item Personality Inventory (TIPI) [40]).

Furthermore, a number of datasets, not released as datasets per se, exist, as they
have been used in the studies reported in this chapter.

4 How to Use Personality in Recommender Systems

In this section, we provide an overview of how personality has been used in
recommender systems. The most common issues addressed are the cold-start
problem and the recommendation diversification. Table 6 summarizes the various
strategies described in this section.
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Table 6 Survey of recommender systems using personality

Author
Recommender
system’s goal

Personality
acquisition
method Approach

Tkalčič et al. [99] Cold-start problem IPIP 50 User-user similarity measure
based on personality

Hu and Pu [44] Cold-start problem TIPI User-user similarity measure
based on personality

Elahi et al. [27] &
Braunhofer et al.
[12]

Cold-start problem TIPI Active learning, matrix
factorization

Tiwari et al. [92] Cold-start problem TIPI User-user similarity based
both on personality and
demographics

Fernández-Tobías
et al. [31]

Cold-start problem TIPI Injecting personality factors
into a matrix factorization
algorithm

Khwaja et al. [51] Cold-start problem TIPI Recommending well-being
activities based on the
congruence between the true
personality and the projected
personality

Yusef et al. [104] Cold-start problem TIPI Clustering users using
personality-based
similarities to reduce sparsity

Wu et al. [103] Diversity TIPI Personality-based diversity
adjusting approach for
recommendations

Tintarev et al. [90] Diversity NEO IPIP 20 Personality-based diversity
adaptation

Cantador et al.
[14]

Cross-domain
recommendations

NEO IPIP 20 Similarities between
personality-based user
stereotypes for genres in
different domains

Recio-Garcia et al.
[77] &
Quijano-Sanchez
et al. [75]

Group
recommendations

Thomas-
Kilmann
conflict model
instrument

Combining assertiveness and
cooperativeness into the
aggregation function

Kompan et al. [52] Group
recommendations

Thomas-
Kilmann
conflict model
instrument and
NEO IPIP 20

Group satisfaction modeling
with a personality-based
graph model

Delic et al. [20] &
Delic et al. [21]

Group
recommendations

TIPI and
Thomas-
Kilmann
conflict model
instrument

An observational study
method for understanding
the dynamics of group
decision-making

Roshchina et al.
[80]

Recommendations
in the traveling
domain

TIPI Text-based personality
similarity measure for
finding like-minded users
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4.1 Addressing the New User Problem

The new user problem occurs when the recommender system does not have enough
ratings from a user who has just started to use the system [3]. The problem is present
both in content-based recommender systems and in collaborative recommender
systems, although it is more difficult to solve within the latter. The system must
first have some information about the user, which is usually in the form of ratings.
In the case of content-based recommender systems, the lack of ratings implies
that, for the observed user, the system does not know the preferences towards the
item’s features (e.g., the genre). In the case of collaborative filtering, especially in
neighborhood methods, the lack of ratings for a new user implies that there are not
enough overlapping ratings with other users, which makes it hard to calculate user
similarities. So far this problem has been tackled with various techniques such as
hybrid methods [3], adaptive learning techniques [28], or simply by recommending
popular items [3].

Personality is suitable to address the new user problem. Given the assumption
that the user’s personality is available (e.g., from another domain), it can be used in
collaborative filtering recommender systems.

For instance, personality has been used in a memory-based collaborative filtering
recommender system for images [97, 99]. In an offline experiment, the authors
acquired explicit FFM factors for each user and calculated the user-user distances
(as opposed to similarities) using the weighted distance formula:

d(bi, bj ) =
√√√√

5∑

l=1

wl(bil − bjl)2 (1)

where bi and bj are the FFM vectors for two arbitrary users (bil and bjl are the
individual FFM factors) and wl are the weights. The weights were computed as the
eigenvalues from the principal component analysis on the FFM values of all users.
On the given dataset, this approach was statistically equivalent to using standard
rating-based user similarity measures.

A similar approach was taken by Hu and Pu [44], but they used a different
formula to calculate the user similarities. Concretely, they proposed to use the
Pearson correlation coefficient to calculate the user similarities:

sim(bi, bj ) =
∑

l (bil − bi)(bjl − bj )√∑
l (bil − bi)2

√∑
l (bjl − bj )2

(2)

and linearly combined it with rating-based similarity by controlling the contribution
of each similarity measure with the weight α. They compared the proposed approach
to a rating-based user similarity metric for collaborative filtering recommender
systems. On a dataset of 113 users and 646 songs, the personality-based algorithm
outperformed the rating-based in terms of mean absolute error, recall and specificity.
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Similarly to the approaches proposed in [97] and [44], the authors of [92] used
personality and demographics to calculate user-user similarities for recommending
movies.

A standard approach to tackle the cold-start problem has been to use the active
learning approach [28]. Elahi et al. [27] proposed an active learning strategy that
incorporated user personality data. They acquired the personality information using
the 10-items IPIP questionnaire through a mobile application. They formulated the
rating prediction as a modified matrix factorization approach where the FFM factors
are treated as additional users’ latent factors:

r̂ui = bi + bu + qT
i · (pu +

∑

l

bl) (3)

where pu is the latent factor of the user u, qi is the latent factor of the item i, bu and
bi are the user’s and item’s biases, and bl are the FFM factors. The proposed rating
elicitation method outperformed (in terms of Mean Absolute Error) the baseline (the
log(popularity)*entropy method) and the random method.

In these examples, personality has been acquired directly with questionnaires.
With this approach, the authors have just moved the burden of an initial question-
naire about user ratings to another initial questionnaire (for personality). However,
their methods can also be applicable to the condition that the personality is available
in advance, for example from other domains or acquired implicitly.

More recently, Fernandez-Tobias et al. [31] compared three approaches to
mitigating the new user problem respectively based on (a) personality-based
matrix factorization (MF), which improves the recommendation prediction model
by directly incorporating user personality into MF; (b) personality-based active
learning, which regards personality as the additional preference information for
improving the output of recommendation process; (c) personality-based cross-
domain recommendation, which exploits personality to enrich the user profile as
obtained from auxiliary domains with the aim of compensating for the lack of user
preference data in the target domain. They found that all the three personality-based
methods achieve performance improvements in real-life datasets, among which the
personality-based cross-domain recommendation performs the best.

In [51] the authors presented a recommendation approach for well-being activ-
ities, which is a novelty in the domain. According to the authors, the domain
suffers from the new user problem. From the algorithmic perspective, the authors
matched the user’s personality with items (well-being activities) based on previous
psychology research. Their assumption is that the true personality of users and the
personality exhibited through behaviour are not necessarily the same. If there is an
inconsistency between the two personalities, the subjective well-being is low. The
true personality of users was collected using a standard questionnaire, whereas the
exhibited personality was calculated from behavioural data and previous research
on how certain behaviour matches certain personalities. Then they trained an SVM
model for predicting the subjective well-being (acquired with a questionnaire as
ground-truth) from the discrepancy between the true personalities and the exhibited
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personalities. In the next step, the authors simulated, for each user, a wide range of
activity distributions. For each of these distributions they calculated the subjective
well-being that a distribution yields for the active user. The recommended sets of
activities were then ranked based on the calculated subjective well-being.

The new user problem was addressed by Yusefi et al. [104] clustering users with
similar personalities together and treating all users in a cluster as a single user, hence
enlarging the number of ratings per user. When a new user joins the system, s/he is
added to one of the clusters that matches best her/his personality. Then a standard
collaborative filtering algorithm is used to predict the item ratings. The evaluation of
the approach was done on the South Tyrol Suggests dataset [27] with 2534 ratings
given by 465 users on 249 items. The authors found out that the system performed
best (in terms of MSE) when the number of clusters was between 3 and 7.

Although not addressing directly the new user problem, Roschina et al. [80]
designed a collaborative filtering recommender system for hotels where the user
similarities were calculated using the users’ personalities. In their TWIN (Tell me
What I Need) recommender system they used the inverse of the Euclidian distance
to calculate user similarities. The novelty of their approach lies in the way they
inferred the users’ personalities: They trained a machine learning model that used
Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) based features extracted from user
generated comments.

4.2 Personalizing Recommendation Diversity

The impact of personality on users’ preferences for recommendation diversity has
been investigated first in [15, 90]. Diversity refers to recommending users a diverse
set of items,9 so as to allow them to discover unexpected items more effectively [64].
Related diversity approaches commonly adopt a fixed strategy to adjust the diversity
degree within the set of recommendations [2, 46, 105], which however, does not
consider that different users might possess different attitudes towards the diversity
of items. That limitation motivates the authors of paper [15] to identify whether and
how personality might impact users’ needs for diversity in recommender systems.
For this purpose, they conducted a user survey that involved 181 participants. For
each user, they obtained her/his movie selections as well as personality values.
Then, two levels of diversity were considered: the diversity in respect to individual
attributes (such as the movie’s genre, director, actor/actress, etc.); the overall diver-
sity when all attributes are combined. The correlation analysis showed that some
personality factors have a significant correlation with users’ diversity preferences.
For instance, more reactive, excited and nervous persons (high neuroticism) are
more inclined to choose diverse directors, and suspicious/antagonistic users (low

9 Here we mainly consider the so called “intra-list diversity” within a set of recommended items
(see Chapter “Novelty and Diversity in Recommender Systems”).
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agreeableness) prefer diverse movie countries. As for the movie’s release time, its
diversity is preferred by efficient/organized users (high conscientiousness), while
for the movie’s actor/actress, its diversity is preferred by imaginative/creative
users (high openness). At the second level (i.e., overall diversity), no matter how
the weights placed on attributes vary, Conscientiousness was shown significantly
negatively correlated with it, which means that less conscientious people generally
prefer higher level of overall diversity.

Tintarev et al. applied a User-as-Wizard approach to study how people apply
diversity to the set of recommendations [90]. Particularly, they emphasized the
personality factor “openness to experience” as for its specific role in personalizing
the recommendation diversity, because it describes users’ imagination, aesthetic
sensitivity, attentiveness to inner feelings, preference for variety, and intellectual
curiosity (so they assumed that people with higher openness would be more willing
to receive novel items). Their experiment was in the form of an online questionnaire
with the aid of Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MT) service. 120 users’ responses
were analyzed. Each of them was required to provide some recommendation to a
fictitious friend who is in one of the three conditions: high openness, low openness,
and no personality description (baseline). The results did not prove the effect of
openness on the overall diversity participants applied, but the authors observed that
participants tend to recommend items with high categorical diversity (i.e., across
genres) but low thematic diversity (inter-genre) to those who are more open to
experience. In other words, users who are low on openness might prefer thematic
diversity to categorical variation.

Motivated by the above findings, Wu et al. [103] have attempted to develop an
approach to automatically adjusting the degree of recommendation diversity based
on the target user’s personality. They first validated the relationship between users’
five personality traits and their preferences for diversity through a larger-scale user
survey (involving 1706 users) on a commercial platform (i.e., Douban’s Interest
Group where users can join groups with various topics including entertainment,
culture, technology, life, and so on). The results showed that the personality traits
have significant impact on users’ diversity preferences. For instance, more creative
(with high openness) and/or more introverted (with low extraversion) person is more
inclined to join different types of groups.

The authors have further developed a generalized, dynamic diversity adjusting
approach based on user personality [103]. In particular, personality is incorporated
into a greedy re-ranking process, by which the system selects the item that can
best balance accuracy and personalized diversity at each step, and then produces
the final recommendation list to the target user. Concretely, their method is mainly
composed of two steps: (1) to predict a user’s preference for un-experienced items,
and (2) re-rank the items to meet the user’s diversity preference. They adopted
the greedy re-ranking technique [1], because it cannot only be easily incorporated
into the existing recommender algorithms but also explicitly control the level of
diversification. Formally, S denotes a candidate item set of size n for a user u, which
is generated according to her/his predicted preferences for items. T denotes the re-
ranked list that user u will finally receive, which includes N items (N < n, because
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the recommendation list T is reproduced from the larger set of candidate items). At
each iteration, they add an item that maximizes the objective function Scoref inal

with the aim of achieving the trade-off between the user’s preference for the item
and her/his diversity preference for all items selected so far:

Scoref inal(u, i) = β ∗ ScoreP ref (u, i)+ (1− β) ∗ ScorePersonalizedDiv(u, i)

(4)
where ScoreP ref (u, i) denotes the user u’s preference for item i,
ScorePersonalizedDiv(u, i) represents the personalized diversity degree, and the
parameter β is used to balance the two types of preferences. More details can be
found in [103]. Through experiments, they demonstrated that this approach can
achieve better performance than related methods (including both non-diversity-
oriented and diversity-oriented methods) in terms of both accuracy and diversity
metrics.

Another contribution of the above work is that, in addition to standard diversity
metrics such as α-nDCG [18] and Adaptive α-nDCG [29], they proposed a
new metric called Diversity Fitness (DivFit) in order to more precisely measure
the personalization degree of recommendation diversity. It concretely calculates the
fitness between the diversity degree DivRec(u) within the top-N recommendation
list and the user’s actual diversity preference DivAct (u):

DivF it = 1

k

k∑

u=1

|DivAct (u)−DivRec(u)| (5)

where k is the number of testing users, DivRec(u) is calculated by means of Shannon
Entropy over the types that the recommended items belong to, and DivAct (u) is
calculated based on the user u’s actual behavior records via Shannon Entropy. A
smaller DivF it means that the diversity of the recommendation list has a better fit
to the user’s actual diversity preference.

4.3 Other Applications

As we mentioned in the introduction, personality is domain-independent, i.e., when
users are being recommended books or movies, we can use the same personality
profile. This can be especially useful in cross-domain recommender systems (see
also Chapter “Design and Evaluation of Cross-domain Recommender Systems”).
In a study performed by Cantador et al. [14], personality factors were related
to domain genres, and similarities between personality-based user stereotypes for
genres in different domains were computed. Among the many cross-domain-genres
combinations, we can find relations such that people who enjoy humor, mystery and
romance books are associated with personality-based stereotypes similar to those
for most of the music genres.
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Personality can also be useful for group recommendations. As discussed in
Chapter “Group Recommender Systems: Beyond Preference Aggregation”, rec-
ommending items to groups of users is not the same as recommending items to
individual users [59]. Beside having to choose among strategies that address users
as individuals (e.g., least misery, most pleasure etc.—see Chapter “Group Recom-
mender Systems: Beyond Preference Aggregation” for an extensive overview), the
relationships between group members play an important role. Garcia, Sanchez et
al. [75, 77] proposed to use the Thomas-Kilmann conflict model [89] to model
the relationships between group members in terms of assertiveness and coop-
erativeness. They applied the model to three group recommendation approaches
(i.e., least misery, minimize penalization and average satisfaction). They collected
ground truth data through a user study with 70 students who formed groups,
discussed and decided which movies they would watch together in a cinema. The
proposed approach showed an increase in prediction accuracy compared to the same
techniques without taking into account the conflict personality model.

Similarly, Kompan et al. [52] used the Thomas-Kilmann conflict model and the
FFM to model individual users. They modeled the group satisfaction with a graph-
based approach where vertices represent users and edges represent user influences
based on relationship, personality and actual context. They performed a small-scale
user study with users’ ratings on movies. The usage of the personality-based group
satisfaction model in an average-aggregation strategy-based group recommender
system outperformed the same algorithm without the proposed group satisfaction
modeling.

An important step in research of group recommender systems has been done
by Delic et al. [20], who introduced the influence of the group members on each
others’ preferences. Their work was based on the aforementioned work of Quijano-
Sanchez et al. [75], who used the personal trait of conformity to generate group
recommendations. Delic et al. [20] measured the FFM of real users participating
in a group decision making process. They found that the choice satisfaction of
group members is related to their personality. Furthermore, they found that group
members with low assertiveness have a bigger discrepancy between their personal
preferences and the final group decision. In their next work, Delic et al. provided
further arguments for modeling group dynamics using personality, in particular
the Thomas-Killman conflict model, in order to measure how the contagion of
preferences works within the group [21, 95]. Conformity has been additionally
studied by Nguyen and Ricci [66], who showed, through a simulations study, that
different recommendation strategies (in terms of whether long-term preferences
should be preferred over short-term preferences) should be applied depending on the
conformity level of group participants. They further conducted an experiment [67],
which simulated alternative conflict resolution styles as derived from the Thomas–
Kilmann conflict model. The results reveal how the conflict resolution style takes
roles within groups of members who have similar tastes versus those groups whose
members have diverse preferences.
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5 Open Issues and Challenges

There are quite some open issues and challenges that need to be addressed regarding
the usage of personality in recommender systems. In this section we survey these
open issues.

5.1 Non-intrusive Acquisition of Personality Information

The limitation of traditional explicit acquisition approach is that the required user
effort is usually high, especially if we want to obtain their accurate personality
profile (e.g., through 100-item Big Five Aspect Scales (BFAS); see Sect. 3.1).
Users might be reluctant to follow the time-consuming and tedious procedure to
answer all questions, due to their cognitive effort or emotional reason. Thus, the
implicit, unobtrusive approach might be more acceptable and effective to build their
personality profile. The critical question is then how to accurately derive users’
personality traits from the information they have provided. In Sect. 3.2, we discussed
various methods, such as the ones based on users’ emails or their generated contents
and behavior in social networking sites (e.g., Facebook, Twitter). However, the
research is still at the beginning stage, and there is large room to improve the existing
algorithms’ accuracy. One possible solution is to explore other types of information
as to their power of reflecting users’ personality. For instance, since the significant
correlation between users’ personality and their rating behavior was proven in [45],
the findings might be constructive for some researchers to develop the rating-based
personality inference algorithm. The developed method might be further extended
to consider the possible impacts of other actions, such as users’ browsing, clicking,
and selecting behavior in recommender systems. Indeed, it will be interesting to
investigate the complementary roles of various resources to fulfill their combinative
effect on deriving users’ personality. For instance, we may infer users’ personality
by combining their history data left at different platforms (e.g., the integration of
rating behavior, email, and social media content). The different types of information
might be heterogenous in nature, so how to effectively fuse them together might be
an open issue.

5.2 Larger Datasets

The recommender systems oriented datasets containing personality factors of users
are still very few (see Sect. 3.3). Furthermore the number of subjects in most datasets
is low, ranging from roughly 50 to a little more than 100, with the exception of the
myPersonality dataset (38,330 subjects) and the Taobao Serendipity dataset (11,383
subjects). Compared to the huge datasets that the recommender systems community
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is used to work with (e.g., the MovieLens 25M Dataset10 with 25 million ratings
given by 162,000 users, and the Music Streaming Sessions Dataset with 160 million
listening sessions [13]), the lack of bigger datasets is an obvious issue that needs to
be addressed.

5.3 Cross-Domain Applications

Personality appears to be a natural fit to cross-domain recommender systems (see
also Chapter “Design and Evaluation of Cross-domain Recommender Systems”),
because personality is domain-independent and can hence be used as a generic user
model. Cross-domain applications have been researched in the past and correlations
of preferences among different domains have been identified. For example, Winoto
et al. [101] observed the relations between the games, TV series and movie
domains, while Tiroshi et al. [91] observed the relations between music, movies,
TV series, and books. The first to explore the potential role of personality in cross-
domain applications was Cantador et al. [14], who observed the relations between
the FFM factors and preferences in various domains (e.g., movies, TV shows,
music, and books). An intuitive continuation of this work is the application of the
personalities learned in one domain to another domain to mitigate the cold-start
problem.

Another aspect of cross-domain recommendations is cross-application rec-
ommendations. In order to be able to transfer the personality profiles between
applications, a standardized description of personality should be used. There has
been an attempt, the Personality Markup Language (PersonalityML), to standardize
the description of personality in user models across different domains [6].

5.4 Beyond Accuracy

Users are no longer satisfied with seeing items similar to what they preferred before,
so showing ones that can be unexpected and surprising to them has increasingly
become an important topic in the area of recommender systems [60]. The work
on personalized recommendation diversity has revealed the role of personality in
enhancing the personalization degree within a set of recommendation in terms
of its overall diversity [103]. However, so far little attention has been paid to
investigate the relationship between personality and users’ perception of a single
recommendation. The work lately published in [16] in particular studied the effect of
curiosity, because it has been widely regarded as an important antecedent of users’
desire for new knowledge or experiences in the field of psychology [9] and found

10 https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/.

https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
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significantly correlated with the FFM values such as openness, conscientiousness,
extraversion, and neuroticism [49]. Through the analysis of curiosity’s moderating
effect, the authors found that it cannot only strengthen the positive effect of
novelty on serendipity, but also that of serendipity on user satisfaction with the
recommendation. In other words, it implies that a more curious person will be more
likely to perceive a novel recommendation as serendipitous, and be more satisfied
with the serendipitous item.

The authors further validated such effect on a larger-scale dataset with over
11,000 users’ feedback along with their curiosity and FFM personality values [100].
The results indicated that users with high curiosity, openness, conscientiousness,
extraversion, or neuroticism are more likely to perceive the serendipity level of a rec-
ommendation higher. Moreover, there exist significant interaction effects between
certain item features (e.g., item popularity, item category) and user characteristics on
their perceived recommendation serendipity. For instance, users with low curiosity,
openness, extraversion, or neuroticism are more sensitive to category difference
between the current recommendation and those previously visited by the user.

The above findings thus suggest that personality cannot only be exploited to real-
ize personalized diversity within a recommendation list, but also be likely helpful
to achieve personalized serendipity with regard to a single item. For example, for
people of different curiosity values, the “surprise” level of a recommendation might
be adjusted to meet their propensity towards unexpected discovery. More work
can be done in this direction to better optimize user experience with recommender
systems.

5.5 Privacy Issues

Although all the research done so far on personality in recommender systems
touched upon the sensitivity of the data, the issue of privacy has not been addressed
properly yet. The fact that, in terms of personality, a user can be tagged as neurotic
or otherwise with labels that suggest a negative trait making these data very
sensitive. Schrammel et al. [82] explored if there were any differences in the degree
of disclosure acceptance among users with different personalities, but found no
significant differences.

The approaches for implicit personality acquisition, as described in Sect 3.2,
raise ethical and privacy concerns that are beyond the scope of this chapter. Two
major incidents happened in recent years that raised awareness of the dangers
that such automatic processing of user digital traces can bring. In their work on
emotional contagions the authors in [55] manipulated several hundreds of thousands
of Facebook users without their consent. The second incident was the Cambridge
Analytica scandal where the company used methods, similar to the ones described
above, for psychological user profiling and political advertising. Therefore, we
should increase users’ awareness of how their data could be utilized, so they might
be able to choose what information they would be willing to disclose online.
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However, the study of Ferwerda et al. [33] has shown that personality can be inferred
even from information about what a user is willing to disclose and what not. For
example, people who score high on extraversion tend to prefer to disclose their
preferences for food. People who score high on agreeableness tend not to disclose
the places where they have lived. In general, people who score high on openness to
experience have a tendency to disclose as little as possible, whereas highly agreeable
people have little concerns about disclosing personal information.

6 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented the usage of personality in recommender systems.
Personality, as defined in psychology, accounts for the most important dimensions
in which individuals differ in their enduring emotional, interpersonal, experiential,
attitudinal, and motivational styles. It can be acquired using either questionnaires
or by inferring implicitly from other sources (e.g., social media streams). The most
common model of personality is the Five Factor Model (FFM), which is composed
of the five factors: openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and
neuroticism. This model is suitable for recommender systems since it can be
quantified with feature vectors that describe the degree each factor is expressed in a
user. Furthermore, the FFM (and personality in general) is domain independent. We
presented several methods for the acquisition of personality factors, with a special
focus on implicit methods. We showcased a number of ways recommender systems
have been shown to improve using personality models, especially in terms of the
cold-start problem and diversity personalization. Finally, we provided a list of open
issues and challenges that need to be addressed in order to improve the adoption of
personality in recommender systems.
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Individual and Group Decision Making
and Recommender Systems

Anthony Jameson, Martijn C. Willemsen, and Alexander Felfernig

1 Introduction and Preview

1.1 Choice Support as a Central Goal

What is the function of recommender systems? Here are three possible answers:

• Goal 1: Given a large set of items, a recommender system should identify a much
smaller subset of items that the current user is predicted to like and/or choose.

• Goal 2: A recommender system should help its users make better choices1 from
large sets of items.

• Goal 3: In addition to Goal 2, a recommender system should satisfy other
interests of its users (e.g., understanding a space of items, understanding their
own tastes, or having a satisfying emotional experience; see Chapters “Value and
Impact of Recommender Systems” and “Novelty and Diversity in Recommender
Systems” and [57, 66, 96]) as well as interests of other stakeholders such

1 There is no crisp distinction in English between “choices” and “decisions”, though the latter term
tends to be used more in connection with relatively deliberate choice processes. This chapter uses
both terms, depending on which one fits better in a given context.
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as providers of the items being recommended (e.g., increasing sales or user
engagement, adding a differentiating feature to an application, or harvesting data
about users; see Chapter “Multistakeholder Recommender Systems” and [1, 4]).

An outsider who sampled publications on recommender systems might think that
Goal 1 is the primary goal, since a great deal of research focuses on algorithms
for achieving it. But Goal 1 is not an end in itself, and Goal 2 comes closer to
describing how recommender systems offer benefit to their users. The authors of
this chapter acknowledge the validity of the broader Goal 3, but we focus here on
Goal 2, emphasizing the following points:

• There are many ways in which recommender systems can support human choice
besides achieving Goal 1 (see Sect. 1.2).

• Exploiting these opportunities requires a comprehensive, systematic understand-
ing of research concerning how people make choices and how they can be
supported while doing so.

• An understanding of this research and its implications for recommender systems
is also helpful in connection with the broader Goal 3, since the other possible
functions of recommender systems are at least partly related to the function of
supporting choice. In particular, efforts to persuade or “nudge” a person to do
something that is not necessarily in her2 own personal interest (e.g., conserve
energy or buy a product that is especially profitable for the vendor) can largely
be understood as intentionally biased variants of efforts to help someone choose
in her own best interest.3

1.2 Different Degrees of Human Involvement

The ways in which readers will be able to apply this chapter to their own work on
recommender systems will depend in part on the nature of the usage scenarios that
they deal with. Table 1 describes on a high level four typical ways in which people
can make use of recommender systems while making a choice.

Scenarios 3 and 4 have been attracting increasing attention, especially with
the current ubiquity of computing devices and the many forms of interaction and
communication that they support (see, e.g., the other chapters in the fourth major
section of this handbook; the article by Jugovac and Jannach [59]; and the multiyear
ACM RecSys workshop series on Interfaces and Human Decision Making for
Recommender Systems, [15]).

2 In this chapter, generically used personal pronouns alternate systematically between the mascu-
line and feminine forms on an example-by-example basis.
3 A discussion of the relationship between techniques for choice support and for persuasion is
offered on a general level by Jameson et al. [53, sect. 1.2.2] and in the context of recommender
systems by Starke et al. [99].
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Table 1 Four high-level scenarios for recommender systems with increasing amounts of human
involvement in decision making

Scenario Description Example

1. No involvement The recommender system
autonomously computes
recommendations and
executes one or more of
them

Music is selected
automatically for playing in
the background

2. Quick selection The recommender system
presents recommendations
to the chooser, who then
adopts one or more of them
after a quick examination

The recommender system
recommends several news
stories; the chooser clicks
on the first one that looks
reasonably interesting

3. Deliberate comparison Given a set of
recommendations, the
chooser adopts one or more
of them after comparing the
options more or less
thoroughly

The recommender system
presents a number of
recommended products in a
product comparison table;
the chooser compares them
while inspecting the
explanations and the other
information provided

4. Iterative requesting of
recommendations

Each presentation of
recommendations is just
one step in an iterative
decision making process
that may involve the
generation of new
recommendations on the
basis of the chooser’s
feedback

In the previous scenario, not
being satisfied with any of
the recommended products,
the chooser requests new
recommendations and/or
looks for further options
somewhere else

The relevance of this chapter is more obvious with Scenarios 3 and 4 than with
Scenarios 1 and 2, since Scenarios 3 and 4 involve cognition and actions on the part
of choosers that may need to be effectively supported. But even with Scenarios 1 and
2, it is worthwhile to understand the human cognitive activity that is being replaced
by the recommender system and what might be lost in the process. For example,
the question of what constitutes a good choice (Sects. 1.4 and 4.3) is relevant to the
question of what sorts of recommendations ought to be generated.

1.3 Preview of This Chapter

As in the previous edition of this handbook [55], the analysis is organized around
two previously published models that are intended to make the vast amount of
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relevant research accessible to those who work on recommender systems and other
interactive computing technology:4

• The ASPECT model captures the wide variety of ways in which people make
everyday choices in terms of six choice patterns. Considering these patterns one
by one yields new ideas about how recommender systems can support particular
aspects of human choice.

• The ARCADES model comprises seven choice support strategies which together
capture the qualitatively different ways in which it is possible to help people make
better choices. One of these strategies is already widely used in recommender
systems, but consideration of the other six as well can enable a recommender
system to provide more comprehensive choice support.

Whereas the chapter in the previous edition considered only choices made by
individual persons, this chapter devotes equal attention to choices made by groups of
people and recommender systems designed to support groups (group recommender
systems for short; see Chapter “Group Recommender Systems: Beyond Preference
Aggregation”). The first half is essentially a thoroughly revised and updated
version of the first half of the previous chapter. The second half has largely the
same structure as the first half, but it focuses on the additional phenomena and
considerations that arise in connection with groups.

1.4 What Constitutes a Good Choice for an Individual?

If our goal is to help people make better choices, we should have some idea
of when people feel that they have chosen well. A number of researchers have
investigated this question (see, e.g., [5, 10, 47, 111]). Although the specific answers
and terminology vary, the criteria listed in Table 2 are widely accepted among the
relevant researchers (for a more detailed discussion, see [53, sect. 3.6]). Here are
some comments on these criteria:

1. Good outcomes: This criterion is not as straightforward as it may seem, because
what counts as a “good outcome” is in turn surprisingly complex. In this chapter,
a good outcome is viewed as one that the chooser is (or would be) satisfied with
in retrospect, after having acquired the most relevant knowledge and experience.
The emphasis in the recommender systems field on maximizing the accuracy
of recommendations can be seen as an attempt to increase the likelihood of
satisfactory outcomes.

2. Limited costs: Note that a recommender system whose use yields only barely
acceptable outcomes can still be considered worth using if it drastically reduces
the time and effort required to find such an outcome.

4 Much more detail on these models will be found in the book by Jameson et al. [53], which is
freely available via https://chusable.com/foundations.html.

https://chusable.com/foundations.html
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Table 2 Four widely accepted criteria for what choosers consider to be a “good choice”

Criterion Explanation

1. Good outcomes Choosers want their decisions to yield good outcomes

2. Limited costs Choosers do not want to invest time and effort in the choice
process itself that is out of proportion to the resulting
benefits

3. Avoidance of negative affect Choosers tend to prefer to avoid experiencing unpleasant
thoughts and feelings while making a choice

4. Justifiability Choosers often want to be able to justify the decision that
they have made to other persons or to themselves

3. Avoidance of negative affect: Some ways of thinking about a decision can involve
distressing thoughts, as when a car buyer considers whether to save money by
not purchasing an optional safety feature, noting that doing so will increase the
likelihood that a member of his family will be injured (cf. [5, sect. 4]). One
benefit of outsourcing parts of the decision process to a recommender system (or
to a human advisor) is that the chooser himself does not need to think about such
matters.

4. Justifiability: Being able to justify a decision to others is often a necessary
condition for being able to execute the chosen option (e.g., when an employee
requests permission to purchase a particular piece of office equipment that
she has selected). And it can help preserve the reputation of the chooser,
especially if the outcome of the decision is unexpectedly poor. The explanations
(Chapter “Beyond Explaining Single Item Recommendations”) provided by
many recommender systems can be seen in part as helping the chooser to satisfy
this criterion (Sect. 3.3).

In sum, recommender systems are well positioned to help choosers fulfill all
of the four main quality criteria for choices. This fact may help to explain their
popularity relative to some other forms of choice support that rate poorly with
respect to one or more of these criteria (e.g., decision support systems that call for
effortful and often frustrating contemplation of trade-offs, which violates two of the
four criteria; cf. [111]).

2 Choice Patterns and Recommendation to Individuals

The question “How do people make choices?” is surprisingly hard to answer, even
if you are familiar with the vast and impressive scientific literature on this topic
in psychology, economics, and other fields (see [53, sect. 3.1] for a list of the
relevant research areas). Recommender systems researchers and practitioners are
in a good position to understand why, since the same difficulty would arise with the
question “How can a computer program make recommendations?” In both cases,
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the top-level answer is: “There are a number of different approaches, and they can
be combined in various ways.”

With regard to computational recommendation, the various different paradigms
(content-based, collaborative, etc.) and the ways of combining them have been
described by, among others, Burke [16, 17] and Felfernig et al. [29]; see the section
on recommendation techniques in Chapter “Recommender Systems: Techniques,
Applications, and Challenges” for a compact discussion. The ASPECT model [53,
chap. 3] aims to do something similar for human choice: It distinguishes six human
choice patterns, which are summarized in Table 3.5 Each of these patterns is
sometimes found in its pure form, but they are often blended together in various
ways (see Sect. 2.7).

Distilling out these six choice patterns makes it possible to think in detail about
how to support choice when it occurs in accordance with each pattern. As can be
seen in Table 3, each pattern involves different concepts and comprises a set of
typical processing steps that are mostly different from the steps found in the other
patterns. With regard to each pattern, we can ask: What can a recommender system
do to help people to execute these steps more successfully?

This approach differs radically from a common way of thinking about human
decision making in both the popular scientific literature and that of the recommender
systems field: in terms of a list of (often not fully understood) “biases” or forms of
“irrationality” which need to be counteracted—or exploited. This latter approach
is in some ways like that of a basketball coach who focuses his training on
counteracting a dozen typical mistakes that basketball players make (e.g., looking at
the ball while dribbling)—as if the players required no help in improving the many
other skills that are involved in basketball playing. The ASPECT choice patterns aim
to describe all of the things that people do while making choices, most of which are
not associated with any particular “bias”, so that people can be helped to do all of
these things better than they might otherwise.

While introducing the choice patterns, we will refer to the following situation: An
English-speaking tourist who is about to visit France would like to buy a French-
English dictionary for his or her smartphone from an app store that offers a number
of relevant dictionaries.

2.1 Attribute-Based Choice

If our example tourist applies the attribute-based pattern, she will view each
dictionary as an object that can be described in terms of evaluation-relevant
attributes (e.g., number of entries, usability, and price), some of which are more
important than others. Each object has a level with respect to each attribute, such as
a particular number of entries. The chooser can assign a value to an object’s level

5 ASPECT is an acronym formed from the first letters of the six patterns.
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Table 3 Overview of the six choice patterns that make up the ASPECT model (C = the chooser)

Attribute-based choice Socially based choice
Conditions of applicability Conditions of applicability

– The options can be viewed meaningfully as
items that can be described in terms of
attributes and levels

– The (relative) desirability of an item can be
estimated in terms of evaluations of its
levels of various attributes

– There is some information available about
what relevant other people do, expect, or
recommend in this or similar situations

Typical procedure Typical procedure

– (Optional:) C reflects in advance about the
situation-specific (relative) importance of
attributes and/or values of attribute levels

– C reduces the total set of options to a
smaller consideration set on the basis of
attribute information

– C chooses from among a manageable set
of options

– C considers examples of the choices or
evaluations of other persons

– or C considers the expectations of relevant
people

– or C considers explicit advice concerning
the options

Consequence-based choice Policy-based choice
Conditions of applicability Conditions of applicability

– The choices are among actions that will
have consequences

– C encounters choices like this one on a
regular basis

Typical procedure Typical procedure

– C recognizes that a choice about a possible
action can (or must) be made

– C assesses the situation
– C decides when and where to make the

choice
– C identifies one or more possible actions

(options)
– C anticipates (some of) the consequences

of executing the options
– C evaluates (some of) the anticipated

consequences
– C chooses an option that rates (relatively)

well in terms of its consequences

– [Earlier:] C arrives at a policy for dealing
with this type of choice

– [Now:] C recognizes which policy is
applicable to the current choice situation
and applies it to identify the preferred
option

– C determines whether actually to execute
the option implied by the policy

Experience-based choice Trial-and-error-based choice
Conditions of applicability Conditions of applicability

– C has made similar choices in the past – The choice will be made repeatedly; or C

will have a chance to switch from one
option to another even after having started
to execute the first option

(continued)
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Table 3 (continued)

Experience-based choice Trial-and-error-based choice
Typical procedure Typical procedure

– C applies recognition-primed decision
making

– or C acts on the basis of a habit
– or C chooses a previously reinforced

response
– or C applies the affect heuristic

– C selects an option O to try out, either
using one of the other choice patterns or
(maybe implicitly) by applying an
exploration strategy

– C executes the selected option O

– C notices some of the consequences of
executing O

– C learns something from these
consequences

– (If C is not yet satisfied:) C returns to the
selection step, taking into account what has
been learned

of an attribute. Roughly speaking, the chooser will tend to select a dictionary that
seems attractive in terms of the values of the levels of (some of) its attributes, with
the more important attributes influencing the choice relatively strongly. But there are
many specific ways in which people apply the attribute-based pattern, ranging from
thoroughly considering each object’s levels on many of its attributes to considering
only a small sample of the attribute information and selecting an object that looks
(relatively) good in terms of the sample. Useful entry points to the literature on
attribute-based choice include works by Payne et al. [85], Hsee [50], Pfeiffer [86,
chap. 2], Bhatia [11], and Gigerenzer and Todd [41].

Recommendation algorithms of some types likewise make use of information
concerning options’ attributes and their evaluations by choosers; such algorithms
are now often discussed under the heading of multi-criteria recommender systems
(see [3] for a thorough discussion). These algorithms do not need to imitate
human attribute-based processing in order to generate useful sets of recommended
options; but a recent algorithmic contribution by Lin et al. [70] explicitly addresses
the general observation that humans often apply noncompensatory attribute-based
strategies, such as focusing mainly on one important attribute and considering other
attributes only to narrow down the set of options to be considered. Their new
noncompensatory algorithms yield promising results, which suggest that the ways
in which humans apply choice patterns may deserve more attention from algorithm
designers.

A recommender system can also support attribute-based choice by recommend-
ing evaluation criteria instead of options themselves: which attributes should be
considered most important and what levels of them should be considered most
desirable. For example, a recommender system might in effect tell the chooser
“For a person in your situation, a French-English dictionary ought to have at least
30,000 entries”. This strategy of recommending evaluation criteria is sometimes
found in constraint-based [31] and other knowledge-based recommender systems
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(see the section on recommendation techniques in Chapter “Recommender Systems:
Techniques, Applications, and Challenges”).

An understanding of human attribute-based choice can also inform the design
of user interfaces for presenting recommendations to choosers in the high-level
Scenarios 3 and 4 of Table 1. With some types of option set, it is natural to
present the options in a way that facilitates attribute-based choice among them,
such as a product comparison table in which each row describes a product and each
column shows levels with respect to a particular attribute. Providing functionality
for sorting, filtering, and other operations can enable people to apply familiar
attribute-based strategies (e.g., eliminating options that are unsatisfactory in terms of
some attribute, one attribute at a time, see [107]) even when dealing with a relatively
large number of recommended options [86, chap. 5].

2.2 Consequence-Based Choice

A different way of thinking about an option is to consider the concrete consequences
of choosing it. So instead of contemplating the number of entries offered by a
dictionary, our tourist might consider how successfully he is likely to be able to use
the dictionary to order meals in restaurants during his vacation. Consequence-based
choice involves a number of different issues than attribute-based choice: Among
other things, the chooser needs to deal with uncertainty about what consequences
will occur if he chooses a particular option and the fact that they may occur in the
distant future. And there is often a considerable variety of possible consequences,
ranging from objectively describable events to the chooser’s affective responses.
Entry points to the literature on consequence-based choice include the textbook
by Newell et al. [81, chaps. 9–11] and works that focus on the most prominent
descriptive model, prospect theory [61, 109].

Since long before the development of recommender systems, people making
important decisions have been supported by experts in decision analysis (see, e.g.,
[20]), who apply systematic methods to help them do things like identify relevant
causal relationships, estimate the probability of particular consequences of actions,
and assign evaluations to these consequences. Computational support for these
activities is provided by various forms of decision support system (see, e.g., [36]).

A recommender system can in principle employ knowledge-based techniques
to support consequence-based choice, basing its recommendations on predicted
consequences of options; but the amount of knowledge that needs to be encoded
and reasoned about poses a challenge (cf. the comments on knowledge-based
recommendation in Chapter “Recommender Systems: Techniques, Applications,
and Challenges”). With other types of recommendation algorithm, the consequence-
based pattern can be seen as one that human choosers may apply when evaluating the
recommended options, as in the dictionary example given above and in Scenarios 3
and 4 of Table 1. One straightforward way of supporting such evaluation is
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systematically to provide information about consequences that may not be obvious
to choosers and about likelihoods that they may have difficulty estimating.

2.3 Socially Based Choice

The two preceding patterns can involve some quite elaborate reasoning about the
merits of the available options. The remaining four ASPECT patterns describe how
people use qualitatively different approaches to arrive at choices in ways that are
typically quicker and less effortful.

People often allow their choices to be influenced by the examples, expectations,
or advice of others (cf. the three subpatterns of the socially based pattern shown as
its “Typical Procedure” in Table 3):

1. Considering social examples: If many other people have tried a given dictionary
and have rated it positively, their ratings can be seen as a summary of a great
deal of relevant experience that it would be impractical for the current chooser to
acquire herself.

2. Considering social expectations: Other people can also have expectations (e.g.,
as to what is considered cool or politically incorrect) that may influence the
chooser.

3. Considering advice: Other people (or an artificial agent) may also offer explicit
advice.

Entry points to the literature on socially based choice include influential books
by Fishbein and Ajzen [33], Cialdini [19, chaps. 4 and 6], and Thaler and Sunstein
[104, chap. 3].

A recommendation domain that offers especially clear examples of all three
forms of social influence is the domain of fashion recommendation (Chapter “Fash-
ion Recommender Systems”).

Some forms of neighborhood-based recommendation (Chapter “Trust Your
Neighbors: A Comprehensive Survey of Neighborhood-Based Methods for Recom-
mender Systems”) and collaborative filtering (Chapter “Advances in Collaborative
Filtering”) can be seen as a way of automating the first subpattern of the socially
based pattern; but a closer look at this pattern [53, chap. 8] brings to light additional
ways in which recommender systems can support this and the other two subpatterns.

1. Whereas recommendation algorithms often (directly or indirectly) consider
examples from people who are similar to the current chooser in some respects,
the class of similar people is not always the most relevant class: A chooser may
want to make choices that are characteristic of a group of people to which he
does not (yet) belong (for example, people who are more advanced in a particular
domain or who enjoy higher prestige). Some trust-based recommender systems
[108] take into account the social relationships between the chooser and the other
persons whose opinions and choices are being considered.
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2. Social examples are sometimes less relevant than social expectations, which are
normally not taken into account by recommendation algorithms (an exception
being some work on group recommender systems, discussed in Sect. 4.5.2). For
example, for a user who wants to become a well-regarded member of an on-line
community, recommendations about how to behave are often better based on the
(explicit or implicit) expectations that govern behavior in that community than
on the actual typical behavior of members, which may largely fail to conform to
these expectations [53, sect. 11.4].

3. To support the advice-taking subpattern, a recommender system can help the
chooser to find persons who can provide good advice, as is done in many
people finding systems (see, e.g., Chapter “Social Recommender Systems”). This
subpattern is also relevant to recommender systems on a different level: When
the chooser is aware of the fact that she is being offered recommendations,
it is natural for her to consider (mostly quickly and intuitively) some of the
same questions that she would consider when taking advice from a human
advice giver, some of which concern the advice giver’s credibility. So designers
of recommender systems can benefit from what is known about how people
make such assessments (see [113] for a thorough discussion in the context of
recommender systems and more generally [12, 60, 102]).

2.4 Experience-Based Choice

Experience-based choice occurs when the chooser’s past experience with the choice
situation and/or with particular options directly suggests some particular option. In
Table 3, four subpatterns of this pattern are distinguished in the “Typical Procedure”,
which can be illustrated with four different reasons for the chooser to select the
Oxford dictionary on this occasion (see [53, chap. 7], for much more detail):

Recognition-primed decision making: The chooser remembers that, the last time
he bought a dictionary of this sort, he chose the Oxford dictionary, and it worked
out OK (see, e.g., [64]).

Habit-based choice: He has become accustomed to purchasing Oxford dictio-
naries, so the sight of an Oxford dictionary offered alongside others triggers the
response of choosing the Oxford dictionary (see, e.g., [110]).

Choice based on instrumental conditioning: In the past, buying Oxford dictio-
naries has led to consequences that were in some way rewarding, even though the
chooser may not have been aware of them (see, e.g., [69, chaps. 4–6], [42, chap. 5]).

Affect-based choice: Looking at the description of the Oxford dictionary evokes
a positive feeling at the time of choosing, even though the chooser may not know
why (see, e.g., [97]).

Other books that discuss various aspects of experience-based choice include
those of Betsch and Haberstroh [9], Plessner et al. [89], and Gigerenzer [40].

On a high level, content-based (Chapter “Semantics and Content-Based Recom-
mendations”) and case-based [98] recommender systems can be seen as taking over
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(part of) the process of experience-based choice by analyzing the chooser’s relevant
previous experiences to determine which of the currently available options they
suggest.

The first and fourth subpatterns offer ways for a recommender system to support
experience-based choice while keeping the chooser more in the loop: by helping
the chooser to remember and take into account relevant aspects of her previous
experience, such as the specific actions that the chooser has performed in the past
and the feelings that she had while performing them. The term recomindation [88]
has been coined to refer to this approach.

2.5 Policy-Based Choice

Sometimes, the choice process can be seen as comprising two phases, which may
be separated considerably in time: In the first phase, the chooser arrives at a policy
for making a particular type of choice (e.g., “When buying a dictionary for your
smartphone, always choose the Oxford dictionary if one is available”). Later, when
faced with a specific choice to make, the chooser applies the policy [53, chap. 9].

Policy-based choice has been discussed mainly in the literature on organizational
decision making, where policies play a more obvious role than they do with
individual choice (cf. Sect. 5.5). Some relevant research on individual choices has
been conducted in connection with the concepts of choice bracketing [93] and self-
control [91].

A relatively neglected way of supporting a policy-based choice is to recommend
a policy to the chooser, such as a particular diet (cf. the discussion in Chapter “Food
Recommender Systems” of systems that recommend healthy food) or an exercise
regime. This type of recommendation can be especially valuable in that it is often
difficult for a chooser to evaluate a possible policy, partly because of the difficulty of
anticipating what consequences its application will have in the long run. Providing a
striking example, Camerer et al. [18] found that taxi drivers who are in a position to
choose how many hours to drive each day often apply a simple policy (“Drive each
day until you have earned a fixed target amount of money”) that in practice tends to
minimize rather than maximize their hourly earnings.

An easier and more frequently found type of automated support involves helping
the chooser to apply a particular policy by (a) enabling the chooser to communicate
the policy somehow and (b) automatically helping to execute the policy whenever
a relevant case arises. An example would be an application for personalized news
reading that allows the reader to assign priorities to particular types of news item so
as to influence the news stories that are presented to him.
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2.6 Trial-and-Error-Based Choice

Especially if none of the other patterns leads readily to a choice, a chooser will
sometimes simply (maybe randomly) choose an option and see how well it works
out [53, chap. 10]. For example, our dictionary chooser might download a free
dictionary and quickly look up a few words. If the experience with the free
dictionary is in some way unsatisfactory (e.g., the dictionary entries do not seem
informative enough), the chooser is likely to consider which of the other dictionaries
she should try out next.

It is useful to view the trial-and-error-based pattern as being applied even in some
cases where the chooser does not fully execute the chosen option. For example, our
chooser might “try out” a dictionary in the weaker sense of studying its description
in the app store and reading its reviews. The choice process and the appropriate
forms of support are in many ways similar to those associated with more thorough
trials.

Trial-and-error-based choice has been studied from various perspectives in the
research literature, mostly not associated with the term “trial and error”, as in the
works by Rakow and Newell [92], Cohen et al. [21], Pirolli [87], Lindblom [71],
and Zwick et al. [115].

One way in which a recommender system can support trial-and-error-based
choice is by helping the chooser to decide, at the beginning of each cycle, which
option(s) to try out next (cf. Scenario 4 in Table 1)—a type of decision which,
upon close inspection, turns out to involve a surprising variety of considerations. An
entire class of recommender systems has evolved to provide support for this critical
step: A critiquing-based recommender system (see, e.g., [80] and the discussion
of conversational recommender systems in Chapter “Semantics and Content-Based
Recommendations”) knows about the properties of a large set of potential options,
and the technology enables it to analyze the feedback (“critique”) provided by the
chooser and find options that are better with respect to the attributes mentioned in
the critique (while not being substantially worse in other respects).

The section in Chapter “Trust Your Neighbors: A Comprehensive Survey
of Neighborhood-Based Methods for Recommender Systems” on user-adaptive
diffusion models discusses how a neighborhood-based recommender system can
adapt to and support different exploration strategies exhibited by different users.

The trial-and-error pattern is especially applicable in cases where neither the
chooser nor any agent supporting the chooser have a clear idea of the chooser’s
evaluation criteria: These evaluation criteria can be discovered while the user is
engaging in trial and error, and they can even change over time as the chooser
acquires new experiences (cf. the section on reinforcement learning in Chap-
ter “Session-Based Recommender Systems” and [55, sect. 18.7]), as is typical, for
example, in the domain of music recommendation (Chapter “Music Recommenda-
tion Systems: Techniques, Use Cases, and Challenges”). Recent work in the movie
domain has also shown that a carefully designed interaction dialog can help the
user explore new movies [103] or genres [68], especially when supported with
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conversational interaction (as in [58]; see also Chapter “Semantics and Content-
Based Recommendations”).

Aside from these already successful applications of recommendation technology
in support of the trial-and-error pattern, there are other types of support that could
be considered:

1. A recommender system could explicitly recommend an exploration strategy: a
strategy for choosing the next option to try out (e.g., “In this situation, it seems
best to try out the highest-rated dictionaries first, even though they are the most
expensive ones”), leaving it to the chooser to apply the exploration strategy.

2. Recommender systems can also support the second main part of the trial-and-
error-based pattern, which involves learning from the experience acquired in
trying out an option. Among other things, a recommender system can suggest
what aspects of the outcome of a trial to attend to—something that is often not
obvious. For example, a dictionary chooser might be advised to pay attention
to how long it takes him to look up a word, given that this factor will be more
important in everyday use of the dictionary than it is while he is trying it out in
an artificial situation.

2.7 Combinations of Choice Patterns

The six choice patterns are often used in combination, just as different recommenda-
tion techniques are often combined to create hybrid recommenders (see [16, 17] and
the discussion of recommendation techniques in Chapter “Recommender Systems:
Techniques, Applications, and Challenges”). Explicit discussions of forms of com-
bination are rather rare in the psychological research literature (cf. [53, sect. 3.3.7]).
Many studies, however, indirectly yield ideas about forms of combination, as does
everyday experience. Most people, for example, can remember choice situations
in which our experience-based “gut feeling” conflicted with the result of a careful
consequence-based analysis, indicating that the two patterns had been applied in
parallel and perhaps largely independently of each other. Another common form
of combination is a “cascade” in which one pattern (e.g., a simple attribute-based
strategy) is used to generate a manageable number of options and then a different
choice pattern is used to choose among these options.

Recommender systems can in principle recommend particular (combinations of)
choice patterns as being suitable for a given choice situation; see Sect. 3.2 below.
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3 Choice Support Strategies and Recommendation to
Individuals

While discussing the six ASPECT choice patterns, we have considered mainly how
their application can be supported by the technology that is most characteristic of
recommender systems: algorithms for generating choices and evaluations on behalf
of the chooser. But there are several other general approaches to supporting choice,
each of which can sometimes be applied fruitfully within recommender systems to
provide complementary forms of support.

The ARCADES model is a high-level synthesis of approaches to choice support
that have been discussed, studied, and applied both with and without computing

technology. Table 4 gives an overview of the seven strategies.6

3.1 Evaluate on Behalf of the Chooser

The strategy that is typical of recommender systems is called within the ARCADES

model Evaluate on Behalf of the Chooser. It is being applied whenever there is
a prediction of how the chooser would evaluate (e.g., explicitly rate) something if
given a chance to evaluate it; or which option(s) the chooser would choose if given a
chance to make a choice. Research on recommendation technology has given rise to

Table 4 Brief explanations of the seven choice support strategies distinguished in the ARCADES

model (C = the chooser)

Name of strategy Basic idea

Access information and experience Help C to gain access to information and experience
that is relevant to the current choice

Represent the choice situation Influence the way in which C perceives the choice
situation in such a way that C’s processing is facilitated

Combine and compute Process available information computationally in a way
that facilitates one or more processing steps of C

Advise about processing Encourage C, implicitly or explicitly, to apply one or
more choice patterns in a particular way

Design the domain Change the basic reality about which C is choosing so
as to make the choice problem easier

Evaluate on behalf of the chooser Take over from C some step in the processing that
involves evaluation or choice among alternatives

Support communication Help C communicate more effectively with advisors or
other choosers

6 A detailed introduction to the first six strategies is given by Jameson et al. [53, chap 4]; the
seventh strategy is being introduced in this chapter for the first time.
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a great variety of algorithms that can predict people’s evaluations and choices with
useful accuracy—notwithstanding the variety of ways in which people go about
making choices, which are in general at best loosely reflected in algorithms for
generating recommendations.7

The most common way for recommender systems to support choice with this
strategy is described in the first three scenarios in Table 1. But as has already been
illustrated in our discussion of choice patterns, there are also less commonly used
ways of applying this strategy, by evaluating on behalf of the chooser some decision-
relevant items (e.g., policies, see Sect. 2.5) that are of a different nature than the
options being considered.

3.2 Advise About Processing

The other ARCADES strategy that involves a form of recommendation is Advise
About Processing. The advice being given here concerns not particular options
on the domain level but rather ways of applying a particular choice pattern (or
combination of patterns). A recommender system can give procedural advice of
this sort, in effect telling the user, for example, “In this case, it seems best for
you to consider mainly your own past experience and to ignore what you think
your friends would do”.8 For a recommender system to provide advice of this sort
in a personalized way would make sense in a situation where the chooser could
in principle apply any of two or more procedures and the recommender system
is able to predict that one is more suitable than the other for the current chooser
and/or situation. Research in recent years on ways of giving users more control over
the processing of a recommender system (see, e.g., [26, 45, 65]) may give rise to
increasing opportunities to apply the Advise About Processing strategy in this way.

3.3 Access Information and Experience

We now turn to the four ARCADES strategies that are not specifically connected with
recommendation technology, though they can all be applied within recommender
systems.

One of the most obvious ways of helping people to choose is to provide
relevant information about options and/or give them a clearer idea of what sorts

7 Applying the strategy Evaluate on Behalf of the Chooser does not always require recommen-
dation technology; for example, a recommendation like “You are advised to close all other
applications before proceeding with the installation procedure” is simply formulated once by the
designer of the installation procedure.
8 This type of advice is often given implicitly in the sense that the system provides support for one
procedure but not for others.
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of experiences they are likely to have if they choose a particular option. Except in
Scenario 1 of Table 1, most recommender systems apply this strategy when they
are presenting options for evaluation by the chooser. Thinking back to the ASPECT

choice patterns reminds us that the types of information, media, and experience that
can be provided are by no means restricted to objective information about properties
of the available options. For example, to support the consequence-based pattern, a
system can give a preview of what it will feel like to watch a particular film; and to
support the socially based pattern, it can inform the user about social examples and
expectations.

An especially complex and important type of information that a recommender
system can provide is an explanation of its recommendations (Chapter “Beyond
Explaining Single Item Recommendations”). The previous edition of the present
chapter [55, sect. 18.4] offers a detailed analysis of this topic from a choice support
perspective. Here, we only summarize the main points.

Explanations can take any of several different forms, and they can support choice
in three main ways:

1. by providing one or more arguments in favor of a recommended option, which
a chooser can make use of in whole or in part when thinking about the option
herself;

2. by helping the chooser to assess the reliability of the advice being given by the
recommender system (see, e.g., [8]);

3. by helping the chooser to see how the selection of a given option could be justified
to other people (fulfilling the fourth criterion for good choices listed in Table 2).

With regard to the second point: If the goal is choice support, it is not in general
appropriate to maximize the chooser’s trust in the recommender system’s reliability.
Instead, the chooser should be helped to assess the reliability accurately and in
particular to recognize as such any recommendations that should not be adopted.
To this end, any purported “explanation” of a recommendation should reflect with
reasonable accuracy the way in which the recommender system actually arrived at
the recommendation. Otherwise, the account provided may create in the chooser an
inaccurate mental model of the recommendation process that makes it more difficult
to assess the recommender system’s reliability realistically.

3.4 Represent the Choice Situation

This high-level strategy takes into account the fact that the particular way in which
information about a choice situation is organized (e.g., the way in which items are
displayed on a computer screen) can make particular types of processing easier
or more difficult. For example, it is often easier to compare options with each
other, as opposed to evaluating each option individually, if the options are displayed
simultaneously and the information about them is organized so as to facilitate
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comparison. Shifting from joint to separate evaluation or vice-versa can have major
consequences for processing (see, e.g., [50]).

Since a recommender system almost inevitably contributes to the way in which
the choice situation is represented to the chooser, recommender system designers
should think about the consequences of particular forms of representation for
the chooser’s processing. One section in the previous edition of this chapter [55,
sect. 18.8] discussed several well-known phenomena that illustrate how the exact
way in which a given set of options is presented can influence which option is
chosen.

Recently, a strikingly original way of applying the Represent the Choice Situation
strategy has been introduced by Hilgard et al. [49]: Instead of leaving it to
human designers to invent representations that support human choice processes,
they develop methods by which an algorithm can learn to generate a helpful
representation.

3.5 Combine and Compute

Even aside from the recommendation algorithms that it applies, a recommender
system can perform various types of computation on the basis of available infor-
mation whose results can support the chooser’s processing in Scenarios 2, 3,
and 4 (Table 1). Simple examples include functionality for allowing the user to
sort or filter recommended options according to particular attributes (Sect. 2.1).
More sophisticated computation is involved, for example, when a set of options
is automatically divided into clusters according to inter-option similarity so as to
provide the user with a helpful overview.

3.6 Design the Domain

The basic idea with this strategy is to design the underlying reality that the chooser
is dealing with in a way that makes it easier for him to make good choices—or
for a recommender system to generate good recommendations. The difference from
the strategy Represent the Choice Situation is that you are crafting the options and
other aspects of the choice situation themselves, not just the way in which they are
presented to the chooser.

Suppose, for example, that you are designing a recommender system that
helps members of a particular online social network to choose appropriate privacy
settings. Using the strategy Represent the Choice Situation, you would try to
display the options to the user in a helpful way (e.g., grouping related options
together). But if the privacy settings are inherently hard to deal with (for example,
if there are a large number of settings that interact in complex ways), even the
best representation may confront users with a challenging choice problem, and
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even the best recommendation algorithm can have a hard time determining which
combinations of settings are likely to be best for the chooser (see, e.g., [38]).
Applying the strategy Design the Domain, you would reconceptualize the set of
privacy options themselves—and maybe also the underlying privacy management
principles—so as to make the choice problem inherently easier for the chooser
and/or for the recommender system [53, sect. 12.2.3].

3.7 Support Communication

This strategy covers all attempts to improve the effectiveness and appropriateness of
communication among human choosers or between a human chooser and an advisor
(which may be a human or a computational system such as a recommender system).
The importance of this strategy is especially obvious in the case of group decision
making (Sect. 6.7), and in fact this strategy was missing in the previously published
six-strategy “ARCADE” model, which considered only individual decision making.

But even in connection with individual decision making, this strategy is relevant
in connection with what is often called preference elicitation (see, e.g., the
discussions of conversational preference elicitation in Chapter “Natural Language
Processing for Recommender Systems” and of the more general topic of preference
acquisition in Chapter “Recommender Systems: Techniques, Applications, and
Challenges”): An advisor or system tries to elicit from a human chooser information
that will help to predict how that person would evaluate particular options. The
previous edition of this chapter [55, sect. 18.5] includes a detailed discussion of the
various meanings of the term preferences (which within the recommender systems
field is broadly used but seldom assigned a clear meaning) and the psychological
aspects of the most common method of explicit preference elicitation: the elicitation
of ratings. The last part of that section can be seen as discussing choice support in
accordance with the Support Communication strategy.

We mention here one illustrative recent development in preference elicitation
for recommender systems: Whereas the explicit rating of an (attribute of an)
item is the most common and straightforward way for a chooser to communicate
explicitly how she evaluates a particular item, sometimes a less direct form of
communication has proven useful: Both Graus and Willemsen [43] and Loepp et al.
[72] have investigated choice-based elicitation for preference modeling for movie
recommendation. By having users choose between multiple items, the recommender
system is able to go from a “cold start” to build up a preference model interactively
by means of a series of choices rather than ratings. More recently, Kalloori et al. [62]
investigated the conditions under which elicitation of pairwise judgments is likely
to have advantages relative to the elicitation of ratings.
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4 New Considerations With Regard to Groups

This chapter now shifts its focus from choices of individuals to those made by
groups. As can be seen from the rapidly growing number of group recommender
systems (see, [30], Chapter “Group Recommender Systems: Beyond Preference
Aggregation”, and the brief discussion in Chapter “Social Recommender Systems”),
there are many scenarios in which there is a need to support the choice of a group of
persons.9 With the increasing ubiquity and interconnectivity of computing devices,
the technical obstacles to supporting group choice even in casual everyday situations
have been disappearing. But the challenge remains of understanding the processes
involved when a group successfully makes a choice as well as the ways in which
these processes can be supported.

In the remainder of this chapter, after first taking a broader look at the relevant
literature and major differences between groups and individual choosers, we will
apply the ASPECT and ARCADES models in the same way as in the previous two
sections, this time focusing on issues that are largely specific to groups.

4.1 Relevant Areas of Research and Practice

The research- and practice-based literature that is relevant to the decisions of groups
is found in a number of areas, including the following:

1. Research on group decision making
Researchers in psychology and other fields have studied what occurs when

groups of people make decisions, applying methods ranging from carefully
constructed laboratory studies to analyses of historically important decisions.
Recent entry points to this literature include the works of Stasser and Abele
[100], Forsyth [35, chap. 12], and Brown and Pehrson [14, chaps. 3 and 5].

2. Other research on group dynamics
The broader field of group dynamics studies many phenomena that arise in

groups which are not specific to group decision making but which should still
be taken into account in efforts to support it (e.g., the various forms of social
influence covered by the socially based choice pattern, discussed in Sects. 2.3
and 5.3). Accessible entry points include chapters in the textbooks by Forsyth
[35, chaps. 7 and 17] and Brown and Pehrson [14, chap. 4].

9 With some decisions made by groups, there exist stakeholders whose interests need to be taken
into account even though they are not among the group members who are participating directly in
the group decision making process (see, e.g., [46, chap. 1]). For example, the parents of a family
may make decisions about a family outing without fully including the children in the decision
making process. Doing justice to the interests of absent stakeholders raises issues that cannot be
addressed within this chapter (cf. the discussion of “virtual group members” in Chapter “Group
Recommender Systems: Beyond Preference Aggregation”).
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3. Experience of group facilitators
When important decisions are made by a group within an organization, some-

times a facilitator will explicitly guide the discussion. Experienced facilitators
have learned a great deal about difficulties that arise in such meetings and
about strategies and tactics for minimizing the difficulties and optimizing the
procedures. Entry points include the books by Hartnett [46] and Freshley [37].

4. Studies of the use of group decision support systems
Some decision making meetings make use of more or less elaborate software

for supporting group decisions. Many group decision support systems include
functionality that is worth considering for group recommender systems as well,
though the concrete application scenarios of group recommender systems tend
to involve shorter time frames and less elaborately structured interaction. A good
recent entry point to work in this area is the handbook edited by Kilgour and
Eden [63]; earlier discussions can be found in the book by French et al. [36].

5. Research on negotiation
Negotiation can be seen as a type of group decision making process where

there are acknowledged differences in interests or viewpoints among the par-
ticipants which require special attention if the group is to arrive at some sort
of agreement. Although group recommender systems are only occasionally
presented as supporting negotiation (see, e.g., [7, 76]), the relevant decision
making processes often do involve some amount of negotiation when differences
of this sort come to light. The type of negotiation most relevant to group
recommender systems is sometimes called integrative negotiation [67, chap. 3]:
All parties are assumed to want to arrive at a decision that will be satisfactory
to all of them (in contrast to distributive negotiation, such as haggling over a
price, where one party’s gain is in general another party’s loss). Accessible entry
points to this literature include the textbook by Lewicki et al. [67] and the popular
classic book by Fisher et al. [34].

Of these five areas, the one that has attracted the most attention among those who
design group recommender systems is the second one: group dynamics research that
does not refer specifically to group decision making (cf. Sects. 4.5.2 and 5.3 below).

The first area—group decision making—has attracted less attention overall
in connection with group recommender systems, though some researchers have
addressed selected concepts such as that of groupthink (discussed below in
Sect. 5.3). But there has been a recent trend toward increased attention: Delić
and colleagues have not only argued for the importance of understanding the details
of group decision making but also conducted observational studies of their own with
the explicit goal of informing research on group recommender systems [22–24].
Two benefits of this type of empirical research are that it (a) helps to determine
which of the numerous concepts and results that can be found in the literature
on group decision making are most relevant in typical application scenarios for
group recommender systems and (b) may also help to discover previously unknown
phenomena that arise in such scenarios.
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With regard to the other three areas listed above, we can find fewer cases
where the relevant knowledge has been taken into account in the design of group
recommender systems.

4.2 The Importance of Differences Among Group Members

Many of the new phenomena found in group vs. individual decision making can be
seen as resulting from various types of differences that are found among members
of a group. These include differences with respect to (a) their initial conception
of the decision problem, (b) the underlying interests that will influence how they
evaluate possible solutions, (c) the relevant knowledge and beliefs that they possess,
(d) their ideas about how the decision ought to be made, and (e) their styles of
communication. These differences lead to complications in all of the four high-level
scenarios introduced in Table 1 that illustrate different degrees of involvement of
human choosers:

1. No involvement: Even if a recommender system can predict with great accuracy
which options each individual group member would like, it is in general not
straightforward to predict which option would be most satisfactory to the group
as a whole—or even what that concept means (cf. Sect. 4.3).

2. Quick selection: Even if a set of recommendations to the group includes
obviously satisfactory options for them, acceptance of one or more options by
the group requires either (a) some sort of communication among the members or
(b) some prior agreement that enables the final choice to be made without such
communication [54, 20.5].

3. Deliberate comparison: Though each group member could in principle engage
in a thorough comparison of options by himself, by doing so he would not be
taking into account the interests and knowledge of other group members. Hence
it is often worthwhile for members to communicate about the options.

4. Iterative requesting of recommendations: This scenario tends to require even
more elaborate communication. As was the case with individual choosers, the
function of recommendations is to move the decision process forward effectively,
not necessarily to propose the options that are most likely to be satisfactory as
final choices (Sect. 2.6).

4.3 What Constitutes a Good Choice for a Group?

The four criteria listed in Table 2 for judging whether a choice is good involve some
additional considerations when groups are involved:

1. Good outcomes: Determining what counts as a desirable outcome for a group
is complicated by the fact that members can have different interests and beliefs,
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which in turn can lead to different assessments of the desirability of any outcome
(see the section on aggregation strategies in Chapter “Group Recommender
Systems: Beyond Preference Aggregation”).

2. Limited costs: The time devoted to group decisions is typically greater than
that for individual decisions, partly because of the need for communication
and agreement among group members. So even minor deficiencies in decision
procedures can result in significant costs—as participants in traditional decision
making meetings within organizations can confirm from everyday experience (cf.
[35, sect. 12-1c]).

3. Avoidance of negative affect: Groups provide additional ways in which unpleas-
ant thoughts and feelings can arise, partly because of conflicts among interests,
beliefs, and communication styles of different group members (cf. Sects. 5.4 and
6.7). In addition to being undesirable in the short term, these affective responses
can damage the relationships among the group members, limiting their ability to
collaborate again in the future (see Sect. 5.2).

4. Justifiability: In a group setting, a justification for a decision can be important
not only for ensuring the cooperation of other parties but also for ensuring
the commitment of any group members who may be less satisfied with the
decision than others. Even more than in the case of individual decision making, a
justification will often refer to the appropriateness and fairness of the procedures
by which the decision was arrived at (cf. Sect. 5.5).

4.4 Principles from Research and Practice

To encourage a focus on design implications for group recommender systems,
Table 5 summarizes some of the most relevant results from the areas listed in
Sect. 4.1 in terms of seven “principles” for supporting group decision making. While
introducing these principles, we will refer occasionally to the following scenario: A
group of friends is planning to go on a camping trip together. For this purpose, they
will jointly select and purchase a tent on-line.

1. Support knowledge exchange: One potential advantage of groups over indi-
vidual decision makers is that the group members often bring to the table
complementary experience and expertise [100, p. 592 ff.], [35, sect. 12.2b], [14,
chap. 3]. In our tent choice example, some group members may know little
about camping while others have experience with different types of tents and
camping conditions. Ideally, all significant relevant knowledge and beliefs would
be communicated, so that all members are well-informed and they understand
each other’s points of view. Unfortunately, research has repeatedly shown that
group members typically do not exchange knowledge effectively enough to
approach this ideal. Hence designers may want to consider how to encourage
and support the exchange of relevant knowledge. Specific ideas will be discussed
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Table 5 Seven widely accepted principles for the support of group decision making

Principle Explanation

1. Support knowledge exchange Support the exchange of relevant knowledge
among group members

2. Direct attention to underlying interests Help group members understand the interests
underlying each other’s evaluations of
specific options

3. Use shared representations Employ shared representations of the group’s
view of the decision problem

4. Aim for win–win solutions Help the group discover (possibly novel)
options that satisfy all relevant interests

5. Achieve agreement on decision procedures Ensure that group members agree that the
decision procedures to be applied are
appropriate

6. Minimize interpersonal problems Aim to prevent interaction among group
members from becoming frustrating or
otherwise unsatisfying

7. Take into account possible nonparticipation Take into account the possibility that some
members may prefer not to go along with the
final decision

in connection with the support strategy Access Information and Experience
(Sect. 6.3).

2. Direct attention to underlying interests: Whereas group members often commu-
nicate about specific options (or positions) that they like or dislike, it has often
been found worthwhile to encourage communication about their more general
underlying interests [67, chap. 3, pp. 67 ff.], [34, chap. 3]. For example, if one
member of the tent-purchasing group, Bob, initially insists that the tent should
have two doors while the other members believe that one door is adequate, the
group can benefit by understanding the reasons for Bob’s interest in two doors.

3. Use shared representations: In attempts to apply the first two principles, it has
often been found that maintaining some sort of shared representation of the
group’s view of the decision problem is helpful [25, pp. 20 ff.], [2, pp. 6 ff.], [46,
chaps. 7 and 9]. In addition to reminding group members of the facts and interests
that have been communicated, the shared representation encourages through its
very existence a collaborative attempt to reach agreement.

4. Aim for win-win solutions: When conflicts of interest are recognized, it is
tempting to try to figure out which of the known options constitutes a “fair”
solution in the sense that all group members are roughly equally (dis)satisfied.
A basic premise of integrative negotiation is that one should first try to identify
some additional option which in the ideal case would make everyone happy [67,
chap. 3, pp. 70 ff.], [34, chap. 4]. To return to the tent-door example: If it turns
out that Bob wants to be able to leave the tent at any time during the night and
believes that it will be easier to do so if there are two doors, someone may suggest
a new option: The group buys a one-door tent and agrees that Bob will always
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be allowed to sleep next to the door. As this example illustrates, applying this
principle often requires expanding the initial conception of the choice problem
(Sect. 6.6).

5. Achieve agreement on decision procedures: There are in principle a great many
procedures that could be applied in any given group decision making process,
such as: different forms of communication, different procedures for generating
options, and different rules for arriving at a final decision if consensus is not
achieved spontaneously. When group members believe in advance that a given
set of procedures is fair and appropriate, a group member may accept the final
solution even if it is quite different from the one that she would have preferred
herself. Hence achieving agreement on decision procedures is one way of dealing
with the conflicts that often exist among group members’ interests [46, chap. 4],
[25, pp. 7–8], [34, chap 5].

6. Minimize interpersonal problems: When members of a group communicate,
there are various ways in which the interaction can become frustrating or other-
wise dissatisfying to at least some members [13], [67, pp. 157 ff.], [46, chap. 2].
These undesirable phenomena can often be avoided through appropriate support
for the interaction among group members, comparable to that provided by group
decision facilitators, skilled negotiators, and group decision support systems (see
the section below on the ARCADES strategy Support Communication, Sect. 6.7).

7. Take into account possible nonparticipation: In many settings, a group member
has the option of removing himself from the decision process [34, chap. 6],
[67, chap. 4]. An employee who is having difficulty negotiating a higher salary
with her current employer may instead look for another job—or at least let her
employer know that she is considering doing so. A member of our example
camping group might in effect say “If you would all like to camp in the
mountains, feel free to go without me; I don’t like camping in cold temperatures,
and I have another good vacation option”. The relevant concept in the negotiation
literature is that of the “best alternative to a negotiated agreement”, or BATNA.
Many ideas have been proposed about how to communicate about BATNAs
and how to take them into account during decision making. Some implications
for group recommender systems are discussed in connection with the strategy
Design the Domain (Sect. 6.6).

4.5 High-Level Approaches for Group Recommender Systems

In research on group recommender systems that has taken into account some of the
knowledge from the areas listed in Sect. 4.1, two broad approaches have emerged.
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4.5.1 Approach 1: Support Interaction

In this approach, forms of user interaction are designed and recommendation
algorithms are adapted with a view to encouraging interaction among group
members in accordance with principles like those listed in Table 5. The next two
major sections of this chapter will include many examples of this approach, which
is applicable mainly in Scenarios 3 and 4 of Table 1.

4.5.2 Approach 2: Predict the Results of Interaction

In the pure form of this approach, a recommendation algorithm aims not to support
particular types of interaction but rather to predict their ultimate effects. This
approach is most clearly attractive in Scenarios 1 and 2 of Table 1, where at
most minimal actual interaction among group members is expected. The goal is
essentially to base the recommendation of options on predictions of the choices that
the group would arrive at if the members did interact, taking into account general
knowledge and/or collected data about typical phenomena of group dynamics or
group decision making.10

One variant of this approach has been explained by Tkalčič et al. [105, Sec-
tion 9.2]. Referring to Quijano-Sanchez et al. [90] and other works, these authors
show how a computational method for predicting the choice of a group can take
into account not only the (estimated) evaluations of options by individual group
members but also:

• variables such as the size of the group, the diversity of evaluations within the
group, and even aspects of the personality of the group members (e.g., their
assertiveness; cf. Chapter “Personality and Recommender Systems”); and

• predictions of the impact that these variables would have on other variables if
interaction among group members were to occur (e.g., a prediction that each
group member’s final evaluation of an option will have become more similar to
the evaluations of other members).

This approach is in some respects more challenging than Approach 1. Here are
some considerations that need to be taken into account:

• Some of the processes that have been (or could be) modeled in this way (e.g., the
tendency of some types of group member to have an exaggerated influence on
the decision outcome; cf. Sect. 5.3) are considered to be potentially undesirable
ones that a skilled facilitator or negotiator would look out for and possibly
counteract. If such phenomena are modeled in the recommendation algorithm,

10 Approach 2 can in principle be applied in Scenarios 3 and 4 in support of Approach 1: A group
recommender system might be able to support interaction more effectively if it is able to predict
what the results of the interaction would be without its support.
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an opportunity may be missed to recommend options that are more suitable than
the ones that the group members would have arrived at on their own.

• Even when an interaction phenomenon is desirable, successfully taking it into
account in the generation of recommendations may not yield the same benefits
as actually allowing it to happen. For example, when the expert in a five-person
group manages to convince the four nonexperts of the merits of the option
favored by the expert, this influence of the expert may well be desirable; but if
a recommender system simply recommends the expert’s preferred option, some
benefits of this interaction will be lost: The nonexperts may not understand as
fully why the option in question is the best one, and they will not have been
given the opportunity to acknowledge the validity of the expert’s arguments and
to demonstrate that they fully support his conclusions, thereby creating a feeling
of consensus and commitment to the chosen option.

• It is difficult, in most settings, to predict the results of interaction within a specific
group quantitatively. Whereas empirical studies in psychology and related fields
have demonstrated a great many statistically reliable influences of particular
factors on other variables (see, e.g., [35, chaps. 7 and 17], [14, chap. 4]), it is rare
that researchers claim to be able to predict particular values of those variables
with reasonable accuracy in specific cases.

Moreover, the relevant computational formulas included in recommendation
algorithms (see, e.g., [112, sect. 4.1], [114, p. 15]) are necessarily simplified
relative to the complexity and variability of the phenomena being predicted.11

In cases where a predictive model of some decision-relevant results of
interaction has been learned from data collected from groups in a particular
application scenario, the model is sometimes found to predict group choices
better than baseline methods in that particular scenario (see, e.g., [39, 114]).
But unless the target scenarios for real-world applications are very similar to
the scenarios in which the model has been learned, it is hard to be confident that
the model will be successful in the target scenarios, which are likely to differ in
terms of important factors that have been shown to moderate the effects being
predicted.

5 Choice Patterns and Recommendation to Groups

Though the six ASPECT choice patterns were originally formulated to account for
choices made by individuals, they can help us analyze the complexities of group
choices on two levels: (a) The choice made by a group is ultimately the result of
more specific choices made by individual group members (e.g., whether to suggest

11 Some computational methods have been presented with reference to example computations but
to our knowledge not yet deployed in recommender systems (see, e.g., [78]).
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a particular new option), who may apply any ASPECT choice patterns.12 (b) It
sometimes makes sense to characterize an entire group as applying a particular
choice pattern, for example when the group discusses and evaluates options in terms
of their attributes.

5.1 Attribute-Based Choice

Viewing options in terms of their attributes (cf. Sect. 2.1) has a special benefit for
groups: It is often possible to represent the differing interests of the group members
conveniently in terms of (a) the different importances that they assign to particular
attributes and (b) the different levels of each attribute that they consider desirable
(e.g., “How many doors should our tent have?”). Group recommender systems that
have employed such representations are described by, among others, Ninaus et al.
[84, see especially Figure 1] and Samer et al. [95].

A shared representation (cf. Principle 3 in Table 5) of this sort can help group
members to adapt their evaluation criteria even before they (or a recommendation
algorithm) start to search for options that fulfill their criteria (cf. [2]’s characteri-
zation of a shared representation as a transitional object and [51, 74]). In our tent
example, agreeing that no more than one door is needed should make it easier for a
recommendation engine to generate satisfactory options that fulfill the agreed-upon
criteria. Further discussion of shared representations, including their limitations,
will be found in connection with the ARCADES strategy Represent the Choice
Situation (Sect. 6.4).

5.2 Consequence-Based Choice

As is the case with individual decision making (Sect. 2.2), consequence-based
choice is an especially knowledge-intensive pattern that is sometimes supported in
groups via techniques of decision analysis and decision support (see, e.g., [94], and
[2, especially Figure 1]) that are more elaborate than those commonly found in
group recommender systems. A potential advantage of group decision making is
that each member may be able to contribute consequence-related knowledge that is
not available to other members (e.g., about a little-known type of risk); see Sect. 6.3.

A type of consequence that is unique to groups concerns situations in which
what happens during the execution of a chosen option depends on the behavior and

12 With regard to a choice made by an individual within a group, the contributions of the other
group members can largely be viewed as part of the context for the choice; hence ideas from the
area of context-aware recommendation (Chapter “Context-Aware Recommender Systems: From
Foundations to Recent Developments”) have some relevance.
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interactions of group members during the execution. For example, Masthoff and
colleagues (see, e.g., [78, sect. 7] and the section in Chapter “Group Recommender
Systems: Beyond Preference Aggregation” about the modeling of affective states)
have addressed the fact that whether one group member enjoys a movie selected
by the group can depend on whether other members are visibly enjoying it.
Predictive methods such as those discussed in connection with the approach “Predict
the Results of Interaction” (Sect. 4.5.2) can also be applied to the prediction of
consequences of this type. But it is important to distinguish between (a) predicting
social influence phenomena that occur during execution of an option, which
are part of the consequences of choosing that option; and (b) predicting social
influence phenomena that occur during the group decision making process itself (see
Sect. 5.3), which is what was discussed in connection with the approach “Predict the
Results of Interaction”.

Though these phenomena are distinct, the behavior of group members during
the execution of an option can be strongly influenced by what happened during the
preceding decision making process. For example, if our camping group has used a
voting procedure to select a tent that one member strongly objected to, it is possible
that the minority member will behave less cooperatively during the actual camping
trip when it comes to sharing the space within the tent. Several of the principles in
Table 5 aim in part to ensure that all group members will be motivated to execute
the selected option in a cooperative way (see also [27] for a broader discussion of
“negotiating as if implementation mattered”).

5.3 Socially Based Choice

Although the socially based pattern can be applied by the entire group (e.g., when a
group imitates a decision made by another group), it is at least as interesting to
consider how social influence operates within a group and affects the decision-
relevant actions of individual members. After all, if individual group members
adapt their expressed evaluations, their communication of knowledge, and other
contributions to the decision making process on the basis of the (expected) behavior
and evaluations of other group members, the group decision that ultimately results
may depend strongly on these adaptations. These are some of the phenomena that
are taken into account within the group recommendation approach “Predict the
Consequences of Interaction” (Sect. 4.5.2).

The topic of conformity illustrates the complexity of the relevant phenomena. A
wide variety of factors have been identified that can influence the extent to which a
person will adapt her beliefs, choices, or actions to the examples and expectations of
other group members. These factors include (see, e.g., [35, chap. 7], [14, chap. 3]):
the extent to which members are aware of each other’s identities, the extent to which
members like each other, the cohesiveness of the group, the relative size of the
subgroup that holds a majority position, and the directness of the interaction among
group members.
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One general method for avoiding undesired conformity (and other forms of
undesired social influence) that is often used in group decision support systems is
to ensure the anonymity of contributions in various contexts, such as brainstorming
and critiquing of ideas. It has been argued (see, e.g., [2, pp. 14–15]) that in some
cases anonymity reduces pressure to conform, partly by leaving it unclear who the
nonconforming group member is. But anonymity is not always helpful; for example,
sometimes it is useful to know the identity of the source of a piece of advice
or information, so as to be able to take that person’s credibility into account (cf.
Sect. 3.3).

A popular theory that specifically concerns group decision making is Janis’s
[56] theory of groupthink, which describes a situation in which the participants
in the group decision making process conform excessively to each other’s beliefs,
expectations and advice. Though the theory has received mixed support from
research, many analysts find it helpful when considering particular contexts. Ideas
about how to prevent groupthink from degrading a group’s decision success are
discussed concisely by Forsyth [35, sect. 12.3f] and Brown and Pehrson [14,
chap. 5]. These ideas overlap in part with ideas discussed later in this chapter in
connection with the strategies Access Information and Experience (Sect. 6.3) and
Support Communication (Sect. 6.7).

5.4 Experience-Based Choice

Of the four subpatterns of experienced-based choice discussed briefly in Sect. 2.4,
only the first one, recognition-primed decision making, is straightforwardly applica-
ble to an entire group: If the members of the group remember how they successfully
handled a similar choice in the past, they may be inclined to choose essentially
the same option on the current occasion. The use of information systems to
maintain a corporate memory for this purpose has long been commonplace in groups
within organizations—understandably, since membership in groups can change over
time.13

The other three subpatterns of the experience-based pattern, which typically lead
to quick choices made with little or no deliberation or awareness, are important
mainly in connection with the small choices that individual group members make
while participating in a group decision making process. Here are two examples of
unfortunate choices of this sort:

• A habit-based choice: In accordance with a habit acquired in everyday interac-
tion, a group member says something that unintentionally evokes negative affect

13 Even this simple form of group choice can be made more complex by differences among the
interests of group members: If the previously chosen solution was more desirable for some group
members than for others, the group may choose a different solution on the current occasion in order
to balance the group members’ satisfaction over time.
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in another group member (e.g., “How could you possibly propose this option?”),
even though alternative formulations are available (e.g., “I’d be interested in
hearing your reasons for proposing this option”).

• An affect-based choice: A group member comes to feel that his interests and
proposals are not being taken seriously enough. In accordance with the negative
affect that she is experiencing, she participates in a generally less constructive
way.

Some of the methods applied by skilled negotiators [13], [67, chap. 7] and group
facilitators (see, e.g., [46, chap. 6], [37]) can be seen as efforts to replace suboptimal
experience-based choice by individual members with behaviors that are better suited
to an effective group decision making process.

In many cases where phenomena of this sort are discussed, the problem can
be seen as being caused by suboptimal communication among group members.
Accordingly, some remedial measures fall under the strategy Support Communi-
cation; see the examples discussed in the section on that strategy below (Sect. 6.7).

But bad experience-based choices can also be triggered by other events in a group
decision making process, such as the proposal of an option that seems unfair to some
group members. For this reason, any sort of improvement to the procedures used in
group decision making may have at least a side effect of lessening the likelihood of
unfortunate experience-based choices.

5.5 Policy-Based Choice

The policy-based choice pattern figures more prominently in group decision making
than it does in individual decision making, in terms of both attention in published
research and visibility in actual decision making processes. In particular, with
decisions that are repeatedly made within organizations (see, e.g., March [75,
chap. 2]), it is natural for an organization to develop policies that (a) streamline the
decision making process; (b) codify the extensive experience that the organization
may have with this type of choice; and (c) take into account organizational
constraints that may not be clearly known to individual participants.

A type of policy that is especially relevant to group recommender systems
concerns procedures for organizing the decision making process. Some procedures
are important for ensuring effective and unbiased communication (e.g., who can
contribute ideas, at what points in time, and in what manner?), while others aim to
ensure that the actual choices made are fair and appropriate (e.g., should the final
choice of an option be made via a majority vote, or should the group aim to achieve
unanimity?).

In connection with traditional group decision making meetings, it is widely
acknowledged that it is desirable for group members to agree at an early stage on
the most important policies of these sorts [35, sect. 12-1a], [46, chap. 2]. A group
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recommender system can deal with such procedures in a variety of ways, including
the following, in ascending order of sophistication:

1. Simply build particular procedures into the recommender system without any
explanation or justification, trusting that the group members will understand the
procedures adequately as they encounter them.

2. Explain and justify the procedures in advance, so that group members feel
committed to them from the start.

3. Offer alternative procedures in advance (e.g., several possible voting rules for
making the final decision) and give group members a chance to choose the
policies that they want to apply.

4. When offering alternative procedures, use recommendation technology to help
the group members choose the most appropriate one in each case (e.g., on the
basis of data about what final decision rules have led to the most satisfying
decisions under various circumstances in the past).

Given that the first approach listed is the most common one for group recom-
mender systems, there appears to be room for improvement if the other approaches
are considered as well. The approaches 3 and 4 fall under the ARCADES strategy
Advise About Processing; some further comments are made in the section on that
strategy below (Sect. 6.2).

5.6 Trial-and-Error-Based Choice

In the case of groups that communicate in accordance with the highly interactive
Scenario 4 in Table 1, the trial-and-error-based choice pattern can take on a
form not found with individual choosers (Sect. 2.6): Whenever one or more new
options are proposed for the group’s consideration, the following types of feedback
can come from the group members themselves: (a) relevant knowledge that they
possess, either about the specific option in question or about more general aspects
of the objects of the domain; and (b) responses that provide insight into their
underlying interests. Given the widely acknowledged importance of these two types
of information (cf. Principles 1 and 2 in Table 5), it can be worthwhile for a group
recommender system to recommend options that are likely to elicit this type of
feedback and thereby enable the trial-and-error cycle to converge more quickly.

In a study of how to stimulate knowledge sharing in decision making groups,
Atas et al. [6] found that recommending items that are especially inconsistent with
the group members’ initial evaluations yielded a much larger number of comments
from group members.

The recommender system that these researchers studied did not follow the
critiquing-based paradigm discussed in connection with trial and error for individual
choosers (Sect. 2.6); but some group recommender systems have applied adapted
variants of this paradigm, including CATS [79] and WHERE2EAT [44]. These
systems integrate critiquing in novel ways into the natural process of discussion
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among group members. For example, in WHERE2EAT, when an individual group
member critiques a particular option, the recommender system generates similar
options based on that critique, which the group member can in turn offer to the
other members as counterproposals that they can in turn critique, and so on.

The more recent chat-based group recommender system for tourists STSGROUP

[82, 83] supports group discussions by occasionally offering recommendations
based on evaluations expressed by group members, though it does not elicit explicit
critiques.

The variety of forms of interaction exhibited by these group recommender
systems and their acceptance in user studies suggest that this type of trial and error is
a natural and viable paradigm for group recommender systems. Further exploration
along these lines can continue to consider typical questions associated with the trial-
and-error-based choice pattern, such as: (a) What kinds of option proposals are well
suited to yield useful feedback from group members? and (b) How can this feedback
be used (by the recommender system and/or by other group members) to generate
further proposals that are likely to help the group converge on a mutually satisfactory
solution?

5.7 Combinations of Choice Patterns

The application of more than one choice pattern, alternately or in parallel, can
occur even more readily within a group of choosers than with an individual chooser
(Sect. 2.7), simply because different group members can be applying different
choice patterns at any given moment. One group member may be thinking primarily
about the company’s relevant policies while another member is trying to anticipate
the concrete consequences of particular options.

Designers of group recommender systems should avoid assuming that all group
members will find it natural and appropriate to think about a decision in terms of one
particular choice pattern presupposed by the recommender system. Though it may
be impractical on the algorithmic level to do justice to all of the choice patterns that
might come into play, at least the supplementary communication that occurs—such
as free-form verbal communication—should be allowed to be expressive enough to
accommodate all potentially applicable choice patterns (cf. Sect. 6.4 below).

6 Choice Support Strategies and Recommendation to Groups

The ARCADES strategies can be applied in an even greater variety of ways with
groups than with individuals, in support of the choices of individual group members
and those of the group as a whole.
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6.1 Evaluate on Behalf of the Chooser

The general challenges associated with applying this core support strategy for
recommender systems were discussed in connection with the two broad approaches
to group recommendation (Sect. 4.5).

6.2 Advise About Processing

As was noted in connection with policy-based choice for groups (Sect. 5.5), a group
recommender system could in principle follow the example of group facilitators by
occasionally recommending a procedure that seems appropriate for a particular part
of the decision making process, a minimal precondition being that the recommender
system should be able to support more than one procedure for the situation in
question. Some group recommender systems fulfill this precondition by making
alternative procedures available via a configuration screen (see, e.g., [51, 101]).

Actually recommending a particular procedure to group members in a context-
sensitive way requires a further step that would have to be based on some sort of
knowledge or data about which procedures work well in which situations. A great
deal of relevant information can be found in the research literature summarized
in Sect. 4.1, and studies like those of Delić et al. [22–24] conducted in especially
relevant settings can provide more targeted guidance.

6.3 Access Information and Experience

As was noted in connection with Principle 1 in Table 5, one generally acknowledged
benefit of group versus individual decision making is that members of a group can
bring to bear complementary decision-relevant knowledge that can be “accessed”
during decision making. Research since the mid-1980s has repeatedly demonstrated
that group members frequently do not share relevant information to an extent which
would be helpful for making a satisfactory final decision (see, e.g., [100, pp. 592
ff.] for a recent review). In particular, a tendency is often observed for information
that multiple group members already possess to be discussed and for information
possessed by only one group member to be held back.

Various factors have been found to influence the extent of useful knowledge
sharing, including: the exact way in which the relevant knowledge is distributed
across members; how much each member knows about the relevant expertise of
other members and the particular types of knowledge that they possess; the concepts
that the group members use to organize relevant information; the extent of the
members’ motivation to participate in a collaborative way and of their conviction
that sharing information is an important way to do so; the extent to which group
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members are held accountable for the quality of the resulting decision; and even the
personality traits and affective states of group members.

Because of the large number of relevant factors, there is no simple guideline
that will ensure successful information sharing, but it should help if designers look
for ways to encourage and support knowledge sharing that work in their particular
application scenarios. As was noted in connection with the trial-and-error-based
pattern (Sect. 5.6), some group recommender systems include ways of stimulating
the exchange of knowledge and opinions that appear to fit well into interactive group
recommendation scenarios.

A different way of applying recommendation technology to the knowledge
sharing problem would be for a group recommender system to actively encourage
specific group members to contribute particular types of knowledge at relevant
times. As with individual choice (Sect. 2.3), techniques for people recommendation
(Chapter “Social Recommender Systems”) are relevant here; but in the case of
groups the goal may be to identify a knowledgeable member of the group itself,
not just anyone who might be consulted.

Another relevant type of technique discussed in Chapter “Social Recommender
Systems” concerns the recommendation of content that is typical of social media,
such as multimedia items (see also Chapter “Multimedia Recommender Systems:
Algorithms and Challenges”), discussion contributions, and answers to questions. If
there has been extensive communication within a group, a group recommender sys-
tem could at appropriate times remind the group of relevant previous contributions
by group members.

A further general way of applying the strategy Access Information and Experi-
ence, as in connection with individual choice (Sect. 3.3), is to supply explanations of
recommendations (Chapter “Beyond Explaining Single Item Recommendations”).
Groups introduce additional requirements for explanations (cf. [32] and [54,
sect. 20.4]). In particular, one thing that group members often want to know about
a recommended option is how well it addresses the interests of the various group
members (cf. Sect. 4.3 above). A group member may be interested not only in
how well his own interests are satisfied but also, for example, whether another
group member is getting a “better deal” or perhaps some third member is being
treated unfairly. Jameson and Smyth [54, sect. 20.4] provide concrete examples
of how even early group recommender systems used ingenious means to convey
this type of information, ranging from simply displaying the predicted or actual
ratings of solutions by different group members to elaborately visualizing the ways
in which a given option satisfies or fails to satisfy specific interests of particular
group members.

6.4 Represent the Choice Situation

The discussion of shared representations within the attribute-based pattern
(Sect. 5.1) illustrated why the strategy Represent the Choice Situation is even more
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important with groups than with individuals. A different type of representation,
used in some group decision support systems for the consequence-based pattern, is
a graphical representation of relevant causal relationships (see, e.g., [2, pp. 6 ff.]).

A general challenge here is due to the fact that different group members may want
to apply different (sets of) choice patterns at any time (Sect. 5.7). One ambitious
approach would be to provide a shared representation that could effectively repre-
sent and organize ideas from multiple choice patterns. A relatively simple variant of
this approach is found in group recommender systems (e.g., STSGROUP, [82, 83])
that enable members to comment on proposed options verbally using any concepts
that they like. One way of adding more structure to this type of representation would
be to provide for tagging of the comments in terms that reflect the underlying choice
pattern (e.g., “possible negative consequence”, “relevant previous choice made by
this group”, “relevant company policy”).

6.5 Combine and Compute

A type of computation that is especially characteristic of group decision making
is the use of what are sometimes called aggregation strategies: Given a set of
evaluations of an option by individual group members, a function computes a
single index intended to reflect the evaluation of the group as a whole (e.g.,
the average, minimum, or maximum of the individual evaluations or some more
complex function). There has been extensive discussion in the group recommender
systems literature of the situations in which particular aggregation strategies are
likely to be appropriate (see, e.g., Chapter “Group Recommender Systems: Beyond
Preference Aggregation”, [28, sect. 2.2], and [54, sect. 20.3]).

Computations based on such strategies often form a part of recommendation
algorithms, in which case they help realize the strategy Evaluate on Behalf of the
Chooser. But in Scenarios 3 and 4 in Table 1, aggregation strategies can be applied in
a more interactive way: After a number of options have been considered and rated by
all group members, a list of these options sorted in terms of the average evaluation by
individual members (or some other aggregation function) can give members a rough
idea of which options deserve the most attention and which should be considered
for elimination (cf. the discussion of preference gradient voting in [46, chap. 5] and
the much more elaborate procedure described in [94, chap. 7]).

6.6 Design the Domain

Two ways of redefining a choice problem in order to make it easier to make a good
choice are especially relevant to groups:
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1. Expanding the option space: As was noted in connection with Principle 4 in
Table 5, a common recommendation in the literature on integrative negotiation
is to expand the space of options that can be considered so as to increase the
likelihood that an option can be found that satisfies the interests of all parties
reasonably well. A classic example is expanding the scope of a salary negotiation
to include other benefits such as flexible working time. Our example about
agreeing on the number of doors for a tent illustrates this tactic: The space
of options was expanded from the space of “tents” to the cross-product of
“tents” and “agreements about how to use tents”. Masthoff and colleagues ([77]
and more briefly Chapter “Group Recommender Systems: Beyond Preference
Aggregation”) have discussed another type of application of this principle:
arranging for members of a group to choose a sequence of items to consume
(e.g., TV shows) as opposed to choosing each item separately (cf. the discussion
of sequential recommendation in Chapter “Music Recommendation Systems:
Techniques, Use Cases, and Challenges”). In the larger option space of item
sequences, it can be easier to find a solution that is considered equitable and
satisfactory to all group members.

2. Allowing changes to the composition of the group: As was noted in Principle 7
in Table 5, one or more group members may prefer not to participate in a
given solution on the grounds that she has a more attractive group-independent
alternative (BATNA).

Herzog and Wörndl [48] recently explored a way of taking this idea into
account with a tourist group recommender system that plans walking tours
through a city: The recommender system sometimes suggests that one group
member should “split away” from the group during part of a city walk to visit a
location of special interest to him. The authors’ user study showed that some
people appreciated this practice while others “completely rejected the idea”
(p. 99). This result suggests that recommending a solution for only part of a
group is a method that should be applied with care (e.g., only with prior consent
of all group members).

Where the method is considered to be acceptable, a relevant recommendation
paradigm is the double-sided recommendation14 of Lombardi and Vernero [73], in
which not only an option is recommended but also a group of persons who are
expected to like the option.

14 This concept differs from people-to-people reciprocal recommendation (Chapter “People-to-
People Reciprocal Recommenders”), in which two or more persons are recommended to each
other.
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6.7 Support Communication

The relevance of the strategy Support Communication to group decision making
is especially obvious, because of the importance of communication among group
members in Scenarios 3 and 4 of Table 1. The relevant research and practice
have yielded many examples of ways in which the use of an appropriate form of
communication can lead to a more satisfactory group decision process, including
controlling the anonymity of contributions (already discussed in Sect. 5.3) and the
following measures:

1. When explicit evaluations of options (e.g., ratings, free-text comments) are
elicited from group members, communication methods can be chosen that
encourage each group member to provide a sincere evaluation, as opposed to
a distorted one that is intended to achieve exaggerated influence on the group’s
decision, as when you rate your number-two option as “terrible” so as to increase
the likelihood that your number-one option will be chosen by the group (see [51,
sect. 3] for an early discussion and [67, chap. 17, sect. 5] for a more general
discussion in the context of negotiation). Tran et al. [106] have recently explored
interface design solutions that yield promising results in terms of encouraging
sincere evaluations.

2. During brainstorming sessions, there is a well-known rule that new proposals
should not be criticized immediately, so that members are not discouraged from
generating a large number of options (see, e.g., [35, sect. 10-4]).

3. A method for taking turns while making contributions can be introduced which
is perceived as fair and appropriate and which therefore reduces the likelihood
of participants becoming frustrated because of not having a chance to contribute
[46, chap. 6].

4. Instead of simply allowing unrestricted textual communication, the user interface
can make available to group members communication elements that tend to
encourage contributions that are helpful rather than disruptive. These can range
from carefully designed rating scales, emoticons, and bits of prefabricated text
to artificial agents that make use of natural language processing technology
(Chapter “Natural Language Processing for Recommender Systems”) and/or
animated characters (see, e.g., [52]).

7 Recapitulation and Concluding Remarks

We hope that this chapter has convinced readers of the following general points:

• There is a greater amount of relevant knowledge about individual and group
decision making than the concepts and results that so far have been taken into
account in recommender systems research and practice.
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• Though the relevant research in psychology and other fields is vast and multi-
faceted, it is possible to acquire a grasp of it with the help of comprehensive yet
compact and accessible models such as the ASPECT and ARCADES models.

• This knowledge and understanding makes it possible to discover numerous new
ways of making recommender systems more effective for the support of human
choices, ranging from small improvements of specific aspects of interaction to
the application of recommendation technology in novel ways.

Attentive readers may have noticed that many of the issues presented as being
typical of group decision making also arise in connection with individual decision
making, though in more subtle ways. This fact should not be surprising, given
that even a single decision maker can have conflicting interests and apply different
choice patterns. Looking for cases like these would be an interesting way to review
the material in this chapter; some ideas of this sort are offered near the end of
Chapter “Group Recommender Systems: Beyond Preference Aggregation”.

When putting the information provided in this chapter to use in their own
research or practice, readers will need to consider which of the many issues
discussed here are most likely to be relevant to their particular problems, and they
will want to consult the cited literature concerning these issues. Some ideas will
prove in practice to be more helpful than others in solving the problem being
addressed, and readers will need to exploit their own experience and creativity to
make effective use of them.

Though there are faster ways of making some types of progress with recom-
mender systems, the field can hardly continue indefinitely with only a partial
understanding of the individual and group decision making that it aims to support.
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Social Recommender Systems

Ido Guy

1 Introduction

In the “social web” or “Web 2.0” [79], people play a central role by creating content,
annotating it with tags, votes (or ‘likes’), or comments, joining communities, and
connecting with friends and followers. Social media websites are proliferating and
attract millions of users who author content, post messages, share photos with their
friends, and engage in many other types of activities. This rapid growth intensifies
the phenomenon of social overload, where users of social media are exposed to a
huge amount of information and participate in vast amounts of interactions. Social
overload makes it harder on the one hand for social media users to choose which
sites to engage in and for how long and on the other hand makes it more challenging
for social media websites to attract users and retain them.

Social Recommender Systems (SRS) are recommender systems that target the
social media domain. They aim at coping with the social overload challenge by
presenting the most relevant and attractive data to the user, typically by applying
personalization techniques. The “marriage” between recommender systems (RS)
and social media has many potential benefits for both sides. On the one hand, social
media introduces many new types of data and meta-data, such as tags and explicit
online relationships, which can be used in a unique manner by RS to enhance their
effectiveness. On the other hand, recommender systems are crucial for social media
websites to enhance the adoption and engagement by their users and thus play
an important role in the overall success of social media. It should be noted that
traditional RS, such as user-based collaborative filtering, are social in their nature
since they mimic the natural process where we seek advice or suggestions from
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other people [88]. Yet, in this chapter we focus on those recommender systems that
are aimed for the social media domain, which we term social recommender systems
[43].

This chapter focuses on two key areas of SRS, social media content recom-
mendation and people recommendation. We dedicate a section to each of these
areas, reviewing the different sub-domains, their unique characteristics, the applied
methods, case studies in the enterprise, and open challenges. SRS consist of more
areas, such as recommendation of tags and groups (communities), however, these
are left beyond the scope of this chapter. The remainder of the chapter is organized as
follows: the next two sections discuss in detail content and people recommendation.
The following section discusses key aspects characterizing SRS as raised throughout
its preceding two sections. The chapter concludes by reviewing emerging SRS
domains and open challenges.

2 Content Recommendation

Social media introduced many new types of content that can be created and shared
by any user in a way that has never been possible before. Users became the
center of every social media website and in many cases were the ones creating the
actual content of the site: textual content as in Wikipedia and WordPress; photos
as in Flickr and Facebook; and video as in YouTube. Users also have a key role
in providing feedback and annotating existing content on social media websites.
Comments allow users to add their own opinion; votes and ratings allow them
to ‘like’ (or dislike) favourite posts; and tags allow them to annotate the content
with keywords that reflect their own viewpoint. These new types of feedback forms
allow RS to implicitly infer user preferences and content popularity by analyzing
the crowd’s feedback.

In the social media era, articulated relationships have become available through
social network sites (SNSs) [11] and changed the world of content recommendation.
While in the past such relationships could only be partially extracted by surveys
and interviews, and later by mining communication patterns from phone logs or
email that are highly sensitive privacy-wise, the availability of relationships in
social networks allows tapping into one’s network of familiar people (Facebook,
LinkedIn) or people of interest (Twitter) in a simpler way without infringing
privacy. The use of the friend list instead of or alongside the list of similar people
as in traditional CF has been broadly proven to be productive for enhancing
content recommendations. Sinha and Swearingen [97] were among the first to
compare friend-based recommendation with traditional methods and showed their
effectiveness for movie and book recommendation. Golbeck [36] showed that
friends can be a trusted source for movie recommendation. Groh and Ehmig [38]
compared collaborative filtering with friend-based “social filtering” and showed the
advantage of the latter for club recommendation within a German SNS. Costa and
Ortale [20] use signed social relations (trust and distrust) to produce personalized
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recommendations using a model-based approach. Yang et al. [110] provide a survey
of collaborative filtering based SRS, classifying them into matrix factorization-
based approaches and neighbourhood-based approaches. Eirinaki et al. [26] survey
large-scale recommender systems that take advantage of the characteristics of the
underlying social network. They focus on the variety and volatility of social bonds
and tackle the problems of size and speed of change in social graphs. Overall,
recommendation based on friends enhance recommendations’ accuracy; allow the
user to better judge the recommendations since s/he is familiar with the respective
people; spare the need for explicit feedback from the user in order to calculate
similarity; and help cope with the cold-start problem for new users.

In recent years, studies that harness deep learning approaches to content SRS
have emerged. Sun et al. [98] suggested an attentive recurrent network-based
approach for temporal social recommendation. They model users’ complex dynamic
and general static preferences over time by fusing social influence among users with
two attention networks. Taneja and Arora [101] prioritize contextual dimensions
for user modeling using neural networks and tensor factorization. Tahmasebi et
al. [100] suggest a hybrid social recommender system utilizing a deep autoencoder
network. The proposed approach uses collaborative and content-based filtering,
as well as social influence. Fan et al. [27] propose a Bi-LSTM with attention
mechanism to extract “deep” social sequences, which consider information from
not only direct neighbors but also distant neighbors. Their approach demonstrates
good performance over the Ciao and Epinions datasets.

The remainder of this section reviews key domains of social media content
recommendation, such as blogs, microblogs, news, and multimedia. We then briefly
discuss group recommendation, which is especially relevant for recommendation
of social media content. Following, a case study of social media recommendation
within the enterprise is presented in detail. The section concludes with a summary
of key points.

2.1 Key Domains

Blogs Blogs are one of the classic social media applications and a natural ground
for recommendation techniques. They typically consist of inherent hierarchy that
SRS need to take into account. At the top of this hierarchy is the blog itself,
which may be owned by an individual user or a community, and is often focused
on a topic or domain. The blog includes different blog posts (or blog entries) that
include one article by a single author. The author (and sometimes other users) can
usually annotate the post with appropriate tags, which also serve for dissemination
to relevant populations. The post’s readers can add comments and can often also vote
for (or ‘like’) the post [50]; other authors can use a trackback to reference the post
from their own post. In one of the early studies of blog recommendation, Arguello
et al. [5] explored personalized recommendation of whole blogs (as opposed to
blog posts) using the TrecBlog06 dataset [72]. Given a query that represented the
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user’s topical interests, two document models were explored: the first included
a single large document that was based on concatenation of all the blog’s posts
and the second was based on smaller documents, each representing a single post,
while aggregation was made at ranking time. Evaluation indicated that both models
performed equally well and that hybridization of both further improved the results.

Multimedia Multimedia recommendation is challenging due to the lower amounts
of textual data and the extremely large size of the content. One of the most popular
social media websites, YouTube, includes an advanced recommender system that
drives a large portion of the user traffic and helps direct users to more relevant
videos. Davidson et al. [23] stated that the goals of the YouTube recommendations
are to be recent and fresh, diverse, and relevant to the user’s recent actions. They
also stated that users should understand why a video was recommended to them,
thus incorporating explanations in the YouTube RS. As described in their paper,
YouTube recommendations are based on the user’s personal activity on the site and
are expanded by a variant of collaborative filtering (CF) over the co-visitation graph.
Ranking is done based on a variety of signals for relevance and diversity. A later
study examined the impact of recommendation on excessive use of online video
streaming services and found it to be high [56].

Community Question and Answering Social or community question-and-
answering (SQA or CQA) websites, such as StackOverflow, Quora, and Yahoo
Answers, allow users to ask various types of questions and receive (and vote for)
answers from the crowd. Questions may a wide variety of domains and seeks
for information, conversation, or both [7, 45, 51]. As such, they also serve as a
fertile ground for different types of recommender systems for both question askers
and answerers. The challenge here is twofold: on the one hand, recommend to
askers similar previously-asked questions to avoid redundant burden on answerers
and spread of similar information in many question pages; on the other hand,
recommend answerers with questions they may want to answer and increase
overall answer engagement on the website. As one example, Szpektor et al. [99]
experimented with recommendation of questions to potential answerers on the
Yahoo Answers website. They discovered that topic relevance was not a good
enough basis for recommendation. Diversity and freshness also played a key role:
on the one hand, a novel and somewhat different question was more likely to arouse
answerer’s attention and on the other hand it was extremely important for answerers
to receive questions that are very fresh, typically only a few minutes old.

Jobs LinkedIn is one of the most successful SNSs and as the world’s largest
professional network it has many unique recommendation challenges, such as of
companies and of professional groups. Another specifically interesting example
is the recommendation of job opportunities. Such recommendation can have a
tremendous influence on people’s lives as it can ultimately lead to a career
change. Recommendation needs to take into account many aspects, such as location
alternatives, candidate’s experience, and timing. Wang et al. [106] shed some
light on the job recommendation task at LinkedIn and particularly focus on the
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timing of recommendation. Their statistical model considered the tenure between
two successive decisions to estimate the likelihood of a user’s decision to make
a job transition at a given point. Evaluation used the real-world job application
data and demonstrated the effectiveness of their model and the importance of
considering the time factor as part of the recommendation process. Olsson et al. [78]
expand the scope and define “professional social matching” as the matching of
individuals or groups for vocational collaboration and co-creation of value. This
covers organizational activities, including recruitment, headhunting, community
building, team formation, and individually-driven activities like mentoring, seeking
advisory relationships, and general networking.

News Social news aggregators such as Digg, Google Reader, Reddit, and Slashdot,
allow users to post and rate news articles and surface the most interesting and
trending stories. News recommendation is especially challenging due to the need
for freshness. Old stories or stories to which the user has already been exposed will
be considered bad recommendations, even when relevant to the user’s tastes and
preferences. The pace of news appearance is very high, while different users have
different news consumption rates, which personalization techniques need to take
into account. Digg used to be a popular social news aggregation service, allowing its
users to submit links to news stories, vote, and discuss them. Aside from promoting
the most popular stories to users (by votes), Lerman [68] described the personalized
recommender system implemented for Digg that was based on friends and “diggers
like me”. Recommendations for another popular news website, Google Reader,
were described by Liu et al. [71]. They combined CF techniques with “individual
filtering” techniques. Evaluation, based on a live trial, indicated that the hybrid
approach performed best and improved 38% over a popularity-based baseline. Pure
CF was only able to improve 31% on top of the baseline. An increase in return rate
was observed due to the hybrid recommendations, however, interestingly, there was
no effect on the overall number of stories read on the homepage.

Microblogs Microblogging, most famously brought into attention by Twitter,
allows user to broadcast short messages. Those messages are typically propagated
across a network of followers and “followees”, built by the user’s ability to follow
any another user. On twitter, each message is limited to 140 characters and is called
a ‘tweet’. The high pace of messages (over half a billion tweets per day), their real-
time nature, their concise content, and the lack of metadata and structure, make the
challenge of filtering and personalizing the Twitter firehose of unique nature. In one
of the earlier studies, Chen et al. [17] explored content recommendation through
URLs shared in tweets. They compared 12 algorithms that differed in the following
aspects: (1) candidate selection was either based on popular tweets or on tweets
from followees and followees-of-followees (FoF); (2) topic relevance was based
on cosine similarity between the user and the URL. The user’s representation was
based on self-tweets or on followees’ tweets; (3) social voting was based on the
number of user’s followees who also follow the author and on author’s frequency
of tweeting. Results, based on a field study with 44 subjects, indicated that social
voting worked better than topic relevance; FoF candidate selection outperformed
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popularity; and using self tweets for user modeling performed better than using
the followees’ tweets. The introduction of the ‘retweet’ feature, which allows
user to share another user’s tweet with their own audience of followers, provided
researchers with direct feedback about the level of interest in an individual tweet.
Many studies followed that attempted to use this information to predict “good”
tweets. For example, Chen et al. [18] suggested a model for personalized tweet
recommendation using “collaborative ranking”. The model was based on both
explicit and latent features and considered a wide variety of topic-level, social
relations, and global factors. Evaluation was based on re-tweet prediction and
showed the superiority of the collaborative ranking method over various baselines,
such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation and Support Vector Machine. It also indicated
that all the three factors are important to consider. In more recent work, Alawad et
al. [3] studied the recommendation of “novel” tweets that were not posted or shared
by anybody in the user’s network. To this end, they created the user’s egocentric
network up to depth two and applied the transitivity property of the friend-of-a-
friend relationship to yield recommendations. Piao and Breslin [84] proposed a
learning-to-rank approach for recommending tweets that a user might re-tweet based
on a deep neural network with Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM). The rank score
was based on both the similarity between the embeddings of a user and the tweet
and the similarity between the embeddings of the user and the tweet’s author. The
2020 RecSys challenge focused on microblogging, with Twitter releasing around
160 Million public tweets obtained by sub-sampling over a period of two weeks.
The specific task was to determine the probability that a user is going to engage
with the content of another user via reply, retweet, or ‘like’ [95].

2.2 Group Recommender Systems: Beyond Preference
Aggregation

Groups and communities play a central role in social media and often times form
the entry gate for participation [89]. This makes group recommendation techniques
highly relevant for the SRS domain. Due to this relevance, we briefly review the
broad area of group recommendation in this sub-section; in the following section,
as part of the enterprise case study, we describe in more detail an example of
SRS aimed for communities. Group recommendation targets a group of individuals
rather than a single one (Chapter “Group Recommender Systems: Beyond Prefer-
ence Aggregation”). Example scenarios for group recommendation include friends
planning together their “perfect” vacation; a family selecting a movie or a television
show to watch together; a group of colleagues choosing a restaurant for an evening
outside (or looking for a recipe for a joint meal); or the classic (and less relevant in
the era of personal music players) gym problem [73]: selection of a playlist based
on the current group of trainees in a fitness center.

Group recommendation poses new challenges compared to individual recom-
mendations. Two of the prominent challenges are the specification of preferences
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by members and the recommendation generation. Jameson et al. [61] suggested
a collaborative interface for members to specify their preferences in a group
recommender system for travel, which allowed collaborative editing of the mem-
bers’ preferences. Such an interface holds various benefits: it allows members to
persuade others to specify a similar preference to their own, perhaps by giving them
information they had previously lacked; it enables to explain and justify a member’s
preference (e.g., “I can’t go hiking due to an injury”); it allows taking into account
attitudes and anticipated behavior of other members; and it encourages assimilation
to facilitate the reaching of agreement.

The most studied challenge of group recommendation is the generation of
recommendations themselves. The two main techniques are profile aggregation
and recommendation aggregation. Profile aggregation produces a single profile
representative of the group by aggregating the preferences of the different group
members. Recommendation aggregation generates a recommendation list for each
of the group members and aggregates the list into one single list for the group,
typically by using rank aggregation techniques. Berkovsky et al. [10] experimented
with these two approaches for recipe recommendation to groups and found that
the profile aggregation method was superior over the recommendation aggregation
method.

There are various approaches for aggregating member preferences into a single
community profile, each with its own pros and cons. Among the prominent
approaches are: (1) least misery, which seeks to maximize the minimum ranking
of any group member. Obviously, this approach can lead to a recommendation
that does not maximize the average rating or the maximum benefit; (2) fairness,
which aims at the most equal rating balance across group members. This can lead
to a recommendation that gets a low rating by all members of the group; (3) and
fusion, which aggregates individual rankings (e.g., by Borda count). Baltrunas et al.
[6] compared several techniques for group recommendation using the MovieLens
dataset. They examined both profile aggregation and rank aggregation techniques
and found the optimal one given a set of parameters, such as the group’s size
and the similarity among group members. Review of additional studies on group
recommendation can be found in a recently published surveys [22, 28].

2.3 Case Study: Social Media Recommendation
in the Enterprise

In this section, we review a body of research that explored recommendation of
mixed social media items within the enterprise, and included three main studies.
The first study [53] focused on recommendation based on social relationships . As
previously mentioned, social media enables the exposure of different types of social
relationships in a way that has never been possible before. The study explored a rich
set of indicators for social relationships based on social media data and compared
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Fig. 1 Widget for social media item recommendation based on related people

two types of networks as basis for recommendation: familiarity and similarity. The
familiarity network was built based on explicit and implicit signals from enterprise
social media, such as articulated connection within an enterprise SNS, tagging one
another, or co-authorship of the same wiki page. The similarity network was based
on common activity in enterprise social media, such as membership in the same
communities, usage of the same tags, or commenting on the same blog posts. An
“overall” network was also examined, combining the two types of relationships.

The recommendation widget, depicted in Fig. 1, presents the recommendations
with explanations, which displays the people who served as the “implicit recom-
menders” and how they were related to both the user and the recommended item.
One of the key research questions of the study was whether explanations influence
the instant interest in the recommended items. This was examined by comparing
recommendations with and without explanations.

The evaluation was primarily based on a user survey with 290 participants.
Figure 2 shows the portion of items rated “interesting” for each of the three network
types: familiarity, similarity, and overall. Recommendations from familiar people
were found significantly more accurate than recommendations from similar people.
The overall network did not improve accuracy on top of the familiarity network.
That said, recommendations from similar people were found more diverse and less
expected, indicating that the similarity network contributes on other dimensions than
accuracy to the recommendation quality [75].

Figure 3 displays the effect of explanations. While explanations have been
previously shown to have positive effect on recommendation in the long term,
by providing transparency and building trust with the user [57], it was found
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Fig. 2 Rating results across the three network types

Fig. 3 Rating results with and without explanations

that recommendations with explanations in this case also increase their instant
effectiveness: when the people who serve as implicit recommenders were shown,
interest rate in the recommendations grew. This was particularly true for familiar
people, following the intuition that seeing a familiar person who is related to a
recommended item may increase the likelihood of the user’s interest in that item
(e.g., “if John has bookmarked the page, there must have been something interesting
in it”).

After establishing understanding of people-based recommendation, a second
study explored the use of tags for the recommendation task and compared tag-based
with people-based recommendation [54]. The people-based recommendations were
calculated based on a combined network of familiarity and similarity, with a triple-
boost given to the familiarity network based on the results of the previous study.

Based on the results of a preliminary study, the tags used for recommendation
included those used by the user and those applied to the user by others via
an enterprise people tagging application [87]. Experimentation was made with a
pure people-based recommender (PBR), a pure tag-based recommender (TBR),
two hybrid people-tag recommenders (or-PTBR and and-PTBR), and a popularity
baseline (POPBR).

The main comparison results are shown in Fig. 4. In general, all personalization
techniques outperformed the popularity-based recommender. In terms of accuracy
(interest rate), tag-based recommenders significantly outperformed people-based
recommenders. Yet, people-based recommenders showed other benefits, such as
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Fig. 4 Rating results for five different recommenders

increased diversity across item types (tags substantially favored bookmarks), less
expected results reflected in lower rates of already-known items, and more effective
explanations. Specifically regarding explanations, the effect found for people-based
explanations in increasing interest rates was not found for tag-based recommenders.
Apparently, seeing the related tags to a recommended item does not have the effect
(or extra value) that viewing the related people has. Hybrid recommendations,
combining people-based and tag-based approaches, were shown to take the good
of both worlds and also achieved the best accuracy with a ratio of around 70%
interesting items for the top 16 recommendations.

The third study in the series explored recommendation for online communities
rather than for individuals [89]. As mentioned before, online communities have
become central to social media experience and much of the social media content
is created in the context of a community. In that work, recommendations were
generated using group recommendation techniques, but were targeted to the com-
munity owners (moderators) only, so that they can share the content with the rest
of the members as appropriate. Recommendations were generated using two main
techniques. The first considered the members of the communities or a subset of
them, and applied profile aggregation using the fusion approach (with advanced
scoring) to generate a community profile that included both topics and people.
These topics and people in turn served as the basis for recommendation: their
most related content items were recommended. In particular, three subsets of the
members were examined: all members, all owners, and active members. The second
technique was content-based (CB): it considered the title, description, and tags of the
community to generate recommendations. Hybrid approaches were also considered,
by combining the topics and people from the member-based recommenders with the
topics extracted by the content-based recommender into one community profile.

Evaluation was conducted using a large user survey of enterprise community
owners and results are summarized in Fig. 5. Hybrid recommenders were generally
found to perform better than the pure recommenders. For large communities (100
members or more), it was found that the hybrid profile that considered both
active members and community’s content performed significantly better than all
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Fig. 5 Average rating for small vs. large communities across seven community profiles

Fig. 6 Community activity before and after a survey where owners could share social media
content with their community

other profiles. The pure active member-based profile was second best for large
communities. For small communities (less than 100 members), the pure content
profile was the best, followed by the hybrid profile considering all members and the
content. These results indicate that for small communities, the content is a strong
basis for recommendation and all members are a good representative group for
profile aggregation. But for large communities, the content is less effective on its
own and the group of all members becomes too disparate, while the group of only
active members serves as the best basis for profile aggregation.

In a follow-up study, the impact of such recommendations was inspected over
four rounds of recommendation to enterprise community owners [47]. Owners could
share recommended content, such as blogs, bookmarks, and forum posts with their
community members. As can be seen in Fig. 6, such recommendations, in both
the first and fourth round, showed significant effect on overall community activity
over a period of the following 8 weeks, compared to a control group whose owners
received no recommendations.
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2.4 Summary

We reviewed different domains for recommendation of social media content and a
case study for recommending mixed social media items in the enterprise. We also
discussed the importance and relevance of group recommendation techniques when
recommending social media content. Below are a few important points we wanted
to re-iterate before moving to the next section:

• Articulated social networks play an important role in CF for social media content
and enhance traditional CF in various manners.

• Tag-based recommendations are highly effective for producing accurate recom-
mendations and typically outperform regular user-based CF.

• As in Traditional RS, hybrid approaches (e.g., tags+ networks, short+ long term
interests, collaborative + individual filtering) usually enhance recommendation
effectiveness.

• A large user-base is desirable and can lead to a strong evaluation on live systems
(e.g., A/B testing).

• Accuracy alone is not enough: serendipity, diversity, freshness, and other quali-
ties also play a key role in the success of recommendations.

3 People Recommendation

Social recommender systems span beyond content recommendation. As mentioned
in the introduction, social overload originates from both information and interaction
overload. Since people are the key element that makes the web “social”, recommen-
dation of people is a central pillar within the social recommender system domain.
Terveen and Mcdonald [102] coined the term “social matching” for recommender
systems that recommend people to people. In their work, they explained why a
people recommender is a unique RS, which is different than recommendation of
other artifacts, and thus deserves its own special attention (see also Chapter “People-
to-People Reciprocal Recommenders”). Among other aspects, trust, reputation,
privacy, and personal attraction have greater importance when it comes to people
recommendation.

Social media sites and in particular SNSs define different types of explicit
(or “articulated”) relationships among their users. The main dimensions of the
relationship types are:

• Symmetric vs. asymmetric. In some sites, such as Facebook and LinkedIn, a
relationship between two users is reciprocated. In such a case, one user typically
sends an invitation to connect to another user, who needs to accept the invitation.
Once the other user accepts, the two are reciprocally connected on the site [81].
On the other hand, asymmetric relationships, such as on Twitter or Pinterest,
allow one user to “subscribe to” or “follow” another user. The other user does
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not necessarily need to follow the first user back and thus many asymmetric
relationships are formed.

• Confirmed vs. non-confirmed. Some of the sites require the other side’s agree-
ment for connecting or following, while others do not. Typically, symmetric
networks require such confirmation and as long as it has not been received, no
connection exists. Asymmetric networks do not usually require a confirmation
and any user can choose to follow any other user, however there are exceptions
to these norms.

• Ad-hoc vs. permanent. Some of the sites encourage connection for an ad-hoc
purpose, such as for people to meet at an event or partner for a joint task, while
others encourage a long-term relationship that is meant to last over months and
years.

• The site’s domain. The domain of the SNS has an important influence on the
formed network. For example, Facebook is typically used for maintaining social
relationships with friends and acquaintances, while LinkedIn is a professional
network meant for maintaining business relationships with colleagues and
partners. The goals and characteristics of a connection in each of these sites are
therefore different, as they would be in SNSs for other domains, such as travel,
art, cooking, question and answering, etc.

The different characteristics of people relationships in the different sites require
different recommendation techniques. For example, a recommender for people
to connect with on Facebook may seek to recommend familiar people, while a
recommender for people to follow on Twitter may recommend people the user is
interested in, even if they are not familiar. Recommending “celebrities” or popular
people is probably a better strategy for a follower-followee network than for a
friendship network. A good summary can be found in [41].

In the remainder of this section, we review three key types of people recom-
mendation: recommending people to connect with, recommending people to follow,
and recommending strangers to get to know. We describe the unique challenges and
characteristics of each of these recommendation types and demonstrate how existing
approaches handle them. Before summarizing the key aspects, we briefly discuss
two closely related research areas to people recommendation: link prediction and
expertise location.

3.1 Recommending People to Connect With

The first study that focused on people recommendation in an SNS introduced
the “do you know?” (DYK) widget [49]. The widget recommended people to
connect to within an enterprise SNS. The action the widget was targeting was
clicking a ‘connect’ button that would trigger an invitation to connect within the
SNS, which the other side would need to confirm for the connection to become
public. Recommendations were made based on a variety of familiarity signals: org-
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Fig. 7 The “Do You know?”
(DYK) widget

chart relationships (peers, manager-employee, etc.), paper and patent co-authorship,
project co-membership, blog commenting, person tagging, mutual connections,
connection on another SNS, wiki co-editing, and file sharing. Figure 7 illustrates
the widget, which included detailed explanations for each recommendation. The
explanations indicated the counts per each of the signals mentioned above and
further hovering over an evidence line allowed seeing the specific details (e.g., the
wiki pages co-edited) and getting to the actual page of the evidence pieces.

The evaluation of the widget was based on a field study of its use within the
Fringe enterprise SNS. Fringe had the “friending” feature before, but did not have
a people recommender. The inspected effect on the site was dramatic. Both the
number of invitations sent and the number of users who send invitations significantly
increased, as can be seen in Figs. 8 and 9. One of the users of the site explained: “I
must say I am a lazy social networker, but Fringe was the first application motivating
me to go ahead and send out some invitations to others to connect.” Explanations
increased user trust in the system and made them feel more comfortable sending
invitations, as one user described: “If I see more direct connections I’m more likely
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Fig. 8 DYK vs. Profile
usage throughout the
inspected period

Fig. 9 Average number of invitations per user before and after the inspected period

to add them [. . . ] I know they are not recommended by accident.” Overall, there was
a substantial increase in the number of connections per user on Fringe. However, a
sharp decay of the widget usage was found over time, as excitement of the feature
dropped and potential connections were exhausted.

In a follow-up study [16], conducted within a different enterprise SNS, nick-
named Beehive, the aggregation algorithm used by the DYK widget (termed
‘SONAR’) was compared with three other algorithms for people recommendation:
(1) Content Matching (CM)—based on cosine similarity of the content created
by both users: profile entries, status messages, photos’ text, shared lists, job title,
location, description, and tags. Word vectors were created by a simple TF-IDF
procedure. Latent semantic analysis (LSA) was not shown to produce better results
and was not applied since it does not yield intuitive explanations; (2) Content plus
Link (CplusL)—combined CM with social links. A social link was defined as a
sequence of 3 or 4 users, where for each pair of users in the sequence u1 and u2,
either u1 connects to u2, u2 connects to u1, or u1 commented on u2’s content; (3)
Friend of Friends (FoF)—based on the number of mutual friends, as done in many
of the popular SNSs. The FoF algorithm was able to produce recommendations for
only 57.2% of the users (compared to 87.7% for SONAR). Figure 10 shows the
recommendation widget.
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Fig. 10 People
recommender widget showing
a person recommended using
the CplusL algorithm

Evaluation was based on a user survey and a controlled field study. Figure 11
shows the main survey results. CM and CplusL produced mostly unknown people,
while SONAR and FoF produced mostly known individuals. As could be expected, a
higher portion of the recommended people who were familiar to the user were rated
as good recommendations and resulted in a “connect” action. Yet, the unknown
recommended individuals may help discover new potential friends. The overall
superiority of algorithms that involve social links over content was clear: only 30.5%
of the CM recommendations resulted in a connect action, compared to 40% for
CplusL, 47.7% for FoF, and 59.7% for SONAR.

A later study examined the recommendation impact on the network structure
[21]. Since recommendations play such a key role in building the network during its
early stages, they also substantially influence the structure of the generated network,
its characteristics, and measurements. For example, Fig. 12 shows the average
degree of recommended connections for each of the four algorithms. FoF is the
most biased towards high-degree connections, while CM does not have such bias: it
often recommends users with few connections or even none at all. The high-degrees
of FoF recommendations lead to a network with fewer nodes and higher average
degree compared to the network created by CM recommendations. Another aspect
of the effect of recommendations on the network is betweenness centrality, which
measures the importance of nodes in the graph [12]: CM and SONAR generate the
highest delta in betweenness compared to CplusL and FoF. Regarding demographic
characteristics, CM is most biased towards the same country, but least biased
towards the same organizational unit, while SONAR substantially increases cross-
country and intra-unit connections. The network effects of people recommendations
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Fig. 11 Survey results for the four algorithms

Fig. 12 Degree of
recommended connections
across the four algorithms

are an important global aspect of a people recommender and need to be considered
when designing a new people recommender system.

Another related study by Freyne et al. focused on recommendation as a means
to increase new users’ engagement within an enterprise SNS [32]. That study used
aggregated data external to the SNS in question to recommend both people and
content to new users. Even brand new employees could still get recommendations
based on their initial data, such as their org-chart information (indicating their
peers), location, or organizational unit. The results indicated that combined rec-
ommendations have a significant effect in increasing users’ visits to the site as well
as their viewing activity and actual contributions to the site (the latter is depicted in
Fig. 13). Interestingly, people recommendations were most effective when focusing
on recommending the most active users, even if they had less familiarity signals
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Fig. 13 Actions over four months

with the user. Yet, as discussed, such recommendations can have a long-term effect
on the network structure and lead to a less balanced degree distribution.

Friend recommendation has also become popular on mobile devices, where
location often plays a role and makes the recommendations more transient or
ad-hoc. Quercia et al. [86] discussed “friendsensing”, sensing friends based on
Bluetooth information on mobile devices. Friends were recommended based on
co-location, while two basic approaches were attempted, taking into account the
duration of co-location and its frequency, respectively. A weighted graph was built
accordingly and recommendations were generated using that graph based on link
analysis (shortest path, page rank, k-markov chain, and HITs). Simulation-based
evaluation indicated both basic approaches perform similarly well and way beyond
a random baseline.

Gurini et al. [40] proposed a matrix factorization model with temporal dynamics
to provide people recommendations. Each dimension in a three-dimensional matrix
factorization model represented an “attitude”: sentiment, volume, and objectivity.
Recommender’s accuracy and diversity was shown to increase with attitudes and
temporal features.

3.2 Recommending Strangers

The focus of the work discussed thus far has been on recommending familiar people
one can connect to. As already implied, there could also be value in recommending
people the user does not know. StrangerRS [43] attempted to recommend people
who are unknown yet interesting within the organization. Such recommendations
can be useful in many potential manners, such as, for getting help or advice, reach
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Fig. 14 User interface of the stranger recommender system

new opportunities, discover new routes for career development, learn about new
assets that can be leveraged, connect with subject-matter experts and influencers,
cultivate one’s organizational social capital, and grow own reputation and influence
within the organization. As mentioned before, recommendation of people to connect
to within an SNS is mostly effective for the network-building phase. Afterwards
one’s recommendations become staler, as the network becomes more stable and
connection to others becomes less frequent. This is where stranger recommendation
can become more relevant and complement the recommendation of familiar indi-
viduals, by suggesting interesting people the user does not know, but may want to
start getting acquainted with.

Figure 14 shows the user interface of StrangerRS. Since it aimed at recommend-
ing strangers, more information about each person was presented, in the form of
their full profile page (part A). Evidence for why this person may be interesting
was also presented (part B). It included similarity points with that individual, such
as common tags, common communities, common files, and others. The action
suggested by the recommender was not a connection within the SNS, since it is
likely to be too soon to connect to a stranger, but rather it was suggested to view the
person’s profile, read their blog, or follow them (part C).
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Fig. 15 Rating of “strangerness” for StrangerRS and two baselines: random and strong familiarity

Fig. 16 Rating of interest in strangers for RandomRS vs. the random baseline

A successful recommendation by StrangerRS was considered a recommendation
of a stranger who might be interesting to the user. These two, almost contradicting,
goals were not easy to satisfy and led to a much lower accuracy level than
usual familiar people recommendation. Yet, supposedly, the value of a successful
recommendation in this case is much higher, since this is no longer just about
facilitating connection to a known person, but rather about exposing the user to a
new interesting person s/he was not even aware of. The method used for producing
the recommendations was based on network composition: the extracted familiarity
network was subtracted from the extracted similarity network to produce the
recommendations. Jaccard index was the main measure used for similarity between
two individuals. Results, depicted in Figs. 15 and 16, indicated that two thirds
of the recommended individuals were indeed strangers, yet strangers who were
significantly more interesting than a random stranger. Out of 9 recommendations
presented to each user, 67% included at least one stranger rated 3 or above in terms
of the user’s interest, on a 5-point Likert scale.

Stranger recommendation is also a common feature of online dating websites.
Pizzato et al. [85] introduced RECON, a reciprocal recommender for online dating.
Similarly to the original social matching framework, they specified a few special
characteristics of reciprocal recommendations, where people are both the subject
and object of recommendations. These included the fact that success is dependent
on both sides; the need for both sides to provide their profiles so that matching can
occur; and the typical requirement that one individual will not be recommended
to too many others. Their evaluation, conducted on a major Australian dating site,
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was based on four weeks of training and two weeks of testing, where success was
determined based on previous user interaction. Generally they found that accounting
for reciprocity features improves recommendation accuracy and helps address the
cold-start problem. Zheng et al. [112] studied speed dating data, where the user’s
expectations are well defined, and showed that addressing fairness by trading off
utility and performance yields a better recommender system.

3.3 Recommending People to Follow

Two studies were the earliest to explore recommendation of people to follow.
Hannon et al. [55] used a CB-CF hybridization to recommend “followees” on
Twitter. They examined several ways to generate user profiles, based on the user’s
own tweets, the user’s followers, the user’s followees, the user’s followers’ tweets,
and the user’s followees’ tweets. The open source search engine Lucene was used to
index users by their profile, after applying TF-IDF to boost distinctive terms or users
within the profile. They applied an offline evaluation using a dataset with 20,000
Twitter users. 19,000 were used as a training set and the remaining 1000 were the
test users. The different methods were compared based on their ability to predict
the user’s followees. A slight advantage was observed to profiles that were based
on followers and followers’ tweets. Hybrid profiles further improved the precision.
A small-scale live trial was also conducted where users indicated whom they were
likely to follow. On average, hybrid approached reached about 7 out of 30 accurate
recommendations.

A second study was performed by Brzozowski and Romero [13], who experi-
mented with the WaterCooler enterprise SNS. During a 24-day live trial period, they
observed patterns of 110 users who followed 774 new individuals. The strongest
pattern found was of the form A ← X → B, meaning that sharing an audience
(follower) with another person is a strong reason to follow that person. Most-replied
was found as a strong global signal. Similarity and most-read were found as weaker
signals for followee recommendation.

Gupta et al. [39] revealed some details about the followee recommender systems
in use by Twitter. From an architectural perspective, they noted the decision to
process the entire Twitter follower-followee graph in memory using a single server,
which contributed to the performance of the feature. They developed an open-source
in-memory graph processing engine to traverse the Twitter graph and generate
recommendations. The algorithm used was a combination of a random walk and
SALSA [67], comparing two approaches: the first gives each user the same influence
regardless of the number of users they follow or are followed by and the second gives
equal influence to each follower-followee edge. Sanz-Cruzado and Castells [92]
study diversity in people recommender systems, linking to prior diversity notions in
recommender systems. They focus on the notion of weak ties to enhance structural
diversity and demonstrate, using Twitter data, how state-of-the-art recommendation
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methods compare in such diversity and its tradeoff with accuracy. They show that
diverse recommendations result in a corresponding diversity enhancement in the
flow of information through the network, with potential alleviation of filter bubbles.

3.4 Related Research Areas

Link prediction in social networks is a fertile research area that is closely related
to people recommendation and has often been offered to enhance it. The seminal
work by Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg [70] formalized it as a task to predict new
interactions within a social network based on the existing set of interactions.
Experimentation with paper co-authorship networks showed, using an unsupervised
learning approach, that the network topology can be effectively used to predict
future collaboration. Moving to the social media domain, Leskovec et al. [69]
developed models to determine the sign of links (positive or negative) in SNSs where
interactions can be positive or negative (Epinions, Slashdot, Wikipedia). Fire et al.
[29] experimented with five social media sites, including Facebook, YouTube, and
Flickr, and proposed a set of graph-topology features for identifying missing links.
This technique was shown to outperform common-friends and Jaccard’s coefficient
measures, implying it can be useful for recommending new connections. Scellato
et al. [93] focused on location-based social networks and suggested a supervised
learning framework to predict new links among users and places. In another study
of mobile networks, Wang et al. [105] showed that combining network-based
features with human mobility features (e.g., user movement across locations) can
significantly improve link prediction performance using supervised learning.

It is also worth mentioning the research area of expertise location [64, 74] in the
context of people recommendation. Expertise location deals with the problem of
finding an expert in a given domain or technical area. It thus falls within the broad
search domain, since it is triggered by a user query. Similarly to the difference
between content and people recommendation, in expertise location the results are
people rather than documents as in content search. For similar reasons to those
already discussed in this section, the case of searching for people bears some
unique characteristics compared to other content search scenarios and therefore
forms its own area of research. Social media serves as a particularly good source
for expertise mining and analysis[42] and for providing explanation in the form
of expertise evidence [111]. Despite its pertinence to the search field, expertise
location is sometimes mixed with people recommendation and in many cases is
termed “expert recommendation”. It should be noted that a people recommender
should be considered as such only when it does not involve a user query and is
initiated by the system rather than by the user.
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3.5 Summary

We have seen that people recommendation is a complex field of study. The fact that
it deals with recommending people to themselves bring many interesting aspects to
the table. For example, explanations may serve in this case to make users feel more
comfortable accepting a recommendation and sending an invitation to connect or
start following (in most cases, knowing that the user who has been followed will
get a notification about it, even if their approval is not required). We reviewed three
types of people recommendations: recommendation of familiar people, for example
to connect with on an SNS; recommendation of interesting people, for example to
follow in a social media site; and recommendation of strangers, for dating or for
getting to know within a community or organization. A social website may transfer
between these types of recommendations according to the user’s phase within
the site. For example, it may be desirable to recommend familiar and interesting
people for users in their early stages, so they can build their network of friends or
followees. In a later stage, when users start to exhaust their connections, stranger
recommendations can help users get to know new individuals and increase their
social capital.

4 Discussion

In this section, we summarize key SRS-related topics that were brought up
throughout the previous two sections on people and content recommendation and
suggest directions for future work.

Explanations The public nature of social media data enables to provide more
transparency into recommendations by showing how they were formed. In some of
the enterprise examples we reviewed for both content and people recommendations,
explanations were found to have a key role in increasing the instant acceptance
rate of recommendations [49, 53]. Studies in the Web domain have shown a similar
effect [66, 103]. Beyond that, explanations in RS have been shown to have longer-
term effects of building trust relationships with the user [57] (Chapter “Beyond
Explaining Single Item Recommendations”).

There are also a few challenges with regards to explanations. First, as we
have seen, explanations do not always increase accuracy. For example, in our
mixed content recommendation study, tag-based explanations did not increase
recommendations’ ratings. Second, not every recommendation method can provide
intuitive explanations; there is usually a trade-off between the method’s complexity
and the clarity of explanations it can provide. For instance, recommendations that
are based on clustering techniques are usually harder to explain. Third, explanations
pose challenges in terms of privacy. For example, the YouTube explanations [23]
explicitly show videos previously watched by the user, which directly expose
information that might be sensitive if watched by another person. Fourth, expla-
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nations require extra real-estate on the user interface, which might be particularly
challenging on mobile devices; therefore their cost-to-value ratio should be carefully
considered when designing the recommender system.

Privacy As mentioned several times throughout this chapter, one of the key benefits
of social media data is that large portions of it are public and thus can be used for
analysis without infringing user privacy, as is the case, for example, with email or
file system data. It should be noted, however, that in some countries, public social
media information is still considered personal information (PI), when linked to an
identity of a real person. This means that analysis and inference from such data may
still require explicit user consent. Indeed, aggregation of public data, even if it was
previously accessible, may reveal sensitive information the user did not intend to
expose. In addition, as just mentioned, explanations aimed for a specific user might
reveal very sensitive data, such as browsing or viewing history, when exposed to
another person who may watch the screen alongside. Finally, there is much social
media data that is still access-restricted. Recommender systems should pay special
attention not to infringe the privacy model of the data, to avoid the exposure of
sensitive information [25].

Tags The work we reviewed indicated that tags, a mechanism introduced by social
media to annotate content, such as web pages, photos, or people, can be particularly
effective as a basis for recommendation. Tags’ ability to concisely summarize user
perspective over large content pieces make them a highly valuable resource for
producing recommendations [94]. Aside from recommendations, tags have been
shown to be useful for other purposes, such as enhancing search or generating “tag
clouds” that summarize the common topics of a group of items to the user [63].
Unfortunately, despite their value, tag usage is on the decrease in recent years, with
sites such as Delicious becoming less popular and other sites giving less prominence
to tags. Tag recommendation techniques [62, 96], which are another type of SRS not
discussed in this chapter, should be used to promote tag usage and close the loop: tag
recommendations help generate more tags, while these tags, in turn, used to produce
other recommendations.

Social Relationships One of the most important contributions of social media
to recommender systems is the introduction of the explicit (articulated) network .
Social network sites , such as Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter, allow people to
explicitly articulate their connections. As mentioned, there are two main types of
connections, one expresses familiarity and the other expresses interest. Both of these
articulated networks are very useful for content recommendation, and were shown
to enhance traditional CF techniques. They also have other benefits: (1) sparing
the need for explicit feedback in the form of ratings to determine the network
of similarity, (2) help coping with the new-user cold start problem, in case the
network can be used across social media websites, and (3) helping users judge the
recommendations, since they originate from people they know or are interested in
(also making explanations more effective). On the other hand, as we have seen,
recommendations of people to connect with or to follow are essential for enhancing
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the formation of such explicit relationships. This is a classic demonstration of the
mutual relationship between recommender systems and social media discussed in
the introduction: on the one hand social media introduces a new type of data that
enhances RS; on the other hand RS are essential for generating this type of data.

Trust and Reputation The topic of trust has a tremendous importance in the RS
domain. Obviously, the best recommendations come from a trusted person. But
on the other hand, trust is very challenging to compute as it represents a very
abstract and subjective quality between two individuals. Reputation represents a
more general concept about a person’s perception by others [59]. One way to define
it is the aggregation of trust in this person across the entire set of users. Social
media and the “wisdom of the crowd” enable to estimate trust and reputation in
ways that have not been possible before. Online social relationships and content
feedback forms (comments, ‘likes’, etc.) introduce more signals that can be used
to calculate trust and reputation. That said, many of the studies still use rough
estimations that are based on controversial assumptions, for example, that a friend
on an SNS is a trustworthy individual. Evaluation of trust and reputation is also
particularly challenging, as even in the real world people have hard time figuring
out who they trust or who has a good reputation. Assuming a network of trust is
given, there are growing amounts of research that explore how to use it to enhance
CF. The early work of Golbeck [37] suggested to adapt the CF formula in a way
that would boost similar users whom the user trusts. More advanced approaches
incorporate trust in matrix factorization techniques [60]. Finally, Wu et al. [108]
extend collaborative topic regression to model social trust ensemble that reflects
true friends in SRS.

Evaluation As reviewed throughout this chapter, evaluation of SRS typically
uses the common methods in the broader RS domain (Chapter “Evaluating
Recommender Systems”). These include offline evaluation, user studies (especially
common for SRS), and live field studies or A/B testing. Evaluation measures
include RMSE, NDCG, precision, and other commonly used metrics from the RS
domain. Looking forward, since social media is characterized by the “wisdom of
the crowd”, it will only be natural to see more crowdsourcing techniques used for
evaluation of SRS. These have become common in many domains in the recent
years, including information retrieval (e.g., [4, 14, 65]), however they are not as
common yet in RS evaluation. Evaluation that goes beyond accuracy to include
serendipity (“surprise”), diversity, novelty, coverage, and other factors is also
due in the SRS area [34]. Finally, evaluation over time, which also examines the
broader effect of the recommendation on the surrounding ecosystem of users, as
demonstrated in [21], is a highly desirable direction. Rather than focusing mostly
on recommendation effectiveness, their broader and longer-term influence on the
environment should also be considered. As another example to such research, Said
and Bellogin [91] started to explore the effect of recipe recommendation within the
Allrecipes.com SNS on users’ health. This kind of research requires new tools and
creative thinking to be brought into the existing set of evaluation methods.
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Recommending Content to Produce We extensively discussed content recom-
mendation in Sect. 2. Our examples focused on content the user consumes: video,
news, questions, social media items, etc. As explained in the introduction, one of the
key characteristics of social media is that users are not just the consumers, but also
the producers of content. There is a body of research that attempts to recommend
users content they may want to produce. Question recommendation in CQA sites,
which has already been mentioned in Sect. 2, has a role in encouraging users to
produce content in the form of answers. Other works attempted to encourage users
to create more profile entries [35], inspire users to write blogs [24], and prompt
them to edit articles on Wikipedia [19]. Recommending content to generate is a
particularly challenging task since the entry barrier is higher as many social media
users are lurkers (only consume content). It is rooted in the area of persuasive
technologies and theories such as self determination [90] and behavioral models
[30]. Clearly, recommending content to produce has a central role in the symbiosis
between recommender systems and social media.

5 Emerging Domains and Open Challenges

We conclude this chapter by pointing out potential emerging domains for SRS and
a few open challenges on top of the topics discussed throughout this chapter and
summarized in the previous section.

5.1 Emerging Domains

We enumerate four domains, which we think can serve as a fertile ground for SRS
research in the years to come.

Mobile and Wearables Recommendations for mobile devices, such as PDAs,
have been suggested since the beginning of the millennium. As smartphones and
tablets with advanced technologies, such as high-resolution cameras, GPS, and
touch screens started to prevail, recommendation technologies adapted themselves,
for example, by taking into account the user’s location. The combination of mobile
and social (sometimes referred to as SoLoMo—social, mobile, and location) holds
new opportunities for SRS, which will combine the advanced capabilities of mobile
devices with social interaction across these devices. Looking further into the future,
wearable devices, such as glasses and watches, are likely to have access to even
more personal information that on the one hand will provide more data for SRS
to work with, and on the other hand will require more advanced recommendation
techniques, so these devices can work appropriately with minimum input from the
user.
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Smart TVs RS have been quite popular in the TV domain for many years. The
Netflix prize advanced this domain even further [9]. However, as TVs continue to
evolve into “smart TVs”, they enable many more social elements, such as sharing
and interaction between watchers, which make the new TVs a social medium on
its own. This provides a highly interesting opportunity for SRS to make this new
generation of televisions even smarter.

Automotive The automotive domain is also evolving in recent years. Self-driving
cars is arguably the most exciting challenge on the table, but new car models
allow more collaboration between cars and their drivers. Being such an advanced
instrument, the car itself plays a special role and can sometimes be treated similarly
to a person, given all the information gathered through its sensors. As more
collaboration is expected to characterize the new generation of smart cars, SRS can
play a key role in sparing extra work from drivers and providing cars with more
necessary information. We start to see this in social navigation technologies, such
as Waze, but this is likely only the beginning.

Healthcare The healthcare domain has always been slow to adopt “social”, among
other things due to the special privacy concerns it entails. On the other hand, it
is not hard to imagine how much this domain can benefit from more sharing and
collaboration, both among patients and among doctors. In recent years, we start
to see a movement towards more openness to medical data sharing. For instance,
Yang et al. [109] present a case study for healthcare based on a framework for
a social recommender system using both network structure analysis and social
context mining. First, microblog users are recommended using exponential graph
models. Then, a recommendation list is created by analysing the micro-blog network
structure. Finally, sentiment similarities are used to filter the recommendation list
and find users who have similar attitudes to the same topic. The recommendation
results of diabetes accounts over the Weibo network demonstrate high performance.
As it seems that “social healthcare” is taking off, the SRS community should
consider how recommendations should be used in this domain, with all the
complexities involved and the critical implications of a successful versus wrong
recommendation.

5.2 Open Challenges

We finally highlight three more challenges for researchers in the SRS area to
consider.

Social Streams Social streams, such as Twitter or the Facebook newsfeed, syn-
dicate user activity within a social media site or a set of sites. Millions of users
who share and interact in social media create a firehose of data in real-time that
poses new types of challenges in terms of filtering and personalization. There are
different types of streams in terms of the data they contain (homogenous as in
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Twitter or heterogeneous as in Facebook), the source of data (a single site or a
group of sites), its access-control (public or friends-only), and subscription model
(following or “friending”). As demonstrated in the Twitter-related work reviewed in
this chapter, the stream’s data is different than “traditional” social media content:
it represents an activity rather than an artifact or an entity; it is more intensive as
one entity (e.g., a wiki page) may have a large amount of activities (e.g., edits); it
may be very noisy (e.g., multiple wiki edits might not be of interest); its freshness
is key: items that are few days old might already be irrelevant; and it is sparse in
content and metadata (e.g., Twitter messages are limited to 140 characters). Due
to all these unique characteristics, recommending social stream items becomes a
challenge on its own within the SRS domain, and as social information continues
to grow, handling this task is becoming both more challenging and more important
[2, 31, 44, 48, 52, 80]. On the other hand, the stream data can also be used to model
users’ interests. Its fresh and concise nature can help build a user model that is up-
to-date, identify changes in users’ tastes and preferences in real-time, and detect
global trends that may influence the recommendation strategy [33, 83].

Beyond Accuracy and Evaluation over Time Many of the studies we reviewed
focused on measuring the effectiveness of recommendation by their accuracy. As
social recommendation proliferate, it is more important than ever to consider the
bigger picture when evaluating the value of recommendation. Typical beyond-
accuracy measures should be considered, including serendipity, diversity, novelty,
and coverage [34, 75]. In addition, the effectiveness of recommendation should be
compared against the case where no recommendation would have been provided [8].
Recommendations that can make the user discover and take action regarding an item
s/he would not have noticed otherwise, are obviously more valuable. In many of the
works we reviewed, evaluation was based on a one-time user survey. Longer term
evaluation is required as the results may substantially change over time. Techniques
that learn and adapt over time based on user behavior are going to be essential.
Additionally, evaluation that examines the broader effect of the recommendation on
the surrounding ecosystem of users, as demonstrated in [21, 31, 47, 91] is a highly
desirable direction for SRS evaluation. This requires new tools and creative thinking
to be brought into the existing evaluation methods.

Cross-Domain Analysis As we discussed, migrating data from one social media
service to another may go a long way enhancing recommendations and help deal
with the cold start problem for new users. Indeed, using another site’s network, tags,
and other types of information have been performed by various previous systems as
mentioned in this chapter. Yet, social media sites differ in many aspects. It is not
certain that one’s travel network can serve as a reliable source of recommendation
for recipes. Similarly, the tags used in a news site context are not necessarily
valuable for video recommendation. More research is due to explore the common
and different among social media systems and when information can effectively
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port from one application to another to be used for recommendation. Cross-
domain recommendations in RS have always been harder to explore since they
require richer datasets and involve more complex use cases and research questions
(Chapter “Design and Evaluation of Cross-Domain Recommender Systems”). As
social media continues to evolve, it will be more important to explore and better
understand these complexities.

Extraction from User-Generated Content User-generated content (UGC) is
abundant across social media sites, in various forms, such as blog posts, forum
threads, community question-answering, reviews, and others. Due to its sheer
volume, it is often hard for social media users to find the information they
seek for within UGC. Common methods allow searching UGC or sorting it by
different criteria such as number of votes or date. Recent work also suggested the
extraction of specific information types from UGC to provide specific types of
information needs. The extraction of tips—short and practical pieces of advice—
has been proposed for CQA content (“how to” questions, in particular) [107],
products [58] and, prominently, in the travel domain [46, 113]. Other types of
extracted information include personal experiences [82], fun trivial facts [104],
locations [15], and product descriptions [76, 77]. Such extractions practically yield
recommendations of new content types, such as tips, experiences, descriptions, or
trivia facts, to social media users, allowing them to enjoy different aspects unlocked
in UGC, which they have no realistic chance to discover by merely traversing or
searching. Further use of state-of-the-art NLP methods, such as summarization and
translation, can help transform free-form UGC, which is one of the most prominent
characteristics of social media, into a source of multiple information types that
address different needs of social media users.

Multistakeholder Recommendation As most recommender systems apply per-
sonalization techniques, they tend to focus on the preferences and needs of a single
user. Multistakeholder recommendation has emerged d as a unifying framework for
describing and understanding recommendation settings where the end user is not
the sole focus [1] (Chapter “Multistakeholder Recommender Systems”). System
objectives, such as fairness [112], balance, and profitability receive attention, as
well as concerns from other stakeholders, such as the providers or sellers of items
being recommended. This extension spans beyond people and group recommen-
dation [41], and requires new optimization targets and evaluation metrics. While
multistakeholder issues have surfaced regularly in the history of recommender
systems research and have been a constant constraint in fielded applications, the
recognition of common threads and research questions has been a more recent
occurrence.
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Food Recommender Systems

David Elsweiler, Hanna Hauptmann, and Christoph Trattner

1 Introduction to the Food Recommendation Problem

The importance of food to human life cannot be overstated. Food provides suste-
nance, but more than that it helps shape our identity [10]. Even in the recommender
systems literature, two food recommendation papers—from different groups of
authors—quote the idiom “You are what you eat” in the title [75, 153]. Food forms
the basis of many of our social interactions. Friends tend to have similar eating
habits [30] and our perception of others changes based on what we know about
their diet [169]. Food also has major cultural and religious significance. Different
cultures are associated with differing foods (think haggis, sauerkraut or frog’s legs
and we are certain you can associate these meals with particular locations) and food
forms the basis of celebrations and ceremonies regardless of where you are in the
world [11, 210].

The importance of food can also be observed in many of the major challenges
we face in modern society. Health problems ranging from obesity and diabetes
to hypertension, heart disease and cancer, have all been associated with food
consumption. Worrying increases in the prevalence of diet-related diseases suggest
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that people have difficulty finding and maintaining balanced diets. Similarly, the fact
that food production accounts for over a quarter greenhouse gas emissions [33], as
well as deforestation and loss of bio-diversity [170] have led to the suggestion that
changes to individuals’ diet on a global scale could be a vital part of the solution
to climate change [51, 142, 198]. These facets combine with the fact that, in many
places in the world, we have never had such variety of food and food options, yet in
other contexts paucity of choice has been documented [40]. Both an abundance and
lack of choice have an influence on the food recommendation problem.

All of the points highlighted thus far combine to form the background to
this chapter on food recommendation. For all of these reasons and more food
recommendation is an important problem. But it is for the very same reasons that the
problem is so challenging and worthy of scientific attention. The food recommender
literature is still in its infancy and as such no formal theory specifically relating
to food recommendation yet exists. There are, however, relevant theories from
diverse fields, such as nutritional science (e.g., [36, 61, 140]), psychology (e.g.,
[164]) cultural science (e.g., [11]), and behavioural economics (e.g. [80, 175]).
Food recommender research has in some cases been motivated by these theories
and in some cases the results align with theoretical contributions from other fields.
Where appropriate we refer to such links. Moreover, practitioners wishing to
develop working food recommenders can profit from the results of past research.
We summarise lessons that can be learned for these readers.

The chapter is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 we unpack the problem of food
recommender systems by detailing the numerous possible facets, which could and
should be addressed by researchers. In Sects. 3 and 4 we examine solutions proposed
in the literature first, in terms of algorithms and second, via interfaces. In Sect. 5
we summarise evaluation methods, while 6 reviews the resources available for
researchers in the field. In Sect. 7 we offer advice to practitioners based on the
literature and our experience and present future aspects of research in the area.

2 Problem Description

In this section, we systematically define the various forms the food recommendation
problem can take. We break the problem down into differing components by
defining various user profiles, diverse food items that can be recommended, and
different tasks, for which food recommenders can be used. A schematic illustration
of the problem is featured in Fig. 1. As presented, the food recommendation
problem is context-dependent and must account for different types of inputs, dietary
constraints, and interfaces to generate an output, typically in the form of a ranked
list. This multi-faceted structure and many other issues make the problem so
complex as also acknowledged by the literature [140].
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Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the food recommendation problem/process from input to output

2.1 User Roles and Groups

Food recommendations can be relevant to both individuals [55, 75] or groups of
users [43]. Viewing these simply as two individual problems is an oversimplifi-
cation, however, as these cases can be further teased apart. Individuals can, for
instance, make personal decisions, such as what to eat themselves, at any given
moment. Individuals can also, though, make decisions on behalf of a group of
people, such as a family member deciding what the family will eat for dinner. At a
group level, we can make a similar distinction. We may have a group that makes a
shared decision, such as deciding which restaurant to visit together. Similarly, in a
group setting within a restaurant, individual group members make decisions about
what they are going to eat. We know from the literature, however, that what people
choose will be influenced by the others present [121].

2.2 Item Types

At the lowest level, food items can be of two basic types. We distinguish between
a basic foodstuff, such as an onion or carrot, and a food product, such as a
chocolate bar. Both of these basic items can be referred to as grocery items in a
shopping context, e.g., [5]. Basic items can be grouped into larger compounds to
be recommended. The most prominent grouping in the literature is a recipe, which
contain parts and/or multiples of both food items and food products, which would,
in this context, be subsumed under the term of ingredients, e.g., [55]. One could
argue that a food product is also the result of a recipe mixing different food items.
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For practical purposes, however, we define a food product differently since a precise
separation into its ingredients is often not possible and typically impractical. When
examining the food actually consumed, multiple food items, products, and dishes
resulting from recipes can be integrated into one meal that is consumed together
in one temporal context [50]. The most complex meal form is a menu, which
contains multiple predefined dishes and possibly appropriate drinks and snacks
(food products), e.g., [126]. When addressing a sequence of temporal occasions,
a recommender would need to provide a meal plan, e.g., [44]. In a set of dishes,
as given in a meal or menu, the single ingredients should likely harmonize or
complement each other [22]. In a meal plan, on the other hand, the sequence of
recommended items should be diversified.

2.3 Types of Food Choices

People typically make over 200 food choices every day [195]. Just as a few
examples, people have to decide what to eat, when to eat, and where to eat. People
also have to decide how to attain the food they wish to eat, to either cook it
themselves or to buy it in a pre-prepared state. Then they need to consider where
to buy their food. In the supermarket, at the farmers market, in a convenience store,
at a restaurant, or should they have it delivered. A lot of these decisions are made
out of habit without conscious consideration of the consequences. It is very difficult
to formulate a recommender system that can address all of these situations. The
recommendation of food is a collection of diverse and distinct sub-domains that
each address a different user need. Despite these sub-domains revolving around the
user’s interaction with food, the needs and goals of the user change in each scenario.

Different scenarios mean changing the means of assessing the suitability of food
items both in terms of the type of item being recommended and the constraints
considered in the recommendation process. Standing in a supermarket, for example,
we may be more interested in the cost of a product compared to similar products.
When we are going out with friends and searching for a restaurant, depending on
our financial resources, the price may be less relevant than our current location and
the mix of preferences in our group. These two simple examples hint at the complex
network of constraints that surround a food decision. These incorporate aspects from
the users’ personality, psychological state, and physical state, through location and
socio-demographic factors, to health and environmental priorities. This complexity
is reflected in models of food choice in the food and behavioural sciences (see e.g.
[61, 140]). In Sects. 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 we examine such factors in detail, showing
how they should influence recommendations and how they can be contradictory.

To illustrate the complexity of food recommendation in the following sub-
sections, we take a detailed look into different food-related scenarios (cooking,
grocery, restaurant, and health recommender systems). We examine their associated
user profiles (single or group), food item profiles, choice contexts, and recommender
tasks.
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Fig. 2 Number of papers focusing on one of the four major food recommender subdomains over
the past 20 years

The first three scenarios are based on a targeted action in a fixed location context.
In the cooking recommender scenario, the user is at home and intending to prepare
a meal. In the grocery recommender scenario, the user is visiting a store intending
to buy items. In the restaurant recommender scenario, the users are looking for a
restaurant that is reachable from their location and provides menu items suiting their
food-related goals. The final scenario, health, is independent of a specific location or
action. A health recommender in the context of food, adds the dimension of health
to the recommendation process in each of the previously listed example scenarios.
An overview of the number of works addressing each scenario is given in Fig. 2.

2.4 Cooking Recommender

One could imagine different categories of cooking recommender users. The first is a
provider (e.g., a parent or carer) cooking a meal for someone other than themselves.
This could be an individual or a whole family. Their goal, in this situation, would
be to satisfy the eaters’ user profile, such as taste preferences and health needs.
For example, in a family setting, the preferences of children are known to play
an important role [134]. Individuals could also utilise a recommender for their
own user profiles. One could imagine many different motivations for using such
a system. For example, to diversify or extend one’s diet, to learn new cooking
skills, or to improve one’s habits with respect to health, fitness, or sustainability.
Different motivations will need to be serviced with different recommendations,
and if systems fail to address these, then it is unlikely the recommender will be
used. In a cooking context, the primary item type to be recommended will likely
be recipes. The exception being the recommendation of substitute ingredients to
make a recipe suitable, e.g., [38, 62]. From these recipe and ingredient profiles,
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ratings, flavour, and time requirements, are highly relevant. Allergies, intolerances,
religious, and other dietary restrictions (e.g., vegetarian) are less likely to play a role
since they would already have been addressed when buying the ingredients currently
available in the kitchen. Important contextual constraints in a cooking scenario
include those set by one’s own kitchen, meaning the available food items and
kitchen equipment [74]. Additionally, the current cooking skills of the user and the
available time play an important role [74]. A typical cooking recommender needs
to rank recipes considering these user profiles and contexts. Examples of recipe
and substitute recommender systems that target the cooking context are shown in
Table 1.

2.5 Grocery Recommender

User types in a grocery shopping context are very similar to those in the cooking
context. Users are either shopping and making decisions for a whole household
or for their own needs. Other relevant user profile criteria that should influence
recommendations include: individual or group-specific preferences or nutritional
needs [196]. In contrast to the cooking scenario, the grocery recommender focuses
on single food items or food products. Such items could, of course, be derived from
being ingredients in a recommended recipe. Even though price and quality are the
most relevant item properties, the best price and highest quality will not always
lead to a buying decision. Some criteria are hard constraints, such as individuals
having allergies [162]. Others may be softer, depending on user priorities, such as
price, ecological footprint or region. One could imagine systems recommending
items from multiple stores (e.g., Google Shopping). In other cases, the physical
location or a store preference would represent a hard contextual constraint for
recommendations [32]. In this context, one typical use case is to replace food
products with healthier but similar alternatives [70] fitting the overall shopping list.
Examples of grocery recommender systems are summarized in Table 2.

2.6 Restaurant Recommender

A restaurant recommender scenario typically addresses groups of people who want
to visit a restaurant together as a social event [138]. Positive user experience depends
on user preferences and other aspects, such as location [205], cost [138], and
cuisine [207]. It is possible, however, that different group members weigh these
priorities differently. While some might prefer restaurants within walking distance,
others might require affordable prices or even vegan menu items. As in the grocery
context, some constraints are hard, e.g., allergies [99] and others soft, such as
service quality [147]. The recommender can either focus on a whole restaurant
or base the decision on the selection of available menu items for subsequent dish
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choices [106]. Within a chosen restaurant context, the ranking of available menu
items could further consider the suitability of multiple items being combined into
one meal [194]. Restaurant recommendations are very context-dependent, with
location, social context, and temporal, both seasonal and daytime, context changing
preferences drastically. Recommender tasks vary depending on the targeted items
and supported contexts. Examples of restaurant and restaurant item recommender
systems are summarized in Table 3.

2.7 Health Recommender

Health can be considered in any of the previously presented scenarios. Users may
either want to cook healthier alternatives of a recipe, buy healthier products, or
choose a healthy restaurant. The health aspect requires a multitude of additional
user profile information, such as age, gender, health status, or history of behaviour.
In addition to diverse user profiles, health recommendations are typically targeted
at specific user groups, such the elderly [146], children [131], hospital patients [90],
individuals with diabetes [8] or simply users aiming for well-being [201]. Health
recommender systems must balance user taste preferences with other criteria, such
as the nutritional needs of the user [86]. In addition to all abovementioned items,
meal planners are especially tightly connected to health since healthy people are
often unwilling to invest time and effort into meal planning (see Tables 4 and 5).
The temporal context is prominent in the health recommender scenario due to the
balancing act of different nutritional requirements over time [54]. While all recom-
mender tasks of the previous scenarios are relevant for healthy recommendations as
well, personalization is a crucial aspect of these recommenders’ success. One recent
advance in this area is the research in personalized nutrition according to genome
and microbiome information [204]. Examples of health recommender systems in
each of these categories are shown in Table 4 and in Table 5.

3 Algorithms

In this section we examine algorithmic solutions to the food recommendation prob-
lem. First, in Sect. 3.1 we summarise research on the core problem, which focuses
on recommending food items that appeal to users and which has typically been
formalised as a prediction or ranking task. Predicting food choices is highly context
dependent. In Sect. 3.2, we examine the evidence for which context variables can
influence food choices and as such, should be accounted for by food recommenders.
Finally, in Sect. 3.4, we look at formalisations of the food recommendation problem
that go beyond predicting appreciation to incorporate the complexities outlined in
Sect. 2. We conclude each section by reflecting on how the contributions made in
the literature relate.
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3.1 Food Recommendation as a User-Item Ranking Problem

Regardless of the type of food item being recommended, the variant of the food
recommendation problem that has received the most research attention is the most
basic formulation where only user food preferences are accounted for. The system
suggests food items (i.e. recipes, meals, products etc.) that are estimated to appeal
to or be appreciated by users. Typically, researchers have formulated this as a
prediction task. The aim being to “learn” the preferences of system users and make
predictions for how a given user would rate a given recipe. Systems can then be
compared with respect to, for example, the extent to which the predicted ratings
deviate on average from the actual ratings users provided (e.g., [55, 75]). A second
popular approach—and this is becoming the standard option in the literature—is to
formulate the recommendation task as a ranking problem (e.g., [180, 181]). Here the
aim is to provide a ranking of food items for users where the items ranked highest
are predicted to be appropriate for or most likely to be accepted by the user.

Most of the key algorithmic approaches from the general recommender systems
literature (i.e. content-based in Chap. “Semantics and Content-based Recommen-
dations”, collaborative filtering in Chap. “Advances in Collaborative Filtering”,
knowledge-based and hybrid approaches) have been evaluated with data relating
to food items of different types. There is little clear evidence to suggest that one
approach performs better in any particular situation.

For ease of narrative, we focus the examples in this section on recipe recom-
mendation as the majority of the of the literature has focused on this kind of
food item. Recipe recommender systems provide recommendations for the user(s)
to cook based on their profile(s) and potentially additional constraints, such as
context information. Nevertheless the reader should bear in mind that similar core
algorithmic approaches have been tested on other food and food-related items,
such as restaurants, e.g., [138, 207, 208], cooked meals from menus [88, 92], meal
plans [44, 94, 180] and products in supermarkets [100].

When content-based methods are used, items (typically recipes) are represented
based on the contained ingredients and the similarity is estimated between items,
as well as between items and user profiles modelled in different ways. The rep-
resentations employed have varied with vector based representations [55, 75], topic
model–based representations [95], dependency-tree representations [84], and multi-
modal representations that account for different aspects of recipe content [123] all
being utilised.

Diverse collaborative filtering-based methods have also been applied, ranging
from nearest-neighbour approaches [55, 75] to singular value decomposition [75]
and matrix factorization [64, 65] to latent dirichlet allocation and weighted matrix
factorization [180]. All of these approaches allow the interaction between user and
food items to be exploited in the recommendation process. Finally, hybrid methods
have tried to combine the ideas behind the different content and collaborative
filtering approaches. Two good examples of hybrid approaches are Freyne and
Berkovsky’s [55] combination of a user-based collaborative filtering method with a
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content-base method. The same authors also tested a second hybrid technique where
three different recommendation strategies were combined in a single model, with the
exact strategy followed being determined by the ratio of the number of items rated
by a user and number of items overall. Such hybrid approaches can be very effective.
For example, in the experiments reported on by Harvey and colleagues [75], the best
performance was achieved using an SVD approach augmented with content-based
biases (see also [184]). A further hybrid approach is to exploit knowledge about the
user and her goals, preferences and mood, as well as knowledge about the content
and properties of food-items. Musto and colleagues evaluated what they refer to as
a knowledge-based recommender with mixed results [126]. Many of the factors did
not correlate with preferences, but there were hints that knowledge about gender
and mood can be useful (we discuss these and other context factors in greater detail
below). Other Knowledge-based recommenders have been proposed in the literature
(e.g., [72, 82]), but lack of data resources have hindered their utility and also evalu-
ation. Recent developments may change this trend. Haussmann and colleagues [76]
recently presented a unified diet related knowledge graph incorporating aspects of
foods and ingredients, nutritional knowledge and medical conditions, as well as
how these relate. Incorporating such knowledge into the recommendation process
could allow better personalised or context sensitive recommendations, for example,
to account for available ingredients or cooking equipment.

A detailed overview of the algorithmic approaches that have been tested in
a food recommendation context in [179]. Nevertheless, it is difficult to draw
direct conclusions when comparing the contributions summarised above as the
experiments performed were conducted using different, often small, proprietary
datasets. The experiments were, moreover, often setup differently (i.e. to minimise
predicted rating errors vs rank problem), with different algorithmic implementations
being evaluated. One of the few trends one can find in the results is, for example,
that both Harvey et al. [75] and Freyne and Berkovsky [55] report ingredient based
CB methods to outperform CF approaches.

Trattner and Elsweiler [181] went some way to resolving the issue of compa-
rability of results by testing several recommender algorithms using standardised
implementations and a large, naturalistic dataset sourced from the online recipe
portal allrecipes.com. This analysis showed a different outcome to Harvey et al. and
Freyne and Berkovsky in that collaborative filtering methods clearly outperformed
content-based approaches in their experiments. The results, while contradictory, are
not incompatible. Further analyses by Trattner and Elsweiler where the user sample
size was varied show that CF methods only start to outperform content approaches
when a sample of 637 users was tested (roughly 50% of the data set). In both of
the previous studies much smaller samples were employed. While unsurprising this
result highlights the dangers of over interpreting studies with small, homogeneous
samples.

A second point regarding providing food recommendations purely-based on user
taste profiles is that there has been surprisingly little work exploiting different
content-based aspects such as how the food looks and how the food tastes. This is
despite the fact that we know that human food choice to be highly visual [35, 110]
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and that flavour preferences vary [107, 202]. Some recent studies have shown that
visual information encoded within recipes accessed via online recipes can be used
to predict user preferences. For example, Yang and colleagues learned users’ visual
food preferences and were able to improve predictions with their models [201].
Elsweiler and colleagues showed that low-level image features, such as brightness,
sharpness and contrast in photos, can be used to predict user preferences from
recipe pairs [46]. Zhang et al. [209] tested the same features along with deep neural
networking approaches on the images on three large recipe portals. The results
showed that both approaches were able to offer predictive power, but the DNN
approaches worked best. There is considerable scope to investigate how visual
information can be best combined with other information in hybrid-approaches.
Similarly, early work on the relationships between the flavour components in recipes
from online portals suggest strong patterns can be observed in tastes, particularly in
different geographical locations [4]. Accounting for different aspects of content is
particularly important given the low performance found on food datasets.

This is a third striking observation relating to algorithms for food recommen-
dation: Standard recommendation algorithms perform significantly less well when
used for recommending food items than on other problems, such as movies or online
purchases in an e-commerce context. As a point of comparison, for example, Rendle
and colleagues’ [143] experiments when evaluating BPR (Bayesian Personalized
Ranking from Implicit Feedback) against other modern and benchmark algorithms
on movie and online purchase data achieved similar performance on both data sets.
The AUC values achieved were consistently above .85 with several algorithms on
both collections with the best performance found being 0.89 on the e-commerce data
set and 0.93 ). Using the same algorithms on two different recipe datasets, however,
attained much poorer performance scores (AUCmax=0.71). There are many possible
reasons for this. One such explanation is that it has less to do with the kind of
item being recommended and more to do with the property of the dataset, e.g.,
how dense the ratings are for users. Trattner and Elsweiler also experimented with
this aspect by taking samples with different groups of users and items [181].
This did not, however, influence the maximum performance achieved. Yet another
potential explanation is that food taste profiles are less stable than, for example,
preferences for movies. As we discuss in detail in the following subsection, food
habits are extremely context-dependent—what people eat depends on who they are
with, where they are, financial and time constraints, as well as, as we shall see, many
further factors.

3.2 Context-Dependent Food Recommendations

Context-dependent food recommenders alter the recommendations the provide to
account for aspects of context. As has been demonstrated in evaluations of other
kinds of recommended items, such as music [15], movies [154] and hotels [104],
the appropriateness of recommended food-items is highly context-dependent. Using
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naturalistic data collected via online food-portals, e.g., [29], as well as laboratory
studies, e.g., [75] researchers have gleaned insight into which contextual variables
influence the acceptability of food-item recommendations.

Harvey and colleagues [75] studied the reasons why recommendations were
considered suitable or unsuitable by participants in a longitudinal, naturalistic study.
Many of the reasons provided related not to taste or to the content of the suggestion,
but to the relationship between the recipe and the current context. For example, a
recipe may have been appealing, but the participant, at that moment, sometimes
lacked the time or cooking equipment necessary to prepare the meal, making the
recommendation unsuitable.

Time is an important contextual factor for food recommendation. There is
strong evidence suggesting that the food items users prefer varies seasonally.
Numerous investigations have identified temporal trends in food choices, including
the nutritional content, style of food and ingredients contained in recipes. These
temporal patterns have been discovered in analyses of food related Tweets [67], in
interaction data from online recipe portals [97, 191] and for searches for food using
web search engines [197].

Food serves more that sustenance and relates to identity, health and well-
being, social relationships and ritual [11]. As such, food choice is culturally
embedded and culture becomes an important context variable for food recommender
systems [209, 210]. In recommender systems and related fields culture has typically
been operationalised using location. Several analyses have taste preferences to vary
within (e.g., [185, 212]) and between (e.g., [191, 209]) countries. The size of the
city has also been shown to be a location-related factor [29], as has the availability
of food in specific locations [39]. Examining ingredients contained within recipes,
as well as the flavour components making up ingredients Ahn and colleagues
revealed that ingredients that are often paired in recipes vary across geographic
regions [4]. Whereas Western cuisines show often use ingredient pairs that share
many flavour compounds, East Asian cuisines tend to avoid compound sharing
ingredients. Sajadmanesh analysed the content of crawled recipes from 200 different
cuisines, identifying strong geographical and cultural similarities on recipes, health
indicators, and culinary preferences [155]. These analyses focused on ingredient,
flavour and nutritional content of recipes, whereas Zhang and colleagues examined
the visual aesthetics of online recipes and how this varies across countries [209].
Again they identified strong regional variation. They found that food images
perceived as attractive vary between users of German, American and Chinese food
portals, but the visual ideals of German and American users seem to be closer than
to those of the users of the Chinese portals. The empirical findings of these food
recommender related studies align well with the theories underpinning food choices
in other domains, which underline the complex, multi-facted, socially influenced,
and personally variable (see e.g. [61, 140]) nature of the problem.
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3.3 Preferences Vary Across User Groups

The research efforts summarised in Sect. 3.1 have shown that recommendations can
be improved by personalising items to user taste profiles. Section 3.2 used further
research to argue that personalisation efforts can be improved by accounting for
context-factors. Here, we take this one step further, citing evidence suggesting that
food recommender systems should behave differently for different groups of users
to reflect varying food preferences groups. Gender is a good example of this, with
evidence suggesting that male and female users prefer different dishes, make use
of different spices and own and utilise different kitchen utensils [148]. Harvey and
colleagues grouped users based on their attitude to healthy eating [75]. In their study,
a small group of users who identified themselves as being health conscious behaved
in a manner which reflected this. These participants rated meals with higher fat and
calorific content negatively whereas they rated lower-fat, lower-calorie dishes more
favourably. In the remaining participant sample no such relationship was found.
Other research indicates that similar groupings will occur in different contexts. For
example, hardened meat eaters should be supported differently to those open to
transitioning to vegetarian or vegan diets [13]. Even within the latter group users
may be grouped by their receptivity to meat-replacement products [159].

3.4 Variations on the Food Recommendation Problem

As emphasised in the introduction, what makes food recommendation such an
interesting and challenging domain is the fact that the problem itself varies as the
user or users have different needs, goals and priorities in different situations.

One way of thinking about more complicated food recommendation situations is
to treat these as multi-objective optimisation problems. For example, as people often
eat socially, group recommendation becomes important. In group recommendation
situations recommendations are optimised to suit multiple taste profiles with the
preferences of different users being traded-off or balanced against each other [17,
43]. Similarly, in a health context, the recommendations are not only derived such
that they cater for user taste preferences, but also for some additional property that
accounts for the healthiness of the food. This is important both for users who wish
to prevent illness [45, 65, 180] and those who are ill and wish to manage systems or
recover, e.g., diabetes patients [8, 25, 101, 166]. Food choices are increasingly made
considering the environmental impact of the dish [13, 79]. Again, as with health-
aware systems, recommendations must trade-off the user’s food preferences with
some measure of environmental impact to satisfy this goal. This could be measured,
for instance, in terms of food miles [79], carbon dioxide emissions [13, 41] or some
other combined metric of environmental impact, e.g., [34].
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As the literature is most pronounced in the area of health, we will focus on
this domain. However, with few exceptions the technical solutions that have been
employed to derive healthy in food recommendations could equally be applied for
sustainability.

Health-Aware Food Recommendations
One means of providing health-aware food recommendations is to alter the recom-
mendation algorithms to account for some health property. Ge and colleagues [65]
achieve this by means of a calorie balance function of the difference between
the calories the user still needs (calculated based on foods eaten that day and an
estimation function) and the calories of the recipe. The smaller the difference is,
the healthier the recipe is estimated to be. This assumes that calorie balance is
one indicator for health. A similar approach was suggested by Elsweiler et al. who
proposed optimising recommendations based on a weighted linear combination of
recipes predicted to score highly with respect to user taste, and low distance from
an estimated nutritional requirement [45].

Trattner and Elsweiler experimented with post-filtering methods where rec-
ommendation rankings were altered. In such an approach each item (recipe) for
a particular user is re-weighted according to a scoring function relating to one
of two health metrics (The WHO or inverse FSA metrics discussed above) for
the recipe [180]. Their results demonstrated far superior approaches to the linear
combination suggested previously by Elsweiler et al.

Ueta and colleagues [188] presented a system, which aimed at recommending
recipes with particular health-related goals in mind. The starting point is a user
provided query that provides context for recommendations, e.g., ‘I want to cure my
acne’ or ‘I want to recover from my fatigue’. To achieve this a co-occurrence matrix
was established between 45 common nutrients and nouns, such as ‘cold’, ‘acne’,
‘bone’ etc. By creating a nutritional profile for the user query, recommendations
were provided from a large pool of recipes sourced from the recipe portal Cook-
pad.com.

Moving away from simply recommending different items by re-scoring existing
recipes, Chen and colleagues algorithmically generate “healthy” pseudo recipes. A
pseudo-recipe consists of a list of ingredients and respective quantities, with the
nutritional values of the pseudo-recipe matching the predefined targets as best is
possible [28]. To generate a pseudo-recipe, the authors propose an embedding-based
ingredient predictor, which represents all ingredients a latent space and predicts
the supplemented ingredients based on the distances of ingredient representations.
A second component computes the quantities of the supplemented ingredients.
The framework was tested on two large online recipe portals, allrecipes.com and
yummly, with the experiments showing that the approach is able to improve
the average healthiness of the recommended recipes without requiring any pre-
computed nutritional information for the recipes.

Rather than generating completely new recipes, another means of making recipes
more healthy is to substitute one or more ingredients within recipes to improve the
“healthiness” of individual recipes. Scholars have investigated different methods
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of generating plausible substitutions. Achananuparp and Weber, for example, used
food diary data to test several approaches inspired by the distributional hypothesis
in linguistics, that is, foods or ingredients that are consumed in similar contexts
are more likely to be similar dietarily and can therefore be treated as substitutes
[2]. A crowd-sourced evaluation demonstrated the feasibility of such an approach.
A different approach to the same problem was taken by Gaillard and colleagues,
who extended a generic case-based reasoning system to handle both ingredient
substitution and ingredient amounts using a formal concept analysis and mixed
linear optimization [62]. Teng et al. used the user comments associated with recipes
to generate an ingredient substitution network [174]. Comments in the form of,
for example, “I replaced the egg with soya flour to make the cake vegan” were
first parsed patterns matching the form of ”replace a with b”, “substitute b for
a” etc, were isolated and matched against lists of ingredients. This allowed a
directed ingredient substitute network to be built representing users’ knowledge
about which ingredients could be substituted. Rather than examining the feasibility
of substitutions, the utility of the network was shown in a recommendation task
where the system should predict, from a given pair of similar recipes, which one has
higher average rating.

How such substitution approaches work in health contexts, however, have yet
to be evaluated. Initial steps in this direction were taken by Kusmierczyk and
colleagues whose findings illustrate that to some extent it is possible to recommend
a user substitute ingredients based on the their previously uploaded recipes and
accounting for context information [98]. A further initial effort was published
by who performed clustering analysis of foods with diabetic patients in mind.
Employing Self-Organizing Maps and K-mean clustering on nutritional components
of food items, in order to provide appropriate food item substitutions for diabetic
patients.

A different algorithmic approach with health in mind is not to recommend meals
as independent items, but to group them to create dietary plans [44, 57]. This
fits with nutritional advice suggesting that individual meals themselves are not
unhealthy, but rather should combine to create a balanced diet [54].

Lee et al. [101] proposed a system incorporating an ontology, personalisation and
fuzzy logic as means to utilise uncertain data and knowledge to create meal plans for
diabetic patients. Domain experts were used to evaluate the output of the system and
while the details on the evaluation are minimal, the authors claim that the evidence
shows that the proposed approach can work effectively and that the menus can be
provided as a reference for patients.

In a research project associated with malnutrition in the elderly, Aberg [1]
proposed a menu-planning tool which accounted for several sources of information
and constraints, many of which were discussed in Sect. 3.2. Aberg accounted for
user taste preferences and dietary restrictions (e.g., allergies); the nutritional make
up of recipes; how long a meal would take to prepare, as well as how difficult
it is to prepare; the cost and availability of the ingredients and the variety of
meals in terms of used ingredients and meal category. To account for all these
requirements, Aberg employed a design combining diverse technologies including
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collaborative filtering, content-based and constraint-based recommendation. The
constraint-based component constructed the optimal meal plans. The paper presents
a prototype system, which recommends meal-plans to users over particular time
periods. Although the authors describe an ongoing user-base, to our knowledge no
formal evaluation of the system was published.

Elsweiler and colleagues [44] evaluated a meal planning algorithm for a more
general user group whose goal is to nourish themselves for well being. Rather
than recommending individual food items, a sequence individual items, optimal
under certain criteria are recommended. Starting from a personalised recommended
recipe ranking generated from a recommender (as described in Sect. 3.1), the
algorithm combines two main meals (for dinner and lunch) with a breakfast, plus
an allowance for drinks and snacks such that the user’s daily nutritional needs are
met. Nutritional needs were calculated firstly by estimating the daily calories that
should be consumed by the user and then breaking this down to determine where
the calories should be sourced (e.g., from proteins, carbohydrates, fats etc.). A
simulated study was devised to test the approach systematically. Plans were created
based on recommendations for given user taste profiles mined from a naturalistic
dataset, such that they met the needs of diverse personas. Personas were defined user
profiles that included details which influence nutritional required nutritional intake,
such as height, weight, gender, age, nutritional goal (lose/gain/maintain weight) and
activity level (from sedentary to highly active) [44]. While the meal-plan generating
component is far simpler than that proposed by Aberg, the evaluation presents
analyses on the properties of the generated plans. For example, in addition to testing
the feasibility of creating plans that meet theoretical user nutritional needs, the
authors explore how plans relate to user taste preferences, as well as diversity

Recommendations for Behavioural Change
Many of the technical and empirical contributions described in this section have the
goal of behavioural change of some kind. That is, systems aim to alter the eating
habits of the user for his or her own benefit. For example, to prevent illnesses
associated with being overweight or obese, healthier recipes, meal plans or food
items are recommended. In the literature, technical or empirical contributions have
been described in conjunction with theories or frameworks from other fields, such
as behavioural sciences. In the remainder of this section we describe contributions
from the recommender systems literature that reference or were inspired by such
concepts.

The behavioural sciences have provided several theoretical frameworks to dis-
cuss behavioural change. One such concept, bounded rationality, allows decisions
to be influenced by accounting for the cognitive limitations of the decision-maker.
Two competing ideas associated with bounded rationality are those of ‘nudges’
and ‘boosts’. ‘Nudges’ are interventions that steer people in a particular direction
while preserving their freedom of choice (e.g., [71, 161]). Boosts, on the other
hand, are educational in nature, where interventions provide the user with the
knowledge or tools to make better decisions for themselves (see [80] for a detailed
comparison of these approaches). In the food recommender literature ‘nudging’ has
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been explicitly referenced by Elsweiler, Trattner and Harvey [46] who employed
machine learning techniques with low-level image properties of recipes photographs
to predict, given pair of similar recipes, which would be preferred by the user. In
their experiments they show that when two randomly chosen similar recipes are
chosen, users chose the recipe with the highest fat content most often. However,
when pairs were selected such that the recipe with the lowest fat content was
predicted to be the most visibly attractive, this trend was reversed. As has been
demonstrated in diverse contexts from politics to energy consumption [175], this
kind of ‘nudge’ can be a powerful means to influence individual user choices. One
major limitation of ‘nudges’, however, is that no learning takes place and when
the nudge is no longer applied ’normal behaviour’ returns. There are also major
ethical discussions regarding the freedom of choice for users. By educating users
via interventions ‘boosting’ is advantageous in both these respects. To our knowl-
edge, the food recommendation literature has not explicitly referenced ‘boosting’.
However, explanations for recommendations, which have been suggested by several
scholars (see Sect. 4) would correspond to this kind of intervention. For example, an
explanation in the form of:

This recipe was recommended because it contains lentils, which you like. Lentils are an
excellent source of B vitamins, iron, magnesium, potassium and zinc.

would correspond to a ‘boost’ as described by Hertwig and Grüne-Yanoff or an
‘educative nudge’ as defined by Sunstein [172].

Most studies have been limited to decision-making in individual moments. Few
studies have monitored users over a longer time period to establish long-term
behavioural change, which would be more difficult and require ingrained personal
and social practices to be adapted [157]. Starke argues that whereas it is easy to
achieve a smaller changes in behaviour, the example he provides is eating two
cookies a day instead of four, moving away from one’s ingrained behaviour is
challenging. To account for the difficulty of changes, Schäfer and Willemsen [157]
proposed the use of the psychometric Rasch model to conceptualise nutrient intake
as a single-dimensional construct. They argue that a user’s willingness or ability
to make changes can be observed via current behaviours. This means that easier
changes are associated with high probability of success, while changes associated
with higher costs or difficulties are less likely. This can be used to tailor the user’s
goals and make change more manageable. Schäfer and Willemsen investigated the
idea of tailoring the goals of a nutrition assistance system based on the user’s
abilities according to a Rasch scale. Evaluating two versions of a mobile system
that tracked the user’s diet and personalised recipe recommendations. The control
version targets optimal nutrition and focuses on the six nutrients most necessary
of change. The experimental version tailors the advice to the next six achievable
nutrients according to a Rasch scale. The results of a two-week study indicate that
the tailored advice led to higher success for the focused nutrients and was perceived
by users to be more diverse and personalised and therefore more effective.
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4 Interfaces

The evidence suggests that when and how food recommendations are provided
influences how users interact with these. For example, Trattner and colleague’s
study of how online recipes are interacted with over time emphasises that despite
the similar functionality and look and feel of the food portals Kochbar.de and
Allrecipes.com, the presentation of recommendations has a strong influence on
whether or not they will be bookmarked by users [184]. In this section we wish
to provide the reader with an overview of the various interface options that have
been proposed for food recommender systems. We summarise different interface
components that one can find in the literature, providing examples as necessary.
We further give one example of a popular commercial application for each of the
scenarios defined in Sect. 2.

4.1 Presenting and Accessing Recommendations

Trattner and colleagues [184] demonstrate that since Kochbar only promotes newly
uploaded recipes, there is a sharp drop-off in the frequency of bookmarks after a
short amount of time has passed. This is not the case on Allrecipes.com where
recipes have a longer active lifespan.

The importance of recommendation presentation is also emphasised by Chen
and Keung Tsoi’s [27] results when comparing three common layout designs: list,
grid and pie. Whereas with list and grid format interactions with items tended to be
focused on the top-3 recommendations, interactions were more evenly distributed
in pie layout. The non-linear formats seemed to be preferred by users and additional
effects, such as in increasing users’ confidence in their decisions.

Current online food portals typically display recommendations as a simple list
(e.g., kochbar.de) or in a grid format (e.g., allrecipes.com, cookpad.com). There
are many such portals with similar functionality. Despite being three of the most
commonly referred to sites in the recommender systems literature, none of these
services provide personalised recommendations to users. Rather, they make general
recommendations and combine these with faceted search interface.

Research prototypes described in the literature make use of the same display
approaches. One can find recommendations presented in a list format, e.g., [73, 188]
and as a grid, e.g., [43]. To our knowledge no system has been published where food
item recommendations are presented using the pie layout.

Different pieces of information are typically shown for recommended items.
Geleijnse [66], for example, present a graphical representation of the healthfulness
of a recipe, which may influence whether this meal is cooked or not.

Elahi and colleagues present an interface, which allows users to clarify their
needs using tags [43]. Not only do these tags help users specify their preferences,
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Fig. 3 Socially navigating recipe collections and recommendations with KALAS [173]

but the authors’ experiments show that this extra information can improve the
accuracy of recommendations.

Svensson et al. [173] proposed a system named Kalas that allowed recipes in
a large database to be navigated socially (see Fig. 3). Different kinds of social
navigation were offered in order to study their respective effects on user behavior.
Recipes were grouped into sub-collections with specific themes (e.g., vegetarian or
spicy food). Traversing recipes could be influenced by other users logged into the
system as the real-time presence of others and their navigation trails is displayed.
The recommender functionality—also achieved via a socially related collaborative
filtering algorithm—affects which recipes appear on the screen. Moreover, recipes
can be commented on by users, and the details of past interactions with recipes is
shown. Users can also chat about recipes in a chat function. Kalas is one of the few
systems to be evaluated in the literature. 302 participants used the system for 200
days, with 18% of cooked recipes coming from recommendations.

One point of note in the KALAS evaluation was that half of the system’s
users did not understand how recommendations were generated. Explaining rec-
ommendations has become an important topic in recommender systems to increase
transparency, trust, persuasiveness and satisfaction. We view explanations as a
particularly important aspect in food recommender systems, particularly if the goal
is to encourage a positive behavioural change. This is underlined by the use of
food examples in papers, such as [203]. To our knowledge, however, only a few
publications in the food recommender systems make note of explanations.

Elahi et al. [43] present recommendations along with tags as a means to explain
recommendations. Moreover, users can explain the ratings they apply using tags.
Both Leipold et al. [103] and Schäfer et al. [157] provide textual explanations for
the provided recommendations, which emphasise the macro-nutritional benefits of
the dish with respect to what is missing in the user’s previous intake and at the same
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Fig. 4 Explanations via
macro-nutritional content
translated from Schäfer et
al. [157]

Fig. 5 Explaining restaurant recommendations with geographical context (Vico et al. [190])

time present in the recommended recipe. The example presented in their paper (see
Fig. 4) describes the vitamin B2 content.

In a restaurant recommendation context location becomes an important factor
with respect to the selection of recommendations. Systems, such as that presented
by Vico et al. [190] (see Fig. 5), often use maps as a means to justify or explain
recommendations [138, 163, 205].

Research from HCI could provide clues as to how recommendations may
be presented in the future including the provision of explanations. Henze and
colleagues [78] prototyped different means of augmenting diverse food items with
information. In the surveys and focus groups performed to evaluate the concept
participants were overwhelmingly positive about the idea and were creative in
providing potential use cases.
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4.2 Eliciting User Needs and Preferences

This section describes different interface variants for establishing the information
required to generate suitable recommendations. This includes establishing user
taste-preferences, but also additional criteria, such as the nutritional requirements
of users.

Typically recommender systems learn user preferences based on past interactions
with food items, e.g., ratings [55], bookmarks [180] or tags [43] applied to recipes.
Yang et al. [200] raise different problems with this approach in recipe and restaurant
recommendation contexts citing the high cognitive and time load on users, as well
as a data sparsity issue. Similar issues have been highlighted for lightweight food
diary systems where users take photos of the food they eat (e.g., [37, 201]). Yang and
colleagues proposed a system called PlateClick to address these issues and explore
the advantages of visual strategies for quickly eliciting user food preferences. The
aim was to create an engaging experience for users by repeatedly presenting them
with algorithmically generated pairs of visually-similar recipes to choose between.
They could either indicate their preference or assert that neither recipe appealed. The
system was evaluated by means of a field study of 227 users with the results showing
the visual comparison method to significantly out-perform baselines. This approach
has subsequently been applied in other experiments and systems including [46, 201].

Increased popularity of conversational assistants, such as Siri and Amazon
Echo have led to interest in conversational recommendations [31] including for
food [16, 59, 156]. Barko-Sherif and colleagues explored the potential for conver-
sational preference elicitation in a food recommender context via a Wizard of Oz
Study [16]. Using a between groups design, spoken and text-input chat interfaces
were compared where the user interacted with an assistant to explain and refine the
criteria of their needs and preferences. This work demonstrates that such interfaces
may hold utility. Samagaio presented a RASA-based chatbot that is able to recognise
and classify user intentions in a conversation designed to elicit food preferences for
recommendation [156].

Other hardware developments with scope to influence food recommender sys-
tems relate to wearable and pervasive technology. One popular idea is to make use of
wearable cameras to identify consumed food [132, 133]. Further wearable sensors
have also been proposed to detect food intake [52]. Smart trays [211] have been
proposed for this purpose too. Another use of wearable technology is to determine
user calorie burn as an input to food recommendation algorithm [65].

4.3 Commercial Applications

In contrast to most research applications, commercial products concerning food
recommendations often present rich and interactive interfaces while suffering from a
lack of algorithmic recommender solutions. Figure 6 presents a popular commercial
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Fig. 6 Commercial applications for cooking (A, BigOven), grocery shopping (B, AnyList),
restaurant visits (C, Yelp), and health (D, MyFitnessPal)

system for each scenario. The applications were selected by taking the first results
on searches for the term cooking/grocery/restaurant/healthy food recommendation
application. The most popular cooking application, BigOven,1 provides a large
recipe database that can be searched by themes, contexts, or ingredients. It further
offers interfaces for meal planning and grocery shopping based on selected recipes.
The most popular grocery application, AnyList,2 offers an interface for organizing
grocery items, including their location contextualization, cost aggregation, recipe
disaggregation, and a meal planner. The most popular restaurant application, Yelp,3

offers a ranked list and a map view of recommended restaurants as well as filters for
cuisine preference, pricing, distance, and temporal context. In the case of healthy
food, the second result, MyFitnessPal,4 was chosen due to the first choice providing
only a glossary. MyFitnessPal offers collections of healthy recipes, including their

1 https://www.bigoven.com/.
2 https://www.anylist.com/.
3 https://www.yelp.com/.
4 https://www.myfitnesspal.com/.

https://www.bigoven.com/
https://www.anylist.com/
https://www.yelp.com/
https://www.myfitnesspal.com/
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nutritional information, as well as personalized health feedback on current and
previous intake when adding these recipes to a personal profile.

5 Evaluation

Researchers have different means of evaluating food recommender systems depend-
ing on the type of problem they are tackling, the stage of development, and the
availability of target group users. An overview of their usage over the past 20 years
is shown in Fig. 7. The most frequently used method is the offline evaluation of
new algorithms based on compiled dataset (e.g., [181]). Another frequently applied
method is to use surveys to collect ratings and feedback for a new recommender
system (e.g., [126]). A third common type of evaluation is to perform a user study,
which can be varied by type and scales, depending research goals and available
resources. These methods are described in detail below. Other methods found in
the literature are rarer. These include field studies where the system is used in the
wild [196], expert evaluations [49], interviews [48], and case studies [205].

Offline Evaluations are used across all types of food recommender systems.
However, it relies on the existence of a large ground truth or benchmark dataset.
These are most easily accessible via recipe databases, restaurant databases, or online
grocery stores. The most frequently targeted variable is, in all cases, the rating of
items. The dataset is typically split either by a chronological context or by using
k-fold cross-validation. The offline evaluation has also been used in the context
of substitutes and health. For substitutes, the ground truth datasets can be derived
from large consumption databases or from recipe databases. In the health area,
recipe databases can be a good source for offline tests if they contain nutritional
information. The benefit of this method is the relatively low effort and cost. One of
the biggest limitations of this approach is that it cannot capture the actual rate at
which users would follow the given recommendation since there is a discrepancy
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between online rating behavior and actual preference and behavior. One way to get
closer to the actual acceptance rate of the new recommendations with relatively low
cost is to conduct online surveys.

Online Evaluations come in different forms such as surveys, user studies,
field tests, expert evaluations, and interviews. The two main ones used in food
recommender systems are surveys and user studies.

Surveys have been conducted via Mechanical Turk [126] or by inviting mailing
lists to a survey tool [201]. The goal of most surveys being to attain user feedback
with respect to a developed recommender system’s output compared with that of a
baseline or a second variant of the system [181]. Surveys are often used for recipes
or menu recommenders where the user has a clear preference in mind (see Table 1).
In a health context surveys can be used to correlate the user’s reaction to healthy
food with other variables such as demographic information or health attitude and
intention [5]. Of course, any online survey can also be conducted in person if the
required sample size allows for it. The primary advantage of online surveys is that it
allows high number of participants to be reached. On the other hand, the quality of
feedback can vary largely, which is why safeguards need to be implemented [116]
to filter out random responses or contradicting responses.

User Studies offer the richest source of insights but are also time and cost-
intensive with many pitfalls in terms of the study design. It is unsurprising, therefore,
that most user studies conducted on food recommender systems are connected to
the area of health where it is difficult to source offline data. Characteristically, user
studies conducted in the food context provide the participants with a system that
they can use either in predefined sessions [117] or over a longer period [23]. In
addition to measuring the user’s behavior and interaction with the system, feedback
on the system and characteristics of the user are often retrieved via questionnaires or
interviews before, during, or after the study. User studies can further target different
types of insights. The most prominent approach is to compare two systems with
each other in order to validate one system’s usefulness or effectiveness, and to gain
insights into the user’s behavior for system improvements. In a health context, the
duration is of high importance. While limited interaction sessions can show the
usefulness of a system, the effectiveness is often only measurable after several
weeks or longer of using the system [24].

The variables that are measured during user studies typically focus on the user’s
choices and actions in the system, e.g., preferring one recommendation over another
or choosing one item from a list, their perception of the system, e.g., a system
usability score, and their food-related behavior when using the system, e.g., dietary
diary [157] or grocery bills [114]. One limitation of studying the behavior within
such a setting is that many users behave differently when they are part of a study
(known as the Hawthorne effect [120]).
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6 Implementation Resources

In this section we describe implementation resources including datasets and frame-
works typically used in the context of food recommender systems research and
development. This section also introduces resources to compute and measure, for
example, health, flavour and sustainability.

6.1 Recipe Datasets

To date most food recommender systems research has been performed in the context
of recipes [179]. That being said, almost no publicly available datasets exist that
make it easy for the research community to perform standardized benchmarks.
Frequently resources are sourced online, for example, via recipe portals, such as
Allrecipes.5 Other commonly used Web resources in the European context are
Chefkoch.6 To obtain these data sources, researchers typically have to implement
Web crawlers and be careful not to breach the Terms of Services that prohibit sharing
of the gathered data or crawling.

Other data sources that have often been used in the literature in the context of
food recipe recommendations are Cookpad7 and Yummly.8 These services support
the research community with an affordable licence model to access their recipe
collections.

Non Web-based resources that have been employed includes CSIRO’S Wellbeing
Diet Book,9 which was used by [43, 55]. The dataset is, however, not publicly
available.

The Koch-Wiki dataset used in [103] represents a further resource. Unlike the
other sources mentioned so far, the Koch Wiki shares data trough a Creative
Commons licence, which makes it easy to not only to study the data itself but also
to re-use the recipes in ones own research. One limitation is that the data source
is in German and does not include any kind of interaction data to perform offline
experiments.

Finally, the one million recipe dataset collected by MIT10 researchers and made
publicly available. The dataset comprises over one million recipes including food
images and some meta-data and is a web crawl of the most prominent food recipe
websites including Allrecipes and Foods. The dataset has to date mostly been used

5 http://www.allrecipes.com.
6 http://www.chefkoch.de.
7 http://www.cookpad.com.
8 http://www.yummly.com.
9 https://www.csiro.au/en/Research/Health/CSIRO-diets/CSIRO-Total-Wellbeing-Diet
10 http://im2recipe.csail.mit.edu.

http://www.allrecipes.com
http://www.chefkoch.de
http://www.cookpad.com
http://www.yummly.com
https://www.csiro.au/en/Research/Health/CSIRO-diets/CSIRO-Total-Wellbeing-Diet
http://im2recipe.csail.mit.edu
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for food classification tasks, such as the image2recipe task, where the aim is to
predict the recipe and the ingredients of a recipe given a picture alone as input to a
system. The dataset has not been used by many recommender systems researchers
as no interaction data is included.

6.2 Grocery Datasets

In the context of grocery shopping only a handful of datasets exist that have been
officially published to be used for research purposes.

The first to mention is the so-called instacard dataset made available via
Kaggle11 in 2017. The dataset contains information about three million purchases
via instacard in several grocery stores in the US. The dataset contains session
information about purchases, as well as item meta-data. The dataset has been used
to predict future purchases mostly employing machine learning [20].

Another interesting data source for potential future research in the context
of grocery food recommenders is the Tesco Grocery 1.0 dataset,12 published in
February 2020 in Nature’s Scientific Data repository. The dataset consists of a
record of 420 million food items purchased by 1.6 million fidelity card owners
that shopped in 411 Tesco shops in London. While the dataset is very interesting,
a downside is that it is currently only available in an aggregated format. Session
or per user data is not available. The dataset only allows predictions to be made
on an area level. A further downside of the dataset is that it does not contain
detailed information about the actual grocery items. Only categorical information
is available.

A dataset that does contain meta-data information is the grocery dataset pub-
lished by Klasson et al. in 2019 [93]. Included in the dataset are grocery images and
explanations.13 Moreover the OpenFoodsFacts14 dataset may be the largest open
access database of groceries all around the globe with extensive meta-date available.
Again, the dataset provides no user interaction data that would it make possible to
test personalised algorithms.

With the exception of the mentioned resources, research relies on proprietary
Web crawls from Amazon15 and other large online retailers that allow the crawling
of their data or provide a dedicated API [77].

11 https://www.kaggle.com/c/instacart-market-basket-analysis.
12 https://www.nature.com/articles/s41597-020-0397-7.
13 https://github.com/marcusklasson/GroceryStoreDataset.
14 https://world.openfoodfacts.org/.
15 https://amazon.com.

https://www.kaggle.com/c/instacart-market-basket-analysis
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41597-020-0397-7
https://github.com/marcusklasson/GroceryStoreDataset
https://world.openfoodfacts.org/
https://amazon.com
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6.3 Meals, Menus and Restaurant Datasets

To implement meal plan recommender systems, research typically relies on single
item representations as, for example, available in the datasets as discussed above,
most commonly recipes. Dedicated meal plans as a ground truth data can, however,
also be obtained from online sources such as Eatingwell,16 FitBit17 and many other
popular health platforms. These sources provide the possibility to obtain general
meal plan templates for a day or a week.

In the context of meals, i.e., a combination of, for example, a starter, main dish
and dessert, Allrecipes has been used as a resource in research [28, 46, 180, 181].
Others researchers have used Foods, TudoGostoso18 as well as giallozafferano as
Italian food website.19 In [126] the authors also released a detailed behavioral
dataset, including user interactions with the items.20

Finally, Yelp21 is prominently used as a data source in the context of restau-
rant recommendations for eating out [186]. Other researchers have used Twit-
ter [163],22 Foursquare [163],23 Tripadvisor [208],24 as well as Dianping [207]25

and Baidu [205].26

All of these data sources are preparatory and no standardised sources exist.

6.4 Flavour Resources

Another important aspect of food one is often confronted with when building
food recommendation services is flavour. To compute flavour of a given recipe
or ingredient the current approach is to rely on food chemicals. To extract these
chemicals, Ahn et al. [4] rely on Fenaroli’s handbook of flavor ingredients [21]. The
dataset can be downloaded directly from their article in Scientific Reports. A newer
approach to the same problem is the online resource FLAVORDB.27 FlavorDB is
a database that comprises over 25 thousand flavor molecules representing an array

16 http://www.eatingwell.com/.
17 https://fitbit.com.
18 https://wnw.tudogostoso.com.br/.
19 https://www.giallozafferano.it/ricette-cat/.
20 http://www.di.uniba.it/~swap/datasets/recipes.csv.
21 https://yelp.com.
22 https://twitter.com.
23 https://foursquare.com.
24 https://tripadvisor.com.
25 http://dianping.com.
26 http://Baidu.com.
27 https://cosylab.iiitd.edu.in/flavordb/.

http://www.eatingwell.com/
https://fitbit.com
https://wnw.tudogostoso.com.br/
https://www.giallozafferano.it/ricette-cat/
http://www.di.uniba.it/~swap/datasets/recipes.csv
https://yelp.com
https://twitter.com
https://foursquare.com
https://tripadvisor.com
http://dianping.com
http://Baidu.com
https://cosylab.iiitd.edu.in/flavordb/
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of tastes and odor associated with over 900 natural ingredients. The repository has
been made available through an online app and is accessible through a Creative
Commons licence.

Another useful resources available in the food recommender systems context,
though less used yet for that purpose are the online service FOODPAIRING,28 which
allows to estimate which types of food go well together with based on taste and
smell. While the platform offers promising service, the science behind the service
is rather in-transparent and not free of charge.

6.5 Software Frameworks

To date, no dedicated software package exists to build a food recommender
system. All of the existing research in the food recommender context either has
implemented their own system or has been building their prototypes upon existing
recommendation frameworks. This of course creates issues such as, for example,
algorithms being developed in the movie domain and used in the food domain,
but not suitable for also recommending healthy food items [180]. Another issue
is obviously that the results obtained in one work cannot be compared to another
study, even on the same dataset as protocols and evaluation metrics often differ. To
work towards resolving this issue the well-know LibRec library has been extended
especially for the purpose of food recommendations [181], e.g., by integrating
recipe content and collaborative features. A downside of the framework, however, is
that the framework yet only is available in the Java programming language. Similar
to the well-known LensKit29 framework it is planned to transition from Java to
Python.

A selection of other recommender systems frameworks in other programming
languages can be found on Graham Jenson’s Github page.30 These frameworks
typically provide standard recommender systems algorithms, such as user- and item-
based collaborative filtering with nearest neighborhood search as well as BPR, SVD
and many others. In general, these existing algorithms work more or less well
in predicting the users preferences. Further research, however, is needed to make
these more accurate as current experiments show that standard algorithms perform
significantly less well for the purpose of recommending foods (e.g., recipes) than
movies, their original application domain [180].

28 https://foodparing.com.
29 https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.03125.
30 https://github.com/grahamjenson/list_of_recommender_systems.

https://foodparing.com
https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.03125
https://github.com/grahamjenson/list_of_recommender_systems
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6.6 Nutrition Resources

In the context of food recommender systems, it is often essential to know more about
a certain food item, such as their energy value or other nutritional properties. These
are often essential to develop health-aware food recommender systems or systems
that aim for certain food constraints or goals.

To measure and compute the nutrition of a given food item the usual way is
to map ingredients to standard databases. Examples of such standard databases
used in food computing are the ones provided by the USDA31 (US) and the BLS32

(Germany). The USDA database is also used in Google’s knowledge graph.
A typical issue associated with these direct mapping principles is that food

items can only be mapped correctly and computed if they exactly match the entries
in the database. That often causes issues and calls for NLP techniques that are
aimed to normalise words [96]. A more practical solution to the problem is to
relay on existing frameworks or Web services. Examples of such systems are
SPOONACULAR,33 a Web service that is able to extract ingredients, nutrition and
correct amounts from noise text inputs as well as EDAMAM.34 A downside of
both are that they are commercial services. In [149], however, a method to predict
nutrition of recipes based noisy data is discussed. Software and data can be obtained
for free from the authors.

6.7 Health Resources

Health resources are needed when implementing health-aware food recommender
systems. A typical approach to make a food recommender system “health-aware”
is to filter food items in terms of their healthiness. To measure healthiness one can
rely on a variety of resources. In the following we discuss the most commonly used
these days in research.

A common approach in the real world to inform someone of to what extent a
particular food item is healthy via food labels and standards as set by food safety
authorities. The latter is typically country dependent. Successfully used so far in the
food recommendation context have been the standards as set by the Food Standard
Agency (FSA)35 in the UK as well as standards as set by the World Healthcare
Organisation (WHO)36 [180]. Both standards are based on a 2000kcal diet and

31 https://ndb.nal.usda.gov/ndb.
32 https://www.blsdb.de.
33 https://market.mashape.com/spoonacular.
34 https://www.edamam.com.
35 https://www.food.gov.uk/sites/default/files/media/document/fop-guidance_0.pdf.
36 https://www.who.int/publications/guidelines/nutrition/en/.

https://ndb.nal.usda.gov/ndb
https://www.blsdb.de
https://market.mashape.com/spoonacular
https://www.edamam.com
https://www.food.gov.uk/sites/default/files/media/document/fop-guidance_0.pdf
https://www.who.int/publications/guidelines/nutrition/en/
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Table 6 FSA front of package guidelines for healthy eating

Text Low Medium High

Color code Green Amber Red

Fat ≤ 3.0 g/100 g > 3.0 g to ≤ 17.5 g/100 g > 17.5 g/100 g or > 21 g/portion

Saturates ≤ 1.5 g/100 g > 1.5 g to ≤ 5.0 g/100 g > 5.0 g/100 g or > 6.0 g/portion

Sugars ≤ 5.0 g/100 g > 5.0 g to ≤ 22.5 g/100 g > 22.5 g/100 g or > 27 g/portion

Salt ≤ 0.3 g/100 g > 0.3 g to ≤ 1.5 g/100 g > 1.5 g/100 g or > 1.8 g/portion

Table 7 WHO dietary guidelines

Dietary factor Range (percentage of kcal per meal/recipe)

Protein 10–15

Carbohydrates 55–75

Sugar < 10

Fat 15–30

Saturated Fat < 10

Fiber density (g/MJ) > 3.0a

Sodium density (g/MJ) < 0.2b

a Based on 8.4 MJ/day (2000 kcal/day) diet and recommended daily fiber intake of >25 g
b Based on 8.4 MJ/day (2000 kcal/day) diet and recommended daily sodium intake of <2 g

account for different nutritional properties of a food, see Tables 6 and 7. While
the FSA accounts for Fat, Saturated Fat, Sugars and Salt, the WHO guidelines also
take into consideration Fibre, Proteins and Carbs. Both metrics have been used in
previous research in the context of food recommender systems. Other metrics used
to date to measure or compute healthiness is the ‘Healthy Eating Index’37 proposed
by the USDA to target the US population. More and more such standards are being
developed now all over the world, per region and country, and it is expected that
they find their ways in food recommender systems of the future.

6.8 Food Sustainability Resources

A currently emerging hot topic in the food recommender systems context is sustain-
ability [13]. Only a handful of tools exist to measure to what extent a food item is
sustainable or not. One of the most recently released resources is the NAHGAST
online38 tool that considers the following 4 dimensions of sustainability [167]:

• Environment: Material Footprint (<2670 g/<4000 g), Carbon Footprint (<800
g/<1200 g), Water use (<640 L/<975 L), Land use (<1.25 m2/<1.875 m2).

37 https://www.fns.usda.gov/resource/healthy-eating-index-hei.
38 https://www.nahgast.de/rechner/.

https://www.fns.usda.gov/resource/healthy-eating-index-hei
https://www.nahgast.de/rechner/
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• Social: Share of fair ingredients (>90%/>85%)l Share of animal-based food that
foster animal welfare (>60%/>55%).

• Health: Energy (<670 kcal/<830 kcal), Fat (<24 g/<30 g), Carbohydrates (<90
g/<95 g), Sugar (<17 g/<19 g), Fibers (<8 g/> 6 g).

• Economic: Popularity (without quantified target value), Cost recovery (without
quantified target value).

Other related resources in that context can be found at GREENHOUSE GAS

AND DIETARY CHOICES OPEN SOURCE TOOLKIT39 and TAKE A BITE OUT OF

CLIMATE CHANGE.40

6.9 Other Resources

Another useful resource one would like to use when building a food recommender
system is provided by FOODSUBS.41 The service includes a food thesaurus that
can suggest food substitutes. This is a particularly useful resource to develop
future similar item food recommender systems [183] that are able to display
recommendations with ingredient alternatives [182].

Furthermore useful resources to develop food recommender systems are food
word lists such as provided by ENCHANTEDLEARNING42 and WIKIPEDIA.43

They are typically used in content-based recommender approaches to normalise
ingredient list from noisy data sources such as the Web.

Last but not least, one may also want to employ regional data in a food
recommender system such, for example, provided by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) in the US to implement, for example, regional and
health-aware food recommender systems [153, 185].

Finally, one would like to employ knowledge-graphs for the purpose of recom-
mending foods to people. Sources in this context are still at an early stage but can be
more and more found online see, for example, FOODKG44 and in the literature [76].
These may be useful in the future to provide semantic recommendations.

Plenty of further resources can be found on the Web to construct food recom-
mender systems. It is though recommended that one validates the quality of these
sources with care as they often lacking scientific foundation.

39 https://www.ggdot.org/.
40 https://www.takeabitecc.org/.
41 http://www.foodsubs.com.
42 http://www.enchantedlearning.com/wordlist/food.shtml.
43 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lists_of_foods.
44 https://foodkg.github.io/.

https://www.ggdot.org/
https://www.takeabitecc.org/
http://www.foodsubs.com
http://www.enchantedlearning.com/wordlist/food.shtml
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lists_of_foods
https://foodkg.github.io/
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7 Conclusion

Lessons Learned In the following, we attempt to extract key takeaways from the
literature. In particular we use our experience to provide guidance for practitioners
unfamiliar with the research and who wish to develop a food recommender system.
In our view the biggest mistake one could make would be to reduce the problem to a
single algorithmic problem. While there is no evidence of one particular algorithm
being best suited to different food recommendation problems, differences do occur
in terms of what should be shown, how items should be shown and to whom. More
concretely, the research results so far encourage practitioners to:

• Think about the task: What people want to be recommended differs depending
on the application (i.e. the type of item the system recommends. See Sect. 4)

• Consider who the users are and what they may need: The evidence shows that
different groups of users have different preferences and priorities when looking
for food items (see Sect. 3.3)

• Consider context: What people want to eat changes depending on a wide range
of context variables and it is important to consider how these may affect your
system (see Sect. 3.2).

• Exploit the visual nature of food choice: Food choices in digital environments
are highly visual (see Sect. 3.4) and this is one of the few constant findings across
different settings. This is even true across cultures (see Sect. 3.2).

Summary and Future Work In the following, we shed light on the food recom-
mendation problem. We have provided a review of the current state-of-the-art in
the field from an algorithm, interface, evaluation, and implementation resources
perspective. We try to summarize the most important findings and points of our
work:

• At the moment, no theory about food recommender systems exists. There is
research that tries to combine theory about food choice but no work that has
tried to integrate systems into a theory.

• Most research on food recommender systems is in the context of health, but less
has been done in sub-fields such as cooking, grocery shopping, or restaurant
visits, including menu items.

• Algorithms are mostly based on standard recommender systems approaches, and
not many specialized algorithmic developments exist.

• Most recommender system approaches in food typically integrate a collaborative
component and use algorithms such as collaborative filtering.

• Algorithms in food recommender systems are mostly focused on single users.
The group context exists but is not the main focus of research at the moment.

• When it comes to the evaluation of recommender system algorithms, there is
furthermore a lack of standardized datasets. Still, there is no initiative that tries
to collect these preparatory datasets. The reasons for this are GDPR or copyright
limitations for behavioral data or recipe data.
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Table 8 Challenges and suggestions for future research listed in previous food recommender
surveys.

Year 2017 2017 2018 2018 2018 2019 2019 2019

Ref [158] [179] [12] [178] [119] [124] [125] [176]
∑

Health personalization � � � � � 5

Erroneous user input
and eating behavior data

� � � � � 5

Deep learning on food
images

� � � � � 5

Sensors and physical
interfaces

� � � � 4

Preference prediction
and algorithmic
performance

� � � � 4

Contextualization of
algorithms

� � � � 4

Sparse/biased data � � � 3

Social context and
groups

� � � 3

Persuasion and
behaviour change

� � � 3

Multiple contexts mixed � � � 3

Multi-objective and
multi modality

� � � 3

Explanation of
algorithm

� � � 3

Integrating knowledge
graphs

� � 2

Evaluation methods and
benchmark data

� � 2

• Furthermore, when it comes to evaluation, offline assessments are still dominat-
ing, but online evaluations have been catching up, which is commendable, as
online evaluation protocols capture the real world better than offline simulations.

• There has been little research on how different interfaces change the effectiveness
and acceptance rate of food recommender systems. Only a few studies test
interfaces to their algorithms at all, and none compare different variants of
interfaces for the same recommender system.

• Finally, when it comes to the availability of implementation resources, many
tools exist, but no standardized food recommender systems framework, which
would allow the community to build upon and advance the research field.

Besides these main findings, our review of existing work reconfirms the gaps and
challenges identified by previous more specialized surveys of food recommender
systems, as shown in Table 8. For example, personalization of health-focused
food recommender systems by the user’s genome, microbiome, blood values, or
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changing behavioral patterns is a major gap identified by five surveys. In behavioral
personalization, this challenge is further complicated by the accurate and effortless
extraction of user data regarding past eating behavior. One solution to this issue and
significant challenge itself is the extraction of information from food images and the
accurate integration of food-related sensor data, e.g., volatile organic compounds
sensors. Besides health-related issues, both the prediction of preference or other
success criteria and standard algorithms’ performance is still below that in other
fields of recommender systems, especially when regarding multiple criteria at once.
We further confirm missing contextualization as one large research gap across
different food recommender systems that might lead to much higher acceptance
rates.

In summary, there are many challenges ahead when it comes to solving the food
recommendation problem. While this may sound limiting for practitioners, this is,
on the other hand, exciting from a scientific point of view, as there are many open
issues and questions that need to be resolved. Therefore, it may be some more time
before we see such systems all over in our everyday lives, as is the case with other
commercial recommender systems, such as media content recommender systems.
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1 Introduction

In the past decade, we have experienced a drastic change in the way how people
search for and consume music. The rise of digital music distribution, followed by
the spiraling success of music streaming services such as those offered by Spotify,1

Pandora,2 Apple,3 Amazon,4 YouTube,5 and Deezer,6 has led to the ubiquitous

1 https://www.spotify.com.
2 https://www.pandora.com.
3 https://www.apple.com/apple-music.
4 https://music.amazon.com.
5 https://www.youtube.com.
6 https://www.deezer.com.
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availability of music. While the catalogs of these big players are mostly geared
towards Western music, in recent years, worldwide, many platforms focusing on
domestic markets and music emerged, including Taiwanese KKBOX,7 Korean
Melon,8 Nigerian Boomplay Music,9 and Brazilian Superplayer.10

As a result, music listeners are suddenly faced with an unprecedented scale of
readily available musical content, which can easily become burdensome. Address-
ing this issue, music recommender systems (MRS) provide support to users
accessing large collections of music items and additional music-related content.
Music items that are most commonly recommended include artists, albums, tracks,
and playlists. Moreover, integrating additional music-related content into their
catalogs has become more and more important for streaming providers, to offer their
users a unique selling proposition. Such additional content include lyrics, music
video clips and animated video backgrounds, album cover images, and information
about concert venues.

This chapter gives an introduction to music recommender systems research. In
the remainder of this section, we next discuss the unique characteristics of the music
recommendation domain (Sect. 1.1), as compared to other content domains, such as
videos or books. Then, we define the scope and structure of the subsequent sections
(Sect. 1.2).

1.1 Characteristics of the Music Recommendation Domain

There exist several distinguishing characteristics of the music domain that differenti-
ates MRS from other kinds of recommender systems. We summarize the major ones
in the following. For a more detailed treatment, we refer the reader to [158, 161].

Duration of consumption: The amount of time required for a user to consume a
single media item strongly differs between different categories of items: an image
(typically a few seconds), a song (typically a few minutes), a movie (typically one
to a few hours), a book (typically days or weeks). Since music ranges at the lower
end of the duration scale, the time it takes for a user to form opinions on a music
item can be much shorter than in most other domains. As a result, music items may
be considered more disposable.

Catalog size: Typical commercial music catalogs contain tens of millions of
songs or other musical pieces while catalogs of movies and TV series are several
magnitudes smaller. The scalability of commercially used MRS algorithms is,
therefore, a more important requirement in the music domain than in other domains.

7 https://www.kkbox.com.
8 https://www.melon.com.
9 https://www.boomplay.com.
10 https://www.superplayer.fm.

https://www.kkbox.com
https://www.melon.com
https://www.boomplay.com
https://www.superplayer.fm
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Different representations and abstraction levels: Another distinguishing property
is that music recommendations can be made at different item abstraction levels
and modalities. While movie recommender systems typically suggest individual
items of one specific category (e.g., movies or series) to the user, MRS may
recommend music items of various representations and modalities (most commonly,
the audio of a song, but also music videos or even digital score sheets offered by
providers such as OKTAV11 or Chordify12). Music recommendations can also be
effected at different levels of granularity (e.g., at the level of artist, album, or song).
Furthermore, non-standard recommendation tasks exist in the music domain, such
as recommending radio stations or concert venues.

Repeated consumption: A single music item is often consumed repeatedly by a
user, even multiple times in a row. In contrast, other media items are commonly
consumed at most a few times. This implies that a user might not only tolerate, but
actually appreciate recommendations of already known items.

Sequential consumption: Unlike movies or books, songs are frequently con-
sumed in sequence, e.g., in a listening session or playlist. As a result, sequence-
aware recommendation problems [143] such as automatic playlist continuation
or next-track recommendation play a crucial role in MRS research. Because of
the unique constraints and modeling assumptions of serial consumption, also the
evaluation criteria substantially differ from the more standard techniques found in
the recommender systems literature [71].

Passive consumption: Unlike most other media content, music is often consumed
passively, in the background, which can affect the quality of preference indications.
Especially when relying on implicit feedback to infer music preferences of users,
the situation where a listener is not paying attention to the music (and therefore
does not skip a disliked song) might be misinterpreted as a positive feedback.

Importance of content: In traditional recommendation domains such as movie
recommendation, collaborative filtering (CF) techniques have been predominantly
used and refined over the years, not least thanks to initiatives such as the Netflix
Prize.13 In contrast, research on music recommendation has emerged to a large
extent from the fields of audio signal processing and music information retrieval
(MIR), and is still strongly connected to these areas. This is one of the reasons why
content-based recommendation approaches, such as content-based filtering (CBF),
are more important in the music domain than in other domains. Such approaches aim
at extracting semantic information from or about music at different representation
levels (e.g., the audio signal, artist or song name, album cover, lyrics, album reviews,
or score sheet), and subsequently leverage similarities computed on these semantic
music descriptors, between items and user profiles, to effect recommendations.14

11 https://www.oktav.com.
12 https://www.chordify.net.
13 https://www.netflixprize.com.
14 To avoid confusion, we note that content has different connotations within the MIR and
recommender systems communities. MIR makes an explicit distinction between (content-based)

https://www.oktav.com
https://www.chordify.net
https://www.netflixprize.com
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Another reason for the importance of content-based approaches in MRS is the
fact that explicit rating data is relatively rare in this domain, and even when
available, tends to be sparser than in other domains [44]. Therefore, research in
music recommendation techniques tend to rely more upon content descriptions of
items than techniques in other domains.

1.2 Scope and Structure of the Chapter

In this chapter, we first categorize in Sect. 2 music recommendation tasks into three
major types of use cases. Section 3 subsequently explains the major categories
of MRS from a technical perspective, including content-based filtering, sequential
recommendation, and recent psychology-inspired approaches. Section 4 is devoted
to a discussion of challenges that are faced in MRS research and practice, and
of approaches that address these challenges. Finally, in Sect. 5 we conclude by
summarizing the main recent trends and open challenges in MRS.

Please note that this chapter substantially differs from the previous version that
was published in the second edition of the Recommender Systems Handbook [159].
While the previous version was generally structured according to different tech-
niques and types of music recommender systems, in the version at hand, we take a
more user-centric perspective, by organizing our discussion with respect to current
use cases and challenges.

2 Types of Use Cases

Research on and development of MRS has evolved significantly over the last decade,
owed to changes in the typical use cases of MRS. We can categorize these use cases
broadly into basic music recommendation (Sect. 2.1), lean-in (Sect. 2.3), and lean-
back experiences (Sect. 2.2).

We refer to the most traditional use case as basic music recommendation,
which aims at providing recommendations to support users in browsing a music
collection. Technically, corresponding tasks are common to other domains, and
include predicting a user’s explicit rating (rating prediction task) or predicting
whether a given user will listen to a particular song (predicting item consumption
behavior). Requiring a higher degree of attention and engagement, use cases
pertaining to lean-in exploration refer to supporting users in searching particular
music based on a semantic query that expresses a user intent, e.g., finding music

approaches that operate directly on audio signals and (metadata) approaches that derive item
descriptors from external sources, e.g., web documents [90]. In recommender systems research,
as in the remainder of this chapter, both types of approaches are described as “content-based”.
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that fits a certain activity or affective state. In contrast, by providing a lean-back
experience to the user no specific user task is addressed rather than indulging, for
instance, an endless music listening session.

2.1 Basic Music Recommendation

A typical function of a recommender system is to assist in actively browsing the
catalog of items through item-to-item recommendations. For an MRS, this implies
providing lists of relevant artists, albums, and tracks, when a user browses item
pages of a music shop or a streaming service. Commonly, such recommendations
rely on similarity inferred from the consumption patterns of the users, and they are
presented to a user in the form of a list of “people who played that also played this”
items.

Another basic functionality is to generate personalized recommendation lists on
the platform’s landing page to engage a user in a session even without their active
navigation of the content in the first place. Such recommendations are generated
based on the user’s previous behavior on the platform, which is a core research task
in the recommender systems community. At the same time, it is the topic of lots
of user interface (UI) and user experience (UX) design decisions in the industry,
often out of the scope of academic research. For example, the system interface may
provide contextual “shelves”, grouping recommendations by a particular reason, or
time span of user activity (e.g., recommendations based on global user profile versus
recent user activity).

Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate both types of basic approaches, on the example
of Soundcloud15 and Last.fm.16 In both cases, such basic music recommendation
systems deal with artist, album, or track recommendations using the information
about previous user interactions and their feedback for the items in the music
catalog.

2.1.1 Interaction and Feedback Data

Music services can gather explicit user feedback, including rating provided by a
user for artist, album, or track items (e.g., using 1–10 or 1–5 rating scales), or
binary Likes, Loves, or Favorites reactions, as well as the information about items
purchased or saved to the user’s library. Therefore, a common task is predicting
those explicit user ratings and reactions for items in the system’s music catalog,
which is useful to estimate relevance and generate ranked recommendation lists.
Historically, user ratings have been associated with online music shops (e.g.,

15 https://www.soundcloud.com.
16 https://www.last.fm.

https://www.soundcloud.com
https://www.last.fm
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Fig. 1 Soundcloud’s “Related tracks” web pages provide playlists of top 50 track recommenda-
tions for the tracks in their catalog. The list is pre-computed according to the seed in advance.
The user is able to scroll and listen to the entire list, start and stop the playback (�/�), as well as
navigate by clicking on a particular track or the next or previous track buttons (�/�)

iTunes17 or Amazon18) and music metadata websites that allow users to organize
their music collections (e.g., Discogs19 or RateYourMusic20). They became much
less common nowadays due to the advance of streaming platforms. Even in the shop
scenario, explicit ratings may be too difficult to gather for the majority of the user
base, and instead, systems rely on purchase history.

In the case of music streaming services, it is common to gather implicit user
feedback. These systems often strive to minimize the required interaction effort
while asking for explicit ratings can be tedious. Instead, they register each track
played by a user (user listening events), compute play counts or total time listened
for different items (tracks, albums, and artists), and track skips within the music
player UI.

Such implicit feedback represents music preferences only indirectly. It can be
dependent on user activity, context, and engagement, and there may be other reasons
for user behavior unknown to the system. A played track in the user history does not
necessarily mean the user actively liked it, and a skipped track does not necessarily

17 https://www.apple.com/itunes.
18 https://www.amazon.com.
19 https://www.discogs.com.
20 https://www.rateyourmusic.com.

https://www.apple.com/itunes
https://www.amazon.com
https://www.discogs.com
https://www.rateyourmusic.com
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Fig. 2 Last.fm’s landing page provides a list of personalized recommendations (artists, albums,
tracks, and events) based on gathered listening statistics in a user profile. To give some context, the
justification for the recommendations is provided by referencing similar music items listened by
the user. The user can navigate the entire list as well as listen to a playlist with recommendations

imply negative preference. Still, this feedback is often the only information available
to the system, and therefore it is used as a proxy for music preference.21 Different
criteria can be applied to consider a track as played and relevant for a user. For
example, one can rely on the fraction of the total track duration that is reproduced
within the system’s UI and define a threshold to identify fully or almost fully played
tracks. Also, the raw play count values can be normalized and thresholded to define
relevant items (for example, in the simplest case, consider all items with at least one
play as relevant).

2.1.2 Evaluation Metrics and Competitions

In essence, the basic recommendation task is the prediction of relevant items for
a user and generation of recommendation lists with items ranked by relevance.
The evaluation is commonly done in the offline setting, retaining part of the user

21 Note that explicit ratings can be estimated from implicit feedback such as play counts, as
investigated by Parra and Amatriain [137].
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behavior data (e.g., user-item relevance ratings or play counts) as a ground truth and
measuring the error in relevance predictions (typically via RMSE), or assessing the
quality of generated ranked lists in terms of the position of relevant items therein,
e.g. via precision at k, recall at k, mean average precision (MAP) at k, average
percentile rank, or normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG). A few official
research challenges described below have addressed these aspects.

Formulated as a purely collaborative filtering task, the problem has been
addressed by the recommender systems community in the KDD Cup 2011 challenge
[44].22 It featured a large-scale dataset of user-item ratings provided by Yahoo!23

with different levels of granularity of the ratings (tracks, albums, artists, and genres)
and a very high sparsity (99.96%) making the task particularly challenging. There
were two objectives in the challenge, addressed on separate sub-tracks: predict
unknown music ratings based on given explicit ratings (evaluated by RMSE) and
distinguish highly rated songs from songs never rated by a user (evaluated by
error rate). Unfortunately, the dataset for the challenge is anonymized, including
all descriptive metadata, which made it impossible to try any approaches based on
content analysis and music domain knowledge.

The Million Song Dataset (MSD) Challenge24 [115] organized in 2012 opened
the possibility to work with a wide variety of data sources (for instance, including
web crawling, audio analysis, collaborative filtering, or use of metadata). Given full
listening histories of one million users and half of the listening histories for another
110,000 test users, the task was to predict the missing hidden listening events for
the test users. Mean average precision computed on the top 500 recommendations
for each listener (MAP@500) was used as main performance measure.

2.2 Lean-in Exploration

Other music consumption settings emphasize more active and engaged user inter-
action. In these lean-in scenarios, the user is often exploring a collection and the
found tracks in-depth to select candidates for listening immediately or at a later
point. This can be used e.g. to find music that fits a certain affective state, activity, or
setting such as a workout or a road trip. In many cases these scenarios are also tied
to building and maintaining “personal” music collections within online platforms
for individual or shared use, cf. [36, 37]. A recommender system can support such
a process by presenting candidate tracks based on the user’s behavior and adapting
to the selection of tracks, cf. [80]. An example of a lean-in interface is Spotify’s
playlist creation interface, as shown in Fig. 3, in which recommendations are made
to complement the tracks already added to a playlist.

22 https://www.kdd.org/kdd2011/kddcup.shtml.
23 http://music.yahoo.com.
24 http://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/millionsong/challenge.

https://www.kdd.org/kdd2011/kddcup.shtml
http://music.yahoo.com
http://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/millionsong/challenge
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Fig. 3 Spotify’s playlist creation application as an example of a lean-in experience. The user
can search the catalog using the textual search box on top. Based on the songs added to the list,
further songs are recommended at the bottom for consideration. Hovering over a track allows to
play/pause the audio (�/�). Further recommendations can be requested by clicking the “Refresh”
button. Before any songs are added, the user is prompted for a title and description for the playlist,
which provide the basis for making initial recommendations. (Note that further playback control,
navigation, advertisement, and social network panels in the interface are omitted in this screenshot.)

Lean-in-oriented interfaces provide a higher degree of control and are therefore
richer in terms of user interface components, demanding more attention and a higher
cognitive load from the user [126]. Controls often include search functionalities
that add possibilities to retrieve specific tracks based on their metadata or via a
“semantic” query that expresses the user intent, cf. Fig. 3. To index music pieces for
semantic textual search, several sources can be tapped, such as knowledge graphs
[134], various forms of community metadata such as tags or websites [90], or
playlist titles given by other users [116]. This not only enriches the descriptions of
individual tracks (e.g., to allow for queries like “90’s band with female singer”), but
also introduces information on context and usage purposes (e.g., “sleep” or “party”).

Beyond playlist creation, lean-in interfaces have been proposed for a variety of
tasks, e.g., exploration of musical structure, beat structure, melody line, and chords
of a track [65], or exploration of tracks based on similar lyrics content [130]. These
“active music-listening interfaces” [64], however, have not seen much adoption
in commercial streaming platforms as they are often targeted at specific music
consumers and non-traditional tasks, cf. [93].
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2.2.1 Evaluation Metrics and Competitions

Evaluation metrics for lean-in scenarios are measuring similar aspects as in a less
targeted browsing scenario, i.e. mostly retrieval-oriented metrics, see Sect. 2.1.2.
In a focused task like the above mentioned playlist creation, however, feedback is
available more explicitly, as selections are made from a known pool of tracks and
a selection more strongly indicates a positive feedback as much as an omission
a negative than is the case in general browsing. This also impacts evaluation,
as information retrieval metrics like precision and recall can be meaningfully
calculated.

This is reflected in the 2018 RecSys Challenge [33],25 which was centered on
the task of recommending tracks for playlist creation, as performed in the Spotify
application shown in Fig. 3. More specifically, provided with a playlist of specific
length k (and optionally a playlist title indicating a context), the task was to
recommend up to 500 tracks that fit the target characteristics of the given playlist.
Different scenarios were addressed in terms of playlist types: by varying k, whether
or not a playlist title was provided, and whether or not the playlist was shuffled.
As part of the challenge, Spotify released a collection of 1 million user-generated
playlists to be used for model development and evaluation.26 Evaluation metrics
used were R-precision, NDCG, and a Spotify-specific metric called “recommended
songs clicks” (defined as the number of times a user has to request 10 more songs
before the first relevant track is encountered). A detailed description and analysis of
the top approaches can be found in [188].

2.2.2 Discussion

Lean-in experiences relate most closely to traditional directed information retrieval
tasks like search and extend to all activities where a user is willing to devote
time and attention to a system to enhance the personal experience. The role of
the recommender system is to support the user in this specific scenario, e.g. by
suggesting complementary items, without interfering, distracting, or persuading the
user.

In terms of designing the recommendation algorithm, a lean-in scenario provides
a good opportunity to favor exploration over exploitation. That is, the recommender
system might not optimize for positive feedback only, but “probe” the user with
potentially negatively perceived items. As such, these closer interactions between
user and system provide an opportunity to develop the user profile for future
recommendations, resulting in a longer-term reward than just the exploitation of
items known to please the user (however, likely in a different context). Immediate

25 https://www.recsyschallenge.com/2018.
26 The Million Playlist Dataset is available from https://www.aicrowd.com/challenges/spotify-
million-playlist-dataset-challenge.

https://www.recsyschallenge.com/2018
https://www.aicrowd.com/challenges/spotify-million-playlist-dataset-challenge
https://www.aicrowd.com/challenges/spotify-million-playlist-dataset-challenge
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user satisfaction does not necessarily suffer from this strategy, as more diverse
recommendations are acceptable in a setting in which the user is open to reflect
upon the suggestions made.

2.3 Lean-Back Listening

In contrast to the recommendation use cases outlined in the previous sections, the
so-called lean-back formulation is designed to address use cases in which user
interaction is minimized, such as automatic playlist generation or streaming radio.
In lean-back settings, users typically are presented a single song at a time, which is
selected automatically by the MRS. Often, it is expected that users do not have
the interface directly in view, but rather are consuming recommendations on a
smartphone application with the device out of view (e.g., in a pocket or bag, or
while driving).

Typical lean-back user interfaces, such as the one depicted in Fig. 4 (left), tend to
be minimal, and severely limit how the user can control the system. Although some

Fig. 4 Pandora’s mobile application provides a prototypical example of a lean-back listening
interface. Left: An image representing the current song (or an advertisement) is displayed, along
with a progress bar and controls to switch “stations”. The user can play/pause the audio (�/�),
provide thumbs-up/down feedback (�/�), skip to the next track (�), or replay a track (	). No
information is provided for alternative track selections: the next track is selected automatically.
Right: recommendations are organized by stations or playlists, allowing users to select a stream
with minimal interactions
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interfaces afford either positive or negative explicit feedback (likes, hearts, thumbs-
up/thumbs-down), the fact that users are typically disengaged during consumption
implies that explicit feedback is relatively rare. As a result, methods and evaluation
criteria in lean-back settings tend to rely more upon implicit feedback, such as song
completion, skipping, or session termination.

2.3.1 Lean-Back Data and Evaluation

Compared to the basic recommender system setup, the treatment of implicit feed-
back in lean-back settings requires a bit more nuance. In the basic setting, users are
typically presented with a collection of items simultaneously, from which positive,
negative, and relative interactions can be inferred efficiently. For example, if a user
is recommended ten songs, and purchases only one, it is relatively safe to infer
that the remaining nine were less relevant than the purchased song—if not outright
irrelevant—which facilitates rapid and large-scale data collection [77]. Because
lean-back interfaces do not present alternatives to the user, implicit feedback can
only be inferred for a single item at a time, which significantly reduces the efficiency
of data collection.

Lean-back music recommenders are often used in certain contexts: for example,
while a user is exercising or working. Users are therefore expected to be inattentive,
at least some portion of the time, and this can make it difficult to properly
interpret even the weak signals that come from play, stop, and skip interactions.
Accurately making sense of feedback gained in a lean-back setting is therefore
highly challenging, and such data may not be suited to exhaustively model user
preferences. For example, listening to a full song may be construed as a positive
interaction, but it may also happen because a user was completely disengaged and
forgot to turn off the stream. Alternatively, skipping a song may suggest a negative
interaction, but a user may also skip a song that they otherwise like because they
recently heard it elsewhere. Finally, a user may abandon a session because they
are dissatisfied with the song selections (a negative interaction), or because they are
finished with whatever outside activity they were performing. While these issues can
be impossible to fully work around (barring invasive user surveillance), it is common
to assume that play/skip/stop behavior, on average, provide weak positive and
negative signals that can be used for model development and evaluation. However,
these issues do highlight an important characteristic of lean-back recommendation:
interactions take place within a particular context, and interpreting the resulting data
outside its context can easily become problematic.

Lean-back interfaces are often designed around concepts of playlists, radio
stations, or other similar abstractions which allow a user to express preference for
groups of songs, e.g., by selecting a pre-generated playlist or station by description,
or by choosing a genre, artist, or song to seed the session. This is depicted in Fig. 4
(right). As a result, much of the research on lean-back systems has focused on
modeling playlists, which can be defined as either ordered or shuffled selections
of songs that are meant to be heard together in a session. Playlists can be composed
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by expert curators (like traditional disc jockeys), amateur users, or collaboratively
by groups of users. Playlist authors often select songs deliberately to reflect some
specific intended use or context [38]. Playlist data therefore provides an attractive
source of high-quality positive interactions: co-occurrence of songs in a playlist
can be a strong positive indicator of similarity. An algorithm which can accurately
predict which songs should go into a playlist—perhaps conditioned on a context,
user preference, or pre-selected songs—should therefore be useful for generating
recommendations [59].

Note that modeling playlist composition is not equivalent to modeling playlist
consumption. In the generation case, it is (perhaps arguably) justified to infer nega-
tive interactions: the playlist author presumably decided which songs to include.
This in turn justifies the use of information retrieval metrics (precision, recall,
etc.), which rely upon having a well-defined notion of what constitutes a relevant
(included) or irrelevant (excluded) example. Playlist consumption, however, does
not inherit relevance and irrelevance from playlist composition. The user was not
exposed to alternative selections, so it is not justified to infer a negative interaction
from tracks which were not included in the playlist. Evaluating a playlist generation
method therefore relies on comparisons to playlist authors, not playlist consumers.
In many commercial settings, authors can be employees of the service, while
consumers are the customers, and it is important to bear this distinction in mind
when developing a recommender system.

As an alternative to playlist data, listening log data can provide a more direct
measurement of actual user behavior, as it captures how users behave in response
to specific song selections. This makes listening log data attractive from a modeling
perspective, but care must be taken to ensure that the data is interpreted correctly,
and does not unduly propagate inductive bias from the system which selected the
songs in the first place. That said, an algorithm which could accurately predict which
songs are likely or unlikely to be skipped by a user (in a particular session or context)
could be used to power a recommendation system. Developing and evaluating such
a method requires large volumes of log data to capture the diversity of listening
preferences and contexts. Fortunately, log data can be collected passively: unlike
playlist generation, which requires deliberate intent from the playlist creator, log
data is generated automatically by users interacting naturally with the system.

While user-generated playlist data has been relatively abundant and freely
available [117, 139, 188], high-quality listening log data has been scarce outside
of private, commercial environments. Until recently, the main source of openly
available log data has been Last.fm scrobbles [28, 151, 181], which provide a large
volume of data, but little in the way of transparency or provenance with respect to
how tracks are selected and interacted with by users. This has recently changed with
the MRS-related challenge in the 2019 WSDM Cup:27 participating teams had to
predict whether a user will listen to or skip the music recommended next by a MRS.
Participants were provided with a set of 130 million listening sessions by Spotify

27 https://www.crowdai.org/challenges/spotify-sequential-skip-prediction-challenge.

https://www.crowdai.org/challenges/spotify-sequential-skip-prediction-challenge
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users [23]. For each listening session, the first half of the session was observed,
and the objective was to predict whether or not each track in the second half of
the session was actually consumed or skipped. The adopted evaluation metric was
mean average accuracy, where average accuracy was computed over all items in the
unseen part of each session. The winning approaches are described in [32, 69, 195].

2.3.2 Discussion

In contrast to the basic recommendation formulation, lean-back settings require
careful attention to several unique factors arising from the characteristics of music
consumption.

First, as previously mentioned, users in lean-back scenarios are assumed to want
minimal interaction with the recommender system. Concretely, lean-back music
recommenders are often designed to be more conservative with recommendations,
prioritizing exploitation over exploration to minimize negative feedback (i.e.,
skips) [29]. While the exploration–exploitation trade-off is a well-known concept in
recommender systems generally [163], one must bear in mind that the right trade-off
fundamentally depends on the mode of delivery and interaction with the user.

Second, the sequential nature of lean-back recommendation scenarios presents
a substantial methodological challenge to evaluation. For example, skip prediction
methods are trained and evaluated on historical log data, which is almost always
biased by whichever recommendation algorithm was used at the time of the
interactions. Left unchecked, this can propagate inductive bias from previous
algorithms, and skew the evaluation results. While not inherently unique to the lean-
back setting, the rapid sequential consumption of recommendations in this context
renders typical simplifying assumptions (e.g., independence between interactions)
suspicious at best. Compensating for this source of bias is generally challenging,
though in some situations, counterfactual risk minimization [170] can be employed
during training [120].

Finally, playlist data may carry biases beyond what are commonly found in
standard collaborative filter data. In particular, several streaming platforms employ
content curators to create playlists which can be shared to users, or allow (and
promote) users to share playlists with each other. While some amount of curation
is undoubtedly desirable in many situations, it is also important to understand the
sources of bias in artist and track selection within the data when developing and
evaluating a playlist generation algorithm.

2.4 Other Applications

There also exist various applications beyond the main lines of research on music
recommendation. In particular, music event recommendation is addressed in [176],
where the authors consider recommending events/venues with local long-tail artists,
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from which metadata available to the system may be lacking. A related task is
the recommendation of music for particular venues, addressed in [35]. Last.fm and
Spotify are examples of industrial systems that provide event recommendations.

Playlist discovery and playlist recommendation are other recent directions [136].
They have not yet received as much attention as playlist continuation (Sect. 2.3):
even though there is research on track recommendation for playlists and listening
sessions, a lack of studies on recommending entire playlists to a user is evident.

We can also highlight the future role of recommender systems in music and video
production. An exemplary use case here is recommending background music for
video. The goal of this task is to assist the user in finding music that fits video
scenes in their video production in terms of semantics, rhythm, and motion. Such
systems rely on multi-modal analysis of audio and video [100, 110]. In turn, in
music production, recommender systems can enrich the users’ workflow, helping
navigate extensive audio collections. In particular, sound recommendation has been
considered in [134, 165]. Based on audio analysis and domain knowledge in music
composition, recommender systems will open promising possibilities for building
more intelligent digital audio workstations with sound, loop, and audio effect
recommendation functionalities.

Another task related to MRS is to recommend digital score sheets, such as
implemented in the system offered by OKTAV28 for piano players; or to recommend
chords for guitar players, offered by Chordify.29

3 Types of Music Recommender Systems

In the following, we briefly characterize the major types of MRS and summarize
the input data and techniques adopted in each type. Please note that the research
works we point to by no means represent an exhaustive list. We intentionally kept
this general part rather short and point the reader, for instance, to our chapter in the
second edition of the Recommender Systems Handbook [159] for a more detailed
description of the different types of MRS.

3.1 Collaborative Filtering

Similar to other recommendation domains, CF-based approaches are often used for
music recommendation. They operate solely on data about user–item interactions,
which are either given as explicit ratings (e.g., on a rating scale) or as implicit
feedback (e.g., statistics on play counts or skipped songs). In the most common

28 https://www.oktav.com.
29 https://www.chordify.net.
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variant, CF approaches create a model that predicts whether a given user will
interact or not with a (previously unseen) item. Since approaches solely based on
CF are domain-agnostic, we invite the reader to consider the surveys provided
in [34, 73, 86, 96] for a more detailed general treatment of the topic; and the surveys
provided in [152, 161] that review CF approaches in the music domain, among
others. Also consider chapter “Advances in Collaborative Filtering” of this book.

Note that CF-based approaches are particularly prone to several kinds of biases,
such as data bias (e.g., community bias and popularity bias) and algorithmic bias.
community bias refers to a distortion of the data (user–item interactions) caused
by the fact that the users of a certain MRS platform do not form a representative
sample of the population at large. An example is provided by a study of classical
music on Last.fm and Twitter, carried out in [160]. The over- or under-representation
of a user group, and in turn resulting user preferences, influences the quality of CF-
based algorithms. Popularity bias occurs when certain items receive many more
user interactions than others. This relates to the long-tail property of consumption
behavior and can favor such highly popular items [5, 98]. Other data biases and
artifacts in music usage data stem from additional factors such as record label
associations [89].

In terms of algorithmic bias, Ekstrand et al. [48] find an effect of age and
gender on recommendation performance of CF algorithms, even when equalizing
the amount of data considered in each user group. Similarly, Melchiorre et al. [124]
identify considerable personality bias in MRS algorithms, i.e., users with different
personalities receive recommendations of different quality levels which depend
on the adopted recommendation algorithm. To alleviate these undesirable effects,
devising methods for debiasing is one of the current big challenges in MRS research
(see Sect. 4.3).

3.2 Content-Based Filtering

While CF-based approaches operate solely on user–item interaction data, the main
ingredient to CBF algorithms is content information about items, which is used to
create the user profiles. To compute recommendations for a target user, no other
users’ interaction data is needed.

Recommendations are commonly made based on the similarity between the user
profile and the item representations in a top-k fashion, where the former is created
from individual statistics of item content interacted with by the user. In other words,
given the content-based user profile of the target user, the items with best matching
content representations are recommended. Alternatively, a machine learning model
can be trained to directly predict the preference of a user for an item.

A crucial task for every CBF approach is the representation of content infor-
mation, which is commonly provided in form of a feature vector that can be
composed of (1) handcrafted features or (2) latent embeddings from deep learning
tasks such as auto-tagging. In the former case, commonly leveraged features include
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computational audio descriptors of rhythm, melody, harmony, or timbre, but also
metadata such as genre, style, or epoch (either extracted from user-generated tags
or provided as editorial information), e.g. [20, 21, 42, 66, 118]. We refer to [128]
for an overview of music audio descriptors typically used in MIR. As for the
latter (2), latent item embeddings are often computed from low-level audio signal
representations such as spectrograms, e.g. [178], or from textual metadata such
as words in artist biographies, e.g. [133]. Higher-level semantic descriptors (such
as genres, moods, and instrumentation) retrieved from audio features by machine
learning can also be used and have been shown to correlate with preference models
in music psychology [60].

One of the earliest and most cited deep-learning-based approached to CBF in the
music domain is van den Oord et al.’s work [178]. The authors train a convolutional
neural network (CNN) to predict user–item latent factors from matrix factorization
of collaborative filtering data. The resulting CNN is then able to infer these latent
representations from audio only.

More recent deep learning approaches based on content representations
include [74, 109, 133, 148, 177, 177]. To give one example, Vall et al. [177]
propose a content-based approach that predicts whether a track fits a given user’s
listening profile (or playlist). To this end, all tracks are first represented as a feature
vector (constituting of, e.g., text embeddings of Last.fm tags or audio features such
as i-vectors based on MFCCs [47]). These track vectors are subsequently fed into
a CNN to transform both tracks and profiles into a latent factor space; profiles by
averaging the network’s output of their constituting tracks. As common in other
approaches too, tracks and user profiles are eventually represented in a single vector
space, which allows to compute standard distance metrics in order to identify the
best fitting tracks given a user profile.

3.3 Hybrid Approaches

There exist several perspectives as to what makes a recommendation approach a
hybrid one: either (1) the consideration of several, complementary data sources
or (2) the combination of two or more recommendation techniques.30 In the
former case, complementary data sources can also be leveraged when only a single
recommendation technique is used. For instance, a CBF-based MRS can exploit
both textual information (e.g., tags) and acoustic clues (e.g., MFCC features),
cf. [41].

As for the latter perspective, i.e., combining two or more recommendation tech-
niques, a common strategy is to integrate a CBF with a CF component. Traditionally,
this has often been achieved in a late fusion manner, i.e., the recommendations

30 Note that perspective (2) most commonly also entails (1) since different recommendation
techniques require different data to operate on.
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made by two separate recommendation models are merged by an aggregation
function to create the final recommendation list. Examples in the area of music
recommendation include [84, 112, 114, 171]. Tiemann and Pauws [171] propose
an item-based memory-based CF and an audio-based CBF that make independent
rating predictions, which are aggregated based on rating vector similarities. Lu and
Tseng [112] fuse the output of three nearest-neighbor (top-k) recommenders: two
CBF approaches based on similarity of musical scores and of emotion tags, and one
CF approach; the final recommendation list is then created by reranking items based
on personalized weighting of the three components. Mcfee et al. [114] optimize a
content-based similarity metric (based on MFCC audio features) by learning from
a sample of collaborative data. Kaminskas et al. [84] use Borda rank aggregation
to combine into a single recommendation list the items recommended by an auto-
tagging-based CBF recommender that performs matching via emotion labels and a
knowledge-based approach that exploits DBpedia.31 For a comprehensive treatment
of hybridization techniques, we refer to [25, 75].

In contrast, most current deep learning approaches integrate into a deep neural
network architecture audio content information and collaborative information such
as co-listening or co-rating of songs or artists, e.g. [74, 133]. Furthermore, these
approaches can incorporate other types of (textual) metadata. For instance, Oramas
et al. [133] first use weighted matrix factorization to obtain, from users’ implicit
feedback (track play counts), artist and track latent factors. These latent factors
are used as a prediction target to train two neural networks: one to create track
embeddings, the other to obtain artist embeddings, exploiting spectrograms and
biographies, respectively. Based on the spectrograms (constant-Q transformed), a
CNN is used to create track embeddings. Biographies are represented as TF-IDF
vectors and a multilayer perceptron (MLP) is trained to obtain the latent artist
embeddings. Eventually, the resulting track and artist embeddings are concatenated
and fed into another MLP, trained to predict final track latent factors. To create
ranked recommendations, the dot product between a given user latent factor and the
final track factors is computed.

3.4 Context-Aware Approaches

Definitions of what constitutes the “context” of an item, a user, or an interaction
between the two are manifold. So are recommendation approaches that are named
“context-based” or “context-aware”. For a meta-study on different taxonomies and
categories of context, see for instance [16]. Here, in the context of MRS, we adopt
a pragmatic perspective and distinguish between item-related context, user-related

31 https://wiki.dbpedia.org.
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context, and interaction-related context.32 Item-related context may constitute, for
instance, of the position of a track in a playlist or listening session. User-related
context includes demographics, cultural background, activity, or mood of the music
listener. Interaction-related or situational context refers to the characteristics of the
very listening event, and include aspects of time and location, among others.

There exist various strategies to integrate context information into a MRS,
which vary dependent on the type of context considered. Simple variants include
contextual prefiltering and contextual postfiltering, cf. [7]. In the former case,
only the portion of the data that fits the user context is chosen to create a
recommender model and effect recommendations, e.g. [17, 157]; or users or items
are duplicated and considered in different recommendation models if their ratings
differ for different contexts, e.g. [15, 194]. In contrast, when adopting contextual
postfiltering, a recommendation model that disregards context information is first
created; subsequently, the predictions made by this model are adjusted, conditioned
on the context, to make the final recommendations, e.g. [193].

An alternative to contextual filtering approaches is to extend latent factor models
by contextual dimensions. If user–item interactions are provided “in context” and
differ between contexts, a common approach is to extend matrix factorization
to tensor factorization, i.e., instead of a matrix of user–item ratings, a tensor
of user–item–context ratings is factorized, so that each item, user, and context
can be represented. More details and examples can be found, among others,
in [1, 14, 62, 85].

Recently, deep neural network approaches to context-aware MRS have emerged.
They often simply concatenate the content- or interaction-based input vector to
the network with a contextual feature vector, e.g. [182]. Another approach is to
integrate context through a gating mechanism, e.g., by computing the element-wise
product between context embeddings and the neural network’s hidden states [19].
An example in the music domain is [153], where the authors propose a variational
autoencoder architecture extended by a gating mechanism that is fed with different
models created from users’ country information.

3.5 Sequential Recommendation

Sequence-aware recommender systems play a crucial role in music recommen-
dation, in particular for tasks such as next-track recommendation or automatic
playlist continuation that aims at creating a coherent sequence of music items.
Corresponding approaches consider sequential patterns of songs, e.g., based on
playlists or listening sessions, and create a model thereof. Note that such approaches
can also be considered a variant of context-aware recommendation in which item

32 Note that we use the term “interaction data” in Sect. 4 to refer to data belonging to the latter kind
of context.
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context is leveraged in form of preceding and subsequent tracks in the sequence. To
create such a system, most state-of-the-art algorithms employ variants of recurrent
or convolutional neural networks, or autoencoders [152, 188]. For a more detailed
treatment of the subject matter, we refer the reader to recent survey articles
on sequence-aware recommendation, which also review approaches to sequential
music recommendation, e.g. [143, 183].

3.6 Psychology-Inspired Approaches

Recently, research on recommender systems emerged that aims at enhancing the
traditional data-driven techniques (based on user–item interactions like in CF or
item content information like in CBF) with psychological constructs. Examples
include the use of models of human memory, personality traits, or affective states
(mood or emotion) of the user in the recommendation algorithm. There exist several
psychological models to formalize human memory, including the adaptive control
of thought-rational (ACT-R) [10] and the inverted-U model [131], which have been
studied in the context of music preferences. These also relate to familiarity and
novelty aspects discussed in Sect. 4.1.2.

For instance, Kowald et al. [97] propose an approach to MRS that integrates
a psychological model of human memory, i.e., ACT-R [10]. They identify two
factors that are important for remembering music: (1) frequency of exposure and
(2) recentness of exposure. Their ACT-R-based approach outperforms a popularity
baseline, several CF variants, and models that only consider one of the two factors
mentioned above.

MRS approaches that consider the users’ personality traits rely on insights
gained from studies that relate personality traits to music preferences, e.g. [45, 56,
123, 144, 145, 155]. Building upon such work, Lu and Tintarev in [113] propose a
MRS that adapts the level of diversity in the recommendation list according to the
personality traits of the user, by reranking the results of a CF system. The proposed
MRS builds upon their finding that users with different personalities prefer different
levels of diversity in terms of music key, genres, and artists. Another personality-
aware approach to music recommendation (and recommendation in other media
domains) is presented by Fernández-Tobías et al. in [50]. The authors integrate into a
traditional matrix factorization-based CF approach a user latent factor that describes
the user’s personality traits.

Research on MRS that considers the user’s affective state, such as mood or
emotion, when computing a recommendation list rely on results of studies in music
psychology and cognition that identified correlations between perceived or induced
emotion on the one hand, and musical properties of the music listened to on the
other hand, e.g. [46, 72, 79, 174, 190]. Such insights are exploited in MRS, for
instance in [12, 43]. Deng et al. [43] acquire the users’ emotional state and music
listening information by applying natural language processing techniques on a
corpus of microblogs. Leveraging the temporal vicinity of extracted emotions and
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listening events, the authors consider emotion as a contextual factor of the user–song
interaction. They integrate this contextual information into a user-based CF model,
an item-based CF model, a hybrid of the two, and a random walk approach. Ayata
et al. [12] propose a MRS architecture that uses the affective response of a user
to the previously recommended songs in order to adapt future recommendations.
Their system leverages data from wearable sensors as physiological signals, which
are used to infer the user’s emotional state.

For a comprehensive survey on psychology-informed recommender systems, we
refer the reader to [108].

4 Challenges

In the following, we provide a discussion of major challenges that are faced in MRS
research and practice, and present approaches to address these challenges.

4.1 How to Ensure and Measure Multi-Faceted Qualities of
Recommendation Lists?

The music items that constitute the recommendation list of a MRS should fulfill
a variety of quality criteria. Obviously, they should match the user’s preferences
or needs. Additional criteria, depending on the situational context or state of the
listener (cf. lean-in and lean-back tasks in Sect. 2), are equally important, though. In
the following, we identify and discuss several of these characteristics that contribute
to a good recommendation list.

4.1.1 Similarity Versus Diversity

Items in the recommendation list should be similar to the user’s preferred tracks,
and also show a certain extent of similarity between them. Determining similarity of
music items is a multi-faceted and non-trivial, if not actually elusive, task [90, 91].
However, operational models of acoustic similarity have been used in the past.33

Notwithstanding all optimization for similarity and consistency, it has been shown
that music recommendation lists containing only highly similar items are often
perceived as boring [104]. At the same time, diversity in recommendation lists
has a positive impact on conversion and retention [9]. Therefore, the right balance
between similarity and diversity of items is key to optimize user satisfaction. Note
that the level of diversity (and accordingly similarity) itself can be personalized,

33 https://www.music-ir.org/mirex/wiki.
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e.g., using a linear weighting on similarity and diversity metrics. In fact, it has been
shown that different users prefer different levels of diversity [172, 186].

An overview of diversification strategies in recommender systems is given
in [27]. A common approach to measure diversity is to compute the inverse of
average pairwise similarities between all items in the recommendation list [166,
196]. In particular in the music domain, similarity and diversity are highly multi-
faceted constructs; user preferences for them should therefore also be investigated
and modeled in a multi-faceted manner. To give an example, a user may want
to receive recommendations of songs with the same rhythm (similarity) but from
different artists or genres (diversity).

4.1.2 Novelty Versus Familiarity

On the one hand, a recommendation list should contain content the user is familiar
with, e.g., known songs or songs by a known artist, not least because familiarity
seems vital to engage listeners emotionally with music [138]. On the other hand, a
recommendation list should typically also contain a certain amount of items that are
novel to the target user. This can be easily measured as the fraction of artists, albums,
or tracks in the user’s recommendation list that the user has not been interacted with
or is not aware of [27, 156]. However, whether or not a user already knows a track is
not always easy to determine. A recommended item—novel according to the data—
may, in contrast, be already known to the user. For instance, a user may have listened
to the item on another platform. In this case, the MRS does not know that the item is,
in fact, not novel to the user. On the other hand, a user might have forgotten a track
that he or she has not listened to for a while, i.e., the user is (no longer) familiar with
the content.34 In this case, the track may be a novel and interesting recommendation
for the user, even though the user has already interacted with it.

An interesting insight into users’ preferences for novelty has been gained in
[184], where Ward et al. found that even for users who indicate that they prefer
novel music, familiarity is a positive preference predictor for songs, playlists, and
radio stations.

4.1.3 Popularity, Hotness, and Trendiness

In contrast to novelty and familiarity, which are defined for individual users (is a par-
ticular user already familiar with an item?), popularity, hotness, or trendiness refer to
aspects that are global measures, commonly computed on system level. These terms
are often used interchangeably; though, sometimes hotness and trendiness refer to a
more recent or current scope, related to music charts, while popularity is considered

34 This scenario is addressed in MRS that leverage cognitive models of frequency and recentness
of exposure, discussed in Sect. 3.6.
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time-independent. Offering track lists created by a popularity-based recommender
is a common feature of many commercial MRS, to mitigate cold start or keep the
user up-to-date about trending music. Even though such lists are not personalized,
they allow to engage users, serving as an entry point to the system and as basic
discovery tool. For this reason, studies in MRS often consider recommendations
based on popularity as a baseline.

A concept related to popularity is “mainstreaminess” [17], also known as “main-
streamness” [180], which is sometimes leveraged in MRS. Assuming that users
prefer to different extents music that is considered mainstream, such systems tailor
the amount of highly popular and of long-tail items in the recommendation list to
the user’s preference for mainstream music. What constitutes the music mainstream
can further be contextualized, for instance, by defining the mainstreaminess of an
item or user at the scope of a country or an age group [17, 180].

4.1.4 Serendipity

The topic of serendipity has attracted some attention a few years ago, but less
nowadays. Serendipity is often defined rather vaguely as items being relevant and
useful but at the same time surprising to or unexpected by the user [161]. The
notion of unexpectedness, which is central to serendipity, is often interpreted as
being unknown to the user or far away from the user’s regular music taste [82].
For instance, in their proposal for a serendipitous MRS, Zhang et al. use the
average similarity between the user’s known music and the candidates for song
recommendation to define a measure of “unserendipity” [191].

4.1.5 Sequential Coherence

The coherence of music items in the recommendation list is another qualitative
aspect of a MRS. What is considered a coherent sequence of songs in a listening
session or playlist is highly subjective and influenced by individual preferences,
though [104]. Some findings on aspects of coherence that recur in different studies
include a common theme, story, or intention (e.g., soundtracks of a movie, music
for doing sports), a common era (e.g., songs of the 1990s), and the same (or similar)
artist, genre, style, or orchestration [38, 40, 104].

Focusing on music playlists, recent studies conducted by Kamehkhosh et
al. investigated the criteria that are applied when music lovers create playlists,
either with or without support by a recommender engine [80, 81]. In a study
involving 270 participants, the following characteristics of playlists were judged
by the participants according to their importance: homogeneity of musical features
such as tempo, energy, or loudness (indicated as important by 64% of participants),
diversity of artists (57%), lyrics’ fit to the playlist’s topic (37%), track order (25%),
the transition between tracks (24%), tracks popularity (21%), and freshness (20%).
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4.2 How to Consider Intrinsic User Characteristics?

Modeling the user is central to providing personalized recommendations. Tra-
ditionally, a user model for recommender systems consists of the history of
recorded interactions or expressions of preference (cf. Sect. 2.1), a latent space
embedding derived from these, or meta-features aggregating usage patterns based
on domain knowledge, such as “exploratoryness”, “genderedness”, “fringeness”, or
the above mentioned “mainstreamness” [17, 181]. Describing and grouping users
based on such dimensions then allows to tailor recommendations accordingly, e.g.
by balancing similarity and diversity, cf. Sect. 4.1.1. However, in a cold-start setting,
this information can not be resorted to. In addition, one might argue that none of
these descriptions model “the user” in a task- or domain-independent manner, i.e.
incorporate intrinsic user characteristics.

In order to avoid user cold-start and include individual user information into
models, external data can be used. Such individual aspects cover demographic
information, such as age or sex, which have been shown to have an impact on
music preference. For instance, there is evidence that younger users explore a
larger number of genres, while, with increasing age, music preferences become
more stable [55, 144]. A further direction in this line of research is to make
use of psychological models of personality to inform the recommender system,
also see chapter “Personality and Recommender Systems”. Personality is a stable,
general model relating to the behavior, preferences, and needs of people [78] and is
commonly expressed via the five factor model, based on the dimensions openness
to experience, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism.
For interaction with online music systems, personality has been related to music
browsing preferences [57] and diversity needs [53], among others. Another stable
attribute to describe users is to identify them from a cultural point of view, i.e. by
associating them with their country or culture, and building upon aggregated usage
patterns [17].

More dynamic aspects of user characteristics concern affect and emotional state
and listening intent of the user. Short-time music preference, i.e. what people want
to listen to in a specific moment, depends strongly on the affective state of the
user, e.g. [83]. This, again, can partly be traced to questions of personality, e.g.
there is indication that when being sad, open and agreeable persons prefer happy
music, whereas introverts prefer sad music [54]. Vice versa, music influences the
user’s affective state. Affect regulation is therefore not surprisingly one of the main
listening intents people have [95, 111, 132, 149]. Other important motivations for
listening to music are, obviously, discovery and serendipitous encounters [39, 101]
and social interaction [87]. Differences in goals and intended outcomes do not only
impact the type of music recommender to be built, but also the type of evaluation
strategy and success criteria to be chosen (see Sects. 2 and 4.5). To facilitate this
line of research further, a deeper understanding of how people seek and discover
new music in their everyday life, mediated through online platforms is needed.
Pointers can be found in existing work utilizing user-centric evaluations, in-situ
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interviews, and ethnographic studies, cf. [39, 102, 103, 105, 106, 168]. A more
thorough discussion on user aspects in music recommendation can be found in [92].

To include models of user characteristics into a recommendation systems, the
more static dimensions providing demographic and personality information can be
treated as side information or even as fixed-target user dimensions in collabora-
tive filtering matrix factorization approaches. Other, feature-driven methods like
factorization machines or deep neural networks can benefit by incorporating this
information as user dimensions. Section 3.6 highlights existing work that integrates
these dimensions into MRS. The more dynamic dimensions of user affect and intent
can also be incorporated as contextual information, cf. Sect. 3.4.

4.3 How to Make a Music Recommender Fair?

The increasing adoption of machine learning methods and data-driven recommender
systems in real-world applications has exhibited outcomes discriminating against
protected groups and enforced stereotypes and biases (cf. Sect. 3.1). These outcomes
are considered unfair, as they treat individuals and groups of people differently
based on sensitive characteristic (or even violate anti-discrimination laws), and
irrespective of personal preference, cf. [26]. To address this, existing work builds
upon operational definitions of fairness emphasizing parity at different machine
learning stages [179] and aims at improving fairness by overcoming inadequacy of
metrics and bias in datasets, optimization objectives, or evaluation procedures [187].

To address the question of fairness in MRS, the bigger picture of the music
industry ecosystem needs to be taken into account, cf. [4, 158]. As are other recom-
mendation domains, music recommendation is a multi-stakeholder setting, in which
different stakeholders have different, contradictory goals [3, 24]. Stakeholders in the
music domain include the listeners, the artists, the composers, the right owners, the
publishers, the record labels, the distributors, and the music streaming services, to
mention but the most important. The question of fairness therefore first needs to be
phrased as “fairness for whom”?

Although a large number of stakeholders is involved in the recommendation
process, fairness in music recommendation is often reduced to being a two-sided
setting where fairness towards artists (as providers of the items) and the users
(as consumers) needs to be maintained [122]. Even in this reduced setting, the
opportunity of the artists as item providers, i.e. fairness with respect to exposure
to the customer, is prioritized over fairness for users. This can be attributed to a
fairness definition for users which is simply equated with high user satisfaction and
prediction accuracy, e.g. by calibrating for diversity in user histories [122, 169].
A common restraint for such a definition of user fairness can be found in item
popularity [6, 98]. This two-sided view, however, neglects the very important role
of the recommender system platform as an intermediary between provider and
consumer, cf. [2]. Non-neutrality of the platform, due to utility associated with
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recommending certain items, presents another potential source of unfairness to both
artists and listeners, cf. [88].

It is obvious that in order to optimize MRS towards fairness, several perspectives
and notions can be adopted and need to be taken into consideration. Investigating
perceptions and definitions of fairness for different tasks and different stakeholders
is therefore a highly relevant question for future research.

4.4 How to Explain Recommendations?

Providing justifications of recommendations offer the user a means to understand
why the system recommended a certain item. It has been shown that this can
increase user trust and engagement [11, 61, 146, 173]. Depending on the rec-
ommendation task and technique, such justifications can include similar users’
preferences, predicted rating values, common properties between liked items and
recommendations (e.g., “We are recommending this song because you seem to like
Viking Metal.”) [125, 129], or natural language explanations based on item and/or
contextual features (e.g., “We are recommending this song because it is energetic
and will stimulate your current sports activity.”) [31].

Early works on the topic of explainability in the music domain commonly adopt
a content-based approach to explain artist or track similarities. For instance, Green
et al. [67] use social tags and Wikipedia descriptions to create a tag cloud explaining
artist similarities. Likewise, Pampalk and Goto [135] integrate user-generated artist
tags into a music recommendation and discovery system, thereby enabling users to
steer the artist recommendation process. Turnbull et al. use an auto-tagger to predict
semantic labels from audio signal features in order to generate verbal descriptions
of tracks [175].

More recent examples of explainability in MRS include Moodplay [11], a
recommendation and exploration interface which builds upon a visualized latent
mood space created from artist mood tags. Andjelkovic et al. integrate a CBF
recommender based on acoustic artist similarity into the audiovisual interface.
This interface can be used both to interact with and to explain the recommended
artists. Another method is BAndits for Recsplanations as Treatments (Bart) by
Spotify [120]. Adopting a reinforcement learning strategy, Bart learns interactions
between items and explanations conditioned on the user or item context. User
engagement as result of an explanation is used as a reward function. Explanations
include, for instance, time (“Because it’s Monday”), novelty (“Because it’s a new
release”), genre (“Because you like Jazz”), or popularity (“Because it’s popular”).
McInerney et al. also find that personalizing not only the recommendations, but also
the explanations substantially increase user satisfaction.

While research on explainability in MRS is still scarce, though recently seeing a
strong increase, a vital aspect to keep in mind is that users differ in their demand for
and acceptance of explanations. In fact, Millecamp et al. [125] find that personal
characteristics such as musical expertise, tech savviness, or need for cognition
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influence how users interact with MRS and perceive explanations. Therefore, a vital
challenge to address is not only to devise methods for explaining recommendation
results, but also tailor these methods to the needs of the MRS’ users.

4.5 How to Evaluate a Music Recommender System?

In the recommender systems literature, evaluation strategies are commonly divided
into offline testing, online testing, and user studies, cf. [68]. In the following, these
are briefly discussed in the context of MRS. On a critical note, most if not all of the
methods discussed below do not consider bias and fairness, cf. Sect. 4.3.

4.5.1 Offline Evaluation

Offline evaluation relies on existing datasets of user–item interactions, and is carried
out without involvement of users during evaluation. In this way, it enables gaining
quantitative and objective insights into the performance of preference prediction
algorithms, and is similar to quantitative evaluation strategies found in the machine
learning and (music) information retrieval literature [13, 161].

Like in offline evaluation of other types of recommender systems, performance
metrics commonly used when evaluating MRS include error measures such as root-
mean-squared error (RMSE) computed between predicted and true ratings,35 item
relevance measures such as recall and precision, and rank-based metrics such as
mean average precision (MAP), normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG),
and mean percentile rank (MPR). More details can be found in [161], for instance.
In addition to these measures of accuracy, beyond-accuracy measures that gauge
some of the characteristics described in Sect. 4.1 are tailored to the music domain
and include metrics for diversity, familiarity, popularity, and serendipity.

Public datasets available for academic research are summarized in Tables 1
and 2. Table 1 contains basic statistics of the datasets, such as number of songs,
albums, artists, users, and user–item interactions. Table 2 provides more details
on the composition of each dataset, including release year, origin of the data, and
the kinds of item-, user-, and interaction-related data that is included: interaction
data (e.g., ratings or timestamps), item data (e.g., tags), and user data (e.g.,
demographics). Note that the available datasets are dominated by industrial data
released for research. There is no publicly gathered data except for the ListenBrainz
initiative that strives for building an open alternative to gathering listener behavior

35 Note that these ratings can also be binary (1 if the user interacted with the item; 0 otherwise).
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Table 1 Statistics of public data sets for music recommendation research

Dataset Songs Albums Artists Users Interactions

Yahoo! Music [44] – 625K in total – 1M 262.81M

MSD [18] 1M 1.02M 48.37M

Last.fm–360K [28] 187K 359K

Last.fm–1K [28] 108K 1K 19.15M

MusicMicro [150] 71K 20K 137K 594K

MMTD [70] 134K 25K 215K 1.09M

AotM-2011 [117] 98K 17K 16K 859K

LFM-1b [151, 154] 32M 16M 3M 120K 1B

MSSD [23] 3.7M 150M

MLHD [181] 7M 900K 555K 583K 27B

ListenBrainza >7.58M >1.32M >776K 15K 507.84M

MPD [188] 2.26M 735K 296K

Spotify Playlists [139] 1.88M 277K 15K 144K

#nowplaying [189] 1.21M 4.15M 46.05M

#nowplaying-RS [140] 346K 139K 11.64M

Melon Playlist Dataset [52] 649K 269K 108K
a

https://listenbrainz.org, statistics as of January 3, 2022. Only tracks mapped to MBIDs with direct
string matching are reported

data. As a result, all these dataset have a clear bias towards Western music as they
primarily originate from Western companies.36

Following offline strategies is still the predominant way of evaluating MRS
in academia, not least due to the lack of contacts to (large numbers of) real
users. However, despite their obvious advantages, offline evaluations do not provide
sufficient clues on the perceived quality of recommendations and their actual use-
fulness for the listener [162], and there is research evidence that high recommender
accuracy does not always correlate with user satisfaction [121]. They also do not
account for biases on neither the consumer nor the artist side [98]. Furthermore, if
recommender systems are targeted towards discovery, it is fundamental to assess the
listener’s familiarity with the recommended items apart from their relevance, which
is problematic using existing datasets. Another critical point of offline studies is the
overly high confidence in results, often seen in publications. This probably arises
due to the computational and seemingly “objective” nature of the metrics. With
huge amounts of evaluation data on user–item interactions available, it has become
common to train the recommendation models and compute evaluation metrics only
on a randomly drawn sample of the data, in particular to select negative/irrelevant
items. However, results obtained by this kind of evaluation often show low variance
(when metrics are computed across different sets of random samples), but high

36 The Melon Playlist Dataset is a notable exception, containing data from a South Korean music
streaming service.

https://listenbrainz.org
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Table 2 Features of public data sets for music recommendation research. The following symbols
are used to denote the featured categories of data: � single listening events, � playlists or listening
sessions, � ratings, 
 tags, �� playlist titles or annotations, � audio features,  temporal
information/timestamps, � location, � gender, � age, � MusicBrainz or Twitter identifiers. Please
note that we always denote the entity for which the data is provided, e.g., user-generated tags can
be provided as item data (ignoring the information about which users provides them), but also as
interaction data (indicating which user assigned which tag to which item)

Dataset Year Source
Interaction
data

Item
data User data

Yahoo! Music [44] 2011 Yahoo � � ✗ ✗

MSD [18] 2011 Echo Nest � � 
 � ✗

Last.fm – 360K [28] 2010 Last.fm � � � � �

Last.fm – 1K [28] 2010 Last.fm � � � � �

MusicMicro [150] 2013 Twitter �  � � �

MMTD [70] 2013 Twitter �  � �

AotM-2011 [117] 2011
Art of the
Mix ��  � 
 � 

LFM-1b [151, 154] 2016 Last.fm �  
 � � �

MSSD [23] 2019 Spotify �  � � ✗

MLHD [181] 2017 Last.fm � � � � �

ListenBrainz 2015- ListenBrainz � � ✗

MPD [188] 2018 Spotify �� � ✗

Spotify Playlists [139] 2015 Spotify �� ✗ ✗

#nowplaying [189] 2014 Twitter �  � ✗

#nowplaying-RS [140] 2018 Twitter � 
 � �

Melon Playlist Dataset [52] 2021 Melon �� �� ✗

bias, the former being particularly dangerous as it is likely to lead to an unjustified
confidence in evaluation results [99].

4.5.2 Online Evaluation

While offline evaluation is still the predominantly adopted evaluation methodology
in academia, evaluation of MRS in industrial settings is nowadays dominated by
online studies, involving real users. This, of course, does not come as a surprise
since MRS providers such as Spotify, Deezer, or Amazon Music have millions of
customers and can involve them into the evaluation, even without the need to let
them know. In contrast, most academic research lacks such possibility, focusing
instead on offline experiments.

The most common variant of online evaluation is A/B testing, i.e., a com-
parative evaluation of two (or more) recommendation algorithms in a productive
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system [68].37 A/B testing is the most efficient way to evaluate MRS as it allows
to measure the system’s performance or impact according to the final goals of
the system directly in the experiment, using measures such as user retention,
click through rate, amount of music streamed, etc. A recent example of A/B
testing in an MRS is provided by Spotify in [120], where a multi-armed bandit
approach to balance exploration and exploitation, which also provides explanations
for recommendations, is proposed and evaluated both offline and online.

4.5.3 User Studies

Evaluation via user studies allows to investigate the user experience of a MRS,
including aspects of user engagement [107] and user satisfaction [105]. Pu et
al. [142] as well as Knijnenburg et al. [94] propose evaluation frameworks for
user-centric evaluation of recommender systems via user studies, which are partly
adopted in the MRS domain too. Pu et al.’s framework [142], called ResQue,
includes aspects of perceived recommendation quality (e.g., attractiveness, novelty,
diversity, and perceived accuracy), interface adequacy (e.g., information sufficiency
and layout clarity), interaction adequacy (e.g., preference elicitation and revision),
as well as perceived usefulness, ease of use, user control, transparency, explicability,
and trust. While the authors do not explicitly showcase their framework on a
music streaming platform, some results obtained for Youtube38 and Douban39—
both platforms heavily used for music consumption—are likely to generalize
to dedicated MRS. Knijnenburg et al. [94] propose a different instrument to
investigate user experience of recommender systems, which includes aspects such
as perceived recommendation quality, perceived system effectiveness, perceived
recommendation variety, choice satisfaction, intention to provide feedback, general
trust in technology, and system-specific privacy concern, among others.

Conducting user studies to evaluate MRS presents obvious advantages over
offline and online experiments because the respective questionnaires are capable
of uncovering intrinsic characteristics of user experience to a much deeper degree
than the other mentioned strategies. However, such evaluations are rare in the MRS
literature as it is difficult to gather a number of participants large enough to draw
significant and usable conclusions, due to the required effort on the user side.
Existing user studies are typically restricted to a small number of subjects (tens
to a few hundreds) and tested approaches or systems. Although the number of user
studies has increased [185], conducting such studies on real-world MRS remains
time-consuming, expensive, and impractical, particularly for academic researchers.

Consequently, relatively few studies measuring aspects related to user satisfac-
tion have been published, even though their number has been increasing in the

37 Notwithstanding, there also exist offline variants of A/B testing strategies, e.g. [63].
38 https://www.youtube.com.
39 https://www.douban.com.

https://www.youtube.com
https://www.douban.com
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past years. The study by Celma and Herrera [30] serves as an early example of
a subjective evaluation experiment, carried out on a larger scale. Each of the 288
participants provided liking (enjoyment of the recommended music) and famil-
iarity ratings for 19 tracks recommended by three recommendation approaches.
Bogdanov et al. [20] use four subjective measures addressing different aspects of
user preference and satisfaction: liking, familiarity with the recommended tracks,
listening intention (readiness to listen to the same track again in the future), and
“give-me-more” (indicating a request for or rejection of more music that is similar
to the recommended track). These subjective ratings are analyzed for consistency
(a user may like a recommended track, but will not want to listen to it again)
and are additionally re-coded into recommendation outcomes: trusts (relevant
recommendations already known to a user), hits (relevant novel tracks), and fails
(disliked tracks).

Other examples include the recent study by Robinson et al. [147] on perceived
diversity in music recommendation lists created by a CF system. The authors
investigate the extent to which applying an algorithmic diversification strategy,
adopting an intra-list diversity metric, transfers to actual user-perceived diversity.
They find a clear difference between diversity preferences in recommendation lists
within the user’s bounds of music preferences and outside of these bounds.

Another recent study by Jin et al. [76] investigates the extent to which user
control over contextual factors that are considered by the recommendation algorithm
influences perceived quality, diversity, effectiveness, and cognitive load. In their
study, 114 participants are either given no control over the algorithm (realized via
Spotify’s API) or they could chose a specific context and recommendations are
reranked accordingly. The authors find that the users’ ability to control whether
recommendations are contextualized by mood, weather, and location influences
their perception of the MRS. For instance, the ability to consider mood positively
affects perceived recommendation quality and diversity.

4.6 How to Deal with Missing and Negative Feedback in
Evaluation?

As mentioned throughout this chapter, music recommendation poses several chal-
lenges for evaluation. In particular, MRS’s are often faced with both implicit
feedback (e.g., from the lean-back setting) and extreme sparsity of observation.
These both contribute to a lack of strong negative feedback, which makes standard
ranking metrics (derived from precision and recall) difficult to estimate.

The most common approach to cope with sparsity in evaluation is to exploit
structure in the content provided by meta-data. For example, rather than evaluate
a recommender according to its ability to predict interactions between users and
songs, the evaluation can be abstracted to measure interactions between users and
artists. In this view, an item is considered relevant if the user interacted with other
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items by the same artist. This evaluation obviously over-simplifies the task from
the user’s perspective, but it can be considerably more stable in practice than a
pure item-based evaluation. It is also possible to combine song- and artist-level
relevance, as was done in the 2018 RecSys Challenge [33]. Of course, there are
other relational structures present in music meta-data that can be leveraged in similar
ways. Slaney et al. [164] measured artist, album, and blog co-occurrence as a proxy
for (content-based) item similarity, which each gave varying degrees of specificity
to the evaluation. Zheleva et al. [192] evaluated playlist generation models by their
ability to select songs of appropriate genres. While these approaches do not measure
utility in the traditional sense, but in the absence of sufficient interaction data, they
can at least act as stable proxy metrics.

4.7 How to Design User Interfaces That Match the Use Case
and Increase User Experience?

Like most recommender systems domains, music recommendation can benefit from
having recommendations presented in a meaningfully organized manner. Many
commercial music services present recommendations grouped together by genre,
similarity to a popular artist, year of release, etc. Similar experiences are provided
by movie recommenders, book recommenders, or general online shopping sites
where products may be grouped by “department” (e.g., kitchen, apparel, toys,
etc.). The MRS experience differs principally by the high variability of expertise
and familiarity with terminology possessed by users. While movies, books, and
department stores generally have fairly consistent and familiar “sections” (or
shelves), the taxonomies used to categorize and organize music can be both deep
and obscure [49, 167]. For example, a casual jazz listener may not understand (or
care about) the distinctions between sub-genres like bebop or cool jazz, but these
differences would be obvious to listeners with a bit more familiarity with the genre.
This has ramifications for interface design in music recommendation: the groupings
used to organize a set of recommendations should adapt to the user’s experience and
prior knowledge.

Prior knowledge and listening histories are not the only user characteristics
that inform MRS (and MRS interface) design. User studies have demonstrated
that personality traits (e.g., the Big Five taxonomy [78]) correlate with different
preferences for organizational principles in music collections, such as genre, mood,
or intended context/activity [58]. This observation motivates the use of hybrid
methods which adaptively personalize the combination of recommender algorithms
based on each user’s listening patterns [51].

Finally, content curation and simple rule-based systems can play a substantial
role in music recommendation. Some familiar examples include: removing Christ-
mas music from streams outside the month of December, avoiding the mixing
of religious and secular music, filtering music with potentially offensive lyrics,
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moderating user-generated content (e.g., podcasts), restricting access to content
based on licensing terms and availability, and so on. Streaming radio services
additionally may need to comply with regional broadcast regulations, such as
avoiding playing multiple songs from the same album within a given window
of time. Providing a satisfying user experience under these constraints typically
requires a mixture of high-quality meta-data, careful curation and moderation of
content, and logical constraints in the recommendation algorithm.

4.8 Which Open Tools and Data Sources can be Used to Build
a Music Recommender System?

Many generic cross-domain software tools for recommender systems are available
to build MRS. LightFM,40 Implicit,41 Surprise,42 and LibRec43 provide Python and
Java implementations of some popular recommendation algorithms for both implicit
and explicit feedback data. Annoy,44 NMSLIB,45 and faiss46 can be used for
efficient nearest neighbor search in feature spaces of item and user representations,
and are implemented in C++ with Python wrappers.

Here we focus on content annotation tools and data sources particular to music.
Specifically, we discuss open-source tools and publicly accessible data that allow
bootstrapping MRS, even though some commercial services provide API endpoints
to gather music content data and even create recommendations out of the box.

Researchers in MIR have developed tools for music audio content analysis and
feature extraction, that can be used for music recommendation. Essentia47 [22]
and Librosa48 [119] provide signal processing algorithms for computation of MIR
features and audio representations suitable as inputs for CBF and hybrid approaches
(both traditional and deep learning-based). Both libraries provide flexibility of use
for fast prototyping in Python. Essentia provides feature extractors implemented in
C++ for fast analysis on the large scale. It also includes pre-trained TensorFlow
models for auto-tagging and music annotation tasks [8], outputs and latent feature
embeddings of which can be useful features for MRS tasks. More audio analysis
libraries available to researchers are reviewed in [127].

40 https://making.lyst.com/lightfm/docs.
41 https://implicit.readthedocs.io.
42 http://surpriselib.com.
43 https://guoguibing.github.io/librec.
44 https://github.com/spotify/annoy.
45 https://github.com/nmslib/nmslib.
46 https://github.com/facebookresearch/faiss.
47 https://essentia.upf.edu.
48 https://librosa.org.

https://making.lyst.com/lightfm/docs
https://implicit.readthedocs.io
http://surpriselib.com
https://guoguibing.github.io/librec
https://github.com/spotify/annoy
https://github.com/nmslib/nmslib
https://github.com/facebookresearch/faiss
https://essentia.upf.edu
https://librosa.org
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The datasets presented in Tables 1 and 2 can be used for prototyping MRS.
However, their characteristics (provider, origin, release year, composition of user
base, type and quality of data, etc.) will bias any recommendation model created
from these datasets, likely resulting in problems when translating to the newly built
system. Furthermore, it is advisable to check the licenses of the available datasets, as
there may be potential legal uncertainty of their usage outside of academic research.

Given the limitations of access to commercial data for researchers and prac-
titioners, there is an initiative to build an open data and open source ecosystem
suitable for building recommender systems. MusicBrainz49 is one of the largest
databases of editorial music metadata, including information and relations between
millions of artists, recording labels, releases, and particular tracks. It is coupled with
ListenBrainz,50 a database of user listening events, and AcousticBrainz51 [141],
which contains results of automatic music audio analysis and annotation, including
high-level music concepts (e.g., genre, mood, instrumentation, key, rhythm). Similar
to MusicBrainz, Discogs52 [21] also provides rich editorial metadata relations and
genre/style annotations at the very large scale. All of these data sources are available
under open licenses, and they can be used to enrich the data about a particular music
collection at hand.

5 Conclusions

To summarize, research and development in music recommender systems has seen a
paradigm shift in recent years: away from traditional recommendation tasks such as
predicting ratings or impressions, towards more specific use cases to satisfy a lean-
in or lean-back demand of the user and continuously provide a listening experience.
As such, typical applications relevant in music recommendation are, for instance,
automatic playlist continuation, cross-modal tasks such as creating a session or
playlist based on a textual query, and contextual recommendations based on user
intent recognition.

As for techniques, we focused on methods that leverage characteristics of
the music domain, which distinguishes the music recommendation task from
recommendation tasks in other domains. Owed to recent developments, we put
a focus on hybrid methods that integrate both co-listening data and content-
based information. Furthermore, we reviewed recent research on context-aware,
sequential, and psychology-inspired approaches.

Current challenges we eventually discuss include considering multi-faceted
qualities in recommendation lists, adapting recommendations based on intrinsic

49 https://www.musicbrainz.org.
50 https://www.listenbrainz.org.
51 https://www.acousticbrainz.org.
52 https://www.discogs.com.

https://www.musicbrainz.org
https://www.listenbrainz.org
https://www.acousticbrainz.org
https://www.discogs.com
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user characteristics, considering fairness and bias, explaining recommendations,
evaluating music recommender systems, publicly available datasets, dealing with
missing and negative feedback, and designing user interfaces that increase user
experience. We are sure that addressing those challenges will yield exciting research
results and products in the near future.
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Multimedia Recommender Systems:
Algorithms and Challenges

Yashar Deldjoo, Markus Schedl, Balázs Hidasi, Yinwei Wei, and Xiangnan He

1 Introduction

With the increasing popularity of online services that provide access to multime-
dia collections (e.g., music catalogs or user-generated videos offered by major
streaming providers), both creation and consumption of expert- and user-generated
multimedia content have skyrocketed. The number of users and the amount of
available multimedia content, e.g., audio, visual, and textual data, have reached an
unprecedented level. This calls for personalized recommender systems (RS) that
help users find desirable media items (e.g., newspaper articles, music pieces, or
movies) without the burden of active search.

In this chapter, we provide an introduction to multimedia recommender systems
(MMRSs) [37, 41]. Such systems leverage data of multiple modalities (e.g., text,
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Table 1 Various application domains and example research works where multimedia content—in
particular audio and visual—is used for a recommendation task

Feature
extraction Recommended Research

Target item content items Domain examples

Image Image Photos Social media,
search

[61, 109, 154]

Image Paintings Art, culture [3, 8]

Video Video Movies Entertainment [19, 34, 38, 51]

Video Short/micro-
videos

User-generated
content

[27, 98, 164]

Video News Information [97]

Audio Audio Sounds Music creation [112, 133]

Audio Music items,
playlists

Music
consumption

[75, 111, 113,
141]

Audio Podcasts Information [156]

Non-media Image Clothes, shoes,
furniture

Fashion, interior
design

[43, 72, 99, 139]

Image Food Health [54, 60, 104, 158]

Image Points-of-interest Tourism [56, 146]

Image Tags, news Information [90]

Image Friends, partners Social media,
dating

[153]

audio, image) to extract computational features and create the item representation.
This representation is subsequently used in a content-based filtering (CBF) or hybrid
system, combining collaborative and content information, to recommend either (1)
media items from which the features have been extracted, or (2) non-media items
using the features that have been extracted from a proxy multimedia representation
of the item (e.g., images of clothes). As a third variant, cross-media recommender
systems leverage multimedia content of one item type to recommend another item
type, often considering a user’s context such as his or her emotion as a catalyst.
Examples of this type of research include, e.g., recommending background music
for a slide show and recommending music based on the emotions predicted from the
article the user reads or writes [16, 81].

MMRSs are used in various application domains. Depending on the domain,
item features are either extracted directly from the target item or from a proxy
representation thereof. Table 1 provides an overview of the most important appli-
cation domains and lists a few exemplary research works addressing them. The
top three rows (image, video, and audio) refer to the first category, application
domains where content features are extracted from the target items. For the target
item image, common examples include recommending photos in social media
platforms and recommending paintings to visit in a (virtual) museum. As for video
as target item, the most common application domain is movie recommendation in
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Fig. 1 Typical pipeline of a multimedia recommender system

streaming platforms. Other domains include recommending news videos and short
user-generated videos. Typical domains of audio recommendation include music
creation (e.g., recommending sounds such as drum loops to a creator of electronic
music), music consumption (e.g., automatic playlist generation), and information
(e.g., podcast recommendation).

The bottom row in Table 1 relates to the research that uses features extracted
from a proxy multimedia representation of items to recommend non-media items.
Corresponding approaches or systems predominantly leverage the visual modality,
for tasks such as recommending fashion, food, places (points-of-interest), news, or
even persons (friends or partners in online social networks).

Generic Pipeline of a Multimedia Recommender System
To give the reader an idea of the typical components and pipeline of an MMRS, its
standard workflow is shown in Fig. 1.

The box at the bottom (“Feature extraction and item representation”) is the
core part that discriminates MMRSs from systems that purely use collaborative
filtering and from knowledge-based systems. This component is responsible for
the computation of features for each item (or the proxy representation thereof),
and the resulting item descriptors are used in the recommendation model. The
individual steps of the multimedia content processing part are detailed in Sect. 3.
The (hybrid) recommender system then leverages these item descriptors and user–
item interactions to learn one or several model(s),1 and uses the final model to
generate recommendations. From the user perspective (upper left part of the figure),

1 In the latter case, the individual models are combined to form an ensemble model.
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either media items or generic (non-media) items are recommended; examples are
provided in Table 1. Furthermore, the user can typically provide feedback to
the system, either explicitly or implicitly (e.g., via ratings or clicking behavior,
respectively).

In Sect. 2, we identify and summarize the major aspects and challenges that
have to be considered when creating an MMRS. Since feature extraction and
item representation are key ingredients to build such a system, in Sect. 3, we
present the most common multimedia content processing techniques to obtain item
representations that can be used as side information in an MMRS. In Sect. 4, we
discuss how the challenges introduced in Sect. 2 are addressed in the literature
by reviewing traditional hybrid approaches, neural approaches, and graph-based
approaches to MMRS.

Please also note that this book contains other chapters that are dedicated to certain
sub-tasks of multimedia recommendation, in particular music recommendation
Chapter “Music Recommendation Systems: Techniques, Use Cases, and Chal-
lenges”, fashion recommender systems Chapter “Fashion Recommender Systems”,
and food recommendation Chapter “Food Recommender Systems”.

2 Key Challenges

MMRSs have to face several challenges. Their key challenges can be studied
from complementary perspectives (e.g., in a user-centric, algorithmic, or even
sociological fashion). Here, we adopt a technical point of view and correspondingly
discuss some of the most prominent and pressing challenges in MMRS from
a technological perspective. We distinguish the challenges that relate to warm-
start situations and those that concern cold-start situations (new-item or new-user
problem), which we briefly summarize below.

Warm-Start Challenges
• C1: How to model the interaction between user and multimedia content, in

terms of data and data structures (e.g., graph, feature vector, matrix) based on
collaborative and content features?

• C2: How to fuse multimedia representations with collaborative representations?
• C3: How to integrate additional information such as contextual information into

the recommendation model?
• C4: How to learn multimedia representations effective for recommender systems

(or user behavior modeling), which are different from the representations learned
for computer vision.

Cold-Start Challenges
• C5: How to handle the training–testing discrepancy [50]? (the training stage does

not have cold-start items, whereas the testing stage has) How to ensure the model
components used in training are still suited for the testing data?
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• C6: How to perform continuous learning (quick model update) with new—and
few—interactions with cold-start items?
In the main part of our technical review (Sect. 4) we discuss solutions that address

these challenges.

3 Fundamentals of Feature Extraction and Item
Representation

A prerequisite to building an MMRS is to create item representations that encode or
reflect characteristics of the multimedia material in a way that they can be leveraged
by the recommendation algorithm. To this end, techniques from multimedia content
processing (i.e., signal processing and machine learning) are used. In the following,
we discuss for the three media types image, video, and audio, state-of-the-art
approaches that address the computational steps mentioned in the box in the lower
part of Fig. 1.

The goal of item representation, as illustrated in Fig. 2 for the image domain
and in Fig. 4 for the audio domain, is to transform the input media item—or its
proxy—into a feature vector that describes some of its properties. This feature vector
can then be used directly to compute recommendations, or leveraged to solve an
intermediate classification task (e.g., tag prediction), whose results can be finally
used.

To connect these item representation techniques initially introduced for generic
multimedia processing to their actual use in MMRSs, Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5 introduce
common methods for the various steps involved in item representation, which have
been used over the last years in RSs research. The tables also highlights research
papers and domains in which these techniques have been adopted in the RSs
literature. For a detailed description of the approaches and papers, interested readers
are invited to read our recent survey on RS that leverage multimedia content [41].
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Table 2 Common approaches for item segmentation in recommender systems involving image
and video modalities, and references to publications covering various target items

Approach Reference research for domains and target items

Regioning (image) fashion [22, 64]

Shot-level segmentation (video) Movie [31, 35, 38, 53]

Clip-level segmentation (video) Movie [39]

While the exact algorithmic steps involved in creating item representations
of multimedia objects in MMRSs varies between domains, types of media, and
recommendation methods, we nevertheless provide a brief introduction to the
typical steps involved when creating such item representations, for the image, video,
and audio modalities. Note that depending on the recommendation domain and
algorithm, some steps can be omitted or additional steps can be necessary. For
instance, in the domain of fashion recommendation, understanding the content in
(garment) images is a vital requirement for good recommendations while precisely
understanding the content of all frames in a music video clip is less important
when recommending music videos. For the latter, in contrast, accurate descriptors of
musical properties (e.g., timbre, key, or melody) or predictions made by pretrained
music genre classifiers commonly require additional steps. Notwithstanding limited
generalizability to arbitrary domains, we identify the most common subtasks
involved in item representation for the most important modalities used in multime-
dia items, i.e., image, video, and audio (see [41]); and we discuss common methods
to approach these subtasks of item segmentation, feature detection and extraction,
feature encoding, and data fusion.

Table 2 provides an overview of the studied approaches for item segmentation;
Table 3 for detecting and extracting features; Table 4 for feature encoding,
i.e. creating a fixed-length representation for each item; and Table 5 for fusing the
resulting features (e.g., features of different modalities) into a joint descriptor. Note
that in Table 5, we include this additional data fusion step (that does not exist in
Fig. 1) for completeness.

More precisely, segmentation aims to segment the MM signal into fine-grained
units, which facilitates the description of the MM item and can improve computa-
tional efficiency (Table 2). We divide the feature extraction approaches (Table 3)
into signal-level methods (operating on the raw pixel information in case of
images), local feature extractors (describing small coherent regions of an image),
and CNN-based approaches (typically using pre-trained models) [41]. Approaches
to feature encoding and pooling, whose goals are, respectively, representing the
extracted features using a specific representation schema (e.g., a codebook) and
producing fixed-length descriptors, are summarized in Table 4. Finally, for data
fusion, i.e., fusing the pooled item representation, we differentiate between early
fusion, late fusion, and other (specific) methods that cannot be categorized into any
of the former two (Table 5). In early fusion, different features are combined and
jointly used to create a model (e.g., for rating prediction). In contrast, late fusion
refers to creating different prediction models and combining their outputs. Note that
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Table 3 Common approaches for feature detection and extraction in the recommendation domains
involving image and video modalities, and references to publications covering various target items

Reference research for domains
and target itemsFeature category Type/approach

Signal-level features Color Fashion [22, 161],
eye-glasses [64], make-up [2, 24],
food [54], restaurant [23],
tags [88], social media [26],
painting [3, 8],
photography [10, 121], movie [13],
user-generated video [101]

Texture Fashion [22], make-up [2, 24],
food [54], points-of-interest [146],
social media [26], search
query [154], photography [121],
generic images [11, 65],
painting [3, 8], tags [88],
movie [13], user-generated
video [101]

Motion Movie [13, 30, 31, 51],
user-generated video [102]

Local features SIFT/SURF [9, 96] Fashion [22],
points-of-interest [146], tags [90],
social media [135], search
query [154], generic image [11],
movie [47, 166], user-generated
video [27, 51]

LBP [110] Eye-glasses [64], make-up [2]

HOG [29] Eye-glasses [64], make-up [2],
tourism [146], photography [121]

DWT/DFT Generic images [65], tags [88],
eye-glasses [64]

Pretrained or fine-tuned CNN Caffe reference model Fashion [68, 69, 99]

AlexNet [80] Social curation network [61],
dance background [152],
movie [34, 38]

ResNet [67] Fashion [84]

VGG [132] Food [158], tourism [56, 146],
movie [19, 51, 98]

GoogleNet [126] Movie [33]

VGG-face [115] Police photo lineup [117]

DenseNet [73] Fashion clothes [89]

Places-CNN [165] Geolocated images [109],
movies [125]

Aesthetic network Fashion clothes [161]

Siamese-GoogleNet [126] Fashion clothes [136]

Siamese-AlexNet [80] Fashion clothes [72]
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Table 4 Common approaches for feature encoding in the recommendation domains involving
image and video modalities, and references to publications covering various target items

Approach Reference research for domains and target items

k-means Fashion [22], generic images [11, 26], photography [121], user-generated video [47]

GMM Photography [121], movie [34, 35, 38]

Table 5 Common approaches for data fusion in the recommendation domains involving image and
video modalities, and references to publications covering various target items

Fusion type Approach Reference research for domains and target items

Early Feature vector concatenation Fashion [22, 161], generic image [109], food [54]

Canonical correlation analysis Movie [38]

Late Borda count Movie [34]

Priority-aware aggregation movie [34]

Specific Similarity-level Movie [13], paintings [8]

Latent space model Tags [90]

Neural network-based User-generated video [98]

Kernel-based User-generated video [47]

Optimization-based User-generated video [27]

Graph-based Venue [57], generic image [26]

in practice, the position of data fusion in the pipeline can differ based on the fusion
type.

In the following, we present the fundamentals necessary to understand the
concepts in item representation, categorized according to media type, i.e., in
Sect. 3.1 for image, in Sect. 3.2 for video, and in Sect. 3.3 for audio.

3.1 Image Representation

The common image representation pipeline is sketched in Table 2 and consists of
the following basic steps:

1. Segmentation For a given image, N smaller segments are extracted, which are
homogeneous in some feature space.2 The extracted segments—called patches—
can be a set of points of interest, a fixed grid, or a set of densely sampled points
at each pixel location [94]. Segmentation can also be performed at a semantic
level aimed toward object detection. The region proposal network (RPN) [140],
for example, has been proposed to suggest, for a given arbitrary-sized image, a set
of rectangular object candidates, each indexed with an “objectness” score. Also,

2 For images, segmentation is carried out in the image/pixel space, a process known as spatial
segmentation.
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Fig. 3 Object detection using the R-CNN approach. Courtesy of [63]

convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been successfully applied for semantic
segmentation tasks. For example, the region-based CNN (R-CNN) [63] extracts sev-
eral candidate regions—also known as region of interest (RoI)—and then extracts
CNN-based features for each RoI and evaluates them for object classification, as
illustrated in Fig. 3. Several variations of R-CNN have been proposed, namely, Fast
R-CNN [62], Faster R-CNN [122], single shot multibox detector (SSD) [92], and
R-FCN [28], which improve R-CNN’s speed and predictive accuracy. Segmentation
can also be used to infer the global context of the image [91], pooled at the top-most
part in the hierarchy of the image segments, where this information can be leveraged
to build context-aware RS.

Please note that segmentation of images is an optional step for MMRSs tasks.
Currently, the most popular approach for feature extraction is to apply CNN features
on the entire image and extract the last layer outputs. Alternatively, CNN-based
object detectors can be used to generate candidate boxes for RoIs and, subsequently,
features are extracted from these RoIs.

2. Feature Detection and Extraction Obtaining high quality image descriptors
plays a critical role in the image representation pipeline. Given the segmented or
non-segmented image, the goal is to extract a set of features that describe the
content of the media item. For N extracted patches and feature dimensionality of
D, we denote the local features of N patches as {xi}Ni=1 , xi ∈ RD , where N = 1
if no segmentation is carried out. For instance, raw image pixels may be fed into
deep CNN models, such as AlexNet [80], ResNet [67], or VGG [132], pre-trained
on millions of images for generalized classification tasks and to obtain a more
discriminating feature representation.

3. Feature Encoding The output of the last step is a series of feature vectors {xi}.
This step now represents each feature xi using a codebook, typically by mapping
xi into one or several feature coding vector(s) {vi} (vi ∈ RK), where K is the
number of codewords determined based on training data. The codewords may be
predefined or learned (e.g., by clustering the training data with k-means). The
size and characteristics of the codebook impact the subsequent item description
and thereby its discrimination power [94]. In the case of images, common feature
encoding methods include vector quantization (VQ), k-means, sparse coding, vector
of locally aggregated descriptors (VLAD), and Fisher vectors (FV).

1. Input
image

2. Extract region
proposals (~2k)

3. Compute
CNN features

aeroplane? no.

...
person? yes.

tvmonitor? no.

4. Classify
regions

warped region
...

CNN
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4. Pooling The goal of this step is to produce a fixed-length global feature
representation that statistically summarizes the properties of the item’s segments
by aggregating the feature coding vectors {vi}. The most common pooling methods
include average pooling and max pooling.

3.2 Video Representation

Video representation is a more challenging task compared to image representation
due to the additional time dimension and computational constraints imposed by the
common need to process a large number of video frames.

1. Segmentation For videos, the segmentation can be performed in space (spa-
tial segmentation), in time (temporal segmentation), or in both space and time
(spatio-temporal segmentation). The motivation is efficiency (e.g., a video can
contain thousands of similar frames) and improving discriminating power of the
final descriptor. Spatial segmentation of video uses the same techniques already
discussed in the previous section for images. As for temporal segmentation, the
standard approach is to cut the full video into shorter semantic segments that are
homogeneous in some semantic/feature space according to:

• Frame: Video frames are the smallest units of a video; typically videos are made
with 25 or 30 frames-per-second (fps).

• Scene: Each shot represents a sequence of frames that represent that camera shot;
scenes can therefore be extracted by detecting shot changes [53].

• Clip: Clips are natural cuts of a movie with certain semantics, e.g., a dance
performance. A clip can contain many scenes, e.g., a conversation can show
different faces in each turn of the conversation [39].

Please note that the above temporal segmentation in the context of item rep-
resentation is nowadays more and more often circumvented by the use of deep
neural networks (DNNs). In this case, the preferred option is to down-sample
videos to lower fps rate (e.g., 1 fps) and use all resulting frames as input to a
DNN. This approach relies on the assumption that down-sampling does not result
in losing a significant amount of information because of the high similarity between
consecutive video frames. Another consideration related to movie segmentation is
that often, instead of the full movie, only a representative trailer [30, 34, 38] or
a set of movie clips [39] is used for feature extraction. The reasons are reduced
computational demand, reduced time for the user to watch, and circumventing
possible copyright issues. For a more detailed discussion, please see Section 2.3.1
of the recent survey on MMRSs [41].

2. Feature Detection and Extraction Extracting features from the visual modality
of a video is the most common approach to represent its content, though in recent
years, a few works have leveraged the audio modality in addition, to build multi-
modal video recommender systems [13, 34, 38, 51]. Visual features extracted from
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video are essentially quite similar to those used for images, as shown in Table 3. In
addition, motion features can be leveraged for the video items. Such motion features
include descriptors of camera movements and object movements.

3. Feature Encoding and Pooling This step in the video domain predominantly
adopts the same approaches as in the image domain, but adds a temporal dimension.
Encoding and pooling can therefore be performed on segment-level features within
video frames and temporally, i.e., aggregating image features over time. Generally,
temporal aggregation in video is a more important task since it can dramatically
increase the computational efficiency of video processing. Corresponding methods
can be classified into classical approaches (e.g., trajectory-based) [143] and methods
relying on neural architectures (e.g., two-stream architectures or 3D-CNNs) [58, 77,
131].

As a final remark on video representation, we would like to point out that the
recent technical solutions in MM systems have not been adopted in RSs. The
research in RSs has been traditionally and predominantly focused on understanding
the user side of the system [32, 36, 55, 130] and using approaches based on metadata
or CF to build video RS. Conversely, the MM community has made a tremendous
effort on the computational aspect of the system by focusing on building automated
video understanding algorithms based on multimedia (visual and audio) content
toward tasks such as human action recognition.3 Research that focuses on extracting
audio visual content from videos to build video RS has recently become popularized
and is reviewed in [41].

3.3 Audio Representation

We will not provide here a detailed account of the topic of item representation in the
audio domain, rather give an overview. We refer the interested reader to the book
[167] for a comprehensive treatment of audio signal processing, to [45, 79, 106] for
a discussion within the context of the music domain, and in particular to Chapter
“Music Recommendation Systems: Techniques, Use Cases, and Challenges” of
this book on the use on music recommender systems. The general pipeline of the
common audio processing steps involved in audio item representation is provided in
Fig. 4.

1. Segmentation Segmenting an audio stream is performed temporally instead of
spatially as in the case of images. There exist two variants for such a temporal
segmentation. Structural segmentation aims at cutting an audio stream at semanti-
cally meaningful boundaries, such as when the chorus in music, or the speaker, in

3 Consider an overview of these advances on the multimedia recommender systems tutorial
presented by He et al. at the ACM ICMR conference 2018: (http://staff.ustc.edu.cn/~hexn/icmr18-
recsys.pdf).

http://staff.ustc.edu.cn/~hexn/icmr18-recsys.pdf
http://staff.ustc.edu.cn/~hexn/icmr18-recsys.pdf
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Fig. 4 General pipeline of stages involved in audio feature extraction and item representation.
Some images by courtesy of [79]

spoken dialog, changes. Alternatively, in the absence of such semantic information
about segments (or the absence of techniques to detect them), the audio stream can
also be cut into equally sized blocks whose duration typically ranges from tens
of milliseconds to a few seconds. This process is called framing since it cuts the
stream at a predefined number of audio frames. Larger segments, such as those used
in the block-level feature (BLF) framework [129] have been shown to be powerful
in capturing temporal aspect in audio and music retrieval and similarity tasks.

2. Feature Detection and Extraction There exist two main strategies for feature
extraction: (1) using handcrafted features and (2) automatic feature learning. As for
the former, a very common approach in the literature is to extract a given number d

of Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) for each of the n segments of the
audio stream. MFCCs have their origin in the speech processing domain [119],
but were later also used frequently in music information retrieval [95]. Automatic
feature learning is usually achieved by a DNN architecture, by adopting approaches
from the image domain. Instead of an arbitrary image, in the case of audio, the
image of a spectrogram is fed into the neural network of choice, e.g., a CNN. This
last step is today often done via pre-trained CNNs, such as Musicnn [118] for music
auto-tagging.

3. Feature Encoding The feature extraction process results in a constant-length-
vector representation of each segment. In the subsequent encoding step, an inter-
mediate representation of these vectors is created. In case of MFCCs, a common
choice is to model all MFCC vectors via a Gaussian mixture model (GMM). In case
of automatically learned features via deep architectures, this step is not necessary.

4. Pooling The final step to obtain a single-vector-representation of constant
dimensionality is to statistically summarize or pool the segments based on the
intermediate representation. For a Gaussian (or a GMM), this can be done by
concatenating the mean vector and the flattened covariance matrix. In case of CNNs,
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or other variants of DNNs, typically the penultimate or the output layer of the
network is used as feature vector.

From an algorithmic point-of-view such item representations for audio recom-
mendation have been used in various types of approaches, e.g., memory-based [4,
134], model-based [160], graph-based [12, 100], and deep neural algorithms [144].
Also, they have been adopted for recommending different types of audio content,
such as music [128], sound [134], and speech [21] (e.g., podcast recommendation).

4 Recommendation by Incorporating Multimedia Side
Information

Recommendations based on information on user–item interactions, e.g., via collabo-
rative filtering methods, has dominated the research in the RS community for years.
However, these methods do not leverage descriptive item attributes to compute
recommendations, which can be regarded as a waste of information. After all, if a
fictional user Jane likes the movie Fast and Furious, which features very fast paced
car chases, then it is likely she will also like other movies that show similar scenes.
Similarly, if she likes a dress that follows a particular, visually appealing style, there
are high chances that she will like to keep the same style in her future shopping
behavior. And if her music playlist predominantly contains upbeat pop music, it is
expected that similar-sounding music will please her in the future too.

As “recommendation is not a one-size-fits-all problem” [52], over the last years,
we have witnessed the emergence of recommendation models that go beyond
exploiting the user–item interaction matrix [130] and incorporate more domain
features into CF models. In the context of multimedia recommendation, most
commonly, additional information on the items (or users) is integrated into the
recommendation algorithm as side information. Traditionally, such side information
has been some form of textual description or attribute of the item (e.g., genre or tags
associated with a movie), neglecting the rich audiovisual signals multimedia items
are composed of. In recent years, computational power has increased, and so we
have the possibilities to process large amounts of multimedia data, which is required
to build item representations that fuel CBF and hybrid MMRS. In particular, in
the video domain and with state-of-the-art deep learning methods, current systems
still face computational limitations, though. As a solution, a common strategy to
build a hybrid system is depicted in Fig. 5. In this two-stage system, the first (left)
stage it uses a CF model that creates a list of candidate recommendations based
on collaborative information, reducing the search space from millions to hundreds
of items. Leveraging multimedia side information, a CBF component (on the right
side) subsequently reranks these candidates and selects at most tens of items to
finally recommend to the user [71].
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Fig. 5 Illustration of a hybrid MMRS, containing a CF component and a CBF reranking
component fueled with side information

In the following, we survey algorithms for multimedia recommender systems,
structured according to the used technique into: traditional hybrids (Sect. 4.1),
approaches based on neural networks (Sect. 4.2), and graph-based approaches
(Sect. 4.3).

4.1 Traditional Hybrid Approaches

Collaborative filtering-based approaches that are able to incorporate side informa-
tion of items (and users) can be classified into the following two broad categories,
according to [130]: extended memory-based CF and extended model-based CF
approaches. Note that, traditionally, these methods have leveraged textual side
information such as reviews, tags, or metadata, which comes as a single modality.
In contrast, multimedia data constitutes of multi-channel signals and therefore calls
for efficient algorithms that can scale up.

4.1.1 Extending Memory-Based Collaborative Filtering

Traditional memory-based CF strategies compute recommendations based on a
matrix containing pairwise similarities between users or between items, referred to
as user-based or item-based CF, respectively. This similarity matrix is computed
from user–item interaction data. To build hybrid MMRS, item side information
(content features) can be integrated into the item similarity matrix of item-based
CF systems (see “Item-based CF with side information” below). Alternatively,
multimedia content features can be used to augment the sparse user rating vector
(see “CBCF”).
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• Item-based collaborative filtering with side information: Item-based CF with
side information (see baseline in [108] as an example) is a simple extension
of the traditional item-based CF for top-N recommendation. Here, item-item
similarities are not purely computed from the interaction data, instead, they are
calculated as a linear combination between interaction similarities and content-
based item similarities.

• Content-boosted collaborative filtering (CBCF): Melville et al. [103] tightly
integrate textual side information into a memory-based CF architecture for movie
recommendation. Based on metadata (e.g., title and cast) and each user’s existing
ratings, their CBCF system trains a classifier to predict the user’s missing
ratings. These predictions, named “pseudo-ratings”, are used to densify the user–
item rating matrix, which is eventually used in a user-based memory-based CF
algorithm, which the authors extend by several confidence weights (depending
on the number of items the target user rated, the co-rated items between target
user and other users, and the confidence into the content-based rating prediction).

4.1.2 Extending Model-Based Collaborative Filtering

In addition to memory-based CF, a large body of research has been dedicated to
extending model-based CF approaches to incorporate rich side information. These
methods train a predictive model based on all available information, including the
URM interaction data and side information of items (and users). Here, we list and
describe the most prominent approaches.

• Factorization Machine (FM): FM [123] models encode user–item collaborative
data and corresponding side information into real-valued feature vectors and
numeric target variables, thereby modeling all interactions between features as
n-way interactions, where n = 2 (i.e., second-order model) is the most common.
Unlike a polynomial regression that computes interaction individually, FM uses
factorized interaction parameters. FMs are powerful methods, in particular in
sparse scenarios. However, they are limited in scaling up to high-dimensional
multimedia content features.

• Extending BPR with visual side information: The visual Bayesian personal-
ized ranking (VBPR) method [69] is built upon BPR, a state-of-the-art pairwise
ranking optimization framework for implicit feedback (e.g., clicked vs. non-
clicked). VBPR extends BPR by incorporating a latent content-based preference
factor, where the item content features are typically extracted from a pre-trained
CNN (e.g., AlexNet or ResNet 50). As an example, He et al. [69] show that
VBPR improves the performance of BPR-MF on Amazon fashion and Amazon
phones datasets. Interestingly, the amount of improvement is higher in the fashion
domain, where the visual factor is likely a more dominant key in users’ decision
making. The advent of VBPR has led to the design of a wide range of VBPR-
based extensions, typically known as visually-aware recommender systems in the
community. These include the following methods: DeepStyle (2017) [93], which
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extends VBPR by a style factor learned from user–item interaction data; attentive
collaborative filtering (ACF) (2017) [17], which uses an attention network to
learn an item-level and component-level attention (such as the regions in an
image and frames of a video) in the core VBPR predictor; DVBPR (2017) [76],
which replaces the pretrained CNNs used in VBPR with an end-to-end model,
whose visual feature extractor is trained together with the recommendation
model in a pair-wise manner; and TVBPR (2016) [68], which uses a time-aware
predictor to account for seasonality and evolving fashion trends.

• Set of sparse linear methods with side information (SSLIM): Ning and
Karypis [108] propose several extensions to the popular SLIM model [107],
which is an efficient CF model that learns sparse aggregation coefficients, i.e., the
users’ scores are modeled as a sparse aggregation of their item interactions. These
extensions include collective SLIM (cSLIM), relaxed collective SLIM (rcSLIM),
side information induced SLIM (fSLIM), and side information induced double
SLIM (f2SLIM). They have in common that they are linear models created
from collaborative interaction data, which are constrained by multimedia side
information. This can be achieved in different ways: aggregation coefficients can
either be learned in a way so that user–item interactions and item side information
should be reproducible by the same aggregation coefficients (collective SLIM,
cSLIM), the aggregation coefficient matrix can be represented as linear combina-
tions of the item feature vectors and user preferences (fSLIM), or a combination
of both strategies (f2SLIM).

• Collaborative-filtering enriched content-based filtering (CFeCBF): Deldjoo
et al. [38] propose a two-stage recommendation approach to learn the weights of
a feature weighting CBF approach based on interaction data [14]. The key insight
of their approach is the semantic enrichment of the cold items (i.e., items with
no/few interactions), leveraged to address the cold-start problem. In particular,
a two-stage model is proposed that trains CF on warm items (i.e., items with
sufficient interactions in the training phase) and leverages the learned model to
recommend cold movie items in the test phase. The authors test their approach on
a wide range of visual and audio content features extracted from movie trailers
together with metadata (tags and genre) named Movie Genome. The evaluation
results show the merits of their approach for recommending cold items.

4.2 Neural Approaches

Multimedia recommenders can significantly benefit from using tools from deep
learning, not just for feature extraction (see Sect. 3), but also for the recommendation
model itself. The modular nature of deep learning algorithms allows for the easy
integration of different data sources, such as the content features, the event history
(past behavior) of the users, and (bandit) feedback collected from interactions with
the recommender [163]. It is easy to connect different neural networks, use one or
more as the input of others. Therefore, adding a new aspect of the items (such as
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the content features) to an existing deep learning-based recommender system can be
easier than adding the same information to traditional recommendation algorithms.
Combining the aforementioned data sources is crucial since purely content-based
recommenders often underperform compared to collaborative filtering ones. How-
ever, on the other hand, pure CF cannot leverage the rich information derived from
the multimedia content and often ignores essential connections between the items.
Collaborative filtering is also susceptible to the cold-start problem, meaning that it
cannot recommend any item with no (or only a few) events associated with it.

The distinction between “recommending [an item]” and “recommending to [a
user]” is an important question: the former means that the item in question is
shown as a recommendation for some requests, while the latter means that when the
item in question is considered as part of a specific request (i.e., recommendations
are tailored to each users’ request), it can be used to influence recommendations.
The relative importance of these two aspects depends on the domain, but for
most of the domains being able to recommend a new item is less important than
recommending a new user. The reason for this is that it is usually possible for the
users to quickly discover new items through other means, for example through a
specific recommender widget focusing on new items or using search or landing on
the page of the new items from external search engines. However, if the new item
cannot influence recommendations due to cold-start, item-to-item recommendations
cannot be provided; the quality of session-based recommendations will be hurt
severely since sessions are usually short; user history-based recommendations are
also affected but to a lesser degree. Therefore when we discuss cold-start in this
section, we will mostly focus on the “recommending to [a user]” aspect. We will
explicitly mention when we talk about the “recommending [an item]” aspect.

This section focuses on techniques that help utilize content features together with
behavior data in recommender systems.

How to Train a Complex Model (End-to-End vs. Multi-Phase Learning)? One
of the first questions during the design of a hybrid multimedia recommender is
whether the content features are learned at the same time as the user preferences
or separately because it affects the architecture of the deep neural network. Most
of the algorithms fall into two categories. They either utilize end-to-end learning,
meaning that content features, preferences, and other representations are trained in
the same network simultaneously. The other choice is to pretrain a separate neural
network and use it to create the content features before preference learning.

Multi-Phase Learning Different parts of the model are trained separately. The
most common setup is to create designated neural networks for feature extraction
and pretrain those. Subsequently, features can be generated using these pretrained
networks, and these features can be used as (part of) the training set for a separate
network that learns the preferences. Since the training of the feature extracting
network is disjoint from preference learning, these models need some form of
objective other than preferences to train on.

One standard solution is to utilize neural networks developed for other supervised
tasks, such as image classification. The idea is that the activations of the hidden
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layers of these kinds of networks are good generic representations of the input
rather than task-specific ones, and only the final layer that predicts the label is
specific for the classification task. Therefore, usually, the activations of the final
hidden layer (i.e., the penultimate layer of the entire network) are used as the
representation. Another way to do pretraining is to use unsupervised methods, e.g.,
Word2Vec [105].4 These methods learn the representation of their inputs so that
related inputs will have similar representations. Whether two inputs are related is
defined by rules set by the algorithm. For example, Word2Vec considers two words
to be related if they frequently appear close to one another in the document(s).
Multi-phase learning is often the solution in practical systems due to resource
constraints and scalability. The feature extractor part of the model does not require
the same retraining frequency as the preference estimator, but it is often much more
expensive to train the feature extractor part. With multi-phase learning, one can
train the expensive feature extractor a few times every few months and use this to
generate features from the content; meanwhile, the cheaper preference estimator can
be trained several times a day on the cached feature vectors that we precomputed
using the fully trained feature extractor. Another advantage of this setup is that it
is easy to cache the feature vectors, which is often necessary for fast inference.
The main disadvantage of multi-phase learning is that the learned representations
are not entirely in line with the task; therefore, systems using this technique are
usually inferior to end-to-end learning-based methods in terms of recommendation
accuracy. In Table 3 we have pointed readers to the most common pretrained or
fine-tuned networks adopted in the RS research.

End-to-End Learning Training a recommender model end-to-end means that the
feature extractor and the preference estimator parts are merged into a single model
and every parameter of this joint model is trained at the same time. If the feature
extractor part has a lot of parameters or a complex structure, it is often a good
idea to warm up these parts, so that the joint model will estimate the preference
on somewhat sensible representations instead of random ones. One way to do this is
called fine-tuning: pretrained parameters of the feature extractor part can be inputted
as its initial parameters. These parameters can be acquired by pretraining and then
they will be changed (i.e. fine-tuned) by the end-to-end learning. Another way is
performing some form of warm-up at the beginning of the training. End-to-end
learning is usually very accurate since the learned representations are task-specific.
However, using this approach on the scale can be challenging. Training is expensive
and has to be done frequently (due to changing preferences). Also, direct inference
through the complex architecture of the network might be slow. Therefore caching
the activations of the feature extractors is often vital. Readers are referred to
research on MMRSs employing end-to-end learning here, e.g., [86] for music
recommendation, [26, 109] for generic photos recommendation, [89] for outfit
recommendation, and [19] for video recommendation.

4 https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/.

https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
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How to Adapt Features Using Attention? Content features are usually extracted
using the appropriate architecture (e.g., convolutional networks for images) with a
simple learning task, such as classification. The features come from internal layers
before the final layer and they are generally a good representation of the content, but
they are still somewhat tuned towards the original task that was used to learn them.
Besides, the length of pretrained features rarely matches with the dimensionality of
the recommender model. In many cases, it is a good idea to adapt these features in
the recommender part of the model. We already discussed one way of doing this,
which is fine-tuning. However, fine-tuning changes the original pretrained features,
which might not be ideal for the specific target application. For example, if we want
to use content features of cold-start items in the model during inference time, it is
crucial that the model trains on pretrained features that are consistent with the ones
given to it during inference. Since fine-tuning cannot be applied during inference
the same way as during the training, it should not be used in this scenario. Besides
this shortcoming, it might be also a good idea to focus on different parts of the
content features, depending on the actual user and context, which requires a different
approach.

A different way to adapt the features is using an attention mechanism [145].
Attention is a generic term in deep learning describing many different techniques.
The common part of these techniques is that the input is transformed using learnable
weights or weight functions. Different attention techniques use different weighting
functions, some reduce the number of inputs, some keep them the same. Nowadays,
the most common technique formulates attention using a query (Q), keys (K), and
values (V); and a portion of the literature refers to this technique when mentioning
attention.

Attention can be used to address several tasks/challenges in MMRSs, from reduc-
ing dimensionality to aggregating items to personalized reweighting of features. It
is important to choose a technique that matches what is aimed to achieve during
the algorithm design. In the following, we provide a brief guide to some common
techniques that are useful during recommendations, and we describe some of the
best practices. However, the in-depth discussion of various attention mechanisms
falls outside of the scope of the chapter.

Alignment and Dimensionality Reduction The length of multimedia content
features usually does not match the dimensionality used in the recommendation
model as user and context- feature vectors tend to have much smaller dimensionality.
An easy way to reduce the dimensionality from d to k is to multiply the content
feature vector with a weight matrix of size d × k. Even if the dimensionality of the
content feature matches the model (d = k), adding this extra parameter matrix
to the model can serve as an alternative for the fine-tuning process. Instead of
modifying the features during training, this parameter matrix is modified to adapt
the content features to the recommender model. This technique—while dealing with
learnable weights—is usually not considered to be an attention mechanism due to
its simplicity.
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Aggregating Items Having multiple items associated with a user or session and
aggregating them into a single vector (i.e., user or session history) is common
in recommender systems. It is possible to use a global weight matrix to do this,
but personalized or context-aware aggregation [127] requires a more sophisticated
solution and this is where attention comes into play. The techniques can be classified
into location-based and content-based. Lets assume that there are N content feature
vectors {xi}Ni=1 (xi ∈ Rd ) that should be aggregated into a single vector f ∈ Rd

and let X ∈ RN×d so the ith row of X is xT
i .

Location-based attention techniques commonly use some form of sequential
processing to compute the neural network weights, such as recurrent neural
networks or masked CNNs where the weight depends on the input processed and its
location in the sequence. For example, an RNN can be used to compute the weights
as ci, hi = RNN(xi, hi−1), then these weights are normalized using softmax
ai = eci∑N

j=1 e
cj

and f = ∑N
i=1 aixi . Additional information, such as context or

user embedding can also be provided to the RNN, so those can also influence the
weight computation.
Content-based attention is usually formulated using a query (Q), keys (K), and
values (V). The core of the technique is that the normalized similarities between
the query and the keys serve as weights, which are then used to weight the values.
Similarities can be computed in many ways, the most common technique nowadays

uses scaled dot product, thus A = softmax
(

QKT√
dk

)
, where softmax is applied in

a row-wise manner and dk is the dimensionality of the key. Much like in natural
language processing, recommender systems also derive both K and V from the same
source using linear transformation. In the context of our example both the keys and
values are derived from the content feature vectors (K = XWK and V = XWV ,
WK ∈ Rd×dk , WV ∈ Rd×dv ). The user (or session or context) feature vector can
serve as the query (Q = uT WQ, u ∈ Rdu , WQ ∈ Rdk×du). The aggregated content
feature is computed as f T = AV . Note that we can also reduce the dimensionality
of the content features in the same step by setting dv < d. The idea behind using
content-based attention for aggregation is that the more similar the user feature to
the item representations, the higher weight should be assigned to that specific item
because the similarity in the latent space is often associated with preference. Note
that what we described above is a single attention head for content-based attention,
but multiple of such attentions can be used with different WK,WQ,WV matrices
to get different aggregations of the same set of content features. These can be
aggregated again by simple methods, such as averaging or used at a different point
in the model.

Reweighting Specific Features It is possible that some of the content features are
more important for the recommender than others. The content feature vector can
be reweighted by multiplying it element-wise with a global weight vector (x′ =
x ◦ w). A more sophisticated vector would be to have this weight vector depend
on the user (or session or context) feature vector and compute it via a function,
such as wu = tanh(Wu + b) and xu = x ◦ wu. It is also possible to use content-
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based attention for this task by computing interaction between the user and content

features as Au = softmax
(

QKT√
dk

)
, Q = uT WQ, K = X′WK , where each column

of X′ is x and xu = x ◦ AT
u .

How to Assemble Deep Learning Modules Fusing Data Sources? As already
mentioned, one advantage of neural approaches is that they can easily leverage
heterogeneous data sources, such as different aspects of the content (e.g. text, image)
and behavior data in the same model. Different representations for the same item can
be built based on these data sources. Fusing different content representations is fairly
trivial. We can use operators such as concatenation, element-wise sum or product
(with optional dimension reduction when needed). However, fusing content-based
and collaborative filtering representations is not always straightforward due to the
latter not always being available due to cold start. Not every model architecture
fuses content and behavior (event) data on the representation level. For example, the
model could use behavior data for user–item interaction only and use content data
to create item representations. However, fusing on the representation level is worth
discussing since it is a common problem to solve for many models, and different
techniques influence the cold-start compliance of the model. Common techniques
include [78, 120]:

• Initializing: The features extracted from the content are used to initialize item
features. In this case, there is no separate CF-based representation in the model,
and thus the behavior data might be used to fine-tune the representations.
Representations can be either fixed during training or fine-tuned using behavior
data. With fixed representations, the model can tackle the cold-start problem,
but its accuracy on non-cold-start items may be suboptimal. If the initial
representations are modified during training, the model loses its ability to handle
the cold-start problem but becomes better on non-cold-start items.

• Aggregation: The content and CF-based item representation are generated
separately and then aggregated into a single representation. Common methods
include concatenation, element-wise product, or (weighted) sum. The model has
limited capacity to handle the cold-start problem. On the one hand, the feature
vector can be computed even if the CF part is missing. However, these vectors
are not present during training, therefore, other model parameters are not fully
optimized for the cold start. Still, the model is able to compute scores for cold-
start items, even if they are suboptimal.

• Joint training: A single item representation is trained for a joint multi-task learn-
ing optimization problem, where one of the tasks is related to the behavior data
(e.g., preference prediction) and the other is to content data (e.g., reconstruction).
The model will not be able to handle the cold-start problem, since behavior data
at training time is required to compute the item representation.

• Regularization: Content-based representations are computed before CF-based
ones either by pretraining, or they are updated in the model before CF-based rep-
resentations. A term is added to the loss function that is based on the difference
between the content and the CF representations. This way the CF representations
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are regularized to be close to their content-based counterparts, thus the model
can work fairly well with new items since content-based representations are
somewhat compatible with the CF representations used by the model. However,
performance on cold-start items might be sub-optimal. This approach can be
viewed as the relaxed version of joint training because the content of behavior-
based item features does not have to be exactly identical, but should be close in
terms of similarity.

• Mapping content: After learning the CF-based representations in the preference
estimator, a separate network is used to map the content (or content features) of
the training items to their CF representation. This separate mapping network can
be used to create representation for cold-start items during inference time that is
compatible with CF-based representations used by the model (see [111]).

4.2.1 Answers to Challenges

(C1) Representations learned for multimedia content by neural approaches are
latent feature vectors in the vast majority of models. Interaction with users can
be as simple as computing the dot product between the content representation
and a learned user feature vector, or the user and content features can be used
in a classifier that estimates the preference or more complex approaches can
be utilized, such as personalized attention on the content feature vector, etc.

(C2) If the model utilizes CF-based and content-based representations for the
same items, those can be fused in many different ways from aggregation and
concatenation to mapping (see Sect. 4.2).

(C3) Context can be added by modifying the structure of the non-context-aware
model. There are various methods, but this is not always a straightforward
approach to perform and often results in designing a new model architecture.

(C4) Representation can be learned by either multi-phase or end-to-end learning.
Both approaches have their advantages and disadvantages: multi-phase learn-
ing requires fewer resources and it is easier to apply on scale, but end-to-end
learning learns task-specific representations and is, therefore, more accurate.

(C5) If the model does not rely on CF-based item representations and the feature
extractor part of the model managed to learn sensible representations, the
discrepancy between training and testing becomes irrelevant. The model
architecture should always be tailored to the domain and the problem we
would like to solve. If the cold-start problem is prominent with the specific
task, the final model should not build representations based on behavior data,
but rather use this data somewhere else in the model, such as to model user–
item interactions, or to train/fine-tune the feature extractor subnetwork.

(C6) Doing quick model updates is not straightforward, but with the appropriate
model architecture, it is not even needed.
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4.3 Graph-Based Approaches

Besides neural approaches, recent works propose to model the user–item interac-
tions with a graph structure and incorporate the multimedia information with the
collaborative signal. Conducting some carefully designed operations over the graph
enables us to capture direct and/or indirect collaborative signals and inject them
into the representations of users and items. We group state-of-the-art graph-based
methods into three categories—random walk-based [7, 15, 70, 147, 157], graph
neural network-based [18, 85, 150, 159], and graph autoencoder [142, 155, 162]
approaches, which are summarized in Table 6.

4.3.1 Random Walk-Based Method

Both CF and CBF recommendation methods are built upon the assumption that
a user’s preference vector should be close to the representation vector of items
he or she adopted before. For example, Personal PageRank [66] extends the
standard random walk algorithm in PageRank [114] to implement personalized
recommendation. Specifically, given a graph G = {V,E}, V is the set of vertices
and E is the set of edges. For instance, V may represent the set of songs in a music
catalog and edges E between nodes represent co-listening behavior of users, i.e.,
there is an edge between two songs’ vertices if at least one user listened to both
songs. Each random walk starts from a root node v ∈ V and continually moves to
the next node with probability α. Iteratively performing that operation, each node u

achieves a convergent value denoted as PR(u), which reflects the affinity between
the root node v and end node u. It is formally defined as,

PR(u) = (1− α) ru + α
∑

i∈N(u)

PR(i)

‖N(i)‖ , ru =
{

0, u = v

1, u �= v
(1)

where N(u) denotes the set of neighbors of node u, which indicates the nodes
immediately connect to u.

For instance, in personalized video recommendation, Baluja et al. [7] argue
that the high-degree nodes (e.g., popular items) in the user–video graph negatively
affect the user–item similarity computing, since, for one path, it has much larger
probability to end with the high-degree nodes than other nodes. For example, there
is the shortest path between two users due to a popular video co-watched by them.
Even though they both have no interest in the video, the method tends to recommend
the video watched by one of them to the other. To alleviate the disadvantage of the
model based on the shortest path detection, Baluja et al.’s method suggests a video
to a user if:

1. there is a short path between them;
2. there are several paths between them;
3. there are paths avoiding high-degree nodes.
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Table 6 Summary of graph-based multimedia recommendation approaches. In the column “Input”,
we summarize the external information fed into models except for the historical interaction records

Cold
startCategory Approach Graph Input Output

Random walk Adsorption
algorithm [7]

Co-view/user-
video
graph

Item content Ratings ×

Tripartite
propaga-
tion [15]

User-query-
video
graph

Query content Ratings ×

Co-ranking
algo-
rithm [157]

User-user and
tweet-tweet and
user-tweet
graphs

Tweet content Ratings ×

BiRank [70] User-aspects-
item
graph

User reviews Ratings ×

BGE &
GES [147]

Direct item
graph

Session-based
user behaviors
and side-
information

Ranking �

Graph
convolutional
network

ACF [18] User-item graph Item content Ranking ×

PinSage [159] Pin-board graph Item content Ranking ×
MMGCN [150] Modal-specific

user-video
graph

Micro-video
content

Ranking ×

HFGN [85] Hierarchical
user-outfit-item
graph

Item content Ranking ×

Graph
Autoencoder

GCMC [142] User-item graph Item Content Ratings ×

STAR-
GCN [162]

User-item graph Item content Ratings �

GCM [155] User-context-
item
graph

Context
information
and side-
information

Ratings �

Therefore, the authors propose a novel absorption algorithm to implement the video
recommendation on a co-view video graph, where edges between two nodes indicate
whether the corresponding videos are co-watched by some users. In the co-view
graph, the weight of the edge, denoted as w(u, v), is the number of users who
interacted with both videos u and v. In addition, one shadow node is created
for each user/item node and connects them via an edge with weight one. The
algorithm takes a starting vertex v for the random walk, moves to the next node with
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Fig. 6 The user–query–video tripartite graph. Courtesy of [15]

w(u, v)/
∑

i∈N(v) w(i, v), and outputs a video recommendation distribution Lv for
vertex v when it reaches a shadow node, which is treated as the absorbing state.

Rather than only exploring the user–video graph, Chen et al. [15] investigate
the user–query and query–video connections in the video click-through prediction.
As a result, a tripartite graph over (user, video, query) is introduced, as shown in
Fig. 6, which provides the potential bridge to connect users and videos. As such,
the Tripartite Propagation algorithm is proposed to exploit the tripartite graph. In
this approach, video nodes in the graph act as the message sources and continuously
send their ids as the message along the edges to their neighbors. During the iterative
propagation procedure, a trade-off parameter α is used to control the behavior of
video nodes on how they treat the received messages. It is formulated as V = (1−
α)V+ αI, which simulates the random walk algorithm to update the representation
of the video node. After a few iterations, the messages of user nodes are learned,
which contain the recommended videos’ identifiers for the users.

In the same period, Yan et al. [157] also construct a heterogeneous graph that
connects the users and their posts for personalized tweet recommendation. Beyond
the links between tweets and their authors, the user–user and tweet–tweet links
present the behaviors of users following or followed by others and content similarity
of tweets, respectively. Following the idea that there is a mutually reinforcing
relationship between authors and tweets, a co-ranking algorithm is presented to
reflect the rankings of tweets. Technically, the model couples two random walks,
one on the tweet graph and the other on the author graph, into a unified one, which
extends the random walk method to individual users and produces personalized
recommendations. Different from Personal PageRank, the co-ranking algorithm
represents users with their topic preference and encodes the representations into
a simple random walk to implement the personalized recommendation.
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Analyzing the disadvantages of existing works, He et al. [70] develop a generic
method, termed BiRank, to specifically address the ranking problem on bipartite
graphs. It accounts for both the graph’s structural information and the proper
incorporation of any prior information for vertices, where such vertex priors can
be used to encode any features of vertices. Further, the method is generalized
to n-partite graphs and deployed on a personalized ranking scenario. Compared
with the seminal-based algorithms, like PageRank and HITS, the proposed model
uses symmetric normalization to score the vertices, which follows the smoothness
convention. In particular, it smooths the edge weight by the degree of its two
connected vertices simultaneously:

Vv =
∑

u∈N(v)

ωvu√
dv

√
du

Vu, (2)

where
√

dv and
√

du are the degrees of vertices v and u, respectively. In addition,
Vv and Vu denote the representations of vertices v and u, respectively. Inspired by
word2vec, Perozzi et al. [116] propose a DeepWalk framework, which incorporates
random walk and skip-gram algorithms to learn the embedding of each node in
the graph. Wang et al. [147] transfer this idea into the e-commerce recommendation
domain. To address the technical challenges (i.e., scalability, sparsity, and cold start)
in Taobao,5 they propose two novel graph embedding models, which are dubbed
base graph embedding (BGE) and graph embedding with side information (GES).
Their method constructs the item graph based upon user behaviors in sessions and
adopts the DeepWalk method to learn the embedding of each node in the item graph.
Moreover, the embedding vector of each node is aggregated with its side information
to address the cold start problem of new items.

4.3.2 Graph Convolutional Network-Based Method

Inspired by the success of convolutional neural networks in the computer vision
domain, researchers extended the convolutional operations to design the architecture
of graph convolutional networks (GCNs) for graph-structured data representation
learning. For each node in the graph, GCNs iteratively aggregate the information
from its local graph neighborhoods and encode the information into its embedding
vector to gain the informative representation [148]. This can be formulated as

h(l)
v = φ(W(l) · aggregate(h(l−1)

v , {h(t−1)
u ,∀u ∈ N(v)}), (3)

5 https://world.taobao.com/.

https://world.taobao.com/
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Fig. 7 Overview of the PinSage architecture. Courtesy of [159]

where h(l)
v (h(l)

u ) represents the representation of vertex v (u) at l-th layer and
aggregate denotes the function aggregating the neighborhood information.

Benefiting from the powerful representation ability, GCN-based models have
been widely used in RS applications. Chen et al. [18] develop a hierarchical attention
neural network to address the challenge of leveraging item- and component-
level implicit feedback for multimedia recommendation. Their model is dubbed
attentive collaborative filtering (ACF). In this model, each user collects the item-
and component-level features from his or her historical items to enhance the
representation. Although only the direct neighboring items are aggregated to enrich
the representation, ACF also achieves a significant improvement with respect to the
hit ratio, which demonstrates the effectiveness of GCN-based models in multimedia
recommendation.

To alleviate the neighbor explosion problem, Ying et al. [159] propose a
data-efficient graph convolutional network algorithm (PinSage) to implement a
large-scale deep recommendation engine, as shown in Fig. 7. The method combines
random walk and graph convolutional operations to generate embeddings of nodes,
which contain both the content features and local structure information of items.
Besides, they design a novel training strategy that relies on harder-and-harder
training examples to improve the robustness and convergence of the model. By
deploying the proposed method on the Pinterest dataset with billions of nodes, the
authors demonstrate that the method can effectively represent the nodes for high-
quality recommendations.

More recently, micro-video, as an emerging social multimedia form, has attracted
increasing attention in academia and industry [74, 83, 138, 149–151]. In the micro-
video domain, the multi-modal graph convolutional network (MMGCN) [150]
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has been proposed to provide a quality micro-video recommendation service. In
this work, the multi-modal information is incorporated into historical interactions
between users and micro-videos to establish an in-depth understanding of user
preference. Specifically, as illustrated in Fig. 8, MMGCN constructs the user–item
bipartite graph in each modality and conducts the graph convolutional operations
on them individually, which aims to distinguish and consider model-specific user
preference. Moreover, the authors introduce the shared user and item embeddings,
which interchange the information in different modalities.

Another research direction where GCNs are used is personalized fashion rec-
ommendation. Li et al. [85] propose a hierarchical fashion graph neural net-
work (HFGN) upon a hierarchical user–outfit–item graph for personalized outfit
recommendation. Distinct from traditional item recommendation, the personalized
outfit recommendation should satisfy two requirements: compatibility of fashion
and consistency with personal taste. As such, the graph consists of three levels (i.e.,
user, outfit, and item levels), where each level contains a corresponding type of
nodes, and connects the cross-level nodes according to the historical records. To
refine the representation of the user, outfit, and item, HFGN performs embedding
propagation operations from the bottom level to the top one, which models the
compatibility of the outfit, aggregates item semantics into outfit embeddings, and
integrates historical outfits as user representations.

4.3.3 Graph Autoencoder-Based Method

Integrating GCNs into the autoencoder framework, graph autoencoders repre-
sent (encode) each node by injecting its local topological information and recon-
struct (decode) the interactions of node pairs by computing the distance of their
representation. The encoder could be defined as

Z = GCN(X, A) (4)

and the decoder is defined as

Â = θ(ZZT), (5)

where X, A, and Z denote the input feature vectors, adjacent matrix, and encoded
node representation, respectively. Treating the recommendation problem as link pre-
diction task, Berg et al. [142] propose a new graph-based autoencoder framework,
dubbed graph convolutional matrix completion, as shown in Fig. 9. It learns the
latent features of user and item nodes through a form of message passing on the
bipartite interaction graph. Moreover, side information can be combined with the
learned user and item embeddings to reconstruct the rating links through a bilinear
decoder. Based on this idea, Zhang et al. propose the stacked and reconstructed
graph convolutional network (STAR-GCN) [162] to learn node representations for
boosting performance. Compared with GCMC, STAR-GCN represents users and
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Fig. 9 Illustration of the GCMC framework. Personalized recommendation can be cast as a link
prediction problem and implemented using a graph autoencoder. Courtesy of [142]

items not only in the transductive setting but in the inductive one to tackle the
cold start problem. As such, the approach randomly masks some percentage of the
input nodes and then reconstructs the clean node embedding. Moreover, the authors
propose a training strategy to solve the problem of label leakage, which leads to
substantial performance improvement.

Despite the remarkable performance of standard graph convolutions, Wu et
al. [155] argue that edges between the user and item nodes could carry con-
text information. Therefore, they propose an end-to-end framework named graph
convolutional machine (GCM). In particular, their framework consists of three
components: (1) an encoder which projects user, item, and context features into
embedding vectors; (2) graph convolutional layers which refine the representation
of the user and item with context-aware graph convolutions on the user–item graph;
(3) a decoder that predicts the interactions of user–item pairs under certain contexts.

4.3.4 Answers to Challenges

In summary, the graphs defined in the aforementioned approaches consist of the user
and item nodes, where the presence of an edge between the user and item nodes
signals interaction between them. As such, constructing the graph upon consumed
records of users to items could be used to model their interactions. The item nodes
contain the multi-modal features and the user nodes represent the users’ preferences
to the content (C1). By conducting the information aggregation operations on the
graph, each node not only collects the feature distribution of its neighbors but
captures the local structure around it. Moreover, the multi-modal features and
collaborative signals are fused and encoded into the centric nodes during graph
constructions (C2). Beyond users and items, some other types of information also
could be organized into the graph. For instance, context information can be used as
features of edges, or side information can be integrated as a new type of node into
the graph (C3).
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Despite the significant progress of graph-based recommendation methods, there
are still some challenges. For instance, in multimodal feature extraction, the item
features currently tend to be captured from the content information by some pre-
trained deep learning model, like ResNet [67] or BERT [48]. However, such models
are designed and trained for other tasks (e.g., image classification and natural
language processing), different from personalized recommendation. Therefore, how
to leverage the graph-based model to guide the effective feature extraction is still
challenging (C4).

Discussion How to choose the most suitable class of MMRS algorithm?

Graphs are data structures that can be ingested by various algorithms, notably
deep neural networks, learning to uncover complex relationships between users,
items, or user and items. Let us assume a fashion recommendation scenario, where
the goal is for a given skirt liked by the user before, to recommend a complete
fashion set (e.g., shoes, top, and bag). The first idea can be to obtain a latent
representation of fashion items by using a bidirectional LSTM. However, such
models do not necessarily lead to a good representation since selection of fashion
items in an outfit may not have a fixed order.

For RS and in particular MMRSs, the key to success is to find a proper
representation learning strategy for users and items, typically performed in some
latent space. Classical recommendation models treat each (user, item, preference)
instance as an independent instance. Although implicitly capturing the collaborative
signal hidden in the user–item interactions, classical models ignore the important
high-order collaborative signal aggregated from the multi-hop neighbors of each
node, which should be taken into account in the representation learning for users
and items.

As a remedy, different types of graph learning methods can be applied to explore
and exploit relationships among instances.

One of the main issues with graph-based models is their size. For instance,
a social network with millions of users would result in a graph of millions of
nodes and perhaps billions of edges. This causes high computational costs for the
companies if remained unaddressed.

5 Conclusions and Open Challenges

In this chapter, we surveyed the state-of-the-art research related to multimedia
recommender systems (MMRS), focusing on methods that integrate item or user
side information into a hybrid recommender. We presented methods to extract
features and create item representations based on image, video, and audio modali-
ties. An MMRS then leverages these features (together with user–item interaction
data) to recommend either (1) media items from which the features have been
extracted, or (2) non-media items using the features that have been extracted
from a proxy multimedia representation of the item (e.g., images of clothes). In
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terms of recommendation approaches, we discussed traditional hybrid methods,
neural approaches, and graph-based approaches; and we detailed how each of these
addresses a list of crucial challenges we defined related to warm-start and cold-start
scenarios.

In addition to the technical challenges we discussed in Sect. 2, we identify the
following general grand challenges in MMRS:

• Exploiting additional kinds of user–item interaction: Current recommender
systems are limited in the type of interaction data they leverage, i.e., only explicit
or implicit preference indications, such as ratings, clicks, or skips, are used.
In practice, however, there exist many more forms of interaction, which are
addressed in HCI research, for instance. These include looking at a particular
part of a movie scene (revealed by eye movements), zooming into an RoI of an
image (using the mouse wheel), or increasing the volume when listening to a
certain motif in a classical music piece (via keyboard shortcuts). Whether and
how such additional forms of interaction can and should be leveraged in MMRS
is subject to future research.

• Considering multi-modality: Most MMRSs leverage a single modality, even
in cases where the item is composed of multi-channel data. For instance, the
vast majority of video recommendation systems leverage only the visual channel.
While this is often due to computational limitations, it still neglects the wealth of
information present in other related modalities, e.g., for music, these include text
(genre, biographies, tags), audio (the recording itself), image (band photographs,
album covers), and video (music video clip). Investigating the usefulness of such
multi-modal representations and side information and elaborating highly multi-
modal MMRS remains an open challenge [20, 138].

• Multi-modal conversational information seeking: Conversational information
seeking (CIS) research has typically concentrated on uni-modal interactions (e.g.,
textual) and information items. Human conversations, on the other hand, are
well-known to be multi-modal. These characteristics necessitate the development
of CIS systems that use multi-modal products and interact with users through
channels with multiple modalities [46, 87].

• Cold-start recommendation The ability to suggest cold items (items with
insufficient interactions) is the main advantage of MMRSs compared to behavior-
based RSs such as CF. A key challenge is to learn effective item representation in
the presence of a discrepancy between training and test items, as cold items exist
in the test phase. Therefore, finding representation for cold and non-cold items
in the testing stage remains an open research area [38, 50].

• Security, privacy and biases: Recent research revealed remarkable successes
of adversarial attacks to against different MMRSs, e.g. [5, 25, 49, 137]. How to
devise countermeasures to such attacks and research ways to improve the security
of MMRSs, thereby alleviating justified privacy concerns of users, remains a
significant challenge. More information on this topic is provided in the recent
survey by Deldjoo et al. [44], and the chapter on Adversarial RSs “Adversarial
Recommender Systems: Attack, Defense, and Advances”. Finally, detecting
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biases and mitigating fairness in MMRSs and generally content-driven RS is
a topic that has received much less attention compared to CF models, see
e.g., [1, 40, 42, 82].

• Improving transparency and explainability: Fueled by the current trend
towards using deep neural networks in MMRS, systems are perceived increas-
ingly as “black boxes”, and decisions made by them are no longer understandable
by the end users. However, being able to interpret the results made by an
MMRS increases trust in and engagement with the system, as reported in
several works [6, 59, 124]. Therefore, comprehensive explanation models tailored
to MMRSs and their users’ requirements are urgently needed. Readers are
referred to the chapter on Explanation in RSs “Beyond Explaining Single Item
Recommendations” for an overview of recent advances in the field.

Bridging the areas of multimedia and recommender systems will surely lead to
further new and exciting research endeavors.

Acknowledgments We would like to thank Jan Schlüter for providing image examples.
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Fashion Recommender Systems

Shatha Jaradat, Nima Dokoohaki, Humberto Jesús Corona Pampín,
and Reza Shirvany

1 Introduction

Fashion is a broad domain where the expectations and needs of customers are very
diverse, from buying mass-produced pieces such as blue jeans, to experiencing haute
couture pieces that have been elevated to art, to the must-haves of every season that
become ubiquitous in social networks. More importantly, through the history, and
still nowadays, fashion is a tool of self expression and identity. Wearing a t-shirt
with a message is still as important now as the color purple, white and green was
for the suffragettes movement in the early twentieth century. Fashion is also ever-
changing, guided by the seasons, and trends. What is fashionable today will most
certainly not be fashionable tomorrow. Finally, fashion still plays a very functional
need in the lives of billions of people, who choose what to wear every day based on
many different factors such as the weather, comfort or occasion. This makes fashion
one of the most interesting and challenging applications of recommender systems,
specially thanks to the explosion of online e-commerce retailers, online personal
styling services, and fashion-focused social networks.

Within this context, recommender systems can generally be applied to solve
several core user problems. The most well-known problem within the recommender
systems literature is that of a single item recommendation. In fashion, single item
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recommendations have two main applications; Firstly, users often need to find an
alternative to a given item that has the same function, while looking and feeling
similarly. For example, recommender systems can help a user finding a suitable
alternative to an evening dress the user likes, or finding the same model of running
shoes in a different colors. Secondly, users rarely think about what to wear in
isolation, so the complementary item recommendations enable users find fashion
items that complement a given one. For example, hiking boots that go with a given
hiking jacket, or the perfect tie for a given suit. We provide deeper insights on these
problems and the proposed solutions in Sect. 2.

In the last decade, the way fashion is consumed and marketed has had a huge
shift towards social networks, both in importance and volume. Fashion influencers
now have millions of followers and have even become brand themselves. With the
affluence of content in social networks, social recommendations play a big role on
how people discover and consume fashion. We discuss the main trends in Sect. 3.

Recent advances in the field of size and fit, discussed in Sect. 4 enable customers
to find fashion not only matching their style but also in their size, in an otherwise
complex, confusing and non-standardized sizing environment. Indeed, size and fit
is considered as one of the biggest customer problems in online fashion. It plays
a critical role in tackling the challenge of article returns due to wrong sizing, and
can thus strongly improve the customers’ shopping experience, the environmental
footprint, and the profitability of online fashion retailers.

Finally, outfit recommendations, discussed in Sect. 5 enable users to find the
complete set of clothes they can wear for a given occasion, all matching the
same style, or finding the perfect fashion piece to complement a partially built
outfit. Outfit recommendations combine the complexities of all aforementioned
types of fashion recommendations as it can be described as the task of deciding
and recommending compatible single clothing items that can be personalised with
respect to size and fit individual measures and that can be reflecting preferences of
individuals from their favorite fashion influencers in social media.

Research in the fashion domain is built on various in-house and public datasets
trying to represent the diversity of the fashion domain. Section 6 presents an
overview of such datasets that can be used for the research of the most fashion
recommender systems domains. To conclude, Sect. 7 presents an outlook of the
future of the field and discusses challenges and opportunities ahead based on the
studies presented in this work.

Most of the current fashion recommendations state-of-the-art that is explored
in this chapter is based on deep learning approaches. The recent advances in deep
learning have been changing in a significant way the recommendation systems that
were based on matrix/tensor factorization and traditional computer vision methods.
This is explained by the ability of deep learning in overcoming the obstacles of the
conventional recommendation methods and outperforming their performance. The
power of using deep learning techniques in recommendation systems stems from
the fact that they allow for enhanced feature extraction from items (such as image,
video, text, audio). This consequently allows for a more accurate modeling of items
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and can strongly affect the content-based and hybrid recommendation methods
performance when compared to the traditional techniques.

2 Single Fashion Item Recommendations

Single item recommendations are widely used by users of e-commerce platforms to
find items they want to buy and wear; it helps them narrow down their selection
or easily compare items in a visual way. For example, it might help users find
items that are very similar visually, but in a different material, items that are
cheaper than a given one, from a known brand, or items that are labeled as
sustainable. In this section, we discuss recent advances in solving the problem of
single item recommendations that are specific to the fashion domain. Particularly,
similar fashion item recommendations in Sect. 2.1, and complementary fashion item
recommendations in Sect. 2.2

2.1 Similar Fashion Item Recommendations

The problem of similar item recommendations in fashion can be defined as follows:
Given a user u at a given moment of time t , and an item defined as anchor item
i ∈ I , the set of all items, the goal of similar recommendations is to find a subset
of items I ⊂ I that achieve the same functionality for user u as the original item i.
From an intuitive perspective, we can describe items in I as being part of the same
clothing category (e.g, t-shirts, jeans, etc), being from the same color (e.g, light-
pink, black), being from the same brand, or belonging to the same clothing style as
the anchor item i. Moreover, in cases in which the order in which recommendations
are displayed, instead of a set, I can be defined as an ordered list.

A visual example is presented in Fig. 1, which is taken from Zalando [1], a
popular European online fashion e-commerce platform. Here, the anchor item i,
which is a t-shirt belonging to the Pride collection, is shown in the top-left corner.
In this figure, the recommended similar items I , are presented in a carousel under
the heading “How about these?, Similar Items”. All the items displayed as similar
are also t-shirts, of different colors, and all of them belong to the Pride theme.

There are several approaches that researchers and practitioners have taken to
solve the problem of Similar Item recommendations in Fashion; these can be
classified depending on the information used to generate recommendations. In
Session-based Recommender systems, introduced in Sect. 2.1.1 information from
the user’s interaction history with the items is used when calculating the recommen-
dation. In visual recommender systems, discussed in Sect. 2.1.2, characteristics of
the items, including visual and stylistic properties are exploited to find similarities
across them.
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Fig. 1 Example of a Product Display Page showing different recommendations. The similar
item recommendations are shown under the heading “How about these?: Similar Items” The
complementary item recommendations are shown under the heading “Perfect pairings: You might
also like”. These type of recommendations allow customers to continue the fashion discovery
journey by finding items that can be worn together. Source: [1]
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2.1.1 Collaborative Filtering Similar Fashion Items Recommendations

In the area of collaborative filtering recommendations, session-based approaches
that exploit a Recurrent Neural Networks architecture (RNNs), such as the intro-
duced by Devooght et al. [2] showed success in the field of sequence modeling. The
idea of using session-based approaches to solve the problem of recommendations is
based on the intuition that the actions performed by the user within a session can
model the inherent intent to be achieved within that session. These approaches are
gaining popularity; specially in domains such as online retailers, where very often,
only a limited amount of information (that of a web session) is known about a given
user.

One of the first attempts of using the session-based user-item interaction
sequences as input data is proposed in [2]. The authors define the recommendation
problem as a prediction problem for the next action the user will perform. The
proposed approach is based on a Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) Recurrent
Neural Network, which allows the reformulation of the problem of recommendation
into a sequence prediction problem. While this approach outperforms other state-of-
the art approaches, the authors use a video and movies datasets for evaluation, which
differs in nature from the fashion applications of recommender systems.

The Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) architecture family described by Chung et
al. [3] has proven to be very effective when using longer sequences to model
recommendations. One of the main advances in this family of approaches is intro-
duced by the NARM architecture (Neural Attentive session-based Recommendation
Model) [4], which further increased the prediction power of GRU-based session
recommender by adding an attention layer on top of the output. Despite of the
high recall and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), the training process of NARM takes
longer time than pure GRU approaches. The Short-term attention/memory priority
model for session-based recommendation introduced by Liu et al. [5] tackles the
shortfalls of previous approaches by exploiting the user’s current actions to generate
future recommendations within the same session, on real-time or near real-time. It
does so by employing an attention model that can model both the long-term session
properties, while also modeling the actions from the user’s last clicks to capture any
short-term attention drift. The authors claim state-of-the-art performance in several
e-commerce datasets that contain no metadata on the user or item level. This now
popular idea approach has inspired several authors to propose variations on the base
model.

More recently, Rodriguez Sanchez et al. [6] proposed improvements over the
STAMP enhancing the rank of the few most relevant items from the original similar
item recommendations produced by a simple item similarity [7], by employing the
information of the session of the user encoded by an attention network. Together
with a novel Candidate Rank Embedding that encodes the global ranking informa-
tion of each candidate in the re-ranking process, this approach showed improvement
in the specific task of similar items fashion recommendations, evaluated in several
datasets, including an increase of performance in an online experiment in a
proprietary dataset [1].
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2.1.2 Content-Based Similar Fashion Items Recommendations

Content-Based recommender systems have gained new attention in the field of
fashion recommendations thanks to the recent advances of deep learning techniques,
particularly in image processing, understanding and segmentation, as discussed by
Guo et al. [8]. This effect can be amplified in fashion, where the visual appearance
of the items is of utmost importance, and in online fashion retailers, where metadata
about the fashion items, such as color, brand, category or season is often readily
available. Moreover, there is recent promising early work that goes beyond, and
focuses on computer-generated design of fashion garments [9] thanks, in part to the
applications of Generative Adversarial Networks [10–12].

The meta-representation of items is an important source of information for
content-based recommender systems. Within this area, FashionDNA [13] proposes
the combination of both textual information and images to create a representation
of fashion items in a latent space which is designed to predict the non-personalized
likelihood of purchase for each fashion item. Thanks to the addition of purchase
information in the space, this approach performs well in the case of cold-start
recommendations, and has proven successful in the task of searching images in
the wild (Lasserre et al. [14]), from a source of professionally shot images (such
as those in a fashion retailer catalog), or those taken by any smartphone user taking
pictures of an outfit on the street.

In Fashionista: A Fashion-aware Graphical System for Exploring Visually
Similar Items, He et al. [15] present a search system for fashion that uses visual
features to find items that are both similar to a given query and also considered
fashionable. The fashion similarity is calculated as a K-nearest-neighbours problem
within low-dimension visual representation space where the fashionability is learned
from user-item interactions derived from a fashion dataset. The proposed system
enables users to explore visually and stylistically similar fashion items in a graphical
interface that visually represents how visually similar the two fashion items are,
while also representing the fashionability score in a heatmap.

More recently, Goncalves et al. [16], show that similar item recommendation
can be aided by exploiting embeddings that describe fashion-specific attributes such
as texture prints or materials, as these are a proxy for item style. The authors
propose to use feature reduction methods by sampling feature maps to use these
embeddings. When representing fashion items in a low-dimensional space, they
achieve a reduction in memory use of the item representation in 99.91% in a
real-world proprietary dataset from the online luxury fashion e-commerce platform
Farfetch [17]. Moreover, using this low-dimensional representation of items as side-
information into the similar-item recommendation tasks can potentially improve the
style-related facet of similar recommendations, while not hurting the accuracy of
the results returned.

In a study by Ji et al. [18], Pinterest’s [19] approach to image-based search at
scale is presented. This approach exploits modern cloud-based infrastructures and
open-source tools to build the system, and has proven to increase the engagement
with users in a live A/B testing [20]. Similarly, the e-commerce platform Alibaba
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[21] describes the main challenges and solutions while building visual search
at scale in [22] handling a wide range of images; from in-the-wild looks to
professionally shot catalog images for a wide range of product categories, including
fashion. They detail how to build large-scale indexing for seamless data updating,
or how to train models with as little human annotation as possible.

New work is already trying to solve not only recommendation problems within
the fashion domain, but also to autonomously design fashion garments that can be
tailored to a person’s taste. For example, in in Visually-Aware Fashion Recommen-
dation and Design with Generative ImageModels, Kang et al. [12] propose a fashion
aware visual representation that, in contrast with previous work, exploits Siamese
convolutions neural networks (CNN) to create a fashion-aware visual representation
of the items. Moreover, the system can create new fashion items by understanding
the user’s past interactions to understand taste and a set of constrains. More recently,
Kato et al. [11] propose the use of Progressive Growing of GANs (P-GANs) in the
task of fashion design to serve as base to dress-making or pattern-making. However,
while this approach shows some interesting and promising results, it was found
through a user study that the technology does not yield the same results as an
experienced pattern maker in the same tasks, highlighting the importance of the
craft in the the design of fashion garments.

2.2 Complementary Clothing Item Recommendations

Thanks to the nature of fashion, where users generally desire to wear fashion
items that stylistically or visually match when they are worn together [23], its
importance in today’s culture and its never-ending change [24], the recommendation
of complementary clothing items has become a core problem within the fashion
recommendations domain, which has led to an increase of attention in this topic
of research. Moreover, due to the business model of modern fashion e-commerce
platforms, it is also generally desirable that customers purchase more than a single
fashion item at once, making these type of recommendations very interesting.

The problem of complementary item recommendations can be defined as a
relaxation of the Outfit recommendations problem described in Sect. 5. Here, it
is not necessary to match a set of clothes together, but rather to find a match for a
single item. Formally, we can define it as: given a user u at a given moment of time
t , and an item defined as anchor item i in I , the set of all available items, the goal is
to recommend a list of items Ic ⊂ I for user u, where item i in can be worn together
with any of the items in Ic.

The example in Fig. 1 depicts a carousel of fashion items complementary to the
anchor white t-shirt displayed in the top-left corner. Complementary recommenda-
tions in this case are shown under the heading “Perfect pairings: You might also
like”. This carousel contains several fashion items that can be worn together with
the anchor item. Moreover, they share a similar style, and most of the items are part
of the Pride theme.
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The approaches proposed to solve this problem are often similar to the ones we
have introduced in Sect. 2, as this problem can also be modelled adding an additional
constrain in the similar item recommendation problem. However, when it comes
to complementary fashion item recommendations, most approaches rely on hybrid
models that use both user-item interactions and content-based features to produce
recommendations.

The style relationship for complementary recommendations is exploited in [25],
where Zhao et al. infer this relationship between fashion items based on the title
description, taking the assumption that the title carries the most relevant information
of the item. The proposed Siamese Convolutional Neural Network, which performs
the task of finding compatible pairs of items in a words space that is later mapped
into an embedded style space. The proposed approach takes only words as the
input, which makes it very light in terms of computation, and it requires only a
few preprocessing steps and no feature engineering.

ENCORE (Neural Complementary Recommendation), by Zhang et al. [26], is a
hybrid approach to generate complementary item recommendations, which is non-
fashion specific. The authors propose a model that can learn the complementary
relation between items exploiting both image and text of the items, while also
learning the inherent quality of an item using product ratings. The two are then
jointly learned using a neural network transformation, allowing it to combine both
stylistic and functional facets of complementary items across categories. The results
show that ENCORE outperforms state-of-the art approaches in terms of accuracy.

More recently, [27], Wu et al. propose a session based approach that includes
modifications of the STAMP model [5] to produce complementary personalized
item recommendations which outperforms the existing recommender system in
production at the time [7]. Moreover, the authors propose a method to sample data
from existing production systems from an existing dataset, in order to create training
data that can be used to learn a training set for the complementary fashion items
problem. This can be particularly interesting when due to the quality or existence of
the complementary recommendations user-item interaction data can not be used to
create a training set to learn upon.

Kunh et al. [28] present a real-world recommender for complementary fashion
items used by stylists in Outfittery [29]. The proposed approach can recommend
complementary items taking into account the style relationships between both
individual fashion items. A word2vec [30] model is used to find similarities in a
latent feature space, while a style fit score is applied to each item pair based on
their similarity in this latent feature space. In order to ensure the complementary of
recommendations, candidates are selected based on their functional characteristics,
similarly to using categories.

While most of the approaches introduced above rely on content-extraction
approaches to understand the relationship of complement, the approach introduced
by McAuley et al. [31] tries to mimic the way humans visually understand similarity
or complementary relationships between fashion items. The problem is formalized
as a network inference problem defined on graphs of images that have a relationship
with each others. The authors also propose a fashion item encoder which can
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understand the complementary suitability based on visual and textual features. This
approach is shown to improve against other state-of-the-art methods in several
datasets.

2.3 Evaluating Single Item Fashion Recommendations

The definition of single item fashion recommendation problem described in this
Section is well known in the recommender systems domain. Particularly, ranking
metrics such as Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) or Mean Recip-
rocal Rank (MRR), as well as traditional accuracy metrics such as Precision (PRC)
or Recall (RCL) are widely used in offline evaluation settings, with time-aware
training, validating and testing splits. However, there are several particularities of
evaluating single item fashion recommendations that should be considered.

2.3.1 Offline Evaluation of Single Item Fashion Recommendations

Fashion is time-aware and time-dependent. At the macro-level, new fashion is
introduced at several times in the year, every year more frequently [32]; new
items go into fashion and old items go out of fashion. At a micro-level, sequence
modeling, and in particularly, attention-based models have been gaining popularity
thanks to their accuracy performance [5, 27], as the task of finding what to wear,
or what to buy are often carried out in a sequence of steps. Thus, when performing
offline evaluation, it is very important to preserve and mimic the macro and micro
level time dependencies, and always perform a time-aware evaluation, as described
by Campos et al. [33].

As shown in Fig. 1 recommendations are often displayed in carousels, in which
an implicit order is defined: left-most items are the most relevant and right-most
items are least relevant. Thus, if the task is to enable users finding their desired
items with the least effort possible, that item should be placed in the left-most
positions of the carousel. Other type of commonly used representations are a grid
of items, usually seen on e-mails or in search results pages. In this representation,
recommendations also follow an order of left-most results being perceived as the top
results. Thus, position bias [34] plays a huge role on how users interact with fashion
recommender systems online, and therefore should be considered during evaluation.

Sherman et al. [35] highlight the importance of segmenting the offline evaluation
results with respect to the user’s available interaction history. They define three
categories: new users who have not bought or seen any item. view users who have
seen items but not made a purchase, and sale users who have made a purchase. All
the metrics reported in their analysis are aggregated at group level in a proprietary
dataset from True Fit [36], showing how content-based solutions, like the ones
introduced in Sect. 2.1.2 outperform collaborative approaches for new users.
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Finally, the availability of labels for success might arrive at different times in the
evaluation process. In a traditional e-commerce scenario, the most widely available
signal for success is a click on an item. Next, a stronger signal comes when the user
makes a purchase. As the user’s final goal is to wear an item, and not to return it,
return information could be potentially considered as the ultimate signal of success
for a recommender systems. However, such labels are often delayed days or weeks,
as the users have a long period in which they can decide to return a given item.
This can potentially slow-down the evaluation process, depending on the metrics of
success that the practitioner is interested on evaluating.

2.3.2 Online Evaluation of Single Item Fashion Recommendations

The importance of online evaluation of Single Item Recommendation systems in
controlled A/B experiments [20] is mentioned in the literature, where authors try
to ensure the offline and online evaluation approaches are as similar as possible.
Moreover, there are several advantages that should be taken into account when
performing controlled A/B experiments.

In these type of experiments, the interaction between the recommendations
being evaluated and the rest of the elements or content in the same page are
easier to monitor than in offline evaluations. For example, while the introduction
of a new recommendation carousel in a given page might lead to more accurate
recommendations, it might also hurt the performance of other carousels in the same
page, or in other subsequent pages the user might visit, and ultimately don’t lead to
a global conversion.

Moreover, the interaction of single item recommendations with other type of
recommendations, particularly the size and fit recommendations described in Sect. 4
can also be studied in more detail in controlled A/B experiments. While in offline
evaluation often assumes infinite available stock for a person’s preferred size, one
can only observe the interactions between both systems in online experiments.

2.3.3 Beyond Accuracy Evaluation of Single Item Fashion
Recommendations

Finally, while the topic of evaluation beyond accuracy is well known in the field
of recommender systems, it is however often overlooked in Single Item fashion
recommendations literature. Topics such as evaluating recommendations based on
their diversity, novelty or popularity biases, as explained by Corona Pampin et
al. [37] should be carefully considered. Moreover, fairness and ethical aspect of
recommendation should also be considered during the evaluation and design of the
recommender system. For example, recommendations of beauty products can show
racial bias, either because of the data available contains bias, or because the products
available are not suited for a wide range of skin tones [38].
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3 Social Fashion Recommendations

3.1 Leveraging Social Networking for Fashion
Recommendation

Social networks have had a visible impact on many consumer industries. Amongst
them fashion brands, retailers and influencers have been heavily impacted by
the emergence of social networks. Social networking sites have established the
standard mean for consumers to directly interact with fashion designers, browse
catalogs of high-end clothing items, shoes and accessory businesses. This has been
achieved by turning social data into a source for detecting trends, adapting user
recommendations, and for marketing purposes according to Berthon et al. [39].
Major social networking platforms playing crucial roles in fashion domain include
Facebook [40], Instagram [41], Pinterest [19], Polyvore [42], Chictopia [43], and
Lookbook [44].

Amongst them, Instagram is seen as one of the most powerful means in directing
the way consumers discern and recognize brands. Instagram allows a variety of
media to be uploaded onto its platform including photos which become the subject
of interaction between followers and content producers. Mohr [45], highlights that
Instagram specifically has become a key player for establishing near real-time,
direct engagement between brands and consumers. This has been a niche way of
showcasing fashion as there is little proxy to the content shared online. Instagram
has became the favorite new tool for both designers and models who gain more
popularity every day through sharing content and connecting with their followers.

As an example, Fig. 2 depicts a sample fashion post on Instagram that clearly
shows how followers engage with brands and get influenced by the content shared.

Fig. 2 A fashion related Instagram post, depicting the visual content of image as well as
multi-lingual comments as interaction means between fashion brand influencer and followers.
Source: [46]
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This anatomy serves as the skeleton for majority of social networking style
platforms used by fashion brands, retailers, and influencers.

3.2 Methods for Social Fashion Recommendations

With increasing attention to fashion across the breadth of social networking
platforms, a number of papers focus on understanding how to leverage such rich
content as well as context, to improve personalized recommendations on behalf
online shoppers. Existing techniques can be grouped into two major categories:

1. Single andMulti-Modal Social Fashion Embeddings: This category of techniques
tend to address the problem of how to detect and extract visual features pertaining
to garment parts, helping us to better understand fashion clues from the multi-
modal fashion images and their accompanied textual data (such as captions,
hashtags and comments).

2. Visual and Dynamic Social Influence: This category of techniques try to capture
influencers dynamics as well as visual information in order to extract fashion
features and provide users with visual influence based recommendations.

Within following subsections we go deeper into each categories.

3.2.1 Embeddings for Fashion Recommendations

Traditional recommender systems paradigms seen on fashion e-commerce plat-
forms, as those discussed in Sect. 2, rely on user’s online shopping history and
metadata from professionally-shot product images to make recommendations. By
using only this data, such systems tend to ignore the hidden taste of users that gets
reflected within their own uploaded photos as well as their interactions with fashion
producers online (Fig. 3).

As such, developing recommendation systems that can combine information
from both set of sources can introduce possibilities for generating more personalized

Fig. 3 A weakly supervised architecture for classification of Instagram posts. Source: [46]
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recommendations. In addition to visual aspects of the posts, a large volume of
content accompanying the posts are that of the user generated text.

On many social networking platforms, a post can be annotated with a caption
written by the author of the post, by comments written by other users, and by
“tags” on the image which can refer to users as well as products on online shops
of brands and retailers. This has been under looked until recently as most of
the existing work have been focused solely on visual analysis of social media
content [47–49]. However, understanding and classification of fashion attributes
on social platforms is important for modern applications focusing on tasks such
as detection of fashion trends and user recommendation. To this end Hammar et
al. [50], direct their attention on fashion domain-specific embeddings which were
trained on an Instagram text corpus. They present a novel architecture utilizing weak
supervision leveraging a deep classifier to recognize fashion clothing based only
on text accompanying Instagram posts. The weak supervision signals were then
combined with the data programming paradigm. Moreover, the original model for
binary classification was extended to the multi-label setting by learning a separate
generative model for each class. At the last step, weak supervision signals were
combined with generative models that outperformed a baseline using a majority
voting.

Zheng et al. [51], argue that the weak supervised framework can be replaced
by a self-supervised framework capable of learning to measure the similarity
between historical fashion posts of a user to matching potential outfits. Central to
their framework is a joint embedding module that performs multi-modality feature
extraction by combining cues from both image and tags as shown in Fig. 4. Similar
to [50] this in turn assists with the extraction of visual features for garment parts to
better understand fashion clues.

While learned embeddings by themselves are useful to understand fashion
context such as material or styles, they need to be fused with recommendation
framework properly to help generating more accurate recommendations of indi-
vidual clothing items or outfit sets. For instance, Zheng et al. [51], leverage
embedding of all posts of a user along with embeddings from potential outfits
using a similarity metric generating distance scores for potentially matching outfits.
Yang et al. [52], argue that collaborative filtering algorithms can benefit from
additional data accompanying social fashion posts which can be advantageous for
recommendations of sets of fashion items to users. In addition to matching user
preferences, the fashion items in an outfit should also match with each other and
thus it is important to integrate auxiliary information about the fashion items to
capture the relationships amongst items. To this end they propose a functional tensor
factorization method to model the interactions between user and fashion items. To
effectively utilize the multi-modal features of the fashion items, they use a gradient
boosting based method to learn nonlinear functions to map the feature vectors from
the feature space into some low dimensional latent space.
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Fig. 4 Embedding module takes into account both visual and textual aspects of a LookBook post
and in turn generates a joint embedding. Source: [51]

3.2.2 Social Influence for Fashion Recommendations

Another important aspect of social networks is the inherent network interactions
along the social ties in between users and their fashion brands. Social influence has
been a driving factor behind the decisions customers make towards their fashion
purchases online. Domingos and Richardson [53] emphasize that ignoring network
effects constituting interactions of customers when deciding which segment of
customers to market towards can lead to low-quality decisions. In addition to
inherent value from the purchases made, a customer effectively has a network value
that originates from his or her influence on other customers. As a result a number
of work has focused on analyzing behaviors of potential customers of fashion
brands on social networks to improve marketing strategies. For instance, Chinchilla
et al. [54] leverage clustering and association rules in order to discern patterns
of common behaviors of customers of a fashion brand on Instagram. They show
that the learned models can provide useful information for devising personalized
marketing strategies.

Jiménez-Castillo and Sánchez-Fernández [55] focus on understanding how
effective influencers are in recommending brands and their products via the word-
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of-mouth by revisiting whether the potential influence they have on their followers
may affect brand engagement and intention to purchase recommended brands.
Their study concludes that the perceived influential power of influencers helps in
increasing expected value and behavioral intention around the recommended brands.

As such measuring the social influence and leveraging it for improving rec-
ommendations have been a focus of a body of research over the years. Often the
generic metric of audience size is taken as a measure for estimating influence
on social networks. Segev et al. [56], challenge this concept under the context of
Instagram, and demonstrate that features extracted from public information allows
to use various regression models to create an influence ranking algorithm based on
an intuitive score derived from network-oblivious user and posts statistics.

Li et al. [57], propose a social recommendation framework that given query terms
describing a user’s preference, discovers a set of targeted influencers who have the
maximum activation probability on those nodes related to the query in the social
network. Based on the discovered set of influencers as key experts, the framework
recommends items via an endorsement network. Li et al. [58] use multiple features
in user interactions, such as the number of comments and the number of followers
and introduces the mechanisms of macroscopic and microscopic influences. They
introduce the microscopic and macroscopic social influence mechanisms as matrix
factorization to improve recommendations.

Zhang et al. [59], argue that a user’s purchase behavior is not always determined
by their directly connected peers and may be significantly influenced by the high
reputation of people they do not know in the network, or others who have expertise
in specific domains. They leverage this idea for social recommendation taking into
account the global and local influence using regularization terms, and incorporating
them into a matrix factorization-based recommendation model. Eskandanian et al.
[60], argue that identifying influential users and studying their impact on other
users helps in understanding how small groups can inadvertently or intentionally
affect the behavior of the system as a whole. They formalize the notion of Influence
Discrimination Model and empirically identify and characterize influential users
and analyze their impact on the system under different underlying recommendation
algorithms across various recommendation domains. Pipergias Analytis et al. [61],
study various mechanisms of social influence behind both offline and online
recommender systems. Using a weighted k-nearest neighbors algorithm (KNN) to
represent an array of social learning strategies, they show through network science
methods how the KNN algorithm discerns networks of social influence in various
real-world domains. They argue that their results help improve the understanding of
notion of social influence.

A number of recent work focuses explicitly on fashion influencers active on
social networking platforms, and study their respective impact on recommendations.
Bertini et al. [62] propose a user recommendation framework to use a user
similarity metric that is computed through analysing the images shared by users on
Instagram. They consider that influencers and users posting similar content share the
same taste. Similarity between influencers’ photo collections is estimated through
deep embeddings, using a neural network trained to classify photo collections in
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Fig. 5 Architecture of the recurrent neural fashion recommender which leverages influencers
dynamic and visual information to extract fashion features and provide users with personalized
visual and influence based recommendations. Source: [63]

categories of interest. They propose a hybrid recommendation which combines col-
laborative filtering and results from this compact representation of visual content of
photo collections. They demonstrate that their approach enhances the collaborative
filtering baseline.

Zhang and Caverlee [63] propose a visual influence-aware recommender system
that leverages on fashion influencers and their dynamic visual posts on Instagram.
To do so, they extract dynamic fashion features highlighted by bloggers via a
BiLSTM model, integrating a large corpus of visual posts and community influence.
Subsequently this helps with learning the implicit visual influence funnel from
bloggers to individual users via a personalized attention layer, as depicted in
Fig. 5. Eventually, they incorporate perceived personal style of user and respective
preferred fashion features across time in a recurrent recommendation network for
dynamic fashion-updated clothing recommendation. They state that the framework
is very effective especially for users who are most impacted by fashion influencers,
and utilizing fashion influencers can bring significant improvement in recommen-
dations generated, compared to other potential sources of visual information.

3.3 Evaluating Social Fashion Recommendations

As discussed in Sect. 3.2, existing body of research on social fashion recommenda-
tion can be categorized into two main stream views. In both categories quantitative
as well as qualitative metrics have been used to validate the performance of solutions
proposed.

In case of former category, embeddings play crucial role on understanding
and relating semantic concepts underlying the textual cues of fashion under the
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social posts. Hammar et al. [50], argues that embeddings are particularly handy
in the social networking context given that content can be multilingual as well as
the syntactic variety of the spoken words. There are two sets of challenges that
commonly undermine the impact of such techniques. First, high syntactic variety
makes it difficult to use syntactic word similarity for information extraction. Second,
mining text in supervised manner relies on having annotated training data, which in
practice is difficult and costly to produce. This is due to several reasons including
sheer size of social posts, lack of dedicated tools for annotating fashion items
and most importantly finding human annotators with proper domain knowledge
of design and fashion to tag clothing items as argued by Jaradat et al. [64]. The
main focus of the embedding techniques is extraction of fashion related attributes,
and as such learning to rank metrics such as Normalized Discounted Cumulative
Gain (NDGC), Precision (P), Mean Average Precision (MAP) could be used to
validate recommendations task performance, as demonstrated in Hammar et al.
[50]. Given that such mode of retrieval is often combined with visual features
to enable multi-modal recommendations, the challenge shifts onto assessing the
benefit of producing and leveraging multi-modal features. To this end Zheng et al.
[51] evaluate their approach using different combinations of modalities as well as
fusion methods, and report their recommendation performance using recall scores
in turn.

With respect to the latter category, a number of challenges arise from under-
standing how influence of bloggers are modelled, and in turn how that can be
leveraged to affect the recommendations generated for the users. For instance,
Zhang and Caverlee [63] argue that it is difficult to benchmark if the blogger’s
implicit visual influence really helps the recommendation. This is mainly due to
the fact that explicit or direct signals of how customers have been affected by
the bloggers’ recommendation are often not available. As such, more work is
needed to see how such measure actually improves the performance of fashion
recommendation, compared to using other sources of visual information when
available. Another challenge is in understanding how different types of fashion users
(i.e. users with high interest in fashion versus casual shoppers) perceive the quality
of recommendation generated. This turns out to be difficult, given that for such task
one needs to know personal information of users before hand.

In both categories, the role of qualitative evaluation is well-emphasized. Zhang
et al. [51], emphasize this by measuring performance of Top-K recommendations
in recall scores against different size of input social posts. Zhang and Caverlee [63]
take a varying size of selected fashion savvy users and compare the performance of
recommendations in Root of the Mean Square Error (RMSE) scores against various
baselines such as visual [65] and blogger influence [66] baselines. In both cases
authors showcase visually how recommended clothing items relate to their input
user data to validate their approaches.
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4 Size and Fit in Fashion

Article returns are a crucial part of any retail industry where customers return
those items deemed unsatisfactory for a variety of reasons. In turn, customers
receive either a full or partial refund for their returns according to the retailer’s
specific return policy. Over the past years, customer returns have been growing at a
significant rate reaching up to 50% increase year over year for certain categories
[67, 68]. Article return rates vary greatly between retail industries, categories,
brands, and distribution channels [69–71]. However, not surprisingly, the highest
return rates are in online fashion apparel with 25− 40% overall return rates that can
reach up to 75% for specific categories and brands [71, 72]. The underlying reason
is that fashion apparel involves complex factors such as size, fit, color, style, taste
and unquantifiable factors such as “it’s not me” [71].

Indeed, fashion is a way to express identity, moods and opinions. Customers also
tend to use fashion to either emphasize certain parts of their body or hide others. In
this context, size and fit has been shown to be among factors influencing the overall
satisfaction of the customers [73] the most, and in turn poor size and fit is cited as
the number one factor causing online fashion returns [74]. Physical examination of
fashion articles to assess their size, fit, fabric, design and pairing with other fashion
articles is crucial for customers in their order decisions [75]. On the other hand, in
online fashion, customers need to order garments and shoes without the possibility
of trying them on and this crucial sensory and visual feedback is delayed to the
unboxing experience. The absence of “feel and touch” experience therefore leads to
major uncertainties in the buying process and to the hurdle of returning articles. As
such, many customers either hesitate to place an order, or opt for various strategies
for reducing the uncertainty, such as ordering multiple sizes or colors of the same
article and then returning those that did not match their criteria—even more so for
fashion categories and brands they are less familiar with.

Most fashion retailers create garments for consumers they have never met, not
having the opportunity to interact with them directly, by using body measurement
data aggregated and sold by third parties intended to represent size and fit require-
ments of entire populations in different countries and regions. Fashion articles suffer
important sizing variations due to multiple factors starting with limited and coarse
definition of size systems (e.g Small, Medium, Large for garments). To make matters
worse, each brand has their own idea and definition of their target customer base
and the correlating aggregated sizes that represent that customer base. A brand
might specifically target their customer base to be on the younger side, and thus,
represented by say a size 8, so the products are fitted on a size 8 fit model and
then “graded”, i.e. sized up and down in increments to generate other sizes of the
garment. This leads to distortion of the larger sizes because they have now been
increased, e.g. in width, without ever being fitted on a larger model [76–78].

Furthermore there is essentially no consistency with regards to sizing systems
between brands (or in fact often even within brands) resulting in different physical
specifications for the same nominal size according to the article and brand. Adding
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to this the complexity of radically different sizing systems (Alpha versus Numeric),
different country conventions (EU, FR, IT, UK), different ways of converting a local
size system to another (where brands don’t always use the same conversion logic),
and “vanity sizing” [79]. i.e. uncommunicated increase in physical measurements
of a nominal size to boost customer’s self-esteem, exacerbating the problem
of providing correct fashion size advice. From another perspective, customers’
perception of size and fit for their body also remains highly personal and subjective
which influences what the right size is for each customer. The combination of the
aforementioned factors leaves the customers alone to face a highly challenging
problem of determining the right size and fit during their order journey. This in
turn results in having size and fit to be the number one factor for apparel returns in
fashion e-commerce.

The problem of size and fit has a major impact on the customer’s shopping
experience, the environment, and the profitability of online fashion retailers. A
crucial issue in sustainability is the substantial carbon footprint incurred in the
logistic process of returning articles [80]. Research indicates that online fashion
retailers are strongly inclined to offer lenient return policies to lower customer
perceptions of uncertainty [81] which inherently leads to an increase in return
rates. As customer expectations around fit and sustainability evolve, online fashion
retailers have to quickly adapt and find innovative techniques to conclusively reduce
the high size and fit related return rates.

Over the past few years there has been an emerging body of studies on customer
returns. Diggins et al. and Cullinane et al. [82, 83] address issues related to
customer returns in online fashion retailing and discuss their implications while
Walsh et al. [84] studies customer-based preventive article return management.
Among instruments to reduce returns, size tables show no clear effectiveness and
thus Zhang et al. [85] suggests a crowd sourcing approach where customers get
suggestions on garments by matching the existing articles in their wardrobes to
those of other customers in the community, with a strong limitation arising from
customers’ willingness to share their wardrobes with others. The research work on
determining the right size and fit for customers is still in its infancy and remains
very challenging due to the following factors:

1. Data sparsity is severe for both customers and articles- a customer only buys a
tiny fraction of all the possible articles and sizes that exist and articles on the
other hand have a limited stock and may not receive any return data for days (if
not weeks) after their activation on the platform.

2. Data is also very noisy—a customer can buy various articles for multiple friends
and family members in close and neighbouring sizes to their own.

3. The right size for a customer is very subjective- two customers with the exact
same order history or body measurements might still buy two different sizes for
the same article based on their perception of the right size and fit [86].

4. Customers may have a high degree of emotional engagement with the size and
fit topic—even an accurate size advice can come with a high emotional cost for
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the customer when the advised size differs from customers own expectation in
an emotionally charged way.

Supporting Customers with Size and Fit Being able to accurately find the right
size and fit can therefore significantly contribute to increasing customer satisfaction
and business profitability through reducing returns, which also reduces the carbon
footprint of fashion e-commerce platforms. As an increasing number of people use
online fashion stores to shop for articles, online platforms try to both support their
customers and steer customers’ behavior by providing data driven size advice and
recommendations in various passive or active forms as following.

1. Size tables, size charts, and aggregated article measurements [87], provided
per brand and article category, which map physical body measurements to the
article size system. This approach is one of the simplest methods used and
requires customers to find what fits them best themselves by measuring different
parts of their body, such as “bust”, “waist”, “hip”, to determine the right size
themselves by cross referencing their measurements with the size tables for each
article. Interestingly, even if the customer gets accurate measurements with the
aid of tailor-like tutorials and expert explanations, the size tables themselves
almost always suffer from high variance, even within a single brand. These
differences stem from either different datasets used for size tables (e.g. German
vs. UK population) or are due to vanity sizing, which in turn represent major
influences on the body measurements [88–90]. These problems are especially
intensified for fast fashion brands that represent the largest part of sales volume.
In a fast moving fashion environment, designers strive to beat competition by
continuously serving consumers with the latest trends at competitive prices. To
meet time, cost, and design constraints, same articles with varying attributes
(e.g., color, material, etc.) are often sourced from different production channels,
causing inconsistencies in size and fit characteristics. Therefore, in practice size
tables rarely help customers to find the right size [91] and fashion e-commerce
platforms strive to develop data-driven systems for providing data driven size and
fit advice to their customers.

2. Article based size advice, leveraging article attributes and return data from
existing customers to provide article based size advice [92–95]. Here, customers
receive aggregated non-personalized size advice on the article level (e.g. this
article usually runs small/big, or x percent of customers find this article to run
small/big) and customers are required to make an informed decision themselves
based on the given article based advice.

3. Personalized order history based size recommendations where customers’ order
history is leveraged to generate a personalized size advice [76–78, 96–101]. In
this category of approaches, for eligible customers with an order history a size
tailored to the customer is automatically pre-selected for each article based on
the size recommendation predictions, without any requirement for customers to
provide explicit personal data or images.

4. Customer in the loop personalized size recommendations [102–104]. Here,
customers are asked to provide various explicit personal data through ques-
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tionnaires and dialogue-like mechanisms. The required data may include age,
height, weight, tummy shape, hips form, body type, favorite brand, usual
sizes, fit preference, etc. and is necessary for receiving a personalized size
recommendation.

5. Computer vision and 3D approaches [103, 105–107], providing virtual try-on
solutions based on the recent progress in 3D human body estimations [108, 109].
To do so, customers are required to provide detailed personal information (as
in approach 4) and/or to take one or multiple pictures of their bodies in tight
fitting clothes so that a simulated avatar of their body can be built enabling
the algorithm to predict customer’s 3D body or body measurements. In turn,
customers receive either a visual display of how the garment may fit on their
body or a personalized size recommendation for each article. Although bringing
this category of approaches to customers is currently of high challenge—in part
due to their lack of accuracy at scale combined with their high requirements on
private customer data (such as customer images or videos in tight clothes)—the
future of these approaches remains very promising in particular in the context of
high fidelity tailor-like recommendations and made-to-measure applications.

Each of these radically different approaches rely on disparate assumptions and
require different levels of engagement from the customers, making each approach
more or less appropriate for a particular customer segment and experience. In this
chapter we dive deeper to provide details on the second, third and fourth category
of aforementioned mechanisms where customers are either not required to actively
engage in the solution or they do so through light weight questionnaires and dialog
style mechanisms.

4.1 Evaluating Size and Fit Recommendations

Evaluating size and fit recommendations remains highly challenging due to multiple
underlying factors specific to this problem space, in particular:

1. Starting with the customer, the “true” size of a customer is often unknown,
remains subjective for each customer, may depend on the context and the
occasion for which a customer is shopping, and can vary greatly by external
factors such as fashion trends, seasonality, and life changing events impacting a
customer’s physical body, and/or mindset around what fits best.

2. Looking at the problem from the article side, the right size for a customer is not
a unique quantity and varies greatly both within and across brands, in different
sizing systems, in different countries, and for different fashion categories.

3. In online fashion, there is a significant delay between the time that a size and fit
recommendation is provided to a customer, and the feedback signal coming from
the customer once they have actually tried the recommended size on. Through the
lens of size and fit related returns, in order to evaluate the quality and effect of a
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recommendation, one needs to wait for many days if not weeks for the customer’s
return to reach the platform.

4. From the customer’s experience point of view, customer satisfaction from a size
and fit recommendation is not solely based on the recommendation’s quality itself
but is often intertwined with the physical characteristics and the experienced
“feel” of the shoe or the garment once it is worn. This satisfaction is time-
dependent and may change radically after wearing an article for a few weeks,
or after a washing experience.

Considering the above challenges, the size and fit recommenders literature
proposes some recent directions for evaluating current approaches at scale. In
here we mention two of the major directions: (1) Evaluating the quality of the
recommendations on a combination of the customer based metrics and business
related indicators. Within this body of work A/B tests [20] or continuous evaluation
frameworks are set up to measure a change in the customers’ conversion rate, in the
number of products added to the cart, in the revenues per visit, in selection orders
(where a customer orders the same article in multiple sizes), and in reorders (where
a customer returns an article and reorders it in a different size). In the same spirit, the
literature also considers the customer’s acceptance of the recommendations (i.e. how
often they order in a recommended size), and accuracy of such recommendations
(i.e. how often they keep or return a recommended size when they have accepted
or not that recommendation). For more details on this direction, readers are invited
to see [76–78, 97–101] and references therein. (2) Evaluating the quality of the
recommendations on their impact in reducing the size and fit returns. Within this
body of work evaluation frameworks are set up following A/B testing [20] or more
recently using causal inference methods [110] to assess how and to what extent
a recommendation is reducing size and fit related returns. Often deemed counter-
intuitive, it is important to mention that while methods successful on the metrics
mentioned in (1) bring a great deal of value and support to the customers and
the business, they do not necessarily perform well in reducing returns, due to the
inherit tension in the challenges mentioned above. For more details on this direction,
readers are invited to see [93–95] and references therein.

5 Outfit Recommendations

Choosing a complete outfit can be challenging considering the time and efforts it
usually requires. Deciding whether the clothing items in the outfit are compatible,
the colors are suitable to the person’s skin tone, and whether the outfit is suitable
to the occasion, budget, and the weather conditions are some of the factors that
are usually evaluated before choosing the perfect look. The automation of this
process can reduce the burden of outfit selection and save the customer’s purchasing
time during online shopping. However, most of the previous research in fashion
recommendations has focused on individual items’ recommendation and a limited
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Fig. 6 Examples of whole outfits’ recommendation for a summer outfit (a) and a winter outfit (b)
The example showcases the variations of the categories and the numbers of clothing items in an
outfit that change depending on the season and other factors. Images are licensed—Adobe Stock

amount of work has been conduced on whole outfits’ recommendations. This can
be explained by the following reasons:

• An outfit consists of multiple clothing items (see Fig. 6), and customers might
have different views on the individual items while considering whether they like
the whole outfit or not. Colors, fabrics, style, fit and other factors that are difficult
to be inferred by the recommendation system, yet are often considered by the user
when purchasing an outfit.

• The compatibility between the clothing items that make an outfit can be decided
using styling experts advice and latest trends. However, customers might have
their own policies or preferences when combining items that need to be learnt by
the system. Different people might have different perspectives of styles, which is
a reflection of their occupations, ages, culture and place of living.

• Generating valuable personalized outfit recommendations to customers require
learning from their past purchases and possibly explicit feedback on which
regions of the outfits they like, or their outfits’ pictures that can give an idea
about their general style and body shape. However, there are significant reasons
behind the difficulty of processing customers’ provided pictures as this process
requires more efforts from customers to take pictures in neutral backgrounds and
with acceptable quality. Moreover, many customers might not provide such input
due to the lack of time, or for privacy reasons.

Most of the approaches that have been proposed for personalized outfit recom-
mendation in research are based on the idea of suggesting a whole outfit using a
seed clothing item that the user is browsing, or by suggesting a complementary item
that completes the look. Moreover, there has been another category that is based
on selections from the personal wardrobe (smart digital closet). In this section, we
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Fig. 7 Example of a defined policy on garments’ combinations in an outfit. Source: [112]

discuss the state of the art in outfits recommendation covering the aforementioned
categories. Generally, the outfit recommendation problem can be formulated as
follows: Given a set of fashion clothing items I = {i1, . . . , iN }, a set of fashion
outfits O = {o1, . . . , oM} can be generated. An outfit om with t fashion items can
be presented as om = {i1, i2, . . . it} where the outfit can be presented as a set, a
sequence or as pairs of clothing items. Each clothing item belongs to a certain
clothing category that is denoted as ci and possibly has a set of metadata attributes
that we denote as Ai = {ai1, ai2, .., aiK}. Examples of attributes are: material,
pattern, length, and brand. Additionally, style information at the outfit level can
be provided or inferred from the existing attributes and denoted as So. Assume there
are U users where u = { u1, . . . , uU }. The user’s u preference towards the outfit
om is represented as pu,m. The objective is to learn a model so that the preferences
scores of any pair of user u and outfit o can be predicted. The pairs of outfits that
have the highest predicted preferences will be recommended to the user u.

Following the problem definition, outfit recommendation can be compromised of
the following stages:

• Learning Outfit Representation: Learning the visual representations of the
clothing items and/or their textual metadata attributes. Each clothing item i in
an outfit om will be transformed into an embedding Ti . The transformation might
be a joint representation of the image and its metadata. Additionally, the style
representation can be inferred and provided as input in the next steps.

• Learning Compatibility: Learning the compatibility between several clothing
items in a single outfit which can be based on: (a) defined policies recommended
by stylists and designers (e.g. [111]) (an example is shown in Fig. 7) or defined by
the customers to show their preferences on combinations of garments (e.g. [112])
or (b) can be learnt by the system from existing examples of positive/negative
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compatible items or by measuring similarity between latent representations
between items.

• Personalization: Learning personal preferences based on direct input from
customers or through inference from their input and behaviour and integrating
the representation of the users’ preferences in the learning model.

Early work on whole outfits’ recommendation (e.g. The Complete Fashion
Coordinator [113], What Am I Gonna Wear [114], and Magic Closet [115]) was
based on input provided by users on the clothing items they have in their wardrobes
and the occasions of wearing these items, and then suggesting outfits based on
historical data, inferred personal style and matching with the occasion. For example,
in the Complete Fashion Coordinator proposed by Tsujita et al. [113], the user
registers the pictures of their wardrobe clothes with some input such as the occasion
for which each item was worn, and they can share them with their friends in a social
network to get advice and evaluation of the outfits. Liu et al. [115] proposed Magic
Closet, a system that enables the retrieval of matching clothes from online shops
that pair with an item from the user’s personal wardrobe. Other similar examples
are: [112, 116, 117].

While the early work provided the foundation and definition of the problem, the
research direction has shifted afterwards to providing inspirations of outfits to users
from online shops and fashion blogging websites. Thus, we can categorize research
in outfits recommendations based on the mechanisms of generating and modeling
representations of clothing items and outfits as follows:

5.1 Outfits’ Compatibility Scoring

A large amount of research [31, 111, 116, 118–126] in outfits recommendation
is based on outfit scoring using uni- or multi-modal neural architectures for
extracting and learning the feature representations of outfits and then applying a
classifier network to predict a score that describes the outfit’s style compatibility and
adherence to the user’s personal style. An example of such an approach is shown in
Fig. 8, which reflects the general steps in this direction. The outfit representation
in these approaches is usually learnt by concatenation or pooling to aggregate the
clothing item embedding representations. For example, He et al. [118], project pairs
of the clothing items from which an outfit is composed to the embedding space
and then they feed the compound features to the CNN model following a pairwise
compatibility matching approach. Li et al. [119] jointly fuse learnt embeddings
from images and their metadata to further improve the fashion outfit representation.
Another interesting approach is proposed by Chen et al. [120], where they learn
a multimodal attention model over pre-segmented images to emphasize the parts
of the outfit in which the user has shown explicit interest in their reviews of the
outfit. For example, given the user review: “Great Material, loose fit around the
waist. Nice wide neck opening, very stylish look”, additional attention will be on the
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Fig. 8 Example of the general steps in outfit scoring systems where the latent representations of
the clothing items are learnt and fed as input to a scoring step that evaluates the compatibility of
the whole outfit. Source: [125]

neck part of the outfit. However, such approaches can be time-consuming due to the
segmentation process that is needed to obtain the annotations at different levels of
the outfit.

The compatibility model that Song et al. [111] propose is based on the teacher-
student network scheme where they encode the clothing matching policies that are
learnt from domain knowledge in the teacher network using the attention mechanism
to regularize the learning of compatibility between clothing items in an outfit.
However, the construction of the compatibility matching rules can be a challenging
process due to the large amount of fine-grained details in clothing items that might
affect the rules.To address this issue, Bettaney et al. [125] combine embeddings
of multi-modal features for all items in an outfit and outputs a single score that
reflects the compatibility between the representations. To summarise, most of the
research has agreed that the visual and textual information of clothing items are
great supplements to the outfit score prediction.
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Some researchers have proposed approaches for calculating pairwise compatibil-
ity between clothing items in an outfit and then learning the overall compatibility
score from enumerating pairwise similarities. However, these approaches are
usually criticized by the high computational cost of enumerating all the pairs for
a large candidate item and their inefficiency in capturing the global compatibility
between the sets of clothing items. Examples of research that follow this direction
are [121–124] where the authors use a Siamese convolutional neural network
approach to learn feature transformation for measuring clothing pair compatibility.
[127–130] have the objective of providing interpretability to the outfit scores by
analysing the clothing pairwise compatibility. For example, Wang et al. [129] follow
a backpropagation gradient analysis from the outfit score output to the input pairwise
similarities for the purpose of outfit diagnosis in order to point out the incompatible
items in the outfit and provide explanation for outfit scores. Song et al. [131] employ
the Bayesian personalized ranking framework to model the pairwise preferences
among the fashion items of the outfit. Following the idea of outfit grading, in [132],
the Fashion++ approach is proposed to suggest edits for both fit and aesthetic
details such as color, patterns and material of an outfit. In the Fashion++ model, the
clothing items of an original outfit are preprocessed and then fed to a discriminative
fashionability module to gradually update the outfit composition in the direction
that maximizes the outfit’s score, and consequently improves its style. Similar to
the idea of providing outfit’s improvement tips to the user, Simo-Serra et al. [133]
propose a Conditional Random Field model to reason about the outfit’s score and the
garments composing the outfit. An interesting factor has been effectively integrated
in BOXREC [134] where Banerjee et al. consider the users’ preference of price
range for individual clothing types and their overall shopping budget for a set of
items while generating outfits’ recommendations (Fig. 9). In BOXREC, a set of
preferred outfits is generated by retrieving all types of preferred items from the

Fig. 9 An overview of the BOXREC framework where users decide their preferred price ranges
of individual clothing items and their total budget to receive recommendations customised based
on their preferences. Source: [134]
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clothing database customised according to users’ price ranges, and then all possible
combinations of clothing items are created and verified using an outfit scoring
framework.

5.2 Sequential Outfits Representations and Predictors

Most existing research [135–139] follows a sequential approach to modeling the
fashion outfit (usually from top to bottom to accessories). Here, each clothing
item is a time step, and a fixed order in terms of clothing categories is applied to
ensure that items in a single outfit are neither redundant or missing. Then, using
the property of Bi-directional Long short-term memory (LSTM) architectures [140]
that allows modeling the connection among current items, past items, and future
items through forward and backward LSTMs, the global dependencies between the
clothing items can be detected. An example of such approach is shown in Fig. 10,
where the images of clothing items are transformed to feature representations in
1D vectors and fed to Bi-LSTM. Wang et al. [137] provide the visual-semantic
embedding (VSE) and the aesthetic embedding (AE) to supervise the Bi-LSTM
learning by incorporating meaningful category and personal aesthetic information
that is learnt from outfit features. The visual-semantic embedding is learnt by
projecting the image features and their semantic textual representations into a joint
space. Consequently, the method can generate an outfit that is visually compatible
to the given query clothing item and also semantically relevant to the text query.
Nakamura et al. [139] incorporate the outfit’s style embedding in the Bi-LSTM
model by first reducing the item features that are included in the outfit then

Fig. 10 Example of the general steps used in handling fashion outfit recommendations as
sequences. Source: [137]
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encoding and decoding the obtained vector using an autoencoder to extract the
style representation that should conform with each of the outfit’s clothing items’
style. Paragraph Vector neural embeddings model has been used by Jaradat et
al. [141] in which they leverage the complex relationship between user’s fashion
metadata while generating outfits recommendations. Generally, the aforementioned
sequential approaches require fixing the order of items in terms of their categories
in an outfit. However, modeling outfits as an ordered sequence might be practically
different than reality as items in an outfit do not have any specific order. To allow
for a flexible representation of outfits, more recently, researchers modelled outfits as
sets or graphs rather than sequences as we explain in the next section.

5.3 Outfits’ Flexible Representations

Lin et al. [142] formulate OutfitNet; a fashion outfit recommendation model as a
multiple instance learning problem, in which the outfits are handled as sets with the
assumption that the labels that indicate the users’ preferences at the outfit level are
known, while the labels that indicate their preferences for the individual clothing
items in the specific outfit are unknown. The compatibility among the fashion
items is learnt through the semantic similarity of their embedded representations.
Specifically, given a subset of fashion items, a positive item that occurred in the
outfit, and a negative item that never occurred in the outfit before, a relevancy
embedding of those items will be generated. Then, the learnt embeddings are fused
together with users’ outfits’ preferences where an attention layer is applied to
capture the emphasis of users on certain parts of the outfit that is learnt by pooling
from the multiple inputs of the model, and hence it achieves personalized results.

Collaborative filtering approaches are proposed in [112, 143] to model the
interactions between users and fashion outfits. Lin et al. [144] propose a fashion
recommendation framework that is based on an image generation model by incor-
porating a layer-to-layer matching to fuse the generation features from different
visual layers to improve the recommendation performance of the candidate item.
Chen et al. [145] use user clicks on clothing items to capture users’ interests which
is integrated with their history of purchase to generate personalized fashion outfits.
In their model they use a transformer encoder-decoder architecture to model users’
preferences and compatibility among clothing items.

Aforementioned research represent the outfit as a sequence, a set or as pairs
of clothing items. However, Cui et al. [146] chose a different representation by
modeling the outfit as a sub-graph of a fashion graph (example shown in Fig. 11)
where each node represents a category and each edge represents interactions
between the categories. Then, the task of outfit compatibility can be converted into
a graph inference problem. A topic modeling approach was proposed by Hsiao et
al. [147] to learn style representations from fine-grained fashion attributes where an
outfit is represented as a document, a visual attribute (e.g. polka dotted) is a word
and the style is the inferred topic.
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Fig. 11 Representation of an outfit as subgraph of Fashion Graph where each node represents a
category and each edge represents the interaction between two nodes. Source: [146]

5.4 Evaluating Outfits Recommendations

Generally, the accuracy of the outfit recommendation task can be evaluated with
different quantitative methods such as, fill in the blanks (FITB) or compatibility
prediction (CP). When the order of the outfits shown to a user is important, the
outfit recommendation task can be evaluated using ranking accuracy metrics.

Fill in the Blanks is a widely standard test used in fashion compatibility
research. It is usually formulated as follows: Given an outfit that is composed of
x1, . . . .xi−1, xi , xi+1 . . . .,xn clothing items, one of the items (e.g. xi) is masked
out randomly. Then, the task is to predict the item that is most compatible with the
remaining items in the partial outfit. The performance is measured by the accuracy
of the prediction compared to a ground truth dataset.

Compatibility Prediction is an evaluation technique for the model’s capability
at distinguishing compatible from non-compatible outfits. Usually, for each com-
patible outfit, a non-compatible example can be generated by replacing one item at
a randomly selected position by another item from the clothing items vocabulary.
This generated example is then labelled as non-compatible. Then, the task becomes
a binary classification problem where the model is trained with the compatible
and non-compatible outfits. Area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) is a commonly used evaluation metric in this technique.

Outfits ranking accuracy can be evaluated using metrics as Normalized Dis-
counted Cumulative Gain (NDCG). Applying ranking measures in outfits’ ranking
tasks can be difficult, as it requires defining a way of considering an outfit which
is composed of several clothing items to be a relevant recommendation to the
user. This implicitly requires defining rules for positive or neutral choices for the
user. Some researchers considered an outfit that is created or evaluated by the user
(like/view) to be a positive outfit, while the other outfits to be neutral. Then using
NDCG which is a widely used criteria for comparing ranked lists, the relevance of
top N recommended outfits is evaluated.

In order to easily compare the performance of outfit recommendation algorithms
across different tasks, several datasets have been released. These originate from
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fashion online websites where users can create their outfits by composing them from
different clothing items and receiving feedback from other users such as. Several
examples of widely used datasets are: Polyvore [42], ShopLook [148], iFashion and
(Alibaba) [21]. More details about datasets used in fashion recommendation domain
are provided in Sect. 6.

6 Fashion Recommendation Datasets

In this Section we introduce a selection of well known datasets in the field of
fashion recommendations, together with their main characteristics, possible uses
as well as the direct links to download them. We hope that this collection enables
and facilitates the repricability and comparability of the work done by practitioners
in several of the tasks discussed in this chapter; size and fit recommendations, single
item recommendations and outfit recommendations.

• Amazon Reviews dataset introduced by McAuley et al. [15, 31], contains
product reviews and metadata from Amazon, including products in the Clothing,
Shoes and Jewelry category. It includes 142.8 million reviews, ratings, product
metadata as well as bought and viewed actions at product level. This dataset can
be used in the tasks of single item recommendation or similarity calculation.

• Large-scale Fashion (DeepFashion) is a fashion dataset built by Lui et al. [149],
which contains a set of 800,000 diverse fashion images that can be used for
different tasks such as fashion similarity, or fashion item recognition.

• DeepFashion2 dataset is a dataset collected by Ge et al, [150] which contains
491,000 images, mapping to 801,000 clothing items and more detailed metadata
associated with them. It has useful metadata information that can be used
for tasks such as fashion similarity, fashion item recognition and single item
recommendation.

• Clothing Fit Datasets for Size Recommendation are datasets collected by
by Misra et al. [98] from sever fashion e-commerce sites ModCloth [151] and
RentTheRunway [152]. It contains size and self-reported fit information, as well
as reviews and ratings for 1,738 items and 47,958 users. The dataset can be used
for research in size and fit related recommendation problems.

• ViBE (Dressing for Diverse Body Shapes) is a Dataset collected by [153]
Hsiao et al. from the fashion site Birdsnest [154] which contains photography
of garments worn by a variety of models of different body shapes. The dataset
also contains medatada for both the item and the model. Thus, this dataset is very
interesting for solving size and fit related recommendation problems

• Street2Shop is a dataset collected by M. Hadi Kiapour et al. [155], which
contains 20,357 labeled images of clothing worn by people in the real world,
and 404,683 images of clothing from shopping websites. The dataset contains
39,479 pairs of exactly matching items worn in street photos and shown in shop
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images, which can be used for the task of similar item detection from images,
complementary item recommendations, or outfit recommendations.

• Pinterest’s Shop The Look Dataset, collected by Kang et al. [126]. The dataset
contains 47,739 scenes of people wearing fashion, which are labeled and linked
to the corresponding 38,111 items. The dataset also has style labels, which
makes it useful for the task of outfit recommendations or complementary item
recommendations.

• Alibaba iFashion is a dataset collected by Xu et al. [145]. The dataset contains
1.01 million outfits that are created by fashion experts. It also contains the clicks
behaviors from 3.57 million users over a period of three months. This dataset can
be useful for the task of outfits’ personalised recommendations.

• PolyVore Outfits is a dataset collected by Vasileva et al. [123]. It contains 68,306
outfits and 365,054 clothing items with their descriptions and types. This dataset
is suitable for outfit recommendations or complementary item recommendations.

7 Conclusion and Challenges Ahead

In the growing world of fashion e-commerce it is becoming increasingly important
for online fashion retailers to provide more personalized clothing recommenda-
tions that match the expectations of customers. Moreover, modern strategies in
merchandising and marketing aim to ensure that the unique needs and preferences
of consumers are addressed. Yet, with the huge information overload and the
wide variety in products and services, personalized recommendations become more
challenging to achieve. As business, brands and online retailers are investing in
social media, influencer-based marketing can be effectively employed in generating
personalised recommendations for the followers by adapting their recommended
content based on their interactions with influencers which reflect some of their
fashion preferences. Due to the novelty of the digital influencers domain and
its constantly evolving nature, the topic of enhancing consumers’ personalization
through their relation with influencers has not been discussed enough by scholarly
researchers which leaves a space for more research contributions on this type of
cross-domain recommendations.

Future work on the size and fit recommendations will open the doors to deliver
substantially superior customer experience with targeted improvements on the
size and fit related returns, the recommendations’ accuracy, interpretability, and
explainability. Experimentation with deep leaning models in this domain have
the great potential to unlock rich size and fit recommendations across categories,
customers, and brands. From a different perspective such accurate recommendations
may still come with an emotional cost for the customers, for example where a
customer is faced with a size recommendation that largely differs from their own
expectation. Such emotional costs are of particular importance for recommendation
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algorithms where customers have a high degree of emotional engagement with the
topic, as is the case in the size and fit domain. Future experiments will put greater
focus on the interpretability of the recommendations to describe the machine’s
reasoning behind the predictions, critical in decreasing the emotional cost for
customers, and playing a major role in increasing customer’s understanding and
trust and acceptance of those recommendations. Computer vision and 3D methods,
when successfully implemented at scale, can radically change the game in the size
and fit domain by creating highly personalized and accurate solutions tailored to
each customer’s unique body, taste, and preferences. They can also prove essential
for creating made-to-measure solutions at scale where articles are created and
personalized for each customer on demand.

We believe that the major challenges and future directions in outfits recommen-
dations research would be on providing more scalable and automated solutions
that minimize the individual efforts by stylists and at the same time minimize the
required input from customers which can be replaced by inferring their preferences
from previous images, purchase history or possibly their social networks posts.
Detecting users’ preferences from their images require efficient localisation or
segmentation of clothing items, and matching with similar items from fashion shops
databases

Finally, the more traditional task of item recommendations is likely to further
gain from the interactions between this area and the outfits, social media and size
and fit recommendations areas. We imagine that while ranking optimization models
will continue to drive the state-of-the art when it comes to accuracy metrics, in the
future it will be more important to built a digital experience where customers can see
fashion products in context (either by automatically generated outfits or influencer
outfits) and they always fit perfectly when ordering them.

Taking a moment to zoom out, we see that Fashion plays different roles in
people’s life. Some are just looking for a comfortable piece of apparel to wear,
while others are deeply interested in the latest fashion, and as we dress up every
morning, there is no doubt that fashion very personal to each of us. Because of
this, the effect that recommendations of size and fit, influencer content or outfits
can have on someone’s well being needs to be more widely studied. Moreover, the
production and distribution of clothes generates substantial waste and in its current
form can negatively impact the climate and our society. While recent advances on
tackling the size and fit problem has shown great gains in saving unnecessary returns
(and their associated environmental and economic costs), many of ethical concerns
that affect our society also directly affect the fashion industry. In this context, what
is recommended can play an important role in amplify or mitigating the positive or
the negative impact. A big area of research that will grow within the next years is
thus ethical and fair AI applied to the problem of physical good recommendations,
particularly intimate to each of us and greatly present in fashion.
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